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ESTABLISHED 1883 basis, American manufacturers have Leipsic to Halle, are being electrified ..

Published monthly by usually been able to meet foreigners In the field of transmission the

The Electrical Age Co., 45 E. 42d Street, New York. in the markets of the world , so far as signal events are the increases in com

J. H. SMITH , Pres . C. A. HOPE, Sec . and Treas . price is concerned . mercial working voltages due prin
JOHN HAYS SMITH , Editor.

In general , the year closed with a cipally to the tandem suspension type

Telephone No. 6498 38th . bright outlook for the resumption of of insulator. For the first time com

Private branch exchange connecting all departments . expansion all along the line, and busi- mercial transmission has crossed the
Cable Address - Revolvable, New York .

ness in 1909 is, in most quarters, ex- 100,000 - volt limit. The transformer-
SUBSCRIPTION RATES

pected to be a record-breaker. is as far ahead of the insulator as ever,

United States and Mexico , $ 1.00 .

Canada, $1.50 . To Other Countries, $ 2.50 Turning to the technical and scien- and the next move seems to be the

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS
tific fields, it is pleasing to note that inventing of some insulator covering

insertion of new advertisements or changes of copy cannot
in 1908 the advance, which business of the conductors, oleaginous or other

be guaranteed for the following issue if received later than the and industry lacked, has been , in gen- wise, which shall check the loss due
15th of each month .

eral, fully maintained. In the oldest to discharges.

branch of electric work, the telegraph, In the central station industry the

The Year the movement has been along the salient feature is the advent of the

lines of improving the workingcapac- improved form of the tungsten lamp:

It has been the fashion to refer to
ity of the current by the introduction While some fears have been expressed

1908 as a year of depression . A close of the several approved forms of high- as to the immediate effect of this lamp

analysis of the year's records in those speed automatic instruments. Wire- on central station revenues, it appears

lines of activity which are of special less telegraphy has continued to ex- that they are rather groundless, as the

interest to our readers does not ex pand both in volume of business and new business which comes from the

actly justify this. There is a wide in maximum distance covered . Regu- improved lamp will , almost invariably,
difference between actual depression lar communication by wireless across soon make up for any temporary loss.

and non -expansion. We have been so the Atlantic is now an accomplished The tungsten lamp comes to hand
used, since the beginning of the pres- fact. Perhaps the most important de- just at the proper time to help out in

ent century, to seeing a huge yearly velopment of the year in this line is the campaign against the gas lamp,
growth of the various electrical in- the discovery of amethod of control- and reports are that it is being used
dustries that any failure to realize the ling the waves so that their energy with good effect. The replacement of

rate of growth looks to us like an ac- may be confined to one direction in the unsanitary gas burner, either of
tual setback. stead of spreading out in a sphere . A the Welsbach orstraight gas type, by

If we shift the point of view and strong movement is being made look- the tungsten lamp where the latter

look at 1908 as compared to preceding ing towards the reduction of cable is properly loaded ought to be an im

years , it must be said that the utmost rates by 60 or 75 per cent. portant factor in improving the public
that can be said against it is that it The technical progress in telephony health. We do not think that the
showed no appreciable growth. There has been mostly limited to the wire- electric light salesman, as a rule, lays

are, however, exceptions to this , taken less branch . The latest experiments enough of stress on the deleterious

both ways. Certain traction systems indicate successful communication effects of the gas lamp in lowering

have continued to show a substantial over a distance of 300 miles. In or- the tone of the lung tissues during the

increase in traffic. Many telephone dinary telephone work some progress winter months, thereby rendering the

companies report the largest earnings has been made in improvement of the user an easy victim to all sorts of

in their history. On the other hand, currents , and the use of the automatic “ colds,” and occasionally to pneu

the manufacturing interests really exchange has increased .
monia, to say nothing of tuberculosis .

were set back, as would be natural In electric railway work the rule The flaming arc lamp has come

under the conditions . But even these " make haste slowly ” has been ob- more and more to the front during the

have shown a substantial upward served . Many projects were held up year, and seems now to be firmly es

movement throughout the year, par- because of financial stringency, and tablished in popularity.

ticularly since the presidential elec- this has undoubtedly retarded tech
In the widening field of electro

tion . It is doubtful if the tariff re nical progress. Some new single- chemistry the two noticeable features
vision agitation, which has checked phase roads have been placed in com- are the gradual improvement of the

the growth of business in some lines mission and a couple of heavy trac- processes for electrical steel making,

of manufacturing will have any pro- tion installations have been put to the and the improved results in getting

nounced effect on the electrical manu- test of practice . The effort to raise. atmospheric nitrogen in form for
facturing interests . It is unlikelythat working direct -current voltages keeps fertilizer. The first of these, the re
even with electrical machinery and ap- up nobly , and the perfecting of the fining of steel , is one of great interest

pliances on the free list , the foreign commutating pole traction motor

to everyone, and the fixation of nitro

manufacturer ( who is principally Ger- promises much in this connection. In gen touches every member of the hu

man in this instance ) would be able addition to the railway work being man race .

to seriously compete with the Ameri- done in this country, the Prussian Great progress has been made both

cans in the home market. In cases lines from Magdeburg to Leipsic, 80 here and abroad in the perfecting of

where the ratings were on the same miles , and a 2212-mile line from commercial processes. A steel plant

295
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is going up in Switzerland that will Most of this lost energy, whose limited as to time, and so the rating

eventually absorb 22.000 h.p. and pro- amount, relative to the total quantity question stands to -day.

duce 200 tons of- finė steel in a day. of energy transformed is determined Now there is a considerable differ

The best evidence of the progress by the " efficiency" of the transformingby the “ efficiency ” of the transforming ence of opinion as to what the proper

made is that the existing steel com- device, appears as heat that is gener- values of the temperature rise really

panies, themselves are taking up the ated in the iron of the magnetic cir- are , and the engineer who tries to get

work:The electric smelting of iron cuit, the copper of the electric circuit away from the above-mentioned speci::--

ore in regions where it is suitable has and in the bearings . Now, in so far as fications and do some rating of his

also made noteworthy advances. Let the capacity of the machine itself for own , finds that this difference leads

it be noted in this connection that producing " output” is concerned, it is manufacturers to quote very differ
probably more than half of the known this lost heat-energy that determines ently both as to weight and costs on

iron ore deposits of the world lie in the permissible limits . In turn , the generators, and motors of the same

these regions. amount of heat-energy that can be rated output. Competition among the

The processes for the separation of permitted to develop in a given ma- manufacturers leads to these results

nitrogen have improved to such a chine is determined by the rise in tem- which are sometimes very misleading

point that plans are being made for a perature that the machine can stand and gets both them and the engineers

plant to be devoted to this purpose without permanent injury . As gener- into trouble. In the foreign markets
that will utilize 120,000 h.p. , and it is ators and motors are made "in the the difference between American and

said that even larger installations for present state of the art,” the substance European practice in this respect has
this kind of work are contemplated . in the machine that is most liable to led to such a condition of affairs that

In summing up, we think our read- permanent injury is the insulation . exporting manufacturers have had to

ers will agree that 1908 has been a In reality, therefore, the rating of a rerate their machines, calling a 10 -h.p .

pretty good year and that it has be- machine, if based on its output, is motor in the United States a 15-h.p.

queathed to 1909.a much better herit- determined by the heat-resisting qual- one in Japan, a 25-h.p . machine ac

age than it received from its prede- ity of the insulation used therein . quiring 10 extra horse power in rating

cessors. We feel that the electrical Much trouble has resulted, and con- by shipping over the Rio Grande, and

industries have the best of reason to tinues to arise , from the looseness of so forth .

face the new year with energy and definition that is unavoidable in a chain When the average citizen hears

confidence . To all of our readers, of limits such as here exists , and much about this practice without under

present and prospective , we wish the thought has been expended in trying standing its real cause, if he has free

fullest measure of prosperity and suc- to devise ways to simplify the question trade tendencies he notes it as another

cess , and pledge ourselves to do all in of rating. About the net result , so " protection outrage," and stores it up

our power to cooperate with them to far , is that engineers have to make a for ammunition in dealing with his

bring it on .

As heretofore , we shall continue our

more or less accurate guess at the Congressman . We fear that the elec

critical permissible temperature that trical manufacturers will have this

efforts to present the best and freshest the insulationcanstand, make another brought unpleasantly to their attention
news without fear or favor, and to conjecture of approximately the same before the present tariff agitation is

merit the support and recognition so degree of accuracy as to the difference over .

freely given us in the past. between that maximum temperature, The remedy, we would venture to

which in the nature of the case always suggest, lies in all the generator and

occurs in the inward parts of the ma- motor manufacturers agreeing upon

Ratings of Generators and Motors chine, and a corresponding temperchine, and a corresponding temper- and adopting a standard set of tem

In the Standardization Rules of the
ature in any external part that can be perature specifications — and sticking

American Institute of Electrical En

more or less accurately measured , and to them . With this done , the situation

gineers is found the following some
specify that the machine shall give its will be greatly simplified, and we be

lieve that the consulting engineers willwhat broad recommendation : “ All " rated ” output without the measur
electrical apparatus should be rated by able temperature exceeding the figure welcome it , as in the end it means the

saving of trouble and misunderstandoutput and not by input. Generators, indicated in the second guess .

transformers, etc. , should be rated by
When it is considered that a dozen ing for all concerned. This has been

electrical output ; motors by mechan
or more different factors enter in the the universal result of movements

ical output.”

determination of what the values looking to uniformity of action , and

This method of rating is sanctioned
above dealt with really are , such as the

that " standardization ” which is so se

by usage and convenience, but those actual efficiency of the machine , its verely criticized in some quarters will ,

who have had to incorporate it in their ventilating capabilities, its environ- we believe , in this case find few if any

business transactions have long been ment, thearrangement and nature of objections raised .
aware that it has its disadvantage. the insulation and the time-factor in We are glad to note that some work

The chief of these is the lack of defi

its deterioration, as well as a number has already been done in this direc

niteness. Just what is the output of of other elements of lesser import, the tion , and hope to see it pushed ere

à generator or motor ? The answer difficulty of getting at once an ap- long to a successful finish .

that it is the amount of electrical or proximate knowledge of the exact

mechanical energy that can be taken state of affairs is manifest.
Valuation of Public Service

therefrom without the accompanying As is usual, in such cases a com Franchises

rise in temperature exceeding a given promise, born of experience and nur

limit at once brings up the point. tured by custom , grows up and is ac- The synopsis of the decision of the

As is well known, such apparatus, cepted. So we find the Institute Supreme Court of the United States

in a broad sense , may be designated as specifying divers permissible temper- concerning the right of the Consoli

“ transformers" in that there is a trans- ature rises for different sizes and dated Gas Company of New York to

formation of mechanical to electrical kinds of machines and minute direc- fix the charges for their service con

energy , and vice versa . These trans- tions for measuring this permissible tains one feature that is of special in

form with the loss of a fraction of the rise . Other and higher figures are terest to public service corporations

total energy that is transformed . specified for " overloads" which are and their stockholders. After leny

а
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ing the right of the Gas Company to consolidation took place. It would ing tool attached by means of a few

charge more than the rate allowed by appear that franchises which did not feet of hose. The motors operating

the act of the New York Legislature, cost their holder anything can have no these small sets take their current

until it has first proved that that rate capital value, and those that have been from a convenient light socket or are

is so lowas not to permit of a fair re- paid for have just that value — the in- connected to a cleaner circuit, when

turn on the capital invested, which the ference being that any increase in theference being that any increase in the the house has been wired for such .

court suggests is, in this particular actual value of these franchises be- The non - portable sets are mounted

case , six per cent., the decision infer- longs to the public and not to the in the cellar with a good foundation

entially promises that in the case it titular owner. If this is finally estab- under them. An iron suction pipe is

can do this it will have ground for lished , the future promotors of public run through the house, with outlets at

petitioning that the act be nullified utility companies will have so much one or more points on each foor so

and a higher rate established. less fat in the pot. that the rubber hose and cleaning tool

This brings up the old question as The equity of the case in general only have to be handled by the oper

to what is the legitimate capitalization is not made any plainer by the fact ator. Such an equipment is installed

of such a corporation. Like nearly all that the Public Service Commission large enough to permit two or more

similar corporation's in this fair land, laws of New York forbids the capital cleaning tools to be at work at one
the Gas Company is popularly sup- ization of such franchises altogether. time. It therefore follows that non

posed to be considerably over-capital- This, of course, applies only to the portable sets are generally of a sub
ized . By the same token it is in close future, but if it werewrong and unjust stantial size.

relationship with most of the electric in the past some way to remedy it
The motors operating non -portable

light and power companies as well as should be devised . And this way
sets are made hand -starting or auto

the traction interests . Indeed, almost should be a direct one and not the one matic-starting, as desired . When

every company whose duty and privi- advocated by many commentators on hand-starting the attendant must go
lege it has been to use the public the case , which point out that if a cor down to thecellar and manipulate the

streets is in the same situation. And poration can arbitrarily place a swol- rheostat before attempting to clean.

in almost every case the elusive ele- len value on its franchises and call
The use of automatic starters allows

ments in footing up the capitalization them “ property,” it can thus make ex- the attendant to start and stop the

are the "good will " and " franchise.' tortionate charges on such a basis and
motor from any floor by a push-button

Considerable mental work had been that the only way the public can help control. This latter system is the

done on the problem in this case under itself is by constructing parallel enter favorite one .
discussion . From a total of $ 90 ,- prises of its own . It would be sup

Engineers and others, who are

000,000, claimed by the company, the posed that at this late day regulation called

figure had been cut to $60,000,000 by instead of competition would be the

to recommend cleaner
upon

a lower court, the difference being dominant idea in this connection , but

systems , find themselves at a loss to

select with much assurance the good
mainly in the values assigned to the evidently the notion of the old crude
above-mentioned factors.

from the bad amongst so many. Of
and wasteful method , which works the

course, all cannot be good, nor are
The Supreme Court disposes of greatest injury both to the corpora

" good will ” with the statement- tion and the people , dies hard.
all competitors of a given outfit N. G.

The first question always is the gen
which looks sufficiently obvious to the We believe that a satisfactory and

eral mechanical one of rigidity or sta

lay mind — that the "good will ” of a equitable solution of this important
monopoly has no tangible value. It and much-discussed problem willulti- bility. Whenparts are light and seem

to work hard against themselves on
cannot be gainsaid that the average mately be found, and that it will be

test , it is well to be cautious . Again,
public service monopoly does not en- based on the principles laid down by

the cleaner end may have good bear

joy much “ good will” from the great French law in similar cases . ings , easily operated valves, valves

public it serves. If the " good will” of this appears to be another of the none
easy of repair and not liable to give

a concern is defined as the mental atti- too -frequent instances in which " they
trouble from dirt ; the whole may be

tude of the body from which that con- do these things better in France ."
of simple construction, and yet the

cern draws its revenues , as compared

with the attitude of the same body to

power may not be sufficient in the

ward other similar concerns, this part
Vacuum Cleaning Systems

motor which drives it . On the ex

perience of those who have tested and

of the case backs what our legal
During the past two years the examined nearly every make on the

friends call a locus standi, and there
market has been deluged with vacuum market, nine out of every ten of the

fore the “ good will” element vanishes cleaning equipments. These machines machines driven by motors so small as

from the discussion where a monopoly have been in many forms, but all have to come within the underwriters' re

is concerned. The court holds that sought to obtain the common object quirements about attaching to light
where there is no possibility of com

of removing floor dirt by sucking ing sockets are not worth substituting

petition there can be no allowance for it up and depositing the collected re- for a good broom and carpet cleaner.

good will . As will be readily seen , sults in a receptacle from which it is The makers of small equipments have

this involves most of the large electric later removed. to remove every bit of surplus weight
utilities of the great cities . The interiors of these machines which can be eliminated in portable

As to the valuation of the fran- have been made up of bellows , pistons, sets , hence, motors lacking sufficient

chises, the situation is by no means so fan blades and impellers similar to power. But the non -portable ma

clear. Taxes on franchises are on those in a Root blower in general con- chines seldom err on this account , as a

many statute books and therefore they struction . good large foundation must be built

must have some tangible value. In They may be classed into two gen- anyway and some extra weight does

the case in point the gas company eral divisions : portable and not make any difference. The test

originally valued its franchises at portable. Portable sets are carriedPortable sets are carried applied by responsible makers is that

$ 24,000,000. The company's lawyers in the hand or may be wheeled about a vacuum tool must have suction ef

state that the decision sustains their on a very small truck. In any event, fort enough to pick up ordinary BB

value at $ 7,781,000, which is said to the cleaning apparatus itself is car- lead-shot from the floor. The char

be the price paid for them when the ried from room to room and the clean- acter of cleaning work done by a tool

To us,

non
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1905 .

1906 .

1907 .

Cts .

.971

.914

.844

.666

Cts.

1.94

1.89

1.76

1.33

capable of this need never be feared . construction and equipment of the mated at about 1.5 cents per kilowatt

Inferior cleaners may take up light building was not stinted in the me- hour. Such cost figures do not make

surface dirt spread carefully over a chanical equipment. As will be seen, the work of the central station power

floor, but will not do genuine cleaning. the plant is complete in every detail, solicitor the easiest thing in the world .

To pick up dirt from depressions, to and neither thought nor money was And it is but fair to assume that there

get it out of somewhat inaccessible spared to secure the very best both for are numerous other plants of the same

places, to pick up pins, tacks and the construction and operation. kind that can , and do, approximate

like, which will insist upon getting The open shop and the nine-hour these results. Where the operating

into carpets and rugs, requires the day are in full force, though the records are kept with care it should

vacuum equal to the shot lifting pull. watches are eight hours , as elsewhere be a simple matter to prove that such

The drift in the market at the pres- noted. Grading and promotion are. is the case.

ent time, among those who have used strictly on merit,and everyemploye's
one or more systems, is towards the record is carefully kept . The work

The Chicago Electrical Show
non - portable type. The cost is much of the "Educational Society ," or the

higher but the results justify the ex- apprenticeship course, as it may The fourth exposition of the Chi

pense, if the building is of any size . otherwise be called , has been of great cago Electrical Trades Exposition

Most vacuum cleaner outfits have to benefit to the operating and mainte Company promises to be even more

deal with dry dirt. In large buildings nance force, mostly all of which are successful than the preceding shows.

it is often necessary to scrub a ball- members. The successful conduct of these

room floor or tiled hall . The vacuum The record of the four years of
shows, success that has attended in

tool is then used to suck up the dirty operation of the St. Regis plant shows the past, demonstrates the actual ne

water. It may interest our readers to that these results were not obtained cessity in the trade for expositions of

know that scrubbing tools are now without infinite effort. this sort, when properly managed.

making their appearance, which will We present the following table to The annual visit of thousands of oper

round out and complete the work to show how operating costs of power ating engineers to view the newap

be done. By the use of these tools a have been cut down : paratus developed during the year is

stream of water containing soap or
one of the invaluable trade oppor

Total Operating Cost

other cleaning substance will be car
tunities to manufacturers , and they

Year Boiler h.p.-hr. kw.-hr.

ried into the scrubber. As the whirl are not slow in appreciating the im

ing brushes move over the floor a
portance of putting their machinery

clean floor covered with dirty water on exhibition. There is nothing like

will be left behind . The cleaner tool 1908 .
seeing the apparatus itself. Adver

following will draw this up, leavinga
tisements in trade write -ups and cir

clean , wholesome surface. Thus will
The operating costs of both the culars are more or less impotent as

the slow , painful hand labor of the
boiler horse power and the kilowatt compared with the actual inspection

well-known scrubwoman be, super- very noticeable reduction shown for
hour have been steadily reduced. The of apparatus in operation , in so far as

seded by rapid , easily handled ma
succeeding in arousing the attention of

chinery.
the year just ended is attributed , prin- the trade and in creating a desire to

cipally, to two causes : use the apparatus. The purchase fol
First , the improved working out lows if new equipment becomes nec

Recording Operating Costs
of the bonus system which has now essary for the economical operation

We invite the especial attention of had time to get in its best effect. of the plant.

our readers to the article in this issue Second , the improvement in the The endeavor of the Chicago man

describing the operation of the me- boiler performance caused by the agement to make this year's display

chanical plant of the Hotel St. Regis . adoption of the automatic ball-bearing as far as possible a working exhibit,

In a subsequent article will be de- turbine blowers . is a step forward in developing a
scribed an even more notable feature The first and most important of comprehensive and representative dis

connected with this plant, the incep- these causes is intimately connected play of the electrical industry. The

tion and development of the " Relief with the work of the training school, announcement that the United States

and Educational Society " of the En- which will be described in a later government will display an entire

gineers' Department . It will later be issue .
equipment of machinery apparatus of

understood how intimate is the con- The analysis of the cost record a modern battleship is particularly

nection between the splendid oper sheets reveals the completeness and noteworthy in directing the attention

ating record of the plant and the ad- accuracy with which the operating of the electrical fraternity to this field

mirable training school for engineers costs of this plant are kept . All de- of endeavor. With the expanding

and firemen , which owes its existence tails find their proper place, being needs of our navy and merchant

to Mr. J. C.Jurgensen, chief engineer compiled from the daily reports as marine, it promises to be very lucra
of the St. Regis ' engineering plant they are turned in . The results of tive. The importance which now at

and chief instructor in the technical pains taken are evident . It would be taches to the electrical equipment of

course of the St. Regis “ Relief and hard to find any private plant where vessels may be understood from the

Educational Society." the records are more complete , and fact that about one- tenth of the cost

In order to grasp the means which equally hard to find one where, under of modern battleships lies in the elec
were at hand toaccomplish the results the given conditions, better economics trical machinery and equipment. The

shown , it is well to get a general idea are obtained .
government has much to gain in in

of the plant itself . As is well known , It is interesting to note that with viting the attention of a multitude of

the St. Regis is one of the most splendid all the adverse conditions as to extra engineers who will visit this display,

hotels of the metropolis of the Western attendance, etc. , as noted , the total and we have no doubt thatan inspec
hemisphere, and the expenditure that estimated average cost of a kilowatt- tion of the equipment will result in

was lavished on the architectural hour at the switchboard is now esti many helpful suggestions.



The Model Operation of an Isolated Plant

A plants are often unable to give boilers each . A seven-foot space is giving a heating surface of 3500 sq.

the costs of their operationfor left at rear and sides for access to ft. They are designed for 150 lb.

the reason that in , we may say, the piping connections and cleaning doors . steam pressure and are equipped with

majority of instances their costs are A 17 - ft. firing floor extends in front hand -fired furnaces having a grate

not accurately and systematically kept . of the boiler, whichis paved with cast- area of 60 sq . ft. Although a 60- in .

It is, therefore , instructive to find an iron floor-plates. Overhead is a six- steel stack is carried above the roof

instance in which not only are the inch I-beam runway for a hand-oper- line of the building to a point 300

cost records most admirably kept , but ated trolley hoist to convey coal fromated trolley hoist to convey coal from above the grates , thus giving very

the latest methods of improving the the storage bunker under the sidewalk good draft, the combustion is further

efficiency of the operating force have improved by the installation at the

been applied with signal success . rear end of a “ Wing ” automatic tur

While there are many plants in which bine blower, which runs at 3400 r.p.m.

one or both of these features receive and serves to regulate the draft .

more or less attention , it would be These blowers are so light and port

hard to find one in which they are able that they can be shifted from

better thought out and more closely boiler to boiler, and in a few minutes

systematized, than in the mechanical be set in place as the conditions may

plant of the Hotel St. Regis at 55th require.

st. and Fifth ave. , New York. The boiler -feed equipment consists

In this article will be set forth at of four 77/2 x 5 x 6 -in. duplex steam

some length the way in which this pumps, arranged with flexible con

plant, which is a model in its way, is nections for various combinations, but

run, and also the methods of keeping are usually returning condensed water

track of the multitudinous details of from the receiving tanks of the heat

the operation of such a plant, which ing system to the boilers . Each pump

is comparable with that of an ocean has a Kieley automatic pump-governor.

liner or a battleship . Goubert vertical closed feed-water

The power plant is one of the heaters are used for preheating, the

most complete ever installed in a heating surface amounting to 250 sq.

building of this character. It com ft . , disposed in two - inch seamless brass

prises a 1200 -h.p. boiler outfit, 1000 tubing. From the heater the feed

kw. capacity of electric genera waterpasses through a wood combina

tors, a 100 -ton refrigerating plant and tion filter and purifier and then

a very extensive heating and auxiliary through a Worthington hot-water me

equipment. Most of these auxiliaries ter. Supplementing the pumps are a

are steam driven so as to supply ex pair of No. 6 Nathan injectors, which

haust steam at low pressure to the have suction connections to the city

heating, ventilating, hot water and wa water mains. Each boiler is provided

ter distilling plants. The plant is lo with blow -off connections leading to

cated in thesub -basement, some 50 ft. a blow -off tank , whence the blow -off

below the pavement, and is divided in water can be pumped up to the level of

to a boiler room 40 x50 ft., an engine the street sewer. The pump for this

room 72 x 100 ft., a fan room 40 x 50 service is automatically controlled and

ft ., and rooms for workshop, store arrangements are made to recover a

room , toilet and locker rooms for the part of the heat of this water by pass
employees. Although the boiler room ing feed water through the blow -off

represents only 2250 sq. ft. devoted to tank.
PIPING.

the actual power apparatus and the

engine room 1800 sq. ft., which is a The steam-piping system comprises

scant space for a 1000 -kw . plant, yet
an arrangement of distributing head

ers for both live and exhaust steam,
owing to the compact arrangement and

the use of vertical types of apparatus,
by means of which great flexibility of

control is obtained . The high-pressure
wherever possible, satisfactory clear

Fig. 1. - HOTEL ST. REGIS .
ances for workingabout the plant have

header in 20 in . in diameter by 13 ft.

long and has two 10-in . supply connecbeen secured in nearly all cases. This

to the floor, Coal is handled in buckets tions and five delivery connections. The
was done in partby double -decking of 500-1b. capacity and weighed in the 1o-in .boiler connections each serve
the hydraulic elevators.

bucket at the entrance ofthe boiler two boilers by means of an eight-inch
room . A two - foot steel fence holds branch to each . These branches are

BOILERS AND AUXILIARIES .

the coal pile on the forward side and fitted with gate and non -return stop

The steam -generating equipment keeps clear passage way. valves. Thedelivery connections con

consists of four 300 -h.p. Heine water- The boilers have each a 48 - in . steam sist of a ten - inch main supplying the

tube boilers, set in three batteries in drum , 21 ft. long, with the Heine electric -generator units, a seven -inch

the boiler room , which is at the rear wrought- steel tube headers attached at connection to the refrigerating service,

of the sub -basement. They are ar- either end, between which are fitted another seven-inch line through a

ranged in three settings, one contain- the tubes . Each unit has two hundred pressure-reducing valve to the low

.
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pressure header to make up for the

heating system , and two six-inch lines ,

one for the pumping machinery and

the other for the general high-pressure

steam service throughout the building.

The exhaust steam header is of cast

iron 18 in. in diameter and 1 ft. long,

with two supply and four delivery con

nections. The supply .comprises a

16 - in . connection to the muffler tank

of the engine room exhaust-steam

system and a seven-inch connection

from the high-pressure header through

the reducing valve, above noted, for

making low-pressure steam to the

heating system when the engine ex

haust is insufficient. The exhaust

header has an atmospheric relief for

freeing it from excess pressure when

steam is not used as fast as it is pro

duced.

Delivery connection from the ex

haust header consists of a 14-in . main ,

which runs to the upper floors for the

heating stacks of the indirect heating

system , a 10 - in . line to the tempering

coils in the fan - room , a six -inch line

to the sub -basement relay heating

stacks and a six-inch line to the tem

pering coils of a ventilating system .

The main exhaust line from the en

gines delivers to the exhaust header

through a Potter muffler tank , which is

also connected with a Cochran grease

extractor, and a 54 -in. receiver, which

is equipped with 24 quarter -inch gal

vanized screens and a coke filter to aid

in the complete removal of oil from the

exhaust.

HEATING SYSTEM .

The heating system used in this

building is the “ indirect” type inwhich

warm air pumped and filtered is heated

by being drawn over heating stacks. Fig . 3.—VIEW OF MACHINERY ROOM .

There are three heating sets, one on

the third, one on the seventh and one under a guarantee of 24 lb. of dry the output, one for light and one for

on the twelfth foors. Tempering coils steam per indicated horse power. The power , and the remaining are three

which regulate the temperature of the generators are all over- compounded power -distribution panels and three

air before it is admitted to the heat- four per cent. to insure uniform volt- for lighting distribution .

ing stacks are provided. The heating age with changes of load , and are The equipment of the board in

connections are all dripped through guaranteed to stand 25 per cent . over- cludes Weston indicating instruments,

Kieley steam -stop connections to the load for three hours without undue Thompson recording meters formeas

low -pressure return tank. All mains heating. uring the total output and I. T. E. cir

are covered with Keasbey magnesia The electrical distribution system is cuit breakers . The entire electric light

sectional fittings, canvas jacketed and a two-wire one, all power and lighting and power installation was made by

banded. feeders being kept separate and un- the Western Electric Company, New

der separatecontrol from the switch- York. The boiler plant and steam
ELECTRICAL PLANT .

board out . Blower motors for various equipment, as well as the very com

The electrical generating plant con- purposes are wired to separate feed- plete heating and ventilating plants,
sists of four direct-connected units , ers, provided with independent switch- were designed by Alfred R. Wolff,

aggregating a capacity of 1000 -kw . es and circuit-breakers placed on the consulting engineer, New York. The

Two units consist of 25 x 25-in. , 150- main switchboard, so that they are at electrical equipment was designed by

r.p.m. , four -valve simple engine, di- all times under the control of the op- Patterson Bros. , electrical engineers,

rect connected to a 220 -volt300-kw. erating engineer. The lighting is con- New York. Steamfitting was done by

generator. The other two are 20 x 20- trolled through groups of three panel- Gillis & Geoghegan, New York .

in. , 200 -r.p.m . engines of the same boards on each floor, which are sup
OPERATING DETAILS.

type connected to 200 -kw . generators . plied by separate feeders from the

The engines are all from the Harris- main switchboard . In starting to keep an accurate rec

burg Foundry and Machine Co. , and The switchboard itself is a ten -panel ord of the operating expenses of this

the generators from the Western Elec- white marble one with two panels for plant, it was realized that as less than

tric Co. The engines were installed generator control , two for totalizing half of the total output was converted
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ord is kept with equal care they have

ample time to check up each other,

and thus avoid the weakness incident

to a system where one tch comes

on reluctantly as the other goes off in

a hurry.

The boiler -room force numbers

seven . A head fireman , who does

the boiler cleaning and repairs, and

three watches, each consisting of a

fireman and coal passer, make up the

complement. The bonus system is in

force, and the splendid results at

tained by its use will be dwelt upon

later. The form of the bonus used

here is as follows : A standard de

termined by years of experience is

adopted . In this plant it is now four

pounds of coal per boiler horse power

hour. Each fireman does his best to

save coal by coming below the stand
ard. He is credited with a propor

tional amount, which is over and

above his fixed wages. The bonus

for the head fireman and coal passers

is based on the total result of the

Fig. 4. - VIEW OF DYNAMO ROOM .

into electrical energy, some other basis Hourly readings of this meter are

than the kilowatt-hour must be used . taken . The make-up water from

After due consideration the horse the city mains varies greatly with

power hour from the boiler was de- the fluctuation in the amount of water

cided on as the obvious point for returned from the heating system and

measuring the output and the follow- from the numerous domestic uses in

ing routine was devised : the hotel . The forms on which these

Coal is weighed on a section of the readings are entered are somewhat as

I -beam trolley runway at the en indicated below .

trance to the boiler room , and each This quantity of water and coal

weight is immediately entered on a represents the consumption during the

pad provided. As a mixture of No. 2 eight hours of the watch, and from it,

and 3 buckwheat coal is used , as well as a base , the horse power output of

as a systematic method of filling the the plant is calculated . Allowance is

bucket, an automatic counter on the made for the degree of moisture in

trolley rail serves to check up the the coal . The boiler -room crew's

a

1

HOURLY READING OP Feed

WATER METER

WEIGHT OP COAL Remarks

Reading
Cubic feet

used

Fig. 6.-C. & C. ELECTRIC FAN MOTOR .

12 P. M.

11

10
44

536

538

537

543

528

533

541

520

532

542

| 530

552

536

538

531

540

536

526

578

540

518

525

520

522

525

526

528

524

525

527

1 515

523

529

( 517

545

543

515

517

517

3255652

5346

4982

4622

4154

3767

3286

2833

2497

306

364

360

468

387

478

456

336

6

6125 5357 5242 3745

efforts of the three watches . This

arrangement insures the force against
the bad effects of too much team

work and keeps the three watches

working as a unit.

The outgoing watch presents its

report as shown in Fig. 7.

Total coal, 20,469 lbs. Total water, 3,155 cu. ft. The results of these fuel and water

Fig. 5.- FORM OF FUEL AND WATER CONSUMPTION LOG .
measurements are tabulated as shown

in the following sheets.

These coal read- jurisdiction ceases at the high- pres- last month of1908, andgives the dailyweight entries.
The report here shown is for the

ings are used to check up the sure steam header.

weekly inventory of coal on hand ; the The watches in this plant are of horse power developedfor every day

water is measured by a pair of nine hours each . The duty in engine in the month, as well as all other
Worthington turbine hot-water me- and boiler rooms is eight hours. routine features of the plant.

ters, as mentioned above, which Thus the watches overlap each other
This table shows the fireman's

meter is calibrated every week . by an hour, and as each watch's rec- bonus sheet as worked out for the
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BOILERS 2 3 5 TEMP FIRE ROOM COND. OF COAL KIND OF COAL

Boiler Pressure
Coal Fired Lbs.

Voof Cocks of

Water

Temp Feed Medium
Water

Time Tubes

Cleaned
Reading Feed

Wster Meter

Wet

Time Fires

Cleared

Draft ia Inches Good

Time Pires

Lanked

MediumTemp.

Chimney Gas

Cans .Ish Removed

from Back

Connecting

Caos Ash

Removed

Bad

CounterReading

4 PM

Counter Reading

12 P. M.

Buckets

Used

REMARKS:

0.

Engineer

same month . In this particular boiler- man, amounting to over 18 per cent. to take advantage of its benefits is un

room the scale of wages is as follows : in the case of the head fireman, and der contemplation. In addition to

Head fireman .... $ 70 nearly 15 per cent in the case of the this there are 15 men employed in

Firemen 65 most skilful fireman . "maintenance,” which includes look

Coal passers.. 40 The engine-room force looks after ing after the larger plant comprising

the house utilities such as heating sys

BOILER ROOM REPORT.
tem , elevators , etc. , and consists

mainly of machinists, plumbers and

Date Jeu 7-19 Time of Reading, 12 P. M. Watch No. 3 their helpers. In all, the mechanical

department employs a total of 36 peo

ple , of whom four only are charged to

20469
supervision. These include the chief

15110
Dry Paz Breck engineer, his assistant ,acombination

2 222 2/8 anixed write bookkeeper, stenographer and type

writer and the storekeeper. The addi
3355652 x Fond Quoka . tionofthisstafftotheregularboilerBuch

V100 in Chimney Who and engine -room force should be con

sidered in the inspection the total cost
360 "

x per kilowatt-hour.

23 The report on gas meter and water

56530 56568
from outside service is shown in Fig .38

10. It will be noted that these readings
The above readings to be taken by watch going on in presence of watch going OFF and BEFORE same is RELIEVED

are itemized sơ that each can be

charged off to its proper division of

the service.

From the above data, the total horse

power evaporated is known, and all

the routine elements in the cost of

producing it are also known. The

Fig. 7. - FORM OF DAILY BOILER ROOM REPORT. material cost of repairs is taken care

All reports are made and signed the running of all the machinery, and
of by the three sheets . One of these,

by the head fireman, and the result ten men are employed in this work. Fig. 11 , is for routine repairs and re

of the crew's vigilance is seen in the The bonus system is not, as yet, em newals ; the other two, Figs. 12 and

handsome bonuses received by each ployed in this division , but a scheme 13 , are for recording the total cost of

Hotel St. Regis,

Hotel St. Regis, Euremen's Bonus _ Sheet

Engineer's Depe. General Bozler_Report Month of December 1908 Coal Standard : 4.10 Los prHP

27 %

Month of December : 908

he
Covorage os. of Water Palio et Water Bolas Casa

lemporaneamen der erhellersom er medTome 339429 2020 S872 1774 5654.27.12.1924

52500.884.K 27712444_4652001afasku. 1405 Sopad 331 25431222001 fin 950127 3300 TA2.Z , 1894

used dhe 80443/4 Spegede size 145775224uredzes 363 3.9412.6 / 7.24 1624 23.62 29277 6324024432A

564,12 27472144 Burdarsdag 1574015 Luesdks 351 3675421911304 JWHV6 244 1624352 835

shred ema822424 Herbaliz 149823.54 10L01261368 3874.3.2016 2014 40424dba 04 2840 200 3010

R /00 od 80792144 5923019esteaed 14.5502144 1457174333 37002 Vol 225 4653387 2881 2843-01/14 1234

47814 4 port_74314 likodzovemo 13725344 Staritza 123hdels 2884326 3232 Soodust2 :14

suhege2_71642455 H045048.14213334250448 27 197165Hd 1694 Hostelbst al24 Lid17220 2034

56 /04_31244 514000.00 1556034 112542418 Sisszal 1743 17tuled 34247 12433194 464

744_128233241 534700 Veoke 157251050 cose 39 17143.1920 basd 4694396942124 13242342

56382deses.24152301244 Sherlez 342 loss 3/84
5110420 83942

34737461166 boud2321196.4384

3262 85242/2 HS90009322.24654 1611434_9450123456
545026 2017 3802464 1234 2443551734 304

Senza 8044214 # 1922022522844 145144 14db 355 37049.Esex 34 26439241892 4614ZA 2014

&486741_241824 . 4428okazale sellest 432.564_ZADE 282 Ledi 1324 ob 1134 3504.2- ben 1986

57348! 24 767024 42620072e7d144e3t36534001 ss Ilmsescou 27471 7813-7.4 3454 35252TA1159

204 20 A2214 4414514614715313:4+ scoprzed 35) 14344ik uit 27602675 1643 24 & ST 164

$ 294lholz 4775007.02.45 146 144853651 1527
J2462.1244 190452 2/12 17240401725

5600 , no endur H9050022422723214873323 Jesolash 357 Jeig. 1847 37443711 94 168412 314

566eduk Sabunda 47679de7441 L03512. uzdra L 1.43 g533543444 soodustad 37AAL 974

Sundeva_serdata Hazloc 961 4629510050144 392 53.54 2264 572244 34422V /614

52604bles toodava 4 4057407.141255 /46419150362 8197 343 Dsus24 3722.6 . 2651

edhe 12 201231_4 H198902.01.19.147903:51_9454274357 3794.3.14 23Wd 160.00/6 1/4 has tos

Juduh B244344 seemedy. 4229/45 ,1469933:51. ES501 351 272512 2880 54188340 34606 Add1964

2124424 83932/34 4431425494Seady 915444 342496300951 1592034
JUUBE 2003 37203 2044 S42 1944

24 19 85282 /217790414150621.20760/6353 149.33 / 764 22030401942244 B043-756 USE

Isthede 76/2 ,
2712816 2014

45792048799.00 /1479940374 1056064343 244864 1853 Ibagus

26

32644 624 32/1344 471 880G/219.5 /10 144893 , 9450474 350
3300 14 4.2.VELU hutsaz 1934

Erledes 227 2134
otstaske 1892 juube 116

422.500242938674 /2934381_653414329
Blods 3274

3290424_1991214 4004903 214/214010344 85501234
1338617ed at D84293

29 sred_72452/7446f800g./4.254 /414175364_8306 34724 467800216984144
2242345 34567 3750 145 253601501364

51944 uke 81242/2 , 4853049242651138 1467056_26504424 357
NEBB 3.821 JAU 479 533446854

acre gledala
1461d

484204959476_146.542.44 2004
1097156035 triaxo 21/58/45s 8/34 21

Vegaged 145054 abegel W32294 1293824 56813720 2251 48081661354 510 c4 26541

2718d2808Auris 18270371846 145942A quelzz Donus 1264

i Coral passers each . ۴ /

Fig. 9. - FIREMEN'S BONUS SHEET.

Engineers Dept
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DATE
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Fig. 8.
GENERAL BOILER ROOM REPORT.
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repairs, the requisition for material The oil consumption is taken care which are tabulated and presented

and labor are combined on the sheet, of by the oiler's report, as shown in below .

copies of which go to the engineer so Fig. 19 . In analyzing the results which are

that he may keep posted on the prog
With the aid of the above -described shown on this sheet , it is well to re

ress of the work . system of reports, which will be recog- member that the purchasing and ·

Fig. 14 shows a card for keeping nized as based on marine practice, the storekeeping are done by the mechan

the storekeeper's record . This is in records of the operating cost cover- ical department, and that there is

the usual form of a card catalogue, ing water , gas , oil, waste, renewals a certain amount of house - service

and is a complete history of the trans- and repairs, can be accurately kept. which is unavoidably charged against

action.

HOTEL ST . REGIS
Fig. 15 shows the report for the

HOTEL ST. REGIS Engineer's Dept.

heating and ventilation systems.
Engineer's Dept.

The next figures indicate the re
JOR No. 29078

TIME RECD BY ENG .

ports for the laundry, refrigerating
JOB No. 29078

R Husses

and elevator plants , respectively, Ku mune
Engjase rom Kejarin

erre vonan

HOTEL ST. REGIS, sagiater's Department make a - banabholder for
queste cos tennaco 2

Geneato # 4

MATERIAL ORDER

TIME REC'D BY ENG .

NME ORD. BY ENG .

GIVEN TO

TIME ORD . BY ENG .

GIVEN TO CHARGE TO

MAVE THE POLLOWING WORIOATTENDED TO,

CHARGE TO

MAVE THE FOLLOWING WORK ATTENDED TO .

METER READING .

Date

WATER METERS .A.M 17 PM

2016 4

2وووو

• INCN MAI

306

200336
ORDERED BY

35 X

2177 22.914

2/2
210

39717 40 210

+2.20 4821

8222 9020

PER

REMARKS

STATE NUT VAS TONG AND THAT IS ROUE ET TOU O MOVE ON

ORDERED BY
• INCM WAIN

PER

REQUISITION FOR MATERIAL ON ABOVE JOB

00320 Read
ARTICLES

TAKEN RATURN USED

884

gor
1. FNCN VAN

Uued

120 4 163 sheet brass

4. brow nnet,

a new balclee had to

I turned it all out .
TOTAL CUDIO ILET WATER VOLD

WASTATURE

Ne of WETE
NOVOGO SUPPLIE ALADINO 1 tv ,

asose .

3 FS70

JOTO

tandis

Pin NO2

201t

Yn

2.763

721

1472

21112
SOY166

25572M
E
T
E
R
S

G
A
S

22441Ser arters
HOURS MINUTES

$ 0.42

TOTAL TIME USED ON ABOVE JOB

TIME FINISHED

៖ Tekins 6 * Panties
Vettanine Rate

COST OF MATERIAL

391

10

771

12

LABOR 2.4
WORK DONE BY

Kitchen , East
1

S696

ZiZIt

19972

340

TOTAL COST

STORE KEEPER

Sehதடியானா

REPAIRS.

. Anexa Lastry
12

TOTAL CUSIC FEET CAS VEED 4953

REMARKS:

Sir *

Fig. 13. — RECORD OF LABOR AND MATERIAL FOR

Fig. 12. - MATERIAL REQUISITION FOR REPAIRS.

The charges for all elements of the the plant in spite of the above -noticed

operating costs are to hand, with the efforts to regulate them . This makes

exception of those for attendance and
the results obtained still more re

office expenses.
markable, and in the opinion of the

These costs are grouped as follows: operating engineer, the bonus system

in the firing room is the greatest single

Executive end Office Force.... factor involved in getting them . This
Operating Force ...

Maintenance...
system is further supplemented by the

Elevator Operators... 7 effects of the training given in the

Society, and there is no doubt that the

The sum of this account keeping efficiency of the operating personnel

is shown in the cost record sheets , in this plant is extremely high.

Fig. 10. - FORM FOR GAS AND OUTSIDE

WATER - METER READINGS,

17

15

1
HOTEL ST . REGIS

ENGINEER'S DEPT

1

Date374 Da Et ng

STOREROOM REQUISITION
ON ROUHIVE WORK ONLY

Cost Base Unit Section Snert Card No.

De thus- JOB NI MRER Does for tensithaa is required
For

No or sro Molo Style ARTICLE MAX ,

AL TICLE
MIN

Charge to

DATE
Casio

RECEIVED

Liet

FROM WHOM
Die per

Priccount

DELIVERED

Machine No.
CHARGED TO

or Where

Order

NoFont
UNITS AMOUNT Roa . No Job . Na UNITS AMOUNT

Ziba

Geantes

Four treai brushed that

1
2

73

Apprered by TO

Deltered

TOTALS

Fig. 11.--STOREROOM REQUISITION FOR ROC
TINE SUPPLIES. Fig. 14. - SAMPLE OF STOREKEEPER'S RECORD CARD.
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HOTEL ST. REGIS, Engineer's Departmeny.
HOTEL ST. REGIS .

E..gineer's Deparıment ELEVATOR REPORT

Date
HEATING AND VENTILATING MOTORS

DateB12 Time of readings .

Pluoger Litts

Nalve Cups

Candle Cups

Pilled Sheaves
Packing

Oiled Guides Tospected
TEMPERATURE

JUDO Renewed

ROMAAN

SUPPLYING OCCO

NER

E
l
c
v
a
l
o
r

v
eO
p
e
r
a
t
i
n
g

i
s
t
o
n

R
o
d

V
a
l
v
e

S
t
e
m

G
o
v
e
r
n
o
r
s

P
i
s
t
o
n

O
p
e
r
a
t
i
n
g

b
e
a
v
e
s

s
a
m
o

C
o
t
e
f
t

V
a
l
v
e

C
a
r
s

R
u
n
n
i
n
g

P
i
l
o
t

C
y
l
i
n
d
e
r

C
r
o
s
s

H
e
a
d

T
r
a
v
e
l
l
i
n
g

h
e
a
v
e
s

M
a
l
o G
o
v
e
r
n
o
r
s

o
p

S
h
r
a
v
e
l

C
u
t

f
f

V
a
l
v
e
s

Kitchen and

Metaste for

S
a
f
e
t
y

l
'
l
o
o
k
s

Sat)

T
r
a
v
e
l
l
i
n
g

N
a
i
n

L
i
f
tG
o
v
e
r
n
o
r

P
a
c
k
e
d

a
l
v
e

(u
p
s

R
e
n
e
w
e
d

G
u
i
d
e
s

O
i
l
e
d

R
o
d

O
l
e
d

L
i
t
t
s

R
u
n
n
i
n
g

22 101

Sab

5
LSL Floor

Sub

4 Reheating Stacks
2

Est

MA

Pontic Resous

5

vel

3

4th to the les

Ini

8th to bath pro

Itule !9
FL

llohMoors

Iacked

7

kad

Exhaust Motors Kind of Weather 2

18 F1

Fast

Fire Places . Last Sunshine

X
High Wind

X Remarks :

18 Rain Meclisen Wind

3-18 Floor East

S1
Kitchen

Cloudy Light Wind

-

.8 F1

1
4 Fh.Otsule temperature

Fire Places , West

Outsidde hume Per Cent

5 F1
45 18 Ploor West

tack pressure
Los

WIND DIRECTION

SIGNED

O.K.

Sigaed Engineer .Fig. 15.- HEATING AND VENTILATING SYSTEM

REPORT.
Fig. 17. - REFRIGERATING SYSTEM REPORT.

The mechanical department also

takes care of the related mechanical

branches of the house service.

They are :

The total costs charged against the

mechanical department are grouped as

follows:

Coal,
Boiler Plant

II Oil, Engines

III Grease,
Heating and Ventilation

IV Waste, Refrigeration .

V Water , Electric System

VI Gas, Elevators

VII Ash Removal, Dumb Waiters

Attendance andSuperv'n Plumbing,

Mechanical Stores , Tool Equipment

Alterations, Oiling System

Repairs, Auxiliary Machinery

Improvements, Sundrie

The costs of all these branches of

the service are entered up against the

operating costs of the mechanical de

partment.

Among the many special features

that make the operation of this plant

of exceptional interest must be men

Lighting

Laundry
Bars

Kitchens

Public Rooms

Guest Rooms

Alterations

• Repairs

Improvement

For mopa

- HOTEL ST REGIS

ENGINEER'S DEPARTMENT.

Date, 190

Daily Laundry Report .HOTEL ST. REGIS, Engineer's Department

ICE MACHINE REPORT.

Date 12 P. M. to 8 A. M. WATCH No. 1 . Examined and Oiled Following Machines ntator 2 and t ..

MACH PREOSURES

TEMPERATURE

O CONDOR

WATER

BAINE COOLERS

TEMPERATURE

OF BRINE RETURNS
BRINE PUMPA

H
O
U
R
S

Sites APOORIA NUODU TERATURE

T
E
M
P
E
R
A
T
U

A
k

F
U
.
L
t

NUWELA
A. STRES

Pa MIN

PESUAS
all machinesT

u
t
t

.

Rerewed Oil inlog

CREAM
1

IR

CALAS

Box

2 OUT 1 OUT M. LA

9 RF

Cleaned Following Machines uninger
2

Sbortened Following Belts

$

Packed Following Machines and Places

7

Special Work
STATE OF METER CURIC FEET USED SPEC GRAVITY OF USEO ENOINE NO STARTED

WATER
SODIUM CHLORIDE CYL QTS . NO STOPPE

AMMONIA CALCIUM ENO . NO STARTED General Condition of Machoes and Shafting

BRINE LIQ BASE NO STCAFE

Ne 1 STH AVE TOTAL TIME RUN HOURS MINS

RE OF ENG
STREET WATER

PRESAURE

SST ST.

REMARKS :

NEW OIL USED .

Engine..........qts.

OK

Engineer Cylinder qus. Signed

Fig. 16. - LAUNDRY REPORT. Fig. 18. - ELEVATOR REPORT .
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OILERS ' REPORT .

Date

WATCH No. 1

Det ?
DN . BATTERY

MOTOR 1
GTATE OF WATT METEA AT I AM

OURS TISIVA

Rase
POWCA LONT

VALT A

1

VAT
VITO

VOTO

ENGINE CYLINDER LIQUID BASE KEROSENE FILT. ENG . FILT. CYL

IAM
On Pue ITA

GAL

O VesOn

OTS

Tote OL URED

TAOUND

DO Ote

TAN ,

tioned the " Plan Book .” With the ob- duced scale the floor plans of the ho- high -pressure steam for general pur

ject of facilitating the quick and cer- tel, indicating_the locations of the poses, low -pressure steam , drip lines,

tain location of any of the piping con- above parts. The speedy location of scheme is especially convenient in the

HOTEL ST. REGIS, Engineer's Department.
crowded basement and sub -basement.

Accompanying this set of floor dia

grams is a series of schedules for all

the systems of piping used, including

hot and cold -water supply, lines for

refrigeration, vacuum -cleaning system

water piping and all other equipments

and fittings in which is listed the lo

cation of each part with relation to the

columns as well as the sizes of the

pipes. Wherever possible the columns

have their numbers plainly lettered

on them, so that reference tothe sched

ule is made easy to follow . These

diagrams and schedules are on blue

printed forms, 9 x 12 in . , a size con

venient for the attendants to handle in

using them . It is found that this book

is frequently consulted not only in the

locating of concealed pipes, but in

identifying the pipes in congested

Fig. 19. - OILER'S REPORT.
parts. The value of this simple scheme

is especially noticeable in the case of

nections, valves, fittings and other any point is facilitated by a system of
a newworkman, who can by its use at

once familiarize himself with the en
parts of the various systems, a book column numbers, which are the same

tire complicated plant and piping syswas prepared which shows on a re- as the constructive numbers. This
tems.

REMARKS.

0. K.

Endaler

Hotel St. Regis,

Boiler Room Economy Shut Engineer's Dept. "Generating Plant E cenemy Sheet

DATE DATE

1 1

4

5 5

6 6

Month of November 1908

Total Ancrage

for the month per dag.

Tetak Kilewetts gensreted
131 /

2 Watts produced per IHP 60SA

3 IHP'developed 416771 7244

Steam Consumption perthe 30.1

Boiler HPused for Gen Hant
141214

Cool used for Gen Plantin Ibs. 24492st 24834

per
Kilowatt Hour in Iks.

8 Cest of Berler HP used . $ _123614 411

Maintenance of Gen. Plant. 574 019!

Oil, Grease & Waste 498

Wages for Men on Gen. Plant 418.17

12 Total Expenses for

per day 1954
14

por
Kilewatt- Hewr Cents. 1.21
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Hotel St. Regis,

Engineer's Dept.

Month of November_1908

Total Average

for the montis per day

Weight of Cool as fixed 1846.524

2 Total Asha Refuse 277011 9264

3 percentage of AshaRefuse in Gal. 17.96 17.94

4 cubicfeet of Water féd te Boilers 257
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7
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9 Average Stem Pressure Lasa
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fotot2129 9.01
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Combustible period
18

Certet coot pernet Tor .
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19
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20
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Underground Lines

Cable Work

H. B. GEAR and P. F. WILLIAMS

Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago,

Tracticehavebeen such that the
HE conditions of American sulation proved very practical prosulation proved very practical pro- side, while concentric cable is made

vided proper precautions were taken up with one conductor in the center

draw - in system has been more in making joints and in protecting and the other outside, as shown in

economical in the long run than sys- the ends to exclude moisture. The Fig. 1.
.

tems which require excavations tobe difficulty of doing this under cer- In general, single -conductor cable

made when alterations or repairs are tain circumstances led to the devel- is used when frequent taps are re
needed.

opment of insulation made of var- quired as in distributing mains and
The growth of the use of elec- nished cambric. This is less expen- concentric and other multiple con

tricity in American cities proceeds sive than rubber but more expensive ductor cables are used for through
at such a rate that cables must be than paper, and is not so susceptible lines where taps are not made. Du
reinforced or new cables added ev- to moisture at joints and terminals. plex cable has been used quite ex

ery year, and in the larger cities These various considerations have tensively in series arc systems and

almost every day. If it were neces- resulted in the use of rubber insula- . in single-phase taps of alternating
sary to open up paving for all such tion where frequent taps are made current systems. It is difficult to

work the expense would be very on distributing mains, but not gen- train in manholes, as it does not

great and the time required would erally for through lines such as feed- bend easily in the plane of the con
be greatly increased . Furthermore ers and transmission lines . Var- ductors and with paper insulation is

in streets which are recently paved, especially susceptible to the en

the ability to secure permits for such trance of moisture and to injury

work is often very difficult, owing to from bending at too small a radius.

objections on the part of abutting Where it is used for distributing

property owners who paid for the lines, rubber insulation should be

paving used . Duplex cable is somewhat

The chief disadvantage of the less expensive in first cost than two

draw -in system is that more ducts single conductors with the same in

must be laid down than are required sulation .

for immediate use , and there is nec Concentric cables are used in pref

essarily a portion of the investment erence to duplex where the conduc

which is unused for a few years, but tors are over 4 / o , as the side by

which involves fixed charges. The side arrangement makes a cable

value of the duct is, however, not
which it is very difficult to bend,

usually more than half that of the
and in the larger sizes it cannot

cable , and in low tension systems be drawn into a standard duct. The

not over 20 per cent, so that with a greater facility of jointing makes

reserve capacity of 50 per cent . in a the use of duplex somewhat prefer
duct line, only from 15 to 25 per

able in the sizes below No. o B. & S.

cent . of the total investment is idle .
The concentric arrangement is there

The draw-in cable and conduit fore employed for large low tension

method of installing underground feeders and for two-wire primary
Fig. 1

conductors has therefore become feeders in some cases. This arrange
standard in American cities for nished cambric has been used to a ment is especially advantageous
transmission and distribution pur- limited extent in place of rubber, with low tension feeders as it per

poses, except that Edison tube or under similar conditions . It is also mits the use of a single duct for

its equivalent is used for small lines used quite generally in high tension the outers of an Edison feeder of
in low tension distribution . bus-bar work inside of stations and 750,000 or larger, where two ducts

The type of cable used in Ameri- substations . Oiled paper is used al- would be required if single -conduc

can practice varies according to the most exclusively for feeders and tor cable were used. This is of

service in which it is to be used. All transmission lines and can be used much importance where feeders are

cable drawn into conduit , however, for primary distributing mains if the numerous and duct space limited as

is alike in that its insulation is pro- joints are covered witha lead sleeve in the case of some of the larger

tected by a sheathing of lead , which and the ends are protected by pot cities.

excludes all moisture and insures its heads . Low tension feeders which are

permanence. Cables are made up in single , du- added in a congested district are

The earliest cables were insulated plex ,plex, concentric , three -conductor often run so close to other feeder

with rubber. The expense of this and four-conductor or higher in spe- ends that no additional neutral ca.

and the use of a waterproof sheath cial cases . Duplex is the term ap- pacity is required .pacity is required . A concentric

suggested the use of a wrapping of plied to two conductors which are cable may thus constitute an entire

strips of oiled paper. The paper in- enclosed in one lead sheath side by feeder occupying but a single duct .
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When additional neutral capacity is induce an appreciable difference of where service taps are to be made or

needed it may be installed in the potential between the lead sheaths service taps may be made through
form of bare stranded cable , one of single-conductor cables of a cir- a small junction box. The saving in

duct being used for the neutral of cost of cable, due to the use ofthe

several feeders. Low tension dis three - conductor, compensates partly
tributing mains which have three

for the expense of making the extra

conductors of the same size should splices.

preferably be of single-conductor Transmission lines which are us

cable, in order to facilitate the work
ually three -phase are almost univer

of making service taps. This work
sally of three-conductor cable with a

must be done with the lines alive
thickness of insulation on each con

and is much more easily accom ductor sufficient for the voltage be

plished when one polarity may be tween phases. Another layer is
dealt with at a time. The same is

placed over all three conductors in
true of service cables which are addition to that on the separate

terminated in damp basements or cables as shown in Fig. 2 to provide

sidewalk areas where good insula insulation to ground.

tion is maintained with difficulty The thickness of insulation re

and where the separation of polari quired varies with the voltage for
ties is very desirable.

which the cable is intended .
Two-phase and three-phase feed

Low-tension cables are provided

ers from which few taps are taken To with about 4/32-inch insulation be

are preferably of three or four con
tween conductor and lead in single

ductor paper cables, owing to the
conductor and the same amount

lower cost of a single lead sheathing
over each conductor in a multiple

and of paper as compared with
Fig . 2

conductor cable , with no extra layer

single- conductor cables of cambric
of insulation over all . This is the

or rubber . The use of single -con

ductor on the primary mains is pref- cuit and cause a Aow of current
least which it is advisable to use for

mechanical reasons and is sufficient
erable from the standpoint of the ex- sufficient to cause injury to the lead

for any voltage up to 500 or 600 .

pense of jointing, and separation of sheaths while they are in contact

with each other. This can be prepolarities. It is also desirable to use
In single-conductor cables of 350,

000 to 1,000,000 cm. it is customary
single-conductor cables at points vented with such cables by the use of
where multiple-conductor feeders a jute covering over the lead sheath,

to provide 5/32-inch paper and 6 / 32

inch in larger cables , to provide
are connected to an overhead sec- though this is found objectionable
tion as this makes a safer installa- in case repairs are necessary owing properstrength of insulationduring

installation. Six -thirty -seconds -inchtion to handle on a pole top . to the tendency of such cables to
is found sufficient for 2000 to 6000

Secondary cables carrying loads stick in the duct . The preferable
volt single-conductor cables up to

of 200 amperes and upward are sub- method with oooo cables and smaller
/ject to inductive action when made sizes is to use three-conductor cable. 4/0, while 10/32-inch is required for

potentials from 9000 to 13,000 volts .single-conductor. The magnetic Short pieces of single conductor
The thickness of

field may become strong enough to
insulation,

may be spliced in at the manholes

weight of copper, paper and lead

sheath and over all diameters of vaWEIGHTS AND DIAMETER OF SINGLE CONDUCTOR , PAPER AND LEAD COVERED CABLE.

rious sizes of single - conductor paper

WEIGHTS IN LBS. , PER POOT. insulated cables are given in Table

3. It will be noted that the diameter
Size

Thickness
Total, Copper,

B. & S. & Paper, Lead . of 600,000 cm . cable being 1.462-inch ,

Edison .
Paper. Lead .

Copper. Paper. Copper. Paper.
Lead. this is the maximum size of cable of

3-32 in .
which two can be drawn into a 372

inch tile duct without undue strain .

14 .014 The diameter of three-conductor ca
.530

bles of varous thicknesses of insula

tion is given in Table 4. The largest
4-32 .680

.112 diameter in each column is the larg

.140 1.069
est cable which can be drawn intoa

standard tile duct .
.575 .825 .255 1.722

1.920 The insulation provided in various
4-32

000 4-32 .975 .532 .1447 1.871
cables designed for different volt

2.326

0000 .650 2.072 2.551

200
ages in some of the large transmis

2.473

.790
2.786 sion systems is shown in Table 4A.

300 .949

350 It will be noted that the thickness
1.242

400 1.047 1.297
3.738 of insulation varies from 67 mils per

450 1.089 1.339

800 1000 volts between conductors at
600 1.462 1.874

750 5-32 2.331 5.473 6600 volts to 22 mils at 25,000 and
800 5-32 1.599

5.642 from 52 mils per 1000 volts between900 1.658

1000 3.138
6.583 conductor and ground, at 6600 volts

1.608 1.858

1500 to 16 mils at 25,000 volts . These
2000 1.652

2500 7.674 differences are due in part to differ13.221

ences of opinion as to what factor of

safety should be used in the design

Table 3 of high potential cables . The lower

DIAMETER IN INCHES, OVER

4.32 in , Lead

4-32 in .
!

12

10

3-32

3-32

3-32

3-32

.022

.135.554

.585

260

279

.303

334

.430

459

484

.513

.545

.057

.085

599

642

.724

.922

.999

1

3
8
0

-a
n
a
n
d
h
a

4-32

4-32

4-32

4-32

4-32

4-32

.0301

.0333

.0378

.0434

.0735

.0805

.0865

.0935

.1012

. 1085

.1213

.1326

.709

.734

.763

.795

.178

.224

1.157

1.256

1.338

1.511

1.681

.878

.925

.338

.426 2.111

.073

.092

.116

.147

180

.209

.234

.263

.295

.325

.378

.425

.475

.524

.505

.568

.637

.680

735

.777

.820

.900

1.020

1.037

1.096

1.157

1.296

1.412

.628

.675

.725

.774

.755

.818

.614 2.003

250

4-32

4-32

4-32

5-32

5-32

5-32

6-32

5-32

5-32

1.024

1.005

1.068

1.199

.992

3.243

3.484

.949

1.092

1.224

1.343

1.5501.382

.1565

. 1519

.1871

.2113

.2249

.2397

.2510

.2625

.2841

.3163

.3209

.3368

.3532

.3906

.5786

.6653

8716

3.949

4.251

4.752

1.132

1.212

1.332

1.349

1.408

1.469

1.582

2.462

2.815 6.126

1.719

1250

5-32

5-32

5-32

6-32

6-32

7-32

1.787

2.027

2.285

2.037

2.277

2.535

3.831

4.681

6.237

7.584

8.969

11.077

1.848

1
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64 91

a

APPROXIMATE OUTSIDE DIAMETERS OF ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER CABLES.

INSULATION THICKNESS ON EACH CONDUCTOR , AND OVER BUNCH RESPECTIVELY EQUAL TO

SIZE
BIZE

QIAM . DIAM . DIAM. DIAM . DIAM. DIAM. DIAM. DÍAN. DIAM . DIAM.

10 IO

6 6

values of thickness are used on the tiple-conductor cable is reduced be- the insulating value of the paper will

higher voltages because the thick- cause of the greater amount of en- be injured .

ness required does not vary directly ergy which must be dissipated per The carrying capacity of certain

with the voltage. foot of cable. The Standard Under- of the more common sizes of single

In low tension work and in some ground Cable Company is authority conductor load cables and the watts

large transmission systems it is im- for the statement that duplex cable per foot at 65 ° C. are given in the

portant to have as large a safe cur- has 87 per cent . of the carrying ca- following table :

rent carrying capacity as possible . pacity of single - conductor, concen- Tests reported by Ferguson in his

The carrying capacity of lead tric cable 78 per cent . and three- paper before the Electrical Congress

sheathed cables in conduit is de- conductor 75 per cent. The heat at St. Louis in 1904 furnish very

pendent upon the (a) size and num- conducting power of rubber is useful data as to the temperatures

ber of the cables in the conduit, (b) somewhat better than that of oiled attained in paper insulated cables

the radiating capacity of the conduit

and cable , and (c) the ability of the

insulation to withstand high tem
Size.... 4 0 0000 300 400 500 750 1000 1500 2000

peratures . Current... 125 146 168 260 323 390 450 583 695 895 1085

The case may be stated in another Watts, Per Foot.. 1.85 2.31 2.77 3.0 /3.23 3.92 4.22 4.61 4.915.46 5.86 6,49 7.09

way, viz.: the carrying capacity of

cables is fixed by the maximum tem

perature at which it is safe to oper- paper, and a given thickness of rub- laid in underground conduits . Fig.

ate the insulating medium . The size ber insulation may therefore be re- 5 shows the rise in temperature ex

and number of cables carrying a lied upon to convey more heat away perienced by a 1,000,000 cm . single

given load fixes the amount of en- from the conductor than the same conductor cable , in tile duct , and in

ergy released in the conduit line in amount of paper. However, the air, when carrying loads from 800

the form of heat. The resulting maximum temperature attemperature at which to 1900 amperes . It will be noted

temperature is fixed by the radiating rubber should be operated is about that at a load of 1000 amperes, the

capacity of the cable insulation and 65 ° C. and the ampere load on a rise of temperature of the cable in

the air is 41° C. while in the conduit

it is about 10° C. higher .

THREE CONDUCTOR - (% LEAD THROUGHOUT )
The results . represented by the

curve in Fig. 6 show the rate of rise

ito't to sti's Isto ti's 14 + 39 + 37 Astia 18+ If + }} of temperature in a two-conductor

concentric cable of 1,000,000 cm . in

772 939 1095
1292 1490 1686 each conductor when it is carrying1885 2081 2280 2476

865 1032 1157 1353 1552 1748 1947 2143 2342 2538
1000 amperes. It is apparent from

949 1117 1242 1437 1637 1832 2032
2227 2427 2622

1028 1164 1289 1485 1684 1880 the curves that the temperature of2079 2275 2474 2670 5

1084 1343 1539 1738 1934 2133 2329 2528 2724 the outer conductor is practically
1145 1281 1406 1801 1997 2196 2392 2591

1216 the same as that of the single-con
1352 1477 1673 1872 2267 2463 2662

1300 1436 1561 1757 2152 2351 2547 ductor cable of the same section in
1389 1525 1650 1846 2045 2440 2636

air , but that the inner conductor
1488 1624 1749 1945 2144 2340 2539 2735

1600 1736 2057 2256 2452 2651 runs hotter. The rate of rise is such

1723 1860 1985 2180 2380 2575 that the ultimate elevation of 40 per
250,000 1825 1961 2086 2481 2677

250,000

300,000
cent. in the outer conductor is1944 2080 2205 3401

300,000

350,000 2052 2313 2509 2708 350,000 reached in about 21/2 hours , 70 per

400,000 2153 2289 2414 2610

cent . of this rise having occurred in
450,000 2291 2387 2512 2708 450,000

500,000
2343 2479 500,000 the first hour. Overloads of short

duration may therefore be carried

Table 4 safely. Data for a three-conductor

cable of 4/0 in conduit are given in

the duct system. It is apparent that
Fig. 7 for various ampere loads .

rubber-covered cable should not be

the ducts which are inside and have This cable was loaded with an equal
such as to run the temperature be- current in each conductor and it is

no direct contact with the concrete
yond this point . The temperature apparent that with equivalent cur

casing of the duct line will run
cables

warmer than those around the edge. pushed above this figure, but if op
may at times be

rent densities , this cable runs cooler

Likewise it is natural that the inner than the 1,000,000 -cm . cable. This is

conductors of concentric cables
erated continuously about 85 ° C. , due to the fact that the radiating

should run hotter than those next

to the sheath . The exact effect of
Thickness of Insulation in Thousandths

such relations has been studied by
of an Inch .

Fisher in connection with the Niag Line
Kinds

Per 1000 V.Between
Company . of

ara Falls Power Company's system,
Voltage.

Insulation .
Between Con

ductors. Between
Conductby Ferguson in the Chicago central ductors. and Con

station system and others. In gen
Ground .

eral the result of such tests indicates New York Edison . 6,600

that with a nine-duct line , the rating
N. Y. Metropolitan . 6,600

Commonwealth Edison . 9,000

of the cable should be reduced to
N. Y. Sub. Co ... 11,000

N. Y. Manhattan . 11,000

about 85 per cent . of its capacity Buffalo Niagara L. 11.000

Milwaukee.. 15,000
when a four duct line while in a 25.000

16 - duct line it may be reduced to 60
Montreal. 25,000 22

per cent.

The carrying capacity of a mul

N
W
A
n
o
o
o

1218

1602
3

2068

1956

2241

00

000

0000

1861

0000

2282

00

2188

400,000

2604

of paper

Between
Con

Ground . ductors. ors and

Paper

##

312

436

406

436

436

406

500

562

562

312

343

383

468

436

406

437

484

406

47

67

44

40

40

37

33

22

47

52

38

43

40

37

29

19

16

44

St. Paul .

Table 4A
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AMPEREB

1400 10001000 1200 1000 2000 2200
50 100 LSO 200 250 300 350

Curve showing relation between temperature and current in 410 3- con

ductor lead covered cable

6-32 in paper wall over each conductor

4-32 in paper wall over the three conductors

4-32 in lead uutside wit

Test made with cable in conduit in cold weather Other cabies in

conduit are not heavily loaded

I

1

surface of the three -conductor cable this is possible. Cables used in local and is not likely to be evaded . How

is over 60 per cent. greater than that distribution should be given a uni- ever, with a growing system addi

of the single -conductor 1,000,000 - cm . form place in the duct system , pref- tions to the underground lines are
cable . erably in the top row , so that hand constantly being made and it is de

The most convenient terms in holes can be built between manholes sirable to have a force of men who

which to express the load on cables for service laterals without sinking can do such work and joint it up

them below the top row of ducts.

The lower ducts are thus left va

cant for through lines which may be

trained through the manhole below

junction boxes, fuse boxes, etc.,

which it is desirable to mount on the

walls of the manhole.

Ducts should be selected for

through lines so that they may be

trained where the line changes di

rection with the least interference
izo

with other cables . If cables become

interlaced it is very difficult to get

at them to make repairs or altera

tions , and the danger of an arc

spreading to adjacent cables cannot

be guarded against properly. The

doo routing of through lines should be AMPERET PER CONDUCTOR

such as to utilize duct lines to the

Fig. 5
best advantage. The extra ducts on

streets remote from the station

is in watts per duct foot, as the
should be utilized to reduce the ex

heating of cable and air is directly
tent of the heavy duct lines radiating

proportional to this quantity .

The resistance of a 1,000,000 - cm . ca
from the station , as shown by the

Fig. 7

ble being 0.0000124 ohm per ft. at 50 ° It is apparentthatthe congestion of
routing of lines in Figs. 8 and 9.

C., the energy loss C’R in a single cablesnear the station is less inthe

It is apparentthatthe congestion of properly even though they have to
be used on other kinds of work be

conductor cable at 1000 amperes is tween times. The methods used in
arrangement in Fig. 9 than in Fig.

1000X 1000 X 0.0000124 = 12.4 watts. the installation of
8. It should be borne in mind that

cables should

Likewise in a 1,000,000 concentric therefore be familiar to central sta
when a short section of a duct line is

cable the loss is 24.8 watts per ft.

In a three-conductor 4 / o cable, with

used the remaining portion may be tion engineers who have under

rendered useless for through lines. ground lines in their systems.
200 amperes current in each con

It is therefore desirable to follow a
ductor , the resistance per ft . being

0.00006 , the loss per foot. of cable is
route in a given direction as far as

it is desired to go in that direction ,
3X200 X 200 X 0.00006 = 7.2 watts.

With smaller conductor the energy
except near the station where lines

loss is less for a given current den
must be taken out in large numbers

sity , and the surface of radiation not
far enough to permit of separation

into smaller runs.

decreasing proportionately, the cur

rent density may be run above i
Vacant ducts which are blocked

ampere per 1000 cm . off in part of a route by use of the

In placing cable in the duct sys- correspondingduct in the remain
tem , a uniform method ofselecting der of the route are likely to remain

idle investment, and where it is nec

essary to use a short length of a O

duct route it will often be better

economy to build the extra ducts

over the short section than to use

a part of the ducts designed for the

main route.

The cable having been selected for

the requirements of the service it 0

is to render, it is very important that

it be properly installed and jointed ,

as the best of cable may be rendered

useless by ignorance or carelessness

of the principles governing a safe

installation . The best practice for

those who do not have enough cable

Fig . 6 jointing to maintain a force of men

throughout the season, is to make

ducts should be followed as far as their contracts for cable so as to

possible. The cable of a given line include the installation and jointing

should occupy the same relative po- work. The responsibility for any

sition throughout its course as far as failure is thus centered at one point Fig. 8

1
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SrileLeup

Sportfren

ers .

are

The first step in the introduction from $ 1.00 to $ 2.00 per ft . The train

of a cable into a duct is the rodding ing of cable through manholes must

of the duct . This is done for the be carefully done to avoid sharp

purpose of introducing the line by bends, tangled relations with other

which the cable is to be drawn in . cables and possibility of injury due

The rods consist of lengths of wood to exposure to workmen's shoes

about one inch in diameter by three while entering or leaving the man

feet long, provided with detachable hole . It is customary to support

hooks so shaped that the lengths cables in some localities on iron

may be pushed into a duct until they racks hung on the brickwork of the

project into the next manhole. They walls . In other cases brickwork

are then drawn through with the shelves are built around the walls on

pulling line attached and disjointed which the cable is laid . In some

as they come through . In some large systems the important cables

cases this work has been done by are laid in split tile ducts carried on

having a light line attached to a shelves around the sides of the man

ferret , and sending the ferret hole . The tile is made in short

through the duct after a rat . lengths with curved pieces suitable

When the cable-pulling line is for covering the bends and being in

ready for use , it is run over pulley
Fig. 10

two parts is easily applied after the

wheels out of the manhole and to cable is drawn in and jointed . The

the source of power. The reel of
In some cases when heavy

tile serves to protect adjacent cable

cable is set up on an iron bar so that three -conductor cables are being from injury in case a transmission

it will revolve and pay out cable as
pulled in long runs , an automobile

cable fails and also from possible

it is drawn in . Enough men truck has been used to advantage, injury from mechanical interference

placed at the reel and in the man the speed of the truck being reduced during the progress of work on

hole to guide the cable into the duct by block andtackleandbyrunning other cables in themanhole.and prevent its sheath being injured the truck at slow speed . This per Where high voltage cable is car

mits of work being done more rapid- ried through manholes on iron racks

ly than with a capstan . The cables without protection, the failure of the

are secured to the pulling line by cable at one point is apt to charge

baring the copper and making a se- the lead sheath , and cause it to be

cure connection mechanically by damaged in adjacent manholes

wrapping. Large cables are some
where the current attempts to pass

times secured by a special form of
from the lead to ground through the

cable grip shown in Fig. 10. This is iron racks. It is usual to protect

quickly attached and removed and high tension cables in manholes to

saves considerable time . The wear prevent the communication of

is considerable , however, and the trouble to other cables than the one

grip must be renewed frequently . which fails . This is done by wrap

Where several cables are to be ping them with asbestos tape, or

drawn into one duct they should be some similar fireproofing material ,

installed simultaneously by securing in some cases, and in others by the

them to one line, as , if it is attempted use of split tile or brick shelving as

to pull them separately, the duct described above. The tile is the

cannot be utilized as freely as it most expensive but forms the surest

should. Five single - conductor ca- protection where large station ca

bles of any size up to No. 4 can be pacity is back of the short circuit .

drawn into a square 372- inch duct
Where lines are carrying loads of

without danger of injury. 1000 kw . or more, of important light

Small cable is usually put up on and power service , the extra cost of

reels and cut to fit as it is drawn in , the tile protection is amply justified .

but a length of about 400 ft . of three- With paper cables particularly

conductor or high -voltage cable, or and with other cables as a rule, the

1,000,000 - cm . feeder cable , fills a reel , radius of bends must not be made

and it is therefore usual to order too small. The shape of the man

such cable in specified lengths. The hole walls and the manner of bring

distance from center to center of ing the ducts into the walls should

manhole plus the amount needed for be designed with this in view . Gen

training around the walls of the erally , the radius of a bend should

manhole and splicing, is the length not exceed eight or ten times the

Fig . 9 to be ordered. The reels are marked diameter of the cable . This is one

for delivery at certain street inter- of the chief limitations in the use of

as it passes through the manhole sections and with the length of cable heavy concentric and multiple -con

opening which they contain . It is important ductor cables whose diameter is such

Power is supplied for pulling in that such lengths bė determined
that they could be trained through

various ways . With short runs and within a few feet as all short ends
manholes with difficulty if larger

small cable , a few men can draw the cut off by the jointer are of value sizes were attempted . In case of

cable in . With runs of 300 to 500 only as junk , and may represent a changes which necessitate the with

ft . , the most general power is a cap- considerable sum of money on a drawal of cable , the larger sizes may

stan manned by six or eight labor- large job , where the cable costs be ruined in passing over the idler

t
o

a
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wheels as the cable emerges from the erations of joining a three-conductor off, the sleeve may be arranged at

manhole due to the necessarily small cable are illustrated in Fig. II . right angles in the form of a T , or

radius at which it is bent . It is there- In jointing three -conductor cables , at an acute angle as in Fig. 12. The

fore necessary to devisedevise special the load must be cut away further T joint is usually difficult to dis

means of pulling cable out without pose of on the manhole wall without

subjecting it to strain in passing straining the sleeve , while the other

over the idlers as is usually done form may be trained along with the
with smaller cables in some cases . cable to which it is tapped.

As soon as the lengths are drawn Where single -conductor cables are

in the ends should be sealed to ex joined to multiple-conductor, the

clude moisture unless they are to be joint is made in a similar manner,

jointed at once. The work of joint the single-conductor cables being

ing requires the services of an ex flared out slightly , to insure proper

pert , especially with high tension separation and to permit the proper
paper cables . In jointing single wiping of the sleeve .

conductor cables , the lead sheath is Such joints are more difficult to

removed four to six inches back make than straightaway splices and

from the end of each piece of cable require considerable skill . The join

and enough of the copper bared to ter requires the services of a helper

permit a good soldered connection in preparing the lead sleeves , heat

being made as in any other cable of ing solder and compound and guard

similar section . After soldering, the ing the entrance to the manhole. A

bare parts are wrapped with tape of three -conductor high-tension joint

the same material as the insulation Fig. 12 in a paper cable usually requires

until the equivalent of the cable in about four to five hours to complete,
back to facilitate the separation of

sulation has been applied . A lead two joints a day being a fair rate of

sleeve which has previously been
the conductors while the tape is be

progress in such work. Single con
slipped back over one of the cables ing applied . If any sign of moisture

ductor and low-tension cables do
appears in the ends of the cable,

not require as long a time .
the end of the cable should be cut

In most primary distributing sys
back until it is eliminated . If this

tems in which part of the lines are
cannot be done without removing underground , there are connections

too much, it may be necessary to made between underground and

drive it off by heating the cable with
overhead lines . It is usual to run

a blow-torch several feet back from
feeders and important mains under

the end .
ground for some distance from the

The presence of slight amounts of
moisture should be guarded against

station in large cites , and then con

nect wth overhead lines in the more
by pouring hot compound over the scattered areas.

bared ends . The compound should

be hot enough to boil water, but

not so hot as to char a piece of pa

per. In making joints for voltages
of 6000 and higher some special pre

cautions are necessary. It is very

important that as little air remain in

the taping as possible . If paper tape

is used each layer should have com

pound poured over it before the next

is applied . Some cable manufactur

ers prefer to use a cotton tape for

this purpose on account of its ab

Fig. 11 sorbent qualities. Some of the most

successful cable systems have been

is now wiped on to the two cables jointed with specially prepared pa

:so as to enclose the joint. The air per tubes. These are slipped back

spaces around the joint are then over the conductors before they are

filled by pouring hot insulating com- joined and are later secured in place

pound into a small hole in one end over the taped joint, thus making a

of the sleeve until it does not settle rigid mechanical separation between

down further .
polarities . A large tube is slipped

A similar hole should be left open over all three conductors as further

in the other end of the sleeve to insulation to ground. The lead

allow air to escape easily while sleeve must be large enough to slip Fig . 13

pouring the compound. The open- over the taped joints, and in three

ings in the lead sleeve are then conductor cable the space taken by Where alley distribution is gen

closed by soldering, thus sealing the the joints is such that the diameter eral the main lines are placed under
joint from moisture. The joint of the sleeve must be from i inch ground on streets at intervals of

should be allowed to cool before it is to 1/4 inch more than that of the about one -half mile , and the local

moved so that the relative positions cable . With single-conductor cable , distributing taps taken off to over
of the conductor and insuration will 12 in . to 34 in . more is usually head lines in alleys . In other loca
not be disturbed . The various op- enough. Where a tap is to be taken tions lines must be carried under

!
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less congested districts where the

traffic is light and the drainage of

manholes not perfect, but in a busy

street it is preferable to be able to

do this work in the manhole where

it is not interfered with by passing

wagons or crowds of curious ob

servers .

In alternating current systems,

wall space must be reserved for

junction and fuse boxes and floor

space is usually required where

transformers are installed in man

holes.

In the design of the manhole and

duct system , ample provision should

be made for their proper ventilation .

This not only applies to facilitating the
exit of the heated air from the ducts

themselves, but also to preventing, as

far as possible, the entrance of gases

that may be liberated in the ground

outside. By a tight connection be

tween the duct and the hole , and suit

able arrangement for ventilation and

draining the latter, the risk of the

disastrous explosions that have from

time to time occurred may be almost

done away with . In some of the

larger cities where underground wires

arerun in “ subways,” or aggregations

of ducts, which are constructed by

the municipality and rented to the

public utility companies, the provisions

made to guard against accidents of

this sort have been so successful that

an explosion, or, indeed, any disturb

ance due to poor ventilation has come

to be a very rare occurrence .

as

ground across a boulevard, railroad ,

or stream. This class of distribu

tion was for many years very troub

lesome because of the difficulty of

properly caring for the cable ends

which are brought up the pole to the

overhead lines. Plain joints made

by stripping the lead back a few

inches and covering with tape and

compound were succeeded by wiped

lead sleeves filled with compound

and left open at the end where the

line wire came out . In some cases

the joints were protected by enclos

ing them in wooden boxings. All of

these various forms were susceptible

to the action of sun and rain , and

were sooner or later located by

lightning flashes or otherwise as the

weak spots in the line . In recent

years most of the large systems have

been equipped with a form of porce

lain pothead devised by the authors

to meet such conditions as they

arose in great number in Chicago.

The device is illustrated ap

plied to a single-conductor cable in

Fig. 13 and the manner of install

ing them is shown in Fig 14.

The insulation is thoroughly

sealed from moisture by the filling

of hot compound. The cap being sim

ilar to an insulator sheds all water

when properly taped and may safely

be handled by a lineman when the

circuit is alive at any pressure up

to 5000 volts . The metal connectors

provide means for opening or clos

ing the circuit with ease for re

pair or alteration work when de
Fig. 14

sired . Other forms have been de

vised for cables carrying currents of are shown in Fig . 15 and Fig. 16

100 amperes and upward and for respectively .

multiple conductor cables, which The arrangement of transformers ,

fuse boxes, junction boxes and simi

lar accessories in manholes should

be worked out with care and fore

sight . Such apparatus should not

be so placed in manholes as to ob

struct the introduction of other ca

bles at a later date or to make a neat

and orderly arrangement of cables

impossible . It is , first of all , impor

tant that manholes in which the larg

er pieces of apparatus, transformers

or low-tension junction boxes are to

be placed should be of ample size to

accommodate them properly .

Low -tension junction boxes for

use in manholes are of two types ,

one of which is mounted on the wall

in a vertical position , while the other

is placed horzontally in the roof of
Src ON

the manhole with a separate cover

so that it is accessible for replacing

fuses or cleaning contacts above

ground. The former type is perhaps

the best as regards the training of

cables as they may be kept in order

on the walls of the manhole. The
Ser OnEF

ability to do maintenance work on

Fig. 15 the surface is of some advantage in
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HE usual method of metering increase in total kilowatt-hours regis- Now 0, = $ -a and 0, = 0 + a

TH
-

polyphase power is by means of tered over that at the previous read W cos ( $ -a)

a wattmeter having two single ing. The other wattmeter mayor ..

wattmeter elements mounted on one may not record an increase in kilo
W2 cos ( ta)

shaft and registering on one dial , that watt -hours, depending on the power 1

is , by the polyphase wattmeter. This factor of the load. Areverse reading and since a = 30° tan a

type of meter as developed by one of is of rare occurrence , though provi
Vi3

the large manufacturing companies sion has been made for such cases by
Substituting we get

gives results that amply repay for its extending the curve to include all

installation . Owing to the rush of in- power factors . The wattmeters have
tan o =

creasing business, central stations are been designated as Nos . I and 2 for -577 ( w tw )

not always prepared for new custom- convenience in reference. No. I is

ers and must utilize apparatus in stock that wattmeter which gives the high

for purposes to which it is not adapted . est reading

These conditions have led to a very The method of finding the power

general adoption of single -phase watt factor of the load is to find the point

meters to the measurement of poly
on the curve where the straight line,

phase power.
drawn to represent the ratio of the

two readings, intersects the curve.

For instance, wattmeter No. I reads

700 kw -hr. and wattmeter No. 2 reads

350 kw-hr. The ratio of these read

ings is represented by the sixth

oblique line counting from the top line

downward . This oblique line inter
On axis O X lay off w ,

sects the curve at power factor .865 , On axis O Y lay off w2
and the power factor is 86.5 per cent.

From A as center draw semi-circle

If wattmeter No. 2 reads a loss of B < D, then E B
Fig. 1

and on

350 kw -hr., then the ratio of the read ED = w, tw, lay off OF

ings is indicated by the sixth line from
Two single-phase wattmeters are

W. By construction lav off O H =

the lowest oblique line, and the power

connected in a three-phase eircuit,
-577 (w + w . ), then tangent of

factor is .19 or 19 per cent.
each with its series coil in series with ( w , - •W2)
one wire and its shunt coil between The proof on which the above state- angle I 0 L =

hat wire and the wire not connected
ments are based runs somewhat as -577 ( w +w )

to the series coil of the other meter.
follows :

tan 0. Draw circle I J K with radius

( See Fig. 1. ) When the load is bal equal to 1 . Then ( L cos φ.

anced the sum of the readings of the Lay off M N perpendicular to O X

two meters gives the amount of elec
and equal to cos 0. Draw 0 T

tric energy delivered . through F I and from M draw M Q

The two meters record the same

amount of energy when the power

factor of the circuit is unity. With

power factors less than unity, one

meter runs faster than the other, and

this difference in readings becomes

greater and greater down to a power

factor of 50 per cent., when one meter

stops. At power factors below 50 Fig . 2

per cent. one meter reverses , thus de
1 ° / --

ducting from the kilowatt -hours pre- In a three -phase circuit the power

viously recorded . The ratio of the
can be measured by two wattmeters

readings of the two meters corre- connected as shown , and is equal to

sponds to a definite power factor. the algebraic sum of the readings.
Thomas V1 . Gibbes submits a chart,

Let w = watts read

Fig. 5 , which gives this relation in the
e = voltages

form of a curve from which the aver

a = currents

age a power factor of an installation

can be determined by means of the
W , = e , a , cos ,

readings of the wattmeters which W , e , a , cos 6,

measure the electric energy delivered
Since e , = e, W1 cos ,

parallel to 0 I , then Q is point on
to that installation.

same and other points can be found
One of the wattmeters records an and a , = a, W , cos 0, similarly .

=
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W W2

2

]]

are

v

V3( x - y )
kw . on wattmeter No. 2 indicates a voltage transformers are made for

Tan ø =
power factor of 86.5 per cent. at the use with this meter, so that one set

( x + y )-577 ( w, +w, )
time of taking the reading. Readings suffices for measuring any load at any

must be taken at one time . It is im- voltage .
IL VI cos 02 portant that the load be balanced or

but tan 6 =
the results obtained will not be any Buying on Chemical

OL cos $ where near accurate . Specifications

V3(x --- y ) VI cos $2 The chart is plotted accurately from Where dimensions, weight , finish

calculation, as it is intended to be a and the like may be readily expressed

( x + y ) cos • labor-saving device . However, some in specifications, it is easy and natural

We then have will prefer to plot a curve with the to make them conditions upon which

ratio of wattmeter readings and the purchases shall be accepted . But
3 ( x - y )

This

COS $

power factor as coordinates. where strength , chemical composition ,
= I— cos 02

and ( x + y )
can readily be done. Readings of 700 durability and similar factors of ulti

and 350 give a ratio of one-half and mate efficiency are of importance,

cos 62 [3 ( x - y)*] = ( x + y ) — power factor 86.5 per cent . , similarly specification of these features is all

hence cos $? ( x + y) ? all the points may be plotted to in- too often omitted.

cos $ ( 3 (x -y) ? + (x + y ) 2 ] clude all power factors. A curve ob- The reason is obvious, tests must be

( x + y ) 2
tained in this way is simpler than the applied which usually call for equip

chart, but the ratio of the wattmeter ment, knowledge and experience be

( x + y ) readings must be calculated every yond those possessed by the average

cos º =
time apower factor is to be obtained. buyer. He is then obliged to turn to

3 ( x - y) ² + ( x + y ) ? Some central stations now the expert, but objects because of the

equipped with graphic recording initial expense and fails to recognize
( wi + w . ) ? power - factor meters, which indicate the ultimate economy.

the power factor at all times and In every industry some material is

3 ( w, - w. ) ? + ( w, + w. ) ? record on a strip of profile paper the being bought on the basis of brand ,

reputation , or even satisfactory expe
POWERFACTORDIAGRAM .

rience in its use without the least idea

that equal efficiency might be ob

tained at a lower price with a suitable

material whose composition could be

specified in advance by the chemist .

But where the purchaser is alive to

all such savings they may be made to

aggregate a considerable net amount

after all expert service is paid for .

The following experience is sug

gestive :

The purchasing agent of a large

electric railway company was recently

buying of a reputable supply house a

metalfor journal linings, which gave

NAFTERNO
good satisfaction . He was paying 20

cents a pound and , in view of the na

ture of the material , felt that the price

was high . A sample was submitted

to the Arthur D. Little Laboratory in

Boston for analysis. Upon receipt of

their report the purchasing agent sent

out for bids upon a metalofthe com

position shown on analysis. A reli

able concern at once offered such a

metal at six cents per pound . As the

amount of metal used in a year was

large , the saving by having the same

metal made to their formula was well

worth obtaining
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Fig . 5
Service

The forecast of the annual report

Cos o may therefore be taken propor- power factor accurately in per cent. of the New York and the New York

tional to the power -factor, which is Results can thus be compared with and New Jersey Telephone Companies

the quantity under discussion . results secured at any previous time , indicates that their earnings are larger

Readings of indicating wattmeters and defects or improvements noted. than for any previous year . In spite

may be utilized for finding the power The power factor of small feeders of the so -called depression more than

factor at the time of taking the read- and that of any installation is meas- 50,000 new instruments have been

ing. With two indicating wattmeters ured with a portable power - factor connected in the Metropolitan district ,

connected as per Fig. 1 , a reading of meter of the size and general appear- the total number on Oct. 1 , 1908, be

700 kw. on wattmeter No. 1 and 350 ance of a voltmeter. Small series and ing 420,173 .
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Questions and Answers
defined, there are also two other ex- fore , a less station voltage would have

pressions which have arisen in con
Question . - We have a load consist

to be maintained in order to get the

nection with the discussion . They are
ing of 85 old style 32-c- p. 110 - volt

same voltage at the terminalsof the

the " factor of loading" and the " sta

carbon filament lamps, put five in se
line . The arc lamps were designed

tion load factor," or "curve load

ries on a 550-volt circuit. I figure
and connected with a certain amount

factor” as it is sometimes called . The
they take nearly one ampere per first of these is written as follows :

Ofof reactance for 133 cycles .

cluster and wish to know what the
course, when the 60-cycle current

losses in the circuit would be using
Factor of loading equals average passes through these lamps there is a

load in kilowatts divided by maximum less reactive drop , with the consequent

No. 10 wire. The voltage is to be
load in kilowatts .

regulated to 550 .
result that the current is increased

The maximum is usually taken as and the lamps burn out . In most of
Answer.—You do not state the

maximum peak lasting over one min- the standard arc lamps on the market

length of wire in the circuit, so it is ute . This ratio is purely a function of there is a coil in the lamp which en
impossible to figure the losses . If the

the load , and cannot be changed or im- ables the lamp to be run on different

current in the lamp-clusters is one proved by anything done in the power frequencies by simply changing the
ampere for each and the voltage is plant itself. taps.

550, the resistance of the lamps and The station load factor is written :

wire must be about 550 ohms and the
station load factor equals yearly out

Question . In order to increase the

loss would be 550 watts for each put in kilowatt-hours divided by rated speed of a direct-current shunt-wound

550 x 17 capacity multiplied by actual number
motor the field is weakened. A direct

group, or = 9.35 kw. for
of hours that the plant is in operation .

current wattmeter is, we are told, the

1000 Now as the income of a station is same as a motor. How is it that by

the whole load .
based on the metered outputandthe increasing the field -current of the

Question. — Lately we have heard a station expenses are based on fuel and
wattmeter the speed is increased?

great deal about "Load Factor . "
minor incidental costs of the output, Answer.-It is true that the direct

Please explain what is meant by this plus fixed charges which are approxi- current wattmeter is a motor. It is a

phrase and why it is of such impor- mately proportional to the capacity of motor, however, with very little, if

tance .
the plant, you can appreciate the im- any, iron in the field . With any motor

Answer.-- In the early days of the
portance of the ratio between these the torque is proportional to the pro

central station industry, charges for
two quantities which is the load factor. duct ofthe magnetic Aux and the cur

As an example take a 1000 -kw . rent . If there is no , or very little , iron
the service were made on a flat - rate

plant, with a high load factor say the torque is proportional to the cur
basis . Later, when the waste and in

about 80 per cent. at a price of 10 rent . The armature of the meter is con
creasing demand had driven the flat

cents per kilowatt-hour, the annual nected directly across the line and its
rate out of existence, charges were

based on the wattmeter readings at so
production and income would be as speed is proportional to the e.m.f.'s

follows : generated, and the current therein is

much per kilowatt- hour. It was then

discovered that the cost of produc
Yearly output, 7,008,000 kw -hr. also proportional to the e.m.f. The

tion was not entirely proportional to Yearly income, $ 70,080.
torque of the motor is , as above

the kilowatt-hour produced , but that a Whereas, with a low load factor of stated , proportional to the current in

the windings, therefore, the torque is
large element of the cost , known as say about 20 per cent . the annual out
fixed charges, which included inter- put cost would be $1,752,000 , and the proportional to the speed, and in the

$

est , amoritization, depreciation , etc. , yearly income $ 17,520. Yet the same manner the speed is proportional

to the current.

on machinery necessary to supply the marimum demands in both these cases

greatest probable demand was con- might be the same and the fixed
A Jovian Correction

stantly going on whether the output charges would be the same in the two

metered was great or small. The dis- cases , The difference in the profit- At the Sixth Annual Meeting of the

proportion which existed between ex- ableness of the two suppositions is Rejuvenated Sons of Jove, held in

penses and income soon raised the therefore due entirely to the factor of Buffalo , N. Y. , Mr. Alex Henderson,

question as to what proportion of the loading, and its effect on the load of New York City , offered a resolu

rated output was being actually ob- factorand consequent economy of the tion that at the close of each annual

tained from the machinery installed station. meeting the assembled Jovians drink

and how should the service charges be a standing toast to the First Jupiter ,

arranged to provide for the fixed
Question . — We have been operating

Chas. W. Hobson , No. 1 , of Dallas,

charge element of the total cost of the on a 110 - volt single-phase, 133 -cycle
Tex. , to the following sentiment:

kilowatt -hour sold, as well as for the
alternating current circuit, and re

“ A single rose-leaf passed before a

fuel element. After much discussion
cently changed over to 60-cycle circuit

man while he is alive is productive of

in this connection , practice seems to
of the same phase and voltage. We

more happiness and joy than a moun

have settled on the definition “ load
find that in order to keep the same

tain of flowers heaped upon his

factor” as the ratio of the average
voltage at our customers' premises we

grave."

load ( for any given period , usually a
do not need to have the station voltage

In the account of the proceedings

year ) in kilowatt-hours, to the rated
as high as heretofore. At the same

time we have several arc lamps that
of that meeting, prepared for and

capacity of the plant in kilowatts mul published by the electrical press of

tiplied by the number of hours con
burned out as soon ' as we changed

the country, the beautiful sentiment,

sidered . For a year these would be
over . Will you kindly explain the

given above, unfortunately, was
results ?

8760, so that the expression for the quoted incorrectly, entirely robbing it

load factor would usually be : Answer.- The inductive drop in the of its delicate fragrance .

Load factor equals yearly output line and transformers varies directly In justice to Mr. Henderson , and

in kilowatt-hours divided by rated with the frequency, consequently it in justice to the sentiment itself, we

capacity in kilowatts multiplied by would be less at 60 cycles than at 133 gladly publish the correct quotation

8700. cycles . Naturally, this being the case at the request of the writer of the

In addition to the load factor as here the drop in the line is less and , there- original article.

.

1

1

1
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1908 ...
$ 10.902,337

Westinghouse Electric
The story of this activity is set Co. , Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.,

forth in a little publication , “ What the Ft . Wayne Electric Works, Electrical

Cash Balance at Close of Year, 1907 , Western Electric Company Is Doing World, Benjamin Electric Co., Elec

Aggregated $ 10,902,000 With to Increase the Central-Station Load.' trical Record, Central Electric Co.,

$ 2,346,000 Due on Stock Issued to central-station managers, it International Correspondence Schools,

Payments .
shows many of the familiar adver- McRoy Clay Works, Chicago Pneu

tisements that have appeared in the matic Tool Co. , Robbins & Myers,

The Westinghouse Electric & Man

more prominent monthly and weekly Appleton Electric Co., United Pump

magazines. It has met a hearty re- & Power Co., Commercial Appliance

ufacturing Co. starts the year under ception from those for whom it is in
very favorable conditions. Its total

Co. , Electric City Publishing Co. ,

cash balance December 31 , 1908, ag

tended , especially from such stations Taussig & Babcock, Western Elec

gregated $10,902,338. Including un

as are also in the jobbing business. trician , Westinghouse Electric & Mfg;

It is far easier for the jobber to sell

paid balance on stock subscriptions of

Co. , Autoelectric Sign Co., General

$ 2,436,340, the total cash balance on

goods that have been liberally adver- Electric Co., American Steel & Wire

December 31 was $ 13,248,677.

tised, and the results of the campaign Co. , National Acme Mfg. Co. , Hahl

of education are much appreciated by Automatic Clock Co. , Swedish -Amer

The following statement gives the cash resources these people.

of the company at the present time :

ican Telephone Co., Swedish Electric

Bank balances January 4 .
$ 9,277,337 Vibrator Co., Popular Electricity Pub

Deposited in New York December 31,

report received in Pittsburgh, Janu

lishing Co., Peerless Light Co., Palm

89,880
The Electrical Show

Special deposit .
1,536,120

ElectricEngineering Co., Pacific

Total cash balance December 31 ,

Final preparations for Chicago's Heating Co., Duntley Mfg. Co., Na

tional Automatic Advertising Co. ,

Unpaid balance on stock subscriptions.. 2,346,339 January Electrical Show are well un

der way, and the sale of space has
Jewell ElectricalElectrical Instrument Co.,

Total cash balance December 31 ,
Roth Bros. & Co., Crescent Company,

1908 , including unpaid balance been so large that there is every rea
on stock subscriptions.. $ 13,248,677

son to believe that the coming show
H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Red Cross

The sinking fund payment due De
will be the most comprehensive and Antiseptic Co., Northern Electrical

cember 31 , and all interest on funded
interesting of all the four shows the Mfg. Co., A. W. Kratz, Illinois Elec

debt due January 1 , has been deducted Electrical Trades Exposition Com
tric Renovator Sales Co. , Hurley Ma

from the above balances. The bank
pany will have given . Every branch chine Co. , Murphy Electricity Recti

notes as of October 23 , 1907, payable of the electrical field will be repre
fier Co. , National Electric Lamp

in cash and not yet presented , amount sented and the exposition will main
Assn ., Electrocraft Publishing Co.,

to $ 25,000, and the accounts payable tain its reputation as Chicago's “ Bil
Electrical Testing Laboratories,

as of October 23 , 1907 , payable in lion Dollar Show ." Notwithstanding
American Electric Fuse Co., The

cash and not yet paid , aggregate ap- the fact that the scheme of decoration Caloric Company, The Allis-Chalmers ,

proximately $ 12,000. employed last year was outlined as a
North Shore Electric Co., Simplex .

The Westinghouse Electric & Man
permanent proposition, at a cost of Co. , Cyclone Storage Battery Co. ,.

ufacturing Co.has sent out checks for
$ 25,000, changes will be made for the Electric Storage Battery Co., F. B.

$ 562,725, representing interest due decoration of the coming show , which
Badt & Co. , Chicago Telephone Co. ,

to -day on bonds, debentures, etc., set will cost , approximately, as much as
Mechanical Appliance Co., Western

aside$ 500,000 due to the sinking fund
Electric Co. , The Connersville Blower

was expended a year ago. The dec

on December 31, 1908, and paid orations will be fully as elaborate,
Co. , Electric Cleaner Co. , Pelongo

$ 220,000 in settlement of sundry employing an entirely new scheme of
Electric Heater Co. , C. S. Neville &

debts, preliminary to the opening of lighting. Special arrangements are
Co. , Men's Ear Phone Co., National

a new balance sheet . being made for electrical attractions
Carbon Co., and THE ELECTRICAL

The company is now in a very which will be of interest to the gen
AGE.

strong position, a great deal of the eral public , and the trade exhibits this
The show will run from Saturday,

credit for which is due to George year will include more working ex
Jan. 16th , to Saturday, Jan. 30th

Westinghouse, who was largely in
hibits than have been shown hereto- thirteen days against twelve hereto-

strumental in raising $ 17,785,000 fore. Assistant Manager John J.
fore. There will be several conven

necessary to the discharge of re Schayer, who has had charge of this
tion and souvenir days .

ceivers. year's show owing to the illness of

Homer E. Niesz, feels particularly
Co-operation between the Central

New Westinghouse Nernst

gratified with the results as they now

Stations and the Eloctrical

Chandeliers

stand, and predicts that the January

Manufacturers show will draw the banner figures in Besides establishing a new mini

During the past few years the the matter of attendance. The com- mum in the price of light of the best

manufacturers of electrical machin- plete list of exhibitors to date is as quality, the new Westinghouse Nernst

ery have been realizing that the ex- follows : Crane Company, Common- system is responsible for the develop
tension of central-station business wealth Edison Co., Wagner Electric ment of a line of chandeliers that give

means indirectly the extension of their Co., Federal Electric Co. , Cutler- a greater volume of light for a small

own business. With the end in view Hammer Co. , Pyro One-Light Sign light source than it is possible to get-
of encouraging the general adoption Co. , Shelton Electric Co. , Lindstrom, with any other incandescent chande

of electrical conveniences in the Smith & Co. , Western Insulation Co. , liers ever made .

house , some of the more progressive National Battery Co., Perfection These chandeliers now being put on

manufacturers have been conducting Vacuum Cleaning Co. , Chicago Fuse the market are made in highly artistic

an extensive campaign of educational Wire & Mfg. Co., Electric Appliance designs in Renaissance and Art Nou

advertising in non -technical maga- Co., The Excello Arc Lamp Co., Kel- veau. They are made in solid castings

zines . This policy is based on the logg Switchboard & Supply Co., The or in a combination of castings and

obvious fact that there are thousands Stoltz Electrophone Co., Stromberg- spinnings, and finished as standard in

of well-to-do families who can only Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co. , Mathias statuary bronze and satin brass .

be reached in this way.
Klein & Sons, Telephony Publishing The novel feature about these chan
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deliers is the arrangement of the " Silundum : a New Product of the Philadelphia Branch of the American

mechanism of the lamps in the cen- Electric Furnace ," F. Bolling. Institute of Electrical Engineers.

tral ornamental ball which conceals it A description of a new form of A lucid presentation of the effect of

completely and at the same time makes silicon carbide, which is a sort of a this phenomenon on the economy of

it easily accessible. half brother to carborundum and very high voltage transmission lines ,
This leaves nothing at the ends of promises to be useful in many ways , both from a mathematical and experi

the arms except the small screw base as it is very hard and heat- resistant. mental standpoint.

burners , and these occupy less space Mr. Lyndon first gives a clear de

than any other incandescent lamps of [ Electric Journal — December.] scription of the corona and its dis

equal candle power.
The 132-watt

charges , then discusses in a simple

burner, for instance, giving light
" Notes on Single-Phase Railways,"

form the mathematical treatment of
Clarence Renshaw .

equivalent to that of seven 16 - c- p. the problem as presented as indicated

carbon filament lamps, occupies a
Some observations on the construc

by the investigations of Steinmetz,

space at the end of the arm of only tion and operating of various single- Ryan and Mershon, and follows these
3x472 inches . This makes it possible phase railroads equipped by the West- with several curves showing the re

to get a large volume of light without inghouse Electric & Manufacturing lation between the losses and sizes of
using a multiplicity of sources or in- Co. The mileage of these roads has the conductors and between the losses

fringing the law of proportions by
now passed the 1000-mile mark . and conditions of the atmosphere.

making the sources too large for the The case of a 100,000 -kw . 250,000

other parts of the chandelier. “ Shop Side of Engineering Indus
volt 300-mile transmission line is then

tries," C. B. Auel.
taken up and worked out. With jute

Dwells on the opportunities and ad- cored cables, 1.5 inch in diameter and

Review of the Technical Press vantages of work in the shop end of separated by 90 inches, the total cost

Leading Articles of General Technical the factory as compared with those is estimated at $ 14 per kilowatt , not

Interest
presented in the office end .

counting the total cost of right of

way, with losses and regulation com

[ Electro -Chemical and Metallurgical “ The Application of Low -Pressure parable with present practice.-

Industry, January .]
Steam Turbines to Power Gener

The conclusions reached are sub
ation ," J. R. Bibbus.

“ The Largest Electric Steel Works,”
stantially the same as previously

Joseph W. Richards .
From the author's paper before the found by Mershon. The important

November meeting of the Canadian factors are the curvature of the con
An account of the new 200 - ton

Society of Civil Engineers . A lengthy ducting surfaces, the separation dis
electrical steel refining works that are

discussion of the advantages presented tances between conductors and the

Electro-Metallurgical Processes Com- by this, the latest important develop- condition of the atmosphere.
ment in steam turbine practice . Illus

pany" at Ugine in the Savoy. This
trated with several views and curves . “ Modern Fireboats ," O. H. Caldwell .

plant will ultimately absorb 22,000

h.p. and is expected to be put in com- " Three-phase - Two-phase Transmis
A description of two electrically

mission in March. The output will sion with Standard Transform propelled fire -boats owned by the City

be high quality steel for special pur- ers,” L. A. Starett . of Chicago. They are propelled by a

660 -h.p . Curtis turbine, on whose

poses . Shows how, in certain cases , the shaft is connected a 5500-gallon cen

“ Experiments on Melting in the In
phase -transformation may be made

trifugal pump and a 200 -kw . 275-volt

duction Furnace," F. A. J. Fitz
with ordinary transformers.

direct-current generator, two 250 -h.p.

gerald .
" Meter and Relay Connections," Har

200 rev. per min . variable speed re

Record of test run made by the
versing type motors direct-coupled to

old W. Brown .

writer at Niagara Falls with an induc the propeller shafts. Perfect control
Continues the series , and gives dia

tion furnace of about one ton's capac is obtained directly from the pilot

grams showing the various connec
ity . The energy consumption per house, enabling the boat to be better

tions for three- phase three -wire cir
long ton was 476 kw - hrs.

handled than is possible with steam
cuits.

driven propellers.

" Heat Conductance and Resistance of

(Electrical Record - January .)
Composite Bodies," Carl Hering. “ Belt Leakage in Induction Motors,"

A theoretical discussion of the heat- “ Fire-proof Motors and Switches, ” F. R. F. Hellmund.

A. Barron .
characteristics of different composite

A diagrammatic treatment of cer

structures.
Tells of the latest provision for ren

tain leakage losses in induction motors

dering certain special kinds of motors
and a discussion of the effect on them

“ Smelting Iron Ore in the Electric proof against fire and hard usage . of various types of windings.

Furnace in Comparison with
Blast Furnace Practice," Joh. “Advertising Possibilities in Connec

Harden .
[ Electrical W’orld , January 2 ]tion with Monthly Central Sta

tion Bills," A. E. Hodefield .
A comparison of the costs and feasi " Quarry Street Station of the Com

Gives some of the latest schemes in
bility of electric furnaces. He finds monwealth Edison Company, Chi

under the conditions given that the
the central station advertising field . cago," Wm . Keily.

blast furnace process costs $6.84 per
[ Electrical Review - January 1 ] A description of the above plant

ton , while the electric furnace costs which is designed for an ultimate

$ 9.70. This is based on charcoal at “ The Corona Effect and its Influence capacity of 84,000 kw . The station iş

$ 12.00 per ton and electric power at on the Design of High-Tension ofspecial interest in that it is equipped
Transmission Lines,

$ 20.00 per kw -year. He concludes 14.000 -kw . turbo - generators,

that under such conditions the electric
Lyndon. which are the largest so far attempted ,

furnace would be advisable only in Abstract of the author's paper read and that practically smokeless com

small sizes and in special cases . before the November meeting of the bustion is secured .

Lamar with
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" Bituminous Gas -Producer Electrical from No. 0000 solid rod direct to buses . end only of two huge vertical triple

Plant." Elbert A. mariey. The Pacific Gas & Electric Company, expansion pumps, one purchased by

A full description of a 2000 -h.p .
San Francisco , Cal., have also placed the City of Chicago for installation in

producer gas plant supplying power
an order with thecompany for a large its Lakeview pumping station , and the

for the operation of an electrical plant
assortment of cable taps , front con- other by the San Antonio Water Com

which drives the factory of the Gar
nected lugs , swivel lugs and angle pany, of San Antonio, Texas, as an

ford Company, manufacturers of auto- lugs . addition to its present equipment.

mobiles at Elyria , O. Not all of the The Phoenix Glass Company of The pump for the City of Chi

gas produced is used for producing New York , Pittsburg and Chicago,
cago is of the vertical , triple -expan

power ; but some summaries are given has retained the Bureau of Illuminat
sion type, as above noted , having

which show that the total cost of the ing Engineering, 437 Fifth Avenue, three single -acting direct-flow pumps,

fuel gas is about 33 cents per equiva, N. Y., to act as consulting and design- equippedwith automatic valves and
,

lent of 1000 feet of natural gas, coal ing illuminating engineers, in the mat
ing illuminating engineers, in the mat- provided witha flywheel. The engine

being at $2.20 per ton delivered. Un ter of designing or redesigning glass isentirely self -contained in the pump

der these conditions, the total unit cost globes and reflectors , as manufactured
chambers. This unit is guaranteed

for the outputofthe electrical power by them , so that beauty and utility will develop a duty of 155,000,000 foot

plant , which consists of three 130 -kw . be sensibly blended . Mr. Albert J. pounds ofwork delivered to the pump

225 rev. per min . direct-current ma- Marshall , Chief Engineer of the Bu for each 1,000,000 B.t.u. used by the

chines, is 2.45 cents per kilowatt-hour, reau , will have direct supervisionof engine and auxiliaries when pumping

of which 1.2 cent are charged to oper
continuously at the rate of 25,000,000this work.

ating costs. The load , factor is low , gallons in 24 hours against a total
The Blackburn - Smith Feed Water

the output being 525,000 kw-hrs . per
head of 140 feet .

Filter and Grease Extractor has been The San Antonio pump is prac
year corresponding to a factor of

about 18 based on two machines only .
chosen for the new Colliers, Mars, tically a duplicate of the Chicago one.

Hector and Vulcan, now being built The normal and economical rating
“ Chart for the Calculations of Size of for the U. S. Navy by the Maryland will be 20,000,000 gallons in 24 hours ,

Conductors for Transmission Steel Co. These ships have the high- but the Allis - Chalmers Company guar

Lines,” L. A. Herdt . est class of equipment, and every antees the unit to furnish 24,000,000

A variation from the ordinary way possible protection . The filters are to gallons in 24 hours to meet any ex
of using the well-known Mershon be placed in the feed lines , so that cessive demands for water, as in the

chart. every drop of water entering the boil case of fire or extremely hot weather ,

ers is subjected to the double filtra
without unduly straining either engine

[Engineering Magazine, December.] tion , characteristic of the Blackburn
or pump

“ The Economy of the Individual
Smith Filter. It is figured that by The Allis -Chalmers Company

MotorDrive for Machine Tools," removing the oil and grease particles claims to have built the first vertical,

H. S. Knowlton .
from the condensation, the filters will triple -expansion pumping engine for

their cost in a short time by de- water -works service in any country,

A careful and well- illustrated dis
repay

cussion of the economy of individual
creasing boiler repairs and increasing some 25 years ago , which is still run

fuel economy. These filters are also ning, and it is said that the world's
motor drives in factories, machine

excellent for protecting the boiler of
shops and similar situations .

record for economy is held by a pump

stationary plants from floating parti- of the same makeand type.

[ Power and the Engineer, January 5. ]
cles of oil , grease , mud, etc. , in the

feed water . They are made by James New orders at the shops of the

“ An Extensive Power Plant in the Beggs & Co. , 109 Liberty St., New Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur

South ," Cecil P. Poole.
York, who are distributing an inter- ing Company, turned in recently, ac

A description of the extensive prop- esting booklet on Feed Water Filtra- cording to reports from Pittsburg ,

erties of the Southern Power Com- tion . were with the railway department, in

pany, liberally illustratedand provided

with maps and plans. The company's officer and director in many auxiliary

George C. Smith , an executive cluding one for the equipment of 200

ten -hour load is now about 50,000 h.p. Westinghouse companies, has been
officer and director in manyauxiliary Company of this city, witha largecars for the Third Avenue Railroad

“ New Turbine Plant at Allentown, appointed by the new board of direct
amount of power house apparatus, re

Pa.,” John I. Baker .
ors of the Westinghouse Electric & presenting an expenditure approxi

An article describing a steam tur
Manufacturing Co. as its special rep

mating $500,000. Another contract of

bine

importance taken by the Westing

8000 -kw .
resentative in connection with its in

alternating -current

plant whose feature of special interest
terests in a large number of electric

house people was an order for fifty

railway and electric power companies Clinchfield Coal & CokeCompany of
five mining locomotives from the

is the coal and ash handling lay-out .
whose securities are held as invest

ments.
Clinchfield , W. Va. , to be used for the

News Notes Among the companies are the Lack- transportation of coal in that com

Dossert & Company, 242 West 41st awanna & Wyoming Rapid Transit pany's mines. The East Pittsburgh

Street , New York City, have received Co. and subsidiary companies, Ni- shops are also busy with the construc

orders from the United Electric Light agara, Lockport & Ontario Power tion of a quantity of electric railway
& Power Company, of New York City, Co., Electric Power Securities Co. of apparatus for the Spokane & Inland

for a large number of solderless con- Niagara Falls, Grand Rapids, Grand Railway Company of Spokane, Wash .,

nectors for use in the 146th Street
to be used in the extension of that

Haven & Muskegon Railway Co. and
substation , including elbows for con- Atlanta Water & Electric Power Co. company's single-phase system ; while

necting ingoing and outgoing solid Mr. Smith's headquarters will be in two 4000-h.p. water wheel generators

buses through oil switches , lugs for the City Investment building, New
are being furnished to the Southern

York.
connecting solid round to flat buses,

Power Company of Charlotte, N. C.

special lugs on remote control switches The Allis - Chalmers Co. recently Warren Webster & Company, of

and special two-way studs tapping filled a train of 14 cars with the water Camden , N. J. , announce that the
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business heretofore carried on by the name implies - universal in applica- phase Motor in a Shop,” whose title

American Engineering Specialty Co. tion . They can be used in any position explains its purpose .

with headquarters at Chicago, and on the hangers of any rolled struc The Wm . H. Colgan Company, of
branches and agents in various cities tural shape, beams, angles , channels,

West Newton, Mass., has issued a

of the Middle West, will be conducted “ Z ” bars, round , square and flat bars , catalogue describing the "Rex " line of

in the name of Warren , Webster & gas and water pipes, edges of tanks ,
outlet and switch boxes .

Co. This change will give to archi- plates, etc.

tects , engineers, contractors, users and They are made of the best malleable
The Western Electric Company, of

intending purchasers of "Webster" iron and will stand rough use without New York , has issued a bulletin de

apparatus the full advantages of the breaking. They are light enough for scribing and illustrating the new

company's organization, which now light work and heavy enough to stand Roteau type of steam turbine which it

covers all parts of the country . the strain of heavy work. The cup- has recently placed on the market.

pointed , hardened steel set screws hold The Fort Wayne Electric Works

Universal Insulator Supports
them securely , and they will not has gotten out a useful pamphlet en
loosen , even when subjected to the titled " A Practical Guide for Trans

It has long been a well-recognized most severe vibration .

former Testing . ” The subject is ex”

fact that the most difficult part of a
plained with the aid of numerous dia

wiring job in steel frame mill and fac
Personal grams and curves .

tory buildings has been the devising ,

making and erecting of all manner of
Mr. H. B. Thayer, president of the

The Fort Wayne people also have

Western Electric Co. , of New York,
sent out a bulletin describing their line

special work for securing the insula

tors on which the wiring is to be sup
of revolving field engine-driven alter

is making a short visit to Europe .
nators.

ported . This work has to be done by
Mr. Walter J. Jones , who was asso

the most skilled and experienced man The Jeffrey Manufacturing Com

available or laid out by a competentrine, will continue the firm's consult
ciated with the late Dr. F. A. C. Per

pany, of Columbus, Ohio, has sent out

,

draughtsman . It is expensive in any
its catalogue 67D, describing the Jeff

event, andit is seldomthattwojobs ing engineering practice at theoffices,
rey line of " Rubber Belt Conveying

60 Wall St. , New York .

are done in anything like the same
Machinery.” The catalogue is pro

way, each individual having his own Mr. G. E. Tripp, of Stone & Web- fusely illustrated with photographs of

method. All this special work must be ster, of Boston , Mass., has been re- numerous installations of this type of

schemed out and completed before the tained by the committee in charge of machinery and the parts necessary for

actual work of wiring can be started. the affairs of the Metropolitan System their maintenance.

After the supports have been schemed of New York to make an examination
The engineering department of the

out and the wire is up, it will be found of the property and formulate a plan National Electric Lamp Association

that a great deal of wood has been for its reorganization. has issued bulletin No. 8, 35 pages ,

used and probably a considerable num

ber of holes drilled in the ironwork .
Mr. E. T. Munger has severed his containing a complete list ofthe reg

connection with the Metropolitan ular type ofminiature carbon filament

West Side Elevated Railway Co. of lamps for decorative effects, battery

Chicago , where he was superintendent inspection, automobile, telephone and

of motive power and equipment, to be- special service.

come general superintendent of the The General Electric Company has

Hudson & Manhattan Railroad , oper- issued its Fan Motor Catalogue for

ating under the Hudson River be 1909, containing illustrations, descrip

tween New York and New Jersey . tion and prices of the company's entire

Mr. E. G. Eager, of Toledo, Ohio , line of fan motors for the coming

has been engaged by the Goodwin &
season . The list comprises alternating

Kintz Co. , of Winsted, Conn. , as their
and direct - current fan motors for

Wood introduces the element of agent in the Philippines, Australasia desk, bracket , ceiling, Aloor column

danger from fire and dries out, allow
and New Zealand. Mr. Eager is now and counter column fans in various

ing the supports to loosen . Holes

in the Fiji Islands, and will be gone
sizes together with their supply parts.

weaken the ironwork , and in some for a period of 18 months, during The bulletin also describes ventilating

cases might lower the safety factor

Wires are
which time he will display to the buy- and miscellaneous small power motors

to a dangerous extent.
ers of those far -off countries the elec

for alternating and direct-current .

often changed from their original lo troliers, portables and other electric The General Electric Company has

cation when the special work becomes lighting specialties made by Goodwin also issued the following bulletins:

worthless scrap and new special work
& Kintz .

has to be devised.
No. 3715.--Describing mercury arc

It is needless to state that the cost of
rectifiers for telephone battery charg

special work and the drilling of holes Catalogue Notes ing.

in iron is very costly , to say nothing of The Harrison Safety Boiler Works ,
No. 4633—Covering motor-gener

the loss occurring when special work of Philadelphia , have reprinted from ator sets and frequency changes.

must be scrapped . Universal Insulator
“ The Bookkeeper" a useful article on

No. 4628_Describing the G. E.

Supports are cheap in first cost , do
" Steam : Its Profitable Utilization ," by

mercury arc rectifier.

away entirely with special work , save Geo. H. Gibson.
No. 4629Devoted to all sorts of

time in the actual work of erection
electrical accessories for automobiles.

and are never scrap ; but when taken The Wagner Electric Manufactur- No. 4626_Telling about the series

down from one job go directly into ing Company, St. Louis , has issued luminous arc rectifier system .

stock ready for the next .
their bulletin No. 82 , giving a com- No. 4631 - Describing the series al

Where wire is to be supported from plete description of its line of poly- ternating enclosed arc lighting system .

iron or steel fabrications, Universal phase motors. The bulletin is re- No. 4630 - Relating to type D. P.

Insulator Supports are all that the enforced by a pamphlet on “ The Poly- direct-current portable instruments.

INSULATOR SUPPORT.
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ESTABLISHED 1883 out recently in a great number of in- leaving aside its moral aspect-and he

Published monthly by stances. will probably tell you that it is one

The Electrical Age Co. , 45 E. 420 Street, New York . We now see set forth the complete of the best investments his company
J. H. SMITH , Pres . C. A. HOPE . Sec . and Treas . story of the financing, maintenance has ever made.

JOHN HAYS SMITH , Editor . and operation of the properties. Full The growth of the new feeling is

Telephone No. 6498 38th . information is given as to bonds, based on the fundamental principle

Private branch exchange connect'ns all departments . stocks, notes payable , gross earnings, that the interests and prosperity of
Cable Address - Revolvalle, New York .

operating expenses, net earnings , fixed the corporations and the people they

SUBSCRIPTION RATES charges, net divisible income, divi- serve and the people who serve them ,
United States and Mexico , SL.00 .

Canada , $ 1.50 . To Oil.er Countries , $ 2.50
dends , and the whole array of useful are one and the same. The gratitude

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS
record data of expenses and earnings of the industrial world is due to those

per service unit or car -mile that so who, having first grasped this prin
insertion of new advertisements or changes of copy cannot

much facilitate the analysis and com- ciple themselves, have helped by pre

prehension of a modern corporation's cept and example to drive home the

activity. With this information before fact to the consciousness of all three

Corporation Publicity
him , he who will take the trouble may classes .

gather a fair knowledge of the actual New Transit Legislation

In the rapid changes during the last facts that confront the management It is instructive to note that one of

few years in the relations between the of the corporation , and many things the most pressing duties with which
great corporations of the United that looked suspicious and arbitrary the Public Service Commission of the

States, and the great public in which in the twilight of concealment become First District of New York finds itself

they live and move and have their be- rational and reasonable when seen in confronted is to secure amendments

ing, none has been more eagerly wel the noonlight of confidence. to some of the legislation that has

comed, or more pregnant with the A great improvement is to be noted been previously enacted. In the ab

brightest promise for the future than in the attitude of the people toward stract of the report for the year just

that which has taken place in the mat- the corporations which have adopted ended, on page 45 of this issue, we

ter of publicity . the new methods. Evidences of it are find no less than five such amendments

In place of the atmosphere of sol- everywhere. The tendency to foolish asked for ; and in addition to these ,

emn mystery which pervaded many of and ill - considered legislation regard- which refer to the Rapid Transit Act ,

the executive offices of the great pub- ing public service which has so often a constitutional amendment is recom

lic service companies, the seeker after marred the record of various law- mended providing for the exemption

information now finds a clear , frank making bodies has subsided , the rau- from the city's 10-per-cent . debt limit

attitude, a recognition of “ the right cous note of the professional agitator of bonds issued for the construction

to know ," and a willingness to facili- -he of the sublime conviction of the of self -supporting rapid transit lines.

tate the acquisition of the knowledge innate vileness of the body corporate To the uninitiated, it looks as if

that would stupefy many of the men -has toned down. Less is heard this is one more instance of the wis

who were in charge of these same from the noisy chorus of panacea- dom of being sure you're right be

properties 30 years ago. peddlers--doctrinaires who are willing fore going ahead. As there is not the

It is, therefore , a wonder to many and anxious to regulate anything in least doubt that any rapid transit line

of us when now and then someone the heavens above, or the earth be- in New York City would be self-sup

comes forth to seriously question the neath , or the waters thereunder. A porting if it was asked to earn a fair

wisdom of the policy of publicity. clearer , calmer, fairer view of affairs, return solely on the money invested in

More marvelous still , to see the heads a more rational tone of discussion of construction and equipment, it would

of some of the largest concerns, of the them is the tendency of the day, and look but fair to provide for their

kind under consideration, clinging to it will continue . financing - in the true sense of the

the dwindling company of those who It is true that publicity as now prac- word - without their coming on the

are apparently afraid to submit their
tised costs money. The preparation city's permanent debt. Cannot this be

financial transactions to the light of of special accounts and statements, the done by arranging for the automatic

day. Yet it is true that many reputa- reprinting and dissemination of in- retirement of the bonds from a sinking

tions are being dimmed , and the re- formation, and , as has been done in fund taken from the earnings ? By

sults of years of usefulness are im- many instances, the hiring of certified this means the debt would in time

paired by adherence to the old policy public accountants to verify the state- cease to exist , and would encroach on

of concealment which has not merely ments -- all these and other incidental no limits.

survived its usefulness but become a features total up a considerable ex- It is hoped that other communities

stumbling and an offense . pense. But a few of us still remember than New York (whose excuse for

It is a far cry from the corporation those other expenses that belonged to desperate legislation is the desperate

statements of 1880 to those of 1909. the pre- publicity era . There is no needs of her case ) will take warning,

In contrast with the few obscure lines comparison. and give to their public service laws

of those days — if indeed anything at Ask any wide awake corporation the amount of cool and careful judg

all was issued - we take pleasure in executive officer as to the financial re- ment demanded by the importance of

placing such statements as have come turns on the money so invested— the subject .
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The Ultimate Factor sound not only industrially but mor Water-Power Control

ally, has grown up. The result of

" The laborer is worthy of his hire .” In a message to the House of Rep
- St. Luke, 10 : 7 this has been the developing of the

resentatives, accompanying the veto of
new methods of wage paying , as well

Since the dawn of modern
a bill to permit the construction of a

in- as the new feeling of responsibility dam acrossthe James River , in Mis

dustrialism , the highest inventive for the employee. The outcome of
souri , for the diversion of its waters

genius, the greatest technical skill these efforts, which are based on an
for electrical power purposes, Presi

have been unwearied in the ef- appeal to all that is best in both em
dent Roosevelt takes occasion to warn

fort to improve ployer and employee, has been fruitful Congress thatthecontrol of the avail
processes

and
beyond all the dreams of their pro- able water-powers of the country is

in perfecting machinery. Millions of

dollars ' worth of apparatushavebeen jectors. We hear of outputsrunning beingacquiredby a fewpowerful in

sent to the scrap pile in a condition
25 to 40 per cent. above those previ

terests , without any regulating or lim
ously obtained, simply by the intro

almost as good as new because some iting conditions, thereby threateningduction of the bonus system . Net

new turn in the design or combina the well -being of the public. In part
earnings of companies wise enough to

tion of processes has developed some
his message says :

grasp the great principle involved and

thing else that would do the work a The people of the country are threatened
apply the methods have increased in

by a monopoly far more powerful, be
little better or a little faster. Other even greater ratio . And, best of all , cause in far closer touch with their do

millions have been freely expended on the worker is benefited materially and mestic and industrial life , than anything

experiments, in the hope that they morally. His individuality is awak
known to our experience. A single genera

tion will see the exhaustion of our naturalwould lead the way to improvement ened, he comes to realize himself, to
resources of oil and gas, and such a rise

of the work that the industrial unit know his own worth and the knowl
in the price of coal as will make the price

is devoted to turning out. Tireless edge spurs his ambition, his energy of electrically - generated water power

patience , and limitless human nerve- and his self- respect .
controlling factor in transportation, in man

energy, have been lavished on the ma- This magazine reaches the hands of
ufacturing and household lighting and

heating. Our water power alone if fully

chine and on the processes wrested thousands of both classes - the em developed and wisely used is probably suf

from reluctant nature . ployer and the employee. The lot of ficient for our present transportation, in

Yet by some strange mischance the the latter in the great electrical fac- dustrial, municipal and domestic needs.

most important factor in the whole
Most of it is undeveloped and is still in

tories and power plants, the railways
national or State control.

scheme of industrial affairs has been and countless other industries that To give away without conditions this ,

comparatively neglected until quite have been born of , or quickened by one of the greatest of our resources, would
recently. We refer to the man — to the growth of electrical processes, has be an act of folly. If we are guilty of it

adapt a phrase from warfare ( and
our children will be forced to pay an annual

been in no whit different from that

return upon a capitalization based upon
competitive industrialism is warfare) of his fellow -workman elsewhere . It

the highest prices which the “ traffic will

—we may call him “ the man behind is with pleasure , therefore, that we bear .” They will find themselves face to

the machine. ” Cruel in many ways direct the attention of our readers to face with powerful interests intrenched

has been the bearing of the machine the article in the current issue de
behind the doctrine of " vested rights " and

strengthened by every defense which

on the life of the man who is its scribing the training school of the money can buy and the ingenuity of able

partner in production . From the old power department of a great hotel , corporation lawyers can devise . Long be

position of the independent craftsman , whose management has been fore- fore that time they may, and very proba

ably will , have become a consolidated inter
proud of himself, his station and his sighted enough to devise a compre est controlled from the great financial cen

craft, he has seen himself descend little hensive plan for the improvement of
ters dictating the terms upon which the

by little, forced by the pitiless its working force and at the same citizen can conduct his business or earn

processes of specialization into the time to materially decrease its operat
his livelihood and not amenable to the

place of a mere machine -part, the ing expenses.
wholesome check of local opinion .

The total water power now in use by
bound attendant to an inanimate steel Just what importance these de

power plants in the United States is esti

thing. From a knowledge of all the creases amount to in the plant may mated by the Bureau of the Census and

details of his work , and an intimate, be realized when we state that the the Geological Survev as 5,300,000 horse

almost equal relation with the head
power. Information collected by the Bu

saving in the cost of the boiler horse
of Corporations shows that thir

of the business, his outlook has been power, due in part to the effects of
teen large concerns, of which the General

narrowed to the knowledge of a petty the bonus system on improving the Electric Company and the Westinghouse

part , he has become almost a name- firing , amounted to at least $ 5,000.00 Electric and Manufacturing Company are

most important, now hold water-power in
less unit among the toiling hosts of during the year just ended . stallations and advantageous power sites agº
the mill and factory , far off and per- Estimating the annual coal bill for

gregating about 1,046,000 horsepower, where
sonally unknown to those whose power plants in New York alone the control by these concerns is practically

wealth his toil helps to create. at $ 30,000,000, a similar economy admitted. This is a quantity equal to over

To -day we see signs of a change in would mean a saving to plant owners
19 per cent. of the total now in use.

Further evidence of a very strong nature

all this. The captains of the industrial of this city of more than $6,000,000, as to additional intercorporate relations
armies are at last waking to the real- and this is only the material side of furnished by the bureau leads me to the con

ization of the facts . After spending this question, and is based on what has clusion that this total should be increased

the millions on the machine-part to actually been done . to 24 per cent.; and still other evidence,

though less conclusive, nevertheless affords
get from it the last point of efficiency, We believe that the details by which

reasonable ground for enlarging this esti

they are finding that the place for the such results have been brought about mate by 9 per cent. additional.

profitable placing of those same mil- have a direct bearing on a subject In other words , it is probable that these

lions is on the human-part . The last whose importance cannot easily be thirteen concerns , directly or indirectly,

control developed water power and ad
few years have seen the beginning overestimated . For, after all, the man vantageous power sites equal to more than
of the change in the scene ; slowly, but is the ultimate factor in all human

33 per cent . of the total water power now

surely, it has dawned on the brightest activities and it is from him, in the in use .

minds that the man behind the ma- firing -room as well as in the office, that Having thus sounded the alarm in

chine is the most alluring field for the the further improvements in the mass characteristic fashion, the President

future improvement in industry. AA of modern industrial achievement presents his views as to the proper pre

whole new science , based on principles must come. ventive. repeating the words with

reau
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which he concluded his
message

veto- induce the manufacturers supplying until , by union with other streamlets,

ing the Rainey River bill , as follows: the expensive machinery to take at grown to the dignity of a river, they

In place of the present haphazard policy least a part of their payment in bonds. find their way barred by a solid wall .

of permanently alienating valuable public When the manufacturing companies From the pool so formed they turn

property we should substitute a definite have done this it of course remains into a channeled way made by the

policy along the following lines :
optional with them to either sell the hand of man , along the side of the

First - There should be a limited or care

fully guarded grant in the nature of an
bond to some of the numerous bond hill . At the end of a few feet or miles

option or opportunity afforded within a
houses that handle this sort of busi- they rush into the blackness of a steel

reasonable time for development of plans ness , or hold them for the benefit of tube , falling through tens or thou
and for execution of the project. their expected income. Judging from sands of feet until the accumulated

Second - Such grant concession the large number of water-power
of water-power pressure has imparted an energy com

should be accompanied in theactmaking companies that are now in the hands parable with that of dynamite. Then
the grant by a provision expressly making

it the duty of a designated official to annul
of receivers, it would seem a sound they burst through a swinging door to

the grant if the work is not begun or plans policy tơ have let go of such bonds light, relief and freedom once more.
are not carried out in accordance with the whenever they could be disposed of The hinge of that door is the shaft

authority granted.
on reasonable terms. This is what we of a water -wheel or turbine , and into

Third - It should also be the duty of

some designated official to see to it that
understand has usually been done . this line of steel passes the sun -born

in approving the plans the maximum de- But, laying aside the present aspects air-carried power of the water , and
velopment of the navigations and power is of the case and looking into the future , thence to the circuits of a generator,

assured , or at least that in making the the President is right in his conten- in the shape of electricity. From here

plans these may not be so developed as
tions .

ultimately to interfere with the better util
A far-sighted , comprehensive it darts mechanical power, light , heat

ization of the water or complete develop- policy in this matter will be of im- and comfort - and all of these are

ment of the power. measurable benefit to those who come wealth-to the hearts of a hundred

Fourth-There should be a license fee after us upon the land . And it is no cities . And this goes on forever. So

or charge which, though small or nominal minor matter that is involved . The long as the sun shall draw the sea ,
at the outset , can , in the future, be adjusted

dower of this country in water -power, and the winds shall blow , the power
so as to secure a control in the interest of

the public. while relatively less than that of Nor- of the " white coal,” as the French so

Fifth -- Provision should be made for way or Switzerland , is , in the aggre- aptly term it , shall minister to the

the termination of the grant or privilege gate, of imperial proportions — more so wealth and well-being of the children

at a definite time, leaving to future genera

tions the power or authority to renew or
than would appear from the figures of men , and men shall indeed be chil

extend the concessions in accordance with
mentioned above. Competent author- dren if they let this rich gift of

the conditions which may prevail at that ities have compiled a table as follows: Nature slip from the control of the

time.
FOR THE UNITED STATES

many into that of the few .

Sixth - The license should be forfeited

upon proof that the licensee has joined in
Value of annual income

any conspiracy or unlawful combination in
( At $35 , per hp . per year )

Re-Rating of Turbo-Generators

restraint of trade, as is provided for grants
Developed horsepower 5,300,000 .... . $ 185,000,000

of coal lands in Alaska by the act of May, Undeveloped horsepower 8,100,000 .... 350,000,000 Now and then a rumor passes that

28 , 1908.
LOCATION .

600.000
some of the big public utilities com

He closes by asserting that he will
New York , Pa. and Middle States.1,650,000 panies are contemplating changing the
Southern States . .4,000,000

sign no bills granting privileges of Northern and Western States , 1,050,000 rating of the large turbo- generators
800.000

this character that does not contain that have been in service long enough

the substance of these conditions. These figures are based on mini- for the operating force to have a

Moreover, he promises to insist upon mum flow calculations. A reasonable pretty good idea of what the machin

the observance of these same provi- estimate of the total available water
ery can do. Of course the “ re

sions in passing upon plans for the use power assets of the United States is rating” will not make a bit of dif

of water-powers presented to the exec- 20,000,000 h.p., corresponding to a ference in the apparatus, but as it is

utive departments for action . consumption of 300,000,000 of coal
understood that the units are op

It would be instructive to know annually. This is equal to about go per erated on the bais of their factory

whether the statements made refer- cent. of the entire estimated produc- ratings, if the re-rating is put into

ring to the General Electric and West- tion of soft coal for 1908. The value active operating effect the results may

inghouse Company's water -power of the annual income, under the above be of some value .

holdings, which are based on a report assumption, would be five per cent . The early designers of the turbo

by his Commissioner of Corporations , on $ 14,000,000,000 ! generators were in a very different

Herbert Knox Smith , are absolutely It seems to us that the public con- position from these who developed

true. On the same date that the mes- trol of this form of energy is peculi- the older type of large-capacity slow

sage was issued one of the officers of arly fitting . For its beginnings are in speed units. The former built up

the General Electric Company risked the union of those ancient freeholds of their product bit by bit. Pioneers in

a nomination to the famous Ananias the race-light and air . the field , they could set their own

Club by stating that so far as he knew , From the far reaches of the shining standards and none could cast asper

the only water -power transmission sea , the mighty energy of the sun sions on them because of their fail

property that the General Electric draws up the countless atoms of ure to meet some existing perform
Company controlled was the modest water-vapor . Carried by the great ance . Thus, in comparatively few

one supplying energy to the works at air currents that are impelled by the years , the familiar forms of the direct

Schenectady. same radiant force that raised them current and alternating -current gen
The general impression regarding up from the ocean , the vapors are erators were evolved and their char

the facts of the situation is that the borne across a thousand miles of land acteristics were developed , correcteil

President has somewhat overstated and sea until one day as snow or rain and pushed to the high degree of ef

the case. The usual plan of financing they fall upon an upland . Out of a ficiency that has made them worthy

hydro - electric projects, which , except thousand fountains gush the waters examples of the perfection and pre
in very favorable instances , call for a to form the hurrying mountain stream . cision of modern electrical engineering

large investment long before their in- By many a winding path , past rơck methods.

come attains its growth , has been to and bar the waters twist and turn , With the turbine unit the case was

New England ..

Pacific Coast .
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widely different. Like that other The permissible temperature limit The disadvantage of the higher rat

efficient entity — the Prussian people in the armatures is approximately the ing scheme lies in the fact the

the turbo -alternator grew up to its same. Nearly the same kinds of in- factor of safety in the insulation is

present estate under a tremendous sulating material are used. Yet the decreased by approximately 15 de

competitive pressure . Every turbine temperature rise in spite of the re grees , where the increase in the rating

machine that was placed on the mar- duced available ventilating surface was is 50 per cent. From the manufac

ket was in competition with the well- approximately the same. The reason turer's standpoint , it was well to have

established slow -speed engine driven for this, of course, lies in the greater these margins in connection with the

type . To live , the newcomer had not ventilating efficiency of the air - current guarantee under which the turbine is

only to “make good,” but to “ make of the turbine type. sold . Whether it was broader than

very good.” And though efficiency The rush of air through the venti- necessary, time will tell .

was an important consideration, op lating apertures that are obtained formance of the great majority of

erating stability and endurance was through the high - speed of the rotor turbine in use , in as far as regards

still more important, and conserva- compares with the ventilating current burning out of insulation from over

tive engineers questioned the operat- of the older machine as a hand -fan heating is concerned, has been so ex

ing performance promised of the tur- with an electric- fan . The difference ceptionally good that it gives a fair

bine unit much more than they did in results, so far as concerns ventila- reason for raising the allowable ten

other advantages claimed for it . tion, will illustrate the enormous cool- perature limits.

The result of this atmosphere was ing capacity of the air blast and the The modern turbine - alternator has a

that the turbo-generator designers superior efficiency of high -speedof high -speed field insulation that, in addition to be

were themselves forced to be as con- methods in cooling, as well as in the ing submitted to low -voltage strains

servative as they might be . " Daring generation of energy. only, is nearly absolutely fire -proof;

with caution " might have been their
It has been well established by

and it is in the endurance of the arma

watchword - daring where necessary, overload tests that the average tur ture insulation of the machines that
cautious where possible .

bine-generator could carry 25 to 50 are rated up and so operated that we

As pointed out in a recent editorial, per cent . overload with no higher rise
must look for the answer as to the

given a prime mover of ample force , in operating temperatures than a well wisdom of the proposed step. It it

the out- put of an electric generator designed slow -speed unit would give . results successfully it will be another

depends on its capacity to endure If the full -load temperature rise was
economy in operating expenses and

high temperatures and radiate heat. 35 degrees , then 50 per cent . overload another triumph to add to the long

At first sight, the ventilating ques- might be carried with 50 degrees rise . list already credited to the turbo -alter

tion in large turbo -alternator
The ventilation bogie being laid , the

nator.

would look to be what it is—a seri " burden of proof" in the argument

ous one. Comparing, for instance,
The Triumph of “ Wireless "

becomes shifted to the steam end, and

the radiating surfaces of the arma- here we think lies the real reason
The supreme test of the value of

ture iron and copper in the two types for the tendency to raise the normal wireless telegraphy that came in the

of machinery of approximately the dark hours of the early morning of
rating. As is well known, the de

same rated output capacity . It will flection of the efficiency curves of the
January 23d , when the White Star

be noted that while each is, roughly engine and turbine are very different Line's Republic was rammed by the

speaking, an annular surface , the di
on the overload portions of the scale .

Italian Lloyd's Florida, seems to have

mensions of what might be termed the
The engine curve turns " down” some

at last brought home to the general

" ventilating ring " in the two cases are what about the full-rated load . The public the real meaning of what

approximately as follows : wireless" can and should do . Not

turbine curve turns “ up.”
only was the ship in touch with the

Therefore the economy of the
Diameter shore within a few minutes after the

turbine is greater with overload ; that
accident, but it is actually claimed that

of the engine is less .
had the Florida been equipped with

Sq . ft . Sq . in. The water rates on a certain 5000- a “wireless ” outfit, the collision could

kw . turbine unit at full load and at not have occurred . The storage-bat

Engine Unit .
50 per cent. overload are 17.2 and 16.8

1,945 279,980
tery also came in for its share of

lbs . per kilowatt -hour, respectively , credit. It was due to it that the wire

Turbine Unit . 75,600

while on a 5000 -kw . reciprocating unit
less plant was not put out of com

operating under the same conditions mission by the disabling of the electric

Comparing the amount of heat of steam pressure and vacuum they plant which followed the impact of the

energy that has to be radiated across are approximately 17.2 and 19 lbs . Florida's nose into the vitals of the
this area on the assumption that the Therefore, in the course of a year Republic.

armature copper and iron losses are if the turbo -generator is carried at a As was to be expected , recognition

the same — and this is nearly the case larger load than the factory rating of the lesson taught has been instan

- we find that the dissipation on the appreciable operating economy will re- taneous and wide-spread . Already

turbine -alternator must be nearly four sult. It is this inherent difference be- several bills have been introduced into

times greater than on the engine- tween the engine and the turbine that various legislative bodies designed to
driven unit.

demands a difference in the ratings make compulsory the equipment with
Taking the full - load armature on the generator end. The value of the life -saving wireless of all vessels

losses, both copper and iron at 52 7 the overload margin is materially di- over a certain tonnage. It would ap

kw. , the square inches of total sur- minished if the unit is able to carry pear that self-interest or self-preserva
face of the ventilating ring per watt an overload all the time. This con- tion , which is said to be the first law of

radiated are therefore about 5.3 in sideration of the rating from an op- nature, would render such a bill super

the case of the slow -speed unit and erating standpoint is the principal in- fluous . Nevertheless, we hope no

only about 1.4 in the case of the ducement for making the proposed more chance will be taken in the mat

turbine unit. change.
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Sub -Stations

H. B. GEAR and P. F. WILLIAMS

Commonwealth Edison Co. , Chicago

HE use of the substation in a dis- cated on a river front or other favor- service at this stage of development.

tributing system makes possible able location. A battery auxiliary is The usual distributing voltage in al

economies of investment and op- usually employed where such an ar- ternating current systems being about

eration which cannot be realized with rangement exists . 2300, a discussion of the elements en

out it , but it introduces a link between In alternating -current distribution tering into the composition of a trans
the generator and the consumer which transformer substations are used former substation distributing at this

adds to the complication of the system where the frequency of the distribut pressure will serve to illustrate the

and its presence in a distributing sys- ing system is the same as that of the principles of such a design.

tem must therefore be amply justified transmission lines, but voltage trans- A substation supplied by two trans

by economic considerations. formation is necessary . Such a sub- mission lines at 13,000 volts is to dis

The design of a substation building tation consists essentially of incoming tribute energy by four outgoing three

and equipment must be made with a transmission lines , line or transformer phase four -wire 2300-4000 -volt feed

view to economy of operation, facility switches, transformers, distributing ers through six single-phase step

of repair and construction work , se switchboard, with feeder regulators, down transformers of 400 kw. each .

curity of the service and employees, switches , instruments , etc. , and out- Local conditions, such as the available

and a minimum first cost consistent going feeders. In its simplest form floor space, usually forbid an ideal lay

with these conditions , and with the it may embody but a single trans- out, but as no two locations are alike ,

importance of the service . Where
former and switches without instru- the arrangement of apparatus will be

growth is probable, due regard must
ments or other accessories , except per- discussed from the standpoint of

be had for extensions of buildingor haps lightning arresters, the pressure ample space being available for any

equipment , or both . The character of regulation being effected at the gener- desired arrangement.

the building and equipment is fixed ating end of the line by the use of line The most desirable layout is one in

by the kind of service to be given, drop compensators. Such an outfit which the progress of the flow of

whether alternating or direct current does not necessarily require a building energy is continuous from incoming

at high or low tension .
and may be used to supply a remote lines to outgoing feeders, and the con

residence section where no large nections and arrangement of appa

Theeconomy of operation should be

as high as possible as the added ex
power service is required very satis- ratus should be made with this in

pense of maintaining an attendant factorily up to150or 200 kw. Where view . Such anarrangement is illus

must be offset by the superioreffi- theloadis largerthere is likely to be trated diagramatically in Fig. 1 and in

ciency of the substation system as
a demand for three-phase power, in plan and elevation in Figs . 2 and 3 .

which case three transformers may be The arrangement of Fig . I pro
compared with feeders direct from a

supplied by a four -wire feeder, in a
generating station .

vides a switch for each incoming line

very inexpensive building without and a tie switch between them , so that

The arrangement of apparatuswith other accessories than disconnecting the lines may be usedinterchangeably,
regard to the work of construction and switches on each side of the trans- to supply one or both sets of trans

repair men will often save much in formers and lightning arresters. The formers. Each transformer is pro

first cost and operation, not to mention four -wire transmission line may be vided with a switch on each side so

the lives of the men . Proper provi- regulated by regulators on each phase, that it can be disconnected for repairs
sion for repairs will also shorten the at the generating end, and the distrib- or cleaning, and to enable it to be

time of a shut-down very materially , uting feeders carried to several ad- easily isolated in case of trouble in the

thus saving loss of income and in- jacent suburbs. This system has been transformer. The transformers feed

jured reputation for reliability . No used for outlying suburbs in Chicago into a common 2300-4000 volt bus ,
design is permissible which involves at 4400—7600 volts for loads up to from which all feeders are supplied.

unusual risk of interruption to the
600 kw ., power and lighting being An auxiliary bus should also be pro

service . served with the same degree of facil- vided to facilitate construction or re

The first cost must be kept within ity that is possible with similar busi- pair work around the board, and per
proper limits since fixed charges on ness located within the range of the haps to permit the load of certain

the investment form a considerable distributing feeders operating direct feeders to be carried on a separate

part of the cost of electricity supply from the point of supply . line at higher pressure , or from a dif

and must be as low as possible . When the number of feeders from ferent source of power, over one of

Alternating-current substations are a substation is such that regulation the lines . The use of an auxiliary bus

mostly of two kinds, viz . , static trans- must be secured at the substation , it requires double -throw switches

former and frequency changing mo- is necessary to equip the feeders with throughout on the distributing bus

tor- generator. potential regulators and maintain an and adds to the first cost of the sta

Direct- current substations include operator on duty during the hours of tion . It may therefore be omitted in

synchronous converters, motor - gener- heavy load. If there is much day small substations where there is a

ators , or storage batteries or combina- power load an operator should be on single incoming line and little justifi
tions of these . In a few cases direct duty about 16 hours a day as a rule. cation for its installation .

current has been distributed from a The addition of regulating equipment The outgoing feeders leave the bus

substation receiving its energy over a and an operator necessitates a higher through single-pole switches and pass

heavy low - tension trunk line from a grade of building, and this is usually through the regulators for the control

direct-current generating station lo- warranted by the importance of the of the pressure.

31
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Bus Bars

The arrangement of the apparatus to permit connection to be made from ratus to the same scale . The different

might be carried out as in the floor the trench below . arrangements may thus be laid down

plan of Fig . 2 .
The arrangement suggested in Figs. without the tedious work of making

The line and high tension trans- 1 , 2 and 3 is of course an ideal one, several drawings at considerable ex

former switches occupy space next to since no limitation of space or other pense. Each proposed arrangement
the wall with an aisle between them local conditions are imposed. In many must be considered with reference to

and the transformers of such width as cases the required floor space is not the disposition of the apparatus and
to permit ready access for inspection , available or is too valuable for other connections in the basement as well as

repairs or the replacement of a trans- purposes to justify its use for sub- on the main floor . A design is not
former. The 2300 - volt switches are station purposes . Under such circum- justifiable which makes a nice appear

of the hand-operated type, and are stances floor space may be econo- ing installation of the main floor, but
mounted on the switchboard with the mized by placing the pressure regu- necessitates dangerous conditions else
instruments. The 2300 volt buses are lators on a gallery above the switch- where in the building.

at the rear of the board with an aisle board , or in the basement. The latter The switches on the incoming line

between them and the regulators , so
that they may be accessible. The

regulators are motor-operated and are

placed near the wall in the path of

the outgoing feeders . The control

switches for the regulator motors are
on the switchboard close to the volt

meter so that the operator may control

the pressure while watching the volt

meter . Less expensive hand-con

trolled regulators may be installed ,

but these require the operator to go to

the regulator each time regulation is

necessary. This, of course, takes him
Potential

away from the voltmeter while he is Regulators

doing so , and does not permit of first

class operation . In small substations

the hand operated regulators may Oil Switches

sometimes be arranged with the con

trolling handles extended through to

the front of the board, thus enabling

the operator to watch the meters while Oil Switches

regulating. With hand -operated regu

lators the space required by the regu

lators of a feeder being more than the

width of a panel, the use of two rows

of regulators with a staggered ar- Transformers

rangement may be necessary. The

connecting rods running to the front

of the board obstruct the space at the Oil Switches

rear of the board and are objection

able in a substation of the size of the

one under discussion .

The elevation in Fig. 3 shows the

disposition of the apparatus and cables

looking endwise . The high -tension

incoming lines enter the building
Tie Switch

through a duct line and pass to the

compartment switches, transformer
Main Oil Switch

switches and transformers through

cable connections protected at their

terminals by insulating bells . The
Incoming

Lines

outgoing lines are handled in a similar
Fig. 1.-DIAGRAM OF SUBSTATION

way . The cables carried across the

ceiling of the basement are mounted arrangement brings them in line with must be capable of opening the entire

on suitable insulating supports, cov- the outgoing feeders and is preferable load under emergency conditions and

ered with varnished cambric insula- if the basement is of suitable depth should therefore be of the oil break

tion , and in case there is moisture and size to give room to handle and type with separate fireproof compart

present continuously they are lead install the apparatus . With a room ments for each role . These switches

sheathed . The expense of the base- which is not long enough to permit must be equipped for protection by

ment excavation may be saved in case the transformers to be set in a row , it reverse current relays , if the incom

there is no special use for the space may be necessary to try various group- ing lines are operated in parallel ,
other than making the connections be- ings of the oil switches and trans- which necessitates a set of current

tween the apparatus. In this case formers, until the best arrangement is transformers on each line . Suitable

lead - covered cables may be laid in found. This is conveniently done by space must be provided for these near

shallow trenches in the floor, with laying out the space to a suitable scale the switch as well as for the relays.

split tile protection, and the compart- and cutting out pieces of paper to The switches must be operated by

ment switch is raised above the floor represent the various pieces of appa- alternating current with auxiliary

모 모
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Line Switches

hand control in the absence of any Four-wire three-phase feeders The layout of Fig. 3 is based on the

source of direct current for this pur- should not be controlled by three-pole use of oil- cooled and insulated trans

pose. The switches controlling the switches as the neutral wire makes formers, this type being best suited to

transformers may be of a smaller type each phase virtually a separate feeder the onditions where space is not a

of oil switch , the transformers being for all lighting or single-phase load consideration and where continuous

arranged so that they can be discon- and it is undesirable to interrupt the attendance is not necessary .

nected separately on both sides . The service on other phases because of Where floor space is a governing

type of switch is that in which the trouble on any one . factor, the air-cooled type has decided

advantages, as it is commonly de

signed to occupy a rectangular floorRegulators

space which permits a very compact

arrangement as compared with an

equal capacity in oil or water - cooled

transformers. The more rapid dissi

pation of heat in the air -cooled type

allows a less expensive design. The

presence of the blower, however,

makes necessary some provision for
Feeder

000Board space for its installation , and for the

air ducts from blower to transformer .

The usual arrangement is one in which

air pressure is maintained in a chama

ber in a basement below the trans

formers, the heated air being dis

charged through openings in the case

of the transformers into the substa

Transformers tion.

With a four-wire three -phase sys

tem the transformers should be single

phase units, as the load may be un

000 balanced at times and the occurrence

of trouble on one phase need not inter

Transformer Transformer
fere with the operation of the other

Switches Switches

phases .

Fig. 2. - PLAN OF SUBSTATION With a three-wire three -phase sys

tem so arranged that an entire feeder

switch members are enclosed in oil Two-phase feeders should be con goes out in case of trouble, the likeli

in a tank , there being a double-break trolled by separate switches on each hood of a considerable unbalance is

single-pole switch for each unit . The phase for the same reason .
small and the advantages of the three

switches on the line side should be In the three-phase three-wire sys- phase transformer may be secured.

protected by overload relays, while tem where the load is delta connected, This sometimes requires the use of an

those on the 2300 - volt bus should be the opening of either phase interrupts air blast , but makes a great saving in

protected by reverse current relays to the serviceon two phases, and the use

guard against the failure of a trans- of three pole switches is not so ob- With oil- cooled units of about 500

former coil. jectionable. kw . and upward, it is often considered

These switches may be of the type Outgoing feeder switches should advisable to provide drains to a sewer

which is closed against a spring by

hand and opens automatically when Regulator Transformer Oil Switch

tripped by the relay. The relays for
Main

primary and secondary of the trans Oil Switch

formers may conveniently be located

on the switchboard panel which carries

the secondary switch . The current

transformers may be disposed in con

venient and safe places where they are

convenient to the leads of the main

transformers.

The switches on the outgoing four

wire feeders should be single-pole and

preferably equipped with the spring

actuated type of circuit breaker. Fuse

protection is sometimes used on 2300

volt feeders , but it is not as satisfac

tory as circuit breakers , because of the Fig. 3.-CROSS -SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF SUBSTATION

longer time required to restore the

service when a fuse blows , the greater have a maximum capacity for 150 for the transformer oil , so that in case

likelihood of fuses blowing unneces- amperes on the four-wire two- phase it should become ignited it could be

sarily under heavy loads , and the diffi- or three-phase system and 200 am- drained off to assist in extinguishing

culty of designing a fuse block which peres on three-wire two-phase or the fire.

will not be injured by the operation of three-phase system in order to permit With very high voltage transmis

the fuse within a comparatively short an economical feeder load to be car- sion systems it is usual to install the

time. ried . transformers in separate compart

floor space.
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ments to guard against the spread of safety of installation and operation . the generating equipment supplies 25
an arc or flames from burning oil to The arrangement of the, wiring for cycle electricity and the frequency of
adjacent transformers. With units of instruments, relays and similar appa- distribution is 60 cycles . There are

2000 kw. and larger this expense is ratus should be carefully made with a other cases , however, where the trans

often justified, in view of the import- view to making it secure from failure , formation is made from 30 or 40 to 60
ance of the service and the investment accessible for testing and repair work or 62 cycles .

involved . and neat in appearance. Where sev- The best form of frequency chang

The selection of the size and num- eral wires are grouped on one or two ing apparatus consists of a synchron
ber of units for a substation is a mat- panels , the useof terminal boards for ous motor wound for the transmission

ter of great importance from both testing and repair purposes is very de- voltage, direct connected to a 60 -cycle

operating and investment standpoints. sirable. These should be placed so generator wound for the distributing

The units should be large enough to that an instrument adjuster can get at voltage . Where the transmission volt

give some reserve capacity , and nu- them conveniently without disturbing age is above 13,000 , it is not practical
merous enough to leave a working the connections at the instrument ter- to construct motors wound for the

capacity in case a unit fails. minals. transmission voltage , and transform

In the three-phase station used here

for illustration , the use of two units INCOMING LINES

on each phase results in a reduction

of 50 per cent . in capacity on one

phase if a unit fails . If the units have

a reserve capacity of 20 per cent . , the

load can still be carried by running

one unit at about 50 per cent. overload
Main Bus

until a spare unit is put in place of the

defective one . Where the service is

important a spare unit should be avail Starting Bus

able at all time for emergencies. In a

system with several substations , two

or three sizes may be standațdized , one

of each being carried as reserve . The

switchboard should be located in a Starting

Compensator Exciters

position where the instruments may be

readily observed by the operator, and

at a sufficient distance from the wall

to give reasonably good access for

construction and repair work. It car

ries no bigh -tension connections ex

cept where the feeder switches are of
Distributing

the hand-operated type, in which case

they are preferably mounted on the Auxiliary
* Exciter Bus

panel with the instruments. Where Distributing KOSGB GMA

remote control switches are employed

the switchboard carries only second

ary low -pressure wiring, such as in

strument connections, remote control 000000 0000D

circuits , compensator circuits and the

like . Such a board may be located in

any convenient part of the room where

it is accessible to the operator, if con
siderations of space demand it . The

operation of remote control switches
Outgoing

should be indicated to the operator by Feeders

pilot lamps of red and green on the

operating board.

Each feeder should carry an
Fig 4.—PLAN OF MOTOR -GENERATOR SUBSTATION

meter as a means of indication of the

load carried and a voltmeter in con- The switchboard should be of fire- ers are necessary. Greater stability

nection with a line drop compensator proof materials, marble and slate on and better efficiency may be secured

to indicate the feeder end pressure to angle iron frames, being the most by the use of induction motors, though

the operator. A power factor indi- commonly used construction . The this is offset in part by the lower

cator is a desirable accessory on the arrangement of switches and bus con- power factor inherent to the induction

main bus . nections should be such as to minimize motor.

The transformer panels must also be the danger of the spread of an arc . The motor -generator outfit requires

provided with ammeters and a bus The location should permit of neces- about the same floor space as an equal

voltmeter for each bus and phase. sary extensions which may be required capacity in single-phase transformers
The remote control wiring for the in connection with the addition of when the two machines are mounted

primary switch of the transformer is feeders from year to year. on a common bed plate with a short
also brought to the transformer panels . Frequency changing substations shaft and two bearings. When de

The design of the switchboard must must be resorted to where the source signed in the vertical form there is

be carried out with a view to making of energy is operated at a different some saving in floor space in the larger

as compact an arrangement of switch- frequency from that of distribution. units .

ing apparatus as is consistent with This condition is usually one where The essential difference between the

Main

Bus

Bus

am
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KW.

Per cent.

Load

Ind . Mot

Gen.Gen. verter Gen. Gen. verter

frequency changing substation and a necessitates the use of two direct-cur- and motor generators of different

transformer substation is in the pres- rent buses. capacities are shown in Table 5 .

ence of motor -generators. The incom- It is also usually desirable in a sub- Where motor- generator sets are em

ing lines with their high tension station having a number of feeders to ployed , a selection must be made be

switching equipment and outgoing provide two60-cycle buses, so that tween induction and synchronous mo

feeders with their switchboard and certain longer feeders can be operated tors . The stability of the induction

regulators are practically identical un- at higher pressure, and to permit the motor is balanced against the superior

der equivalent conditions of load and segregation of variable power load on power factor of the synchronous mo

space available in the two kinds of separate machines where they do not tor , and ( if the voltage of the trans

substations. affect the regulation of lighting pres- mission system will permit ) the sav

Where the transmission is at sure . It is desirable alsoas a means ing of transformers.

pressure too high for the motor wind- of facilitating repairs, as either bus The presence of a considerable

ings direct , the motor-generators re- can be cut off for repairs or construc- amount of distributed alternating-cur

quire transformers and this increases tion work without interfering with the rent load on other parts of a 60 -cycle

the required floor space of the sub- continuity of service . transmission system usually involves

station very materially. The exciter units being less than low power factors at the generating
With a substation of 2500 -kw . 100 kw . , it is usually not practicable station . These may be largely con

capacity with synchronous motor gen- to use motors wound for the line volt- pensated for by the use of synchron
erators taking energy at the line volt- age. This requires a set of transform- ous motors in the direct -current sub

age, the units should consist of two ers but permits the use of compara- stations , thus improving the generat
1000 kw . and one 500 kw . and the ar- tively low voltage induction motors ing conditions and increasing capacity
rangement might be made similar to which are less sensitive to shocks on to some extent.

that shown in Fig. 4 . the transmission system and permit The high -tension equipment of a

It will be noted that this substation the entire control of the exciter to be direct current synchronous motor gen

includes exciters for the fields of the placed on a low voltage board . erator substation is very similar to that

motor generators and a high -tension
EFFICIENCIES

starting bus fed by a reactance coil ,

for use in bringing the synchronous

motors up to speed, at reduced pres
25 Cycles 60 Cycles

sure . A single reactive coil is pro
Syn. Mot.. Syn , Con- Syn . Mot . Ind . Mot- Syn Con

vided together with double -throw

switches on the motors so that any

motor can be thrown to the starting

bus and started from the one starting

coil , the extra cost of the bus and

double - throw switches being less than

that of the extra reactive coils. Dupli

cate exciters driven by separate motors

at the transmission frequency should

be provided as they must be started at

times when the station is shut down ,
APPROXIMATE COST PER KILOWATT

and reserve capacity must be available

in case repairs become necessary on
$26.40 $25.30 $26.00 $25.25

either unit. In some cases it may be 23.50 23.10

sufficient to have two exciter units

separately driven , with others driven

by the main units . In the 2000 -kw .

vertical units in use in Chicago, the
FLOOR SPACE SQ. FT.

exciter is mounted on the shaft and is

used interchangeably as a motor to

start the unit from rest and then as a

generator to excite its field poles . The

supply of direct current for starting is

drawn from the separately driven ex
Fig. 5. - TABLES OF EFFICIENCIES , COST AND FLOOR SPACE

citers . This reduces the shock on the Direct - current substations may be above for an alternating -current sub

transmission system experienced with equipped with motor generators, syn- station . It is not necessary , however,

starting from a coil, and results in a chronous converters, or both . in substations having several units to

material saving in Hoor space which With 25 cycles and other low fre- have facilities for starting from the

would otherwise be occupied by the quencies, the performance of the con- alternating - current side on each unit.

exciter set. verter not being hampered by any Direct-current starting methods are

Where the presence of direct cur- special difficulties, it is quite generally easier to manipulate, less expensive to
rent is taken advantage of for auto- employed. With 60 cycles and other install and make a smaller draft upon

mobile charging, traveling crane or similar frequencies, the operation of the system than alternating -current
hoist service, it is important that the converters is attended by some diffi- starting methods. The use of a double

direct-current bus be divided so that culties, such as "hunting " and flashing high -tension bus can be limited to one
the fluctuations of load will not affect over , which , though remediable in or two units.

the generator fields and so produce many cases , have limited the use of The excitation system is , of course ,
pressure variations throughout the

converters at these frequencies. Syn- provided for from the direct -current

entire system . Where a Tirrill regu- chronous and induction -motor gener- system without separately driven ex

lator is used it is also desirable to have ator sets have commonly been em- citers , thus reducing the complication

its operation control the pressure on ployed instead . The comparative effi- of equipment.

the 60-cycle generators only, which ciencies , size and cost of converters The direct -current distributing
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20.35

19.40

24.45

19.70

19.05

23.10

19.65

20.90

$26.10

23.75

19.65

19.25

19.7019.60

18.40

80 91300

500

1.000

2,000

80

122

137

440

122

137

440

131

170

400

68

110

141

435

68

110

141

435

96

148

195
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Cable

equipment being operated at low po- compensation for drop on the neutral formers and the means of pressure

tential is radically different from the in case of unbalanced load . The loca- regulation.

2300 -volt alternating-current equip- tion of a booster set should be such- With air-blast transformers an air

ment above described . The bus bars that the feeder cables will not require chamber must be provided and the

may be of bare copper about half an to be carried farther from their run necessary blower equipment to pro

inch thick and from three to six inches than is necessary. duce a few ounces of pressure. If

wide, and built up with air spaces be- Feeder resistances are to be avoided potential regulators are used on the

tween for radiation, to the required as far as possible. Where necessary converter these are mounted between

number, to carry the current . These they must be of a design which will the transformer and the machine so as

are mounted at the back of the switch- carry the feeder current and dissipate to minimize the length of heavy leads ..

board so that the connections to the the heat generated without excessive The regulator is connected without

generator and feeder switches may be temperature rise . Wire coils have switches in many cases as there is little

as short as possible . The chief con- been used for smaller feeders , but for occasion to open these connections in

sideration in the design of such boards those carrying 500 amperes and up- operation .operation. The regulators are usu

is an arrangement using a minimum ward, strips of heavy galvanized sheet ally remote controlled by means of a

length of copper, as it is necessarily iron mounted on suitable insulating small motor with worm and wheel

of heavy cross section . The board supports and surrounded with a wire connection to the regulator. In recent

should therefore be as short as pos- netting for protection have given good practice the use of regulators has been

sible and the opposite polarities should results. There should be several secresults. There should be several sec- obviated by the use of split -pole con

not be so close as to endanger the tions of the resistance to permit the verters or booster converters for pres

service in case a short circuit is made. operator to make the necessary ad- sure control .

The arrangement shown in Fig. 6 justment of pressure as the load and The split-pole converter permits
accomplishes these objects very effect- bus pressure vary at different hours. regulation to be accomplished without

ively . The upper row of switches are loss of control of the power factor , by

all of one polarity and the lower of manipulation of the field strength .

another. The neutral conductor need O OOO The different sections of the field poles

not be switched and is connected direct Instruments

to the neutral bus . The separation is

are connected up separately to permit
OOOO this .

ample and the length of bus -bar cop The booster converter is a machine

per per feeder is about six inches for with a booster on the same shaft , so

each pole of the bus .
arranged that the pressure of the

This close spacing necessitates the booster may be added to that of the

use of the edgewise type of ammeter, converter or subtracted from it . The

an instrument being placed on each booster frame is cast with or bolted to

side of the three-wire feeder. The that of the converter , so that no ex

location of the polarities is usually ternal wiring or bus work is needed .

standardized for the sake of uni Little more floor space is required

formity. That is , the positive bus mav than for a standard converter, while

be placed above or at the right, and the space occupied by a regulator is

the negative below or at the left , or This form of machine is

vice versa. Separate voltmeters are somewhat more complex than the split

not necessary for each feeder in direct pole converter but possesses some ad

current networks, but the pressure Fig. 6.—SWITCHBOARD vantages which tend to offset this .

wires brought from the feeder ends In connection with direct-current

are terminated in a multiple point Rotary converter stations are sim substations, it sometimes is desirable

switch so arranged that the pressure ilar to motor-generator stations as re- to maintain a storage battery reserve

on any feeder may be read ona single gards the direct -currentequipment for emergencypurposesand foruse.
voltmeter successively. The bus pres The converter requires transformers during the time ofmaximum load.
sure is usually indicated by a separate and sometimes an air-blast equipment. The most essential features of a

voltmeter , as this pressure should be The high tension switching equipment battery station are ample space and

visible to the operator at all times . is very similar to that of other sub proper ventilation.

The individual regulation of feeder stations of equal size and importance. The cells of the battery are set side

pressure is not feasible in direct-cur- The starting of converter is accom by side so that the plates of neighbor

rent systems, except for very long plished preferably by the use ofdirect ing cells can be joined togetherby a
feeders which may be equipped with current, througha startingrheostat in lead bar without the use of copper bus
a booster set , or with very short feed series with the armature. This is usu- bar work. The floor space required by

ers which may have a resistance in ally arranged so that the rheostat is a battery is much more than that
series to absorb part of the pressure . connected between the main bus and a which is needed for converting appar

Booster sets for use on three -wire starting bus. Each converter panel is atus of an equal capacity . It is some

feeders commonly consist of two gen provided with a starting bus switci times necessary on this account to put

erators of sufficient ampere capacity to through which any converter may be part of a battery on another floor.

carry the full load of the feeder, and thrown to the starting bus and put into the design of the building must , of

voltage range sufficient to make up service by the use of one starting course , be such as to support the

for the feeder loss , usually at least 40 rheostat . weight , which is very great .

to 50 volts. These are driven prefer- Facilities should also be provided The use of sulphuric acid as an

ably by direct connection to a 230 - volt for starting some of the machines electrolyte, and the evolution of hydro

motor ofproper capacity. The booster from the alternating-current side, as gen , from the battery, tend to keep the

generator fields must be designed to this may be necessary in case of a gen- air in a battery room heavily laden

operate throughout the full range of eral interruption of service in which with sulphuric acid vapor . This acid
pressure , without trouble at the the direct-current supply is removed . corrodes all the common metals except

brushes, and must have independent The arrangement of the apparatus lead and many organic substances. It

field rheostat control in order to permit varies with the character of the trans- is therefore necessary to protect all

saved.

Cable
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structural steel work with building tile built into one wall of the battery room . devices are provided to keep the oper

and plaster and to keep all copper bus This keeps the strong acid fumes away ator informed as to its position .

work well painted . As a further from the end cell switch and other The battery switchboard must be

means of reducing the severity of the substation apparatus . The end cell provided with two buses , to provide

action ample ventilation may be pro

vided . Where natural ventilation can

not be secured fans must be provided

discharging through a stock. During

the summer months open windows

may be relied upon where batteries are

sufficiently remote from adjoining

buildings to avoid interference with

the rights of others . The floor of the

battery room must be arranged to

drain off any leakage of the electro HEAD

lyte. The use of cement floors is not

permissible on account of the action

of the acid . It is therefore usual to

lay a floor consisting of a layer of

paper well coated with a roofing com

pound and over this a floor of vitrified

tile brick with the spaces between the

bricks carefully filled with compound.

Such a floor will not permit the leak

age of any electrolyte to lower floors,

and is not affected materially by the

acid .

The operation of the battery being

affected by the specific gravity of the
1628

electrolyte, it is necessary to have a

supply of pure water for the purpose Fig. 8.—BATTERY BOARD WITH END-CELL SWITCH CONTROL

of diluting the acid at intervals. The

provision of facilities for the storage switch is often so far from the oper- for discharge at two different bus

or manufacture of distilled water is ator that it is necessary to provide re- pressures , in most cases . Edgewise

therefore necessary. mote control apparatus for its oper- type ammeters with zero point near
The end cell connections are prefer- ation . The end cell switch is com- the middle of the scale so that they

ably terminated on an end cell switch monly motor operated and indicating can be used for charging and dis

charging are found most suitable in

the main battery leads. The switch

board should carry a voltmeter to in

dicate the bus pressure of the battery,

and another with a low scale to give

the pressure on the individual end

JUUUUU cells .

UULUU Where rotary converters or motor

generators are available, it is prefer

able to have a machine wound to give

a wider range of pressure for use in

charging. This avoids the complica

tion ofbooster sets , and is less ex

pensive in first cost and operation .

In some cases , where space is diffi

cult to get , it has been necessary to

locate batteries in another building

several hundred feet distant , extend

ing the battery bus to the converter

station bus through underground

cables in the street . Such an arrange

ment is necessarily expensive and is

only justified where the service is very

important, as in a congested mercan

tile district .

The weight of a storage battery is

such that it is usually impossible to

place anywhere above the ground in a

building not specially designed to

carry it . This makes it usually im

possible to put batteries and con

verters in the same building where all

must rest on the ground.

A battery board with end-cell switch

Fig . 7.—BACK OF SUBSTATION BOARD control is shown in Fig. 8 .



Computing Boiler Power

CHARLES L. HUBBARD
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1.17
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1.19

1.18

1.17

1.16

1.15

1.21
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1.19
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1.16

1.15

1.21 1.22 1.22 1.22

1.20 1.21 1.21 1.21

1.19 120 1.20 1.20

1.18 1.19 1 19 1.19

1.17 1.18 1.18 ! 1.18

1.16 1.17 1.17 1.17

1.15 1.16 1.16 1.16

1.22

1.21

120

1.19

1.18

1.17

1.16

1.22 1.23

1.21 1.22

1.20 1.21

1.19 1.20

1,18 | 1.19

1.17 1,18

1.16 : 1.17

1.23

1.22

1.21

1.20

1.19

1.18

1.17

TABLE II

dicated H.P. per hour

30 to 34

26 to 30

24 to 28

23 to 27

22 to 26

22 to 26

21 to 25

20 to 24

18 to 22

17 to 21

16 to 20

once.

500 horse power ....... 20 to 24 14 to 18

Taking the higher water rate from ergy to be supplied at the lamp ter
for calculating the size of boilers Table I for this type of engine, we minals.

for heating , lighting and power have 21 x 300 = 6300 lb. of steam per Horse power delivered to dynamo

purposes will be found convenient for hour. Looking in column one of = 86-90 ( efficiency of dynamo ) = 96.

quickly approximating the require- Table II for a temperature of 50 de- Indicated horse power of engine

ments in special cases where it is de- grees and following to the right un- = 96 :- . 88 ( efficiency of engine) =

sired to obtain results quickly without til a steam pressure of 140 is reached I10.

the use of elaborate computations.

Calculations for power boilers are
STEAM PRESSURE BY GAUGE.

based on the steam consumption of Temperature of

Feed Water.

the type of engines used, and vary 200

even with the same type of engine,

depending upon the size , speed , pres

sure and point of cut-off .

The following table may be used

for estimating the steam consumption

of different types of engines of first

class make and medium size . The

last item , however, is for compound

engines of larger sizes such as are met we find the number 1 , 21 , which is Knowing the indicated horse power

with in central station work :
called the " factor of evaporation " for of the engine and the approximate

these conditions, 6300 x 1.21 = 7623 , water rate of the type to be used , the

Pounds of Steam per in which is the equivalent evaporation boiler horse power can be computed

from and at 212 degrees, and 7623 = by the method already described.
Type of Engine

34.5 = 221 , the boiler horse power Another way is to find the total
Non

Condensing
Condensing required.

current in amperes required by all of

In the case of electric lighting the the lamps, then knowing the voltage
Simple high speed ...

Simple medium speed . 28 to 32 size or capacity of the dynamo is first at which they are to operate , the num
Simple Corliss ..

obtained , and from that the indicated ber of watts can be determined at
Compound high speed .

Compound medium speed . horse power of the engine , and then

Compound Corliss ..

Compound Corliss of over the boiler power as already described. EXAMPLE . — What will be the re

There are different ways of doing this , quired capacity of dynamo and power

depending upon the data at hand. of engine to supply the current for a

TABLE I
If the efficiency and candle power 110-volt parallel system , carrying 500

After having estimated the weight
of the lamps are known, the total incandescent lamps at.6 amperes

of steam per hour for the type of en number of watts may be computed, each ; 100 similar lamps at 1.2 am

gine to be supplied, it should be re
from which the capacity of dynamo peres each ; 20 Cooper -Hewitt lamps

duced to an equivalent evaporation and power of engine are easily de- at 3.0 amperes each , and 50 arc lamps

from and at 212 degrees , and this re
termined. at 5.0 amperes each ?

sult divided by 34.5 will give the re
EXAMPLE . - A building is to have

quired horse power of the boilers .
700 incandescent lights requiring 50

This change from the actual condi
watts each ; 200 Meridian lamps re

.730 amperes.
tions of steam pressure and feed- quiring 60 watts each ; 20 multiple arc

water temperature to an " equivalent lamps at four amperes each , and 10 730X110=80,300 watts, or 80.3

evaporation ” is necessary because the
at 7.5 amperes each . The system is kw. 80,300-746 = 108 h.p. to be de

latent heat of evaporation varies with
to be supplied with a current of 110 livered by the dynamo in the form of

the pressure, and the heat in the liquid
volts. What will be the capacity of. electrical energy, from which the in

varies both with the pressure and with
dynamo, horse power of engine and dicated horse power of engine , and

the temperature of the feed water.
boiler horse power required ? Assume boiler power, can be computed as be

These facts make it necessary, when
efficiencies of 90 per cent . and 88 per fore .

computing the power of a boiler or cent. for dynamo and engine re- Another method of getting the

when comparing the efficiency of boil
spectively, and neglect losses in the boiler power for electric lighting is

line.
ers working under different condi

by the use of Table III , in which it

tions , to reduce the results to a com From the data given, we have is assumed that one horse power of

mon standard . Table II is to be used
= 35000 watts for incandescent lamps.

electrical energy will supply a certain

Meridian

in reducing actual results to this
number of lamps of different types as

there given :
standard as illustrated in the follow

ing example :
Number of lamps sup

EXAMPLE.— What boiler horse 64,050-1000 = 64 kw ., the required plied by one Type and power of lamp.

power.
power will be required to supply steam capacity of the dynamo.

at 140 lb. gauge pressure from feed Electrical energy in watts may be 16 -c . p . incandescent .

32- с. p . incandescent.

water at 50 degrees temperature for a changed to horse power by dividing

compound condensing medium -speed by 746 , hence, 64,050-746 = 86 horse

engine of 300 l.h.p. ? power in the form of electrical en TABLE III

500 x 0.6 = 300

100 X 1.2 = 120

20 x 3.0 = 60

50 X 5.0 = 250

Total.....

700x50

200x60

20x 4x110

10x7.5x110

84

12000

S800

8250

small arc

large arc

66

Total..64050

horse

12

6

2.5

1.7

1200 - c . p . arc .

2000 - c . p . arc .

38
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2400 + 12

600 + 6

100 + 2.4

200

100

40

Total ......... 340

The efficiency of a first-class gen- In the case of new buildings it is very large ones , and it is also well to

erating set ( engine and dynamo), in- customary to compute the total heat provide for a certain amount of re
cluding the losses in transmission, loss from the building in heat units servé power so that part of the plant

may be taken as about 75 per cent. in the coldest weather, by one of the may be shut down for repairs or in

when located near or in the building numerous rules in common use for spection without interfering with its

to be lighted , so that the electric horse this purpose, and divide the result by operation.

power necessary to supply the lamps 33,000. This gives the horse power

divided by .75 will give the indicated necessary to evaporate the required In the Hands of a Receiver
horse power of the engine required . amount of steam from and at 212

EXAMPLE. - What boiler horse degrees , but the conditions of tem The American Diesel Engine Com

power will be required to furnish perature and pressure are so similar
pany has filed a petition in bankruptcy.

steam for a lighting plant carrying to this in low - pressure heating that no
Adolphus Busch is the principal cred

2400 16 -c -p. and 600 32 -C -p. incan- correction is necessary.
itor , his claims amounting to $ 200,000.

descent lamps, and 100 1200 - C - p . arc Sometimes it is desired to install a
John D. Wilke was appointed receiver

lamps ? boiler plant in a building where the
of the alleged bankrupt company by

radiation is already in place . In this
Judge Holt, with a bond of $ 50,000 .

He is authorized to continue the busi
case we may use the following rela

tions between radiating surface and
ness for ten days . The assets of the

boiler power, assuming thatone boiler corporation as described by the.peti

This is the horse power of electrical tioning creditors consist of Diesel
horse power will supply 130 sq. ft . of

energy to be delivered by the rynamos. direct cast-iron radiation, 100 sq. ft .
combustion oil engines, cash , accounts ,

The indicated horse power of the en- of direct wrought- iron pipe coils, 50 and bills receivable, machinery, parts

gines is 340-75 = 453, from which of engines, incompleted contracts for
sq . ft . of indirect cast - iron radiation ,

the boiler horse power may be deter- 20 sq . ft . of steam blast coils . engines in course of construction, and

mined as before . The boiler powercomputed in this personal property in the States of

The steam required for operating a
New York, Indiana , Wisconsin, Rhode

manner should be increased about 10

pump is found in a similar manner
Island , Texas , and Missouri, worth in

per cent . to cover the loss by radia

as for an engine , although they are tion from the steam mains and re excess of $ 100,000.

rated in gallons of water delivered
It said that a failure to complete

turns .

under given conditions, instead of Large buildings containing their
contracts through a temporary suspen

horse power. own power plant are often provided sion of active business will impose

The weight of water in pounds per with a hot-water supply for various uponthe bankrupt estate heavy liabili-
minute, multiplied by the height in ties for breach of contract.

purposes. The boiler power for hot

feet to which it is raised , divided by water heating is easily computed if

33,000, will give the useful or de the quantity of water and its initial
Business Improving

livered work in horse power. The and final temperatures are known . The electrical manufacturing com

friction of the moving parts of a pump
EXAMPLE . — What boiler horse panies , both large and small, continue

and of the water flowing through the

passages and valves is so great that

power will be required to raise the to report a gratifying increase in

temperature of 500 gal . of water per
orders and inquiries .

under ordinary working conditions not

much more than 50 per cent. of the
hour from 50 degrees to 180 degrees ?

The Allis -Chalmers Company re

indicated horse power of the steam
500X8.3 = 4150 lb. , and 180—50 = ports a lot of substantial orders and a

cylindersis utilized in doing useful
130 degrees rise in temperature, from considerable increase in the volume of

work . This , together with the fact which it is evident that 4150 X 130= inquiries, which leads to the anticipa

that steam is not used expansively, 539,500 heat units are required. This tion of a heavy business in the spring.

calls for a large amount of steam in
calls for 539,500-33,000 = 16.3 b.h.p. The department of mining machinery

proportion to the work done, as shown
Placing this in the form of an equa- is particularly active , and much busi

by Table IV, which gives the average
tion we have : ness is noted in municipal water and

steam consumption of the ordinary GX8.3X (T2-T, )
power plants. All the plants of the

duplex pump :
H. P.

company are in operation .

The General Electric Company re
33,000

in which
ports a satisfactory increase in the

Type of Pump number of orders recently taken , and
G = gallons of water to be heated per

hour,
a very bright outlook for the coming

Simple non -condensing .. spring. The main plant at Schenectady
Compound non -condensing .. T , initial temperature,
Triple non -condensing . is now running at about 70 per cent.
High duty non -condensing. T,=final temperature.

of capacity, the Lynn works are en

When a building contains a power ploying about 7000 workmen, while

plant the ' exhaust steam is usually the lamp works at Harrison, N. J. ,

In measuring the head against turned into the heating system ; in are running at full capacity.

which a pump is working, take the this case the boiler power for supply The Westinghouse Companies say

vertical distance between the surface ing the engines and pumps is first that business is steadily increasing,

of the water in the suction reservoir computed and about 80 per cent. of and each week sees increase in the

and the highest point in the discharge this may be considered available in working force. It is anticipated that

pipe . If the pump is delivering the exhaust for heating purposes. by the first of March the shops will

against a pressure, as in feeding a If this is less than is required for be running at full capacity. The West

boiler, reduce the pressure to " feet heating in the coldest weather, addi- inghouse Air Brake Company went

head " by dividing the pressure per tional boiler power must be provided on full time with the first of the year.

square inch by 0.4 . to make up the deficiency. In design- The Western Electric Company is

The boiler power required for heat- ing a plant of any considerable size it now operating at 80 per cent. of nor

ing may be computed in several dif- is better to use several boilers of mal capacity, and expects shortly to

medium size rather than one or more return to normal conditions.

Pounds of steam per

delivered horse power

per hour .

120

65

40

30

1

TABLE IV

ferent ways .



The St. Regis Operating Engineers'

Training School

men

1

I
N our last issue the mechanical plant in four successive and equal monthly the common interest of the firm and

and operating methods of the en- installments plus i per cent. per dol- of the men themselves . This , how

gineering department of the Hotel lar per month, on amounts due the ever, was not an easy problem. Men

St. Regis were described, and atten- Society. with the necessary qualifications could

tion was drawn to the notable results Section 3. The object of the Edu- not be found, partly because they did

in the shape of improved operating cational course is to give such prac- not exist in sufficient numbers and

efficiency and reduction of operating tical instruction and example as will also because experienced men want

costs which has been attained there. further a spirit of manhood and in- more pay than can be given for the

It was also stated that in the opinion duce the members of the department lower positions. It had always been

of those best qualified to judge , the to become self-reliant, observing and a matter of surprise to me that no

principal factor in reaching these re- manly men . Also the training such concerted action had been taken to

sults was the application of the bonus men to become safe and conscientious ward establishing a suitable system

system in the boiler room . This state- workmen, worthy to receive the Com- of training for turning out

ment in its broadest sense may be pany's Certificate of Merit for two capable of taking charge of the ever

made to include the whole increase in years ' service. increasing number of large and valu
the efficiency of the operating force , Section 4. To ambitious holders of able plants that are erected every year .

of which the bonus system is but an the Certificate of Merit , the training “ I was convinced that the prime

important part. The larger credit for course will endeavor to supply the necessity for the proper running of
the success that has been attained is technical information most needed to such plants is a solid , well-knit or

unquestionably the fruition of the re- make such workmen qualify as safe ganization of trained men, self -reliant

markable work that has been carried and efficient operating steam engi- and self-respecting, who would be able,

on under the auspices of the organi- neers , worthy to receive the Com- to turn in to the chief the detailed

zation whose official name is, “ The pany's Operating Steam Engineers ' daily reports which are absolutely

St. Regis Hotel Engineering Depart- Apprenticeship Certificate for five necessary to the successful operation

ment Relief and Educational Society .” years' service. of such a property.”

This society , which, apart from its It is the third and fourth sections Very wisely it was decided to be

protective features is really an organ- that are of special interest to the read- gin at the beginning ; that is , with the

ized effort to improve the working ers of THE ELECTRICAL AGE. bottom grade of men .

force of the engineering department, The Society was organized in the The men for the St. Regis course

may for the purposes of this article summer of 1906, and owes its being are, if possible, picked from good

be considered as a training school for to Mr. J. C. Jurgensen, chief engi- Christian homes, such having always

the firemen , engineers , plumbers, ma- neer of the hotel, who is its chief in- proved the most dependable and wil

chinists, present and prospective, and structor . This gentleman tells us ling workers and students . They are

workers of all sorts who make up the that he found himself placed in charge those who are found to be ambitious

operating and maintenance staff of of a plant containing every improved and gritty enough to go through the
this department of the hotel . Its device for conducting the complex different jobs in the modern plant, to

membership roll includes nearly every mechanical operations of a great mod- study and observe as they go along,

one of the force , and now numbers ern hotel , but instinctively felt that to and bend their energies by a well

obtain the best performance of the defined plan of procedure toward a

Its objects cannot be more clearly system as a whole, the improvement definite end.

set forth than they are in the first page of the men was imperative .
After A young man of this type, full of

of the Constitution and By-Laws, months of study and experiment, the energy and the desire to do the right

Article 2, Section 1 , wherein is stated : organization of the society was ef- thing, is one of the best things in the

fected . world to invest in and is well worth

OBJECTS. In an address on the subject , de- training, and the knowledge obtained

livered some years ago, Mr. Jurgen- by doing practical and thorough work
Article 2. Section 1. The objects

sen says : and knowing why and how he is doing
of this Society shall be the raising of

“ The first thing to be done was to it will soon enormously increase his
funds to provide a weekly relief in

induce the whole body of men to be- usefulness and efficiency.
come to members in good standing come a conscientious group of earn- The first thing after an applicant
during illness or accident and such

est and willing workers, and to take is selected is to talk with him about

other relief as may be deemed advis

able, and to assist in defraying burial lowly. Each man must be brought to
pride in their work, be it ever the general lines along which the

course is conducted . A copy of the

expenses of the deceased member ;
understand that the universal watch- rules, which are few in number, some

also to defray the expenses incurred word is progress - progress for him- of which are shown on the certificates,

in carrying on the training course self and progress for everything per- is given him , and he is expected to

which constitutes the Educational taining to the safe, efficient and eco- make them a part of his daily conduct .

Branch of this Society .
nomical running of the plant . To He is expected to be industrious

Section 2. As a further relief, mem- this end thorough discipline is neces- and not to waste his own and his em

bers who are in good standing may sary. ployer's time.

apply to the Society for loans, not to " The aim was to have the whole He is expected to be punctual in

exceed 10 days' pay of such member's body of men in the engineering de- all his engagements.

monthly salary . Loan to be paid back partment work together as a unit for He is expected to cultivate the habit

about 32 .

SO
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of attention to details and the methods and the usefulness of cultivating a Hydraulic elevators and their care.

Electric elevators and their care..

of doing things. habit of observation and thinking over

He must understand the importance what has been observed, and of being
Refrigeration ...

Mechanics of absorption and compression.
of accuracy not only to himself but able to utilize it to his own advantage,

to the whole organization . are the first steps. The next thing Direct Current electricity.Heating and

The above are a sample of the gen- to be taken up is the study of boilers Alternating current electricity .

eral rules of conduct laid down. and the boiler -room practice. Under
Practical steam engineering, including sketching

At the same time it is realized that this head 50 questions are given . of work...

too much dependence must not be
Business pointers for steam engineering and

The apprentices in steam engineer engine room accounting ..

placed on rules. Too much guidance ing are then introduced to the prin Total... , 270

and restraint will hinder a young man ciples of engines and pumps, includ

in forming habits of self-reliance. ing valve setting, steam consumption The complete study course for this

Now the motives that are held forth and practical operating experience apprenticeship for operating engineers.

to induce the apprentice to submit to covered by another 50 questions . thus includes 270 questions covering

these conditions, and to give him the Next comes machine work, includ- the actual work as outlined,one ques

incentive to force hiswaythrough the ing shop methods, knowledge of met- tion a week for five years. The young

dry details and hard work, are also als and the handling of such metals man generally staysfive years because

made equally plain . as used in the repair of machines and the law in New York calls for five

He is informed in the first place found in a good plant. These are years in the engine room before an
that all the positions in the plant are treated in 25 questions .

applicant can beexamined for an en
graded in a certain order from the

lowest to the highest, and that every
The entire schedule course of study gineer's license. In addition to these

for the actual steam engineer's work
270 questions , 40 to 100 questions in

new station brings with it an increase
is as follows:

arithmetic are given to the beginners
of pay. That his record in the course before the regular study of the con

is carefully kept - and kept in public Questions crete questions can be taken up ; this

and that he is to be promoted on his
Boilers and boiler room practice..

Chemistry of combustion and evaporation .. is done to see that the applicant can,

merits . The powerful force of public Engines and pumps.
with profit, take up the regular study.

opinion is invoked by keeping these Machine Work and repairs. The men are told to buy a certain
records hung up in the engine room . Steam fitting and plumbing.

Sanitation ... suitable book on arithmetic. Wher

He is told that vacancies as they occur ever it is thought advisable, the name

are always filled by the next man in

line, if his record warrants it, and that

no outside men are brought in to de

prive him of his promotion. He is

told when there are not sufficient va

cancies to make such promotions, rea

sonably certain better positions outside

are found for those who are qualified

ဦး zöle .
to fill them , so as to make room for

the promotion of others . As an ad
EngineERING DEPARTMENT

ditional stimulus to the foregoing ad
sono po

vantages is added the presentation , at

the completion of a certain term of

service and amount of work , of a large

engraved certificate of proficiency

and merit, framed and ready for

hanging.

Copies of these certificates are

shown in Fig. 1 , 2 and 3. Fig. I and

2 are certificates of merit, and Fig. 3

is an apprenticeship certificate, to se

cure which, the candidate must have

earned the merit certificate and have has to this date given this Company most Faithfud and efficient service

five years of service with a good rec
during_2_pears.11 months_21 days in the following positions

ord to his credit .

iler , smynas
Having thus laid down the broad

line of the course, it is instructive to des Machine Arrendonte

follow up in some detail the course of

study which is run in along with the
biskertificar is gwen only to employeeswho have qualified steadily

actual work of operating the plant .

The questions throughout the during theirwhole connection withthis Companytothe following Standards

course, as may be seen from the
19 Svo press conturones service

samples submitted , are arranged in no She strictest cobrieke

the order of importance, each one pre
3. Suhted and mande conduct.

senting a logical advance from the # Junctual to attendance compt whai wavoidable aday orech

subject previously covered , and all ar A Sacrtatsions and always stating the company, a fall and honest day's work

ranged with a view of fitting in with 69 Sbric and withing obedience to orders and compliana with allthe Rules of the Company

and illuminating the work actually
Dated this First day ofSamsarybos.

done.

The importance of small economies,
Coro

the advantages of system and method

in the work , the necessity of discipline
Fig. 1
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of a plain textbook on mechanical wishing to be a successful operating right except the voltmeter, how many

sketch drawing to measure is also engineer, the necessity of absolutely volts should be read ?

given to the student. It is something correct readings. No engineer can No. id. Supposing the ampere

like the one used in Pratt's Institute, afford to come to conclusions with- meter and voltmeter readings are

Cooper Union , or in the Correspond- out careful thought and reasoning. right, how many more indicated horse

ence School. As the man progresses, No. 1. On a certain date, the engi- power should the card show ? "

he will show the chief the results of
neers reported , in writing, the load on

his exercise in correct sketching for Unit No. 1 to be 1600 amperes at 117 QUESTIONS IN REFRIGERATION .

actual work he will have in hand . volts, and boiler pressure at 100 lb.
Louis STULTZ, Assistant Instructor .

The following list comprises ques- Indicator cards taken at the same time

tions chosen both from those asked in
show an initial pressure of 100 lb. and

No. 1 a. Twenty -five gallons brine

the body of the course and from those a totalindicated horse power of257-4. being equal to one ton of refrigeratingcooled one degree Fahr. in one minute

asked in the final examination for cer- The friction load taken at same time

tificates. A noteworthy feature of
showed 58.4 i.h.p. Effective indicated

effect per 24 hr. What is the equiva

these is their absolute practicalness . horse power = 257-4–58.4 = 199. lent in tons of refrigerating effect for

Another is the little foreword which
One indicated horse power = 746

24 hr ., to the amount of work done

is often placed before the question as
per hour in our brine cooler when the

watts, which equals one electric horse
an aid to the apprentice to attack it brine enters the cooler at 10 degrees

in the right frame of mind. It must

power . According to the above read
Fahr. and is discharged at seven

ings we produced727 watts per total degrees Fahr. and the pump dis
be remembered that the men who take

indicatedhorse power. This is wrong,
these courses are not always used to

charges 28 cu . ft . per min . ?

the mental work involved , and any
because it is impossible to get that

much under the reported conditions.
No. ib. The freezing capacity of

thing that helps them to clearly ap an ice machine depends entirely on the

preciate its value is doubly useful . No. 1a . Explainwhy ,and how existingconditions,such astempera
many watts per total indicated horse

ture of the condensing water, the
QUESTIONS IN STEAM AND ELECTRIC power is themost it can be ? speed of the machine, etc. The di

OPERATION .
No. ib. Supposing the card and mensions of each of our two ammonia

EDWARD O. ISACKSON , Assistant Instructor the voltmeter is right , how many compressors on machine No. I are

“The following questions should im- amperes should be read ?
1034 x 20, and are double-acting, al

press upon the mind of every man No. ic. Supposing everything is lowing 10 per cent. loss for action of

suction, valves , clearance in cylinders,

etc. The cubic contents of one stroke

equals 1634 cu . in . With the engine

making 50 rev . per min ., with your

gauges showing 168 lb. head pressure

and 15 lb. back pressure ; 3.975.cu . ft .

of ammonia gas discharged per min

cooters ecotex . ute is one ton refrigerating effect in

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 24 hr . What would be the amount of

work done by compressors in tons per

SOT

No. I c. What size of steam engine

do you need if it requires 1/2 i.h.p.

to produce one ton of refrigerating
effect ?

No. 2 a. What would be the amount

of work done in tons of refrigerating

effect in a freezing tank when 30 cans

of water at 75 degrees Fahr. is frozen

into ice at 16 degrees Fahr., each can

weighing 150 lb. ? Specific heat of

has to this date given this Company,wst Faithful and efficient service ice is equal to 0.504 B.t.u.; latent heat

of liquification is 142.4 B.t.u. and

during 3 pears. 9. moillhs. 28 days in the following positions
284,800 B.t.u. equals one ton of re

1* Fireman,BoilukZumphopains,Wu Hoachine Attendant frigerating effect.

Elevator Machinist, Engincur and perAlesistantEngineu .
QUESTIONS ON MACHINE WORK AND

Thishisfortificare is given onlyto employees who have qualified steadily

during their whole connection with this Company to the following Standards
Fred . SCHUMACHER, Assistant Instructor .

No. 1 a. How will you find the
De Jwo podds continnons Krvice

god She startetest sobrtahe
gears needed for cutting the threads

the Eraihtoid and marke wuduct. on a 34-in. machine bolt ( U. S. Stand

A Prentaal in attendance accept when tavoidable delays occurred.
ard ) if the lathe has no gear table

5 Andustrionsand alwaps gisting the company a full and honest day's work

6 Shit and willaug obedience toordaos and compliance with all theRules of the Company No. ib . Give a list of numbers of

Pated hits First day of Januarytoos.
threads per inch on machine bolts

from 14 in , up to 2 in . by 1/16-in . dif
ference.

No. 2 a . How will you line up an

Fig. 2 engine ?
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24 hr . ?
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Edward Olaf Jackson .
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No. 2 b. What is the usual result to ( Use Napiers' Formula for finding man in charge to see how near correct

your engine if it is allowed to work the weight of escaping steam .) the various answers are, and to ease

with improper alignment of moving a . Assuming you used five pounds the work for the chief instructor, who

parts ? of coal per boiler horse power at $3.25 is to correct the answers ; and at the

No. 3. Describe the metal , the
per ton , how much did you cause the same time there is a chance to exer

method of making, the heat required company to lose by allowing those cise one of the rules mentioned on the

and the tempering colors needed for leaks to go on day and night for one certificate, namely, willingness to help

first-class drills, chisels, reamers and year ? each other. The answers to the vari

dies. b. An engine and dynamo outfit the ous questions on subjects will be

full load of which is 2500 amperes. turned over to the man who is in ac

The course also includes a number The friction load , according to our tual charge of the kind of work coy

of lessons covering practical engineer- indicator diagram , is found to be 15 ered by the question . If he does not

ing. This branch is one of the longest per cent. at full load . If we assume know them very well himself , he is

of all, and consists in a large part of the actual kilowatt -hour cost to be certain to be pretty careful to find out

notes and sketches covering necessary 1.25 per cent. at full load , how much before he passes his approval or dis

connections and valves to be operated and why do you increase the kilowatt- approval of them to the chief. In this

in case of shut-downs of a part of the hour cost to the company if this outfit way the whole school becomes a co

machinery, or in case of accidents . is allowed to run with a load of 1700 operative educational body, based on

It also includes the making of engine- amperes ?" sound principles. This method also

run schedules .
It is obvious that the answer to a creates a desire in the older men in

question like this can only be made by charge of work to show the younger

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS . one who has not only been “through men the way up, and reduces labor

The followingisa sample of afinal knowledge acquired byhim there.
the mill” and has learned to use the and time for the chief instructor, and

a
also makes a better feeling among the

examination question for Apprentices'
men.

Steam Engineering Certificate :
Whenall of the questions are num

bered and printed on separate sheets Where it is possible, blueprints

" It is well understood by all of us and the answers are also printed in from the manufacturers of the various

that to produce results in an engine book form with the corresponding machines studied are secured. This

room , it is necessary to follow actual numbers, it is an easy matter for the enables the men to trace off the parts

operating costs very closely , and to

preserve the information gained in

such a manner that it will act as a

guide in all our work.

Question 1 a. What would you do

uponentering a position in which you

had been told that the monthly ex

pense is $ 5,000, and that you could eders legile

get the job for $150 per month and
ENGINEERING

10 per cent. of savings additional , on
DEPARTMENT

condition that the expenses would be

reduced by 10 per cent . through your

efforts. State in detail your methods

for earning that extra $ 50.00 per

month .

i b . If you find in your job that a

compression ice machine is used, and

you also find that the return condens

ing water cannot be used to advan

tage, assuming you used 1000 cu . ft .

of water per hour at 65 degrees Fahr. ,

which cost $ 7.00 , the steam engine

driving compressors operating against has to this date given this Company most failhhit and efficient service

a head of 150 lb. develops 75 b.h.p.
during Five years . months nine days in the following positions

each at 22 lb. steam , a boiler horse Coalpasse , 2nd Fireman , Saclper to Slumber and Elevator Machinist,Repairman ,

power is developed for 3.75 lb. coal

at $ 2.50 per net ton , which is the
wow seconunend him as anOilu and Assistant to Chief Engineu . We

cheapest to increase the head pressure

to save water or continue the same

head press to save steam . his.Certificate is given onlyto employees who have qualified steadily

I c. In your engine room a number during their whole connection will this Company tothe following Standards

of small steam leaks are found either

in leaky pipe and flange joints , and 14 Kw years continuous service.

worn -out valve -discs, or in drop
2nd She strictest sobriety

valves carelessly left open . The total
3ood Iruthful and mandy conduct.

area of these holes we will assume to
4 Pracaal in attendance except when tavoidable delays occurred.

5 Sndustrious and always giving the company a full and honest day's work.
be equal to that of a 1/2 - inch pipe , left

6. Strict and willing obedience toorders and compliance with all the Rules ofthe Company
open all the time. The steam pressure

is 115 lb. gauge. Assuming the ca Dated this First day of February 2009.

pacity of the boilers to be 300 h.p. and

that they are worked to their full

rating, what is the percentage of loss

to your employer, due to these leaks ?
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actoCityofNew Yorkotion

Clip istoCertify, that
Sauritz Szoumeller

Apprenticed Operating Engineer

ASAP

Fig. 3
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involved in the discussion , and it a. For each five minutes late in the Rule No. 8. Any man holding our

makes a valuable addition to the coming in or five minutes early in Certificate of Proficiency and Merit,

course. goingout, except when unavoidable and has five years' continuous service

In order to make parts of the course delays occurred or when permission with a good record to his credit , is en

clearer , some of the questions are was given, deduct one point for each titled to our Apprenticed Operating

written out in the form of short lec- five minutes and 42 point for each Engineers ’ Certificate under the fol

tures. These precede each main branch fraction of five minutes. lowing conditions :

before the study is taken up, and give Rule No. 5. To be industrious and a . Applicant for Apprenticed Op

the various , constants, tables and de- always give the Company a full andalways give the Company a full and erating Engineers' Certificate should,

tails needed and also refer to suit- honest day's work. as near as possible, have worked six

able books covering the branch , so as a. If found shirking and not attend- months at each of the following po

to enable the student to go further if ing to work as an honorable workman sitions :

he wants to. The questions for each would, reduction in position or dis- Helper to watch engineers , fireman ,

branch are, of course, studied while charge will follow, or a reduction of electrician , plumber, machinist and

the man is on that kind of work. fromfive to 40 points from Certificate repair engineer. Engine oiler , ice

The questions in arithmetic , as far of record each time. machine attendant and elevator re

as possible, are on simple mechanics Rule No. 6. Strict and willing obe- pairer.

in order to make them serve as an in- dience to orders and compliance with b . Length of service , ability and

troduction to the later study . It is , all the Rules of the Company. willingness to work in present position

of course, not thought that this sched- a. If found to disobey orders of su- governs the right to be examined for

ule of study is all that a steam engi- periors and Rules of the Company promotion. If the applicant has not

neer needs, but it is hoped that what wilfully and knowingly, reduction in made use of his opportunities and is

he has done will instill in the more position or discharge will follow , or a not ready to stand examination on

ambitious a desire to further study, deduction of from five to 40 points questions relating to the desired posi

and as for those with less ambition from Certificate record each time. tion , the next man in the service will

and will-power it at least helps them Rule No. 7. Shouldit be found that be examined, and with a satisfactory

to make them more useful to them- any member of the Engineering De- examination and a good record he

selves and to their employers as safe partment neglects or misunderstands will be promoted.

and reliable men. If this end is met , his duty by shielding actions or meth- c. Applicant for Apprenticed Oper

the labor expended on carrying the ods of others which in any way are ating Engineers' Certificate is required

work on is well spent, and the results detrimental to the Company, or to the to answer, in writing, to the chief

richly repay the efforts made. welfare and reputation of the Engi. and watch engineers' satisfaction , the

neering Department or its individual prescribed questions .
REWARDS AND DEMERITS.

members, such action will be con- d. Applicant must be able to read

In a system of discipline it is very strued as a violation of Rules No. 3 and make complete mechanical draw

necessary to avoid anything that and No. 6. ings . Proof of study in a correspond

savors of favoritism . It must be car- a. If any may has been posted ence or evening school will be pre
ried on in such a way that every man on the record three times for infrac- ferred.

has an equal chance to gain , by expe- tions against one or all of the Rules- The training - school when it has

rience, a better position and the Cer- 3 , 5 , 6he has forfeited his right turned out a good man is proud to

tificate.
to receive the customary vacation with stand behind him , and some of the

The entire scope of the disciplinary pay earned by oneyear's good service. little company who have gone out

systemof this course may be gathered b. The fourth time a man is posted from the St. Regis engineering force

from the following set of rules gov- for an infraction against one or all have done very well. In connection
erning the award of certificates. the said Rules 3 , 5 , 6 , he will be re- with the use of the merit and bonus

duced to a lower position or he will system wherever it could be applied ,
RULES AND METHODS GOVERNING THE

be discharged from the service. the effect of the training given has

AWARD OF CERTIFICATES.
C. Any man discharged under one been to quicken the spirit and action of

Rule No. 1. Two years ' continuous of Rules 2, 3, 5 , 6, will , upon his re- the force. The results obtained speak

service . quest , receive a paper certifying to for themselves.

a. Each week's service entitles to the length of time employed in the The fact that there is nothing new

10 points on the record . To earn a Engineering Department, and or original in the ideas put into prac

Certificate of Proficiency and Merit , tice makes it all the more remarkable

1000 points out of a total of 1040 in d. Any man when once discharged that their application is not more gen
a period of two years ' continuous under one of Rules 2 , 3 , 5 , 6, will un- eral . Far-seeing men for a long time

service must be to the applicant's der no circumstances receive a letter past have pointed out that in that way

credit on the weekly record posted in of recommendation . lies the only true solution of the so

the engine room . e. Any man when once discharged called "labor problem ."

Rule No. 2. The strictest sobriety. under one of Rules 2 , 3 , 5 , 6, will un- The next few years will see the

a. If found under the influence of der no circumstances be reemployed. rapid spread of the system , and it is

liquor while at work, immediate dis- A discharge under Rules 2 , 3, 5, 6 , the hope of those who have put so

charge will follow . means that the man was found to be much time and thought on the de

Rule No. 3. Truthful and manly useless and a burden to the Engineer- velopment of the courses described in
conduct.

ing Department. this article that they may ultimately

a . For unwillingness to help each f. Charges against any man will be be able to extend their radius of ac

other, untruthful and unmanly con- acted upon only when a straightfor- tion far beyond their present narrow
duct, reduction in position or dis- ward, written statement is made and limits and enable any good man and

charge will follow , or a reduction of openly signed and attested to in the true in this city or elsewhere, who

from five to 40 points from Certificate Daily Engine Room Record Book. wishes to do so , to utilize the very real

record each time .
This book is open to every member of advantages to be gained by those who

Rule No. 4. Punctuality in attend- the department for all questions re- are willing to work and think while

ance. lating to above Rules. they work.

no

more .



Public Service Commission Report

T Commission tof the Stateof
HE report of the Public Service about an agreement upon the part of makeelse to operating contracts

the company to give 'break -down' and terminable at any time after a cer

New York for the year 1908, auxiliary' service to owners of private‘ auxiliary ' service to owners of private tain period of not more than twenty

covering both the First and Second plants."” years, with a provision that the equip

Districts, has been made public. The First District Commission then ment shall be purchased at a fair price

In the report of the First District takes up the question of new legisla- by the city at the termination of the

Commission one of the most striking tion regarding rapid transit in the contract.

facts brought out is the enormous city , and makes the following recom- “ An amendment of the Rapid

traffic of the surface , elevated and mendation : Transit Act rescinding the require

subway roads of New York City . " A constitutional amendment ex- ment that the operator must pay in

Last year these roads carried 1,300,- empting from the 10 per cent . debt terest and a specific annual sum for

000,000 passengers, which is morethan limit bonds for the construction of sinking fund on the entire cost of a

half again as much as the total num- rapid transit lines , when, so far and so rapid transit line, and permitting the

bers of passengers of all the steam long as such rapid transit lines shall commission and the Board of Esti

railroads of the United States . The be self -supporting. mate and Apportionment to adapt the

total capitalization of these companies " An amendment to the Rapid operating contract to the specific needs

is $ 533,000,000 and their annual re- Transit Act providing the operating ofeach case.

ceipts from their passengers is $62,- contracts for extensions of rapid " The commission favors permitting

000,000 . The gas and electric com- transit lines may be made to termi- the cost of rapid transit lines to be

panies are capitalized over $ 386,000 ,- nate at the same time as the original assessed in whole or in part on the

000, and the former sold over 32 operating contract , the commission lands benefited, but it is not yet pre

billions of cubic feet, which is about 20 having the power in conjunction with pared
pared to recommend a definite

per cent . of the entire gas production the Board of Estimate and Apportion- method.

of the entire country. ment to fix the terms, conditions and " Greater freedom should be given to

The income from the sale of elec- compensation and to readjust same those who have to arrange the terms

tricity in New York City is over $ 20 ,- each twenty years thereafter. Such of operating contracts, and so long as

000,000 . phraseology should be used as will the concurrent action of the Board of

The report states that it received make it clear that extensions pro- Estimate and Apportionment and a

over 3,000 complaints as to service ceeding beyond terminals are alone State board like the Public Service

rendered by transportation companies , intended. Commission is requisite, there is little

and about 9,000 concerning gas and “ An amendment to the Rapid danger that the terms will be made

electric corporations; mostly concern- Transit Act which will give this com- more lenient than the situation actual

ing the accuracy of meters. Nearly mission the power in conjunction withmission the power in conjunction with ly demands. These two authorities

all these complaints have been ad- the Board of Estimate and Apportion- should be allowed to make the best

justed without a formal hearing, and ment to allow the construction and possible terms with a private company

in the few cases where one was neces- operation of rapid transit lines by for operating and also to undertake

sary the companies have accepted the private companies upon payment of the municipal operation if no private

commissioner's finding and giving the part of the earnings to the city, or operator can be secured upon reason

relief suggested. other proper terms,and with a reser- able terms , or if municipal operation

The problems which have arisen vation to the city to purchase at any seems preferable. The principle of

with gas and electric companies dur- time after a certain period, not more acquiring interest and provision for a

ing the year have related principally than twenty years and without any sinking fund would ordinarily beob
tothe instruments for measuring the payment for the franchise itself.

served, but the city ought not to be

service and to the conditions that the "An amendment to the Rapid bound to take an operator upon cer

companies have sought to improve in Transit Act which shall give this com- tain terms specified in advance, or

their contracts of service . The re mission the power , in conjunction else be compelled to adopt municipal

port adds : with the Board of Estimate and Ap- operation .”

“ The various types of electric portionment, to grant franchises to The commission advocates the tak

meters in use in the city are being existing corporations owning rapid ing of bonds issued for new subways

tested and examined to determine transit lines , to construct and main- out of the city's debt limit. It is

whether there are any that ought not tain additional tracks on the whole pointed out that it has been proved

to be used because of defects in or part of their routes , with a reserva- that subways are self-sustaining, and

principle or nature of construction . tion to the city of the privilege to that therefore the constitution should

" One of the conditions imposed by purchase at any time after a certain be so amended as to exempt from the

the companies when the electric in- period of not more than twenty years city's indebtedness corporate stock

quiry was begun provided that a con- and without any payment for the sold for the construction of new sub

sumer could take electricity from no franchise itself . Such phraseology ways.

other source , even including in the should be used as will make it clear Concerning the attitude of the

prohibition his own lighting plant. that extensions proceeding beyondthat extensions proceeding beyond Board of Estimate toward building of

This condition was gradually driving terminals are alone intended. new subways, the report says :

out of use the private plants in the " An amendment to the Rapid “Owing to the refusal of the board

large buildings , for the owners could Transit Act making it possible for the to act , subway building has been held

not run the risk of their own plants commission , in conjunction with the up over seven months , and the day

breaking down and be without the Board of Estimate and Apportion- when the citizens of New York will

ability to get electricity from the com- ment, to make operating contracts for be transported in decency and com

pany. The commission has brought a longer period than twenty years, or fort has thereby been placed further

45
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and further into the future . Several likely to prove commercially feasible,. with apparatus for testing the accura

miles of new subway would to-day be but it should not undertaké to reach cy of electric meters furnished to its

under construction if the Board of or announce a definite conclusion that
consumers report to the commission

Estimate and Apportionment had the new construction or improvement the customers' meters tested each

acted upon the contracts before it had actually constitutes a safe or attractive month with such apparatus beginning

authorized an expenditure of less than basis for investment. Commercial en- with August, 1908.

$ 3,000,000. The Public Service Com- terprises depend for their success upon

mission has exercised every function so many conditions which cannot be Increase in Telegraph
bestowed upon it to secure the con- foreseen or reckoned with in advance,

Capitalization

struction of the new routes and is in that the duty of the commission is
The stockholders of the American

no way responsible for the fact that discharged as to applications of this
Telephone and Telegraph Company

no work has been started during the character when it has satisfied itself

last year upon new routes.”
have authorized an increase in thethat the contemplated purpose is a
capital stock from $ 250,000,000 to

The commission, in referring to the fair business proposition.

report of Mr. B. T. Arnold , who was In regard to accounting, the com
$ 300,000,000. This increase is to pro

retained as a special engineer to make mission calls especial attention to the
vide a sufficient margin for the con

version into stock, on March ist, of
an investigation of the subway, that fact that in the preparation of uni

in line with the recommendations they form systems of account it “ has kept vertible bondswhich will then be out
the $ 150,000,000 four per cent. con

made, it has ordered two experimental in constant touch with the corpora; standing . The amount of stock at,
:trains equipped with side doors to be tions themselves , has invited and

present unissued is $ 69,413,000, the
put into service. It is expected that profited by constant comment and

the first one of them, an eight-car criticism , and has endeavored in every
amount of stock now issued being

train equipped with pneumatic opera way to make the bookkeeping it pre
$ 180,587,000.

tion to the city of the privilege to scribes as practical , as well as theoreti
A special meeting of the Central

and South American Telegraph Com
in service in the subway in February. cally correct."

A new system of speed - control signals As regards service and complaints,
pany was held on February 5th, for

is about to be tried on the express the report states that in enforcing the the purpose of authorizing an increase

of the capital stock from $ 12,000 totracks. provision of the Public Service Law
$ 14,000.

The report of the Second District that “ every electricalcorporation shall

Commission is devoted mainly to provide or keep in and upon its prem

questions of capitalization and ac- ises a suitable and proper apparatus io
Resolutions on the Death of

counting. There are now 85 corpora- be approved , stamped and marked by
Frederick A. C. Perrine,

tions, municipalities, or individuals the commission for the purpose of
Member A. I. E. E.

engaged in business that brings them testing and proving the accuracy for At a meeting of the Board of Di

under the control of the commission. electric meters furnished for use by rectors of the American Institute of

Of these 313 were classed as " elec- it : “ The commission found that 34 Electrical Engineers, held on Decem

trical,” including 48 municipal operat- of the plants of 325 electrical corpora- ber II , 1908, the following resolu

ing plants . There were 141 street tions were not selling electric energy tions on the death of Dr. Frederick

railway corporations, 48 gas and elec- on a meter basis , and were therefore A. C. Perrine was adopted :

trical and 4 natural gas and electrical not required to obtain standards. Of Whereas, Frederick Auten Combs

corporations. The various cases of 291 electrical corporations operating Perrine , as a graduate student at

application for permission to capi- electric meters , 218 found Princeton University, as electrician of

talize , or to increase the capitalization with no standards, or insufficiently the United States Electric Light Com

that have been passed upon by the equipped with standards. Recom- pany, as manager for John A. Roeb

commission during the past year are mendations were made to each of these ling's Sons Company, as treasurer of

taken up and discussed . One of the companies, based upon the inspector's the Germania Electric Company, as

most interesting is that covering the reports, indicating the type of instru- chief engineer of the Standard Elec

question as to what extent the invest- ment best adapted to the need of each tric Company, as president of the

ing public might be justified in rely- company, and resulting in 167 com- Stanley Electric Manufacturing Com

ing upon the authorization given by panies equipping themselves with sat- pany, and as professor of electrical

the commission as an implied certifi- isfactory standards; 51 plants operatisfactory standards; 51 plants operat- engineering in Leland Stanford, Jr. ,
cate that the bonds or stock to be ing on a limited scale filed objections University, was of great influence in

issued were worth their face value, to incurring the expense . Considera- raising the standard and extending

or any other amount. This question tion was of necessity given to such ob- the scope of the electrical engineering

arose upon the application of the Hud- jections, and where , upon investiga- profession ; and

son River Electric Power Company tion, the commission was of the opin- Whereas, he , as a director and as a

for leave to issue $3,232,000 bonds. ion the objections were well founded, committeeman of the American Insti

The commission said : " In passing compliance with the recommendations tute of Electrical Engineers, heartily

upon the application for leave to issue was for the time being waived. Four- participated in its activities , thereby

additional capital stock , the commis- teen other companies, unable for the extending its usefulness ; it is hereby

sion will consider : Whether there is present to finance the purchase of Resolved, that the Board of Di

reasonable prospect of fair return standards, entered into arrangement, rectors of this Institute considers that

upon the investment proposed to the with the approval of the commission, his death , on October 20, 1903, has

end that securities having apparent for the use of instruments of com- deprived the Institute of a much

worth , but actually little or no value panies operating in adjacent terri- valued member and the electrical en

may not be issued with our sanction. tories. gineering profession of an active and

We think that to a reasonable ex- " A comparatively large number of resourceful worker : and, it is further

tent the interests of the investing pub- companies having reported by June 23, Resolved, that these resolutions be

lic should be considered by us in pass- 1908, the installation of the apparatus spread by the minutes of this meeting.

ing upon these applications. The com- recommended by the commission, a that they be printed in the Proceed

mission should satisfy itself that, in resolution was adopted providing that ings, and that a copy of them be sent

a general way, the venture will be each electrical corporation provide 1 to lrs. Perrine.

were
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General News Recent advices from the West state size ( 16 -c -p. lamps ) , the smaller of

which is expected to be large enoughIt is announced by a representative that the Sanitary District Commission

of the United States Telephone Co.
of Chicago has decided to increase to illuminate the general run of

that a long distance telephone and
the equipment of the drainage caral suburban homes, andwhich can be in

telegraph service will shortly be oper
of the power plant at Lockport. At stalled , complete, for less than $200.

ated in opposition to the Bell interests. present the capacity of this power- Entirely self-contained , the engine,

A $ 10,000,000 holding company will house is contained in three 4000-kw ., base , dynamo and rheostat weighless
than 600 lb. , while the outfit occupiesbe incorporated in a week, backed by 60 cycle, 6600 volt three phase units.

Eastern and St. Louis capital . Two other units of the same size will a floor-space of only 2 ft . in width ,

shortly be put into service, and a third by less than 6 ft. in length . A spe
The Mexican Light & Power Com- unit of equal capacity has been or- cially designed Westinghouse dynamo,

pany is preparing to increase its plant dered from the Western Electric Co. , 112 kw. , is connected by belt with an

from 50,000 to 124,000 horse-power, which will complete the doubling of Elbridge “Gem ” 2-4 h.p. , 2 -cycle, air

and to accomplish this , will construct the capacity of the plant. cooledengine, described by the makers
30 km . of canals and tunnels to bring

The last generator is the largest al- as the most simple and at the same

water intouse from rivers now un- ternating current machine that the time the most powerful for its size

touched . Other improvements will be Western Electric Company has ever on the market. It is complete, as

made, regardless of whether it is to turned out. The delivery is for June shown in the illustration; oil and
become combined with the Mexico ist, and the contract price given as gasoline, batteries and coil occupying

Trainways, Limited , or remain an in- $ 25,748. Six General Electric trans- separate compartments in the base.

dependent company, furnishing light formers were also ordered for raising Absolute cleanliness is secured by the

and power for the greater part of and lowering to and from the line elimination of all outside oilers. So

the Federal district .

voltage ( 44,000 ), the primary distri- great is the radiating surface of the

The United Railways of San Fran bution voltage in Chicago being cylinders that no fan , beyond the spe

cisco has completed a merger with the 12,000 .
cially designed spokes of the fly

Stanislaus Power Company following wheels , is required to keep it cool .

an agreement to supply that company Money for New York's The manufacturers claim that its

with power for operating the street Trolley Cars

railway lines in San Francisco . At
The report of the vice -president and

present the power company is also general manager of the New York

selling its power to the Pacific Gas City Railway Company states that

and Electric Company. It now pro- within two or three years $ 25,000,000

poses to complete a steam plant of must be expended on the surface lines

considerable capacity in San Francisco of New York City . This declaration

as an auxiliary and reserve for the means that another $ 15,000,000 should
service.

be appropriated for rehabilitation after

The Great Western Power Com- the expenditure of about $ 10,000,000

pany, the largest corporation of its of contracts already let . The receivers

kind in the West, has completed its have borrowed on certificate of $ 3 ,

plans for the erection of a large steam 500,000 and have spent, or contracted

turbine plant , along the water front at to spend, $ 4,000,000 more.

Oakland.

This plant will be used as a steam Westinghouse Wages Restored

reserve in connection with the hydro
Quietly and without any previous

electric services which up to the pres

ent is supplied by the 124,000 kw .
announcement of its intention, the

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. has
station up in the Sierras. It will con restored the wages of its 3,000 em

tain 5000 kw, turbines and will be ar ployees tothebasis that prevailedbe.

ranged for oil burning. It is expected fore last March ,when a cut was made

that this plant will be ready for service
in line with the policy of rigid econo

within eight months after the con

struction is begun.
my which was then inaugurated.
The increase in the payroll, it is efficiency is affected neither by heat

The Ontario Power Co. is contem- said , will amount to $ 500,000 a year. nor cold, and that it starts as readily

plating an addition to its generating The credit for this step is due to Mr.
and runs as well with the thermometer

plant which will increase the total ca- George Westinghouse, personally, this at zero as at 100 degrees Fahr. in the

pacity by 65,000 h.p. Another pipe being his first care upon resuming the
shade.

line or tunnel will have to be con- control of the property. Two pulleys are provided, one on

structed to the power house for this each side. That operating the dyna.

purpose, and the cost of the work will mo has a friction clutch , so that the

A Neat Lighting Outfit
approximate $ 800,000 .

engine may be started without load .

The increase in the plant is made An inexpensive, though high -class and On the opposite fly-wheel is a solid

necessary because of the contract practically fool-proof, electric-lighting pulley. This combination allows the

which has been executed with the plant to meet the demand created by owner to use the engine for such pur

Canadian Hydro-electric Commission the rapidly increasing number of poses as pumping water , running sew

to supply current to 14 municipalities suburban residences , is about to be ing or washing-machines, cream

in the provinct of Ontario. "Under placed on the market by the Elbridge separators , etc. , when its power is not

the terms of its charter the Ontario Engine Company, of Rochester, N. Y. required for lighting. Full description

Power Co. may develop 180,000 h.p.
With the intention of meeting a par of this attractive little plant may be

When the contemplated addition is ticular demand, the company plans to had on application to the Elbridge En

completed the plant will be able to de- make these plants regularly in only gine Company , 19 Culver Road,

liver 140,000 h.p. two sizes -- a 20-lamp and a 50 -lamp Rochester, N. Y.

Life
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Questions and Answers therefore, a criterion of the degree of current, the current being from the

Question.- I have a tungsten lamp
saturation attained in the magnetic positive cathode through the receptive

which has blackened up considerably, excitation selected.circuit of the machine at any degree of device, such as Battery, Motor, etc.,

much as theold carbon filament lamps specified , however, the
Unless otherwise back to the negative terminal of the

used to . What is the cause of it ? however, the saturation circuit or the middle point of the re

factor of a machine refers to the actance . The currentthus derived is

Answer. - An occasional lamp in a
excitation existing at normal rated a rectified current and is similar in

batch of tungsten metallic filament
speed and voltage. It is determined wave form to the current derived

lamps will blacken as you describe .
from measurements of saturation made from a direct-current arc machine,

Manufacturers are unable to satis

factorily explain this, but think it due
on open circuit at rated speed . The and is entirely satisfactory for all

" saturation factor" should not be classes of work requiring a direct cur
to faulty or careless work on the part confounded with the “ percentage of rent .

of some operator during the course saturation to which it has the relation

of manufacture. If you will call the

attention of your lamp agent to this
p = 1-1/f Question. We have a five horse

where f is the saturation factor and power, two-phase, 220 -volt induction

lamp , he will probably replace it with
p the percentage of saturation ratio . motor with a starting compensator

a new one , free of charge.
that operates in a very peculiar man

Question . — How does a Mercury
Question . — Is it good practice to ner , and we would like to know if you

Arc Rectifier work and is the current

parallel the low -tension side of trans can tell us what is the trouble ? The

obtained therefrom a direct current ?

formers in a lighting district where
line voltage is 0. K. We throw in

there are several close together ? Answer.—A Mercury Arc Rectifier the compensator and the motor starts

has three essential parts : ( 1 ) The promptly, comes up to speed and con
Answer.-It is entirely advisable to

tube ; ( 2 ) Reactance ; ( 3 ) Panel, tinues to operate at the proper speed
parallel the low-tension side of the

switches, etc. The tube is an
transformers, provided they have such after the switch is thrown to the run

characteristics as permit satisfactory hausted glass vessel containing a small ning position . When , however, we

amount of mercury. It has four throw on a moderate load the motor

operation in parallel. The advantages terminals, the two on the opposite begins to slow down, and if the load

are in working the transformers at a
better load and in utilizing the copper sides being connected directly across is not lessened a fuse blows.

the alternating -current supply are
in the secondary distribution system known as anodes. The middle or bot Answer.—If you will remove the
to the best advantage. It is advisable,

tom terminal forms the positive ter
cover from the compensator and look

however, that each transformer be at the switch contacts, you will un
minal of the direct-current circuit , and

properly fused , so as to cut itself out doubtedly find an open circuit on the
is known as cathode . There is also a

in case of being damaged. A fuse of running side. The motor starts two

lesser capacity should be placed at
small auxiliary -starting anode for the

phase, and upon being thrown over to

some point in the primary, so as to
purpose of striking the arc. The re

the running position it runs on single

protect the entire group against ordi
actance is simply an inductive resist

phase current , which it will do as long

nary fuse-blowing troubles, and also ance connected in parallel with the

anodes above mentioned directly as there is no load . Naturally, when

permitting quick replacement. you throw on a load the speed drops ,
across the alternating current line , and

and the one-phase being overloaded
Question. —If one transformer in a a tap from its middle point forms the

bank of three delta-connected single negative terminal of the direct-current promptly blows a fuse .

phase transformers is cut out, what circuit. The panel and the switches
Question .—Is it possible to run a

is the affect on the three-phase ap- are used to control the operation and
direct-connected engine-driven alter

paratus fed from the bank ? How is make the various connections . The

nator in parallel with synchronousthe load on them calculated ? action of the rectifier is , briefly , as
motor-driven alternator with good re

Answer.-The load on the bank follows : The alternating-current sup; sults?

will remain unchanged, as there is no ply is made alive to the reactance and

change in the conditions of the circuit the anodes . As there is no conducting Answer. There is no difficulty,-

where the load is balanced . It will be element across the two anodes , no cur whatever, in running an engine

divided between two transformers in rent will flow . driven alternator in parallel with a

stead of three , as before, and would The tube is shaken , a metallic con synchronous motor set , provided you

be calculated in the same way as be nection is made from the starting observe the usual precautions in syn

fore, i. e. , by multiplying the measured
anode to the cathode, which in turn chronizing two alternators . Inas

ampere by the measured volts and the starts anarc, and this are gives off the much, however, as it will be impos

product multiplied by V3, assuming vapor. Mercury vapor has the very sible to vary the speed of the motor

that the power factor of the load is peculiar property of conducting cur- generator set , the speed of the engine

unity. In case the power factor is rent from a positive wave, but forms
will have to be varied by the governor

not unity, the product of the above an insulator to a negative impulse . or throttle. Once they are in parallel

quantities must be corrected accord As each of the anodes become alter the operation will be entirely satis

ingly. nately positive and negative each factory. The engine, however, will

cycle , the current will follow the va
take a constant load depending upon

Question . - IV hat is meant by the
por from that anode, which at that the position of the throttle, and the

" saturation factor ” of a machine, such particular instant is positive to the motor generator set will take the

as a dynamo or motor ? cathode . At the same instant the re- variations in load .

Answer. — As defined by the Stand- maining anode is negative and this
ardization Rules of the A. I. E. E. , half of the wave is being stored , as it Vice-Consul H. G. Baugh , of Can

the saturation factor is the ratio of a were , in the reactance to be given off ton , China, furnishes the names of im

small percentage increase in the ex- on the next reversal , or in other porters of dynamos and motors, ma

citation of the magnetic field of the words, the reactance acts as an auto- chine tools , electrical goods, and iron

machine to the corresponding percent- converter, which steps down the volt- and steel products, which are filed for

age increase in the volts thereby pro- age in approximately a two -to -one reference at the Bureau of Manufac

duced. The saturation factor is , ratio . Thus, we get a unidirectional turers.
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Engines and Generators in the
apparatus. The principle units in the problems that may arise in administer

Manufacture of Chocolate station are two large Allis -Chalmers ing its provisions. The level of Lake

The various plants of Walter vertical cross-compound engines, each Michigan is not specifically mentioned,

Baker & Company, Ltd. , at Dor
22" and 48 "x48" stroke , operated at so that the status of the Chicago

chester, Mass. , devoted to the manu 120 revolutions per minute and direct drainage canal is not affected .

facture of chocolate and cocoa connected to 750 k . w. Allis-Chalm

products , are now operated electri
ers ' generators. There are in addi- Canadian - Pacific Electrification

cally from a central power plant tion two smaller units consisting of
It is reported that the Canadian

which is especially well suited to 18" x26 " simple horizontal engines, Pacific Railway has decided to elec

show the economies of electrical dis
each direct connected to Allis-Chalm- trify its system through the Western

tribution . A considerable group of ers 125 k. w . alternators, operating Mountains. About a year ago a com

buildings is served from the central at a speed of 177 revolutions per mission was put in the field to investi

minute .

plant, no one of which requires enough

power to make it an easy matter to

gate the available water supply be

The electrical generators deliver tween the Rockies and the Selkirks.

select a very economica individual three -phase alterating current at 600
The report states that there are

power -plant equipment, yet, as a
volts, which is transmitted directly enough of water falls lying along the

whole, requiring an output large
to the mills for lighting and power

main line " to develop sufficient energy

enough to insure a considerable sav
use. The circuits to different mills

ing in the cost of power.

to run all the railways in the world .'
have recording meters for measuring It is stated that many water-power

The mills comprising the Baker
power consumed by each separate de sites have been purchased and options

group are all large and have until partment. Induction motors are used obtained on others .

lately been operated by separate
all through the several units now ,

steam plants and line shafting. The
there being over 100 machines, rang

Advertising with Flaming

change over from several individual ing from1 to 75-horse-power, in

stalled. These motors are arranged
Arc Lamps

plants using line shafts to a central

for either individual or group drive.power plant transmitting electrical

The first flame arc lamps used in

power was decided upon three years The arrangement for lighting the this country were of foreign manu

facture .
group of works buildings is quite

ago and has only quite recently been

It was, however, only a

fully carried into effect. The small

elaborate. It is done ona two-wire comparatively short time after their

boiler and engine rooms of the old system at 110 volts, the voltage being introduction that the American man

systems naturally require more atten- reduced from the power feeders by ufacturers awoke to the realization

tion than the big units. The use of
transformers at each mill. These

that the lamp was destined to play

the electric motor has made the con

feeders are carried to the various an important part in decorative

solidation possible, with all its ad- mills through a steel bridge from the lighting. The result was that at

vantages of cheaper power, and the power plant, first to the Baker mill,
power plant, first to the Baker mill, the present time there are several

then over a bridge across the Nepon- American -made lamps on the mar

set River to the Webb mill, then ket, all of which are widely adver

through a subway 200 feet long un tised .

der Washington Street to the Pierce
Although in foreign countries the

mill and the others of the group . flame arc lamp has been widely

adopted for street illumination , its

use in this country is confined prin

cipally to the illumination of store

fronts and amusement places , such

as theatres , parks , etc. While its

use in connection with mercantile

establishments is principally to at

tract attention , it can, at the same

time , be used to advantage for the

illumination of the store windows ,

thus serving a double purpose . For

this servicethe lamps are suspended

from suitable supports just above

the top of the window.

To the brilliant light emitted by

saving of friction lost in long line Niagara Power Treaty the flame arc lamp when in operation ,

shafts. A treaty for the settlement of the is due its advertising or attention -at

The new power station of Walter points of difference between the tracting quality .the tracting quality. The entire globe

Baker Company stands separated United States and Canada, relating to seems filled with a luminous gas , and ,

from the mills to which it supplies the Niagara Falls and the Great although the light has the property of

power, in order that any of these Lakes, was recently signed by Secre- penetrating the thickest fogs or smoke,
units may be expanded without inter- tary Root , and the British ambassador. it is soft and not blinding to the eye

ference. From the Neponset River By the terms of this treaty, it is pro- like the enclosed arc . Carbons giving

an ample supply of circulating water vided that the level of Lake Erie must a yellow or orange- colored light are

is available . The engine room is sixty be maintained. At Niagara, thethe generally used , but carbons may be

by eighty feet, while the boiler room United States has a right to use 20,000 obtained that will give a light of a

has practically the same floor area. cu . ft . per second for power purposes ; red or white color .

The material used in construction is Canada may use 36,000. This ap- The accompanying illustration

brick on concrete foundations. parently fixes for some time the ulti- shows the front of a department store

The plant was designed for an ul- mate limit of power developments in Schenectady, N. Y., lighted with

timate capacity of 2800 -horse-power there. The treaty also provides forThe treaty also provides for four-flame arc lamps of a type man
in boilers and 1750 k. w. in generating a commission to dispose of future ufactured by the General Electric
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Company. This illustration was re- to slide past the other and cause the decorated. A dark - blue cloth studded

produced from a photograph taken at lamp to go out . Every part of the with miniature incandescent lamps,

night solely by the light of the lamps, mechanism is accessible when the cas- imitating the appearance of the night

and, although it fails to show the ing is lowered. As regards efficiency, sky, formed the roof. The booths

true beauty of the illumination , gives this type of lamp takes less power per were painted white , and as the most

an idea of how the store appears at unit of illumination than any other of a 1000 -kw . load was used in the

night. This is only one of many illuminant in commercial use . production of light, mostly by the new

similar installations in this city , and In designing the lamp special at- tungsten lamp , the effect was brilliant.

it is interesting to note that themer- tention has been paid to its external
Special features from time to time

chants have clubbed together and appearance. The shell is made of
during the two weeks of the show at

made arrangements to have the entire copper or steel and finished in an
tracted many out- of -town bodies. On

business section lighted with G- I tique copper or bright japan .
Monday, January 18, souvenirs in the

Flame Arc Lamps. The lamps will globe is not held by the wire net
shape of Billikin pins were distributed ,

be spaced at equal intervals along work, but is securely fastened by a and on Tuesday, January 19 , a special

both sides of the street and at the flange and ring at the top , the net
effort was made to render the remark

same height from the sidewalk . being retained to prevent the glass able United States Navy exhibit of

In this type of lamp several good from falling, should the globe be particular interest to army and navy
points of construction may be noted. broken . The entire length of the

men . On Wednesday , January 20, the

Chicago Electric Club listened to an

address by Lieutenant -Commander

Witherspoon on the use of electricity

the modern battleship , and on

Thursday morning a large delegation

from Louisville, Ky., attendedthe ex
hibit in a body. On Friday , January

22 , the members of the Northwestern

Electrical Association were in at

tendance, and during the day and in

the evening there were many gather

ings in connection with the meeting of

the Chicago Section of the Illuminat

ing Engineering Society . Saturday,

January 23, was designated as Stu

dents' Day, and Sunday was a day of

rest , not a single exhibitor being in at

tendance at the Coliseum .

On Monday, January 25 , souvenirs

were distributed , and Tuesday was

made especially attractive for the

telephone men . On Wednesday eve

ning there was a grand rejuvenation

of the Sons of Jove. On Thursday

evening the Thomson -Houston re

union was held , the addresses being

preceded by an informal dinner early

in the evening.

Popular concerts were rendered by

John C. Weber and his famous band ,

and Miss Blanche B. Mehaffey was the

soloist this year , entertaining the visi

tors afternoon and evening with her

rendition of classical and popular

songs.

Tungsten lamps and vacuum -clean

ing outfits were the two specialties that

showed the greatest increase over last

All clock mechanism is eliminated , thus lamp is only 31 in . These lamps op- year's show . Flaming arc lamps were

producing a lamp of simplicity and erate satisfactorily either in series or also much in evidence.

one free from the troubles common in multiple on alternating or direct- A list of the principal exhibitors

to more complicated lamps. Instead current circuits , and will burn any was given in the January issue of THE

of the carbons being placed one above approved make of flame carbons now ELECTRICAL AGE, and they were all

the other, as in the ordinary arc on the market. there and many more. It is impossible

lamps , they are placed at such an to mention even - in passing the in

angle that they form a V, the arc numerable electrical details that were

forming at the lower end . All of
The Chicago Electrical Show on exhibit. Their presence, however,

the light is directed downward and The fourth annual Electrical Show , helped to round out the show and

the absence of any obstruction below held at the Coliseum , under the make it an instructive and successful

the arc prevents shadows being auspices of the Electrical Trades Ex- exhibition. They also helped to im

formed . The carbons are fed in such position Company, was well attended press on the visitor the rapid increase

a manner that flickering is prevented up to the closing night , January 30 . of the applications of electricity to the

and it is impossible for one of them The Coliseum was most handsomely home uses of the people.

*-*

LA
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A Bit to Bore Square Holes head strike out the sides of the work. to the engine or turbine , saving of

The old proverb about the round
It should here be explained that the cylinder oil , lessened friction and

plug in the square hole will have to be
cutting edges are on the end of the wear in the engine, higher efficiency

revised when the triangular bit for
tool, not on the side, being in this re- of the super-heaters, higher efficiency

boring square holes is put on the
spect similar to the ordinary twist or of engines and turbines, and greater

market by the Radical Angular Drill
flat drill . For drilling holes of differ economy from exhaust steam feed

Company, of New York.
ent sizes only one chuck is required ,

The device, which is a German in
the guide in the chuck being so con

vention , will bore a square hole with
structed that the opening can be en

the same facility and nearly the same
larged and diminished by turning the

key.
speed that an ordinary drill will bore

The motion of the three-cornered
round holes in the same material .

shank of the tool within the square

The present methods of making
canplate be better understood

square holes , outside of punching and
when it is remembered that the radius

casting, such as by boring roundholes
used to strike out the three sides of

and then working them up to the

shape desired , are expensive and slow .
the shank is just equal to one of the

d'

The only appliance needed for the use
sides of the square formed by the

ofthis tool on such machines aslathes, guide. Therefore, if one side of the

drill -presses and milling machines is
shank is rolling or sliding on one side

a special chuck. In thechuck lies the
of the guide, the opposite corner of

the shank will be moving in a straight
essence of the invention , which con

sists of a scheme for forcing the mo line corresponding to the opposite

side of the guide, i. e. , during a cer
tion with the drill in such directions

as to strike out a square hole . The
tain part of the revolution the corners

illustrations give an idea of how this
of the tool travel in straight lines ,

is accomplished.
along the outside of the square.

If it is desired to bore out a com
This chuck contains three parts that

move independently of one another. plete square with sharp corners , a spe

First , a part which screws onto the
cial tool is used . The tools for both

spindle of the drill and revolves with
the round-cornered and sharp -cor

the latter ; second, a stationary part of a specialattachment to the ordinary
nered squares can be ground by means

which rides upon the part first men

tioned ; and third , a holder into which
drill-grinding machine.

the shank of the drill is screwed .

This holder is caused to rotate with New Feed Water Regulator

the part first mentioned , but is at A growing interest in devices for

liberty to move sidewise a certain dis- regulating automatically the feed of

tance in any direction. Its exact mo- water to steam boilers , so that the in

tion is determined by a guide in the flow will always be equal to the rate

second part of the chuck, which sur- of evaporation, should insure a wide

rounds the shank of the drill. The
and careful reading of the handsome

shank of the drill is three -cornered , treatise on this subject just issued by

but not exactly triangular, that is , the the American Boiler Economy Co. ,

three sides are convex , being formed North American Bldg. , Philadelphia ,

by arcs of circles struck from centers Pa . This book describes the Copes

at the opposite corners . The three- Boiler Feed Regulator and takes up
Fig. 2

cornered shank just fits into the turn the several advantages to be

square guide , and as the shank turns gained by automatic regulation, such
water heaters and fuel economizers.

about in the guide, which is held
The engineering considerations in re

as protection to the boiler , protection
stationary ; the three corners of the gard to each of these points are

shank in turn enter into each of the
brought out fully , bullseye charts

four corners of the guide . At the same from recording thermometers being

time, the three corners of the cutting shown, for instance, to demonstrate

the fuel saving realized by holding the

feed always equal to the evaporation .

In addition there are numerous il

lustrations showing installations of

Copes Regulators , also the manner of

operation and construction of the

regulator and of the Copes Pump

Governor employed to insure a con

stant excess of pressure in the feed

line . This appliance is especially val

uable in large plants where the water

level must be maintained in a great

number of boilers and should be of

much interest to consulting, designing

Fig. I and managing engineers .
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Leading Articles of General Technical Interest

Commercial h.p. of single -phase traction motors phase generators , which have been

" Electric Industry inin Germany,”
have been sold here and abroad, and operating without trouble of any sort

Waldemar Koch .
prophesies a great future for them in for nearly two years . This is by far

heavy railway work .—Elec . Journ . the highest voltage for which gener

Gives a brief history of the rise of ators have yet been wound . — Elec.

the great German electrical manufac
Management Rev.

turing companies, and closes with
“ Rate Regulation ofElectric Power,” “ Hampton Power Plant of the D. L.

some figures showing that the Ger S. S. Wyer, M. E. & W.R.R.," Warren O. Rodgers.

mans both absolutely and relatively

are ahead of this country in activity .
An article on the principles of elec- An illustrated description of an up

tric power rate regulation , particu- to -date 2500 -kw . turbo - generator

The production per employee in the larly as seen on the legal and economic plant, which is the largest in the an
United States, however, is much

sides . A number of court rulings are
larger .-Elec . Journ .

thracite coal region . — Power and Eng.

given and also two charts . A curve “ New Power Plant of the Carnegie

Detail Apparatus
showing the effect on the cost of the Institute," Thomas Wilson .

customer's use of electric power is also
“ Automatic Control of Direct -Current

given .-Cass. Mag.
A very complete illustrated descrip

Motors," D. E. Carpenter.
tion of a large isolated plant of ex

" The Economical Development of
Describes the latest forms of the

cellent design and unsurpassed finish .
Toll Territory," Frank F. Fowle.

detail apparatus used for the control,
The plant is used for furnishing light ,

An exhaustive study of the best heat and power to the huge Carnegie
and protection of direct- current mo

methods of handling a telephone ter
tors .-Elec. Journ .

Institute group of buildings at Pitts

ritory - runs through several numbers. burg.- Power and Eng.

-Elec. Rev.
“ Meter and Relay Connections, " Prime Movers

Harold W. Brown. " Problem of Reducing Accident Dam

ages,” Frederick W. Johnston.Continues the series , and gives dia
“ The Development of the Small Steam

Turbine," Chas. A. Howard.
grams showing the various forms of A series of articles setting forth the

connections for station voltmeters ,
latest attempts to solve one of the

This is the sequel of an article in

ammeters and single and poly -phase most vexatious problems that con
the preceding issue in which Mr.

wattmeters. - Elec . Journ . front the management of large urban
Howard described the various fea

traction systems .-Elec . Ry. Journ.
tures of design and construction of

P Electric Railways
the principal types of small steam tur

Miscellaneous
bines , in use in the United States . In

“ High - Tension Current Collection , "
" American Hydro - electric Construc

Otis Allen Kenyon.

this, the concluding article , the vari

tion Abroad. " H. Lester Hamil- ous forms of service applications

An analysis of the results of the ex ton . for which the small turbine is best

perimental work carried out by the
An illustrated account of the work suited are pointed out. The services

Swedish Electric Railway Test Com
of American electrical engineers in

mentioned include small electric gen

mission . These results point to a
foreign lands. Among the plants dis- erators, exciters for large generators,.

type of collector which would consist
cussed are those of the Mexican

centrifugal pumps of all sorts , centrif

of two parts, namely, a main part to

take up the variations in the height of

Light & Power Company at Necaxa, ugal fans and blowers and high -speed

the Sao Paulo Tramway, Light &
machinery of any type. Attention is

the wire , and an auxiliary part to meet
Power Co., Sao Paulo, Brazil, and

called to the first cost economy and

the conditions imposed by vibrations. maintenance costs of the small

plants in Japan and India . - Cass .

The main part would be large enough
Mag.

turbine as compared with those of

to take care of the current collected , reciprocating units of like capacity :

and would be spring - supported so as “ Foreign Transportation Problems,” Eng. Mag.

to give constant pressure irrespective
E. F. Colyer.

Theory

of the positions of the shoe. The An illustrated description of some

auxiliary part, which should trail , of the difficulties encountered in hand
" Alternating Currents and Their Ap

would be light and designed to have a ling heavy electric machinery in out
plication ,” Edson R. Wolcott.

natural period of vibration such as to of the way corners of the world, and A serial continuing through the

enable it to correspond with those of the ingenious devices by which they month , gives an illustrated description

the car .-Elec . Ry. Journ. are overcome. — Gen. Elec. Rev. of induction and repulsion motors and

transformers. - Elec. Rev.

Generators and Motors
Power Plants

" Influence of Frequency the

" A Recent Swedish Hydro -Electric

" The Single -phase Commutating Mo
Equivalent Circuits of Alter

Plant,” P. Frenel.
natingtor, " B. G. Lamme.

Current Transmission

An illustrated account of a 3000 h.p. Lines ," A. E. Kennelly.

From a paper presented at a meet

ing of the Philadelphia branch of the
water-power plant at Hemsjo, in A study of the various methods of

southern Sweden .-Elec. Wid.
American Institute of Electrical En determining the effects of the fre

gineers . The finer points in the de- " Dalmatian Carbide Works Using quency on the values of the several

sign of this type of motor are dis- 30,000 - Volt Generators." characteristics of an alternating -cur

cussed. The relation of brush -resist- An illustrated article describing the
rent circuit . — Elec. Wld .

ance and the neutralizing winding to new addition to the power plant of “ The Energy of Steam ,” J. W. Kirk

proper operation are pointed out, and the Dalmatian Hydraulic Power Com land .

the effect of the power factor is pany's at Manojlovac, on the Kerka The second of a series of practical

analyzed . The paper closes with the River, where Ganz & Co. have in- articles on the energy of steam , and

statement that within the past five stalled four 6500 -kw ., 420 rev . per the various devices for its conversion

years tween 200,000 and 250,000 min ., 30,000 - volt, 42 - cycle, three- into useful work . - Gen, Elec . Rev.

on
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WATSON

STILLMAN

cate

NCY9e

PALJULY 11

19

A JACK FOR EVERY JOB

Whenever your work may call for a good Jack , you can

find it among the large assortment The Watson -Stillman

Co. makes. q We make them in all tonnages from 2 ton

to 1000 ton. They are made from the best material we

can find, by the best workmen , and under the most favor

able conditions. Every tool guaranteed.

SEND FOR JACK CATALOGUE

WATSON -STILLMAN CO. 50 Church Street, N. Y. City

CHICAGO OFFICE : 453 THE ROOKERY

COUPAY .

Manufacturers

of Electric Light

Globes and Shades
FOR ALL ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEMS

ARC AND INCANDESCENT

ASK FOR CATALOGUE No. 16

Inner and Outer Globes, of superior quality, for all

Enclosed Arc Systems — Catalogue

The Phoenix Glass Co., New York , U.S. A.

5209

5204 4184

A FULL LINE OF GAS GLOBES

BUS

3210
5346

Over

50,000

miles

JO:

Rolled

from

Best Quality

Steel 生 起in use

CONTINUOUS JOINT WEBER JOINT

The Rail Joint Company
GENERAL OFFICES :

29 West 34th Street, New York City

Makers of Base Supported Rail Joints for Standard and Special Rail

Sections, also Girder ,Step or Compromise, and Insulating Rail Joints ,

protected by Patents in the United States and Foreign Countries.

WOLHAUPTER JOINT

Catalogs at Agencies

Baltimore , Md. Pittsburg , Pa .

Boston , Mass. Portland, Oregon

Chicago, Ill . SanFrancisco , Cal .
Denver , Colo . St. Louis, Mo.

New York , NY . Troy , N.Y.

London, E.C., Eng Montreal, Can .

HIGHEST AWARDS : Paris, 1900 ;

Buffalo, 1901 ; St Louis, 1904 .

CONTINUOUS GIRDER

We don't ask you to take our word for the supe

riority of COLUMBIA carbons. We'll send you

proof of their goodness in the shape of samples.

Just give us sizes used and tell us where to send them.

A postal will do

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY CLEVELAND, O.
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The January Technical Press whose first number is dated January , News Notes

( Continued from page 52 )
1909, and which is published by " In

The Stave Electric Company, New
Theory - Continued dustrial Progress" at Milwaukee.

York, manufacturers of flaming arc

" Representation of Synchronous Con The magazine contains 59 hand
verter Phenomena, ” Olin T. Fer- somelyillustrated and weli"printed lamps,has removed from No. 1Madi

son Square to new quarters at 27 West
pages 712X10. The main article for

guson .
27th St.

the first issue is devoted to the gigantic
A combined mathematical and dia

plant of the Indiana Steel Co. , at
The Strang Gas Engine Company,

grammatical treatment of the current,
Gary , Indiana . Other articles are of New York , has just closed a con

voltage, heating and rating of syn those describing “ The Hydro -Electric tract with the Chicago & Alton R. R.

chronous converters . — Elec. Wld .
Development of the Great Northern Company for several large car equip

" Thermo-dynamics," Chas. P. Stein- Power Co , ” near Duluth , where a ments of a new design for operation

metz .
single high - pressure Francis Turbine, some of their branch roads .

The first of a series of papers on operating at 375 rev. per min ., under
Catalogs relating to mining ma

this subject is written with the usual 365 ft . head, de365 ft . head, develops 13,500 h.p. chinery and equipment complete, pow

clearness and penetration that char
Other topics touched on are “ Note er plants , coke ovens and machine

acterizes this writer , and deals with worthy Installations of Gas Engines,”worthy Installations of Gas Engines , ” tools are requested by the engineering
the facts of molecular motions and for power service , “ Electric Drive in department of the By-Products Fuel

the equations representing them.
Cement Mills” and “ Machinery Used Co. , Moundsville, W. Va.

Gen. Elec . Rev. in Coal and Coke Operations” of the
The German -American Electric

H. C. Frick Coke Co. , at York Run,

“ The Theory of Lightning,” Daniel S. Pa . , and “ Electric Drive in Textile Company, New York, who are manu

Carpenter . Mills .” facturing a line of flaming arc lamps,

An exposition of the nature of the The new journal starts off well and
rep an increase of business , which

lightning discharges between clouds we wish it a useful and prosperous has necessitated the expansion of their

and clouds and the earth , and of the
quarters at 110 West 14th St. Two

various forms of protection suggested
new floors as well as the store floor

thereby . — Elec. Wld . An Electrical Menu are now occupied .

" Variable Ratio Converters," Chas. The employees of the Engineering The W. S. Hill Electric Co.'s

P. Steinmetz. and Laboratory Departments of the switchboard business at New Bedford ,

The third of a series of articles giv- Allegheny County Light Company Mass., has been sold to the Taunton,

ing a mathematical description of the
held their first annual banquet Thurs- New Bedford Copper Co., of Taunton ,

Mass., and Mr. Chas. S. Wendell , ofdesignand operation of the split-pole dayevening,January 7, 1909, at the

converter which gives a variable
Hotel Dorset, East Liberty, Pitts- the Hill Company, will remain as

voltage on the direct-current side by
burgh , Pa . Covers were laid for forty manager of the electrical department

connecting different sections of the
( 40 ) employees, and an electrical of the company. The business will

pole so as to permit the necessary
menu was greatly appreciated. The be carried on in a building three times

regulation of the field strength .—Gen .
bill of fare was as follows: as large as formerly used, will have

Elec . Rev.
ample capital and will maintain the

MENU

reputation of Hill switchboard mate

" Voltage Strains due to Circuit Spanish Jewels Sliced Tape with Insulating Oil

(Olives) (Cold Slaw)
rial .

Breaking in Direct-Current Sys
Mercury in Cups

tems," L. Silberberg .
The Holtzer Cabot Electric Com

(Consommé)

A mathematical discussion of the
Plungers

pany, of Brookline, Mass., has turned

(Rolls)

voltage strains caused by the action of
out a new electro -mechanical gong

Disc of Electrocuted Beef which has all the mechanism concealed
circuit -breakers . - Elec. Wld . (Roast Beef)

Eddy Currents Circuit Breakers under the bell- shell. It is of robust

Utilization
(Mashed Potatoes) mechanism , dust and moisture proof ,

Controller Fingers and will strike 500 powerful blows
" A Comparison of Present Day Meth- ( Ice Cream) (Lady Fingers)

ods of Street Lighting, " N. R.
with one winding. An automatic tell

Polarized Compound

(Coffee) tale gives warning that the bell is run
Birge.

Sigment with Mica down before winding is necessary .

An instructive comparison of the (Cheese and Crackers)
More than 500 of these gongs are now

efficiency, and the first and operating The room in which the banquet was in use in school buildings in Boston

costs of the several systems for the held was prettily decorated with red and New York .

electrical lighting of public streets . and white incandescent lamps . Mr.

The luminous arc and the tungsten H. E. White was toastmaster. Mr. The Engineering Specialty Com

lamp are the principal competitors, H. N. Muller, electrical engineer for pany, Stamford , Conn ., which manu

andthe conclusion is reached that the the company, made an address, and“
factures a line of generators and

luminous arc lamp is the best lighting the men's quartet from the laboratory motors for special purposes, has issued

unit for general city street lighting, sang. a set of bulletins describing their out
All enjoyed a most pleasant

and that the service of the tungsten evening put. A line of electric clock and auto

incandescent lamp is the most satis
matic program system , small single

factory for suburban lighting and
The General Electric Company has phase alternating and direct-current

lighting in other localities where con
issued a folder describing a trans- motors , the latter of the Bliss cradle

ditions call for a unit of minor in
former for moving picture shows type, motor - generators, ignition dy

tensity .” — Gen. Elec. Rev.
which are designed tơ reduce the namos and magnetos, and the “ En

losses incidental to operating these spec" brush , as well as such special

machines. The company has also devices as an electric hair -dryer con
A New Publication

published a bulletin showing the va- sisting of an 1800 rev. per min . 1 /10

The ranks of the technical journals riety of tungsten lamps for low volt- h.p. motor mounted on a base with a

have been reinforced by a new publi- age battery service that it is now turn- small blower are among this com

cation entitled “ Industrial Progress," ing out . pany's specialties .

( Peas)

Bus Bar
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CUTLER-HAMMER

atti
in

OUR BUSINESS
can be

described in five words :

“ MAKERS OF ELECTRIC

CONTROLLING DEVICES”

Dynamo Printing Press

Field Regulator Controller Elevator Controller

But

Did you ever stop to

consider what these

five words mean? ? ?

-
-

mean Tool
They

the manufacture of

switches for the control of a single lamp

circuit, and they mean the building of

dimmers that control the myriad lights

of an Opera House or a Hippodrome.

They mean the design of controllers

to govern the revolutions of a washing

machine, or of the ponderous turrets of

a battleship.

They mean the making of float

switches that start and stop the motor

pumping a few hundred gallons of

water to the top of a building, and they

mean the design and construction of

the controlling equipment for a pump

ing plant that supplies a hundred thou

sand homes.

They mean speed regulators for sew

ing machines and boring mills ; they

mean controllers for dumb-waiters, pas

senger elevators and skip hoists ; they

mean a littlefive -button starting box for

the motor operating an organ blower in

the village church, and they mean sys

tems of remote control for steel mills,

ore docks and mines.

They mean, in short, a business that

brings us in contact with every other

business in which electricity is used .

For sixteen years

TROLLING DEVICES. For sixteen

years we have been designing and

building every conceivable kind of de

Crane Controller

vice for controlling every imaginable

sort of electrically operated apparatus.

Much that we did not know in the be

Self -Starter for ginning we have learned by experience

D. O. Motor

Machine — the best of teachers — and that ex

Controller perience is at YOUR service if you

have before you any problem involving

electric control .

This means that at the cost of a two

cent stamp you can command the ser

A. C. Motor Starter vices of a corps of experts who have

been solving electrical control problems

for years.

It means that by merely addressing

a letter to our nearest office you can se

cure, in a few days, information that

might otherwise cost weeks of work

to obtain.

Oftentimes we are able to save our

correspondents time and money by

indicating how slight changes in some

of our standard controllers will give

Port, after turret of U. 8. Battleship Indiana,

equipped with Cutler -Hammer turret -turning

exactly the result desired and so render

gear. The crew of this turret holds the world's

record for marksmanship : 10 shots in 242 min

unnecessary the design and construc

utes — ali hits ! tion of special apparatus.

If you already know exactly what you

want to do and how you wish to do it,

we shall be pleased to quote to your

specifications. If you merely know

the result you wish to accomplish with

out having any very definite idea of

the apparatus required, we shall be glad

to advise you as to the method of con

trol best suited to your particular case

and to submit estimate covering cost

0
we have been

MAKERS OF ELECTRIC CON of necessary equipment.

Cutler-Hammer " Simplicity " theatre dimmer

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO. MILWAUKEE

NEW YORK OFFICE : Hudson Terminal ( 50 Church St.) BOSTON OFFICE : 176 Federal Street .

CHICAGO OFFICE : Monadnock Block. PITTSBURG OFFICE : Farmers' Bank Building.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS : Otis & Squires, 111 New Montgomery Street, SAN FRANCISCO.
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Personal States , by H. C. Cushing, Jr. , member new suspension link insulator for

Mr. John J. Carty , chief engineer of of the American Institute of Electrical very high tension work.

the American Telephone and Tele- Engineers, 156 pages , fully illustrated , The Eck Dynamo and Motor Com

graph Company, is out on the Pacific flexible leather cover, pocket size ,,
pany, Belleville , N. J. , has issued a

Coast . $ 1.00 .
couple of bulletins descriptive of the

Mr. W. N. Ryerson, for some time
The 1909 ( fifteenth ) annual edi

superintendent of the Ontario Power
tion of “ Standard Wiring” is now

company's output , and containing

some useful data.

Co., at Niagara Falls , Ont., has re
ready for distribution .

The January issue of “ Paistery , "
signed to accept a position as manager " Electrical Illuminating Engineer- published by the H. T. Paiste Com
of the Great Northern Power Com- ing." By William Edward Barrows, pany of Philadelphia, is devoted to

pany, of Duluth, Minn.
Jr.,B. S. E. E., Assistant Professor New Year philosophy, “ P -K ” rosettesP

Mr. Frank A. Poor has resigned as of Electrical Eng., Armour Institute and other Paiste specialties .

Sales Manager of the “ Bay State
of Technology: A comprehensive

Lamp Company," Danvers, Mass . , to book on a subject whose importance The Graphite Lubricating Com

become General Sales Manager ofthe is now becoming generally recognized .
isnowbecoming generally recognized . pany, ofBound Brook ,N. J., has is

sued a leaflet entitled “ Still Throwing
"Hygrade Incandescent Lamp Com- Very full details are given of modern
pany, manufacturers of the “Hy- methodsof providing illumination and Light,” which is devoted to testi

grade” Carbon , Tantalum and Tung- of improving the distribution of light. monials as to the quality of its graph

sten Lamps, of 136 Liberty Street, It is well illustrated . 216 pages . Mc ite bushings, bearings and washers.

New York and Danvers, Mass. Graw Publishing Co. , $ 2.00, net . The General Storage Battery Com

Mr. D. D. Pendleton, who was con
pany, of New York, has issued a

An Improved Socket
nected with the Westinghouse Elec booklet describing an installation of

tric & Manufacturing Company, of
The Bryant Electric Company, their battery in a large steel works in

Pittsburg, Pa., for some fifteen years, Bridgeport, Conn . , has brought out an Pennsylvania. Since the story was

has recently opened an office as Dis- improvement on the line of sockets written the same steel company has

trict Sales Manager of the American known as “ The New Wrinkle, ” which ordered another and larger battery of

Boiler Economy Co., manufacturers is especially designed for fixture the same make.

of the Copes Feed Water Regulator The August Mietz Iron Foundry

and the Copes Pump Governor . This and Machine Works, of New York,

regulator so controls the inflow of
makers of engines, pumps and hoists ,

feed water to steam boilers that the who have given special attention

water level is held within narrow lim to the development of gas and oil
its . The Copes Regulator is of es engines, have issued a neat and com

pecial value in steel plants and similar prehensive catalog of their output,

industries where sudden and irreg- work and is said to have few of the which ranges in capacity from i to

ular demands for steam are frequently socket frailties . No screws, no pro 200 h.p.

made upon the boilers . Mr. Pendle- jections, no corrugations, depressions Aircompressors, centrifugal and re

ton's offices are located in the Frick or threads . A cut shows the details . ciprocating pumps, and a neat line of

Building Annex, Pittsburg, Pa. light, portable oil engines, as well as

Mr. Robert Mather , long known as
compact, direct- coupled generating
sets

an active organizer and a shrewd
shown. The catalog is

student of affairs , has been elected particularly rich in detailed informa

chairman of the board of directors of tion on the manufacture and operating

the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
characteristics of the machinery

It is thought that Mr. Mather's turned out by this well-known firm ,
The company also has a neat line of

special experience as a railroad man ,
which , for the last 15 years , has been

Edison receptacles and rosettes for
he being president of the Rock Island among those of the first rank in its

conduit boxes, two of which

Co. , vice-president of the St. Louis & own particular field .
shown herewith .

San Francisco Railroad Co. , and head The widely-known firm of Pet

of the law department of the Rock Trade Publications tingell-Andrews Company, Boston ,

Island and Frisco lines, will be of Mass . , have out another issue of their
The Pacific Electric Heating Com

great advantage to the Westinghouse wide -awake house organ “ Juice," de

Company, as the expansion of the
pany of Ontario, California , has out a

voted to setting forth the advantage

electrification of steam railroads be
red hot issue of “ Hot Points ” for

of their O. K. fuse block cover and

gins to become a more important fac- January telling about its indestruc
O. K. connection blocks . Aside from

tor in the electrical manufacturing
tible electric irons .

their compactness, these devices are

business . The Western Electric Company, of designed to render tampering with

When the present depression in New York, has sent out " A Story with“ connections and fuse blocks impos

business is fully passed away , there is
a Moral," containing six characteristicsible . Along the same line the com

no doubt that this branch of electrical pictures of President-elect Taft with
pany has put out a booklet called

work will become one of the most im à Western Electric telephone.
“ Theft of Current."

portant, and the company is to be con- The Westinghouse Nernst Lamp also has issued a booklet telling of

gratulated in getting a man of Mr. Company, of Pittsburg, has out an- its complete line of remote control

Mather's judgment and training in other issue of “ The Glower,” contain- switches. The company is representa

one of its most important positions . ing a description of various Nernst tive of a line of the foremost manu

lamp installations in Cleveland , Ohio . facturers in the field of electrical sup

Book Review The Ohio Brass Co. , Mansfield , O., plies, and with its perfected organiza
has issued a new 100 - page catalog, tion and large stock has been able to

“" Standard Wiring" for Electric describing the company's line of acquire an enviable reputation for the

Light and Power, as adopted by the porcelain insulators and their acces- quality of its service to the buying

Fire Underwriters of the United sories . The company has produced a public.

BRYANT

are

are

The company

1

1
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Queen Testing Instruments
OSLENCIAL

The Queen Decade Portable Testing Set_measures

Resistance, Capacity, Inductance, Current, E. M. F.,

and has many other uses. Circular 403 with colored dia

grams describes them in detail.

The Queen Acme Portable Testing Set

is smaller and will execute nearly as many tests as the

Decade. Circular 366 tells all about them .

Cable Testing Apparatus, Tachometers, Photometers

QUEEN & CO., Inc.

Cor. Arch and Eighth Streets, Philadelphia , Penna.
QUEEN DECADE SET

HOWARE YOUR BATTERIES?

The " Connecticut' Pocket Meters Will Tell You

1909 TYPE ETCHED METAL DIAL

CONNECTICUT

TWO METERS IN ONE

0-6 Volts- 0-30 amperes 5.00

Ammeter only - 0-30 amperes - 3.50

The ampere side is used for testing dry and wet batteries, the voltage side for

storage batteries . ACCURATE , DEAD -BEAT, DURABLE, LOW IN PRICE.

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.

Send forCircular No. 50 MERIDEN . CONN. , U. S. A.

YA

Peerless Electric Company

lassified Directory of Manufacturers - Cont'a

GAUGES - PRESSURE, STEAM, WATER

Am . Steam Gauge & Valve Co., Boston .

Ashton Valve Co., Boston .

Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn .

Hohmann & Maurer Mfg.Co., Rochester.

Manning , Maxwell & Moore, New York .

Pittsburg, Gauge & Supply Co.,Pittsburg .

Star BrassMfg. Co., Boston.

Walworth Mfg. Co., Boston .

GEARS

New Process Rawhide Co.

Nuttal Co., R. D. , Pittsburg .

GERMAN SILVER

Seymour Mfg. Co. Seymour, Conn .

CLASS

PhoenixGlass Co.,New York .

GLOBES, SHADES, ETC.

Holophane Glass Co., New York .

Phoenix Glass Co., New York .

GRAPHITE

Dixon Cruc.Co., Jos., Jersey City, N. J.

GUARDS — INC . LAMPS

Gail-Webb Mſg. Co. , Buffalo .

Hubbell, Harvey, Bridgeport,
Matthews & Bro ., W. N., St. Louis.

HANGER BOARDS

Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Ft. Wayne, Ind .
HANGERS CABLE

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mass.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg.

HEATING DEVICES, ELECTRIC

American Elec'l Heater Co., Detroit.

Barr Elec. Mfg. Co., W. J. , Cleveland.

General Electric Co.,Schenectady , N. Y.

Johns -Manville Co., H. W. , New York .

Prometheus Elec . Co., New York.

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cambridge,

Mass.

Vulcan Electric Heating Co., Chicago.

HEATING — EXHAUST STEAM

Am. District Steam Co., Lockport, N. Y.

Diamond State Fibre Co., Elsemere, Del.

Mica Insulator Co., New York.
HOISTS AND CONVEYORS

Hunt, C. W.,Co., New York.

Jeffrey Mfg.Co., Columbus, O.

Northern Engineering Works, Detroit.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY

Dayton Globe Iron WorksCo., Dayton.

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian

apolis.

Leffel & Co., James, Springfield, O.

Pelton Water Wheel Co., San Francisco .

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton, O.

Risdon -Alcott Turbine Co., Mount Holly ,

N. J.

Smith Co. S. Morgan , York , Pa.

IMPREGNATING
APPARATUS

Devine Co., J. P. , Buffalo .

Hubbard'sSons, Norman , Brooklyn.

INDICATORS

American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.

INSTRUMENTS - ELECTRICAL

American Instrument Co., Philadelphia.

Atwater Kent Mfg . Co., Philadelphia.

Baillard , E. V. , New York.

Biddle, JamesG. , Philadelphia .

Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn.

Clark Electric Meter Co., Chicago .

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co. ,

Meriden , Conn .

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co., Philadelphia .

Dongan Instrument Co., Albany,N. Y.

Duncan Elec. Mfg . Co., Lafayette, Ind.

Eldredge Elec. Mfg.Co. Springfield,
Mass.

Foote -Pierson & Co., New York .

Fort Wayne Electric Works, Ft. Wayne,

Ind .

General Electric Co., Schenectady:

KeystoneElec. Instrument Co., Phila.

Leeds & Northrup, Philadelphia.

Machado & Roller, New York.

Pignolet, Louis M., New York.

Queen & Co., Philadelphia.

Robert Instrument Co., Detroit.

Sangamo Electric Co., Springfield , IU.

No. 122-124 S. Green Street

CHICAGO

Headquarters for

RECORDING WATTMETERS

and ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

::SUPERIOR QUALITY MODERATE PRICE

Voltmeters, Ammeters, Volt -Ammeters

Our 3-in-1 Volt -Ammeter measures voltage of single cell of battery or

electric light current, besides amperes. Send for complete catalog.

L. M. PIGNOLET, 78 Cortlandt Street, New YorkM

" KENT POCKET METERS " Aro Standard and

“ Dead Boat" Accuraoy Guarantood

0-5 Volts, 0-20 Amperes, Price $ 6.00

0-6 Volts, 0-30 Amperes, 6.00

0-20 Amperes 4.00

0-30 Amperes 4.00

Atwater Kent Mfg. Works, 102 N. Sixth St., Philadelphia , Pa.

.

Duncan Meter

For Direct Currents

Standard of America

Duncan Electric Mfg. Co. ,

Lafayette, Ind.
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Quick Work on a Concrete Dam.

The dam at Bellows Falls, Vt . ,

built by the Aberthaw Construction

Company, Boston , Mass . , from designs

by Chas. T. Main, Mill Engineer and

Architect of the same city , has been

completed. This dam is 600 ft . long

and 40 ft . high in the deepest part.

Work was started the first of August

and the last concrete was placed No

vember 25th . The construction was

progressed rapidly on account of the

Connecticut River being lower this

summer than at any time in 35 years

past . The dam is built just below an

old, leaky crib dam , and the problems

of construction were the handling of

the leakage by building a large coffer

dam to hold back the water from the

deeper places , and the economical

handling of concrete. An unusually

efficient contracting plant was erected ,

making it possible to use much less

equipment than is usual in most work

of this kind . This dam supplies power

to various mills at Bellows Falls , most

of it being used by the International

Paper Company.

held December 8th , in the Carnegie

Institute Lecture Hall. Mr. W.

Edgar Reed, Chairman , presided .

The attendance was 110.

A preliminary dinner was held just

previous to the meeting at which the

attendance was seventeen .

The subject for the evening was

" Some Experience in the Use of Gas

Engines for Electric Power Genera

tion," an original paper by Mr. J. R.

Bibbins, of the Westinghouse Ma
chine Company.

The discussion following the paper

was participated in by Prof. W.

Trinks, of the Carnegie Technical

Schools , Mr. W. E. Moore, of the

West Penn Railways Company, Mr.

Wm. Hoopes , of the Aluminum Com

pany of America , Mr. C. D. Smith, of

the U. S. Geological Survey. Mr. E.

B. Tuttle and Mr. R. A. L. Snyder ,

of the C. D. & P. Telephone Company,

Mr. J. G. Schroeder, of the Union

Switch and Signal Company, Mr.

W. F. Flint and Mr. E. B. McClel

land , of the Westinghouse Machine

Company, and Mr. P. M. Lincoln ,

Mr. W. L. Waters and Mr. D. W.

Burke, of the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company.

BERNIIARD C. Rowe,

Local Secretary.

9
A. I. E. E. Meeting

The regular December Meeting of
the Pittsburg Section of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers was

Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Coni'd

Schaeffer& Budenberg , New York

Simplex Co., Newark , N. J.

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co., St. Louis.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitto

burg.

Whitney Elec'l Instr . Co , New York .

INSULATING MACHINERY

Aiton Machine Co., New York.

New England Butt Co., Providence ,R. I.

INSULATING MATERIAL COMPOUNDS

CLOTH AND PAPER

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M., Boston .

Johns-Manville Co., H. W. , New York .

Mica Insulator Co., New York.

Munsell & Co., Eugene, Chicago .

INSULATING MATERIAL - COMPOUNDS

PAINTS AND VARNISHES

Macon -Evans Varnish Co., Pittsburg.

Massachusetts Chem . Co.,Walpole, Mass .

Standard Paint Co., New York.

Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburg .

INSULATING MATERIAL - FIBRE

American Vulcanized Fibre Co., Wilming

ton , Del.

Diamond State Fibre Co., Elsemere, Del.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.,Wilmington , Del.

Morris Elec. Co., Wilmington , Del.

United Indurated Fibre Spec. Co., Lock

port, N. Y.

Wilmington Fibre Spec. Co., Wilmington ,

Del.

INSULATING MATERIALLAVA

American Lava Co., Chattanooga, Tenn .

Kruesi, P. J. , Chattanooga .

Steward Mig . Co.,D. M., Chattanooga .
INSULATING MATERIAL MICA

Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York .

Mica Insulator Co., New York.

Munsell & Co., Eugene, Chicago.

INSULATING MATERIAL PORCELAIN

Imperial Porcelain Works, Trenton , N.).

Locke Insulator Mfg . Co., Victor, N. Y.
NationalPorcelain®Co.,Trenton, N. J.

Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y.

Sears, Henry D., Boston .

Thomas&Sons Co., R.,E. Liverpool,0 .
INSULATING MATERIAL - TAPE

Amer. Electrical Wks., Philipsdale, R. I.

Massachusetts Chem . Co., Walpole, Mass .

Morgan & Wright, Detroit.

New York Insulated Wire Co., N. Y.

Okonite Co., Ltd., New York.

Schott , W.H. , Chicago .

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg.

INSULATORS - GLASS

Hemingway Glass Co., Louisville.

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co., Victor, N. Y.

Sears, Henry D. , Boston.

INSULATORSPORCELAIN AND COM

POSITION

AndersonMfg. Co.,A. & J. M., Boston.

Imperial Porcelain Works, Trenton , N. J.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York.

Locke Insulator Mfg . Co., Victor, N. Y.

Sears, Henry D. , Boston .

Thomas & Sons Co., R. , E. Liverpool, O.

JACKS

Watson -Stillman Co., NewYork .
Henderer's Sons, A.L. , Wilmington, Del.

KNIFE SWITCHES

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M., Boston .

LAMPS - ARC

Adams-Bagnall Elec . Co., Cleveland.

Am . Arc Lamp Co. , Kalamazoo , Mich .

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M., Boston .

Beck Flaming Lamp Co., NewYork.

Excello ArcLamp Co., NewYork .

Ft. Wayne Electric Works, Ft. Wayne.

General Electric Co., Schenectady .

Hamburger , Felix , New York.

Helios Mfg. Co., Philadelphia .

Marquette Elec. Mfg . Co., Chicago.

Toerring Co. , C. J., Philadelphia .
Warner Arc Lamp Co. , Muncie, Ind .

Western Electric Co., Chicago.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg Co. , Pitts

burg.

RUBBER WIRES AND CABLESCOVERED

National India Rubber Co. , Office and Factory ,Bristol, R. I.

139 Duane St., N. Y. 46 Pearl St., Buttalo 84 Lake St., Chicago

OUR SMALL USEFUL MACHINES FOREXPERI:

to TO.

I

MENTAL WORK

WONDER DYNAMO -MOTOR : The most complete small experimental machine made.

Lights lamps, runs motors, decomposes water , etc. Output 12 watts. Wound for any voltage up

Has laminated armature , making it the most efficient little machine of its kind on the market.

Weight 4 lbs .; height: 5 inches. Retail price $ 4.50 .

WONDER ALTERNATOR : ' Is the only combined direct and alternating current generator

made. Retail price $ 6.50.

You will find the above excellent sellers for the Holiday Trade. Send for description.

We are also manufacturers of Marine and Stationary Gasoline Engines and complete lighting outfits
from 10 to 100 lights . If interested send for catalogue. Liberal discount to dealers.

WONDER MANUFÀCTURING COMPANY, 285 Tallman Street, Syracuse , N. Y

Electric Motor Controllers of All Kinds

THE NEW GLOBE ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

Philadelphia , K. & B. Co. AMSTERDAM , N. Y.

THE ELECTRICAL AGE

wants the services of good subscription solicitors .

THE ELECTRICAL AGE, 45 East 42d Street, New York
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ESTABLISHED 1883 lighting increased 76.6% , the increase above-mentioned increase of over

Published monthly by of income from other electrical sources 200 % in water-power plants for cen

The Electrical Age Co. , 45 E. 42d Street, New York . was 217.2% ; in other words in 1902, tral station service , emphasizes the im

J. H. SMITH , Pres . C. A. HOPE, Sec . and Treas . the proportion of income from power portance of the question of the control
JOHN HAYS SMITH , Editor.

service to the total income from elec- of this source of energy which was

Telephone No. 6498 38th .

trical services was 16.7% ; in 1907 it recently raised by President Roose
Private branch exchange connecting all departments .

Cable Address-Revolvable , New York .

velt and was touched on in the last
was 25.4% . The horse-power of mo

tors connected with the circuits of the issue of the ELECTRICAL AGE.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

companies increased from 438,005 in The total gross income of the trac
United States and Mexico , $ 1.00 .

Canada, $1.50. To Other Countries , $ 2.50 1902 to 1,649,026 in 1907, being an tion companies was $ 429,744,254, an

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS
increase of 276.5% . increase of 71.6% , but the net income

insertion of new advertisements or changes of copy cannot Another notable feature is the in- of $ 40,340,286 represents an incre

be guaranteed for the fo.lowing issue if received later than the

15th of each month .

ment of but 31.8% , which tends to
crease in water-power plant capacity,

which was over 207% in the five years ,
confirm the impression that electric

while the capacity of steam and gas- railroad service cannot be materially

CONTENTS driven plants increased but 92.8% .
cheapened under present conditions.

The rapid increase in the growth of
The income and expense statistics

EDITORIAL

electrical traction is illustrated in the
for the central stations are not com

Preliminary Reports on Electrical Industries. 53 report on electric railroads. It shows plete enough to make a close compari

Western Representation in the A. I. E. E ... 54 1236 companies as compared with 987
son . Probably with the final report a

The Unit Cost.......
.

at the endof 1902, an increase of 25 % complete analysis will be rendered.

The total number of cars was 83,641,
From the data submitted the ques

The Sovereignty of Water- Power .
of which 70,016 were passenger cars.

tion as to the relative rapidity of

The number of passenger cars in
growth of the two branches is not

The Patent Court....

creased by 16% .
The number of easily determined, but from other evi

LEADING ARTICLES freight cars more than doubled . The dence it appears that the traction in

Transformation Wrinkles.... total mileage of main lines was 25,547
terests are larger, and that they fre

Comparative Cost of Power Production ...... 63 as compared with 16,651 in 1902; an
quently obtain their growth by absorb

increase of 53.4% .
ing the lighting industry of their ter

Notes on Switchboard Instruments . ritory .
The passengers carried in 1907

numbered 9,533,080,766, which is an
Edwin Reynolds

Preliminary Reports on Electrical increase of 63 % for the five years .

Industries
The fact that the total output of On another page of the issue is

stations now amounting to about four given a sketch of the career of Edwin

The preliminary reports of the and three -quarter billion kw -hr. has Reynolds, in whose death the engin

United States Census Bureau for 1907 increased by 110 % , while the number eering world loses one of its masters.

on "Central Stations ” and “Electric of power-plants only by 22 or 27% , Although connected directly with the

Railroads” contained some interesting shows that these companies also are · development of the steam engine, so

statistics of the condition of these finding other uses for their power than allied is this with the changes that

branches of electrical industry at the merely the hauling of passengers and have taken place in the generator, that

end of 1907, as compared with 1902. really is a measure of the absorption the electric industry, scarcely less than

An analysis of these reports shows of the light and power companies by the steam engine builder's, is indebted

clearly the prevailing tendency of the the traction interests. to his genius. For this reason it is

last five years. In the central station The total income from all plants is not unfitting that the debt be acknowl

reports, which for purposes of com- more than double for an increase of edged in these pages.

parison are tabulated with the report less than 100 % in plant costs. This Perhaps the most conspicuous of the

of 1902, is indicated the steady and is , of course , due partly to the econ- services rendered to the electrical

solid growth during this period . It omies resulting from the replacement world by Mr. Reynolds was the design

shows 4714 establishments as of several small plants by one large of the great 12,000 horse -power engine

pared with 3620 at the end of 1902. one and to the improved load factors for the power plants of the traction

This is an increase of 30% . 1252 of obtained, as well as to the late im- companies of New York.

these plants are municipal , the in- provements in power plant machinery The brilliancy and value of this feat

crease of this class of plants being and in the management of electric are in no wise lessened by the fact that

53.6% . The tendency to consolidate properties . with the advent of the high -speed

plants is noticeable in this branch , but It is also to be noted that while turbo generator, it is unlikely that any

somewhat less so than in the traction steam and gas-driven plants furnish- such machines will ever be built again.

industry . ing power for railroad uses have in- They will run for many years to come

The effect of the campaign for a creased 83.4% , water -power plant as a not unworthy monument of what

power load shows in the statement that capacity has increased 86.5 % , which the men of the early days of the elec

while the companies' income from fact, taken in connection with the trical age could produce.

com

53
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are

TOTAL IN UNITED STATES, 5,2 24 .

GROUP I GROUP II

the River

Western Representation in the and members, has one manager, when truly by reason of this fact. But we

A. I. E. E. Management it should have two, and two directors hardly believe that there is any gen

when it should have eight.For some time there has been a eral acceptance of this theory. There

feeling in certain sections of the For some years past each of these is no reality in it , and it is absolutely

country that the western membership
three sections has been entitled to a opposed to the spirit of the organiza

has not been represented on the gov representative on the directing body, tion of the Institute, which is ' essen

erning body of the American Institute
but there has been no more than three tially democratic in character.

of Electrical Engineers to an extent
so far from the trans- Mississippi The western members will be able

proportional to its numerical import- region . to get their share of representation by

ance. a little active teamwork on their ownOn the theory that half a loaf is bet

The custom has grown up that the
ter than no bread, the portionless folk account. The constitution of the In

highest honors of the Institute are as
of the far western and coast regions stitute is a model of clearness and

a rule to be the reward of faithful worse off than their under or careful provision has been made in it

service on its board of managers .
half-represented brothers in the mid- to enable any representative group to

While, for very good reasons , this has
dle west. get together and put up their man .

not always been the case, the excep The selection of managers accord After that, all that is necessary is for

tions have been just about frequent ing to geographical distribution of the
uniform action among the members in

enough to prove the rule . This being membership is an attractive plan , but the region interested. The obstacle

the case, the constitution of the board there are many reasons which have to this has been the vast distances of

of managers becomes of special inter- often been cited against it , and some the western cities from each other

.est. of them have real weight . It has often and the intense life , centering in each

A glance at the list of 12 managers been urged that it is impossible for community. Immersed in their own
shows that none comes from the Pa- managers from the far West to attend affair, it has been simply another case
cific Coast, none from the trans-Mis- the monthly meetings of the board , of no one to take the first step . In

sissippi country and only one from the which is a detriment to the latter's this connection it is curious to note

States lying west of the Pittsburgh efficiency. It is true that an enormous that the same indifference to the de

meridian . The geographical distribu- distance separates them from the
tails of the government seen in larger

tion of membership in the West is center of mass of the electrical fra- and less intelligent bodies, is in evi

somewhat as follows : ternity. On the other hand, it must
dence in the Institute. Less than one

member in twenty takes the trouble to
WESTERN MEMBERS.

cast a nominating vote . The entire

electing vote is less than the combined

membership of the twotwo smallest
GROUP III

groups tabulated above . Under the

present conditions , if these membersBetween the Rockies and

West of Rocky Mountains West of Pittsburgh

were to act all together, they could

elect the entire management.
Michigan .

The time for the annual election of
Nevada .

officers is drawing close , and it is
Iowa ..

Washington Nebraska. Kentucky hoped that this matter will not be lost

Oregon.. Wyoming. sight of . In connection with the de

Mississippi . sire that our brilliant confraternity on

the unrepresented coast may "come

New Mexico .
into its own ,” we note with pleasure a

Louisiana.
movement for nominating to office

one of the ablest of Californian engi
Total Members.

neers. The name and fame of this

Percent of Total ... 8.8% 8.6%
19% gentleman are too well known to need

mention here . His interest in the InProportional number of

Managers.. stitute and his work as Chairman of

the San Francisco section has been of

the sort that enable us to congratulate
It is a general custom, founded on be granted that managers from the the official body on the prospect of his

the love of equality ( so dear to the far West can occasionally attend , and accession .

American mind ) , that all parts of an even when absent can communicate We bespeak for him a hearty sup

organization shall have an adequate their wishes to the attending members. port from those who believe that jus

representation in its government. The important thing is not so much to tice and equity demand a better repre

Reckoning representation on this have a physical body present at the sentation of their fellow-members

basis , of the three great sections indi- meeting as to have a thinking brain in around on the sunset side of the con

cated , the Pacific Coast taken as all the West in close touch with the mem- tinent.

the States lying west of the conti- bership in that section . If the geo
nental divide should have one man- graphical center of membership of the

The Unit Cost

ager and two directors , and the coun- Institute shall ever move to the Middle In an engineering undertaking the

try between the mountains and the West, we predict, in the full realization unit of cost is the bridge, or bond, of

river is also entitled to the same num- that prophecy is dangerous , that the union between the physical and finan

ber. meeting of the board will be held in cial wings of the structure. All of

This huge section with over a Chicago or St. Louis. the fore and aft figuring starts from .

thousand members, though entitled to It is sometimes said that a number and harks back to the unit of output

two managers, has none. of the managers represent large com- whether the sum is a static quantity

The great and rich section lying be- mercial interests which are national in such as a ton of finished steel or a

tween the Mississippi and the Pitts- their scope , and that therefore these dynamic quantity such as a kilowatt
burgh meridian , with nearly a thous- membersof the board represent more hour.

28 Wisconsin .California .

Arizona .

Idaho .

265

7

11

10

41

99

79

Montana ..

North Dakota .

South Dakota .

Minnesota

Ohio .

Indiana .

Illinois

62

44Utah .

四
5
7

&
#
8
2
2
9
4
7
4
8

%
乱

109

51

254

84

404

19

21

38

10

Tennessee .

Alabama

3
2
3
2

Colorado.

Kansas.

Missouri..

Oklahoma.

:
:
:

114

Arkansas.

Texas .

22

31

512 452 990

1 1 2
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used per

In recent years , when the science of general lines. He sought first to same. This was achieved by improv

cost-keeping has been brought to a diminish the cost of power produc- ing the efficiency of the better men and

point of refinement and accuracy un- tion ; second, to decrease the waste in displacing the inferior.

dreamed of 25 years ago, when by im- power consumption . Starting in the As the total of a bill is the point

proved record and filing systems, the boiler -room , he first cut the length of that fixes the owner's attention , and

innumerable component costs that the working day by 25 per cent., and the net decrease in the total amount

make up the total of any complex introduced a careful system of record- of money paid out for the month was

piece of modern machinery, such as a ing coal, water and supplies . He $ 1260, a reduction on the operating

turbo- generator, for example, are all coached the firemen in the best method costs of over 16 per cent. , there was

kept with unerring accuracy and are of firing and making a good showing no disposition to find fault with the

available for reference at a moment's in the records. He awakened a spirit fact that the cost per unit of output

notice, publication of cost data has of emulation and intelligent pride in was raised as noted above.

come very much to the center of the the work. He saw to it that the boil- The gist of the matter is that the

view . Modern standard works and the ers were kept clean and tight, and that plant is underloaded and that the re

files of the engineering and trade the setting was in good shape . duction of waste in the use of power

journals bristle with long columns of In the engine- room and throughout was of greater relative weight than

cost figures of every conceivable fac- the plant he went after the leaks and the economies effected in the cost of

tor that enters into the subject un- loads. Indicator diagrams were taken , its production.

der discussion . Even books for use in valves were reset where necessary ,

the schoolrooms and laboratories show and all leaks seen and unseen in the
The Sovereignty of Water

that the importance of the financial system were stopped as far as possible . Power

element is now grasped by those who The load factor of the different ma

devote their energies to this field, and chines was looked after and brought Since the early days of human

they give an amount of cost data un- up to the highest possible value . Im- society the life of the community has

known and unthought of ten years proved types of lamp and other ap
centered about the fountains and

ago . paratus were adopted where possible.
streams. By the shores of the great

Withal, it is to be noted that there Waste in supplies and repair material rivers in the milder climates of Asia

is yet much looseness in the way costs, was eliminated , and everyone's inter and Africa the first great civilizations

and especially unit costs , are handled. est in his share of the work was quick- grew to maturity, and in the course of

Animated discussions arise on the ened. time came to fix and establish law .

" cost per kilowatt-hour" of the output By means of these and other meas
Among the first laws of which

of a given plant, without the sign of ures that need not be here set forth in knowledge has come down to our

a qualification as to the kind of cost detail , he actually succeeded in cutting times are those regulating the rights

referred to . Moreover, references to down the kilowatt-hours of the State to its waters , and we be

the total cost of unit are often made month from 357,000 to 253,000, a lieve it to be the fact that throughout

in a misleading way. It is especially reduction of nearly 30 per cent. , and
the entire world these rights are of

apt to occur in the analysis of the ex- also reduced the total steam consump substantially the same nature. The

penses of a plant, and unless properly tion per kilowatt-hour from 37 lb. to control of all navigable rivers and

checked may lead to unexpected re- about 30. After several months of lakes is vested in the central govern

sults . A case in point follows : A missionary work, the consulting oper ment, that of the lesser streams and

leading commercial concern , operating ating engineer thought he was ready
water courses in the local authorities .

an isolated plant of about 1500 boiler for a show -down . By this time a com
Under the oldest forms of Latin law

h.p. capacity within 50 miles of New plete year had gone around, and the all running waters are under govern

York, received cost figures on the op- table for the same month whose fig ment control, but the idea in the North

eration of its plant fora certain month ures were given above was duly pre of Europe was that the local communi

and they looked somewhat like this : pared and is given : ty should control its own waters, sub

ject , of course , to the right of the gen
Salaries. $350

Wages. 2,125 Wages , 2,125 eral government.

Coal.. 4,372 3,338 Inthe United States the law states
Water .

Oil and Waste . that Congress shall exercise constitu
Supplies. Supplies.

Repairs.. Repairs. tional controlover all navigable waters,
Interest.

and the question as to the navigability
Insurance and Taxes .

Depreciation ... Depreciation .. rests with Congress. In Mexico the

Total ... $8,570 $7,310 Latin custom prevails , and there is no

Total output in Kilowatts, 357,000 . Total output in kilowatts hours , 253,000. need to determine navigability .

Total cost per kilowatt , 2.4 cents . Total cost per kilowatt hour, 2.88 cents.

Water legislation in the various

The owners did not feel particu- The first thing that struck the man- States forming the Union has been as

larly well pleased with these results . agement was that the unit of cost was profuse and often as footless as on

They were aware that John Jones, greater than before by .48 of a cent , many other subjects. The defilement

who operated a similar plant not far an increase of 20 per cent. The ele- of our fair streams by the criminal al

off, was getting his power for a sim- ments of the combined costs in the two liance of carelessness and greed that

ilar total cost of two cents per kilo- cases compared as follows : has led to so much of the national

watt-hour, and they wanted to at waste is not the least of our sins
Total operating cost , exclusive

least approximate that performance in of wages and salaries ..
$ 5,255 $ 3,995 against our fatherland . Too long have
7,730

their own plant.
Total operating cost..

Total of fixed charges. the misusage and neglect of the pub
Accordingly after months of hesi

Total operating costs per kilo lic been scarcely less injurious to the

tancy and inquiry, a consulting oper- watt hour, cents.. actual streams than to their fountain
Total cost per kilowatt hour .

ating engineer was called in to under heads.

take the reorganization of the running In this instance it is to be noted that It is with great satisfaction that we

of the plant.The consulting operating although the length of the working have noted the stirrings of public con
engineer immediately got very busy. day was cut from 12 to 9 hours, the science in this matter. Though slow ,

His course of action was along two total paid out in wages remained the the arousing from the stupor and in

Salaries . $ 350

Coal..

Water

Oil and Waste .

705

27

41

110

530

63

.
.
.
.

418

19

37

183

530

63

247

Interest .

Insurance and Taxes .

247

Total .

6,470

840840

2.16

2.4

2.66

2.88
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lars a year.

a

ertia of neglect is none the less real , compared with the other stupendous ent litigation has been to weave an

and will goon. Evidences of its move- effects of the rainfall on a country's elaborate chain of procedure whose

ment are showing on every hand. well-being — they know that with care unintentional effect has been to

Last month a bill was introduced that power will suffice for ages to strangle the chances of the inventor.

into the Legislature of New York come. Theoretically the flowing wa- The government reports tell us that

State which proposes a constitutional ters of the earth aggregate eight tril- the average male citizen of the United

amendment to be known as Section lions, or 143 h.p. per square mile and States is in possession of an income of

7A of Article 7 of the Constitution of five per inhabitant. Utilizable of this between eight and nine hundred dol

the State of New York. are at least five hundred billions or an

The new amendment reads as fol- average of nine per square mile. The This being the case, what are his

lows : value of this resource to the world- prospects under the present methods

“ The people of this State in their and that of our own land is above the of conducting this class of litigation ?

right of sovereignty do possess the average — will insure its guardianship. The weary string of trials , running

original and ultimate property of the To the engineering professions the from court to court, wear out his for

waters in and about all rivers , lakes , world will look for its guidance in the tune and patience. A rich corpora

streams and tributaries within the State preservation of its heritage. As to tion , if unprincipled, or a crafy patent

of New York, and it shall remain the how they will fulfil the tremendous shyster can rob him of all the benefits

property of the State and under its trust no one who knows them has of the invention simply by " lawing

management forever. doubt. him down.”

" §2. The State shall not lease or Instances of this process are so well

otherwise dispose of the waters of any
The Patent Court

known that almost all of us can recall

river, lake, stream or tributary for In the news dispatches for the cur- several . In the electrical field suffice

water power for a period of more rent month is a brief notice to the ef- it to mention such classic cases as the

than ten years, except that the State fect that the committee powers at Tesla induction motor patents which

may lease, contract or otherwise dis- Washington have reported favorably were afflicted with chronic litigation

pose of the waters of the rivers , lakes , on the plan to establish a Patent Court. until they expired. The Stanley trans

streams and tributaries for the pur- Some time ago, after a protracted former patents and those of the Van

pose of supplying water to the in- campaign against the limitations of the Depoele underrunning trolley are also

habitants of State of New York ." present long out -worn system of in point. So widespread has the dis

There is no doubt that the public handling patent cases, the American ease become that there are many ob

of to -day is at last awake to its in- Bar Association was induced to take servers who think that it is deliber

terest in the vital matter of the con- up the grievance. The Association ately bred and spread by the highly

trol, preservation and restoration of drew up a bill providing for a court organized and astute body of gentle

the forests. This State to-day controls consisting of five judges, to sit perma- men whose incomes its prevalence

nearly a million and three-quarters nently at Washington and try all pat- enormously increases .

acres of public forest land. Other ent cases . At all stages of the process the pat

States have acquired, and are acquir- With the enormous expansion of ent case is a stranger within the gates

ing, like imposing holdings. The work business of the last fifteen years, the of the temple of justice. Before each

of the government in this line is well- situation in the Patent Office had be- Federal Judge the patent cases form

known. Now we take it that the come so strained that even Congress but a small portion of the total . Sand

forest control and water control are at last had to act . Of the more than wiched between postoffice robberies

very closely related . The relation is 900,000 patents issued up to date over and applications for receivership

really about that of the late lamented half have been issued since 1895. In comes the highly complicated technical

Siamese twins. The conservation and other words, the office has been called patent dispute to receive justice. The

restoration of our shrunken rivers will on to do as much work in fifteen years result is usually a strain on judge and

proceed with and from the reforest- as in all its previous history. More- justice alike .

ing of the hills that rise about the over , the salaries of the employes Modern technical conditions have

fountain -heads. The great commercial were way behind the modern scale. reached a stage where the brain of

interests themselves, who, ten years Some of them , it is said, had not been one man can no longer compass their
ago, were in the front of the riot of increased for 60 years. The repeated tremendous scope. The technical

waste have learned by actual experi- appeals for relief which formed the judge, learned alike in the patent law
ence its cost and ultimate ruin . The bulk of the reports of the Commission- and the many branches of industrial
iron bond of self- interest will tie them er of Patents at last were heeded and science, is as certain to evolve as was

henceforth to the wheel of progress. recently the force in the office was the specialist.

We look to their earnest and powerful greatly enlarged, salaries raised to a
The industries based on patent

co -operation in the work that lies level more in keeping with the import- rights are worth many millions. The
ahead .

ance of the work done and the space patent office itself takes in $ 2,000,000

Long ago the nations of central and at the disposal of the bureau increased. a year in round numbers. It is high

southern Asia and the south of Europe The improvements form but a small time that its dignity and value receive

took their tolls from the coming gen- part of what must be done before the their full recognition. The creation of

eration . To the operation of the great " patent industry,” if it may so be a patent court is a step already too

law anent “ the sins of the fathers” may termed, is placed on an equitable and long delayed. An authoritative and

be traced many of the conditions that efficient basis. The hardship and in- final tribunal sitting, first and last ,

make the deplorable plight of those justice wrought by congestion and on all patent cases will mean swift

lands as we see them to -day. The wis- delay in the office is almost infinitesi- and , let us hope, sure justice alike to

dom of much time has attempted to mal beside what has been taking place the inventor possessed of small means

forecast the future by stating that outside.
and to the corporation with its mil

" history repeats itself." Will it do so The evolution of patent law has fol- lions. Its establishment, affecting as

in this land and time? lowed that of the other branches. Un- it does a field of action whose inten

We believe not. Men are alive to- der the effects of the prevailing sys- sity is distinctively and peculiarly of

day as never before. In the matter of tem the result of the work of a hun- our country, will be heartily welcomed

water -power only — a minor one dred years of patent granting and pat- by the whole American people.as



Transformation Wrinkles

H. B. GEAR and P. F. WILLIAMS

Commonwealth Edison Co. , Chicago

THE nuse of various adistributing known as having a ratio of transfor
are

a

mation .

The primary connections

changed from 2200 to 1100 by means

of a connection block inside the trans

former case . The terminals of the

secondary coils are brought outside

blocks are not used because of the

large current carrying capacity re

quired on the secondary side.

The connections for three -phase,

three -wire and four-wire systems are

shown in Figs . 1 ( c ) and ( d ) . A

simple way to remember the three

2200V . 1100v.

nes

1

muy umy

lov.F

( a)

lor 110V

( 6 )( +

2201

single, two and three-phase sys

tems, gives rise to situations which

require the distribution engineer to

resort to various unusual devices to

fit these together with standard ap

paratus.

A breakdown in an industrial plant

may make it necessary to get quick

action in furnishing power from the

central-station system . The ability to

make such connections promptly may

be a factor in impressing the indus

trial concern with the advantages of
drawing its supply from the distrib

uting system permanently . Or condi

tions may arise when it becomes desir

able to be able to render service to a

consumer who has been securing his

services from a competitor on a dif

ferent system .

Such situations cannot always be

easily met, since a change from the

direct to alternating current or other

conditions which necessitate a change

in motors involves an expense which

is likely to be prohibitive.

However, there are situations which

can be met with comparative ease by

the use of standard apparatus, which

should be sufficiently familiar to the

engineer to enable him to turn readily

to his data book to get the necessary

details asas to connections, voltages,

capacities of transformers and such

information as he is in urgent need of.

Some of the combinations and devices

which are most likely to arise, as well

as others which are unusual are , there

fore, presented herewith.

The connections of standard line

tiansformers are shown in Figure

I ( a ) and 1 ( b ) for convenient refer

ence . Such transformers are made

with two primary and two secondary

coils. This permits their use on 2200

volt circuits, as shown in Fig . 1 ( a ) or

1100 -volt circuits as shown in 1 (b ).

Similarly the secondary may be con

nected for 110 volts to supply lighting

or power on the two-wire system , as

in 1 ( a ) or for lighting or power on

the three -wire Edison system at 110

220 volts , as in Fig. 1 ( b) .

Systems operating at approximately

2080 volts sometimes use a standard

transformer having windings for

1040-2080 to 115-230 volts. Such

transformers are commonly called 9

to 1 in distinguishing them from

1040-2080 to 104/208, which are

K3
6
0
0

K 2200 V

20VO

230

220 V

400 V

( C ) low

Fig. 1. - SINGLE AND THREE - PHASE NECTIONS

the case in such proximity that they wire connection is to bear in mind that

are readily put in parallel by joining when all the transformers are con

the adjacent terminals as ini(a ). nected in series in a closed circuit, a

Likewise for 220 - volt operation the tap is made from each phase wire to

two middle terminals are connected the common point between each pair

together thus forming the neutral of of transformers. This is the well

the three -wire system . Connection known “ delta ” connection, so called

57
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( a )

0
4
/
7

( b )

2
2
8
8
4

( c )

1
1
6
7

2
0
8
0

/

1
9
7
6

a

a

because the triangle by which it is has so much load that the pressure drawn through its primary winding in

represented resembles the Greek letter drops more than the normal regulation proportion to the load on the line. If

delta . of the feeder will care for , a 110 - volt the primary of the booster is opened

The connection in Fig. I ( d ) is transformer inserted in the line as a while the secondary is carrying the

easily recalled by bearing in mind that booster will raise the primary pressure line current the magnetization of the

all right-hand terminals go to the 110 volts . This raises the secondary transformer is greatly increased and

phase wires while all left -hand ter- pressure on all the transformers 5.5 the booster acts as a choke coil in the

minals go to the neutral or vice versa. volts. In the case of the 440 -volt main circuit. This causes a large drop

service supplied by star -connected of pressure in the booster, imposing

230-volt transformers a 10 per cent. upon its secondary winding a differ

booster in each phase raises the nor- ence of potentialof several hundred

mal pressure of 230-400 volts to 253- volts. The primary coils likewise gen

440 volts. erate a pressure 10 or 20 times that in

Various other applications of the the secondary, and the insulation of a

booster arise in every large distribut- 2000-volt transformer is subjected to

ing system , some of which are in- a potential of 10,000 to 20,000 volts or

cluded in certain special cases consid- more , depending upon the load carried

ered hereinafter. by the main circuit at the time.

With the secondary connected in the In case it is attempted to use a fuse

reverse order the transformer becomes in the primary, the blowing of the fuse

a choke, depressing the line pressure creates this condition and the arc holds

instead of raising it. This is a useful across the terminals of the fuse block

device in some schemes of connection, until it burns itself clear . It has often

where a little less pressure is desired . been observed that where boosters

The proper connection of the sec- have been “ protected ” by fuses in this

ondary for booster or choke must usu- way, the transformer has burned out

ally be determined by trial for any shortly after the blowing of its prim

given type of transformer, but once ary fuses if not at the time.

determined any transformer of the

same type may be connected in a sim

ilar manner. The connections of Fig.

2 are those for the transformers of the

principal makers.

The connections for simple

booster are shown in Fig . 2 ( a ) , the

( d ) line pressure being raised from 2080

Fig . 2. - SIMPLE BOOSTER CONNECTIONS to 2184 volts , or five per cent. The

connection of 2 ( b ) is that for an aug

This connection is called the “ Y ” or mented booster, in which the line

" star" connection because of its re- pressure is raised from 2080 to 2190 ,

semblance to these forms when repre- because the primary of the booster is

sented in a polar diagram . connected across the line on the far

The secondary connection may be side, and the booster is boosted, as

made either delta or Y in either sys- well as the line. This gives an in

tem . The Y connection gives 1.73 crease of 5.5 per cent. in the line pres
(6)

times the voltage of the delta and is

therefore a useful device to resort to Fig. 2 ( c ) shows a 10 % simple

in giving 400 -volt service from 230 booster and 2 ( d ) an augmented 11.1 %

volt transformers on a three -phase booster.

system . It may be taken advantage of The corresponding connections for

in many other ways since it only re- a 5% choke are shown in Fig. 3 ( a ), a

quires the use of about 15 per cent . 4.75 % choke in 3 ( b ), a 10 % choke

additional pressure to make a ratio of in 3 ( c ) and a 9.1 % choke in 3 ( d ) .
( c )

2 to I. It should be noted that the trans

In combining transmission systems formers used in these illustrations

it is often possible to use existing have an interchangeable 10 or 20 to I

transformersby merely changing from ratio of transformation, and that these

delta to Y connection , or vice versa . percentages apply only to boosters

Where it is necessary to raise or having this ratio of transformation .

lower pressure by a fixed percentage, If boosters having a ratio of 2080 to

as is necessary when transformer 115-230 are used the percentages are

ratios are not quite right, this may be increased about 10% . Figure 2 ( a )
.

(d )

accomplished by a transformer used becomes 5.5 % , 2 ( b ) 6.05% , 2 ( C )

on a booster ; that is , a transformer so 11.1 % and 2 ( d ) 12.2% . Similarly Fig. 3.--- SIMPLE BOOSTER CONNECTIONS

connected that the primary main line the chokes in 3 ( a ) would be 5.5% ,

is in series with its secondary. This 3 ( b ) 5.24 % , 3 ( c ) 11 % and 3 ( d ) The preferable manner of connect

raises the primary pressure by the 10% . ing or disconnecting a booster is to

amount of the secondary voltage, thus There are certain precautions which open the main line before putting it in

boosting the pressure of the circuit, as should be observed in the installation or out of circuit. This is sometimes

shown in Fig. 2. of boosters to protect them from in- undesirable, however, and if the serv

For instance, on a long, single- jury. The booster secondary is in ice on the line cannot be interrupted,

phase, 2080 - volt lighting branch which series with the line and current is or if it is desired to switch the booster

2
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of standard transformers. The con

nections in Fig. 6 ( a ) are those for the

use of two-wire , 110 -volt distribution

on a 220-volt system , the load being

assumed at 20 amperes. The distribu

tion of current in the windings is in

dicated by the figures and arrow heads.

It will be seen that the transformer

capacity required is equal to the load

when a standard transformer is used .

When the lighting is distributed on

the three -wire 110-220-volt system ,

the transformer carries only the un

balance of current in the two sides of

the system , as shown in Fig. 6 ( b ) . In

this case the unbalance is five amperes.

The transformer carries 2/2 amperes

at 220 volts , and need be only large

enough to carry the largest unbalance

which is likely to occur. The primary

winding is left open and is not used .

In a 440 -volt plant where 110-volt

lighting is desired it may be secured

from standard transformers, as in Fig.

7 . This requires the use of two trans

formers in series on the 220-volt side

and in parallel on the primary side .

It is important that the primaries be

in parallel , as the other transformer

will act as a choke to the lighting cur

rent which must pass through it if

they are left open as in the 220-volt

system .

The lighting distribution in a 440

volt system is preferably accomplished

by the three -wire 110-220 -volt system

as this requires transformers of ca

pacity equal to the load , while two

wire 110 -volt distribution requires
that the transformer on the side on

which the lights are connected have a

capacity of 1.5 times the load, while

the other one must carry half the load ,

making the total capacity twice the

load .

It would be possible, of course , to

run a five- wire system or two three

wire systems and so reduce the trans

1808 .

C

in or out at certain times , this may be

accomplished by the use of a series

arc cutout, connected as shown in Fig.

4 .

The operation of the cutout simul

taneously opens the primary and short

circuits the secondary of the booster.

The switch must be of a type having

a positive action , so that arcing will

not damage its contacts at the mo

ment the secondary is short- circuited.

The arc cutout must have sufficient

carrying capacity to carry the main

line current when the booster is

shunted out and standard series are

cutouts should not be used where the

line current is likely to be over 20 to

25 amperes .

When the augmented booster is used

the terminal of the primary winding

of the transformer which goes to the

cutout should be connected to that

terminal of the cutout which is shown

as not being in use in Fig . 4 .

The connections for boosters in a

two-phase system are similar to those
shown in Figs. I and 2 for the single

phase system . Where three-wire two

phase feeders are used the boosters are

looped into the outer wires and the

pressure is taken from the common
wire .

The use of boosters in a delta-con

nected three-phase system is not so

simple as is the single -phase applica

tion. The booster is looped into the

line wire and pressure is taken for its

primary coil from an adjoining phase

wire , as in Fig. 5 ( a ) . The insertion

in the line of the booster voltage , how

ever, affects two phases as shown dia

grammatically in 5 ( b ) , which illus

trates the effect of a ten to one booster

put into the " C " phase only . When

boosting, the pressure from A to C is

raised 110 volts , while B to C is raised

209 volts , the pressure coil of the

booster being connected from B to C.

The effect of a booster in each phase

is seen in Fig. 5 ( c ) in the larger dotted

triangle , and the small triangle in the

same figure shows the effect of a

choke in each phase.

The boosting or choking effect

when various booster transformer

ratios are used in one, two or three

phases are expressed in percentages

B

" 0 )

2
3
9
8
8

.

1
7
7
6
6

20sen

(6 )

Fig . 5. - VOLTAGE DIAGRAMS

of the primary voltage in the follow

ing table :

BOOSTING

Ratios . 10 to 1 20 to 1 9 to 1 18 to 1

Phases A B BC CA BC CA

A.. 10 0 | 5 0 2.9

A B BC CA'AB BC CA AB

5 10

| 2.6511
0 5.8 5.5

7.65 5 2.65 16.8 5.5 5.8 8.4

7.65, 7.65 7.65 16.8 16.8 16.8 | 8.4

A and B. 15.3 10 5.3 2.75 2.9

A, B and C. 15.3 15.3 15.3
8.4 8.4

CHOKING .

Phases.

A. 10 0 4.6 5 0 2.3 ( 11 0 5 5.5 to 2.75

A and B .. 14.6 10 4.6 7.5 5 | 2.3 16.06'11 5 8.03 5.5 2.75

7.3 7.3 ! 7.3 16.06.16.06 16.06 8.03 8.03 8.03

1

A B and C. 14.6 14.6 14.6

w
w
w

TABLE OF BOOSTING AND CHOKING EFFECTS

The introduction of 110 -volt tung- former capacity to that of the unbal

sten or other high efficiency lamps anced load , but this would not often

into a 220 or 440-volt system in an justify the increased complication of

industrial or other large plant may be the wiring which would be occasioned

accomplished quite readily by the use by such an arrangement.Fig. 4. - SERIES ARC CUT -OUT CONNECTIONS
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Combinations may be made on the The only transformers available for delta connection with one transformer

primary side of standard transformers the purpose were six 50-kw . core type left out . A simple rule by which this

in a manner similar to those above transformers, with primary coils connection may be kept in mind is

outlined for the purpose of securing wound for 1040 or 2080, and second- that both primary and secondary are

ary for 115 or 230 volts. By connect- connected in series as if it were a

ing these transformers for 1040 volts three -wire Edison system . The middle

on the primary and putting two in wire of the line goes to the middle

series from each phase to neutral with point between the transformer on both

primary and secondary.

In order to reverse the rotation , the

two outside wires must be inter

20 amas
changed on the primary or either two

of the three on the secondary side.

Fig. 11 (b ) shows the open delta
( al

connection for a four -wire three-phasea

system . In this case the primary is

connected so that both right ( or left )

hand terminals are taken from the

neutral wire. The other two terminals

are taken one each to any two-phase

wires . To reverse rotation on the

primary side the phase wires should

be interchanged. On the secondary

I
sideany two wires may be reversed .

( 6) The open delta connection requires
22.5

15.4% more capacity in the trans

Fig. 6.-110 VOLTS FROM 220
former coils than three transformers.

That is , if 3-5 -kw. transformers are

intermediate or higher voltages from secondaries in parallel, it was possible fully loaded by a given installation ,

the supply system . 1040 , 2600 or 3120 to tap the motor circuit off at half the they may be replaced by an open delta

volts can be gotten from a 2080 - volt line pressure . The line pressure being set of two 77/2 -kw . transformers, but

system by the use of two transformers but 3740, the additional amount re- the coils of the 77/2 -kw. units will be

in series on the primary and in mul- quired to get 4160 was secured by the overloaded 15.4 per cent . This is evi

tiple on the secondary.
These con use of a 9 to i booster in each phase. dent from an example. Assume that

nections are shown in Fig. 8 ( a ) , ( b ) The connections are shown in Fig. in a three transformer installation the

and ( c ) respectively . 9 in diagrammatical form , without the current in the secondary line is 17.3

Various other combinations are pos- secondary connections , and as carried amperes. This places a load of 10

sible by the use of more than two out physically in Fig . 10.

transformers, by which higher pri- The expense incurred for trans
mary or lower secondary and other formers for small three -phase power

intermediate voltages may be derived . service makes desirable in many cases
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Fig. 7.-110 VOLTS FROM 440

One application of the foregoing

general principles serves to illustrate

the value which such devices may have

under certain conditions .

An installation consisting of a 300

kw . 2080 -volt three-phase motor was

to be supplied with energy from a

four-wire Y connected system oper

ated at about 2160 volts between phase

and neutral, or 3740 between phases .

the use of schemes of connection by

which three-phase secondary pressure

may be derived from two transform

ers . Two schemes of connections are

possible for this purpose , one known ( c )

as the open delta and the other as the
Fig . 8. - HIGH - VOLTAGE CONNECTIONS

T connection .

The open delta connection for a amperes on the transformer secondary

three-wire system is shown in Fig. coils. At 200 volts this is 2 kw . per

II ( a ) . This is merely an ordinary transformer or 6 kw. in all .
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oneIf two 3-kw . transformers were put transformers are used across

in to replace the three 2 - kw. units, the phase, the magnetic circuits are sep

capacity of the secondary coils would arate and the balancing reaction can

formers are not usually equipped with

an 86.6 per cent. tap, special units are

required for this connection.
This

connection may , however, be quite

closely approximated by the arrange
Booster
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Fig. 9.-SPECIAL CONNECTION DIAGRAM

8

2200 V 2200V.

be 15 amperes. But with the open not take place . The connection to the

delta connection the current in the middle point of the primary is not

secondary coil is the same as the cur- brought outside the case in standard

rent in the line and the 15 - ampere transformers and it is therefore not

winding must carry 17.3 amperes or
often used .

15.4 per cent. overload. This connection has a slight ad

With a three -wire three -phase sys- vantage over the open delta in the

tem , power service may be given by three -wire system , as the pressure

the use of two transformers with the across the right-hand transformer is

T connection on both primary and but 86.6 per cent . of the line voltage ,

secondary, as shown in Fig. 12. The which reduces the iron loss in this

current overload is 15.4 per cent., as transformer about 15 per cent .: The

with the open delta connection . This inherent regulation is also somewhat
scheme cannot be used with standard better.

2200 - volt transformers on a four -wire The T connection is used in trans

system as the delta voltage is 3800. It forming from three-phase to two

cannot be used by putting two trans- phase or vice versa , as shown in Fig.
formers in series as the principle of 13 ( a ) .

operation requires that the current It will be noted that one trans

passing to the transformer at the left, former must have a tap brought out

in Fig . 12 , from the other transformer, so as to make the ratio of transforma

10 % Boosters

220v 220V

220v

( b )

Fig. 11.-OPEN DELTA CONNECTIONS

ment shown in Fig. 13 ( b ) , when the

transformation is made from two

phase to three-phase. Standard 10

to i transformers , one phase of the

two-phase supply being choked by two

transformers, one connected for 9.0

per cent. choke and the other for 4.5

per cent.

If the pressure desired for the

-71GOV.
J140V.

А

B

с

A

22 oo

2400V e

- 12001- 1200
200V -200V

cort
1200r

www www لامملا

mm
- 190

arov 220V

208ur
208.

220V

20 for

To Morox

Fig. 12.-T CONNECTION

Fig. 10. - SPECIAL CONNECTION

motor service were 230 volts and the

primary pressure were 2080 instead of

2200, the left -hand transformer in Fig.

13 ( b ) should have a 9 to 1 ratio.

With a 10 to 1 as the other unit , the

9 per cent. choking transformer could

be dispensed with .

divide and pass each way from the

mid -point, so that the magnetic field

of one balances the other. When two

tion on that unit from 1906 to 220 ,

instead of 2200 to 220 as in the other

unit. As standard lighting trans
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In transforming from three-phase

three-wire to two-phase , with stand

ard transformers, the pressure on the

right-hand transformer in Fig. 13 ( a )

must be raised by a booster.
With a

22oor

5 % BOOST

1906

Januarie
10 TO 1 9 To !

Choke

9 % 45 %

be used , putting them in parallel on Railway Electrification in Japan

the three -phaseside and in series on
The Japanese government has re

the two-phase side . cently placed four contracts for ma

It is impossible to derive 440 -volt chinery and apparatus for the railway

three-phase supply from a two-phase electrifications about to be made on

supply, except with 440 - volt trans the imperial government system . The
formers since transformers will not

first of these, consisting of three
operate in series on the T - connected

1000 -kw . steam turbines with exciter ,

side of such a combination .
switchboard and other power-house

In deriving two -phase 220 - volt220 -volt appliances, was awarded to the Gen,

supply from a four-wire , three- phase eral Electric Company.

system with standard transformers it
The second, consisting of 10 pairs

is necessary to use three transformers
of trucks with 10 sets of 50 horse

connected as in Fig. 14. The unit at

the left is a 10 to I connected from
power direct -current railroad motor

one phase to neutral. The two at the
equipment, went to the Siemens

Halske Company of Germany. The

right are 9 to 1 , connected with their
car bodies for this equipment are be

secondary coils in multiple, and are
ing built in Japan .

arranged as two limbs of a Y so that

127 volts is required at the trans
The third contract , consisting of

former terminals to give 220 volts
two 300 -h.p. water turbines direct

across the outer wires. connected with 200-kw . alternating

The three -phase system is unbal- current generators, together with com

anced by this arrangement, since half
plete exciter , transformer, switch

the power is taken from one phase and
board and other power -house appli

the other half from the other two,
ances , was secured by Takata & Com

making the balance in the proportions
pany, of Tokio and New York .

of 50, 25 and 25. The capacity of the The fourth contract, consisting of

transformers should also be in these 12 electric locomotives of about 50

ratios . tons each , has not yet been let .

It is possible to use io to i trans The road to be electrified connects

formers for all , but if this is done, it
Tokio and several other of the larger

is necessary to install 15 per cent. cities of Japan. The government is

boosters in each of the two phases said to have decided to electrify all of

5.5 %Boosi the lines about the more important

cities of the country.

Two-Those Supply

2200 V 1906

190 ,

( 6,
220V -220V.

220 V

Three Phase

A

B

2 LOOV 2 Svet --2310V

2
3
0
V

1
9
0
v

.

7

.

V

mm
10 To 1

9 T 1

110 .

270r

(c)

Fig. 13.-T CONNECTIONS

220 IV.

(b)

Railway Projects

The Prussian State Railroad Com

mission , which has for many years

been considering the subject of electri

fying of suburban lines, and has

equipped those in the vicinity of Ham

burg with a single-phase system , has

now decided to electrify the entire

suburban railroad system of Berlin in

the same manner .

The cost of this work will be not far

from $ 50,000,000 , and the triumph of

the single -phase idea is all the more

notable when it is recalled that the first

electrification carried out by the Prus

sian State Railroads was a continuous

current third - rail system in the same

city of Berlin .

The Illinois Traction System will

change the Bloomington - Peoria line

from single -phase to direct -current.

This part of the lines of the company

has been operated from Peoria , and

has been the cause of trouble on ac

count of cars having to over

direct-current city circuits. The line

from Mackinaw to Springfield will

also be changed over, making an al

teration of about 100 miles altogether,

The power supply will be 33,000 volts

from Peoria as heretofore, but direct

current substations and feeders will be

installed .

2
7
0

(a )

10 to 1 transformer in the left -hand

position , and a 9 to 1 at the right,

the pressure must be raised five per

cent. by a booster . The primary coil

of the booster must be connected

from A phase to the center of the T

connection as shown in Fig 13 ( a ) ,

in order to get the pressure of the

booster in phase with the current in

the right-hand transformer. If only

10 to 1 transformers are available ,

the right-hand transformer must be

boosted 15 per cent. instead of five

per cent. If only 9 to I units are to

be had, the left -hand transformer

must be choked 10 per cent . and the

right-hand unit boosted five per cent . ,

to give 220 volts two -phase service .

In deriving two -phase 440 -volt

supply two sets of transformers may

. :
2
7 .

220v run

THREE - PHASEFig . 14. — TWO- PHASE FROM

supplying the right-hand transformer

in Fig. 14.

It is not possible to derive a four

wire three-phase system from a two

phase system with standard trans

formers.



Comparative Cost of Power

Production

I

9

TABLE 1 .

Cost per

Station ,
Burned Ton .

Worcester .

Lowell.

Fall River

Malden .

7,868

14,101

4,433

4.75

4.68

4.49

3.72

4.40

3.60

1.50

9,377

13,9178,200

N the contest, for business which is tends until it comes finally in contact analyzed , sorted out and set up for

with the object of its existence—the comparison with one another, their

station and the isolated plant, the consumer. Up to this point it has done relative effect on the total cost of unit

limitations of each scheme of service things in its own way, but here for of power is more readily appreciated .

are very clearly defined. the first time it comes into competi- With this in mind there has been col

The central station enters the lists tion with the isolated plant . lected from divers reliable sources the

with many striking advantages on its This humble object that stands production cost data of a group of six

side. In the production of the mod- across the pathway of the giant of the central stations, and a group of six

est and industrious kilowatt -hour that day . has had a far different history. isolated plants operating under ap
seeks admission into every power -us- Like the Irishman's famous pig it is proximately the same conditions as to

ing property lying within its reach , little but old . Since power -plants the cost of the raw material for the

some of the highest achievements of were, it was. manufacture of power and of the labor

the industrial world are centered . Living under the same unassuming involved .

The central station's most impress roof as the load it is fashioned to serve, The following tables, giving data

sive asset is in the enormous scale on it is glad to receive its fuel by means for the year ending in June, 1908 , coy

which it does business . All things in of a horse and wagon in the good old- ering the power plants operated by the

the well-designed modern power fashioned way. Crude human strength Worcester Electric Light Company,

plant are planned along vast lines. To is generally used to handle it from the the Lowell Electric Light Corpora

it comes coal, or other fuel , in 100- coal pit to the furnace , and in the tion, the Fall River Electric Light

ton steel cars , or still more econom- same manner the ashes are carried Company, the Malden Electric Com

ically , in barges holding many times as
out.

much . Carried to the bunkers by

mechanical forces , no human muscle is

involved in handling it from the time Horsepower Kilowatt- Coal (bituminous)

of Engines. Hour Output

it comes on the property until its
residue leaves as ash .

In the boiler -room the same large 5,900 5,400,192 ! $4.79

7,390 9,426,511

plan is evident. Although modern de 4,061,284 7,630

velopment in boiler design has not
4,875 4,647,453 5,555 coal

1,000 coke and breeze

been so spectacular in the matter of Cambridge 6,750 6,043,204

size of the unit as has that of engines
Lynn .. 8,776,166

3,364 bbls . tar

and generators, yet real progress has

been made and to -day an efficiency in

the large boilers of 80 per cent . is be- The small boiler of the isolated pany, the Cambridge Electric Light

ing attained in many plants. plant is a midget in comparison with Company, and the Lynn Gas & Elec

The strides in turbo -generator de its central-station congener, but it is tric Company, are reproduced by the

signs have raised the size and economy generally large enough to do itswork. courtesy of The Engineering Maga
until 18,000 h.p. at a full load steam By way of compensation it is far less sine :

consumption of as low as to lbs. per expensive. Table I gives the total capacity in
horsepower-hour are getting into In the engine-room the units are horse -power of the engines for each

service .
only large enough for their loads , and station , the total output in kilowatt

Under the stimulating suggestions their steam consumption is from twợ hours , and the amount and cost of fuel

of the electrical engineer the steam
to five times that of the great central- burned .

driven prime mover has reached a de station unit. In the next table the various items
gree of excellence seemingly unattain It is only in distribution that the that go to make up the total cost ac
able a few years ago.

In his own field the designer of gen
small plant begins to come into its count are given. The only factors of

own. The distribution factor is the any importance that are omitted are

erators has approached to within two
one great point by whose power it is rentals of real estate and costs of sta

points of the ultimate limits of per- permitted to overcome the weakness tion tools and appliances. Worcester

fection in efficiency. Henceforth his
due to its disadvantages . and Lowell were the only ones to have

efforts must be confined to cheapening
When all these factors come to be any rental, and they were insignificant.

and mechanically improving his pro

duct .

In the distribution of power from

the modern station the same tendency OPERATING EXPENSES.

to largeness of construction is notice

able . Oil switches that will break al
Cost .

most any load , cables whose size is

limited only by the difficulties of

a

TABLE 2.

PLANT REPAIRS ,

STATION

Station TotalOil and

Waste .

$ 37,970.06 $ 19,429.59 $ 1,843,79 $ 1,477.31 $650.80 $2,945, 15 $ 2,949.49 $67,141.19

handling, substations larger than the

average central station of 15 years ago 15,817,19 1,492 , 24 1,610.23 54,652.53

Cambridge. 41,546.43 20.920.49 74,426.58
are the rule.

Lynn .. 54,158.32 25,937.79 3,551.79 1,030.83 4,547.00 12.932.54 3,993.03 103,374.03

And so the mammoth system ex

Fuel Cost . Water
Wages.

Station . Steam. Electric

Worcester .

Lowell.

Fall River .

Malden ..

67,032.97 24.742.81

35,707.29 21.844.77

29,479.72

730.04

465.12

1,881.90

466.14

$46.04

1,302.16

750.55

1,118.05

1.8.59.69

1,491.73

3,325.22

3,557.91

885.54 100.071.37

1.168.46 65,075.29

653.24

2,761.123,281.28 1,241.30

63
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TABLE 5.

PLANT.
Fuel

Cost.

Oil and

Waste .

Steam

Repairs.

Total

Cost.

$ 55,100

6,812

9,035

7,340

5,041

71,120

$24,220

3,690

4,275

3,840

2.710

25,160

$ 3,535

486

361

303

117

6,416

$ 1,546

339

221

240

166

624

534

419

310

212

3.260

$2,016

329

227

218

161

2,876

$90,027

12,210

14,538

12,251

8,407

109,456
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L
y
n
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Water

Oil and waste .

355

.155

027

01

023

582

.342

.042

.029

038

.028

.315

.149

.011

008

.015

.314

. 165

.013

.010

.013

.526

.289

021

, 017

.026

.017

334

.118

.030

.027

014

.012.013 .008 .009

.506 524 .896 545

.703 710.880

.027 009 .032

.034.008 .012

.360 .262 .538

.020 .012

.055 .020.037

.055 .009.029

.000 .0221 080

635 .690

0171.019

032 .055

342 .347

.035 .021

,072.059

.014 .046

.033 .000

618

.012

.040

.296

.052

.147

.045

.000Miscellaneous.

Lowell, Fall River, Malden and Cam

bridge had items for station tools and

appliances varying from $ 2,600 to
Plant

Water.
Electric

Wages. Repairs .

$ 300 in round numbers.

In this table the relative weight of

the different factors is evident. Fuel
Bank building . $3,610

Hotel .

is always the most important item and Store .

Apartment house .

wages next. Steam equipment repairs Club .

are , as a rule, less than electric, and Factory .

much of the repair work in these cases

is really maintenance, and is a very ular isolated plants. The item of ing schedules with its lines constantly

variable factor.

wages also runs lower, probably on ac- impeded by street changes and im
For greater conveniences table 3 ,

count of lower administration costs . provements, not to mention increasing
showing how all the above items enter

its service to meet the demands of a

into the operating cost of a kilowatt
TABLE 6. - OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE

COST IN CENTS PER KILOWATT- HOUR . growing population. The present ex
hour, has been prepared.

penditures will leave the car system in

TABLE 3. - OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE excellent shape after the exposition,

COST IN CENTS PER KILOWATT -HOUR . and will ensure a prompt and com

fortable handling of the crowds at the

Fuel Fair.

Wages

Four lines will tap the fair grounds,

two of which are now operating, withSteam repair .

Elec. repairs . one more completed and the fourth
Fuel .

Oil and waste . Total 583 1.061 just begun. Each line is five or six
Water . miles in length . All will be double
Wages.

Station repairs .012 tracked with loop terminals at the
Steam repairs. In comparing the totals , it is notable

grounds, and a handsome terminal
Elec . repairs ..

that whereas all the central stations '
building and power substation will be

Total . 1.246 1.060 1.620 1.1801.2371.210
costs run over one cent per kilowatt

installed on the fair grounds. The
hour, only one of the power plants company expects to be able to deliver
does so, and that one is a hotel.

We now have the operating and From the comparison it would ap
passengers at the fair grounds at the

rate of two or three cars a minute in
maintenance cost of the unit of

pear from the foregoing statistics that
rush hours and on special days. Asoutput at the switchboard , and can

even at the switchboard the production
each car comfortably carries 100 pascompare it with the same element in

cost of power of the isolated plant ac

the case of the isolated. It will be tually compares favorably with that of
tually compares favorably with thatof sengers , the street railway system will

borne in mind , however, that as yet
be able to handle twelve or fifteen

the central station ; when the distribu

nothing has appeared regarding the
thousand persons an hour should the

tion charges that are to be added to

costs of distribution, which is the great the items are compared, it is easy to
occasion demand.

The additional power necessary for
handicap on the central stations.

predict that the stationwill be more these lines will be furnished by the
heavily handicapped. In another ar

Turning now to the isolated plant , ticle we will try to arrive at an accu
great water -power plant at Electron ,

which for convenience we will desig- rate estimate of the average values of
on the Puyallup River, and the steam

nate by their use, we find the follow those distribution charges in the two
plant at Georgetown. Twenty miles

ing :
of 13,000 -volt transmission wire will

TABLE 4. connect this power with the substa

tion on the grounds, where it will be
The Alaska - Yukon Exposition

stepped down to 2300 volts . Two

Details of the plans for handling the 1000 -kw . motor generators will be lo

crowds at the Exposition are now al- cated at this station , and two others

most complete. at substations in the city. The power

Expending in lump sums $910 ,- will be sufficient to handle cars as
Bank building... 1,500 1,546,000 000 for cars, $ 600,000 for rapidly as they can be safely moved

new trackage and $ 275,000 for mo- over the four lines .
Apartment house

generators, transformers, high- The lump order of 140 cars , forty

Factory. 2,125,600 | 17,251

power transmission wire and lighting of which have already been delivered ,
wires and fixtures , the Seattle Elec- is probably without precedent among

tric Co. , which controls the local street western street car systems. The cars

In table 5 are shown the operating car and lighting, will make a hand- are of the most modern type, and cost

and maintenance charges for the plants some record in handling the traffic and when set up at Seattle about $6,500

composing the group. It is to be lighting of the forthcoming Alaska- each. They are manufactured by the

noted that the latter set of items is Yukon - Pacific Exposition. The im- St. Louis Car Co. , and known as

much lower than those for the central provements , new lines and new power single- end, side -entrance cars . Each

station shown in table 2 , the station facilities which the company is in- car has four motors of 377/2 h.p., or

repairs being included in and divided stalling preparatory to the 1909 Fair 150 h.p. in all , and is capable of de

between the steam and electric repairs. mark a new era in street railway im- veloping a speed of 30 miles an hour.

In comparing these data with the provement in the Northwest, and at Stone and Webster, who control the

corresponding figures for the central the close of the Exposition, Seattle local company , are not making the in

station, one of the things not at first will be equipped with the most effi- vestment of one and three -quarter

expected is the fact that the fuel costs cient service in the history of the city . millions of dollars with the expecta

are lower. This is probably the effect For years the electric company has tion that it will all come back in

of a better load factor in these partic- been kept at its wits end in maintain Continued on page 68

cases .
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Hotel .

Store .

250

350

300

225

1,500

115.000

287,100

232,960

93.800

14,956

1,826

2.295

1,920

1,466

3.68

3.72

3.93

3.82

3.44

4.12

Club .

* Include cost of ash removal .



Notes on Switchboard Instruments

H. W. RICHARDSON

C
OMPLETENESS of detail in there is seldom anything to correct. certain town. A visit to the plant

modern electric lighting and It should be remembered that many showed that the attendant employed

power stations is essential, and of the troubles developing after the no voltmeter and informed the supply

such completeness involves the use of installation of apparatus begin on an man that he could detect with his eye

proper switchboard instruments, for insignificant scale. Once having when the lamps were at the correct

upon these depends the safety and started, the trouble rapidly increases voltage. The lamps in this casewere

efficiency of the entire generating and in magnitude. The small expenditure for a 104-volt circuit and were found

transmission system , as well as satis- for inspection is necessary for good to be operating at 111/2 % in excess of

fied customers. The instruments must service, and will render the necessity this rating: Another station made

be of the best quality, and their design for serious repairs an unusual thing. tests in their potential and found that

such that their accuracy may be de- The expense , delay and inconvenience the secondary voltage varied from 112

pended upon for long periods of con- caused by having to remove an instru- to 140 volts, when the normal voltage
tinued use . ment from the switchboard and send it should have been 110. The effect on

The manager of any manufacturing to the maker is more than compen- lamps, transformer core loss and cost

industry knows the amount of pro- sated for by keeping a watchful eye of renewals in either of these two cases

duct being turned out, its cost per unit , ready to detect the slightest fault . needs no comment.

the number of units sold and how The larger plants , also stations oper While this evidences the value of a

much material is wasted . This is ated by syndicates, maintain elaborate thorough knowledge of operating con

equally applicable to the generation testing departments, with one or more ditions it also shows the necessity of

and sale ofelectricity by central sta- experts who are occupied system- an accurate voltmeter. Voltmeters are

tions . The instruments on the switch- atically in locating faults and main- of such vital importance that their in

boards are depended upon to tell all taining everything in good condition . itial accuracy as they leave the manu

this, and to show if the cost of pro- Many stations of smaller size employ facturers should be within one per

duction and selling price are reason- one of the regular employes to do the cent.

able .
necessary testing. The ammeter, although of great im

The shrewd central-station superin- The data collected by such testing portance, is second tothe voltmeter.

tendent desires to render service as discloses that one of the most fre- On constant current series incandes

satisfactory as others , and, at the same quent sources of trouble and loss to a cent and arc lighting circuits, or in

time, increase the dividends to the station is poor voltage regulation . electro-plating, it is of greater value

stockholders. In order to accomplish This may be caused by speed varia- than the voltmeter . The ammeter

this with a minimum investment of tion , overloading, or poor design of shows at any instant the current out

capital he must know if his own plantis the circuits , improper compounding of put of the generator, feeder, or trans

performing its functions as efficiently the generators, inattention to the volt- former, also when part of the load

and economically as possible. He can meter, or some fault with the switch- should be transferred to another gen

only know this when he has specific board instruments. Although poor erator or station . It serves as an in

knowledge of the actual working of voltage regulation may be due to any dicator to protect the lines , generators,

his station . Without the switchboard of these troubles , it is very essential transformers and other apparatus from
instruments this information would be to know if it lies in the switchboard heavy overloading, and possible burn

an impossibility. instruments . out , with attending fire risk .

It was only a few years ago that Close voltage regulation has not Indicating wattmeters are not used

central-station managements based been properly appreciated by many in direct -current work to the extent

their selection of switchboard instru- plants . The life of incandescent lampsplants. The life of incandescent lamps they are in alternating -current service.
ments, first, upon the initial cost, and is greatly shortened by increase of In the latter they are very essential.

second, upon the accuracy. They voltage; for example , running them On polyphase circuits a polyphase in

now realize that there are many other four per cent. above their rated volt- dicating wattmeter, showing at any

important features which must be age reduces their life one half. High instant the watt or kilowatt output for

considered. If the instruments are to voltage causesthe lamp user to expect the circuit to which it is connected, is

operate on alternating or direct-cur- 20 to 30 c - p . from a 16 c-p. lamp, so indispensable .

rent various requirements enter into that dissatisfaction is sure to follow Indicating wattmeters , when used

their construction . Variation of in- correction of the voltage. Low volt- on the panels for alternating -current

ductive load , wave form , voltage fre- age means poor lights , and hence generators , serve as a ready means of

quency, temperature, etc. , all have to people will prefer to use gas or oil determining if the field excitation of

be considered . lights . Voltmeters with continued the machine is giving the highest ob

Instruments , like watches , should service are apt to read low rather than tainable power factor. The power

receive periodic care and attention . high , so that the station attendant will factor is a maximum when the excita

Inaccuracy or gradual deterioration of be running the station at an excessive tion is so adjusted that the armature

the instrument is sure to introduce an voltage when he believes the pressure current is a minimum for a given out

error , which will result in decreased normal. put.

efficiency and lessen the life of the Poor service means dissatisfied cus- The fact that the polyphase watt

operating apparatus with consequent tomers and retards the growth of meter indicates on a single scale the

increase in expenditures. business . The writer calls to mind total energy of a polyphase system

It is sometimes said that instru- where a supply man reported that his for balanced or unbalanced loads , and

ment inspection is unnecessary, for lamps failed to give satisfaction at a this regardless of whether the load

65
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comprises incandescent lamps, arc to leave any record . Completeness of

lamps, fan motors, induction motors, detail requires a record of the fluctua

rotary converters , etc. , appeals to all tion of the voltage, current, load,

central-station superintendents who power factor and frequency in order

are the users of polyphase apparatus . that necessary steps can be taken to

When used on a polyphase circuit, locate and correct these faults . The

the voltage of which is balanced , a curve drawing instruments serve this

single-phase wattmeter may have its field of usefulness, and at the same

potential circuit so wired to a double- time render additional service since

throw switch that it is possible to read they record Auctuations which would

the wattless component as well as the doubtless be entirely unnoticed or

energy component. overlooked with the ordinary indicat

The ratio of these two quantities is ing instrument.
a factor proportional to the available With the development of the many

power of the circuit. rate systems of charging for electric

Rather than install a double-throw energy, the curve drawing instrument

switch and single-phase wattmeter and is entering a particularly important

then compute the power - factor, the field . The rate of charge may be based

power-factor indicator is preferable. upon the maximum one-minute load or

While it is necessary to know the effi- maximum five -minute load or other

ciency of operation at all time, it is slight modifications, depending upon

equally necessary to know the phase the local existing conditions . The

relations existing in the circuit at any record left , therefore, serves as a basis

instant. The power- factor indicator of charge.

serves as a means of detecting cross There are certain fundamental feat

currents between generators operat- ures which are important in selecting

ing in multiple, also if the rotary con- an instrument. It should be direct

verters are doing their best work. reading and accurate all times. It

Since the power - factor of a rotary shouldbe simple and neat , rather than

converter, as well as a synchronous complex and composed ofmany parts .

motor, can be varied by altering the It should be strong and of robust con

field excitation , the alternating -current struction, able to withstand trans

ammeters may be omitted from the portation and moderately rough usage .

panel and a power-factor indicator When installed on the switchboard,

substituted . more or less jar and vibration is pres

Not only is it necessary to maintain ent. This is apt to affect the accuracy

constant voltage but there is , in alter- by increasing friction or throwing the

nating -current work, another trouble- parts out of balance. The instrument

some factor. The frequency must be should be unaffected by the continued

maintained at a certain definite value. jar to which it will be subjected when

The importance of a frequency in- mounted in place .

dicator on the switchboard is too often The great difficulty in securing ac

under -estimated . Frequency varia- curacy is the smallness of the forces

tion not only effects the efficiency of dealt with . The greater the torque,

the generating apparatus and trans- for a given weight of moving element,

formers designed to operate at a the smaller the friction error. To in

definite frequency but also may affect, crease the torque-other things re

to a degree, the accuracy of the in- maining equal- means increased

tegrating meters upon which the rev- energy consumption. Increased en

enue of the station depends. Varia- ergy consumption is usually attended

tion of frequency between prime mov- with increased electrical errors. The

ers may in turn produce disturbances torque must then be as high as pos
in other synchronous apparatus oper- sible and yet consistent with low

ating in multiple. Frequency varia- energy consumption , small electrical

tion may be due to irregular speed of error, and light weight of moving ele

the engine or water -wheel, as may be ment.

the case with a slow - speed reciprocat- Friction is present and cannot be

ing engine or a sluggish governor, totally eliminated . It, however, can

producing in turn cross currents be- be reduced to a minimum . Friction

tween generators or surging currents is not a constant quantity but increases
developed by synchronous apparatus. as the instrument continues in use .

Such a variation often causes a flicker- Almost any instrument can be pro

ing of the lights which is unpleasant duced with small initial friction , but

and tiring to the eye . For such con- much thought, experimenting and ex

ditions the frequency indicator is in- pense have been directed to secure the

valuable. Not only will it show that best construction of moving parts so

this condition exists but it will prove that friction would always remain a

of material assistance in locating the minimum . High torque is of para

trouble. mount importance , for if the ratio of

While these various instruments torque to friction is high, friction may

serve to indicate the conditions exist- increase several hundred per cent.

ing at any particular instant, they fail without perceptably affecting the ac

curacy. Many switchboard instru

ments are now designed so skilfully

that the friction erroris much less than

3% .

To still further minimize the effect

of initial friction , the moving element

should be made as light as is consistent

withi strength, high torque and sta

bility . A light-weight moving element

tends to simplify the bearing construc

tion .

Jewel bearings have come to be al

most the universal form since they en

sure minimum friction and long life .

The delicate construction of the bear

ings means that the instruments must

at all times receive careful and intel

ligent handling. Should the instru

ment be set down carelessly with con

siderable jar , the jewels may be

cracked , for they are very brittle . This

causes increased friction, inaccurate

indications and " stickiness ." Delicate

construction must not be considered a

defect for it is necessary. The ex

treme accuracy demanded of the in

strument can only be secured by deli

cate construction of the various parts .

In order that a violent fluttering or

fluctuation of the indicating needle

on a rapidly changing current may be

prevented, the instrument should pus

sess excellent dead -beat qualities. The

permanent and electro -magnetic form

of damping are usually the simplest

and most efficient.

The finish should receive due atten

tion . It should not crack or peel off

but be of a durable nature. The fin

ish should be selected so that it will

harmonize with the rest of the switch

board . A dull black finish seems to

meet the demands of instrument users .

It also has the advantage that if for

any reason it should become scratched ,

a brush moistened with the finish and

applied will remove all trace of the

sear.

The larger central stations prefer

their instruments so constructed that

the cover may be easily removed and

the internal parts easily accessible for

any repairs or calibration. This is

important since it may save removing

the instrument from the panel and

shipping it to the manufacturer for

repairs with all the attendant delays

and inconvenience , to say nothing of

the unnecessary expense incurred .

Switchboard instruments should be

unaffected by external temperature

variations or internal heating effects.

The error should not exceed 1 % .

This result is not always attained.

The writer recalls a test made at 110

volts on a 150 - volt voltmeter. The

heating effect of the current flowing

in the instrument's windings resulting

in an indication 7% low. The manu

facturer claimed this voltmeter to be

" the most perfect on the market.”

Instruments are divided according
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to their principle of operation into five needle returns immediately to within results . The wire must necessarily

different types : hot wire, electrostatic, one -eighth to one-sixteenth of an inch be small to avoid sluggishness. To

D'Arsonval, dynamometer and electro- of the zero mark, and then occupies at secure maximum expansion the wire

magnetic , the latter including the in- least one to two minutes to creep back must be worked as hot as possible ;

duction type. to zero .
If the instrument is in good hence it may burn out on heavy over

load . The mass of the expanding

HOT WIRE INSTRUMENTS

metal is so small that it may on a

Hot wire instruments are limited in heavy current increase its temperature

their commercial application to am more rapidly than a fuse. The manu

meters and volt meters . As their name facturer of one type of hot wire in

implies, their action depends on the struments employs a unique and highly

heating effect produced by the pas
commendable scheme to compensate

sage of an electric current through a for temperature variations . This is

fine wire , causing it to expand . The shown in Figure 2 . The expanding

indications of the needle are secured wire is looped about a small pulley,

by the amplification of the motion of IR both ends of the wire being secured to

this expansion or lengthening of the a support which is held by the control

wire. A spring keeps the moving springs. Current applied at terminals

system always in tension , and fur T1 , T2, is carried by only one-half of

nishes the necessary torque for mov this wire , thus causing a slight turning

ing the indicating needleup the scale. of the pulley ( P ) . The movement of

It will be observed that the action the pulley is transmitted by suitable

of the spring of the hot wire instru- Fig. 1.-HOT-WIRE SHUNT AMMETER multiplying devices to the indicating

ment is the reverse of that of any needle. When the temperature of the

ordinary type , for in the latter the condition the needle will usually re- air changes both wires are affected

spring tends to bring the needle back turn to zero if given sufficient time. alike, hence there will be no move

to zero . If, for any reason, the needle should ment of the pulley and the position of

Figure I shows a hot-wire gauge permanently change its zero position , the needle will be unaffected.

instrument, in this case an ammeter, an adjustment is provided for regulat- Since the indication of hot-wire in

operating from a shunt. In this in- ing either the slack of the wire or the struments depends upon the heat

stance the wire which is heated is held tension of the spring. developed in the expanding wire, and
in the rectangular frame, and zero can Platinum silver wire is used for the the heating effect is proportional to

be regulated by the regulating screw expanding wire because it can with- the square of the current, it is obvious

R. TI and T2 are the main circuit stand considerable heating without that the normal scale follows a square

terminals. P is the pulley which also taking a permanent set or oxidizing, law. This means that near zero the

supports the pointer of the instrument, and moreover possesses a low tem- scale will start with small divisions,

and S is the spring which is controlled perature coefficient. The expansions gradually increasing in width . This is
by the expansion or contracting of the dealt with are very minute, being be- an advantage for voltmeters, since the

wire . The conductor F, in this par tween .003 " and .01 ", hence if the scale is open at the normal operating

ticular type of instrument, is of some spring is too strong the wire is apt to portion , but it is a disadvantage for

very flexible material, such as silver be stretched . This limitation of the ammeters.

foil, and does not in any way interfere spring's strength also limits the torque . Hot wire voltmeters are made on

with the free movement of the wire. the same principle as the ammeter

When the current flows through the shown above , except that no shunt is

main circuit, in this case from Ti to used , and there is very little difference

T2, the direction of the passage between the mechanical construction

through the shunt and hot wire is in of the two instruments . The differ

dicated by the arrows . ences lie in the wire itself, and in the
Since hot wire instruments operate

method of connecting. The wire of

without magnetic or electrostatic in the voltmeter is on a finer gauge than

fluences , they are free from errors due that of the ammeter, and is usually

to frequency or wave form variation . connected in series with a resistance .

They can be calibrated on direct cur Ammeters are not usually built

rent and used with equal accuracy on above three amperes for direct connec

alternating current vice versa. tion into the circuit ; they are almost

They are uninfluenced by stray electro universally operated from shunts.

magnetic or electrostatic fields , or This introduces the disadvantage of

hysteresis, and are dead beat . This large power consumption , contact

type of instrument has , however, one troubles and shunt temperature errors .

inherent defect and that is the tend- Fig. 2. - SELF - CORRECTING When operated on alternating current,

ency to creep or lag. To illustrate, it is advisable to use series transform

125 volts is thrown on a hot-wire volt- In order to exclude the effects of ers and eliminate the source of these

meter whose full scale reads 180 ; the external temperature variation , differ- unfavorable features. The voltage

needle quickly indicates 115 volts , but ent devices have been resorted to such drop on ammeters at full load approx

it is necessary to wait five or six as supporting the expanding wire from imates .2 to .25 volts , while the volt

seconds before it reaches the 125 mark. terminals which are mounted on a base meter requires a current of .15 to .25

The instrument is , however, very sen- having the same temperature coeffi- ampere. A 3000 -ampere ammeter

sitive to even small fluctuations of the cient as the wire . The wire being very operated from a shunt then requires

current, fluctuations as low as two- small ( .15 to .25 mm .), takes up any 750 watts , or one h.p. to operate it at

tenths of one per cent . of full scale change of temperature rapidly as com- full load , while a 750 - volt voltmeter

can be easily detected. When the cur- pared with the comparatively massive with .2 ampere takes 150 watts , or

rent is taken off the instrument the base , and lag of the indicating needle one- fifth h.p.

or
M -o
m

HOT -WIRE METER
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A damping attachment consisting of which creates the vast electric power not recognize them. In the generation

an aluminum disk fixed to a pivot and forour elevated and subway railroads. that hasseen the career of Mr. Reyn

moving between the poles of a small , There was no doubt of his high olds and his compeers there hasgrown

permanent magnet is often provided standing as an engineer, and, more- about their work such a mass of scien

both with voltmeters and ammeters. over, he was always at the same time tific knowledge and data that the youth

The object of the damper is rather to a mechanic . He designed nothing who would assay success to -day with

minimize the effect of external vibra- that could not be built and noth- out a technical schooling is braving

tion than to render the instrumenting that could not be built with the fa- fate. He may succeed in catching up

dead beat , as they inherently possess cilities which he knew were available. with and even passing the college-bred

this quality. His last great feat was the design- man , but his chances do not equal the

The hot-wire instruments now on ing and building of the west Allis risk of failure . The schools can in

the market are fairly accurate and can works of the Allis-Chalmers Com- a few years put him abreast of where

be used with gratifying results in the pany. This, perhaps, is one of the Mr. Reynolds lay down the burden of

presence of strong stray fields, or on most notable of his feats . The works his work, while a generation in the

direct or alternating -current provided is not only the most perfect, perhaps, shops would leave him struggling in

rapid reading are not required . The of all the great engineering works of the rear. All hail to the greatmen of

hot-wire instrument is the only com- the world , but they have the unique the Reynolds type , but this is the day

mercial switchboard instrument which distinction of having been entirely de- of the college man .

is available for high frequency work. signed along ideal lines before even a

site was chosen, and then the site was
The Alaska-Yukon Exposition

Continued from page 64

The Workshop and the Schools
selected for equally ideal reasons.

The engineering success of a man
Edwin Reynolds, the late chief en

nickels during the period of the expo

like Mr. Reynolds is apt to bring to
sition . To accomplish such a result

gineer of the Allis-Chalmers Com
the front the old query : “ If a man

the street cars would have to handle

pany , who died at his home in Milwau something like 35,000,000 people dur

kee on February 19, aged seventy ing the four months and a half that

eight years , was a most admirable ex the fair will last , which is obviously

ample of the great engineer evolved out of the question. If a quarter as

from the workshop. Mr. Reynolds many people attend , the 1909 Expo
was born in Mansfield, Conn ., on sition will be a record breaker . The

March 23, 1831 , and all the schooling present improvements of the car sys

he had was received in the public tem are all in the nature of perma

school of his native village . He served nent investments.

an apprenticeship with a small ma
For the lighting of the exposition

chinist in that town, and , equipped the same company has the contract,
with his “ trade,” went to work

and is preparing a most elaborate il

in machine shops in Connecticut, lumination .

Massachusetts, Ohio and Indiana,
The substation on the fair grounds

and rose by merit to be foreman for will be the source of current, and all
Stradman & Co., builders of engines ,

wires will be laid in underground

saw mills and drainage pumps at Au conduits, thus eliminating the un

rora . Later, returning to the East , he sightliness of poles or wires on the

entered into the employ of the Corliss fair grounds .

Steam Engine Company, at Provi

dence , R. I., where, under the personal

The lighting power will come from

the same sources as the transportation
guidance of Mr. Corliss , he rose to be power. At the substation will be four

superintendent in 1871. It was here
1000 -kw . transformers with the neces

that he began to show ability as an en
can become the leader of his profession sary regulators and switches. The

gineer. It was he who designed and
with only a shop training, what is the outdoor or decorative lighting cur

built the great “Centennial" engine , use of a university or technical school

exhibited at Philadelphia in 1876 , and

rents will pass through a rheostat, the

education ?"

it was to be his privilege during the
plan being to turn on the lights all

The answer is not really hard to over the grounds gradually , starting
next twenty -eight years to see the find . There are men holding high with a mere twinkle and growing

products of his skill successively places in some of our great electric slowly into brilliant illumination . The
shown as “Big Engines” at Chicago in concerns who have risen to eminence

1894 and at St. Louis in 1904.
water front on Lake Washington and

with no better foundations than Mr. the terraced hillsides overlooking the

The two later engines were de- Reynolds had. Their success , like lake , with the wide avenues of the

signed and built by Mr. Reynolds for
that of Mr. Reynolds, was due to their exposition leading down to the shore,

the E. P. Allis Company, and its suc- ability, but their opportunities came will be brightly lighted, and the night

cessor, the Allis-Chalmers Company, largely from the existence of a pecu- scene from the water promises to be

as Mr. Reynolds had joined E. P. Al- liar condition in their industries,which marvelously effective and inspiring .

lis in 1877 prevented their lack of schooling

Mr. Reynolds ' reputation as an en- from handicapping them . The Weber Gas Engine Company,
gineer was built upon notable achieve- “We were pioneers in our field ,” of Kansas City, has passed into a re

ments. He originated the Reynolds- said one of the high officials of the ceivership instituted by a friendly suit .

Corliss valve gear, which is the foun- General Electric Company recently, in The intent of this is to permit a reor

dation of all the Corliss valve gears in explaining his success , " and nobody ganizaton of the company whereby it

use ; he originated the type of blowing knew any more than we did .” may be placed on a stronger financial

engines used in all iron furnaces ; he
Mr. Reynolds was a pioneer in his basis. The company reports business

made the steam stamp used in the field . There was little of value that good and its shops are running full

Lake Superior copper regions; the the schools could have taught him that time. It will continue to enter and

modern pumpingengine washis con- he did not learn as well in the shops. carry out contracts as heretofore and

ception , and finally he conceived and There may be fields of engineering hopes soon to be on a better footing

built the Manhattan type of engine, where the like is true to-day, but we do than ever .
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was

once .

Aren't you

$ 6.30 ."

Why the Meter Read High ? thanked the company for its prompt During the day the manager made

In both the gas and electric fields
and thorough attention to his com- a trip up to A's home with the man

a never-ending cause of argument has plaint. assigned to disconnect. For his own

been the question of recording meters
When bills for the next month's ac- satisfaction another series of tests

not reading correctly . The following count had been sent to consumers, A duplicating all previous ones

is the true account of one man's ex
again enquired of B about the amount made, with the result of showing

perience with a meter which was
of his bill, and again found his amount everything 0. K. Then he went up

found to have this bad habit .
about 50 per cent. higher than B's . into the house and opened up a con

A and B were friends who worked Again he reported this question of ex- versation with the nurse about the

at adjoining desks in the office of a
cessive charges to the company and a habits of the household , endeavoring

second test again showed nothing out to learn in this way what might ac
large corporation located downtown

in New York. One day the literature
of order in any way. The company count for extra current consumption,

of a real estate agent, who was open assured Mr. A that he was only being but no gleam of light could be de

lucted from it . While talking with
ing up a new tract of land in New charged with the amount of current

Jersey , fell into B's hands. He ap
he was using, but confessed itself un- her, Mrs. A came in and enquired

proached his friend about buying a
able to account for the difference. what his business was, and on learn

home and , as a result , in time, they The morning after the bills for the ing it confirmed within the next few

selected houses adjoining each other
next succeeding month had been ren- minutes the statements made by the

nurse .

on this tract .
dered , A tore into the light com

After some months, when A was
pany's office and demanded of the The managed was about to leave

office boy to be shown to the manager

visiting B one evening, the question
with no solution apparent, when his

at

of charges for electric power came up
Anger and indignation ear caught a buzzing sound.

and A asked :
marked his every movement. As soon “ What is that ? ” he asked .

as he caught sight of the manager he “ Oh, only the fan putting the baby

" Charlie ( B ) , what does your elec- broke out with :
to sleep ,” Mrs. A informed him.

tric light bill run per month ?”
“ Here, you scoundrel, get your

“ Fan , putting the baby to sleep? "

“ The bill I received this morning wires and power out of my house just
he enquired ; “ I don't believe I just

was for $4.25," was the reply. as quickly as you can . I won't be
grasp what you mean . ”

“ Four twenty -five ? swindled by a lot of thieves any more.
“ Oh, we put the fan in the upturned

mistaken , Charlie ? Our houses are Get them out , do you hear ? get them

alike and yet my last bill was for out . I'll give you until noon to do it ,
box cover of the sewing machine and

let it blow so that it just creates the
but I want them out as much sooner

slightest breeze over the baby as he

" Oh, no, Will, it has been running use candles before I submit to such
as you can get your men up there . I'll

lies asleep," vouched Mrs. A. “ The
I

at about that amount for some time.

“ Then my meter must be wrong,"
robbery any more !"

baby has grown so accustomed to it

we let it blow all the time he is asleep ,

said Will . “ I guess I'll report it for
When the manager had quieted him otherwise he will awaken and cry."

inspection to the company.
enough to find out the cause of the

“ How long does he usually sleep ,
On his way down to catch the New outburst, he discovered a very inter

Mrs. A ? " the manager asked.
York train next morning, he stopped esting situation . When A had re

in the office of the electric company
ceived the second report of O. K.

" Oh, nearly all the afternoon ," was

from the light company he had gone
her answer.

and explained his trouble and asked

to havean inspection made.
to his friend . The manager thanked her and de

parted . At the office it did not take
Later in the day an inspector took

" Say, B , I have just received an

other report from the electric com
long to figure out the cost of fan

up the case and, as a preliminary, took
note of the office records . Each house pany stating that my meter and lights

motor current to check within a few

cents of the
are all right . Now I want you to

unaccounted extra

showed 25 outlets of which 15 were charges .equipped with 16 - c- p. lamps and the give me some help in running this

balance Your house is exactly likewith eight candle-power down.
That night he sought Mr. A in his

mine.

globes . In addition , each patron had
You have the same electric home and reported a new test by him

one 12-in . fan . equipment as I have and your family
self with different results than before .

On arriving at A's the inspector consists of yourself , wife, baby and " You are paying about four dollars
first tested the meter and found it nurse, the same as mine. Willyou try a month for lighting current, the same

O. K. to well within the legal error. to close up your house each night for as B, but an extra charge of about two

Then he went up into the house and
this month at the same time as I do, dollars to put the baby to sleep .”

checked up what was supposed to be
and see how we come out ? Of course, “ Two dollars to put the baby to

the right number of lamps and fan ,
our bills won't be exactly alike, but sleep ? What do you mean ?” asked A.

and found everything agreeing with
close enough to check ."

The manager explained the point
the office record . He then visited the "Why, of course , Will,” his friend

and A called upstairs to his wife :

adjoining house owned by B and here replied , and they started that very day,

he duplicated the tests made at the the second of the month. " Say, mother, do you use the fan

first house. Here likewise the meter At the end of the month the bills
on the baby every afternoon ? ”

was found legally correct with all were awaited with eagerness . When “ Yes, Will,” she answered, “ nearly

other apparatus checking with the they came A's called for the payment all of every afternoon , for he won't

record . of $6.50 , and B's $ 4.10 . Both men
sleep without it."

The next day a report was sent to agreed that A was being swindled . A looked at the manager for a sec

A telling him of the inspection of his The call at the manager's office next ond and then broke into a laugh.

house , showing that his meter was in morning resulted . " Well, I'll be d - d ,” he commented.

first - class working order, that the wir- The manager did his best to try and “ Take this bill and blow the boys in

ing system was free from grounds or persuade A to retain his electric con- the office to cigars and tell them it's

other troubles, and that his whole in- nection , but that individual was too on me this time."

stallation was in fine shape. Mr. A mad to listen to such suggestions. M. O. BUCKLEY.
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as

Operating Performance of Some ing hour, after which part is removed, the management states that the total

Isolated Plants
but even then the current consumed cost of output, including operating ex

A study of the actual, every -day by the lamps, display windows and penses , interest and depreciation, is
results from the operation of well- signs is in excess of the capacity of 1.65 cents per kilowatt -hour

designed, modern, gas-driven, isolated one engine, so that two units are in against a cost of three cents with the

plants leads one irresistibly to the con- operation until eleven o'clock . For- old steam plant.

clusion that to this type of prime merly one of the engines was kept Correspondence with many users of

mover belongs the future of the iso- running throughout the night. This isolated producer gas -driven plants as

lated plant in cases where the heating was primarily to save the engineer the to the alleged disadvantages of noise,

problem does not enter. As an ex- trouble of startingup in the morning smell, oil splash , dirt, vibration, in

ample of what can be done, we have Now the plant is shut down, as stated surance , increase, value of floor space

recently received information con- above, and started at six o'clock in and all other disabilities charged

cerning a plant in the city of Grand the morning. It is interesting to note against the gas engine, has failed to

Rapids, Michigan , which by the way that the plant in question , from about unearth many grievances . In fact the

has a very low public rate, two cents six o'clock in the evening until the first one only, that is to say , noise , has

per kilowatt- hour being a not unusual time of shutting down, as given above, been seriously considered and it is

quotation to owners of even small- is operated practically without an at- found that wherever proper provision

sized plants. Therefore we believe tendant, the engineer leaving the has been made for its suppression, no

it will be of particular interest to men- premises, and the only attention given inconvenience or complaint has been

tion the case of a gas power -plant in- to the plant is that each hour, in mak- experienced .

stalled by the Olds Gas Power Com- ing his rounds, the watchman stops In the plant at Greeley, Colorado,

pany for the Heyman Company of that into the engine -room . Being an el- the noise heard by a person standing

place . derly man with no particular disposi- in the railroad depot is less noticeable

The Heyman Company conducts a tion to interfere with anything me- than that issuing from a steam plant

household furnishing departmentdepartment chanical, he limits his efforts strictly to which is 100 feet further away. As a

store , and , until a large extension to the few manipulations required when rule , in most of these small plants the

their building was made, maintained a the apparatus is taken care of for the principal noise is that due to the belts .

small gas -engine plant, which was not night , viz . , at eleven o'clock. The best comment on the whole

operated but just kept there to secure It will be seen from the above that situation is the rapid increase in the

a reduction in the electric current rate . the load factor in this installation is number of gas-driven plants that are

As the company furnishing the current not a favorable one for high economy. now under consideration and being in

was not inclined to extend the low rate Notwithstanding this, when some time stalled.

on the new building, the management ago the Muskegon Heat, Light , &
Useful to Exporters

decided to purchase an independent Power Company proposed to furnish

plant. To avoid any waste in floor current to the firm at 11/2c. rate per “ Aid to Shippers” is the title of a

space, this plant was installed under a horse-power hour, without any restric- 72-page book containing a quantity of

17 - ft. wide loading platform , and con
tion to minimum rate , meter information of value to all engaged in

sisted of two 65-h.p. Olds gas engines charges , etc. , after a careful anaylsis the export or import trade. The book

belted to a dynamo, and a 130 h.p. and observations as to the current con- is issued by Oelrichs & Co., of New

Pintsch suction gas producer. sumed and the cost of current gener- York, for more than 40 years the

The reason for installing one pro- ated in the plant installation , lasting Americanrepresentativesof the North

ducer with two engines was lack of from four to six weeks , it was found German Lloyd Steamship Company,

floor space , and the desire to reduce that, including all charges except the who by reason of long experience are

the amount of attendance required to charge for the attendant, whose serv- qualified to advise.

the minimum . That this latter re- ices were required in the building of The tables of foreign moneys with

quirement was fully met is best proven this size previously and irrespective of United States equivalents, together

by the fact that no extra attendant whether or not the plant were in use, with weights, measurements, tariffs ,

was engaged to take care of the plant, the current cost was 1.1 c . per kilowatt customs requirements, etc. , etc. , will

the engineer who attended to the elec- hour, delivered at the switchboard. In be found of great value.

tric wiring, elevators , heat, etc. , view of these results, the offer of the " Aids to Shippers" will be sent ,

around the premises also attending to Muskegon H. L. & P. Company was postpaid, on request to Oelrichs & Co. ,

the producer installation ; and this not- not accepted. Forwarding Department, 5 Greenwich
withstanding that the plant for the Among other advantages gained , it St. , New York .

first two years after its installation was is stated that only since the firm has

maintaining a twenty - four-hour serv- had its own plant have the employees Mr. Charles T. Main , Boston , Mass..

ice from Sunday night until Sunday come to realize the advantages of arti- well known through his extended

morning. ficial light. No efforts are made to practice as mill engineer and architect,

The load conditions of this plant reduce the number of lights burning, has been appointed by the Council of

are such that during the major part and as a result the store is always the American Society of Mechanical

of the forenoon it does not exceed, at lighted to the best advantage of the Engineers as a member of the Na

the most, 10 h.p. , and one of the en- customers and store employes, and to tional Conservation Commission, with

gines is in service at that time. The bring about the most attractive dis- special reference to water powers . Mr.

conditions of the load remain the play of goods. Main is particularly well equipped for
same, with slight variation, until some Another case in point is that of the this work through wide experience in

time in the afternoon, when the load Home Electric Light & Power Com- examinations and reports upon vari

rapidly comes up to full capacity of pany, of Greeley, Colorado. This ous water powers in this country and

one engine, but seldom exceeds it. But plant consists of two 150 -h.p. suction in Mexico and British Columbia. He

by the time the display signs are producers feeding four 75 -h.p. gas is just now engaged in two large de

thrown in , the load is up to full ca- engines. The fuel used is a mixture velopments on the upper Missouri

pacity , and often in excess of the rated of anthracite coal and coke which costs River near Great Falls , Montana, each

power of both engines combined. in the neighborhood of $6.00 per ton . of which will provide for the distribu

The load so remains until the clos- Notwithstanding this high fuel cost , tion of 36,000 h.p.

as
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The mag

Hydro-Electric Power Plant of the the main floor. The superstructure is by the Lombard Governor Co., of

West Point Mfg . Co. of brick surmounted with a cinder Ashland, Mass.

concrete roof supported by steel Excitation is furnished by two 85

A most important water -power de
trusses. This house is 214 ft . long by kw . , 125 -volt exciter units driven by

velopment and one which marks the 35 ft . wide . The switchboard is lo Morse silent chains from a jack shaft
steady progress of the South in the

cated in the bay in the centre of the driven by two 39-in . New American

utilization of her large natural re- building. All station wiring is en- turbines. Woodward governors are

sources is shown in that just com- cased in lead sheathes and carried in here used, made by the Woodward

pleted by the West Point Mfg. trenches built into the concrete floor. Governor Co. , Rockport, Ill . The

Co., at Langdale. Ala. Owing to the low -head conditions generators, including exciters and
nitude of the work is significant

it was necessary to adopt the vertical switchboard , were furnished by the
in itself of the awakening of the type of turbines and transmit power Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Southern manufacturer to the eco- by means of bevel gears to the gen- These generators are designed to de

nomic possibilities presented by the erators , which are direct connected to liver three -phase 60 -cycle current at

abundant water power for the genera- horizontal jack shafts .
600 volts , and have sufficient capacity

tion of electricity . The total power is divided into four to maintain full-load conditions at 80

Chas. T. Main , Mill Engineer and units , one of 750 kw. and three of per cent. power factor . Their speed

Architect, of Boston, Mass., designed
550 kw. capacity each . An engine, is 150 rev. per min. Of the total of

the station and had in charge the in previously installed , will drive a 400- 2400 kw. , 1400 kw. is to be available

stallation of all motors except those kw . belted generator to act as a relay. for transmission to and use at the

in the Shawmut Mill , also trans- The 750-kw. unit is driven by four new Shawmut Mills , situated two

formers and transmission lines of 60- inch " New American " turbines, miles distant.

which the following is a description . built by the Dayton Globe Iron The switchboard upon which are all

Langdale is situated about thirty- Works, Dayton, O. Two of the 550- the controlling switches for the cir

.

de

.

Plan

8884

會
x rep

E

suth Llewalian

PLAN AND ELEVATION OF WEST POINT MFG. Co.'s POWER PLANT

five miles above Columbus, Ga. , on

the Chattahoochee River . At this

point the river is nearly 1600 ft. wide .

From the reports of the U. S. Geo

logical Survey, the minimum flow

recorded is about 800 cubic feet per

second. Taking everything into con

sideration it was decided to develop

the privilege for a flow of 3000 cubic

feet per second. The normal head is

13 ft . , which may be increased by the

use of flash boards to 16 ft .

The power -house is built directly

on a rock foundation , concrete being

the material used up to the level of

kw . units are driven by turbines of

the same make . The above turbines

are of the cylinder gate type, so de

signed as to have their racks and

pinions out of water and accessible

for lubrication. The remaining 550

kw. unit is driven by two Samson

turbines used in the old development.

The total capacity of the water wheels

at 13- ft . head (without flash boards)

is about 3250 h.p. , which will require

a flow of a little more than 300 cubic

feet per second. Each unit of the new

turbine installation is controlled by a

Lombard type “ N ” governor, made

cuits to the Langdale and Shawmut

Mills is located near the center of the

power-house in the exciter bay. Cur

rent for the Shawmut Mills leaves the

main switchboard at 600 volts and

passes to the transformers in the

tower at one end of the building,

where it is stepped up to 11,000 volts.

At the receiving end it is stepped

down again to 600 volts for use with

the motors.

There are four 500 -kw . transform

ers at each end of the transmission

line, three "for regular use and one for

a spare. These transformers are con
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trolled from a selector panel on both The municipal gas and pumping son Company, the total capacity of all

high and low-tension sides, so that plant of Fairfield, Iowa, has been sold these batteries now being nearly

in case of accident the extra can be by the city to a private concern at a 193,000 amperes for one hour at 120

quickly cut into the place of any one price considerably below its original volts .
of the others . cost. It is said that the depreciation

The transmission line is of two on the plant is so great that $ 50,000
The Supreme Court of Massachu

B. & S. copper wire spaced 30 in . will soon have to be expended in re setts has reaffirmed the decision of the

on centers . At each end is installed newals and repairs. lower court, made over a year ago , re

a high-tension oil-switch, and in ad
garding the New York, New Haven

dition to a set of lightning arresters
It is said that the Connecticut River & Hartford Railroad Company's own

a grounded galvanized cable is car
Company has completed its plans for ership of certain trolley lines in that

a dam between Windsor Locks and State. The railroad company must
ried along the conduit for its entire

length as a double protection . The
Endfield , which will enable it to de- dispose of all of its holdings in these

transformers inside the power housevelop about 10,000 h.p. without inter- companies before July , 1909. It is

and all points of high-tension circuit
fering with any navigation projects. understood that this action is based on

under cover are installed in separate The power generated will be sold for special circumstances, and the question

fireproof rooms.
industrial service throughout the ad- of its wider application remains open

jacent territory. for the present .

The lighting at Langdale is secured

by transforming down from the gen- The Metropolitan Electric Com- The New York , New Haven &
erator current at 600 volts to the pany, of Reading, Pa ., is about to re- Hartford Railroad is now in full pos

lighting voltage in the yard . All high
construct its powerhouse, transmis- session of its electrical equipment,

tension switches , lightning arresters , sion and distribution system in order which was turned over to the com

and all mill motors, together with to meet the increasing demand for a pany on Feb. ist. Up to that time the

their switches , auto - starters, were fur- current for light and power purposes. Western Electric Manufacturing Com

nished by the General Electric Co. The new plant will cost about $ 1 ,- pany had kept a small force of men

The transmission lines and all wiring 750,000, and will be provided for by at the Cos Cob shops, which was en

was furnished and erected by the the issuing of five per cent. thirty-year gaged for the most part in making

Carter & Gillespie Electric Co., At- bonds. certain changes and improvements in

lanta, Ga . the 35 electric locomotives that were
The station floor is located 10 ft . The United States Government is to bought on the original order. This

above the crest of the dam, and this bring suit against the Truckee River force has now been withdrawn, and

is well above the level of the severest General Electric Company, the Cali- the railroad company's employes have

foods .
fornia-Nevada Electric Power Com- full charge.

The work has been designed with
pany and other parties to acquire pos

session of a certain tract of land at The General Electric Company and

the maximum high-water conditions

in mind, and no expense has been
the outlet of Lake Tahoe, which is the Siemens- Schuckert Company, of

spared to make this station the best
necessary to carry out the irrigation Germany, are to construct a high

equipped of any in the South for the
plans of the Reclamation Service. speed electrical railway between Co

logne and Düsseldorf. According topurpose in view.
The Mexican Northern Power the plan , as at present outlined, there

B. H. Hardaway, of Columbus, Ga. , Company has been organized by a will be no terminal station , but the

was the contractor for the station
group of Canadian capitalists for the trains will run through the streets into

foundations and dam construction ,
development of hydraulic and irrigat- the center of each town . Within the

and the J. F. Gallivan Building Co. , ing rights in the northern part of

Grenville, S. C. , built the super
city limits the speed of the trains will

Mexico. The company expects to de- be kept down to eight miles an hour,

structure of the station , part of the velop 30,000 h.p. , and will have a cap- but the contractors undertake that the

dam and the small parts of the mis- ital stock of $ 10,000,000 and an au- entire distance of 40 miles between

cellaneous work incidental to the fin- thorized bond issue of $ 7,500,000, of the two cities shall be covered in 40

ishing of the job . which $ 5,000,000 have already been minutes.

subscribed. G. F. Greenwood , until

General News
recently general manager of the Ha- At a recent annual meeting of the

vana Electric Co. , is president, and W. Western Electric Company it was an

The tungsten lamp patent fraud F. Tye, late chief engineer of the nounced that the earnings of the fiscal

case has ended with Barton , the dis Canadian Pacific Railway, is consult- year ending Nov. 30, 1908, showed a

missed examiner, getting three years ing engineer. large decrease as compared with 1907 .

in the penitentiary and Everding, the It was stated, however, that owing to

outside accomplice, two years. The Electric Storage Battery Com- the energetic sales campaign which

pany announces that it has recently re- the company had carried on , somede

A bill has been introduced into the ceived a contract from the New York partments of the concern had been

Montana Legislature empowering the Edison Company for the installation kept fairly busy. The total number

corporate authorities of any city in of a battery at the 16th Street sub- of orders received in 1908 was about

that state to regulate rates and station , which will be the largest 20 per cent. larger than for the previ

charges for water, gas and electricity central-station battery ever installed. ous year, but the average value of the

to residents. It will consist of 150 cells , and has a order was only $47 , as against an

capacity of 22,000 amperes for one average value of $98 for the year

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Com- hour at about 120 volts . It will be 1907. The debts of the company have

pany, after many years of promise and used for emergency service, and will been reduced about $6,000,000 during

endeavor, has at last declared a quar- be equipped with a set of the Storage the year, and on Dec. ist amounted to

terly dividend of one per cent., pay- Battery Company's economically con- about $ 11,500,000. The cash in hand

able April ist . The company hopes trolled high -speed and cell switches. and bills receivable amounted to $ 5 ,

to continue to pay dividends, but has This is the forty -first battery of this 000,000 more than the total indebted

not definitely committed itself. make installed by the New York Edi- ness.

1
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Per Cent

Lumens

per

tures

0.86

0.85

0.84

0.84

1650

1645

1650

1570

1555

1610

3.85

3.85

4.15

4.0

4.35

5.25

5.9Osmium .

H

Vacuum Testing Apparatus K. After such a lamp has burned for lumens, per watt range from unity to

An ingenious method of testing the about half an hour the glow will usu- 1.85 .

degree of vacuum in incandescent ally be found to have disappeared . If there were no relative selectivity ,

lamps has been devised by the Dyer Such a lamp will drop in candle-power the lumens per watt would be unity

Machine Company, of Lynn, Mass . It much more rapidly than a lamp with for every type. There is marked evi

is based on the well-known fact that a perfect vacuum . dence, therefore , that there is consid

the color of the electrical discharges 8. A lamp which shows an inter- erable selectivity among the different

through a gas in an enclosed vessel is mittent flicker of light on the inside types of filaments, and it is quite inter

modified by its density, i.e. , by the surface of the bulb contains a very esting to note the order in which the

degree of vacuum in the vessel . ' The good vacuum . Such lamps are uni
filaments arrange themselves. A

discharge is furnished by a high -po- versally passed as excellent by lamp higher value of lumens per watt, as,

tential coil , a terminal of which is manufacturers.
TABLE II .-AVERAGE VALUES OBTAINED

connected to the lamp to be tested . 9. A lamp which shows no glow ON LAMPS OF EACH TYPE AT VOLTAGES

The general arrangement is shown in whatever possesses a still higher de CORRESPONDING TO A " COLOR MATCH ”

the cut. The air or other gas within
WITH THE STANDARD LAMP AT 100 VOLTS.

gree of vacuum than the above, and

the bulb becomes luminous and glows as this " glow test ” is the most severe
Relative

with its characteristic color. The re- test known for vacuum it is as high
Red Black

sults are as follows :
as the lamp manufacturer can obtain

Change
Body

Types of FILAMENT Tempera Ср.

1. A lamp which is completely full and such lamps may be considered
for 1 % Watt.

Change

of air cannot be made to glow . perfect . in Watts .

2. A lamp containing a consider
Untreated carbon .. 1680 C.

able amount of air shows purple Selective Radiation of Incandes Helion .

Treated carbon .

streamers branching from the filament
cent Lamps Gem ..

to the glass, and is probably cracked,
Tantalum . 0.72

Tungsten . 0.71

and will burn out in an hour or two . The February meeting of the New 0.69

York Section of the Illuminating

Engineering Society was held on Feb

ruary 11th in the Engineering So- for example, the value of 1.85 for the

cieties Building , the small attendance osmium lamps, as compared with 1.00

being in a measure offset by the num- for the untreated carbon filaments has

ber of prominent men present . the same distribution of energy in the

A paper entitled " Selective Emission visible spectrum as the untreated car

of Incandescent Lamps as Determined bon filament, the energy curve of the

by New Photometric Methods, ” by E. osmium lamp drops off considerably

P. Hyde, F. E. Cade and G. W. in the infra-red as compared with the

Middlekauff, was read by the first- energy curve of the untreated carbon .

named, and this abstruse subject was In other words, the osmium radiates

presented in such a manner as to be TABLE III .—AVERAGE VALUES OBTAINED

readily understood by all. ON LAMPS OF EACH TYPE AT VOLTAGES

The authors investigated seven
CORRESPONDING TO A “ COLOR MATCH '

WITH THE STANDARD LAMP AT 125 VOLTS

kinds of filaments by the method which

was first outlined by Holborn in his
Relative

original description of the Holborn
Red Black

Change Lumens

pyrometer, and which was subse Body

Types op FILAMENT Tempera

quently applied by Drs. Waidner and for 1 %

Change

Burgess in their recent work, “ Pre in Watts ,

3. A red glow uniformly distributed liminary Measurements on Temper
Untreated carbon ..

throughout the bulb indicates a better ature and Selective Radiation of In Helion ..

vacuum than the above. This lamp candescent Lamps," and the result of Treated carbon .

contains some air and the candle- the investigation are given in Tables Tantalum .

Tungsten ..

power will drop very rapidly , probably I , 2 and 3 . 0.65 12.5

to 10 c-p. within an hour.
I.-AVERAGE VALUES OBTAINED

4. A lamp with a white glow with ON LAMPS OF EACH TYPE AT VOLTAGES

the slightest tint of pink close to the CORRESPONDING TO A " COLOR MATCH ” selectively in favor of shorter wave

glass is slightly better than the above. WITH THE STANDARD LAMP AT 75 VOLTS.
lengths, that is , in favor of the visible

5. A lamp with a whitish glow , but
spectrum , and is, therefore , a more

showing the filament very distinctly
Relative efficient luminous radiator than an un

and with a marked glow about the
Red Black treated carbon filament.

Change Lumens

joints , while containing a better
TYPES OF FILAMENT

Tempera
Ср.

for 1 % The authors have been unable to
vacuum than the above is still a very | Change

determine the true temperature at

poor lamp and will deteriorate very which a color match with a black body
rapidly. Untreated carbon .

can be obtained with any material ex

6. A lamp with a white glow uni- Treated carbon . cept platinum , and, therefore, they are
Gem ..

formly distributed throughout the bulb Tantalium unable to state as to what extent the

may burn a hundred or two hours Tungsten . higher efficiency of the metallic fila
without burning out but the candle

ments is due to selective radiation, al
power will drop rapidly. though the results would indicate that

7. A lamp with a thin , whitish glow Thus, from the data given it will be in the case of osmium from 30 to 40

more or less intermittent and some- noted that when these various types per cent. of the increased efficiency

times hard to start is a lamp which of filaments have the same distribution over a carbon-filament lamp is due to

most lamp manufacturers pass as 0 . of energy in the visible spectrum , the selective radiation .

.

Per Cent

Ср. per

Watt.
tures

Gem ....

1890 C.

1850

1855

1855

1765

1740

1800

0.76

0.75

0.74

0.76

0.65

0.67

9.0

9.2

9.5

9.4

10.0

11.5

Osmium

TABLE

Per Cent

Body
1

per

Watt .
tures

in Watts .

Helion .

1420 C.

1405

1395

1400

1340

1345

1390

1.00

1.00

0.97

0.98

0.83

0.79

0.80

1.00

0.97

1.06

1.05

1.28

1.49

1.85Osmium .
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Questions and Answers We think that the claim that the Question .-- ( a ) How is a meter

Question . - In stringing overhead pipe ground acts as a choke coil came rated ? ( 6 ) If it is correct on lightb

electric lines, where telephone or tele
from the practice of permitting the loads , will it be so on half and full

graph wires are on the same poles, pipe to enclose the ground wire from loads .

which should be above ? Give rea- a depth of, say, a few inches under
Answer.- ( a ) Meters are rated ac

sons . ground to a height of 6 or 7 ft . above
cording to the load they are designed

Answer. — High tension wires, such
the ground. This is the arrangement

to measure. Ordinary types of di

as those for series work and primary
thatwould give the choke effect un

rect - current meters, in common with

circuits, should always be placed tallically connect the ground wire and
less the precaution is taken to me

other meters, are liable to overheat if

above telegraph and telephone circuits . too much energy is passed through

Low-tension wires may , with ad
the pipe . Otherwise the arrangement

them . Overloads may also injure the

vantage, be placed below or above
of the ground wire with its insulation

meter magnetically .
and the pipe surrounding it forms a

them, as may be most convenient .
condenser, which would have the ef

The best meters are designed with

This depends largely on the relative liberal overload limits. At the same

numbers of the different kinds of
fect of materially increasing the re

wires on the poles . In either case ,
sistance to discharge .

time there must be a limit, and most

companies have fixed this at 50 per

there should be a good clearance be

tween the groups.

cent. In some cases they have been

Question .- ( a ) Are transformers.— known to stand very much greater
The reasons for carrying the in which the oil is not up to the full

overloads, but the practice of causing

slenderer telegraph or telephone con level any more apt to be struck by them to do so for any great length
ductors below the high -tension wires

lightning than those in which it is?
of time is not to be commended.

are obvious. They are more liable to If so, why ? (b ) How often should

trouble and breakage than the high
oil be changed ?

( b ) It does not follow that the

meter which is correct at low loads
tension wires , and if dropped across

the latter would lead high-tension cur
Answer . ( a ) A transformer which will be so at half or full load . The

rent into offices and residences over
has not its full amount of oil is no

probability that it will be depends on

wires having low- insulation resistance,
more apt to be struck by lightning the causes of variation in that par:

and the results to the public might
than any other transformer. It is , ticular design of meter.

be very serious . On the other hand ,
however, very much more apt to be The control of accuracy of the

if telephone or telegraph wires break- injured when it is struck than one meter at different points on the load

ing fall on low -tension conductors , which is properly filled, and so more curve varies with the make and type,

they will simply be burned off , if the
liable to come to the notice of the so that nothing certain can be said

insulation is bad. operator.If the insulation
in this connection without knowingThe reason is that the

what sort of meter is under discus

is good , the troubleon the telephone principal strain in a transformer from

a lightning stroke comes on the first
sion .

line will probably be corrected be

fore anything further happens .
turns adjacent to the lead by which

Another reason for placing the
the discharge enters . Now, in most

Question .-- Ilhat is the effect of

telephone or telegraph wires below is transformers the leads go out at the sinking a wire into a slot in the lami

that the lineman for these circuits will top, and when the oil is unduly low
nated iron core of an armature ?

not have to climb through high -ten so that a portion of the coils is ex
Answer.-On a smooth core arna

sion wiring.
posed to the air, the condition arises ture the conductors are not entirely

Still another reason is that there
that the very part of a transformer surrounded with iron , and the force

between them and the magnetic field
are more changes being made in tele

most exposed to the strain has the

weakest insulation .

phone and telegraph wires, especially
This being the in which they move is exerted largely

in the former, than in high -tension
case, the natural result is indicated by upon them , as well as upon the iron
records which show that on systems upon which they rest . This force

circuits , and there is less risk in at

tending to this work if the high -ten

operating transformers with the oil at tends to cause the conductors to slip

sion wires are above .
over the surface of the armature. Ifvarious levels nearly all the burn -outs

from lightning occur in transformers the conductors are sunk into slots in

Question . A statement has been with less than the normal quantity of the core they then have iron on three

made that an iron bar driven into the oil . These being weakest let go first. sides instead of one, and are also ef

earth makes a better ground for a ( 6 ) When it becomes necessary. fectively prevented from slipping.

lightning arrester than an iron pipe of The oil in transformers should be Most of the pull is now exerted on

the same length and area , the reason regularly inspected at intervals. Just the teeth between the slots and the

given being that the pipe acts like a how often these inspections should be construction is thus much stronger

choke coil, and therefore offers more
made depends upon the climatic and

resistance to the passage of the light

mechanically and magnetically . Also

other local conditions. When the in
by placing the conductor in the slots

ning discharge than does the bar. Is spector finds that oil is wet or dirty the air gap between the armature and

there anything in this claim ? it should be changed at once . A good the fill may be reduced to a minimum ,

Answer.- Wethink not. Either the way to determine if there is moisture which means a more economical ex

pipe or bar , if driven sufficiently far in the oil is to lower a glass tube into
citation . The disadvantage of sink

into the ground to insure contact to the case with the finger on the upper ing a wire into the slot is that the

permanently damp earth , will make a end. When the lower end of the self - induction of the armature coil is

satisfactory ground . In fact , the tube reaches the bottom of the case
increased, and this tends to defective

pipe might be considered as more ad- raise the finger, when a little oil will commutation, but in the best modern

vantageous, because of the larger sur- flow into the bottom of the tube, and machines these difficulties have been

face in contact with the earth , due to by closing the upper end an unmixed successfully overcome.

its larger diameter. In either case , sample of the oil at bottom of the

the main point is to reach damp case may be obtained. There are sev- The National Electric Light Asso

earth , and to be sure that the ground eral well-known and simple tests for ciation will hold its 32d annual con

lead is properly and permanently at- moisture in the oil which can be ap vention at Atlantic City , June 1st , 20

tached to the pipe or bar. plied to the sample. and 3d .
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The 110,000 -Volt Transmission stranded hard-drawn copper wire with value when the oil is perfectly dry.

Line of The Grand Rapids- hemp center. The lines are spaced 8 There are a number of different ways

Muskegon Power Company of separating the water, nearly all of

which depend on the introduction of
Considerable interest has been

aroused by the 110,000 - volt transmis
some water-absorbing agent such as

sion line of the Grand Rapids Power
dry air. Chemists , however, have long

known that sodium in the metallic
Company which, now that it has been

operating satisfactorily for six months,
form has a great affinity for water,

has proved the entire practicability of
and have used it to remove the last

traces of moisture from substances
this voltage for long -distance electric

under treatment. Recent experiments
transmission of power. This trans

have shown that this agent can be usedmission line runs between Grand

to remove more than the last trace of
Rapids and the Croton Dam , Mich

water.

igan , and is 50 miles in length , and is
In transformer oil it will sink un

carried on triangular steel towers

which are approximately 53 ft. in
less dragged to the surface by hydro

height over all and 43 ft. 8in . from
gen gas. With water it reacts to form

caustic soda and hydrogen . If very
the ground to the lowest cross-arm ,

and which were designed to give a
much water is present the caustic soda

40 - ft. clearance between the line wire
dissolves and in the presence of oil

forms a second layer. If very little
and ground . The towers shown in

Figs. I and 2 weigh approximately
water is present the caustic soda is

formed on the surface of the metallic
1700 lbs . each and provide a minimum

spacing between the insulator hangers
sodium and may be removed when re

moving the sodium . When the so

Fig. 2. — TOWER AT AN ANGLE dium surface becomes covered with

caustic, it is advisable to remelt under

ft . apart and are entirely without oil, not letting the temperature rise

transposition throughout the whole above 120 ° C. (248° F.). After cool

length. No guard wire is used .
ing and getting into the shape desired,

The lines are brought into the sta
it is again ready for use for drying

tions through porcelain insulators and
more oil. Sodium should always be

are connected directly to the high- kept under a good transformer oil .

tension transformers, which are delta One method which has been used with

connected on both sides . There are
some transformer oils has been as fol

no switches of any kind , the control lows :

being by means of generator field
The oil on the granulated sodium is

switches.
poured off and a good transformer oil

The pressure was first applied to
poured over the metal. To the oil

the transmission line on July 18, 1908, which is to be treated , and which is

and it was noticed that the line was a

little noisy at the working pressure of
put into an open tank or barrel, the

sodium is added at first very carefully ,

110,000 volts, while at night the at about one ounce to the barrel . If

mospheric discharge was distinctly much hydrogen is evolved , this will be
visible . Wattmeter ratings on the

conclusive proof that there is much
empty line , after deductingthe core

water in the oil , and the balance of the

losses of the step-up transformers,
sodium should be added carefully and

seemed to indicate a constant loss on
in small amounts. The amount which

the 50 miles of line of from 20 to
is to be added depends upon the oil ,

but as a rule one pound to the barrel

Fig. 1.—TRANSMISSION TOWER is usually much more than is required.

The oil is then stirred up three or four

of 8 ft .; they are placed on large con times a day for a minute at a time.

crete anchors buried in the ground, After several days the oil may be re

and are spaced 528 ft . apart on tan moved and tested, but the longer it

gents. The anchors consist of 3 - in . remains over the sodium the better it

angle steel , 7 ft . io in . long, encased oil becomes.

in concrete. The anchors each extend
Another method used is to put the

about 10 in. below the bottom of the sodium in the form of sticks in a cyl

concrete in which they are encased , inder of iron wire of about 28 mesh

thus securing a ground for the trans and hang the cylinder in the oil . This

mission line.
method may be used directly with the

The insulators are of the standard
static transformer which is in use .

General Electric disk pattern, the sus- Fig. 3.—DETAIL OF INSULATION The only precautions required being
pension type being used for a straight those familiar to all electricians in thesupport and the strain type for pull-off Drying Transformer Oil

avoidance of short circuits .

curves . Five of these 10 - in . disks The weakening effect of the pres- The result of the above treatment

are used in series, the arrangement be- ence of even a small amount of mois- has been to raise the breaking point

ing very clearly shown in Fig. 3 .
ture on the insulating value of trans- of a given sample of oil from 3000

Each disk is rated at 25,000 volts. former is well known. A small frac- volts to 20,000 or higher. This has

The line transmits 10,000 kw ., the tion of a per cent. of moisture may re- been done on a large scale by some of
conductors consisting of No. duce the insulation to a fraction of its the great power companies at Niagara.

25 kw .

2
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Leading Articles of General Technical Interest
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Commercial " The Development of a Small Road . " test in the shape of efficiency, tempera

" The White Coal of Sweden ," John A description of the organization
ture rise and core loss for the five

George Leigh. and the management of the Sheboy- shows the variation in the practice of

gan Light, Power & Railroad Com- different designers.
A carefully-written article on the

The efficiency

water development of Sweden pro- pany, of Sheboygan, Wisconsin , and curves are the most similar and all

fusely illustrated and provided with a story of the methods used in the come well within the standard require

maps and tables . Among the notable road's development. - Elec. Ry. Jour. ments of the A. L. E. E. - Elec . Mld .

features described are a rigid govern

mental control , and the great variety

“ The Montreux - Bernese Oberland " Testing Outfits for College Labora
-

of industries which are supplied by
Railroad.” B. F. Herschauer.

tories," E. P. Edwards.

An illustrated description of a 40
A description of the various types

the hydro -electric companies.
The horse -power of water-driven mile, 750-volt , direct-current railroad of generators, transformers and other

in western Switzerland. The road has
generators now installed reaches 176 ,

electrical apparatus developed for la

boratory use. The distinguishing
000, which is considerably more than heavy grades , and a combination of

vacuum and electro -magnetic track
feature of these experimental mathe nation's total generator power

from steam -driven plants . - Cas. Mag. brakes are used for train control. —
chines is their great flexibility . Thus

one machine is designed to operate as
Elec. Rev.

“ Railroad Electrification ,”
rotary converter, double -current

Philip
Management generator, direct - current generator,

Dawson .

A general discussion of the present
" Commercial Department of Roches

alternating- current generator, direct

current motor, synchronous motor and

status of the electrification of steam ter Railway & Light Company,"
an inverted rotary. — Gen . Elec. Rei'.

railroads throughout the world . The
Wm . II . Stuart.

records of the single -phase, polyphase A description of the methods of a Power Plants

and direct -current lines are given , and progressing company in handling " A Low Head Hydro -electric Devel
the writer concludes that in general complaints, advertising and rate

opment," S. Rice .

the single -phase system will be charging. Curves and tables of rates
A description of an interesting

adopted on main -line work outside all and discounts are given . - Elec. Wld .
plant at Milford, Ve., which develops

terminal stations.-- Elec. Rev. (Lon
" Financial Problems Confronting the 12,000 h.p. under a 20- ft . head . -

don .)

Boston Elevated R.R. Company,” Power.

" Trolley Development in the United C. S. Sergeant.
" A 60-Cycle , Gas-Driven Power Sta

States," G. E. Walsh .
A full and authoritative discussion tion ," J. R. Bibbins.

A paper describing the principal of the financial problem as it presents A record of the operating experi

features of and discussing the future itself under the conditions obtaining
ence of a 500-kw . gas-driven plant of

developments of interurban railroads in Boston . A chart is given showing the Union Switch and Signal Com

in the United States . - Cas. Mag. the relation of expense to gross in
pany, near Pittsburgh , and a descrip

come from 1838 to 1908. The con

Detail Apparatus
tion of the new plant being erected

clusion is obvious that with the in
there, illustrated with indicator cards

“ Application of Automatic Controll- crease in the cost of operating the sys- and other records of the plant . A

ers,” D. E. Carpenter. tem , and the constantly increasing
table of the cost of power with fuel at

Continues description of the latest fixed charges, no lessening in the price 15 cents per 10go cu . ft . , and a loading

forms of controller for direct -current of the company's service is to be factor of 50 per cent., gives total oper

motors . - Elec. Jour. thought of, as all profit figures show ating cost at 0.58 cents per kilowatt

a material reduction during the last hour and a total cost of 0.71 cents per

" Meter and Relay Connections," Har- few years.-- Elec. Ry. Jour. kilowatt-hour. Elec. Jour.
old W. Brown .

Continues series giving diagrams
“ The Economical Development of Toll " Italian Power Plants," S. Q. Hayes.

showing the connections of different
Territory," Frank R. Fowle.

The illustrated description of vari

types of meters . - Elec. Jour. The writer finishes his discussion of ous power plants in northern Italy,

the latest methods of handling a tele- covering especially the switchboard

Electric Railways phone territory.--Elec. Rev. practice there in force. Some of these

" Automatic Electric Railway Signals," were illustrated in the December issue

" The Problem of Reducing Accident
Wm . K. Waldron . of THE ELECTRICAL AGE . - Elec. Jour.

Damages," F. W. Johnson.

An account of the latest develop
Continues the discussion of the lat- " Kokomo, Marion & Western Trac

ment in electric railway signals for
est methods of preventing street car tion Co.," Alfred Cummins.

third - rail direct -current roads as man
accidents by educating the public con A description of the new lighting

ufactured by the Union Switch and
cerning certain common - sense pre and power plant of the above com

Signal Co., of Swissvale, Pa . - Elec. cautions to be used in street car travel. pany which is interesting, as an ex
Illd .

-Elec. Ry. Jour. ample of the very best type of a mod

“ Power Plant Extension of the Boston ern power plant. - Ind. Prog .

Measurements and Tests
Elevated R.R. Company." " McCall's Ferry Hydro -Electric

Tells of the growth of the power- " Comparative Tests of Transform- Power Development."

station requirements of this well- ers, ” A. C. Scott.
An illustrated description of the

known road, and describes some fea- An account of a test of the trans- hydraulic features and power -house

tures of the new additions to the Lin- formers of five leading manufacturers, building of the big McCall's Ferry

coln Wharf and the Hartford Stations. both of the shell and core type variety. power plant, 40 miles north of Balti

-Elec. Ry. Jour. A page of curves giving results of the more.— Elcc. Reu .
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“ Street Lighting in Rio Janeiro ," A.

H. Keleher.

A well- illustrated description of the

way the public lighting of Brazil's

metropolis has beenhandled . No city ,

save perhaps Berlin or Mexico, is bet

ter lighted .—Elec. Wld .

Miscellaneous

" Development of the Surface Con

densers," W. O. Rodgers.

A well-illustrated article giving the

history of the surface condenser from

the time of Watt down to the present .

-Power.

" High Pressure Steam Piping Sys

tem ,” Wm . F. Fischer.

A practical article relating to the va

rious points to be considered in the de

sign of a high-pressure steam -piping

system including the ever-present ex

pansion and vibration problems.

Power .

" The Manhattan High Pressure Fire

Service.”

The well- illustrated description of

the New York high-pressure fire serv

ice which is operated from electrical

centrifugal pumps. - Ind. Prog.

" Representative Data from Electric "Short Circuits in Alternators," E. J.

Power Plant Operation ,” H. S. Berg.

Knowlton. A study of the action of well- de

A careful study of the cost of pro- signed alternating -current generators

ducing power in seven cities of New on shirt circuit . It is well illustrated

England showing how local conditions with oscillographic records. — Gen .

affect the total operating cost in the Elec. Rev.

cases given which cover large central

stations. The total operating cost
" Solid Rectifiers , ” G. W. Packard.

varies from .82 to 1.62 per kilowatt A description of experimental work

hour. The vital importance of keep on the little known subject of the uni

ing accurate records is emphasized .- lateral conduction of certain solids. A

Eng. Mag.
curve is given showing the character

istics of various solid rectifiers .
The

“ The Urft Valley Energy Transmis- writer concludes that at present there

sion Plant.” is no satisfactory theory for an ex

An illustrated account of a well- planation of these phenomena, and

designed hydraulic transmission plant calls attention to the possibilities that

in Southern Germany. A fine sample
are contained in their further study.

of the best quality of recent work
Elec. Rev.

abroad.-Elec. wid.
" Thermodynamics," Chas. P. Stein

Prime Movers
metz.

Continues the discussion of the

" Modern British High-Speed En
equation of molecular motion . — Gen .

gines," J. Davidson.
Elec . Rev.

Describes the latest work of the

British manufacturer in high-speed “ Variable Ratio-Convertors, ” Chas . P.

engines for direct-connection to gen Steinmetz .

erators. The performance, curvesand The fourth of a series of articles

records given compare favorably with dealing with the equations used in the

those of similar machines in this design of the split-pole convertor.

country.- Power. Gen. Elec. Rev.

" Modern Steam Condensing Appa Transmission

ratus," J. B. Foster.

A description of the various im
" Electric Transmission," Alton D.

Adams.

provements in the steam condenser

forced by the development of the
An article giving a general descrip

steam turbine.—Ind. Prog. tion of long -distance high-tension

transmission development in various

" Surface Condensers for Steam Tur- parts of the earth , and a curve show

bines,” E. Josse.
ing the relation between the length

A discussion of the performance of
and voltage of transmission lines of

a well-designed condenser and its
some of the principal systems. - Cas.

auxiliaries. Gives the results of a
Mag.

series of condenser tests made at Utilization

Charlotteburg, Germany. - Power.
" Industrial Engineering , " H. W.

Theory Peck.

"Alternating Currents and Their Ap
A practical paper in the application

plication ,” Edson R. Wolcott.
of the motor to machine tool work,

cotton-mill drive and other typical in
Continues through the month, being dustries that

are furnished with

devoted principally to various types of power by the Rochester Railroad and

transformers . - Elec. Rev.
Light Company, to which the author

is electrical engineer. — Elec. Jour.
"Energy in a Pound of Steam ,” Fred

R. Low .

" Series Tungsten Lighting," Henry
Analyses the energy contained in a Schroeder.

pound of steam , giving curves and An article on the features of the

tables showing the changes produced series tungsten lamp, with curves and

in expanding from 150 lbs . pressure to tables illustrating the performance and

277/2 inches of vacuum . — Power. economies of this form of lighting -

Elec. Rev.

" Heat Conductivity in 'the Equaliza

tion of Furnaces," Carl Hering. " Street Lighting for Interurban Ry.

An investigation of the conductivity Currents," G. N. Chamberlain .

of various materials used in furnace This paper describes the most up

walls , and suggestions for improving to-date method of street lighting from

their heat insulating qualities .-Elec. railway circuits by means of the mag

Chem. & Met. Ind .
netite arc lamp.—Gen. Elec . Rev.

A Combination Volt-Ammeter

A compact little instrument for the

measurement of voltages from zero to

six, and of currents up to 30 amperes,

is being turned out by the Connecticut

Telephone & Electric Company, Inc. ,

Meriden , Conn . The voltmeter side

is primarily designed for storage bat

GONNECTICUT

Tou's
A
M
P
S

-

tery tests ; the ammeter side for test

ing dry and wet batteries. The 1909

type has an etched medal instead of

the paper one generally used , and the

entire interior construction has been

improved , it now being made up on

the dead beat principle. The meter is

accurate, durable and very reasonable

in price, and should find a large appli

cation.
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News Notes Nilson, Miller Co., of Hoboken , N. " Opalux" High Efficiency

J. , has been incorporated with capital
Reflectors

The Holophane Co. , of New York,

in its latest bulletin calls attention to
of $ 25,000 . They are located at 1300 The increase in the use of high

Hudson Street , in the shop formerly

the increasing use of its product in
efficiency lamps has presented a new

occupied by W. D. Forbes & Co., and
factories, clothing stores and in other

problem in electric lighting--that of

classes of industrial services .
will conduct an engineering and gen- securing a proper diffusion of the in

eral machine shop business, making a tense light rays which are developed

Catalogue F of the Hart and Hege- specialty of designing and building, by these lamps.

to order, electrical apparatus, gasolineManufacturing Company , ofman
There is no economy in the use of

Hartford , Conn ., gives cuts and illus- engines , etc. , for commercial, vehicle, a powerful light if the increased vol

trations of the many high -class marine and stationary use . Also ex- ume of light is massed at a point

types of switch and wire details manu
perimental work and special machin

where it is not required . It is only by

factured by this company . The at
ery. a proper diffusion of the light which

tached views show details of their new is furnished by the new high -effi

floor plug.
Dossert & Company, of New York , ciency lamps that real benefit is ob

have received an order from the Na- tained.

The Nernst Lamp Company has tional Electrical Supply Company, of The Pettingell-Andrews Company,
secured the contract for lighting the Washington, D. C., for a large num- of Boston , are now placing on the

large, fireproof, steel , brick and stone ber of Dossert solderless connectors, market artistic glass reflector

department store of McFadden Broth- cable taps and terminal lugs specified which they claim is especially suitable

ers , of Wheeling, W. Va. This build- by the Isthmian Canal Commission ;

ing will be lighted throughout by the also an order from the San Francisco

single glower Westinghouse Nernst Gas & Electric Company for 300 cable

lamp, mounted on special three-arm taps and from the Fairbanks-Morse

fixtures. Electrical Mfg. Co. , of Indianapolis,

Ind., for 100 Dossert insulating joints.

The National Electric Contractor's

Association will hold its annual con- Among the recent orders taken by

vention in Toledo, July 21st, 22d and the Crocker -Wheeler Company, of

23d . The program will include a ban Ampere, N. J. , is one for a 250-kw .
for high -efficiency illumination . They

quet and otherentertainment features , motor-generator set for the Tennessee
have given this reflector the trade

in addition to the usual discussion of Coal, Iron & Railroad Co. , at Ensley , name of “ Opalux." The manufactur

subjects pertaining to the trade . It Ala. It will consist of a 250-kw. , 275 ers state that " Opalux ” represents a

is expected that between 300 and 400 volt, direct- current generator driven by
combination of science and art to pro

electrical contractors will be in attend
a 6600 volt , 3 phase, 25 cycle synchron

duce an ideal system of diffusion for

high - efficiency lamps.
ance . ous motor and will be used as an ex

In appearance this shade is a clear

The Stave Electric Company, of citer. Another order is one forabout 50

h.p. of small elevator motors, pur
blue -white, with a smooth outside sur

New York, is establishing a number
chased by the Haughton Elevator &

face and a patented " Egg Shell " inner

of branches throughout the West for
Machine Co., of Toledo, Ohio . Yaw reflecting surface, making it easy to

pushing the sales of the flaming arc
man & Erbe, of Rochester, N. Y. , have clean and not liable to readily become

lamp, of which it is the importer. soiled.

also placed orders for a number of
It is perfectly translucent,

Offices are being opened in Chicago , transmitting soft color tints that il
2/5-h.p. motors for use on some of

Pittsburgh, Davenport,
Davenport, Cleveland,

their specialties .
luminate the ceiling with a warm glow

Philadelphia and Indianapolis. The entirely free from sharp contrasts . It

company reports a lively interest in does not have sufficient direct reflec

flaming arc lamps throughout the tion to produce perceptible glare ; but

west. gives an intense light with a brilliant

pearly luster, slightly opalescent.
The annual convention of the

We show herewith a cut of the Type

branch managers of the Crocker S or " Bowl Shape" Reflector. The

Wheeler Company was held at Am " Flat Shape" is also being made for

pere, N. J. , Feb. 8th . The same eve use with very high ceilings.
ning the managers were entertained

at dinner by the Machinery Club of
Bryant Company's Fuse Adapters The Postoffice Department at New

New York. ' They report fairly good

business for small machinery, and that
The accompanying cuts show the

York City is adopting Western Elec

tric intercommunicating telephones as
fuse adapter of the Byrant Electric

many projects are being considered

for the installation

a time and labor-saving device. At
of industrial Company, of Bridgeport, Conn. These

the Lenox Avenue and Forty -fifth
adapters permit the use of National

plants. Street station an intercommunicating

The Spencer Turbine Cleaner Com

set with eleven stations has been in

stalled, and is proving highly satis
pany, of Hartford , Conn ., has recently

closed contracts for installing two of
factory.

its cleaners in the new Fifth Avenue What is believed to be the first step

Building, at the corner of Twenty toward equipping its whole system

third Street and Fifth Avenue, New with the telephone for train dispatch

York. One of these cleaners is '30 ing purposes has been taken by the

h.p., 12 sweepers, and the other 20 h.p., Electric Code Standard Fuses on un- Denver & Rio Grande Railroad. It

8 sweepers.
This concern will also approved bases. They thus play the has placed an order with the Western

place two 25 h.p., 10 sweeper cleaners same rôle in the fuse line that the Electric Company for equipment cov

in the Emigrant Industrial Savings well-known socket adapters do for ering 15 stations for 45 miles of cop

Bank Building, New York . lamp sockets. per metallic circuit.

YAN

BAYANT
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Southern Electrical Industrial namely, " The Mathematical Theory of Dean Bros. ' Vertical Electric

Exposition Finite Surface Light Sources,” by Mr.
Well Pump

In view of the fact that the Southern Bassett Jones, Jr., and " Illuminating This pump is designed for wells of

Electrical and Industrial Exposition is
the Editorial Offices of the New York

considerable depth , where the pump
to be held in Louisville, Ky., April World , ” by Mr. Albert J. Marshall. cylinder cannot be placed on the floor

12th to 24th , manufacturers of elec
These papers treat on both the theoret above well . The pump cylinder is

trical appliances and machinery are ical and practical sides and will be duplex and double-acting so that there

particularly interested . This is due taken up and discussed .
are four cylinder discharges to each

to the fact that the exposition is ex
Non -members are most cordially in revolution of crank shaft, thus pro

pected to have the effect of stimulat
vited to attend and participate in the

ducing a steady, equitable flow of

ing interest in the use of electricity ,
discussion .

water . The cylinder is suspended by

and to result in a much wider appreci rods from the base of frame at top of

ation of its possibilities by the South .
Window Lighting for Easter

well , and is also bolted to a cross tim

Exceptionally low railroad rates will Probably no part of the lighting ber fixed across the well .

bring a record-breaking crowd from equipment of stores provides for

every section of the South, and will greater brilliancy than that in the store

enable the manufacturers to reach a windows, and it is here that the high

class hitherto hard to approach. efficiency of the tungsten lamp has

Theexposition will be held in the met with its greatest successes.

First Regiment Armory at Louisville. But it is possible to still greatly in

The armory has a floor space of54,000 crease the efficiency of this unit by

sq . ft . , and is the greatest building of utilizing all of the light radiated from

the kind in the United States . It has the lamps in every direction and di

no vertical supports, the roof being verting it to some useful direction

sustained by mighty steel arches, so with a suitable reflector .

that the wide sweep of the floor is ideal

for exhibition purposes. Many exhib

its have already been arranged for

by the leading electrical manufactur

ing concerns of the country, and it is

certain that the representation will be

general . General industrial develop

ment will be shown , along with the

special progress and interest attach

ing to the field of electricity.

The Southern Electrical and Indus

trial Exposition is a successor in a way

of the Greater Louisville Exposition,

held in Louisville in 1907, when 150 ,

000 people saw the displays. Fully a
1369

quarter of a million , coming mainly

from the South , will be therethis time

it is believed, and that fact makes the Reflector Company's ( Boston) No.65
This is accomplished by the Wheeler The driving head of pump is placed

on a sub-base with the electric motor
opportunity to reach them directly and

effectively one that should not be over
over well. There are two reciprocatTungsten Adjustable Window Re

flector shown in the illustration above . ing piston rods that connect with the
looked .

This is mirror- lined and designed so pump cylinder which are driven from

that the upward radiated light is all cross-heads on the frame. The cross

Meetings of Illuminating En reflected down, that from three sides heads are connected to the crank pins

gineers' Societies forward and down, while that from of driving-head through connecting

The next meeting of the New Eng
the remaining side is radiated hori- rods. The crank pins are set quarter

land Section of the Illuminating En zontally without interference. ing so that the load on motor is quite

gineering Society will be held in the
But the especial merit of this device uniform . It makes a very complete

Auditorium of the Edison Building, 39
is its wide range of usefulness. Every and efficient outfit for pumping from

Boylston Street, Boston, Tuesday eve
change in the window trimming wells that are even 100 ft. deep. This

ning, March 16, at 7:30 o'clock . A fully effective necessitates a change in duplex , double -acting pump is eco

very interesting and instructive paper
the direction of the light . The above nomical both as to first cost and ex

will be read on " The Simplification of
reflector has a hinged holder which is pense of operation . There are many

Illumination Problenis Through the
attached to the stem of the fixture places where a steam pump or a belted

Conception of Light Flux ," by J. S.
above the nozzle of the socket which pump cannot be used . For example,

Codman . permits the adjustment of the reflector where the well is at considerable dis

L : D. GIBBS,
to suit periodical changes in the tance from the power -house, or where

Secretary, N. E. Section ,
window trimming, while the lamp re the only available power is electricity.

The increasing use of electricity as aIII. Eng. Society . mains fixed in a vertical position .
Contractors meeting severe compe motive power has made it necessary

The next regular meeting of the tition can offer an effective argument to produce special patterns of pump

New York Section of the Illuminating for preference in the award of busi- ing machinery for motor drive .

Engineering Society will be held in ness by the results they can achieve by

the Engineering Societies Building, means of this device and the approach- An attractive folder detailing the

29 West 39th St., New York City, on ing Easter window displays seem to excellence of its tungsten lamp has

Thursday, March 18th, at 8.15 P. M. afford an excellent opportunity there- been issued by the Buckeve Electric

Two papers will be presented , for. Company, of Cleveland, Ohio.
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re

Personal Mr. C. O. Mailloux , the well -known demagnetized and the load is released .

Mr. H. E. Lavelle has severed his
consulting engineer, who went abroad The first of these little magnets was

connection with the Electrical Supply
last fall to represent the A. I. E. E. built for use in the Cutler -Hammer

at the International Electric Congress ,
Company.

Clutch Co.'s own shop, where it

at Marsailles , has returned after an proved so useful and attracted so

Mr. L. A. Ferguson, President of extended trip , in the course of whichi much attention from visitors that it

the A. I. E. E. , has been elected one he not only acted in a professional was decided to manufacture it in

of the directors-at-large of the capacity for a European syndicate for quantities for the market.

Chicago Association of Commerce. electrical projects , but also made a It seems to be capable of many use

careful study of the latest develop- ful applications . In machine-shops it

Mr. H. A. Robbins, formerly as- ments in the electrical field in central is used for clearing chips and borings

sistant engineer of the Brooklyn and eastern Europe. Shortly before out of the machinery or removing

Rapid Transit Company, has been ap- returning he delivered a course of them from parts of the work not easily

pointed superintendent of motive lectures in Paris on electric train accessible , as for instance , from the

power. movements and the electrification of bottom of a deep cylindrical casting.

steam roads . Dropped tools , bolts, boring bars, etc.,
Clifton R. Hayes, superintendent of are easily recovered with the aid of

the Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light
A Handy Magnet

Company, of Fitchburg, Mass. , has

the magnet from places from which it

been appointed general manager of the Something new in the lifting mag- would be difficult to fish themby

company.
net line has just been placed on the ordinary means.

market by the Cutler -Hammer Clutch

Mr. L. R. McCleary, of Niagara
Book Review

Falls , New York, formerly with the "Electric Motors," by Norman G.

Ontario Power Company, has been
Mead. A compact handbook on the

appointed manager of the Falls Power subject of the installation, care and
Company at Welland , Ontario .

management of electric motors, to

Governor Hughes has recommended
gether with a discussion of their

Messrs. John E. Eustis and James E.
theory, for the use of practical men .

Sague to succeed themselves in the
159 pages. McGraw Publishing Com

Public Service Commissions of the

pany, $ 1.00 net.

First and Second districts,
" The Principles of Alternating Cur

spectively . rents ” for Students of Electrical En

Mr. C. G. Young, formeriy with
gineering, by Edgar T. Larner, A. I.

J. G. White & Company, has opened
E. E. , of the Engineering Department,

an office as consulting engineer at 60
General Post Office, London. This

Wall Street , New York City. Just
book is an effort to present the dis

cussion of alternating current prob
now he is in the Far East on a busi

lems in a non-mathematical fashion ;
ness mission.

that is , the methods involved do not

Mr. P. N. Jones , electrical and
go beyond elementary algebra. It is

mechanical engineer of the Pittsburg
well illustrated with diagrams and will

Railroads Company, has been ap
meet the needs of a large and increas

pointed general superintendent of the
ing class of students of the subject.

Company to succeed Mr. John
136 pages. D. Van Nostrand Com

Murphy, who becomes assistant to the
pany, $ 1.50 net.

president.
“ Steam Power Plant Engineering .”

Mr. E. G. Acheson , a well-known
By G. F. Gebhardt, Professor of Me

electrical engineer and inventor of
chanical Engineering at Armour In

carborundum , who is also President stitute of Technology. This book is

of the American Electro -Chemical
the compilation of a series of lectures

Association , was recently made a doc
to senior students in an engineering

tor of science by the University of course. It is logically arranged , start

Pittsburg Co., of Milwaukee, whose large lift- ing with fuels and combustion. It then
ing magnets are widely used in the takes up boilers and boiler-room auxil

Mr. L. G. Nilson , Chief Engineer of iron and steel industries for handling iaries , coal and ash handling, natural

Strang Gas Electric Car Co., of No. 15 pig -iron , scrap, etc. The new device and mechanical draft, continues with

Wall Street, New York City, has been is a hand-magnet weighing only about steam engines and turbines and en

elected president of Nilson, Miller Co. , seven pounds but capable of lifting gine-room auxiliaries , and concludes

of No. 1300 Hudson Street, Hoboken , castings of from 10 to 15 times its own with a careful study of operation ,

N. J. He will continue as consulting weight. costs and tests . Two plants, one of

engineer for the Strang Co. The magnet is designed for opera- the turbine type and one of the recip

tion on 110-volt , direct -current cir- rocating type, are described by way of

Mr. L. C. Fritch has been appointed cuits and is furnished with drop - cord examples. A large number of illus
consulting engineer for the Illinois and attachment plug so that it may be trations and curves and more than 110

Central Railroad, and will be in charge readily attached to any ordinary lamp tables are given . The information

of its electrification work. He has socket . The push-button mounted on furnished is well arranged and up to

had charge of the investigation which top of the magnet and operated by the date . The book is a valuable contribu

the Illinois Central has been making thumb closes the circuit to the coils tion to the literature of the subject

of the feasibility of electrifying the and makes the magnet operative. On and should have a wide sale. 816

Chicago terminals. releasing the button the poles become pages, John Wiley & Sons, $6.00 .
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WATSON

STILLMAN

A JACK FOR EVERY JOBNEW Y

PALJULY

VUS

Whenever your work may call for a good Jack , you can

find it among the large assortment The Watson-Stillman

Co. makes. I We make them in all tonnages from 2 ton

to 1000 ton. They are made from the best material we

can find, by the best workmen , and under the most favor

able conditions. Every tool guaranteed .

SEND FOR JACK CATALOGUE

WATSON -STILLMAN CO. 50 Church Street, N. Y. City

CHICAGO OFFICE : 453 THE ROOKERY

ZPOZIVOCOPA

Manufacturer

Electric Light

Globes and Shades

3209

FOR ALL ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEMS

ARC AND INCANDESCENT

ASK FOR CATALOGUE No. 16

Inner and Outer Globes, of superior quality , for all

Enclosed Arc Systems Catalogue

The Phoenix Glass Co., New York, U. S. A.

A FULL LINE OF GAS GLOBES

3204 4184

ASS

3210
5346

Job

M
A
S

电

Over Rolled

50,000 from

miles Best Quality

in use Steel

U

CONTINUOUS JOINT WEBER JOINT WOLHAUPTER JOINT

Catalogs at Agencies

Baltimore , Md . Pittsburg, Pa.

Boston , Mass . Portland, Oregon

Chicago, Ill . San Francisco , Cal .

GENERAL OFFICES : Denver, Colo . St. Louis , Mo.

New York , NY. Troy, N. Y.

29 West 34th Street, New York City
London, E.C., Eng Montreal , Can .

Makers of Base Supported Rail Joints for Standard and Special Rail

Sections, also Girder,Step or Compromise, and Insulating Rail Joints , HIGHEST AWARDS : Paris, 1900 ;

protected by Patents in the United States and Foreign Countries. Buffalo , 1901 ; St Louis, 1904 .

The Rai! Joint Company

CONTINUOUS GIRDER

TO OWNERS OF FLAMING ARC LAMPS

We would like to send samples of our latest Flaming

Arc Carbons to every owner of Flaming Lamps in the

United States. They embody new ideas and improve

ments in manufacture which are well worth the time

and trouble of a test. There'll be no other cost .

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY CLEVELAND, O.
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its use .

its use .

Trade Publications in the details of this type of prime date , a glance over which shows the

Western Nernst Lamp Company has
mover and to the vast field awaiting wide popularity of its well-known line

issued the February number of Lux.
of machinery.

Sachs Company, of Hartford ,
The 1909 catalogue of the Garvin

Bulletin No. 8 issued by the Dun

Conn., has issued a booklet describing
Machine Company, of New York ,

can Electric and Manufacturing Com

the company's complete line of pro
containing a description of the com

pany, of Lafayette , Ind., gives a com

tective devices.
pany's line of machinery, has its use

plete description of the latest type of

fulness materially extended by the

Norton Electrical Instrument, of
its well-known direct - current meter.

fact that the text is printed in French

Manchester, Conn ., has out an at- and German, as well as English . The Engineering Department of the

tractive booklet telling about their line

of electrical meters . Emerson Electric Manufacturing
National Electric Lamp Association ,

Company, of St. Louis, Mo., describes
in its Bulletin No. 6D, presents about

Blake & Knowles Steam Pump its domestic specialties in the Febru the most complete set of data and fig

Works have sent out circulars de- ary issue of the Emerson Monthly,
ures on the tungsten lamp as it is to

scribing the company's various types and in bulletinsNos.3907 and3960 day that has yet come to our notice.

of reciprocating pumps. referring to sewing-machine motors J. H. Hallberg, of 30 Greenwich

and electric bottle -washers, respect

The 1909 fan catalog of the Emer Ave. , New York, has sent out a book

son Electric Manufacturing Company,
ively. let describing his automatic electric

of St. Louis , shows a great variety of The Gillette -Vibber Company, of economizer which consists of a volt

output in this class of apparatus. New London , Conn ., has issued a age-reducing device for economically

Wagner Electric Company, of St.
leaflet describing their improved type lowering commercial voltages to val

of cable and pipe caps for covering the ues suitable for operating lamps used
Louis, Mo., has issued a handsome

outdoor ends of surface pipe and cable in the moving picture business. On

bulletin , No. 83 , devoted to the well
and their ground clamp for grounding alternating -current circuits a small

known Wagner single- phase motor. all wires of No. 4 and smaller. A transformer is used and on direct-cur

Olds Gas Power Company, of Lans- cut of the clamp is shown herewith .
rent circuits a little motor - generating

ing, Mich ., in bulletin No. 20 describes The company has also devised a new
set . Great economies are possible by

the producer gas driven pumping
and attractive line of moulding boxes.

plant installed by it at Stephen, N. B.
The following bulletins have been

The Kellman Electric and Manu

The Rail Joint Company, of New issued by the General Electric Com facturing Co., of Los Angeles, Cal . ,

York , has issued a handsomely illus- pany : No. 4646 , giving the latest data whose eastern representative is John

trated catalog describing the numer- in regard to the tungsten lamp and its
H. Kellman , of Brooklyn , N. Y., has

ous different types of joint it is now proper use ; No. 4647, on the tung issued Bulletin No. 4 and several

making sten lamp for series street lighting ; booklets describing their excellent line

" Series Incandescent Lighting Sys
No. 4649, upon the electrical operation

of high voltage switches and circuit

breakers.
of railroad shops. It also has sent out

The distinctive feature of

tem with Tungsten Lamps" is the sub

ject of bulletin No. 553 issued by the

the circuit -opening mechanism is a
leaflets and blotters containing useful

data on various details of its output. horizontal break near the bottom of
Western Electric Company, of

an ample body of oil. The company's
Chicago and New York. One of the most attractive house- products are well known on the Pacific

Shelby Electric Company, of Shelby,
organs which reaches the ELECTRICAL coast, which was the scene of their

Ohio , is sending out a line of hand
AGE is the Trumbull Cheer, issued development, and have a reputation

some bulletins setting forth the latest
monthly by the Trumbull Electric for reliability second to none .

improvements in its tungsten , tanta
Manufacturing Company, Plainville,

lum and carbon lamps. Conn. The very pretty design used
" The Wheeler-Edwards Condenser

on the front cover of Trumbull Cheer Pump” is the subject of an elaborate

The Tea Tray Company, Newark, is among the neatest we see . There
treatise published by the Wheeler Con

X. J. , has issued advance catalog is an increasing demand for this paper , denser and Engineering Company,

No. 20, describing the company's out- which is mailed free on request. Carteret , N. J. The peculiar action

put of incandescent street fixtures , of the Wheeler - Edwards pump in

hoods, shades and reflectors. A list of Engine Type Direct-Cur- handling both air and water is ex

rent Generators sold by the Crocker- plained and it is shown how the ab

A handsome line of neatly finished Wheeler Company, Ampere, N. J., is sence of foot and bucket valves and an

oil switches and circuit -breakers man- given in their Bulletin No. 110. This exceedingly small clearance results in

ufactured by the Condit Electrical list , covering 15 solid pages , gives the the attainment of a high vacuum ,

Manufacturing Company, of Boston, names and addresses of companies and otherwise to be had only by means of

Mass., is described in a series of bulle- individuals using these generators, separate dry vacuum pumps, hot well

tins recently issued . and includes industrial plants, street pumps and air coolers. Various types

railways, railroad and other machine Wheeler-Edwards pumps are

Jos. Dixon Crucible Company of
shops, office buildings, stores , schools

shown, also a number of large steam

Jersey City, N. J. , has gotten out a and residences. In several items no
turbine installations in which these

handsome booklet entitled " Lubricat
address is given , these being U. S.

pumps are used .

ing the Motor," dealing with the sub
battleships, several of which are

ject of lubrication of automobiles, equipped with Crocker -Wheeler gen
motor boats and motor cycles.

FOR SALE

erators .

A modern equipped electric light plant,

Allis -Chalmers Co. , of Milwaukee, Crocker Wheeler Co. , of Ampere, in one of the richest towns in Missouri.

Wis., has issued bulletin No. 1063 on N. J. , has issued its Bulletin No. 110,
Seventeen years unexpired franchise . Plant

free from debt . Business well established .

its gas engine. In this bulletin they giving a list of the users of their en Correspondence solicited. Apply, A. D. ,

call attention to the improvement made gineering type generators complete to Electrical Age , New York .

of
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CUTLER -HAMMER

Ton
OUR BUSINESS

can be

described in five words :

“ MAKERS OF ELECTRIC

CONTROLLING DEVICES"

Dynamo Printing Press

Field Regulator Controller Elevator Controller

But

Did you ever stop to

consider what these

five words mean? ? ?

-

Tool

13

They mean the manufacture of

switches for the control of a single lamp

circuit, and they mean the building of

dimmers that control the myriad lights

of an Opera House or a Hippodrome.

They mean the design of controllers

to govern the revolutions of a washing

machine, or of the ponderous turrets of

a battleship.

They mean the making of float

switches that start and stop the motor

pumping a few hundred gallons of

water to the top of a building, and they

mean the design and construction of

the controlling equipment for a pump

ing plant that supplies a hundred thou

sand homes.

They mean speed regulators for sew

ing machines and boring mills ; they

mean controllers for dumb-waiters, pas

senger elevators and skip hoists ; they

mean a little five-button starting box for

the motor operating an organ blower in

the village church , and they mean sys

tems of remote control for steel mills,

ore docks and mines.

They mean, in short, a business that

brings us in contact with every other

business in which electricity is used.

For sixteen years we have been

MAKERS OF ELECTRIC CON

TROLLING DEVICES. For sixteen

years we have been designing and

building every conceivable kind of de

Crane Controller vice for controlling every imaginable

sort of electrically operated apparatus.

Much that we did not know in the be

Self- Starter for
ginning we have learned by experience

D. 0. Motor

Machine the best of teachers — and that ex

Controller perience is at YOUR service if you

have before you any problem involving

electric control.

This means that at the cost of a two

cent stamp you can command the ser

A. C. Motor Starter vices of a corps of experts who liave

been solving electrical control problems

for years.

It means that by merely addressing

a letter to our nearest office you can se

cure, in a few days, information that

might otherwise cost wecks of work

to obtain.

Oftentimes we are able to save our

correspondents time and money by

indicating how slight changes in some

of our standard controllers will give

Port, after turret of U. 8. Battleship Indiana , exactly the result desired and so render

equipped with Cutler -Hammer turret -turning

gear. The crew of this turret holds the world's unnecessary the design and construc

record for marksmanship : 10 shots in 242 min

utes — all hits ! tion of special apparatus.

If you alrcady know exactly what you

want to do and how you wish to do it,

wc shall be pleased to quote to your

specifications. If you merely know

the result you wish to accomplish with

out having any very definite idea of

the apparatus required, we shall be glad

to advise you as to the method of con

trol best suited to your particular case

and to submit cstimate covering cost

of necessary equipment.

Cutler- Hammer “ Simplicity" theatre dimmer

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO. MILWAUKEE

NEW YORK OFFICE : Hudson Terminal ( 50 Church St.) BOSTON OFFICE : 176 Federal Street .

CHICAGO OFFICE : Monadnock Block. PITTSBURG OFFICE : Farmers' Bank Building.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS : Otis & Squires, ill New Montgomery Street , SAN FRANCISCO,
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Silundum of high temperatures for laboratories. marked success ; approximately 70 per

A recent product of the electric fur- For these purposes the material fills a cent. of their customers buying this

nace , one which possesses interesting long felt want.long felt want. Platinum and plat- lamp in preference to the older types.

electric properties is " Silundum ," or inum-iridium have been used to a The lamp departs from their oval type

silicified carbon . This material, which great extent for laboratory ovens , but filament lamp mainly in two ways :

is a near relative to carborundum , is the apparatus is very expensive and first, in the shape of the filament, and

made in a very similar fashion. Pieces can be repaired only at great cost . second, in their method of rating .

of carbon of various shapes are put in Silundum can be used with just as The filament, shaped like a letter S ,

a mixture of sand and carbon, and high temperature as platinum and the is designed and so placed in the bulb

submitted to the action of the electric first cost of the apparatus, as well as of thelamp that a larger percentage

current. Instead of sand and carbon , the repairs , are considerably low . of the light is delivered in a down

amorphous carborundum , enriched For heating purposes the silundum ward direction . Without a reflector

with sand can be used to provide the rods can be used single in lengths up the lamp shows over 60 per cent . more

necessary silicon for converting the to 800 mm. -depending, of course , on downward or useful light than the

carbon into silundum . the diameter—as solid ground, flat or same wattage oval type lamp. In a

Silundum , being another form of square rods or tubes , or it may be properly designed reflector the type
silicon carbide, has generally the same made into grids , mounted in a frame "S" lamp does not show any very

properties . It is very hard; it resists and provided with contact wires . marked advantage over the oval type
temperatures up to about 1600 degrees Silundum withstands the attack of lamp except that it casts very much

Cent. when heated in the air and does acids and experiments are now being less shadow.

not oxidize . It resists the attack of made with a view to using it for elec- The method of rating is a departure

acids when cold and is a conductor of tric bleaching purposes instead of from ordinary methods. The lamps

electricity and its resistance is several platinum-iridium, carbon or graphite. are rated by their total watts consump

times that of carbon . The hardness of In order to prevent the oxidation of tior., and are made and sold in eight

silundum is variable and depends upon carbon electrodes used for the manu- sizes , from 20 to 75 watts ; the 20 -watt

the zone around the core of the fur- facture of ferro-silicon it has been size being mainly a sign lamp. All

nace in which it is produced . It may proposed to cover these electrodes the sizes are listed at one price, the

be assumed that the hardness depends with a layer of silundum . same price as all 16 - c- p. lamps.

on the temperature in which the ma- Silundum can be nickel-plated or The best idea of the downward light

terial is produced , and also on the covered with a layer of platinum . It of these lamps is given by a compari

amount of silicon taken up by the car

bon. It seems that some pieces con 6 CANDLE 12 14 16

tain more or less silicon than others .

At about 1700 degrees cent. the silicon

leaves the carbon and combines with

the oxygen of the air .

Silundum cannot be melted and it

behaves in this respect like carbon .

The electric resistance of silundum is 5

variable and depends on the kind of

carbon and its hardness . Silundum

made from porous carbons has a
otwart's

higher resistance than that made by

hard carbon . The resistance depends

also on the modification of the mate

rial .

Electric cooking and heating in is very refractory material and does son with the oval type 16-c-p . lamp .

dustries have developed in the last five
not melt. It is, however , attacked A 16 -c- p. oval type lamp suspended

years enormously and will continue to when at high temperatures by molten three feet above a table gives an

do so as electric energy becomes metals but this should not prevent its average intensity of illumination of

cheaper. The result is that there will use as fireproof material . It is not neces- 1.06 candle -foot on the table, while a

be a demand for a large number of sary to silicify pieces to be used for 40 -watt " S " lamp gives under the

electric ranges that can be used for fireproof purposes entirely, but only to same conditions 1.19 candle - foot and

any cooking utensil, just like a gas
a certain depth and according to the a 56 -watt “ S ” lamp gives 1.63 candle

range . The electric range demands , use for which they are destined. Car- foot.

however, a concentration of electric bon bricks , or any shaped pieces , can The cut shows the shape of the

energy to be converted into heat that becovered with a layer of silundum lamp and gives a clear idea of style of

cannot be obtained at present with any at small cost . It is thus possible to the filament. The life of the lamp is

system without overheating the resist obtain a material that for many pur- equal to the life of any ordinary incan

ances or without increasing the weight poses will be far superior to any fire- descent electric lamp, as shown by the

of the heating plate , with the result proof material known so far . The following table :

that the time for preparing meals be- material is marketed by the Roessler

comes too long if compared with heat- & Hassbacher Chemical Company,
Size and Rating Approximate Life Compares

ing by gas or coal . Silundum with New York . of “ S ” Lamps Tip . C. P. With Oval Type

stands very high heat, does not oxi
of Following

dize and can be used with the neces

A New Lamp 5 с.р.
sary high temperature needed for the

purpose. The Gilmore Electric Company, of
312

For industrial purposes there is a South Boston, Mass. , have recently
312large field for heating apparatus for perfected a new style of incandescent

melting metals - brass, aluminum , electric lamp, known as their type " S,”
316

lead , tin , etc.—and for electric ovens which they claim is meeting with very

LOVAL16
:5
2
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.
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48
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Queen Testing Instruments
QUEEN.CO.PELA

The Queen Decade Portable Testing Set_measures

Resistance, Capacity, Inductance, Current, E. M. F.,
and has many other uses. Circular 403 with colored dia

grams describes them in detail.

The Queen Acme Portable Testing Set

is smaller and will execute nearly as many tests as the

Decade. Circular 366 tells all about them .

Cable Testing Apparatus, Tachometers, Photometers

QUEEN & Co., Inc.

Cor. Arch and Eighth Streets, Philadelphia , Penna.
QUEEN DECADE SET

HOW ARE YOUR BATTERIES ?

The " Connecticut” Pocket Meters Will Tell You

1909 TYPE DEAD BEAT ETCHED METAL DIAL

CONNECTIC
UT

TWO METERS IN ONE

0-6 Volts 0-30 amperes 5.00

Ammeter only - 0-30 amperes - 3.50

The ampere side is used for testing dry and wet batteries, the voltage side for

storage batteries . ACCURATE , DURABLE , LOW IN PRICE.

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE 2 ELECTRIC CO.

Send for Circular No. 50 MERIDEN , CONN. , U. S. A.

0
9

8

Peerless Electric Company

Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Cont'd

GAUGES - PRESSURE, STEAM , WATER

Am . Steam Gauge & Valve Co., Boston .

Ashton Valve Co., Boston .

Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn .

Hohmann& Maurer Mfg .Co., Rochester.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.

Pittsburg, Gauge & Supply Co.,Pittsburg.

Star Brass Mfg. Co., Boston.

Walworth Mfg. Co., Boston ,

GEARS

New Process Rawhide Co.

Nuttal Co., R. D. , Pittsburg .

GERMAN SILVER

Seymour Mfg. Co. Seymour, Conn .

GLASS

Phoenix Glass Co. , New York .

GLOBES, SHADES, ETC.

Holophane Glass Co., New York.

Phoenix Glass Co., New York .
GRAPHITE

Dixon Cruc.Co., Jos. ,Jersey City, N. J.
GUARDS / INC . LAMPS

Gail-WebbMfg. Co., Buffalo .

Hubbell, Harvey, Bridgeport.

Matthews & Bro . , W. N., St. Louis.

HANGER BOARDS

Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Ft. Wayne, Ind .

HANGERS CABLE

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mass.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg.

HEATING DEVICES, ELECTRIC

American Elec'l Heater Co., Detroit.

Barr Elec. Mfg. Co., W. J., Cleveland .

General ElectricCo., Schenectady, N.Y.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W. , New York.

Prometheus Elec .Co., New York .

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cambridge,

Mass.

Vulcan Electric Heating Co., Chicago.

HEATING — EXHAUST STEAM

Am. District Steam Co., Lockport, N.Y.

Diamond State Fibre Co., Elsemere, Del .

Mica Insulator Co., New York .

HOISTS AND CONVEYORS

Hunt, C. W. , Co. , New York .

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.

Northern Engineering Works, Detroit.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co., Dayton.

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian

apolis.

Leffel & Co., James , Springfield , O.

Pelton Water Wheel Co., San Francisco .

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton , O.

Risdon - Alcott Turbine Co., Mount Holly ,

N. J.

Smith Co., S. Morgan , York , Pa.

IMPREGNATING
APPARATUS

Devine Co., J. P. , Buffalo .

Hubbard's Sons, Norman , Brooklyn .

INDICATORS

American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.
INSTRUMENTS ELECTRICAL

American Instrument Co., Philadelphia.

Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia .

Baillard, E. V. , New York.

Biddle, James G., Philadelphia.

Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Clark Electric Meter Co., Chicago .

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co. ,

Meriden , Conn .

Cutter Elec . & Mfg . Co., Philadelphia .

Dongan InstrumentCo., Albany,N. Y.

Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co. , Lafayette, Ind.

Eldredge Elec. Mfg.Co., Springfield ,

Mass.

Foote- Pierson & Co., New York .

Fort Wayne Electric Works, Ft. Wayne,

Ind.

General Electric Co., Schenectady .

Keystone Elec. Instrument Co., Phila .

Leeds & Northrup, Philadelphia.

Machado & Roller, New York.

Pignolet, Louis M., New York.

Queen & Co., Philadelphia.

Robert Instrument Co., Detroit .

Sangamo Electric Co. , Springfield, Ill.

No. 122-124 S. Green Street

CHICAGO

Headquarters for

RECORDING WATTMETERS

and ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

ACCURATE :: COMPACT :: INEXPENSIVE

Voltmeters, Ammeters, Volt-Ammeters

Rectangular, Portable Type, 1, 2 or 3 readings in one instrument.

Switchboard Type , 5 inch diameter for small installations.
COLTELIT

AUTRES

PE

SEND FOR CATALOG

L. M. PIGNOLET, 78 Cortlandt St. , New York

" KENT POCKET METERS " Are Standard and
Most Rollablo

" Dead Beat" Accuracy Guarantood

0-5 Volts, 0-20 Amperes, Price $ 6.00

0-6 Volts, 0-30 Amperes, 6.00

0-20 Amperes 4.00

0-30 Amperes 4.00

Atwater Kent Mfg. Works, 102 N. Sixth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

00

60

Duncan Meter

For Direct Currents

Standard of America

Duncan Electric Mfg. Co. ,

Lafayette, Ind .
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Carborundum Extensions ature ' if you are not already totally
Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Cont's

One of the many evidences of the
Schaeffer& Budenberg , New York

paralyzed by the abominable English'
Simplex Co., Newark , N. J.

return of prosperity is found in the of, for instance , the electrical engi Wagner Electric Mfg . Co., St. Louis.

fact that the Carborundum Company, neers . The cackling of a bevy of Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg . Co.,Pittsburg

manufacturers of the wonderful ignorant, gossiping old women is clas Weston Elec . Instr. Co., Newark , N. J.

sic literature by comparison .”
Whitney Elec'l Instr. Co., New York .

abrasive , carborundum, is to increase
INSULATING MACHINERY

its already extensive plant at Niagara Further on the author proceeds :
Aiton Machine Co.. New York .

Falls , with the addition of a four-story “ So we find the conservators of our New England Butt Co., Providence, R. I.

brick and steel structure , and the con- tongue work, working like busy bees INSULATING MATERIAL COMPOUNDS—

sequent increasing of its output and for the purity and sweetness of speech ; CLOTH AND PAPER

working force. and not far away in greater numbers
Anderson Mfg. Co. , A.& J. M. , Boston .

Johns-Manville Co., H. W. , New York.

The new building is to be 225 feet in we see the corruptors working like
Mica Insulator Co. , New York .

length and 60 feetin width . One en- tumble -bugs in linguistic corruption. Munsell & Co., Eugene, Chicago .

tire floor of the building is to be given So far as language is concerned, both INSULATING MATERIAL - COMPOUNDS

over to the manufacture of Carbor
PAINTS AND VARNISHES

bee and tumble -bug, as it were, obey
Macon -Evans Varnish Co., Pittsburg.

undum sharpening stones , hones, secondary laws in the conserving of
Massachusetts Chem . Co., Walpole, Mass .

scythe stones and other specialties. good form on the one hand and in the Standard Paint Co., New York.

The growth of this branch of the Car- perpetrating of execrable form on the Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburg .

borundum business has been literally other.”
INSULATING MATERIAL - FIBRE

Am. Vulcanized Fibre Co. , Wilmington .

phenomenal and now Carborundum
Diamond State Fibre Co., Elsmere,Del

sharpening stones can be found in al- Railroad Shop Equipment
Kartavert Mfg . Co., Wilmington, Del.

most every hardware store in the The increasing demands now being Morris Elec. Co. , Wilmington, Del.

country. made on the rolling stock of railroads
United Indurated Fibre Spec. Co., Lock

The other floors will be used for the have necessitated the use of every
port , N. Y

Wilinington FibreSpec.Co., Wilmington

mixing and wheel moulding depart- possible improvement in shop equip- INSULATỈNG MATERIAL - LAVA
-

ments and for storage room. ment whereby the operating expense American Lava Co., Chattanooga, Tena .

During the past year 'the Carbor- may be minimized, the output in
Kruesi , P. J., Chattanooga .

undum Company has added several
Steward Mig . Co.,D. M.,Chattanooga.

creased or the efficiency of the old INSULATING MATERIAL - MICA

new lines to its manufactured pro- equipment bettered. Johns-Manville Co., H. W. , New York .

ducts . These include garnet-paper The older engine-driven plants of Mica Insulator Co., New York .

and cloth , used largely in the wood this kind required the placing of tools
Munsell & Co. , Eugene, Chicago .

INSULATING MATERIAL PORCELAIN
and furniture trade , and emery paper rather in accordance with the line

Imperial Porcelain Works,Trenton ,N.).
and cloth , used in finishing metal and shafting than with the individual re- Locke Insulator Mfg . Co., Victor, N. Y.

machinery parts . The addition of
quirements of the work in hand . The

National Porcelain Co., Trenton , N. J.

these lines and the development of the belts and countershafts required inter
Pass & Seymour, Inc. , Solvay, N. Y.

Sears, Henry D. , Boston .

regular sharpening stone and grind- fere with the lighting of the shop and Thomas&Sons Co., R., E. Liverpool,0 .

ing-wheel business has made the addi the movement of material through it ,
INSULATING MATERIAL - TAPE

tion to the plant necessary.
while the power wasted in them is an

Amer. ElectricalWks.,Philipsdale, R.I.

Plans are under way to have the item to be reckoned with . In a rail
Massachusetts Chem. Co., Walpole, Mass.

Carborundum Company cover the en
Morgan & Wright, Detroit.

road shop, these losses are relatively New York Insulated Wire Co., N. Y.
tire abrasive field with its products,

greater, for the reason that so much Okonite Co.,Ltd., New York .

and as these plans mature they will work is done overtime. At these times
Schott , W.H. , Chicago .

result in a still larger plant and a
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

the power utilized is very small, com burg.

greater working force.
pared with what is wasted , because INSULATORS - GLASS

only a few tools are in operation at Hemingway Glass Co., Louisville.

What Do You Think of This ?
any one time, while the transmission

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co., Victor, N. Y.

" The Changing Values of English loss remains practically constant at all
Sears , Henry D. , Boston .

INSULATORS - PORCELAIN AND COM .
Speech .” By Ralcy Husted Bell . 1909 . times. POSITION

Hinds, Noble & Eldridge, Publishers, The Hocking Valley Railway Co. Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M., Boston .

New York. has purchased for its shops at Imperial Porcelain Works, Trenton, N. J.

On page 39 of the above, in a chap- Columbus, Ohio , extensive Allis
Johns-Manville Co., H. W. , New York .

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co., Victor, N. Y.
ter entitled " English,” we find the fol- Chalmers generating and motor

Sears , Henry D. , Boston .

lowing eruption : equipment consisting of two 200 kw. Thomas & Sons Co., R. , E. Liverpool, O.

“ It is only necessary to read the 60-cycle alternators, with exciters , and JACKS

'papers' and follow the discussions of 15 Allis -Chalmers induction motors Watson - Stillman Co., New York .
Henderer's Sons . A. L. , Wilmington, Del.

the technical and professional societies , aggregating 350 horse -power.
JUNCTION BOXES

such as , and notably, the American In- The group and individual drive for Standard Underground Cable Co. , Pitts

stitute of Electrical Engineers, the the various machine tools is arranged burg , Pa .

American Association ( ?) ofMechan- as follows :
Bossert Elec . Const . Co. , Utica , N. Y,

KNIFE SWITCHES

ical Engineers , The American Electro- Bulldozer group—30 h.p. motor . Anderson Mfg. Co. , A. & J. M. , Boston ,

Chemical Society , and others, in order Bolthreader group - 30 h.p. motor . LAMPS - ARC

to obtain an insight into the methods Timber sizergroup - 50 h.p. motor .
Adams-Bagnall Elec. Co. , Cleveland .

of unconscious corruption of English . Matcher group - 50 h.p. motor .
Am . Arc Lamp Co., Kalamazoo, Mich .

Anderson Mfg . Co. , A. & J. M., Boston .
The few men in these large and repre- Tenoning machine - 15 h.p. motor. Beck Flaming Lamp Co.,NewYork.

sentative bodies who can write well Mortesen group — 15 h.p. motor. Excello Arc Lamp Co., New York .

and use their own language logically Drill press group - 15 h.p. motor. Ft. Wayne Electric Works, Ft. Wayne.

are literally forced to use a large per
General Electric Co. , Schenectady.

Cut-off saw—15 h.p. motor.
Hamburger, Felix , New York.

centage of bastard words so that they Borer group - 10 h.p. motor . Helios Mfg Co., Philadelphia.

may be understood by their colleagues. Knife grinder and band saw group Marquette Elec . Mfg. Co., Chicago .

Read the brief of the average lawyer, -10 h.p. motor. Toerring Co. , C. J. , Philadelphia .

and the contribution of the average Wheel press — 77/2 h.p. motor.
Warner Arc Lamp Co., Muncie, Ind.

Westerni Electric Co., Chicago.

M.D. to medical and surgical "liter- Small drive press-5 h.p. motor. Westinghouse Elec . & Mfg.Co., Pittsburg

,
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ESTABLISHED 1883 those who live in it-are taken into elsewhere described in this issue of

Published monthly by

consideration , the concrete proposi- THE ELECTRICAL AGE. If they are
The Electrical Age Co., 45 E. 42d Street, New York .

tion is coming to appeal to the builder,appeal to the builder, properly made and properly set, with
J. H. SMITH , Pres . C. A. HOPE, Sec . and Treas . even of the most limited means, and their use not only does the whole sup

so we see that the number of con- porting structure improve with time,
Telephone No. 6498 38th .

crete dwellings is increasing by leaps instead of deteriorating at the rate of
Private branch exchange connecting all departments .

Cable Address --Revolvable, New York .
and bounds. from 10 to 15 per cent. per year as

Another great source of waste of do the millions of wooden poles in
SUBSCRIPTION RATES

wood is the use of wooden ties , and existence to-day, but the item of keep
United States and Mexico , $ 1.00 .

Canada , $ 1.50. To Other Countries , $ 2.50 it is interesting to note that the long up and replacement , so far as the sup

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS
discussed steel tie as well as its newer porting structure is concerned, dis

insertion of new advertisements or changes of copy cannot
relation , the reinforced-concrete tie, appears for all time from the com

be guaranteed for the following issue iſ received later than the is beginning to make real progress . pany's books, the same as in the case

There are many miles of both kinds of peculiar local accidents such as col

in the railroads of the United States lisions , dynamite and mishaps of sim

CONTENTS to-day, and their use is increasing at ilar character . How these matters ap

EDITORIAL a rapid rate . pear in concrete form is shown by the

The coming of the reinforced - con- comparison table in the article re
Concrete Poles ...

crete pole for all purposes where ferred to .

A New Method of Industrial Training .... wooden and steel poles are now used All of the foregoing considerations

is just as certain as the coming of gas- apply to the companies who have
LEADING ARTICLES

engine-driven battleships or any other planted the enormous number of poles

Transformers obvious development in the field of that are in use for the support of elec
engineering The shortsightedness tric transmission lines of both high

Reinforced Concrete in Electrical Transmis

and waste of the use of wooden tele- and low tension .
sion Lines.....

graph poles has just been forcibly set They are , perhaps , of greater im
The Plant Owner's and the Operating En. forth by the complete breakdown of portance in the case of the electric

gineer's Problem ......
94 the pole lines of the telegraph com- companies than in that of the tele

Tests of Electric Meters in New York City .. 99 panies betweenbetween Philadelphia and graph and telephone companies, in the

Washington by the sleet storm of In- same ratio that light and power are

auguration Day. more important to a community than

There is not the slightest doubt the swift transmission of news. Im
Concrete Poles

that the wretched performance exhib- agine the consequences of as complete

For some years past there have been ited on that occasion is liable to be a wreckage of a large electric trans

many predictions that the time would duplicated in any northern section of mission and distribution system in a

come when reinforced concrete would the United States at any time . Nor is city as that of the telegraph lines in

supplant the use of wood and steel there the slightest doubt that the Maryland. Yet this is just what has

and leave the supply of those mate- whole breakage, not only of the poles to be faced by the electric companies.

rials free for utilization in the fields but of the wire also , could have been Their wooden -pole lines are depre

that are peculiarly their own . The and would be absolutely prevented by ciating with the same rapidity as the

shortage of the timber supply caused the adoption of up-to-date and scien- telegraph . The chief difference in the

largely by the strenuous efforts made tific methods of pole-line construction two situations is that many companies

in the United States to burn up at and wire suspension. No one ac- by adopting the steel poles have staved

least a few hundred million dollars ' quainted with the facts of the case off the day of reckoning and the aver

worth of buildings every year has been will deny this. It is merely a matter age transmission and distribution - pole

pushing the question more and more of crystallized brains in the manage- line is somewhat better constructed

to the front . ment being unable to adjust them- and very much younger than the aver

By means of much costly experi- selves to new conditions and the util age telegraph line.

ment and experience in the numerous ization of new means—just as in the In the United States , according to

details involved in the economical pro- navy. Time and a series of such ex- the latest bulletin of the Department

duction of concrete forms, the point positions as that of March 4th will of Commerce and Labor, there are ap

in the process seems to have been be required to force new ideas into proximately 1,000,000 miles of tele

reached where a small house of rein- practice . phone-pole lines and 275,000 miles of

forced concrete can be built for ap- Leaving aside the details of manu- telegraph lines , being a grand total of

proximately 25 per cent . more than a facture and suspension by which tele- 1.275,000 miles , which at 40 poles to

wooden house of the same size and graph lines can be made non -breakable the mile means approximately 5,000,

style. When the insurance and the by steel and high wind pressure , the 000 telegraph and telephone poles.

value of safety for the furnishings problem of keeping up the poles is This enormous total does not take ac

and contents of the house -- not to easily solved by the use of hollow count of the thousands of miles owned

speak of the security of the lives of reinforced -concrete poles such as are and operated by the railroad com

81
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means

panies. In the whole world there are A Now Method of Industrial prentices and to let a few machines

at least 2,000,000 miles of land-tele
Training run unproductive. So thoroughly is

graph lines which, at an average of this matter understood by the big in

35 poles to the mile, means 70,000,000 The problem of getting a boy into
dustrial companies that they yearly go

poles which are of wood. his life work easily and without loss of
prospecting among the colleges for

The miles of transmission and dis
time, and the problem of training ef

ficient men in industrial plants , are in
human timber. The Schneider plan

tribution -pole line in the United States ought to lessen their labor by bring

many ways opposite views ofthesame ing the boys to the manufacturerdurmay be taken approximately

proposition . Many experiments in
200,000, of which some 25,000 miles .

are trolley lines. Deducting 20,000

the solution of these industrial prob- ing the early stages of man-building.

miles for steel pole and tower-sup
lems have been tried out with more or

less success . There is no novelty of What will be the first electric smelt
ported line , we have left 210,000 miles

of wooden -pole lines which , at an aver
view or startling originality of plan in ing plant in the world for the produc

age distance apartof 130 feet of 44 Schneider, of the University of Cin
the solution proposed by Herman tion of pig iron on a commercial scale ,

will be erected in Norway bythe Ak
poles to the mile, about

9,000,000 poles in use for electric pur- partially self-supporting and therefore
cinnati , except that the boy becomes tiebolaget Elektrometall, of Ludvika,

Sweden . The first installation will be

poses .
able to continue his purely educational built this summer, and includes two

The average life of wooden tele work longer than ordinarily. The iron -ore reduction furnaces of 2500

graph, and telephone poles in the planhasone great advantage overthe h.p. each andtwo steel furnaces of 600United States is elsewhere stated to
ancient apprenticeship system in that h.p. each . All furnaces will be op

vary from 12 years for an untreated it removes the boy from his work for erated with two-phase current. The

pole to 20 yearsfor a treated pole . definite intervals of quasi-compulsory plant willlater beenlarged by erecting
Under such conditions there are an- instruction . It provides for one week four more iron -ore reduction furnaces

nually needed approximately some two of school instruction and for one week of 2500 h.p. each and four steel fur

millions of poles to supply the present of shop or factory work. Two boys naces of larger size than 600 h.p.

telephone and telegraph lines, and the

electric lines will require 400,000
enter the same shop and alternate each

week in their shop work and in their
more.

schooling. They are paid apprentice
In his annual report , E. H. Utley,

Turning now to the world at large wages while working. Obviously thewages while working. Obviously the general manager of the Bessemer &
and applying the same considerations, system is applicable to secondary Lake Erie, says:

we find that not far from 3,000,000 schools, high schools and the colleges . “ The use of the steel tie continues to

poles for telegraph and similar lines The advantages of this plan lie increase our confidence in its utility,

must be supplied each year and an- chiefly in the fact that the boy begins and I think it is within reasonable

other million or so for railway light to earn money at an earlier age, to bounds to assert that within the next

and power circuits . form industrious habits under the three years the Bessemer road will be

These figures, which are certainly sharp discipline of a regular shop, to, , double - tracked between Conneaut

under rather than over the actual acquire the habit of application to his Harbor and North Bessemer with steel

facts , show clearly the enormous im- work, it being impossible to shirk ties, and that by that time the price of

portance of the question of stopping physical taskswithout instant detecphysical tasks without instant detec- first-class white oak wooden ties will

the waste. The method of lessening it tion ; and by the constant and close al- be considerably over one dollar each ,

has been taken up with some vigor byternation of hand and mind trainingternation of hand and mind training whereas the steel ties are selling to-day

the government and a few of the more he attains a symmetrical education in at about $2 , and that the management

progressive of the companies involved. his chosen vocation . of the Bessemer road can feel that,

The proposal is to increase the life of
There are some disadvantages to the

aside from the few ties that may be

the wood pole by treatment . This is
boy and there are some things not to

destroyed by reason of derailments

but a superficial measure . It is the
the liking of the shop owner. A con

( and which have a scrap value of at

thorough -going Germans who have at
siderable loss of memory of facts oc

least half of their purchase price ) , for

tacked the problem with characteristic curs even in so short an interval as a the next 20 to 40 years the question of

determination , and the first step that
week and this fact must make the proc tie renewals will not enter into the cal

is the economical and quick production
ess of education slower than where the

culations of expenses for maintenance

of an indestructible hollow reinforced
tasks are performed daily. On the

of way.”

concrete pole , elsewhere set forth in
other hand , the exercise of the mind in

this issue, is what they claim to have
bringing back the work of a week Construction of street-railway lines

accomplished .
ago must necessarily sharpen the in Canada was almost stopped by the

Before the light, strong, elastic and memory and strengthen the mind by depression in 1908. For the entire

everlasting typeof pole such as can be compelling it to review after an inter year ended December 31 last there were
evolved by the perfection of processes, val of time a fairly complex and laid a total of only thirty -three miles

there is opened a vast field of useful- lengthy series of mental acts and phylengthy series of mental acts and phy- of track, and of this, half was built by

ness . For not only wood poles will sical tasks .
one company, the Brantford & Ham

ultimately be displaced but the costly
The manufacturer tries the plan be- ilton line . Electric-railway building

latticed or tubular iron pole which is
cause he knows that boys who elect at best is being done on a very small

already left behind in the all-impor such a plan are on the average above scale in Canada, as compared with its
tant matter of first cost will gradually

the level of mediocrity, and promise by rapid development in the United
give way before the insistent action of

that token to become better workmen. States . In the year 1907 there was
the law of economy.

He is taking chances with human na
laid a total of only seventy -two miles

It has been claimed , with some show ture, for ambition and ability are of new track . The current year prom

of reason , that we are the last people stratums of the mind that run not in ises to be somewhat better, inasmuch

in the world to learn this law , and it is parallel lines . However, one or two as one line, the British Columbia

therefore fitting to look into an eco- human prizes are of so great value Electric Railway , has now under con

nomic possibility that promises as that he is really glad to give the time struction more mileage than was built

much as does this . of a few men to the work of the ap- by all the roads in the past two years.



Transformers

H. B. GEAR and P. F. WILLIAMS

Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago

TH

BE

HE transformer is perhaps, next these two is called the leakage current , formers are divided so that they can be

to the generator, the most im- the lagging component being known,
used in three-wire distribution in sizes

portant piece of apparatus which as the magnetizing component, since of 1.5 kw. and upward.

the electrical engineer has at his dis- the magnetic flux is in phase with it . Transformers designed for trans

posal. Without it the development of The secondary induced electromotive mission service are frequently made

alternating -current transmission and force is a quarter cycle behind the with several coils on both primary and

distribution systems would have been magnetic flux and therefore a half secondary to permit their being con

so greatly restricted that the use of cycle behind the primary impressed nected in series for use on higher volt

electricity would never have become pressure, and in opposition to it. ages later as the system develops.

more than a small fraction of what it When load is connected to the The ratio of transformation is also

secondary, the magnetization set up in sometimes made adjustable by steps of

the core by the secondary current op- 5 , 10 or 15 per cent., by bringing taps

poses that of the primary and lowers out from one of the windings of the

the apparent self induction of the transformer by which the pressure may

primary. This permits enough more
be raised or lowered as conditions may

current to flow in the primary to make require. Such taps are often specified

the primary ampere turns equal to the in ordering transformers which are to

secondary ampere turns plus the be used with delta connection on a

amount due to the leakage current.
three-phase transmission where it is

Fig. I The power factor of the primary cur- expected to raise the transmission volt

is. Distribution would have been lim
rent at full load must necessarily be age later by a change to star connec

ited to lower voltages and transmission
practically the same as that of the tion .

would not have passed beyond the
The ratio of transformation exsecondary since the leakage current is

limits within which generator and but a few per cent. of full -load current .
pressed in terms of the ratio of the

motor voltages are confined, say 15,000
The magnetizing component of the number of turns in the coils is strictly

to 20,000 volts .
leakage current is about twice the loss

The transformer is the simplest
component in the ordinary sizes of dis

piece of apparatus which is employed
tributing transformers above i kw.

in electrical engineering to any great There are two principal laws gov

extent , consisting merely of primary erning the design of the transformer.

and secondary coils on an iron core . The first of these is very simple and

Its lack of moving parts makes it a states that the ratio of transformation

mere combination of copper and iron of a transformer is the ratio of the

which needs only the application of an number of turns in the primary to the

electromotive force at its terminals to number in the secondary. That is,

make it instantly operative . a transformer receiving energy at 2000

The physical phenomena which take volts and delivering it at 200 has a

place in the transformer are , however, ratio of 10 to 1 and has ten times as

not quite so simple as its construction . many turns in series in its primary

The primary coils receives electric coils as there are in series in its sec

current in sufficient quantity to mag- ondary coil . When a transformer is

netize the iron core . The magnetism wound with two or more sections in

so excited induces an electromotive its primary or secondary coils, its

force in the secondary winding which ratio of transformation canbe changed

is proportional to the number of turns by changing the connections from

of wire in it . The iron core absorbs series to parallel. For instance , in a

energy due to hysteresis and eddy cur- 1040-2080 to 104-208 volt transformer

rentswhich is proportional in general there are four possible combinations

to the amount of iron in the core and of connections , viz . , ( a ) primary and

to the frequency of the supply . The secondary sections both in parallel

presence of the iron core makes the 1040 to 104, or 10 to 1 ; ( b ) primary

self-induction of the primary very high in parallel , secondary in series 1040

at no-load . This results in a very high to 208, or 5 to 1 ; ( c ) primary in series,

counter electromotive force of self- secondary in multiple 2080 to 104 or Fig. 2

induction which limits the no-load cur- 20 to 1 and (d ) primary in series ,

rent to a small percentage of the full- secondary in series 2080 to 208 or 10 true only when the transformer is car

load carrying capacity of the wind- to I. rying no load. The resistance and in

ings . This magnetizing current is one- It is usual to make the primary ductance of the windings cause a re

quarter cycle behind the impressed winding, of line transformers inter- duction in pressure of 2 per cent. to 3

voltage. The iron loss draws current changeable so that they can be used per cent . when the transformer is car
also which is in phase with the im- on either 1040 or 2080 -volt systems. rying full load , thus modifying the

pressed voltage . The resultant of The secondary windings of line trans- ratio of transformation slightly.
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or

The ratio of the number of turns in the magnetic flux fixes the weight of ume of the iron , B thenumber of lines

primary and secondary being fixed by iron and the iron loss . per unit of area and K a constant de

the voltages of supply and delivery, it It may seem at first sight that the pending on the kind of iron used .

is necessary for the designer to fix area of the cross section of the iron It is evident from this formula that

core would be about the same for all if the density is increased , the core loss

transformers designed for a given increases more rapidly and excessive

voltage and frequency without regard heating results. On the other hand, if
to size, since the product of the turns the density is greatly decreased , the

and the Aux is a constant which is weight of iron is increased and the

fixed by the voltage. cost goes upward.

However, the exciting current may In the smaller sizes of 60 -cycle

be made proportional to the kilowatt transformers where the weight of iron

capacity and this permits the number is small in proportion to the copper,

of turns to be reduced in the larger the density is made lower so as to

units, thus increasing the amount of partly equalize this disparity. The iron

iron in the core . For instance , in a in units of 1 to 5 kw. is therefore oper

2-kw. transformer designed for 2080 ated at from 40,000 to 45,000 lines per

volts , there would be required about square inch . In the larger sizes it is

1900 turns in the primary to keep the made 45,000 to 50,000 and in transmis

exciting current down to a proper sion units as high as 60,000 lines per

amount. The total flux would there square inch .

fore be F = 781,000,000 / 1900 = 411,- At 25 cycles the total flux for a

Fig . 3 000 lines . In a 20 -kw . unit the full- given voltage must be greater, and this

load current being 10 times greater, tends to require greater cross section .
the number of turns in one of the coils the exciting current may be several The iron loss , however, falls off with

arbitrarily. This number must be times greater. Assuming that the the frequency and the density may be

high enough to furnish the magnetiz- primary has 600 túrns, the total flux increased enough to make up for the
ing force for the core without requir- will be 781,000,000 /600 = 1,300,000

decrease in frequency. This permits

ing too much . leakage current at no the design of 25 cycle units at densities
load . This leakage current in line

of 60,000 to 90,000 lines per square

transformers should not exceed 3 per inch . On the other hand, 125 cycle

cent. of normal full-load current ex units are usually operated at 30,000

cept in the smallest sizes , as there are to 40,000 lines. The density having
many of them on a distributing system . been assumed , the area of the core is

The combined leakage current in a
F

1,300,000
large system having a power factor of

A =

50 to 60 per cent. tends to interfere
= 26 sq . in . in a

B

with the regulation of the generator
50,000

20 -kw . unit.

pressure, and to increase the energy

required for excitation of the fields,
The magnetizing component of the

during the hours of light load .
leakage current for a given design

On the other hand, an increase in
may be computed from the formula

the number of turns requires a greater BL

length of wire , which in turn tends to
C = in which B is the num

increase the cost of the transformer

and reduce its efficiency. The number ber of lines of force per square inch ,

of turns must, therefore, be selected so L the length of the magnetic circuit

that the leakage current and length of
lines . The average length of a turn

wire will be within limits.proper
is increased because of the greater

The fundamental formula by which
area of the cross section and the length

the induced voltage of a transformer of wire is therefore not reduced in

is calculated will illustrate thesefacts. proportion to the reduction in thenum

The induced voltage of a transformer
ber of turns . A number of trial cal

culations must be made with different

4.44 f x n XF
ratios of turns to flux, until the most

is E= in which f is the
economical combination is found for

100,000,000
each size.

frequency in cycles per second , n the The total magnetic flux being deter

number of turns in series in the coil
mined the areaof the cross section of

and F the total magnetic flux in the the magnetic circuit is fixed by an ar

core, at the maximum point of the bitraryassumptionofmagnetic density

wave. For 60 cycles and 2080 volts per square inch . This value is some

this becomes :
what elastic and may be adjusted

4.44 X 60 XnF within 15 or 20 per cent of a mean
2080 =

value in order to produce consistent

100,000,000 designs . The iron loss varies as the

or n F 781,000,000 1.6 power of the magnetic density.
It is apparent that either the num- The law governing this is due to Stein

ber of turns must be assumed to find metz and is

the total fux, or the flux may be as KfV B 1.6

sumed to find the number of turns .
Iron loss

The number of turns fixes the weight 10,000,000

of copper, and the copper loss, while in which f is the frequency, V the vol

.
.
.

4.44 NP

Fig . 4

-

Fig . 5
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- or as

in inches, N the number of turns and type and size in direct proportion . On ratus has made progress steadily from

P the permeability of the iron. As- this account 25-cycle transformers and the beginning of the industry. In the

suming a magnetic density of 50,000 induction motors require more mate- early years of alternating-current de

lines per square inch and a permeabil- rial than the similar types of 60 -cycle
rial than the similar types of 60 -cycle velopment the electrical manufacturer

ity of 2000, the magnetizing compon- ' apparatus and cost more to build . had nothing at his disposal in the way

ent of the leakage current would be There are two general types of of sheet iron except the standard

50,000 XI 5.63 L windings and core used in transform- grades turned out for general pur

C = ers . One is known as the shell type ,

4.44 X 200 X N N the other as the core type.

suming the magnetizing current , the
In the shell type the coils are MicaShields Secondary

threaded through the magnetic circuit

5.63 L
primary

and are surrounded by it, while in the

number of turns is N = core type the coils surround the core.

The usual form taken by the shell type

The number of turns and total flux is that shown in Fig. 1. It hasbeen.

of various sizes of distribution trans- used to some extentin line transform

formers are approximately as given ers and very generally in connection

in the following table : with synchronous converters where

с

2 3 5 7.5 10 15 20 25 30

40 50

. 26

3000

6.5

411

1900

9.5

1.550

1420

12.2

700

1100

15.5

S8

890

17.6

1.02

780

21

1.2

650

23.5

1.35

580

26

1.45

550

27

1.53

510

28

1.7

460

31

1.85

420

34

i

K. W. Cap .

OilDUCE OilChannels

Mega lines .

Turns..

Area of core , sq . in.

Fig. 7

4.44 nf F forced air cooling is employed . The poses. It was found very soon that

The formula E = has core type shown in Fig. 2 has been
such iron when used in a transformer

100,000,000 used very generally for line and trans
had magnetic properties which were

been applied numerically in the fore- mission purposes where oil cooking is variable with the length of time in

going only to units designed for 2080 relied upon. The cylindrical form of service. The hysteresis loss per

volts and 60 cycles . It is apparent that the coils lends itself to dissipation of pound was high because of lack of

for higher voltages the product n F heat and the application of insulation proper annealing and varied widely in
will be proportionately higher and that more readily than the flat type of coil different lots because of the lack of

more iron and copper will be required used in the shell type . The core type uniformity in the heat treatment in the

to construct a transformer of given has therefore been used very generally mill. The result was that a trans

capacity as the voltage is increased . for distribution purposes.
former which was reasonably efficient

Likewise, if the frequency is lower the In recent years a modification of the
at the date of manufacture passed

product n F is proportionately higher shell type shown in Fig. 3 , known as through a process of aging which left

and more copper and iron is required the cruciform type, has been develthe cruciform type, has been devel- it with a greatly increased hysteresis

to construct a transformer of given oped, which permits the retention ofoped, which permits the retention of loss and reduced its all-day efficiency

the cylindrical form of coil with the
very materially . As soon as this phe

shell type of core. This form which

has been adopted by the two largest

American manufacturers , reduces

magnetic leakage to a minimum , im

proves regulation and makes a very

compact and efficient arrangement of

copper and iron .

In the construction of the magnetic

circuit of the transformer , the iron

must be in sheet form to reduce the

flow of eddy currents which tend to be

set up by the alternating magnetic flux .

The sheet iron is commonly about .012

inch thick, this thickness having been

found to be the most effective and

economical . The shape of the stamp

ings of sheet metal is carefully worked

out so that they may be built up

around the form -wound and insulated

coils with facility. This must be done

so as to affect the reluctance of the

magnetic circuit as little as possible.

The alternate laminations are therefore

usually overlapped so that the mag

netic lines of force do not have to cross

a butt joint. The laminations are se

cured in position by bolts holding them

rigidly in place.

The art of manufacturing sheet iron

for use in making laminated magnetic

Fig. 6
circuits for alternating -current appa Fig . 8
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PRIMARY

nomenon became well established, an siderably higher than in an oil - cooled

endeavor was made to establish the unit because special facilities are pro

cause of the ageing. The continued vided for carrying off the heat gener

operation of theiron at higher temper- ated .
atures than normal atmospheric The selection of cross sections of

seemed to be the seat of the trouble copper for the windings is therefore

fixed within certain limits by the heat

losses therein .

In the small sizes the large number

of turns and the very smallcurrent in

the primary coil favor the use of a

lower current density than is permis

sible in the larger sizes . Except in the

sizes less than 5 kw. the copper is run

at from 400 to 500 cir. mils per

ampere at full load. These densities

give copper losses which are somewhat

greater at full load than the iron losses

in the smaller sizes and running up to

about twice the iron loss in the larger

units .

The copper must be ample to keep

the regulation of the transformer with

in proper limits. Where regulation is
Fig. II

not important , the copper losses may

be increased somewhat.
ring of insulating materials would not

SECONDARY The regulation of the transformer is take place . The air blast was naturally

Fig. 9
the dropin pressure due totheresist- suggested as a means of hastening

ance and inductance of its windings. radiation and has found a useful field

and experiments were therefore di- It is, therefore,variable with different in stations and substations whereat

rected along the line of careful control power factors . The impedance drop tendance is continuous and floor space

of the heat treatment of the sheet metal of a transformer is that pressure which is limited.This type of transformer is
during the process of manufacture to

insure as perfect annealing as possible primary to drive full -load current

is required at the terminals of the shown in Fig. 5 .
This was not feasible , of course, for

in the finished product. The accumu- through the transformer with its sec distribution work and the use of a bath

lated experience of several years pro- ondary short-circuited . of oil around the coils was tried. This

duced gradual improvement in the The resistance drop may be deter- served the double purpose of exclud

magnetic properties of sheet iron , mined by passing direct current ing moisture and assisting radiation by

though ageing has not been entirely through the windings. This being the action of convection currents which

eliminated.
known , the reactance drop is X =

cause the heated oil next to the coils

However, in recent years experi- VZ2-R ? The resistance and reactance to rise to the top , drawing the cool oil

up from the bottom to take its place.
metal froman iron and silicon alloy drops being known, the regulationof

This plan was soon found to be so

have reached a stage which is very effective both in cooling and insulating

promising, and transformers are being the coils that it became standard prac

manufactured with cores made of this tice with all the principal manufactur

metal , which not only permits the use ers and continues to be the method used

of less core material, but reduces the for all line transformers and for sta

core loss and practically eliminates the tion work where floor spaceis not lim

ageing effect. Manufacturers of trans ited or where the voltage of transmis

formers have been able to change their sion is very high . In the larger units ,

transformer designs, reducing the cost say 1000 kw. and upwards, the size of

of construction and producing more the case necessary to hold oil suffi

efficient apparatus. cient to radiate the energy at the
The progress which has been made

Fig. 10 proper rate becomes excessive. It is ,

during the years 1898 to 1909 is made therefore, usual to provide a case of

very plain by the curves in Fig. 4, the transformer when carrying load at sufficient size to contain the trans

which show the iron losses in the vari- any power factor may readily be de- former and cooling coils of pipe as

ous sizes of line transformers at three termined by reference to a Mershon shown in Fig. 6. The transformer and

points during this period . diagram , the resistance and reactance cooling coils are immersed in oil which

Thecopper losses of the transformer drops being treated as if they were the serves to convey the heat from the

assist in the production of heat while ohmic and inductive drops of a feeder transformer below to the coils above.

it is carrying load , and they must carrying a load at the given power Water is circulated through the cool

therefore be so limited as to keep the factor .
ing coils in proper quantities to carry

temperature of the interior of the The problem of disposing of the away the heat liberated in the trans

transformer from rising more than 45 heat generated in a transformer is one former. This method of cooling is

to 50 degrees cent . above the surround- which has required a large amount of readily applicable where a cheap sup

ing air . study and experiment. In the begin- ply of water is available . It is not so

The elevation of temperature is de- ning of the art when units were small, economical where a supply of water

termined by the radiation factor and natural radiation into the air was suf- must be purchased at usual water

by the energy losses . In an air-blast ficient. As sizes increased this was rates .

transformer, for instance, the energy inadequate to keep down interior tem- In very large units, 2500 kw. and

loss per kilowatt of capacity is con- peratures to a point where slow char- over , it is sometimes justifiable to pro

Mesode
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8

8

vide a forced circulation of water or tape covering the cotton braid , after magnetic characteristics of a trans

oil to carry away the heat . In such being impregnated with heated insulat- former having an iron core are for
cases it may also be necessary to pro- ing compounds which drive off any re- tunately such that the relative amount

vide means of cooling the circulating maining traces of moisture .
of copper required is small, and the

liquid . Such problems are, however, The primary and secondary coils be- losses in the copper windings are not

special and must be worked out to suit ing placed in close proximity are sep- as great as they are in a generator or

local conditions . arated from each other by mica and synchronous converter. The lack of
In the design of the coils and cores hard wood or fibre so as to provide an moving parts further tends to make

of self- cooled oil-insulated transform- oil - filled gap between the coils . The the transformer the most efficient piece

ers , it is important that they be so coils are likewise separated from the of electrical apparatus which is in gen

shaped and mounted on the core as to core by sheets of mica and other mate
eral use .

permit a free circulation of oil about rial . The cylindrical type of coils used The efficiency of a transformer

them . For instance, in the core type in core type construction and in the which is used in transmission work is

transformer the square corners may be improved shell type are easily pro- of most importance at the time of full

used in conjunction with the cylin- tected by layers of mica and are there- load , since it usually carries its load

fore the most reliable form of coil for eight to ten hours or more per day,

distribution purposes. Forms which and its iron losses are a small part of

require the protection of sharp corners its converted output. It is important,

are more difficult to insulate safely. therefore , that its copper losses be

Mica is not affected by heat or mois- low, and its full-load efficiency as high

ture and therefore forms the best in- as possible. In a distribution trans

sulating material where it can be ap- former supplying lighting load fourto

plied effectively in sheets . five hours per day, the full -load effi

Distribution transformers are com- ciency is less important while the iron

monly provided with rugged cast-iron loss which goes on 24 hr . may be

cases adapted to stand exposure to the come a considerable percentage of the

weather and to the rough handling in- daily output of the unit .

cident to installation and removal at For instance , in the case of a 5-kw.

occasional intervals . They must be transformer which delivers 20 kw-hr.

oil-tight , as leakage is likely to result per day, the copper loss would be about

in claims for damages from property 100 watts at full load , while the iron

owners as well as very unsightly equip- loss would be about 50. The copper

ment. The cover is made removable loss per day would beabout 400 watt

for convenience in filling with oil , and hr. while the iron loss would be 24x50
Fig. 12

in changing the primary coil connec- = 1200 watt-hr. The total loss being

tions from series to multiple. Lugs 1600 watt-hr ., the all -day efficiency is
drical coils to provide open vertical

are cast on the case to fit wrought-iron
channels

20

or flues through which

streams of oil may pass, thus reaching veniently hung on
hangers by which they may be con 92.6 per cent . ,

a cross-arm, as

the inner parts of the coils and core,
21.6

shown in Fig. 8.

and preventing these parts from
while that at full load is

It is customary in bringing out the

reaching a temperature very much
leads of distribution transformers to

5000

higher than the outside parts as shown
follow a uniform method of connect

97.1 per cent .

in Fig . 7 .
ing up coils on primary and secondary

5150

In the shell type this is not so feas- sides so that units may be coupled in It is apparent that the all -day efficiency

ible, and radiation must be accom parallel by following a symmetrical varies with the load factor or hours'

plished by flaring apart the coils at plan of connections without testing out use of the maximum load . The effi

the ends where they turn so that the for polarity every time . The polarity ciency at various load factors is shown
oil can reach them on both sides , and

is made such that current is leaving for several sizes of transformers in the
by providing circulation slots between

the right-hand terminal of the second- curves in Fig. 10. It is evident from
the coils.

ary at the same time that it is entering these curves that a system in which
The radiation of heat from the case

is facilitated by vertically corrugated

surfaces which may be so designed as
Per Cent .

Per Cent . Regulation
Per Cent,

to greatly increase the radiating sur
K. V. A. Efficiency Exciting

face without increasing the cubic con
Copper

P. F. P. F.

tents of the case .

The insulation of the coils of a

transformer from each other and from

the case is of supreme importance. In

transmission work large amounts of
74 .

power are dependent upon the relia

bility of the transformer, while in dis

tribution work not only the central sta

tion service but the lives of consumers

and the general public are dependent

upon it to a large extent.

The conductors are double cotton TABLE SHOWING EFFICIENCY, COPPER LOSS, IRON LOSS AND REGULATION .

covered to separate adjacent turns while

the layers are separated by a proper the transformer through the corre- there are a considerable number of

thickness of varnished cambric, sheet sponding terminal of the primary, as 1 -kw. transformers will have a lower

mica or other insulating material. The shown in Fig . 9 . all -day efficiency than one in which

completed coil is wrapped with linen The physical laws governing the the same amount of load is supplied

Watts Loss

Core
Full Load 100 per cent . 80 per cent. Current

1

1 %.

2

3

4

5

.
.
.
.
.

20

25

30

34

40

45

62

SO

105

131

147

163

205

210

24

34

42

64

75

93

125

148

212

268

319

374

433

550

95.8

96.2

96.5

96.8

97.2

97.3

97.6

97.8

97.9

98.0

98.2

98.2

98.3

98.4

2.42

2.28

2.12

2.16

1.90

1.90

1.70

1.51

1.44

1.39

133

1.32

1.20

1.15

3.12

3.01

2.88

2.91

3.00

2.99

2.87

2.68

2.63

2.87

.82

2.82

2.72

2.68

5.5

4.0

3.6

3.0

2.5

2.3

2.2.

19

1.6

1.5

1.3

1.2

1.2

1.0

10

15

20

25

30

40

50
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mains .

by 5-kw. transformers. The average and reducing the cubic feet occupied power than to attempt to carry a line

size oftransformers should, therefore, has led to the adoption of three-phase of single-phase units for lighting and

be kept as large as is consistent with units in some kinds of work. The three -phase units for power.

a reasonable investment in secondary three -phase unit as worked out in the In construction work where the

shell type with air-blast cooling effects transformers are hung on poles , it is

The efficiency, copper loss, iron loss a saving in floor space and in first cost easier to distribute the weight of the

and regulation of the distribution which has made it standard for syn- transformers on the pole with three

transformers of the improved shell chronous converter work. In the core units than with one in installations of

type made by the leading American type unit illustrated in Fig. II, the 50 kw. or more. In underground work

manufacturers are shown in the table cooling is effected by oil and this type the saving in space is of value in a

on page 87. is used in distribution work or in situ- manhole, but the shape of the three

The copper loss and regulation fig- ations where attendance is not contin- phase unit is such that it cannot be in

ures in the above table are based on a uous. It is not usual to attempt to use stalled or removed unless a special size

temperature of 77° fahr. , whereas , a three -phase unit smaller than 15 kw . of manhole cover is used .

under the normal condition of full -load Having the three phases contained in The three -phase unit has therefore

operation , the temperature of the one case they are made in larger capac- not been generally used in distribution

windings is about 150 ° fahr. The in- ities than single -phase units, having work .

crease in the resistance of copper being been made as large as 7500 kw. for In the design of the core of three

about - 0.22 per cent . per degree fahr. use in transmission work . phase units , some saving in the weight

of rise , the increase in resistance at 150 ° For general distribution purposes , of core metal is possible when the

would be 73X0.22 = 16 per cent. The the three-phase unit in sizes less than middle phase is connected in reversed

copper losses at 150 ° would therefore 150 kw. has some serious limitations. order so that the magnetic fluxes of

be about 16 per cent. higher than the It puts the entire load furnished by the the adjacent phases do not combine in

values shown in the above table and unit out of service if any trouble de- the usual 120 ° relation , but at 60 °

the regulation would be proportion- velops in either phase of the unit , and apart.

ately increased . In a 5 -kw . trans- the expense of providing a substitute For instance, the shell type unit , as

former the copper loss would be 93 X unit is necessarily greater . shown in Fig. 12 , may be designed

1.16 = 108 watts, while the regulation Where transformers of all sizes with the same cross-section at B as

at 100 per cent. P. F. would be 1.9 X must be kept on hand to take care of each of the three single-phase units

1.16 = 2.2 per cent. light and power service , it is far more has at the points B, thus saving the

In three -phase systems the possibil- flexible to have single-phase units shaded portion of the middle single

ity of saving a partof the core material which are available for either light or phase core.

o

Reinforced Concrete in Electrical

Transmission Lines

A
The use of reinforced concrete in all Wooden poles untreated and treated ,

the nature of improvements on its numerous branches is one of the wooden poles with concrete settings or

existing ways of doing things latest inventions of the modern world sockets , wooden poles with steel sock

have to pass the crucial test of and bids fair to become of vast im- ets , and numerous other modifications

competition before they can be con- portance. The electrical engineer and have been tried and found more or less

sidered as established . Possession of construction man have been among the wanting. The next advance was the

the field is a mighty advantage, and foremost to seize on its possible ad- employment of steel poles. I-shaped,

the burden of proof is ever on the new- vantages , and to -day it plays a most tee -shaped , tubular, lattice poles and

comer, which if it is to make good important part in the construction of poles built up of these elements are all

must do so because it is the best. It power -houses and substations. In the in use, also concrete poles, solid or

is the struggle for existence, that great link between these two and between with wood or some other permanent

law of the domain of nature working them and the consumer , that is to say, core have been and are being tried .

equally in the region of man's en- in the transmission and distribution of Until a very recent time the plain

deavor. power both overhead and under- wooden pole has had the most of the

In forming a judgment of the value ground, it has so far had little to do. field . Except in certain localities that

of a new invention of this kind, a com- Unreinforced concrete has been much are especially unfavorable to their life ,

parison should be made with the exist- used in ducts and duct- line founda- nearly all the telegraph and telephone

ing means of accomplishing the same tions and manholes for underground lines of the world are carried on mil

end. This comparison will force con- work, but it is in the use of reinforced lions and millions of wooden poles .

sideration of the relative advantages concrete for pole lines of all sorts that With the introduction of the " small

and disadvantages of the new scheme the first great improvement will be and early " electric plants of the first

as concern the three great points of made. This, then , is a matter of pos- years of the industry, the wooden pole

technical merit, manufacturing, feasi- sible interest and profit to everyone was the thing handiest to use and has

bility and economy. From this study connected with the telephone, tele- been almost universally employed with

estimates of the net practical utility graph and overhead transmission and results which can hardly be called sat

of a new idea can be made with more distribution lines. isfactory.

or less accuracy which may serve as a For overhead work the new appli- But the rapid expansion of electrical

basis for action . cant finds the field already crowded . uses has worked a change for the

2
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cu . ft.

Fig. 1.—FRONT VIEW OF POLE -MAKING MACHINE.

which should be able to compete with

the steel pole. The results of these

efforts have been highly successful

when properly carried out, and it is a

wonder that the superiority of this type

of pole has not been more widely

known and utilized .

The first of these poles were made

by hand and were solid . This pro

duced a pole strong and durable but

of high first cost and enormous weight .

The volume of an ordinary telegraph

pole is about 20 Such a

wooden pole would weigh from 600 to

1000 lb. according to the kind of

wood. A solid concrete pole of the

same size will weigh two to three times

as much . For economy of material

and handling the hollow concrete pole

was devised.

Among the first to try the hollow

concrete pole was the municipal light

ing department of the city of Zurich in

Switzerland . In this instance steel

poles of different diameter were placed

vertically with one inside of the other ;

after the setting and fastening of the

reinforcing members the concrete was

tamped in.

Such poles required the most careful

work to insure a uniform quantity of

concrete work and hence uniform

strength . Hand-mixed concrete is pre

ferred to the machine-mixed article in

this sort of work, and hand tamping is

not uniformly done. The slowness,

lack of uniformity and high first cost

of such a hand-made pole led to the

development of the up-to-date machine

and machine-made hollow reinforced

concrete pole, which represents the

very latest advance of the art, until

the coming of the mechanical pole

maker. These poles can now be turned

out at a much lower cost than steel

poles and can be made in larger quan

tities in a small time.

One of the machines which has

made positive the cheapening and per

fecting of the manufacture of the con

crete pole is that used by the Interna

tional Siegwart Company of Lucerne.

This firm has a pole -making ma

chine whose principal features are

shown in the illustrations Figs. I

and 2.

Fig. 2. — REAR VIEW OF POLE -MAKING MACHINE.

246C

2200

worse in the wooden pole supply. The great objection is the high cost of re
enormously increased demand has newal , as the old foundation is not

greatly increased the price , and worse available for the new pole without a

still, the quality of pole supplies is get- great expense .great expense. To obviate this , the

ting bad. This demand has caused concrete socket was devised , but has

poorer timber to be used , less care in no bearing on the length of service,

sorting, and a general slacking of merely modifying the cost of replace
specification ; the result of which has ment. With or without the numerous

been that greatest defect of the wooden preserving schemes that have been de

pole—its shortness of life . Implied in vised , the wooden pole will have to be
the short life of the pole is the eventu- renewed every fifteen or twentyyears ,

ally increasing weakness which results and very few even of the treated poles

in failure in storms and other abnor- ever obtain the latter period.

mal stress , with costly interruptions of The steel pole, which next made its

service and costly renewals of defec- appearance on the market, has many
tive and depreciated poles. points in its favor . It has a long life

All this has led to a demand for if properly looked after, is tough , and

something less expensive in the long in the more economical form not too

run and more reliable , and resulted in heavy for convenient handling. Its

the use of concrete setting of wooden great handicaps are the high first cost

poles, and later in the appearance of and the high cost of maintenance

the steel pole. which is chiefly painting.

With the concrete setting the life of The improvement in the knowledge

the wood pole is longer but still not of design and processes of manufac

long, as its term of service is limited ture of reinforced concrete led at last

by mospheric influences. Another to attempts to make poles from it

2002
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Fig. 3. - CURVES SHOWING DEFLECTION UNDER

VARIOUS LOADS.
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the applicator which is itself driven

forward as explained above, so that

the apparatus can travel the entire

length of the pole.

The whole scheme of operation is

well illustrated in Figs. I and 2. From

the receptacle into which it is dumped

on leaving the mixer, the concrete is

carried by the drum and chain on to

the belt and applied to the core as

spiral strips like the threads of a huge

screw , laid on close together . As the

core is revolved by the belt , a pair of

smoothing rollers press against the
mass and completes the packing or

tamping action , leaving a smooth sur
face. Just before the belt reaches any

part , a set of spiral cross-reinforcing
wires are wound off of a traveling

spool, and just after the smoothing

rollers have passed , a canvas strip is

wound about the surface . This strip

serves to bind the wet mixture in place

and also helps to retain the moisture in

setting. After the setting is suffi

ciently advanced , it is removed and can

be used over again .

In this machine the process of form

ing a pole is quite rapid, and as soon

as the screw has reached the far end,

the pole with its core and canvas

wrapping is removed to the setting

yard. A new core is mounted in the

machine and another pole turned out.

Thegreat advantage of the machine

is its flexibility . By it a hollow pole of

any desired length , diameter, thickness
Fig. 4. - CONCRETE POLES AT THE MILAN EXPOSITION IN 1906 . ofwall, and degree of coning or taper,

A HOLLOW CONCRETE
within certain limits can be turned out.

POLE-MAKING to which it is subjected. It is moved
It is just as useful for making rein

MACHINE. by a traveling driving pulley and an
forced concrete tubes or pipe as for

An adjustable lathe-like form is ar
other movable pulley is placed on the

ranged for mounting a hollow conical

other side of the core mouldwhichis poles, and it is claimed that suchpipe

iron core mould arranged so as to be
caused to revolve by the pressure of

is in satisfactory use for water pres

the belt which makes one loop about
sure up to 300 lbs .

collapsible for the withdrawing after
it . Dumped by the drum on a short The poles so turned out have the

the operation. Over the outer surface

of this mould the reinforcing rods are
endless chain , the mixture is by it advantages of being equally and thor

drawn symmetrically and kept tautby thrownon the upper side of thebelt oughly packed and tamped , and have

drawn symmetrically andkepttaut by and by it carried around the frameand
a form and walls that are mathe

means of screws in the air plates . An
matically true. Their cost , as comadjustable spacing ring whichslides squeezed into the reinforcementby the matically true.

along the mould provides for the
tension of the belt which, by means of pared to a hand -made pole , is enor

proper location of the rods in the mass .
a lever - controlled tightener, can be run mously reduced.

They are carried just below the outer
up over 5000 lbs . For the production of an ideal pole

surface . The traveling applicator

moves along the mould by a screw

driving mechanism . The applicator

consists of a funnel-shaped receptacle

for taking the concrete from the mixer,

whose bottom is closed by a revolving

drum . On the outer surface of the

drum are ribs which , as the drum re

volves, carry off certain definite quan

tities of the mixture from reservoirs,

and drop them upon a carrying belt

which applies them to the form as

shown. The speed of the drum is ad
Fig. 5. - SHOWING FAILURE ON TEST.

justible and regulates the amount of

mixture delivered . Power for operating the entire of reasonable cost the following condi

The carrying belt , which applies the mechanism is furnished by an electric tions are requisite :

mixture and is the distinctive feature motor which is secured under the Material capable of resisting the

of the machine, is made of steel wire upper frame of the machine. Screws effects of moisture, acids and atmos

in order to withstand the great tension and chain gears carry the motion to pheric deterioration . This means no
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The pole is fastened between two

massive blocks of concrete as shown at

Fig. 6. The bending force is applied

by means of a chain block , the strain

being measured by a dynamometer,

and the deflection by a scale at the end

of the pole.

Results:

F I II III

Pull Deflection Pull Deflection Pull De flection

LA 88 0 1540

1760

1980

2220

2.79

3.54

5.33

6.1

88

220

440

660

280

1100

1320

1540

0

.118

.314

.592

.9

1.70

2.44

3.46 1340 2.75

Fig. 6.— METHOD OF TESTING POLES.

labor and material for upkeep except

ing in the case of violence or unusual

accident. The material should be

cheap and easy to prepare and apply

in large quantities by machinery. The

reinforcement should be placed as near

the outer surface as possible without

its ever becoming exposed. And last

but not least , the pole should be well

proportioned and have a neat and

graceful appearance.

The hollow poles that have been

made abroad have met these require

ments. The remarkable degree of

strength as shown in the bending tests

given below is due to the excellence

of the cement and other materials

used , as well as the liberal use of high

quality reinforcing rods . The cheap

ness is shown by the tables which give
a lower cost for them than for steel

poles of an equal strength . As for

the matter of appearance—which how

ever slighted in the United States , is of

prime importance in Europe, especially

in the cities—the poles are fully com

parable with ornamental steel poles.

Indeed, with this machine it is pos

sible to give a pole that magic entasis

which makes in some way thecharm of

a columnular figure and whose absence

or presence on such a figure makes a

16.8 inches

large part of the difference between a The diagram of this test is plotted in Fig. 3 .

thing of beauty and a common eyesore . The discrepancy between the first

TESTS OF THE HOLLOW CONCRETE POLE
and second tests in the deflection ob

In some tests at the Milan Exposi- crushing of the cement at the corner
tained with 1540 lb. pull is due to the

tion, 1906, an ordinary, wooden pole of the support. Allowing for the sink

anda hollow reinforced-concretepole ing in,theamount of net deflection was

were tied together at the top and a actually 2.48 instead of 3.46 in .

weight of 265 lb. was attached at the

middle of the connecting cord, as

On releasing , the poles showed no

shown in Fig. 4. Also the same

permanent set, and on reapplying the

strain the deflection was 2.75 in . , as
weights were suspended from brackets.

shown.

In the first case , under the equal
In the last part of the third test , the

strain the concrete pole was deflected
material of the blocks crushed again

0.079 of an inch, and the wooden pole and the net deflection under 2220 lb.
1.18 in . In the second case, the con

was only 4.72 in . instead of the 6.1 in

crete pole was not deflected at all,
dicated in the table ; the pole after

while the wooden pole bent 0.83 of an this test, showed no crook or deforma

inch .
tion of any sort and was pronounced

Following is the result of some tests
satisfactory by the power company's

of reinforced - concrete poles made in engineer

Switzerland by the Siegwart Com Another type of heavy pole made in

pany : two pieces for angle in transmission

Data :
line is shown in Fig. 8.

Total length of pole 23.8 feet

Diameter at the butt
Fig. 9 shows the method of erecting

Diameter at the top 10.6 inches a two-part concrete pole. In this pole

Length of lever arm

Thickness of wall the total length assembled is 52.8 ft. ,

Number of reinforcing rods
the lower part being 16.4 ft. long and

Diameter of reinforcing rods

Safe horizontal pull at top 520 pounds 27.5 in . in outside diameter, and the

Result :
upper part 39.3 ft . long, with a diame

Failure occurred at 2200 lb. , the
ter at the butt of 23.6 in . , and 11 in . at

cause being the crushing of the con
the top. The overlap is approximately

crete and a flaw in the reinforcement. 2 ft. and the length below the ground

This gives a factor of safety of a little
line a little more than 672 ft . The

more than 4.
pole thus stands a little over 46 ft .

For an angle pole on a Swiss trans
high . The joint between the two sec

mission line the following bending tions is filled in with cement, and the

test was made : lower part is filled with concrete as

shown in Fig. 12. This pole is an ex
Data :

ample of the most massive and dur

Number of wires on pole
able line construction imaginable, and

(Between No. O and No, i B. & S. )
standing without guys at an angle in

Total side pull due to 8 wires

Length of pole 39.2 feet the line of nearly 45 degrees . It sup
Length of lever arm 31.1 feet

(Measured from centre of ten
ports the combined pull of six con

sion due to wires , to the ground ductors ; three of 0.275 in . diameter,
line )

Calculated moment due to side i.e., about No. 1 B. & S. , one about
pull 40,430 foot-lbs.

Calculated maximum wind 'pres
equal to No. 4 ; and two about No. 2.

Under the total tension of these wires
Calculated lever arm of wind

13.7 feet the combined unbalanced side pull ,
Calculated moment due to wind

without allowing for wind-pressure ,
9385 foot - lbs,

Totalcombined pull at centres of amounts to 2400 lb. The deflection at
application

( i . e. at31.1feet above the ground ) the top is but 3.5 in . It is , of course,

19.6 feet

11.18 inches

33

275 inches

8

316 inchDiameter of wires

1300 lbs.

sure 685 lbs .

pres

sure

pressure

1650 lbs.

Fig. 7. - ANOTHER VIEW OF POLE UNDER TEST.
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E

Hollow Reinforced - Concrete : First wall according to demands ; disad

cost higher than wooden poles , but less vantages are greater weight and

than iron ; unlimited life if of good greater difficulty and cost of handling.

material and properly made, no main- In order to make a close compari

tenance cost, flexible in manufacture ; son of the effect of various factors in

of any length , diameter or thickness of the total result , estimates are given it

Fig. 8.-ANGLE POLE IN A SWISS TRANSMIS
SION LINE.

provided with a solid concrete founda

tion , similar to that shown in Fig. 12 .

Fig. 9. — ERECTING A TWO-PART POLE.A COMPARISON .

In summing up the advantages and

disadvantages of the various kinds of

poles , we have the following charac

teristics :

Untreated Wooden Poles : Rela

tively low but constantly increasing

first cost, short life , high maintenance.

Treated Wooden Poles : Higher and

increasing first cost, somewhat longer

life ; higher maintenance .

Wooden Poles with Concrete Set

ting : High first cost , short life, ex

pensive to replace.

Wooden Poles with Concrete Sock

ets : High first cost but longer life ,

though still relatively short ; cheaper

to replace than preceding.

Steel Poles, whether latticed, hollow ,

or built-up, are of high first cost, long

life if properly cared for, but costly to
maintain .

Reinforced - Concrete Poles : With

wooden cores, high first cost and life

doubtful. Fig . 10. — CONCRETE POLES ON A FLAT CAR.
i
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of an ordinary wooden pole for a cost

of about 15 per cent. less than the

poles listed above. In this connec

tion it must be remembered that the

strength of the concrete pole increases

rapidly at first and slowly for a

long period thereafter, while that of

thewooden pole diminishes slowly at

first and rapidly toward the latter part

of its life . With this fact in mind, a

basis of equal strength for comparison

is safer than would appear at first

sight.

Comparing the above figures, it will

be seen that in the case of telephone

and telegraph poles at the end of 50

years , the wooden -pole line has cost

over four times as much as the con

crete-pole line . In fact, the cost of the

wooden -pole line may be considered to

have overtaken that of the concrete

pole line after the first renewal , or in

less than 15 years.

In the case of the light trolley poles

of the kind ordinarily used on electric

railways in this country, the difference

in favor of the concrete pole as com

pared with the wooden , is nearly $15

B

1100KM

Fig . 11.-A TWO -PART POLE ERECTED .

the table below covering treated mates are based on cost for material

wooden poles with ordinary setting, and labor prevalent in central Europe .

hollow steel poles, set in concrete, and Straight-line poles can be made with

hollow concrete poles . These esti- a lower factor of safety equal to that

2
0

"

TOTAL COST OF POLES IN FIFTY-YEAR PERIOD

Material Wooden Poles

Hollow Steel Poles Hollow Concrete Poles for

for 1200 lbs . ten- 1 200 lbs . tension factor

sion . of Safety .

28.80 36.8 28

Tele

Trans- Single graph or

mission Trolley Tele

phone

28.8 29.5

$ 30.00 $20.00 $ 7.00

6.00 5.00 4.00

.60

$ 36.00 $ 25.00 $ 11.00

Tele

Trans- Light 1

Style
graph & Trans Light

mission Trolley Tele mission Trolley

phone

Total length feet...
36.8 28.8 29.5

First cost of pole . $4.80 $3.60 $3.60 $ 45.50 $ 32.00

Cost of erecting .. 2.40 2.40 2.40 6.00 5.00

Painting steel poles... .80

Total cost erected .. $7.20 $6.00 $6.00 $ 52.30 $37.60

Estimated life of pole . 15 15 15

Number of renewals.. 373 373 373

Material. $4.80 $3.60 $3.60 $ 0.60 $ 0.50

Re-erection.. 3.60 3.00 3.00

Removing & replacing wires . 1.40 1.00
.40

* Miscellaneous... 2.40 1.40

Total cost of one renewal $ 12.20

1.80

$9.40se 4080.60o$ 0.50

HO

$ 8.40

Total cost of all renewals.. $ 40.66 $30.33 $ 27.56 $9.60 $8.00

Grand Total Cost... $ 47.86 $39.73 $ 33.56 $61.90 $ 45.00 $ 36.00 $ 25.00 $ 11.00

* Includes storage , distribution , extra expense , charge for overtime, night and Sunday work and loss of

income from interruption to service.

In this table the double factor of safety used in the concrete pole division means poles whose strength is

equal to that of the wooden poles of the sort listed. One such pole replaces the two wooden poles often used

at angles.

Fig. 12. - FOUNDATION SECTION OF A TWO -PART

POLE,
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or 60 per cent. per pole, while as com- carried on steel towers may be left the very start, and by a large percent
pared with the steel pole, the re- aside , and comparison should be made age, while it becomes cheaper than

mainder in favor of the concrete pole between the type of pole as used by the wooden pole only after the third

is $20 or 80 per cent. the tens of thousands for the distribu- renewal .

The concrete pole is cheaper than tion of electric light and power. Summing up the financial aspect of

the steel pole from the start,and be
In this case the concrete pole is the matter as shown from the above

comes cheaper than the wooden pole again cheaper than the steel pole from data, we have the following :
after the second renewal or , say , 30

COST AND SINKING FUND COMPARISON .

years , as the above estimates of the

life of an untreated wooden pole are MATERIAL WOODEN POLES STEEL POLES CONCRETE Poles

very liberal . The actual facts are

probably even more favorable to the
Tele

Trans
Style

Transgraph & Trans
Trolley

concrete pole than shown here .
Trolley

graph &

Tele
Trolley

mission Tele

phone phone

In comparing the figures for long

poles for transmission purpose , the Total cost in 50 years ... $ 47.86 $39.73 $ 33.56 $61.90 $45.00 $ 36.00 $ 25.00 $ 11.00

fact that high -tension transmission Necessary Sinking Fund... $ 0.96 $ 0.67 $ 1.24 $0.90 $0.72 $ 0.50 $0.22

lines are more and more coming to be

Tele

mission mission

$0.80

The Plant Owner's and the Operating

Engineer's Problem

J. C. JURGENSEN

THI
HE plant owner and the men in as to what is wanted in order for us to discuss the remedy, and when one

charge of isolated plants , and to solve it , and also how to attack the is agreed upon , we must learn to ap

also those young men who some solution of it .
ply it unsparingly.

day hope to be entrusted with the If the operating engineers of to- What sense is there in complaining

care of a power plant , are , by many day , and those who hope to become and finding fault with the plant own
very plain signs , confronted by a such , could be made to realize : first, ers, and in many cases treating them

problem , the solution of which cannot their common interest ; and second, as natural enemies because they are

be avoided if the operating engineer the community of interest existing be- not treating us right , when we really

wishes to continue the existence of his tween them and the respective plant deserve much of it for what we do

calling owners, we would be far on the way not do.

In the term operating engineer is
to a solution .

Likewise , it may , of course , with

included all those who are working The fact stands out with increasing equal right be asked of the plant own

and striving to become members of clearness , that the vital problem be- ers , if they do not think it rather un

the vocation, because the operating fore plant owners and operating en- reasonable to expect the highest class

engineer's cause is one and identical gineers alike, is the need of securing of labor and the best resultswhen they
with that of those men , and should the right candidates for engineer's li- insist on twelve -hour watches every

be regarded as such by all . cense and positions of trust in the day and every night in the week .
It is a problem which has its ex- engine-room. In fact , the operating

THE TWELVE -HOUR WATCH .

act counterpart in many other callings engineers must learn to see that their

the whole country over , and it must problem is a contest for personal fit- Disregarding entirely his qualifica

be studied and attacked not only by ness and efficiency, and that economy tions as a competent man , no one can

the single -handed endeavor of the in- in production and consumption of deny the fact , that when a man is

dividual and thoughtful operating en- power is the employer's problem and working twelve hours under ordinary

gineer , but it needs the close atten just demand. engine-room conditions, he is simply

ten of the plant owner as well . Our generally prevailing methods not physically able to do full justice

The individual endeavor of the en- of meeting this just demand are either to his job or to himself.

gineer is no doubt of great value in wrong and hurtful to both employer Long hours in the operating en

that particular isolated instance where and employee. gineer's occupation cannot lead to any

it is practised, but solving a question It is a ruinous policy for all of us thing but serious injury and danger

like this, which is only one of the
to allow a man to seek to receive a to a man's health ; continuing long

many evidences of an important and position for which he does not pos- hours of work in a hot engine-room

far -reaching industrial problem be- sess the needed qualifications and a he will eventually get sick and dis

fore this country, makes it an im- trained practical experience . These gusted with everything and, being ill ,

perative duty resting on every one facts realized , we ought to get to his machinery is generally out of con

of us who depend for our living on gether and drop distinctions, and will- dition also. His family is disgruntled

the operating engineer's vocation, to ingly do our full duty to each other because real home life or a little so

study with open mind and carefully in diagnosing our case frankly. When ciability is not possible ; and as for

the question in its relation to our- we have agreed that the fault, to a going to church , he cannot think of

selves and to the owners of plants as great extent , rests with us as a class that. He has no time.

well . We must come to a conclusion of artisans, we ought to begin at once And thus, a man's system gradually
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breaks down, subjecting him to all ing costly repairs and changes where was becoming a usual accompaniment

sorts of illness . Eventually he feels there is no actual need for them. to engine-room operation , and that

the real need of stimulants, and it is The average employer does not ap- in the purchase of oils , fuels and in

a serious truth that long working ply the same methods of close ac- the making of repairs it became the

hours , unknowingly, lay the founda counting in the engine- room which he, custom in more than one-half of the

tion for the power -plant worker's under all circumstances, would apply plants for the engineer to receive

greatest enemy - theenemy— the drink habit. in any other department of his busi- anywhere from 10 per cent. to 50 per

Steam engineering and whisky make ness , and for this he is blameworthy . cent. of the cost of the work ,” is not

an explosive mixture. This is the first remedy he applies to believable by any of us who know

No doubt, many plant owners will any other part of his business , and conditions at first-hand. Dishonesty
not like this statement , but it is , never- why not keep books on the engine is not more common in the engine

theless , an evident and painful fact room ? room than in any other calling .

that this condition of affairs is brought A common - sense accounting sys- The appeal to the fear of plant

on by the prevailing twelve-hour tem is of gre value to the engineer , owners by telling them how hopeless

watches insisted on by many plant in that it saves him from being charged it is for private plants to exist with
owners, much to their own detriment with expenses not chargeable to his out kindergarten supervision are fast

from a business standpoint. account , and at the same time he will wrecking what was once the most

It is an imperative necessity that all find a daily cost-sheet to be an ex- promising of careers open to young

plant owners consider this condition , cellent teacher of himself and his men. men of a mechanical turn of mind

for it will be brought to their atten- These are points of more importance who seek congenial and remunerative

tion more and more forcibly that it than is realized by many plant owners work.

must be remedied ; and, remedying and engineers. In fact , no plant own It ought to be equally plain to en

this, will do away with one of the er or ambitious engineer in large or gineers and men that both supervising

most serious troubles existing in en- small plants can long afford to neglect companies and central stations calcu

gine-rooms; namely , the lack of time the need of making systematic operat late their volume of business is in ex

to study, and physical inabilityto do ing accounting a regular adjunct of act proportion to their success in

good work ; furthermore, it will tend every engine-room where efficiency spreading the general belief that ig

to remove a most serious and real
in the men and economy in the plant norance and grafting are rampant in

danger to thousands of men and their is wanted. the majority of engine- rooms. From

families.
The fact that owners neglect these

this it follows that we cannot expect

The point for us operating engineers important points, presents a tempta any real assistance from that source ,

to see is the need of clearing our- tion and chance to do various wrongs, however much some of them profess

selves from vulnerable spots , and
to labor for our cause .

and the opportunity presented is
making it impossible for the employ eagerly grasped by many unscrupu

The cry of raft is one of the fruit

er to. find serious faults with our lous supply dealers and contractors ful causes of the employer's dissatis

principles and methods. Only when · handling , in most cases , inferior ma
faction . Such a charge is given more

we do this will it be possible for us terial and who, for that reason , are
importance than it really deserves, be

to get a reasonable hearing and a unable to succeed except by unfair cause it is sure to command every em

chance to promote our cause. means of competition .
ployer's instant attention .

Every power user who employs a The natural result of this lack of

central station , or an operating com- performance records and of operating
IGNORANCE IN THE ENGINE - ROOM .

pany in preference to his own crew , accounts in the engine-room is that
Reverting to ignorance in the craft

expresses plainly his dissatisfaction the head of the department can often
as the other main cause of dissatisfac

with the operating engineer, and he continue unchecked with methods that

does this because he finds it neces- put the expenses of the department
tion, it must first be admitted that the

engineer sometimes grows up ignorant
sary to reduce the expenses in his en- entirely out of proportion to the bene

and unmindful of the importance of

gineering department. The plant own
fits received by the owner.

economical operating performance , not
er is making the change generally The wish to sell unfair goods and

because he has chosen to be so , but
because he suspects ignorance and un to take advantage of unfair compe

fitness , with the resulting waste on
because he has worked so long that

tition , a ready -tongued salesman , de
he has no time for reading and reflec

the part of his crew . void of principle , and a weak engineer
tion . He has been tied so tight to his

It can , without fear of contradic
make a combination that produces the

daily task that there has been no op

tion, be said that these charges lodged accomplished briber. It will certainlyaccomplished briber. It will certainly portunity of learning. It is not just to

against the operating engineers are
not be denied that he is the most pro

blame the engineer and his men , since

the two real causes of the plant own
lific and chief source of corruption in

much of the responsibility ought to be

er's more or less prevalent dissatis
engine-rooms.

put on conditions over which the indi

faction . The evil reputation of a few en- vidual is powerless.

gineers ought not to be heralded every- That engineers know ignorance is

WHAT A COMMON -SENSE ACCOUNTING where by the operating companies and common enough in the engine-room is

SYSTEM WILL DO. by central stations as true types of the attested by the work and lectures given

operating engineer. Honest and hard in various engineer's associations. It
That grafting is present in an oc- workingmen suffer by it without any is pleasing to note that this is also the

casional engine-room is largely due method of redress at present. That fact in the Eccentric Firemen's Union.

to the peculiar fact that many plant there is a real danger to our craft is Indeed, we may say that in every asso

owners neglect a plain duty to their own attested by the fact that within re- ciation of engine-room workers which

business in not being willing to equip cent years there have been organized is fortunate enough to have clear

the plants with means which will en- what might betermed policing operat- headed and broad -minded men in the

able not only the engineer, but the ing companies, who are to supervise management it is insisted that igno

owner to follow the plant performance us. The pernicious activity of the rancemust be rooted out of the engine

and the output every day ; such means engineering supervising companies has room .

prevent , to a great extent , the pos- been based on a condition more or Many organizations of operating en

sibility of having dishonest men mak- less imaginary than real . That “ graft gineers and other engine-room work
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ers have been organized with the ex- wishes to make himself a thoroughly the men co -operatively acting to

press purpose of overcoming this lack able operating engineer while he is gether.

of proper knowledge among engi- compelled to work unreasonably long To argue that special reward for

neers ; but they are seemingly not rem- hours under the trying conditions of merit is not needed, and to listen to

edying the trouble. Some of these or- the engine-room. such arguments, will only complicate

ganizations barely exist , and show life While in principle the employer's the contest going on ; it will never

to only a few favorite ones ; others demand for higher efficiency and right it. The demand for it may be

have broken down completely from be

ing over -burdened by too much secrecy
economy is perfectly correct and just ,

held down for a while, but it will come

its realization in general practice is forward again and again, since the be

and clannishness , bad leadership and
neither possible nor reasonable unless lief in the right to such reward for in

indefinite aims or no purposes what
the men are enabled to devote some

dividual meritis firmly rooted in

ever ; others spend more time on pleas
time to study and recreation . This

human nature , and is the basic motive

ures than on serious study and the
they are not able to do where twelve

of all achievement.

struggle for advancement . hour watches are in use . The only reward for personal effort

Most men when they have received

a license to care for engine and boil
I can assert without hesitation that

that is really appreciated by the work

it will not matter to the plant owner
ing-man is a material one, consisting

ers , or have received a union card to

work as engineers or able mechanics,
whether an operating company or his

in a money value , the size of which

too often consider it unnecessary to own men run the plant; realimprove tirely on the worker's ability andde
must be according to, and depend en

learn more . Likewise, many do not
ment cannot be expected so long as he

gree of individual effort. In other
insists on the twelve-hour watch. Iconsider it a duty to help others to

qualify for positions of a like nature ,
firmly believe that the average em

words, where a man shows ability and

does better than a good average, he

but are willing to let the young man
ployer, with his discerning business

sense and humane point of view , needs
ought to be rewarded by a cash re

get along as best he may.

to have the case fully explained and
ward above his wages . The employer

who adopts this method will be well
VOCATIONAL PRIDE . presented as only the man in the en

gine-room feels it and sees it , for him
rewarded in better work, higher econ

Some of us have begun to see the to clearly perceive the injustice in de omy, increased safety to machinery,

error of such conduct, but lack the manding improvement in his men
and satisfied men . In fact ,all signs in

needed spirit of activity and love of
dicate that this method of payment for

when they are worn out by a twelve

right to do our full part in lifting the hour day or night watch in a hot and
work is the only sure and right course

level of our vocation. often unsanitary engine-room .
for employers to adopt if the reputa

Some attempts have been made in tion of this country is to be sustained

the right direction , but the result has CO -OPERATION . by the continued belief that here, at

not been encouraging ; partly because
least , every individual has a right to

the urgent need of the operating en
We need co -operation among the elevate himself, and is entitled to a

gineer's vocation has not been fully men in the engine-room , and in turn fair measure of success according to

realized by the individual members, the men need the plant-owner's good- his own merit.

but mainly because the operating en will and assistance. Co-operation is
THE PLANT OWNER'S POINT OF VIEW .

gineer and other plant workers have the essential basis for

not been combined in one association which the plant-owner and his engi- The question is , what will the plant

with the fundamental aim of further- neering crew must work . Let us all
owners do about it ? Their answer is

ing education and a spirit of co -opera realize that co -operation and its tre- indicated by the increased business of

tion between themselves and plant mendous power is the basis of all un- the central station ; and that they are

owners . On the contrary , we are scat- dertakings; without it success is im not basing their decision altogether on

tered in small bodies , many of which possible. It is used in offense and de the economy question between the iso

are completely at variance as to what fense ; its power is being recognized lated plant and the central station, but

are the real needs of the operating en more and more, as is shown in the
also on the personal equation of the

gineer and the plant owner. great business and labor consolida operating engineer and his men . This

That plant owners have certain
tions of the present day. is proved by the recent activity of

duties which they must consider if we These consolidations are all based operating and supervision companies,

are to have a fair opportunity to do on this old principle of co -operation, who, in many cases , step in and com

our part in the solving of this impor- and their whole future success or fail- pletely supplant the operating engi
tant and far -reaching industrial prob- ure depends entirely on how well its neer , or try to ruin his position and

lem , I do not think will be denied by basic principle is understood and lived
future.

any of them who have seriously con- up to. Those who refuse to see or to That this statement is based on fact

sidered the question.
admit that reward must be given for is evidenced by a pamphlet on engi

It is not my intention to offer theo- ambitious individual effort and per- neering supervision and operation of

retical views and schemes to meet the sonal merit and efficiency, and that the power plants, mentioned editorially in

situation confronting the plant owner presence of these attributes determine Power and Engineer, December 29 ,

and the operating engineer. I wish the success of any undertaking, do not 1908. The pamphlet referred to con

only to call attention to facts based on realize the full value of co -operation . tained a statement which every think

experience ; facts which must be con- Take away the reward for individual ing man ought to consider unfair to

sidered by all concerned . In doing effort, and the vital enduring part of the operating engineer and his voca

this I am simply trying to do my part any co -operative scheme has been re- tion in general; but this is only one of

to solve the problem by stating my moved. No combination of any kind , the plain signs indicating the way

view of the situation as I have found be it capitalist or workmen , can exist many employers are answering the

it in my own work in engine-rooms. or endure long unless provision is question, and it is well for the oper

I know from painful experience of made for giving material reward for ating engineer to heed the lesson be

many years the exertions of bodily individual effort and efficiency . The fore it is too late .

strength and will-power, the drudg- demand for this is imperative and The proof of widespread dissatis

ery, the hardships and the disappoint- must be heeded in all cases according faction of power -users with the oper

ments a man must go through if he to the temper and circumstances of ating engineer, in both large and small

success on
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plants, can be seen in the tremendous its possible saving is too great, as less money, and to do it more con

increase of power supplied by central compared with the central-station veniently to the user, than the central

stations , taking the chances of employ- proposition, and in this view he is station . In this connection, we can all

ment away from hundreds of men al- strongly urged by the central-station agree with Mr. T. M. Kelsey, Lowell,

ready holding license , and reducing man . Mass. , when he says in Power and

to nothing the chances of younger In the case of new buildings the Engineer, Jan. 12, 1909, “ that com

menwho aspire to the operating engi- decision as to which is preferable- petent engineers with co -operation on

neer's vocation. the central station or the isolated the part of the employer makes a com

This increase in central station ac- plant, is obviously based on argument bination that cannot be beaten . ” Mr.

tivities is not shown in private plants only, and both the central-station manonly , and both the central-station man Kelsey gives the best remedy possible

only, but in the city's own plants where and the operating engineer may claim for the solution of the whole problem :

it is an exception to find anything but to be right, and they usually do. competency in men and the employ

central station power in use. The Nevertheless, the central station keeps ers ' co -operation.

reason for such conditions is freely the business and gets more because To reach this desirable end, the

admitted, and it is found in the plain the power user does not base his busi
chief operating engineer should insist

statement that electric power is bought ness acts on talk and sentiment, but on having sufficient means to properly

from a central station because it is on what promises to be the surest and run the plant . These include a com

believed that it pays the user to do so. best means for getting results and mon -sense system of accounting which

It is entirely beside the question for peace of mind. In the case of old will be a help and a guide tohim in

engineers, single handed , or in asso- buildings , the operating company must regulating the expenses and his work,

ciations, to explain or prove that be reckoned with, andhere it is a fair as well as a medium of proper busi

power can be produced cheaper by the contest based on the well-known rule ness intercourse with his employer.

isolated plant. It is a well-known fact of the survival of the fittest. All sides All guess -work as to operating costs

that even a small isolated plant, if have an equal chance to make good, must, as far as possible , be eliminated.

well managed , can produce power and the power user can be trusted to The accounting system must be ar

cheaper than the central station will take that side which his knowledge ranged with the one central idea that

sell it . and experience in business tells him whatever the engineer and his men

This fact is recognized and proven will give the desired results . The do, the expense involved, as well as

by hundreds of operating engineers, outcome will ultimately depend on the the benefit derived , should be as an

to the satisfaction of the respective ability of the men operating the iso- open book to the employer.

plant owners, and the central stations
lated plant, including all from the From the competitive point of view,

are aware of it. In spite of this known helper and coal-passer to the chief, to
it depends upon the operating engi

and admitted ability of a well-man- prove their fitness to give the em
neer's ability as to whether the plant

aged isolated plant to compete suc- ployer what he is entitled to, namely,

cessfully, the central stations have a
owner can afford to keep him in

results which will make it possible for
charge of the engine-room .

large increase in business every year. any employer to see which method of
To make this possible, it is of im

This proves conclusively that many procedure will give the greatest econ
portance to the employer that he

owners find it to be either an out- omy and peace of mind. In fact , it
shows willingness to make reasonable

right paying proposition to buy power, must be made possible for him to see hours of work and material advance

or they have concluded , in the case of and to appreciate the benefits which
ment possible. His willingness to

new buildings, that in addition to the do exist in an isolated plant managed make his mind up to do this rests, of

advantage of reduction in the first cost and operated as a business undertak
course, primarily on the crew's suc

of machinery, they are freeing them- ing by his own crew in charge of a
cess , in the all-deciding point of ma

selves from the worry and expense in- competent operating engineer and
king it pay for the employer. If the

cident to employing, often unwill- good man. operating engineer can do this , the
ingly , an unknown quantity for an This can be done if the employer, average plant owner's business ability

engineer, who may cause all sorts of the operating engineer, his assistants, can be depended upon in all cases to
known and unknown expenses. and all the men make up their minds

make him willing to allow all reason

The power user may admit the pos
to run the plant with the sole purpose able demands of him and his men.

sibility of saving money by having his
of developing every possibility in

On the other hand, if we as a class
own plant, and he would have it if themselves and the machines. The

he could be certain of the personal vital truth , that if we wish success all
do not prove to the plant owner's en

must realize and build upon the com
tire satisfaction that to keep us is the

equation in his engineering crew. cheapest and best policy, nothing
Unfortunately, he has no means of ar- mon interests, the men and the em

neither more license legislation nor

riving at an intelligent conclusion , ployer.
stronger unions—will ever compel

since the operating engineers have
WHAT WILL OPERATING ENGINEERS DO ? him or make him willing or able to

been so short- sighted as to overlook
save us from the fate which will

their real duty to themselves,as well as
The next question is, what will the necessarily be ours, when the en

to the men who employ them, by not operating engineers and the men who gineer , from a business standpoint,

making it possible to supply tangible hope to be engineers do about it ? the only one possible , has been proven

evidence of fitness , such as apprentice The isolated plants will continue to an inferior custodian to the central

certificates, which could be used by exist , and the employers must have station or operating company.

the individual engineer, fireman or somebody who can be trusted to do Should it prove that the operating

oiler when applying for a position, the thinking and planning to keep companies come out the victors, the
and which could confidently be ac

their plants in operation at an expense existing license laws will relegate the
cepted by the employer as fairly con

which can compete with the central operating engineer to a position where
clusive proof of the applicant's char- station. Is it to be our men , or the he is powerless to shape his own des

acter and ability.
operating company ? That is the real tiny or future, although he will still ,

This very important duty being neg- and important question before the before the law , be held responsible for

lected by the operating engineers, operating engineers to- day , because the consequences of the acts of other

the power user often concludes that there is no doubt about the isolated people : In other words , he will be a
the risk of having his own plant with plant being able to produce power for legal figure -head, etc. He will be
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stripped of all authority and position. that the days of the untrained, per, to win out. We must show the em

Whatever an ambitious operating en- sonally irresponsible incompetent man ployers what we need, and prove to

gineer may do for plant betterment in the engine- room are ended . We them that our need is also their need.

will be to the operating company's ' must see to it that he is either trained We must have a recognized means

credit, and not to his, because he will or pushed aside as a back number and through which we can express our

be only a cog driven and 'directed by out of place.out of place. His complete retire- needs, and convince them of the com

the operating company's central engi- ment from places of trust must be munity of interest between us . We

neering office. He will be given the considered a need and a matter of must learn to study and to set forth

longest working hours possible for course . our own case , and not to depend on
seven days in the week, with far less We must not alone realize this to others who do not always wholly un

pay per hour than a hod - carrier re- be a duty, but we must act unitedly derstand our conditions and needs.
ceives. All avenues to material ad- and systematically with this truth as By such concerted action we can, with

vancement and promotion will be cut a background for our methods of ac- more ease and hope of success , show

off or depend entirely on the good- tion and base our campaign for more the way by which improvement for
will of the operating company. reliable and better - fitted men, better both sides can be secured. Set rules

Admitting that much is attempted " conditions , as well as better chances and regulations cannot be made to

and done for men who hold license as for the plant owner to meet his obli- work in every case. To give flexibility

engineers , it still remains a singular gations through co -operation with his to the proceedings of the society a

fact that no notice whatever is paid employees. central forum should be provided as

by the operating engineers to the Good understanding between the a help in arranging conditions to put

young men who some day hope to be
employer and employee, and mutual both owner and men in a fair way

come members of their ranks , and willingness to help each other in to final satisfactory adjustment of dif

how these men will qualify for the in everything, can only beonly be reached ferences .

creasing importance of work and re through earnest efforts, based on This forum must be competent to

sponsibility thrown on the man who
right and honest principles . sit as a sort of arbitration court be

is to take the chief operating posi Such a campaign instituted by all fore any plant is given over to a cen

tions now at hand and still coming,

and how they, without trained experi
engine -room workers, as well as plant tral station or to an operating com

ence , are to satisfy the employer who

owners, since they are just as vitally pany by which step both the owner

interested as we are , is bound to make
and the men generally lose .

is to have the benefit of the newly
itself felt by all concerned, because The only sure way to win the re

made engineer's first attempt and
it will tend to reach the desired goal gard and confidence of owners and

quest for experience is hard to im
of cheaper power, providing we are men is by the method outlined , for

agine. sufficiently broad -minded, fearless and employers and employees can never

alert. expect to work together in harmony
A PROPOSED CAMPAIGN.

Such a campaign must be based on
unless there is mutual respect and co

It is also significant that no con
the proposition that the operating en

operation in educating and helping

certed attempt has been made by the
gineers, to gain the complete confi

each other to regard the Golden Rule

operating engineers to get the plant
dence of the power users and the

as the only workable and enduring

owner's opinion , much less his co public in general , must remove the principle on which we can safely base

operation, on the situation , although all our actions.

causes of the existing dissatisfaction
he is the center around which the

with them . To be in a fair way to
In concluding , the problein before

three - cornered contest between the
succeed in doing this , we ought all ,

us may partially be summed up under

central station , the operating compa employers and men, be together in one
the following heads :

nies and ourselves is raging often to society , since the problem before us
A national society of operat

his complete confusion . He is the
is national in extent. Such a com ing engineers , including plant own

prize we all want to claim as our own .
bination could fittingly be called the

ers , as advisers and associate mem

Is it not reasonable that he is rather
National Society of Operating En

bers , ought to be organized to facili

weary of it , and longs to be given a
gineers.

tate the work which must be done

chance to put in a word ? The cen to solve the problem ; this society to

tral station and the operating com be a central vocational forum, where
A NATIONAL SOCIETY.

pany's men visit him , talk with him, the employer and employe of all

and present all sorts of alluring vi- The fundamental aim of such a grades may, at all times, meet to dis

sions of splendid savings that will be society would be to take a united and cuss conditions and agree on prin

his if he will only put himself in their fearless stand based on a strong re- ciples and methods of action best

care and sign a contract . to the effect solve to face the future, and togetherfuture , and together suited to the needs of all.

that they, and they only, are capable do our full share in the solution of In order to secure better - fitted con

of running that part of his business. the economic problems confronting us . didates for positions as operating en

Would it not be a good policy for The use of the time-honored power gineers , the society ought to institute

us to quit depending so much on our which resides in co-operation , based a suitable apprenticeship method for

legislative entrenchments and do some on correct principle , and executed by plant workers .plant workers. That this aim may

drumming on our own account, as the correct methods, will ultimately bring be furthered, ambitious young men

others do, by frankly and modestly us nearer to the point where there ought to be included in the proposed

asking our employers to help and to will be peace and harmony between society as probationary machinery op

co -operate in helping them run their employer and employee. erators and firemen apprentices ; and

own business with profit ? We need It will teach both sides the need to encourage such young men in their

not ask for contracts of any kind, but of fair treatment , a treatment which, work for self- improvement. The so

only ask their earnest and willing co- in all cases , ought to be based on the ciety should issue a service certificate
operation . most honored, practical rule of human to any young man who has the pre

It is for the employers, operating conduct : “ Do unto others as you scribed education and who receives

engineers and their men to give the wish to be done by . ” If we really the employer's and the chief operating

future careful and close attention, and and honestly try to let that rule be engineer's recommendation for two

the operating engineers must realize our guiding principle , we are certain years' continuous service, as being of
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good habits and possessing mechanical certificate and recommendation as an Various Conditions of Load and Volt

adaptability. This certificate would operating engineer, entitling the bear- age.

entitle the bearer to be entered in the er to have his name entered in the After the meter has been adjusted

membership book as an apprentice membership book as a full member of as specified under Clause 2, it shall

member and to seek experience in the society. register with an error of less than two

other engine-rooms. It must be our aim to adopt prac- per cent. ( 2% ) the true value of the

To further the needed spirit of vo- tical methods, which will enable the energy supplied through it at rated

cational pride, apprentice members operating engineers to organize a sys- voltage at any current from 10 per

with a clean record and four years ' tematic and effective educational cam- cent . of rated current to 150 per cent .

practical experience, thorough and paign in behalf of the vocation, that of rated current ; the error in registra
honest training in useful engine-room its standing may be elevated and its tion at 5 per cent. of rated current and

work , either as machinery operators importance better appreciated by its at rated voltage shall not be greater

or firemen, will be given the society present and prospective members, as than seven and one-half per cent.

certificate of merit and recommenda- well as by the plant owners and the ( 7.5% ) ; the change in the accuracy of

tion as a proof of possessing practical public in general. registration for a 10 per cent. change

skill and for having passed the pre- We must make it our aim to base in voltage either above or below nor

scribed course of study required of the work of the proposed Society on mal shall not exceed three per cent.

machinery operators and firemen . such enduring principles and methods ( 3% ) at rated current of five per

This would entitle the bearer to be that eventually the prestige and value cent. ( 5% ) at 10 per cent. of rated

entered in the membership book as a of the operating engineers vocation current.

junior member. will be such that the very best young 4. Accuracy of Three-Wire Mc

Ambitious junior members of the men will be drawn in as apprentice
ters.

society having a clean record and at members .
The change in the accuracy of reg

least 5 years' actual engine-room ex- To make it possible to reach our istration of a three-wire meter when

perience, including a specified time as goal, we must all, employers and em- either one of the current coils is cut

machinery operator and firemen , will, ployees alike, learn that co-operation out of circuit shall not exceed three

upon giving satisfactory proof of hav- and willingness to help each other are
per cent. ( 3 % ) for rated current

ing passed the prescribed course in the basic principles by which we must through the remaining coil .

plant management, receive the society lay our course.
5. Effect of Change in Tempera

ture .

The change in registration of the

meter when the temperature of the

Tests of Electric Meters in New York City room in which it is installed rises from

50 ° to 100 ° F. shall not be more than

types five per cent . ( 5% ) at rated voltage at

either rated current or 10 per cent. of

York City, made by Cary T. as much as two per cent. ) , the meter
rated current.

Hutchinson for the Public Service being left untouched in the laboratory , 6. Effect of Temporary Overloads.

Commission , contains some interesting subject to no outside influence except A temporary overload ( three sec

facts regarding their accuracy under slight variations in the room tempera- onds) of 300 per cent. ofrated current
various conditions. It was found that ture. applied five consecutive times shall not

all the direct-current meters submitted To determine just what cause a permanent change of registra

for test were capable of accurate reg- these variations would require a pro tion at rated voltage and rated cur

istration while in first-class condition longed investigation ; they are , how- rent of more than two and one-half

and properly mounted . They were all ever, probably due to temperature ef- per cent. ( 2.5% ) for meters having a
Thomson Recording Wattmeters, fects . In making comparative tests rated current capacity of less than 600

made by the General Electric Co. under various conditions, therefore , amperes, or of more than five per

The report gives an outline specifi- frequent determinations of the accu- cent. ( 5% ) for meters of larger ca

cation embodying the various points racy of registration at these two points pacity; the permanent change in regis

necessary in a meter for accurate serv- should be made and the proper correc- tration at 10 per cent . of rated current

ice . The range of load and voltage tion allowed for any change that may and rated voltage , due to such over

called for are considerably in excess of occur, particularly if the tests extend loading, shall inno case exceed 5 per
the variations which ordinarily arise over a considerable period . cent.

under service conditions , these wide
I.

7. Loss in Current Coils.
Mechanical Construction.

limits being chosen to get a measure- Material and workmanship to be For meters rated at 50 amperes or

able difference in registration, and at less the total loss in the current coils

the same time to indicate the maxi
first- class in every particular, all fixed
parts to be securely held in their at rated load shall not be more than

mum error that might arise under ex

treme conditions of operation ; the lim
proper position , moving element to be

one per cent . ( 1 % ) of the total power

its of error in registration specified

as light as possible consistent with supplied ; for larger meters this loss

shall not exceed two - tenths of one per

refer to the tests made under labora
proper strength , and all bearing sur

cent . ( 0.2% ) .
faces to be designed to reduce friction

tory conditions , where the meter can
to the minimum. This specification covers only those

be carefully mounted and adjusted characteristics of the meter which may

and every precaution taken to secure 2. Accuracy of Adjustment.
effect the accuracy of registration

high accuracy in the measurement of Meter to be capable ofadjustment from the consumer's point of view ;
the various quantities involved . to register with an error of less than

that is , a meter which fulfils the above
In regard to the adjustment of the one per cent . ( 1 % ) the true value of

specification , will , when properly in

meter at full load and light load , par
energy supplied through the meter at

stalled and correctly adjusted, show no

ticular attention is called to the fact
rated voltage and at either rated cur

tendency to over-register, within the
that in a number of the meters there is rent or 10 per cent . of rated current.

limits specified, under normal condi

a marked shifting from day to day of 3. Accuracy of Registration Under tions of operation. There are , how

A of electric meters in use in Mew the registration curve (in some cases

causes
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ever, a number of other points which impossible when these effects are large America , and the General Electric

affect the excellence of an energy and variable. Company's type C- 1 , the large errors

meter ; namely, the friction of the 4. A wattmeter should always be shown by these two meters being due
moving element , the power lost in fric installed in such a manner as to reduce to excessive friction in the bearing

tion , in the potential circuit, and in mechanical vibrations to a minimum, surfaces , which could not be elimi

the disc , the speed of the meter, the as the friction of the meter is largely nated.

driving torque, the weight of the mov- affected by such variations, which may
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

ing element, the ratio of driving
cause the meter to run continuously or

torque to weight, and the ratio of driv
to “ creep” when no current is being

Type C - 1 - On account of the ab

ing torque to frictional torque. These suppliedthrough it .
normal friction in this meter, the error

data have been determined for all me
As with the direct-current meters ,

at 10 per cent. rated current was 36.0

ters submitted, and in general it may specification was formulated for alter
per cent. with the registering mechan

be stated that it is desirable that a me ism in place ; a second meter of this
nating-current meters, based on tests

ter have the least possible friction , and examinations, stating the limits of type was also tested, but gave no bet

small loss in potential coil , high ratio
ter results . On account of this large

the permissible error in registration

of driving torque to weight , and high
for such meters when in first - class

error at light load the tests under vari

ratio of driving torque to frictional ous conditions of voltage, power - fac
condition .

torque.
tor, etc. , are of little value as indicat

The following points regarding the
The following " types" of meters ing the effect of varying these factors

were found to comply with this outline
design and use of the Thomson watt

on a meter of this type capable of

specification :
meter should also be noted :

proper adjustment.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
1. The internal connections of a

Type C -4 — This meter comes within

Thomson meter are such that the Type I the specification except at 10 per cent .

IP-2 rated watts and 50 per cent. power- fac

losses in the meter are borne in part
tor, where the error was —4.6 perD-3

by the supply company and in part by
cent . as against +4.0 per cent. al

the consumer ; the former stands the WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANU
lowed in the specification.

losses in the potential circuit, disc , and FACTURING COMPANY

frictional resistance, the latter pays for Type DF-2-PP_This meter comes
Round Type—two wire

the loss in the current coils . Conse
within the specification, except at 100

Type A-three wire, self con

quently , from the consumer's point of
per cent . rated watts , 110 per cent.

tained

view, the loss in the current coils only A—three wire , with cur
frequency and 75 per cent. power- fac

is of importance.
tor, where the error was —4.4 per

rent transformer

2. A heavy overload, such as a
cent. as against +4.0 per cent. al

B-two wire

short circuit in the installation sup B — two wire, prepayment phase test was not made on this meter.
lowed in the specification. The three

plied through the meter , may cause a C-two wire

considerable weakening of the perma C-three wire
Type DF - 2 — This meter comes

nent magnets , and thus cause the me
within the specification, except at 100

STANLEY INSTRUMENT COMPANY

ter to run fast . No attempt , however,
per cent. rated watts and 50 per cent.

was made to determine the effect of
Type G—2d form power- factor , where the error

overloads greater than 300 per cent.
Jewel type -5.2 per cent . as against —4.0 per

of full load, as it is always pos cent . allowed in the specification.
FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS

sible to protect a meter from heav Type К. WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANU

ier overloads by installing proper FACTURING COMPANY

fuses or circuit breakers . If the me- These types are described in detail

ter is not so protected the consumer below . Although only one meter of Round Type, Three -Wire, with,

should be warned that a heavy short each type was tested, Mr. Hutchinson Transformer — This meter comes

circuit may make his meter run con- was of the opinion that a meter prop- within the specification, except at two

siderably fast, and a readjustment of erly constructed in accordance with points, namely, at 5 per cent. rated

its speed after such a heavy overload the design of any one of these types current , where the error was 3.5 per
should be requested. It should be will , when in good condition , register cent. as against +2.5 per cent. al

noted, however, that the later designs accurately within the limits specified.accurately within the limits specified. lowed in the specification ; and at 10

of the Thomson meter are much less In the case of those meters designed per cent rated watts and 50 per cent.

affected by overloads than the earlier to be used with a current transformer power- factor , when the error

types , as the magnets are so designed the tests have covered both the meter +4.9 per cent . as against +4.0 per

and are so arranged with reference to and the transformer, and in the speci- cent. allowed in the specification .

the current coils as to reduce this ef- fication the meter and the transformer
Round Type, Polyphase—This type

fect to a minimum . are to be considered as a unit.
of meter is not provided with any

3. The magnetic field produced by The following meters failed to meet means of adjusting one motor element

other instruments or wiring in the the requirements of the specification in with respect to the other ; it was

vicinity of a wattmeter may affect the certain particulars ; with the excep- therefore impossible to make the two

registration to a considerable extent ; tion of the Westinghouse type C , poly- elements exert the same effect on the

particularly when the meter is in- phase , these are allmeters of early de- disc . In this particular meter it was

stalled on a switchboard on which are sign and are no longer manufactured . found that for 10 per cent . rated cur

located bus-bars carrying heavy cur- A more extended investigation of rent through the two elements sepa

rents ; the result may be either an these types may show that the discrep- rately the errors were respectively

over -registration or an under - regis- ancies noted are due to defects in the -3.6 per cent, and +2.8 per cent., and

tration, depending on the direction of individual meters rather than to de- with rated current through the two

the stray fields. By adjusting the me- fects in design. The only meters de- elements separately the errors were re

ter after it is installed the effect of any parting radically from the specifica- spectively —3.0 per cent and +3.4

constant stray field can be compen- tion are the Duncan meters, made by per cent. When the current coils of

sated for, but accurate registration is the Siemens -Halske Company of the two elements were connected in

was

was
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Watts in

per cent. of

rated watts .

Power

factor.

-2.0

Power

factor.

Power

factor.

10

100

In

series the error in registration came tion under the various conditions were After the .meter has been adjusted

within the specified limits. On ac- as follows:
as specified under Clause 3 , it shall

count of the considerable difference 100 % 75 %
50% register with an error of less than two

in the accuracy of registration of the per cent. ( 2% ) the true value of the

two elements separately, this meter
5 +5.5 +11.o

would also fail to meet the require
energy supplied thróigh , it at rated

-0.6 +4.5 +10.0 voltage, frequency and icoger.cent.

ments of the polyphase test.
+0.5 +2.4 + 4.5 power -factor at any current rom 10

Type C , Polyphase — The polyphase that is , the meter runs fast on low per cent . of rated current to 100 per

test on this meter showed a maximum ,
cent. of rated current ; the error in reg

difference of 3.1 per cent. in the ac
power- factors. These results would

istration under the same conditions at
be expected since , on account of the

curacy of registration when operating 5 per cent. rated current and 150 per

three-phase and when operating reactance of the potential circuit , the cent. rated current shall not be greater

single phase ; to determine whether
current supplied through the meter at than two and one-half per cent.

this comparatively large discrepancy
low power-factors lags behind the cur- ( 2.5 % ) ; thechange in the accuracy of

is due to faulty construction of this
rent in the potential circuit by a

registration at rated frequency and
smaller angle than it does behind

particular meter or whether it is in 100 per cent. power - factor for a 10 per

herent in the design, would require a
the impressed voltage. Commutator

cent. change in voltage either above or

careful investigation of several meters
wattmeters thereforeare suitable only below normal, shall not exceed one per

of this type. In other respects this
for measuring energy supplied at a cent. ( 1 % ) at either rated current or

meter came well within the specifica- power-factor of practically 100 per at 10 per cent. of rated current.
tion .

cent.

5. Effect of Change in Frequency
SPECIFICATION

STANLEY INSTRUMENT COMPANY and Power - Factor.

I. General.

Type G, Old Form — This meter A change in the power-factor of the

comes within the specification, except In the case of a three-wire single- load supplied through the meter at

at 10 per cent. rated current and 110
phase meter, the limits of error speci- normal voltage and frequency from

fied, unless otherwise stated, refer to
per cent. frequency, where the error 100 per cent. to 50 per cent. lagging

tests made with the two current coils
was +2.3 per cent. as against +2.0 shall not cause an increase in the speed

per cent. allowed in the specification.
connected in series and rated voltage of the meter at rated watts of more

applied to the potential circuit. than two per cent. ( 2% ) , or a de
SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY

the case of a polyphase meter the lim- crease of more than 4 per cent. (4% )

Type Gutmann—This meter failed its of error specified, unless otherwise and shall not cause an increase or de

to come within the specification at 10 stated, refer to tests made with single- crease of speed at 10 per cent. of rated

per cent. rated current and 90 per phase current, with both current coils watts of more than four per cent.

cent. voltage, where the error was of the meter in series and the two po- ( 4% ) .

-4.8 per cent. as against +2.0 per tential circuits in parallel and con- A change of 10 per cent. in the fre

cent. allowed in the specification ; at nected to a single- phase source of pres- quency of the current supplied

10 per cent. rated watts and 50 per through the meter at normal voltage

cent . power - factor, where the error 2. Mechanical Construction .2 and 100 per cent. power -factor shall

was -9.0 per cent. as against +4.0 Material and workmanship to be not cause a change in the accuracy of

per cent; alsoachange in temperature first-classin everyparticular,allfixed registration at eitherrated current or
of 50° F. caused a change in the reg- parts to be securely held in their 10 per cent. of rated current of

istration of 7.0 per cent. at 10 per cent. proper position , moving element to be more than two per cent. ( 2% ) .

rated current and 5.5 per cent. at rated as light as possible consistent with A change of 10 per cent. in the fre

current, as against 4.0 per cent. al
proper strength , and all bearing sur quency of the current together with a

lowed in the specification. This meter faces to be designed to reduce friction change in the power-factor from 100

was found very unstable in inaccuracy, to the minimum. per cent. to 75 per cent. lagging, the
changing considerably from day to voltage being held at its rated value,

3. Accuracy of Adjustment.day. shall not change the speed of the meter
Single-phase meters to be capable at either rated watts or 10 per cent. of

SIEMENS -HALSKE ELECTRIC COMPANY of adjustment to register with an error rated watts more than four per cent.

OF AMERICA
of less than one per cent. ( 1 % ) the ( 4% ) .

Type Duncan — The error in the true value of energy supplied through

registration of this meter at 10 per the meter at rated voltage and fre 6. Accuracy of Three -Wire Single

cent. rated current was —12.7 per cent. Phase Meters.
quency and 100 per cent. power - factor,

as against +1.0 per cent. allowed in the at either rated current or 10 per cent. The change in the accuracy of a

specification. On account of this large of rated current. three-wire single -phase meter at rated

error at light load the tests under vari- Each element of a three-phase meter voltage, frequency and 100 per cent.
ous conditions of voltage, power- fac- to be capable of independent adjust- power-factor, when either one of the

tor, etc. , are not a fair indication of the ment so that the meter will register on current coils is cut out of circuit shall

effect of varying these factors in a a single-phase circuit with anerror of not exceed two per cent. ( 2% ) for

meter of this type capable of proper less than one per cent. ( 1 % ) the true rated current through the remaining

adjustment. value of the energy supplied at normal coil .

As some of the older Thomson com- frequency and 100 per cent. power- fac- 7. Accuracy of Polyphase Meters.

mutator wattmeters are still in use in tor through either element alone, for

this district on alternating -current cir- either rated current or 10 per cent. of A polyphase meter when adjusted

on single -phase current , as described
cuits, one of these meters, General rated current through that element, above under Clause 3 , shall also regis

Electric Company's Type D-2 , Maker's with normal single -phase voltage ap
ter on

a polyphase circuit at rated
No. 684034, was tested on a 60 -cycle, plied to both elements .

voltage and frequency within one peralternating-current circuit at 100 per 4. Accuracy of Registration Un- cent. ( 1 % ) of the same accuracy

cent . , 75 per cent. and 50 per cent. der Various Conditions of Load and shown on the single -phase test, both at
power- factor. The errors inregistra- Voltage.

10 per cent. rated current and at rated

sure.

a

a
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10.
a

current at both 100 per cento power- 5 . On account of the high react

factor and 50 per cent. powier -factor. ance of the potential circuit of an in

8. Effect of Change' isi Tempera- duction meter, together with the fact

that the coils in this circuit are wound
ture.

The change in registration of the
on iron cores, the effective value of

meter when the temperature of the
the current flowing in this circuit for

a given impressed voltage will depend
room inwhich it is installed rises from

upon the shape of the pressure wave ;
50° to 100 ° F. shall not be more than

* !
WURTEMBURG

fourper cent. (4 % ) at rated voltage consequently, the torque and therefore

the speed , for a given load supplied
at either rated current or 10 per cent .

through the meter, will be a function
of rated current.

of this wave shape. In case the pres

9. Effect of Temporary Overloads. sure on a given circuit has a varying

A temporary overload ( three sec- wave form , as may happen, for exam

onds ) of 300 per cent. of rated cur- ple, if the circuit is supplied from dif

rent applied five consecutive times ferent generators at various times , the

shall not cause a permanent change of
effect of the maximum variation in

registration at rated voltage at either wave form on the accuracy of the me

rated current or 10 per cent. of rated ter should be determined , and no meter

current of more than one per cent.
should be allowed on this circuit which

( 1 % ) . is appreciably affected by such varia

Loss in Current Coils.
tions. If the pressure on the circuit

has constant wave form , even

The total loss in the current coils of
though it may not be a true sine wave ,

the meter at rated current shall not ex
then ,by adjusting the meter after it is

ceed five-tenths of one per cent. installed, using for this purpose the

( 0.5% ) of the rated watts of the me pressure on the supply circuit , the par

ter.
ticular form of this wave will be im

As in the case of the direct - current material, provided the accuracy of the

meters, this specification covers only standard with which the service meter

those characteristics of the meter
is compared is not affected by wave

which may effect the accuracy of reg- form variations . In the case of a

istration unfavorably to the consumer . polyphase meter , each element should

The following points regarding the
be adjusted to read correctly when

design and use of alternating -current connected to the particular phase on

wattmeters should also be noted : which it is to operate.

1. The internal connections of

these meters is such that the losses in

the current coils of the meter are
A High-Tension Direct-Current

A BIT OF THE LINE OF THE PITTSBURG , HAR

MONY, BUTLER & NEW CASTLE RAILWAY .

borne by the consumer ; the other
Railway

losses are borne by the Supply Com
The recent inauguration of service substation in the power-house is simi

pany.
on the Pittsburg, Harmony, Butler & larly equipped and supplies both the

2. A heavy overload, such as a New Castle Railway, brings to mind Butler section and the central portion

short circuit in the installation sup- the fact that it is the pioneer road in of the system.

plied through the meter, may cause the field of high-tension direct-cur- With the exception of 4 miles of
weakening of the magnets and thus

rent railway electrification. Although 600 -volt trolley on the city lines at
cause the meter to run fast , but the

the Indianapolis & Louisville Railway the Pittsburg end, the entire railway
effect of such overloads on alternating

was the first road in this country to system is operated at 1200 volts . A
current meters is, as a rule, not as

use 1200 volts on the trolley, the plans grooved No. 4/0 trolley wire is used,
great as with direct-current meters. and specifications for the Pittsburg, this being strung double the entire

3. Unidirectional stray, magnetic Harmony, Butler & New Castle Rail- length of the road. There are at

fields of constant magnitude have no way were prepared at an earlier date . present 14 four-motor passenger cars

effect on the registration of an alter- Power is generated at Harmony in use, although in the near future two

nating-current meter ; fluctuating stray Junction by two 1300 -kw . three-phase cars for freight service will be put

fieldsor fields due to alternating -cur- 60 -cycle Curtis steam turbines of the in operation.

rent circuits in the vicinity of the meter vertical type, and transmitted at 13,- The motors on both the passenger

may, however, affect its registration, 200 volts to substations located at and freight cars are of the G. E.-205

By adjusting the meter after it is in- Shenango and Perrysville. The tur- commutating -pole 600 / 1200 -volt type

stalled, the effect of any such field of bines are standard machines with two and are connected into two groups of

constant magnitude can be eliminated , rows of buckets per stage, and are two in series, this grouping being the

but accurate registration is impossible equipped with mechanically -operated same for both the 600 and 1200 - volt

when such stray fields are large and valves and oil stop bearings. They
They service. With the exception of ex

variable. operate condensing, the usual vacuum tra insulation on the motor circuit, the

4. Care should be taken to install obtained being 287/4 in . In each of control is practically the standard auto
the meter in a manner to reduce me- the substations there are two motor- matic form of type M control. Con

chanical vibrations to a minimum ; the generator sets , each set consisting of trol connections are made so that
final adjustment of the speed at 10 per two 200 -kw . 600 -volt direct- current should the motorman release the con

cent. and 100 per cent. rated current generators, direct connected to troller handle power will be shut off

should be made after the meter is in- 425-kw. 13,200 - volt synchronous mo- the motors and the brakes applied .

stalled and connected , taking the volt- tor. The armatures of the two gen- The brakes used are of the standard

age and current for this purpose from erators are connected in series , giving G. E. Emergency Straight Air Type,
the supply mains. a trolley potential of 1200 volts. A with a differential form of governor

a
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use of the telephone is in no way af

fected .

As booths are usually provided with

several small holes , the air is circu

lated even with the door closed , but,

of course, the best ventilation comes

when the door is opened. The fan

is kept running all the time and con

sumes about one-quarter of the cur

INTERIOR OF THE STATION OF THE PITTSBURG, HARMONY, BUTLER & NEW CASTLE RAILWAY.

TELEPHONE BOOTH FAN MANUFACTURED BY

THE WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY.

rent required by an ordinary 16 -c - p.

carbon lamp. A regulating switch

is provided in the base of the bracket

from which the motor is suspended ,

by which the speed may be adjusted

to three values , any one of which

may be used for running indefinitely .

The movement of the air is dependent

upon the speed of the fan , as is the

amount of power required. In some

booths the lowest speed of the fan is

sufficient. At the usual rates for

power, 10 cents a kilowatt-hour, it

would cost a cent and a half to run

it all day long

Linolite Desk Lamps

A variety of new styles in desk

fixtures for use with the linolite tubu

lar incandescent lamp have been re

A SECTION OF THE ROAD ACROSS A RAVINE.

for multiple-unit operation. When Telephone Booth Fans

the car is on the 1200 -volt trolley, cur- To anyone who has occasion to use

rent for lights andthe air compressor long -distance telephone booths at all,
and control circuits is furnished at the telephone booth fan manufactured

600 - volts by a dynamotor. by the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

There are65 miles of single track Co., of Pittsburg, Pa. , and illustrated

and at the Pittsburg end of the road herewith, will be of special interest.

double track is laid for 1112 miles, Though these fans have the appear

80-1b . standard rails being used . The ance of a toy, they will be found of

maximum grade is 8 per cent. , al- real service. The motor is supported

though in the hilly country grades of by springs from an arm screwed to

5 per cent. are numerous. the side of the booth , and may be tilted

All the electrical apparatus used in or turned through a wide range. The

the power-house and substations and springs prevent any transmission of

on the cars was furnished by the Gen- vibration from the motor to the tele

eral Electric Company. phone, and as the fan is noiseless, the LINOLITE DESK LAMPS.
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cently placed on the market by the rivets, fue cleaners, flue welders , fric Personal

H. W. Johns-Manville Co., 100 Wil- tion saws, keyseating machinery,
At the annual meeting of the Chi

liam Street, New York City. The crank-pin turning machines, steam cago Mica Company, held in Chicago,

accompanying illustrations give an ex- hammers, riveters, brakes, presses and April 14, 1909, M. L. Kohler, of

Philadelphia , was elected president.

H. B. Logan, president of Dossert

& Co. , of New York, is visiting the

Western trade of the company. Mr.

Logan, who will go to the Coast on

this trip, says he expects to secure

some big business before he returns.

THE TUBULAR LINOLITE BULB.
Obituary

John Chamberlin Fish , well known
cellent idea of some of the varied special sand tools are some of the to the electrical industry as president

styles. As is obvious, the great ad- products handled by this company, to- of the National Electric Lamp Asso

vantage of the linolite tubular incan- gether with steel and iron in the many ciation and of the Shelby Electric

descent lamp for desk use lies in the forms needed by manufacturers.. The Company, of Shelby, Ohio, passed

wider area of distribution of the light, typographical work of the book is ex
away suddenly on Friday, April 16,

owing to the great length of the fila- cellent.
after an illness of only four days . He

ment tube . The fixtures are supplied
Electrical instruments are fully il was born in Sheldon , Vt. , on April 14 ,

in three finishes : burnished brass , oxi
lustrated and described in a bulletin 1864. At an early age he moved to

dized copper and gun -metal.
recently issued by the Wagner Elec Ohio and secured his education in the

tric & Manufacturing Co. , of St. public schools of Akron and Shelby,
New Catalogues

Louis, Mo. Standard direct-current eventually graduating from Kenyon

Anyone interested in fuel economy and alternating -current types, to- Collegeat Gambier.

will ånd much of interest and value gether with special types, are defind Mr. Fish first became identified with

in Bulletin 368 of the United States scribed, and also potential and series
the electrical business when he organ

Geological Survey, dealing with wash- transformers and instruments of the ized , in 1896 . The Shelby Electric

ing and cooking tests of coal, made at portable type. Company, which owes its great success

the fuel-testing plant at Denver, Col. The March bulletin of the National
to his extraordinary ability and deter

A folder sent out by the Western
Electric Light Association contains

mination . At a later date Mr. Fish

also became president of the National

Electric Co. treats of an electric exten
notices of work of the various com

Electric Lamp Association , the forma
sion bell designed for calling innoisy mittees, and the continuation of an ab

tion of which was greatly due to his

places . It can be used either as a tele
stract of papers read at a meeting of

efforts.

phone extension bell or as an alternat
the Philadelphia Electric Company, on

At the time of his death , aside from

ing -current signal bell on circuits of " Load Factor, DiversityFactorand being interested in the electrical busi,

not more than220 volts and 25 cycles.
Power Factor.” The question box, as

ness , Mr. Fish was president of the
usual , contains questions and answers

following companies: The Shelby
Advance partial lists of the record- on live topics.

Printing Company, The Shelby Water
ing pressure and vacuum gauges are

A pamphlet just issued by the Gen- Company, The Ohio Seamless Tube

given in a bulletin sent out by the Bris
eral Electric Company contains a com- Company and The Auto Call System

tol Company, of Waterbury, Conn.The various sizes of charts, with the prehensive list of motor- starting andprehensive list of motor-starting and Company, as wellas vice-president of

many different kinds of graduations, matic and non-automatic
speed -controlling devices , both auto- The Shelby Telephone Company, and

starters . a directer of the Citizen's Bank ; all of

are fully illustrated.
Each device is illustrated and briefly these being located in Shelby.

The Emerson Monthly, issued by described, and the pamphlet will be of Aside from endeavoring to benefit

the Emerson Electric Mfg. Co. , of St. value to all interested in any way with his place of residence in business ways,

Louis, Mo. , is devoted largely to fans.
motor drive. Another publication is- Mr. Fish also devoted a great deal of

Some space is also given up to a port
sued by the company is devoted to the his time to the intellectual side , being

able suction cleaner, a motor -driven
Curtis steam-turbine generator. This · president of the Board of Education.

air compressor for dentists' and physi- bulletin gives many of the details of He was a member of the Knights of

cians ' use, and also the usual motor
construction, with interior views and Pythias and Elk lodges, and was presi

stock list . cross sections of various parts of tur- dent of the Colonial Club of Shelby
bine and generator . It describes and the Shelby Business Men's Asso

A pamphlet recently sent out by the large and small turbines of ver
A

ciation .

C. W. Hunt Co. , of West New tical and horizontal types, and con

Brighton, New York , deals with coal tains illustrations of numerous rep
WANTED

dealers' supplies , including mast and resentative Curtis turbine installa

gaff fittings, automatic railways ,
An ArmatureWinder for high -tension

railways, tions. Curves are given to show the
magnetos. Address U. S. Co., Electrical

chutes and screens, steel coal tubs , rol- relative economy ofa 4 -cylinder com Age, New York.

ler-bearing blocks and “ Stevedore" pound engine and a Curtis-turbine

unit. As in so many other reports of

turbine economy tests , however, the FOR SALE

A pamphlet deserving exceptional relative steam consumption of the con- A modern equipped electric light plant,

notice is that recently sent out by densing auxiliaries is not given . It in one of the richest towns in Missouri.

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, of Chicago, would be interesting to know just Seventeen years unexpired franchise . Plant

" the iron and steel department store . how the two types would compare if
free from debt. Business well established .

Correspondence solicited . Apply, A. D.,
Boiler furnaces, lugs, hangers, braces, this were included . Electrical Age, New York.

manila rope.
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ESTABLISHED 1883 way you walk aroundthe imaginative Exhaust Steam Turbines

Published monthly by circle of evolution. Either direction

The Electrical Age Co., 45 E. 42d Street, New York . Within the last year the attention
brings you to the same result .

of the power-plant fraternity has been
J. H. SMITH , Pres . C. A. HOPE, Sec . and Treas . The popular idea as to what consti

JOHN HAYS SMITH , Editor. directed to the advantages of the low

tutes a core or a shell -type transform
Telephone No. 6498 38th. essure steam turbines as an adjunct

er has been that with the shell type
Private branch exchange connecting all departments . of reciprocating engine plants. As

Cable Address - Revolvable , New York . a large part of the coils was enclosed
was pointed out by Mr. J. R. Bibbins

within the iron , and in the core type
SUBSCRIPTION RATES in a paper read before the Canadian

of construction a large part of the
United States and Mexico , $1.00. Society of Civil Engineers a few

Canada , $ 1.50. To Other Countries , $ 2.50 iron was enclosed within the coil . In
months ago, the evolution of the idea

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS either type , however , a large part of came through the work of Hon . C. A.

Insertion of new advertisements or changes of copy cannot both the iron and coil was directly Parsons, to whom the world is in
be guaranteed for the following issue if received later than the exposed to circulating oil . The
15th of each month . debted for so much of the expansion

definition of these two types , however ,
of the steam turbine in the last few

is indefinite, and they have been dis
years. Although some of the great

CONTENTS tinguished principally as the two

est advantages of turbine drive are
makes of the manufacturers. In the

EDITORIAL found in connection with the use of

new type, therefore , which is being the high -speed generator, in marine
Core vs. Shell Transformers . 105 manufactured by each company, it is practice also the turbine has found

rather difficult to state whether it is a
Exhaust Steam Turbines . a field of usefulness that has led to

shell or core type of construction . many striking results.
The Relation Between Engine-Room and But this is not of any consequence, Experiments along a wide range of

School-Room and How to Attain It ....... 106 for it is only to the partly circular conditions have shown pretty con

and thin type of coil that this new type clusively that the reciprocating engineBoiler -Room Economy..

owes its merit , and not to the form of and the turbine each have their own

LEADING ARTICLES magnetic circuit .
points ofsuperiority, both afloat and

The Limitations of Party Transformer Dis- From a manufacturing standpoint, ashore. The analysis of these points

the new type is attractive, for the rea- has shown that with the increasein the
tribution 108

son that it more nearly approaches
pressure of the operating Auid the

Foundations and the Use of Concrete ..... 112 the commercially ideal type than any cylinder and piston combination has

type hitherto made.
shown up well, although even then it

As is well known, the principal has had its difficulties as to lubrica

Core vs. Shell Transformers
argument advanced and claimed for

tion and similar points. At the other
the core type of transformer has been end of the working range—as every

Very lately there has been a great the ease with which circular coils
one has noticed the reciprocating

deal of controversy through some of lend themselves to insulation .
scheme has had its hard going . The

the technical journals about the Sharp corners are largely avoided , difference in the sizes of the working

parenthood of the new type of small especially in the outside coils , and parts of the high- and low-pressure
transformers recently placed on the this makes a less risk of break- ends of a compound engine give an

market by the General Electric and ing insulation at sharp corners in indication of the way the land lies .

Westinghouse companies , the General winding the coils . Besides , this form As the line of atmospheric pressure

Electric referring to its new type of permits the use of mica insulation, is crossed the limitations of the low

transformer as a core type and the which is certainly one of the best pressure cylinder are yet more pro

Westinghouse Company referring to insulation materials that can be used . nounced. The ratio of the variations

its new type as a shell type of trans- Another distinct advantage in cir- in pressure due to cylinder condensa

former .
cular coils is that the coil being very tion to the total range of working

Both units are identical in their
thin , the difference in expansion be- pressure becomes so large that the

fundamental features . Both units are tween inside and outside layers is benefits of a high vacuum fall to the
composed of several nearly circular

very small compared to what it wrong side of what theory would lead
and concentric coils in which the iron

would be in a high, narrow coil , us to expect. By the same considera
after passing through the opening of such as was used in what was origi- tions where the admission pressure of

these coils divides into four equal sec- nally known as the shell type of con the turbine is at or near the atmos

tions 90 degrees apart . The Westing- struction . As the success of a trans- phere, the proportional benefit from

house Company has endeavored to former depends very largely on its an additional inch or two of vacuum

show by sketches that the new form durability to stand strains in service , is
very great , amounting in certain

is an evolution from the shell type , the advantages of a cylindrical coil are cases to as much as 25 per cent. of

and the General Electric Company evident . The new type has many of the total steam used for the change

has assiduously endeavored to estab- the good points of the core type on from 26 to 28 in . While this does

lish by similar sketches that the new account of its cylindrical coils, and not mean that the operation of the

form is a natural development from has the additional advantage that it reciprocating engine is not mate

the core type—but really , what do we can be built cheaper than the super- rially improved by a high vacuum , it

care ! It is only a matter of which is , nevertheless , true that the addi
seded types.
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are

tion of an extra inch of vacuum to From the calculation it may be seen bines , and perhaps also because of the

figures such as are ordinarily carried that the differences in the total quan- slightly higher efficiency of piston en

in a condensing power plant, in the tity of energy contained in a given gines at high pressures, several en

case of the low -pressure turbine, quantity of saturated steam at the giv- gineers have conceived the idea of

brings several times the improvement en pressures are not so very different. combining the non -condensing engine

in steam consumption that it does in This does not represent the actual with the exhaust steam turbine for

the case of the low-pressure condens- value of the available energy, because initial installation. While this might

ing engine. it takes no account of the condensation work out satisfactorily on a steamship,

So, speaking broadly, it may be said that really takes place and unlocks it must be remembered that the prob

that the region of highest efficiency many additional heat units . lem is different on land from what it

of the steam -engine lies in the higher Let us view the pressure-volume is on water. The load on the steam

range of steam pressure , while that curve of a gas expanding, without loss ship is constant, and therefore we find

of the steam turbine , at least of the or gain of heat, from 150 lb. down to triple and quadruplex expansion en

type used mostly in this country, it a fairly good degree of vacuum. As gines common enough on water. Up
lies in the lower. So much is this

above noted , such a curve will not to the present time they have not been

true that so far the efforts to devise
used on land . The combination scheme,

a turbine that will work satisfactorily pansion in a steam -engine, but the

truly represent the condition of ex

however , has considerable merit from

in the ranges of heat and pressure
areas will be approximately those of the view-point of economy, and it is

that exist in a gas-engine has been the indicator card . Considering the not until it is tried out that the rela

unsuccessful.

The result of the establishing of the
part of the area enclosed by the curve tive efficiency can be determined .

above the line of atmospheric pressure

region of maximum advantage has led

to the decision to unite the two types,

as representing work done by the fluid

in expanding to that point, and the
and now we understand that a pair

The Relation between Engine

area below the atmospheric line as
of transatlantic liners to be

Room and School-Room and

equipped witha combined engine and proportional to the work doneinex How to Attain It

low -pressure turbine power plant.
panding from atmospheric pressure

down to the low -vacuum point, it will The rapidly changing position of

The German steel companies have
be found that the two areas are about the central station in its relation to

likewise introduced this feature in sev

eral of their recent plants, and the

equal ; or , in other words, just asmuch the isolated plant , coupled with the

first installation in this country has
energy may be taken from the steam ability of the central station to supply

been made in the South Chicago plant
below the atmospheric point as may be power very cheaply, has made the op

. erating engineer of the private plant
of the Wisconsin Steel Company, gotten aboveit.

where the exhaust of an engine whose
For this reason we find the low- realize within the last few years the

indicated horse-power is about 1000
pressure turbine being used to supple- need of getting down to first prin

has been made to drive two 250-kw .,
ment existing non - condensing steam- ciples by studying power conditions

1500 r.p.m. direct-current turbines.
engine plants . There are a large num

carefully ; not alone, however, with the

At first sight it appears almost in
ber of plants in steel mills operating idea of reaching a low cost per unit

verycredible that so much power can be non -condensing; also many
of output based on some test intended

as a comparison with central-station
taken from exhaust steam .Looking plants operating non -condensing be

at the matter from the arithmetical
cause they are located away from a

cost . The only aims and methods sat

side , the steam tables show that the

water-front and it was not advisable isfactory to the isolated engineer are

total heat of one pound of satu
to lay long conduits to them for con- those which insure a continued low

rated steam under a pressure of 150
densing purposes, cooling -towers not maintenance and depreciation during

the useful life of the plant . To at
gauge or 164.7 absolute is 1193.6 having been devised at thattime.

B.t.u. and its temperature will be
The cheapness and efficiency of the

tain these ends it is better for the en

365.9° F. Of this total heat 855.6

steam turbine in utilizing the low- gineer to get a good substantial plant

B.t.u. is the latent and 338 B.t.u. the
temperature range of steam has giving steady and certain results at a

sensible heat of the fluid . When the

opened up a large field of application fair ultimate cost to the owner rather

pressure has fallen to one atmosphere,
in plants of this kind . In the case of than to seek much specializing with

steel plants where the flow of steam the idea of having a chance to make

or 14.7 lb. , the total heat is 1147 B.t.u.
is intermittent the system is aug wonderful records.

and the temperature is 212 ° F., the
mented by the installation of steam So much is heard from plant own

latent heat is 967 and the sensible 180.

When the pressure has further

accumulators. The accumulator is a ers and many others that to instal a

dropped to one pound absolute , which
device for storing the heat of steam , plant in these advanced and record

corresponds to about 28 in . of vacuum ,
either in water or, as in some accumu breaking times it is necessary to have

the total heat is found to be 1113. I
lators , in iron or other metal, taking the newest and most highly developed

B.t.u. and the temperature is 102°
up the surplus heat when the engine is special machinery in the power plant

The difference in the amount of en
operating and giving it out when the in order to compete with a company

ergy of the Auid under the three dif
organized and operated as a powerengine is not operating. On account

ferent conditions may be tabulated as

of the higher efficiency of the low selling business . On the face of it

follows :
ranges of steam temperature in tur- such a statement sounds good and

brings many power users to depend

on the central station . This statement
HEAT OF SATURATED STEAM AT DIFFERENT PRESSURES .

is correct and absolutely necessary if

the client intends to go into the powerVolume Temperature Heat, B. T. U. DIFFERENCES

selling business too , but for the ma

absolute Fahr. Latent Total B. t . u .

jority of power users to be swayed by

arguments of that kind is generally

114,7 very unwise. It is just at such a stage

335.3
where the well-posted engineer must

note different operating conditions

Pressure

cu . ft . Sensible Per cent .

164.7 2.75+ 365.9 865.6 338 1193.6 0.0 0.0

26.6 212 967 180 1147 46.6 3.5

1 102 1043.1 70 1113.1 33.9 3.0
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nical press .

one as

that he may clearly judge and just as tween the schoolroom and engine kind of work for which he is best

clearly state his opinions that his em- room until the apprentice is supplied equipped..
ployer may be saved from making an with a thorough and suitable indus- The proposed N. S. O. E. should
unwise move. Again the operating trial education , gained during the time ha as its aim not only to make its

engineer must be just and honest he is being trained in the actual prac- apprenticeship members operating en
when discussing such a problem with tice of his life work. The two are gineers, but to make all of them well

the plant owner, because there are of equal importance. It is only by a
trained and conscientious machinery

conditions prevailing in many places close interdependence and relation be- operators and proficient firemen that

in which it is a distinct advantage to tween the school, and the vocational the various plants may be supplied

the owner to use central-station pow- organization which facilitates the ac- with a responsible and reliable set of

er. In such cases it is well for aman quirement of practical experience , that plant operators, who, as such , can and

to speak out plain truths . it is possible to gain concrete and will produce results and are known as

The power-selling central station usable knowledge of the principles engine -room mechanics . It is from

is here to stay, because in hundreds of which always underlie the actual work this class that the successful operating

places it is the only method by which done by the apprentice . Such a rela- engineers will come.

the power user can secure a steady tionship between work and study,
and always available supply of power where the school will not waste time

Boiler-Room Economy
at a reasonable cost . The operatingThe operating to teach the young man unless he has

engineers are very much indebted to proof from his vocational organiza- The increasing attention given mat

the central station and ought to study tion that he is adapted to the work and ters affecting fuel economy is apparent

its methods rather than condemn realizes the need of skill and responsi- from the correspondence and articles

them. The many and various condi- bility, is necessary. And then finally on this subject appearing in the tech

tions under which power is needed the vocational organization will not That the matter is of ex

leave room for both central stations give out apprentice certificates to any- treme importance is also evidenced by

and isolated plants. an engine-room mechanic, tests already made and now under

The central station is in the business whether as a machinery operator, pro- way , under the management of the

of selling power at the greatest profit, ficient fireman or a finished engineer,ficient fireman or a finished engineer, United States Geological Survey.

and is compelled through the nature unless the school can furnish proof Many central station managers and

of its business to develop a highly that the applicant has passed the pre
that the applicant has passed the pre- engineers have spent considerable time

specialized power -plant practice . Some scribed course of study . Make this in studying the problem, but it is also

of them to -day are undisputed leaders work -and -study combination possible true that plants without number are

in operating plant . The operating en- in our vocation along prescribed lines burning coal inefficiently, resulting in

gineer of the isolated plant to succeed and we shall have made a beginning a consequent higher operating cost per

must follow in their footsteps and of conditions where complete co -oper unit output. Especially is this true in

study the individual plant conditions ation is possible between the employ- the smaller plants in the South, where

so thoroughly that the isolated plant er and employee, and there will be no negro labor only is available. While

can to the full take advantage of all danger of the operating engineer's vo
some of the more intelligent of this

its naturally favorable conditions. cation dying away. In fact, such a race appear to understand fairly well

Let the operating engineer get into combination between a vocation or the connection between proper draft

the habit ofregarding his boiler plant ganization in any tradeandasuitable regulation and economical burning of

as the factory of raw products, charg- training -school carried on simultane coal , the greater number run at all

ing his administration with the cost ously with the apprenticeship must be
loads with dampers wide open and a

ofraw material used , the plant owner established before there will be real heavy fire, resulting in a much larger

to take the finished product whether it reason to expect efficiency in the ad
consumption of coal than

is in the form of electric power, steam ministration of plants .
sary .

or refrigerating, exactly as he would The idea of many people that short Where the capacity of the plant will

from a central station . Let the iso- cuts are possible and that quick routes
not justify the installation of stokers ,

lated power plant remember that the can be found to the front rank for
the best method of procedure is for

the engineer to experiment with the

sole business of the plant and organi- the young mechanic or the future op thickness of fire and damper opening
zation is : erating engineer have done untold

at the various loads until the most eco

First. — To produce steam cheaply harm to young men . They find their

as possible ; mistake often when it is too late to
nomical arrangement can be deter

mined. Some means can then be had
Second. -To reduce the steam con- correct it . It is wrong for either shop

sumption to the lowest horse power or college to teach and try to fit à
to mark the various positions of the

damper, so that the fireman can him
possible and still give full service to young man for a calling for which he

self regulate the draft to suit the load .
the house ; and we will hear more of is utterly unfit and in which he is

This method of procedure in a certain
the real worthworth of the isolated bound to make a failure for reasons

case resulted in reducing the consump

plant . which generally are plain enough to
tion during 24 hours from 20 tons to

To secure justice to the operating anyone except himself. It is a waste less than 17 tons .

engineer's vocation, the men and plant of time to both . It is for this reason It is true also that some coals are

owners ought to organize for the pur- that the proposed National Society of
sold more on their reputation than on

pose of making it possible to give the Stationary Engineers asks for two their actual burning qualities, hence

operating engineer's vocation the op- years ' actual service before allowing the necessity , now fortunately recog

portunities it deserves. The time a young man to enter as a regular ap- nized by many central station men , of

seems especially opportune for an ex- prentice either at shop or school . Be
buying coal on a B. T. U. basis , a

tended campaign in behalf of appren- fore the end of two years it will be bonus being paid for a calorific value

ticeship that a true spirit of vocational known if the young man is suitable over a certain amount, and a rebate

pride may be fostered in the young and can expect to succeed in the vo- being made by the coal company

men ; and secondly for a thorough and cation if allowed to go further ; if not , should the B. T. U.'s per pound of

practical education. There must and he can seek more congenial work be- coal fall below the arbitrary standard

ought to be a closer combination be- fore it is too late for him to find the set for that particular case .

neces



The

Limitations of Party Transformer Distribution

J. FRANK MARTIN

Assistant Foreman Testing Laboratory , Allegheny County Light Co. , Pittsburgh , Pa .

While much has been said in cen- by the substitution of large transform- reaches a value of60 per cent. , and the

tral-station circles about the economy ers having small losses for a multi- all-day efficiency is increased 320 per

effected by party transformer distri- plicity of smaller ones having a com- cent . If this substitution is made by

bution, very little attention has been paratively higher loss . A large de- replacing transformers of an obsolete

given to the minor engineering prin- crease in the diversity factor, which type, using those of modern design,

ciples and details, which, when care- is a result effected when a number this saving will reach a value con

fully considered , will promote the of installations, each having a differ- siderably higher.a
highest operating efficiency in the ap- ent characteristic, are brought to- The mechanical construction ,

paratus employed . gether in one group , adds to both re- whether the installation is overhead

Briefly, the features which particu- sults. Under the most favorable con- or underground, is governed largely

larly recommend this practice are dition , which is the substitution of a by the electrical design, and may be

widely known as the large saving in party transformer for individual in- assumed to follow certain definite

first cost, and especially the increase stallations in a thickly populated dis- lines in either case . For this reason

in efficiency, which is brought about trict , the saving in the investment the discussion will be confined to the

electrical problems which would be

considered in the order of the im

portance of each as follows :

( 1 ) Ratio between transformer ca
CONNECTED LEAO.

pacity and connected load ;

50 ( 2) Capacity and range of sec

ondary mains ;

( 3 ) Balancing and distribution of

the load on the secondary mains.

45 Investigation shows that the aver

age maximum running load on a

large group of residence installations

equals 30 per cent . of the connected

AO
load. This proportion varies con

siderably with the selling price of cur

rent, the size of the installation , the

r lative size of each installation to the

group of which it is a member and

the environment and personality of the

consumer who controls the installa

tion. The ratio is higher for small

dwellings and apartment houses than

for large homes, due to the fact that

the latter installation is restricted to

limited spaces and frequent and more
25

constant use.

For "commercial loads," consisting

of small stores , offices and miscellane

ous business houses , this ratio has a
20

value of about 40 per cent . for five

days of the week, rising as high as

75 per cent. on Saturday nights. In

TRANSFORMER
every case this ratio varies in inverse

15
proportion to the number of members

CAPACITY

in a group

Fig. I gives the characteristic per

AVERAGE LOAD formance of a party transformer hav

ing 70 residence installations con

nected . It represents the normal load

and load period for every day in the

year and the maximum and minimum
5

load at any time will not vary more

than 5 per cent . from the values

given .

TIME P.M. When the investigation is carried

down to the performance of each in
१

35

3
0 K

I
L
O
W
A
T
T
S

.

10

10 12

dividual installation it is found that

there are periods when this proportion
FIG . 1
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135

'K
I
L
O
W
A
T

T
S

.

2

The dotted line A shows the dropping

off in load during the summer months,

caused by a longer daylight period.

This change follows the variation of

CONNECTED LOAD
atmospheric temperature from season

55
to season very closely, and when com

bined with the overload performance,

affords an opportunity for increasing

the all-day efficiency , which is seldom

so taken advantage of in central-station

practice, due to certain limitations

set by increased voltage regulation

and unbalancing of loadon three -wire

distribution.

45

In Fig. 4 the results of the investi

gation of the several types of serv

ice are plotted in a chart for determin

ing the proper ratio of the trans

former capacity to the connected load.

The transformer capacity in percent

age of connected load is plotted

SIA TURDAY NIGHT LEAO. against the number of installations

connected . Curve A is for large busi

ness establishments and a strictly

commercial load . B is for miscellane

ous loads, consisting of small busi
ness houses and residences grouped ,

30 TRANSFORMER
CAPACITY.

a condition which generally exists at

certain points in suburban districts .

The double curve C applies to resi

dence loads . The top line is for small

installations, moderate-sized dwellings
25

and apartment houses , while the lower

line is for large houses having a large
NORMAL LOAD

number of lamps. For this character

of service it can safely be assumed
20

that if the ratio falls within the shaded

area between the lines the transformer

will operate satisfactorily.

The above data should also be ap

15 plied in designing the mains for dis

tribution. The first question arising

is along what lines shall they be de

veloped ? This problem is very simple

10
if it is only a matter of substitution.

The installation can be designed for

easily-determined characteristic

shown by the installations being re

placed . On the other hand, if the in

S
stallation is to be made in a sparsely

populated district , or when a new com

pany begins operation , it is preferable

to install the lines covering a compara

TIME P.M. tively large area , and of such capacity

8 9 10 as required by a fully -developed dis

As the load is gradually in
FIG . 2

creased by the building up of the lo

cality or as the resultof active busi

does not hold good. There are times the layout of this particular installa- ness-getting methods, these mains

when the consumer will use from 50 tion is considered ideal . For a period should be cut in sections and addi
to 75 per cent . of the total lamps , but of two hours each week the trans- tional transformers should be in

these periods are infrequent , and in former is subjected to an overload of stalled . It is also important that some

a large group a very small percentage 25 per cent . , but this is not sufficient definite specification , such as making

of these periods are coincident. to give an objectionable voltage regu- the losses in the mains equal to that

Fig. 2 shows the performance of lation or cause deterioration in the of the transformer for a predeter

an installation having a load of small transformer. mined radius from the center of dis

stores , offices, cafés, signs and a few In Fig. 3 the load curve shown in tribution , be followed . Some such

residences. The broken line repre- Fig. 1 is extended to cover 24 hours, rule should be strictly adhered to,

sents the load for every day except and over it in a broken line is plotted since it is necessary that the regula

Saturday night, which is shown by the transformer capacity showing a tion of each unit or group of installa

the solid line. This performance is mean resultant of the manufacturers' tions of a system have a similar char

typical of this class of service, and guaranteed overload performance. acteristic .

o

an

7

trict .
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40

MEAN RESULTANT OF

MANUFACTURERS OVER

35

s
o

23

K
I
L
O
W
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.

LO

18

10

A
NORMAL LOAD

TIME
RM .

2
10 12

creased . The cut-outs serve in the

CONNECTED LOAD .
capacity of isolating any section devel

oping a fault, and with the attention

necessary to guarantee successful op

eration , it is a question whether the

benefits derived warrant the extra ex

pense.

The most difficult problem arising

in connection with the distribution

system is the balancing of the load on

LOAD GUARANTEES the three or four wires, depending

upon whether the three-wire single

phase or four-wire three-phase prin

ciple of distribution is used. To work

the copper at the highest efficiency it

is necessary that the current in the

neutral wire be at a minimum . Bal

ancing of the load does not simply

mean the placing of a given number

of installations having the same
amount of load against each other,

TRANSFORMER CAPACIIX.

but the characteristic performance of

cach installation must be considered
Ai

individually . Here, again , the ratio of

the running load to the connected load

comes into account. Each installation

resolves into a special problem requir

ing a careful study of the effects of

various conditions in supply and de
FIG . 3

mand. An apartment house having

100 lamps cannot be balanced against

The question arises here of operat- its connected load, but unless the a residence having the same number,

ing transformers in parallel when transformers are of the same size and
neither can the load of a saloon, drug

several hundred feet apart together make, unless reliable cut-outs are used
store or department store be placed

with the mains as a network . This at all interconnecting points, and the against an office building. Commer

practice promotes voltage regulation load is evenly distributed over the
cial loads show an individual charac

and allows a still lower reduction of whole area covered by the net-work, teristic toa more marked degree than

the ratio between the transformer and interruption of service will be in- residence loads . Fig. 5 shows the cur
rent in each outside conductor of the

three -wire party-transformer installa

영 8 3 tion represented in Fig. 2. The lines

% RATIO OF TRANS. ÇAP. TO CONNETEO LGAD A, and B , indicate the maximum load

of Saturday night , while A, and B,

represent the normal load. The

shaded area represents the unbalanc

ing of the load in each case . This

current reaches a high value , result

ing in an objectionable overload on

one-half of the transformer and in

creasing the losses in the mains to

such an extent that poor voltage reg

ulation is caused at distant points.

This condition exists , although the

connected load is almost exactly bal

anced , and is caused by all the load

on one side being saloons and large

stores , while the other side has a load

of residences and small shops.

The connection of motors and all

installations having a heavy intermit
tent load should be avoided .

Churches, moving-picture theaters and

flashing signs are representative of

this class of service ; the load is gen

erally large as compared with that of

other installations in the immediate

vicinity, and the performance is such

that an unbalancing effect and an ob

jectionable voltage regulation cannot

be avoided .

The most practical solution to the

problem of balancing the load is di

D
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the cost of the electrical treatment

would be justified, provided the effi

ciency of the treatment could be main

CONNECTED LOAD tained. It is found , however, that the

225 plates incrust quite rapidly, and the

B efficiency of the treatment quickly falls

off after the plant has been in opera

tion for a few days , beginning with

clean plates.
200

As an index of the results obtained

so far, the hardness of the water at

Alamogordo is 40 grains per gallon .

During the first three or four days of
175

the treatment , this hardness was re

duced to seven grains per gallon. As

the operation was continued, and the

plates incrusted , the efficiency fell off

180
until at the end of a week or ten days

the hardness of the water had risen

TRANSFORMER to 20 grains per gallon, at the end

B.
CAPACITY: of the same periods of treatment

which, in the beginning, reduced the
128

hardness to seven grains. Iron plates

give practically the same results.

At Pastura the water has a hard

ness of 180 grains per gallon, and at

100 the present writing this has been read

ily reduced by iron plates to a hard

ness of 90 , at which point the 'reduc

tion has stopped. It appears, however,

that by increasing the time and inten
75

sity of the treatment, it will be possi

ble to still further reduce this, but

these experiments are not yet com

pleted.

50
utside the question of cost, the

problem appearsto be one of cleaning

the incrustation from the plates at

frequent intervals after a given plant

25 has been placed in operation. In an

experimental plant having a capacity

of 125,000 gallons of water treated in

24 hours, being erected at Alamagor

do, there will be 27,000 square feetTIME . P.M

of plate , or 54,000 square feet of plate
8 10

surface. These plates are three feet

FIG . 5 )
square , and the experiments to date

indicate that they will have to be

vision and subdivision of each individ- said that, “ You must know a consum
cleaned at the rate of one plate per

ual installation , and the remedy is er's personal history from his cradle
minute during the operation of the

three -wire distribution down to the upto proportion asystem so that it plantin order to keepthe latter up to

consumer's panel-board or the several will give him service at the highest its full efficiency. Evidently this would

panel-boards of a large installation . efficiency ." The problem is not so
have to be done by machinery, and

This practice is particularly desirable hopeless as this. A reasonable amount
apparently this is a point that may

in business districts, where the di- of attention to details and simple rec
render the process impracticable.

versity factor has the greatest range. ords will often give remarkable re
It has been demonstrated that, with

One central-station manager has sults . clean plates , the hardness of the water

can be reduced very much below that

possible by the use of lime and soda

ash, on account of the trouble of foam

Water Treatment by Electricity ing when the latter treatment is car

ried to the excess required for these

T the recent annual meeting of iron plates in the water to be treated , very bad waters. The electrical

the American Railway Engi- and passing electrical currents through treatment does not increase the prim

neering and Maintenance of the same. It has been demonstrated ing tendency of the water ; in fact,

Way Association, J. L. Campbell, en- that , with clean plates satisfactory re- it has a slightly beneficial effect.

gineer of maintenance of way of the sults are secured, except in the matter In the reduction of the water at

El Paso & Southwestern system , pre- of cost , which is very high. The ex- Alamogordo, from 40 grains to 7

sented a paper dealing with some ex- periments have not extended far grains per gallon of incrusting solids ,

periments in reducingthe hardness of enough to be able to submit definite the power required was 7 electric

water by electricity . The treatment figures of cost .figures of cost . It appears that on horse-power-hours per 1000 gallons

consisted in submerging aluminum or account of the quality of the water , of water treated , the potential of the

9

AT
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electric current being from 100 to 125
At one end of the vats there is a For the treatment of the water at

volts . storage or supply tank, and at the other Alamogordo above specified, it ap

In the experiment at Pastura, the
a precipitating tank from which the pears that the loss of weight of the

power required was just double the water is pumped through a filter to the aluminum plates is at the rate of about

above.
railroad service tank . The perfectly 34 pound to 1000 gallons of water

The experimental plant at Alamo
treated water is a clear, limpid and treated. The experiments with the

gordo consists of three vats or tanks,
very pleasant drinking water. iron plates have not proceeded far

Apart from the apparent physical
3 feet deep, 5 feet wide, and 80 feet

enough to determine the loss from

them . The incrustation of the plates

long, each divided into 25, compart- moval, cleaning and replacement oflong, each divided into 25 compart- impracticability of the constant, re

ments, in which the 3 by 3foot plates the iron oraluminum plates necessi
is similar in a general way to the in

crusting of locomotive boiler tubes, ex
were set on edge, and spaced one inch

tated by the requirements of constant cept that the scale is not nearly so
center to center, all the sections in

each vat and the several vats being to be the most efficient of any system
cleaning, this process would appear hard, but still requires the application

of a scraper to remove it.

connected by proper electrical wiring of treatment under the exceptional The sludge precipitated from the

The vats are then filled with water and conditions obtaining on the eastern treatment is of very fine flocculent

the electrical current turned on . division of the Southwestern . matter of milky color .

Foundations and the Use of Concrete

By GEO. W. MARTIN

W =

ΤΗ
HE general statement may safely on each side of the timber, several feet : weight of hammer = 0.9 ton .

be made that in every power away, and a piece of fish - line or fine H = fall of hammer = 312 in.

plant or manufactory laid down wire is stretched between them, almost D = penetration of pile = 2 in .

in recent years the wall footings and touching one side of the timber. At The safe load then will be 17.5 tons ,

machinefoundations have been of con- this point on the timber a scale may be which agrees closely with the result

crete. This material has now become fastened so that any sinkage of the obtained by the first formula.

an indispensable element in the con- timber as the load is added may be By closely watching the piles when

struction of the modern plant, and it noted . Another method of obta driven an experienced man can tell

will be the writer's aim to bring out the sinkage is by means of an engi- very closely how much they will bear.

some of its more important character- neer's level. When the timber sinks A very small penetration, say one-half

istics, taking up first the discussion of the load applied may be considered inch or one inch , with a longfall of the

foundations in general. the ultimate bearing capacity of the hammer , may generally be considered

In designing the foundations for soil , and from one - fifth to one-half of as good evidence that a pile is splinter

any structure,whether a building or an this is usually taken as the safe work- ing at the point instead of penetrating

engine, the first consideration is the ing load. farther. This, of course, is to be

nature of the soil on which the foun- In the method of testing with piles , avoided , and it may be put down asa

dation is to be built up . Naturally a the pile is driven in the usual way, and fairly good indication that when a pile

hard clay will bear more per square on the last blow the fall of the hammer drives from two to three inches on a

foot than a soft clay , and rock more and the penetration of the pile are 25- to 30 - ft. fall it has reached the

than hard clay. In cases where it is taken . The safe load is obtained by limit before splintering .

not important to have the exact bear- using these values in the following The length of the pile will , of
ing capacity of the soil , a close enough formula : course, depend on how far below the

approximation may be obtained by
2 Wh surface ground of sufficient hardness

judging the hardness of the soil dur to hold the pile is obtained . In some

ingthe excavation and consulting the S + I of the soft alluvial deposits in the

tables given in hand -books, such as L = safe load . South it has been necessary to splice
Kidde's . But experience and good W weight of hammer in tons. two 30 - ft. piles before a two-inch pena

judgment are necessary to use the in- h = fall of hammer in feet . etration on the last blow could be ob

formation in these tables to good ad S penetration of pile in inches . tained . The minimum spacing of the

vantage . In testing a soil of hard clay the piles should be about 2.5 or 3 ft . , or

Where it is necessary to obtain an test may give the following results : something more than enough to pre

exact estimate of the bearing power of W = 1800 lb. = 0.9 ton . vent the breaking up of the ground .
a soil, however, an actual test must be h = 26 ft . When soft ground is encountered ,

made, either by applying pressure to S = 2 in . necessitating the use of piles, an excel

a definite area or , if piles are to be 2 X 0.9 X 26 lent foundation is obtained by placing

used, by driving a test pile . In the L then becomes a layer of concrete over the piles .

method of applying pressure, a piece S + 1 Enough of each pile is left above

of timber 12 by 12 in . is held by 15.6 tons. ground so that it may be sawed off one

guys vertically , a platform being pro- Another formula for obtaining the foot above ground . A layer of concrete
vided to hold the weights making up safe bearing load of a pile is that given 18 in . thick is then placed over and

the load . The bottom of the timber by Sutcliffe, as follows: around the piles , the thickness above

is set in a hole about three feet deep,
WH

the top , of course, being six inches .

18 in. square at the top and 14 at the Safe load = When the foundation requires it , re

bottom . Two stakes are driven, one 8 D enforcement may be placed on this

L =

-

-

=

-
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layer , the bars being on 12 -in . centers, In making these tests a " pat” three A third pat is exposed in any con

and another layer of concrete is placed inches in diameter, one- half inch thick venient way in an atmosphere of steam

over them . Where the bars lap , if in the center and tapering to a thin above boiling water in a loosely closed

they are not long enough to extend the edge is made of neat cement. When vessel for five hours . These pats, to

full length of the foundation, fully the cement has set sufficiently to bearthe cement has set sufficiently to bear satisfactorily pass the requirements,

two inches should be left between the the weight of the quarter-pound needle must remain firm and hard and show

parts overlapping to allow the concrete initial set has begun, and when able no sign of distortion, checking, crack

to grip the bars all around. If the bars bear the one -pound needle hard set ing or disintegrating.

cross at right angles they may be in has begun. It must also be borne in The pat in water should be examined
close contact . mind that the results will be influenced

daily to see if it becomes distorted or

if cracks appear at the edge. Some

times when the tendency to crack is

caused by the presence of too much
unslaked lime this will disappear with

time . If the pat exposed in air shows

any yellowish blotches a poor quality

of cement is indicated. Portland ce

ments ( those manufactured from lime

FIG . 1 stone and clay with other materials

varying with the brand) have a bluisha

Fig. I shows a section of a founda- by such details as the quantity, temper- gray color. Natural cements (made

tion built of piles and re -enforced con- ature and composition of the water from limestone more or less impure

crete and Fig. 2 shows how the bars used in mixing, the amount of mixing, in which the necessary ingredients for

should be spaced.
the temperature of the cement and the cement are found in nature ) are light

SPECIAFICATIONS FOR CEMENT. temperature and character of the ma- or dark, according to the characterof

It is important to establish some terial on which the pat is placed after the work of which they are made.

standard up to which the cement to be molding. It is therefore important in In the boiling test the pat is placed

used must measure before it can be ac- making comparative tests of cement to in water at ordinary temperature and

cepted for use in the work proposed. have the various conditions of the sep- the water heated gradually to the boil

The characteristics of cement usually arate tests as near alike as possible. ing point. Should a tendency to crack

appearing in specifications are specific Constancy of Volume.-Pats of neat be caused by too much unslaked lime,

gravity, fineness, time of setting, ten

sile strength, constancy of volume and

test by sulphuric acid . The quality

of cement for ordinary work, how

ever, can be determined by making

only three of these tests , namely, time

of setting, constancy of volume and

tensile strength, so that while in the

following all the characteristics are

dealt with , the three just named are

treated of more fully.

The specific gravity of the cement ,

thoroughly dried at 100 ° C. , shall not

be less than 3.1 .

Fineness. — The cement shall leave

hy weight a residue of not more than

8 per cent . on the No. 100 and not

more than 25 per cent. on the No. 200

sieve .

Time of Setting.–The cement shall

develop initial set in not less than 30

min . , but must develop hard set in not

less than one hour nor more than 10

hours. An approximate method of de

termining the time of setting is to

press gently on the cement with the

finger-nail, ability to bear a slight

pressure indicating initial set and re

sistance to greater pressure indicating

final or hard set. For accurate results,

however, test wires “ Gilmore
FIG . 2

needles” are used . One of these con

sists of a steel needle one-twelfth inch cement should be kept in moist air before mentioned , the cement

in diameter, loaded with a quarter- (covered with a wet cloth ) for a pe- should be spread out in a perfectly dry

pound weight, the second needle being riod of 24 hr. A pat is then kept in place for a few days and the tests re

one -twenty - fourth inch in diameter air at normal temperature and ob- peated.

and loaded with a one-pound weight. served at intervals for at least 28 days . Tensile Strength . — The minimum

The quarter-pound needle is usedfor Another pat is kept in water main- requirements for tensile strength for

the initial set test and the one- pound tained as near 70° F. as practicable briquettes one inch square in section°

needle for the hard-set test. and observed at intervals for 28 days. shall be within the following limits

or

as
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and shall show no retrogression in be little difference in the working. ness and freedom from dirt, etc. , is

strength within the periods specified : Sample No. 3 could be lightly tamped, necessary because the cement will not
NEAT CEMENT.

while it was necessary to tamp sample adhere to these yielding materials,

Age, 24 hr. in moist air ; strength, No. 4 quite solidly to make the mass which prevent the formation of a solid

150-200 lb. compact , the mortar being unable to mass . Also when the sand is coarse

Age, 7 days ( 1 day in moist air, hold together without it. and sharp the irregular particles not

6 days in water) ; strength, 450-550 lb. In making briquettes the best way only hold the cement better, but also

Age, 28 days ( 1 day in moist air, 27 to mix the neatcement with water is to pack more closely, leaving fewer voids

days in water ) ; strength , 550-650 lb. place it on a glass plate in a ring and to be filled with the cement. In con

ONE PART CEMENT, THREE PARTS SAND. pour the water into the ring and turn nection with this it may be said that a

Age, 7 days ( 1 day in moist air, 6 the cement into the water. If the sand with particles varying in size will

days in water ; strength, 150-200 lb. water is added gradually the cement make better concrete , as the smaller

Age, 28 days ( 1 day in moist air, 27 will take up of a greater amount of it particles will fill the voids between the

days in water ) ; strength 200-300 lb. and not always in the same proportion, larger particles .

Books on concrete agree that the re- causing the results to vary. If there STONE.

sults of briquette tests are largely a is any suspicion of air bubbles in the The specifications regarding stone

matterof the personal equation, different cement after it is pressed in the mold usually require that it shall be of trap

results being obtained with the same they may be brought to the surface by rock, hard limestone or other suitable

cement by different persons. Methods taking up the mold on a small glass kind. The size may vary from that

of mixing and pressing into the molds plate and jarring it lightly on the edge required to pass through a three
are largely responsible for these dif- of a table . fourth - inch ring to the two-inch size,

ferences . Even in the methods of the The briquette testing machine which according to the size of the work. It

same operator, however, there is likely the writer has used is shown in outline is usual to specify but one size for a

at first to be such variation as to cause in Fig. 3. The sequence of operations particular job , but, as with sand, vary

appreciable differences in the results is as follows: Hang the cupF on the ing sizes of stone in the concrete will

obtained. As one grows in experience, end of the beam D. See that the poise diminish the voids to be filled with the

R is at the zero mark, and balance the sand and cement and make a more

beam by turning the ball L. Fill the solid mass . The reason that this idea

hopper B with fine shot. Place the

briquette in the clamps W. W.

In placing the briquette in the

clamps it should be carefully adjusted

so that the four rollers which grip

the briquette will be parallel; other

wise a side strain will be exerted on

the briquette and cause it to break be

tween the jaws of the clamps and not

at the smallest section .

Tighten the hand wheel P enough

to cause the beam D to rise to the stop

K. Just enough pressure should be

placed on the beam to hold it against

the stop . Then open the automatic

valve J and allow the shot to run into

the cup F. Where the spout joins the

shot reservoir a small valve is pro
FIG . 3

vided to regulate the flow of shot.

however, the variations grow less ; for
When the briquette breaks the beam D

example, neat briquettes tested by the ping the flow of shot . Then remove
drops and closes the valve J , thus stop

writer in the early days of his experi- the cup and hang it on the hook un

ence showed results varying from 550 der the ball E. Hang the counterpoise

to 350 lb., while some resent tests of G where the cup F first hung. Then

sand and cement briquettes , three to
by sliding the poise R on thebeam D

one, showed a variation of about five
and , if necessary , adding the weights

pounds in seven briquettes .
H to the counterpoise G, the reading

The amount of water added to the on D will give the number of pounds
cement will affect the results, so it is

per square inch at which the briquette
important to keep the amount con broke .

stant . Recent tests by the writer to de Sometimes the briquette will stretch

termine the effect of varying percent- so that the beam D will fall and shut

ages of water in the mixture gave the off the flow of shot before the bri

following results :
quette breaks. The beam should then

No. of Cement. Water. % water.
be raised against the stop and the

(approx . )

hand wheel turned enough to hold the

3 30 375

beam suspended. The flow of shot is is not carried out in practice is doubt
2.5 25

again started as before. less due to the extra labor required in

3 mixing the stone of various sizes, asSAND.

4 IO 1.5 15

Sand, whether for cement mortar stone is usually sold in lots of one

Sample No. I was very sloppy , mak- for concrete , should be clean,
size .

PROPORTIONS.

ing any tamping impossible. Between coarse , sharp and free from dirt , loam The proportions most widely used

this and sample No. 2 there seemed to and clay . The requirement for clean- in mixing concrete are one of cement,

I

O

Broke at.

Ib.

FIG . 4

OZ oz.sample.

I

2

IO

IO

IO 2 20

385

460

508

or
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three of sand and five of rock . In the- so that the rock will rebound and the tion of the lamp for each fan above the

ory , the sand is supposed to fill the mortar remain close to the form. This boiler - room floor enabled the force at

voids in the rock and the cement to fill has the disadvantage, however, that the other end of the room, and par

the voids in the sand . Acting under the mortar will be splashed over the ticularly the boiler -room foreman, to

this theory then, if the proportions of form, the wood will absorb the mois- see how the fan speed was varying, by

one , three and five were correct for ture, the mortar will set, and when counting the flashes corresponding to
rock of two-inch size , rock of smaller the form is removed the surface of the the revolutions.

size would contain less voids and concrete will be pockmarked, because Although in many plants the feed

would therefore require less sand . In the splashings have kept the wet con- pumps and condensing equipment are

practice , however, the proportions re- crete away from the form . situated under the eye of an operating

main the same for the various sizes or engineer who spends most of his time

dinarily in use in structural or foun- Report of the Western Electric Co. in their supervision , it is sometimes de

dation work.
According to a report of the West

sirable to install a lamp- signal circuit

In measuring the proportions , a bar
which will indicate the number of

ern Electric Co. , the business in Feb

rowful is usually taken as the unit of ruary ran at the rate of about $ 45,000,- pump strokes in a given time . A min

measure, so that a batch would be
000 a year. The business of the West

iature lamp on a reliable battery cir

made up of one barrow of cement, ern Electric Co.with the telephone through asuitable resistence to cut
three barrows of sand and five barrows

companies has shown a steady in
of stone.

crease from month to month, but a
down the voltage , can be fitted up with

When the mixer is placed in such a
large part of the improvement contin

little trouble and cost, and arranged to

location that wheeling barrows of the ues to lie with the machinery depart- indicate either in the chief engineer's

raw material up an incline is necessary, ment. As in January, a number of office or elsewhere the operation of the

close inspection must be exercised , as the Hawthorne shops are operating at
pumps throughout the entire period of

the workmen will show a tendency to

fill the barrows less than the proper
full capacity and the electric -light ma

plant operation. In the same way , an

chinery shops are operating overtime. indicating lamp circuit is useful when

amount in order to lighten the load.
The most recent large order of im

connected with the motor driving the

MIXING AND PLACING . coal crusher or conveyer. The cost

portance was for two generators total

With regard to machine mixing, it ing 1800 h.p. for the Albany shops of
of operating such a circuit is a small

may be said that it matters little in
the New York Central . At the pres

matter compared with the convenience

what order the sand , cement and stone
ent time the company has somewhat

of knowing just what is taking place

are placed in the mixer, as the con
over 16,000 employees on its payrolls,

in the less accessible portions of the

struction of any good mixer serves to station .
and the number is being increased

thoroughly combinethe three in a very gradually.

short time. In hand mixing , however Electric Headlights in North

Carolina

a certain cycle of operations is neces

sary . On a suitable mixing-board the
Lamp Signals in the Boiler-Room

The Legislature of North Carolina

sand is first spread, then the cement is It is most important in modern has passed a law requiring electric

placed on top and leveled off. The two plants equipped with automatic appa- headlights to be used on all road loco

layers are then turned until the whole ratus of an auxiliary character to know motives within four years. The law

presents a uniform color , when suf- that things are going right when no specifies an “ electric or power head

ficient water is added to bring it to the one is in sight of the machinery. In light" of at least 1500 c.p. , measured

desired consistency . The mixture is some cases, for example, says the without the aid of the reflector. Of

then leveled off and wet stone added, Electrical Review , of London, it is the engines of any company not now

the whole being turned over until the necessary to operate fans the equipped, one -fourth must have the

stone is thoroughly incorporated in the forced draught system at varying lights by April 1 , 1910 ; one- fourth the

mass . speeds, depending upon the require- next year ; one-fourth the next , and all
In placing the concrete the ideal ments of the load .

In one station vis- by April 1 , 1913. • The law does not

way would be to chute it directly to the ited the boiler-room was about 300 ft . apply to engines regularly used for

place desired . This, however, is sel- long , and only a part of the boilers switching, nor to those used only in the

dom possible in practice , some fall were provided with forced draught , daytime, nor to engines going to shops

from the end of the chute being un- the rest depending upon the natural air for repairs . An engine may finish its

avoidable. The greater the fall, the supply furnished by a large and high trip notwithstanding the unavoidable

greater is the chance for the stone and chimney. disablement of its headlight, if the

the cement and sand to separate ; hence Under ordinary conditions of load light was in good condition when the

the necessity for keeping the mass to- the natural draught boilers were oper- engine started out . A further excep

gether on its way from the mixer to ated , but when the demands upon the tion is made of North Carolina roads

the form . station increased beyond the economi- " independently owned " operating 125

In order to obtain a smooth surface cal capacity of the furnaces and water- miles or less , and of roads outside the

on the concrete it is necessary to work heating surfaces, the additional boilers State which operate only 100 miles in

a spade between the wet concrete and were brought into use , calling for the North Carolina ; further , the corpora
the form to push back the rock and al- operation of the fans by small slow- tion commission, in its discretion , may

low the mortar to come into contact speed horizontal engines exhausting make exceptions . Violation of the

with the form . The best implement into the feed -water heating system . Itinto the feed-water heating system . It law is a misdemeanor.

for this purpose may be made from the was desirable in this boiler -room to cut

so -called tiling- spade or " sharpshoot- down the labor cost as much as possi- The March number of Graphite, the

er," with holes cut in the blade as ble, and on account of the great length publication of the Joseph Dixon Cruci

shown in Fig. 4. These holes will of the plant it was found possible to ble Co. , of Jersey City, N. J. , contains

allow the mortar to run through , while reduce the supervision of the machin- much that is of interest . Chapter X

the rock is held away from the form . ery by installing a simple lamp circuit of the article by W. H. Wakeman, on

Some concrete workers seek to ac- on each fan , fed on a 110-volt line . At “ Preventing Corrosion of Steam Ma

complish the same end by chuting the each turn of the fan a contact was chinery," with other features , make the

concrete against the sides of the form made in the lamp circuit , and the posi- pamphlet worth having .

on

W
i
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Curtis Steam Turbines for Large

Power Stations

By W. E. MILLER

FIG . 1

5,000 KW. AND 8,000 KW . CURTIS TURBO -GENERATORS INSTALLED FOR EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING CO . , BOSTON, MASS.

The following figures are given to pressed as a percentage, 55 per cent . that it is operating in a great number

indicate the number and size of Cur- of the total kilowatt capacity is used of big power plants and that the size

tis turbines at present in operation : In by lighting companies, 29 per cent . by of many of the units exceeds any pre

the States 232 machines operate in railway companies , slightly over II viously built.

lighting stations , each machine aver- per cent . for general power, and the For economical operation very high

aging over 2100 kw. , with a total ca- remainder , practically all of which are vacuum has always been advocated,

pacityof slightly greater than 500,000 of the horizontal type and of small in- for the reason that the chief advan

kw . Railway companies are using 153 dividual capacity, are employed for tage held by the Curtis type lies in its

machines with an average capacity miscellaneous purposes. power of efficiently abstracting from

of over 1800 kw ., while more than 100 Besides those just mentioned, about the steam the large amount ofenergy
machines are employed for other pow- 50 large vertical turbines of 1000 - kw . available at very low pressures . The

er purposes with an aggregate capac- capacity and over are now on order, reciprocating engine cannot operate
ity of nearly 90,000 kw . These tur- aggregating a total capacity of prac- successfullyat a lower vacuum than
bines only include those used for tically 200,000 kw. The size of these 26 in . , and hence loses a great deal of

lighting and power and do not account machines
ranges from 1000 kw. to the available steam energy which the

for the small turbines of 300 kw . and 14,000 kw. each , the average individ- turbine utilizes down to a vacuum as

under employed for excitation and ual capacity being nearly 4000 kw. In low as 29 in . Condensers can be built

other miscellaneous purposes, of a list of these turbines the total capac- to maintain these low pressures as

which close on 700 are in use . ity of units of 5000 kw . and over pre- readily and at no greater expense than

Outsides of the States turbines ag- ponderates, showing how popular the is required for those used with other

gregating over 100,000 kw . in capac- Curtis type has become in large sizes . forms of prime movers. In the ma

ity have been installed , making a total It is clear from the above that the ver- jority of large Curtis turbines , the

kilowatt capacity in operation over tical turbine supplies a large propor- condenser is located in the base, which

1,000,000 kw. at the present time. Ex- tion of the total power of the country , considerably facilitates the production

16
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FIG. 2

5,000 KW . AND 9,000 KW . CURTIS TURBO -GENERATORS- POTOMAC ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO . , WASHINGTON, D. C.

of high vacuum . So economical is the as much as 15 per cent. per kilo- prime movers which derive their en

operation of the Curtis type under watt-hour at the switchboard , with- ergy from steam .

these conditions that provision has out any additional cost being in- The actual coal consumption ob

been made in all large power stations curred .
tained in the various stations using the

for obtaining a vacuum of 28 in . or Though the advantages gained with Curtis turbine naturally varies ac

better; in fact, over 29 in . of vacuum high vacuum are the more important, cording to the location of the plant ,

is continuously maintained in many a considerable economy is gained by the type of boiler installed, the kind

large stations where these machines using a high initial steam pressure. of coal used and many other factors .

are used. With every 11 lb. increase of boiler An average figure of 1.95 lb. of coal

In support of the foregoing state- pressure the coal bill is reduced i per kilowatt -hour at the switchboard

ments it is of interest to note that an per cent . per kilowatt-hour, this saving is , however, a fair estimate when

increase of one inch of vacuum be- being net and actually produced under Eastern coal of about 13,500 B.t.u. is

tween 28 in . and 29 in . increases the operating conditions, many cases , in- used , 2.8 lb. per kilowatt -hour being

energy available from steam when op- deed, showing even better results . Thus about the proper figure when a lower

erating at a boiler pressure of 200 lb. a wide range between the inlet and con- grade of coal as found in the West is

per sq . in . by 19 per cent. The Cur- denser pressure is the essential reason employed . These figures compare

tis turbine is able to utilize fully 80 for the economy which is obtained , very favorably with theamount of coal

per cent. of this large increase in en- and it is due to the appreciation of this used with Parson's turbines or recip

ergy , that is to say, the one-inch in- fact that the Curtis turbine has shown rocating engines of approximately

crease of vacuum reduces the coal pile such a great advance over all other equal capacity.
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FIG . 3

FOUR 5,000 KW . AND FOUR 9,000 KW. CURTIS TURBO -GENERATORS - COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO ., CHICAGO, ILL .

In respect to maintenance charges , can therefore be taken as representing will average from $50 to $60 per

the Curtis turbine holds an excellent normal operating conditions . kilowatt for a total station capacity

record , these being in the majority of If these results are figured in dol- ranging between 25,000 kw. to 50,000

cases considerably lower than are ob lars on the basis of a 20,000 -kw . pow kw . , $ 60 to $ 70 per kilowatt being a

tained with other types of plant. The er station operating at about 40 per fair figure for station capacities be

large number of turbines that have cent . load factor, and therefore using tween 25,000 kw. to 15,000 kw ., the

been running over a long period of
about 70,000,000 kw-hr . per annum ,

turbines being rated on a maximum

time give sufficient evidence to the the turbine station shows a saving of load basis in all cases .

truth of this statement , and it is not over $ 40,000 in coal , $ 60,000 in labor The use of these turbines will there

uncommon to find many that were in and a total saving for operation and

stalled three or four years ago still
fore materially reduce the amount of

maintenance of a little more than capitalization required for new power
operating as perfectly as when first $ 110,000 per annum . Such instances

started without having required any
schemes, besides allowing a larger in

are not specially selected , and others

replacement or repair .
come to be derived from the operation

could as readily be given demonstra

Besides effecting great economies in
of the plant, even if the price of energy

ting equally good or even better econ
the cost of fuel and maintenance, the

to the consumer is smaller than is

omies.

station staff necessary for operation is
usually permissible when reciproca

much less than is required with recip
The vertical type of turbine manu ting engine or Parson's turbine sta

rocating engines . In a comparison
factured for large powers takes up tions supply the power. In addition

between a Curtis turbine station and
very much less space than that re- to these advantages, the capacity of

a representative modern engine sta- quired by a Parson's turbine or recip- existing stations using other forms of

tion using the same kind of coal and rocating engine of equal capacity , and prime movers can be often materially

of approximately equal capacity, the therefore quite aside from its more increased without incurring the cost

turbine-station labor bill per kilowatt
efficient utilization of the steam en- of additional buildings by installing

hour was found to be slightly less than ergy , which reduces the number of Curtis units . Many power stations

27 per cent . of that of the reciproca- and space occupied by the boilers, re- have already taken advantage of this

ting station . The coal bill was only quires smaller buildings and less land fact by installing turbines in addition

81 per cent. and the total cost of op- for a given output. Not including real to or in place of their existing plant,

eration 62 per cent. These figures estate, the price of which varies too thereby increasing the station output

were obtained by averaging over a much to estimate, the total first cost with the resultant economies incident

period of more than fourmonths and of a complete power station and plant to turbine operation .
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New Electrical Heating Devices sign and is provided with the well- were made by a method which meas

A new 6-1b. electric flat-iron , manu
known " Steel-Clad" element , which is ures the heat given off from the bot

factured by the American Electrical efficient and durable and instantly re- tom of the iron only, ignoring that

Heater Company , ofDetroit,isillus- placeable. It is finished in polishedIt is finished in polished part given off by the other surfaces, as

trated herewith. It has been sold by nickel , with ebonoid handles and heat- heat at these latter points serves no

this company since the first of the
useful purpose in ironing.

year, and seems to have the proper
The results of these tests are tabu

qualities for a highly efficient and sat
lated below as percentages of abso

isfactory laundry iron . lute efficiency. Table i represents the

This new “ Superior ” iron is pro

vided with a heating element of pecul

AMERICAN UNIVERSAL COFFEE PERCOLATOR
FIG . 3

AL
FIG . 4

insulated legs , which prevent the de
new Central " Universal" iron, Table 2

vice from scorching or scratching a represents a second type of iron on the

“ SUPERIOR " FLAT - IRON MADE BY THE AMERICAN
polished surface. market, and Table 3 represents the

ELECTRICAL HEATER CO. Any of the devices shown here may
averages of seven other irons which

be attached to the ordinary lamp have been on the market for the past

iar construction . No wire is used, socket, and are exceedingly cheap to
two or three years.

but heat is generated by a flat ele- operate.
To effectually and quickly iron

ment, practically a solid mass of metal
damp or wet goods it is essential that

covering the entire bottom plate of the
the nose , or point of the iron be hot

iron-in fact, being a portion of it . An Improved Type of Electric
Thus economy of heat units and dis

Heater

tribution is obtained , and the iron has

an even heat in the point , sides, mid- The increasing demand for electric

dle and heel .
flat-irons has resulted in the produc

The company reports a most grati- tion of many different designs, the

fying sale of the“ Superior ” iron, and majority of which have been steadily

it has met with exceptional favor 'improved each succeeding year so
throughout this country, Canada and that their use is rapidly increasing

ter than the center. If this feature

Mexico. among the customers of electric light
were not taken care of by proper de

The percolator , also illustrated , is of companies .

the well-known " American Universal” Realizing the actual conditions sur
sign the point would cool to such an

rounding the design , manufacture,
extent that the speed of ironing would

sale and application of electric irons ,
be materially reduced .

In the “ Universal” iron the desired
the Central Electric Company, Chica

heat distribution is secured by so lo

cating the heating element that the

edges and points of the ironing plates

are initially hotter than the center.

The location and construction of this

improved heating element is clearly

shown in Fig. I and the heating effect
FIGS . 1 AND 2

is illustrated by the well-known

burned paper diagram, Fig. 2.

go, Ill . , made a careful investigation It is interesting to note that an iron

of the different irons and secured au- " snaps " at approximately 250° F.

type. It is claimed that the percolator
thentic data as to the operation under The ordinary domestic iron is better

does not boil the coffee, but that perco
actual service conditions. at 400 ° F. and the average laundry

lation begins during the first minute
As the efficiency of an iron is that iron at approximately 500 ° F.

after turning on the current, and in proportion ofthe electric energy flow- Again referring to the tabulated

about 10 minutes the coffee is ready ing into the iron which manifests it- data given above it will be noted that

self as useful heat on the bottom or at

for serving. If a fairly good grade of
on the basis of 250 ° F. at the bottom

coffee is used, it is claimed that ideal the ironing surface, complete tests of the iron , the temperature at the top

results are obtained .

Another new device is the new disc

heater illustrated here . Its uses are
TABLE No. 1 TABLE No. 2 TABLE No. 3

well known, and every user of the

heater finds it impossible to get along Absolute efficiency . 60 % 50% 39%

without it , as it may be used in a hun
Current Consumption .. 475 w. 533 w.

Time required to heat bottom plates to 250 de

dred and one ways around the house 43 min .

for such purposes as frying eggs or

AMERICAN DISC HEATER >

400 w.

2 min . 31 min .

Temperature of top at same time 72 degrees F. 100 degrees F. 137 degrees F.

chops , boiling water and for innumer- Time required to heat bottom plate to 500 de

5 min . 8 min. 13 min .

able other purposes, such as tea mak- Temperature at top at same time .. 150 degrees F. 250 degrees F. 398 degrees F.

ing, etc. This heater is new in de

grees F.

grees F.
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FIG . 5

of the various types varies from 72 ° cate and are supported on specially arises abovethe critical voltage, a free

to 137° F., and with a temperatureof constructed steel towers, the link type discharge takes place equally over the

500 ° at the bottom of the iron , the of suspension insulator being used . entire surface.

temperature at the top of the various Although the line crosses both the When the arrester is not in opera

irons varies from 350 ° to 398 °. Hudson and Mohawk Valleys at points tion the film dissolves slightly in the

It is claimed that the iron shown in where lightning is very severe , no spe electrolyte. In order to keep the film

cial protective apparatus was designed in good condition provision is made

to meet these conditions . Arresters so that the arrester can be momentarily

of standard design are in use, and they connected to the line each day.

have given entire satisfaction since Besides serving as spark-gaps to

they were installed . A 38-in stranded prevent full voltage from being con

steel wire , grounded at each tower, istinually impressed on the arresters,

supported above the lines at the tops the horn-gaps serve as short-circuiting

of the towers . switches to momentarily connect the

The generating station and the sub- arrester to the line and also as dis

station at the Schenectady end are connecting switches to isolate the ar

both equipped with aluminum arresters rester from the line when desired.

Table 1 is much superior to those cov- of the latest design . The construction The arresters on the Schaghticoke

ered by the other tables in that the top system are designed to discharge con
of the iron runs much cooler and less tinuously for half an hour, although

heat is radiated and wasted from this in actual tests arresters of this type

point. have discharged continuously for two

Fig. 3 illustrates the improved iron , hours . Half an hour, however, is

the tests of which are shown in Table considered sufficiently long to remedy

I. Fig. 4 illustrates the various ele whatever trouble may be on the line.

ments. It will be noted that the heat When a phase becomes grounded and

ing element is firmly clamped between the arrester begins to discharge, an

the body of the iron and the ironing alarm bell attracts the attention of the

plate, which is shown in the reverse operator. This discharge alarm con

position, illustrating the method by sists of a single aluminum cell placed

which it is bolted to the upper ele in the ground connection to the ar

ment. Fig. 5 illustrates the method of rester proper and an ordinary electric

operatingthe heat-regulating switch , bell in shunt with the cell , the bell

by the use of which the operator can ringing only when current passes to

keep the iron at a definite temperature ground.

with a minimum consumption of en The accompanying illustration,

ergy. As a matter of interest it might Fig . 1, shows the incoming lines at

be stated that the 672-1b . “ Universal " the Schenectady terminal and the sub

iron consumes approximately 400 stantial manner in which the construc

watts. tion is carried out . The main lines

enter the station through six roof

entrance bushings, the arresters being
A Model Aluminum Lightning installed in the raised portion of the

Arrester Installation
station shown at the right of the illus

The Schenectady Power Company's
FIG . 2 tration .

system is protected by an interesting
In Fig. 2 is shown the interior of

and thoroughly modern installation of the arrester compartment. As this is

aluminum lightning arresters. From a non-grounded neutral system, four

a 40-cycle three -phase generating sta
of these arresters is very simple . A stacks of cones are used , a multiplex

tion on the Hoosic River, near series of aluminum cones, each being connection giving equal protection be

Schaghticoke, N. Y. , about 1200 kw. partially filled with an electrolyte, is tween the lines, as well as between line

at 32,000 volts is transmitted 21miles rigidlyheld together , the completeunit and ground. The transfer switch ,

to the works of the General Electric
being immersed in oil in a steel tank shown between the third and fourth

Company at Schenectady, N. Y.
and connected to ground and line. tanks in the illustration, is used to

The transmission lines are in dupli An adjustable horn -gap is placed be- interchange the connections between

tween the arrester and the line. these stacks of cones, so that the cells

The useful characteristic of the type may be equallycharged when they are
of aluminum arrester used in this in- daily connected to the line.

stallation is its critical voltage , which The installation is very compact, the

depends upon the formation of a thin distance from the floor to the top of

film on the surfaces of the aluminum insulators being about 85 in.; the

cones. This film normally has a very length of the supporting frame is about
high resistance , and up to its critical

voltage point allows exceedingly low At the Schaghticoke end of the line

currents to pass , but above this point the arresters are installed in fire-proof

the current is limited only by the in- compartments in the rear of the

ternal resistance of the electrolyte. switchboard, while the horn -gaps are

The closest analogy to this action is located on the roof of the power

found in the well-known safety valve house.

FIG . 1
of the steam boiler. On the aluminum Similar installations of these arrest

INCOMING LINES AT SCHENECTADY TERMINAL OF plate are myriads of these safety ers have been made on other high

SCHENECTADY POWER CO.'S SYSTEM valves, so that if the electric pressure tension transmission lines in different

INTERIOR OF ARRESTER COMPARTMENT SHOWING

ALUMINUM LIGHTNING ARRESTERS

93 in.
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parts of the country , notably on the

system of the Southern Power Com

pany and the high-tension lines of the

Animas Power & Water Co. in South

ern Colorado. The operating record

in the latter installation is an extreme

ly interesting one, the number of shut

downs due to lightning being reduced

88 per cent. in a single year . In this,

as in other installations, the arresters

have required no attention whatever,

except the regular charging required

to keep the film in good condition .

A New Portable Ventilating Set

For the ventilation of small rooms

or a portion of a building not well

ventilated by natural means or by a

complete fan system , small fans have

been used . These have usually been

of the so - called desk or propeller type

because of cheapness and portability.

It is a common sight in any large office

to see nearly all of the desks equipped

with small fans setting in motion the

air in the room. The fans , however,

produce ventilation that may be

termed " apparent," but with a little

consideration one can see that the ven

tilation is not real , for the foul and

overheated air is not removed.
STURTEVANT PORTABLE TESTING SET USED IN EXHAUSTING VITIATED AIR FROM A ROOM

The B. F. Sturtevant Company, of

Hyde Park , Mass. , is now placing

upon the market a new electric venti

lating set , which has the great advan

tage of producing real ventilation . It

does not stir up overheated and viti

ated air and send it whirling around

the room , but removes it completely so

that fresh , pure air may take its place.

It is true that this fan is a little more

expensive than the desk type, but the

results obtained are well worth the

difference .

It is built in three sizes , all of which

are so small as to be readily carried

about the building, yet they positively

deliver a volume of air so large and

at such pressure, as to make them de

cidedly useful. The smaller size

weighs but 25 lb. and delivers 150 cu .

ft . of air per minute at an operating

expense of about one cent per hour.

The largest size weighs only 50 lb. , but

delivers400 cu . ft . of air ata cost of

less than three cents per hour. The

smaller sizes of these sets are

pecially adapted to residences, club

houses, etc. Easily transferred, they

may be used for ventilating a sitting

room or parlor, removing cooking

odors from the kitchen , or ventilating

the cellar.

In many residences the draft for the
STURTEVANT PORTABLE VENTILATING SET USED FOR PRODUCING FORCED DRAFT

furnace is so weak that much time is

required before an appreciable quan- These sets , to which have been given the centrifugal type, and because of its

tity of heat is available. With one of the name "Ready -to -Run," consist of a great capacity in a small place, delivers

these small blowers the draft can be small dust-proof motor driving a a large volume of air, larger , it is

quickly accelerated so that the heat cased fan of the multivane type . Thiscased fan ofthe multivane type . This claimed, than any other fan of the

will be available immediately. type of fan is the latest development in same size and weight. To meet all

es
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men

conditions they are equipped with al
mixer. After mixing, the green con- lating the sale of said oil , providing

ternating or direct-current motors and crete was hauled by means of con- for certain appointments and re
are supplied with a flexible canvas hose crete carts to the moulds. movals to be made by the Governor ,

for the outlet and a cord and plug so That the arrangement as installed defining what shall constitute certain

that the set will be " Ready-to -Run " at was an efficient one is well demon- misdemeanors, prescribing penalties,

a moment's notice . Installation work strated by a record made September and containing other matters properly

is unnecessary with one of these sets , 3 , 1908, when the company placed 381 connected therewith . Approved April

for it is made ready for operation by cu. yd . of concrete in 834 hours . 14, 1899.

simply putting the plug in the electric- This ' involved the mixing of 315 Be it enacted by the General Assem

light socket and turning the switch . cu . yd . of rock , 158 cu . yd . of sand bly of the State of Colorado :

and 572 bbls . of cement ; a total of Section 1.—That the act entitled

551 cu . yd . of loose, dry material , an Act providing for the inspection of

which weighed in the aggregate all kinds of petroleum oil that shall be
Motor-Driven Concrete Mixer in

1,427,000 lb. The addition to this used for illuminating purposes, regu
Record Performance

dry material of 460 bbls . of water lating the sale of said oil, providing

One of the most noteworthy build- brings the actual weight of material for certain appointments and removals

ings of re -inforced -concrete construc- handled to 1,547,600 lb. All the ma- to be made by the Governor , defining

tion in the west is that being built for terial was raised on a hoist-bucket a what shall constitute certain misde

the Sacramento Hotel Company, Sac- height of 15 ft. and dumped into a meanors, prescribing penalties , and

ramento, Cal . Messrs. Sellon and bin fitted with two concrete bin gates . certain other matters properly con

Hemmings, architects for the State of From here it was distributed to the nected therewith , approved April 14,

California, designed the building, forms, using 10 concrete carts as car- 1899 ; be , and the same is hereby,

which covers a lot 160 ft . by 140 ft .
riers . amended by adding the following sec

on a site a block distant from the Capi
The maximum haul for placing this tion thereto :

tol , and consists of basement, first and concrete was 225 ft . , the average haul Section 14.–Any person who shall

mezzanine floors, and three floors for 150 ft . By average haul is meant the knowingly sell or use for lighting or

guests rooms.
distance which the material had to be illuminating purposes any oil of any

In planning for the construction of carted , the round trip being twice that kind before the same has been duly

this large building, the general con
distance. In doing this work but 10 inspected and approved as required by

tractor, the Ransome Concrete Com- were used in wheeling the 10 this Act shall be fined in the sum not

pany, of San Francisco , took pains to carts , each man handling his cart alone less than twenty dollars ( $ 20.00 ) nor

install an equipment which would be
and working the full day, so that the more than two hundred dollars

thoroughly reliable and durable , and average amount of material placed by ($ 200.00 ), provided that the provi

also insure the rapid handling of ma
each during the day weighed over sions of this Act shall not apply to

terials . 75 tons. The material was thoroughly sperm , lard or gasoline used for il

The principal element of the plant , mixed in the mixer and , in addition, luminating purposes in lamps for

the concrete mixer and hoisting-ma was turned over four times in being lighting streets, public ways, alleys or

chine, was especially designed for the
handled between the mixer and the mines. Also the gas or vapor from

Ransome Concrete Company by C. G.
forms . such oils may be used for illuminating

Meyers, of Norman B. Livermore &
purposes where the oils from which

Movement against Gasoline in

Company, San Francisco, Cal , to meet said gas or vapor is generated are
Colorado

the requirements of heavy continuous
contained in reservoirs under ground

service . The concrete machine con- The Colorado Electric Light, Power outside the buildings illuminated or

sists of a special combination Ran- & Railway Association has been for lighted by the gas generated from the

some concrete mixer mounted on a some time actively engaged in com gasoline. All gasoline oils sold in the

10-in . steel I -beam frame. On the batting the gasoline evil in the State State of Colorado for heating, burn

end opposite the mixer is mounted a of Colorado. Two years ago, through ing or power purposes shall be tested

Mead -Morrison single-drum hoist.
the efforts of the association, a bill in the following manner : By hydrom

Both mixer and hoist are arranged was passed by the State Legislature eter for specific gravity . The tem

to be driven directly through gearing covering an amendment to the law perature at the line of test shall be

by a 30-h.p . Westinghouse alternating- then on the statutes , which prevented from 15 ° to 18 ° C. or 60 ° F .; the

«current motor operating at 850 rev .
the use of gasoline except only when specific gravity to be marked on the

per . min . on 200 -volt, 60 -cycle , three- tanks were placed under ground, ex- tanks , casks, packages or barrels , the

phase current and equipped with the terior to the buildings in which gaso- same as provided in this Act for other

necessary auto-starter. The mixer is line lighting was used . The manufac- oils , and the same fee shall be paid as

provided with a patent water-measur- turers of the gasoline apparatus provided herein .

ing device and a measuring hopper. fought the law as applied to a con- Approved April 8 , 1907.

The hoist is used in operating the sumer in Denver, who was brought up

sconcrete hoist-bucket . The whole ar- before the court and fined , the lower

rangement forms a compact machine, court upholding the law . What might be called a pocket edi

the steel frame giving great stability Following is a copy of the amend- tion general catalog has just been is

to the outfit . ment. Thematter is still in the courts , sued by the Joseph Dixon Crucible

The mixer was set up in its perma- preparatory to being carried to the Company, of Jersey City, N. J. This

nent location in the basement under supreme court of the State of Colo- lists their principal products , such as

the sidewalk and retained in that lo- rado. crucibles, facings, lubricating graphite,

cation until all the concrete had been PETROLEUM OIL greases, pencils, protective paint, etc. ,

deposited in the building. Crushed (Inspection of ) . giving brief descriptions and prices.

rock and gravel was brought to the AN ACT The booklet is of commercial envelope

site by teams and dumped into large
To amend an Act entitled an Act size , and will conveniently go in the

material bins , from which it was fed providing for the inspection of all pocket or desk pigeonhole. It is sub

by means of a belt- conveyer to a large kinds of petroleum oil that shall be stantially bound in tough cover stock

charging hopper mounted above the used for illuminating purposes, regu and attractively printed.
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An Insulating Transformer for tact with a high-tension power circuit.

Telephone Lines telephone instruments and the user,

The switch, fuse and lightning ar
An insulating transformer for use

rester combination recommended for
on telephone lines , recently placed on

this service is shown at the top of Fig.
the market by the General Electric

2 , the whole being mounted on a base
Company, is shown in the annexed il

of insulating material. The longlustration . The purpose of this
handled insulated hook at the right of

transformer is two-fold :

the illustration is used to pull
First, to safeguard the users of tele

the switch open when it is desired
phones from the dangers of high volt

disconnect the telephone and
age, due either to induction or acci

transformer from the line . The ardental contact between telephone and

rester is hinged at the bottom , thepower lines, where these lines are on

insulated hook engaging with a ring
the same pole or upon a parallel ad

at the top of the arrester. The usualjacent line of poles.

form of carbon arrester with mica sep

Second, to improve the telephone aration is used to protect the winding
service by removal of the ordinary

of the transformer against any ab
small ground gap carbon arrester

normal difference of potential whichfrom direct connection with the line,
FIG . 2 — SWITCH , FUSE AND LIGHTNING ARRESTER might accidentally exist between the

as well as to obtain better insulation

telephone lines . This arrester is con
by removing the interior wiring, in

nected across the terminals of the

strument, batteries and other parts insulating quality assured by this test transformer, but is not connected with

from direct connection with the line. makes the transformer a sturdy piece the ground.

Special attention has been given to of apparatus under ordinary condi
theelectrical and mechanical design tions of operation, but the best pro- nected between the telephone lines andAn adjustable gap arrester is con

of the transformer; the high -fre- tectionis afforded when it is installed ground, the function ofthis arrester

quency talking currents trans- with a combined switch, fuse and being to take care of lightning dis

formed with small loss , while at the
charges and, in case of actual contact

same time the magnetizing current,

with high -tension lines, to arc over
which must be supplied by the ring

and blow the fuse, thus disconnecting
ing generator, is vey small. Tests show

the transformer and telephones from

that the magnetizing current taken the line . Should a ground occur on

by this transformer is about half the
the adjacent high - tension line , the volt

age induced on the telephone line will

not materially interfere with the serv

ice, provided the line is sufficiently

well insulated. The adjustable air

gap is set just beyond the point where

this induced voltage will arc across.

Tests on a 30,000 -volt transmission

line in actual operation showed that a

ground on one phase of the transmis

sion system induced a potential on the

telephone line of approximately 7000

volts, measured between telephone line

and earth . Notwithstanding this

high -induced voltage on the telephone

line , it was possible to use the

telephone when the transformer was

installed. The line was somewhat

noisier than under normal conditions ,

but not so noisy as to prevent compre

hensive conversation .

are
2

NO

FIG . 1- INSULATING TRANSFORMER FOR TELE The Executive Committee of the

PHONE LINE
Museum of Safety and Sanitation, of

29 West Thirty-ninth Street , N. Y. ,

current passed by a standard 1000 has detailed Dr. Wm. H. Tolman , the

ohm bell. As can be seen from Fig. Director, for field -work, and he will

I , the insulating transformer is as
start May I on a lecturing tour.

sembled in a weatherproof iron case , Chambers of commerce, manufac

and may, if desired, be installed out of turers ' associations, engineering, in
doors and mounted in any convenient

surance and architectural societies,

place. FIG. 3—SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF TELEPHONE railway and other clubs may avail

In designing this transformer the themselves of this illustrated exposi

insulation has been considered of pri tion of devices and methods for re

mary importance. A high -potential lightning arrester . This combination ducing damage suits and preserving

test of 25,000 volts between windings affords the greatest safety to both the efficiency for the cost of the lantern

for one minute is given to each trans- even in the most extreme cases when operator ( $10 ) , if not too far removed

former before shipment. The high the telephone lines come in actual con- from the itinerary.

ORD

TRANSFORMER
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A New Flat-Iron The shell cover, held by one bolt, eling cranes for export to Japan .

A new flat -iron recently brought out
carries a well-made handle riveted to These cranes , which are for a prom

by the General Electric Company em it, a continuous air jacket being inent steel works, will be equipped

bodies new features in material, con
formed between this shell cover and with the new type " E " trolley.

struction and shape. the working part of the iron . This in

The resistance metal used is named sulating air jacket not only covers the Lester G. French, formerly editor

“ Calorite,” and is capable of with top of the iron, but the sides and ends of Machinery, hasbeen engagedto

standing oxidation to a point several
as well, and the use of the objectional direct the editorial departmentof the

hundred degrees hotter than any
asbestos is eliminated. American Society of Mechanical En

metal previously used in heating de
The attachments are of the most ap- gineers.

vices, its melting point being 2370 ° F . proved design and are made of un

The resistance of “ Calorite” is twice
breakable material , the use of porce- “ Permanite ” packing, manufac

lain being entirely avoided . The leaf- tured by the H. W. Johns- Manville

unit flat- iron will be equipped with Co. , of New York, is described in a

a plain attaching plug, with combina- pamphlet recently issued. It is claimed

tion indicating switch plug or with that this packing, which has an asbes

permanently attached cord , if desired .
tos foundation, has the same resil

The few parts of the flat - iron iency and pliability as rubber - sheet

are readily interchangeable, and the packings and yet may be used for su

iron can be completely taken apart by perheated and high - pressure steam.

removing three bolts. The new leaf

unit iron is available in the five-pound,

or 450-watt size, and the six -pound, or
James Jones, of the Jones Fan &

Motor Co. , of New York, died recent
550 -watt size. The iron is finished in

ly of pneumonia. He was for 25 years
highly polished nickel .

the factory partner of Pierce & Jones,

manufacturers of electrical instru
FIG . 1-NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC FLAT - IRON

Lighting Company Reorganized ments , and later with his son formed

that of nickel-silver and 73 times that
The reorganization of the United

the firm of J. Jones & Son, manufac

turers of general electrical supplies .
of copper, and it is this high specific States Light andHeating Company,

resistance which enables it to be used
which owns the Bliss system of elec

in a single thin grid -layer, or leaf. In
tric car lighting, the National Battery A new bulletin recently issued by

the majority of designs the heat must
Company of Buffalo and the United the Bristol Company, of Waterbury,

either pass throughtwo or more lay- States Light and Heating Company of Conn . , describes a number of record

ers of heat insulation
ing instruments especially adapted foror radiate New Jersey has recently been com

blast furnaces, including recording
through an insulating air space. The pleted.

“ Calorite” leaf unit has such close
The new board of directors consists pressure gauges, recording thermom

thermal relation to the working sur
of Edwin Hawley, W. H. Silverthorn , eters , electric time recorders and in

face of the iron that it cannot over
President Railway Steel Spring Com- dicating and recording electric pyrom

heat . This construction obviously pre
pany ; Jules E. French , Chairman eters . The text explains fully how

cludes the use of any auxiliary pro
Board of Directors of the same com- these may be applied.

tective device to insure the life of the pany ; C. A. Starbuck , President New

heating unit .
York Air Brake Company ; W. S. Among the orders just booked by

In the new iron the heat is evenly Crandell, with Mawley & Davis, bank- the Allis-Chalmers Co. are those for

distributed over the entire working ers ; Theodore P. Shonts , President three gas engines, aggregating 1000

surface. A scorch proofshows that Interborough-Metropolitan Company, h.p., direct connected to three Allis

this is practically as well as theoretical
and Newman Erb, President Wiscon- Chalmers electric generators, for the

ly true. The toe, the heel and both
sin Central Railroad Company. Palmetto Phosphate Co. , of Tiger Bay,

sides are heated equally , providing for
The officers are : W. H. Silverthorn , Fla.; a gas engine of approximately

efficient ironing in any direction . President; Jules E. French , First the same size , with generator, for the
Vice-President; Edwin Hawley, Sec- Armstrong Cork Co.'s plant at Cam

ond Vice -President; C. A. Starbuck, den , N.J.; a 1500-kw . gas-driven elec

Third Vice-President , and W. S. tric unit and seven standard 30,000

Crandell, Secretary and Treasurer. cu.ft. gas-driven blowing engines for

various blast - furnace plants. During

News Notes
the past 90 days the company has ta

ken contracts for more than 30 steam

The Rockford Edison Company, of turbines and generators , aggregating

Rockford , Ill . , gave a dinner, March in capacity nearly 50,000 kw ., and ne

13th , to the electrical contractors, archi- gotiations are now pending for more

FIG , 2 - SCORCH PROOF OF NEW IRON tects and members of the press . The than double that number. Among the

event was enlivened by the presence of orders recently placed is one for a

The construction of the iron is very
J. Robert Crouse, who outlined the unit of 200 -kw . for the Public Service

simple and rugged. The body is of
National Co -operative movement to Corporation of New Jersey, to be in

two hard gray cast-iron plates held promote the more extensive use of stalled at Camden ; another of 2000

together by two heavy steel bolts. The
electrical service. F. H. Golding is kw . purchased by the Stone & Web

thin - leaf unit is firmly clamped be
manager of the Rockford Edison ster Engineering Corporation for the

tween these plates and separated from Company. El Paso Electric Ry Co. , El Paso,

them only by a sheet of clear amber Tex. , and a 2000 -kw . machine to be

mica two thousandths of an inch thick , The Northern Engineering Works, placed on a " repeat” order in the Pub

which provides the necessary insula- of Detroit, Mich . , are building two lic Service station of the City of Co

tion . three-motor, 66 - ft. span electric trav- lumbus , Ohio.
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coils in the leads of such generators. itself, the magnetic force will be in
Published monthly by Such coils are intended specifically creased as the square .

The Electrical Age Co., 45 E. 42d Street, New York. for current limiting purposes and are Still another strain will be pro

J. H. SMITH , Pres . C. A. HOPE, Sec . and Treas .

entirely distinct from the lightning duced by currents in the armature
JOHN HAYS SMITH , Editor.

arrester choke coils frequently used coils where two coils lie adjacent or
Telephone No. 6498 38th .

in the same location . overlap as they do in an armature on
Private branch exchange connecting all departments .

Cable Address-Revolvable , New York . The specific difficulty which the the ends . Thus it is clear that ex

limiting coils are intended to elimi- cessive current in the armature will
SUBSCRIPTION RATES

nate is the mechanical bending of the cause magnetic and mechanical
United States and Mexico , $ 1.00 .

Canada, $ 1.50 . To Other Countries , $ 2.50 armature conductors with the conse- strains in many directions and that

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS quent insulation breakdowns , short their exact or their maximum amount

Insertion of new advertisements or changes of copy cannot circuits and general damage. The ef- or location will be difficult to deter

be guaranteed for the following issue if received later than the fectiveness of oil circuit-breakers is mine and will vary from one case to
15th of each month .

very severely strained at the same another.

time. Returning to the revolving arma

Broadly speaking the action is as ture again, it is clear that the current
CONTENTS

follows: A generator in operation therein is determined by the voltage

consists of a magnetized field pole generated and the totalimpedence ofEDITORIAL

across the face of which is driven a the circuit , including the impedance

Current Limiting Reactance Coils . series of armature coils , partially em- of the armature winding itself .

A Boiler Wreck ...... bedded in the iron of the core and
In the so-called slow or standard

Underground Transmission .. 127
partly unsupported at the ends . speed types of generators which are

National Electric Light Association .
E.m.f. is generated in these coils and connected to reciprocating engines or

current flows therein . As a result of water wheels, the impedance of the
The Low Pressure Turbine ...

this current the armature coils feel armature itself is sufficient to require

The Production of Mica in the United States a mechanical or magnetic torque, due a voltage of somewhere near

in 1908 ...
to the field magnetism which is exer- tenth of normal voltage toput nor

Production of Copper in 1908 .. cised largely within the iron as this mal current through it. This value

Refined Copper..... is where the major portion of the of course varies much, but for the

magnetism is . This torque is direct- purposes of illustration ten per cent.
LEADING ARTICLES

ly proportional to the current and to may be used
The Use of Reactance Coils in Generating

Stations
If now a short circuit occurs at the

the magnetic strength. But there is

Practical Design of Reactance Coils for

some stray field outside the iron so terminals of the generator, and if the

that there will be some strain pro
Turbo-Generators voltage generated remains the same

duced on these end portions of the for the instant , the impedance in cir
The Difficulties of Underground Transmis

sion for Trunk Line Electrification .
cuit being only the armature impecoils . Although this latter strain is

much less than the strain in the slots , dance, the current will increase to

Low Pressure Steam Turbines .

yet the fact that the coils are nearly ten times full-load circuit . This in

Electrostatic Instruments ...
unsupported relatively, outside the crease in armature current will cause

The Regenerative Flame Lamp.. iron makes the resultant condition an increase in the mechanical strains

The Practical Aspects of Recent Improve
there more dangerous. just described greater than normal

ments in Transformers .. Again current flowing in any coil either in direct proportion or as the

causes magnetic or mechanical strains square, according as to which strains

independent of the proximity of any are under consideration, all as pointed

field coil. The well-known law gov- out above. This will easily cause
Current Limiting Reactance Coils

erning this case is that any coil will dangerous mechanical strains in un

The paper by P. Junkersfeld at the tend to move, that is , to deform itself, favorable designs, especially in high

recent convention of the N. E. L. A. so as to enclose the greatest number voltage machines where the armature

on " The Use of Reactance Coils in of lines of force. Therefore a square conductors are small and mechanical

Generating Stations," following close corner will try to become round and ly weak .

ly on the experiences of the New Ha- all parallel turns carrying current in But the e.m.f. generated in the ar

ven system as described in B. G. the same direction will crowd to- mature under the short circuit condi

Lamme's discussion to Murray's pa- gether . In this case the strain is pro tion will not remain at the original

per before the A. I. E. E. last Decem portional to the square of the cur- value but will be reduced by the well

ber, in which the enormous short- rent , for the current in any one wire known demagnetising action of the

circuit currents of the turbo -gener- of the coil lies in the field produced lagging current in the armature. At
ators in the power house at Cos Cob by the other turns nearby and so has the instant of the short circuit the ar

caused destruction of oil circuit a tendency to move in virtue of its mature current , on reaching full

breakers and damage to armature presence in this field . Since any in- value, opposes the normal field coils

windings, bring prominently to the crease of the current in the coil will and the field magnetism starts to col

front the question of the availability increase both the field in which theincrease both the field in which the lapse , but the decrease of its mag

as a protective means of reactance wire lies and the current in the wire netism sets up eddy currents wher
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ever possible in the core of the field , the capacity with the same armature coils would have automatic regulators

which eddy currents tend to neutralise current is doubled . The armature im- or would be called on only for such

the demagnetizing effect of the arma- pedance however remains the same, slow changes of voltage that the field

ture current, for the moment at least . so that the short -circuit current is could easily be changed by hand to

But the eddy currents are maintained doubled with all the consequent in- meet the conditions . The fact, how
only by the falling of the field mag- crease in mechanical strains. This il- ever , that the output of the generator

netism and so the field will soon reach lustrates why the very high speed would be reduced nearly in this pro

its equilibrium , which is much less turbo-generators are in a special portion ( 2% ) , is a much more serious
a

than the normal full load value. The class in considering this matter. Of matter.

net result is that the eddy currents course the design of the high -speed II . It reduces the efficiency of the

delay the falling of the field magnet- machine is modified in many particu- combination , estimated by Junkers

ism , perhaps only a few cycles . But lars from the moderate speed machine feld at one-half to one per cent.

during this brief period most of the and the increase in speed is not the III . The size and cost of the coils

damage that can be done by the me- only change made but the net result is astonishing, until it is remembered

chanical forces set up by the excessive is that the turbo -generator has a very the full -load output of the whole gen

short-circuit current is accomplished much higher short -circuit current erator for a short time. Junkersfeld

and the field reaction is thus too slow than the slower speed machine . In again estimates for a 10,000 kw. gen

to protect the winding from this par- some other ways as well it is at a dis- erator three coils each occupying a

ticular danger. It will , of course , advantage for the greater distance be- cubic space five foot on a side.

protect it against any heating effects, tween poles tends to keep down the Iron cannot be used to great ad

except such as will properly be caused armature impedance and also to make vantage in these coils for its perme

by the normal permanent short-circuit it more difficult mechanically to sup- ability will so increase on the normal

current. port the longer end connections . load condition over the much more

In the type of machine just as- Another factor of importance in nearly saturated short - circuit condi

sumed, in the final state it may be ex- determining the severity of short cir- tion that the drop at normal currents

pected that the field magnetism cuits is the frequency of the gener- would be greatly increased . This

strength and consequently the e.m.f. ator. A 60 -cycle machine is much again increases the size and cost of

generated will drop to about 30% of less likely to trouble , on account of these coils.

the normal value and that this 30 % its greater armature impedance, than Again as Junkersfeld properly says ,

will be absorbed by the impedance of a 25-cycle machine. the limiting coils must be built very

the armature itself so that about three Single-phase machines are in some ruggedly indeed, for on account of

times full-load current will flow . ways more difficult to protect than thegreat concentration of turns the

The effect of dampers on the poles those of three -phase. magnetic forces will be tremendous.

of the field magnets, such as are used It is this situation , minimized as far IV. If these coils are to be relied

to prevent hunting, will be to increase as possible by the manufacturing upon to serve also as protection

the eddy currents greatly, and so in- companies, that has brought forward against static disturbances , to which

crease the time taken for the field the use of current limiting reactances. they will normally be exposed in any

magnetism to die down from full-load This remedy was adopted at the Cos case , they must be highly insulated ,

voltage to the 30% , or short-circuit Cob power house of the New Haven , still further increasing their expense .

value, thus giving the excessive me- as has been very carefully explained It is of course true that with every

chanical strains time to accomplish by Lamme in his admirable discussion short circuit there is a static surge ,

all the harm of which they are ca- to Murray's paper above referred to . preceding the normal excessive cur

pable . This is probably the most severe case rent rush , due to the electrostatic ca

Up to the advent of the steam tur- that has ever arisen and is not likely pacity of the windings, but while this

bo -generator such was the condition to be seen again in view of the knowl- is a threat of puncture to the insula

of affairs. In a number of instances, edge there acquired . But this is a tion of the end turns , it is not serious

great damage had been done to gen- serious matter in other places and if in its mechanical effects.

erator windings by excessive short the limiting inductance is a satisfac- V. If the short circuit occurs with

circuit but by greatly strengthening tory remedy it is very likely to be in the winding of the armature no ex

the windings themselves mechanical- frequently used.
ternal coil will limit the flow of cur

ly , it was concluded that the danger Its action is clear enough , for the rent, and even if placed in the neu

of serious damage was removed . permanent including of the additional tral connection it would be of no great

However, in cases where there were inductance in the leads of the gener- avail against local mechanical injury .

several large generators operating in ator has the effect of the greater ar- All things considered it would seem

parallel, the severity of the mechan- mature impedance of the older type that these coils should be avoided

ical strains manifested in one of the machines and limits the short -circuit wherever posible ; and as far as feas

machines which might develop a current, not especially the ultimate ible the internal design of the gen

short circuit seemed nearly irresistible permanent short -circuit current, but erators should be such as to limit the

by any feasible construction . This the instantaneous excessive short-cir- natural short-circuit current of the

was one reason for the use of a re- cuit current which is the cause of machine, especially if in so doing any

sistance in the grounded neutral. most of the mechanical trouble . gain of efficiency or cost can be ob

But the limiting coil has many dis- tained . This whole matter, however,

advantages. is now in a formative stage and no

I. It permanently affects the reg- one can yet foresee the final outcome.

With the introduction of large tur- ulation of the generator , for it is al- Special cases are being worked out

bo -generators the condition is almost ways in circuit and must absorb volt- but until these coils have had a more

uncontrollable on account of the great age. Junkersfeld gives the estimated extended use and until new machines

natural increase in the magnitude of value of 2% as the increased drop have been designed in the light of

the short- circuit currents of these ma- due to the limiting coil, presumably present knowledge and are tried out,

chines in the largest capacities. If figured for a particular case . This is it will be impossible to say how ex

the speed of a given generator is not as important as it might seem , for tensively, if at all, these limiting re

doubled the voltage and consequently Such large machines as would require actance coils will be used ,
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A Boiler Wreck surface electric transmission ." This Ratings.” As is pointed out by the

On Tuesday evening, 6:15 P. M., at
undoubtedly is true , but not in the author, a machine designed for a

Denver , Colo . , a vertical 400 -h.p . sense intended by Mr. Floy . lighting load of 100 per cent. power
Wickes steam boiler exploded in the As subsequently elucidated in the factor usually has a relatively satu

main power station of the Denver text of this work, it appears that the rated field which cannot hold up volt

Gas & Electric Co. , at Sixth and Law author confines his discussion of sub- age on a low power - factor. If such

rence Streets . Three men were killed
surface transmission to cables only, a machine were designed for normal

outright and five were badly injured .
whose manufacture and performance load at , say , 80 per cent . power- factor,,

The entire boiler shell, weighing up to 25,000 volts are fairly well it would be larger ( and cost more )

about 35 tons was thrown almost understood . The dubious part of the and have an unsaturated field .

vertically through the roof to a length whole subject is the construction and

estimated by various observers at
maintenance of the duct system under The report of the gas- engine com

from 300 to 500 ft. and then fell back varying weather conditions and work- mittee was probably intended for the

upon the station, crashing through ing under operating conditions differ- instruction of those not familiar with

two floors of the building and falling ent from the city duct work of central the subject , and is , therefore, disap

on a 600 -kw . belted alternator, de
stations. pointing to one who expects to find

stroying it and a similar 500 -kw. ma engineering data worthy of the atten

chine alongside, and partially wreck
National Electric Light tion of a national society.

ing the switchboard. The damage is Association For the most part the meter report

estimated at $ 75,000. In a year of unprecedented growth, is of that elementary character which

Denver without light that it was natural to expect that the Na- will be welcomed in the small central

night, but all those dependent for tional Electric Light Association station. It is the best text-book on

power and lighting on the local com- would have an unusual convention . the subject that we know of . A study

pany were supplied in full the next It was a record -breaker in point of of the questions answered for the

day. In 24 hours service was com- attendance, number of exhibitors, committee by 161 companies shows

pletely restored . number of papers presented, and last
that meter practice is not anywhere

It is well known when a vertical ly, was favored by unusually fine
near uniform and that there is wide

type of boiler is forced far above its weather. President Eglin is to be divergence of opinion as to important

rating - and this is not unusual at congratulated in closing with great phases of it . The data are not worth

peak load — that there is a very con- éclat the most splendid year of the much, except as they show this con

dition .

siderable vibration, owing to the rapid Association's work.

circulation of water and violent gen- In going over a list of 60 odd
The discussion of the low - pressure

eration of steam . Under such a vi- papers, we find some good ones , and
turbine was chiefly marked by its

brating strain the tubes , which are un- a few bad ones that ought not to have
brevity .

der considerable strain in ordinary op- been presented . The report of the lightning protection

eration, have been known to let go . " The Manufacture of Incandes committee contained nothing new, ex

We shall not, however, speculate as to cent lamps,” by S. E. Doane, et. al. , cept to recommend thorough inspec

the cause of the wreck until we have is a joke. With the utmost care this tion of the protective outfit . Most of

fuller information at hand . paper details the rudimentary manu the recommendations may be found

facture of carbon lamps and ostenta in preceding reports of this commit

tiously states that " a large percentage
tee and of the A. I. E. E. Proceedings.

Underground Transmission
of the various operations apply to all

One of the larger companies found

Except in very special cases , trunk- of the four types of lamps," mention- the damage to transformers by light
line electrification must be accom- ing carbon , metallized, tantalum and ning to be less than the fixed charges

plished by aerial transmission of cur- tungsten. Everybody knows the ele- on its lightning-arrester investment.

rent, or not at all , is the conclusion of mentary steps of carbon-lamp making. The more important technical papers

a very able presentation of the ad What everybody wants to know is appear in this issue elsewhere.

vantages and disadvantages of under how tungsten lamps are made. We

ground transmission by William A. may possibly tell all about it in a

Del Mar in an article appearing at
The Low Pressure Turbine

later issue.

another page. Even were it possible " The Grounding of Secondaries" In last month's issue we pointed out

to build railroad duct lines at the will go over another year because the the theoretical considerations which

same cost as street duct lines, the committee's recommendation not to govern the yoking of a low - pressure

volume of business per duct- foot on ground over 150 volts was rejected on turbine to an engine yielding a con

a railroad is so much less than in the vote. Why the committee felt itself stant supply of steam .

case of an urban railway or lighting not bound to discuss the recommenda- In case the engine yields an inter

system , that the use of duct lines tion of the A. I. E. E. to ground up mittent supply of steam it is necessary

would be unsound engineering: As to 250 volts from neutral to outside to provide some means of equalizing

the matter stands , with duct lines is exceedingly difficult to say. We the flow or to pass a steady supply

costing from fifty cents to five dol- hope it will not require three more of steam direct from the boiler.

lars per duct-foot, the case in favor years to settle this tedious but im- In the latter case , it becomes neces

of aerial transmission is very strong portant question. sary to use a reducing valve to bring

" It is to be hoped that the commit- the pressure of the steam down some

A book by Henry Floy has recently tee will provide a kilowatt rating at where near the range of pressures for

appeared wherein the advantages of some power- factor common in indus- which the turbine is designed. It is

underground transmission and meth- trial work,” was the significant wishi usual to admit live steam in this way

ods of constructing insulated cables expressed editorially in THE ELEC- at a reduced pressure of about 20 or

for this purpose are set forth at great TRICAL AGE over a year ago , and now , 25 lb. during the time that the ma

length . In his preface Mr. Floy says in a measure , fulfilled by the splendid chine is cut off from its supply of ex

he realizes “ the general lack of in- presentation of reasons for such a haust steam .

formation with reference to the specification in W. L. Water's paper For the regulation of an inter

possibilities and advantages of sub- on " Performance Specifications and mittent supply of steam , such as comes

.
.
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The pro

than a year.

721 lb.

1907 .

from a rolling-mill engine , steam ham- with an average of 64 lb. per indicated according to statisticscompiledby the

mer or hoist engine, it becomes neces- horse-power. The exhaust from this United States Geological Survey,

sary to use what is called a steam engine would generate 1510 h.p. at the amounted to $ 267,925.

regenerator or accumulator. switchboard and show on the same duction of sheet mica amounted to

The accumulator is really a large boiler plant a total of 2320 h.p. de- 972,964 lb. , valued at $ 234,021, a dea

body of hot water which absorbs the livered for 52,400 lb. of steam or a crease of 87,218 lb. and $ 115,290

intermittent heat from the engine's steam rate of 22.5 lb. from 1907. The production of scrap

irregular exhaust, passing it over in The saving per year figures out mica amounted to 2,417 short tons,

a steady flow to the low -pressure $ 67,500 if we credit the fuel cost of valued at $ 33,904, a decrease of 608

turbine. In actuality , it consists of a turbine power to the fuel account of tons and $ 8,896 . The value of the

very large cylindrical boiler shell, the mill, or, in other words, the in- imports into the United States fell

horizontally divided into two parts , stallation of a low-pressure unit under from $ 925,259 in 1907 to $ 266,058 in

each containing a like number of such conditions pays for itself in less 1908, or slightly less than the do

perforated , elliptical tubes in commu mestic production.

nication with the exhaust pipe of the It is surprising, therefore, in view of

engine. The exhaust steam enters the this acknowledged fact , that there is

accumulator below the surface of the not a wider use of these machines in
Production of Copper in 1908

water. the States. In Europe they can be

The continual operation of the found in every country in mines, col The production of copper in the

turbine passes the vacuum of its con- lieries and steel mills, driving electric
United States in 1908 was 942,570 ,

denser on to the accumulator, so to generators, fans and pressure blowers.
This is the largest pro

speak , and reduces the pressure in the More than two hundred machines, duction ever made, exceeding that of

accumulator , with the result that a chiefly of the Rateau type, are in op 1906 by 24,765,039 lb. and that of

continual vaporization of water occurs eration, aggregating a round half-mil 1907 by 73,374,230 lb. , or 8.4 per cent .

in accordance with the well-known lion kilowatts . PRODUCTION OF COPPER IN THE

law of physics that the boiling-point , In this country the low - pressure
UNITED STATES IN 1907 AND 1908 .

or temperature of vaporization, lowers turbine was introduced by the Ameri (Smelter output, in pounds fine.)

with a decreasing pressure. can Rateau Steam Regenerator Co. ,

The accumulator for a 500 -kw. tur- which was organized after the Ameri 1908.

bine will be about il ft . in diameter can patent rights were turned down

by 30 ft . in length to supply regen- by the Western Electric Co. , which Alaska . 7,034,763 4.438,836

erated steam for seven minutes after company had made a full investigation Arizona
256.778,437 289.523,267

California . 33.696,602 39.043,835

the stoppage of the exhaust steam . of the Rateau type of machines . The 13.998,496 13,943.878

Obviously it is the cycle of intermit- first machine, however, was built in

tent exhaust which determines the pos- the shops of the Western Electric Co.
Michigan .. 223,289.584

sible size of the accumulator. It is under contract to the American Montana .
2 24.263.789 252,503.651

Nevada .equally obvious that there is a limit Rateau Co. , which later became in
1.998,164

New Hampshire 128,113in size beyond which it is not economi- debted to the Western Electric Co. New Mexico

North Carolina

cal to go, and the limit is not big. Seeing that the machine was allthat Oregon . 518,694

Tennessee ..

Not big enough to allow for the in- was claimed for it , the Western Elec Utah ... 66.418,370

tervals of 20 and 30 minutes which tric Co. foreclosed on the old Rateau
Virginia . 25,087

frequently occur in rolling-mill work. Company, thus obtaining the right to Washington .

Wyoming
Consequently, it becomes necessary manufacture that type of machine un

3,026,004

Maryland, Alabama, and

to provide another supply of steam if der all Rateau patents granted up un Georgia a 90,655

South Carolina,b Texas, b

the low-pressure turbine isto be kept til the year 1907. Recent regenera- South Dakota b ...

in continual operation . This necessity
Missouri and unappo

tor patents and mixed - flow turbine
1,580,831

has given rise to what is now known patents of Rateau are , however, not
868.996.491

as the mixed - flow turbine, which is controlled by them .

a combination of low -pressure turbine During the last few years both the a Georgia did not produce in 1908 .

and a high - pressure turbine, the whole Westinghouse and General Electric
b Not reported in 1907 .

CA portion of this total was reported by one com

forming a compact unit. The actual companies have built successful tur pany as electrolytic instead of blister copper.

machine contains two sets of turbine bines for this class of work , of both
compensate for the loss in refining there is added

pro rata to the States concerned the approximate

wheels, one designed for high -pres- the low-pressure and mixed -flow type, copper content of the bluestone recovered in the

production of the electrolytic copper.

sure steam and another set designed aggregating perhaps 100,000 kw . The

for low -pressure steam , mounted on a Western Electric Co. has built in two

common shaft in a single shell. The years two machines of 500 kw. each .
Refined Copper

machine operates on either high -pres- Just why the Rateau type manufac
sure or low -pressure steam , or simul- tured by them should not be popu- The production of refined new cop

taneous supply of both . lar is rather hard to understand, as per of domestic origin in 1908 was

As an indication of the fuel econo it is identical with the early types of 875,849,129 lbs., an increase of 11.6

my introduced in manufactories em machines built in Europe. per cent. over the production of 1907 .

ploying non-condensing engines, we The total output of refined copper

cite the installation by Messrs. Battu ( exclusive of domestic scrap, etc. ) by

and Smoot at the International Har comestic refineries in 1908 was 1,
The Production of Mica in the

vester Company's works of a low 094,700,123 lbs. The apparent con
United States in 1908

pressure turbine fed from a 42 by 60 sumption of refined new copper in the

rolling-mill engine consuming on the The total value of the mica pro- United States in 1908 was about 480 ,

average 52,400 lb. of steam per hour, duced in the United States in 1908 , 000,000 lbs .

Colorado

Idaho .

Maine .

Massachusetts

9.707,299

: 7,256,086

7.027

7.863

219,131,503

I 2,241,37 2

10,140,140

544,040

4.991,351

14,343

271, 191

19,710,103

71.370,370

19,475.119

Vermont 696,102

57,008

1 2 2,263 162,201

2,416,197

45.537

tioned .. 1,299,043

( 942,570.72 I

To



The

Use of Reactance Coils in Generating Stations

P. JUNKERFELD

The subject of protective devices reason for the hesitancy in their in- force across the coils . If the neutral

for the transmission system and for stallation . For a generator of about is grounded through resistance the

the translating apparatus in substa- 10,000 -kw . capacity each of the three rise of potential above ground may

tions has been pretty thoroughly coils ( in acoils ( in a three-phase machine) be several thousand voltsat the coils,

worked out and the results are appar- would require a cubical space of ap- depending on the value of the resist
ently quite satisfactory. We feel proximately five feet per side for ance . It is possible that the installa

reasonably certain that the protection proper clearance, or, roughly, 125 tion of reactance coils will render

of that part of the system is well in cu . ft . With a generating voltage of neutral resistances unnecessary .

hand. With the generator itself, approximately 10,000, each coil would Where the neutral is not grounded

however, the condition is not so re- have 110 to 150 turns . It could be of the insulation of the coils must still be

assuring. A few breakdowns within insulated cable, if properly ventilated, fairly high even if connected as in
or close to the generators in some of or of bare cable wound on porcelain Fig . 2 .

the larger stations have resulted at insulators . In either case the core of If the neutral connection is used

times in such severe destruction to the the coil would probably be of con- with existing generators it will be
generator that the advisability of us- crete . The coils must be very rigidly necessary to make some structural

ing reactance coils in this connection anchored , as they will be subjected to changes, as in these generators the
is receiving serious consideration . severe strains when large currents neutral ends of the armature coils are

That such coils of proper design flow through them. joined within the armature frame.

will offer at least partial protection is , The object of the coils is, of course , All three of the neutral conductors

of course , recognized, but their adop- to increase the reactance of the gen- must be brought out , and this will re

tion in large installations is slow be- erator circuit and thus reduce the in
quire more or less changing in the ar

cause of a natural prejudice against stantaneous short-circuit current. This rangement of outer conductors.

adding any so-called contraptions, at would be acomplished by connecting The loss in efficiency due to these

least before their satisfactory opera- them either in the phase leads, as in reactance coils need not be high ; in

tion has been proven .* Fig. 1 , or in the neutral ends of the fact, it could be well below one or

The condition which gives rise to armature winding, as in Fig. 2. In even one-half of one per cent. and the

the demand for reactance coils is, as the phase connection the insulation of regulation drop would not be seriously

is well known , the very excessive in- the coils must withstand at least increased-perhaps two per cent. If

stantaneous short -circuit current of double normal potential , but the gen- the coils could be readily installed and

these high -speed, low -frequency, erator is also protected against high- if they introduce no weakness them

high-voltage turbo-generators.- In frequency surges which may come in selves this small sacrifice of efficiency

such generators , with their relatively over the bus bars . Should a break- and regulation should not stand in the

large pole pitch and consequent low down occur within the armature or way of their adoption .

self - induction , this instantaneous in the conductors between the arma- The protection of a damaged gen

short -circuit current may be as high ture and the coils , in this phase con- erator against the influx of excessive

as fifty times full-load current with a nection the coils would not reduce the current from without naturally sug

power factor possibly over 50 per current from the generator itself but gests the installation of suitable coils

cent . There may, therefore , be an would offer protection against exces- in the bus bars so as to sectionalize

enormous transfer of energy. It is sive current into the fault from other the through buses . Such coils could

several seconds before this current generators that may be operating in be normally short- circuited by means

has died down to the sustained short- parallel at the time. If connected on of an automatic switch that will open

circuit current of about three times the neutral side , which is , of course , when an excessive current flows , pro

full- load amperes. A reactance to vided such a switch could be made to

limit this instantaneous short- circuit open quickly enough . The imped

current to about ten times full -load ance of such coils could have a value

current would so reduce its power fac to limit the current through them to ,

tor, and therefore the energy, that the say , the full -load current of one gen

effect would be comparatively harm erator ; but this is a matter to be de

less. The injurious strains on the arma termined best for each system . In

ture conductors, and especially on the fact, the entire question of reactance

end turns , would also be reduced to a coils , whether to use or not to use

comparatively safe intensity . Inci them , especially in the smaller sta

dentally, such coils will tend to lessen tions , is a matter to be determined by

somewhat the shock on a generator
Fig. 1

local conditions. Ordinarily, such

when it is poorly synchronized, but coils should not be adopted unless

this advantage has not sufficient possible only in Y -wound generators, their need is apparent , as they are a

weight to be a factor in the question. protection against its own excessive step away from simplicity. In large.

The introduction of such coils in current is afforded for breakdown power, low -frequency and high- speed

existing installations is no easy mat within the armature. Where the generators (water or steam -turbine

ter , and this is , perhaps, another neutral is grounded without resist- driven ) they are probably advisable,

ance the insulation need be only suf- but 60 -cycle generators unless of very

* N E. L. A., 1909, ficient for the reactive electromotive high speed (over 1200 r.p.m.) have
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use

Tose

sufficient self-induction in the arma- mans, use reactance coils at the sta- This design is much more economical

ture winding without them, as have tion end of transmission cables . Such of material than a long coil of a few

also engine-driven generators of 25 on transmission lines has long layers.

cycles. Reactance coils have been in- been common practice in connection The reactance coils for the Balti

stalled on the generator leads of the with lightning arresters on overhead more turbo -generator were made in

3750-kw. and 6000-kw. turbine -driven lines , but on underground cables the the solenoid form , air -cooled, with

units of the New York , New Haven fear of resonance has prevented their ventilating spaces between each layer

and Hartford Railroad in the station general adoption . of cable, as shown in Fig. 1 .

at Cos Cob with apparently satisfac- This subject has arisen as a result Calculation of Coils:

tory results . A trial installation is of development. In the earlier years To determine the number of turns ,

also under way in Baltimore and an- builders of electric generators desired Mr. E. J. Berg's formula for a coil

other on one unit in Chicago. prime movers of higher speeds in or- whose reactance would be 6 per cent .

Some engineers , notably the Ger- der to reduce cost of their generators . of the total impedance of the gener

With many of the latest prime mov- ator was used.

ers ( steam turbines ) the speeds have ΕE

been increased to a point where in the Τ ΞΙΙΟ

present state of the art the generators I xd

suffer in reliability. In other words, where T = number of turns, E =

it seems that if we desire the best generator volts , I = full -load am

steam economy in the turbine we
peres, de mean diameter of coil in

must accept some sacrifice in the re- inches. This formula becomes for

liability of the generators. This sac this case

ARMATURE WINDING . rifice can be reduced by the installa
13,000

tion of reactance coils , but as this
T = 110 = 141 turns.

course is in some respects a step back
V222 X 36

ward, even though at present a pos
The coils were built with 144 turns

sible necessity, it should receive seri
each , and the reactance by test was

Fig. 2 ous consideration .

found to be 6.9 per cent. The coil

had a cross-section of conductor much

Practical Design of Reactance Coils for more nearly square than covered by

the formula , and the test would indi

Turbo-Generators cate that the constant for this shape

of coil should be g5 instead of 110 .

A. S. LOIZEAUX
Core Construction :

Concrete cores were cast in the

The purpose of this paper is to give Iron Cores :
form of a hollow cylinder , with

other companies the
the information If iron cores were used in building

grooves provided for wooden cleats
which the Baltimore company has ob- reactance coils for turbo - generators,

on the outside of the cylinder . No
tained in designing, testing and oper- sufficient iron would have to be em

iron was used for reinforcement .

ing reactance coils for a 5000 -kw ., ployed to insure that the flux did not Subsequent tests proved that iron

13,000 -volt, 25-cycle, 4-pole General pass the saturation point under short would be decidedly objectionable , and

Electric 750-r.p.m . turbo-generator. circuit conditions , because if the iron
that brass would not be objectionable

These coils were designed in the fall was saturated, or oversaturated, the
provided that no closed metallic cir

of 1908 and placed in operation De- choking effect of the coils would be cuits were made in which current

cember 31 , of that year. limited at the very time it was re
could circulate . The form for casting

quired . Air coils have no core loss ;
the cores was made of sheet iron and

Type of Coil : their copper loss with the same cur wood : the wood being soaked in

In designing reactance coils for rent density would be greater than in
water, previous to filling the mold , to

turbo-generators it is imperative that
coils with iron cores, because of the

prevent cracking of the concrete by

large cooling surface should be ob greater length of conductor required. the expansion of the wood. After re

tained . Two general types of coil are
The copper loss in a coil can of course

feasible : flat or pancake coils , with

moving the cores from the mold they
be reduced at will by using larger

were kept in wet sand for a week to

cooling spaces for air or oil between cross-section of copper . It is doubt
increase their strength . Bolt holes

the coils , and solenoids, with cooling
ful to my mind whether coils with were molded in the core at the proper

spaces between the concentric layers.
iron cores will prove practical; this points for supporting the windings.
is an interesting question for discus

sion . Cable :
Cooling:

The cable used for winding these

Either oil -cooled or air -cooled coils Shape of Coil : coils is 250,000 circular mils stranded

may be constructed, but when the
The greatest amount of reactance copper with three -thirty -seconds- inchi

coils are installed on the neutral ends for a given amount of material in a varnished -cambric insulation and

of generator windings, and especially coil without iron is obtained by ar- braid finish , designed for 1000 volts

when the neutral is grounded , the ranging conductors so that their cross- working pressure. This size of cable

coils require only a small amount of section will be circular, as this makes for 222 amperes rated load gives a

insulation and may be readily made the field from each turn cut the max- current density of 1125 cir. mils per

air -cooled without air blast . For coils imum numbers of turns. These pro- ampere. The common cable com

on the outside windings of high -volt- portions are objectionable in practical pound should notbe used in cables for

age generators , oil-insulated construc design for mechanical reasons, but an reactance coils . In this case the com

tion would possibly be better. approximation is obtained in a coil pound melted out of the braid and

where the section of conductors is clogged some of the ventilating

* N. E. L. A. rectangular and approaches a square . spaces .

a
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10 " Assembling
Wedges Section A - B

During winding, the core was

mounted a mandrel between

horses, the bolts were rigidly secured

to the core by tightening the nuts on

the inside and outside of the core , and

the cable wound on the core in eight

separate layers of 18 turns to the layer ,

with a space of 0.5 -in. between each

of the concentric layers thus formed.

These spaces were made by inserting

hickory strips 3 in . wide and 0.5 -in .

thick at 8 points around the circum

ference ; that is, 45 degrees apart. The

entire coil is bound together by 16

Brass bolts 1 Dia. brass bolts , 8 at the top and 8 at the
3X {"Hickoryshings

Dia . Core 22"
bottom , which pass through all of the

ka wooden supports and spacers. After
Mean Dia k- 10 "

completing the coil the nuts on the

Extreme Dija. A '- 5"
inside of the core were removed, to

2 Maple-- relieve the core of tension and let the

tension strength of the windings take

Concrete Pedestal up this strain . The ends of the cable

in each coil should be securely fast

ened , to prevent any slipping of the

cable when under strain .

Floor Mounting:

The coils are mounted on concrete

pedestals, which support the cores .

The heavy oak stickson the outside of
Fig. 1 -- ELEVATION

the coils are made of the proper length

to extend to the floor, and thus sup

Top view port the windings on the outside . As

mounted, the three coils occupy a total

space 75 sq. ft . They are mounted

80 ft . from the generator and close

to the ground bus to which they con

Ventilating Ducts
nect, this being the most available

location . The feasibility of mounting

the coils one above the other was con

sidered in order to reduce floor space

required . This was not carried out,

because it was feared that the upper

coils would become overheated, due

to receivino air already heated from

the coils below .

Electrical Location .

Fig. 2 shows the location of react

A ance coils in the neutral of the gen

erator circuits , and shows the discon

concreme necting switches used. This arrange

spre ment of switches enables any coil to

be disconnected for repairs or in case

of trouble, without shutting down the

generator.

Ventilation :

The spacers above mentioned form

vertical passages on both sides of

every layer of cable, giving a chimney

effect, which produces rapid circula

tion of the air . This, or some equally

efficient means of cooling, is ab

Fig. 1-PLAN
solutely necessary, as the full-load

temperature rise in the hottest part is

Bolts : stalled , as it was found that, with a
50 ° cent.

A few iron bolts were installed to temperature rise of 50 ° cent. in the Temperature Rise :

determine their heating effect. They coil , brass rods had a rise of only 15 The temperature observations of

very quickly became so hot that the degrees. This is an interesting ob- these coils were made at the top of the

wooden spacers were set on fire. servation , as it was expected that windings, between the outside, middle

Wooden rods were substituted tem- eddy currents in brass bolts would and inner layers , the highest rise be

porarily, and brass rods afterward in- cause excessive heating. ing found between the middle layers.

or

H
T
M
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Generator Leads Fig . 4

Turbo - Generator

SO
-Reactance Coils

70

Resistances

The temperature rises mentioned are is almost entirely ohmic. There is no strain in a radial direction is resisted

the maximum observed . ( See Fig. doubt that some loss occurs in eddy directly by the tensional strength of(

3. ) We have not had 50 per cent . currents in conductors , due to the the conductor without any tendency

overload on the generator for a suf- very powerful field , but the measure- to deform or change the shape of the

ficient length of time to get a maxi- ments were not sufficiently refined to coil. The strength of the conductor

mum rise on the reactance coils , but state that the indicated difference of would doubtless be sufficient under all

this service would undoubtedly pro- 0.14 kw. per coil is a measure of eddy- practical conditions to stand this strain

duce a temperature higher than or- current loss . The total loss for coils successfully . It therefore remains in

dinarily used, and it may be found with 5 per cent. reactance is 0.156

advisable under overload conditions to per cent . of the generator output,

cool the coils by air blast. It might which is very much less than the

be advisable in building coils for amount mentioned by Mr. Junkers
Potentials

turbo-generator without air blast to feld as permissible. - 7520 --

allow more copper than 1125 cir. mils
Cost : 7970-7450

per ampere as in the present case , in The cost of opening the generator
79704 61

order to reduce the copper loss , in- neutral and taking three cables to the

crease radiating surface, and there- terminal block of the generator was
Gen. Reactive

Winding Coii

fore reduce the temperature rise . $ 134. The cost of labor and mate

Losses in Operation : rial in extending neutral leads 80 feet

The loss during full-load operation , to reactance coils was $ 93. The total

as indicated by wattmeter with cur- cost of three reactance coils , com

plete , was, for drawings , $32 ; for

labor , $ 182 ; for material, $ 1,059 ;

making a total of $ 1,273 . The dis- the design of a helical coil of circular

connecting switches have not been in- form to provide sufficient strength in

stalled as yet , and will be additional to the winding supports to take up the

the above-mentioned costs . strain in the axial direction . In the

The total cost of providing react- Baltimore coils this is provided for by

ance coils is about 3 per cent. of the heavy oak sticks on the inside and out

cost of the electric generator , and the side of the winding and by hickory

loss in the coils is about 0.16 per cent . separators 3 in . by 0.5 - in ., as before

described . Brass bolts pass through

all of these tension pieces , and wedges

are driven securely between the bolts

Ground Buses and the upper layer of windings, to

hold the same rigid.

By calculation it was found that if

Fig . 2 wooden rods are used the weakest part

of the construction is the crushing of

rent and potential transformers, was the wooden rods under the hickory

12 kw. per coil of 144 turns, which is separators . This strength is 1250 lb.

0.72 per cent. of the power delivered per separator. By using brass bolts

by the generator. This loss seemed this strength is many times increased ,

too high for economical operation , and and the weakest point is the shear of

the outside layer of 18 turns was re the separators with the grain , which

moved from the coil , leaving 126 amounts to 4000 lb. per separator, or

turns. The apparent loss by watt 96 tons for an entire coil .

meter reading was then 9 kw . Τα Protection in Case of Short- Circuit :

100 120 140 % OF FULL LOAD

check the wattmeter readings, which
From assumed value of generator

were regarded with suspicion because resistance and reactance, it appears

of the extremely low power factor of that the 5 per cent . reactance coils

3.15 per cent., direct current would limit the short- circuit current

passed through the coils and adjusted of the output. Both of these figures to approximately 13 times full-load

to give a constant temperature rise .
are so conservative that reactance coils current, and would give a power

The volt-amperes or watts then gave may be considered an economical in- factor for the complete circuit of 13

the actual loss corresponding to the surance against damage due to short This means that the torque

given temperature rise. This direct- circuit. on the generator under short-circuit

current measurement was repeated Strength to Resist Short - Circuit : conditions would be less than twice

for several different temperatures and If a short -circuit should occur on a full -load torque , and therefore safe.

the results plotted in a curve ( Fig. 3 ). circuit equipped with reactance coils , Data on Reactance Coils:

Thermometers were left undisturbed there would be a heavy strain on the The following data are put in tab

and temperature logs taken in reg coil , due to the repulsion of the wind- ulated form for reference and refer to

ular operation . A curve giving the ings . In a circular coil , as dis- the coils after removing one layer, as

relation of load and temperature was tinguished from an elliptical coil, the above described :

also plotted, and, when used in con- Number of turns on each coil..

Length of conductor in each coil.. feet

nection with the temperature -loss Non - inductive resistance at 40 degrees Centigrade..

curve, gives the loss for any load . Drop across one coil at full load , 222 amperes, 25 cycles .

Impedance full load , 222 amperes , 25 cycles.. ohms

This method indicates a loss of only Impedance full load, 222 amperes, 25 cycles..

Total loss per coil , full load , 222 amperes, as determined by thermal test. kilowatts

2.6 kw. per coil of 126 turns as com- I2R loss , 222 amperes .. kilowatts

pered with the wattmeter reading of
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was

per cent.

ohms

volts

per cent

126

1105

0.051

373

1.68

5

2.6

2.46

3.15

0.156

13.4

13

1.8

Power factor of reactance coil ..

Loss in 3 reactance coils in per cent of generator load .

9 kw ., and an ohmic loss of 2.46 kw . , Short - circuit current in terms of full-load current..

Power factor of generator circuit under short- circuit conditions with reactive coils.
which shows that the loss in the coils Short - circuit torque in terms of full -load torque.

per cent

per cent

per cent



The Difficulties of Underground Transmission

for Trunk Line Electrification .

By WM. A. DELMAR.

are on

There exists an impression among tracks in order to excavate close to hours to complete , possibly leaving

some engineers , whose experience them. traffic paralyzed during that time.

does not cover the field of trunk-line ( 3 ) Owing to the vibration caused Drainage is usually out of the ques

electrification, that the most important by heavy trains, it is necessary to tion , owing to the absence of any
considerations affecting a decision bury the conduits at a great depth , kind of drainage system below the

upon the relative merits of overhead first to avoid undue stresses on the surface system.

and underground transmission , con- conduit, and second , to avoid crystal- ( 3 ) The great depth of chambers

cern the cables themselves and that lization of cable sheaths. requires the use of long narrow chim

the ultimate choice depends upon the The injurious effects of train vi neys connecting the chambers to the

relative cost and reliability of bare bration on the cables of the Manhat- surface of the ground . This makes

and insulated conductors . tan Railway and Toronto Electric it almost impossible for employees to

Experience, however, shows that Light Co. are so well known as to need escape from chamber in case of

the decisive factor is not the type of no description. trouble.

cable, but the type of cable support, In order to have the conduits be- The operation of cable splicing in

the real difference between the two low frost level , the depth of ballast underground system is always ac
systems being that in the overhead must be neglected , as it has been companied by more or less danger.

system the cables are supported oc- found that with stone ballast on top There many cases record

casionally, and where there is plenty of the ground, the frost penetrates the where cable breakdowns have taken

of room , and that in the underground ground about as far as if the ballast place while menplace while men were working in

system the cables are supported con- were not there , unless the ballast is splicing chambers, where, on account

tinuously and where the space is re very dirty . of the confined space, it is practically

stricted . (4) There is considerable difficulty impossible for a man to get out of

Except for voltages over 25,000 , in obtaining net results from labor range of the heat of a short circuit .

there is no doubt whatsoever of the where there are continual inter Such a case occurred in the conduit

practicability of making good insu- ruptions by trains . On a busy sec- system of the Long Island Railroad

lated cables , a fact well known to tion a duct construction gang engaged at Woodhaven Junction , July 12 ,

those who have followed the progress for ten hours can possibly work two 1906. There were men working in a

of the cable industry during the last full hours. splicing chamber when a great sheet
decade. Insulated cables , of course , ( 5 ) Owing to the right-of-way be- of flame shot out of the manhole, and

are more expensive than bare ones , ing often quite low and in many three men were seriously burned , one

and this undoubtedly influences , to cases alongside of rivers, duct con- being terribly injured .

some extent , the choice of transmis- struction is likely to be seriously im- The cables were out of use for eigh

sion system for railroad electrifica- peded by the flooding of trenches. teen hours on this occasion and much

tion , but it is by no means the de- ( 6 ) Where the right-of-way shows of the delay was caused by the ob
ciding factor .

signs of settlement, as, for example, jection of the men to enter the cham

The deciding factors are the ex- on marshy ground, continuous piling ber.

cessive difficulties and costs of con- is necessary to support the ducts. ( 4 ) Where improvements are made

structing and operating duct lines This involves the useof the track for involving the raising of the right-of

along railroads. These facts are pre- construction purposes for long peri- way, such as , for example, in elimi

sented below under two headings, ods , and thereby not only impedes, nating grade crossings, ducts laid

" Construction Difficulties ” and “ Op- but also endangers traffic. previous to the improvements become

eration Difficulties. ” After a careful ( 7 ) Duct line construction gener- so deep that they are practically inac

consideration of what follows, the ally involves interference with signal cessible for repairs and splicing cham
reader will be led to the conclusion and interlocking apparatus, thereby bers are correspondingly dangerous

that, except under extraordinary con- introducing danger and expense. on account of their distance from the

ditions , the policy of trunk-line rail- ( 8 ) Bridge abutments, bridges, cul- surface .

road engineers will be to employ verts and, in fact, all special right-of- ( 5 ) The existence of water in low

aerial transmission wherever possible , way construction present complicated splicing chambers renders the cables

using underground transmission only problems which can be solved only at particularly liable to electrolytic cor

where local conditions, such as in- great expense . rosion . This is a very serious matter

sufficient clearances , or æsthetic con OPERATION DIFFICULTIES. where the grounded return is only a

siderations do not permit the adoption ( 1 ) Owing to the right-of -way be- few feet away, as must inevitably be

of the former system. ing usually on made ground, duct the case on a railroad . Electrolytic

The objections to underground lines settle and crack , injuring the trouble cannot be reduced by ground

transmission are as follows : cables in them and preventing the re- ing the cable sheaths to the track

moval and replacement of injured rails, as where electric signals are

CONSTRUCTION DIFFICULTIES . cables. used , connection to the track rails is

( 1 ) Owing to the right-of-way be- ( 2) Owing to the great depth of not allowable .

ing usually on made ground, exces- splicing chambers necessitated by the RELIABILITY OF AERIAL CONSTRUC

sive quantities of concrete and rein- circumstances enumerated above un TION .

forcement are required to make a rea- der ( 3 ) , they are often full of water Well- constructed aerial lines

sonably strong duct construction . and cannot be cleared for repairs more reliable than underground lines

( 2 ) Owing to the width of the without pumping water out of as for the following reasons :

right-of-way being usually very re- much of the system as is at the same ( 1 ) Air and porcelain insulation

stricted, it is necessary to shore-up level , a process which may take many are the most reliable known . Air

are
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automatically repairs itself in case of ( 5 ) Non-spreading of trouble . Trouble has been experienced on

puncture, and porcelain insulators are Trouble is almost invariably confined some transmission lines from the ef

easily replaced, damage to them being to one spot on a single circuit, which fects of lightning. This experience

occasional and local . is quite the reverse to what happens has been due almost invariably to in

( 2) All parts being visible , im- in underground systems . adequate lightning protection and to

pending and existing troubles are Mr. H. W. Buck , whose experience the use of wooden poles. Improved

easily located.
with transmission lines is very wide, methods of protection are doing much

( 3 ) Repairs are less frequently re- said at a recent hearing of the Public reduce the occasional troubles

quired on aerial than on underground Service Commission :Service Commission : “ I have had caused by lightning. It is, perhaps ,

lines . experience in the operation of both treating an important subject rather

( 4 ) Repairs are more easily made. types of transmission and should con- lightly to thus, in a few words, dis

This is due to the accessibility of sider the overhead system as very pose of lightning as an objection to

the wires and to the absence of re- much more reliable for continuous aerial transmission. Considered from

pairs to insulation and sheath as re- service, when well constructed, than the broad standpoint, this is not so .

quired in underground work. The the underground system .” He gave Lightning is a source of trouble, but

fact that there is no pumping of as reasons for his view , the higher the trouble is not great enough to

water from low splicing chambers factor of safety of insulation , ease of figure as a factor against overhead

and less danger in working also locating breakdowns and the non- lines , except under very unusual con

count strongly in favor of aerial lines. spreading of trouble . ditions .

Low Pressure Steam Turbines

C. H. SMOOT

FIG . 1

POUNDSPER
PER Cert

90

The first low-pressure turbine to gine and to have made practical its was cut practically in halves by the

run on the exhaust of reciprocating application to intermittent fluxes of line of atmospheric pressure.
engines was designed by Professor steam through his invention of the This fact appears almost like a dis

Rateau in 1901 for installation at the steam regenerator. covery, because reciprocating engines
Bruay mines in France. *

It has now been thoroughly estab- have heretofore been wholly incapable

In 1902 this plant was put in oper- lished that the most efficient possible of utilizing efficiently the energy be

ation and has been running success- steam engine is a compound unit con- low the atmospheric line. To obtain

fully ever since. sisting of a reciprocating engine , act- the expansion in an engine which can

In conjunction with this turbine , ing between boiler pressure and ap- be readily reached in the turbine would

Professor Rateau installed one of his proximately atmospheric pressure, require an enormous cylinder, whose

steam regenerators , connected between exhausting to a low-pressure turbine , friction would consume a large por

the hoisting engine , which supplied which in turn discharges to the con- tion of the available energy. The tur
steam for the turbine, and the turbine, denser. bine , however, can utilize as effectively

to equalize the flow of steam to the Were it not for the fact that high- the energy between 26 and 28 in . of

turbine. pressure turbines in large sizes are vacuum as it can utilize the energy

The Bruay turbine has an output of vastly cheaper than reciprocating en- between atmospheric pressure and 5

300 electrical horse power. gines, it would be a safe prediction lb. below .

Since this time Professor Rateau that all future plants would include
(62

and his associates have introduced a turbines and engines.

large number of low -pressure tur- It is still a mooted question, how- * W HP

bines, working both with and without ever , whether the greater cost of com

steam regenerators, in numerous in- bined engine and turbine plant over

dustrial works in Europe . that for turbine plant alone is author

At first the most promising applica- ized by the increased economy.

tion of the low -pressure turbine was In any event, however, existing

to use steam from highly inefficient plants equipped with reciprocating en

110n -condensing engines , which were gines will show improved economy by

found in steel mills and mine hoists. running them non -condensing and in

After the application of turbines to stalling low -pressure turbines.
inefficient non - condensing engines had The results obtained when low

been thoroughly developed , its field of pressure turbines are employed to

employment was extended until at the
compound reciprocating engines, re

present time low - pressure turbines are placing that portion of the engine Fig. 1 , gives the manufacturers'

being installed on efficient power -pro- working between atmosphere and guaranteed steam consumption curves

ducing engines in railway and light vacuum , are very striking. It was not for a 7000 -kw. low -pressure Rateau

ing plants. until the low -pressure turbine had Smoot turbine, running at 28.5 in .

It is greatly to the credit of Pro
been commercially developed that en- vacuum with an admission of 16 lb.

fessor Rateau to have been the first to gineers fully realized the significance absolute. At 7000 -kw . such a ma

thoroughly appreciate the advantage of the fact that the available energy chine will be guaranteed to deliver

of the turbine as a low - pressure en per pound of steam between 150 lb. one kw.-hr. at the switchboard for

* N . E. L. A boiler pressure and 28 in . of vacuum 25.7 lb. of steam .
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An investigation of the steam con

sumptions obtained when such a tur

bine is used to compound high-pres

sure non-condensing engines will

prove of interest. The following table

show's the steam consumption , ef

ficiencies, et cetera, for each of these

two units . The figures taken for the

steam consumption in both cases are

rated very conservatively for machines

of large power, the turbine being of

7000-kw. capacity and the engines of

over 2000 kw . each , several of which

could be used in conjunction with a

single turbine.

never

The question of the most suitable mit. This latter condition is generally

intermediate pressure for engine ex- the case in engines working in steel

haust and turbine admission is not so mills doing highly intermittent service,

important as it might seem from a for here, at the very best condition,

cursory consideration. The pressure the efficiency of the engine is always

giving the maximum efficiency for the lower than that of the turbine..

whole plant is obviously the pressure The type of engines used in central

that allows approximately equal effi- stations, however, when exhausting in
ciencies of heat transformation into the neighborhood of atmospheric pres

power for engine and for turbine. sure , will show an efficiency prac

In the case of highly inefficient en- tically equal to a low -pressure turbine,

gines, however, such a condition can consequently very little difference in

be reached , and the inter- the plant efficiency will be made if the

mediate pressure giving a maximum intermediate pressure is taken any

output from the whole plant should be where from 3 or 4 lb. below atmos

taken as high as the condition under phere to 15 or 20 lb. above. The

which the engine is working will per- reason for this wide range in pressure

is to be found in the fact that the effi

ciency curve for both engine and tur

Combined bine has a very flat top within this
Theoretical Steam per range, showing but slight rise or fall

of Engine

Kw -Hour H.P. -Hour between either extreme.

Dynamo

CONDENSING APPARATUS

Since low-pressure turbines work
27.7 lbs . 65 per cent 23.4 lbs.

26.6 67 efficiently on high vacuums, it is well

worth while to investigate thoroughly

Boiler pressure, 200 pounds, no superheat

Vacuum , 28.5 inches on 30-inch barometer

Pounds

Steam Pressure

Absolute per. Efficiency

Steam per

Steam

Kw-Hourat

Switch

board

Indicated

and

Admission Exhaust

Engine .
Turbine,

lbs .214.7

16

16

0.75

18

17.8
66

Steam per kilowatt from combined

I THEORETICAL STEAM CONSUMPTION OF PERFECT ENGINE

plant - I + I -
13.6 lb. steam PRE SO URE

PRESSURE

THROTTLE ENHAUST
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27.7 26.6

per kilowatt-hour.

The combined mechanical efficiency

of heat transformation into electricity

represented by these two units work

ing in conjunction is approximately

66 per cent., after allowing for all

losses in turbine, engine and dynamo.

This combination of turbine and en

gine represents the very highest effi

ciency possible to obtain in any kind

of steam engine, since it places to best

advantage the reciprocating engine

and the turbine, neither one of which

can , unaided, accomplish the same re

sult. The figures entering into these

calculations are taken conservatively,

and it is believed that the rating given

to the reciprocating engine of 23.4 lb.

per indicated horse-power hour com

pound non -condensing is a figure
readily obtainable.

In Fig . 2 is a logarithmic plot

of the available energy in steam

for given admission and exhaust pres

sures. A straight line passing from

the pressure at the throttle to the pres

sure of the exhaust intercepts the cen

tral scale of the corresponding quan

tity of steam per unit of power avail

able in the steam . This figure , divided

by the efficiency of the engine, gives

the quantity of steam per unit of

power developed. The formula from

which this plot was made was orig

inally developed by Professor Rateau

from the entropy diagram and pub

lished in many of his papers on the

subject of steam turbines .
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the vacuum of maximum economy, The effect of the steam regenerator the various parts to reach their work

putting on one side the cost of obtain- is identical to what would be obtained ing temperatures and their corre

ing the vacuum and on the other the were it replaced by a simple receiver. sponding heat expansions.

economy resulting in the turbine . The dimensions , however, of a simple The importance of this feature is

With barometric condensers , no real receiver having a storage capacity readily seen from the fact that the ex

difficulty is encountered in obtaining a equal to that of a regenerator are pansion of the rotor when heated

vacuum of 28.5 in . with water under enormously greater than those of the from the temperature of the atmos

70 ° fahr., and similar results can be regenerator ; an 8- ft . by 40- ft . Rateau phere up to that of the working steam

obtained with a surface condenser, regenerator having as great as stor- often exceeds the clearance between

provided a large water supply is avail- age capacity as a receiver 50 ft . in rotor and stator. The process of

able which does not require a high lift diameter by 100 ft . long. warming up such a machine is a slow

to reach the condensing vessel . one , because, as steam is first ad

To obtain a high vacuum with TURBINES mitted , the upper portions of casing

either type of condenser, dry air Steam turbines have been in the and rotor are heated first, causing

pumps are essential .
process of evolution for many years, them to expand ; the lower portions ,

When working on vacuums over 28 and their chief characteristics are at not expanding so much, give a slight

in . , because of the low temperature of present well known.
curve to bothcasing and rotor. This

the steam , barometric condensers re- The two types of turbine in exten- disposition for the central portion of

quire much less water than surface sive use are known as action and re- the turbine to rise is further aug

condensers, since, in a well-designed action machines. To the action type mented by the resistance of the lower

barometric condenser, the water dis- belong the Curtis, De Laval andbelong the Curtis, De Laval and portion of the turbine casing to slide
charged may be within one or two de Rateau machines. The re-action type lengthwise of the sub - base as it is ex

grees of the temperature of the in is represented by the Parsons turbine. panded by increasing temperature.

coming steam , thus utilizing prac- In an action type machine the pres- The significance of these features

tically all of its heat storage capacity . sure drop ocurs principally in the sta- would not appear if it were not for

A surface condenser, on the other tionary nozzles, while in the re-action the close running clearance . An ac

hand, when reduced to practical di- machine a uniform pressure drop oc- tion type of machine, on the contrary,

mensions, requires a much larger dif curs in each row of stationary and having large running clearances, can

ference in temperature between the rotary buckets ; consequently, in the with safety be brought up to speed

discharged water and the entering re-action type of machine steam leaks and full load , when cold , in two or

steam , and consequently more water around both stationary and rotary three minutes' time.

to carry away the heat . blades , thus necessitating that the run- In the action type of machine the

The features of the condenser. ning clearance between stationary and moving element has no appreciable

which , from a practical point of view , rotary elements be reduced to the
pressure drop from entering to leav

limit the obtainable vacuum , are — in
minimum possible value, from which ing side of its buckets , and therefore

the barometric type, the air pump reduction in clearance arises the great- disposition for steam to leak

capacity ; and in the surface con- est source of trouble to turbines of around the buckets in preference to

denser, the quantity of water .
this sort ; i. e . , stripping blades from passing through them, consequently a

Under fairly favorable conditions , their stationary and rotary elements . large clearance is permissible round

the power expended to maintain a Stripping of the blades may some- the rotary buckets. Furthermore, the

vacuum as high as 28.5 in . on a low- times be the result of improper fasten- rotary buckets are carried by wheels

pressure turbine does not exceed 5 ing of the buckets to the rotor drum . mounted on a shaft and between con

per cent. of the turbine output . Obviously, the larger the number of tiguous wheel elements the station

rotary buckets , the greater becomes ary diaphragm containing the ex

STEAM REGENERATORS the danger of stripping ; first, because panding nozzles can be carried down

each additional blade is an additional to the shaft, between which and the

A discussion of the low-pressure possible cause of trouble; and second , shaft is a running clearance of very

turbine is not complete without refer- because the larger the number of much less diameter than that neces

ence to the Rateau steam regenerator , blades, the more restricted the tur- sitated by the re-action type of ma

which has made feasible the applica- bine designer is in his method of at- chine.

tion of low - pressure turbines to inter- tachment, owing to the space available In the opinion of the writer, the re

mittently operating engines . and to the permissible cost of con- action machine is confronted with a

The regenerator consists of a cylin- struction . serious dilemma ; a small clearance

drical vessel , containing water which The successful operation of this is required for economy, but involves

is kept in intimate contact with the type of turbine has always depended great risk of accident .

steam supply, and through the varia- on most accurate workmanship, to- Turbines , in common with all en

tions in temperature of steam attend- gether with extreme care in assemb- gines , are subject to deterioration with

ant to corresponding variations in ling, and thoroughly reliable means to service . The actions tending to lower

pressure serves as an accumulator of prevent foreign matter being carried their steam economy are :

heat through increasing and decreas- by the steam into the turbine. First - A gradual increase in the

ing the temperature of the body of The close clearance necessary in quantity of steam leaking through

water. these machines , to show good steam clearance spaces, which by -pass the

As the pressure of the steam rises economies, is frequently sacrificed in active portion of the turbine ; and

within the vessel , the temperature of order to obtain greater reliability of Second – The wearing of the buck

the water also rises , accomplishing, operation . ets and guide veins , distorting them

therefore, the storage of heat in the Particular care is also required in from their proper shape, thus lower

water through the condensation of starting the larger machines of thisstarting the larger machines of this ing their mechanical efficiency.

steam ; and vice versa, when the steam type , as they must be brought to a The losses coming under the first

pressure falls , the temperature of the uniform temperature, corresponding case are of very little significance in

steam becomes less and the water nearly to the temperature at which the the action turbine, because in such a

gives off the heat which has been previ- machine is to work before starting machine the diameter of the clearance
ously stored , in the form of steam . this being necessary in order to allow space is small , usually that of the tur
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bine shaft ; but in the re-action type to so design and manufacture turbines other, is a question of its design and

of machine the diameter of the clear- that this source of annoyance is either construction . The machine that is so

ance space is large and equal to that entirely eliminated or the probability constructed that, when nearly as

at the buckets, giving a leakage area of this kind of trouble reduced to a sembled, the running clearance may

much larger than that of the action minimum. be inspected, has a great advantage

machine. The clearance is increased It appears safe to state that a clear- over the machine which must be put

with use of the machine, by the wear ance between stator and rotor less together piece by piece .

from steam passing at high velocity, than three-thirty-seconds of an inch is The vertical machine is at a disad

together with the entrained water and absolutely unsafe, and that a clear- vantage in this respect on account of

particles of dirt. ance of one -eighth of an inch to five- the necessity of assembling it piece by

On both action and re-action ma- thirty - seconds of an inch is vastly piece , threading over the shaft suc

chines the buckets are subject to wear, preferable, so long as the resulting cessively diaphragms and wheels , thus

the extent of which depends upon the steam leakage is not a factor of im- placingon the erector of the machine

relative velocity of steam passing over portance. a great responsibility and difficulty in

the bucket , the maximum value of In the larger action type of ma- maintaining the clearance ; for after

which varies inversely as the square chines , clearances of this magnitude a wheel and diaphragm have been

root of the number of pressure stages . do not result in losses of the magni- placed, it is difficult to inspect the

In the re-action type of machine the tude of one per cent . clearance. A horizontal machine , on

wearing of buckets is largely a ques- The buckets may be stripped by con the other hand, eliminates this diffi

tion of design , and is more or less un- tact with the stationary element . An culty almost entirely, for in such ma

affected by the number of stages . In action turbine has a very large clear chines it is possible to split the ma

general it seems probable that the re- ance around its buckets ( one-quarter chine through its horizontal centre and

action type of machine is subject to a of an inch or more ) and therefore is assemble in position each half, then in

much more rapid loss of efficiency practically free from damage of this spect the clearance between each par

than an action machine, when both character. In this type of turbine the tially assembled half and the

causes are taken together. minimum clearance occurs between the sembled rotor.

The question of reliability in daily pressure diaphragm and shaft . When The turbine auxiliaries are the

service is of great interest, and , inas contact occurs between shaft and pumps for lubrication and for supply

much as the turbine reliability de- diaphragm , the resulting damage is ing the fluid pressure to step bearings .

pends upon its design, it is impractical generally a warped shaft, caused by a Frequently, also , the governor mech

to discuss one feature without refer spot on the shaft becoming over- anism includes an auxiliary as a con

ence to the other. heated and, through its expansion, necting link between the fly ball gov

permanently warping the shaft out of ernor and the control valves . Any

RELIABILITY OF OPERATION line. one of these may cause trouble to the

From a practical point of view, the An interesting phenomemon is il- turbine, since its operation is depend

reliability of operation is often of lustrated when shafts come in contact ent upon them , and their failure re

more concern than the maintenance of with diaphragms. No matter how
sults in the failure of the whole tur

high efficiency perfectly the rotary elements may be
bine.

A turbine is subject to few , but very balanced, it is impossible to have an All of these auxiliaries appear un

serious , acidents, which may be clas- exact coincidence between the
geo

necessary, and it would seem that

sified as follows : metric centre of the shaft and the they were introduced as a means of

First - Contact between stationary mass axis of the rotary element . patching up features which might bet

and rotary elements ; When the machine is running at full ter have been omitted.

Second - Stripping of the blades ; speed it rotates as nearly about its Bearings have been lubricated by

Third - An accident arising through mass axis as possible throwing the oil rings for many years , and the bear

an interruption or failure in action of shaft slightly eccentric, and when con- ing of a turbine may be lubricated by

the auxiliaries employed to maintain tact is established it occurs first at an oil ring with the same ease as the

the turbine in operation. that portion of the shaft surface bearing of a 1 -h.p. motor.

The rotary element can only come furthest from its axis of rotation ; con- An auxiliary, to maintain in action

in contact with the stationary element sequently there is always one spot in a step bearing, has been made more

when the clearance space is small, and the shaft which touches the stationary reliable by the installation of two

when such is the case the intervening element first and localizes the heating pumps and a hydraulic accumulator,
space can be bridged by an unequal to a small section of the shaft peri- so that any two of these elements may

heat expansion , through foreign mat- phery. The heating of the shaft at fail , leaving one in operation. This

ter becoming wedged in the opening, this spot expands it , thus lengthening seems a somewhat elaborate method

or through a slight loosening of any one side of the shaft more than the of increasing the reliability of an es

one of the numerous rotarybuckets. other , causing it to warp slightly out sentially simple machine , and perhaps
If contact is once established , the dam- of true, pushing the spot which has the easiest way to obtain the desired
age is liable to be severe. It has fre- been heated by contact still further results would consist in omitting en

quently been stated that the clearance away from the axis of rotation and tirely the step bearing by placing the

is automatically maintained by the increasing the violence of contact . turbine in a horizontal position.

wear which it produces . This may This danger can be largely - or en- A forced feed bearing lubrication is

have happened in some instances , but tirely - overcome by presenting to the thought necessary in the re-action

usually the cuttings are welded to the shaft but a very small metallic sur- type of turbine, because in such ma

rotary element and pile up , increasing face, or by facing the diaphragms chines , having as necessity a close
the violence of contact until the heat with carbon blocks, which, through running clearance, the bearings must

' generated results in serious damage. their nature, are incapable of present- also be given a close running clear

The damage produced in this manner, ing sufficient resistance to cause ance , which is too small to permit oil

through contact of the rotary element , violent heating to enter the rubbing surfaces unless

is above all else the most frequent The preservation of a proper clear- its entrance is forced. In a vertical

trouble encountered in turbine opera- ance between rotor and stator, as be- type machine, oil ring bearings are of

tion, and every effort should be made tween one type of machine and an- course an impossibility.

a
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As an example of what can be done other hand , the variation in the quan- amount of energy needed to operate

in simplfying turbines, Figs . 3 and 4 tity of steam admitted to the turbine unbalanced valves on the one hand ,

illustrate a Rateau -Smoot turbine. In is absolutely gradual, and a perfect and the small amount of energy avail

this machine, the bearings are babbitt- balance can be maintained between the able in the fly ball governor on the

lined, self-aligning, water-cooled and load and the quantity of steam applied other hand ; hence the motor to sup

lubricated with oil rings . The com- to the turbine. ply the deficiency in energy of the fiy

plete journal bushing can be removed

without disturbing any other portion

of the turbine except the bearing

which is to be opened .

Between the shaft and diaphragms
ག།

the least clearance is three-thirty -sec

onds of an inch , and between buckets

and casing the minimum clearance is

one-quarter of an inch . The wheels

are of the type illustrated in Fig.

II . The buckets are illustrated

in Fig. 10 , and are held astride
m .

of the wheel periphery by trans

verse rivets, this eliminating all

metal at the wheel periphery not ab
뿐

solutely required for the bucket at

tachment. The strength of these

wheels, together with their buckets , is

sufficient to allow the machine to be

run at double its normal speed ( the

stresses at double speed are four times

those under normal conditions), with

out permanent deformation of wheels

or buckets, or causing an alteration

in the balance of the machine.

The governor of this machine is

mounted directly on the turbine shaft ,

and the motion from the fly balls is
Fig. 3. - CROSS - SECTION OF RATEAU -SMOOT 750-KW. LOW -PRESSURE TURBINE.

transmitted by a solid steel link to the

steam admission valve , which is of the The machine illustrated is in opera- balls and to overcome the heavy un

well -known double poppet balanced tion at the Vandergrift plant of the balance of the valves.

type, and controls the machine by American Sheet and Tin Plate Com- This type of governor appears a

throttling the steam , thus varying pany, and is running in an extension very complicated mechanism , one part

gradually the amount of steam ad- of the rolling -mill buildings, where the of which isrequired to overcome the

mitted to the turbine. air is full of metallic dust and scale inherent difficulties presented by the

The writer thinks that this is a from the mills. other part . A more practical method

superior method of governing a tur- The speed regulation is such that at is to put the control valves approx

bine than by means of a series a given load the variation from time imately in balance and to connect them

of nozzles which
operated to time is less than 0.25 per cent . The by solid links to the governor fly balls,

either wide open or closed, for it variation between no load and full which may be given sufficient energy
frequently happens that the load load can be adjusted to any figure de- to operate the valves within the speed
which the turbine is driving is repres- sired . As at present operating, the regulation desired .

ented by a certain number of nozzles machine runs at 1500 rev. per min .

wide open, plus an additional amount at full load and 1500 rev . per min . COMPARISON OF CURTIS AND RATEAU

less than one complete nozzle opening, at no load. TURBINES

consequently it is impossible to main- One man , by exerting his strength The types of action turbine which

tain the turbine at a constant speed , on the governor mechanism can alter have been most fully developed and

for a slight increase of speed is neces- the speed 1.5 per cent., but is unable which represent the most promising

sary to open wide the additional to cause a sustained oscillation . features , both in economy and relia

nozzle, and a slight decrease neces- The cut referred to above, Fig . 3 , bility of operation, are the types

sary to cause its shutting, thus com- includes the entire turbine, and the
known as “ Curtis" and " Rateau ."

pelling the turbine to run between only auxiliary not shown is the con- Both of these types lend themselves to

these two limits — i. e. , the speed suffi- densing apparatus. the construction of units in sizes up

cient to open the valve and a speed Governing mechanisms, in which to the largest single power -producing

sufficient to close it . This is partic- the fly balls do not control directly the unit vet conceived.

ularly annoying when turbines are admission valve , but do so through Aside from very important consid

operating in parallel with other tur the agency of an intermediate motor eration of general arrangement, the

bines having a similar control, or with or other mechanical device , whose essential difference between the Cur

reciprocating engines , for it is pos- source of energy is independent of the tis and Rateau machines lies in the

sible that the disposition for slight fly balls , are always equipped with a following :

speed oscillation may fall in step with speed-limit device, and advisedly so, In the Rateau machine steam is ex

those of other turbines or engines, and because of the intermediate motor, panded successively in a series of

cause fairly pronounced oscillations in which is a break in the connecting nozzles playing on moving buckets

the entire system . Instances of this link between fly balls and control which absorb entirely the tangential

kind have been noticed . With a valves . The presence of this inter component of the exit velocity from

straight throttling governor, on the mediate motor is required by the large the nozzles. After leaving the row of

are
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moving buckets, the steam , which has Curtis machine such a reduction is ing high energy losses , are used where

been reduced to only sufficient ve- impossible and the large exit velocity in the Rateau machine there is an ex
locity for its flow through the turbine, from the first row of buckets passes panding nozzle of low energy loss.

enters another row of nozzles through through guide blades, which , without This same feature has been very

which there is a pressure drop creat- a change of pressure, reverse the clearly shown by Professor Rateau in

ing a second velocity, which is in turn steam flow and permit the velocity re- his paper at the St. Louis convention ,

absorbed by a second row of moving maining to be absorbed in a second during the World's Fair, in which he
buckets, and so on to the exhaust end row of buckets . demonstrated irrefutably that the

of the turbine. It is of interest to note that experi- multi-velocity stage turbine was at a

marked disadvantage in comparison

with the multicellular type, in which

but one nozzle and one bucket wheel

are employed to a pressure stage.

Fig. 5 .-- RATEAU BUCKETS AND NOZZLES.

Fig. 4. - VANDERGRIFT -RATEAU - SMOOT LOW- PRESSURE TURBO-DYNAMO, 750 KW. , DIRECT

CURRENT, 250 VOLTS, 1500 REV. PER MIN .

BUCKETS AND NOZZLES.

In the Curtis machine the pressure ments have thoroughly established

drop , which in the Rateau type occurs the fact that the loss of energy due to
Fig. 6. — CURTIS

through two nozzles, is lumped into friction and eddy currents in a well

one nozzle, which often is of the con- designed steam nozzle , in which ve- Professor Rateau , in his paper,

verging-diverging type , in order that locity is created by a reduction of further showed that the maximum

the exit velocity may exceed the crit- pressure, does not exceed 5 per cent., possible obtainable efficiency with

ical velocity for steam . and in nozzles of large sectional area each type of turbine differed some 20

The steam from this nozzle is then comes down to 2 per cent . , while the per cent. with the bucket construction
received by a row of moving buckets , energy loss when steam at high veloc- then in use, and that the difference

the speed of which, however, is insuf- ity is caused to move in a curved could not be overcome by any feature

ficient to completely absorb the tan- channel - as in the rotary buckets and of bucket construction or design, since

gential component of the original ve- stationary guide blades of the Curtis whatever is obtainable in onetype of
locity, and therefor the velocity of the machine, which are equivalent to machine in the way of reducing losses

steam leaving the firsi row of buckets buckets - runs all the way from 15 to in buckets is also possible in the other

represents a considerable amcunt of 30 per cent . , dependent upon the de- type of machine, the Curtis type hav

energy which is utilized in a second sign, construction , size , et cetera, of ing, however, always the additional
row of buckets by passing it through the buckets. loss represented by the stationary

stationary guide veins so arranged as For equivalent pressure drops , the guide blades constructed like buckets

to reverse its tangential component, Rateau type of machine has two and having losses equivalent to those

directing the steam anew upon the nozzles , in which the loss is small , and occurring in a bucket, while in the

second row of buckets . two rows of moving buckets , in which Rateau type of machine the corre

At present a Rateau low-pressure the loss is large . The equivalent Cur- sponding element is an expanding

turbine of large size would have for tis element representing an equal nozzle in which the losses are very

high vacuum eight successive steam pressure drop has one nozzle, in which small. In addition to this, the losses

nozzles and eight successive rows of the loss is small , followed by two of energy due to shock are greater in

moving buckets . The corresponding rows of moving buckets and one row the first row of buckets on the Curtis

Curtis machine would probably have of stationary guides, three in all , for machine, because the entering steam

four successive steam nozzles, each which the loss is high . Thus, be- has some 40 per cent . greatervelocity

playing on two rows of moving buck- tween the Rateau machine and the than in the Rateau type . These dif

ets , making a total of eight rows of Curtis machine , the substitution of ferences can not be overcome and will

moving buckets. i Tader these condii lider these condi- stationary guide blades in the Curtis always prove to the disadvantage of
tions , with an admission pressure machine for nozzles in the Rateau ma- the Curtis turbine .

equal to atmosphere an :1 au exhaust chine introduces in the Curtis ma

presure of 27.5 in. on a 30-in . barom- chine an element of high energy loss, TURBINE BUCKETS

eter , the steam velocity leaving the which is represented in the Rateau Fig . 7 represents row of

Rateau nozzles would be approxi- machine by an element of low energy buckets, the centre portion of

mately 330 metres per second, and the loss. which has been increased to give be

velocity leaving the Curtis nozzles Figs. 5 and 6 show , respec- tween adjacent buckets approxi

would be approximately 456 metres, tively, the corresponding elements mately , a uniform width of steam
at which cordition it enters the first of Rateati and Curtis turbines . channel. The angles of entrance for

row of buckets . In the Rateau ma- The elements being placed one over steam at full load and light load are

chine this velocity is reduced to just the other , show immediately that in shown by arrows in the cut. Fig. 8

enough for the stean to flow into the the Curtis machine deflecting guide shows the type of buckets employed

next succeeding nozzles , while in the blades, constructed like buckets, hav- in the Rateau - Smoot turbine, with the

a
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HELD ASTRIDE .

angles of steam entrance for full and section bucket presents the disad

light loa , also indicated. vantage above noted of increased

These figures show that it is a mis- losses on the light loads ; but still

take to increase the thickness of a more serious from the designer's point

bucket toward the centre , as at light of view, it greatly increases the

loads the entering steam abruptly weight of metal in the bucket .

At ordinary bucket speeds for the

multi-stage type of turbine , the cen

trifugal force per pound of bucket

weight amount to from 1000 to 2000

1b ., and therefore each additional

pound of material over that absolutely

necessary adds to the wheel an enor

mous disruptive effort.

The function of the wheel is pri

marily to hold the buckets , and if the

the weight of the buckets is doubled

the weight of the wheel itself must be

doubled in order to hold the buckets

securely in position .

The limiting strain in the wheel is

its elastic limit and not the ultimate

strength of the material employed,
Fig . 7-STEAM FLOW

for if once the elastic limit of a wheel

has been exceeded, it is stretched out

of its original shape and the running

balance destroyed, causing the tur

bine to become irioperative through

the violence of vibration ensuing.

With equal weight , the strongest

wheel is the one which has the light
Fig. 9.— DOVETAILED Fig. 10. — BUCKETS

est periphery, for it is the weight of
BUCKETS.

the periphery which produces the

strain .

BUCKET WHEELS

Buckets which are held in position

by means of a dovetailed fit are ob- Since the original single-wheel tur

jectionable because of the large bine , running at enormous speeds, in

amount of weight entailed by the vented by De Laval , various analyses

dovetail construction . On the other have been made of the strains and

hand, the bucket which is held astride strengths of discs turning at high

of the wheel and riveted through by speeds . All of these analyses un

rivets parallel to the shaft has maxi- fortunately contain as prime assump

Fig. 8-STEAM
mum lightness for the strength requi- tion a practical fallacy. These wheels

site to hold the buckets in place. We have been designed for uniform

consider this latter construction vastly strains in both tangential and radial

superior to any other yet produced, directions, and the material of the

for the reasons heretofore enumer- wheel has been treated as if its elastic

strikes the rear of the bucket . The ated . limit coincided with its ultimate

loss resulting is doubled . First , there Fig . 9 shows a typical dovetailed strength , the point of danger being

occurs the loss due to the steam shock method of mounting buckets on their considered as the elastic limit . The

itself ; and second, the loss due to the wheel, and Fig. 10 shows the type of result produces a wheel section whose

fact that the reaction from this shock mounting adopted in the Rateau- fallacy will be obvious , when it is

is tending to drive the turbine back- Smoot turbine.
borne in mind that all metal placed

ward and not forward . It should be adopted that much less within a radius lettered B. Fig.

The writer is quite unable to see metal is required at the wheel •rim in II is capable of holding itself and

any advantage in a bucket which is the Rateau - Smoot turbine than is re- also an additional load , while all

thicker in the middle, having a cres- quired by the dovetail construction . metal external to the radius lettered

cent section . As a matter of resisting This metal is entirely unable to hold B is incapable of holding itself against

the steam wear, it should be noted itself against the centrifugal force centrifugal force, consequently it is

that the edges of all buckets , whether produced by its rotation and therefore simply necessary to add sufficient

of crescent section or otherwise , are must be carried by metal provided at metal within this radius to hold to

the portions principally subject to the the center of the disc , a heavy section gether the entire wheel. When a

steam erosion and are of necessity being a source of weakness rather wheel has been designed for uniform

made thin in order to reduce the steam than one of strength .
radial and tangential stresses, the

friction of the jet entering the bucket The cross - section of the Rateau- section is that shown by Fig. 12 ,

wheel . When these thin edges are Smoot bucket and wheel is taken from which it will be noted more

worn the bucket has lost its proper a 2000 -kw ., 1500-r.p.m . low-pressure metal is added outside of the critical

section and becomes highly inefficient, turbine and can be driven at 3000 radius than for the wheel illustrated

for the crescent section equally as r.p.m. without producing a strain in in Fig. II. The assumption of equal

well as for a section of uniform thick- buckets or wheels exceeding the radial and tangential stresses as the

ness. In addition to this time, which elastic limit of ordinary flanged steel basis for wheel design leads to an ir

is negative in its character , a crescent plate . rational conclusion ; either radial or

FLOW AT FULL LOAD AND

STEAM AT LIGHT LOAD IN CRESCENT-SHAPED

BUCKETS AND IN BUCKETS OF UNIFORM

THICKNESS .

in
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tangential stress is sufficient to hold weight, a wheel can be calculated graphical integration, and highly ac

the wheel together, as all material strong enough to hold the buckets in curate results obtained, no matter

suitable for the construction of a tur place. The heavier the bucket, in how complex the distribution of load

bine wheel possesses in a high degree equal proportion the heavier the upon the shaft may be or how widely

the property of stretching beyond the wheel, consequently heavy buckets varying may be the shaft diameter.

elastic limit, and when tangential produce heavy wheels . Heavy wheels The execution of such a calcula

stresses exceed the elastic limit and reduce the critical speed of the shaft tion , however, is a cumbersome mat

radial stresses fall under the elastic unless the shaft is also made heavier ter, and when the critical speeds of a

limit , an infinitesimal stretch in a tan- to offset the effect of the increased series of different shafts have been

gential direction will allow a suffi- weight placed upon it . It is objec- determined in this manner, the corre

cient elongation radially for the tionable to use a large shaft, for two sponding constants g in the following

radial stresses to carry their proper reasons : First, because it increases the formulafor critical speeds.

share of the load . peripheral speed of rubbing surfaces Critical speed ( rev. per min. ) =

While it is true that a wheel is un- in the bearing, making them more
D

satisfactory if both tangential and difficult to keep cool ; and second , be
radial stresses exceed the elastic limit, cause it increases the diameter of the g X 10Ⓡ x

it should also be borne in mind that clearance space between shaft and LVLXW

either one can hold in position the pressure diaphragms, adding to the are determined for all shafts whose

wheel, regardless of what happens to steam leakage . essential characteristics are similar to

the other.

w
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For example, in the wheel illus

trated by Fig. II , the maximum

stress has been taken at 8000 lb.

per square inch , the material being

ordinary flange steel . At the posi

tion lettered A, the tangential stresses

may considerably exceed the elastic

limit. The radial stresses , however ,

are much under the elastic limit, and Fig. 13 - CRITICAL SPEED OF SHAFTS

when under test , prior to assembling

on the shaft, the wheel has been Various attempts have been made those whose complete analysis has

brought to double its normal speed , a to operate turbines in which the nor- has been carried through.

minute tangential stretch of the wheel mal running speed was greater than When sufficient experience has been

allows the radial stresses to reach a the critical speed ( the critical speed gathered to determine for a given

sufficient value to hold the outer peri- of a shaft is the speed corresponding shaft the value of this constant, the

phery to the heavier central portion, to the number of vibrations which the critical speed of the shaft may be

the permanent stretching occurring shaft, together with its carried taken from a logarithmic plot, as

tangentially, but not radially, thus al- weight, will vibrate, and when givenweight , will vibrate , and when given shown in Fig. 13, which gives the

lowing the radial stresses to assume a in revolutions per minute is the os- critical speeds for the value of the

valuesufficient to hold the wheel to- cillations per minute which the shaft constant g equal to 1.05 , the value

gether. can sustain when once started oscillat- most frequently encountered in tur

ing ) . bines of the multicellular type . For

TURBINE SHAFTS The calculation of critical speeds turbines whose shaft construction en

Starting from a bucket of known can be carried out by the process of tails a different value of g, the cor
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responding critical speed may be alignment three bearings. Another ment was made was provided with the

directly deduced from that given by serious objection to a three-bearing usual oil grooves and lubricated by

the logarithmic plot above referred to. machine is that the shaft may pound rings having a positive pumping ac

on the central bearing, for the unit tion, supplying oil from the oil reser

VIBRATIONS endeavors to run as a two-bearing voir to the journal . At half speed

A turbine may vibrate objection- machine running free of the central and above, oil , instead of being car

ably or destructively, depending upon bearing and oscillating by the clear- ried into the journal through the oil

the amplitude of the vibrations. The ance given that bearing, thus placing grooves, squirted upward from the

causes of the vibrations may be found on the central bearing the duty of re- grooves against the direction of rota

either in a shaft whose critical speed stricting oscillations and limiting tion , each groove throwing a stream

is under the running speed, or in their amplitude by absorbing the blow of oil 0.25 in . in diameter several feet

wheels which have strains both radial struck by the shaft for each oscilla- into the air, showing that the grooves

and tangential near the elastic limit, tion . simply provided vents for the back

thus causing a slow and continual In vertical machines this sometimes flow of the oil , which would otherwise

deformation of the wheel and conse- results in very serious damage to the have been carried into the journal ,

quent shifting of its mass axis . From fastenings of the central bearing, for through its adhesion to the shaft, and

the dynamo end, vibrations can also under these conditions it is subjected indicating the truth of a theory which

be set up if the windings are inse- to enormous lateral strains, capable in we have all held, but with consider

curely held in position and gradually some, instances of shearing loose the able doubt, that a high -speed journal

shift their position . attachment of the central bearing to floated on an oil film .

A properly designed turbine and the supporting framework . We con- In this paper I have endeavored to

dynamo, when once placed in balance sider it vastly better , although some- show that steam turbines are in no

so that the unit runs quietly, should what more expensive , to allow a bear- way dependent on accurate workman

never show a tendency for greater ing at either end of turbine and ship for their reliability, and that sim

vibration ; and , when such is the case , dynamo shaft, and to insulate against plicity and reliability will always go
the design is at fault, for the weights transmitted vibrations from one to together in their construction.

carried on the shafts must shift in the other by entirely breaking the con I have also wished to express the

order to throw the machine out of tinuity of the shaft, in so far as its idea that high efficiencies can be ob,

balance. transverse strength is concerned , tained without endangering the relia

Incidentally, this would seem to placing between the two central bear- bility of the turbine .

condemn a turbine and dynamo run- ings a non -rigid coupling, which will Low cost of construction , absolute

ning on three bearings, for in such a allow one shaft to bend without trans- reliability, maintenance reduced to a

machine any slight disposition toward mitting a bending movement to the minimum , and high efficiency may as

vibration in turbine or dynamo will be other shaft. sure to the turbine a future of increas

transmitted through the solid shaft ing importance.

and set up vibrations in the other unit , OIL RING BEARINGS Furthermore, I strongly suggest

thus causing the turbine to vibrate that owners of non -condensing plants

and its shaft to tremble when the tur- The writer had the opportunity of consider the opportunity of utilizing

bine itself is not at fault, but the investigating the action of oil in bearinvestigating the action of oil in bear- the exhaust of their reciprocating en

dynamo is out of balance . ings running at high speed , and ran a gines in low-pressure steam turbines,
We consider the three -bearing ma- 5 -in . by 13- in . bearing at full speed and thereby adopt a method of re

chine questionable for this specific ( 1500 rev. per min .) with normal juvenating their plants by one of the

reason , in addition to the well-known load with the top cap removed. most efficient methods of developing

difficulty of maintaining in perfect The bearing in which the experi- power from steam .

Electrostatic Instruments

H. D. RICHARDSON

or

Electrostatic instruments are used of the tested voltage . shown by calibrating the instrument

as ground detectors and voltmeters. * The indicating needle is carried by on a sine wave andthen checking it

They do not depend for their action the moving vane and its position de- on a wave form having higher har

upon a flow of current through a pends upon the amount of ground, or monics.

winding, but upon the principle that what is the same thing, upon the force One of the principal difficulties of

two bodies plates oppositely of the attracting charges and the op- design is that the actuating forces are

charged will tend to attract one an- posing torque, which is secured by a very small and friction is therefore

other. A plate , usually of aluminum , control spring or the pull of gravity apt to produce errors . In order to re

is mounted on a shaft and suspended upon counterweights. The attraction duce the friction factor the torque

between stationary plates. In many between the plates varies as the must be increased , and it is therefore

ground detectors the moving vane is square of the voltage, hence the scale necesary to make the distance be

connected to the ground and the fixed is very open at the upper end. tween the fixed and moving plates a

plates to the line wires . One promi- These instruments consume little minimum . This may introduce an

nent manufacturer, however, connects energy and are unaffected by mag- other troublesome feature, that of

one set of fixed plates to the ground, netic fields , and can be connected di- sparking or brush discharge between

another set to the line wires , thus rectly to high-potential circuits . plates . If for any reason there should

leaving the moving aluminum vane Since they are essentially conden- occur an excessive rise of potential ,

to carry induced electrostatic sers and their action depends upon high resistance, usually in the form of

charge . This construction reduces capacity, they have a tendency to be graphitized carbon rods, is placed in

the chance for a short circuit in the affected by variation of the frequency series with the instrument to prevent

instrument due to an abnormal rise or by wave form . This is easily excessive flow of current, in case an

Continued from March Issue.

an
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internal short circuit should occur .

Since these instruments depend upon

electrostatic charges for their action ,

they are , of course, very susceptible

to stray electrostatic fields .

The low torque and the effect of

frequency and wave form variation

render this type of instrument less re

liable as a voltmeter than some other

types. When used on circuits above

20,000 volts it is not connected direct

ly to the circuit , but is used in connec

tion with condenser multipliers . The

use of condenser multipliers may be

avoided by submerging the plates

and vanes in oil .

D'ARSONVAL INSTRUMENTS.

D'Arsonval instruments are used on

direct-current circuits only and are

limited to ammeters and voltmeters .

The Weston D'Arsonval instrument,

the original patents of which have re

cently expired, is representative of

this type and has come to be recog

nized as the standard for direct-cur

rent work. Considerable credit is due

the manufacturer of this instrument,

for without a doubt the present stage

of the art of instrument design has

been largely determined by the effi

ciency of this type .

The principle of action is that of a

coil of fine copper wire wound on a

small aluminum holder and moving

in a uniform magnetic field . A per

manent magnet with annular pole

pieces maintains the magnetic field .

The moving coil encircles a stationary

soft -iron core, thus concentrating the

field upon which the current in the

moving coil receives its turning move

ment. The angle turned through is

proportional to the flow of the cur

rent. The counter torque is secured

by a spiral control spring, which ex

erts a force proportional to the an

gular position of the coil ; the result

is a uniformly divided scale .

The field of the permanent magnet

is relatively strong , about 700 lines

per square centimeter, hence only a

few ampere turns are required on the

moving coil . This means small en

ergy consumption , strong torque ,

light-weight moving element and

good damping qualities , constituting
an exceedingly efficient combination .

The voltage drop for the ammeter ap

proximates 0.03 to 0.06 volt, about

one-tenth that of the hot -wire amme

ter , thus making it a successful instru

ment for use with a shunt. The re

sistance of the moving coil of the

voltmeter is 10 to 20 ohms, hence the

copper temperature co - efficient is easi

ly eliminated by connecting in series a

resistance of negative or zero temper

ature co - efficient. The temperature

co - efficient of a well-designed instru

ment should not exceed 0.01 per cent.

per degree centigrade.

There are two sources of error winding consists of two coils in se

which may prove exceedingly objec- ries , one wound in one direction, the

tionable - a change in the strength of other in the opposite direction and so
the control spring or a change in the mounted that one coil is acted upon

strength of the permanent magnet. by only one of the magnetic fields and

The spring may not have been prop- the other coil by the other field. The

erly aged, and continued use under effect of a stray field from some ex

tension, accompanied by temperature ternal source will have a positive ef

variations, may cause it to take a fect on one half of the armature and

“ set , ” thus producing inaccurate in- an equal negative effect on the other

dications of the indicating needle . If half, so that the error due to the
the needle does not return to the ex- stray field is entirely eliminated. The

act zero mark it shows that either the armature coils are well protected, be

needle is bent or the control spring ing mounted between two thin sheets

has changed its strength . of aluminum . The movement of the

In the D'Arsonval instrument tlie armature causes the generation of

control spring also serves to conveyeddy currents in these aluminum

the current to the moving coil . In an disks, thereby ensuring excellent

ammeter this is a very important con- dead -beat qualities and a light-weight

sideration in the design , because the armature. The four magnet poles

temperature co - efficient of the con- produce a very high torque without

trol spring varies from 0.1 to 0.4 per increased energy consumption.

degree Centigrade, depending upon The method of control in the

the material used, while the resistance astatic instrument is equally unique

may vary from 0.1 to 0.5 ohms , de- and interesting. Neither control

pending upon the grade of instru- springs or counterweights are used.

ment. It is, therefore, necessary to The control is entirely magnetic. On

employ in series with the armature as the shaft of the moving element are

much zero or negative temperature mounted two small rectangular pieces

co -efficient wire as possible. of soft iron , one on one side of the

The present methods of producing, armature, the other on the opposite

hardening and magnetizing perma side of the armature . These pieces

nent magnets are so far advanced and of iron are located on the shaft so that

the design of the magnetic circuit is they take advantage of a magnetic

such that scarcely any trouble will be field set up by the pole pieces , which

experienced due to a change in the is parallel to the armature and at

strength of the magnet. The perma- right angles to the field in which the

nence of life of a magnet depends up- armature moves and receives its turn

on making the reluctance a minimum . ing moment. Like a compass needle,

The length of steel and iron must be these rectangular pieces of iron try

very much greater than the air gap to turn to a position so as to be inter

and the cross section of the air gap cepted by a minimum number of lines

larger than the average cross section of force. With no current flowing

of the steel . in the armature coils and by turning

The longer the air gap and the these iron control pieces on the shaft

smaller its cross -sectional area the to this position , the zero mark for the

greater the percentage leakage of needle is located . The full scale mark

flux , hence the more susceptible will is determined by adjusting the

the instrument be to stray magnetic amount of resistance in series with

fields from external sources. the armature when current is flowing

Since this class of instruments op in its winding.

erates upon magnetic principles , it is The torque of the instrument is

apt to be very susceptible to stray proportional to the current flowing

fields unless properly shielded . In in the armature, while the counter

an unshielded permanent magnet in- torque exerted on the control pieces

strument of moderate air gap the is proportional to their angular posi

earth's field alone will produce an tion, the result is an evenly divided

error of one per cent . In order to scale .

protect switchboard instruments of By turning the iron control pieces

this type the operating parts are on the shaft to the proper position the

mounted in an iron case . zero mark may be located at any de

The effect of stray fields is also sired point on the scale , thus permit

eliminated by using two magnets and ting the instrument to be used when

arranging their four poles astatically, the direction of current flow is re

i. e . , so that if a stray magnetic field versed, as is the case in charging and

increases the strength of one set of discharging storage batteries.
pole pieces it will produce a corre- These astatic instruments are still

sponding decrease of intensity in the further protected from stray fields by

other set of pole pieces . This ar- mounting them in cast-iron cases . It

rangement forms two magnetic fields will be seen that this particular type

in opposite directions in which the of D'Arsonval instrument is very de

armature The armature sirable for switchboard use, especiallymoves .
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where the bus bars carry heavy cur- polyphase wattmeter will indicate the prove seriouse on low power - factors.

rents. true watts of the circuit for either bal- The errors may be eliminated by the

anced or unbalanced loads and re- use of an internal magnetic shield
DYNAMOMETER INSTRUMENTS .

gardless of the nature of the load . since the stray flux from the coils

The dynamometer type of instru- The power -factor indicator pos- which causes the eddy currents in in
ment is constructed from two coils seses either one current coil and two tercepted.

of wire, one of which is fixed and the potential coils or two current coils

other movable ; the fixed coil is usual- and one potential coil. It is intended ELECTROMAGNETIC INSTRUMENTS.

ly made to enclose the moving coil. only for use on circuits which are ap- The use of a permanent magnet

No permanent magnet or iron is used proximately balanced . Its accuracy
makes it possible to secure an instru

to set up a field , and the field which is is unaffected by current or voltage
ment of great sensitiveness. In order

developed is comparatively weak, not variations, but, like the wattmeter, it that alternating -current instru

more than one- fifth and seldom more should be thoroughly shielded .
ment be equally as sensitive a strong

than one- tenth that of a permanent The frequency indicator as magnetic field is necessary. This is

magnet type ofof instrument. This times constructed comprises two fixed possible by the use of the electro -mag

means a large number of ampere fields coils in series with one another net, by the magnetization of iron or

turns is required on the moving and and two moving coils. The latter are by induction. The effect of frequency,

fixed coils in order to rigidly mounted together at a definite wave form and inductive load varia

the necessary torque. Although angle with one another on the same tions made the design a troublesome

the absence of iron results in shaft which operates the needle .
problem . The methods of overcom

a weak field , it has the advantage that Changing this angle between the coils ing these difficulties have not only

on alternating currents the effect of alters the scale distribution and de- been ingenious, but the results very

frequency and wave- form variations stroys the calibration. No control satisfactory. Fully as much credit is

is very slight. The moving coil is springs are required as the currents in due to those who have developed the

heavier than that of the D'Arsonval the moving coils set up directive electromagnetic type of instrument as

type, hence the temperature forces, which , with the fixed coils, is due the designers of the D'Arson

efficient is apt to be relatively higher determine the position of the indica- val type. At the present time a very
than in a permanent magnet instru- ting needle .

large percentage of modern switch
ment or an instrument naturally pos- One of the moving coils is in se- board instruments are of the electro

sessing higher torque.
ries with a very high reactance, while magnetic principle of construction .

Dynamometer instruments can be the other moving coil is in series with The principle is that a piece of iron

used on either director alternating a non - inductive resistance ; these two tends to move to the strongest part of

current. When used on alternating circuits then being connected in mul- a magnetic field . The iron may also

current the self -induction of the cir- tiple. The field coils and a resistance be polarized by induction from a coil

cuits comprising the fixed and moving are in series with this combination. of wire, in which case if the iron is

coils should be kept a minimum ; When the frequency is normal the free to move it tends to set itself in

0.025 henry is a fair value. current in both moving coils is the such a position that it is cut by a min
One of the chief drawbacks of this same, thus producing directive forces imum number of lines of force .

type of instrument is its relatively of equal value determining the loca- Many of these instruments can be
weak torque, hence it is apt to be af- tion of the needle at the center of the used with equal satisfaction on both

fected by stray magnetic fields ; the scale. Any change of frequency will alternating and direct -current circuits,
earth's field alone may cause an error affect the intensity of current flow in since their principle of action depends

of 2 per cent. on the lower half of the inductive circuit, yet the current upon the magnetization of iron .
the scale . Stray field effects may, in the non - inductive circuit remains When used on direct current the
however , be efficiently guarded unaffected . The ratios of these two presence of iron is apt to show errors

against by properly shielding the in- currents, therefore, determine the in- due to the effect of hysteresis . These

strument with an internal magnetic dications of the needle. erors can be reduced to a minimum

shield or by a cast -iron cover or by a It will be noted that the inductive by designing the instrument so that

combination of both . and non - inductive circuits are in mul- the greater part of the path for the

The indicating wattmeter is usually tiple, hence if the voltage changed the magnetic flux lies outside the iron .

the representative of the dynamome- drop across these two internal circuits The distance between opposite ends

ter type instrument, yet voltmeters, of the indicator will change the same or poles of the iron should be as short

polyphase indicating wattmeters , amount and the ratio of currents is as is consistent, in order that the de

power -factor indicators and fre- waltered . This means that the in- magnetizating effect of the ends will

quency indicators are included in this strument is unaffected by voltage va- be a maximum . Working the iron at

classification. In the wattemeter and riations. Wave form has but a slight a low density will also reduce the hys

power -factor indicator the fixed coil effect on the accuracy ; the reactance teresis errors.

carries current proportional to the seems to “ screen out" the higher har- In order to secure high torque a

line current, while the moving coil or monics to a great extent. In the in- relatively large volume of iron is re

coils carry current proportional to the stalation of a frequency indicator care quired . This means increased weight

voltage. The frequency indicator and should be exercised to see that the for the moving element, resulting in

voltmeter are both connected across box containing the reactance is increase of friction at the bearings.

the line and do not depend for their mounted in a place not subjected to If the amount of iron is too small the

action upon the line current. The stray magnetic fields of much torque is too small and friction errors

polyphase wattmeter is essentially two strength. are apt to be more prominent.
single-phase wattmeters combined Eddy currents set up in various me- Working the iron at a high density

under one cover, actuating one indi- tallic parts of dynamometer instru- to secure high torque tends to saturate

cating needle. There are two fixed ments will not prove serious on high the iron and the resulting torque is
current coils and two movable poten- power- factors since they are prac- closely proportional to the instantane
tial coils , the moving coils being tically 90 degrees out of phase with ous values of the current . When the

mounted on a single shaft which ac- the currents in the fixed and moving iron is operated at a low density the

tuates the indicating needle. The coils. This effect may, however, torque is apt to be low and approxi; ,
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errors

a

an

mately proportional to the square of cuited winding around one -half of inserting a non - inductive resistance of

the current. each pole, thus giving a shaded pole proper value in series these two ex

The magnetizing current is less effect similar to that employed in an treme conditions may be so propor

with a peaked wave than with a sine alternating -current fan motor. An- tioned that the effect of frequency

wave, hence if the instrument is cal- other method is sometimes employed variation is negligible.. By making

ibrated on a sine wave and then used in ammeters. A secondary winding is this resistance negative or zero tem

on a peaked wave the indications will placed next the laminated iron core perature co - efficient wire tempera

tend to read high. underneath the magnetizing coils and ture errors are avoided .

It is oftentimes said that because connected to some coils wound The simplicity of construction , high

the effect of wave form is present va- around the pole pieces in such a man- torque and long scale are features

riations of frequency will also be no- ner as to virtually produce a bi-polar which appeal to central- station at

ticeable . This does not necessarily two-phase motor:. This secondary tendants, causing the induction in

follow since frequency errors are due winding is short circuited through the strument to come more into the favor

to self -induction and not to the pres- coils on the pole pieces and compen of instrument users .

ence of the iron . An instrument cali- sates for frequency, wave form and The instrument is not limited to

brated on one wave form will prob- temperature variations. ammeters and voltmetrs, but is al

ably be unaffected by frequency varia- It will be seen that this latter form ready applied to single -phase and

tion if used on this same wave form . of construction , if the frequency in- polyphase wattmeters, frequency in

Frequency variation would doubtless creases , the induction will decrease, dicators, power- factor indicators and

introduce errors on a different wave due to the transformer action, thus synchronism indicators. While some

form . allowing the proper amount of cur- of the errors and the energy con

Wave- form errors on electromag- rent to flow . The torque and result- sumption are a trifle larger than in

netic instruments are not at all serious ing indication of the needle will re- the dynamometer type of instrument,

and in well-designed types do not ex- main unaffected . the sacrifice in accuracy is so slight

ceed i per cent. Working the iron at If the temperature increases, the
that it is warranted in securing high

a low density may even reduce this resistance of the secondary winding torque, excellent scale and dead -beat

error . Theincreases, hence the induced voltage qualities. frequency
The fact that the scale follows a and induction are proportionately in should not exceed 4 per cent. for ordi

square law makes it crowded at the creased and the necessary compensa nary changes of frequency, and the

zero end and open at the upper end . tion secured . temperature error should be within

The first mark above zero is usually In order to reduce frequency, wave I per cent. per degree centigrade.

about 5 or 10 per cent. of the full form and temperature errors to Since the torque is proportional to

scale rating
minimum in the shaded -pole am the square of the current in ammeters

The sensitiveness of the instrument meter, a non -inductive resistance is
and voltmeters, evenly -divided

is increased by using a control spring, connected internally across the instru scale is secured by making the alumi

slightly weaker than that employed in ment terminals, thereby shunting the num disk spiral in shape,rather than

the D'Arsonval instrument.
magnetizing coils. The combination a perfect circle , the shortest radius of

The electromagnetic principle is of the magnetizing coils, which are the spiral coming at full scale .

generally adopted for ammeters and inductive , and the shunt, which is

voltmeters, but can be extended to non -inductive, produces the desired News Notes

wattmeters, power- factor indicators compensation . If the frequency At the annual meeting of the Phila

and frequency indicators. should decrease, more current flows delphia Electrical Contractors' Asso

in the magnetizing coils, thus main- ciation, the following officers were

INDUCTION INSTRUMENTS . taining constant torque and indica- elected : President, Clayton W. Pike ;

The advantage of the induction tion . Vice - President, Benjamin L. Cates ;

type instrument is the fact that it pos- To compensate for temperature, the Treasurer, M. E. Arnold ; Secretary ,

seses the highest torque and has a shunt resistance has the same tem M. G. Sellers.

long scale - 300 degrees can be ob- perature co - efficient as the aluminum

tained without multiplying devices. disk . Suppose the temperature in The Pennyslvania Electric Assn .

The construction is in some respects creases , the torque is correspondingly will hold its annual convention at

similar to the ordinary integrating diminished by increased resistance of Eagles Mere, Pa ., September 8-10 .

watt -hour meter . It consists of a spi- the disk , at the same time, however,

rally - shaped aluminum disk mounted the drop across the shunt has in- An offer of $ 430,000 by Herbert

on the shaft which carries the indi- creased , thus diminishing the current Lloyd, president of the Electric Stor

cating needle . The aluminum disk is in the shunt and forcing more cur- age Battery Co., K. B. Schley and

free to rotate in the air gap of an elec- rent through the magnetizing coils C. W. Woodward for the Electric

tromagnet, the indications being lim- and maintaining the torque and indi- Vehicle Co., has been allowed by U. S.

ited by a control spring. The electro- cation constant. Judge Rellstab. The concern

magnet comprises a core of laminated The voltmeter uses neither the sec- capitalized at $ 20,000,000.

iron punchings on which is mounted ondary winding with its transformer

the winding or magnetizing coils. effect or the shunt method to com The American Street Railway As

When the magentizing coils are ex- pensate for frequency and tempera- sociation will hold its ' annual con

cited the flux threading the air gap ture . This means that if the volt- vention at Denver, October 4-8 , in

cuts the aluminum disk, inducing meter has very highly inductive mag- stead of October 18-22 , as at first an

eddy currents therein . A short cir- netizing coils the torque will vary in- nounced .

cuited secondary winding is versely with the frequency, while if

mounted on the laminated iron core the magnetizing coils were highly Standard L'nderground Cable Com

as to produce a rotating field . This non -inductive resistance, the torque pany, Pittsburgh, Pa ., announces that

phase displacement of the field pro- would vary directly with the fre- it will remove its San Francisco office

duces the necessary turning moment quency, but as the magnetizing coils from the Shreve Building to the First

for the disk . The required rotating of the voltmeter consist of many turns National Bank Building, on June 15 .

field is secured by placing a short-cir- of fine wire, they are inductive. By

was

SO



The Regenerative Flame Lamp

A. T. MITCHELL

The trend of flame-arc improve- candles , or 0.133 watt per candle . sometimes intercepted and held by

ments is principally in the direction These readings were taken without screens and other devices , this lamp

of longer carbon life, a very essential globes . The regenerative lamp shows retains the efflorescence of the car

requisite to the ultimate scheme of ari even higher luminous flux, as the bons ( Fig. 1 ) , which passes into an

utilizing this type of lamp for high- following comparative values of dif- upper chamber above the inner globe

way lighting Since there must be a ferent lamps indicate . This remark- and from there through side tubes or

limit to the physical proportions of able efficiency is due apparently to conductors to the bottom of the globe.

any lamp, the length of carbons is two potential factors. The first is In their passage through the side

necessarily governed by these limita- the design of the lower or mineralized tubes the temperature of the gases is
tions , and, to compensate for this carbon . Contrary to the usual prac- materially lowered , resulting in the

drawback, the manufacturers of some tice of constructing this with an outer less volatile elements settling on the

of the converging-carbon type of wall of carbon and core of light-pro- side walls, while the lighter gases are

flame lamps have made a virtue of ne returned into the arc chamber and

cessity by utilizing the multi -carbon again mix with theup draft passing

or magazine scheme to secure pro through the arc . By the establish

longed life . The objections to this ment of a steady and uniform current

construction are so obvious, however, of inflammable gases, with moderate
as hardly to merit a serious considera velocity, entering the flame at high

tion of their possible adoption .* temperature, an extremely steady and

The deposits of scoria or slag from highly efficient arc is constantly main

the impregnated carbons caused what tained .

appeared to be an insurmountable The characteristics of mineralized

barrier to their use in a vertical or or impregnated carbon arcs were ful

co-axial position , hence the adoption ly described in a paper by Mr. L. B.

of the converging arrangement, with Marks, read at the convention of the

carbons of small diameter, positive N. E. L. A. in 1906 , in which he ex

being 9 mm. or eleven thirty -seconds plained the necessity, with vertical

of an inch , and negative 8 mm. Flame electrodes co - axially arranged, to
lamps designed for the use of vertical have the mineralized ( or impreg

carbons of the impregnated type made nated ) carbon below , and forming the

their appearance as early as 1901 , the positive pole, in order that the vapor

most notable being that of Andre of the metallic salts, which produce

Blondel . The prevention of scoria de the bulk of the light, may travel up

posits in these lamps is accomplished ward and become highly incandescent

in a more or less satisfactory manner between the carbon tips.

by having the lower or mineralized In the regenerative lamp the in
carbon positive , and the upper or neg trinsic brilliancy is accentuated and

ative pencil composed of practically a better distribution secured by the

pure carbon , further assisted by a unusual length of the are , being nom

strong current of air to carry away inally from 0.75 in . to 1.00 in . with a

the deposits while in a gaseous state. difference of potential of 70 volts .

The inherent objection of short life , By reference to the photometric

liowever, still exists , and this form curves it will be readily seen that the

of construction precludes, we believe, Fig. 1-ARC OF THE REGENERATIVE 'angle of maximum intensity with re

the adoption of the magazine feature. flector removed very nearly approach

In the regenerative flame lamp the es that of the direct-current enclosed

electrodes are placed vertically and in ducing salts, the centre is of pure car- carbon arc . This will , of course, prove

axial alignment, the lower being the bon and of fluted or star -shaped sec- a strong factor in the possible adop

positive and containing the light-pro- tions, with the spaces between ridges tion of this lamp for street lighting,

ducing salts , while the upperis prin- filled to the outer edges with the fluor- with particular reference to business

cipally pure carbon . The composition ine salts , producing a finished shape thoroughfares in the larger cities .

of the lower electrode is similar to which is really octagonal in cross- sec- Lamps of the converging -carbon

that used in other flame arcs, consist- tion, and about 0.875 in . on the larg- type have been barred from this class

ing of a body of pure carbon , in com- est diameter. This allows a ready dis- of lighting, at least in this country,

tination with calcium fluorine salts . integration and free volatilization of largely on account of the unfavorable

The high luminous efficiency of im- the metallic salts , and the almost com- distribution .

pregnated carbons used in the verti- plete elimination of scoria deposits on Not only does the regenerative

cal position was demonstrated in tests either electrodes . The upper is round lamp approach the carbon arc in dis

with the Blondel lamp for the New in cross -section and 0.625 in . in diam- tribution, but it becomes its counter
York Edison Company. With a cur.

eter. part in size of unit , being almost

rent of 3 amperes and arc voltage The second factor is the regener- equivalent in current consumption to

of 50.3 the mean hemispherical can- ative feature of this lamp. Unlike the direct -current type operating at

dle was 790, or 0.191 watt per candle . other flame lamps of the vertical-car- 5 to 5.5 amperes, or 400 to 440 watts ,

With 5 amperes and 50.3 volts the bon type, which allows for escape of and the alternating -current type at 6

mean hemispherical value was 1883 gaseous products of combustion to 6.5 amperes, or 450 to 490 watts

* N. E. L. A. ,
although the heavier elements are at the arc , with a ratio of about 5 to i

FLAME

LAMP

1909 .
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in luminous efficiency in favor of the that the regenerative lamp is equipped its high candle-power and excellent

regenerative lamp. with both an inner and outer globe, distribution.distribution . Such authorities as Dr.

Two attributes of the carbon arc the outer being opalescent ( Fig. 4 ) . Louis Bell and others maintain that

that assisted largely in their replace- In Mr. W. D. Ryan's report on for a certain class of streets light

ment of the old open arcs are pos- specifications for street lighting, sub- units of low intensity and placed suf

sessed by this lamp, namely-favor- ' mitted at the last convention of the ficiently near together to produce a
able distribution of the light flux, and N. E. L. A. , he established an X-value moderate but uniform illumination

long carbon life, combined with a lu- of 5.5 for 4 -ampere series luminous are much preferable to units of high

minous efficiency that neither of them arcs, as against 4 for series direct- intensity placed at street intersections

possessed , and thus forming a most current 9.6open and 6.6 enclosed and and averaging four or five hundred

ideal combination for a street-lighting 3.5 for series direct-current 6.6 open feet apart. In lighting streets of the

unit . and 5 -ampere enclosed . At a dis- first class , or businessthoroughfares ,

The nearest approach in luminous however, brilliancy is the chief con

power, measured in watts per candle , sideration , with a due regard for the

to the flame arcs, is the metallic elec question of maintenance charges. Had

trode or luminous lamp, which, oper human labor and mineralized ( or im

ating at 4 amperes and consuming 300 pregnated ) carbons been on a par in

watts, gives a maximum illumination this country with the prices prevailing

of about 1200 candle -power, or 650 in Europe , we should probably not

mean hemispherical candle-power, have been so far behind our German

showing an efficiency of 0.46 watt per cousins in utilizing the flame lamp for
candle . this class of lighting, although, as pre

The mean hemispherical candle viously stated, the unsatisfactory dis

power of the regenerative lamp, cal
tribution has militated strongly

culated from the curves shown here against its adoption , in addition to the

with ( Figs . 2 and 3 ) , is 1340 , or 0.26 prohibitive cost of the carbons and

watt per candle . These figures, of labor.

course, apply to curves taken with The subject of flame arcs has been

opalescent globe. The total light flux so comprehensively treated by Mr. L.

produced by the electrodes is greatly B. Marks that any attempt on the

in excess of these values, but much part of the writer to expatiate on the

of this is lost through the absorption

of the opalescent glass, while in the Fig . 3-PHOTOMETRIC DIAGRAM-REGENERATIVE ARC LAMP

case of the luminous arc lamp the val- G - Regenerative Arc, Direct Current, 7 Amperes, 490 Watts, 2780 Hemispherical Candle-Power, with Outer

ues given represent practically its
Globe Removed

H - Ordinary Flame Arc, Direct Current, 10 Amperes, 500 Watts, 3150 Hemispherical Candle-Power, without

J - Regenerative Flame Arc, Direct Current, 5 Amperes, 350 Watts, 1690 Hemispherical Candle -Power, with

Outer Globe Removed

FH

TO 20 Jo SO

Globe

#
OO 600 1000 12bo 1100 1600 U800 2000

2

Arcs Lamp

10 o 20 30 40
SO

tance of 250 feet from the light unit subject , beyond a few necessary com

the illumination from the luminous parisons, might unwittingly lead to a

arc is 0.007 foot-candle, while the re- perversion of facts .

generative lamp, which should be en- We will take the liberty, however,

titled to an X-value of it , would at of using his tables showing compara

the same distance give an illumination tive cost of carbons and maintenance

of 0.0307 foot-candle , or about 75 between carbon arcs and flame arcs ,

per cent . more light than the lumi- both on street circuit burning 4000

nous arc . hours and commercial circuit burning

While these comparative data , 1000 hours, substituting the regener

showing the relative value of different ative lamp for the flame arc .

units for street lighting, and the re- STREET ARCS (500 WATTS) OPERATED

markable advancement in the art , are
4000 HOURS

Two One

interesting, from the fact that they Enclosed Regenerative

are a most substantial reflex of the
Carbons. $2.68 $ 28.50

indefatigable zeal and intelligent re- Trimming 2.34

Repairs .. 1.50

Inspection .

Inner globes..

Fig . 2-PHOTOMETRIC DIAGRAM - REGENERATIVE ARC LAMP . Outer globes. 0.30

A --Regenerative Flame Are, Direct Current, 5 Amperes, 350 Watts, 1340 Hemispherical Candle - Power, Opal*
$8.50 $31.43

B - Ordinary Flame Arc, Direct Current, 10 Amperes, 500 Watts , 1070 Hemispherical Candle-Power , Opales- It has been assumed in the above
cent Outer Globe

C - Open Arc, Direct Current, 9.6 Amperes, 480 Watts, 880 Hemispherical Candle -Power, Clear Globe table that one regenerative lamp can
D - Series Enclosed Arc, Direct Current, 6.6 Amperes, 480 Watts , 540 Hemispherical Candle-Power , Opales

cent Inner Globe replace two enclosed arcs . The cost

E - Series Enclosed Arc, Alternating Current, 6.6 Amperes, 425 Watts, 390 HemisphericalCandle- Power , Opal- of carbons for the regenerative has
escent Inner Globe

F-Multiple Enclosed Arc , Direct Current, 5 Amperes, 400 Watts , 250 Hemispherical Candle-Power, Opales- been estimated at 50 cents a trim , and
cent Inner Globe

for the enclosed arcs at 2.75 cents per

trim .

maximum efficiency, as the standard search of those to whom we are in
COMMERCIAL ARCS (400 WATTS ) AND REGEN

equipment consists of only one globe , debted for these remarkable achieve- ERATIVE (350 WATTS) OPERATED FOR

1000 HOURS

and this is invariably of clear glass , at ments, in the perfection of such high
Enclosed Arc Regenerative

least on street lighting circuits. The ly efficient light mediums, it is not the Carbons , $7.12

Trimming

curves for both regenerative and flame intent of the writer, nor the desire of Repairs . 0.75 0.75

arcs with globes removed are shown the manufacturers of this lamp, to
Inspection .

Inner globes. 0.15

herewith . advocate its indiscriminate use for Outer globes.

It might be well to explain here street lighting simply on account of

0.90

0.60

1.28

0.75

0.45

0.30

0.15

escent Outer Globe

$ 0.275

0.225 0.32

0.450.45

0.15

0.15

$ 2.00

0.15

$8.94
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Assuming the cost of current at 2 yellow ray in mineralized carbons heavier from cooling, fall to the bot

cents per kw-hr . , the total cost for opens up an extensive field of useful- tom of side tubes, at the same time

operating two series enclosed arcs ness for lamps designed to utilize depositing a large portion of the
( 500 watts ) for 4000 hours would be these carbons in an economical and ef- heavier elements on the tube walls
$ 80 as against $30 for one regenera- ficient manner . The power of this and lower portion ; the gases re-enter

tive ( 375 watts ) lamp, and the total ray to penetrate smoke and fog is globe at lower end and, being drawn
relative amounts for both mainte- well known, and is exemplified by the upward by the heat of the are, repeat

nance and current $ 88.50 and $61.43 sun on a very hazy day, when only the the cycle of operation . Outside air

respectively, showing a gain in favor red and yellow rays penetrate the can not enter the inner globe , and

of the regenerative lamp of $27.07 , smoky atmosphere , the violet and only to a very limited extent the outer
or figuring on the basis of lamp for green rays being entirely absorbed globe .

lamp, a difference of $ 17.18 in favor and therefore rendered useless . This At the end of a 70 -hour run there

of the enclosed arc ; but the regener- is an unfortunate characteristic of the is a very slight efflorescence on the

ative easily redeems itself in a com- carbon are , which is very forcibly

parison of costs per hemispherical demonstrated under similar conditions
12

candle -power. Taking this at 1340 at night, due to the predominance of

gives 0.045 cent per hemispherical the violet and blue rays . While these

candle-power and 10 cents for the advantages are manifest for street

carbon arc, taking the candle-power lighting units, they should appeal

at 440. with special force to those active in

In a comparison of values between the sphere of marine lighting , an il

lamps on the commercial circuit we luminant of equal power under all

conditions of weather being of prime

importance in lighthouses and search

light work .

In foundries, blacksmith and large

erecting shops, where the presence of

traveling cranes often necessitates the

location of the lighting units at an ex

treme height from the floors, a good

downward illumination can be

cured where it is most needed by the

workmen , and one not materially af

fected by the presence of smoke or

dust in the shop.

A word in regard to the mechanical

details of the Regenerative lamp may

prove of interest before bringing this

paper to its close .

The sectional view ( Figure 6 )

shown herewith of the multiple direct

current lamp gives a good idea of its

general construction . The overall

length is 36 inches, and weight about

Fig. 4-INNER AND OUTER GLOBES- 40 pounds. The movement in both the

multiple alternating and direct-cur

rent lamp consists of one coarse wire

have considered the actual consump solenoid with an armature of special

tion at the arc , current in both cases iron laminated in the alternating

being 5 amperes and voltage of car- lamp; an equalizing lever, encircling

bon arc 80 , regenerative lamp 70. At the centre tube and pivoted on same,

2 cents per kilowatt-hour the cost for connected at its opposite end to dash

1000 hours is $ 8.00 and $ 7.00 respect- pot , which is rather larger than usual,

ively , or total costs for current and and equipped with metal plunger,

maintenance $ 10 and $ 15.94 ; but having a ball- and - socket connection to

where lamps are intended for inte- stem . The clutch and lifting rods are

rior use , and for such purposes as
of standard design .

lighting mills, factories, halls, or for In the alternating -current lamp a
railroad stations, where a more or less coil spring is interposed between ar

concentrated light is preferable, the mature and equalizing lever, to ab

lamp can be fitted with suitable re- sorb current vibrations. Fig. 5. - SECTIONAL VIEW-REGENERATIVE

flector, and , with a proper elevation Connection to upper carbon is made

above the floor line , one regenerative through a coiled flexible copper cable
lamp will easily replace from three to contained in the carbon tube. The upper end only of the inner globe, but

four enclosed arcs and, on account of lamp mechanism is enclosed in not sufficient to intercept the hori

the penetrating nature of the ray , give heavy sheet- copper case and well pro- zontal and downward rays or cause

more effective illumination. Estima- tected from the weather, as well as any perceptible dimming of the light .

ting conservatively and placing the from the gaseous products of the arc . The lamp is trimmed in a similar

ratio at 3 to 1 , a saving of $ 14.06 per The circulating chamber with side way to the ordinary carbon arcs , with

1000 hours is shown in favor of the tubes is plainly shown in Fig. 5. The closed -base inner and open-base outer

regenerative lamp.
gases pass into this through the top globe. The lower, removable section

The predominance of the orange or of the inner globe and , becoming of the circulating chamber serves as a

REGENERATIVE ARC LAMP.

ARC LAMP.

a
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base for the inner globe, and the two is a problem which concerns the gov- der average conditions, as good results

are removed together, as well as the ernment directly because of the ad- can be obtained as from many differ

lower carbon , which is held by a vantages of smokeless combustion both ent patterns of mechanical stoker ; and

thumbscrew and clamp to the remov- in public buildings and on naval ves- of two equipments the one which will

able section . The outer globe re- sels. In addition, smoke abatement is require the less attention from the fire

mains in position . a factor in conserving the fuel re- man gives the better results . The most

The equipment of the lamp includes sources of the United States, hence, as economical hand - fired plants are those

an external steadying resistance in a a part of its general investigation of that approach most nearly to the con

separate case or jacket, which can be the best methods of utilizing the coals tinuous feed of the mechanical stoker .

connected in the line and placed where of this country, the United States Geo- The small plant is no longer de

most convenient. The 220-volt lamps logical Survey has made extended tests pendent on hand -fired furnaces, as

are designed to operate two in series , to determine the conditions necessary certain types of mechanical stokers

with sufficient resistance in one for the smokeless combustion of bi- can be installed under a guaranty of

jacket . These are identical in con- tuminous coal in boiler plants.
high economy, with reduction of labor

struction with the 110-volt lamps, ex
The general conclusions of Messrs. for the fireman .

cept for the addition of a shunt coil , Randall and Weeks are as follows : In short, smoke prevention is both

which is designed to encircle the dash- Smoke prevention is possible. There possible and economical.

pot , this being made of smaller are many types of furnaces and stok During 1904 to 1906 coals from all

diameter to allow the necessary space
ers that are operated smokelessly. parts of the United States were burned

for winding Credit is to be given to any one kind at the Government Fuel Testing Plant

It is the purpose of the manufac- of apparatus only in so far as the at St. Louis, in furnaces which were

turers to supply the regenerative lamp manufacturers require that it shall be in the main of the same design . Most

for straight series lighting, at least on so set under boilers that the principles of the tests were made on a hand - fired

direct-current circuits , and probably of combustion are respected. The furnace under a Heine water -tube

for alternating -current, if the results value of this requirement to the aver- boiler . The lower row of tubes of the

of the experimental work now under age purchaser lies in the fact that he boiler supported a tile roof for the

way justify their entering the field . is thus reasonably certain of good in- furnace, giving the gas from the coal

The perfection of the regenerative
stallation . A good stoker or furnace a travel of about 12 feet before com

lamp, as we find it to -day, marks a poorly set is of less value than a poor ing into contact with the boiler sur

new era in the lighting art , or at least
stoker or furnace well set . Good in- face . This furnace is more favorable

that section of it devoted to the de stallation of furnace equipment is nec- to complete combustion than those in

velopment of high -efficiency essary for smoke prevention. stalled in the average plant. A num

lamps, whose prestige as the most ef- Stokers or furnaces must be set so ber of coals were burned in this fur

ficient of light-producing units was in
that combustion will be complete be- nace with little or no smoke, but many

danger of becoming seriously im- fore the gases strike the heating sur- coals could not be burned without

paired by the increasing popularity face of the boiler. When partly burned making smoke that would violate a

and high efficiency of the tungsten- gases at a temperature of, say, 2500 ° reasonable city ordinance when the

filament lamp.
F. , strike the tubes of a boiler at , say , boiler was run at or above its normal

350° F., combustion is necessarily rated capacity.

hindered and may be entirely arrested . In 1907, the steaming section of the

Smokeless Combustion of Coal in The length of time required for the St. Louis plant was moved to Norfolk ,

Boiler Plants gases to pass from the coal to the Va ., where subsequent tests of this

A bulletin on the smokeless combus heating surface probably averages nature were made. The plant at Nor

tion of coal in boiler plants with a
considerably less than one second, a folk was equipped with two furnaces

chapter on central heating plants will
fact which shows that the gases and one fired by hand and the other by

soon be issued by the United States
air must be intimately mixed when a mechanical stoker .

Geological Survey, Technologic large volumes of gas are distilled, as In the course of the steaming tests

Branch , giving in detail a study of the at times of hand -firing, or the gas some special smoke tests were made

conditions found in industrial estab- must be distilled uniformly, as in a and the influence of various features

lishments in thirteen of the largest mechanical stoker. By adding mixing in smoke production was noted. As

cities of Indiana , Illinois, Kentucky,
structures to mechanical stoker the tests were made as far as possible

Maryland, Michigan , Missouri, New equipment both the amount of air re- under standard conditions with a min

York , Ohio and Pennsylvania , be- quired for combustion and the distance imum variation in boiler - room labor

tween 400 and 500 plants having been from the grates to the heating surface the results bring out the importance of

inspected . Sufficient information was may be reduced for the same capacity other factors such as character of fuel

collected to make the data from 284 developed. The necessary air supply and furnace design .

plants of value for this report .
can also be reduced by increasing the A brief summary of the general

The bulletin , prepared by D. T.
rate of combustion . conclusion is as follows:

Randall and H. W. Weeks, not only No one type of stoker is equally A well-designed and operated fur

shows that bituminous coals high in valuable for burning all kinds of coal . nace will burn many coals without

volatile matter can be burned without The plant which has an equipment smoke up to a certain number of

smoke, but also that large plants car- properly designed to burn the cheapest pounds per hour, the rate varying with

rying loads that Auctuate widely, coal available will evaporate water at different coals, depending on their

where boilers over banked fires must the least cost. chemical composition. If more than
be put into service quickly and fires Although hand - fired furnaces can this amount is burned, the efficiency

forced to the capacity of their units be operated without objectionable will decrease and smoke will be made,

can be operated without producing smoke, the fireman is so variable a owing to the lack of furnace capacity

smoke that is objectionable. Proper factor that the ultimate solution of the to supply air and mix gases.

equipment, efficient labor, and intelli- problem depends on the mechanical High volatile matter in the coal

gent supervision are the necessary stoker - in other words, the personal gives low efficiency and vice versa.
factors .

element must be eliminated. There is The highest efficiency was obtained

The burning of coal without smoke no hand- fired furnace from which, un- when the furnace was rin at low

a
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was

a

1

raw

capacity . When the furnace to be overcome, or have begun at the coals high in fixed carbon can be

forced the efficiency decreased . wrong end . Numerous patents cover burned without smoke, except by ex

With a hand - fired furnace the best such processes as causing the waste pert firemen using more than ordinary

results were obtained when firing was gases to re-enter the furnace, and care in firing.

done most frequently, with the small- schemes for collecting and burningthe Combinations of boiler - room equip

est charge. soot are legion . So many manufac- ment suitable for nearly all power

Small sizes of coal burned with less turers who have been looking for some plant conditions can be selected, and

smoke than large sizes, but developed cheap addition to a poorly constructed can be operated without objectionable

lower capacities. furnace to make it smokeless have ex- smoke when reasonable care is exer

Peat, lignite and subbituminous coal perienced inevitable failure that the cised .

burned readily in the type of tile- work of educating the public to rid Of the existing plants some can be

roofed furnace used and developed the cities of the smoke nuisance has been remodeled to advantage. Others can

rated capacity with practically no hard, long, and only partly successful. not , but must continue to burn coals

smoke. The total number of steam plants high in fixed carbon or to burn other

Coals which smoked badly gave ef- having boilers fired by hand is far coals with inefficient results, accom

ficiencies 3 to 5 per cent. lower than greater than the total of plants with panied bymore or less annoyance from

the coals burning with little smoke . mechanical stokers , but if the com- smoke. In these cases a new , well

Briquets were found to be an excel- parison is based on total horse power designed plant is the only solution of
lent form for using slack coal in a developed the figures show less differ- the difficulty.

hand -fired plant . They can be burned ence . Particularly is this true in sec- Large plants are for obvious reasons

at a fairly rapid rate of combustion
tions of the Central West, where me- usually operated more economically

with good efficiency and with prac- chanical stokers are generally used at than small ones, and the increasing

tically no smoke. High -volatile coals large plants. As a general rule , hand- growth of central plants offers a solu
are perhaps as valuable when bri- fired plants do not have proper fur- tion of the problem of procuring heat

quetted as low-volatile coals . naces, and methods of operation are and power at a reasonable price and

A comparison of tests on the same far from conducive to good combus- without annoyance from smoke.
coal washed and unwashed showed tion . Coal is usually fired in large The increasing use of coke from by

that under the same conditions the quantities, and little opportunity is product coke plants in sections where

washed coal burned much more rap- given for the air and gases to mix be- soft coal was previously used , the use

idly than the raw coal, thus developing fore the heating surface is reached and of gas for domestic purposes, and the
high rated capacities. In the average combustion is arrested. In all the purchase of heat from a central plant

hand - fired furnace washed coal burns hand -fired plants visited success in in business and residence sections all

with lower efficiency and makes more smoke prevention has been obtained have their influence in making possible

smoke than coal . Moreover, chiefly by careful firing . The coal a clean and comfortable city .

washed coal offers a means of run was thrown on often in small quan

ning at high capacity, with good effi- tities ; the fire was kept clean , enough Dossert & Company, 242 West 41st

ciency, in a well-designed furnace. ash to prevent the passage of air Street , New York, report having re

Forced draft did not burn coal any through the fire never being allowed ceived the following large orders dur

more efficiently than natural draft . It to collect on the grate ; and more airing the current week : From the Com

supplied enough air for high rates for was supplied at firing than after the pagnie Egyptienne Thomson -Houston ,

combustion, but as the capacity of the volatile matter had been distilled . Cairo , Egypt, 500 cable taps and 500

boiler increased the efficiency de
,

Even with such precautions the plants back connection lugs ; from the West

creased and the percentage of black might have made objectionable smoke ern Electric Company for shipment to
smoke increased . at times but for the fact that usually

Johannesburg, South Africa, 300

Most coals that do not clinker ex- some method was employed for mix
front -connection lugs, 200 two-ways ,

cessively can be burned with 1 to 5 ing the gases and air before they 100 three -wave and 100 cable taps ;
per cent. greater efficiency and with a reached the heating surface.

from the United Electric Light &

smaller percentage of black smoke on Some general conclusions from the
Power Company, 2000 flat -shank ter

a rợcking grate than on a flat grate. facts set forth in the bulletin are as minal lugs for service cut-outs .

Air admitted freely at firing and for follows :
B. Elshoff, for 14 years assistant

a short period thereafter increases ef- The fame and the distilled gases superintendent of the Allis-Chalmers

ficiency and reduces smoke. should not be allowed to come into Bullock Co. , of Cincinnati, and for the

As the CO in the fuel increases the contact with the boiler surfaces until past two years superintendent of the

black smoke increases; the percentage combustion is complete. electrical department of the Allis
of CO in the flue gas is therefore, in Fire -brick furnaces of sufficient Chalmers Co., of Milwaukee, has re

general, a good guide to efficient 'op- length and a continuous or nearly con- cently severed his connection with the

eration. However, owing to the diffi- tinuous supply of coal and air to the last-named company. Mr. Elshoff may
culty of determining this factor, com- fire make it possible to burn most coals eventually accept a position with an

bustion cannot be regulated by it . efficiently and without smoke. Eastern firm, but for the present will
The simplest guide to good opera Coals containing a large percentage remain in Milwaukee.

tion is pounds of coal burned per of tar and heavy hydro -carbons are The Anderson Porcelain Company,

square foot of grate surface per hour. difficult to burn without smoke and re- on East Liverpool , Ohio , have an

None of the problems of combustion quire special furnaces and more than nounced to the trade their appoint

have received experimental ordinary care in firing. ment of the Campbell-Stagg Company,

treatment than the burning of coal in Briquets are suitable for use under of New York , as Eastern sales repre

hand- fired furnaces . Hundreds of de- power-plant conditions when burned sentatives.

vices for smokeless combustion have in a reasonably good furnace at the

been patented but almost without ex- temperatures at which such furnaces General Electric Company, Sche

ception they have proved failures. are usually operated . In such fur- nectady , X. Y., advises that its Mon

This record may be explained by the naces briquets generally give better re- tana office was moved to a new loca

fact that many of the patentees have sults than the same coal burned raw . tion in the Phoenix Building, Butte,

been unfamiliar with all the difficulties In ordinary boiler furnaces only on June 1 .

more
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LOSSES IN TRANSFORMERS

All members of this Association formers designed with this new mate- gradual reduction of core loss under

are aware that a very great advance rial will differ greatly from former the usual operating temperatures,

has been made during the last few types. If the weight is left the same rather than an increase .

years in the design and performance performance will be greatly improved. The cost of transformers, un

of static transformers. The purpose If performance remains unchangedIf performance remains unchanged fortunately, does not show the same
of this paper is to point out the way the weight is largely reduced . Be- reduction , due to the fact that the

in which some of these improvements tween these extremes there is a wide new steel costs several times as much

have been secured, as well as to call range of combinations of somewhat as the earlier material . Whether this

attention to some of the dangers in- reduced weights, with gains also in large increase in cost of material

volved in pursuing the possibilities of performance. will undergo a sharp reduction as

the present art to too great extremes . the mills become familiar with it and

Much of this progress has been the develop new processes of manufac

result of a continuous, and , recently , ture , remains to be seen . The as

quite sharp improvement in the mag sertion is made by the makers that
netic quality of sheet steel . * present processes of manufacture are

On this particular subject a great sufficiently more complicated and ex

deal of conflicting and confusing pensive to justify the high prices at

trade literature has been published. which the steel is sold . The market

The latest quality of transformer steel price of transformers, therefore, has

has been exploited under the various not been substantially modified by the

advertising names of silicon steel , al advent of this new steel , and if busi

loy steel, silico-vanadium , and the ness conditions were now normal it is

like , with claims of individuality for probable the cost of this apparatus
each. The substantial fact is that to central stations would be materially

these names are synonymous. They greater than it is at present. The de

all refer to a quality of material in mand for high efficiencies constantly

which the percentage of silicon has
prevails , and it is probable that the

been greatly increased over that previ actual cost of some existing high

ously prevailing in the art. In chemi grade transformers is in excessof that

cal composition, the best material, as Fig. 1 -- COMPARISON prevailing before this new material

commonly employed in use to-day, was introduced, even though the

shows the following analysis : physical dimensions of the trans

Manufacturers at the present time formers may have been considerably
Combined carbon .

Manganese
are compromising between the two lessened .

Sulphur. extremes and building transformers It is not possible in the time allotted
Silicon..

Aluminum . lessened somewhat in weight , but sub- this paper to cover the subject ex

It has been known from a very stantially improved in performance . haustively. It is hoped , however, that

early date in the history of commer- The weight feature of present designs ,

cial transformers that silicon im- as compared with those of earlier date ,

proves the quality of steel for trans- is shown in Fig. 2.

former purposes, and some of the A comparison of core losses of the

early technical writers explained the latest high -efficiency typesof the lead

non-aging quality of impure steels, as ing manufacturers , and like charac

compared with the pure, on the score teristics of the same makes as of five ?

of the presence of appreciable quanti- years ago, is illustrated in Fig. 3. A

ties of silicon . Manufacturing diffiManufacturing diffi- similar comparisonof copper losses ap

culties are said to have held back a pears in Fig. 4. It naturally follows

quality of steel with as much as 3 per that this large reduction in both iron

cent. of silicon until about two years and copper losses results in greatly im

ago, when European mills began pro- proved efficiency of the apparatus.

ducing successfully this high silicon Another great advantage of this new

material and very quickly its manu- steel , as compared with former grades,

facture began here . lies in the matter of aging. All manu Fig . 2 - COMPARISON OF WEIGHTS OF TRANS

The vault of this change in chemi- facturers in employing the earlier

cal composition, together with special grades of material were aware that

heat treatment at the hands of the even the best qualities were subject to the points touched upon may prove

manufacturer of the steel , has resulted very considerable differences in the of some suggestive value. Before

in this marked improvement in the matter of aging
aging characteristics. passing to other phases of this devel

magnetic quality . It will be seen by SomeSome shipments would not age,, opment, the author will perhaps be

reference to Fig. i that the improve- while others would show considerable pardoned if he indicates lines along

ment in internal energy losses of this deterioration even at low temperature. which caution should be exercised ;

material as compared with the old is , This new material seems uniformly or, in other words, the abuse that may

onthe average, about 25 per cent . to be practically non -aging. Numer- be made of this new material.

It immediately follows that trans- ous tests show a tendency toward a It is indicated above in general

* N.E.L.A . 1909. 151
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terms that with judicious use the per

formance may be bettered, the weight

reduced , or a little of both . It is also

possible with this new steel to produce

a much cheaper article . If the trans

former be designed for a density of

476

480

400

50 per cent . In a few alleged in- divide their load in the inverse ratio

stances of rejection this has run as of their impedance. Manufacturers

high as 100 per cent . of full-load cur- could , therefore , with advantage to

rent . Of course , no reputable manu- the central station , publish in their

facturer intentionally put out any tables of data the impedance of their

such grade of apparatus, and probably standard sizes . With this informa

nothing of this kind is being manu- tion before him , the user could defin

factured in the United States at the itely determine the division of load

present time. However, the elimina- under parallel operation of different

tion of leakage current is worthy of sizes or different makes. Those with

the central station man's attention, as the same percentage impedance will

transformers may be suplied with low divide the load in proportion to their

losses and still have very high leakage kilowatt capacity .

characteristics. In the light of present-day possi

At this point it may be of interest bilities in the manufacture of trans

to note just what the improvement in formers with close regulation, it is

performance characteristics of two or exceedingly interesting to read some

three sizes of distributing transform- of the patents and also trade journal

ers amounts to in dollars and cents. discussions of the early days dealing

This is shown in tabulated form , as ponderously with the difficulty of se

follows : curing good regulation at all .
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Size ,

Kw .TRANSFORMERS

Gain in

Watt-Hours

per day

293

1 541

5.655

Savings per
Year at

1.5 Cents per

Kiowatt-Hour

$ 1.60

8 43

30.96

1

10

50

OL
D
TY
DE

900

300

It may be permissible at this point

to suggest good care in the making

of all connections in the secondary

circuit . A poor connection may intro

duce enough additional drop to cause

a very unequal distribution of the cur

rent between two transformers that

would otherwise divide the load

equally. Too much importance can

not be placed upon the last statement .

The line resistance between the sec

ondaries of various transformers in

a network is of equal importance.

Other things being equal, the trans

former nearer the centre of distribu

tion will take the larger proportion of

the load .

The natural effect of lower losses

in present -day transformers has been

to lessen the heating problem . With

the reduction in physical dimensions

of active parts and a lessening of the

losses, smaller jackets may be em

100

100

30 76 10 40 10

KW DAPACITY

All -Day Losses Ali - Day Losses

1905 1909

Fig. 3 — COMPARISON OF CORE LOSSES IN High - Efficiency High -Efficiency

Transformer Transformer

Watt -Hours Watt-Hours

903 610

4,187 2,6- 6

magnetic induction above the limits
14,415 8,760

considered desirable for high -grade

apparatus , the labor and material cost

may be considerably reduced . Such

transformers will , however, be sub

ject to pronounced and serious ob

jection by reason of the high mag

netizing current absorbed. This mag

netizing current , sometimes styled

idle or no - load current, in such de- s

signs assumes abnormal proportions

and is worthy of your careful notice.

In the early go's, before convenient

or commercial forms of indicating

wattmeters had been brought out ,

purchasers of transformers watched

very closely the idle - current charac

teristics of all transformers purchased.

Nearly all the manufacturers included
Fig . 4 - COMPARISON OF COPPER LOSSES IN

this idle current in their performance

tabulation . With the advent of the The above calculations were made

convenient portable wattmeter, data on the basis of 24 hours' core loss , 5

as to core losses superseded leakage hours ' copper loss .
current . Leakage current has conse- The great change in physical di

quently been almost forgotten by the mensions of transformers permits of

purchaser. There was justification a considerable improvement in regu

for this in that it was the prevailing lation, if the manufacturer or user de

practice of transformer manufactur- sires it . This follows from the great

ers to hold down this leakage tơ very reduction in copper loss it is possible

low limits. to secure. As a matter of fact , how

By reason of the lower losses in the ever , designers of commercial trans

new material for a given induction, formers are not taking advantage of

it follows that by employing higher the possibilities in this direction, as

inductions the losses may remain the to do so might render the new trans

same at reduced cost of manufacture. former incapable of operation in mul

High induction , however, leads inevit- tiple with previous types.

ably to high leakage current, and for Parallel operation of units of this

this reason buyers should revive leak- class is a very important factor to the

age current as a feature to be consid- central station . The successful par

ered before making purchases. High allel operation of two or more trans

leakage current is a dangerous thing. formers is dependent upon two fac

Under excess voltage it rises rapidly . tors — copper drop and reactance. The

It is rumored that, since the advent effect of these two factors in combina

of this new steel , transformers have tion is usually referred to as the im

been placed upon the market with pedance of the transformer.

leakage current under normal pres- rectly speaking, transformers of the

sures running as high as 20.25 and same size when operating in parallel

TRANSFORMERS
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Fig. 5 --TIME- PRESSURE CURVES FOR INSULA

TION TESTS

ploved. Conditions have so changed

as to eliminate the heating question

entirely in the smaller sizes ; that is

to say , manufacturing considerations
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dictate cases of such sizes that the an insulation test of 10 seconds is Sufficiency of Demand for Elec

transformers have abnormally small amply sufficient to discover all the de tricity

temperature rise . fects existing in an insulating mate

While reduction in physical dimen
Section 65 of the New York Trans

rial in this apparatus, and that a test

sions is of benefit to the user and in
portation Corporations Law imposes

of longer duration is not only of no

some ways lessens the difficulty of benefit, but results in a gradual im
a penalty of $ 10 and a further sum of

manufacture, it has in others in- pairment of the insulation .
$5 a day for the failure of an elec

creased the difficulties . It has given
tric lighting corporation to furnish

In the same way an increasing fre
rise to the necessity for increased care

electricity after an application in wri
quency is shown,by Professor Langs- ting by the owner or occupant of any

in the internal insulation , and it is dorf's test , to be equivalent to an in

therefore wise to give most careful
building or premises, the penalty to

crease of pressure. In describing be paid to the applicant. In a recent

consideration to any existing practice higher frequency under which insula

that may have a tendency to impair ' tion tests are to be made, the multi
case , where a consumer's electricity

the insulation had been cut off, he wrote demanding
unnecessarily. This plying factor due to this increase of

leads to a consideration of proper in a supply, but the company insisted on
frequency should be taken into con his signing a special contract. The

sideration . Professor Langsdorf's
court held that a mere request to re

test as to the time a given material store the connection and furnish the

will stand a given pressure is shown current on the same terms and condi

in Fig . 5. Fig. 6 shows the relation
tions as before was a sufficient de

between frequency and time, the volt mand.

age remaining constant. An increase
Moffat v . New York Edison Co. ,

of frequency, therefore, is equivalent 116 N. Y. S. 683.

to an increased time of application.

It is the author's recommendation that ACTION FOR RELIEF FROM DAMAGES.

all users take advantage of this in- An action was brought by an elec

formation and reduce the require- tric light and power company, the

ments for insulating testing, for peri- complaint in which contained the fol

ods of 10 to 20 seconds, and, further, lowing allegations , to which the de

that the prescribed pressures be double fendant demurred on the ground that

the normal operating pressure. it did not state facts sufficient to con

recommendation applies more particu- stitute a cause of action . The facts

larly to transformers wound for the stated were as follows: After the

Fig . 6 - TIME- FREQUENCY CURVES FOR INSUL- higher voltages , as it is the custom plaintiff company had constructed its

of all manufacturers to test their line the defendant , a telephone com

standard central station units at 10 ,- pany, strung wires over the plain

sulation tests . Enough attention has 000 volts . tiff's wires in a defective manner ,

not been given heretofore to the ill One of the most interesting, but not both as to method and material; no

effects of prolonged application of test important, effects of recent improve- precaution was taken by the defend

pressures, and the experimenters are ments has been to emphasize the prin- ant to prevent these wires from fall

now closely studying this phase of ciple that the user is not particularly in or sagging and coming in con
the work. These investigations are interested in the type ; that is, whether tact with the plaintiff's wires; a build

bound to result in material benefit to shell or core type is employed. De- ing to which the telephone company's

the manufacturer and the user . Pro- termination of this feature should be wires were attached was destroyed

fessor A. S. Langsdorf, of Washing- left entirely with the manufacturer, as by fire, and the wires of the two com

ton University, St. Louis, published the choice between the two is more a panies came in contact, causing the

some months ago a very instructive matter of habit than of engineering current in the plaintiff's wire to be

paper on the ill effects of insulation preference. Some years ago manu- transmitted along the telephone wire ,

tests of long duration. He finds as facturers of transformers were di- resulting in personal injury to a third

the result of a long series of tests that vided somewhat violently as between person ; for some time prior to this

all the ordinary insulating materials the core and shell type of construction . ocurrence the telephone company's

reach a condition of normal resistance The partisan advocates of each were wires had been in disuse ; it had been

to puncture within 10 sec . after an strongly disinclined to see any merit notified by the owners of buildings to

alternating pressure has been applied. in the other. It is interesting now to which the wires were attached to re

This normal resistance is about one- see that some of the shell-type advo- move them , but had refused to do

half the instantaneous resistance. The cates of former years are adding core so ; the plaintiff had no knowledge

application of test pressure beyond types to their lines, while some of the nor means of knowing of the defective

this interval of 10 sec. simply results most ardent core -type advocates have condition of the telephone company's

in the impairment of the insulation . switched around to shell type. The wires ; the accident was claimed to be

A given insulating material that will meaning of this is that the statements solely due to the negligence of the

withstand succesfully a pressure of frequently made as to the virtues of telephone company ; the person in
10,000 volts for two to five seconds one or the other type were advertis- jured recovered judgment against

may break down on that pressure if ing, rather than facts . Each offers a both companies, and through a col

tested for a period of five minutes, compromise under certain conditions, lusive arrangement between the tele

and between these limits of five sec- and a skilful designer can come very phone company and this person the

onds and five minutes there is a con- near accomplishing the same result in amount of the judgmentwas col

tinuous gradual deterioration both types. In the writer's opinion, lected from the plaintiff. The court

fatigue of material. It is therefore the user is largely interested in the held that these facts showed a suf

evident that insulation tests should be quality of what he gets , and if he will ficient cause of action . It was also

limited to intervals that correspond ap observe carefully the performance re- held that counterclaims by the tel

proximately to the duration of the sud- sults he will not concern himself par- ephone company for amounts paid by

den and usual stresses arising in the ticularly whether the apparatus is shell it in settlement of actions by other

supply cricuits , and it is probable that or core type. parties arising from the same acci

Or
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V.

dent were insufficient, because they was held that where a city owning a peared that the complainant owns pat

did not show that the telephone com- lighting plant runs its wires along ent No. 606,015 for an improvement

pany was not connected with the act a partition wall above the roof of a in systems of electrical distribution

or omission which ocasioned the in- building it is the city's duty to the and regulation. It named as defen

juries for which it was compelled to owners and those having a legal right dants the Allis-Chalmers Company

pay. to use the roof to maintain the wires and the Bullock Electric Manufactur

Fulton County Gas & Electric Co. in a safe condition, but it is not liable ing Company, but the latter , an Ohio

V. Hudson River Telephone Co. to a police officer who, without the corporation, was not served with

( Supreme Court , Appellate Di- knowledge or consent of the owners process and did not appear and the

vision , Third Department ) 114 of the building, goes upon the roof at suit was against the Allis -Chalmers

New York Supplement, 642. night to detect persons violating the Co. alone .

law and is injured by contact with an The bill charged, and the answer

CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE OF improperly insulated wire. admitted certain facts as to the own

JURED PERSON .
City of Greenville v. Potts, 107 ership by the Allis -Chalmers Com

In an action to recover damages for South Western Reporter , 50. pany of the majority of the stock of

the death of a lineman in the employ the Bullock Electric Manufacturing

ment of a telephone company against ELECTRICAL PATENT CASES. Company and its control of the acts

an electric light company it appeared In Leonard Cutler -Hammer of the latter company. The only in

that the telephone company had per- Manufacturing Co. the Circuit Court fringement referred to in the com

mitted the electric light company to of Appeals for the circuit has decided plainant's briefs or proofs was one

stretch a guy wire from one of its that the Leonaard patent No. 673,274 founded on a sale by the Bullock

poles to a pole of the telephone com- for an electric circuit -controller, com- Company to the Merchants' Heat &

pany and to attach to its poles and bining in the same device an overload Light Company of Indianapolis of

there to maintain wires for the trans- and an underload switch , claims 1 , 6, certain machinery said to embody the

mission of heavy currents of electric- 7 and ii are void for lack of inven- invention of the complainant's patent .

ity , one of these wire being defective- tion in view of the prior art . Claim The court held that the ownership

ly insulated. The plaintiff's case, as 10 , if given a broad construction, was of a majority of the capital stock of

shown by the evidence, was that the also held to be void for lack of inven- the Bullock Company by the Allis

deceased was directed to climb the tion . If limited to the form shown Chalmers Company, the fact that

pole in question to put in its proper and described in the drawings and some persons — how many does not

place a telephone wire which had been specification it was held not to be appear - were members of the two

displaced by a falling limb. In carry- infringed . boards of directors , and the fact that

ing out his instructions , when he the Allis -Chalmers Company adver

reached the proper height upon the In Hall Signal Co. v. General Rail- tises that its electrical department is

pole , he abandoned the stirrups pro- way Signal Co., the Circuit Court of operated by and that it will continue

vided and stood upon the guy wire , the Western District of New York de- to manufacture the product of the

and so standing attempted by means cided that the Wilson patent No. Bullock Company, taken with the

of a hand rod attached to the de- 470,813 for an electric railway signal averment that it does not in any wise

tached telephone wire to throw that apparatus was not anticipated and control the Bullock Company except

about the electric light wire and draw covers a combination which was the as it lawfully may, as a majority

it over into place ; in doing so the final step in making the normal dan- stockholder thereof, were not admis

guy wire, being attached to the pole ger system of signaling successful sions that the Allis -Chalmers Com

so as to be in contact with the me- and practicable and is entitled to rank pany controls the Bullock Company

tallic blade, which was connected with as a pioneer in the art and to a broad in such manner as to justify a con

a trus rod to add stability to the pole, construction . For this reason it was clusion that it is guilty either of di

and his hand touching an electric also held to be infringed by the de- rect or contributory infringement;

light wire charged witha heavy cur- fendant and an injunction and ac and as the admissions of the answer

rent at the point where the insula- counting was granted . were the only proofs on the point , the

tion was defective, although the de bill was dismissed.

fect was not apparent, he established In a suit by the General Electric Westinghouse Electric & Manu

a connection which carried the fatal Co. against the Morgan -Gardner facturing Co. v . Allis - Chalmers

current through his body. Electric Co. decided by the Circuit Co. ( Circuit Court, New Jer

The court held that with respect to Court of Appeals of the Seventh Cir- sey ), 168 Federal Reporter, 91 .

the joint use of the pole, each com- cuit the Knight and Potter patents

pany was charged with the same duty Nos . 587,441 and 587,442 for a means

toward employees of the other as and method of regulating the power Questions and Answers

toward its own , and the coresponding and speed of mechanism driven by Question.-- I wish to test a number

duty of the employees to use due care two electric motors, the invention con- of batteries of dry cells from remote

for their safety was the same as to sisting of changing from series to points with a pocket aimeter. What

both companies ; and as the deceased multiple by shunting one of the mo- is the effect of testing three to six in
would not have been injured had he tors , while protecting the other by re- series ? Would this reading be the
not voluntarily and unnecessarily sistence in series with it , and then average of the cells in the battery ?

used an appliance for a purpose other breaking the circuit of the shunted Answer . - The wording of your in

than that for which he knew it to be motor and arranging it in parallel quiry would give us to understand that

intended. with the other, were held valid and you are perfectly familiar with battery

Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. v. infringed and an injunction and an testing, but have a doubt about re

Archdeacon (Supreme Court of accounting were ordered, reversing sults, due to the fact that you had to

Ohio ) 88 North Eastern Re- the decree of the Circuit Court for test from a distance. Of course , test

porter 125 . the Eastern Division of the Northern ing near or far does not alter the case ,

A case similiar in principle to the District of Illinois . except for the additional resistance of
above was recently decided by the In a patent suit for injunction and the testing leads, which must be al
Texas Supreme Court, in which it accounting for infringement it ap- lowed for.
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100

or

-

.

Dry -battery work carries with it the G- S, Co. We are now to put in thrown directly across the line with

rule of thumb. For all practical pur- our own plant, but find that engine- out injury. But when such a motor

poses the current of any number in type single-phase generators are not at rest is thrown across the line the

series would be the average of each . on the market. This will require our power-factor is so low it will mo

If too much or too little simply add or purchasing a two- or three-phase gen- mentarily try to draw from three to

subtract cells, which is cheaper than erator. In case we buy the latter, what six or eight times the number of am

calculating out what the exact number should be the capacities of the engine peres ( not horse-power ) to start the

ought to be . and of the generator ? motor as will later be required to de

velop full horse-power. As speed in

Answer.—To cover losses of the en
Question . - Recently we have been

creases the power -factor improves, so

considering the addition of a Tirrel
gine horse power should be a fifth that the running amperes are about

regulator to govern our exciter. We
larger than the motor capacity, or the same as a direct -current motor of

have been informed by the makerof tion that 150 h.p. in the motors is about
about 180 h.p. This is on the assump- similar horse-power would consume

the regulator that our exciter will have
when working on a like voltage. As

the peak of the load .

to be replaced by a larger one. Why is
this starting rush of amperes is in

this necessary ? Our present one has
A three-phase generator is good for proportion to the voltage, it is evi

now been in use eight years and has
70 per cent. of its normal capacity dent that half voltage would give only

been plenty big for our worst condi
when used as a single-phase machine. one-half as many amperes, starting

tion .
70 torque being reduced, of course . The

..156 = — oftotal capacity. alternating - current motor starter ,

Answer.-The object of having a
commonly known as a " compensator ,"

156
new exciter is to provide extra capac

as an “ auto -starter," is really a

-X100 = 222 h.p. ( approximately ) . lowering transformer. The “ starting"“
ity in the exciter and to get a machine

70 posititon is usually placed so as to
wound for from 140 to 150 volts . The

222 X 3

name'plate would call it a 125- volt ex
allow only 60 per cent. of normal volt

222 h.p.
citer , but actually it could develop the

167 k.w. ( ap- age coming on the “running" point.

4 In large- sized motors a number of

higher voltage . The reason for the
proximately ) . different taps into the transformer

above is to have an exciter which,

when delivering normal full -load ex
Therefore, the generator should be ( starter ) are used so as to give 60

the next standard size above, or say a
citing current to the generator, will it

per cent . , 70 per cent . , 80 per cent.,

self be underloaded. A fully loaded
200 -h.p. engine and a 1.75-k.w . , three- 90 per cent. and 100 per cent . in turn ,

phase generator . thus giving a very easy start without
exciter being under a condition of full

saturation would alter its field slowly
disturbing the whole supply system by

Question . - Rheostats for direct-cur- a heavy sudden draft of amperes.

in response to the action of the regu

lator. When partly loaded it responds is it that the starter for an alternating
rent motors have many contacts. How The starting regulation , however ,

almost immediately to the regulator.
never need be so close for alternating

current motor has only two points, current apparatus as for direct-current

“ starting" and " running” ? apparatus, owing to the presence of
Question .-We have a new three- Answer . — A rheostat is cut into the self-inductor in the former. Hence-

phase induction motor which is giv- armature circuit of a direct-current the lesser number of points or leads .

ing us trouble. We start it about motor in order to make an artificial

20 times per day. On an average of resistance to take the place of the The Macbeth Iron Company, of

once in a dozen times it will refuse to counter electromotive force. The re Cleveland, engineers, founders and

start, although the starting load is well sistance of a direct-current armature machinists, builders of blowing en

within its range. When we turn the is a small fraction of an ohm. Sup- gines, etc. , and The Bruce-Meriam

rotor by pulling on the belt it starts pose one with 1/10 ohm resistance Abbott Company, also of Cleveland ,

off . Why does it stick ? were put across a 220 V circuit. The builders of gas engines, were consoli

dated on June 1st , the name of the

Answer. — Undoubtedly this motor
flow of current would be new company being the Bruce-Mac

had one or more dead points in it .
beth Engine Company.

Sometimes the magnetic poles of the
amperes . As ordinary armatures are It is the purpose of the new com

stator and rotor windings will frame wound with wire seldom exceeding pany to continue the business of both

up in such a way as to produce no
No. 2 ( B. & S. gauge ) it is evident of the former companies on a much

torque between them . A slight ro
that , if the fuses held, the armature larger scale, and to concentrate the

tation of the rotor usually upsets this would go up in smoke very quickly . two present plants at the former plant

condition and the rotor moves off. When the armature is at full speed of The Macbeth Iron Company on

You cannot repair this yourself. No
the " dynamo current" of the motor, or Center Street , Cleveland.

tify the manufacturer, who will give
its counter electromotive force , as The officers of the company are

you a rotor of a different number of commonly called , bucks the driving as follows: President, W. C. Bruce ;

slots.
current and reduces the number of Vice-President, C. W. Kelly ; Secre

amperes actually flowing, according tary - Treasurer, C. J. Snow ; Mana

to the horse-power capacity of the ger , C. E. Curtiss .

Question .-Is there any record of
motor. This counter electromotive

gas-engine sales, particularly covering force builds up with increase of speed , The Gould battery in isolated plants

the use of electric ignition ?
so that the rheostat should have its is dealt with in a pamphlet sent out by

resistance cut out in proportion to the the Gould Storage Battery Co. , of De

Answer.-We know of no record of
increase . pew , N. Y. The selection of the

these sales . With an alternating-current motor proper battery, the method of opera

the case is different. An induction tion , charging rates , and details of in

Question . - We have 150 h.p. actual motor is practically a transformer with stallation , are all dealt with , the vari

load running in our mill . Power has the secondary free to move. Like a ous types of cells and installations

been furnished single phase by the transformer, any size machine can be being well illustrated.

220

= 2200

I
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News Notes

New

Holophane Arcs

For Tungsten

Lamps

Among the orders recently re

ceived by the Crocker -Wheeler Com

pany, of Ampere, X. J. , are several

for large direct-current generators .

One of these called for a 1500 -kw .,

550 volt direct -current machine,

which is to be used in the machine

shop department of the Union Stock

Yards of Armour & Co., Chicago .

A similar machine with a rating of

800 kw . at 575 volts was sold to

Landers, Frary & Clark , of New

Britain , Conn . Warner Bros. Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn ., has placed an or

der for two direct - current generators,

having a capacity of 150 kw . and 329

kw ., respectively, at 235 volts .

Among other sales are the following :

one 150 -kw ., 125-volt generator to

the Keystone Steel & Wire Co .; one

140 -kw ., 240 -volt generator and six

15 -h.p ., 230-volt motors to the Vapier

& Mitchell Manufacturing Co. , Belle

ville , V. J .; one 125 kva ., 3 -phase,

60-cycle , 240-volt alternating-current

generator to be installed at the plant

of the Cleveland Worsted Mills Co..

Cleveland, O .; one 165-kw . , 3 -phase,

65 -cycle, 240-volt generator to the

Miami Valley Knitting Works, Ham

ilton, O. Two 110 -h.p., 230 -volt di

rect - current motors were sold to the

Illinois Steel Co., South Chicago, Ill .

A sale amounting to 247 h.p. in 220

volt direct -current series wound crane

motors was made to the Northern

Engineering Works at Detroit , Mich .

102 h.p. of 220 -volt direct -current

motors are to be shipped to the Cen

1

FOR RENT

most desirable suite of offices con

taining about 5500 sq. ft .

in Joft and towers of

Park Row Building

Nos . 13-21 PARK ROW

Compare it in any way you may choose

with any comparable unit on the market

and you will find the NEW HOLOPHANE

ARC superior in every respect.

Write for New Bulletin 51. Contains much

valuable Illuminating Engineering Data .
Ready July 10th .

Excellent location for any business

where uninterrupted light for

draughting purposes is desired .

Private elevators; liberal terms .

DOUGLAS ROBINSON ,

CHARLES S. BROWN COMPANY

on premises, or 146 Broadway

HOLOPHANE COMPANY

SALES DEPARTMENT, NEWARK , OHIO

New York , Boston , Chicago , San Francisco

“ Metallic Filaments. (Tungsten) in all

sizes from .18 amp. to 1.5 amp. Write for

prices and samples. Manufactured by

Harrison , The Bryant Trading Syndicate,

Ltd. , Horsell Road , Highbury, London,

England .
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tral Iron & Coke Co. , Holt , Ala . , The various parts are also shown sep riod of deficiency which it marked as

where they will be used for driving arately, and among them is the pat- the basis for calculating the water

a large blower, in addition to line ented brush holder, which is provided storage necessary, after arbitrarily in

shafting with an adjustable helical spring. The creasing the deficiency 20 per cent .

body of the brush holder is mounted The successful solution of the many

In October, 1908, the Electrical En- on a brush stud , while the brush and difficult problems involved in the con

gineers of the United States , at the tension finger are allowed to move struction of this enterprise makes it

Street Railway Convention in Atlan- freely to follow any irregularities of a notable accomplishment of modern

tic City, attributed about 18 per cent. the commutator. Another publication engineering practice .

of railway motor troubles to carbon sent out by the Allis -Chalmers Com- The Southern Wisconsin Power

brushes. " At that time specifications pany is a description of the hydro- Co. , Madison, Wis., has recently in

were suggested , and we have taken electric development of the Great stalled a 30-ton traveling Northern

these specifications and met them and Northern Power Company. During crane and a six -ton electric mono -rail

produced a brush that will stand for more than thirty years the develop- hoist, both furnished by the Northern

more severe tests than those recom- ment of a great waterpower for sup- Engineering Works of Detroit .

mended . We are able to guarantee plying the manifold industries at the The general offices of the Holo

these new brushes in every way. head of Lake Superior has been seri- phane Company, with the headquar

The new Speer F. P. brush is for ously considered , and numerous pro- ters of the sales and engineering de

railway motors which require a hard jects , based on the improvement of the partments , have been moved to New

brush to cut the mica and keep the St. Louis River , were put forth at in ark , Ohio , where Holophane glass is
commutator in condition . This brush tervals ; but not until the formation of manufactured. The business of the

is very close grained , low in resist- what is known as the Great Northern company has been handled heretofore

ance, and will not break or chip off, Power Company did any plans assume from New York City , but in the in

and is best adapted for all railway practicable shape. As a preliminary terests of prompter shipments and to
motors that do not have slotted com- to the designing of its works the com better serve the steadily increasing

mutators. pany was able to secure government market the concentration of the entire

Engine-type, direct-current genera- records of rainfall for 37 years , and its organization was deemed advisable .

tors , designed for general lighting and own gaugings of river flow have been The branch offices of the sales depart

power service , are described in a new conducted for a period of seven years , ment located in New York, San Fran

bulletin issued by the Allis-Chalmers these latter including the most abnor- cisco, Boston and Chicago, however ,

Company, of Milwaukee, Wis. These mal term of rainfall deficiency that has will continue as before.

machines are suitable for direct con- ever been known , ending in the year

nection to steam , gas or oil engines . 1902. The minimum flow at the date Catalog Notes

Bulletin No. 1059 contains illustra- when this drought had its culmination I. T. E. Circuit Breakers Save

tions of installations where these ma- was about 500 cu. ft . per second . The Time and Money , 4 by 9 ; 28 pages .

chines may be in operation . company took this figure and the pe- The Cutter Co. , Philadelphia, Pa.seen

其

Over

50,000

miles ACP

Rolled

from

Best Quality

Steel Itin use

CONTINUOUS JOINT WEBER JOINT

The Rai! Joint Company
GENERAL OFFICES :

29 West 34th Street, New York City

Makers o ! base supported Rail Joints for Standard and Special Rail

Section . also ( ırd : , Step or Compromise, Frog and switc and insulat

in : Kail Joints, protected by Patents.

WOLHAUPTER JOINT

Catalogs at Agencies

Baltimore , Md. Pittsburg, Pa .

Roston, Mass . Portland Oregon

Chicago, III San Francisco , Cal .

Denver, Colo . St. Louis, Mo.

New York , NY . Troy, N. Y.

London, E.C., Eng Montreal, Can .

HIGHEST AWARDS : Paris , 1900 ;

Buffalo, 1901 ; St Louis, 1904 .

CONTINUOUS GIRDER
.

FLAMING ARC LAMPS

should have the advantage of the BEST CARBONS obtainable but this does not imply

that exorbitant prices should be paid .

We are producing FLAMING CARBONS which we will sell at reasonable prices and

guarantee satisfaction . Write for samples today.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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CUTLER-HAMMER

OUR
UR BUSINESS can be

described in five words :

“ MAKERS OF ELECTRIC

CONTROLLING DEVICES"

Dynamo Printing Pre88

Field Regulator Controller Elevator Controller

But

Did you ever stop to

consider what these

five words mean? ? ?

Tool

They mean the manufacture of

switches for the control of a single lamp

circuit, and they mean the building of

dimmers that control the myriad lights

of an Opera House or a Hippodrome.

They mean the design of controllers

to govern the revolutions of a washing

machine, or of the ponderous turrets of

a battleship.

They mean the making of float

switches that start and stop the motor

pumping a few hundred gallons of

water to the top of a building, and they

mean the design and construction of

the controlling equipment for a pump

ing plant that supplies a hundred thou

sand homes.

They mean speed regulators for sew

ing machines and boring mills ; they

mean controllers for Jumb-waiters, pas

senger elevators and skip hoists ; they

mean a little five -button starting box for

the motor operating an organ blower in

the village church, and they mean sys

tems of remote control for steel mills,

ore docks and mines.

They mean, in short, a business that

brings us in contact with every other

business in which electricity is used.

For sixteen years we have been

MAKERS OF ELECTRIC CON

TROLLING DEVICES. For sixteen

years we have been designing and

building every conceivable kind of de

Crane Controller vice for controlling every imaginable

sort of electrically operated apparatus.

Much that we did not know in the be

Self- Starter for ginning we have learned by experience

D. O. Motor

Machine - the best of teachers — and that ex

Controller perience is at YOUR service if you

have before you any problem involving

electric control.

This means that at the cost of a two

cent stamp you can command the ser

A. C. Motor Starter vices of a corps of experts who have

been solving electrical control problems

for years.

It means that by merely addressing

a letter to our nearest office you can se

cure, in a few days, information that

might otherwise cost weeks of work

to obtain .

Oftentimes we are able to save our

correspondents time and money by

indicating how slight changes in some

of our standard controllers will give

Port, after turret of U. 8. Battleship Indiana, exactly the result desired and so render

equipped with Cutler -Hammer turret-turning

gear. The crew of this turret holds the world's unnecessary the design and construc

record for marksmanship : 10 shots in 242 min
utes — all hits ! tion of special apparatus.

If you already know exactly what you

want to do and how you wish to do it,

we shall be pleased to quote to your

specifications. If you merely know

the result you wish to accomplish with

out having any very definite idea of

the apparatus required , we shall be glad

to advise you as to the method of con

trol best suited to your particular case

and to submit estimate covering cost

of necessary equipment.

Cutler - Hammer " Simplicity " theatre dimmer

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO. MILWAUKEE

NEW YORK OFFICE : Hudson Terminal ( 50 Church St. ) BOSTON OFFICE : 176 Federal Street ,

CHICAGO OFFICE : Monadnock Block. PITTSBURG OFFICE : Farmers' Bank Building.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS : Otis & Squires , 111 New Montgomery Street , SAN FRANCISCO .
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TABLE III.

DURATION OF LOAD. Kilowatts

24 Hours . 400

8 500

2 1000

1 1300

1 Min ... 2000

The average overload capacity of

rotating equipment, that is genera

tors and rotary converters , is approxi

mately as given in the following table :

TABLE IV.

Per Cent of Ratent

DURATION OF LOAD Load which may

be carried .

24 Hours . 100

8 115

2 170

1 200

1 Min .. 250

Hence if rotating equipment were

installed to carry the eight-hour load ,

its rating would be 500 kw. and its

loading at other loads would be as

follows:

TABLE V.

Output of 500 Loads to be

PERIOD Kw . machines carried for

for various various

periods periods

8 Hours 575 500

2 850 1000

1 1000 1300

1 Min . 1250 2000

It is obvious from this typical case

that the eight-hour rating is useless

as a criterion for the determination

of the rating of equipment.

Let us now consider the one-hour

rating, which would require a stand

1300

ard rating of 650 kw., or as

2

this is not a regular size , let us say

750 kw. , which permits the use of

three 250-kw. units. The loading

would then be as follows :

TABLE VI.

Output of Loads to

750 Kw. carried for

machines for

various periods

periods

8 Hours 865 500

2 1275 1000

1500 1300

1 Min 1870 2000

This is seen to be a fair choice of

units , the loads being slightly less

than the maximum which can be safe

ly carried by the machines.

Suppose the eight-hour rating to

have been selected and the peaks car

ried by batteries instead of dynamo

equipment. The required battery ra

tings would be as follows :

Some Features of Condenser and Cooling

Tower Design and Operation ....
164

Distributing Transformers

who have handled large installations

and in view of this fact the large

installation of batteries planned by the

New York Central R. R. was some

what surprising to the majority of

electric railroad men. It is somewhat

significant, however , that the new sub

station being built by that company at

Tuckahoe is without the usual bat

tery house which has hitherto charac

terized their designs .

It does not require any unusual acu

men to discern the reason for the

trend in railroad battery affairs. It

has been briefly stated above; we shall

now consider it in greater detail be

low.

The cost of a very large storage

battery with housing, boosters, trans

formers and other accessories is about

$ 65.00 per kw. at the one - hour rate .

For smaller batteries used on railway

work this figure may be increased as

much as 50 per cent., but we shall use

the smaller figure in our calculations.

Based on the eight-hour rate , the cor

responding cost of a large battery and

accessories would be from $40.00 to

$ 45.00 per kw.

The one-hour rate should be used

as the basis of comparison between

batteries and rotating equipment for

reasons which will be adduced pres

ently .

The average cost of generating and

converting equipment is approximate

ly as follows:

TABLE I

Cost per Kilowatt

SOURCE OF CURRENT Continuous

Rating Rating Rating

Power Stations.... $90

Substations and trans

mission equipment..

Total ..

8 Hr. and i Hr. Costs based upon Table IV.

The comparative cost of batteries

and rotating equipment is as follows :
TABLE II.

Cost per Kilowatt

SOURCE OF CURRENT 8 Hr.

Rating Rating

Battery..

Rotating equipment (see Table I) 113

It is apparently the eight-hour com

parison which has misled the unwary.

The fair basis of comparison is the

one -hour output, as stated above .

When generating station is

equipped with units to carry the eight

hour load, it seldom has sufficient ca

pacity to carry the one-hour or the

peak loads . This is a matter of ex

perience. Thus in a specific instance

the loads were as follows :

168

Residence Lighting in Detroit.. 173

The Supplying of Electric Current to Other

Towns from a centrally Located Station . 174

Factors That Should Be Considered in

Making Street Lighting Contracts ........ 175

8 Hr. 1 Hr

various

78 45

40 35 20

130 113 65 &

1 Hr.

45 65

65

Batteries for Railroads

For many years it has been an open

secret that the storage battey is not

an economic success where used for

supplying propulsion current to rail

road trains. Batteries have been used

on traction systems to insure against

interruption of traffic and to equalize

the load on generators . When these

two purposes are analyzed to their

commercial elements it is found that

they resolve themselves into the sub

stitution of batteries for an equivalent

capacity of generating and transmit

ting equipment and experience has

amply demonstrated that it is more

economical to have the extra equip

ment than to have the battery.

This stand has been consistently

maintained by L. B. Stilwell , H. G.

Stott, and other prominent engineers

TABLE VII.

a

Period.

Kilowatts to

be carried by

battery if latter

is based on one

hour load .

25

150

300

750

8 Hours.

2

1

1 Min ...

Now the discharge rates of batter
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46

2

Rate of

Kw .

64

65

100

250

.

1

Rate of

1
Kw.

8 Hours

2

46

195

300

750

25

150

300

750

i

1

1

ies for various periods are as follows : the report of the assignment of these telephones in service increased rather

TABLE VIII. batteries to their “ insurance function ” slowly down to about 1895 when al
Discharge Rates

PERIOD of batteries for va- . only - reason excessive cost of main- most by magic the number began to

rious periods tenance .
increase at the phenomenally high rate

8 Hours. 100 %

260 There was once a man who said of 30 per cent. per annum and main
1 400

1 Min . 1000 that the story of Jonah being swal- tained that rate for nearly a dec

If we choose a battery on the basis lowed by the whale was more than ade. In the case of the telephone,

of its eight-hour rate , it will be a 25
he could swallow and for this opinion there was slow growth during what

he was

kw. battery and its discharge rates
tabooed by his erstwhile may be termed the experimental pe

for various periods would be as follows : friends who declared that he was de- riod of development when people were

TABLE IX. nying religion , advocating murder only getting to know the time-saving
Discharge

Load to

and the disintegration of society. We telephone . There were neither exPERIOD be carried

Battery Kw. hope that no angry believer in bat- tensive local systems nor were the

8 Hours teries will follow the example of these connections between towns and cities25 25

2 150

people and denounce us as opposed to numerous. Just as soon , however, as
1 300

1 Min .
750 the general use of batteries and to communities began to be connected

It is obvious from this that a bat- goodengineeringin general . We believe together there was a very rapid in

tery rated to carry the eight-hour in batteries for telephony, where they crease of the number of calls , and

load would be absurdly small. Rated have made possible the great central that meant revenue—and there was

according to the one-hour load , the battery systems of the present day . the already mentioned phenomenal in

following results are obtained : We believe in batteries for isolated crease in the number of telephones.

TABLE X. lighting plants which would be impos- A similar expansion of the electric
Discharge Load to be

PERIOD
sible without them . We believe in light industry is now about to take

carried ,

Battery, Kw. batteries for train lighting where they place. In practically every town of

replace the objectionable Pintsch gas over 1000 people there is some sort

apparatus. We also believe in bat- of an electric outfit whose chief eco
1 Min .

teries for lighting stations where good nomic purpose has hitherto been to

This is seen to be a fair choice of regulation is requisite and insurance make its denizens acquainted with the

battery, the loads to be carried being against darkness is worth paying for, electric light known generally to them
slightly less than the corresponding but we do not believe in batteries as as a thing of luxury for rich folk .

discharge rate of the battery. adjuncts to traction substations ex- Undeniably this has been the general
We do not contend that in every cept in very special cases . impression of rural communities. But

case the proper basis of comparison we are now on a new era in the devel

is the one -hour rating, but we do con- The Small Central Station opment of electric lighting and power.

tend that it is usually the correct basis Throughout the rather thickly set- The same development which took

and that the eight-hour rating would tled states are several thousand small place in the telephone field is in al

be utterly absurd in the great major- central stations, if we may properly most full swing in the electric indus

ity of cases . dignify by that nacie power stations try. Already water power properties

Returning now to Table II ., we see working during the night time only are interconnecting towns with an ef

that on the one-hour rating batteries and delivering a few hundred kilo- ficient and reliable service , which if

are on a par with rotating equipment watts of current for sundry lighting not a cheap service to the public can

as far as initial cost is concerned and
purposes. be made so . Progressive steam plants

we have been more generous in our For the most part, these little sta- are throwing outtrunk lines to small

estimate of the cost of rotating equip- tions are built with cheap machinery towns offering them day and night

ment than in our battery estimate. In as small plants camot generally af- service with steady current and rea

fact our battery estimate is based ford to install a relatively expensive sonable rates therefor. The larger

upon the lowest price we have heard fuel -saving equipment. They have power distributing companies are de

of . usually sprung into existence as the livering current to small towns at

While the battery is not economical hasty plan of a borough council to rates much lower than the generating

in first cost , it is most decidedly uneco- place electric lights on their streets, costs possible in plants such as a

nomical in operation . and not as the result of a well-devel- small community could afford to build .

T. C. Parsons and W. Preece con- oped business plan to build an electric These the facts , and they

servatively estimate the life of a stor- property to supply light and power to being rapidly understood by

age battery as 15 years with a 10 per a community. Usually the cost of cur- the smaller stations. C. C. Custer of

cent. residual value. The proper main- rent is so high that the charge to a the Miami Light, Heat and Power

tenance of a battery therefore re- private consumer is high and relative- Co. , Piqua, O. , declared before the

quires the replacement of approxi- ly few of them get on the circuit of the Ohio Electric Light Association : " If

mately 6.50 per cent. of its original local company. Consequently munic- your town is too small to support a

cost every year . Add to this the ipal lighting is the plum of the small well - built plant, it were better to

labor of making these replacements station and not the persimmon it usu- ‘hitch your wagon to a star ' of greater

and the labor of maintenance and it ally is in many of the large cities . magnitude by running a transmission

will be found that the annual ex- The excessive cost of current gen- line to a larger plant. ” In another

penses in connection with a battery erated by cheap plants with all of the paper presented before that body this

exceed 10 per cent. of its original attendant unreliability of service is year, C. Smith , manager of the Brad

cost and are often as high as 15 per the plain truth before any of these ford & Gettysburg, Electric Light and

cent . , nearly all of this being addition small plants. Power Company, Bradford , O., de

al to the regular station expenses. The present situation has many scribes such a transmission plant de

As we go to press we hear a con- points of similarity to the develop- signed to serve Bradford and Gettys

firmation of our views, in the reported ment of the telephone business which burg, taking current therefor from

abandonment, as a regulating battery, began more than a decade before the the Greenville Electric Light and

of one of the largest railroad installa- electric lighting industry. For a pe- Power Co. His paper appears else

tions in the country, together with riod of twenty years the number of where.

.
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Meters

An Elementary Explanation of their Underlying Principles ,

and Methods of Testing

BURLEIGH CURRIER

hour or

SE 46 26 46

66

1

0.5

0.25

2

ef

2000

4000

500

46

1000

1000

1000
46

400 X 0.25

500 X 2
64 66 46

The function of a meter is to inte- maintenance was very reasonable. Am- have become obsolete , and only a few

grate—i. e., sum up -- and to register pere-hour meters of the chemical type are now in use .

in commercial units the electrical en- were unsatisfactory, as the consumer Watt -Hour Meters. It is the gen

ergy supplied through it . could not determine the amount of the eral practice of the manufacturers and

Ammeters, voltmeters , indicatingvoltmeters, indicating consumption, and these meters re- others to speak of the watt -hour me

wattmeters, dynamometers, and the quired too much attention , and the ters simply as wattmeters. This prac
like, will here be considered as " in- cost of maintenance was too high . tice is , however, apt to be misleading,

struments” —not meters — since they In the use of ampere-hour meters and it would be preferable to .name

merely indicate the amperes, volts and of the induction type a number of vi- them integrating watt-hour meters or

watts , without respect to the time ele- tal points must be given due consider- watt-hour meters .

ment which is included in the gener- ation . Meters of this class and type A watt-hour is the energy of a watt

ally accepted commercial units. * invariably have a low torque, conse- expended during one hour, and a kil

Demand indicators and similar ap- quently any change in friction mate- owatt -hour is 1,000 watt -hours. The

paratus indicate the maximum load, rially affects their accuracy , especially following is therefore evident :,
and will not be considered, since they

1000 watts expended for 1000 X 1 ,
do not integrate.

1000 watt -hours.

2000 X 0.5

Bristol and other curve or chart

drawing instruments, being recording
instruments, will not be considered, as on light loads, and frequently the Thus a watt-meter may be viewed

they merely record on a disc or strip larger capacity meters of this class will as a meter that automatically multi

of paper the passing load for each in- not register at all until the load has plies the passing load in watts by the

stant and do not integrate it . The
reached several amperes. time and records the product on a

chart from a recording ammeter or
Where the drag on the moving ele- dial .

wattmeter can be integrated by deter
ment is produced by the fan method, At the present time the majority of

mining the average amperes and watts the acuracy of such a meter is af- the manufacturers are supplying to

for each hour and then taking the sum fected by barometric changes. Inas- the general market only watt-hour or

of such averages. much as ampere-hour meters are not energy meters.

It is the intention here to consider energy meters , it is necessary to as- The early types of motor meters of

only integrating meters , and when us- sume that the current is furnished at the watt-hour class were somewhat

ing the term meter it must be remem
a certain definite voltage. It is not crudely constructed, being large and

bered that it is the integrating meter possible for the central station oper- heavy and having many other objec

to which reference is made. ator always to maintain this assumed tionable features. There was no pro

voltage , thus it is evident that the am- vision for adjustments or means for

METERS MAY BE DIVIDED INTO TWO
pere-hour class of meters will not reg- compensating for friction . The mov

GENERAL CLASSES, VIZ . , AMPERE
ister the true amount of energy. ing element was very heavy and the

HOUR METERS AND WATT -HOUR When ampere -hour meters are used accuracy curve was not all that could

METERS .
on alternating -current circuits, they have been desired . The early meters

Ampere-Hour Meters. — In the ear- are suitable only for purely non - in- of this class have become obsolete,

ly period of development, meters of ductive loads, and will not give accu- and very few are now in service , hav

the ampere -hour class received the rate results if connected to circuits ing been replaced with the more mod

most attention and were most in de- supplying motors or other inductive ern types .

mand . This was due to their simplic- translating devices, as they will re- Many very marked improvements

ity and consequent low cost, and also cord the wattless current. have been made in the recent watt

to the fact that the watt -hour or en- Some of the early types of ampere- hour meters, among which are provi

ergy meters were then practically lim- hour meters were calibrated in lamp- sions for adjusting the meters while

ited to a single design , that of the mo- hours. The manufacturer or lighting in service , the reduction in the weight

tor type ; whereas there was a num- company determined the average cur- of the moving element,thereby insur

ber of principles that could be applied rent, that is , amperes consumed by the ing a longer life of the jewel, and con

in the design of ampere -hour meters ; lamps in use ( this amount of current sequently more permanent calibration .

as , for instance, motor and electro interval of one hour being The shunt losses have also been re

lytic . called a lamp-hour ), and the meters duced to about one -third of the former

Meters of the ampere -hour class de- were calibrated accordingly. Other amount, and the general dimensions

signed on the induction principle had ampere -hour meters were calibrated and weight have been reduced , conse

an advantage, in many respects, over in watt-hours, the normal voltage of quently the meters are more compact
the electrolytic meters and also over the circuit being taken as the voltage and of more pleasing design.
motor- type meters of the watt-hour . at which the current was consumed .

class . The ampere-hour meters were
TYPES OF METERS.

The majority of the ampere -hour me

simple in construction, neat and small ters , however, were calibrated to indi The types of meters now manufac
in design , easily connected to the cir cate directly in ampere-hour units. tured for the American market may

cuit, and provision was made for read Most of these early types of meters be divided as follows :

ily adjusting and calibrating them in
Type Designed for

service. The moving element Electrolytic .... Ampere -hour meter

Ampere -hour meter

light in weight , the meters were free
Mercury .

from shunt losses, the first cost was
Alternating current Watt -hour meter

Commutated
comparatively low and the cost of Alternating current

* N . E. L. A., 1909 . 157

for an

Class

was Direct current

Direct current

Direct current Watt -hour meter

Direct current Watt -hour meter

Watt -hour meterInduction ...
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THEORY INDUCTION WATT -HOUR direction of the magnetic Aux pro- Rotating MagneticMagnetic field.—The

METERS. ducing it. The polarity established theorem that a true rotating magnetic

General. — The principle of the in- by the eddy currents flowing in the field can be produced by combining

duction watt-meter is quite similar to portion of the disc that is just com- the magnetic fields of two alternating

that of a rotating -field induction mo
ing under the magnet pole will be the currents, of exactly the same fre

tor ; and, in general, depends upon the same as the polarity of the pole in- quency and amplitude, which differ in

production of a torque or turning mo ducing it , thus producing a relative phase by 90 degrees — or are in quada

ment in a movable closed secondary repulsion or thrusting effect. The po- rature - will be considered graphical

or rotating element by means of a ro
larity of the eddy currents in the por ly.

tating magnetic field ; this field being tion of the disc over which the magnet Referring to the diagram in Fig. 1 ,

established by the combination of the has just passed will be of opposite po- the curves A and B represent two al

magnetic fields produced by the series larity to the pole producing it , conse- ternating currents differing in phase

and shunt elements. The interaction quently an attraction exists that also
a quarter period, or 90 degrees. The

between the fields and the opposing tends to retard the relative motion. magnetic field produced by the cur

fields of the currents induced in the The disc is therefore caused to rotate rent A may be represented as travel

moving element cause the secondary in the direction ofthe rotating mag- ing along the line X-X' , rising toward

or rotor to turn ; its speed being di- net. The mode of operation of this X and falling toward X' . Likewise

rectly proportional to the passing en- simple form of rotating -field induc- the magnetic field produced by the

ergy. To obtain this speed relation tion motor is quite similar to the meth- current B may be represented as trav

the generally used magnetic brake is od of operation of an alternating -cur- eling along the line Y - Y ', rising along

employed to provide a retarding
rent induction meter . the line toward Y and falling toward

torque which is proportional to the Shifting Magnetic Field . In the
Y ". The magnetic fields produced

speed.
first form of induction motor made, have the same period and amplitude,

Development. — The early experi
rotation of a non -magnetic metallic but constantly changing in

menters discovered many of the phe disc was produced by means of four strength and have a 90 -degree phase

nomena embodying the elementary
fixed electromagnets, energized in relation.

principles upon which the modern in
such a manner as to cause the mag- It is evident that when the magnetic

duction apparatus has been developed .
netism to shift, progressively , between field produced by A is at a maximum

One of the most important discoveries the poles , thus inducing eddy currents B is zero and produces no field , there

was that the spinning or revolving of
in the disc, and by the reaction the

fore the resultant field lies along the

a metallic discover which was sus disc was caused to rotate in the direc
line OX, having a strength as repre

pended a magnetic needle would tend
tion of the progression of the mag- sented by the line O A. Now , as the

to rotate the needle in the direction of
netic poles. In this arrangement the field of A decreases , represented by

the rotation of the disc . This effect, electromagnets were energized with 0A ", the strength of the field of B

first called the magnetism of rotation, direct current, and the shifting of the gradually increases, as represented by
is now generally known as Arago's poles was accomplished by means of OB1 along the line of OY. By com

rotation . Similar effects were ob a suitably arranged commutating de- bining these two forces or magnetic

served by many experimenters, some
vice. By this method a shifting mag- fields, the resultant field OR is pro

of whom also discovered that , by re
netic field was obtained, which is es

duced . It is also evident that when

versing the preceding experiments, sential to produce rotation of the mov the field of A has decreased to Aº the

rotation of a suspended metallic disc ing element . field of B has increased to B2 , and by

could be produced by rotating a per combining these two fields the result

manent magnet placed directly be ant field ORP is produced. As the

neath the disc ; the poles of the per field of A decreases further to the

manent magnet being arranged so point of A , the field of B will in

that when the magnet was rotated the
B' A

crease to the point B* , producing the

magnetic flux passed through the disc resultant field ' OR?. Likewise, when

and cut it . the field of A has become zero , the

Induction Principle . - A non -mag field of B has its maximum value and

netic , metallic disc suspended so as the resultant field is represented by

to be free to rotate , over which is OB along the line OY .

placed a permanent steel magnet, ar It is clear that the resultant mag

ranged to be independently rotated, is netic field has gradually been shifting

the most simple form of induction mo or rotating in a counter -clockwise di

tor of which the mind can conceive . rection , and if the resultant field be

When the permanent magnet is ro R ? plotted for the remainder of the cycle

tated the field or magnetic flux from it will be found to rotate uniformly

the magnet cuts the metallic disc , thus amund the point 0. Thus the com

inducing eddy currents therein and
R? bination of two magnetic fields that

creating magnetic fields having polari vary in the proper manner will pro

ties that oppose the field that original
x ' Х duce a constantly rotating magnetic

lv produced them . It is therefore evi
A ’ AAA

field , the magnitude of which will be

dent that as the disc is free to rotate the same throughout the cycle

it will endeavor to maintain a rela Production of a Rotating Magnetic
tive position so that there will be the Field by a Two- Phase Current and Its

least cutting of the field of the per Application to Induction Motors.

manent magnet ; that is , the disc will As shown, a rotating magnetic field

revolve in the same direction as the can be produced by two alternating

magnet. FIG. 1.-TWO ALTERNATING CURRENTS, IN
currents, differing in phase relation

The direction of the induced current
QU'ADRATURE , SHOWN IN WAVE FORM , AND

by 90 degrees. The rotating field

in the disc will be at right angles to thus obtained may be utilized to cause

the direction of rotation and to the the rotation of non -magnetic, metallic

A' , 8 B

BEXA ?

KANAN
Y

8

R
S

B

RS R ?

3

R '

O

THE RESULTANT ROTATING FIELD PRO

DUCED BY COMBINING THE FIELDS OF THE

TWO CURRENTS
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discs and cylinders by means of the

eddy currents established in them . The

production of rotation in this manner
is the real foundation from which in

duction motors and induction meters

have been developed , this being the

principle that was employed in the

first form of alternating -current in

duction motor produced.

Two alternating currents having a

90 -degree phase relation may be rep

resented in wave form as shown in

Fig. 2 a . The curve C represents the

( a )

2 3 4

NA

will be N - S from pole C to D' and Magnetic Fields Established by a

from D to C' as shown in b . Single -Phase Alternating Current.

At the instant represented by or- It has been shown that a rotating

dinate 3 the field produced by the cur- magnetic field may easily be estab

rent C will be at its maximum and lished by two alternating currents

have a direction N - S from pole C to having a 90 -degree phase difference,

C ', as shown in c , while at the same when the field coils are connected in

instant current D is crossing the zero dependently to different phases, as

line, changing from a negative to a shown in Fig. 3 , but it is important

positive value and hence producing to consider the results that will be

no field. obtained if the fields of a similarly

At the instant represented where or- constructed motor are connected to a

dinate 4 intersects the curves, both single -phase circuit.

currents have positive values and the Fig. 4 shows the fields of an induc

magnetic field produced as shown in tion motor with the diametrically op

d is N - S from pole ( to D and from posite poles connected in series, the

pole D' to C' . two pairs P-P' and S-S' being con

nected in multiple to a single-phase

circuit . As the currents in the two

circuits have the same phase relation ,

the magnetic fields produced are also

Circuit in phase and will rise and fall simul

taneously in both circuits, reversing

in direction with each reversal of the

alternating current. The magnetic

fields produced will alternate between

the poles P and S' and S and P' ,

shown by the dotted lines in the dia

gram , therefore no rotating field trav

eling from one set of poles to the

other will be established .

2 Phase

A.C.

( 6)

с

D D' D

as

S

( d ) ( e )

PI

N

Single Phase AC. Circuit

D FIG . 3—APPLICATION OF A TWO-PHASE ALin D

TERNATING CURRENT TO PRODUCE A ROTAT

ING MAGNETIC FIELD
R

m
m

S
AT GIVEN INSTANCES DURING A HALF

CYCLE, PRODUCED BY APPLYING TWO ALTER

NATING CURRENTS HAVING А

DISPLACEMENT TO A FOUR-POLE MOTOR

Fig . 5 - METHOD OF APPLYING A SINGLE

PHASE CURRENT TO A FOUR - POLE INDU (

TION MOTOR SO AS TO PRODUCE A ROTAT

ING FIELD

At the instant represented where

FIG . 2 - DIRECTION OF THE MAGNETIC FLUX, ordinate 5 intersects the curves , the

field produced by current D will have

a maximum value; at the same instant90 - DEGREE

current C will be crossing the zero

line, changing from a positive to a

magnetic field produced by one cur- negative value and will therefore pro

rent, and the curve D represents the duce no field . The direction of the

magnetic field produced by the cur- field produced by current D is N-S

rent in quadrature. The ordinates from D ' to D , as shown in e .

marked i to 9 , inclusive, divide a com- If the same method is employed to

plete cycle, so that the magnitude of follow the direction and relation of

the magnetic fields produced by the the fields at the different instants,

two currents may be considered at dif- throughout a complete cycle, it will

ferent instants. be noted that the magnetic poles pro

The application of two currents , as gress or shift and that a traveling

stated , to an induction motor having field is established which rotates in a

four poles symmetrically arranged clockwise direction.

around a closed circuit metallic arma

ture is shown in Fig. 2 , b , c , d and e .
Single Phase A.C. Circuit

These diagrams also indicate the man

ner in which the resultant magnetic

field is developed and rotates.

Assume that the coils of the motor

on the poles marked C and C ', which

are diametrically opposite, are con

nected across the circuit, of which C

is the current curve , and that the coils

on the poles marked D and D ', which

are also diametrically opposite, are

connected to the circuit, giving the

curve D.

The direction of the magnetic fields
Fig . 4. - FIELDS OF A SINGLE - PHASE CURRENT,

established at the instant represented

where ordinate 2 intersects the curves

Method of Producing a Rotating

Field with a single - Phase Alternating

Current. It has been clearly demon

strated that a rotating magnetic field

can be established by a combination of

fields produced by alternating currents

having two phases, and this is the

principle that is so generally applied

in alternating -current multiphase in

duction motors. However, in the de

sign of alternating- current induction

meters it is not necessary to use a

multiphase circuit, as a simple method

may be employed to produce a rota

ting field with a single -phase current.

In this method two independent

branch circuits are necessary, botlı

being connected in parallel to the

mains of a single-phase circuit, as

shown in Fig. 5. A non -inductive re

si -tance R, is connected in series with

branch circuits A , causing practically

no phase displacement. A coil, L ,

ब

Рі

ALTERNATING BETWEEN THE POLES OF AN

INDUCTION MOTOR
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having a very high inductance and a ance coil , the function of which is to element is proportional to the energy

small resistance, is connected in series lag the current in the branch circuit units dissipated, which is a function

with branch circuit B. This produces as near go degrees as possible. of an integrating meter.

a phase displacement between the cur- The field coils on poles S and S' are Inductive Reactance E.M.F. Com

rents in the branch circuits that ap- wound with large wire and are con- ponent. - A conductor carrying a cur

proaches 90 degrees sufficiently to nected in series with the main circuit rent is surrounded with a magnetic

produce a rotating magnetic field. It and therefore with the load . In this field , and any change in the current

is this principle that is taken advan- arrangement a non - inductive load or will produce a corresponding change

tage of in the design of all alternating- translating device is used in place of in the field . If the current is alter

current induction wattmeters.
the non -inductive resistance R pre- nating, the magnetic field will change

Split-Phase Method.The split- viously mentioned . The strength of with each alternation , consequently the

phase method of producing a rotating the magnetic field produced by poles field will be continually destroyed and

field is sometimes referred to when de- S and S' will be directly proportional re-established .

scribing the principles of operation of to and increase or decrease with the An alternating current is repre

induction wattmeters. This method, load being dissipated . Consequently sented in wave form in Fig. 7 , in

however, was originally suggested as there will be no magnetic flux when which curve A represents the power

a means of starting two-phase induc- there is no current passing through or load e.m.f. If the portion of the

tion motors on a single -phase alter- the series or main circuit. curve above the line o is considered

nating -current circuit by employing It is evident that as the current in as having a positive value and that

an arrangement for splitting the branch circuit B is lagged so that a portion below the line as having a

phase. Two branch circuits are used phase displacement occurs which ap- negative value , the magnetic field is

to connect the field coils to the mains. proaches 90 degrees and as the series destroyed and re-established at the

An inductance is connected in series load is non -inductive, producing prac- point Y, when the power e.m.f. is
Y

in one branch and a resistance is con- tically no phase displacement of the changing from a positive to a nega

nected in the otlier branch ; the ar- field in poles D and S' , the combina tive value.

rangement being quite similar to that tion of the two fields will produce a When a field changes or collapses,

previously described. resultant rotating magnetic field and the magnetic lines cut the conductor

A split-phase device is required cause the rotor M to turn in the same carrying the current and establish an

which consists of an apparatus to direction as the progression of the e.m.f. in that conductor : that is , the

Switch the inductance and resistance field . reactance e.m.f .. It will be noted that

in and out of circuit. With this ar- The arrangement of the poles P the magnetic field is changing at its

rrrgement a rotating field is estab- and P ', S and S' and rotor M as just greatest rate at the point Y, therefore

lished that produces sufficient torque described , and as shown in Fig. 6 , has the reactance e.m.f. will have its max

to start the motor, after which the the appearance of the design general- imum value at that instant, as shown

fields are connected direct to the ly employed in the construction of al- by curve B.

main circuit.
ternating -current induction motors, At the instant the power e.m.f. has

and it is obvious that in the design of a maximum positive or maximum
Single Phase

an induction meter for use in service negative value, represented by points

thearrangement of the magnetic poles X and 2 respectively, there is

with respect to the rotor or moving change in the magnetic field , conse
element would necessarily be some- quently the field does not cut the con

what different and would vary in the ductor. The reactance e.m.f. is there

different designs of induction meters ; fore zero at those instants , and the

nevertheless, the principle involved is curve is shown as crossing the zero

essentially the same. line at the points marked S and S' .

It is evident that the reactance e.m.f.

of any circuit is always 90 degrees

with relation to the power, or load

e.m.f.

Fig. 6 — THE SPLIT -PHASE METHOD
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Split-Phase Applied to Induction Fig . 7-CURRENT AND

Meters. The method in which the

foregoing principles are directly ap

plied in the design of an induction Induction Meter Principles . — An in

meter is represented in Fig. 6. It will duction meter is practically a form of

be noted that a single -phase alterna- motor, the fields of which are pro

ting-current circuit is employed, to duced by the application of a split

which the field coils are connected in phase principle to an alternating-cur o
A

a special manner as described. rent single -phase circuit. The mag Power or Lood E.M.F.

The coils P and P', which are netic poles are so arranged that the Fig. 8 - E . M. F. VECTORS OF AN ALTERNAT

wound with small wire , and an in- fields combine and act on a short

ductance coil L , are connected in se- circuited movable armature . By the

ries , forming the branch circuit B reaction of the eddy currents thus de- Relation of Reactance, Power and

which is connected in multiple across veloped and the rotating magnetic Impressed Eleciromotive Forces. - AA

the main circuit. The strength of field established, a rotation of themov- diagram of forces may be plotted to

the magnetic field produced by the ing element is produced. The addi- represent the relation of the various

field coils P and P ' will necessarily tion of a suitable retarding device e.m.f's. as shown in Fig. 8 .

vary with the e.m.f. of the main cir- completes the electrical part of this The reactance e.m.f.component is

cuit, and the field will have a large meter. With this construction the plotted at right angles to or go de
phase displacement due to the induct- number of revolutions of the moving grees from the power e.m.f.

ING CURRENT CIRCUIT
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source .

I =

The power or load e.m.f. is the the power e.m.f. or current , and when Phase Relation of Component

e.m.f. component that is useful in do the displacement is 90 degrees the Ficlds to Produce Maximum Torque.

ing work, and is always in phase with power becomes zero . -A maximum torque or rotating ef

the current in the circuit. The Relation of Torque and Power fect is obtained when the series and

The impressed e.m.f. is plotted as to the Cosine of the Angle of Lag - shunt component magnetic fields bear

the hypothenuse of the triangle, and is The torque of a meter must become a certain definite phase relation with

the e.m.f. required to be applied to zero when the power in the circuit is each other, as described.

the circuit to overcome the reactance zero , and as it has been proven that Referring to Figure 1o , diagram a ,

e.m.f. and to give a power e.m.f. equal the power in the circuit is a function curve X represents the magnetic field

to the component shown. of the cosine of the angle of the lag produced by a single-phase alterna

The sign º represents the angle of and that the power becomes zero when ting current and curve Z represents

lag between the impressed e.m.f. and the angle of lag is 90 degrees, there the field produced by a current from

the power or load e.m.f. fore the torque must be proportional the same The field X is

Power calculations and Formule.-- to the cosine of the angle of lag. shown as having a greater strength

The power in the circuit, which is It follows that, when the field of than field 2 and its curve therefore

equal to the product of the power the shunt coil lags 90 degrees behind has a greater maximum value, but it

e.m.f. and the current, may be easily the impressed e.m.f. and the current is evident that when both fields have

determined when the reactance com- in the series coils lags 90 degrees , the same maximum value the curves

ponent is zero , for then the impressed there is a condition of no power in the representing them will be identical

e.m.f., which is a measureable quan- circuit, and no torque to produce ro- and the points will coincide, so that

tity , is in phase with the power e.m.f. tation exists . the curves will appear as a single

When a reactance component exists , When a meter operates on a non- curve as shown in diagram b.

the impressed e.m.f. will not be in inductive circuit, the reactance e.m.f. It has been previously shown that

phase with the power e.m.f. As the component is zero and the powerzero and the power magnetic fields produced by single

current in phase with the power e.m.f. component coincides with the phase currents that are in phase will
e.m.f. and the impressed e.m.f. impressed e.m.f. The fields produced not combine and establish a resultant

are the measurable quantities, the by the series coils and shunt circuit rotating field , but will simply alter

angle of lag between the impressed are displaced 90 degrees and conse- nate between the field poles. Hence,

e.m.f. and the power e.m.f. or cur- quently produce maximum torque for a torque to cause rotation of an arma

rent must be taken into consideration . minimum apparent power: ture will not exist .

In determining the true power in In Fig. 9 the field of the shunt cir- By reversing the connections of the

the circuit, the factors that enter into cuit is represented by the position of circuit that produces the magnetic

the calculation are : the line OY and the impressed e.m.f. field 2 , the polarity of the field will

W = The wattage or power. by the line ox, the phase relation be- be reversed with respect to field X.

E =The impressed e.m.f. ing 90 degrees. The field 2 will then have a maximum

=The current in the circuit.

D = The angle of lag between
( a )

the impressed e.m.f. and

current.

The formula is :

W = E I cosine 0

When ø=0

Then cosine ø= I
( 6 ,

Therefore W = E I

The true power and the apparent

power are equal , and the reactance

component equals zero , as the im,

pressed and power e.m.f. are in

phase.

When b = 90 degrees
Fig. 11

Fig . 10

Then cosine Q=0
( c ) Curves of the Magnetic Fields of Two Equal

(a ) Curves of Magnetic Fields for Synchronous Alternating Currents in ( prosition .

Therefore W = 0 . Alternating Currents of Different Value .
( d ) Curves of the Magnetic Fields of Two Equal

The impressed e.m.f. and the power (5 ) Curves of Magnetic Fields for Synchronous
Alternating Currents in Quadrature.

Alternating Currents of the Same Value.

e.m.f. are then at right angles, and negative value when the field X has

Ý When a meter is operated on a cir- a maximum positive value ; both fields

cuit containing inductance, the phase reaching the zero position ( ) at the

position of the power or load e.m.f. same instant. As the fields are equal

depends upon the reactance e.m.f. and in opposition, the result will be

component.
zero flux , consequently there will be

With an impressed e.m.f. of a given no torque or rotating effort .

value, the greater the reactance e.m.f. When the magnetic field of Z is re

component, the greater the angle of versed what really takes place is that

lag and the smaller the power or load the curve 2 , Fig . 11 , diagram c , has

Impressed E.M.F. e.m.f. component. When the magni- shifted 180 degrees; that is, the point

tude of the reactance component is
Fig. I-ALTERNATING -CURRENT

P is moved from the position S to S '

sufficient to cause the power e.m.f. and no torque results.

component to reach the 90 -degree po- It has been shown that there are

the reactance component is equal and sition, the field produced by the series two positions exactly 180 degrees

opposite to the impressed e.m.f. coils and by the shunt circuit will be apart which produce no torque, and

It is evident that the power in the in phase and therefore will produce it has been demonstrated that when

circuit is a function of the angle of no torque or rotation of the moving the currents producing the flux are

lag between the impressed q.m.f. and element. not in phase a torque exists ; it is ob
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vious, therefore, that there must be One of the methods available is to Magnetic Brake.—Wattmeters of

some intermediate position between lead the flux of the current coils by the motor type are provided with a

zero and 180 degrees that will produce dividing the main current circuit in magnetic brake , which is necessary in

maximum torque . It might be as- two parts; one circuit having prac- order to obtain a speed directly pro

sumed that this point is midway be- tically no inductance and the other be- portional to the power.

tween these extremes or the go-de- ing highly inductive and connected in When a conductor that is part of a
gree position shown in diagram d , and reverse relation to the first. By ad- closed circuit is moved across a mag

such is the case , for when the mag- justing the two coils a resultant mag- netic field , an e.m.f. is generated in

netic fields are in quadrature they netic field is produced by the series it that is proportional to the speed. A

have a maximum average value, and coils which leads the field of the pres- current will flow that is proportional

consequently produce maximum sure circuit by an angle of 90 degrees . to the e.m.f. and to the resistance. If

torque. Another means employed to obtain the resistance be kept constant, the

Magnetic Fields Established by the the proper phase relation is to ar- current will be proportional to the

Current and Potential Circuits. The range in parallel a non -inductive and e.m.f. generated and is therefore di

magnetic fields that produce rotation
an inductive resistance and to connect rectly proportional to the speed .

of the movable member are established
an impedance coil in series with these In the magnetic brake a constant

by the series coils and potential coils ;
resistances ; the whole being connect- field is supplied by a permanent mag

these fields being proportional to the
ed across the main circuit. The impe- net . Between the magnet poles re

main current and to the pressure of dance coil alone will lag the current volves a copper or aluminum disc or

the circuit respectively. nearly 90 degrees, but by dividing the cylinder which is fixed on the shaft .
On non - inductive loads the series current in the impedance coil by means The conductor is therefore directly

coils connected in the main circuit
of resistances , a resultant shunt flux under the poles , and the disc provides

produce a field that is practically in is produced which has a 90 -degree a closed circuit of constant resist

phase with the impressed e.m.f. The phase displacement with respect to

field of the potential coils , which are
the impressed e.m.f. The action may best be understood

connected across the main circuit, is While the two methods described by referring to Fig. 12 . The direc

produced by the current, which is lag- are used in European meters, they are tion of the magnetic flux is downward

ging in this circuit ; therefore the field not at present used by American from N to S , cutting the disc which

is displaced about go degrees with re
manufacturers.

rotates , as shown by the arrow A.

spect to the field of the current cir- The generally used method consists This causes currents to be generated

cuit. of connecting an impedance coil, in the disc having a direction shown

It is impossible to lag the current
either alone or in series with an ad- by the arrow B. These currents di

in the potential circuit exactly 90 de
ditional coil, across the pressure cir- vide and return through the part of

grees by means of an impedance coil ,
cuit so as to produce an initial phase the disc where no current is being

on account of the energy expended in
displacement as near 90 degrees as generated , as shown by arrow C.

overcoming the electrical losses, there- possible.. The eddy currents generated pro

fore the condition of maximum torque duce poles proportional to their

cannot be obtained by the split-phase
strength , as shown by n and s on the

method unless a special means of
upper side, and the corresponding

phase compensation is provided .
poles ( not shown ) are established on

It is not essential that a phase dis
the under side of the disc. Pole N

placement of exactly 90 degrees should
repels n and attracts s , and S corre

exist between the magnetic flux of the
spondingly repels and attracts the

current and potential circuits when
poles not shown. As both of these at

the load to be metered is non -induct
tractions and repulsions oppose the

ive , as the current and voltage are
motion of the disc, a magnet placed

then in phase, and under this condi in this manner embracing the non

tion a meter with fields not in perfect
magnetic disc will create a drag pro

quadrature will register with accuracy
portional to the speed of the disc.

the energy consumed in the circuit.
Meters are provided with a mag

When the load to be metered is in
netic brake, consisting of a permanent

ductive, a phase difference occurs be
magnet or magnets, and a copper or

aluminum rotor which revolves be
tween the current and voltage and the

power in the circuit is then equal to
tween the magnet poles.

the product of the current and voltage
The speed of the rotor is generally

multiplied by the cosine of the angle
regulated by adjusting the magnets

of lag. The driving torque of a meter
in or out from the center of the disc ;

will vary with these factors, so that
or by adjusting them to embrace more

Fig. 12 — EDDY CURRENTS INDUCED IN A DISC

its speed will represent the power in
or less of the movable member, thus

the circuit only when there is an ex
changing the amount of flux cut. An

act 90-degree displacement of the other method of speed regulation is

shunt flux from the impressed e.m.f. Short -circuited secondary windings
to provide the magnets with an ad

Therefore phase compensation to se- or coils are arranged in such relation
justable iron armature placed over

cure this relation is necessary , other- with respect to the main shunt cir
the poles, so as to divert or shunt

wise the meter will register inacci- cuit that the shunt winding acts as
around the rotor more or less of the

rately on an inductive load. a primary to the secondary coil . The
magnetic flux .

Iron shields are sometimes pro

Jethods of Lagging or Phase Com- magnetic field of the shunt circuit pro

pensation.- Various methods have duces currents and consequent fields—
vided to protect the magnets from ab

been devised to secure a condition in the secondary coil which combine
normal magnetic flux, which is gen

where the magnetic flux produced in to produce a field having an addition- erally caused by short -circuits on the

line.

the potential circuit is in exact quad- al lag. This may be adjusted to have

rature with the e.m.f. the proper 90 -degree phase relation . ( To Be Continued )

A

ROTATING IN A MAGNETIC FIELD



Investigating the Cause of Breakage of High Tension

Glass Insulators*
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A few years ago an electric railway lower bid price on the “ B ” type insu- The company repeatedly called upon

company in the Central States built a lator. The contract for 27,000 insu- the manufacturer tơ replace the “ B ”

30,000 -volt transmission line about as lators furnished by manufacturer “ B ” type insulators. At first this was met

shown in the accompanying sketch. specified the type and design of the by a policy of delay, the manufacturer

Sections A-B-C- F were six wires , the insulator by its catalog or trade desig- holding that a few defective insulators

balance three wires . The poles were nation, and also specified that each were to be expected in so large a lot .

spaced about 100 ft . , and, allowing for insulator furnished should be capable Later he refused to replace the insula

double -armed poles , there were ap- of withstanding the electrical tests be- tors, and the company, declining to

proximately 31,000 high -potential in- fore mentioned. The contractor gua- pay for them , replaced them with " A "

sulators on the 112 miles of transmis- ranteed the fulfilment of these speci- type insulators. Since that time the

sion line. The 10 -mile section B-C fications, and also that. " except where operation of the transmission line has.

was first constructed , and in this sec- otherwise specified, material shall be been entirely satisfactory, and the

tion about 4000 glass insulators were of the first quality and workmanship number of insulator breakages has

used, of a type which will be desig- of the best. " been normally low — a total of about

nated as " A." Contracts for the bal- The transmission line having been 20 out of some 31,000 insulators in

ance of the line were let later, and for built and operation started with a service for four years .

the remaining 102 miles approximate- line voltage of approximately 30,000 , Following the traction company's

the " B " type insulators began to break refusal to pay for the “ B ” type insula

down. From the first accurate rec- tors , the manufacturer sued for pay

ords were kept , showing in each case ment. His claim was that a certain

of breakdown the date , hour, length type of insulator had been specified

of time during which operation was and that type furnished , also that such

interrupted, weather and temperature tests as were specified in the contract

conditions, etc. Although there was had been made and successfully met.

no absolute uniformity, the breakages These claims the traction company did
occurred most frequently in rainy not deny, but raised the point that the

weather. The following statement guarantee as to workmanship and ma

shows the total number of failures , byterial had not been met, in that the in

months, during the period in which sulators had been improperly, imper
ly 27,000 glass insulators of a type the “ B ” type insulators were in serv- fectly or unevenly annealed. The ef

" B " were bought. The two insulators ice : fect of poor annealing was shown to

were of somewhat different designs, decrease the specific resistance of
but about the same size and weight: October (half month ) August .

33 September.
glass, thus allowing more leakage cur

Insulator “ A ” Insulator “ B ' !
October rent to pass through to the pin and

Outside diameter...
January

712 in . February abnormally heat the insulator ; also tơ
Total arcing distance, tie January

65 in. 6 15/16 in .
April .. 5 February

set up uneven and abnormal stresses in
Total surface leakage dis

May. March ( nine days)

tance, tie wire to pin . . 11% in , 10 %4in .
the glass , thus rendering it less able

June .
Distance on surface, tie

July . Total ..... to withstand the mechanical strains
wire to edge of skirt

3/4 in .

Arcing distance , edge of due to expansion and contraction .
skirt to pin .... 25% in . 3 11/16 in . This list includes only the " B " type

Surface leakage distance , This argument was strengthened by
edge of skirt to pin.. 736 in . insulators , of which the total number these facts : That insulators broke

Weight .

in service was about 27,000. During after current was applied to the line;

Manufacturer " A " refused to make
this period but one “ A ” type insulator that more insulators broke during

failed in the same service , of a total rainy than during dry weather, and
any electrical guarantees whatever.

Manufacturer " B " guaranteed his in
of 4000 in use . that the “ A ” type insulators on the

About 100 miles of electric railway same transmission line suffered prac
sulators to withstand certain electrical

tests , such as the salt water puncture
was dependent upon this transmission tically no breakage during the time

line for power. Four of the six sub- that the “ B ” type was breaking con
test at 60,000 volts , a test between a

stations contained regulating storage stantly.
wire tied to the neck of the insulator

batteries, which were capable of carry- Tests by polarized light proved type
in the usual manner and the leadfoil

ing the ordinary total load on those " B ," although of the same chemical
covered surface of the pin upon which

substations for 20 to 30 min . Failure composition , was subjected to stresses
the insulator was mounted at 90,000

of power supply for even five minutes caused by improper annealing, while

volts , etc.
was sufficient to interfere with sched- in type “ A ” there was an almost entire

Insulator “ B ” was finally chosen for
ules , while a failure lasting 20 min, or

tire 102 miles remaining to be con
absence of stresses. In carrying out

themore meant their complete demoralistructed for the following reasons :
tests each insulator so

zation . If the defective insulator was mounted that when it was rotated
Willingness of manufacturer to make

electrical guarantees ; similarity in size
in sections A - B - C - F , where the trans- about its pin axis the same thickness

mission line was in duplicate, it was of glass skirt was always presented

and weight of the two insulators .
sometimes possible to operate all sub- between the polarizer and the ana

stations through the remaining one of
DIAGRAM OF HIGH - TENSION TRA lyzer, which previously had been arSMIS

the parallel transmission lines. Often , ranged so as to allow no light to pass.
SION LINE.

however, both circuits would be af- Stresses in the insulator were indi

“ B ” having the advantage as to fected ; in this case , or if the trouble cated by the varying intensity of light

greater arcing distance , which was was in one of the other sections with and by color changes. The insulators

considered important; and a much but a single transmission line , all sub- showing stresses had been poorly an

stations beyond the defective section nealed . Under service conditions they
* Abstract of paper by Albert S. Richey , E. E. , and

Frederick Bonnet, Jr., Ph . D., read before the were without power until the defective became heated on account of conduc
Worcester Polytechnic Institute chapter of the

Sigma Xi Society .
insulator was located and replaced. tive leakage and were destroyed.

7 in .

24

66

60

63

November

December

18

28

16

59

102

51

40

9

March

wire to pin ...

6

24

17 649

4 in.

4 lb. 12 oz .

7 in .

4 lb. 8 oz .
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Some Features of Condenser and Cooling Tower

Design and Operation

M. R. BUMP

use .

the pumps.

It would be manifestly impossible the differential temperature requiredthe differential temperature required the water must be carefully consid

to treat the general subject of con- will decrease. The decrease in differ- ered. If the water is inclined to scale

denser and cooling tower design in a ential temperature permits of a re- or to deposit solids when heated, the

comprehensive way within the limited duction in the quantity of water to be jet condenser is better suited to its

time and space afforded this paper. It pumped, and therefore reduces both If, on the other hand, it does

has therefore been the intention to the size and first cost of the pumps not give trouble from this source at

treat briefly certain points in design and also the power required to operate the temperatures employed in conden

and operation that are of greatest im sers but does cause scaling or pitting

portance. * The problem is a special one for in the boilers , it is a distinct advan

The fundamental principle of de
each installation and should be so con- tage to use a surface condenser and

sign and operation of steam conden
sidered . save the condensation for use in the

sers is to secure a maximum transfer With the jet condenser it should be boilers. In this connection , however,

of heat from steam to water at a min- possible to reduce the differential tem- it is interesting to note that if the

imum of expense for fixed charges ; perature to a very few degrees, yet water being used over and over again

that is , minimum first cost plus oper it is more common to find the differ is not allowed to come in contact with

ating expenses. The choice of this ence greater than in the surface con- the air, there is a chance for it to be

apparatus depends in greatest meas
denser. It is common to see a jet con- come a very pure distilled water,

ure upon the vacuum obtainable un- denser taking water at 75 degrees and which would very rapidly eat out iron

der different atmospheric and weather discharging at or below 90 degrees pipe and would attack the iron in the

conditions, and when cooling towers when the temperature of the steam is boilers if it were still very free from

are to be used in the design of appa at least 110 degrees. Under this con- all impurities when it entered the boil

ratus allowance must be made for dition the discharge water should be ers . It is a well -known fact that pure

these conditions and apparatus select
raised to at least 105 degrees, in which distilled water will attack more or

ed which averages best under all con
case just half of the amount used less any metal, and has an especially

ditions.
would be required . The greatest in- harmful effect on iron and steel. Un

The cost of pumping the circulating
herent advantage of the jet conden- der ordinary conditions, where the

water depends directly upon the
ser is wasted by operating in that water is discharged into an open pump

manner.

amount of heat imparted to each

The writer has seen tests and then pumped into the heater, very

pound of water in the condenser.
on jet condensers where the differen- little trouble should be occasioned

tial
Therefore, for a minimum of pump temperature between entering from this source .

ing cost , the water should leave the
steam and escaping water was less than The temperature and quantity of

condenser exactly at the temperature two degrees over a wide range in load. water available are important factors.

of the steam entering the condenser, When operating on a fluctuating load Where the quantity is at all limited it

for in this case each pound of water
it may be advisable to allow a some- is desirable that the condenser should

carries from the condenser the maxi
what great differential temperature, be designed with a view to imparting

but there seems to be no good reason
mum possible amount of heat and the

to each pound of water the greatest

amount of water required is therefore
why greater than five degrees differ- possible amount of heat. The maxi

ential should ever be allowed in a

reduced to a minimum . In practical
mum temperature of the water is the

thedesign , therefore, condenser
Theproperly designed condenser. most important factor in determining

should be laid out with a view of ob
poor results ordinarily reported are the size of pumps. Where condensers

taining this result as nearly as prac
due in large measure to carelessness draw their water supply from sources

tical conditions will permit. In the
on the part of the engineer, who sim- in which the temperature runs very

surface type condenser, where the
ply starts the pump and then lets it high during summer months it is

heat is transferred through metallic
run at a constant speed . again very important to impart the

tubes, it is necessary to allow for a
In selecting a condenser for any greatest possible amount of heat to

certain differential of temperature be
given location , the consideration of each pound of water in order to avoid

tween the steam and water, and the
weather and climatic conditions, of the necessity for installing and oper

amount of heat transferred is directly quantity temperature and quality of ating an excessively large pumping in

proportional to the differential tem
cooling water, at all times of the year, stallation . Having given the maxi

If the differential
the variation in steam results on the

perature allowed. mum temperature of the water, it is

temperature is 5 degrees the surface unit for varying vacua , and the load a matter of considerable work to fig

conditions of the unit to be operated,
required will be twice as great as in

ure out the best installation . It is

a case where 10 degrees differential
are all of importance. The question of often necessary to operate at lower

temperature is allowed. The selection floor space has an effect upon the size vacua during summer months, and it

of proper amount of surface for any and cost of buildings, and the ground is often found that many plants do op

given location may be determined
space is often a most important item erate on lower vacua than would be

upon the basis of balancing fixed
where ground is very valuable, as in necessary if the condensers were prop

charges on aditional surface against
the large cities . erly designed and operated . In order

fixed charges and operating expenses
The weather and climatic condi- to determine the size and best oper

tions

of pumping apparatus. As the amount
particularly important ating conditions the effect of a re

of surface is increased the cost will
where cooling towers are to be used, duced vacuum on the steam results of

increase in definite proportion, while
as will be discussed later . The con- the unit during those weeks or months

sideration of the water supply is of when the temperature of water is high
* N. E. L. A. , 1909. greatest importance. The quality of must be considered .

are
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The accompanying water-rate one or two inches of vacuum is rela

curve ( Fig . 1 ) shows the effect of tively very much smaller than with the

reduction of vacuum upon the econ- turbine . Furthermore, the reduction

omy of a standard steam turbine of in first cost, floor space, and the like ,

1000 -kw . capacity, with 175 lb. steam have demanded different types of

and 100 degrees superheat. condensers. The introduction of the

These data are also summarized as low - pressure turbine also empha

follows: sizes the importance of high vacua

all the air must pass in intimate con

tact with the cold water entering the

condenser chamber. In the surface

condenser, attention should be paid to

the proper distribution of baffle plates

in order to accomplish this result as

nearly as possible . The writer is of

the opinion that in many cases the air

should be drawn off through a sepa

rate chamber, in which it is cooled as

nearly as possible to that of the en

tering water. This would reduce the

volume of the air itself and would

greatly reduce the volume of water

vapor, and would enable a consider

able reduction to be made both in the

size of air pump and in the work the

Vacuum ,

Inches

Increase,

Per Cent

29

28

27

26

Steam per

Hour at Full

Rated Load,

Pounds

15,350

16,550

17,500

18,550

19,350

20,000

20.600

21,100

21.600

Increase Over

Consumption

on 29 - Inch

Vacuum

1200

2150

3200

4000

4650

5250

5750

6250

7.8

14

Approx .
Temperature

Exhaust

Steam,

Degrees

77

100

116

124

132

140

146

151

157

24

23

22

21

20.8

26

30.3

34.2

37.5

40.8

pump does.

2

แ
ผ
น

VACUUO

The compression in the air pump

should approach as nearly as possible

Allowing for the differential tem- The daily and annual load factor a true isothermal, in order to reduce

peratures required in condenser and on the unit also have an important the power required for its operation to

tower and for the temperature of the bearing on the condenser. Where the a minimum.

water , the amount of water required unit is to be operated continuously at In operating air pumps many engi

for any given vacuum over that of the or near full load the conditions noted neers start the pump, set it at its nor

next lesser vacuum can be deter- above will apply, but where the load mal speed and let it run regardless of

mined and the benefits compared with is fluctuating and averages consider- the load . The result is that the air

the costs of obtaining same.
ably below the rated capacity, the ef- pump does a great deal of unnecessary

fect on economy of the unit has im- work , and at times it is pumping steam

portant bearing only at hours of full to a greater extent than air . This can

or heavy load and should be consid- often be quickly checked by slowing

ered only for those hours, because the down the air pump materially without

water supply will be ample at other any effect upon the vacuum .

times. The surface condenser is used al

The design of an air pump or dry- most exclusively on all the large tur

vacuum pump involves the general bine installations, and has given bet

features of the air compressor. The ter results than jet condensers ordi

variation in intake and discharge pres- narily show . There seems to be no

sure is not great, but the volumes to inherent advantage that would justify

be handled are enormous, owing to any appreciable difference between the

It is often possible to effect a very the low pressures. The important two types of condensers. With the

material saving in cost and size of con- items outside the pump itself are, large turbine units the steam con

densers by allowing for a reduced first, to keep the piping system from sumption per unit of output is as low

vacuum when the temperature of the the point where the pressure goes be- as 14 lb. per kw-hr. , and upon this

water is high . It becomes then a low atmosphere to and including the basis the amount of surface per kilo

problem of balancing the added cost condenser and its auxiliaries as near- watt of capacity required is very much

of fuel, and the like, against the fixed ly bottle tight as possible , and, sec- less than in smaller units. With small

and operating charges on the con- ond, to cool the air entering the pump units the ordinary installation requires

densing equipment to determine the and remove from it as much of the four to five square feet of tube sur

most economical installation . If the water vapor as possible . The first face per kilowatt capacity , while on

water rate of the unit is carefully de- question is one of careful attention the large turbine the surface required

termined by test or can be accurately and inspection , and is often a very varies from 1.75 to 2.5 sq . ft. The re

forecastedby manufacturer's guaran- greatly neglected point in plant oper- duction in first cost per kilowatt of

tee , the cost of fuel to generate the ation . If the engineer properly in- capacity in large- size units is there

additional steam required can be eas- inspects the system daily and watches fore as great as per cent . The sur

ily estimated . Then by plotting the the mercury column or gauge closely , face condensing equipments installed

temperature curve of the water sup- he can very quickly detect any unusual in some of the larger stations pro

ply and allowing for a fair differen- amount of air leakage . Yet it is com- duce continuously vacua in excess of

tial temperature, the quantity of water mon to note the falling off of one to 28 in , and have reached 29 in .

required to condense the steam for three inches in vacuum before any at- There seems to be no reason why a

full load of the unit can be figured tention is paid to the matter, when a jet condenser should not produce

for each season of the year. By com- fraction of an inch should be an indi- equally good results if properly de

paring this with the fuel costs noted cation that something is wrong and signed. It is true that the work re

above, the final selection can be prop- requires immediate attention . quired of the air pump on a jet con

erly determined after securing esti The second essential, namely, the denser installation is in excess of that

mates or proposals on various sizes of cooling of the air and separation of required on a surface condenser, but

condensers and pumps.
the moisture, is a matter that must be the decreased amount of cooling wa

Since the introduction of the steam considered in the design of the con- ter necessary should more than offset

turbine the condensing problem has denser itself . the disadvantage of the extra quan

become doubly important. With en- In the jet condenser, particular at- tity of air. The first cost of jet con
gines the gain in economy by the last tention should be given to the air off- densing equipment would not exceed

essential to their successful operation take, which should be so designed that 50 to 60 per cent , of the cost of sur
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face condensing equipment, and the cration of climatic conditions , of 29.92 in. barometric pressure. The

repairs and maintenance should be ground space, of the cost per unit of very rapid rise in the amount of water

much smaller. The surface conden- surface as compared with the cost of vapor required to saturate the air as

ser requires more attention, the sur- fans plus the operation of same and the temperature increases indicates

face must be kept clean and the tubes of the adaptability of towers of vary- the greater opportunity for extraction

tight, and the best results can only ing capacities to the condenser . of heat at the higher temperature and

be secured by constant attention . The climatic conditions, namely, it becomes desirable to heat the air

A condenser of novel features has temperature and humidity, are of leaving the tower as high as possible .

recently been introduced to this coun- greatest importance in cooling tower This in turn requires that the tem

try from European practice. In this design , and on this account each in- perature of the water leaving the con

condenser the design of the chamber stallation must be treated as a sepa denser and entering the tower be

in a measure resembles the ordinary rate problem , and there can be no raised as nearly as possible to the tem
barometric condenser, the chief novel- standard sizes for towers of various perature of the exhaust steam . For a

ty being in the pump unit. The water caapcity that would be generally ap- given range in temperature in the

pump and rotary air pump are both plicable to all locations. The greater tower it is readily seen that the warm

mounted on the same shaft and can portion of the heat extracted in a cool- air has a much greater effect, and the

be directly connected to engine, tur- ing tower goes to supply the latent reduction of the temperature of the

bine or motor, as desired, making a heat of vaporization of enough water water to or below that of the enter

very compact and simple unit. Tests vapor to saturate the air leaving the ing air is more easily accomplished

on this condenser have shown fre- tower. The balance goes directly to

quently that the discharge tempera- heat the air passing through the tower .

ture of the water can be maintained During winter months the proportion

between one and three degrees of the of the heat that goes to heat the air

temperature of steam . When the con- is much greater than in the summer

struction details of this condenser have months and may exceed the amount of

been thoroughly worked out, the con- heat that is dissipated in supplying the

denser should find a large field. latent heat of vaporization . Taking

The selection of the pump-driving as an example an air temperature of

unit for any condensing installation 82 ° F. and supposing the air to be

must depend largely upon the other saturated (raining ) at that tempera

plant conditions. If the exhaust from ture, and that the air is heated to 92 °

these units can be advantageously F. in the tower and leaves the tower

used to heat the boiler feed water , the saturated at that temperature, the heat

steam -driven pumps will invariably extracted by each pound of air would
figure as the most desirable. Where be as follows :

the exhaust from other plant auxiliar- To heat the air 10 ° F. would re- than when it is cold . One pound of

ies is sufficient for feed -water heating, quire 2.375 B.t.u. The saturated air at saturated air, heated from 90 ° F. and

or where economizers are used, the 92 degrees will contain 0.03289 lb. of discharged as saturated air will
selection depends upon a comparison water vapor and at 82 degrees it con- extract approximately as much heat

of cost of motor and steam - driven tained 0.02361 , the balance of 0.00928 as one pound of air raised from o de

pumps and of the expenses for oper- lb. having been accumulated in pass- gree to 40 ° F. and saturated when

ating them . The general features of ing through the tower . The heat re- leaving at that temperature.

the much -discussed problem of motor quired to evaporate one pound of wa- Localities possessing dry climate

tersus steam - driven auxiliaries enters ter from and at 90 degrees is 1051 are best suited for the use of cooling

into the problem . B.t.u., and the heat extracted in evap- towers, and it is exceptional to find

COOLING TOWERS . orating 0.00928 lb. of water would be the temperature of the air very high

The design and operation of cool- approximately 9.75 B.t.u. Therefore, before or during a rain - storm . On

ing towers is a matter so closely asso- each pound of water leaving the tower the other hand, moist climates do not

ciated with the design and operation at 92 degrees would carry away as a rule have as high temperatures

of condensers that the combination of 2.375+9.75 , or 12.125 B.t.u., and the during the summer months. For av

condenser and tower must be consid- work done by the evaporation would erage conditions a tower can usually

ered as a single unit and the same gen- represent about 80 per cent . of the be figured safely upon a basis of max

eral principles applied as noted above. total. If the air entering the cooling imum temperature of 90 ° F. during

In localities where a supply of con- tower was not saturated it would be a rain - storm when the air is saturated .

densing water is not obtainable, re- able to pick up a still greater quan- On days when the temperature is in

course must be had to the use of cool- tity of water and the proportion of excess of 90 ° F. the humidity will be

ing towers. The general principles heat extraction evaporating would be considerably below saturation, as a

of the tower are in a measure a re- still greater . In this connection it is rule, and the capacity of the tower will

verse proposition from those embod- interesting to note that where the air equal that for the conditions named .

ied in the condenser. The problem be- entering the tower is comparatively Basing estimates upon the air supply

comes one of dissipating to the at- cry it is possible to cool the water be- as stated , the problem becomes one of

mosphere the greatest possible low the temperature of the air , and determining the amount of surface re

amount of heat from each pound of this effect has been noted in several quired.

water with a minimum expense for tests on a natural-draft tower in Den- The amount of heat to be extracted

fixed and operating charges. The effect is of course produced from the water can be accurately esti

Cooling towers are classified in two by the heat extracted from the water mated by the steam consumption of

general classes, namely, forced - draft to supply water vapor partly or com- the unit and the quality of the steam

and natural-draft towers, the distinc- pletely saturate the air, and this ef- entering the condenser. The temper

tior being in the method of circulating fect will continue even if the water is ature and humidity records should

rile air in the towers. The compari- considerably colder than the air . then be considered as outlined above

son of the relative merits of the two Attention is called to the accom- and the steam economy of the unit at

types is one that involves the consid- panying saturation curve for air at various vacua compared to note the

ver .

1
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effects of periods of hot weather and tower 97 ° F. If the air were up to be taken to prevent loss of water by

the economical reduction of vacuum 90° F. in temperature , this would al- being carried away mechanically with

that can be allowed rather than to go low a maximum working range of the air leaving the tower. ( 4 ) On

to the increased expense for larger only seven degrees and the surface account of the increased cost of pump

condenser and towers. required would be 22 sq . ft . per pound ing water to high heads, the tower
Allowing that the water leaves the of steam condensed per hour. For a should be as low as possible and the

condenser at a certain temperature differential of 10 degrees the surface water pumped no higher than abso

and enters at a certain lower temper- required would be 15 sq . ft. for 20 lutely necessary. ( 5 ) In laying out

ature , the quantity of water required degrees, 7.5 sq . ft . , and for 30 de- tlic water distributing system care

is determined. In making these fig- grees five square feet per pound of must be used to reduce the friction

ures it will be seen that the widest steam condensed per hour. In cachi head to a minimum .

possible range in temperature of the of these cases the vacuum would be In combustion work it has been

water should be secured . Then in reduced and at the 30 degrees differ found that in forcing or pulling air

cooling this amount of water in the ential it would be 26 in . through a fuel bed the induced draft

cooling tower the amount of surface In the case of the forced -draft which pulls the air through is much
required must be calculated. This is tower the size of fan and power re- preferable to forced draft for securing

is one of the most indefinite points in quired for its operation would de- proper distribution of the air . The

cooling tower design and is the most crease in about the same ratio as the distribution of the air in the fuel bed

important one. The rate of transfer decrease in surface noted above by is much more uniform , and, espe

of heat from water to air , either di- allowing larger differential tempera- cially in gas producers, a distinct ad
rect or through a diaphragm , varies tures and obtaining correspondingly vantage is gained in the suction -type
through rather wide limits. With in- smaller vacua . In either case the fixed producer. More fuel can be burned

creased circulation of the air the rate and operating charges on condenser per square foot of grate surface and

increases, but the exact ratio of in- and cooling tower must be balanced with less overventilation than with

crease is not definitely established . against the cost of extra fuel, and the forced draft. The same general prin

The effect upon the absorption of wa- like , required when the vacuum is re- ciples apply to air distribution in cool

ter to saturate the air is undoubtedly duced in order to determine the most ing towers, and it is the author's opin

greatly increased by rapid circulation economical installation . ion that much more uniform and sat

of the air. On the other hand, if the Various materials have been used isfactory results can be obtained by

air is forced through the tower too rap- for wetted surface in cooling towers . placing the fan at the top of the tower

idly it does not become fully saturated Rough boards have been successfully and drawing the air through the

and therefore the quantity of air re- used, but they take up a great deal of tower. On acount of the moisture

quired is greatly increased . In the room , and the cost per square foot of present it would be necessary to pro
ordinary natural-draft tower the surface is high when compared with tect the fan blades from rust by gal

greatest care must be used to get full other materials. Wood blocks, tile, vanizing or frequent painting . The,

benefit of all the air passing through and the like , have been used largely results from combustion work would

the tower, while in forced -draft tow- in forced -draft towers, and the results indicate at least 30 per cent. improve

ers there is always more or less water are satisfactory except as to first cost. ment and would reduce the amount of

carried away mechanically and the The use of curtains made of galvan- air required and the power consumed

water leaving the tower is seldom sat- ized -wire screens has been tried, but by the fans materially.
urated, indicating that more air is be the first cost is high and the screens In the design of natural- draft tow

ing used than would be necessary in a are not entirely satisfactory in distrib- ers the principles are very similar.

properly designed tower. uiting the water. A number of tests These towers should be set in as open

The rate of transfer of heat from have been made with burlap curtains, location as possible so that full ad

water to air through a metal dia- and the results thus far have been vantage can be taken of winds to aid

phragm is about 2.5 B.t.u. per square above expectations. The burlap is the draft created in the towers .

foot per degree per hour. If the outer very cheap and is easily made into cur- Where set in open spaces it is advis

surface is kept wet the heat transfer tains. These curtains are compara- able to have the sides, or at least a

is materially increased, and if , in ad- tively light and easily suspended in portion of each side, equipped with

dition, the air is circulated rapidly the the towers. The only difficulty has removable doors so that the air open

rate of transfer can be increased to been to secure a long-thread burlap ings can be changed to suit the direc

several times the figure named . In so that a portion of the threads tion of the wind. In the tower the

the cooling tower the heat is trans- will not wash out and enter the greatest freedom for air movement is

ferred directly from water to air and piping system . Some of these cur- necessary, and the design of the water

the amount of surface depends quite tains are now four years old, and the distributing system must be made

largely upon the rate of circulation of expense for renewal will be nominal. with a view of leaving as much free

the air , and no definite figures were Several suggestions have been made air space as possible. The passage of

obtainable upon the transfer in forced- as to tarring or painting the curtains the air through the tower will create

draft towers. By calculating this co- as a preservative, but the cost and a certain amount of draft caused by

efficient upon a natural-draft tower in value of these treatments are doubtful. heating of the air and the absorption

Lincoln , Neb ., a heat transfer of 6 to In the design of forced -draft towers of water vapor, which further reduces

8 B.t.u. per square foot per degree the following conditions must be con- the density and increases the stack ef

per hour was shown upon a series of sidered : ( 1 ) The tower should be fect . The tower can be designed to
tests . Using 7 B.t.u. as a basis it is laid out with great care to secure create draft sufficient for all the air

seen that the surface required to pro- proper distribution of the air and wa- required , but it is usually desirable to

duce very high vacua during hot ter . ( 2 ) The fan capacity should use the added advantage of the winds

weather would be enormous. Taking be figured upon a basis of handlingbe figured upon a basis of handling wherever posible in assisting the air

the temperature of steam at 28 -in . saturated air , and the path of the air circulation. In spacing the curtains

vacuum at 102 ° F. and allowing five should be such as to bring the water in the tower it is necessary to place

degrees differential between steam and air in intimate contact so that the them close enough together to get the

and discharge water, would make the air will leave the tower as nearly sat- full benefit of all the air passing; but,

temperature of the water entering the urated as possible. ( 3 ) Care must3 as pointed out,out, the distributing
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troughs must be laid out to allow as tribute the water from two or more Some very interesting experiments

free air travel as possible. If the troughs. The water discharged from have been made on a combination of

armount of water Aovring down the the pipe at two or more points in each condenser and cooling tower in which

curtains is too great it will create a trough will maintain practically uni- the steam discharged from the unit

counter-effect to the draft and will re- form level in the troughs . The dis- enters coils of pipe or chambers over

tard circulaticii of air in the tower. charge from the main troughs should which water is sprayed and air rapid

An important feature of the tower be through vertical slotted openings ly circulated. This plan_has shown

is to house the air openings properly, in the sides, so that the quantity dis- some promising results. The amount

to prevent loss of water during high charged to each curtain will vary as of water required in the condenser is

wind -storms. If no loss of water oc- the head of water in the troughs with practically the same as the amount

curs , the amount of condensation, if out creating any friction head . The condensed. This plan could possibly

the jet condenser is used , will be more individual troughs supplying each cur- be made feasible for small units, but

than sufficient to supply the water tain should be made as narrow as pos- for large units it could not be applied .

evaporated in the tower. If a surface sible in order to leave ample space be- Fair vacua were obtained on certain

condenser is used , the make-up water tween troughs for airair openings . tests of this outfit at the Virginia Ag

required in the tower should not ex- These troughs should discharge ricultural College.

ceed and will ordinarily be somewhat through slotted openings, similar to The extension of this plan along

less than the amount of water sup- the main troughs, against a metal the lines of the radiator of automo

plied to the boilers. Where a jet con- strip or vane which acts as the hanger biles leads to an invaluable and very

denser is used , the cold -water supply for the curtains and on which the wa- interesting problem , which merits

to the boilers can be passed into the ter is uniformly distributed across the some study for applications to small

tower pit and condenser inlet and the full width of the curtain . units .

water for boiler supply drawn from Cooling ponds with jets scattered The majority of the larger installa

the hot water leaving the condenser. through the pond and dischargingthrough the pond and discharging tions in this country are forced -draft

In the design of the water distribu- into the air above the pond are used towers , while Europeon practice

tion system , the friction head must be to some extent. The amount of power seems to be toward using natural

kept down as much as possible when required for pumping the water is draft towers wherever ground space

proper distribution of the water is large, and the first cost , unless the permits. With plenty of ground

maintained. It is very essential that pond is already in existence, is prohib- space available the natural-draft tower

the water be distributed evenly over itive . On very still days the capacity should receive most careful consid

all of the curtains or wetted surface, is limited , as wind is depended upon eration , and the application of a nat

and this as a rule necessitates some for air circulation . On days when the ural-draft tower to a condenser that

experimenting on the tower in order wind is brisk the loss of water car- will discharge the water practically at

to reach all the curtain with an equal ried off mechanically is excessive and the temperature of the steam makes a

supply of water. An effective means the amount of make-up water is con- very desirable combination for the av

of accomplishing the result is to dis- sequently increased . erage installation .

Distributing Transformers

E. G. REED

|The purpose of this paper is to chased in 1886 by the Westinghouse ing the year 1886 that company built

briefly trace the development of the Company. The construction of the transformers for commercial use , of

distributing transformer ; to show the Gaulard and Gibbs transformer is the type shown in Fig . 3 , the winding

essential requirements of transform- shown in Fig . 1. From 1883 to 1885 and magnetic circuit being substan
ers of this class ; to discuss their elec- William Stanley, Jr. , while in the em- tially that shown in Fig . 2 .

trical and mechanical characteristics , ploy of George Westinghouse , experi- The terms “ core ” and “ shell" type

and to indicate their probable future were introduced about this time to de

development. note the difference between trans

In the early days of the transformer formers like that of Gaulard and

it was used only for the distribution Gibbs , in which the iron forms a core

of electric current for lighting, di or center portion on which the wind

rectly to the consumer , but as the al ings are placed, and those in which the

ternating-current system developed iron encloses the coils like a shell, as

other transformers were required. in the Stanley form shown in Fig. 2 .

The term " distibuting transformer ," In the years 1887 and 1888 an en

here used, is intended to apply to those deavor was made to secure legislation

units delivering energy directly to the against the use of alternating current

user . * for the distribution of power, the ex

HISTORICAL .
Fig. 1. - GALLARD AND GIBBS TRANSFORMER

perience of Mr. Westinghouse in the

From the classical experiments of
Original British patents dated 1882

introduction of the alternating -current

Joseph Henry, published in 1832 , was mented with the converter, the name system of distribution , being , there

developed the induction coil, which is by which the transformer was then fore, somewhat similar to his expe

the prototype of the modern trans- commonly known. In 1885 Stanley rience in introducing the air brake

former. The first practical trans- built transformers of the type shown into general use. The Thomson

former was patented in England in in Fig. 2 , and this became the com- Houston Company brought out a

1882 by Gaulard and Gibbs. The mercial form used by the Westing- shell-type transformer in the year

American patent rights were pur- house Company for many years . Dur 1888. This type of transformer,

* N . E. L. A. , 1909.
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shown in Fig. 4 , continued to be used The ideal transformer may be de- posed by the character of the mag

down to as late as 1895 . scribed as the design in which the netic materials used is aptly offset by

After the first commercial trans- mean turn of both iron and copper will increasing the section of the magnetic

formers were made, the immediate de- enclose a maximum area for a given circuit outside of the winding. This

velopments were improvements in de- amount of material. This will result permits an increase in the magnetic

tail on the shell type of construction. in a design of the least amount of ma- circuit without corresponding

The use of oil as an insulating and terial and lowest cost to obtain a change in the conductors which would

cooling medium was generally adopt- given performance. The ideal trans- have been necessary with the other

ed, and both the iron and copper losses

a

Tron Copper Copper

DAS
Iron

SHELL TYPE CORE TYPE

Fig : 7. - IDEAL TRANSFORMERS

TRANS

FORMER

forms of design. The core type of

design, which is a counterpart of the

shell form in Fig. 8 , is shown in Fig.

Fig. 4.—EARLY THOMSON - HOUSTON 9. The refinements found in the best

Made in 1888
modern designs of core and shell type

reduce considerably the difference

former, as shown in Fig. 7 , is one in
which formerly existed between them .

which either the iron or the winding In high -voltage work the core type of
is formed into an annular ring and the construction, depending on the size of

other elements into a circular form
the transformer, finds its best field ,

about this ring completely filling its
and hence both forms of construction

opening. Further limitations beyond
are justified . The efficient disposition

that of the materials used in building of the insulation possible with the

transformers, such as hand labor and core -type transformer in higher volt

the requirements of ventilation, space
ages is the reason for its use.

AS BUILTFig. 2.-STANLEY TRANSFORMER

IN 1885

Mognenc

Circuit B

Ventilating

Ducts

Magnetic

Circuit A

Low Tension

Coils

High Tension

Coils
COPPER IRON

Fig. 8 .-- LATEST FORM OF THE SHELL-TYPE

TRANSFORMER

were reduced and the regulation im

proved. The transformers were mod

ified to meet the requirements of 65 -cy

cle service , the first design being built

for 133 -cycle operation , this frequency

being then in general use . About 1899

to 1901 , designs were developed indi

cating a close approach to the ideal

transformer, as in the Berry patents

taken out in England about this time.

( See Fig. 5. ) The same ideas, how

ever, were foreshadowed in the orig

inal patent ( see Fig . 6 ) granted

George Westinghouse , May 25, 1886 .

11 The simplicity of the magnetic cir

cuit in the best design of this im

proved form of the shell type is illus

Fig. 5.—BERRY TRANSFORMER
trated in Fig. 10 and its merits are

shown by thetest results given in Fig .

for terminals, and other details of con
11. The shell type of transformer re

struction , prohibit the actual building quires one group of coils , instead of

of the ideal transformer.
two or four as in the core type . The

addition of the two iron circuits to
Fig. 8 shows the construction of

the latest form of the shell type for
the former shell construction protects

distributing transformers and is a
the remaining two sides of the coil

practical construction approximating
and the winding is practically ar

mored .

the ideal shape. The limitations im
The comparatively recent advent of

silicon or alloy steel has affected both

the design and performance of dis

tributing transformers. Its use does

not change the relative economy of

the different types of construction, but

its increased cost does change the pro

portions of copper and iron in any

particular design. The lower loss per

unit of weight of the iron would nat

urally allow a saving of material for

a given performance. This would re

sult in an increase of the flux density

in the iron , and of the current density

Fig. 6. - EARLY WESTINGHOUSE TRANSFORMER in the copper, their upper limits be

Patent date, 1886 ing set by the magnetic saturation of

Fig . 3.—EARLY WESTINGHOUSE TRANSFORM

ERS, MANUFACTURED IN 1886 COPPER
IRON

The original conception has been de

veloped toward the ideal construction ,

which , however, cannot be completely

realized on account of limitations in

the materials, iron and copper , of

which actual transformers are con

structed .

0 0
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the iron and heating of the copper. holes are identical as to performance, reached beyond which a further de

The general effect of the better mate- but differ in most other particulars. crease in the iron loss can be made

rial on commercial transformers, how- Regarding performance, it goes with- only by a very considerable increase

ever, has been to increase their effi- out saying that the iron and copper is the copper loss. This is shown by

ciency, better their regulation and to losses should be low ; in fact , the de- the curve in Fig. 13 , which represents

reduce their size and weight without velopment of distributing transform- the relation between the losses which

increased cost to the buyer. ers during the past twenty years has can be obtained with various designs

been largely one of reducing these liaving the same cost. The curve

losses . Low iron loss is particularly shows that if the iron loss be
important, since it is continuous and decreased to 90 per cent. of its nor

therefore should be smaller than the mal value, the copper loss increases

copper loss , which occurs only when to 113 per cent. of its original value.

the transformer is loaded. Since the However, decreasing the iron loss to

regulation is practically proportional 60 per cent. of its normal value, would
to the copper loss , the extent to which increase the copper loss to 183 per

the iron loss of a transformer of given cent. of its original value. This

should be taken into account in pro

portioning the losses , which for a

Copper and Iron Los given transformer should be so re
Type S Transformers

lated that the cost of supplying them

Fig . 9. – CORE - TYPE TRANSFORMER for a given period shall be a mini

Counterpart of latest shell-type
mum .

It is usual to consider the total

In the early days of transformer de cost of supplying transformer losses

signing the proportions were worked to be made up of the actual cost of

out roughly by rule of thumb, the producing current, say one cent per

main requirement being to build kilowatt-hour, and a fixed charge for
transformers that would operate. For interest, depreciation, and the like , on

a considerable period it was thought the station equipment, of , say , $20.00

that there were so many quantities in per kilowatt-year. The total cost of

volved in the design that it would not supplying one kilowatt-year of iron

be practical to take them all into con loss at one cent per kilowatt-hour for

sideration and make a theoretical de 365 days of 24 hours, amounts to

sign . In the manufacture of modern
Fig . 11. - IRON AND COPPER LOSS CURVES $ 87.60 plus the fixed charge of $ 20.00,

transformers this method of treatment Transformer of recent design or a total of $ 107.60. Assuming the

has been demonstrated to be the only daily load on the transformer to be

successful one to use . The relative cost may be reduced by increasing the equal to four hours of full load, the

costs of iron and copper are taken
copper loss is limited by the necessity

actual cost of the power used per kilo

into account, and the most efficient of securing good regulation. For ex- watt of copper loss will be one -sixth

design is made for the existing mar
ample, the regulation of a one k.v.a.

of the cost of power used per kilowatt

ket value of these materials. Mathe- transformer, as shown by the curves of iron loss , or one-sixth of $87.60

matical methods of design produce in Fig. 12 , is 2.62 per cent., which equals $ 14.60 . Thus the total cost

value cannot be greatly increased
per kilowatt-year of rated transformer

without rendering the transformer un

suitable for ordinary service . On the

other hand, the regulation of a 50

kv.a. transformer is 1.15 per cent.,

300
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200
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Regulation Type S Transformers 160

190

20

Regulation ( 80 Pa Cent P.F.

100
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Regulation at 100 Per Cent P.F. 60

60 70 80 00

Percentage of Normal Iron Loss

Fig. 13.—CURVE SHOWING RELATIVE VALUES

OF IRON AND COPPER LOSSES

5 10Fig. 10. — MAGNETIC CIRCUIT OF THE LATEST 15 20 25 30 37 ; 50

FORM OF THE SHELL -TYPE TRANSFORMER K. V. A. Output

Fig. 12. - REGULATION CURVES

transformers that are uniform in their Transformer of recent design

characteristics, the sizes progressing

in dimensions, weight and perform- and this value might be increased
ance in a uniform manner. This is without jeopardizing satisfactory

indicated in Fig. II , showing the service. The iron loss might be re

losses for a line of commercial trans- duced by increasing the copper loss if

formers. this change would result in a net sa

SERVICE REQUIREMENTS. ving For a transformer of given

The service requirements of trans- cost , as the iron loss is reduced and

formers mounted on poles or in man- the copper loss increased, a point is

copper loss will be $ 14.60 plus the

fixed charge of $20 , or $34.60. The

cost of supplying the losses of a mod

ern five k.v.a. transformer having an

iron loss of 45 watts and a copper loss

of 93 watts , will be :

Cost per year of iron loss equals

0.045 X$ 107.60 = $ 4.84

Cost per year of copper loss equals

0.093X $ 34.60 = $ 3.22

Total cost $ 8.06.
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This transformer has a copper loss the older grades of iron a low exciting ponent, the increase in line loss will

that is approximately 2.1 times its iron current naturally resulted from a nor- be equal to an increase in transformer

loss, and it can be shown theoretically mal design. The use of silicon steel iron loss from a minimum of 30 per

that, for the cost of power as given has modified designs in such a way cent. at 103 per cent. power - factor to

above, the best results would be ob- that without considerable care in de- a maximum of 100 per cent. at 63

tained if the copper loss were 2.4 sign and manufacture high exciting per cent. power- factor, having inter

times the iron loss . The losses of a current result. For this reason , to- mediate values depending on the mag

line of commercial transformers are day the question of exciting current nitude of the load and its power- fac

shown in Fig . 11 , in which the aver- must be considered when buying tor. Hence the presence of large

age copper loss above the smaller sizes transformers. It is not generally ap- magnetizing current will, under cer

is 2.1 times the average iron loss. preciated that the exciting current of tain conditions, produce much greater

The query next arises , why are a transformer is the cause of a cup- loss than the total iron loss of the

transformers not made having lower per loss in the line and in the gen- transformer and on the score of effi

losses than those just referred to ? erator, which is continuous so long ciency it is important to consider mag

The answer to this is that improved as the transformer is connected to the netizing current as well as true iron

apparatus is not readily saleable un- mains. This is a true energy loss and loss . The exciting current of com

less the saving resulting from its use must be placed in the same class as mercial transformers of various sizes

is more than the cost of carrying the the iron loss. With a load having is shown in Fig. 15.

additional investment. If the five 100 per cent. power - factor, the loss re- Aside from this copper loss , a con

k.v.a. transformer before referred to siderable portion of the generating

costs $60 and the interest and depre equipment must be operated at periods
ciation on this investment is 15 per of light load on the transformers

cent., the total annual cost of oper merely to supply exciting current.

ating this unit is $9.00 plus $3.06 The use of transformers having a

= $ 17.06. If it can be shown that high exciting current also causes

the losses of this transformer can be lower power - factor on the whole dis

reduced at a cost which will make the tributing system , thus affecting the

total cost of its operation less than regulation not only of the transmis

$ 17.00 per year, a more economical sion line and the transformers, but the

transformer for these conditions generating equipment as well. Thus,

could be designed. The performance

of modern transformers is more the

result of a growth and adjustment Fig. 14. - COST CURVES

than of theoretical considerations. The Showing relative value to central station

factors entering into the cost of power of transformers of different efficiencies for

are so variable , and the questions of
various values of power cost, interest and

depreciation.
transformer costs so intricate, that a

general solution is hardly possible. It
sulting from the exciting current is

is usual for transformer manufac
constant and independent of the value

turers to carry two lines of trans- of the load. The lower the power

formers , one having relatively lower factor , the greater will be the copper

iron losses than the other, the differ
loss due to the exciting current. For

ence in price being approximately 15
example, assume that a distributing Fig. 15. — EXCITING CURRENT CURVE

per cent . The curves in Fig. 14 show
line is loaded with transformers which Transformer of recent design

for what cost of power, fixed charges, take an exciting current such that the

and the like, it is equally economical magnetizing component is five per
with a load that naturally has a good

to use either grade of transformer. cent.of the full-load current. How does power -factor, the introduction of

For instance, if the anual cost of the
the operating economy of this trans- transformers with high exciting cur

equipment is $ 20.00 and interest and
former compare with one having a rents tends to materially reduce this

depreciation on the transformer in magnetizing component of, say, 15 power -factor. Again , with loads hav

vestment is 15 per cent., and if power per cent., assuming that the power- ing low power - factors, the use of such

costs approximately 0.5 per cent. or
factor of the load external to the transformers will still further reduce

more per hour, it is more economical
transformer 100 per cent. and that the power- factor. High exciting cur

to use the first-grade transformer. the normal line loss is 15 per cent of rent indicates that the iron in the

These curves are drawn for a particu- the power delivered ? Assuming fur- transformers is worked near the knee

lar size of transformer, taking into ac- ther that the transformers have a nor- of the saturation curve, or a little past

count its actual cost and losses and the mal iron loss of one per cent., the first the knee. Thus an increase in the
difference in cost and performance be

case will result in a line copper loss voltage of the system will run the sat

tween it and the corresponding size of which is equivalent to increasing the uration of the iron beyond the knee of
the other line. The general results, iron loss of the transformer by ap- the curve and produce an extremely

however, will apply to a whole line of
proximately four per cent. For the high exciting current.

transformers, as they differ in all sizes
second case , a line copper loss results OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS .

by approximately the same amount in which is equivalent to increasing the The relative values of the iron and

cost and performance. iron loss of the transformers by ap- copper losses in a transformer may

The exciting current of a trans- proximately 34 per cent. In the case be varied by changing the voltage im

former may be defined as the current of a 60 per cent. power- factor, the pressed on its primary winding, the

taken by the high -tension winding first transformer produces line losses load current also being changed so

when the low -tension winding is not equal to increasing the iron loss ap- that its kilovolt -ampere output re

loaded . Heretofore the magnitude of proximately 125 per cent. and in the mains constant. The output of a

the exciting current of distributing second case approximately 400 per transformer is regularly rated in kilo

transformers has not been given much cent. In the case of the transformer volt - amperes, or the products of the

attention, due to the fact that with having 15 per cent magnetizing com- secondary voltage and the current de

2000

1800

1600

1400

Exciting Current, Š of Full Land
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livered to the load . Thus if the volt

age delivered by the transformer is

decreased, the current must increase

if its output is to remain constant.

The induction in the magnetic circuit,

varying with the impressed voltage,

increases or decreases the iron loss.

When the voltage is low the current

in the winding is large, consequently

the copper loss is increased , and when

the voltage is high the current and

the copper loss are low . The curves

in Fig. 16 show in a graphical way the

relation between the copper and iron

losses and their sum as the impressed

were
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Fig. 16. - CUIVES SHOWING CILANGE OF LOSSES

WITH VARIATIONS IN IMPRESSED VOLTAGE

WITH CONSTANT OUTPUT.

110voltage varies ; the kilovolt-ampere

output remaining constant. It is ap

parent that when the iron loss reaches

low values the copper loss increases

very rapidly. On the other hand, when

the copper loss in turn reaches its low

values, the iron loss does not increase

so rapidly as did the copper loss . It

is interesting to note that as the iron

loss increases and the copper loss de

creases , the sum of the losses decreases

until a minimum is reached , after

which it again increases . It is ap

parent that the sum of the losses is a

former, if the sum of their losses is ing transformers is 50 ° C. rise of the

to be a minimum , is that the iron loss windings after continuous operation

should be approximately 15 per cent. at normal load. If this guarantee

greater than the copper loss. This is were based on oil temperatures, rather

a perfectly general relation , and for a than that of the windings, a guarantee

transformer of any capacity, voltage of approximately 40 ° C. could be

or frequency and of any type of de- made, instead of 50 ° C. In determin

sign, if the losses are in this relation ing the permissible load at which com

their sum will be a minimum . mercial transformers can be operated

In the preceding case the losses for a given time, and the permissible

varied by changing the im- time for a given load , this maximum

pressed voltage and keeping the out- operating temperature must not be ex

put and frequency constant. Fig. 17 ceeded. Having plotted from tests ,

shows the variation of the iron loss the curves showing the increase of the

for a given transformer with chang- temperature rise of the oil and wind

ing frequency at the supply circuit. ings with time, starting with 100 per

The question is one of variable iron cent. transformer load, it is possible

loss only, as evidently the copper loss to determine the corresponding curves

is not affected by changing the fre- for any other load.

quency of the current. Assuming the The calculation of overload temper

iron loss and the copper loss to be ature curves is based on the fact that

constant, the output of a transformer the temperature rise of the oil is pro

is related to the frequency at which portional to the total loss in the trans

it is operated, as shown in Fig. 18 . former and the temperature rise of the

The output of a transformer, for ex- windings above the oil is proportional

ample, at 25 cycles, is approximately to the copper loss . Suppose it is de

70 per cent. of its output at 65 cycles. sired to draw the temperature rise

Fig. 18 gives the output of a trans- curves for 125 per cent. load . As

sume that after eight hours ' operation

at 100 per cent. load the oil rise is 34 °

C. and the rise of the windings is 45

dlegrees . If the normal iron loss of

the transformer be 33 per cent. and

the normal copper loss be 66 per cent .

of the total loss, a load of 125 per cent.

will produce a copper loss of 104 per

cent., the copper loss increasing as the

square of the load. The total loss for

this load will then be 137 per cent . ,

therefore the temperature rise of the

Fig. 18. - CURVE SHOWING CHANGE OF OL'T- oil will be 1.37X34 ° C. =46 ° C. The

PUT WITH FREQUENCY IN PER CENT. OF rise of the copper above the oil will

OUTPUT AT 60 CYCLES

be 1.56X11 ° = 17 ° C. The tempera

former at various frequencies in
ture rise of the copper will then be

terms of its output at 60 cycles.
46 + 17 = 63° C. This procedure can

It can also be shown that the out
be repeated for a sufficient number of

put of a transformer is approximately points to enable the construction of

proportional to the three- fourth power
the complete temperature curve. The

of its weight. This assumes that the
temperature rise curve of the wind

loss densities in the materials, iron

and copper, making up its structure

are maintained constant.

Transformers operating at a tem

perature of 100 ° C. will probably soon

fail, and assuming an average tem

perature of the air of 25 ° C. , this lim

its the maximum permissible tempera

ture rise of the transfor ner in less

than 75 ° C. Allowing for a margin of,

say 10 to 15 ° C. , gives a safe operating

temperature rise of from 60 to 65 ° C.

This refers to the temperature rise of

the windings and not that of the sur

rounding oil , which obviously must

be cooler. In good commercial trans

formers, depending on the size and on Fig. 19 .-- TEMPERATURE RISE CURVES

the cooling efficiency of the oil ducts

through the windings, the temperature ings for no -load, that is , the tempera

of the windings is from 5 to 15 de- ture rise due to the core loss only, can

grees above that of the hot oil in the be determined by the same method .

upper part of the case . The tempera- If the normal core loss is 33 per cent.

ture guarantee of standard distribut- of the total loss, the temperature rise
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minimum somewhere in the region of

equality of the iron and copper losses.

In the variation of the losses by

changing the impressed voltage, it has

been assumed that the voltage change

is not limited by the saturation of the

iron . In a practical case, the satura

tion of the iron might prevent any

considerable variation of the voltage

above normal. The relation of the

iron and copper losses in any trans
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of the oil and the winding also will, in

this case, be 0.33X34 = 11° C.

The curves given in Fig. 19, which

show the rise of the oil at no - load and

at 100 per cent. load and the copper at

100, 125 and 150 per cent. loads, have

been determined by test , and they

check up very closely with the theo

retical curves as outlined above. The

temperature rise of the oil is deter

mined by a thermometer and of the

windings by the increase of resistance

method . These curves do not repre

sent any particular size of trans

former, but rather the characteristics

of a modern line of distributing trans

formers of from 1 to 50 kilovolt-am

peres.

From the temperature curves shown

in Fig. 19, time over -load curves can

be drawn, an example being shown in

Fig. 20. These indicate the time re

quired for any load to increase the

temperature of the transformer to

any specified temperature rise. If the

transformer is cold when the load is

applied , it will require a slightly

longer time to reach the predeter

mined rise than if it has already at

First - What will be the tempera- bring the transformer to the required—

ture rise of a transformer under given rise .

conditions of load for a certain period FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS.

of time ? If the present iron is used at a

Second — What period of time will higher induction it becomes oversat

a transformer carry a certain load urated, giving high exciting currents.

without exceeding a limiting temper- A betterment of the permeability

ature rise ? would allow higher working densi

As an example of the first case , sup ties, the design being modified so as
pose it is required to find the temper- to use less iron. In designing 25

ature rise of a transformer that is cycle transformers it is necessary for

operating with no -load and then re- magnetic purposes to use more iron

ceives a 100 per cent . load for four than is desired , because of the low

hours, followed by a 150 per cent . permeability of the silicon iron .

load for two hours. From the tem- In general, a betterment of iron ,

perature curves in Fig. 19, it is seen
without improving the permeability,

that the windings have approximately can only result in lower losses and not

a 12-degree rise, due to the iron loss

only. To obtain the temperature rise

of the windings after four hours at

100 per cent. load , follow the 100 per

cent . load temperature rise curve for

ward for a period of four hours from

the point where it reached a tempera

tue rise of 12 ° C. This gives a tem

perature rise of approximately 38 de

grees . When the 150 per cent. load

is placed on the transformer it has

a temperature rise of 38° C. , and will

then continue to rise in temperature

as indicated by the 150 per cent. load

curve . Starting from the 38 ° C. rise ,

on the 150 per cent. load temperature

rise curve, a transformer at the end

of a two-hour period will have
reached an approximate temperature

Fig. 21.—SECTION
rise of 63 °C. In this case its original

temperature rise , due to its core loss ,

had little effect on its final tempera- a reduction of the cost of the trans

ture . Although it had a temperature formers . In order to take full ad

rise of 12 ° C. when the 100 per cent. vantage of the reduced true loss , it

load was started , this increased its would be necessary to increase the sat

temperature rise only 2 ° C. at the end uration beyond permissible values .

of the four-hour run at 100 per cent . Higher permeability and then lower

As an example of the second phase losses will permit a distinct improve

of the problem , suppose it is required ment in transformers.

to determine what load is required to Another line of development is im

produce a temperature rise of 70° C. , provement of the insulation so as to

after six hours' run . It is necessary require less space ( see Fig . 21 ) , per

in this case to refer to a 70-degree mit increased temperatures and act

time overload curve. From the curve as a heat conductor. This would al

shown in Fig. 20, it is seen that a low higher copper density than is now

load of 137 per cent . is required to permissible.
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Fig. 20. — TIME OVERLOAD TEMPERATURE

CURVES

tained the temperature due to the core

loss. This difference is not consid

erable and for practical purposes may

be ignored. From the curves given in

Fig.20, it is possible to determine the

temperature rise of a transformer un

der almost any conditions that may

arise in service. There are two kinds

of problems :

Residence Lighting in Detroit

By F. T. MATHER

The Edison Illuminating Company, Detroit, Mich.

Detroit with a population of about

360,000 has 13,000 homes lighted with

electricity . We find no competition

whatever in the high-class residences ,

comparatively little in the moderate

priced home and secure considerable

business among owners of small cot

tages. The majority of homes of any

pretensions whatever now being built

are wired for our service and seldom

piped for illuminating gas and the

*O. E. L. A., 1909.

proportion of old homes being wired method used in determining the

for electricity is increasing every amount to be charged monthly to each

year.* customer at the primary rate , which

These satisfactory conditions are is 14 cents per unit. This charge is

due primarily to the rate which the reckoned on the number of rooms in

Detroit company makes on residence each house . Unfinished attics, store

lighting. The Detroit residence rate is rooms, laundries, closets and bath

differential and the rapid growth of rooms are not counted in establishing

this class of business dates from 1898 the demand charge for any customer .

when this system of charge was Before adopting this method we as

adopted. Its peculiarity lies in the certained by observation that the num
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ber of lights likely to be burned at the orations and furnishings when electric maximum comes about fifteen min

hour of the district maximum was ac- light is used ; and that many landlords utes previous to the time of the even

tually very closely proportional to the are now far sighted enough to profit ing meal and continues until about
number of these living rooms which by this point is shown by the fact that 8.00 P. M. and then falls slowly until
we take as our basis of primary, or some of the Detroit real estate dealers 10.30 P. M. The residence district

demand, charge . We have found the with large rental lists are inserting a demand comes later than the business

rule both practicable and satisfactory. clause in their leases providing for district demand and is falling at the

Current using devices such as fans, the exclusive use of electric lighting time of the demand due to theatres

flat irons, disc, stoves , air heaters, in their rented residences. This ac and other places of entertainment is

cooking devices , etc. , do not affect the tion on the part of the landlords was rising. The period of greatest sales

demand charge, giving the customer not solicited by the Detroit lighting to districts is in the winter months.

the advantage of the secondary ( 4 companies. The December sales in a middle - class

cent) rate for the current used by Electricity in the home is advertised district will be 13 or 14 per cent. of

electric utensils. This low price for in our daily papers from points of the annual sales for the year, while

current has done much to popularize convenience, cleanliness, healthfulness, the monthly midsummer sales may be

the use of the electric appliances. We safety , etc. The heating, cooking and 4 or 5 per cent. of the annual sales .

find that occupants of the modest labor -saving devices have been ex- The accompanying table shows the

home are desirous of electricity not for ploited from time to time with pam- distribution of sales to a group of one

lighting only but also because of the phlets and booklets designed to at- hundred residence customers that fair

labor -saving devices that may be oper- tract the attention of the homemaker ly represents our average residence

ated with current . In such homes the and housekeeper. A display room in business. This schedule shows that

woman of the house usually does her connection with our main office is in the monthly sales decrease from 10

own laundry work and uses a wash- charge of competent clerks who ex- per cent. in January to 4 per cent . in

ing machine and flat iron . One con- plain to visitors the uses of electrical June, from which point they again in

cern selling washing machines las appliances that may be used in the crease to 13.2 in December. The to

placerl four hundred and fifty of their home. Our sales of this merchandise tal sales for six months from April to

machines on our circuits, mostly in amount to about ten thousand dollars September inclusive amount to about

houses where the laundry work is a year. 26 per cent. of annual sales , while the

done by members of the family. We From a central station standpoint other 64 per cent. is sold during the

have between seven and eight thous- we consider residence business very winter months.

and Alat irons in use by our customers. desirable. It has been found by study

We estimate the average monthly rev- ing several groups of residences at DATA ON 102 RESIDENCE CUSTOMERS FOR

enue from a fiat iron to be about 50 different periods that the ratio of con

cents. In the higher class of house nected load to the district demand is
Average Per Cent

of Total

the vacuum cleaner is coming into more than four to one. We find this Month

Janua 3874 $250.01

general use . ratio increasing as the practice of add- February

Such business as does not come eas- ing lights for convenience in halls,
April .

ily on the basis of cost and conve- basements, closets, etc. , becomes more May.

June.

nience we procureby personal solici- common . The daily maximum de- July .

tation . The city is districted and a mand of this class of business is fair
August.

September

district man keeps in touch with the ly constant from the middle of Octo
November

new buildings in his territory and also ber until the end of June. The maxi

with removals and changes of occu- mum does not change much through
38466 2,645.59

pants of houses along his route . We out the year. Demand indicators in
have listed all wired houses on our stalled in one hundred residences We find the annual load factor of

lines and if the occupant of a house is showed a reduction in the demand in residence lighting to be approximate

not using service our district man fol- June, July and August and the lowest ly one thousand hours use of the dis
lows the matter up by periodical calls reading is 75 per cent of the winter trict demand. This figure was arrived
until the business is secured. This maximum . The noticeable difference at by analysis of the annual use of

method rarely fails to finally secure a between the winter and summer bills 905 residences in one group and is

customer . When new houses for residence lighting is in the cur- based strictly on the district demand,

building the solicitor visits the builder rent consumption, which is consider- not the demand of the individual resi

and interests him in electric light, if ably less during the summer months. dence. The diversity factor connect

he has not already decided to wire. The hour of the maximum demand of ing the demand of the residence dis

The owner of the building is usually a residence district does not, accord- trict with the general demand is of

quick to appreciate the saving on dec- ing to our observation, vary . The considerable value.

THE YEAR 1907 .

March

Price

Units Net Bills Pr. Unit

6.4

3222 220.60 6.8

3068 223.75 7.2

2438 197.87 7.5

2357 190.11 8.0

1625 156.71 9.0

1731 155.54 8.9

2097 167.11 7.9

3410 225.20 6.6

4846 291.10 6.0

4519 274.31 6.0

5079 293.25 5.7

Units

10.0

8.4

8.0

6.9

6.1

4.2

4.5

5.5

8.9

12.6

11.7

13.2

October,

December ..

12 months... 6.8 100.0

are

The Supplying of Electric Current to Other Towns

From a Centrally Located Station

By CLAUDE SMITH

Manager Bradford and Gettysburg Electric Light and Power Co. , Bradford , Ohio

The problem of supplying current as a beacon the mechanical and elec- purpose of building and operating a

for lighting and small-power purposes trical ends were taken as of secondary transmission line between the towns

in small towns that are unable to sup- importance in the construction of this of Gettysburg and Bradford , Ohio .

port a local generating station has plant. The Bradford and Gettysburg Ten -year street lighting contracts

proven to us to be only a financial Light and Power Company was or- were obtained with both towns and a

problem and with the financial point ganized in the fall of 1908 for the contract for current was entered into
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with the Greenville Electric Light and perceptible. The 15-kw . transformers are put out on 30 days free trial .

Power Company, of Greenville, the are arranged for the two at the ends Nothing but high -grade irons are

county seat of Darke County. * to be cut out of service during the day used and during the past month 20

Gettysburg is a small farming set- load , which greatly reduces the core irons have been sold. The first one to

tlement eight miles east of Greenville, losses and keeps the regulation . The be returned is yet to arrive . Almost
while Bradford is strictly a railroad maximum voltage during the day time all the wiring has been installed by the

town twelve miles east of Greenville being 118 to 120 , the minimum at the management, who from experience

at the junction of the Indianapolis and peak load is 112 to 114. The series has found that but a few people know

Chicago divisions of the Pennsylvania tungsten street lights have given ex- what they want, and for this reason

Railroad . Gettysburg has a popula- cellent service and during the past I have always offered my advice as

tion of about 350, practically all of four months only two lamps have been to the proper equipment and in fact

whom own their own homes. Brad- lost by burn-outs and 45 by defective have refused to install work that was

ford has a population of about 1600. joints between the filament and lead- not standard . For tungsten lighting

The transmission line is built of No. 6 ing-in wires. Many of these lamps in many cases it was necessary to

hard-drawn copper and designed for failed in the first 24hours of burning agree to make any desired change if

a maximum of 60 kw. Seven miles The lighting company does not handle the tungsten service was not satisfac

of the line is built on private right of any supplies or do any wiring but co- tory, hence all tungsten lamps have

way just outside the railroad property operate with the management in this been installed well out of reach with :

line . The remaining five miles is on matter. Tungsten lighting was pushed suitable Holophane ware and inde
a county road . The substation at from the start. The commercial rates pendent switches, with the result that

Greenville is just outside of the city charged for current are first 30 kw . the breakage has been very small and

limits and contains the step -up trans- 12 cents; 30 to 60 kw. 9 cents ; 60 to service good . Where consumers are

formers and the meter. At Gettys- 90 kw . 6 cents, with a 1 -cent per kw. timid about trying irons, the outlet is

burg a 7.50 kw. transformer mounted discount for payment in 15 days. No installed free of charge and who

on a pole feeds the three -wire sec- . meter rent is charged , the minimum would own a heating outlet and not

ondary service of 110-220 volts. charge being $ 1.00 . The 60 -watt have anything to put in it ? It is a

A small substation contains a 3 -kw . lamp. was adopted as the best for sure thing the neighbors would not

selective tap transformer with 220 fighting gasoline as the operating cost forget that Mrs. Brown is using an

primary and a maximum second- is less and in small towns the financial electric iron . When once she has an

ary of 600 volts ; the selective taps end is the strongest argument that outlet put in she is unable to find any

being for 12.50, 25 , 37.50 , 50 can be produced . In one instance a good excuse to get rid of it . As by

62.50, 75 , 87.50 and 100 per cent. 15-light gasoline plant was displaced actual test the irons we put out are
A small series regulator, ammeter by 15 60 -watt lamps, one 40 -watt lamp more economical than gasoline even

wattmeter and an eight-day time and several 16 c-p. lamps for use in at a 11 - cent rate . On June the ist ,

switch completes the street light- the basements and storage rooms. The 105 meters were in service and 50 ap

ing equipment. Eighteen 75 -watt gasoline had been costing $ 12.00 per plications are on file. This service has
60 -cp. series tungsten lamps are op- month with $ 2.00 for the oil lamps been obtained without the least effort.

erated on the streets, the service being in the basements and a night lamp. Our aim is to install 300 meters in the

all night every night from 30 min . The first month's current (February ) two towns; when we get to the renters

after sundown to 30 min. before sun- was $8.32 ( March ), $6.25 (April), $6.- we expect to have house wiring to

rise. The lamps are all permanently 00. In Maythis firm purchased a power rent. The power question has as yet

hung on 16.50-ft . rigid mast arms coffee mill, the May bill being only received but little attention . The gas
16 ft . above the street . $ 6.00 . At the present time only three oline power now in use does not total

The street lighting system of Brad- gasoline plants are left and they are over 50 h - p. A small one-half horse

ford has a capacity of 150 lamps, 60 less than a year old . The owners are power motor is being used to demon

being in use at present , three 15-kw. willing to take on the electric at the strate coffee mill service . This mo

step-down transformers are in use at first sign of trouble. The residence tor is belted to any old coffee mill that

the Bradford end and are connected proposition has been very easy as the happens to be handy and after a few

in multiple feeding a main second- 24 -hour service has been of such char- days use we go around and get an or

ary system of two No. 0000 and one acter as to commend itself to all . By der for a direct connected outfit and

oo line, thebranches beingof two No. pushing the 25 and 40 -watt lamps a every one is pleased. As to the effi

4 and one No. 6, the smallest feeders large number are coming in under the ciency of the plant, our loss for the

being two No. 6 and one No. 8, which $ 1.00 minimum charge. This makes month of March was less thari II per

makes the copper loss on the second- the introduction of flat irons and heat- cent., April 10 per cent., and May less

aries of such small value as to be im- ing appliances very easy. The irons than 10 per cent.

* O . E. L. A., 1909 .

Factors that Should Be Considered in Making

Street Lighting Contracts

By SAMUEL RUST

Greenville Electric Light & Power Company, Greenville , Ohio

There are 143 private corporations most every other line of business factory to all concerned in the con

in Ohio engaged in the business of when the success or failure of the en- tract. But in making street lighting

furnishing electricity to the public and tire concern depended upon the busi- contracts with municipalities the

of this number more than three- ness of one customer the factors game so far has been a catch as you

fourths are dependent upon street which enter into that business would can affair with one side at least gen

lighting of their respective municipal- be well known to both parties and a erally ignorant of what they were do

ities for their financial success . In al- basis arrived at which would be satis- ing and suspicious of the other be
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cause they were ignorant and because contract just what the outage should to furnish all night and every night

they were of necessity compelled to be per hour per lamp and it is sug- service in towns of less than 5000 in

deal with a monopoly .* gested that the amount be two-thirds habitants, for such towns a moon

I think it will be agreed that if this of the price received for the lighting light schedule is preferable , but every

part of the lighting business was un- of the lamp. contract should provide that in case

derstood by the municipalities as well The kind of lamps to be used in the nights are cloudy or stormy, the

as by the companies making the con- lighting a town or city must depend lights should be burned during such

tracts , there would be better prices somewhat upon the size of the mu- conditions. Where the town is above

and more satisfactory contracts made. nicipality . Companies should be care- 5000 and under 10,000 inhabitants, it

It is not the intention of this paper ful not to overlight a city in the be- is a very good plan to have the con

to set out just what the prices for ginning, as all municipalities grow tract provide for four nights off in

street lighting should be , as prices rapidly and there is a constant increase each month, unless they are stormy or

must vary with different localities and in the number of lights wanted, the cloudy. By doing this the plant is

are dependent upon the amount of lighting bill may become too great in enabled to make repairs to its arc

lighting, cost of fuel, cost of equip- comparison to other city expenditures lighting equipment, without sustain

ment and labor, kind of lights, lengths and produce dissatisfaction. While ing outages, and plants in cities of this

of contracts, etc. , but there are some most municipalities do not make any size cannot afford to have so large an

factors which enter into this branch mistake in this regard and are gen- equipment as will guarantee continu

of the lighting business which each erally underlighted, there are ous service . Cities that are above 10 ,

party to the contract should know of that have more lights than the city 000 will usually require all night and

and for which they should make due can well afford to pay for. This is every night service, and cities of this

allowance in making such agreement. like overselling a man in goods. He class will usually justify a sufficiently

These factors I group into the follow- may pay for the goods butalways re- extensive electrical equipment, that

ing heads : sults in a dissatisfied customer. So will enable the company to give every

Length of contract, kind and num- far there has been nothing invented day service on its street lighting sery

ber of lights, changes in position of for street lighting superior to the arc ice without inconvenience .

lamps, outages, schedule burned , time lamp. Its reliability, invention of its The costs which enter into street

of payment, costs of service and man- rays and ease of arranging its cir- lighting should receive very careful

ner of contracting. cuits had made it a favorite in any consideration from the company. The

The length of time that a street contract for street lights. In view of writer is of the opinion that many

lighting contract should run is a very the recent inventions of the series street lighting contracts are made be
essential factor to be considered by tungstens, a price should alwaysbe low actual cost. The following fig

both parties to the bargain . The agreed to for the installation of smaller ures are based upon the average cost

statutes of Ohio have fixed the maxi- units in out-of-the-way places in or- of a small plant of 100 arc-light capac

mum at ten years. The question is , der that the city may light dark spots ity, taking into consideration cost of
should contracts be for any less pe- at a less cost than the arc lamp, which construction, maintenance and opera

riod . If the company is a progressive is too large for the purpose. Series tion and using the standard enclosed
one and keeps abreast of the times in tungsten are now made to fit the am- arc system :

adopting new improvements for their perage of almost every size arc lamp I estimate that each lamp will con

street lighting service, it should most and can be installed on the same cir- sume 600 watts per hour, and the time

assuredly not be less as every such cuit and operated simultaneously with of burning 4000 hours per year, this

company can count upon completely the arc lamps. Reports from this will makea total consumption of 2400

changing its street lighting equipment class of lighting are all favorable as kilowatt hours , or 3.217 horse-power

at least once in every ten years and to its satisfactory operation and length hours per lamp per year. Estimating
this calls for an outlay that shorter of life . In the smaller municipalities that the average small plant will re
time contracts will not justify. Every it is a question whether the series quire six pounds of coal per horse

street lighting contract should pro- tungsten will not in time supplant arc power, the coal consumption for each

vide that the company furnishing the lighting entirely. Its economy of con- lamp would be 9.65 tons , which fig

lights should have the right to change sumption and consequently lower ured at $ 2.50 per ton in front of the
their system to a newer or 'better sys- price will enable the introduction of boilers, would be $24.12 . The lamp

tem of equal or better intensity dur- a largely increased number and avoid will have to be trimmed about 50

ing the life of the contract, subject to the shadows of foliage which is al- times, and I estimate the cost of trim
the approval of the council or board ways dense in the smaller towns. ming at $ 1.00. It will consume 50

making the contract. Instead of this The number of lights that a munic- pairs of carbons, which I figure at

provision injuring the municipality , ipality can use will determine in some $2.30. The repairing, time and mate

would benefit it by giving it the bene- measure the price that should be paid . rial would amount to $ 5.00, cost of

fit of the improvements in electrical At the end of this paper will be found installing about $ 120.00 per lamp and

service whichare appearing quite fre- an estimate of the cost of operating figuring 10 per cent. depreciation ,
quently and it would be an incentive a 100 - lamp street lighting outfit and would amount to $ 12.00 per year.

to the company to furnish the city it may be safely said that if the num- Cost of labor and salaries would ag

• with the best and up -to -date service. ber is decreased the cost is increased gregate $ 12.00 additional and the in

The proper method of dealing with and further that the price for a street terest upon the investment $7.20, or a

outages is probably yet to be found. lamp should not be fixed without ta- total cost of $63.62 per year. That

To compel the company to stand the king into consideration the fact that these figures are certainly low, I
exact price of the lamp when it is ex- the fixed expenses of the plant , some- would refer to the report of the com

tinguished and should be burning is times called overhead expenses, will mission appointed for St. Louis, to

unfair to the company because of the be the same whether 50 or 100 are investigate the advisability of that city

equipment cost and fixed expenses contracted for . providing its own street lighting sys
which always exist, while to excuse The schedule that lamps are to be tem , in which they found that the cost

the company for continued outage burned must also depend upon the of operating an arc lamp for a city the

would likewise be unfair to the munic- size of the municipality. The writer size of St. Louis, would be approxi

ipality. A good plan is to agree in the is inclined to think that it is a mistake mately near $ 70.00 per annum.

*O. E. L. A. , 1909.



Lifting Magnets

Although the first commercial lift- even when improved to a point that Instead of constructing the coil of

ing magnet was 'made more than a permitted of their successful employ- cotton -covered wire, as was the gen

dozen years ago it is only within the ment their cost was prohibitive to any eral practice at thetime, the coil of

past two or three years that lifting but the largest industrial plants. To- the magnet was built up of alternate

magnets have come to be regarded as day it is possible to purchase for less layers of strap copper and asbestos

indispensable adjuncts to plans han- than one-half the former price a ribbon. This form of construction

dling large quantities of pig iron , magnet weighing only 2750 lb. which ( giving a rectangular instead of a cir

scrap or heavy castings. will lift as much, or more, than the cular cross section ) made it possible

This tardy recognition of what has old -style 5500 - lb . magnet. to crowd more copper into a given

proven to be a great labor -saving de- In January, 1907, there was placed space (increasing the lifting capacity

vice cannot be justly attributed to lack on the market a lifting magnet de- of the magnet coil) , while the substi

of appreciation of the advantages of signed by engineers who for years tution of asbestos for the cotton insu

lifting magnets on the part ofthose have devoted themselves to problems lation used in other magnets rendered

engaged in the iron and steel indus- involving electric and magnetic con- the magnet absolutely fire -proof, per

tries, but has been due, rather , to a trol . This magnet was lighter than mitting it to be worked at a higher

well- founded belief that the earlier any existing magnet of equal size, and temperature without detrimental ef

types of lifting magnets were more or developed under repeated tests a lift- fects.

less experimental.
ing capacity from 25 to 40 per cent. Furthermore, instead of permitting

Uptowithin a comparatively recent greater than magnets then in use. It the magnet body itself to be subjected

period“ lifting magnets for handling possessed several distinctive features to the continued hammering of the

pig įron, scrap, etc., were unduly which were at once recognized as es- metal handled, the designers protected
heavy and wofully inefficient, and sential to good lifting magnet design. the under face of the body casting

O

0

C
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36 - INCH MAGNET, PICKING UP 3500 -LB. WINDING DRUM AT

WORKS OF BUCYRUS SHOVEL CO ., MILWAUKEE

36-INCH MAGNET , HANDLING HEAVY CASTINGS. THE CRANE OPERATOR CAN

PERFORM WORK OF THIS SORT WITHOUT THE ASSISTANCE OF GROUND MEN.

THERE IS NO HOISTING TACKLE TO BE ADJUSTED

177
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with removable pole shoes, on which ing to promote rapid conduction of

the brunt of the wear and tear falls , heat from the coil to the radiating sur

and which can be renewed at slight ex- faces of the magnet, and one in which

pense when worn out. ng such careful provision for heat

Still another improvement was the conduction is apparent. In the latter

substitution of a manganese steel coil- case it will be noted that air spaces

shield for the brass shield formerly are introduced between the coil and

used . Most important of all was the the magnet frame, a form of construc

recognition of the fact that the prob- tion which instead of aiding in the

lem of heat radiation presented by a dissipation of heat generated in the

2. That dead air spaces are the best

heat insulators known . These must be

eliminated as utterly opposed to good

performance.

3. That heat generated in the wind

ing is conducted to the casing, not

from ribbon to ribbon and thence to

the outside periphery, but from one

section, or layer, of the coil to another,

across the insulating barriers to the

same

A Are Jance

CROSS SECTION OF MAGNETS

lifting magnet is similar to that of an

enclosed rheostat .

THE PROBLEM OF THE MAGNET

DESIGNER

A lifting magnet may be considered

as a bundle of ampere turns enclosed

in a casing of magnetic material - cast

iron , or steel . Assuming proper de

sign, the greater the product of turns

multiplied by current the greater will
be the lifting capacity ; and the

greater the actual current taken by

the magnet the higher will be its effi

ciency, since the proportion of live

load to dead weight will be increased ,

The problem of the magnet designer,

then , becomes that of locating the

greatest number of ampere turns in

the least space and of carrying the

greatest amount of current in the con

ductor.

Copper, the metal always used for

magnet coils, possesses a positive tem
perature co-efficient , its ohmic resist

ance increasing with increase in tem

perature. A lifting magnet will easily

dissipate from its outside surface

double the wattage that can be used in

the coil , even assuming absolutely per

fe conditions for heat radiation to

be present. The limiting feature in 43 -INCH MAGNET, PICKING UP AXLE BUTTS FROM SCRAP PILE

magnet design , therefore , is the tem

perature rise of the coil . If too great magnet coil actually tends to con- top and bottom surfaces of the mag
( aside from the heat effects on the in- serve it . net.

sulation ) the result will be a reduction In the upper magnet note that the Magnets that possess dead air

in efficiency due to the increase in coil coil is clamped tightly between the spaces , and a multiplicity of joints in

resistance and consequent reduction of body of the magnet and the coil - shield , the path of heat conduction are totally

current and ampere turns. Hence it whereas in the magnet illustrated be- at variance with any accepted stand

follows that to secure maximum effi- low air chambers are introduced above ard of electrical design , and this defi

ciency throughout the working day and below the coil . ance of natural law can have only det

the best possible conditions for con- Compare the cross sections of the rimental effects. If such magnets

ducting heat from the coil to the out- two magnets bearing in mind the fol- contain as many ampere turns and use

side surface of the magnet must be lowing facts : as much current asº a magnet properly

present.
I. That heat does not travel well constructed the interference with heat

The cross sections shown illus- across joints between opposed sur- conduction must result in higher coil

trate the difference between a mag- faces . These must be reduced to a temperature and reduced lifting ca

net constructed along lines tend- minimum . pacity after comparatively short pe
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riods of service . If , initially , such tation . Its lifting capacity will aver- on the part of the hoist and travel mo

magnets use less current , thereby re- age from 1800 to 2000 lb. per lift . tors of the crane .

ducing coil temperature, the lifting These figures are based on handling Assume that two competitive mag

capacity is reduced from the begin- pig iron, bloom and axle butts, crop nets - A and B—are tried out under

ning, since the number of turns which ends of rails and billets, miscellaneous similar conditions , namely, each to

can be gotten into a given space is scrap and similar material. Where unload a car containing 200,000

fixed within narrow limits and de- large single objects, such as skull- lb. of pig iron , the same crane to be

creases as the decreasing section of cracker balls , steel beams, castings, used in each test .

the conductor increases the relative etc. , are handled the weight of the Time required for crane to lift mag

space occupied by the insulation . average lift will greatly exceed the net clear of the car, transport it with

In order to secure maximum oper- figures given . its load to the stock pile, drop load

ating efficiency a lifting magnet must CURRENT CONSUMPTION and return to car is assumed to be one

possess : The coil of a lifting magnet is a minute. Magnets are assumed to be

Maximum Number of Turns- device for transforming electrical en- in circuit one-half of the time required

Obtained by employing thin copper ergy into magnetic energy. The for each cycle of the unloading oper

strap for the winding and asbestos greater the number of amperes pass- ation and out of circuit during the re

ribbon for insulating between turns , ing through a given coil the stronger turn trip to the car.

thus securing maximum space effi- will be the attractive force of the Current consumption of crane mo

ciency .
magnet. Hence, assuming proper de- tors is assumed to be 20,000 watts

2. Marimum Current Flow — The sign in other particulars, the greatest per hour at a cost of 3 cents per

result of the rectangular winding sec- lifting power will be found in mag- kw -hr., and cost of labor ( crane oper

tion , high space efficiency and conse- nets which consume the greatest ator ) is figured at 20 cents per hour,

quent reduction of mean length of amount of current. making the total cost of operating

turn . Strangely enough there has been crane 80 cents per hour.

3 . Maximum Heat Dissipating put forward the undoubted and falla- Magnet A requires 40 amperes at
Capacity — Due to the elimination of cious statement that some magnets do 220 volts for its proper excitation and

dead air spaces and joints in the path an amazing amount of lifting on a lifts an average load of 1500 lb.,

of heat conduction , and to the clamp- phenomenally small amount of cur- while magnet B takes 25 per cent. less

ing of the winding positively between rent. With as much truth might it be current and lifts 5 per cent. less mate

the upper and lower portions of the urged that the law of gravitation rial..

casing could be cheated as to state that the The above figures are based on an

law of magnetic forces could be de- actual test furnished by the Cutler

LIFTING CAPACITY OF MAGNETS.
frauded in the design of large and Hammer Co. , except the cost of cur

The efficiency of lifting magnets massive magnets. Let us assume two rent which has been increased from

depends on so many contingencies magnets, one taking 40 amperes and I cent per kw -hr. to 3 cents , which is

that no manufacturer can guarantee one 30 amperes. believed to be the maximum cost of

that his magnet will handle a given Taking the maximum current con- current in small industrial plants.

number of pounds unless he is in- sumption in each case and assuming Computation shows the following :
formed as to the nature of the mate- both magnets to remain in circuit for Magnet A will unload the 200,000

rial to be handled , the manner of its one hour and the cost of current to be lb. of pig iron in 134 trips, while mag

piling, etc. The magnetic permeabil- 3 cents per kilowatt-hour ( which is net B will be obliged to make 141

ity of the metal constituting the load, much in excess of actual cost of cur- trips.

inequalities of surface, nature of rent in large industrial plants ) it is Time consumed by magnet A will

piling — these, and many other con- evident that the current consumption be 2 hr. and 14 min ., while magnet B

siderations, tend to influence the lift- of the magnet taking only 30 amperes will require 7 min . more .

ing capacity of magnets. will be 6.6 kw -hr ., costing 19.8 cents , Cost of current required for ener

While it is not possible to furnish while that of the magnet taking 40 gizing magnet A during the 67 min.
an accurate estimate of the work amperes will be 8.8 kw -hr., costing it is in circuit will be 30 cents, while

which a lifting magnet will accom- 26.4 cents — a difference of 6.6 cents cost of current for magnet B will be

plish without knowing in advance the in favor of the magnet taking least only 23 cents.

conditions under which it will be op- current. But - cost of operating crane will

erated the following information fur- On this showing alone the magnet be only $ 1.79 in the case of magnet A

nished by the Cutler -Hammer Co. will taking the greater amount of current as against $1.88 for magnet B.

enable one to calculate the approxi- would seem to be the more expensive While the figures given above show

mate probable saving that would be of the two , but assuming that a dif- only a slight difference in the cost of

effected by installing a magnet. ference of 25 per cent. in current con- unloading a single car it will be noted

36 -in. Magnet - Weighs approxi- sumption will result in a difference of that the difference is in favor of the

mately 1850 lb. and requires about only 5 per cent. in lifting capacity it magnet consuming the most current,

17:50 amperes at 220 volts for its can be shown that in unloading a sin- and that there is also a saving in time

proper excitation . Its lifting capac- gle car of pig iron the 40 -ampere mag- amounting to about 35 minutes in the

ity, based on averaging a number of net will perform the work not only in working day. Moreover, the figures

tests on various classes of material, a shorter time but at less expense than given assume a difference of only

has been found to range from 800 to the 30 -ampere magnet. 5 per cent. in the lifting capacity of
1000 lb. It must be remembered that cost the two magnets. Assuming 25 per

43 - in . Magnet - Weighs approxi- of current for energizing the magnet cent. greater efficiency for magnet A ,

mately 2800 lb. and requires for its is not the only item of expense to be instead of 5 per cent. , the saving in

excitation 30 amperes at 220 volts. considered . Loads handled by lifting time would amount to 35 min . on each

Its lifting capacity will average from magnets must be hoisted by the elec- car, or more than 2 hours per day. In

1300 to 1500 lb. per lift . tric crane to which the magnet is at- cases where the pig iron or scrap can

50-in . Magnet - Weighs approxi- tached and in most cases must not only be dropped as soon as the magnet is

mately 5000 lb. and requires 40 am- be hoisted but must be conveyed as clear of the car the time consumed in

peres at 220 volts for its proper exci- well . This means power consumption unloading can be greatly reduced . Fig
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1

1

1

ures furnished by a large Pittsburg

steel mill show that 196,300 lb. of pig

iron have been unloaded with a Cut

ler-Hammer magnet in i hr. and 6

min., at a total cost of less than half

a cent per ton.

THE MAGNET COIL.

No single feature of a lifting mag

net is so important as the coil, on the

design and construction of which the

lifting capacity of the magnet largely

depends. In very small lifting mag

nets wire coils may be used to advan

tage but in large magnets designed

for handling pig iron and scrap it

is necessary to secure the highest

space efficiency in order to obtain

maximum lifting capacity . The high

THE DIAGRAM ON THE LEFT ILLUSTRATES THE

CUTLER -HAMMER METHOD OF CLAMPING

THE COIL - A METHOD THAT ANCHORS THE

WINDING FIRMLY IN ITS PLACE WHILE PRO

VIDING FOR THE INEVITABLE EXPANSION

DUE TO INCREASE IN COIL TEMPERATURE, AS

ILLUSTRATED IN DIAGRAM ON THE RIGHT

est space efficiency is obtained by con

structing the coil of thin copper strap

and using asbestos ribbon for insu

lating between the successive turns

of the winding. This method of con

structing the coil was first used in

Cutler-Hammer magnets and proved 43 - INCH MAGNET, USED IN CONSTRUCTION WORK. MAGNET IS SHOWN HANDLING SECTION OF

to be so great an improvement over
AN OPEN HEARTH FURNACE. NO SLINGERS ARE NEEDED WHERE LIFTING MAGNETS

ARE EMPLOYED

the old wire coil that the latter have

been practically driven out of the mar- tively prevents any slipping of the netic ( which all coil -shields must be ) ,

ket. coil , no matter how violent may be the but the disadvantage of being too soft

The coil and casing of a lifting shocks to which the magnet is sub- to stand the continued hammering of

magnet must be so assembled as to jected, while at the same time it pro- countless tons of pig iron , scrap and

form a compact unit structure , the vides for the inevitable expansion and similar material . The manufacturers

winding being securely anchored to contraction of the winding due to of the Cutler-Hammer magnet were

the frame in every direction - top, variations in the working temperature the first to construct coil-shields of

bottom and radially . This is accom of the magnet. manganese steel . This metal is an

plished in Cutler-Hammer magnets This point has been overlooked by ideal one for the purpose. It is non

by so proportioning the coil , coil- manufacturers who wind their coils magnetic, like brass, and so hard that

shield and magnet frame that when upon a metal spool , or bobbin . No no amount of hammering can dent it .

assembled the coil is gripped firmly method of anchoring the coil will serve It is, in fact, too hard tobe machined ,

between the upper and lower surfaces to prevent the winding from “ creep- but is susceptible to grinding.

of the magnet body, this intimate con- ing" unless in addition to guarding The manganese coil shields used in

tact again aiding in heat radiation . against the effects of external shock Cutler -Hammer magnets are first cast

Lateral movement of the coil is pre- careful provision is also made against as accurately as possible and are then

vented , first by the inner pole of the the powerful internal force at work ground until they exactly fit into the

magnet, which extends through the when the coil expands under the in- magnet frame. When inserted in the

center of the coil , and second by heavy fluence of heat. The use of a metal frame and sealed with a water-proof

bolts which extend through the body bobbin adds, of course, to the dead compound, the joint is absolutely im

of the magnet and bear on the periph- weight of the magnet and possesses pervious to moisture. The water

ery of the coil. These bolts are pro- the further disadvantage of introdu- tightness of thesemagnets is guaran
vided with lock washers and are cing additional joints and air spaces teed and they can be used out of doors

sealed with a water -proof compound. in the path of heat conduction. in all weathers without fear that the

To prevent " creeping" of the coil coil will become grounded through

the winding is securelyclamped with THE COIL SHIELD moisture finding its way into the inte

metal bands before being inserted in Brass was formerly used for the rior of the frame.

the magnet frame. coil- shield of lifting magnets. It pos- When in place the coil-shield is se

The construction described posi- sessed the property of being non -mag- curely clamped between the solid body
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MASTER CONTROLLER

( COVER REMOVED FROM FRONTOFCASE

of the magnet and the removable pole

shoes. It is made sufficiently heavy

to withstand all shocks and transmit

them to the casing without affecting

the winding. This renders unneces

sary resort to such objectionable expe

dients as cushion spaces and shock

absorbers which mean more joints and

more dead air spaces in the path of
heat conduction .

THE TERMINAL BOX.

Simple as the terminal box of a

magnet may appear to the casual ob

server , the development of the proper

form of box has been one of the most

troublesome details that the magnet

manufacturer has been called upon to

work out.

It is essential that this box ( through

which issues the cable connected to

the coil ) should be able to withstand

the hard knocks which it may acci

dentally receive in service , and it is

no less essential that it shall be abso

lutely water -tight, since water in the

interior of a lifting magnet will

ground the coil and render the magnet

useless for the time being.

The first requisite is attained by

providing a terminal box whose sides

are integral with the body of the mag

net . Such a box can easily be made

water-tight by means of a close fitting

cover provided with a heavy gasket,

but experience has shown that if it

becomes necessary to open up a ter

minal box while the magnet is in serv

ice there is a fair chance that it will

not be properly closed again. The

On

DISCHARGE RESISTANCE

AND CLAPPER TYPE CONTACTOR .

only safe rule to follow is to make

the necessity for removing the cover

of the box as remote a contingency as

possible.

With this end in view the leads

from the magnet coil are brought up

into the terminal box by means of

heavy terminal studs , the upper

ends of which are located in a

counter-sink within the box. From

these studs flexible leads emerge from

the box through marine stuffing boxes

and are secured to an auxiliary block

mounted on top of the magnet adja

cent to the box and protected on either

side by heavy cast steel ribs . After

all internal connections
have been

made the terminal box is filled with

a pitch-like compound and the cover

is firmly bolted down. Binding posts

for the magnet leads are attached to

the auxiliary block , enabling connec

tions to be made or damaged leads to

be replaced without disturbing the

hood of the terminal box .

RENEWABLE POLE SHOES.

The pole shoe of a lifting magnet

may be likened to the sole of a shoe

it is the part subjected to the greatest

wear and tear . The advantage of

casting the pole shoes of a magnet

separate from the magnet frame, and

hence readily renewable at slight ex

pense, is obvious.

PLATE MAGNET LIFTING 910 LB. OF SHEET STEEL. THE FLEXIBLE NATURE OF THIS MATERIAL

MAKES IT DIFFICULT TO HANDLE OWING TO ITS TENDENCY TO TEAR AWAY FROM THE

MAGNET POLES . MUCH LARGER LIFTS CAN BE SECURED WHEN HANDLING HEAVY PLATE,

RAILS, ETC.
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Mr. Peter Junkersfeld, who has been

electrical engineer of the company for

some years. His position has been

filled by promoting R. F. Schuchardt,

who has heretofore been engineer of

electrical construction .

New Holophane Clusters

The Holophane Company, Newark ,

Ohio, has introduced improvements in

the glass equipment of the Holophane

" arcs" or clusters whereby a much

better distribution of light is secured .

The comparative curve here published

indicates the improvement in this re

gard of the new units over the old .

It should be noted in this connec

tion that through bolts (not cap

screws or studs ) are used for securing

the pole shoes to the magnet frame .

Those who have ever endeavored to

remove a cap screw or stud that has

rusted in will appreciate the reason

for using through bolts . With both

ends of a refractory bolt accessible it

is an easy matter to chisel off the nut,

knock out the shank of the old bolt

and insert a new one . This is a small

matter in itself, but it is significant as

indicating how carefully minor de

tails have been considered in the de

sign of Cutler -Hammer magnets.

METHOD OF CONTROL

With every Cutler -Hammer mag

net of large size ( 36 in . and upwards)

a drum type master controller and dis

charge resistance are furnished .

The control switch consists of two

parts, the master controller and a so

lenoid operated , clapper type , con

tactor. These and the resistance form

ing part of the controiling system

are illustrated herewith, the con

tactor being mounted on the face of

the box containing the resistance. The

master controller should be installed

in the crane cab within convenient

reach of the operator , while the con

tactor and resistance may be secured

to any portion of the cab, either inside

or out.

When the circuit isis suddenly

opened ơn a magnet coil there is a

strong inductive reaction, or kick, the

effect of which is to induce a high

voltage at the terminals of the coil.

Constant repetitions of this kick will

sooner or later break down the strong

est insulation unless provision is made

for guarding against this induced

voltage and dissipating its energy out

side of the coil. In the Cutler-Ham

mer system of control the force of this

inductive reaction is rendered harm

less by automatically shunting the dis

charge resistance across the magnet

terminals just prior to the opening of

the magnet circuit and automatically

disconnecting it just prior to the re

establishment of the circuit.

For ordinary service the master

controller illustrated will prove en

tirely satisfactory. When , however,

conditions are such that it is desirable

to release the load instantly a revers

ing controller can be furnished. This

not only opens the circuit but reverses

the current in the coil, overcoming the

residual magnetism that causes the

load to cling to the magnet for a sec

ond or two after the circuit is opened.

Cleaning the Water Leg

According to W. H. Wakeman, who

writes in Graphite, “ It is difficult to

keep the water leg of a vertical boiler

clean and in good order, because it is

comparatively cool, and as there is

no circulation of water at this point,

sediment settles here , and unless it is

removed at frequent intervals it be

comes baked on the iron and thus

forms into scale . In a certain plant

where there are several of these boil

ers in use , the engineer keeps a chain

in the water leg of each , and every

time that a boiler is cleaned this chain

is drawn back and forth , thus stirring

up the mud and making it an easy mat

ter to wash it out without further

trouble . Hand holes are provided for

washing mud off from the crown

sheet.

“ The lower part of this boiler is

larger in diameter than the upper shell ,

and the two parts are connected by

a peculiar shaped plate , as shown , for

the following reason : The tubes and

the outer shell do not expand and

contract alike, hence this form of a

connection is provided, as it springs

enough to compensate for this differ

ence .

“ The water legs of all such boilers

are liable to become corroded and thus

rendered unsafe for high pressures .

W. A. Reichert, for the past three

years advertisting manager for the

Fort Wayne Electric Works, Fort

Wayne, Ind., has resigned to accept a

similar position with The Power and

Illuminating Engineering Company of

Alliance , Ohio . This company is a

commercial organization co-operating

with central stations to increase the

day load on their plants.

A separable cluster body also is

now supplied so that the new arrange

ment can be taken apart and the glass

ware cleaned without breaking the

electrical connection . The standard

finish of the clusters in future will

be brush brass. Square -linked chain

is used for the suspension, and a separ

able canopy is supplied, which does

away with the necessity of a long

nipple at the ceiling.
Catalogue Notes

“ Ilow to Save Coal" is discussed

from the point of view of recovering

waste heat in the chimney flue gases

in a neat little booklet , which is be

ing distributed by the Green Fuel

Economizer Co., of Matteawan, N. Y.

The booklet further describes the con

struction of the Green Economizer, il

lustrating the new extended top

header, the new bottom header, espe

cially designed to avoid choking from

soot, the new sectional covering and

other improved features . There are

several illustrations of large plants,

such as the D. L. & W. terminal power

plant, whichwhich have recently been

equipped with Green economizers and

Green mechanical draft fans.

Homer Viesz has resigned his posi

tion with the Commonwealth Edison

Co. to become manager of the Cos

mopolitan Electric Co., Chicago. Ilis

position as assistant to Second Vice

President Ferguson will be filled by

NOLUPRANE RCALCETCH - BOWL NQ ,6912

cowart CH_ * TUNCTION IN
NAARITON

ELECTACAL TESTING LABORATORIES
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A New Tungsten Wrinkle cuits. The Compensarc cannot beused ly , a desirable addition to any opera

OXNARD, Cal . , May 12 , 1909 .
on direct -current circuits. It is in ting room . It is extremely simple to

GENTLEMEN :
reality a special type of adjustable operate - one hand on the switch

We are pleased to offer an " idea" auto -transformer . handle controls everything.

which may be of value to other com
The great saving in power resulting The compensare is approved by the

panies in our line. from the use of the compensarc, with National Board of Fire Underwriters .

Before the commercially approved the superior quality of light in color, There is positively no fire risk, as

advent of the tungsten lamp, the intensity and stability, make it a prime there is no noticeable rise in tempera

streets of two of our towns were be- favorite with all moving- picture men ture even after several pictures have

ing lighted by ordinary 16 and 32-c.p.
who have tried it . been run through the machine.

carbon filament incandescent lamps of This compensarc is known as Type Quality of light is so important in

250 volts connected in multiple and A, Form 4 , and is rated at two kilo- moving-picture shows that it really
current furnished on meter measure- watts for 110 volts or 2.5 k.w. for

makes or mars their success . The

ment. The streets in both of these 220 volts , and wound for either 60 compensare provides a clear, white,

towns were from 60 to 80 ft . wide, cycles or 133 cycles , as may be de
steady light.

and lamps were suspended to hang in
sired . The compensare is very substan

street centers by wires leading from The core of the compensarc is made tially made and maintains its useful

poles on each side of streets. The of the highest grade sheet steel lami- ness indefinitely. It cannot be short

weight of the Cutter street hoods, with nations, similar to standard trans circuited . Even though the switch.

which each lamp was equipped, main former construction. The outer sur- blade is at an intermediate point and

tained a comparatively steady position face of the core is fully exposed to the thus bridging two adjacent contacts ,

of each . Wishing to benefit by the air . The coils are mounted within the it will not burn out . The adjustments

efficiency of the tungstens and at the core and are completely protected and possible with the compensarc are very
same time to furnish a much - increased thoroughly insulated. Core and coils essential to successful moving-picture

street illumination, escaping at the are given vacuum treatment, making work, and the fact that the compens
same time large additional investment them moisture and waterproof. are provides these adjustments with

which accompanied a proposed change The assembled core and coils are out breaking the circuit and putting

to series tungstens, we contracted supported by a cast- iron base having out the light makes it all the more de

( after tests of two 110 -volt tungstens four legs, which hold the compensare
sirable.

in series across the 250-volt service ) at a convenient height from the floor. The compensarc saves 66 2-3 per

with both city governments to furnish The case is also of cast- iron and rests cent. on light bills for moving-picture

double candle-power upon a flat- rate on the top of the core . It is liberally arc lamps.

basis at an increased cost to them of ventilated and encloses the ends of the

but approximately 55 per cent. Thus coils and protects the connections on Important Development in Bi

we find that the regular 110 -volt mul- the inside. A slate top supports the tuminous Gas Producers

tiple tungsten lamp stands punishment switch blade and clips. The slate top ,

very nicely in a swinging position in a
For a number ofyears The West

case and base are securely held to
inghouse Machine Company has been

section which is often subjected to gether by four long, heavy bolts, one
engaged in the development of a satis

high winds , and our installation is , passing through each corner of the
factory form of producer suitable for

we believe, the first of its kind in the slate top, case and base outside the
gasifying the usual grades of bitu

country. core .

minous fuels. The unusual difficulties
Very truly yours, A horizontal , three -step, continuous encountered in the utilization of this

VENTURA COUNTY POWER Co. circuit switch is mounted on the slate kind of fuel have resulted in the try

By H. R. Staples, top, providing three adjustments for ing out of many different types , both
Ass't to the President. intensity of light. Each adjustment is

of the producer itself and of the neces

so designed that it maintains approxi- sary auxiliaries for producing clean

The Compensarc mately the same voltage at the arc
gas . For the past year and a half,

The need of some kind of a device
while passing from one step to the however, the company has been en

for controlling arc lamps on moving next without at any time opening the gaged in carrying out upon a com

picture machines is obvious when it is circuit, which would consequently mercial scale a producer plant which

known that moving -picture machine break the arc and produce flickering. is now upon the market. These tests

arc lamps operate at approximately
There is no waiting for the arc to have not been conducted with a toy

35 volts at the arc , whilethe voltage settle and become steady before the apparatus, but with a full-sized equip

obtainable from practically all com intensity of the light can be deter ment of 175 h.p., including a stand

mercial lighting circuits is either 110 mined. The compensarc increases or ard gas-engine of about the same pow

volts or 220 volts . Some electrical decreases the intensity of light without er , by means of which the actual

device must of necessity , therefore , be
a flicker.

power value of the gas produced and

used between the line and the lamp to A cast- iron cover over the slate top the over -all efficiency obtainable were

take care of the difference in voltage . completely encloses the switch blade determined without possibility of

Formerly iron wire or grid resistance and contacts, making it impossible for error.

rheostats were used . Their use , how- accidental short circuits to occur , and The above -mentioned tests were

ever , resulted in a waste of all that en- also removes all danger to the opera- brought to a conclusion on April 3d

ergy supplied from the line over and tor . The terminals to the line and by drawing the fire in the producer

above that actually required by the lamp are brought out through porce- after it had been in continuous opera

lamp. Progressive managers are now lain insulators in the cover . The lamp tion on various loads and on various

using compensares instead of rheo- terminals are plainly designated by fuels for a year past, these twelve

stats and thus save all that amount the word “ lamp ” cast on the cover months having been devoted to tests

originally wasted. where the terminals come through. of one to four weeks ' duration, both

The compensarc therefore must of With a little care the compensarc can ten and twenty -four hours per day on

necessity be invaluable to all moving- be installed by any operator .
standard fuels available for power

picture theaters operating their arc As to appearance it is decidedly neat purposes. These fuels included Pitts

lamps from alternating -current cir- and symmetrical, plain, but not home- burg slack and run -of-mine, lignites
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4-70-WATT LAMP

from Northern Colorado, Texas and sults of the tests show that with coal,

South America, also peat and other such as Pittsburg slack or run of mine,

fuels from various parts of the coun- an over-all economy of 1.1 lb. per b.h.p.

try. Most of the tests the load on the hour can be secured, equivalent to a

equipment was maintained at full ra- little over 0.9 lb. per i.h.p. Moreover,

ting, although one special test of one the producer efficiency does not vary

month and a half duration was made more than 10 per cent. from full load

to determine accurately the standby on the plant to no load .

loss of the producer standing idle. The results of this past year's tests

The drawing of this fire after one have fully convinced the builders that

year's operation was made the occa- the apparatus experimented with pos

sion of a demonstration of the pro- sesses unusual commercial value, and

ducer plant before government officials preparations are being made for ex

and engineers from various parts of tensive manufacture A plant of this

the country especially interested in type has been in operation for over

bituminous gas practice. six months on Colorado lignite coal

The fire was drawn without trouble with equal success, as evidenced by an

or interruption , as large clinker for- order recently placed with The West

mations wereentirely absent, although inghouse Machine Company for dupli

the producer had, just previous to this cate equipment.

occasion, been running on a full-load

test for one month , using Pittsburg The New 200-250-Volt Tung

coal . The lining of the producer was sten Lamps

found to be practically intact and in

quite good enough condition for con

tinued operationfor an unlimited pe
riod .

A detailed examination of the

piping leading from the producer

house to the engine on test, showed

that during this long period of opera

tion there had been no deposits of tar

or lampblack. As a matter of fact,

this piping had not been examined for

about two years and a half of producer

experimentation .

The most important feature of the

denonstration was the entire absence

of tar formed in the producer gas . A

similar examination of the mixing and

inlet valves of the engine which has

been used for the past year on this test

showed practically no deposits of tar

or lampblack , such as would interfere

with the operation of the engine . The

Westinghouse plant uses no tar ex

tractors, as no tar is made, simply a

static washer of small size in the place

of the usual bulky coke scrubber. A

rotary exhauster draws the gas from

the fuel bed and delivers it to the en

gine at a definite pressure.

No gas holder is used in this proc

ess, asthe producer regulation is en

tirely automatic. Thegas produced

has a moderate heat value suitable for

high compressions in the gas-engine

and is uniform and clean, average 3–45-WATT LAMP.

samples showing not more than 0.02 The advantages and economy of the

to 0.03 grains per cubit foot impuri- tungsten incandescent over the carbon
ties .

filament lamp have been practically de

The ash is fairly clean, and analysis nied to most circuits operating at 200

of samples from time to time shows
250 volts, because the regular multiple

that not more than I per cent. to 3 tungsten lamps were designed for the

per cent. of the combustible in the coal standard voltage of 100-125. On these

escapes in the ash . larger voltage circuits - for example,

The various fuels which have been 220 volts—in order to use tungsten

used in this producer on test have lamps at all it was necessary to operate

been gasified successfully and have two 110 -volt lamps in series . Most

run as high as 34 per cent . moisture, users ofthe higher voltages preferred

35 per cent. volatile and 15 per cent. to wait for the advent of the tungsten

ash and 1.5 per cent. sulphur. The re- adapted to their voltage.

In answer to this considerable de

mand the General Electric Company

has extended its production of tung

sten lamps into voltages from 200-250 .

This gives to the users of higher volt

ages the opportunity for theadoption

of the economical high - efficiency

lamps for multiple service. The regu

lar G. E. 200-250 -volt carbon filament

5-110-WATT LAMP
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45 watt .

70

110

180

Plain

$1.75

2.25

2.50

3.75

Frosted

$ 1.80

2.35

2.65

3.95

arc

a

lamps ranged in efficiency from 3.8 be found that the cost of the addi- the last year and a half ) , have shown

w.p.c. to 3.1 w.p.c. The new tungsten tional inch of vacuum is decidedly a very satisfactory growth, while our

has the usual tungsten efficiency of perceptible in the way of increased business in machinery has, notwith

1.25 w.p.c. cost of large condensers and auxil- standing the depression , grown stead

They possess all the excellent quali- iaries , as well as in the increased ily throughout the last few years and

ties of the regular G E. 100-125 -volt work of the air and circulating is now at the highest point in the his

tungsten lamps, including the same pumps . tory of the company. Business is

form of specially anchored filaments The effect of 11 lb. increase in ini- running more than ever before to

which make the G. E. 100-125 -volttial pressure on the overall economy, moderate- sized motors and generators,

lamps so successful . is by no means a fixed quantity . largely used for industrial plants ,

Thorough and ample tests of the With a very high initial pressure and which shows a healthy activity , and

new 200-250-volt tungstens show ex- a good vacuum , it might be a small the prices and margins of profit at

ceptionally good results , the average fraction of i per cent. ; with a low ini- which they are being sold were never

life and performance of these lamps tial pressure and a poor vacuum, the so good .”

being fully up to that of the standard percentage might run into large fig

multiple lamps. They are a decided ures . With a vacuum of 29 inches , Hudson-Fulton Illumination

triumph for lamp manufacture and steam of 211 lb. initial pressure has The illumination planned for the

will prove very popular with all who available energy of about 3 B.it.u. Hudson - Fulton celebration , Sept. 25

require 200-250 -volt lamps. per pound more than steam of 200 lb.
Oct. 9, will be the most ambitious and

The lamps are supplied in the fol- pressure. This is approximately I imposing display of lighting ever at

lowing sizes and prices : per cent . , but the author overlooked tempted. Conservative estimates

the fact that in order to generate the place the number of lights to be used,
steam at the higher pressure, he must in addition to the regular lighting of

draw upon his coal pile for an excess the city, at between 1,000,000 and 1 ,

These prices are subject to the same
of 1.4 B.t.u. , so that even admitting 500,000 incandescents ; 7,000

discounts as given on the regular 100
the unusual efficiency claimed , the net lights, 3,000 flare arcs , one battery of

volt tungsten lamps and the same gen
result on the coal pile, in this particu- four searchlights of 100,000 c - p . each

eral terms of delivery. lar case, is very modest after all . and one battery of 12 searchlights ag

Finally, the steam power plant that gregating 1,700,000 C-p . , thus making

WILKINSBURG, Pa. , is developing a kilowatt-hour at the grand total of approximately

EDITOR : July 17 , 1909 . switchboard for 1.95 lb. of coal , con- 26,260,000 C-p. This estimate may be

In Mr. W. E. Miller's article en sidering unusual load factors, stand- greatly increased by electric advertis

titled “ Curtis Steam Turbines for by losses , and power absorbed by ing signs for which contracts for hun

Large Power Stations," which ap- auxiliaries , is just a little too rare to dreds of thousands of dollars have al

be classed as " average."
peared in your May, 1909, issue , are ready been made by electric lighting

several statements so far at variance
Yours very truly,

and display advertising firms.

with what the engineering profession
EDWIN D. DREYFUS. This remarkable illumination is a

regards as fairly wellfairly well established part of the plan of the Hudson - Fulton

fact, that you will perhaps not take it Western Electric Made Money in celebration commission in charge of

amiss if I venture to point them out .
First Half of Fiscal Year its illumination committee, of which

The first of these is the assertion While the first half of the fiscal year the Hon. William Berri is chairman .

that increasing the vacuum from 28 of the Western Electric Co. ended In addition to the city illumination

in . to 29 in . increases the available with May, shows an improvement in Mr. Berri's committee has charge of

energy of steam at 200 lb. gauge pres- business and an increase in sales vol- the lighting of the Hudson River Val

sure by 19 per cent. Unless we dis- ume far ahead of expectations six ley on the last night of the celebration ,

credit all of the distinguished scien- months ago , the most satisfactory ele- Saturday, Oct. 9th , from New York

tists whom we have looked up to as ment of the situation and the one upon to Troy, a distance of 170 miles, with

being authorities in the matter, we which the officers are felicitatingthem- luge signal fires on mountain tops.

must admit that 9 per cent. is nearer selves most is the fact that the com- The Queensborough Bridge, Brook

the correct figure. pany is making money under present lyn Bridge, Williamsburgh Bridge,

A statement that a variation of one market conditions. An officer says : and Manhattan Bridge crossing the

inch in the vacuum on any turbine " May 31st ended the first half of East River afford a magnificent op

operating within gunshot of normal our fiscal year. Our business is run- portunity for electrical display. They

conditions can affect the coal con- ning at the rate of approximately $ 46 ,- will be outlined from end to end by

sumption 15 per cent. is , consequent- 000,000 . This would compare with electric lights showing their graceful

ly , a little too startling to be con- $ 3.3,000,000 for the fiscal year of 1908 forms, each one differing from the

vincing. and $ 53,000,000 for the fiscal year other in surpassing beauty.

Furthermore, we are assured that 1907, and the percentage relation is an In Manhattan, the City Hall will be

this extra inch of vacuum may be ob- improvement of 40 per cent . in the elaborately illuminated as will be the

first case and at the rate of 87 per cent .
Memorial

tained without additional cost. With
Monument at Fourth

circulating water at 60 ° F. , which is of the 1907 record. The present busi- Street and Fifth Avenue, and the en

reasonably cold , it has been generally ness outlook seems to us good, but tire routes selected for the parades

believed that at least twice as much without anything to lead us to expect from Fourth Street up to 59th Street

circulating water would have to be an unusual growth in our business. A through Eighth Avenue to 10th
pumped to maintain the temperature sure and steady increase , however, Street will be lined throughout with

corresponding to 29 in . vacuum , as may be confidently looked forward to festoons of electric lights on the curb

would be required for 28 in . Also , if business conditions continue along
line. It was first intended to festoon

in order to remove the same weight the lines they are doing at present. across the entire streets but the height

of air in a given time, the volumetric “ Some lines of our business, such as of the floats for the historical and car

displacement of the air pump would our sales to the telephone companies nival parades has made this impos

have to be 29 in . vacuum .
outside of the Bell system ( which have sible . These festoons at all the re

All other things being equal, it will been a feature of our business for only viewing stands will be made up of
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New

Holophane

floral garlands interspersed with elec

tric lights and producing a very beau
tiful artistic effect.

Contracts for the lighting have been

made with the following companies :

The New York Edison , The Edi

Electric Illuminating Co. , of

Brooklyn, The United Electric Light

& Power Co. , The New York and

Queens Electric Light & Power Co. ,

and the Richmond Light and Railroad
Co.

son

Arcs

For Tungsten

Lamps
The Instantaneous Nernst Lamp

The instantaneous lighting West

inghouse Nernst lamps exhibited at

the Atlantic City convention of the

National Electric Light Association

mark another important step in the de

velopment of the glower system .

The desirable feature oflighting in

stantaneously is accomplished by the

substitution of a new form of heater

for the old platium heater . This heat

er becomes luminous immediately up

on the passing of current and causes

the glower itself to light in ten seconds

thereafter .

The Nernst Company announces

that on and after July ist it will be pre

pared to deliver 88,110 and 132-watt,

220 -volt type A. C. and D. C. lamps

equipped with the instantaneous light

ing burners.

c

Continued Improvement of West

inghouse Business

The condition of improvement

which the Westinghouse companies

find their business has undergone dur

ing the past month maintain the same

steady rate of advance already noted

during the previous months of the

present year, assuring before the close

of 1909 a repetition of the busy times

of 1907

Compare it in any way you may choose

with any comparable unit on the market

and youwill find the NEW HOLOPHANE

ARC superior in every respect .

Write for New Bulletin 51. Contains much

valuable Illuminating Engineering Data ..

Westinghouse Air Brake Company,

Wilmerding, Pa., has received a large

number of orders for brake apparatus

and friction draft gear . As an index

of the improved conditions at the

Union Switch & Signal Company,

Swissvale, Pa ., this plant is now em

ploying about twice the number of

men of a year ago . In June the West

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing

Company, East Pittsburg, Pa. , en

joyed an improvement of 25 per cent.

over its business of May. A large

HOLOPHANE COMPANY

SALES DEPARTMENT, NEWARK, OHIO

New York , Boston , Chicago, San Francisco

FOR SALE

A good electric light plant, at Blue

Mound , Macon County , Illinois , is for sale ,

by order of U. S. Court. Will pay 10 per

cent . Net on $ 15,000.00 valuation ; exclu

sive franchise, 11 yrs. yet to run . For

further information , Address :

H. CLAY WILSON , Trustee ,

Springfield , Illinois
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order for railway motors secured from Journal during the past four years. and wires, and concludes with a few

the New York Elevated Railroad While the book is not exhaustive in its chapters on financing a company and
Company is noteworthy since these treatment of the subject, it sets forth the general subject of taxation . The

motors had previously been furnished rather clearly the elementary rights book is written in an interesting man

by the Westinghouse company's most and privileges of a telephone company, ner and ought to interest not only the

important competitor. Switchboards discusses the incorporation andorgani- telephone man , but the central-station

and auxiliary supplies , amounting ap- zation of a company, municipal or- man , who so often must look into his

proximately to $ 500,000 have also dinances, rentals, rights of way, the relations with the local telephone com

been ordered by the Pennsylvania law regarding the location of poles pany .

Tunnel & Terminal Company for the

New York terminals and tunnels of

the Pennsylvania Railroad . In line

with the encouraging improvement

noted by the Westinghouse Machine

Company, the Philadelphia Rapid

Transit Company has recently placed

orders for two steam -turbine equip

ments of 6000 and 12,000 - k.w . capa
WE HAVE FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING ELECTRICAL

city, respectively . EQUIPMENT

GENERATORS

66

1 500 KW D.C. Westinghouse Generator , 550 volts, Approximate delivery Aug. 15

1 500 KW D.C. 550 Dec. 15

1 175 KW A.C. Warren 1100 " 60 Cycle July 1

1 250 KW A.C. 1100 July 20

1 350 KW A.C. 1100 Dec. 15

66** 60

6 60

Book Review

“ Lessons in Telegraphy,” by Charles

H. Sewall; 88pp., 5x7 in .; price, $1 .

D. Van Nostrand Co., New York.

An elementary text-book for begin

ners which has the merit of being

plain and easily read .

" Telephone Law ," by A. H. McMil

lan , A. B., legal editor of American

Telephone Journal; 331 pp. , 6x87/2 in .;

price, $3 . McGraw Publishing Co. ,

New York .

This book is largely the result of

the author's studies in the law relating

to telephone companies made as legal

editor of the American Telephone

Copy of test made by Robert W. Hunt & Co. furnished

upon request.

ARMOUR & COMPANY

Union Stock Yards, Chicago

Over

50,000

miles

I
A
C

0

Rolled

from

Best Quality

Steel ItC
A

in use

CONTINUOUS JOINT WEBER JOINT

The Rail Joint Company
GENERAL OFFICES :

29 West 34th Street, New York City

Makers of Base Supported Rail Joints for Standard and Special Rail

Sections, alsoGirder, Stepor Compromise, Frog and Switch , and Insulat

ing RailJoints, protected by Patents .

WOLHAUPTER JOINT

Catalogs at Agencies

Baltimore, Md. Pittsburg, Pa .

Boston , Mass . Portland , Oregon

Chicago, Illi . San Francisco, Cal .

Denver, Colo . St. Louis , Mo.

New York , NY. Troy, N. Y.

London, E.C., Eng Montreal , Can.

HIGHEST AWARDS : Paris, 1900 ;

Buffalo , 1901 ; St Louis, 1904 .

CONTINUOUS GIRDER

YOU CAN BE THE JUDGE

Since some of the importers are claiming that Americans don't know how to make flaming

arc carbons , we are willing to ship any owner of flaming lamps in the United States one

hundred pairs of our “ Silver Tip " carbons for any type of flaming lamp , and if they cannot

conscientiously say they are equal or superior to the foreign made goods, after using the

whole lot, we'll cancel the bill and pay the freight.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, O.
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CUTLER-HAMMER

can

OUR
BUSINESS be

described in five words :

“ MAKERS OF ELECTRIC

CONTROLLING DEVICES"

Dynamo Printing Press

Field Regulator Controller Elevator Controller

But

Crane Controller

Did you ever stop to

consider what these

five words mean? ? ? 1
Self -Starter for

D. C. Motor

TROLLING DEVICES. For sixteen

years we have been designing and

building every conceivable kind of de

vice for controlling every imaginable

sort of electrically operated apparatus.

Much that we did not know in the be

ginning we have learned by experience

— the best of teachers - and that ex

perience is at YOUR service if you

have before you any problem involving

electric control.

This means that at the cost of a two

cent stamp you can command the ser

vices of a corps of experts who have

been solving electrical control problems

Machine

Tool

Controller

-

1

A. C. Motor Starter

for years.

They mean the manufacture of

switches for the control of a single lamp

circuit, and they mean the building of

dimmers that control the myriad lights

of an Opera House or a Hippodrome.

They mean the design of controllers

to govern the revolutions of a washing

machine, or of the ponderous turrets of

a battleship.

They mean the making of float

switches that start and stop the motor

pumping a few hundred gallons of

water to the top of a building, and they

mean the design and construction of

the controlling equipment for a pump

ing plant that supplies a hundred thou

sand homes.

They mean speed regulators for sew

ing machines and boring mills ; they

mean controllers for Jumb-waiters, pas

senger elevators and skip hoists ; they

mean a little five -button starting box for

the motor operating an organ blower in

the village church, and they mean sys

tems of remote control for steel mills,

ore docks and mines.

They mean, in short, a business that

brings us in contact with every other

business in which electricity is used.

For sixteen years

Port, after turret of U. 8. Battleship Indianu ,

equipped with Cutler -Hammer turret-turninuj

gear. The crew of this turret holdsthe world's

record for marksmanship : 10 shots in 24. min .

utes - all hits !

It means that by merely addressing

a letter to our nearest office you can se

cure, in a few days, information that

might otherwise cost weeks of work

to obtain.

Oftentimes we are able to save our

correspondents time and money by

indicating how slight changes in some

of our standard controllers will give

exactly the result desired and so render

unnecessary the design and construc

tion of special apparatus.

If you already know exactly what you

want to do and how you wish to do it,

we shall be pleased to quote to your

specifications. If you merely know

the result you wish to accomplish with

out having any very definite idea of

the apparatus required, we shall be glad

to advise you as to the method of con

trol best suited to your particular case

and to submit estimate covering cost

of necessary equipment.

we have been

MAKERS OF ELECTRIC CON

Cutler -Hammer " Simplicity " theatre dimmer

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO. MILWAUKEE

NEW YORK OFFICE : Hudson Terminal ( 50 Church St. ) BOSTON OFFICE : 176 Federal Street .

CHICAGO OFFICE : Monadnock Block. PITTSBURG OFFICE : Farmers ' Bank Building.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS : Otis & Squires, 111 New Montgomery Street , SAN FRANCISCO .
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Published monthly by dertaken for profit. That is , to be cost of otherwise producing it , taking

The Electrical Age Co., 45 E. 420 Street, New York. successful, the enterprise must in the into account all favorable or unfavor

J. H. SMITH , Pres . able collateral conditions in each case .
C. A. HOPE, Sec . and Treas . long run earn as great a percentage

JOHN HAYS SMITH , Editor . on its capital as could be earned by As, for example, the supply of current
Telephone No. 6498 38th . the same capital in other directions to a mining camp which, at the most,

Private branch exchange connecting all departments . at the same time. In determining this can have only a limited life . Any

Cable Address-Revolvable , New York ,
matter there must be taken into ac- plant installed on this spot will have

SUBSCRIPTION RATES count all sources of cost of whatever to be later abandoned.

United States and Mexico , $ 1.00 . character. In actual practice power under theCanada , $ 1.50 . To Other Countries , $2.50

For example, if the actual cost of most favorable steam conditions can be
NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS

the physical plant is $ 10,000,000 and generated for something like 12 cent
insertion of new advertisements or changes of copy cannot

be guaranteed for the fo'lowing issue if received later than the 10 per cent. must be paid to under- per kilowatt, taking into account

15th of each month .

writers to obtain the capital , and if on all charges and assuming approxi
the average three years elapse between mately a 50 % load factor. In other

the time a dollar is put at the disposal cases the price of power, especially

CONTENTS of the construction department and in small quantities, may run up to 2

the time when the money is actually
EDITORIAL cents a kilowatt-hour for 24 -hour

expended and the corresponding ele- service.

The Limits of Power Transmission ......

ment of the plant earning its full inThe Turbine Has Arrived .. From the gross income must be

Recent Developments in Electrical Appa- come, there must be raised a total of subtracted the operating expenses and

10% plus 15 % or 25% additional cap- fixed charges. In a hydroelectric

ital, making a total of $ 12,500,000. plant the latter mainly determines theLEADING ARTICLES

This is on the basis that capital isSome Recent Developments in Electrical total charges — in a steam plant they

Apparatus worth 5% for other uses. Returns may be somewhere near half.

The Principles of Illumination . must be reckoned on the full $ 12,- The fixed charges depending on the

Meters
500,000. capital used depend upon two ele

Engine Room Management .

Meter Testing .... The gross income of the plant de- ments, the generating and receiving

Results of Purchasing Coal Under U. S. pends directly on the price that can portion of the system , which is pretty

Government Specifications.. be obtained for power. An approxi- well fixed - independent of the length

Compilation of Load Factors .
mately double expenditure for capi- of transmission and the cost of the

tal is permissible where power can be line itself , which is directly propor

sold for $80 per kilowatt over the tional to the length , other things being

case where it can be sold only for equal.
The Limits of Power Transmission

$40 , making, of course, proper. al- The former is pretty well fixed by

At the recent convention of the lowance for variations of operating circumstances and ranges from $ 125

A. I. E. E. at the Thousand Islands, expense. The market price of power kilowatt delivered up to double or

one day was largely given up to papers is thus of the greatest importance in higher. The cost of the line must

treating of extreme condititons met in determining the limit of economical not exceed the difference between the

high voltage, long -distance trans- transmission . allowable total cost and the cost of

missions. While the subjects of the It must be borne in mind , however, the rest of the plant, taking into ac

papers were limited to the discussion that while 5 % is perhaps a possibly count the operating expenses.

of corona effects and to regulation satisfactory rate of interest where the In actual large systems the cost of

and output in very long lines , attention interest earned in dividends and the a double transmission line, such as

and interest are directed thereby to principal are perfectly secure , power will usually be used in very long sys

the question of the limits of satisfac- transmission systems by no somewhere about

tory electrical power transmission . come in this category, and capital $ 3,500 to $ 5,000 a mile without cop

Some years ago this subject was ex- will usually demand the probability of per, depending on voltage and other

haustively treated in a mathematical a much higher rate of return. This conditions. This much is relatively

way by Mershon ( Trans. A. I. E. E., is to cover the very material risk of fixed regardless of the power actually

Vol. 23 , p . 759 ) , but while nothing has partial failure, due to bad judgment transmitted . The size conductor to

apparently developed to alter his con- in estimating the returns, bad design have a copper cost to equal this cost

clusions, they are not in a form easily of plant, bad execution , or events must be at least as large as No. 0000

grasped without prolonged study. which could not be foreseen and at 16 cents, so that it is clear that the

Mershon concluded that in a general guarded against. Such might be the cost of the transmission line is by no

way with the various assumptions he discovery of coal near a mining camp means proportional to the power

was obliged to make, five hundred where high -priced power was sold transmitted, even at the same volt

miles was the probable limit to which from an expensive plant, or where age , and will vary greatly with varv

power could be economically trans- legislation limited the earnings in ing voltage. Thus, for long trans
mitted . sonie manner . missions, large power output per line

The limits of transmission , of is of the greatest importance.

course, are commercial limits, since The factor determining the selling

such transmissions are invariably un- price of power will be usually the But a limit of capacity is soon

means tems, will rum

185
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reached at constant voltage. With theoretically up to 50,000 to 80,000 ment stages of the turbine. These ex

60 -cycle plants the drop with low -lag- kw . at 150,000 volts. perimental and development costs

ging power factor is very little re- There is another possible limit to have probably been relatively 10

duced by increasing the size of cop the feasibility of very long systems, greater than like ones for other ma

per beyond No. 0000 . This is be- which may, though probably will not, chines. But, as the turbine has been

cause the drop is then determined determine the limits. This is the great developed for commercial use in one

largely by the inductance of the line danger of interruption in such very fifth the time it has required for other

and is little affected by reducing the long lines and the further difficulty types, the cost has been condensed into

resistance . At unity power factor, of controlling the enormous amounts a shorter period. Only big institu

however, the same condition is not of power involved and of automati- tions , solid financially, have made pos

reached until something like a 500,000 cally clearing trouble and of starting sible the rapid introduction of this de
cm . cable is used . after a shut-down. vice .

With 25 cycles the same condition From this discussion it would be Now that the standards have been

would be ultimately encountered , but clear that the maximum limits of secured the future development will

the large sizes of wire would become transmission for any given set of con- probably be in details only. There is

earlier unwieldy. ditions can be quite readily approxi- still much work to do in the sizes

The most important element affect- mated, using easily estimated figures from about 300 kw . down.

ing the capacity of the transmission of unit costs and the selling prices of The ordinary small turbine of from

line is the voltage, which is effective power. Further then , it is clear that
25 to 250 kw . requires condensing

as the square. Fortunately, the cost it is not practicable to give any sat- about 30 to 35 lb. of steam per horse

of the line structure, exclusive of cop- isfactory general limiting distances. power hour. These figures change to

per, is not very greatly affected by Vershon has done about all that is 60 to 70 when operated non -condens

voltage until the very highest prac- feasible in this direction. ing. It is evident that a big field

ticable limits are reached . The con- There is another condition usually awaits the inventor, or company, who

clusion from this is that transmission present in actual experience, which can bring out a small non -condensing

voltages should be set at the highest greatly advances the commercial econ turbine with reasonable steam econ

reasonable values. omy of very large , long-distance sys omy.

The limit of voltage is not one of tems; namely, that in such systems

cost, but of insulation, 100,000 to 125,- there usually are a number of sources “ Some Recent Developments in

000 seems now to be the utmost com- of power more or less widely dis- Electrical Apparatus," by E. W. Al

mercial limit ; there is no good reason , tributed and a larger number of len , is worthyof close reading because

however, for expecting this limit to points where load is delivered . Very it discloses that the design of elec

remain fixed . As an example, we may little power is ever transmitted over trical machinery, which for some

assume a hydroelectric development the whole length of the line. The sys- lears prior to the advent of the steam

in which the generating and receiving tem then becomes a distributing and turbine had fallen into a period of

apparatus represent an expenditure of usually a collecting system for elec- somnolence, has begun rapidly to

$250 a kilowatt delivered and that the tric power, as well as a transmission change again .
24 -hr. power selling price is 12 cent system . The California Gas & Elec- The most important thing noted by

per kilowatt-hour, $ 45 a year ap tric Company's system is perhaps the Mr. Allen is , perhaps, the redesign

proximately. If the operating ex best-known example of this type. ing of direct-current machines for the

penses are $ 15 , this will permit 8% With the development of railroad high speeds of turbine drive. Long

on an investment of about $ 375 a de- electrification, other examples will un commutators of relatively small diam

livered kilowatt. If the line costs doubtedly appear. eter as compared with the present de
$5,000 a single circuit per mile and sign , and the adoption of the auxiliary

carries 50,000 kw ., the cost per kilo- The Turbine Has Arrived pole to maintain the present excel

watt mile is 1 / 5c . and theoretically the The large manufacturers have at lence of commutation are the chief

transmission could be carried 625 last reached a point where the steam changes to be noted .

miles. If the line carried only 25,000 turbine department has commenced to The vertical rotary converter , which

kw . the length to be reached economi show a penny on the credit side of the author avers in one instance has

cally would be only 300 miles about. the ledger. Many articles have ap
increased a substation output by 50 %

peared in the technical press for two over that possible with any other type

The paper on effect bv or three years past stating that the of machine, is certain to attract much

Vordy covers an experimental study turbine as a prime mover had arrived . attention , since its use in new stations

of the possible limitations of voltage, While the turbine as a machine had indicates a saving in the ground plot

especially in connection with appara- arrived, it was far from having ar- and a slight reduction in the cost of

tus and high -tension wiring, due to rived as a commercial proposition to the substation structure .

corona or brush discharge, and thus the manufacturer. Even the later Reliability in the automatic switch

has a very direct bearing on the line successful plants required so many ing of station loads by remote control

voltage limit. The papers of Thomas minor changes all profit was eaten up is another topic which is only slightly

have chiefly to do with methods of many times over. A great deal of touched upon in this article. It is , how

securing satisfactory regulation and what would have been profit has been ever , one of the big essentials in put

obtaining the maximum line output. eaten up in improvements which have ting electric power transmission on

It is probable that regulation is not hastened the day when the manufac- a surer footing with public favor.

a determining factor in these transmis- turer could install a plant and then Some of us still remember the early

sions. forget about it , except for the pleas- days of transmitting current for light

The limits of voltage on the line are ure of showing it to prospective buy- ing, when one attendant kept his eve

the electrical strength of the insula- ers of like equipment. between the purring machine and the

tors and the direct loss of energy into For about a year back the forget- crude switchboard , while another pa

the air . The latter condition lias so able plant has been in use and the trolled the arc lamp lines with a wood

far never limited commercial voltages. makers have begun to find the depth en stick , ready to argue with recalci
The limits of capacity of long. very of the bottomless pit of expense trant lamps meddlesome

high voltage lines is very great, being which seemed to go with the develop- strangers.

corona

a

arc OT



Some Recent Developments in Electrical Apparatus

E. W. ALLEN

The uses of electricity are so varied quency operating at 75 rev . per min. slow-speed machines , in which dove

that a record of the development in all The result of this high speed is the tailed bars were clamped or bound to
branches of the industry must of ne- production of a generator of small an insulated drum by means of com

cessity be the work of many writers , diameter, large output per pound of pression plates on the inner surface
and if confined to the limits of this material , andconsequently smaller ra- of the assembled commutator. In the

paper would prevent a complete ex- diating surface to dissipate the heat construction finally adopted for high

position of the progress in any line due to the internal losses; although speed machines the bars are held in
of manufacture. It is , therefore, my the mechanical difficulties encoun- place by steel rings shrunk over the

intention in presenting this paper to tered in the design of these large ma- outer circumference of the commuta

consider only some of the more recent chines make it impracticable to ob- tor, and the necessity of compression

developments in the design and con- tain so great a reduction in cost as plates and specially machined bars is
struction of generating , converting we might expect from a comparison thereby avoided. The advantages

and controllingapparatus of the types of its speed with that ofa machine of claimed for this design are great me

ordinarily found in modern central the same capacity operating at a speed chanical strength and surfaces that
station practice . While many of suited to reciprocating engines. can be readily insulated due to the

these developments will be recognized The electrical and magnetic losses plain shape of the bars . The difficul
as the natural result of evolution and in the field and armature of a 14,000 ties encountered in the electrical de

others as the application of well- kw. generator amount to approxi- sign resulting from the high fre
known principles to new conditions, mately 350 kw . This loss for a pe- quency of commutation have been

they will , it is hoped, serve to indi
riod of one hour is equal to 1,195,000 overcome by the adoptionof auxiliary

cate the progress that has been made B.t.u., and is equivalent to the heat commutating poles installed between

in the development, manufacture and generated in the furnace of a 35 -h.p. themain field poles of the generator.

use of electrical machinery * boiler for the same period of time. To The design of belt-driven genera

GENERATING APPARATUS conduct this heat away from the gen- tors has probably been subjected to

The general acceptance of the erator without permitting local high more noticeable changes than that of

steam turbine as a prime mover of temperatures requires about 40,000 any other type of direct-current ma
electric generators marks an epoch in cu . ft . of air per minute at usual room chine. Thedemands of the purchaser

the progress of their development. temperatures . require a moderate -speed machine

Prior to its introduction , limitations In order to control the movement having low cost and good operating

in the speed of prime movers , particu- of air the generator is totally en- characteristics, while the requirements

larly reciprocating engines, placed closed , with the exception of the in- of the manufacturer demand a ma

certain restrictions upon the design- take and discharge openings at the chine of few parts , interchangeable

ing engineer which resulted in a ma- top and bottom of the armature . When as motor or generator, and readily

chine of larger diameter, small out- the machine is running the revolving converted into a partially or totally

put per pound of material and high field acts as a powerful fan , receiving enclosed frame. The result of these
cost of manufacture . air through the opening in the venti- demands has been the production of a
Alternating-current generators for lating hood, forcing it through pas- generator that could by a change in

direct connection to steam turbines sages provided for this purpose in the the field coils be converted into a con

have been developed in larger capac- field and armature , and discharging stant or variable-speed motor, suitable
ities than direct-current machines , and it through the opening at the bottom for machine- tool work. The mechan

for this class of work represent a of the generator. This method of ical design permits it to be mounted

more important branch of the indus- ventilation, while well suited to large on the floor , wall or ceiling by chang

try . generators, does not apply to all sizes, ing the position of the end shields

Alternating-Current Generators. and other means will be found desir- supporting the bearing , and converted

The revolving-field generator illus- able in smaller high-speed machines. into a semi or totally enclosed frame

trated in Fig. I, may be described as Direct- Current Generators. by the addition of perforated or solid

a 14,000 -kw ., 6600 - volt, 60 -cycle, Direct-current commutating covers to the openings provided

3-phase alternator suitable for direct chines as usually applied are unsuited therefor in the end shields.

connection to a vertical-shaft steam to the high voltages required for the The efficiency of direct-current

turbine of the Curtis type operating production of power in large quanti- generators offers more room for im

at a speed of 720 revolutions per min- ties and its distribution over wide provement at fractional load than at

ute . areas from a central station . As a re- full load , and in this respect the new

The novelty in the electrical design sult we find to-day that most of the machines are materially better than

of this machine is due to the high direct current used is derived either the old standards.

speed of rotation. Broadly speaking, from machines which form part of In developing this machine full ad

the amount of copper and magnetic high - speed motor-generator sets or vantage has been taken of the bene

material are inverse functions , re- synchronous converters with step- fits to be derived from the use of

spectively, of the kilowatt output per down transformers , receiving high- commutating poles in securing suc
pole and the peripheral speed of the voltage alternating current and deliv- cessful commutation without move

revolving field. The machine under ering direct current at relatively low ment of the brushes for all values of

discussion has a peripheral speed of voltages. load within the limits of the rating.

18,300 feet per minute and an output Many recent developments in di- Particular attention has also been

per pole of 1400 kw. , as contrasted rect-current machines have been at- given to the ventilation and to assist

with a peripheral speed of 8000 ft . tended by high speeds of rotation that ing the movement of air through the

per minute and an output of 150 kw. required long commutators, of small field and commutator by means of a

per pole in an engine-driven alterna- diameter andconsequently unsuited to fan mounted on the shaft at the end

tor of the same capacity and fre- the construction generally used in of the armature opposite the commu

*N. E. L. A. , 1909 . 187
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1

1

tator. The compactness of the design come the standard form of converting the ratio of alternating to direct -cur

is clearly illustrated by Fig. 2, which apparatus for low -frequency substa- rent e.m.f. by assisting or opposing

shows a 35-kw. , 250-volt generator of tións. Heretofore wide ranges in the the flux in the main pole. The gen

the new design. direct-current voltage have been ob- eral appearance of this machine S

CONVERTING AND TRANSFORMING AP- tained by the use of induction regula- shown in Figs. 3 and 4 .

PARATUS tors or series boosters installed be- The excitation of this type of con

The use of converting and trans- tween the transformers and the al- verter can be controlled by means of

forming apparatus began with the in- ternating -current side of the rotary, an automatic regulator, and the di

troduction of alternating -current gen but in recent designs wide ranges in rect-current voltage kept constant

erators. In the smaller systems of the direct - current voltage have been even with wide variations in the volt

distribution the transformer capacity obtained without resorting toexternal age of the alternating -current supply .

is from 50 to 75 per cent . greater than devices by the installation of regula- The regulator may also be adjusted

that of the generator apparatus, while ting poles between the main poles. to hold a constant load on the con

in many of the larger systems the This means of controlling the di- verter and cause storage batteries or

other machines to carry fluctuations

in the load beyond a predetermined

amount. Advantage can be taken of

this point when the power is pur

chased from a transmission line and

the rate of charge based on the maxi

mum demand .

Variable ratio converters are par-:

ticularly well suited for installation in

substations receiving alternating cur

rent at high voltages and delivering

direct current to 125 /250 -volt Edison

three-wire systems , supplying a light

ing load or a mixed lighting and

power load.

It is often necessary to increase the

output of substations having limited

floor space and head room, by the in

stallation of larger units. Instances

of this kind are found in substations

located in the basement of office

buildings in large cities . The condi

tions here imposed have been suc

cessfully met by a vertical synchron

ous converter of novel design, as il

lustrated in Fig. 5. In one case with

which the writer is familiar, the use of

this machine permitted the output of

a substation to be increased 50 per

cent . over that possible with any other

machine available.

There are now in process of manu

facture several 2500 -kw ., 250 - volt, 25

cycle , six -phase converters of the ver

tical-shaft design for the New York

Edison Company, which, in point of

output will represent when completed

the largest synchronous converter

ever produced

Frequency -Changer Sets .

The purpose of a frequency

Fig. 1. - 14,000 -KW . VERTICAL - SHAFT REVOLVING- FIELD TURBO - ALTERNATOR changer set is apparent from the

name. When exact changes in fre

combined capacity of converting and rect - current voltage is radically differ- quency are required from them the

transforming machinery is approxi- ent from anything heretofore em generator and motor that form the set

mately three times as great as that of ployed and represents the latest and must both be synchronous machines .

the generators. The extent and vari- most important advance that has been and the speed of the set being depend

ety of its manufacture constitutes , made in the art of manufacturing this ent upon the ratio of their frequencies,

therefore, an important branch of the particular class of apparatus. In any must obviously be a speed commonto

electrical industry and one in which synchronous converter the direct-cur- both frequencies, and in a 25 to 60

we may rightly look for many new rent voltage has a definite value or cycle set can never exceed 300 rev .

developments. A review of the fieldA
ratio withrespect to the alternating- per min . If the frequency of the gen

confirms our expectations. current voltage impressed upon the erator is not fixed by the distributing

Converting Apparatus. collector rings , which ratio can be system to which it is connected, and

Synchronous converters , or as they varied within certain limits by chang * Transactions American Institute of Electrical

aremore commonly termed, rotarying the width of the pole arc. The Engineers, 1908 , Voltage Ratio in Synchronous

Converters, with Special Reference to the Split
converters , have , on account of their function of the regulating pole is to Pole Converter, by Comfort A. Adams; General

high efficiency and low first cost , be- vary the width of the arc and hence
Electric Review , Nov., 1908. Variable Ratio Con .

verters, by C. P. Steinmetz.

ON TOU TOV TUTTON
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can be varied within certain limits, static transformers can in most in- tion of oil through the core and coils

the motor end of the set may be non- stances be characterized by the im- is relied upon to conduct the heat away

synchronous, or of the induction type . provements in the methods of cooling and the transformer tank has in turn

When the rate of charge is based on The losses in proportion to the rating sufficient radiating surface to cool the

the maximum demand after the man- are less in transformers than in almost oil . As the capacity increases these

ner described for the regulating pole any other class of electrical apparatus , conditions no longer hold, for the out
converter, the load taken from but the heat resulting therefrom is put varies approximately in propor

transmission line by an induction mo- confined in a space that does not pos- tion to the weight, or third power of

tor-driven set can be automatically sess sufficient radiating surface to dis- the linear dimensions, while the ra

diating surface varies only as the sec

ond power of the linear dimensions .

This condition , therefore, requires ar

tificial means for cooling the oil, as

evidenced by the standard designs

with cooling coils located in the upper

part of the oil tank.

In very large units the circulation

of the oil through the ducts provided

therefor in the core and windings and

around the cooling coils is forced by

some external means, and , in con

trast to the standard design mentioned

above, the cooling coils are located

not only at the top, but throughout

the entire distance from the top to the

bottom of the tank. An auxiliary

shield or baffler directs the movement

of the heated oil and prevents it

reaching the core and windings until

it has been cooled . When the trans

former is carrying load the heated oil

is drawn from above the core and
Fig. 2.-35-KW. DIRECT -CURRENT GENERATOR - GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

windings and discharged over the

cooling coils by means of a motor

controlled by varying the resistance sipate the heat without injuring the driven centrifugal pump, located on

in the windings on the rotor of the insulation unless artificial means is top of the tank , as shown in Fig. 7 .

induction machine. provided for conducting this heat This improvement in the method of

The electrical design of these sets away from the core and coils in which circulating the oil , by providing a

affords little opportunity for improve- it is generated. Oil is the medium most more efficient means of conductingthe

ment beyond that found in standard generally used for this purpose . In heat from the seat of its generation,

alternating current generators and the smaller sizes the natural circula- has enabled a material reduction to

motors, but the mechanical design pre

sents an opportunity for using several

different methods of supporting the

revolving member. The vertical

shaft construction , by virtue of the

saving in floor space , ease in assem

bling and balancing, reduction in

weight and starting current, and sym

metry of outline gained by its use , has

recently been adopted for these sets

in capacities above and including 2000

kw. In the first machines built , the re

volving member was supported on an

oil step -bearing of the type used in

steam turbines, but in the most recent

designs a roller step-bearing has been

used with great success. The general

appearance of a 2000 -kw ., 25 to 60

cycle , vertical- shaft set of this design

is shown in Fig. 6 .

It may be of interest to record here

the manufacture of a 6666-kilovolt

ampere, 0.75 -power factor, 25 to 60

cycle set of the same design as that

illustrated. When completed this unit

will in point of output be the largest

yet produced and will be installed in

one of the stations of the Common

wealth Edison Company at Chicago ,

Transformers.

Progress in the development of Fig. 3. — 1000 -KW . REGULATING - POLE SYNCHRONOUS CONVERTER - COLLECTOR END

3

GENER
AL

ELECTRI
C
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springs for effecting the next opera

tion .

The second method of control is

well adapted to those oil switches and

circuit-breakers that as a class do not

require so much energy for their oper

ation . Themovement ofthe plunger in

the solenoid is imparted to the switch

mechanism by means of a toggle joint ,

co and the length of the motion multi

plied by a system of bell cranks and

levers .

The third and last-named method

C of operation has been recently applied

DELLUS to very high -voltage switches of large

rupturing capacity. The moving ele

ment of the switch is connected di

rectly to the piston of an air cylinder

without the use of an intermediate

mechanism and may be operated by

applying air pressure to this piston

through suitable valves . Pneumatic

operation has also been successfully

applied to the control of high-tension

disconnecting switches by means of a

diaphragm and toggle mechanism. All

three of these types are sometimes

found in a single system of distribu

tion , altl.cugh cach has a particular

field for which it is best adapted.

Fig. 4. — 1000 -KW . REGULATING - POLE SYNCHRONOUS CONVERTER-COMMUTATOR END In stations containing a large num

ber of important circuits the use of

be made in the weight, floor space and remote -control features to oil switches, these remote -control devices enables

efficiency of the transformer. motor operation, solenoid operation the engineer to place the switches and

CONTROLLING AND PROTECTING APPA- and pneumatic operation. bus bars in fireproof compartments lo

RATUS The first method of control has been cated without regard to the control

Improvements in the design of the used for switches having large capac- ling board , and brings their control

controlling and protecting devices ity and which naturally require rela- under the direct supervision of a sin

have contributed in a large degree to tively long movement of the contact- gle operator. The advantages gained

the progress that has attended the breaking parts . In the opening and from this arrangement are best illus
electrical industry. It has been said closing of these switches the inertia trated by an example: In one substa

that machines could be built and oper- of the moving parts is overcome by tion with which the writer is familiar

ated without employing any form of of compression or torsion this method of control permitted the

controlling, indicating or protecting springs, while the motor completes operator to stand at the centre of a

devices , but if the possibility of this the travel and stores energy in the controlling board 19 ft . long and with

condition is granted no limit must be

admitted to the refinement that may

be gained by their use .

Controlling Apparatus.

Increase in the capacity and area

of distributing systems has been ac

companied by the use of many auto

matic and remotely controlled switch

ing devices. When they are used the

extent and importance of the trouble

due to their failure must be anticipa

ted and provided for in some measure.

Recent developments have, therefore,

been largely confined to improve UTIT

ments in the reliability of the automat

ic features and methods of control

from places remote from the point of

installation, but their design can not

in the strictest definition of the word

be considered a recent development,

although the general application of

electrically operated switching devices

to controlling systems may properly

be so considered and will better serve

the purposes of this paper. With a

few notable exceptions, the following

order prevailed in the application of Fig . 5. — 2000 -KW . VERTICAL - SHAFT SYNCHRONOUS CONVERTER

means
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out moving over eight and a half feet

in either direction to operate seven

teen high -voltage alternating- current

circuits distributing a total of 40,000

kw. In another station , containing

3500 kw. in generating apparatus and

receiving and auxiliary supply of

power from a water-power transmis

sion line, the switching devices re

quired for the frequency -changer sets ,

motor generator sets and power feed

ers, made the ultimate length of the

switchboard 75 ft. , including panels

already installed for the control of the

steam-driven generators and commer

cial feeder circuits, using manually

operated switches . The adoption of

solenoid-operated , remote-controlled

oil switches, permitted the total length

of the switchboard to be reduced from

75 ft . to 30 ft . , thereby bringing the

entire control under the ready super

vision of one attendant . Economies

in the installation practically offset the

increase in cost due to the addition

of these features to the oil switches .

The latter installation will , it is be

lieved , suggest some of the arrange

ments made possible and the economy

in operation often resulting from the
Fig. 7. — 3000 -KW . FORCED OIL-COOLED TRANSFORMER

use in medium-sized stations of re
mote -controlled solenoid -operated in taken place in the design of protecting proper to record here their commer

preference to manually -operated apparatus. Its construction and oper- cial status or the success with which

switching devices . .ation have already been described in they have been operated .

a paper presented before your associa- After these arresters had been

PROTECTING APPARATUS tion, and it seems unnecessary , there- placed in service for several years the

Aluminum cell lightning arresters fore, to enter into a detailed discussion engineers in charge of their design se

have greatly increased the reliability of these features ; but as a great num- lected a high -voltage transmission line

of high -voltage transmission lines and ber of these have been installed on that traversed the mountainous dis

may be properly termed one of the transmission lines in all sections of
trict of Colorado, on which the troub

most important developments that has the country it seems both timely and les due to lightning in one form or an

other had become so burdensome as to

affect the commercial success of the

power development. Thirty or more

substations were supplied by this

transmission system , but aluminum

cell lightning arresters were installed

in only the more important of these

and the protection of the remaining

substations was left to other types of

arresters previously installed . A rec

ord of the shut-downs caused by light

ning during the year preceding the in

stallation of aluminum -cell lightning

arresters and a record of the shut

downs from all sources, including

lightning and lines troubles after their

installation is given below : *

1907

Total number of electrical storms..... 34

Electrical storms causing complete

shutdowns .

Electrical storms causing partial shut

downs

Electrical storms causing no shutdowns.

Note.--The only complete shutdown in 1908

occurred at a station unprotected by an arrester.

The results of its performance on

such circuits have led the manufac

turers of this arrester to adopt and

recommend it as their standard device

for all classes of high - voltage trans

mission lines.

* Transactions Colorado Electric Light , Power

and Railway Association , Lightning Arrester Pro

fection and Equipment on the Animas Power and

Fig. 6. - 2000 -KW . VERTICAL - SHAFT FREQUENCY -CHANGER SET Water Company System , by J. A. Clay.
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The Principles of Illumination

.50

.58

.08

In an

K

Coefficient of

KIND COLOR Reflection

Sky- Incan

light descent

Lamp

Yellow medium.. .53

Deep buff . .53

Stripes.......Medium red .. .06

Medium red satin . .07 .11

Light strawberry

pink. 43 43

Light strawberry ,

silvery .. 51 49

Light and dark green 07

Silvery light green .. . 13 14

Light green . .36 26

Silvery light green .. .36 .23

Miscellaneous, Dark green and gold , 19

Light green and gold .31
28

Deep and light red . 20

Piqué ..... Light bluish.. .46 47

Light grey.. .38 .38

(Angle of incidence about 35° to 45° L. Bell (Il

luminating Eng. Soc. Transac., Oct. , 1907 . Illumi

nating Engineer, Jan. 1908 ) .

VALUES OF 1

.06

.24

For shop -window lighting, three to

six lamps per meter or one to two

lamps per foot of window frontage.

EFFECT OF REFLECTION

The illumination due to a source of

light is increased greatly by reflec

tion from wall surfaces , etc.

ordinary room , where the light is ir

regularly reflected from wall to wall ,

the direct illumination is increased in

the following ratio :

I

Illumination by illumina

1-k

tion without reflection .

k = proportion of incident light re

flected from a single surface. Values

I

of k, and for various surfaces,

I - k-k

I

and values of for various values

I-k

of k are given in the following tables :

APPROXIMATE COEFFICIENTS OF

REFLECTION .

.12

*

1 -K

K 1 1

.80

75

.70

1 -K

.95 20

.90 10

.85 6.66

5.00

4.00

3.33

.65 2.85

.60 2.50

.55 2.22

.50 2.00

.45 1.81

.40 1.66

.35 1.53

.30 1.42

.25 1.33

.20 1.25

. 15 1.17

.10 1.11

.05 1.05

KIND OF ILLUMINATION .

1

MATERIAL K

93

.85

80

.70

70

Polished silver...

Mirror, silvered ..

White paper, cartridge.

Mirror, amalgam .

White foolscap paper ..

Orange paper..
Yellow paper

Light pink paper.

Light blue paper

Emerald green paper .

Dark brown paper .

Black paper ...

Black Velvet.

.50

.40

35

25

Electric lighting may be classified

according to whether it is used for

ordinary illumination, or for such spe

cial purposes as stage lighting, pro

jectors , advertising, etc. The scope of

this article includes only ordinary il

lumination .

AMOUNT OF ILLUMINATION

The eye is capable of perceiving a

difference of illumination of slightly

less than i per cent . when two illu

minated surfaces are viewed in juxta

position . This sensitiveness does not

vary greatly with the absolute illumi

nation,* butis probably a maximum
at an illumination of about one or

two candle - feet.

The power of recognizing fine de

tail follows a different law . It in

creases very rapidly with the illumi

nation up to about one candle - foot.

Between one and two candle -feet, the

visual acuity increases less rapidly

and above two candle - feet, increases

very slowly . The illumination re

ferred to above is that available to the

eyes and not that which falls on the

illuminated surfaces .

The illumination which reaches the

eyes ( E ) equals the surface illumi

nation Х co - efficient of reflection

( k ) .

Except for very fine type, drafting,

or other special cases, Ē may be as

low as 1.50 candle- feet .

LIBRARY ILLUMINATION .

(E. F. Legg and H. I.TOWNSEND,Elect.IVorld, Feb.

1 , 1908.) Candle-feet

Night Day

State Historical Library, Madison, Wis .
: 1.30 P.M. clear day in May.. 3.5 5.5

M’lwaukee Public Library, cloudy day

in February 11.8

Chicago Public Library, clear day , 3.30

P.M .. 1.67 21.0

Newberry Library, Chicago ,

cloudy day in February.. 1.65 35.0

John Crerar Library, Chicago . 1.48

Average..... 1.98 15.7

Where table lamps are used the

general illumination additional to

these should be between 0.3 and 0.5

candle - foot with dull finish walls.

Franklin & Esty's " Elements of

Electrical Engineering” states that

the intensity of illumination required

for easy reading is one candle foot or

12.21 luxes.

ILLUMINATION .

From Das Hilfsbuch der Allgemeinen-Electricitäts-Ge

sellschaft.

Hefner Can- English

dles per sq .

per sq .

DWELLING Houses : floor .

Reception rooms. 4-5

Living and dining -rooms 25-29

Bedrooms. 1.5-2 12-17

Passages, etc .. .08-17

Offices :

Principal rooms.. 41-49

Less important rooms. 2-2.5 .17.20

Private ofhces . 1.5-3 .12.25

SHOPS AND Stores

Shops and showrooms.. .33 - .57

Office and storerooms.. 17-20

HOTELS :

Banqueting rooms..

Public rooms.. 41 - .57

Best bedrooms.. 3.4 25-33

Ordinary bedrooms,

Passages .. 1-1.5

Kitchens , etc .. .08 - .17

* Fechner's Law.

1 K

14.3

6.66

5.0

3.33

3.33

2.0

1.66

1.53

1.33

1.22

1.11

1.05

1.005

18

10

.05

.004

1.6

noon ,

5.3

Gas

.47

Illumination may differ in color,

and " softness."

White light is essential for correct

color-matching, but colored lights are

useful where this feature is unimpor

tant.

The effect of light on colors is

shown by the following table. Every

opaque object assumes a color due to

the sum of the colors it reflects.

Reddish and yellowish lights are

warm and are popular because they

intensify flesh tints. Bluish lights are

cold and unsuitable for house illumi

nation on account of the unpleasant

pallor they produce

COMPOSITION OF LIGHTS.

ABNEY'S Tests .

Sky

Red .

Green .

Violet .

The component colors of lights are

usually referred to as Fraunhofer's

lines, which are the black lines in the

spectrum of the sun .

The approximate locations of these

lines are :

A , Red ( deep ).

B, Red.

C , Orange .

D , Yellow .

E, Green .

b. Green ( bluish ).

Blue .

G, Indigo.

H, Viglet .

DETAIL DISCRIMINATION.

We are virtually near-sighted for

192

Sun

100

193

228

100

256

760

Arc

100

203

250

1

The quantity seldom exceeds

-k

1.5 in a room .

It should be noted that a diffusing

reflector like white paper is practical

ly as efficient as a mirror .

REFLECTION FROM WALL PAPERS.

K

Coefficient of

KIND COLOR Reflection

Sky- Incan

light descent

Lamps

Plain Ceiling..Faint greenish .
50 53

Light ecru . .27 26

Very faint grey

cream .... 53 .64

Light grey green . .26 .23

Light yellow
.53 49

Faint ecru .55

Faint pinkish.. 41 .43

Pale bluish white . .42 .31

Crepe...
Medium green . 25 19

Darkish coffee brown .08 .66

Deep green ... 05 .16

Deep yellow buff, 41
08

Full green , 168

Deep red . .05 .45

Medium red . .08

Cartridge.....Medium green , . 15 .03

Dull green .
11 .07

Dull yellowish green 09 .07

Cartridge..... Light pinkish brown. 21 . 26

Light green . 23 .18

Light blue .. 21 20

Pale grey .. .35 27

Faint yellowish

green grey ..
43 33

Salmon buff... .31 33

Meidum light buff .. .44 .34

Medium full green .. 11 .07

Medium dull red .. .06 .07

Light red .. 10 .10

Very deep ecru .
.18 15

Pale pink .. 25 19

Deep yellow grey ..
18 15

Silky Finish ..Medium crimson .
08 12

Medium grey green .17

Stripes.... Deep cream ..... .56 .60

Deep cream silvery .
.56 .57

100

95

27

.06

.06

candles

meter of

of floor.

.33 - .41

3-3.5

1-2

5-6

4-7

2-2.5 F ,

74-1.19-13

5-7

1

2-3 .12. 17-25

.08-12

1-2
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the violet end of the spectrum . There- Holophane globes are designed for ; Light thrown up to the ceiling - and

fore while violet light is usually downward, equal or outward distribu- reflected down is well diffused and

somewhat better than white light for tion and while diffusing the light well , softened, but is apt to eliminate shad

the illumination of detail at close absorb little more than clear glass ows. Hence where this kind of illu

range , it is very bad for the illumina- provided they are clean . If dust is mination is adopted, the lights should

tion of distant objects . Red , on the allowed to accumulate on them, they be at the side of the room . With this

other hand, is usually best for the il- are of course inefficient. The holo
precaution, lighting by ceiling reflec

lumination of distant objects. phane shade is grooved horizontally tion is practically perfect .

CHROMATIC ABERRATION. as to form a series of annular Ceiling reflection may be realized

As rays of different colors are un- prisms . by arc lamps with large reflectors un

equally refracted , the eye cannot fo- Ordinary cut-glass shades should derneath or by a line of incandescent

cus more than one color perfectly at be avoided as they do not diffuse lamps with reflectors underneath, the

a time. Hench white light is inferior properly. Streaked and mottled shades lamps in the latter case being ranged

to mono-chromatic light for detail are bad for the same reason . along a cornice , or cove .

discrimination . This accounts for the

popularity of mercury - vapor and other

mono -chromatic lights for draughting
COLOR OP Light

Color of Fabric in

rooms, machine shops, garages, etc. white light .

By the " softness" of illumination Red Orange Yellow Green Blue Violet

we mean the absence of sharp con

trasts of illumination . Softness is reg
White. Red Orange Yellow Green Blue Violet

ulated by the use of shades , reflectors, Intense Red Scarlet Orange Purple

Orange . Orange Red Faint Yellow Brown Light Red

and by the proper distribution of Orange Orange Slightly Slightly

lights.
Green Violet

Yellow .. Orange Yellow Orange Yellow Reddish Blue

ABSORPTION BY SHADES. Orange

For For Light Green . Red -Gray Yellow Grey Green - Yel- Intense Blue Green Light Purple

KIND OF GLASS
Green

Arc Lamps Incandescent

Lamps
Deep Green. Red Rusty Green Yellow Green Intense Green Blue

( a ) ( b )
Light Blue.. Violet Orange Gray Yellow Green Green Blue Vivid Blue

Holophane . :: Deep Blue.. Gray slightly Greenish Blue Green Intense Blue Bright Blue

Orange

Prismatic . 20.7. Indigo . Orange Dull Orange Dull Green Dark Indigo Deep Blue

Opaline . 20-40 Maroon Yellow Violet

Ground
24.4

Violet . Purple
Blue orYellow Deep Blue Deep Violet

Opal.. 32.2
Violet .

Milky.

(a ) L. Bell . (b ) W. L. Smith .

( Continued on page 200.)

Red.. Brown Violet

Intense Yellow

Green

Yellow Green

low

Green

Clear . 10

12

15Alabaster .
Slate Violet

23

Red Maroon
25-30

25-60

30-60

Maroon Green

Brown

Meters

Induction Type Wattmeters

BURLEIGH CURRIER

General Application of Theory :- The shunt windings consist of shunt fect . Provision is made for regulating

Alternating -current induction type in- and impedance coils , which are wound the magnitude of this effect, generally

tegrating wattmeters depend upon the with a great number of turns of fine by varying the position of the second

same basic principles for their opera- wire and mounted on laminated-iron aries.

tion , and in general differ only in the cores to produce a large phase dis- The several makes of induction type

manner in which the principles are placement of the field . wattmeter are identical in many re

applied and in the details of construc- Some shunt coils are designed with spects . The illustrations will show the

tion .
sufficient impedance to be connected general arrangement of the principal

Series and shunt windings are pro- directly across the main circuit; others parts and the connections of the vari

vided which are arranged in such re- are designed to be connected in series ous coils . A description will be given

lation that they produce a rotating with a separate impedance coil. In of the essential parts and their func

magnetic field by the split-phase meth- the latter case the shunt coil is mount- tions , also the methods of obtaining

od , which cuts a close -circuit second- ed on a separate laminated -iron core the proper phase relation of the mag

ary and causes it to rotate . which provides poles for concentra- netic fields and the principle of the

The closed secondary consists of a ting the magnetic field that acts di- arrangement used to compensate for

discor cup -shaped rotor, made of rectly on the rotor. friction .

aluminum , which is mounted to rotate Phase compensation for securing an In the vector diagrams the various

through the magnetic fields and also exact 90-degree phase displacement of fields are plotted separately, in order
between the poles of permanent mag- the shunt field is accomplished by an to show the manner in which the re

nets which produce a retarding effect arrangement of auxiliary windings or sultant field and its phase relation are

and serveas a regulating device. coils and by closed - circuited second- determined. The length of the lines

The series winding consists of two aries used in combination with the represents the magnitude of the com

practically non - inductive current main coils of the potential circuit. ponents and the relative positions rep

coils , each having a few turns of com- Compensation for static friction is resent the relative phase relations. For

paratively large wire . These coils are accomplished by the use of closed -cir- the purpose of demonstration. the

wound in opposite directions and con- cuited loops or secondaries and by phase displacement and magnitude of
nected in series with the circuit. auxiliary coils that are arranged in the components are generally exag

The current coils are generally such relation with respect to the field gerated .

mounted on laminated - iron cores or of the potential coils that they pro- WESTINGHOUSE TYPE B INTEGRATING

poles which project directly toward cluce an unbalanced or unsymmetrical WATTMETERS .

the rotor, thus directing and concen- condition of the potential field, thus Description . — The arrangement of

trating the magnetic flux. establishing a slight rotating- field ef- the parts, coils and connections of the

(Continued from July Issue)

-
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Fig. 13-WESTINGHOUSE TYPE B INDUCTION

WATTMETER

IType B induction meter is shown dia

grammatically in Fig. 13 , which is a

front view of the interior ; the disc,

shaft and permanent magnets being

omitted for simplicity . The parts are

lettered in the figure, for reference,

and the function of the various parts

and coils are described as follows :

SFC and SFC, are the main series

field coils, which are wound in oppo

site directions . These coils produce

the series field proportional to the cur

rent in the circuit .

IC is the impedance or shunt coil,

which produces the shunt field pro

portional to the impressed e.m.f.

PA is the phasing adjustment or

closed secondary, for producing the

proper phase relation of the shunt

field, for both high and low- frequency

circuits . The adjustable strip is en

tirely out of the field for 125 cycles

and is pushed in for 60 cycles. Ad

justments are made according to

marks on the strip .

LLA, the light-load adjustment , is

a closed secondary consisting of one

turn of copper arranged to produce

the necessary starting torque to com

pensate for friction and also serves

as an adjustment for light loads.

Proper adjustment is obtained by

swinging one side or edge of the coil

or device either up or down in the air

gap of the magnetic circuit .

T , T,, Ty, T, are the meter ter

minals connected to the series wind

ings , as shown .

Method of Obtaining 90-Degree

Phase Relation . - Compensation for

the small decrease in the angle be

tween the shunt fields and voltage,

caused by the copper and iron losses

in the shunt circuit , is obtained by

placing a short-circuited copper sec

undary directly in front of the pro

jecting pole of the shunt electromag

net .

The magnetic field of the shunt coil

induces current in the stationary

closed secondary and consequently es

tablishes a magnetic field, which , act- Fig. 16 — FORT WAYNE TYPE K INTEGRATING

ing with the shunt field, produces a INDUCTION WATTMETER

resultant field lagging approximately

90 degrees . An additional adjustable By changing the position of the

closed secondary is interposed over the closed secondary, the magnitude of

shunt magnet pole, and is arranged OC can be increased or decreased ,

so that its position may be varied , con- thereby shifting the position of the

sequently the induced current and re- resultant ox, to obtain the proper

sulting field of the closed -coil ar- 90 -degree phase relation with respect

rangement is also varied. By varying to OĂ, thus compensating the meter

the position of the movable second to register correctly under varying

ary , the compensation necessary to ob- conditions of power factor.

tain an exact 90 -degree relation on Friction Compensation and Light

Load Adjustment. - Friction compen

sation is obtained by two short-cir
Series

Winding cuited copper loops, L and L', which

are located in theair gaps, F and F',

of the shunt circuit , as shown in Fig.

15. One of the loops with adjustable

arm is shown in detail in Fig. 13,

i . e ., LLA .

When the potential circuit only is

energized , the action obtained by the

use of the loops is as described.

1. Assuming that the loops are not

present, it can be seen that when the

air gaps are fixed and equal in dimen
Winding

sions there will be a balanced shunt

Fig. 15—LIGHT-LOAD ADJUSTMENT ON WEST magnetic circuit .

2. When a loop is introduced in

one air gap the reaction of its induced

different frequency circuits may be currents on the flux of the electro

obtained . This method may be better magnet will produce a slight unbal

understood by referring to the vector ancing of the shunt magnetic field ,

diagram, Fig. 14 . tending to cause rotating of the disc.

OA represents the e.m.f. impressed 3. Placing a similar loop in the op

on the shunt winding. posite air gap will by its counter -un

OY represents the current through balancing effect tend to neutralize the

the shunt winding, lagging with re- effect of the first loop, and by bring

spect to the impressed e.m.f. due to ing both loops to the same relative

the reactance of the shunt coil . positions in the gaps the original bal

YOA represents the angle less than ance will again be established .

90 degrees , due to iron and copper 4. The loops are so adjusted that

losses in the shunt circuit . the resultant unbalancing produces a

OS represents the voltage induced sufficient torque to overcome the fric

in the closed secondary which is ap- tion of the moving element . Friction

proximately opposite in phase relation compensation is thus effected by the

to the voltage of the shunt circuit. use of loops, one of which is some

OC represents the current in the times replaced with a closed coil

closed secondary, which is in phase wound around the magnet pole, and

with the voltage OS ( the magnitude the adjustment is made, as described ,

of OS and OC being exaggerated ). with the remaining loop.

OX represents the magnitude and FORT WAYNE TYPE K INTEGRATING

direction of the resultant field pro WATTMETER

duced by the combined effect of the Description . — The arrangement of

currents OY and OC. the parts and connections of the vari

10
Shunt

INGHOUSE TYPE B INDUCTION WATTMETER

Х

S А

Fig. 14 - VECTOR DIAGRAM FOR WESTING

HOUSE INDUCTION WATTMETER
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TION OF TYPE K METER

a few Х

B

ous coils of the Type K induction me- operate on either a 140 or a 60 -cycle In order to again establish the 190

ter are shown diagramatically in Fig. circuit , it is necessary that it should degree phase relation , the 60 -cycle

16. The function of the various parts be double lagged ; that is , the phase phasing coil switch S is closed , which

and windings will be described, and relation of the fields should be prop- introduces another component field .

the parts are lettered for reference. erly compensated for each frequency. OF ( diagram g ) represents the

C is a closed-circuited aluminum The lagging of the meter for a 140- phase position and magnitude of the

cup or armature, arranged so as to cycle circuit will be considered first. field produced by the 60 -cycle phasing

be cut by the fields of the series and OA ( diagram a ) represents the coil.

shunt coils . phase position and magnitude of the
SFC and SFC are the main series field established by the shunt field

field coils wound in opposite direc- coil ; the large displacement of the
tions .

field with respect to OX resulting

SF is the shunt field coil to produce from the large reactance component,

a field that is proportional to the im- is obtained by the impedance coil and

pressed e.m.f. shunt field coil .

SFI is a portion of the shunt field OB ( diagram b ) represents the

iron used to complete the magnetic phase position and magnitude of the Fig. 19 - VECTORS FOR 60 -CYCLE COMPENSA

circuit for the shunt field coil . field due to the currents induced in

60 -cycle PC is a closed-circuited the closed - circuited armature by the

secondary winding or phasing coil for fields of the shunt coil . OG (diagram h ) represents the re
lagging the meter for circuits of OC ( diagram c ) represents the di sultant field produced by the combina
standard frequency. rection and magnitude of an equiva- tion of the component oF and result

60 -cycle PCA is an adjustable re- lent or resultant field produced by the

sistance provided to regulate the cur

ant component OE. This field , OG,

fields OA and OB. The phase posi- lies on the line OY and has a phase

rent in the 60 - cycle phasing coil. tion of OC is beyond 90 degrees. displacement of 90 degrees with re

140 -cycle PC and FC is the coil ar
( d )

( @ ) spect to OX.

ranged to produce a starting torque
The meter is then properly lagged

Y

for friction compensation, which is
for a 60 -cycle current and will accu

also used as a phasing coil to lag the A A rately register the energy in the cir

meter for high -frequency circuits. cuit .

LLA, shown in Fig. 20 , is the light Light-Load Adjustment or Friction

load adjusting arm .
Compensator . – One of the phasing

140 -cycle PCA is an adjustable re coils is wound on an adjustable arm and
sistance placed in series with the fric

placed centrally in the shunt field coil,

tion compensating coil, both being con producing the desired additional field

nected in series and across
X

8
to give a resultant shunt field having a

turns of the impedance coil IC.
90 -degree relation with respect to the

IC is the reactance or impedance

coil , and is connected in series with Fig. 18 — VECTORS FOR 40 -CYCLE COMPENSA
impressed e.m.f. , as explained. The

field established by this coil is not in
the shunt field coil.

phase with that of the shunt coil , and

S is a switch in series with the 60

cycle phasing coil and the adjustable
OD ( diagram d ) represents the

when in position in the shunt coil has

resistance, and provides a means for

a demagnetizing effect on account of
component field produced by the 140

adapting the meter for a high or low
cycle phasing coil or friction compen the direction of its winding and con

a

frequency circuit . When the switch
sator , the magnitude of this compo

sequent phase position of its field .

is open the meter is properly compen
nent being controlled by a resistance

When moved from the central posi

in series . The resistance may be var tion the field established cuts the rotor

sated or lagged for'a 140 -cycle cur
ied to increase or decrease the amount at a slight angle and produces an un

rent, and when closed the meter is

compensated for a 60 -cycle circuit .
of current in the phasing coil , thus symmetrical condition and slight ro

controlling the magnitude of the field tating -field effect. A torque is thus

produced . produced that is sufficient to compen

OE ( diagram e ) represents the re
sate for the friction without disturb

sultant field produced by the combined ing the phase displacement of the

action of the components OC and OD.
shunt field as a whole .

The magnitude of the component OD
Fig. 20 shows the component parts

is adjusted so that OE will assume
of a Type K2 meter ; the arrange

a 90 -degree position. Therefore the ment of the parts and manner in

Fig. 17 – FUNDAMENTAL VECTORS OF SHUNT ieter will accurately register the true which they are assembled and con

energy of the circuit. nected is also shown .

When a meter lagged, as described , Fig. 21 shows diagrammatically the
Phase Relations of Magnetic for a 140 -cycle circuit is connected to connections and coils arranged in

Fields. — The phase relations of the a 60 -cycle circuit , the go -degree rela- their relative positions.

magnetic fields produced by the vari- tion of the magnetic fields no longer Fig. 22 shows diagrammatically.

ous coils in the Type K metersare exists , and the resultant Aux repre the connections of the potential cir

represented diagrammatically in Figs. sented by OE has a phase position cuit and its auxiliary coils .

17, 18 and 19. less than 90 degrees , as shown in dia- GENERAL ELECTRIC TYPE I INTEGRA

In the vector diagrams, the line OX gram f. This is due to the reduction TING WATTMETER

represents the position of the e.m.f. in the rate of alternations of the cir Description . The arrangement of

impressed on the shunt circuit , and the cuit and consequent decrease in the the parts and connections of the coils

line OY represents the proper phase reactance, which lessens the magni- of the Type I induction meter are

position for the field of the shunt cir- tude of the components OB and OD shown diagrammatically in Fig . 23 ,

cuit, which is go degrees from OX. and the angles XOA and XOD, and which is a rear view . The figure is

As the Type K meter is designed to therefore alters the phase relations . lettered for reference .

TION OF TYPE K METER

LIN
o X

CIRCUIT OF TYPE K METER
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SFC

LLA
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OC represents the current in the

closed secondary PC. This current is

in phase with the induced e.m.f. , OE,

as the winding is practically non -in
ductive.

OD represents the magnitude and

direction of the resultant magnetic

field produced by the combined mag

netizing effect of the shunt current

OB and the closed secondary current

OC. By means of the resistance AR ,

Fig. 23 , the magnitude of the current

OC may be either increased or de

creased, thereby shifting the position

of the resultant magnetic field OD

until a phase relation of exactly 90

degrees is obtained between OA and

OD .

The e.m.f. and current induced in

the closed - circuited armature or disc

and light -load adjusting coil are not

shown in the diagram , as they are at

all times practically in phase with the

e.m.f. and current OE and OC.

w
w
w140NPCA

W
w
w.COMPCA

Fig. 20. - RELATION OF PARTS IN TYPE K2 METER

BB

SFC

The mag
SFC

are

TION WATTMETER

The function of the various coils net pole and arranged to produce the

and parts will be described . necessary unbalancing of the shunt

D is an aluminum disc , mounted to field to compensate for friction .

rotate between the series and shunt ,
L is a lever provided for adjusting

magnet poles, also between the poles the position of the closed secondary

of the permanent magnet brake. LLA with respect to the iron core.

SFC and SFC" arethe main series T', T2, T3 and T4 are the main ter

field coils wound in opposite direc- minals for connecting the meter in

tions on projecting iron cores . These circuit.

coils produce the series field propor
BB is the bus bar .

tional to the current in the circuit.
Phase Relations. — The phase rela

IC is the impedance coil producing tions of the magnetic fields produced
Pa

the shunt field proportional to the line
by the various windings in the Type I

e.m.f. This winding has a high re
meter are represented diagrammatic

actance and is connected directly ally in the vector diagrams, Fig. 24,

across the main circuit .
In the diagram the phase relation and

netic field produced lags nearly 90 magnitude of the components

degrees with respect to the e.m.f. im magnified in order to make the de

pressed .
scription clear .

PC is a phasing coil consisting of

a closed secondary or lagging wind
O A represents the impressed e.m.f.

Fig. 23 — GENERAL ELECTRIC TYPE I INDUC

ing, which produces a sufficient addi
applied to the impedance coil or shunt

tional field to establish the exact 90 winding
When the resultant shunt field OD

degree phase relation required.
OB represents the current in the

lies 90 degrees from OA , the meter

AR is an adjustable resistance in impedance coil, which lags nearly 90
will accurately register the energy on

series with the closed secondary wind degrees behind the impressed e.m.f. , inductive and non-inductive loads,

ing to regulate the magnitude of the
due to the reactance .

Friction Compensation on Light
current. OE represents the e.m.f. induced in

Load Adjustment. - Friction compen
LLA is the light-load adjustment , the closed secondary winding PC , sation is obtained by placing around

a closed secondary of one turn of cop Fig. 23, and is almost 180 degrees the shunt field core a movable copper
per placed around the shunt field mag- from OA .

turn or closed secondary LLA , Fig.

23. The turn is made to fit closely

over the lower end of the core of the

shunt field magnet and has internal

Impedance Coil dimensions large enough to permit

moving it horizontally either to the

right or left .

The effect of the closed secondaryCompensator
tap Phosing coil

(secondary) turn is practically the same as the ef

fect produced by the shading ring or
compensator coil on the pole of a single -phase in

Loop for mw

0000000 6001401 duction motor .

Assuming that the secondary turn1402. Impedance

is not present , it is evident that with

Fig. 21. - INTERNAL CONNECTIONS OF TYPE K Fig. 22. - CONNECTIONS OF POTENTIAL CIRCUIT current in the potential circuit and no

current in the series circuit, the shunt

Series Field Coilo
LINE

140 - Pn C

and

Friction
60~ Ph

Coil

lllll

mull

Shunt

Field

Coil
*

6191.14

60

Shunt

Field

Coil Friction

Loop

140 ~

Phasına

Coil Adj

60

140

Coil 60 60 ~

Phr. Adj. Ph .C.Adj.
Coil Ad

METER IN TYPE K METERS
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A FUNDAMENTAL COMMUTATED MOTOR

METER

the same direction and will coincide deavor to assume such a position that

with the field produced by the sta- its field will coincide with the field

tionary coils. The principle of the produced by the current coils . When

magnetic action described is applied the magnetic poles are as shown in

in commutated motor meters in the the diagram , the direction of rota

following manner.
tion will be as indicated by the arrows

The current coils produce a mag- R, the magnetic pole S of one field

netic field having a definite direction , coil attracting the armature pole N '

and, as the coils are in series with the and repelling the pole s', while the

main circuit , the strength of the field pole N of the other field coil attracts

Fig . 24 - VECTORS FOR TYPE I INDUCTION will be proportional to the main cur- the armature pole S' and repels the

rent. They are arranged sufficiently pole N'.

atita
An armature having but one coil

field would be magnetically balanced . and without a commutator would turn

Introducing the secondary turn cen only until the direction of its mag

trally with respect to the magnetic netic field was the same as the field

field would not alter the balanced con produced by the current coils and then

dition . it would stop . However, an armature

Moving the turn in either direction as constructed in practice has a suffi

would produce a slight unsymmetrical
cient number of coils connected to an

condition of the field , which would
ATTA .equal number of commutator seg

result in a torque . This unbalanced ments, so that when the armature is

condition is due to the reactive ef- Fig . 26.—MAGNETIC FIELDS ESTABLISHED IN turned a small amount another set of

fects of the field of the secondary, commutator segments will come un

which would then be greater on one
der the brushes and again establish

side of the shunt field pole. This pro- close together to produce the effect a field approximately at right angles

ducesthe effect of a slight rotating of a single coil , and practically sur to the field of the series coils. When

field . The turn may be adjusted to round the armature.
this condition is again established a

such a position that the unbalanced
The armature is of the closed -coil

turning effort or torque is again pro

field will produce sufficient torque to type , with taps from the winding to duced, causing the armature to turn
until another set of commutator seg

the commutator segments, and as the

current enters through but two taps
ments come under the brushes , and

which are connected to diametrically
so on . The magnetic field of the ar

opposite points, the armature circuit
mature will therefore always be es

is virtually divided into two parts
tablished in practically the same gen

which are in parallel . When the cur
eral direction with relation to the

rent enters through the brushes and
field of the current coils , thus causing

commutator it will therefore pass in
a continuous rotation .

a downward direction in one-half of
The torque exerted on the arma

the armature and upward in the other
ture is proportional to the product of

half. the strength of both the current and

The magnetic field established by
voltage fields and is therefore propor

the armature coils will be an equiva
tional to the product of the current

lent or resultant field having a gen and the voltage , or to the actual power

eral direction , which will depend on
in watts.

Fig. 25 - TURNING ATTRACTION BETWEEN TWO the position of the armature coils with
General Description . - Meters of

respect to the commutator segments
the commutated type , in general , con

and to the position of the brushes on
sist of three essential parts , the motor,

overcome the friction of the moving the commutator. The strength of the
the brake or retarding device, and the

element . armature field will depend on the cur
registering mechanism .

THEORY OF COMMUTATED TYPE MOTOR rent in the armature circuit and will The motor, as generally construct

METERS be directly proportional to the e.m.f.

General Principles.The electro- of the main circuit.

magnetic action between two coils In Fig . 26 is shown the direction of

andthe method in which this principle the magnetic field established by the

is utilized and applied in the construc- current coils, as indicated by the ar
NI IN S

tion of commutated type of motor me- rows marked F. The polarity of the

ters is illustrated in the following de- coils is indicated by the letters N and

scription :
S.

When two coils , as shown in Fig. By virtue of the relation between

25 , are supplied with current, a mag- the armature coils, commutator seg
Fig. 27. - DUNCAN ASTATIC MULTIPOLAR MO

netic field will be established by each ments and brushes, the general di

coil , and the direction of the fields rection of the armature field is prac

will depend on the direction of the tically at right angles to the field of ed, requires the following principal

current in the coils . Magnetic poles the current coils , as shown by the ar- parts , which are necessary for the ar

will be established which will produce rows marked A and the poles N ' and rangement of the electrical circuits :

an attraction or repulsion , depending S' . For demonstration, only the di- The main current coils, armature, re

on the relative polarity and position rection of the equivalent armature sistances, compensating coil, shaft ,

of the coils . When one coil is mov- field is indicated . commutator and brushes. The elec

able and the other is stationary, the The magnetic action between the trical circuits, essential for the oper

movable coil will assume such a posi- two fields produces a torque that ation of the motor, are the current

tion that its magnetic field will be in causes the armature to turn and en- or series circuit and the pressure or

COILS

S

11
24

B
o '

TOR METER WITH FOUR - POLE ARMATURE

AND OPPOSING FIELDS
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potential circuit , both of which are sisting principally of the friction of

constructed without iron , except in the bearings, registering mechanism

special types.
and of the brushes on the commuta

The current circuit usually con tor. This friction makes it difficult to

sists of two stationary coils, having obtain a speed of the disc on light

a few turns of comparatively large load that is proportional to the energy

wire wound in a circular or rect consumed. In order to produce the

angular form . These coils are mount least departure from the straight-line

ed parallel in close relation so that law , it is necessary to compensate for

they practically surround the arma the existing and subsequent friction.

ture, which is mounted to rotate cen An auxiliary winding or friction

trally within them . The current coils compensating coil, consisting of a

are connected in series with the main number of turns of fine wire, is con

circuit, and the total current passes nected in series with the potential cir

through them in a direction that will cuit and is placed in the same relation

produce magnetic fields that coincide . with respect to the armature as the
A single current coil is sometimes main current coils . The auxiliary

used, having the armature placed cen winding establishes a magnetic field ,

trally within the field . having a constant strength, which de

The potential circuit consists of an pends on the number of turns in the

armature, a resistance and a compen
coil and on the current in the potential

sating coil , all of which are in series circuit. The polarity of the auxiliary

and connected directly across the coil is essentially the same as that of

main circuit. Fig . 28. - GENERAL ELECTRIC THOMPSON RE- the current coils and produces just
DING WATTMETER

The armature is generally of the sufficient torque to overcome the fric

closed -coil type, having a lap winding The resistance is used to reduce and tion .

consisting of several coils, usually limit the current in the potential cir
As the friction does not always re

eight , as shown in Fig. 26. These cuit so that small wire can be used inain constant, several methods are

coils are made of fine wires and are in the armature winding. This per- employed to vary the strength of the

wound upon a light non -magnetic mits the use of a lightand compact field produced by thecompensating coil.

frame, which insures rigidity and armature with the necessary ampere The effect of the field of the auxil

serves as a means of mounting to per- turns to produce the desired strength iary winding is regulated by mount

mit rotation . Loops are made in the of field . The resistance also reduces ing the coil on an adjustable bracket ,

winding, serving as taps to the coils , the voltage drop across the armature so that its distance and position with

and are connected to a small commu- and indirectly diminishes the deteri- respect to the armature may be al

tator, with which the armature is orating effect of sparking at the tered ; or it is varied by making the

mounted on the shaft . brushes, should any occur. The re- coil stationary and regulating the

An armature of the open -coil type sistance must have no inductive effect strength of the current by, shunting

is sometimes used, consisting of three on the armature or field circuits, and it, orby changing the number of ef

coils symmetrically arranged around it is generally constructed of fine wire fective turns in the winding.
the shaft - connected to a three-part wound upon cards , spools or tubes , The adjustable coil is constructed

commutator. The principle involved which are mounted either within the to pass within the windings of the

in producing rotation is practically the meter, on the back of the meter base , current coil , so as to permit adjusting

same as in a closed - coil armature. or in a suitable box supplied as a to a position very near the armature.

Armatures are made in either ball separate unit . Another method of A type adjustable coil is made which

or cylindrical shapes, so as to con- construction is to wind the resistance has sufficient resistance to be connect

form to the shape of the current coils and friction compensator into a sin- ed directly across the circuit. This

and to properly occupy the space gle coil , the principle of which will be coil is virtually constructed in two

within the enclosure of the coils, so subsequently described . sections, which are wound in opposite

as to be cut by as much of the mag- A certain amount of frictional re- directions, each section having a dif

netic Aux as possible. sistance exists in every meter, con ferent number of turns . The fields

The armature, commutator and

disc for the magnetic brake are mount

ed on the same shaft , which rotates

vertically, being supported at the bot

tom by a cushioned jewel bearing and

at the top by a small guide-pin bearing .

The brushes serve as conductors for

the current to enter the armature

through the commutator. For two

pole , lap-wound armatures the

brushes span one-half of the commu

tator segments , for four- pole, wave

wound armatures one - quarter, and for

three - coil armatures the span must be

nearly two - thirds.

Commutators are usually con

structed of small silver segments of a

number equal to the number of coils

in the armature and have a small di

ameter to reduce the rubbing friction

of the brushes . Fig . 29. - GENERAL ELECTRIC TYPE C COMMUTATED METER
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Commutated meters, in general,

have practically the same essential

parts, therefore in Figs . 28, 29, 30, 31

and 32 the same abbreviation will , in

each case , represent the same part of

the meter, as follows :

A = The armature

AR = Adjustable resistance to

vary the field of CC

BB The bus bars

B and B ' The brushes

С. The commutator

CC = The friction compensating

coil

D = The disc

FLA = Full -load adjustment

LL or CA = Light-load or creep

adjustment

M, M' M’, etc. = The drag mag

nets

MS = Magnetic shield

P = Pinion

R = The resistance

S The shaft on which is mounted

the armature, commutator and

disc

' SFC and SFC' == The current or

series field coils

SW The switch for compensa

ting coil

och
-

W
WW

FLA M.

M

S

LLORCA

S.

M.
Fig. 32. — COLUMBIA TYPE ALTERNATING -CUR

RENT COMMUTATED MOTOR METER

M

Fig. 30. - DUNCAN TYPE E COMMUTATED IN

TEGRATING MOTOR METER

tion of the disc is produced. The re

action between the field of the current

in the disc and the field of the mag

net produces the rotation of the disc.

This, of course , is the fundamental

basis upon which any electric motor

operates , and the manufacturers of

mercury motor meters have simply

utilized this principle with modifica

tions and additions .

In general, therefore , we may say

that any mercury motor meter con

sists essentially of a rotable cylinder,

disc, or motor element, partly or to

tally submerged in mercury so that

current can be led in and out from

the movable element by the mercury

acting as a contact-maker, fixed me

tallic contacts of one form or another

SFO

SFC

MS

M
M

H

produced tend to neutralize , but as one

section has a greater number of turns

its field will predominate, therefore

the effective field will depend directly

on the difference between the number

of turns in the two sections .

The field produced by the stationary

type coils is sometimes varied by

shunting the coil with a resistance . An

adjustable contact is provided , which

may be connected to various taps to

alter the value of the resistance. Sta

tionary coils used for friction com

pensation are provided with taps con

nected to different turns of the coil .

The taps are connected to contacts on

a suitable multipoint switch, which is

adjusted to vary the number of ef

fective turns , in order to produce the

desired strength of field .

Multipolar Type.—The principle

employed in the design of an astatic
multipolar type meter is shown dia- Fig . 31.-WESTINGHOUSE TYPE

grammatically in Fig . 27. The cur

rent coils are so wound and connected

that each coil establishes a separate
T , T , T?, etc. = The connecting'

field having opposite polarities , as
terminals

shown, the coils being arranged suffi
TW-TW' = The tension weights

ciently far apart so that the fields do for brushes

not neutralize each other .
The worm on the shaft

A four -pole closed -coil drum arma
WW = The worm wheel of the

ture with a wave winding is provided , registering mechanism

which establishes fields having polari- PRINCIPLE OF THE MERCURY MOTOR

ties as shown .
METER

Rotation of the armature is pro- All mercury motor meters are based

duced by the attraction and repulsion upon the discovery that when a cur

of the field , as indicated ; the north rent of electricity is passed radially

poles of the current coils repel the across a copper or aluminum disc im

poles N' and N ?, and attract the poles mersed in mercury, and the path along

S' and S?, established by the armature which the current flows is subjected

coils . to the field of a strong magnet, rota

W WW
DIRECT -CUR

RENT COMMUTATED MOTOR METER

S

-CT

W =

Sc

e SA

N

R

BR

RR

B

T T

Fig. 33.—SANGAMO DIRECT - CURRENT MERCURY

MOTOR METER
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SYSTEM

being set in the walls of the chamber

containing the mercury and the disc .

An electromagnet properly set with

respect to the disc or armature will ,

when energized , cause rotation of this

armature , and this rotation may be

proportional to watt-hours . This

principle is adaptable either for direct

or alternating current, according to

the construction employed.

The following refers to Figs. 33

and 34, and indicates the essential

parts of the Sangamo direct -current

and alternating -current meters :

I. Letters common to both Figs.

33 and 34 :

Copper-disc armature im

mersed in mercury

Bridging wire across middle

pair binding posts

BR = Brass - wire rod of low re

sistance , forming part of light

load adjustment

D = Damping disc - aluminum

EE = Copper contacts , leading cur

rent in and out from mercury

chamber and armature

Cove. 4.08

5.44

2.18

per watt

.00042

.00131

Cluster.-

A =

-

B =

-

M

C

upper jaws of damping magnets The Principles of Illumination

MM
COMPARISON OF THREE METHODS OF

K = Clamp slider for light-load ad
justment - slides on wires BR ILLUMINATION - COVE, CEILING

and RR' and clamps with thumb
AND CLUSTER LIGHTING.

screw
Continued from page 193

MM = Permanent magnets for

damping ( Test by New York Edison Co. )

P = Laminated ( spirally -wound Cove 4 ft . 9 in . below ceiling, on

strip ) steel ring or plate for re
side walls . Ceilings and walls light

turn path of magnetic lines above cream color ; ceilings broken by sky

A lights , and two walls , by windows .

RR' Resistance wire rod of very Average Average

Candle -feet Candle - fee

high resistance , forming part of

light-load adjustment Ceiling.

S = Shaft of moving element
.00092

TT = Binding posts
HARM TO THE EYE.

W = Worm driving WW The maximum brightness which the

WW = Worm wheel
eye can withstand without bad effect

Y = Laminated steel yoke formag is about 0.75 hefner -candles per sq .

netic field
cm.

2. Letters in Fig. 33 only Carbon filaments of incandescent

CT = Series compounding turns lamps are about 100 times , and the

which increase the field strength Nernst glower over 500 times, this

and therefore the torque and
limit.

speed on heavy load ( Schanz & Stockhousen, Jour . f .

N = High -resistance wire rod ,
Gasbel . Vol. 50, 1907.)

forming, with copper wire and
This shows the immense impor

SA, the adjustment tance of properly concealing brilliant

R = Resistance in series with shunt lights . Cases of blindness from ex

coils SC and SC' , depending in cessive light are common , and it is

amount on voltage for which me- safe to say that nearly all eye weakness

ter is used is attributable to imperfect knowledge

SA = Sliding adjustable clamp for
and application of the art of illumi

regulating potential drop through
nation.

meter for current shunt - used in The admission of light to the retina

all capacities over 10 amperes. is controlled to a certain extent by

SC and SC1 = Shunt coils of many the varying area of the pupil which

thousand turns, energizing Y pro automatically adjusts itself to the in

portional to line voltage cident light. This automatic adjust

3. Letters in Fig. 34 only.
ment, however, involves muscular ac

4S = Auxiliary secondary tion , and moreover follows the

transformer, giving about 0.125 changes of light slowly , so that the

volt , for light-load compensation ; retina is injuriously exposed for short

one end is connected to brass rod
intervals. For this reason a room

BR, the other end goes to ] should have good general illumina

FC Series or load coils on Y tion in order to avoid injurious con

Į Branch in one end from AS, trasts of illumination . Thus a room

from which two small cables pass
with no light but that reflected from

around poles of Y, one to give
a table lamp onto the table , presents

forward starting effect, the other injurious contrasts. This should not

backward effect be construed to mean that shadowless

MS One-turn heavy main sec illumination is desirable. Where no

ondary on N , giving about 0.033
shadows exist the eye is strained in

attempting to distinguish the outlines

volt and sending 20 to 25 am- of objects.

peres normally through A The direction of illumination is al

N Small internal transformer most as important as the intensity.

for furnishing low -potential cur- The eye is habituated to and is best

rent for large volume through the suited to light coming obliquely from

armature A above . The glare of the sky is harm

PT = Primary of transformer, con
less , but a less intrinsic brilliancy re

nected across supply line like flected from snow , sand or water be

shunt coil of an induction meter low , may have very serious effects .

( To Be Continued )

D

W
WW.

on

MS
BR

RR

B

T -

rig. 34. - SANGAMO ALTERNALING -CURRET

MERCURY MOTOR METER

-

F = Buoyancy float, riveted on ar

mature, giving lift or slight buoy

ancy to entire moving system

H = Soft - iron disc for main or

heavy -load speed adjustment is

carried on vertical screw and op

erates by shunting flux between



Engine Room Management

By C. R. BROSIUS

Columbus Railway and Light Company, Columbus, Ohio

While designers and professors are to improve boilers, it is no uncommon savings. A decrease in steam con

discussing whether 2 or 3 per cent. thing for a manager to apply the same sumption of one quarter pound per

may or may not be saved by the use of and condemn the method because it horse power per hour on an engine

a steam jacket, customers are buying results in failure in his case . using 14 lb. steam per horse- power

engines so proportioned to their work The above applies more in general hour is a saving of 2 per cent. and can

and so little adapted to the require- to small plants, as in a majority of be reckoned directly in dollars and

ments they are expected to meet, that large plants the engineer is consulted cents. At 7 per cent . CO, in your flue

many times 2 per cent . is wasted con- on such matters and held responsible gases , you are heating enough unnec

tinually. At the same time, great ef- for performance. essary excess air to keep a duplicate

forts are being made to reduce the The best way to get the most work of your furnace plant going, and at 5

steam consumption per horse power out of a steam plant with the least per cent. CO, the excess would almost

under test conditions for a few hours.* expenditure, is to find, first in what keep two additional plants running:

Plants are allowed to run day after particular the plant is lacking, and it is the business of this testing force

day by men who are entirely compe- then bring that part up to the stand- to produce more than 7 per cent. CO,
tent from a standpoint of safety or re- ard if the product is a standard one. and to so regulate combustion as to

liability but have not the commercial Find separately the efficiency of your heat the smallest excess of air possible
knowledge necessary to adapt to con- boilers and engines . If your boilers with the conditions existing .

tinuously changing conditions and are inefficient it may be because your A great problem which confronts

keep it doing its best . rate of combustion is too high or too the man in charge of the power sta

A great deal of money is wasted low for the amount of heating surface , tion is a good system of making and

and not a little prejudice incurred a faulty setting, a poor heater or none recording repairs. In the steam plant,

against patented devices by ill -directed at all , a wasteful fireman , or any one where the loss of heat units from the

efforts of enterprising managers to or more of a dozen other causes . Your coal pile to the switchboard is about

improve the efficiencyof their plants engine may be of an inefficient type , 91 per cent., you can readily see that

without an intelligent analysis of the underloaded or overloaded , badly set some method must be devised where

same. A plant may be in excellent or leaking. Find the trouble and then by needed repairs can be attended to

condition as far as its boilers are con- go systematically to remedy it . immediately, engines shall be so ad

cerned and evaporate a large amount One of the most important money justed, rods shall be properly packed,

of water per pound of coal , and still making adjuncts of the power station steam leaks shall be repaired, and ,

use an excessive amount of fuel for is the testing force . The average en- most important of all , furnaces shall

work performed by reason of waste- gineer, when asked at what water rate be kept in proper condition and all

ful engines ; therefore any change in his engines are operating, will stare heating surfaces shall be regularly

the boiler room can have but a slight blankly at you and return a guess, cleaned , for it is only by keeping ever

effect upon the efficiency of the plant . which will probably be within a pound lastingly at the small things that adds

Because some other manager has made or two of the actual conditions. Every the elusive one-half or one per cent.

a creditable saving by a change in fuel engineer, no matter how small his sta- to your thermal efficiency and keeps it

and alteration in his boiler setting, the tion or how few the employes , should there. Very few concerns would

adoption of a new grate , or some of have organized among his men , a test- think of putting as much money into

the many appliances which are offered ing force , and have piping so any kind of business as there is in

ranged that he can determine what vested in the average power station

each unit is doing. It is not neces- without having a clerk or bookkeeper,

sary to make these tests elaborate and or a number of them , as was found

scientific ; tests on engines should be necessary to keep an intelligent record

simple, showing water rate per kilo- of all transactions to show the condi

watt-hour, with indicator cards . tion of the business. I hear some one

There should be an effort made to get say , " Oh , our auditing department

a test of any unit when first installed does that.” True !—they do , as far

or under the most favorable condi- as the financial part is concerned , but

tions, and in making any test after- that does not help the engineer from

ward, compare it with the original an operating standpoint. It should

test , and if at any time, tests are made not be necessary for the clerical force

that are better than the original, use at the power station to have anything

them in making comparisons. After to do with cost, if the auditing depart

'you have gotten your water rate and ment co -operates with the engineer

find it is high , you can , by analyzing in - charge in giving him cost whenever

the indicator diagrams, tell where the desired.

Fring 1 girton sincs_H.F. 63 argina
trouble is likely to be . The testing In a large majority of plants to-day ,

force , whether it is in the small plant it is the common practice for the chief

and managed by the engineer, or in engineer to depend largely upon his

the large plant where you have one and his subordinates memory for rec

man to manage this department, can ords of the repairs made upon station

make efficiency tests on boilers , keep apparatus . In the spring, the chief

thermometers tested, and steam , draft, calls in the head watch engineer.

co o zon2Hourno and vacuum gauges corrected, all of “ John, what time last year did we
which work will result in increased have No. 2 engine down ?” “ Well,

* O . E. L. A. ,

ar
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Station Ho.l.

BOILER No. 13 1907
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Fig. 2.
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we

let me see , April, I think”-stops and engine was neither out in April nor can see them ; the man making such

thinks a minute— “ No, by George, it in February, but in March. Gentle- repairs O. K.s the report and it is

wasn't , it was in February, for you men when you are trying to add that turned in to the clerk , who enters it

know we had good weather and our evasive one-half of one per cent. to in his records in the proper place . In

load dropped off, and we got her out the nine you already have, do not de- case the repair does not last for the

sooner last year than usual . ” . " Well, pend upon the uncertain memory of time it should, or is not properly done,

John, let me see , we scraped all the the chief repair man. No station , the man who did the work must give

valves , didn't we? " " No, chief, we however small, should depend upon cause for it , and he has no way to

only scraped the high pressure valves . memory for those important matters. escape because his signature is on the

It was on No. 4 that we scraped all The average power station has been report. The chief engineer may never

the valves” -again ponders awhile- most reluctant to adopt discipline sim- see these reports unless it is an im

" Now I can't be exactly sure about ilar to that in force in shops and man- portant matter, or has not been at

that either, because you know ufacturing plants. The principal rea- tended to in a certain number of days .

broke a valve on one of the engines son for this is , that the character of In this case , if the repair is not made

just a short time before, and of course each man's work differs so much from in three days , the report, not O. K.d

the new one was in good condition , the other's, that it has looked diffi- of course , goes to the chief engineer

and the other was not reached for cult to institute a system that would who adjusts the matter .

some reason . But just wait a minute. be effective in checking the work This method, while requiring

I've got it out here." Well , he goes done. The most difficult part of this , lengthy explanation, relieves the chief

to here and he digs up a precious little however, is keeping check on repairs of considerable work, and especially

red-backed book — a present from some and stock for repairs. The writer has if he has charge of several plants

power specialty salesman - one cover found the following methods to be of widely separated , and it also insures

about played out, greasy thumb- great assistance in this matter : the clerk getting a note of repairs for

marked notes on boilers in the front , Any one in the station is permitted his records. In a large plant wherea

notes on engines in the back, notes on and requested to make a written re- efficient operation and a minimum cost

pumps in the middle , and the engineer port of trouble or defects of any char- depend upon the good condition of all

proceeds to make " sure." Well, lo and acter, and special blank forms are pro- machinery, it is extremely necessary,

behold you when he has made vided for the same. These reports are that some simple system be devised

" sure, ” he finds that the scrapers were filed in the engine room , where the whereby repairs can be made when

operated on all those valves and the men assigned to repair such defects necessary, and not forgotten . This
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on

comes

system has proved its worth in this information wanted is in such shape alive, who can suggest improvements,

respect. that it is necessary to read over every- and who will take time to investigate

In cases of repair work which re- thing on the log before finding it. troubles, instead of blindly applying

quires several days or weeks for com- Another system of records which patches, you have found a jewel in

pletion, the great difficulty lies in get- can be made very valuable is that of deed . The idea prevails in many places

ting information when the work is keeping recording charts, and espe- that the engineer and oilers should

done. The best way to make sure of cially is this useful when the chief has spend about half their time hold

receiving notes of all repairs is charge of several widely separated ing down a good comfortable chair,
to have each man state his

stations which it is manifestly impos- but in the power station of today all
daily time check just what he has sible for him to visit every day. These men should be kept as busy as in any

worked on during the day. See charts at once give him an idea of shop. As a general rule the average

Fig. 1. Then , in case the report of the conditions upon which these plants running engineer is not overly pro

repairs does not come in from the are operating, and , in many cases , gressive, he goes along in the same

proper source, the clerk immediately needed adjustments can be made by old way , gets into a rut and out of

secures the reports lacking. In re- telephone, instead of by a special visit date, and becomes a machine as truly

gard to the boiler record — the infor- to the station . Besides the charts usu- as those he operates. Such a man , be

mation from two different ally kept of steam pressure and boiler cause of this tendency, cannot become

sources and one checks the other. pressure, a set of charts can be kept the efficient operator or the finished

When a boiler is to be cut out, the showing the work of an economizer,showing the work of an economizer , repair man which is necessary in the

head fireman is instructed by the boiler giving temperature of flue gases be- modern central station . One of the

repair man to cut it out. The fireman fore entering and when leaving, and best plans I know of for keeping

makes a note of this on his daily giving temperature of feed water en- power plant machinery in good run

boiler room report card , giving the tering and leaving the economizer. ning condition, in a plant which runs
time of cutting the boiler out and the Then a set could be kept on a con- 24 hours of the day, is to have three

reason for same. When the boiler is densing outfit, giving the temperature engineers, each on a ten -hour shift.
again cut into line, the fireman notes of intake and discharge water, the Have one man come on duty , say at

the time upon the card for that day . temperature of hot well and the vac- 10 a . m . and be relieved by the second

When the clerk receives the report of uum produced. This system , besides man at 8 p. m ., while the latter is

the boiler again being in service, he furnishing a complete record of opera- relieved at 6 a . m . by the head run

knows that there should be a report tion, will give the exact time of any ning engineer, who thus runs four
from the boiler repair man concerning sudden breakdown which might be hours from 6 to 10 a . m . and has 6

the repairs made, and in case he has otherwise forgotten and not recorded . hours remaining to oversee all repair

not received that report, he immedi- It has the additional value of keeping work . By this method he not only

ately gets it . The same procedure is the men constantly on the alert to
can confer with the other two runners

taken in regard to engines. It is thus keep apparatus in the best condition . as regards behavior of his engines and

possible to have a check upon the The organization of the power sta- generators and as to load conditions,

smallest details if the clerk has time to tion force is a problem in itself to the but he also becomes very familiar with

chief engineer . Even as the size of all station apparatus is right on the

In keeping tabulated records of the power station increases , so must job you might say , and has ample time

power station apparatus, it is well to the inevitable detail increase, and with to investigate trouble and suggest rem

give a single sheet per year to each it the responsibility of the chief, and, edies and changes. Next to this man

boiler, engine, generator, or other since it is manifestly imposible for him should, of course come the boiler

piece of machinery. Some idea of to oversee operation in all its detail, room foreman, who has charge of the

the compactness of this scheme will be he must provide means of dividing operation of the boiler room , the fire

gathered when you see that one sheet, the work and still be sure of having man and ashmen , as well as repairs on

12 by 15 in ., will hold a year's record , all things of importance brought to all appliances.

complete in the smallest detail. Refer his attention . Such organization must This system gives one man the re

to the record of a water tube boiler be made which is consistent with sponsibility of care of the entire sta

as shown by Fig. 2 . Five minutes smooth and satisfactory operation and tion and does not necessarily overtax

time will show how many tubes were still insure attention being given to all him since he must confer with his

renewed during the year, number of repairs. Another thing upon which chief upon all important matters .

times the boiler was cleaned , and the the success of any scheme of power Fig. 4. gives an idea of the arrange

amount cleaned each time, and show station organization depends largely , ment of the operating force for a

the extent of the repairs on the fur is the personnel of the operatingof the operating power station working from 10 to 40

nace, these being the principal items of force, and especially of the engineers . nien .

expense. A single glance at a record Men of good character and who were Fig. 5 shows the force necessary

sheet for an engine, Fig : 3 , will show
considered reliable have been em- for a system of four stations working

what repairs have been made on valves ployed about the station , and after re all told from 65 to 90 men . Respon

and valve gear, and only a moment's peated instructions persist in placing sibility is definitely fixed and the oper

time is necessary to show the extent a wrench on the wrong end of a ating features are essentially the same

of repairs made on cylinders and pis- valve, thereby twisting the valve and in all plants ; and many of these ideas

tons and on all bearings; then a glance making it leak . Or, they will place can be carried out in the small plant

at the space for condensing outfit, and a monkey wrench backwards on a nut,
as well as in the large one.

you have a complete idea of that en
and strain the wrench and spoil the The system of keeping a personal

gine's condition . There is absolutely
nut. In tightening the nuts on cyl- record of each employee deserves spe

no comparison as regards orderliness inder heads, steam chest covers, pipe cial mention. The card form shown

and ease of reference between such a Nanges, etc. , there is plenty of room in Fig. 6 will give some idea of the

systematic record and the old “ diary "
for good judgment. Men can be record found very useful in several

method of the running engineer, or found anywhere to furnish brute ways by the writer. In the first place

the prevailing log that is used where strength for work , and who can be it gives practically the man's history

any claim is made of keping records,
made into mere machines, but when before entering the company's serv

in which case , a great deal of the you have a man that is wide awake, ice . Then it shows the increase in

follow up.
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Thus ,

Ple . 6 .

uniey Engineer

the man's value to the company by the by the use of different brick . If brick

corresponding raise in his wages or could be found -- and they can --which

vice versa . It gives the exact time would last twice as long as a poor

worked by each man for the year by grade, more than half theexpense for

which in the case of a man on monthly renewal of arches would be saved .

salary , his overtime can be computed, Again — there are all kinds of pack

and the correct time off duty with full ing upon the market, technical jour

pay be allowed . This card will show nals are full of advertisements of such

every change of address, so that every goods, and each man will tell you, nat

man can be reached at any time in case urally , that he has the best goods man

of accident . Under " Remarks," merit ufactured . The only way for an en

or demerit notes are made, which may gineer to judge is by giving them

include, as in some cases, the man's trial, and he loses money by repeated

conduct while off duty as well as trials if he keeps no records of the

when on . This card is intended to be performance of different packings un

the medium by which every man's der conditions existing in his particu

value to the company is computed . lar plant. It is possible to keep rec

Every man should make out a time ords of packing as to length of time

check at the end of each day's work . in service , conditions subject to while na't

in service , etc. , from which conclu

Chief Engineer
sions may be drawn as to whether first

Bagibeers RepertMer
cost of the material really cuts any warrios,

Border Roster Enguressa
ortor Repaitmease Men Coal Hsh Men figure. Which is the cheaper ?—to thee

Firslan
pay $7.00 a pound for packing for

Fig . 4. making up a joint , $ 2.00 for packing Fe ,Co

and $ 5.00 for labor ; or $6.00 per

On that time check he should tell pound per joint, $ 1.00 for packing and

every kind of work he had done that $ 5.00 for labor, and have the joint last

day, giving the time spent on it , if it half as long. Such records as the

was only a half hour. Those time clerical force keeps will tell you that, Sienaturss, 1.9.Vllllars.

checks would then be taken care of in the first case , you pay $7.00 for the

by the clerk who has a list of accounts
same period of service which you pay Fig. 6 .

by which he charges out every item of $ 12.00 for in the second case, thus deal to do with bringing out the good

work, the checks are O. K.d by the qualities of the new applicant, and

engineer, and the general office time should also act unfavorable in case

keeper does the rest . the party shows such disposition that

Every power station , no matter how
is known to be a detriment to him

small, can afford to keep a clerk , as as an employee. It sometimes hap

he can order material, keep a record
pens that by shifting the party around

of coal, take care of the time of men in a different position or placing him

and the charges on the same, and a
under a different instructor, he makes

number of small things as well as the
a good employee. This should be

engineer, and allow the latter to de Chici Eapireer) done only when the man has shown

vote his time to more important mat some particularly good quality, the en

ters . As the power station grows in gineer believing that he has the ma

size , the numerous different kinds of king of a good man if properly han

repair parts and supplies needed re dled .

quire that a record be kept of every A new method of preserving poles
thing received , which will be so de

is being exploited by the Universal

tailed as to furnish complete specifica
Pole & Post Preserving Co. As de

tions at any future time for ordering, scribed by H. P. Folsom before the

with but a few moments work in look
Association of Railway Telegraph Su

ing up the same. perintendents , June 26th, the method

Then again there are an almost end- saving the $ 5.00 cost of labor and consists in packing around the pole at

less number of things which the clerk the possible inconvenience resulting the ground a mixture ofrock salt, hy

can adjust by telephone ; in fact , there from cutting out the steam line. This drated lime and a small quantity of

is scarcely any limit to the various de- case is cited to show how easy it is copper sulfate with coarse sand. These

tails which the wide -awake power-sta- to look at one side of the question, chemicals slowly dissolve and filter

tion clerk could take care of. Instead that is , the cost of the packing. In through the wood, destroying, so it

of the old method of giving instruc- nearly every case the labor cost of is said, the fungus growth which cause

tions to heads of departments verbally , making a joint is greater than the cost rotting of the wood. The ordinary
important orders can be given in wri- of the packing, and of course should method of treatment is to dig a 14 -in .

ting, thus avoiding mistakes and acci- always be considered and is over- hole around the pole and clean off the

dents. The clerical force could make
looked by the average purchasing rot to this depth. Then a 14 - in . as

money for the power station in various agent. bestos collar is put around sufficiently

ways. For example : It usually costs Every power station should have a large to hold the chemical mixture,

from $ 105 to $ 125 to renew a furnace set of rules and regulations for its after which the whole is capped with

arch for a 350 -h.p. boiler. There are employees. New men must become fa
Portland cement to protect it from the

fire brick of various grades, and while miliar with things as they are done weather. It is claimed that poles

records are kept of when arches are in that particular station . The spirit treated in this manner nine years ago

renewed, it requires time to follow up with which the organization receives are in good condition and that the cost

records and compare results obtained and instructs a new man has a great is 75 cents to $ i per pole.

Sto.
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Meter Testing

a

500 volts :

The fact that a man has tested a day or so after the meter is installed , business , yet it may be assumed as

iew meters does ' not make him a me- to determine if the meter is properly evident that each meter should be test

ter tester. * An efficient and reliable connected and if it will register on one ed and calibrated before its maximum

tester must devote time and thought lamp, and so on , and after about two error exceeds the limits of commercial

to the study of meter problems, and to four weeks a tester is sent to test accuracy .

he must understand the reasons for and calibrate the meter. The reason The following is a tentative method

meter troubles and the best methods for this procedure is that the commu- of determining period between tests :

of correcting them . He must, in fact , tator is expected to have become prop- A list should first be made of all

have acquired a facility in testing and erly aged during this interval. Other large meters registering large

calibrating, obtained only by a more companies prefer to test the meter amounts. These meters should be

or less extended experience. A man- within a few days after its installa- tested at intervals of, say, three

ager will find it more advantageous tion. One of the advantages claimed months. If the meters are found to

to employ a thoroughly efficient and for the latter method is that short-cir- be much in error the interval should

reliable meter tester for his meter cuits and accidents that affect the ac- be reduced to two months or one

work, utilizing his spare time, for in- curacy of meters frequently occur on month ; if the meters are accurate the

stance, on arc lamps, and the like , new installations, and that such acci- interval may be extended to four, five

rather than to employ an arc -light dents may affect the accuracy of the or six months, until the maximum pe

man , and utilize his spare time on meter to a greater degree than does riod during which the meter will re

meter work, as often seems to be done. the aging ofthe commutator. main in calibration is determined .

Meter tests may be classified as fol- Induction meters should be tested This system , followed for other ca

lows:
as soon after their installation as pos- pacities of meters and classes of busi

Shop tests . sible. ness, will approximately determine

Installation tests . The meter departments of some the periods between tests .

Periodic tests . companies not only test but " set " the Some companies use schedule

Complaint tests . meters, and some of these companies about as follows:

Inquiry tests . consider that only an inspection is nec- Commutator Meters.

Re-tests . essary on induction meters. 110-220 volts :

Repair tests . The advantages of testing meters Meters in residences are tested

Special tests . after installation is that the meters are yearly .

Shop Tests.- Experience has calibrated under the conditions that Meters in business premises

shown that when meters are received obtain in actual service . are tested semi-annually

from the manufacturer they are some- Periodic Tests. - A meter cannot be at shorter intervals.

times not in calibration and occasion- expected to remain in calibration for

ally have become damaged in trans- an indefinite period . The jewel is apt Meters are tested every two to

portation and handling. The meters to become roughened, and short -cir four months.

should therefore be inspected, tested cuits and other causes may seriously Induction Meters.

and calibrated in the shop before be- affect the acuracy. It is therefore cus- Meters in residences are tested at

ing placed in stock . tomary to test meters periodically . Pe intervals of one or two years .

The meters should be carefully ex- riodic tests are made at intervals of Meters in business premises

amined, and any mechanical defects 1 , 3 , 6, 12 , 18 months, and so on , de are tested yearly or at shorter

that will prevent their proper opera- pending upon circumstances. Com
intervals.

tion should be eliminated . The con- mutator meters are generally more li- It must be remembered that no

stants should be checked, and the in- able to become inaccurate than induc- schedule, as above, can be followed

sulation should be tested to see that tion meters, due to the heavier weight absolutely, as local conditions may re
none of the circuits are grounded on of moving element and to the friction quire the removal of a meter from
the meter frame and the like. The of the commutator and brushes, and the annual to the semi-annual class,

meter should be tested and calibrated therefore should generally be tested or vice versa , and so on .

on both light and full loads to ascer- more often than induction meters . Complaint Tests.- When a

tain that the meter can be properly Some companies test monthly all sumer complains of his bill , it is fre

adjusted . Induction meters should be large meters that register very large quently customary to test the meter
tested to ascertain if they are properly ainounts, for the reason that the kilo- unless a test has been very recently

quarter -phased and will register accu- watt -hours corresponding to , say , a made. Complaint tests are conducted

rate !y on non- inductive loads and also per cent. error in the large meters, in the usual manner, except that it is
on incluctive loads of 50 to 70 per cent. more seriously affects the revenue customary to test the meter, not mere

power-factor. than a much larger percentage error ly on light and full load , but also on

All meters removed from service in smaller meters. other loads, especially on the normal

should receive a shop test before The amount registered, however, is load or load most generally used , as

again being placed in stock. not the only determining factor in this information is of great assistance

Installation Tests . - Experience has deciding upon the period between in determining whether the bill is cor

demonstrated that even though a me- tests ; for, while some meters may not rect or otherwise.

ter is properly tested in the shop it is require testing until the disc has ro- Inquiry Tests.- Inquiry tests are

not always safe to consider that it will tated from 500,000 to 1,000,000 or tests ordered by the company itself,

remain in calibration during transpor- more revolutions, others may require before the bill is rendered, to deter

tation and erection, and therefore an more frequent testing, due to exces- mine whether or not the meter has

installation test or inspection is im- sive vibration or other local causes . been operating properly. These tests

perative . IV lile no rule can be formulated are usually ordered by the billing de

In the case of commutator meters that will definitely fix the interval be- partment, upon noting a sudden rise

a test is imperative. Some companies tween periodic tests of different ca- or drop in the amount of the bill for

prefer to send an inspector within a pacities of meters and for classes of any month .

a con
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Check Tests.-- It is becoming more

and more customary to delegate one

of the most experienced testers to test

meters that were calibrated the pre

ceding day by one of the regular

force ; the object of this procedure be

ing to determine the efficiency of the

various testers and to ascertain in

what condition the; left the meters .

Re-Tests . - Re -tests are tests made

before current is reintroduced on me

ters which have been out of commis

sion for a long time; or, if a meter has

been opened by any one other than an

authorized meter tester ; or if the me

ter has been moved or re -connected

while in service , and so on .

Repair Tests .-- These tests

made on meters that have been re

paired in service . These tests should

be made immediately after the repairs

have been completed.

Special Tests. - Under this heading

may be included all other tests , such

as tests conducted on meters to de

termine the period during which they

will operate within the limits of com

mercial accuracy, and any other ex

perimental tests, and the like , not in

cluded in the above list .

Testing Loads. — When testing me

ters , it isusually customary to test di

rect-current meters on loads equiva

lent to 10 per cent . and 50 to 100 per

cent. of the rated capacity of the me

ter, and induction meters on 5 per

cent. and 50 to 100 per cent. of their

rated capacity - about 75 per cent. be

ing considered preferable for full-load

tests . Some companies test meters on

5 , 25 , 50 and 100 per cent. loads, and

so on , while others test on three loads ,

viz . , light load , full load and normal

load, and this is compulsory in some

states. The law also requires that

three readings shall be taken on each

of these three loads.

When calibrating both commutator

and induction meters on large or full

load , the accuracy should be between

99 and 101 per cent., and as near 100

per cent, as practicable.

When calibrating induction meters

on light load , it is customary to ob

tain an accuracy ranging from 98 to

101 per cent.

When calibrating commutator me

ters on light load , it is usually impos

sible to obtain an accuracy as great

as 100 per cent. without sacrificing
brush tension, thus affecting the per

manency of calibration . In general,

98 per cent. might be considered a

maximum .

Commercial Accuracy. - When me

ters are tested in service and the aver

age accuracy falls between 95 and 105

per cent . , inclusive, i . e . , 5 per cent.

plus or minus, the meter should be
considered commercially accurate.

METHODS OF TESTING .

Shop Victhod.- For testing meters

in the shop, it is customary , particu- or the lengths of the leads be changed .

larly with the larger companies, to in- as errors may be introduced .

stall special switchboards and appa- When changing connections for in

ratus for performing this work with creasing or decreasing the load, it is

the maximum efficiency and the mini- found desirable to disconnect the in

mum amount of labor. It is custom- strument from the shunt-box, as

ary to make permanent arrangements short circuit or overload, which would

to obtain the requisite voltages and not affect the shunt when the instru

currents, and special racks are pro- ment is disconnected, may bend the

vided , upon which one or more me- pointer of the instrument and burn

ters may be erected and calibrated at out the small coils in both the shunt

the same time. box and the instrument when the lat

In very large companies it is usu- ter is connected . It is advisable ,

ally customary for one attendant to where the neutral is grounded, to

operate the switchboard and, by the cover the instrument leads with rub

use of rheostats, and the like , main- ber tubing, as , at times, incorrect read

tain the exact current and voltage re- ings have resulted , due to leakage

quired, while the testers adjust and when the leads have come in contact

calibrate the meters. By this means, with the ground, and the like.

from 15 to 25 meters may be tested When testing meters in districts

per day by each tester. where the neutral is grounded, it is

SERVICE METHODS . also desirable , where possible, to con

For the testing of meters in serv nect the neutral wire to the shunt, as ,

ice, three general methods are in use , under these conditions, no short cir

vis.: ( 1) Standard Instruments, ( 2 ) cuits will result if the terminal of the

Standard Resistance, and ( 3 ) Rota instrument lead makes contact withi

ting Standards. the ground.

Standard Instruments for Direct Cur cometers.-- Ordinarily, it is not

rent. desirable to use ammeters for testing

For testing direct- current meters , meters, on account of the possible in

it is customary to use a voltmeter, a acuracy of the results. If direct-cur

portable millivoltmeter with shunt, or rent ammeters are left in circuit for

an ammeter, and a stop -watch. any length of time, errors are intro

Voltmeter. For testing meters on duced , due to heating ; and while er

the Edison three -wire system , the volt- rors are small in low -capacity instru

meter should preferably have two ments, they are quite large in the

scales -- one indicating from o to 150 larger capacities. When ammeters

volts , and the other from o to 300 are used, especially the larger capaci

volts. As voltmeters are usually cali- ties , it is advisable to connect in cir

brated to give the greatest acuracy at cuit a short-circuiting switch , and

the point most used - say from 110 to shunt the ammeter except during the

115 volts , and from 220 to 240 volts- time that readings are taken .

it is advisable to use the scale best Ammeters of 25 amperes capacity

suited to the voltage to be measured . and less have been used to some ex

The leads of the voltmeter should pre- tent, and with fair results ; but it is

ferably be connected to the circuit as . evident that the accuracy of the results

near as possible to the points at which obtained, when testing meters on light

the potential leads of the integrating loads with ammeters of full-load ca

mieter are connected . pacity, cannot be favorably compared
Villicoltmeter. Millivoltmeters with the results obtained by the use

with shunts are calibrated to read in of a millivoltmeter with shunt, where

amperes. The instrument that seems 100 divisions correspond to one ani

to be most used has 150 divisions on pere .

the scale ; and the shunt box contains Three separate ammeters would be

three shunts marked 1.5 . 15 and 75 required to secure the same range as

amperes, therefore the divisions on with the millivoltmeter and shunt men

the scale for each ampere are 100 , 10 tioned above, and even then the re

and 2 , respectively. sults with the millivoltmeter wouli

This shunt box is suitable for meters be superior, as heating errors in milli

of capacities not exceeding 100 am- voltmeters are practically negligible.

peres. For larger meters , a separate Ston -Watch . — The stop -watch used

Shunt box, having a larger range, is should be thoroughly reliable, and it

lised . The shunt box is connected in is generally considered that a chro

series with the field coils of the meter nometer having a sweep second -hanai

by leads fastened to the binding posts is more desirable than the ordinary

on the current side of the shunt box ; stop -watch . The latter will some

and the millivoltmeter is connected to times throw the hands forward or

the instrument side of the box by the backward an appreciable fraction of

special leads, which are furnished a second on the start, and unless the

with , and have the same number as . meter is timed for, say, 40 seconds,

the instrument, and under no condi- this may introduce an error of several

tions should any other leads be used per cent. Too much care cannot be
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exercised in the selection of the type points at which the potential leads of sary to use leads sufficiently large be

of stop-watch to be used , nor can too the meter are connected. Care must tween the meter and the resistance to

much care be exercised in checking it be taken , however, that the meter does prevent any errors due to drop , poor

and keeping it accurate. not record the losses in the potential connections, and the like. The volt

Standard Instruments for Alternating circuit of the instrument, and vice meter is connected to the circuit as

Current. versa. This is especially necessary on near as possible to the points at which

For testing meters on alternating- light loads, as these losses have a the potential leads of the meter are

current circuits, the instruments most greater influence on the test at light connected. As the resistances have

used are indicating wattmeters and load than at full load . several units of different load values ,
stop -watches. Sometimes standard As most alternating -current instru- each controlled by a switch , in order

lamps and voltmeters are used for ments, with the possible exception of to obtain the standard watts it is only

for testing on light loads, but it is be- the so-called iron-clad instruments, are necessary to note the units connected,

coming the custom to construct the susceptible to the influence of external ascertain the voltage , and read the

indicating wattmeters with two scales fields , it is very desirable that they wattage corresponding to this voltage

-one for testing on light loads and should not be brought within the in- as indicated on the tabulation . Vari

the other for testing on full loads . fluence of such fields during the test . ous forms of resistance are employed .

Standard Lamps, Etc.—The use of It is also desirable that the position of This method of testing is usually

standard lamps for service testing is the instrument should not be changed employed for the smallersizes of in

frequently attended with considerable during the test . tegrating meters , and the load boxes

error. Small standard resistances and Load
are so constructed as to permit of the

voltmeters have been used for testing While some companies use the vari- testing of the meter on both light and
on light loads, and, if the resistances ous lamps , and the like , installed in full loads.

are properly constructed, they are far the premises for obtaining the neces- When employing this method, it

superior to standard lamps. sary loads for testing meters, this is will be seen that only one instrument

Ammeters and Voltmeters.--Am- usually considered inconvenient for voltmeter - is required, and ,,

meters and voltmeters only should both the consumer and the tester. It therefore, many companies consider

never be used for testing meters on is customary to use a portable form that only one man is necesary for test

alternating -current circuits, as fre- of resistance, such as lamp banks, ing the meters.

quently there is inductance in the cir- load boxes, water rheostats, and the

cuit, and the volt-amperes thus ob- like . The load for testing very large Rotating Standards.

tained may not represent true watts . direct-current meters is frequently ob- The method of testing integrating

Furthermore, the alternating -current tained by the use of portable cells of meters by employing rotating stand

ammeters are usually less reliable than storage battery and the current is reg- ards is becoming more and more used .

even the direct- current ammeters. ulated by carbon rheostats or other The rotating standards are integrating

Indicating Wattmeters. — The indi- suitable form of resistance.
wattmeters especially constructed for

cating wattmeter, when properly con- Some companies use a small port- testing other meters. They are usu

nected, is a very reliable instrument. able transformer for testing alterna- ally made for several capacities , such

It lacks , however, the advantages of ting- current meters, but such trans- as 1 , 10 , 20 , and so on , amperes, and

the scale ranges of the millivoltmeter formers, unless properly constructed 110 and 220 volts. Means are pro

with shunts, as the wattmeter is usu- and properly used, may introduce a vided for quickly starting and stop

ally constructed for one capacity only, large error. ping the standard meter, and the dial

except the more modern instruments, For testing 500 - volt direct- current ordinarily reads in revolutions. The

which have two scales . The watt- meters, a small storage battery with rotating standards thus far manufac

meter indicates true watts , and not suitable resistance is frequently used tured have usually not exceeded 100

necessarily volt-amperes; it is , there- for supplying current , and is found to to 150 amperes in capacity, and the

fore, the only instrument suitable for be more desirable than the use of standards are therefore not used for

testing meters on alternating -current lamp banks, and the like . Indicating testing the larger capacities of meters .

circuits. wattmeters ( alternating and direct- The advantage of using the rotating

It is customary to provide wattme- currents ) should not be used for the standards are so many that they have

ters of various capacities ; as , for in- testing of meters direct -current largely superseded the standard in

stance, 10 -ampere instruments for circuits, as the results obtained are strument and the standard resistance

testing 5 to 10-ampere meters ; 25- usually far from acurate. method, some companies employing

ampere instruments for testing 15 to Standard Resistances. them almost entirely. Among these

25 -ampere meters, and so on . Indi- The standard resistance method of advantages may be mentioned the fol

cating wattmeters are usually con- testing meters consists of the employ- lowing :

structed for but two voltages-150 ment of a voltmeter, a stop -watch , and 1. Only one instrument is required,

and 300 volts — and multipliers are re- a specially constructed resistance, cal- namely, the rotating standard . Indi

quired for higher voltages . As the ibrated in amperes or watts for vari- cating voltmeters and wattmeters are

capacity in amperes and volts is lim- ous voltages, the corresponding values unnecessary ; also stop-watches , unless

ited , care must be exercised that being tabulated. The resistances are it is desired to know the exact load

neither of the limits is exceeded , as carefully calibrated in the shop or lab- on the meter, or to insure that the pe

otherwise the instrument may be oratory and are usually constructed riod of timing shall extend over a pre

burned out . to be available for testing meters determined number of seconds. This

When testing on inductive loads, it on both alternating and direct -current method of testing is applicable to me

is sometimes desirable to use an am- circuits ; in other words, the induct- ters on both direct and alternating
meter in connection with the wattme- ance is small. current circuits .

ter, merely to prevent an overload of This resistance must be constructed 2. The standard and the meter un

the indicating wattmeter. of a suitable zero temperature metal, der test are subjected to the same con

When testing meters with the indi- so as to obviate temperature errors . ditions, therefore no variation in volt

cating wattmeter, the potential leads The resistance is connected across the age or current need be taken into con

of the instrument should be connected line and in series with the field coils si leration . If the load is fluctuating

to the circuit as near as possible to the of the meter to be tested . It is neces- rapidly, the standard meter furnishes

on
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the most practical method of testing extensive, some companies are adopt- therefore, never advisable to clean a

meters .
ing the method of sending a man commutator unless its condition abso

3. As the standard meter is the from the shop to make these repairs , lutely requires it , due to sparking or

only instrument required, it is pos- later having a tester calibrate the me- other causes.

sible to test meters with one man. ter. This method frequently results If two or more segments of the

4. More meters can be tested per in a saving of time and expense. commutator are short- circuited, the

day per man than with indicating in- The following general remarks may meter will be found to register too

struments . be found of assistance : low throughout its entire range, and

5. As rotating standards are more The tester should examine the me- it will be necessary to remove the

rugged than indicating instruments , ter and the installation to see that the cause ( which may be a small piece of

the cost of repairs and re-calibration seal is intact and that the wiring is in metal lodged between the commuta

is less . proper condition, and so on . Any- tor segments with a small stick .)
The method of testing with the ro- thing found wrong may have affected Dust on the commutator, and the like ,

tating standard is as follows : The the registration of the meter, and may can usually be removed by the use of

field coils of the standard are connect- account for any difference in previous a rubber syringe, which makes a very

ed in series with the field coils of the and subsequent bills. It is desirable effective blower. It is usually cus

meter, and the potential leads of the always to take the statement of the tomary to clean commutators with a

standard are connected to the circuit dials, as in the event of the register suitable piece of tape, and in case the

as near as posible to the point at which being later removed it can be reset to commutator is very rough , due to

the potential leads of the meter are the original reading, etc. sparking, a piece of worn crocus cloth
connected . It is only necessary to The cover should then be removed , is sometimes used .

count a certain number of revolutions and the testing instruments should be The brushes should be carefully ad

of the meter and then note the read- properly connected in circuit without justed to bear uniformly upon the
ing of the standard. The watt -hours in any way disturbing the condition commutator, and the tension also

or watt-seconds of the meter divided and adjustments of the meter. should be properly adjusted . If the

by the watt -hours or watt - seconds of The meter should then be tested on tension is too strong the meter may

the standard determines the per cent. both light and full load to determine run slow , and if too light there may be

fast or slow of the meter. It will be its accuracy , as previously explained . sparking. The proper adjustment of

seen that this method is very simple. Under special conditions it may be de- brushes requires considerable experi

Many companies use only one man sirable to test a meter at other points, ence .

for testing meters with a rotating especially if the meter has operated on Care should be exercised in han

standard , while others employ two, es- less than a 5 or 10 per cent. load , or dling the register , as small burrs may

pecially when testing large meters, or has operated on an overload, and the be raised on the teeth , which may ma

where the company loses, by resigna- like. This test is usually designated terially affect the accuracy of the me

tion , advancement, or the like , so many the " test before adjustment” or the ter . The tester should see that the

of its testers as to require the contin- " test as found,” and it indicates the gearing is clean and runs without un

ual education of new men . accuracy with which the meter has due friction .

THE WORK OF TESTING . been operating. It is never advisable Both direct and alternating -current

When meters are tested and cali- to take merely one reading, as fluc- meters are provided with a suitable

brated by one man only, namely, the tuations may occur that will affect the clevice for compensating for static

tester , he must of course perform all accuracy of the test . Three or more friction . Care must be exercised in

the work of reading the standards, readings should be taken , and the the adjusting of this device to see

making the necessary adjustments, readings should practically agree with that the meter is not overcompensated .

and the like. When a team , consist- one another. The adjustment of the magnets af

ing of a tester and an assistant, per The meter should then be properly fects the accuracy of the meter

forms the work, it is usually custom- inspected , cleaned, adjusted and cali- throughout its range, and after the

ary for the assistant to read the stand- brated , as may be required. The final magnets have been adjusted it is im

ard instruments and for the tester to readings should be verified, as above . perative to check the meter on light

make the adjustments on the meter . This final test is usually termed the
loads. It is , in fact , always desirable

Some companies permit the assistant “ test after adjustment” or the " test to check the meter on both loads after

to perform the work of adjusting;
as left." The instruments should any adjustment of any kind has been

but this policy is questionable , for the then be disconnected , the meter re made.

reason that the continued accuracy of connected, and the cover replaced.
A chattering in meters, due to vi

the meter depends very largely upon The dials should again be read and bration of the top bearing in the top

the skill with which the adjustments the statement compared with the orig- bearing stud, sometimes occurs. This

are made, and it is preferable that the inal reading. It will then be found de- can usually be corrected by applying

more experienced man should per- sirable to turn on a few lights to see a film of the finest watch oil on the

form the more difficult work . After that the meter will operate, as some- top bearing ; although , at the present

the test before adjustment, some com times switches have been left open , time, many manufacturers are fur

panies permit the assistant to make fuses left out , and the like , which have nishing a top -bearing stud containing

preliminary adjustments for the pur- subsequently caused the consumer to a spring which takes up any vibration

pose of perfecting his education ; the complain. of this character.

tester supervising his methods and la- In the case of commutator meters,

ter making the final adjustments. it will be found that after a new meter

The tester should be supplied with has been in operation for a few weeks The Cutler -Hammer Mfg. Co. , of

additional jewels, pivots , top bearings , the commutator becomes discolored Milwaukee, makers of electric control

and the like, for replacing those that and presents a somewhat glazed ap- ling devices, announces the opening of

are unfit for service, and should pre- pearance, or is “ aged.” A commutator, a Philadelphia office, Room 1 207 Com

ferably make any small repairs. For when so aged , will continue in this monwealth Building, and an engineer

any large repairs , however, it is cus- condition for a long time, and it is in specially qualified to advise regarding

tomary either to send the meter back a more serviceable condition for oper- the control of electric motors will be

to the shop ; if the repairs are not too ation than if newly cleaned. It is , in charge of the new office .



Results of Purchasing Coal Under United States

Government Specifications

paper. *

Since the government has been the increased value of the coal . For taken by a representative of the Gov

purchasing coal on the basis of its deliveries of coal of poorer quality ernment..
heating value a growing interest has than the standard, deductions are Wherever practicable the coal is

been manifest in this important sub- made from the contract price propor- sampled at the time it is being deliv

ject and a demand has been created tional to the decreased value of the ered to the building. In case of small

for authentic information concerning coal . The actual quality and value of deliveries, it may be necessary to take

the results accomplished. In response coal delivered is determined by anal- these samples from the yards or bins .

to this demand the results of the gov- ysis and test of representative samples The sample taken is in no case less

ernment's purchases of coal under the taken in a specified manner by agents than the total of one hundred ( 100 )

heat-value specifications for the fiscal of the government and analyzed in the lb. , to be selected proportionally from

year 1907-8 have been assembled by J. government fuel-testing laboratory at the lumps and fine coal, in order that

S. Burrows in a report to the United Washington. The necessity of paying it will in every respect truly represent

States Geological Survey. for coal on a sliding scale was fully the quantity of coal under considera

The United States Government discussed by D. T. Randall in a recent tion .

purchases annually from $ 6,500,000 to
In order to minimize the loss in the

$ 7,000,000 worth of fuel. This in- The advantages of this system of original moisture content the gross

cludes the cost of delivery and in many purchasing coal may be briefly sum- sample is pulverized as rapidly as pos

cases the cost of stowage . Each de- marized as follows : sible until none of the fragments ex

partment purchases the coal through ( 1 ) Bidders are placed on a strictly ceed one -half inch in diameter. The

the purchasing officers of its respective competitive basis as regards quality as fine coal is mixed thoroughly and
bureaus. The Navy, War, Treasury, well as price . This simplifies the se- divided into four equal parts . Op

Interior, and Commerce and Labor lection of the most desirable bid and posite quarters are thrown out , and the

departments are the larger consumers minimizes controversy and criticism remaining portions thoroughly mixed
of coal in the aggregate. in making awards. and again quartered, throwing out op

Most of the coal purchased is used ( 2 ) The field for both the Govern- posite quarters as before. This pro

for warming public buildings and for ment and dealers is broadened, as cess is continued as rapidly as possible

power purposes, though small quan- trade names are ignored and compara- until the final sample thus obtained

tities of blacksmith's or forge coal and tively unknown coals offered by re- will be contained in the shipping can

coke are bought. The larger individ- sponsible bidders may be accepted or jar and sealed air-tight .

ual contracts are for bituminous coal without detriment to the Government. The sample is forwarded to the

and the small sizes of anthracite ; the ( 3 ) The Government is insured chemical laboratory.

larger sizes of anthracite are , as a rule, against the delivery of poor and dirty If desired by the coal contractor,

purchased in small lots and delivered coal , and is saved from disputes aris- permission will be given to him, or his

mainly by wagons. ing from condemnation based on the representative, to be present and wit

usual visual inspection . ness the quartering and preparation of

NATURE OF SPECIFICATIONS . ( 4 ) Experience with the old form the final sample to be forwarded to the

of government contract shows that it government laboratories.

Government specifications are drawn is not always expedient to reject poor Immediately on receipt of the

with a view to the consideration of coal, because of the difficulty, delay,coal, because of the difficulty, delay, sample it is analyzed and tested bythe
price and quality. For manufactured and cost of removal. Under the pres- government according to the method

articles and materials of constant and ent system rejectable coal may be ac- adopted by the American Chemical

uniform quality they generally can be cepted at a greatly reduced price. Society, which involves the use of a

reduced to a clear statement of what (5 ) A definite basis for the cancella- bomb calorimeter. A statement of the

is desired . For coal, however, the tion of contract is provided. result is mailed to the contractor on

variation in character makes this im- ( 6 ) The constant inspection and the completion of the test .

practicable . analysis of the coal delivered furnishes It is understood that the coal deliv

This lack of uniformity is the feat- a check on the practical results ob- ered during the year will be of the

ure recognized and provided for in
tained in burning the coal . same character as that specified by the

the coal specifications prepared by the contractor.

Geological Survey. Under these speci- HISTORY OF BUYING COAL FOR GOVERN- Coal containing more than I per

fications, bidders are requested to MENT USE UNDER SPECIFICATIONS cent. of sulphur, an excessive amount

quote prices on the various sizes of of dust and fine coal, or a percentage
To receive consideration bids must

anthracite, a definite standard of qual of ash in excess of the maximum lim

be based upon the following percent- its, indicated in the following table, is
ity being specified for each size, and

to furnish the standard of quality
ages of ash for the various classes of

subject to rejection :
coal :

with price for bituminous coal offered . Per cent of ash Furnace coal .

Awards are then made to the lowest in dry coal .

responsible bidder for anthracite and Egg .. Chestnut..

to the bidder offering the best bitu

minous coal for the lowest price. The Buckwheat No. 2 .

specifications become part of the con
Buckwheat No. 1 .

Buckwheat No. 2 . PRICE AND PAYMENT

tract, and the standards of quality Payment will be made on the basis

form the basis of payment for coal de- Coal with less ash than the standard of the price named in the proposal for

livered during the life of the contract. will be paid for at a higher price and the coal specified , corrected for varia

For coal delivered which is of better vice versa , in accordance with the pro- tions in ash as shown by analysis

quality than the standard , the con- visions for payment. above and below the standard as indi

tractor is paid a bonus proportional to Samples of the coal delivered are cated by the following tables :

* The purchase of coal under government and commercial specifications on tne basis of its heating value : Bull, V. S. Geol. Survey No. 339, 1908 209

Furnace..

Egg coal.

Stove coal.

Per cent.

14

14

16

18

20

21

21

10

10

12

14

16

18

18

Stove..

Chestnut .

Pea .

Pea.

Buckwheat No. 1 .
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Corrections in prices of coal on account of variations in per cent of ash from the standard
in dry coal.

FURNACE AND EGG .

Per cent of ash in dry coal .

13.016.01

to

6.50

6.51

to

7.00

7.01

to

7.50

7.51

to

8.00

8.01 to

12.00

inclusive .

12.01

to

12.50

12.51

to

13.00

to

13.51

to

14.0013.50

Cents per ton to be added . Standard contract price. Cents per ton to be deducted .

24 21

1

1
8

15 15 18 21 24

STOVE .

Per cent of ash in the dry coal.

16.017.51 .

to

8.00

8.01

to

8.50

8.51

to

9.00

:1
9.01

to

9.50

9.51

to

10.00

10.01 to

14.00

inclusive .

14.01

to

14.50

14.51

to

15.00

15.01

to

15.50

15.51

to

16.00

to

16.50

Cents per ton to be added .

Standard

contract

price .

Cents per ton to be deducted

consumed or remains on the premises

at the time of the determination of its

quality, payment is at a reduced price,

computed under the terms of this

specification.

Occasional deliveries containing ash
up to the percentage indicated in the

column of "Maximum limits for ash ,'

may be accepted . Frequent or con

tinued failure to maintain the standard

established by the contractor, however,

will be considered sufficient cause for

cancellation of the contract .

Payment is made on the basis of the

price named in the proposal for the

coal specified therein, corrected for

variations in heating value and ash , as

shown by analysis, above and below

the standard established by the con

tractor in this proposal . For example ,

if the coal contains 2 per cent . more

or less British thermal units than the

established standard, the price will be

increased or decreased 2 per cent. ac

cordingly.

The price will also be further cor

rected for the percentage of ash . For

all coal which by analysis contains less

ash than that established in this pro

posal a premium of 1 cent per ton for

each whole per cent. less ash will be

paid. An increase in the ash content

of 2 per cent. over the standard estab

lished by contract will be tolerated

without exacting a penalty for the ex

cess of ash . When such excess ex

ceeds 2 per cent. above the standard

established, deductions will be made

from price paid per ton in accordance

with the following table :

An important point which seems not

to be thoroughly understood in purch

asing coal on the basis of its heating

value is the manner of making awards.

In order to show how the lowest bid

is determined , the proposals for sup

1
27 24 21 18 15 15 18 21 21 27

CHESTNUT.

Per cent of ash in the dry coal .

9.51

to

10.01

to

10.50

)

10.51

to

11.00

11.01

to

11.50

11.51

to

12.00

12.01 to

16.00

inclusive.

16.01

to

16.50

16.51

to

17.00

17.01

to

17.50

17.51

to

18.0010.00

Cents per ton to be added .

Standard

contract

price .

Cents per ton to be deducted .

27 24 21 18 15 15 18 21 24

limits indicated in the following table ,

is subject to rejection .

For coal which has been delivered

and used for trial , or which has been

PEA .

Per cent of ash in the dry coal .

17.0112.51

to

13.00

13.01

to

13.50

13.51

to

14.00

14.01

to

14.50

14 51

to

15.00

15.01 to

17.00

inclusive.

to

17.51

to

18.00

18.01

to

18.50

18.51

to

19.00

1901

to

19.5017.50

Cents per ton to be added .

Standard

contract

price .

Cents per ton to be deducted .

With respect to delivery and sam

pling, the bituminous coal specification

is essentially the same as that for an

thracite . The description of the coal

desired is given by the government for

each contract, in the blanks provided

on the form , and maximum amounts

of ash , voltaile matter , sulphur, dust,

and fine coal (through one -eighth inch

round -hole screen ) are specified .

The remaining and important parts

of the specification are as shown be

low.

A contract entered into under the

terms of this specification is binding if ,

on practical service test of reasonable

duration , the coal fails to give satis

factory results by reason of excessive

clinkering, or a prohibitive amount of

smoke.

It is understood that the coal deliv

ered during the year will be of the

same character as that specified by the

contractor . It should , therefore, be

supplied, as nearly as possible , from

the same mine or groupof mines.

Coal containing percentages of vola

tile matter , sulphur, and dust higher

than the limits indicated in the specifi

cations, and coal containing a percent

age of ash in excess of the maximum

15 12.5 10 7.5 5 5 7.5 10 12.5 15

BUCKWHEAT

Per cent of ash in the dry coa) .

14.51 15.01

to to

15.00 1 15.50

15.51

to

16.00

16.01

to

16.50

16 51

to

17.00

17 01 to

19 00

inclusvie .

19.01

to

19 50

19.51

to

20.00

20.21

to

20.50

20.51

to

21.00

21.01

to

21.50

21.51

to

22 00

Cents per ton to be added .

Standard

contract

price .

( ents per ton to be deducted .

12 10 8 6 4 8 14 21 32 48
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No , de

2 4 7 12 18 25 35

mum

limits

for ash

below-

5

6

7

13-14

14-15

15-16

16-17

17-18

8

9

10

11

12

13

14 .

15 .

16 .

17

18 .

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

7
8
9
U
I
2
3
4
5
6
T
B
9

%

7-8

8-9

9-10

10-11

11-12

12-13

13-14

14-15

15-16

16-17

17-18

18-19

19-20

20-21

8-9

9-10

10-11

11-12

12-13

13-14

14-15

15-16

16-17

17-18

18-19

19-20

20-21

21-22

9.10

10-11

11-12

12-13

13-14

14-15

15-16

16-17

17-18

18-19

19-20

20-21

21-22

22-23

10-11

11-12

12-13

13-14

14-15

15-16

16-17

17-18

18-19

19-20

20-21

21-22

22-23

11-12

12-13

14-13

14-15

15-16

16-17

17-18

18-19

19-20

20-21

21-22

22-23

12.13

14-13

14-15

15-16

16-17

17-18

18-19

19-20

20-21

21-22

12

13

14

14

15

16

16

17

18

19

19

20

21

22

Bid .

British

thermal

units.

per

ton .

A

B

coals for use in the down-draft fur

Cents per ton to be deducted . nace with which the boilers are
Maxi

equipped will be determined by actual

Ash as established in duction

trial of a test quantity of 50 or moreproposal (per cent) . for limits

(per tons.

cent) .
Per cent of ash in dry coal . In eight cases out of 23 it was found

more advantageous to award the con

tracts to bidders other than the low

est if price per ton alone were con

sidered .

An examination of the table should

dispel any doubt as to the general ap

plicability of the specifications to a

wide range of coals delivered in dif

ferent localities under varying condi

tions . Twenty-three coals-low-grade

anthracite, low- and high -volatile

bituminous, and semi-bituminous coals

plying coal to the federal buildings ence from the contract standard is
-are represented, mined in ten States

under the Treasury Department have rated at 2 cents difference in price per
-Pennsylvania, Maryland, West Vir

been selected as representing the wid- ton ; 2.89 per cent. of ash is valued at
ginia , Ohio , Illinois, Indiana, Ken

est range of coals and conditions $0.02 % 2.89 or $0.0578 ; B is therefore tucky, Tennessee, Alabama, and Kan

throughout the country.
sas .

increased to $5.1578 per ton . The two

All bids are received on official pro- bids are then on an equivalent basis,
Coal from Pennsylvania , Kentucky,

posal blanks, in sealed envelopes, in so far as ash is concerned , as follows :
and Tennessee competes in Louisville ;

from West Virgiina, Maryland, and
response to advertisements inserted in

the daily papers . These proposals are
Pennsylvania in Detroit ; from West

Price

Virginia, Ohio and Pennsylvania in
opened at a specified time, in the pres

ence of all those who desire to attend,
Toledo, etc. , and falls within the spe

and awards are made as soon there cification limits especially fixed in each
14,658 $ 4.73

after as possible.
case .

14,600 5.1578

In order to make a proper award of
While a rating in comparative Brit

contract it is necessary to reduce the
ish thermal unit value enables the

The heating values being different,

proposals to one common basis for
making of an award to the best eco

it is desirable to compute the cost of

comparison. This may be done in sev
nomic advantage, in certain instances

1,000,000 B.t.u. in each case by the
other factors than the mere theoretical

eral ways, but the method chosen in formula :

this case is to first adjust all bids upon
heating value may have considerable

1,000,000 X price per ton
a given lot of coal to the basis of the

weight. This is especially so where

same ash percentage by selecting the
any uncertainty exists as to the suit

2240 X B.t.u.
ability or adaptability of an untried

proposal which contains the lowest
In the case of A this gives

percentage of ash as the standard . coal to the actual plant conditions of

1,000,000 X $4.73

Each per cent. of ash content is as
furnaces, grates , draft, labor of hand

= $ 0.14406 ,
sumed to have a value of 2 cents per

ling coal and ash , storage facilities ,
2240 = 14,658

tc .

ton , the amount of penalty which is and in the case of B gives

exacted under the contract require
In some plants, where boiler capac

1,000,000 X $5.1578
ments for i per cent . deficiency. The

ity is limited , grate area small, or draft
= $0.15771,

proposal prices have all been adjusted
weak, only the best grades of coal can

2240 X 14,600
be burned , and it is therefore desir

in this manner and are tabulated in the
the results being the cost of 1,000,000 able to take bids on a general speci

table . On the basis of the adjusted B.t.u.

fication, so that the result of making

price, allowance is then made for the
The necessity for having such a

varying heating values by computing basis of comparison is evident from
radical changes in the boiler plant to

take advantage of the coal which will
the cost of 1,000,000 British thermal an examination of the vids for coal to

units . In this way the three variables
give the besteconomic return may be

be delivered in St. Louis . In this
determined.

of calorific value , percentage of ash ,
seven bids were received with

and basic price per ton are all merged guaranties of British thermal units
In some places it has been found de

sirable to test the market in more than
into one figure , the comparative cost of

from 10,500 to 12,061 and of ash from

1,000,000 British thermal units, by 7.74 to 16.75 per cent., while the prices
one class of coal . In Chicago, for in

7.74 to 16.75 per cent . , while the prices stance, two specifications were issued ,

which one bid may be readily com- ranged from $2.04 to $2.53 per ton .

pared with another.
one applying to Illinois or Indiana

Notwithstanding such apparent dis- washed nut coal and the other to West

For example, take two bids received crepancies, the comparative cost of Virginia or Maryland semibituminous
for coal in Boston , Mass ., as follows :

1,000,000 B.t.u. ranged only from coal . This action was taken in order

9.0149 to 9.8831 cents. to determine whether a change from

Another interesting case appears as coals high in moisture and ash and

the result of the competition in Phila- relatively low in British thermal unit

delphia, in which 16 proposals are value as well as price, to high -grade

based on heating val ses ranging only
A .... New River.. $4.73 coals at the higher price commanded

Pocahontas . 14,600 from 13,500 to 14,500 and on ash from in that locality, would be justified.

5 to 8 per cent., with prices more It goes without saying that the rela
The percentage of ash in A is taken variable and ranging from $3.14 to tive facilities, competency , and re

as a standard of comparison and the $3.98 per ton. Two of these proposals sponsibility of the competing firms

ash in B determined as 2.89 per cent. appear nearly equally advantageous, must also be recognized in making

higher. Each per cent. of ash differ- and the relative suitability of the two awards.

case

Bid . Coal .

British

thermal

units.

Per

cent

ash .

Price

per

ton .

11.658

B.

5.11

8.00 5.10



Compilation of Load Factors

E. W. LLOYD

the number of motors .

With the rapid adoption of differ- in which there were thousands of man- basis of determining a system of rates .

ential rates by central station com- ufacturers , found it necessary to es- Considering an isolated plant , gen

panies, based on consumers ' load fac- tablish a schedule of maximum per- erating power for a given industry,

tors , it is absolutely necessary that the centages, based on the average maxi- this plant must be of such capacity

commercial man have same practical mum of several thousand customers that it can take care of the highest

data on the load factor of different who had been using direct current demand to be made on it . This high

industries before he can arrive not for years. The following table is one maximum condition may be during

only at the rate per kilowatt -hour that has been adopted for alternating- only one week of the year . Fixed

which the consumer will earn, but at current power business exclusively : charges in such a case are, therefore,

the quantity of electricity he will con- The above table does not apply to greater in proportion to the units out

sume. customers having lighting service as put than where the maximum is about

It is not many years since most man- well as power . It is probably at least the same from day to day. In such

ufacturers thought the actual con- 10 per cent. low should lighting be a plant the operating charges are also

nected motor or lamp load was the connected with the power. higher per unit generated, because

the load factor is generally poor , the

Installations under 10 h.p. where only one motor is used . 85 per cent , of connected motor load generating apparatus being less ef

Installations under 10 h.p. where more than one motor is used. 75 per cent . of connected motor load

ficient under these conditions . It is
Installations from 10 h.p. to 50 h.p. , both inclusive , irrespective of

65 per cent , of connected motor load scarcely necessiry to point out that
nstallations over 50 h.p. irrespective of the number of motors used . 55 per cent , of connected motor load

fixed charges continue as long as the

real maximum load on his plant, but While the above table may seem
plant does , and that no matter what

the load factor of a plant may be
we know to -day that this is not true low to some for installations above 50

in a great majority of cases, and that h.p. , we find from actual experience
these fixed charges are always the

the true maximum rarely exceeds 75 that it is often too high and that we
same. Generally speaking, they con

sist of interest, depreciation, taxes , inper cent. of the connected load . are obliged to install instruments to

In arriving at the load factor of a register the proper maximum . Of surance and rental value of space.

given plant, already electrically- course, where a large proportion of
After fixed charges are taken care of

driven , it becomes necessary to install the installation consists of blowers or
it becomes necessary to pay for the

maximum measuring instruments as ice machines, or other machinery in operation of the plant. These operat

well as wattmeters. On direct- current this class , the percentages may be ing charges are labor, fuel , water, sup

circuits, correct reading instruments low , but generally speaking, they are
plies , repairs, removal of ashes, lamps

are available, the instrument being of not. However, in order to protect the and the like.

a type both efficient and cheap ; but power company from demands greatly In making up a system of rates

for measuring the maximum on alter- exceeding these percentages, a clause based on the load factors of possible

nating -current circuits we have not can be incorporated in contracts pro customers, it therefore seems reason

been so fortunate. So far as the viding for a test of the maximum at able to have what is known as pri

writer knows, there is not available any time. mary and secondary charges , the pri

to -day a cheap and efficient instru- It may be interesting to know that mary charges to consist of a price per

ment for this service. There are some we have found that out of 3900 con- kilowatt-year of demand, and a sec

expensive printing meters on the mar- sumers of power, having installations ondary charge per kilowatt-hour.

ket , but no central station company aggregating 35,000 h.p., the average This method of charging has already

could afford this expensive instrument maximum was 53.5 per cent of the been adopted by some of the larger
for any but large users , and for this connected motor load and that this central station companies and is steadi

reason very few companies have been was subdivided as follows: ly growing in favor. In the use of

able to secure data on load factors that An analysis of the load factors of such systems of charging it is neces

are at all reliable . over 50,000 consumers of electric light sary to have information as to the

For the man in the commercial de- in many different classes should be in- maximum demand as well as the kilo

partment it is necessary to have some teresting. The figures are taken from watt-hours' consumption of a possible

information of this kind, and it is actual reading of watt and maximum consumer .

fortunate that some of the larger com- meters, and are as follows : We have succeeded in collecting a

panies have been collecting informa
tion on load factors for some years . Installations of 2900 customers, 75.4 per cent , of connected motor load

6 10 -h.p . 456 customers , 64.5 per cent . of connected motor load

This information the writer has en- Installations of 11 20-h.p . 237 customers, 64.7 per cent of connected motor load

deavored to collect on the ordinary
Installations over 20 -h.p... 307 customers, 42.9 per cent , of connected motor load

classes of business we are familiar The above percentages are not large amount of information relative

with , for the use of commercial men based on momentary peaks, but on to load factors of different kinds of

selling electrical energy for power and peaks as registered by Wright de- manufacturing business. These load

lighting purposes. There are quite a mand meters. factors were taken on plants that op

number of industries outside the list For commercial reasons, it would erated normally during a 54 -hour

mentioned in this article, but un- not be advisable for a selling com- week . Such business as department

fortunately no reliable information is pany having steam -generating appara- stores, refrigerating plants and hotels

available at this time. tus,to establish any system of rates continue longer hours, and the load
Is before stated , a maximum meas- based on momentary peaks. Any or- factors are based upon their actual

uring instrument to be used on al- clinary steam plant is capable of tak- running conditions. The load factors

ternating - current circuits not being ing care of ordinary overloads for at for any business that normally runs

available, the Commonwealth Edison least 15 minutes without undue strain only an approximate 54 -hour week

Company, of Chicago, serving a ter- on the apparatus. Therefore, it is un- would not apply should any industry
ritory with alternating -current circuits wise to use momentary peaks as the in this class run two shifts of men

212 *N. E. L. A. , 1909
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Maximum load conditions in factories

LOAD FACTORS OF SMALL AND MEDIUM LIGHTING CUSTOMERS

Number
Ratio of in Chicago seem to be between 4.30

of 50 -Watt Max . to

Kind of Business
Custom- Equiva- Monthly Total Load Connected and 5.00 in the evening, regardless

lent Kwh. Kw. Max . Factor Load

of the time of the year. The maxi

Amusements .
32,592 100,265 904 15.2 56.3 mum load conditions in these indus

Banks 9,102 35,334 304 16.1 66.8

Barns . 542 7,068 17,872 242 10.2 68.5 trial plants do not , therefore, come
Caths . 1,086 11.8 66.9

at the time of the peak conditions ofBontractors 53 3,327 16,489 59.8

Breweries
36 3,314 7,085 13.2

44.8 the central station . This applies only
Building owners . 147 8,324 39,120 209 26.5 50.3

Buildings (public) 3,152 6,750 17.6 33.6 to plants using power and very little

Churches.
3,301 8,274

12.4 56.0 light. There is a point of maximum
Clubs ...

65 12,071 16,988 244 9.6 28.8

Commission houses 4,996 20,164 172 16.2
68.9 in these plants at the time of the cen

Express Co.'s ( small ) 4,073 14,250 90 21.9 44.3

Flats ...
tral station peak, but generally speak24,177 328,939 443,530 8,927 6.9 54.1

Foundries and rolling mills .
104 6,679 10,939 184 55.1

ing, it is not highest maximum of
Halls, apartment buildings

2,473 9,915 62,863 14.2 90.0

Halls (public) 14,136 24,317 486 6.9
68.6 the customer. This falling off of the

Hotels . 9,072 22,443 127 24.4 28.0

Houses . 5,151 189,616 229,753 4,076 7.8 43.0 factory load before the time of the
Loan firms. 35 1,033 3,113

13.3

62.8 central station peak is one of the reaMonuments 1,215 100 16.4 63.5

Offices (business) 3,704 77,230 163,657 2,482 9.2 64.2 sons why the central station company
Offices (professional)

1,563 25,529 39,736 817 6.7 64.0

Photographers ..
4,393 6,483 170 is enabled to carry much more busi77.6

Pool and billiards. 2,711 11,007 87 17.4

ness than it would reasonably seem
Printers and engravers.

381 14,680 45,872 433 14.7 59.0

Publishers .. 94 5,110 9,104 155 8.1 60.8 able to . This difference in the time

Railroad business .
8,510 41,504 320 17.9 75.0

Restaurants . 550
of the maximum of different classes20.846 92,308 547 23.4 52.3

Saloons 2,060 50,002 234,711
157

20.8 62.6 of business makes what is known as
Shops (bakery)

251 3,746 12,684 133 13.1 71.3

Shops (barber ).
443 4,883 14,214 172 11.5 70.4 the diversity factor.

Shops (bicycle and electrical)
62 761 1,309 23 7.7 61.9

Shops (blacksmith ) .
109 1.840 2,190 611 5.0 66.5 Large central station plants are

Schools .. 78 5,515 7.639 148 7.2

52.9 usually capable of taking care of mo
Shops (carpenter) 58 1,135 27 55.5

Second -hand dealers
47 1,646 2,866 11.0

44.0 tor and lighting customers having a

Shops (machine) . 125 5,715 6,654 106 8.7 37.2

combined connected load of from two
Shops (paint) . 107 4,222 8,739 12.1 49.8

Shops (tailor) 16,796 30,462 8.4

59.3 to three times greater than the maxiSocial settlements 21 3,037 6,140 79 10.7 52.5

Stables (livery ) . 103 2,612 10,862 22.2 52.3 mum generating capacity of such a

Stores (art ) .
91 2,203 5,497 75 68.5

Stores (book and stationery ) 2,615 7,052 11.7 66.4 plant. This is demonstrated by the

Stores (cigar) . 226 5,562 21.924 180 16.8 64.7

fact that the load factor of large cen
Stores (small)

3.069 6,293 127 6.8 83.1

Stores ( dry goods)
367 11.835 26,774 453

76.5 tral stations is from 30 to 40 per cent.,
Stores (drug ) 17.018 92,809 671 19.3

Florists . 3.295 12,205 1,184 while in the average industrial plant10.1 71.8

Stores (furniture ) 225 18,741 28,105 654 6.0
69.7 the load factor rarely exceeds 25 per

Stores (gentlemen's furnishing) 157 5,270 15,322 182 11.6 69.3

Stores ( grocery ) .
6,576 17,985 240 10.3 73.0 cent.

Stores (hardware) 159 7,925 12,182 158 10.6 40.0

Stores (hat) . 1,662 5,371 54 14.5
In referring to the load - factor table

65.0

Stores (house furniture) 279 409 7.8 52.0

heretofore mentioned, you will notice
Stores (jewelry) .. 8,813 30,424 15.0 64.1

Stores (millinery and dressmaking)
9.982 31,793 12.7 69.7 considerable variation in the figures .

Stores (music) 1,677 3,664 12.4 48.8

Stores ( piano ).
If a central station company were to

4,260 10,241
13.0 51.1

Stores (shoe) .
6,499 15,172 216 9.8 66.5

secure all of the business in a given
Stores (cleaners and dyers) . 3,373 5,409 94 8.0 56.3

Stores (clothing) 14,293 22,096 378 6.6 52.9 city , the diversity factor of all of these

Stores (confectionery )
6,422 17,193 197 12.5 61.5

Stores (coffee) 127 2,115 5,169 9.1 74.5 customers would be such that the

Supply houses
372 18,815 49,668 556 12.4 58.8

load factor on the station would prob
Shops (plumbing)

39 734 1,090 16 8.9 46.0

Small hotels and rooming houses . 2,022 12,817 684 26.0 67.4 ably be in the neighborhood of 50
Stores (bird ) 477 19.0 78.8

Stores (crockery)
11,170 1,590

30 7.2 52.4 per cent. As in some of the best cen

Shops (harness) 7.5 67.8 tral stations the load at present is in
Laundries . 42 651 1,647

10.3 67.5

Meat markets . 325 5,089 12,346 187 9.1
73.5 the neighborhood of 40 per cent., some

Undertakers .
2,381 4,618 69 9.3 57.9

Telephone companies
363 2,592 29.0 may question the possibility of raising67.0

Theatres ... 8,264 24,994 17.2 49.0

this condition to 50 per cent.; but ifTunnel companies 584 2.284 27.0 40.5

Warehouses 109 6,686 12,020 138 12.0 41.4 we consider that the time of travel

Wholesale houses . 201 17,113 55,740 401 19.4 46.6

Wines and liquors . 1,919 7,214 16.0 65.5 on surface lines and elevated trains is

Manufacturers .
1,061 52 , 129 94,842 1,397 9.5 53.5

necessarily after the time of the peak,
Auto , and garages .

7,596 20,524 228 12.4 60.5

Wrecking companies . 139 5 21.2 76.8 and that the time of travel
Hospitals ... 34 3,290 6,248 69 12.5 42.3

Milk depots , 1,192 4,050 14.9 63.0 suburban steam trains is fully a half

Hay, grain , feed and coal .. 2,081 3,888 81 6.7 77.6

hour later ; further, that in large cen

ters there is a large amount of sum

or run a night shift occasionally. Any vary somewhat in different parts of mer business , such amusement

increase in the hours' use of the cur- the country, due to the difference in parks and large refrigerating plants,
rent in this way would tend to bet- the time of sunset. This, however , and that the time of house-lighting

ter their load factor. would not seriously affect the load peak is later in the evening, we can

The figures include both power and factor of the power end of the busi- reasonably hope that in the future our

light, and are on the larger class of ness, but would apply largely to the load factor will be considerably better

customers, and in the majority of lighting . However, adjustment of as we secure more business.

cases mentioned the power predomi- this difference can be made without Even with so good a load factor

nates to a large extent, the light hav- much trouble by a little study of the as 50 per cent . , we still have a long

ing a comparatively small effect on local conditions. way to go before we obtain the ideal

the load factor. These figures are Tests taken by curve - drawing in- in central station conditions. It

based on the yearly load factor. Some struments or by the reading of the seems necessary , therefore, that cen

months the load factors are better wattmeters in a given plant during tral station companies must look to

than in others, but the figures given 5 -minute intervals all day indicate a the improvement of their load factors

are an average . wide variation in the load conditions by encouraging the making of by

The load factors in this table may on almost all manufacturing plants. products from electrical energy ; prod
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Post offices .

or

Stone cutters ..

Theatres ..

Small restaurants

65

65Textile mil's .

to discuss the larger propositions in
Load Factor Ratio of Hours Used

8760 -Hour Actual Max. to per Dayof telligently .
Kind of Business Year , Connected Load , Max. 365-Day

Per Cent. Year The information given in these

Butter and creamery . tables is not perfect, but is accurate
Breweries...

Brass and iron be is . enough so that it should be of great
Biscuit manufacturers .

Boots and shoes ..
help to the men in the field.

Brass manufacturing . In closing, I will say that there
Boiler shops ...

Can manufacturers seems to be some difference of opin

Candy manufacturers ,

Clothing inanufacturing .
ion as to the exact meaning of the

Clubs (large )... word “ load factor." The American

Department stores (large )

Electrical manufacturing . Institute of Electrical Engineers
Express companies .

Electro-plating
Standardization Rules say the “ load

Engraving and printing
factor” is the " ratio of the average

Fertilizer manufacturing.

Furniture manufacturing . load to the maximum load ." This
Foundries .

Forge shops . terın ought to be more closely defined .

The term "maximum load factor ”Glove manufacturing

Grocers (wholesale ) . might mean the ration of average kilo

Hotels (small) The
Hotels (large ) ..

watts to maximum kilowatts .

Ice -cream manufacturing (large ) term " capacity load factor” might
Jewelry manufacturing.

Laundries . mean the ratio of average load to ca
Machine shops . pacity of the plant, the connected load
Newspapers .

Packing houses factor the ratio of average kilowatts
Paint,lead and ink manufacturers

Paper-box manufacturers . delivered to connected kilowatts . It

Plumbing and pipe fitting . might also be stated that there is

Power buildings . some misunderstanding as to the term
Refrigeration .

Railroad depots . " maximum demand ” ; whether the
Pneumatic tube

load factor is figured on momentary ,
Soap manufacturers

Seed cleaners . , 1 -minute, 15 -minute or 1 -hour peaks;
Screw manufacturers

Spice mills . whether the absolute or momentary
Saw manufacturers maximum be used the average
Structural steel.

Sheet-metal manufacturers . maximum be used in determining the

Twine mills . load factor . By applying these differ

ent conditions you might have many
Large restaurants .

different kinds of load factors, such
Woolen mills .

Wood -working . as momentary or absolute maximum

load factor, average maximum load

factor, to be made up of the average

ucts that could be used in large quan- formation were available . No true
of momentary peak loads, 5 -minute

tities , such as ice and nitrates. analysis can be made of current con
load factors , half -hour maximum load

factors.

There has been some discussion as sumption by different customers un

to the advisability of selling power less this information is at hand, and
Of course, it is understood that all

of these load factors would be on the
off the peak of the central station . if we expect our commercial men to

This would be a dangerous thing in handle larger customers intelligently yearly basis, as the monthly load fac

a large center where it is nearly im- we must place in their hand the neces
tor night vary considerably from the

possible to control the situation. If sary information . The selling of
yearly load factor ; for instance, as in

the case of the refrigerating plant,
a number of contracts were made electricity in larger quantities is be

with customers off the peak, and they, coming common , and we find it be
where in the North for seven months

for some reason , used the energy on comes more necessary every day to
in the year the plant runs at a load

the peak , I am afraid the central sta- have the men in the commercial de factor of, say, 75 per cent., whereas

in the winter time the load factor
tion would have considerable trouble partment properly educated on every

in adjusting the matter . In a small point in connection with the obtaining probably does not exceed 30 per cent.

town it is very easy to watch the few of this larger business . How can you

large customers and see that they expect your representative to talk in- New Line of Motor Starters

keep to their agreements. telligently to a man about the pur- Recognizing that there is a demand

small town, where the amount of pow- chase of electricity if he cannot tell for a motor starter of rugged con

er used is small, it might be a reason- the customer how much the net cost struction , the Electric Controller and

able propostion to sell the power in will be to him ? In every other com- Mfg. Co., of Cleveland , Ohio, has de

this way to advantage. mercial line it is absolutely necessary veloped and placed on the market a

Any business a central station can that the representative have these new line of starters which are essen

get during the summer months should figures ; in fact, they are the first tially of mill-type design .

not be strictly considered as off -peak thing he learns. In our business it The desire to meet exceptionally

business in the ordinary meaning of seem to be , up to date, the very last severe operating conditions has led to

the term , and as the time of this load thing that is learned . Even in larger the use of some features not found

is easily controlled, this business companies, up to within a very few in any existing motor starter .

should be sought after by all central years, the officers of the company The starters are furnished in seva

station commercial men . have handled the larger propositions. eral forms, beginning with a very

I should like to point out the great Now , when electricity is being sold simple form and elaborated on to em

value of the collecting of load factors at rates that can compete in a great brace such features as no - voltage re

on different industries by different many cases with any form of power lease , overload protection for run

companies. It would help the com- thatcan be generated from a private ning, and separate and different over

mercial department of the different plant , it is necessary on account of load protection for accelerating. In

companies immeasurably if such in- the large field that more men be able explanation of the last-named fea

In any
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tection . Since the overload feature

must stand the abuse and have the

characteristics of a circuit breaker, it

should possess the advantages and
arc-breaking ability of a circuit

breaker.

The following valuable features

summarize the operation of this type

of motor starter :

First — The magnetic switch can be

closed only by bringing the arm to the

off position, preventing injurious

overloads to the motor upon the re

turn of voltage after voltage failure .

Second—The magnetic switch can

be held closed to the arm on any ac

celerating step only by holding in a

push button . This prevents leaving

any of the starting resistance perma

nently in circuit, and thereby burning

out this resistance .

Third – The magnetic switch will

maintain itself closed only when the

arm is at the full on position.

The resistance, fingers, contacts,

etc. , used in the mill-type motor start

ers are of the same design and kind

of material that the Electric Control

ler and Mfg. Co. use in controllers for

heavy service, and is well able to

stand the same abuse and severe serv

ice which the most ruggedly construct

ed mill-type motor can be expected to

encounter .

FEED
ER

MILL - TYPE MOTOR STARTERS - ELECTRIC CONTROLLER & MFG , CO .

coil is used for securing overload pro- sarily be subjected to a damaging
Rail Handling Magnets at Gary

ture, this design allows more current overload upon the return of voltage. During the past few years the sav

to flow through the motor during In the mill -type motor starters, the ing that can be accomplished by the
starting than during running. If aIf a danger of a broken or weakened arm use of lifting magnets has been gen

motor be connected to a load having spring is absent, because no such erally recognized and many new ap

large inertia — such as a hot saw or spring is used . The no-voltage pro- plications of magnets have been made.

a press with a heavy fly -wheel — the tection is secured entirely by a mag- Such an application requiring a new

mere accelerating of the load demands netic switch which opens upon fail- design of magnet is the handling of

a very considerable expenditure of ure of voltage. This same magnetic the entire output at the immense rail

work . Since this starting is relative switch in connection with an overload mill of the United States Steel Cor

ly infrequent, the motor will not be

injured by employing a starting cur

rent in excess of the running current.

Yet the starting time will be mate

rially reduced . There are , in fact ,

numerous instances where it is desir

able to allow an accelerating current

larger than the running current.

It is claimed by the Electric Con

troller & Supply Co. that no -voltage

protection , which is secured by a

spring -return arm , is open to the fol

lowing serious objections: First, the

spring is likely to be either broken

or weakened so that upon voltage fail SITUTULUTATI

ure the arm does not return to the off

position. Second, the contacts may

become so roughened that the spring

is not powerful enough to move the

arm . Third, an ignorant operator

may block the arm in the off position,

so that it is impossible for the spring

to properly perform its function .

If, through any cause , the arm is

not returned to the off position upon

voltage failure, the motor will neces

ELECTRIC

CONTROLLER
" CLEVELAN

SM
ELECT

RAIL LIFTING MAGNET - ELECTRIC CONTROLLER & MFG . CO .
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Look AtThe Curve

poration's plant at Gary, Ind. This

mill is of the most modern design in

every respect, and electric power has

been used throughout, even to the

driving of the rolls by 6000 -h.p. mo

tors . The handling of the finished

rail by electric power through the use

of lifting magnets was, therefore , a

logical conclusion, providing a suc

cessful magnet could be made. The

handling of the rail output by means

of magnets was particularly desirable

from the following considerations:

ist - Sufficient labor alone could be

dispensed with to make the applica

tion commercially attractive.

20 - A large saving in time of hand

ling would be effected.

3d - Very much less timber spacing

material was necessary in loading.

4th-There being no possibility of

bending the rail when loading by

magnets, loss on this score would be

eliminated .

While it is desirable from the stand

point of the rail-mills and railroads

to ship rails in locked sections , vet

this is an arrangement of rails which

is particularly difficult to handle with

a magnet.

The difficulty arises from the fact

that the top layer of the rails prac

tically short -circuits the magnetic field

and none but a very powerful and

carefully -designed magnet would have

sufficient strength to penetrate the top

layer of rails and lift the bottom laver.

The magnets which were furnished

by the Electric Controller & Mfg. Co.

have been very successful and have

lifted not only locked sections of 33

ft . rails , but have also successfully

lifted locked sections of 60 -ft. rails

with an aggregate load of 15 tons.

HOLOPHANE REFLECTOR - BOWL NQ,6912

60 WATT CLAR TUNGSTEN LAND
FORMATION

LLLCTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES

This shows the excellent distribution of light given by the

New Holophane Reflector

Bowl

This unit is very attractive and has a wide field of

usefulness in office buildings, stores, clubs, etc. , where

beauty, efficiency and diffusion *of light are of about

equalimportance.

Get the NEW Bulletin No. 50, which will be

ready for distribution about August 20th .

HOLOPHANE COMPANY

SALES DEPARTMENT, NEWARK, OHIO

New York, Boston , Chicago, San Francisco

Book Review

" Alternating -Current Machines"

Samuel Sheldon , Hobart Mason

and Eric Hausman . 353 pages,

263 illustrations. Published by

D. Van Nostrand Company. Price

$2.50.

This book is a companion volume

to authors' text book on “ Direct Cur

rent Machines. The favor with which

this book has met is evidenced by the

fact that this is the seventh edition .

The book is intended primarily for

use in technical schools and for that

reason numerous problems are inter

spersed through the different chapters.

“ Dictionary of Chemical and Metal

lurgical Material , 1909 ; first edi

tion , price 50 cents . Published

by ELECTRO -CHEMICAL AND MET

ALLURGICAL INDUSTRY, New

York .

“ The object is not to give a com

plete directory of the trade, since rep

resentation in this dictionary is lim

ited to the advertisers," and therefore
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the work is little more than just what special representative for the Pacific floor in the Knickerbocker Trust Com

advertisers wish to have written in it . coast , with headquarters at 599 Mis- pany's new building, corner Broad

The uselessness of the book may be sion Street , San Francisco . Mr. De- way, Exchange Placeand New Street .

gauged by the fact that such large wald has been with the Platt Company

concerns as The Aluminum Co. of for the past 20 years , during five of
William D. McFarland , a well

America , Western Electric Co. , West- which he served as manager of its San
known choral and oratorio singer ofinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., and B. Francisco office.

Washington, D. C. , and a brother of

F. Sturtevant Co. are not listed. Walter M. McFarland, acting vice

Electric Storage Battery Company, president of the Westinghouse Elec
Philadelphia, Pa ., announces that H.

tric & Mfg. Company, died at his home
B. Marshall, who has been connected

in the capital, July 22, following a re
Personal with its Chicago sales office in the

cent serious operation at the Johns

Hugo Reisinger has been decorated
Marquette Building for many years, Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore.

by the German emperor for his serv
has been recently appointed contract

ices to art.
agent, in charge of the St. Louis office

Mr. A. Goodby died at his home in

Daniel E. Manson has resigned as
in the Wainwright Building. Detroit early in June. Mr. Goodby

manager of the Boston office of the was connected with the Westinghouse

Westinghouse E. & M. Co. to engage
Mr. Joseph H. Williamson, for 18 Electric & Mfg. Company at East

in engineering work with a corpora years business manager of the Manu- Pittsburg for a number of years anda

tion of whichhe will be vice -president facturer's Advertising Agency of New was a head of the detail and supply

and manager. Mr. Manson had been York and for seven years the business division, correspondence department,

with the Westinghouse company for manager of the Viennot Advertising until ill health required that he give

12 years , for several of which he was Agency of Philadelphia, who resigned up this work . He spent some time

at the head of the Boston office. from the Viennot Agency October , abroad and was recently connected
George E. Bates, of the Boston office, 1907, has opened an office at 719 with the Detroit office of the company .

succeeds Mr. Manson as head of the Temple Court, New York, as a repre

Westinghouse sales force for the New sentative of trade journals. He is The Phosphor -Bronze Smelting Co.,

England district. well known by all publishers of trade Philadelphia, Pa . , has been organ

papers in the United States for his
ized under the laws of the State of

Mr. Edward G. Dewald, heretofore honesty and integrity. Any business Pennsylvania to take over the busi

manager of the water-wheel depart
intrusted to him will be honestly at- ness heretofore conducted by The

ment of the Platt Iron Works Com
tended to .

Phosphor- Bronze Smelting Co., Ltd.

pany, Dayton, O. , has become identi Thomas L. Lüders, Jr. , is president

fied with the hydraulic turbine depart- The Frank B. Gilbreth Company and Lewis B. Lüders is secretary of

ment of Allis -Chalmers Company as has moved to new and larger quarters the new corporation.

at No. 60 Broadway, occupying half a

Ik

Over

50,000

miles
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Best Quality
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CONTINUOUS JOINT WEBER JOINT

The Rail Joint Company
GENERAL OFFICES :

29 West 34th Street, New York City

Makers of Base Supported Rail Joints for Standard and Special Rail

Sections, alsoGirder, Step or Compromise, Frog and Switch, and Insulat

ing Kail Joints, protected by Patents.

WOLHAUPTER JOINT

Catalogs at Agencies

Baltimore , Md. Pittsburg , Pa .

Boston , Mass . Portland , Oregon

Chicago, III . San Francisco, Cal .

Denver, Colo . St. Louis, Mo.

New York ,NY. Troy, N.Y.

London , E.C., Eng Montreal, Can.

HIGHEST Awards : Paris, 1900 ;

Buffalo, 1901 ; St Louis , 1904 .

CONTINUOUS GIRDER

YOU CAN BE THE JUDGE

Since some of the importers are claiming that Americans don't know how to make flaming

arc carbons , we are willing to ship any owner of flaming lamps in the United States one

hundred pairs of our “ Silver Tip ” carbons for any type of flaming lamp , and if they cannot

conscientiously say they are equal or superior to the foreign made goods , after using the

whole lot, we'll cancel the bill and pay the freight .

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, O.
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CUTLER-HAMMER

OUR
BUSINESS can be

described in five words :

“ MAKERS OF ELECTRIC

CONTROLLING DEVICES”

Dynamo Printing Press

Field Regulator Controller Elevator Controller

But

Crane Controller

Did you ever stop to

consider what these

five words mean? ? ?
Self - Starter for

D. 0. Motor

Machine

Tool

Controller

TROLLING DEVICES. For sixteen

years we have been designing and

building every conceivable kind of de

vice for controlling every imaginable

sort of electrically operated apparatus.

Much that we did not know in the be

ginning we have learned by experience

— the best of teachers — and that ex

perience is at YOUR service if you

have before you any problem involving

electric control.

This means that at the cost of a two

cent stamp you can command the ser

vices of a corps of experts who have

been solving electrical control problems

mean

A. C. Motor Starter

for years.

They the manufacture of

switches for the control of a single lamp

circuit, and they mean the building of

dimmers that control the myriad lights

of an Opera House or a Hippodrome.

They mean the design of controllers

to govern the revolutions of a washing

machine, or of the ponderous turrets of

a battleship.

They mean the making of float

switches that start and stop the motor

pumping a few hundred gallons of

water to the top of a building, and they

mean the design and construction of

the controlling equipment for a pump

ing plant that supplies a hundred thou

sand homes.

They mean speed regulators for sew

ing machines and boring mills ; they

mean controllers for Jumb-waiters, pas

senger elevators and skip hoists ; they

mean a little five -button starting box for

the motor operating an organ blower in

the village church, and they mean sys

tems of remote control for steel mills ,

ore docks and mines.

They mean, in short, a business that

brings us in contact with every other

business in which electricity is used.

For sixteen years we have been

MAKERS OF ELECTRIC CON

Port, after turret of U. 8. Battlcship Indiana,

equipped with Cutler -Hammer turret-turning

gear. The creio of this turret holds the corld's

record for marksmanship : 10 shots in 2 42 min

utc8 -- all hits !

It means that by merely addressing

a letter to our nearest office you can se

cure, in a few days, information that

might otherwise cost weeks of work

to obtain.

Oftentimes we are able to save our

correspondents time and money by

indicating how slight changes in some

of our standard controllers will give

exactly the result desired and so render

unnecessary the design and construc

tion of special apparatus.

If you already know exactly what you

want to do and how you wish to do it,

wc sliall be pleased to quote to your

specifications. If you merely know

the result you wish to accomplish with

out having any very definite idea of

the apparatus required, we shall be glad

to advise you as to the method of con

trol best suited to your particular case

and to submit estimate covering cost

of necessary equipment.

Cutler -Hammer " Simplicity " theatre dimmer

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO. MILWAUKEE

NEW YORK OFFICE : Hudson Terminal ( 50 Church St.) BOSTON OFFICE : 176 Federal Street .

CHICAGO OFFICE : Monadnock Block. PITTSBURG OFFICE : Farmers' Bank Building .

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS : Otis & Squires , 111 New Montgomery Street, SAN FRANCISCO.
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d Pitch .

about to purchase some wire for a strength in most cases . Data on these

transmission line and then consider subjects are required where the manu

the effectiveness of the specifications facturers are unable to make direct

in securing the quality of material de tests .

sired for this purpose.

The size of cable, spacing of poles If the cable is to be spliced by un

and factors of safety having been set- stranding the ends, dove-tailing the

tled , we wish to determine the height wires together and wrapping them in

of poles and mechanical qualities of dividually around the unspread part of

wire to the end that in the hottest the cable, we want to be assured that

weather the wire may not sag too the wires will not break during the

close to the ground and in the coldest process . We accordingly specify that

weather the tension in the wire will they shall be capable ofbeing wrapped

not be so great as to permanently around a mandrel of given diameter

stretch it . We consult our copper- without cracking or developing other

wire authorities and find that for the surface injury.

size we intend to use the wire begins Briefly, wewant the quantities tabu

to stretch permanently when it is lated below in column I. Compare

subjected to a stress of, say, 35,000 them with the list of quantities enu

Ib. per square inch . Hence wemust merated by the American Society for

adjust our sag so that at the lowest Testing Materials given in column II :

temperature the tension will not ex

ceed 35,000 lb. per square inch, or
I II

whatever less we may choose for safe

ty, and we must adjust our pole

heights so that on the hottest summer
a Elastic Limit.

b Modulus of Elasticity.

day the wire will not droop to within c Ultimate Strength . Ultimate Strength .

Pitch .

an undesirable distance of the ground.
e Relation between wire Relation between wire

In order to make these calculations and cable strength . and cable strength .

f Pliability.

we require the elongation at the & Conductivity. Conductivity.

elastic limit, a figure which , divided
Elongation at break .

into the elastic limit , gives the modu

lus of elasticity . Remembering our Let us now consider the items of

proposed factor of safety, we must the new specifications individually, re

know the ultimate strength in order ferring to them by the letter in the

to determine whether our winter ten- first column :

sion is not too high to give the de- ( a ) The elastic limit test is omitted

sired factor.
because “ the only way in which the

We then specify the pitch in order elastic limit of hard wire may be de

that we may have sufficient twist to termined is by the actual plotting of

ensure the integrity of the cable, and the elastic curve from extensometer

yet avoid an excessive obliquity of readings." Then a few unimportant

the wires, which would reduce the
errors are cited . The Committee then

tensile strength .
generously suggests that if the design

If the cable is large, we are con- ing engineer wants to know the elastic

fronted with the fact that the cable limit, special tests may be made. Of

manufacturers have not the equip- course, the designing engineer wants

ment necessary for testing it. We to know the elastic limit ; there is no

are , therefore, obliged to rely upon the " if" to be considered . Then why

tests of individual wires and calculate
don't they put the elastic limit in the

therefrom the strength of the cable . specifications instead of leaving the

Hence we require data on the rela- engineer to get what he may happen

tion between wire strength and cable to get ? A perusal of the personnel of

strength . The strength of a cable is the Committee suggests the answer.

less than the combined strength of There are
ten members, seven of

its individual wires, due to the fol- whom represent manufacturers of wire

lowing causes : The obliquity of the and three of whom , presumably, rep

strands prevents the molecular forces resent consumers. Specifications pre

acting in the direction of the load ,
pared by manufacturers are always

an effect which will be considered at open to the suspicion that they are

greater length below . The effect of
designed for the economic benefit of

stranding is to alter the molecular the manufacturers only . Any attempt

condition of the wire impairing its to make a manufacturer toe the mark

The Hard-Drawn Copper

Specifications

At first blush it would seem that

standard specifications issued by a

representative body would be an un

mixed blessing to consumers and man

ufacturers alike. This is unfortu

nately , an illusion ; the standard

specifications usually turn out to be

worthless and the world continues to

specify as gayly and differently as

ever.

We all know the joke specifications

issued by that society of the jocular
name of Rubber Covered Wire En

gineers' Association . Mr. W. A. Del

Mar in his “ Electric Power Con

ductors” very justly remarks of it :

“ The number of compounds which it

is intended to cover is so great that

it will pass practically anything.”

The latest standard specifications

are those issued by no less an institu

tion than the American Society for

Testing Materials and relate to

hard-drawn copper wire .

We propose to test the usefulness

of these specifications by putting our

selves in the place of an engineer

215
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us

a

without fail will surely be without his pass a fair wrap test ; if that is so , scale after all to see what he is get

approval. With these thoughts in our let us have the wrap test by all means. ting.

minds, we feel convinced that the ( g ) The Committee tells to

omission of the elastic limit from the specify the elongation at break. Now

specifications under discussion must be what is the elongation at break ? When Economy vs. Dirt

of benefit to the wire manufacturers. a wire is stretched its length increases For nearly a decade there has

The benefit arises from two causes ; at the expense of its cross - section, the been a small and dubious choice of

the omission eliminates the necessity reduction in cross-section being uni- electric illuminants narrowly fixed

of obtaining a high elastic limit ; it form through the greater part of the by the economy of the device in the

eliminates the extensometer tests on process . At a certain point in the use of current. The battle has raged

a large proportion of each order. Are test , however, a spot which is softer fiercely and strong, and big con

these omissions of benefit to the con- than the remainder of the wire
tracts have swung on a paltry dif

sumer for whom the specifications are stretches abnormally and the cross- ference in current consumption . It

ostensibly prepared ? section shrinks at that point until the has been enough that there was a
( b) The modulus of elasticity is wire breaks . At this moment the difference. The broader question of

not mentioned in the specifications or elongation is noted. A portion of this
whether the saving in current was

explanatory notes , circumstance elongation occurs in the entire 10-in. overbalanced by other items has sel

which indicates the relative influence length , but the greater part occurs dom been considered except in the

of manufacturers and consumer in in the 1 / 10 -in . portion , which suffers case of some freak illuminant whose

framing the specifications. abnormal stretching. The elongation unknown cost of maintenance and

( c ) The specifications give an im- at break is, therefore, the sum of two uncertain behavior made its use a

posing table of tensile strengths, which elongations, one of which is propor- risky venture .

err on the side of being rather low . tional to the length of the test piece , Now after all these years of tech

This table was evidently prepared on and the other of which is practically nical controversy we are laughed at

the basis of passing everything that constant. The total elongation is, by Mr. Eustice, who shows us that

is manufactured under the name of therefore, an indefinite quantity. This the controversial points are insig

hard -drawn copper. Thus, for No. o indefinite quantity tells us nothing be nificant as compared with the dete

B. & S. the tensile strength is given yond the fact that the wire is really rioration of light caused by the dirty

as 54,500 lb. per square inch , whereas hard drawn and will not pull out in- condition of glassware. Carefully

a series of tests on this size wire give definitely like molasses. An engineer he has tested different illuminants

a minimum of 57,000 lb. and a maxi- who specified this quantity and omitted after various periods of cleaning,

mum of 61,000 lb. per square inch . to specify the elastic limit wrote to his and puts before us these startling

( d ) A fairly wide range is allowed representative at the wire factory in facts - startling because the cleaning

in the selection of pitch , but why is the following terms: " Although not of glassware is not habitual and only

the pitch specified in terms of the stated in the specifications, the wire resorted to at times of general

outside diameter rather than the pitch should have an elastic limit of 33,000 house -cleaning or other irregular in

diameter, as is usually done ? lb. per square inch . Not having speci- tervals .

( e ) The specifications state that fied this , I do not know that we can He tells us :

“ the tensile strength of standard cable compel the manufacturers to furnishi That the beautiful prismatic re

shall be at least 90 per cent . of the it , but kindly advise them of this re- flectors show “ a gain of 10 per cent. "

total strength required of the wires quirement.quirement.” We hasten to add thar if cleaned once a month ;

forming the cable. ” the manufacturers did not satisfy this That the Nernst lamp ( and tests

Using the minimum possible pitch requirement. numerous enough to silence

of 10.1 times the pitch diameter, the The Committee recommends the re- doubt of the result ) shows an aver

strength of a cable is reduced about jection of Matthiessen's Standard and
age loss of 4.68 per cent. in seven

4 per cent . by the obliquity of the the substitution therefor of a state- weeks, or only 3.5 per cent . per

outer wires . Such a short pitch is ment of the lbs. per mile -ohm . Vat- month ;

not allowed by the specifications and thiessen's Standard is in the same cate- That the Holophane B. frosted

in practical cases the loss of strength gory as the Fahrenheit scale. It is an
tungsten shows a deterioration of

due to obliquity will be found to be extremely artificial standard which has 28.77 per cent. in 25 weeks, or about

not over 2 per cent. The remainder come into universal use . Like Fahren
II per cent. per month ;

of the 10 per cent. allowed by the heit , Vatthiessen underestimated na- That the 4 -ampere enclosed arc
specifications is , therefore, intended ture . Fahrenheit thought that the

lamp shows about 20 per cent . loss
to allow for molecular changes during lowest attainable temperature was that in two weeks ;

stranding Like everything else in obtained by mixing salt and ice , and In the above diversified figures

these specifications, this clause seenis he made that temperature the starting there is much room for reflection .

intended to help pass everything made point of his scale. Vatthiessen One thing is plain : We must now

in the mills. thought that perfectly pure copper had consider the cost of cleaning in our

( f ) The wrap test or pliability test a resistance of 2.5916 ohms per mile- illumination work if we are to have

is omitted ostensibly because it is foot at o degree Cent. and he made our high -efficiency in light units.

hard to make, but perhaps actually that the basis of his scale . Both
And we must clean our electrical

because the manufacturers have suf- scales have the advantage of being glassware with as much regularity

fered unjustly from existing specifica- universally widerstood, and there is as we clean windows, or were daily

tions, many of which call for absurd no more object in using pounds per wont in olden times to wipe the

tests of this kind . But because right mile -ohm than in using the absolute chimney of oil lamp.

principles have been violated is no zero of temperature, neither of which The duty of the central station

reason why they should be aban- carry any idea to the average mind . that guards its interests carefully is

doned,” and it is surely reasonable The excuse that pounds per ohm -mile also very plain. Electric customers

to specify sufficient pliability to en- are actually measured while the posi- must learn to clean their glassware if

able a splice to be made. Perhaps the tion on Matthiessen's scale is derived they would hold the joy of the first

Committee will tell us that if the wire is not a good one , because someone night they turned electricity into the

passes their specifications it will surely has to figure back to Matthiessen's new lighting equipment.

are



Electric Power

HENRY J. GILLE
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In general, the sale of our product we had 100 per cent . load factor, with tion. It is not , however, the purpose

is compared with that of other public the present output we could dispense of this paper to analyze power rates

utilities , such as railway, gas and with between 65 and 75 per cent. of or equitable and uniform rates , but to

telephone . There are , however, some the total capacity investment. We are analyze to some extent the effect of

important differences that must be therefore carrying this investment, various classes of power on station

taken into consideration in arriving which, on a basis of 100 per cent. load loads , and the advantage of obtain

at our cost of production and selling factor, is idle, and on a basis of our ing power load that does not come

price. The unfortunate condition of present load factor our entire invest- on the peak, which has been divided

our business which requires the manu- ment is idle between 65 and 75 per into four divisions , as follows :

facture of our product at the time cent . of the total time . It is evident ,

when it is demanded, places it in a therefore, that we have a large capac- FIRST-TO WHAT EXTENT DOES THE

class by itself. The street railway ity available during certain hours of POWER LOAD OVERLAP THE PEAK ?

takes care of its traffic at times of the day, and if it were possible to de- It is difficult to get reliable infor

maximum demand by supplying addi- velop business during this period it mation for power and light loads

tional cars and in that way takes would not only reduce the cost per separate, for the reason that both in

care of its “ peak ” as rapidly as pos- unit of output of our total business , an average city are furnished from

sible . It does not, however , furnish. but would greatly increase the earning the same system, and in order to show
service for instantaneous demand : If

capacity of our investment. the effect on the peak we have pre
a car is loaded the traffic must wait With new avenues of electrical de- pared a number of individual load

for succeeding cars . The same thing velopment constantly being opened curves of representative classes of
is true of the telephone: If lines are up , new problems of the sale of our business in several cities . These con

product as well as the manufacture sumers ' load curves appear on the

and distribution present themselves. same sheet with the station load

In the past electric current has been curves , besides some data that are

divided into two classes—light and valuable in considering each class .

power. Whereas this divisionseemed The consumers' maximum demand

at first to be arbitrary, it was soon and load factor are determined from

realized that there was not only a the yearly records and do not repre

good reason for this division but a sent the demand shown on the charts .

basis therefor. One of the earliest We have also succeeded in getting a

arguments presented was that in station power curve showing a 500

order to make the electric business a volt system which supplies general

paying one it was necessary to de- power, which is valuable in connection

velop a day power load . with considering the power that over

found that in some instances partof it laps the peak.

Fig. 1.-STATION LOAD CURVE was on at the same time. A large In Fig. 1 -- Representative Station

Dotted curve, inverted station load curve. proportion , however, went off at the Load Curve — the dotted line shows

Station load factor, 32.4 per cent .

time the lighting load came on .
It the capacity available in this station

also found that considerable on the maximum demand day. This

busy the traffic must wait until service
power business developed with inter- curve clearly shows the capacity of

can be furnished. In the gas industry mittentload to such an extent that it the station that is idle during a large

the product is manufactured during hada considerable influence on the part of the 24 hours.

24 hours at practically a uniform total load of the station . In other

rate and stored for the time of heavy words, the station demand
demand. The only comparison be smaller in proportion to the total in

tween the gas and electric industry is dividual demands than was that of

in the distributing system , in which commercial lighting, which consti

the two classes of business are almost tuted the central station business at

identical , except that in the gas in that time . Power load , therefore ,

dustry it is possible to operate with a
established a ratio of cost to serve,

very widely fluctuating pressure. It different from that of lighting, and

is therefore obvious that the sale of as the power business developed this i
electricity occupies a field of its own.*

difference apparently increased to a

If it were possible to sell our prod; certain point, and the usual condition

uct so as to keep our generating and to-day of acentral station load is that
distributing systems loaded continu

a part of the power load overlaps the

ously, weshould havereachedthe lighting load ." I have no data anddo
ideal condition we are all striving to

not know that there are any in exist
attain . It is probably safe to assume

Fig. 2.--STATION WEEKLY PEAK LOADS

ence that give the diversity factor for

that station load factors range gener-. power and light - together or separate

ally between 25 and 35 per cent., there Fig. 2 — Station Weekly Peaks Durbeing exceptions both above and be supplied by a central station , cov

ering the period of years during which ing the Year - shows the capacity

low . It is therefore apparent that if the largest development took place available during the year, assuming

*Mr. Gille, in collaboration with a number of oth- which would be interesting and would the maximum demand day to be the

ers, presented this paper at this year's convention of

throw considerable light on this ques- capacity.the N. E. L. A.

It was
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vating grain in elevators usually oc- load curve from the time the station

curs inthe forenoon for the reason peak comes on .

that cars are set in during the night . Fig. 19 — Wagon Manufactory. All

In Fig. 10 — Linseed -Oil Mill — the the machinery in this plant that it is

curve shows part of the mill shut possible to operate in the forenoon or

down . A linseed oil mill is very sim- early afternoon is so operated. There

ilar to a flour mill, the load being is , however, a large amount of power

practically uniform throughout thethroughout the on at the time of the peak which cov

entire 24 hours . The curve in this ersmostly forges, planers and drills .

case indicates the character of the Fig. 20 - Wood Working Plant . A

load and load factor . large amount of power is on at the

Fig . 11 - Malt Manufactory - cov- time of the peak.
ers a large malt house ; the heaviest These curves indicate in a general

5,9,18 10 11 1a demand comes before 5 o'clock. way the class of business that makes

Fig. 3.-500-VOLT POWER LOAD
Fig. 12-Marble Works — covers up the power peak . We realize that it

Multiply by 1,000 to obtain station load . marble works where marble is pre- is not possible to cover all the condi
Multiply by 200 to obtain consumer's load .

Kilowatt -hours per year , 1,966,263.
pared for building use . Special ar- tions that exist , as there are not many

Connected load, 3,400 kilowatts. rangements have been made with this that are just alike. There is also con
Maximum demand, 972 kilowatts.

Ratio of maximum demand to consumer's load on plant to operate 24 hours and to clean siderable difference between plants in
station peak , 35 per cent .

the polishing tables between 5 and 6 large and small cities , as well as beLoad factor, 23 per cent.

Station load factor, 32.4 per cent. in the afternoon in order to reduce the tween cities in the same class , depend

load at the time of the station peak. ing altogether on the class of power

Fig. 3—Total Station Load Curve In Fig. 13—Paint Manufactory , business developed. It is, however,

on the Maximum Demand Day and A the curve covers paint grinding and apparent that a considerable portion

500 - Volt Station Power Load Curve putty mixing. The smallpeaks repre- of the power business does not come

Supplying General Power — is the sent the putty chasers. on at the time of the peak. We also

only curve we were able to get show
feel that considerable improvement

ing the power load in connection with could be made by studying the power

the lighting load in a fair -sized city. conditions of the individual consum

I might add that the total station load ers, for the reason that it is possible

curve includes the power load.
in many cases to operate heavy ma

Fig. 4 - Composite Power Curve- chinery, which is operated for a short

combines numerous individual tests time only each day, in the forenoon or

with a total of 94 motors installed ,
early afternoon without inconvenience

aggregating 1422 h.p. This curve ing the consumer. Every horse -power

showsa considerable reduction in the that is kept off the peak in that way

power curve at the time of the light reduces the station capacity required.

ing peak. Another suggestion is to get power

Fig. 5 - Wooden -Box Factory users to reduce the noon shutdown

shows peak between 8 and 9 o'clock from 1 hour to 30 minutes , and to

in the morning. The reason for this shut down one-half hour earlier in
Time CTHOURS

is that they operate a large planer,
the evening. This has been done in

Fig. 4. — COMPOSITE POWER CURVE

which, by special arrangement, they
a great many cases at the solicitation

Motors installed , 94 ,

operate only in the forenoon ; in that Kilowatts motors installed , 1,422 .
of the help . If this could be carried

way reducing the demand at the time Kilowatt-hours consumed per year, 1,902,200 . out to any considerable extent it
Maximum yearly demand , 2,854,300.

of the station peak. Consumer's yearly load factor, 66 . would have a material effect on the

Fig. 6 - Car -Accessory Manufac- Yearly station load factor, 39.3 per cent. station peak. This , however, would

tory - consists mostly of foundry and affect only those stations that have a

machine work. The extreme peak Fig. 14 -- Printers -- covers a typical light and power peak. Some cities ,

between 3 and 4.15 covers the power printing plant, the power being en as I have already pointed out, have

to operate the cupola fan . Whereas tirely shut off at the time of the sta

the consumer's load factor is ex tion peak .

tremely low, which is due to the Fig . 15 — Roasting - covers a cof

cupola fan , it will be noted that the fee- roasting plant. The roasting

ratio of consumer's demand to sta- ceases at 5 o'clock . Considerable im

tion at the time of the station peak is provement could be made in the oper

less than one-half of one per cent. ation of this plant at the time of our

Fig. 7 shows a feed mill operated peak if roasting ceased at 4.45 .
during 24 hours in connection with a Fig. 16 — Shoe Factory - shows a

grain elevator, the elevator being used typical shoe factory, which operates

between 2 and 3.45 in the afternoon . from 8 to 5. A large proportion of

By operating the mill in this manner the machinery is shut down at 4.30 .

the consumer's peak goes off before Fig . 17-Structural- Steel Plant.

the station peak comes on . Arrangements are made with this

In Fig. 8 the station curve is an un- plant whereby the heavy work is done
SC739wu 12

usual one, being extremely large all before 4 o'clock in the afternoon . As

day and the lighting peak very small. this does not inconvenience the shop
Fig. 5. - BOX FACTORY

Multiply by 1,000 to obtain station load.
This is an unusual condition and cov- it is really an advantage, as it gives Multiply by 48 to obtain consumer'sload.

Kilowatt-hours per year, 120,000 .

ers a plant in a manufacturing city the men an opportunity to clean up Connected load, 70.4 horse -power.

in the heart of the granite quarries. the work of the day. Maximum demand, 100 kilowatts.

Ratioofmaximum demand toconsumer's load on
Fig. 9 shows a grain terminal ele- Fig . 18 — Type Foundry - shows a station peak, 67.2 per cent.

vator. The heavy unloading and ele- gradual reduction in the consumer's
Load factor, 13.7 per cent.

Station load factor, 32.4 per cent.
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only a power peak; however, we think is registered. This instrument recom- to report as to the feasibility of estab

that such are the exceptions. mends itself to the users for this class lishing a standard.

We have pointed out in a general of service on account of its simplicity
way that the station demand was and cheapness. Second-a curve- THIRD - ADVANTAGES OF OBTAINING

smaller in proportion to the total in- drawing instrument, which has been POWER LOAD OFF THE PEAK

dividual demands for power than for placed on the market by several com- The net earnings of a company are

light. In order to determine to some panies, shows the demand in true very largely affected by the class of

watts , and is made for both direct and business we push, and how we take

alternating current. This instrument care of it after we get it ; besides, it

is the only recording demand indi- determines our costs and ability to

cator for polyphase circuits indicating furnish service at the lowest cost, and

instantaneous demand on a continu- it is evident—as we have already

ous load chart . It has been on the pointed out—that our capacity is idle

market a comparatively short time from 65 to 75 per cent. of the time .

and has fulfilled the demand for an We can therefore supply service off

instrument of this character. The ex- the peak without increasing our in
M

pense of the instrument, however, vestment costs ; there is no question

prohibits its use for small polyphase but what the greatest possible oppor

power, and for this class there is no tunity for increasing the earning

other satisfactory demand indicator capacity of central stations is by in

Third-a polyphase kilowatt demand creasing the load factor, or in other

indicator is similar to a curve-draw- words, obtaining load off the peak .

Fig . 6. - CAR MANUFACTURERS ing instrument except that it indicates
Multiply by 1,000 to obtain station load . only the maximum demand. This in- FOURTH-USE OF ELECTRICITY IN THE
Multiply by 15 to obtain consumer's load .

Kilowatt-hours per year , 48,936 . strument has a range of adjustment MANUFACTURE OF NITRATES OR

Connected load, 137.5 horse-power.
for time of demand within a reason OTHER PRODUCTS

Maximum demand , 67.5 kilowatts.
USING LARGE

Ratio of maximum demand to consumer's load on able limit. The cost of this instru AMOUNTS POWER OFF THE

station peak , 0.31 per cent.

Load factor, 8.37 . ment also prohibits its general use for PEAK.

Station load factor, 32.4 per cent.
small polyphase power. So far as we Treating this subject broadly, as

are able to learn , these three classes of the use of power for chemical pur

extent the ratio between the station poses, which the phrase "or other
load and the total individual consum products” includes , it seems perhaps

er's demands, we analyzed curves best not to confine the scope of these

shown on Fig. 3 , the consumers on remarks principally to nitrates, or

this system , except passenger and even to the fixation of nitrogen , but to

freight elevators, being equipped with allow those subjects to be discussed

maximum demand indicators. We in their own place.

found that the total consumers ' de Certain factors are of prime im

mands were approximately four times portance in the consideration of the

the maximum station demand ; in use of power for chemical manufac

other words, a ratio of 1 to 4. We ture , and of these the following are

were unable to check this diversity without doubt of first order :

factor with any other system . How 1. Cost of power.

ever , we feel that it is very important 2. Location with reference to raw

that the diversity factor for power be materials and market for product.

determined , as well as the diversity Fig . 7. - FEED MILL 3. Permanence and continuity of

factor for lighting and the diversity Multiply by 1,000 to obtain station load .
power.

Multiply by 28 to obtain consumer's load.

factor for a combination of light and Kilowatt-hours per year, 306,992. 4. Possible output from a given in
Connected load , 125 horse - power.power, as it is an important item in vestment.
Maximum demand, 75 kilowatts.

considering equitable and uniform Ratio of maximum demand to consumer's load on
station peak , 25 per cent.

rates. Load factor, 47 per cent.

Station load factor, 32.4 per cent.

SECOND - USE OF CURVE-DRAWING IN

STRUMENTS
instruments are in general use, the

This , as we understand it , broadly Wright demand indicator being very

covers maximum demand indicators. extensively used on direct -current

In order to insure perfectly fair treat- systems.

ment to all classes of customers , it is There seems to be considerable dif

necessary to have an instrument for ference of opinion regarding the

determining the customer's demand. length of time for which demand

There are three well -known types of should be taken as a basis of charge.

instruments on the market , which are Demands ranging from instantaneous

used for ascertaining load conditions : to an average of 30 minutes are in use.
Fig. 8.-A, QUIPUT CURVE MARCH 3, 1909 ; B,

First, the Wright maximum demand In some cases the rated capacities of
LOAD CURVE, 75 -H.P. — GRANITE MANU

current indicator, which is suitable the motors are used as the basis . It
FACTURING PLANT

for use on direct current only . This seems to us , therefore, important that Total number motors installed, 198.

indicator records approximately 90 some standard should be established,
Total kilowatts motors installed, 3,379.

Total annual plant output , kilowatt-hours, 8,000,
per cent. of the demand in fourmin- as there seems to be no definite under 000.

Maximum demand kilowatts, 3,450 .

utes. If the load lasts 10 minutes, ap- standing as to what constitutes max- Customer's yearly load factor, 0.52 percent.

Granite manufacturer's load factor, 0.69 per cent.proximately 97 per cent. will be re- imum demand, and if it is considered
Station load factor , 0.23 per cent.

corded. If the load continues for advisable, we would recommend that Station power factor, 0.85 percent.

Tributary population served by one horse-power,

about 40 minutes the full 100 per cent. this association appoint a committee 6.2 per cent.
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The first factor is naturally the chemical processes are of such a na- bath electrolytic industries . The fol

most important, for it is a prime es- ture that any interruption , other than lowing products come under this

sential that the power used to make for a very few minutes, means serious head : artificial emery , calcium carbide ,

chemical products, where the output loss . Therefore the proprietors ofTherefore the proprietors of carborundum , graphite, ferro-silicon

is a direct function of the electricity such industries must be assured that and kindred substances - oxides of

used , must be low in cost . Cost ranges there is power enough at all times to nitrogen and nitrates , cyanamides.

in this country from $10 to $ 25 per take care of them , that it will not be Under the class of processes not of

kilowatt-year on basis of 354 days of interrupted frequently and not at all the furnace order which could be

24 hours. In general , the more im- without notice of perhaps several adapted to withstand daily interrup

portant the industry, the larger the days . Such power as is indicated in tion are the following: electrolytic re

amount of power and the lower the the subject, if it be understood to

price. In Europe, prices range much mean power for, say, 20 hours and

no power for 4 hours in each day ,

could not be considered for such

processes.

The last factor mentioned is a busi

ness consideration pure and simple

from the standpoint of the chemical

manufacturer. A plant of a certain

size , given its designed amount of

power 24 hours every day, will yield a

certain output per year, from which

the profit can be figured as a certain

proportionate return on the invest

ment. If the time of operation per Fig . 12.- MARBLE WORKS

day is reduced , in order to make the Multiply by 1,000 to obtain station load.

Multiply by 24 to obtain consumer's load .

same amount of product, the size of Kilowatt -hours per year, 101,561 .

Fig. 9. - GRAIN ELEVATOR
the plant must be proportionally in

Connected load , 45 horse-power.

Multiply by 1,000 to obtain station load. Maximum demand , 55.2 kilowatts.

Multiply by 2x4 to obtain consumer's load. creased and the investment be pro- Ratio of maximum demand to consumer's load on

Kilowatt-hours per year , 137.280 .
station peak , 64 per cent.

in
Connected load, 125 horse-power .

portionally larger. Therefore Load factor, 21 per cent.

Maximum demand , 70 kilowatts . Station load factor, 32,4 per cent.

Ratio of maximum demand to consumer's load on

station peak, 48 per cent .

Load factor, 22.4 per cent . fining of copper, recovery of tin from
Station load factor, 32.4 per cent .

scrap, and the manufacture of oxygen .

Electric smelting of ores can undoubt
lower, running down to below $ 8.00 edly be added, but, as this is as yet

per kilowatt-year. These prices are little developed, it is difficult to say

on a basis of power delivered to the how much continuity of operation
consumer's switch , all loss and ex counts for.

pense of transformation if necessary The manufacture of artificial emery
being borne by him.

and carbide of calcium will serve for

The factor of location does not re illustration of the furnace class of

quire extended explanation, as it is products . The first comprises the
evident that prohibitive transportation complete fusion of the mineral bauxite

rates on either raw material or prod and allowing the same to cool. It is

uct might in some circumstances make Fig. 11.—MALTING
obvious that this operation is natur

it impracticable to install a chemical Multiply by 1,000 to obtain station load .

Multiply by 100 to obtain consumer's load .
ally intermittent. Calcium carbide is

process at a particular place.
Kilowatt-hours per year, 979,120 .

made by heating together, at the tem
The factor of permanence and con

Connected load , 648 horse-power.

Maximum demand, 280 kilowatts. perature of the electric arc, lime and

tinuity of power, while not so gener- Ratio of maximum demand to consumer's load on

station peak , 32 per cent .
carbon in the form of coke . After

ally important, nevertheless requires Load factor, 40 per cent.
the combination is complete, this

consideration. Certain large electro
Station load factor,

product is allowed to cool. At the

10 U 1313 1 3 8 6 6 6 7 6 10 18 1 ! ! !
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choosing between two locations, one

giving 24 -hour power, the other 20

hour power, other conditions being

equal, the manufacturer would expect

sufficient reduction in the price of

power to surely make up for the 20

per cent. additional investment he

must make for a given output.

Considering, for the subject in

hand as available, only power supplied

for a portion of the day, it will serve

the purpose to indicate the character

10 11 is of chemical work that can best with

stand such intermittent operation.
Fig. 10 ,-LINSEED - OIL MILL

1

man
812 1 2 3 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 %

A.M

$ 4 6 7

P.

12 125IGCI 10 11 12 1 316 6 7 8 9 10 11 18
AM HOURS P.A.

Such work is principally of the elecMultiply by 1,000 to obtain station load .

Multiply by 120 to obtain consumer's load , tric furnace order, and, while several
Kilowatt -hours per year, 1,644,126 .

Connected load , 1.000 horse power. furnace processes are now run contin
Maximum demand, 262 kilowatts.

Ratio ofmaximum demand to consumer's load on uously, they could be operated inter

station peak , 66 per cent . mittently without such serious losses
Loadfactor, 52 per cent.

Station load factor, 32.4 per cent. as would occur in some of the wet

MOURS

Fig. 13.-PAINT MANUFACTURERS

Multiply by 1,000 to obtain station load.

Multiply by 4.4 to obtain consumer's load .

Kilowatt-hours per year, 13,051 ,
Connected load, 20 horse -power.

Maximum demand, 7 kilowatts.

Ratio ofmaximum demand toconsumer's load on

station peak, 50 per cent.

Load factor, 21.2 per cent.

Station load factor, 32.4 per cent .
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present time this operation is carried not quite one-half the total cost of the

on continuously in a rotary furnace, product. Labor is very much cheaper

but it is by nature of intermittent char- in Norway than in the United States ;

acter . therefore, in considering the manu

Since nitrates form a specific part facture of nitrate here with power at

of the subject, it is well to consider the Norwegian price , a considerable

the matter of fixation of atmospheric sum must be added to the cost . The

selling price will be determined by the

cost of Chili saltpetre , which varies

from $35 to $ 43 per ton at our sea

board .

The Frank and Caro process for fix

ation of nitrogen is chemically quite

different. Calcium carbide, while still

hot from its production , is treated with Fig . 17. - STRUCTURAL -STEEL SHOP

atmospheric nitrogen , producing cal- Multiply by 1,000 to obtain station load .

cium cyanamide. This substance is
Multiply by 16 to obtain consumer's load.

Kilowatt -hours per year, 81,732 .

used directly as fertilizer , being in Connected load , 75 horse -power.

Maximum demand, 45 kilowatts.

effect similar to ammonia salts . On Ratio of maximum demand to consumer's load on

basis of available nitrogen content, it
station peak , 39 per cent.

Load factor, 20.7 per cent.

2360 : 8 • 20 u 12 is produced in Europe slightly cheaper Station load factor, 32.4 per cent.

than the nitrate, but the product is not
Fig. 14.—PRINTERS

Multiply by 1,000 to obtain station load .

so permanent and meets more preju- large works for its manufacture. With

Multiply by 5.5 to obtain consumer's load .
dice. The process itself is not so cheap power , the electrolytic decom

Kilowatt -hours per year , 24,926 .

Connected load , 27.5 horse-power.

position of water will furnish both

Maximum demand , 16.5 kilowatts.
oxygen and hydrogen , which should

Ratio of maximum demand to consumer's load on

station peak - off. be easily marketable in metal-working

Load factor, 17.3 per cent. centres . The hydrogen would be
Station load factor, 32.4 per cent.

available for most purposes for which

any fuel gas is available, with the pos

nitrogen to a little further extent than sible exception of gas engines. The

other products herein mentioned . At present gas engine depends upon in
Notodden , in Norway, where power is

itial compression for its economy, and,

sold as low as $6.44 per kilowatt-year, unfortunately, a mixture of hydrogen
and is sold to the nitrate company at

and air will not withstand high com

$ 7.97 per kilowatt-year, the Birkeland pression without preignition. For

Eyde process is in successful opera mantle-burners, gas furnaces, and the

tion . This process comprises the pro like, hydrogen is an ideal fuel, on ac

duction of a magnetically controlled count of the high temperature of its

arc in a current of ordinary air . The Fig. 16. - SHOE FACTORY flame and the harmless product of its
nitric oxide formed by the arc action Multiply by 1,000 to obtain station load . combustion .

Multiply by 32 to obtain consumer's load .

Kilowatt -hours per year, 137,983 . It is possible that in some cases
Connected load , 111.5 horse-power.

Maximum demand, 65 kilowatts .
power would not be entirely shut off

· Ratio of maximum demand to consumer's load on
during the peak. If from 40 to 60

station peak , 9 per cent.

Load factor, 24.2 per cent. per cent . of the total power could be
Station load factor, 32.4 per cent .
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simple as the other , but is nevertheless

attaining considerable success . The

cyanamide is a direct source of am
monia , which will undoubtedly be im

portant in the future. It should be

taken into account that the Chili

nitrate beds are not inexhaustible and

that future generations must look to

Fig. 15. - ROASTING the atmosphere as their source of plant

Multiply by 1,000 to obtain station load .
food. Therefore a successful process

Multiply by 2.5 to obtain consumer's load .

Kilowatt-hours per year , 7,341 . for the economical fixation of nitro

Connected load , 7.5 horse -power.

Maximum demand , 6 kilowatts. gen will become a permanent industry .
Ratio of maximum demand to consumer's load on The manufacture of oxygen , while

station peak , 16.6 per cent.
Fig. 18.—TYPE FOUNDRY

of small magnitude at the present Multiply by 1,000 to obtain station load .

Station load factor, 32.4 per cent .

time, deserves more than passing
Multiply by 10 to obtain consumer's load .

Kilowatt-hours per year, 34,560.

mention , for the reason that if oxy- Connected load , 123 horse -power.
Maximum demand, 29.7 kilowatts.

is conducted into lime with the pro- gen could be supplied at a very low Ratio of maximum demand to consumer's load on

duction of calcium nitrate . This price the demand would be very large
station peak , 60 per cent.

Load factor, 13 per cent.

nitrate is produced at a cost of slightly on account of its value in metallurgical Stationload factor, 32.4 per cent.

over $25 per ton and successfully operations. Unfortunately, cheap

competes with Chili saltpetre in Nor- oxygen must be at hand before great supplied during this time, the field of

way . One and three -tenths kilowatt- development can be looked for and possible operations would be greatly

years are found necessary to make one vice versa, great demand for oxygen broadened, because, in some of the

ton of calcium nitrate, hence the cost must exist before there is much in- processes excluded by their nature

of power and lime used amounts to ducement for any one to establish from consideration here, a reduction

Load factor , 14 per cent .
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of the current is not attended with the

serious consequences that accompany

a complete shutdown. Such processes
include the manufacture of chlorine

and soda , aluminum, sodium , carbon

bi-sulphate , chlorate of potash, and

various other compounds of lesser im

portance.

The conclusion , which is reached by

consideration of this subject , is that

if power companies can supply power

off the peak for 20 hours or more per

day, at prices below $10 per kilowatt

year , they should be able to interest

the electrochemists.

We wish to add that for inland ter

ritory the freight rate on Chili salt

petre is very high, and this should be

taken into consideration when figur

ing the revenue to be derived from

this class of power.
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Fig. 19. — WAGON MANUFACTURER

Multiply by 1,000 to obtain station load.

Multiply by 8 to obtain consumer's load .

Kilowatt -hours per year, 30,000.

Connected load , 33.75 horse -power.

Maximum demand, 18 kilowatts.

Ratio ofmaximum demand toconsumer's lode on

tation peak, 75 per cent.

Load factor, 19 per cent.

Station load factor, 32.4 per cent.

Fig. 20. — WOOD -WORKING

Multiply by 1,000 to obtain station load .

Multiply by 3.75 to obtain consumer's load .

Kilowatt -hours per year , 66,200 .

Connected load , 129.5 horse-power.

Maximum demand , 44 kilowatts .

Ratio of maximum demand to consumer's load on

station peak , 55 per cent .

Load factor, 17 per cent.

Stationload factor, 32.4 per cent.

Engineering Responsibility

An Inquiry as to the Causes of Failure and Methods of

Improvement

CHAS . B. DUDLEY

Few fields of study are more fruit WHO IS RESPONSIBLE ? the materials are improperly mixed or

ful of results and lead to more genu- Closely connected with the query as contain not enough or inferior cement,

ine progress than a study of the causes to the cause of failures is the ofttimes are all examples of bad material , and

of failures. Such studies may be un- more important question , who is re- if failure comes the failure may justly

pleasant and disagreeable, they may sponsible for the failure ? If the mat- be charged to the material.

at times be even disheartening, but ter in hand is an experiment which Factor of Safety . — The query may

the man who would make substantial we are making for our own informa- naturally arise here, ought not the

advances must heed the lessons which tion , the question of responsibility is factor of safety employed to be suffi

his failures teach . It is true that val- small and is practically swallowed up cient to care for the uncertainties of

uable information can be obtained in the cognate question of the cause material , so that the total output of a

likewise from a study of materials of the failure. But if, on the other works could be made use of in sery

which have given successful service . hand, the failure involves the loss of ice . Undoubtedly there is a necessary

And ofttimes, when attacking a new human life or the destruction of valu- relation between the factor of safety

problem , a comparison of the proper able property, the question of respon- and some of the uncertainties of man

ties and characteristics of those parts sibility may be very grave . And if ufacture, but it can hardly be allowed

of a structure which have behaved we may trust our observation , the lo- that the producer should then throw

well in service with the characteristics cation of the responsibility for failure upon the consumer all the uncertain

and properties of those which have is not always an easy matter. ties of material . We cannot help

failed in the same service , is a most In our studies of failed and broken thinking that our definition of bad

satisfactory method of approach. And parts in connection with our work at material is sound, viz.: Material is

yet, it is doubtful whether the study Altoona for now some years, we have bad when it is different from what

of failure does not give the more posi- been gradually led to ascribe failures those who put it into service had a

tive information . When an experi- to one or more of the four following reasonable right to expect it to be.

ment or a construction has proved causes , viz . , to bad material, bad work- If the material is bought on specifi

successful, we are naturally most in- manship, bad or faulty design or to cations it is reasonable that it should

terested in the result, and do not unfair treatment. be what the specifications call for.

usually spend time and thought and BAD MATERIAL And even if it is bought on indefinite

study over the details which have led Material is bad , and may justly be verbal or written order such material

to our success . On the other hand, if charged with being the cause of fail- should be supplied as the buyer had

our experiment or construction is a ure when it is different from what a reasonable right to expect would be

failure, the cause of the failure is im- those who put it in service had a rea- furnished . But why is there ever any

mediately sought for, every detail is sonable right to expect it to be . A difficulty between the producer and

questioned , and it is this study of the rail with a bad pipe in the head, an consumer about material? The price

details which broadens our knowl- axle made from a badly segregated is agreed upon when the order is ta

edge .* bloom , a piece of concrete in which ken and the quality of the material is

* Condensed from the annual presidential address delivered before the American Society for Testing Materials , June 29, 1900.
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either specified or understood. Why, of what it is at present , the producer grasped one or two threads, and that

then, does not the producer always of any material was supposedto know the remaining space in the nut had

furnish good material ? not only how to manufacture it , but been filled with putty, so manipulated

Price Factor. - First and perhaps also its characteristics, and how it and stained as to give the appearance

most important is the price . It is con- would behave in service , and conse- of the riveted end which the drawings

stantly urged that the consumer will quently consumers who in those days called for. There is little doubt that

not pay the price requisite to secure had scarcely begun to study for them- the experience of each of you will

the materials desired. No information selves the behavior of materials in furnish quantities of cases of bad

is usually given as to how far the service , naturally turned to the manu- workmanship, and we have known en

wished-for price, requisite to secure facturers for counsel as to wliat mate- gineers who did not hesitate to de

such good materials as the producer rials to use. This practice is still in clare that bad workmanship was the

would like to furnish, covers a desire vogue, and it is to be confessed that, principal cause of failures in service.

for large profits and consequently con- where it is employed , no legitimate No doubt many will claim that in

sumers have always been a little slow criticism of the producer can be made ferior or insufficient compensation is

in attaching much weight to this ex- if he urges that the material is good the most fruitful cause of poor qual

cuse. Prices are largely determined enough for the purpose . On the other ity of work at the hands of those who,

by competition , and in the absence of hand, as time progressed, and large in our industrial system , play the part

something more than a verbal state- consumers began to study for them- of hewers of wood and drawers of

ment from the producer that better selves the behavior of materials in water. But if we are right, the expe

materials would be furnished at a service , as they began to employ their rience of the last few years has not

higher price , he would be a bold pur- own experts, as testing machines and seemed to confirm this view . If this

chasing agent that would pay the laboratories began to increase, as , in- was the real explanation it would

higher rate. On the other hand it is deed , a society for testing materials seem to necessarily follow that volun

undoubted that competition is the an- came into existence and knowledge of tary increase in wages would bring

tagonist of quality, and where mate- the properties and characteristics of an increase in efficiency. On theother

rials are bought without reasonable materials begun to widen, it is evident hand, if we may trust the indications

specifications rigidly enforced there is that the situation has changed and that we have been able to gather, the

unquestionably much weight in the that where materials are bought on increase in efficiency following volun

contention of the producer. definite specifications, the voice of tary increase in wages has been most

Another Excuse. — Another reason the producer as to quality is no longer disappointing. We must apparently

or excuse for poor materials is that potent, and that the old excuse for in- look further for the real reason for

processes and methods of manufac- ferior materials, that they are good poor workmanship.

ture do not always and every time enough for the purpose, is no longer Matters of Compensation . — In our

yield the desired first quality product . entitled to consideration or weight. judgment, the method of compensa

Strive as the manufacturer may , the We are entirely ready to allow that tion for work performed has a direct

works always turn out some material the study of materials, during both and most important influence on the

that is inferior . Taking one illustra- the process of manufacture and their quality of the service rendered . We

tion from the steel industry , it is well behavior while they are in service , is refer especially to the piecework sys

known that every heat is not equally a legitimate field of activity for both tem in those places where it is applic

as good as every other, and that a producer and consumer, and that able , and to the payment of all inter

part of each ingot is inferior to the while specifications are being made ested in proportion to the amount of

remainder of it . Of course, all of there should be the heartiest co -op- successful output, which is so

this inferior part that cannot be sold eration on the part of both ; but the mon in the steel industry. Both these

must necessarily remain as scrap, to specification having been decided on methods of compensation stimulate

be worked over again , with the result and the contract placed in accordance output at the expense of quality, and

the manufacturing cost of the market- therewith , there really seems to be it is not at all strange, perhaps , that

able product is necessarily increased . very little room left for excuse for after constructions have found their

Hence the tendency to crowd the lim- furnishing materials that do not meet way into service , we should not in

its and force upon the purchaser all the requirements, because they are , frequently find evidences of the haste ,

the merchantable material possible , in the judgment of the producer, good the slurring over , and the inferior

even though some of it may be infe- enough for the purpose. workmanship which these methods

rior. BAD WORKMANSHIP have necessarily done so much to

Functions Usurped .-- Another and That bad workmanship is a far too stimulate. We are not at all prepared

most pernicious excuse for furnishing frequent cause of failures is common to suggest any substitute for them,

bad materials is the attempt so com experience . The tendency to slight and we are, and have been for many
mon on the part of producers to the job is almost universal. A rivet years , an advocate of them from the

usurp the legitimate functions of both or a bolt is left out , with consequent standpoint of successful management;

the consumer and his expert. This increased strain on those which are but it is folly for us to close our eyes

manifests itself in the statement, so actually put in , a forging does not fill to the fact that the piecework and

commonly made by those furnishing out the pattern , or the metal is burned , other successful output methods of

material , that it is good enough for or a weld is defective. We knew a compensation of workingmen are an

the purpose, thus arrogating to them- case once where the construction on tagonistic to quality of work, and

selves the right to decide not only a passenger coach involved the safety that, despite all our efforts to the con

how the material shall be made, but of human life , and where the draw- trary, they may justly be held respon

also what kind of material the con- ings required that there should be two sible for some of our engineering fail

sumer and his engineer shall use . nuts on a bolt and the end of the bolt ures .

Pernicious though this custom may riveted over. After the cars had been DESIGN

be, a good deal may be said in pallia- in service a few weeks and some minor It is evident that the engineer who

tion of it . The practice is the out- repairs were being made, it was dis- makes or finally decides upon the de

growth of an historical situation . In covered that the bolts originally used sign of any structure carries a heavy
the earlier days, when the consump in a number of the cars were too load of responsibility. He is first in

tion of materials was only a fraction short, that the second nut only the field and practically tells all who

com

a
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sive.

follow what is to be doise He must UNFAIR TREATMENT it was believed that the maximum fi

decide not only the kind of material As already indicated , there is a ber stress in the 100 -lb . rail under

that is to be used , but also the amount natural disposition on the part of each present conditions of wheel loads and

or sizes, and how it shall be disposed . of us to relieve ourselves from blame speed was not over 12,500 lb. per

His realm embraces every kind of and put the fault some one else, square inch. Some two months ag

structure , from the foundation of a and if our observation is worth any- we received a letter from one of the

bridge or building to the most minute thing there is no field of parceling out ablest metallurgical engineers con
detail of a locomotive or car . His desserts among those involved in fail- nected with steel rail manufacture in

knowledge of the properties of mate- ures and the responsibility therefor, this country, in which this statement
rials used in construction must neces- more fertile than this one of unfair was very seriously called in question .

sarily be broad and comprehen- treatment. If a rail breaks or fails in The writer of the letter figured that

service there was , says the rail maker, under many conditions the fiber stress

Two Difficulties. The engineer something wrong with the track or might be double the figure given, and

who makes the design labors under with the locomotives or cars that run under extreme, but still possible con

two very serious difficulties. First, it over it . If a car wheel breaks or fails ditions , the fiber stress might reach

is not possible, many times, to com- to give the guaranteed mileage , the nearly four times this figure. The ob

pute the strains to which the whole or track was too rough, the use of the vious conclusion was, although this

parts of the structure will be subject- brakes too severe , or the loading too was not stated in the letter, that it

ed . Perhaps we can make this point heavy, and so on . Far be it from us was these extreme fiber stresses, this

clear best by considering the locomo- to say that unfair usage is not many unfair treatment, which caused the

tive driving axle . The strains pro- times a legitimate explanation of fail- rails to break .

duced, when we regard the locomo- ures . If a freight locomotive, de- We may further note the experi

tive as a vehicle , are simple and eas- signed to haul a heavy load at 20 miles ence of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

ily determined. So likewise the bend- an hour, is used at times on a passen- Fe railroad with broken rails on dif

ing moment produced by the action ger train at 40 miles an hour, and in ferent sub -grades. This road has

of the steam on the piston, as well as so doing shakes herself to pieces, the some 227 miles of roadbed which were

the torsion strain produced by the fault is certainly not in the materials, sandy, porous and well drained, and

crank. But who can tell the bending nor in the workmanship, nor in the 91 miles which were largely clay of

moment produced by the lurch when design , but in the unfair use . These á kind that holds water. The traffic

the wheel strikes a curve at high examples might be multiplied to al- was the same over both portions and

speed ? Who can even give a guess most any extent, but perhaps enough the rail all 85-1b . rail . The rail break

at the strain produced when the brake has been said to make the point clear. ages in one year were two and a half

is applied , making an emergency stop There is, however, another phase of times greater per mile of track on the
at 60 miles an hour ? Moreover, the this part of our subject. Unfair clay sub-grade than they were on the

tendency of the times is toward larger treatment is very much broader than sandy sub-grade. Mr. Wells , the gen

and larger structures. And as the the obvious misuse of a bridge or of eral manager of the road, was kind
parts increase in size , would any of a moving vehicle. The materials en- enough to say, in communicating this

us be willing to say that the strains tering into a structure may be un- information, that these facts seemed

in each part would increase directly fairly treated . If the calculated strains to confirm the statement made in last

proportional to the increase in size of are too high , or, what amounts to the year's annual address that " there are
the whole structure, or that a pro- same thing, too low a factor of safety indications that rail failures are
portional increase in size of any given is employed, materials are unfairly question of geography.” More to the

part would so successfully meet the used . Still further, where a structure point for our present discussion is the
increased strains as did the corre- is a composite it may, and undoubted- obvious conclusion that the use of rails

sponding smaller parts of the orig. ly does, often happen that the ele- on clay sub-grade full of water with
inal structure ? The engineer who ments making up the composite are out sufficient porous ballast is unfair

makes the design , perhaps more often unfairly treated , as when for economic treatment, and that breakages under

than any of us, is at the end of his reasons, not enough money is spent such conditions cannot justly be said
knowledge, and if failure comes, due to properly install the structure . For to be the fault of the rail .

to defective or faulty designs, de- example, a steel rail called upon to It is difficult for us to see how any

serves in our opinion, more sympathy do its work supported by too few ties, one who is responsible for safety in
than any one else involved . insufficient ballast and a badly drained structures dare at the present time

Designer's Troubles. But the de- sub - grade, is unfairly treated. More put material into these structures

signer labors under another serious over, the state of repair in which which has not been bought on care

difficulty. He is often overruled and structures are maintained is clearly an fully prepared specifications, and

prevented from doing what his judg- element in their fair treatment. If which , before acceptance, has not been

ment prompts him to do , in the inter- not enough money is spent in repairs rigidly inspected and tested . In time

ests of safety, by those who control and parts become weakened by decay , past , before consumers understood the

expenses . The construction he would corrosion or wear to such an extent demands which the service makes on

like to use costs more, and the man that failure results , it is entirely ob- materials, the reputation of the maker

agement for economic reasons de
vious that the failure must be attrib- was perhaps the best safeguard

mands something less expensive. Of uted to unfair treatment . known for good materials and was ac
course , under these conditions much Rail Failures. - It will be remem- cepted as reasonable defense in the in

responsibility is taken off the designer. bered that within he past two vestigation following disaster. But in

And while we are ready to allow that three years there has been pretty these days, when the service has been

sone check is desirable, since those much outcry in regard to broken steel so frequently questioned, when so
who make the design are , after all , rails , and the steel rail manufacturers much accumulated information is

huinan and naturally will take care have, in the technical press , been quite available, when experts and facilities

of themselves , we cannot but feel that severaly called to account for their for testing are so largely multiplied ,

this check should be sparingly applied shortcomings. Indeed , from this plat- we cannot help feeling that the man
in all places where safety to human form , in the last annual address, some agement that puts materials into serv

life is involved . statements were made indicating that ice, especially where safety is in

or
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in vogue.

volved, without careful and conscien- which that material is made. It may can contemplate the situation which

tious inspection and testing, is taking take the consumer a few years to be- we have been trying to discuss with

a risk that it is no longer entitled to come familiar with the idea of being out being impressed with the diverse

assume. It is gratifying to be able to told that he has not treated material and ofttimes antagonistic interests in

see that, as the years go by, there is a fairly, since he is undoubtedly accus- volved . The producer of material is

constant and steady growth in this tomed now to thinking that he can do anxious to secure the largest amount

field . And while the ground is still what he wishes with what he has of successful output and the greatest

far from being covered and the num- bought and paid for ; but we are confi- possible amount of reward therefor .

ber of standard specifications still far dent there would have been fewer com- The consumer wants to limit this by

too small , each year brings some plaints of material in the past if the restrictions as to quality and to obtain

progress, some steps forward. method we have suggested had been the material at the lowest possible fig

Necessity of Investigation . - Bad It is common experience ure . The workman's interest is to se

workmanship and bad materials can that the truth is reached with much cure the maximum of pay for the min

apparently be so controlled as to se- greater certainty and speed if a prob- imum of effort, and in this struggle

cure safety by sufficient supervision lem is attacked by two parties who it may perchance happen that the

and by having proper specification, approach it from different standpoints quality of work suffers. The employ
with rigid inspection and test . But and are actuated by antagonistic in- ers ' interests are clearly the reverse

how about the unfair treatment of ma- terests . of the workman's, and so on . The

terials , or the structure made from What shall we say of the engineer foundations of these diverse interests

them ? Here no supervision beyond who makes the design ? We have al- are of course very deep , and with the

some meager legislative enactments ready described his difficulties, point present organization of society it is

and the condemnation of public opin- ed qut his limitations and expressed not easy to see how they are to be

ion in case of disaster are possible. It our sympathy with him in his chance obliterated or their antagonism neu

is , of course , true that those in charge failures. The truth is we are using tralized . But we beg to make one

of the construction and operation of materials in construction without suf- suggestion. Would not an infusion

utilities in which the public safety is ficient knowledge. There is crying of genuine conscientiousness into our

involved are constantly face to face need for experiment. The factor of industrial life bring an amelioration ?.

with the possibilities of heavy losses safety everywhere is largely a guess . If a little less energy were expended
in the way of damages for accidents , We cannot help feeling that no better in the mad race for wealth and a little
and no doubt this is a most powerful use could be made of some small frac- more zeal manifested in maintaining

check against unfair treatment. But it tion of the millions that have been ac- the rugged virtues of honesty, integ

has seemed to us for a long time that cumulated by individuals in connection rity and fair dealing, would not some

the producers of material have far too with our great industries during the of the friction and contention of our

much neglected their opportunities . past half century than in the estab- present commercial life disappear ?
Surely it is as legitimate that the pro- lishment of a bureau of engineering We must all live together, and surely

ducer shall study the treatment his ma- research . Who will avail himself of harmony is better than contention .

terial gets in service as that the con- this magnificent opportunity ? There are some things in life of more

sumer should study the methods by Just a word in conclusion. No one value than money.

The Advantage of Group or Individual Drive in

Certain Installations

C. A. GRAVES

Power Engineer , Brooklyn Edison Co.

Floor space.

Probably every power user who has Machine load factor. and belting, varies from $ 20 to $60

been approached by central station Shafting friction . per horse -power of motor ; the latter

representatives or motor salesmen Motor efficiency. figures for small -size motors .

has ofen heard the phrase, “ You can Maintenance.
The individual drive , where motors

reduce your bills by installing in- Speed variation or uniformity are installed on the floor or ceiling

dividual motor drive."' * Time to make change. and belted to the machines , costs from

It is the object of this article to $ 40 to $ 60 per motor-horse-power.

show why group or individual drive Character of work. Where the motors are fastened to

is preferable, and also give some ex- Each factor will be taken up in de- the machine by bolts or brackets, and

amples of actual practice, which will tail , beginning with gears or silent chains used, the cost is

serve as guides to assist others in ad approximately $ 80 per motor-horse

vising prospective customers how to COST OF INSTALLATION power for small motors.

secure the most economical installa- This is the principal factor that In subsequent data and charts, the

tion . Each installation is a separate prevents the installation of the indi- fixed charges are figured at 15 per

problem in which are the following vidual motor drive , as few concerns cent. on the investments for both in

factors ; the degree in which these dif- have been willing to spend the cap- dividual and group drive .

ferent factors predominate determines ital to make an unknown saving in The amount of money to be spent

the type of drive : operating expenses . for an individual-drive installation to

Installation cost . The cost of group- drive installa- obtain the greatest economy depends

Price of current . tions, including the motor, shafting, upon the price of the current, the

* N. E. L. A. 1909 .
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ING ESTABLISHMENTS
CHARGES IN WOOD -WORKING PLANT

ation , and to illustrate the case , the

results of a test on the principal ma

chines in a wagon and truck manu

facturing plant are given in Table I.

These figures are the average of a 5

days' test and check very closely with

the monthly meter readings.

The term “ load factor" as used re

fers to the average number of hours

$ 200 the machines run per day, 10 hours

Fig . 1. - ANNUAL COST OF OPERATING PRINT being considered 100 per cent .
Fig. 2. - ANNUAL COST OF FRICTION AND FIXED

It is expensive to have machines

used but a short time daily, and man

average number of hours per day the agers are continually trying to keep the machines as hard as possible, the

different machines are in operation, them busy , but even in the best-man- voltage was worked up gradually, in

and the friction of the shafting. aged plant or with automatic ma- reasing the speed of the motors, and

chines, in textile mills and similar the central station service received the

PRICE OF CURRENT service the machines are not in opera- credit for the increased output.

While the individual motor installa- tion over 85 per cent . of the time. In determining the load factor of

tion increases the horse -power con In one of our large manufacturing an individual group of machines a

nected over a group -drive installa- establishments where an isolated plant record of the daily or monthly output

tion , it does not change the maximum was superseded by central station compared with the maximum output

demand materially. Individual drive service, and a rotary converter in
.

will be helpful .

has a disadvantage, however, with stalled on the premises, having in Fig. 2 shows the effect the load

those contracts in which the discount mind the manager's hobby to work factor has on the choice of the type

allowed is based on the connected

motor load or the maximum demand

is figured on a percentage of the con

nected load ; also if the minimum

monthly guarantee is based on the
connected horse-power. The de

creased current consumption of the

individual-drive plant will not earn

as low an average rate as the same

plant having group drive, according

to a great many power contracts ; and

the lower the rate , the less advan

tageous is the individual motor drive ,

asthe fixed charges are a large part

of the cost.

Fig. I shows the relative yearly

cost, at different rates, for running a

printing establishment by group drive

and individual motor drive . It will

be seen that at a rate of 2.4 cents per

klowatt-hour the costs are equal , while

with lower rates the group drive is the

cheaper.

LOAD FACTOR OF MACHINES

The average plant manager has a

wrong idea regarding the length of

time his various machines are in oper
Fig. 3–SAVING IN FLOOR SPACE WITH INDIVIDUAL DRIVE

TABLE I.

KilowaTT -HOURS PER DAY USED BY INDIVIDUAL MACHINES .
AVERAGE DAY'S RUN, 9.5 HOURS = 570 MINUTES .

Per Cent.

of Time Number Minutes

in Day of Starts Average Min.

Machine per Day Run Kw .

is Run Load

Jointer 1/5 60 2.0 1.6

Cut-off Saw .. 1/40 22 0.6 2.0

Rip saw 1/7 34 2.2 2.0

Planer, 36 -inch 1/5 22 4.6 5.0

Boring Machine . 1/2 12 20.0 0.8

Band saw ... 1/4 56 2.4 1.1

Shaper. 1/5 16 6.4 2.2

Bradley hammer 1/9 18 3.3 1.0

Mortising machine . 1/60 1.4 3.4

Tangingmachine 1/55 2 5.5 0.8

Rounder.. 1/20 3.0 2.3

24 - inch emery wheel 1/9 5.0 0.7

Elevator (5 - ton ) 1/5 36 2.0 0.0

2 drill presses .. All day 570.0

Blower .. 570.0 is

Shafting . 570.0

Max .

Kw

Load

2.5

4.6

8.0

15.0

2.0

2.3

3.5

5.0

6.0

2.0

3.3

3.0

12.0

Kw

Hours

per Day

4.0

0.7

5.2

13.4

5.2

3.6

5.0

3.5

1.0

0.4

1.0

2.0

5.0

8.0

18.0

13.3

of drive. It is plotted for the wagon

and truck manufacturing company be

fore mentioned. On this chart only

the current required to run the

motors and shafting per year and the

fixed charges per year are considered

in the group drive, it being assumed

that the shafting would be run 10

hours per day, and that when a ma

chine is running its loose pulley is

absorbing no power. With the in

dividual drive the motors are run only

when the particular machines to which

they are connected are in use, the

current required to drive the machine

being the same in both instances. It

will be seen that at about 4.5 hours'

use per day of the individual motors,

C
O
N
C
O

2.0

1.4

300 89.3

26 days

* Includes current requiredto run motors.

89.3 kilowatt hours X 26 days = 2321 kilowatt -hours.

Meter readings for average month =2300 kilowatt-hours.
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the costs of running with a rate of 5.5

cents equals the cost of running the

motor and shafting, and that for over

4.5 hours ' use , the group drive is the

cheaper.
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no

creases the output on machine tools

over the cone pulleys or complicated

mechanical speed -changing devices,

and where speed variation is wanted

other drive should be recom

mended .

If strictly uniform speed is re

quired on a group of machines, the

motor may be connected to each ma

chine by a chain drive or to a lay

shaft and the machines driven from

that by means of a chain or gear.

1

50$ 200 160 100

GROUP DRIVE

0 50 10 160 200 2U

INDIV.DULDRIVE

MACHINES

SHAFTING FRICTION

The usual method of denoting the

power necessary to drive shafting has

been in a percentage of the total

power used , or in horse-power per

hundred -foot length. In order to de
Fig. 4.-RELATIVE ANNUAL SAVING IN SEWING

termine inore definitely the power ab

sorbed by shafting, the motor testers
in Brooklyn weer instructed , in addi

speed motor and belt it direct to a

tion to the usual data , to count the
main line shaft , than to erect a coun

hangers in which the shaft revolved
tershaft and use a moderate-speed

and also the loose pulleys on the shaft motor ; therefore our agents are in
ing and countershafting over which

structed to quote slow-speed motor
belts were passing. It was found that prices to prospective customers.

the average loose pulley with belt ab
While highly efficient motors are de

sorbed as much power as a hanger, sirable for group drive, a rugged mo

so the term " bearing" as used includes
tor is important for individual drive .

both hangers and loose pulleys.

Table II shows the watts per bear MAINTENANCE

ing required to drive shafting for dif- In small shops each operator is ex

ferent classes of work . pected to take care of the machine on

TIME TO MAKE THE CHANGES

This is an important factor in favor

of the group drive , as shop managers

believe they can not spare the ma

chines long enough to have the motors

attached, the usual desire being to

have the electric power introduced as

soon as possible ; one of the talking

points of the salesman being the abil

ity to install a motor direct to the

existing shaft without loss of time .

106

9

H
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S

1 H
O
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R

TABLE II.

7H
O
U
R
S

T
U
H

N
u
d

3
.
1

3 H
O
U
R
S

Class of Work Max . Min .

Number of

Installations

Tested

100

50

25

6

7

Watts

Various .

Machine

Sewing machines .

Stone yards .

Wood working .

240

177

27

183

237

Watts

11

19

7

93

11

Avr.

Watts

76

49

20

143

87

R. P. M.

of Shafting

150 to 300

150 - 300

350 - 400

100 “ 250

250 " 600

0 50 300 400$ 100 50

GROUP DRIVE
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CHINE SHOPS

The maximum figures were in some which he works, and as a result some

cases obtained on shafting that ap- are kept well oiled , and others are

peared to be well cared for. In one looked after indifferently . If a belt Fig. 5. - RELATIVE ANNUAL SAVING IN

test, not noted , a countershaft having needs attention , the one operating the

two hangers was found to require machine must attend to it . In case

nearly a horse-power to drive and did individual direct-current motors are FLOOR SPACE

not become heated. The minimum to be considered , this item of main- If floor space is an important fac

figures were obtained on shafting
tenance becomes a large one, as it tor , individual motor drive will allow

with roller bearings . would be necessary in some instances the arrangement of machines at any

to employ an additional man to spend angle and thus allow more machines

EFFICIENCY OF MOTORS part of his time on the motor equip- of certain types on the same space .

In investigating complaints, also to
ment, while with the group drive the Another advantage is that it separates

obtain data for the power bureau ,
one or two larger motors would be the machine operators . A further ad

tests were made, for a period, on all
taken care of by the foreman . In vantage is in so arranging the ma

motors of two h.p. and over , and
larger plants , a man is usually em- chines that the light from the windows

falls on the work at the proper angle.there were discovered rather startling ployed for the specific purpose of car

variations in current consumption for ing for the shafting and belts , and Fig. 3 shows seven machines now set

motors running free, as Table III will
this man can be trained to take care in the space formerly occupied by five,

show .
of the inotor equipment . and also the other advantages men

In the plant referred to later ( Fig. tioned .
TABLE III .

7 ) , with shafting drive , a man and CHARACTER OF WORK
Hp . of

Watts. Watts. his helper were employed all the time With large machine tools nothing

1.0
oiling the bearings and repairing but individual drive should be se

belts. The material used in this work lected ; and in plants having traveling

amounted to $ 500 per year additional cranes that move the material to the

to the labor charge. With individual machine or the machine to the ma

motor drive one man and a boy spend terial , also in shops where cleanliness

only half their time on the motors, and light is important.

and the material account for brushes , Group drive is preferable in con

and the like , excluding oils , amounts sidering machines that run together

The figures obtained in the Maxi to but $30 per year. or machines located close together ,

mum Watt column were usually due In the charts , except where it is through which materials pass in se

to improper care of the bearings and mentioned , the item of maintenance is quence.

adjustment of the brushes . Slow- not figurel, because no definite sum On direct-current systems group

speed motors were found to be more can be named .
drive should be used where there are

efficient than the moderate or high inflammable materials or vapors, and

speed type, and it is usually cheaper, SPEED VARIATION AND UNIFORMITY in very dusty places the motor should

in three years ' run , to install a slow- The individual motor drive in- be installed in an adjoining room and

Max. Avr.

Motor

2.0

3.0

5.0

7.5

10.0

15.0

20.0

30.0

50.0

75.0

Number

Tested

2

20

30

122

33

36

22

20

161

495

708

960

1298

1350

2596

3276

3900

5900

Min .

Watts.

119

140

229

237

430

683

940

1053

1326

2760

140

252

401

584

738

939

1404

1598

2042

3903

4740

*
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a shaft extended through the partition that is , 824 watts for the motor and yards, where the shafting is appar

to the various machines. 1176 watts for the 24 bearings. With ently left to care for itself and large

One of the talking points of an en- individual motor drive there would be friction losses are the result, so that

closed motor is thus spoiled , but a required 12 motors of a slow-speed on the average it is safe to recommend

motor needs some attention, and if it or back -geared type , aggregating ap- individual drive for all prices of cur
is dusty and dirty it is not apt to be proximately 18 h.p. rent and hours of running, as Fig. 7

cared for until something happens. Fig . 5 gives the relative amount in shows. The average bearing in a

On the other hand , individual motor dollars saved per year by installing stone- yard installation absorbs power

drive does away with belt holes group or individual drive, for differ- worth $43 per year, at a 10-cent rate .

through the floors. ent rates of current and average daily

Toassist in planning installations hours' use of the machines. If the EXAMPLES

the following series of charts are shafting equipment is already in use , Three actual installations are cited

given in which the average figures of the saving by installing individual which have changed from group to

several hundred group -drive equip- motor drive will be less than shown individual drive, and one in which it

ments are compared with estimated by the chart. It will be noted that was best to retain the group form of

individual motor-drive equipments for with rates less than three cents per drive and reduce the shafting friction .

doing the same work. kilowatt-hour the group drive is the

The installations are divided into cheaper if the machines average over MACHINE WORK

four classes , according to their shaft- three hours ' daily use . The shafting The first example is a machine shop

ing friction. In the first class are in a machine shop is usually main- manufacturing small machines and

placed tailors , shirt manufacturers tained in better alignment, and the tools . The power was transmitted

and similar works using sewing ma- friction is less than in other lines of through about 800 ft . of main line

chines.
business having shafting of similar shafting , which was kept in excellent

size ; but even under these conditions, condition . The average load on the

in this business, an average bearing engine was uu h.p., and the frictionin

absorbs, at a 10-cent rate , power load under the best conditions was 35

amounting to $ 15 per year. h.p. Assuming this plant to be driven

by a 150 -h.p . motor, the cost of run

WOOD WORKING ning it per year at different prices of

The third class consists of wood- current is shown in Fig. 8 by the

working shops with higher- speed dotted line. The cost of maintaining

shafting, the friction of which aver- belts was $ 1,750 yearly. The interest

ages 87 watts per bearing. and depreciation on a 150 -h.p. motor

The average group -drive installa- shafting installation is figured at $600,

tion consists of a 7.3-h.p . motor driv- and the current consumption would
Fig. 6.-RELATIVE ANNUAL SAVING IN WOOD

ing four machines and requiring 1864 amount to 240,000 kw -hr . yearly . All

watts for the shafting and motor fric

tion ; that is , 724 watts for the motor

SEWING MACHINES and 1140 watts for the 13 bearings.

The average installation consists of With individual motor drive there

34 sewing machines , each with a loose wold be required four motors , aggre

pulley , driven by a shaft revolving in gating approximately 16 h.p. , costing

17 hangers, the shaft being belted to about $ 311 more than the group -drive

a 5.3- h.p . motor, the average power equipment.

absorbed being 20 watts per bearing: Fig. 6 shows the relative saving

An individual motor equipment per year at different rates for current

would cost about $20 per machine in and hours' use of the machines. It

excess of shafting drive , and Fig . 4 will be noted that with five hours' or

shows the relative advantage, in dol- less average daily use of the machines. Fig . 8. - ANNUAL COSTS AT VARYING RATES

lars saved per year, of the group or it is cheaper to install individual drive

individual motor drive in this class if the rate is above approximately two

of business , for different rates per cents per kilowatt-hour. The average

kilowatt -hour, and average hours' use
the shafting was scrapped and indi

of the machines per day. It will be
vidual motor drive was installed , con

noted that , with average conditions,
sisting of 217 direct- current motors,

it does not pay to consider individual
aggregating 450 h.p.

drive for this class of work if the ma
The cost of running this installa

chine's average daily use exceeds ap
tion at different prices of current is

shown in the solid line of the chart .

proximately four hours.
The maintenance cost of the equip

At a rate of 10 cents per kilowatt
ment ( average of four years ) is

hour,an average bearing in this work

absorbs $ 6.00 worth of current in a
$ 1,280 per year. The interest and de

preciation amounts to $3,750 per year .
year of 3000 hours.

The cost of the change was approx

MACHINE WORK Fig . 7. - RELATIVE ANNUAL SAVING IN STONE
imately $ 20,000. The actual current

The second class comprises machine consumption for power amounts to

shops and similar equipments where 132,200 kw -hr. per year.
Several

the average bearing absorbs 49 watts bearing in a wood-working establish
new machines were installed when

in friction .
ment costs $26 per year to operate at

the change was made, and the output

The average group drive consists a rate of 10 cents per kilowatt-hour.
has increased by a large percentage,

of an 8.3 -h.p. motor driving 12 ma so that the difference in yearly run

chines and requiring 2000 watts per STONE YARDS ning costs in favor of the individual

hour for shafting and motor friction ; The fourth class comprises stone drive is greater than shown .
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IN SHIRT MANUFACTURING PLANTS

WOOD WORKING PRINTING man, and consists of five motors , ag

The second example is a The third example is that of a gregating 23 h.p. Each motor is con

facturer of wagons and trucks, re- printer . The first installation con- nected by chain drive to a shaft driv

ferred to before . The former in- sisted of two lines of shafting, eaching a row of 30 machines. There are

stallation consisted of a 30-h.p . and a about 50 ft. in length , driven by a 5- 149 sewing machines , and an average

5 -h.p. alternating-currentmotor belted h.p. and a 7.5 -h.p . motor, respectively. of 114 operators are employed. The

to shafting having roller bearings . The total cost of running this group- shafting and motor friction amounts

The friction load , including motors drive plant per year at different prices to 5000 watts . The total cost of run

and shafting, averaged 7.2 kw. The of current is shown in Fig. 1 . The ning this five-motor group equipment

average load was 13 kw. , and the cost of maintaining the shafting and per year at different rates for current

yearly consumption was 36,240 kw-hr . motors was estimated at $ 15 per year . is shown in Fig. 10.

The cost of running the plant per The interest and depreciation on the While the number of machines and

year at different prices of current is equipment is figured at $75 per year. the operators employed at the two fac

shown in Fig. 9. The cost of main- The actual current consumption tories are not exactly the same, both

taining the shafting and belts , includ- amounted to 12,218 kw.hr. per year. factories have about the same output

ing labor and materials , was about The shafting was scrapped and indi- and for our purpose are considered

$ 600 per year. The interest and de- vidual motor drive was substituted , identical .

preciation on motors and shafting consisting of two 5 -h.p., two 2-h.p . , The cost of maintaining the equip

amounted to $ 125 per year. The in- four 0.5-h.p . , two 1 -h.p . , one 0.25

stallation was changed to direct-cur- h.p .; a total of 11 motors, aggregat

rent motors , the 5 -h.p. group being ing 18.25 h.p. The cost of running

left intact because the group was run this installation per year at different

but a few hours per month. The in- prices for current is shown in Fig . 1 .

stallation now consists of 21 motors, The maintenance cost of the equip

aggregating 100 h.p., most of the mo- ment is estimated at $25 yearly . The

tors being fastened on the ceiling and interest and depreciation amounts to

belted to the machines . The cost of $165 yearly , and the actual current

running with individual drive is also consumed amounted to 8263 kw .

shown in Figure 9. The cost of main- yearly. The change from group drive

taining the equipment is estimated at to individual drivewas made at an ex Fig. 10. - ANNUAL COSTS AT VARYING RATES

$ 500 per year. The interest and de pense of approximately $ 1,100, and

preciation charges amount to $600 per the saving in current at a 6-cent rate

year. The yearly consumption of cur- amounts to approximately $230 per

rent amounts to 25,200 kw-hr. The year, but the increased fixed charges ment is estimated at $50 per year .

change from group to partial indi- reduces the net saving to $ 135 ; that The interest and depreciation charges

is , a saving of approximately 18 per
amount to $210 yearly . The actual

cent . was effected. The output has current consumption amounts to 24 ,

been materially increased also, and 240 kw - hr. yearly.

the proprietor says he would not use Assuming, now, that 149 individual

shafting drive again if no saving were motors were installed , with a load fac

effected.
tor of 57 per cent. ( which is the load

SEWING MACHINES
factor of this installation ) , the cur

The fourth example is that of shirt rent consumption would approximate

manufacturing, in which there were 11,900 kw-hr. for motor friction and

two factories controlled by the same 10,800 kw -hr. useful work per year,

firm , the first of which was operated making a total of 22,700 kw-hr.

by two motors of 13 h.p. and 15 h.p. , yearly. ( The maintenance cost is esti

Fig. 9. - ANNUAL COSTS AT VARYING RATES IN respectively , belted to a series of mated at $ 125 per year ; the interest

shafts driving 174 sewing machines; and depreciation at $ 675.)

III operators was the average num- It will be noted that the well-de

ber employed . The shafting and mo- signed five -motor group drive is the
vidual drive was made at an expense tor friction amounted to 9700 watts. cheapest with rates more than 0.5

of approximately $ 3,600 , and the The cost of running this group equip- cent per kw -hr., and that individual

saving in current at 5.5 -centrate ment per year at different rates for drive is cheaper than the two-motor

amounts to approximately $600 per current is shown in Fig. 10. The cost group drive with rates above three

year , but the increased fixed charges of maintaining the equipment was cents per kw-hr. Thus , while indi

makes the net saving $ 230 yearly . It estimated at $ 30 per year . The in- vidual drive would be cheaper than

should be remembered that the fric- terest and depreciation charges were the inefficient two -motor group drive ,

tion of this shafting was less than the figured at $ 150 yearly. The actual a further study of the case by the

average plant would show , because of current consumption amounted to 42,- light of the data given herein enables

the roller bearings on the original in- 600 kw-hr. yearly. the customer to obtain a more efficient

stallation , and but for that, the saving The second factory installation was equipment at an expenditure of much

would be a greater amount. designed by a central station power less capital .
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Science in America *

L. B. STILLWELL

The man in the street believes that Hesse, schools for agriculture and paralleled fact which stands in the

we easily lead the world in science sculpture, 9 for artisans, 43 for indus- foreground, when we look at the his

and in its practical applications , but tries and 82 for design. In Baden, tory of technical education in Ameri

those better informed know that we schools of architecture , industry, com- ca, is the beneficence and public spirit

have strong rivals ; that while prac merce, etc.” of private citizens who have estab

tice in America in mechanics and the German foresight and system in the lished and endowed so many of these

the electric arts compares favorably , organization of educational facilities splendid institutions for the training

as a whole, with that of any other not less than the industry and the of American youth.

country, the discovery of the facts frugality of the German people, have Of these, the school established by

upon which practice is based has been advanced Germany within 50 years Stephen Van Rensselaer in 1824 was

more often European than America . from a position of comparative pov- the first , and it still stands first as

Even in the practical applications of erty and obscurity to a place in the measured by the work of its graduates

physical science it happens not infre- foremost rank of powerful and pro- in the broad fields of civil engineering

quently that we follow and do not lead. gressive nations . As Dr. Fletcher well practice.

France led us in the development of says : “ It is not her army of soldiers But I shall not attempt to discuss

the automobile. Thanks to the skill which other nations need to fear, but what has been accomplished. I pre

and daring of two young men from her armies of scientifically -trained di- fer to use the time allotted to me to

Ohio, an American aeroplane is now rectors of industrial enterprises and of suggest to your minds some of the

at the front, but Germany and France highly -educated commercial agents." considerations which make an occa

are showing the way in the construc- While no other nation to -dayprovides sion like the present important, not

tion and operationofdirigible balloons ; as effectively as do the Germans for en- only to those who are peculiarly in

Great Britain leads us, at present, in largement of the boundaries of sci- terested in the welfare and progress of

marine construction , and an Italian ence by original research nor for the of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti

first developed, upon a practical and systematic training of its people in the tute, but to all American engineers

commercial scale. the utilization of industrial and commercial use of sci- and, indeed , to every patriotic Ameri

etheric waves for transmitting intelli- entific facts and methods, there is very can .

gence to the possibilities of which at- much that is admirable , effective and While the fact that the Rensselaer

tention was first directed by the re- worthy of our most careful considera- Polytechnic Institute now possesses in

search of a great German physicist . tion in the educational , industrial and the Russell Sage Laboratory a plant

The German empire to -day is a commercial practice of some of the whose potential possibilities in the

vast hive of industry organized in a other great nations . training of successive classes of young

manner of which comparatively few The ratio of talent and skill to raw engineers are obviously destined to

Americans who have not investigated material employed in productive work have a far-reaching effect upon the
the subject have anything like an ade- is no where higher than in France. commercial and industrial develop

quate conception. In an interesting There are still many lessons in the ment of America, is the fact which

and very valuable paper upon “ En- fields of industry and commerce that stands out pre -eminently in the fore
gineering Education ” read before the we might learn to advantageby study- ground to-day, there are other facts

International Engineering Congress in ing British achievement. The Low which must be sketched into the

St. Louis in 1904, Dr. Robert Fletcher, Countries, Switzerland and Italy, par- picture if we are to form anything

director of the Thayer School of Civil ticularly northern Italy, are utilizing like a correct and adequate conception
Engineering, Dartmouth College , as never before the energy and skill of the significance of this event.

said : “ Realizing that even the most of their people in applying the dis- One of these facts has been sug

industrious people must have compe- coveries of physical science to the gested by what I have already said,
tent expert direction and that " ef- needs of modern life , but in Germany viz. , that the United States in all it

ficient direction of any industry to- especially are the results of the physi- has to do with science and its prac
day demands a large amount of techni- cal and chemical laboratory evidenced tical applications now meets, and must

cal knowledge which cannot be learned by tremendous advance not only in continue to meet, energetic, able and,

at the bench or in the shop , ' the gov- material development, but also in in- in some cases , highly organized and

ernment and the people through trade tellectual activity .
increasing competition.

associations have established hundreds In 1866 there were in the United Hitherto the vast extent and great

of schools of applied science for in- States six schools which taught en- natural wealth of the United States,

struction in all the leading industries gineering. The number to -day ex- availed of by an energetic and rapidly

of the empire and often many schools ceeds 100. Within the last decade or increasing population, under political

for the same industry ." two, while the number of such schools and social conditions which , in a de

In 1898 , Prof. J. B. Johnson, M. has continued to increase , a greater gree almost without precedent, have

Am . Soc. C. E. , reported that “ of 248 relative advance has been made in therelative advance has been madein the permitted , and even invited, "the

monotechnic schools in Prussia alone , endowment and facilities of the older emergence of the individual," have re

more than half were voluntarily sup- established schools . sulted in a commercial and industrial

ported by various traces, as schools An Act of Congress passed July 2 , development which, as measured , for

for apprentices; in Saxony, with 1,- 1862 , made provision for the establish- example, by miles of railroad con

000,000 inhabitants, were 3 mono- ment in the several States of colleges structed, by the value of products

technic schools , besides 10 schools of of agriculture and the mechanic arts, manufactured or by the quantities of

agriculture and 40 of commerce ; in and a number of the States, from the kindly fruits of the earth produced ,

time to time, have extended substantial has no parallel in history. But quanti
* This title we have put upon an address by

aid to the cause of technical educa- tative measurements are not the only

sell Sage Laboratory of Rensselaer Polytechnic In

titute, June 15 , 1909 .
tion . But the one striking and un- tests which should be applied to past

Mr. L. B. Stillwell at the dedication of the Rus
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our

.

achievement when we attempt toattempt to operation of steel mills , the construc country, the energyof our people and
measure our strength for future tion of buildings for all purposes, the the opportunitiesafforded by our in

progress. Qualitative analysis here is development of mines , the design anddevelopment of mines, the design and stitutions demand. And beyond the
at least equally important. The vast construction of steam engines, dyna- horizon of our present knowledge

natural resources of a new continent mos and the manifold mechanisms of what infinite possibilities may await

suffice for a time to cover up a mul- applied mechanical and electrical sci keen and patient research and in
titude of sins of omission and com- ence have afforded ample sphere for ventive genius !

mission by a people which develops the activities of the graduates of our The Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti

and utilizes these resources, but as technical schools. Such apparently tute is distinguished among

the primeval forests are cut down or will be the case for many years to schools of science and engineering by

burned and the accumulated fertility come, and yet I would point out here the fact that it has never attempted

of the soil exhausted by use without the fact that training such as will be to do more than it has subsequently

renewal, the time approaches when imparted in this laboratory pre -emi- proved itself able to accomplish with

those blessed with sucha heritage nently fits men not only to be mechani- signal success. All who are interested
must substitute science , skill and thrift cal and electrical engineers, but also to in electrical science must rejoice that

for the hand -to -mouth methods of a attack with success the economic and this conservatively and ably-managed

frontier community. essentially scientific problems which institution which in the past has done

In this process of substitution , be- arise in almost every department of so much to place the American civil
yond question, we have made substan- manufacturing industry. Decidedly itDecidedly it engineer in the front rank of progress

tial progress. The work of the Agri- is the mental training, the ability to is now prepared under exceptionally

culturalBureau of the United States, reason accurately from cause to effect, competent and earnest direction and

the efforts and influence of the gradu- the sense of proportion, which count with adequate facilities to add to the

ates of our agricultural colleges and in preliminary education, rather than army of trained workers in the broad

the practical intelligence of our more the incidental knowledge of facts re- field of electrical engineering.

progressive farmers have increased lating to any particular science or art, In behalf of the Institute of Elec

materially the output per acre of and there can be no reason to doubt trical Engineers, I extend hearty con

American farms . that if a few hundred young graduates gratulations to the Rensselaer Poly
Very recently a beginning has been of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti- technic Institute upon the acquisition

made in the application of scientific tute should take up such work, for of these splendid laboratories which

forestry methods to the preservation example, as that of manufacturing are destined beyond doubt to con
and renewal of our forests . woolen or cotton cloth , the effect of tribute to progress in the arts of civil

Our mining practice , though still their scientific training would be ization to an extent which no one at

frightfully wasteful of life and ma- shown inside of ten years by mate- this time may attempt to measure.

terial, has improved to some extent rial improvement in quality and quan

in recent years. tity of output and in the economy of The utilization of great water

Our railroad engineers , if their work production . powers, whichare now being so rap
be compared with the best of foreign In the electrical field there is con- idly developed , will tend toward a

practice , have very much to be proud stant need of more workers and espe- combined management covering

of and comparatively little to explain. cially of better trained workers. The large areas . The progress which is

The practice of our iron and steel value of manufactured products in the being made in long-distance trans

mills compares favorably, on the United States doubled during the mission is of the greatest importance

whole, with that of our great competi- decade from 1895 to 1905. The out- in this direction . Indeed , if a lay

tors abroad . put of our factories producing elec- man might venture an opinion , it

In the textile industries, while our trical machinery and appliances prac- would be that the next era of dis
aggregate output is large , we are as tically doubled in five years. This tinct development in the electric

yet apparently unable to compete suc- rate possibly was abnormal, but there lighting field will come as a result of
cessfully in the production of goods is every reason to believe that for the progress which your technical

of the higher and
artistic many years to come the demand for experts will make in economical

classes . mechanical and electrical equipment long -distance transmission . With

Generalization in reference to so will continue to increase at a rate ex- . great power stations located in the

comprehensive a subject is always ceeding the average rate of increase heart of the coal districts on the one

hazardous, but I think it may be said for other manufactured products , and hand, or drawing their energy from

with substantial justice that, broadly consequently the field for trained great water-power plants on the other ,

speaking, we in America have reached workers in the practical applications the problem of the cheap production of
a point where scientific methods and of mechanical and electrical science is current would seem to be pretty well

scientifically -trained men are needed an expanding one . solved . If current so produced can

as they never have been needed be- The American Institute of Electrical be economically distributed over a

fore. From now on industrial and Engineers, which I have the honor very large area, as indeed it is now

commercial progress must depend to represent upon this occasion , com- being in many sections, the way

more upon refinements of practice and prises , in round numbers, 600 mem- will be open to securing the econo

less upon expansion into new fields, bers and 6,000 associate members. mies of a concentrated management

and to the attainment of such re- Its ranks are filled with graduates of and the advantages of large corpo

finements the knowledge and training our engineering schools. Much, very rate issues , and that combination

which students in this laboratory, and much , in the field of practical applica- should result in large profit to the

in the laboratories of other tion has been accomplished, but even business venture and in a high de

technical schools, will have opportun- within the horizon of our present gree of satisfaction to the security

ity to attain are factors fundamental knowledge we shall need powerful re- holders. The tendency of the times ,

and essential . inforcements from our engineering it seems to me, is distinctly in the

Hitherto the construction and equip- schools in the immediate future if we direction of recognizing the natur

ment of our railroads, the building of are to secure and maintain that rela- ally monopolistic character of the

bridges , water-works and docks, the tive position in the world of progress electric lighting business.

erection, equipment, organization and which the natural resources of our Frank A. Vanderlip , before the N.E.L.A. 1909

more

our

1



The Effect Of Various Maintenance Conditions On

The Efficiency of Illumination

A. L. EUSTICE

While the necessity and importance standard form of shade-holder ; and unsightly appearance of the system it

of laboratory performance curves of when the non -uniformity of sockets , self or the effect on the interior sur

individual units is well recognized to together with the frequent use of an roundings in general . Installations

be invaluable in assisting the illumi- improper shade-holder, is considered , are often found where the units have

nating and commercial engineer to ar- the importance of the relation existing had no care or cleaning for an entire

rive at approximate results when plan- between the laboratory and commer- year, whereas if the value of system

ning the layout of a new installation cial conditions is obvious. Further atic cleaning were recognized many

of lighting equipment, yet certain con- consideration should be given the non- systems now condemned as unsuited

ditions often found in practice do not uniformity in density and color of to the consumer's requirements

receive the consideration their im- commercial glassware, and due allow- would , no doubt , give entire satisfac

portance demands, with the result that ance should be made for actual de- tion .

in many cases the system does not preciation in the candle-power of the Perhaps an analogous case may be

fully meet the expectation of either unit. Here, again , the laboratory fig- seen in natural illumination . It is

the owner or the designing engineer ures on depreciation are generally se- certainly a matter of no difference of

after it has been in operation for a cured under ideal conditions of regu- opinion that it is absolutely necessary

considerable period of time. * lation , which are different , by far, to clean windows frequently to let the

The cause of such a condition is from the regulation found on many of light in .. Is it not logical , in the

self-evident when it is borne in mind our commercial circuits.
same degree , to clean our lighting

that laboratory performance curves , Although the foregoing conditions systems frequently in order to let the

upon which the installation is based , are sometimes considered when ar- light out ?

are always secured when the unit is riving at a set of figures for the in- In this treatment of the subject it

operating under the most favorable stallation of a lighting equipment, an- is not the author's purpose to go into

conditions ; a state that rarely , if ever , other very important phase of the sub- the details of the long siege of ex

exists in any commercial installation . ject is almost invariably sadly neg- perimental work , but, rather, to pre

In this connection it may be well to lected , an item that has very marked sent in a brief manner the final results

enumerate briefly the most important effect on the satisfactory operation of of such work Thinking it expedient
conditions that bear great weight in a system of illumination, namely, the at this time tơ clear up finally any

the installation as a whole. Accord- loss of illumination due to accumula- questions as to test methods — in view

ing to the existing laboratory prac- tion of dirt on the glassware of a of the fact that certain incorrect

tice, the performance curves are se- system . methods are at the present time em

cured when the unit is operating un- Realizing that when a system is ployed by some in the determination

der normal voltage, current or effici- new , with all parts clean , it is oper- of mean illumination - the outline is

ency, and when its auxiliary reflecting ating under ideal commercial condi- herewith given , covering the methods

device - if such is used-is more ac- tions but once, the importance of a of procedure in this investigation.

curately adjusted than is generally the periodic and systematic maintenance In order to do entire justice to the

case with commercial units, and, fur- on a lighting system was appreciated various types of units under consid

ther, is in a perfectly clean condition. · by the author, and hence, in order eration , also to avoid disturbing the

The wide range in results secured to arrive at some definite conclusion wares and stocks of the building own
from an incandescent unit when in this regard, during the last nine, ers who so kindly granted permission

equipped with some reflecting de- months extended investigation to perform the work, the location of

vices—by reason of the various rela- was instituted covering a study of the test area or bay was in every case

an

TABLE I

Mean Illumination Illumination

Location Test

Number

Approxi

mate Service

Between

Cleaning
Weeks

Type of Lamp Type of Glassware

Number

Lamps

System

Clean

System

Dirty

Per cent.

Increaseper Bay

Per cent.

Loss

1 30
P. & L, E. R. R. ,

Pittsburgh

The Hub,

Chicago

2 2.14 1.73 23.8 19.23

2 2

187-watt B. F.

Gem

0.4-amp. En

closed Arc

Tungsten Econ

omy Diffuser

No. 60,288

Clear Holophane

D-4

12 -inch Oval Ala

baster Ball

Opalescent Sand

Blast Inside

24 -inch Shade

1 3.01 2.41 24.9 19.94

Xerxa,

Minneapolis
3 4

5

( 100-watt) 6.27 5.73 9.42 8.67

tive positions of the lamp and reflector

—can be fully appreciated only by

those who are in close touch with lab

oratory work. An illustration of this

marked difference will be found in a

unit that gives a very broad distribu

tion when the reflector is properly ad

justed , but becomes a highly con

centrated distribution when mounted

in some ordinary sockets and with the

commercial systems with special ref- chosen without reference to the con

erence to the subject. The results dition of the light sources , except to

of this investigation , as given below, note that every outlet within the ef

clearly indicate that the loss due to fective range of the test bay con

the unclean condition of commercial tained no burnouts.

glassware is of such magnitude that Each bay, or area enclosed by the

due consideration should be given it ; columns in which there was the unit

not only in so far as design is con- number of lamps, was divided into a

cerned , but also from the standpoint great number of equal small areas,

of operation , to say nothing of the and the illumination determined in

232 * N . E. L. A. , 1909 .
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TABLE II

Mean Illumination

Number of

Lamps

per Bay

Glassware,

Clear

Holophane

No. 6061

No. 6061

No. 6061

No. 6061

No. 7381

Oo
n
0
0
0
0

4*

Illumination

Per Cent, Per Cent.

Increase Loss

22.8 18.6

22.68 18.5

11.59 10.4

34.4 25.6

33.2 24.9

System

Clean

1.83

2.65

3.08

2.46

3.13

1
6
5

System

Dirty

1.49

2.16

2.76

1.83

2.35

Approxi

mate Service

Between

Test Cleaning Type of Lamp.

Location Number Weeks Tungsten
Gimbel Bros., 8 60 watt B. Frost

Milwaukee 8 60 watt B. Frost
Block Bros., 15 60 watt B. Frost

St. Joseph 15 60 watt B. Frost

Mulford's, 40 watt B. Frost

St. Louis

Cap Gassar, 9 3 60 watt B. Frost

Duluth

P. & L. E. R. R.,

Pittsburgh 10 25 100 watt B. Frost

Fifth Ward School,

N, S.Pgh. 11 4 100 watt B. Frost

Derby Desk Co. ,

Pittsburgh 12 30 60 watt Clear

* Clusters. Distributed System .

Note .-- In test No. 6 one row only was cleaned .

No. 6061 5* 3.10 2.84 9.15 8.40

No. 6080 47 7.95 5.67 40.2 28.7

No. 6061 2+ 2.19 1.93 13.54 11.93

Ho. 6060 4.45 2.73 63 38.9

care

the center of each small area, which ference in the figures for the system able at the time of the test, as well

represents the mean illumination for when operating clean and dirty. It as the difficulties surrounding tests

that area . The arithmetical means of will be noted that the products of on arc illumination mentioned above,

the various values of illumination combustion in the enclosed arc are of these results are, no doubt, more fa

found in all small areas is, therefore, greater consequence than atmospheric vorable to the arc lamp than would be

a very close approximation to the dirt , and in many cases where cheap found in general practice, and should

mean illumination of the bay or sys- carbons are used the loss in illumina- be considered as indicative rather than

tem . These test stations were tion due to this cause alone is enor- conclusive.

fully marked and a set of illumination mous after one day's service . The economy diffuser ( Test 3 ) ,

readings obtained before and after In view of the fact that the increase from its inherent advantage in con

cleaning. The cleaning was accom- in illumination due to cleaning the struction , provides a smooth surface,

plished, in every case , by removing system is purely relative, and the vari- which, although having considerable

the units within effective range and ous elements that ordinarily would area, is so ventilated that the collec

carefully wiping the lamp itself with have great weight in tests of this char- tion of dirt is reduced to a minimum,

a damp cloth and scrubbing the re- acter have been eliminated, so far as and has the desirable smooth surface

flectors with a brush, soap (or clean- comparisons are concerned, the data that is easily cleaned. It is probable,

ing compound) and water, since it given are confined to this subject . however, that the losses will be pro

has been the author's experience that The results secured on an installa- portionally greater after the unit has

TABLE III

Mean Illumination Illumination

Approxi

mate Service

Between

Cleaning

Weeks

6

Location

Armour & Co.

Marshall Field &

Co.

Test

Number

13

14

15

16

17

Glassware,

Alabaster

Balls

5 - inch

9 -inch

9-inch

9 -inch

9-inch

Number of

Lamps

per Bay

47

2+

27

2+

2+

ช
่
ว
ง

ง
า
ม

System

Clean

3.45

6.68

6.43

3.24

2.79

System

Dirty

3.28

6.58

6.34

W
O
O
N
A

Per Cent.

Increase

5.2

1.52

1.42

Per Cent.

Loss

4.93

1.50

1.40

7.4

4.66

3 . 8 .

2.66 4.88

3 9-inch 1

Type of Lamp,
Nernst

Old 110-watt

Old 6 -glower

Old 6-glower

Old 2 -glower

Old 3-glower

New 3 -glower

Westinghouse Nernst

New 3 -glower

Westinghouse Nernst

New 3 -glower

Westinghouse Nernst

New 3 -glower

Westinghouse Nernst

Old 110-watt

Nernst

3.39 3.17 6.94 6.50

3 9-inch 1 3.18 2.85 11.6 10.4

12 9 - inch 1 2.99 2.88 3.8

Siegel-Cooper &
18

Co.

19

McKelvey & Co.,

Youngstown, Ohio 20

Rosenbaum & Co. ,

Pittsburgh , Pa.
21

Denton, Cuttier &

Daniels,

Buffalo, N. Y. 22

* Clusters. Distributed System.

3.68

4 9 -inch 1 4.34 4.20 3.3 3.23

30 5 -inch 2.50 2.42 3.3 3.2

mere wiping of reflectors is not en- tion of Gem lamps ( Test 1 ) form the been in service for a considerable pe

tirely effective in all cases. basis for an interesting comparison be- riod of time when the rough interior

Simultaneous voltage readings were tween the losses on two units ( Test surface of the glassware assumes the

taken with illumination, and correc- 10 ) of widely different types , in which characteristic dark appearance.

tions were made according to voltage- the relatively large amount of surface Again, a review of the results se

candle-power characteristics where exposed by the bowl-frosted lamp, cured on various equipments of tung

the operating voltage was other when used with a D-4 reflector, is the sten lamps, with their auxiliary re

normal. direct source ; the loss where the con- flectors (Table II ) , indicates that the

The equipment used in all the work ditions of service and cleaning are on loss due to the accumulations of dirt

was the Sharp -Millar photometer with an equality is less by far than the unit and the grimy or foggy appearance of

the necessary measuring instruments, ( Test 10) that depends solely upon a the inner surface of the reflector is an

all of which were thoroughly cali- reflector to re -direct the light into the important factor. Here the mean loss

brated before and after each test or useful plane ; for the unit that natur- in illumination in the tests given was

trip when the laboratory was not ally delivers the greatest flux of light 20.66 per cent. for a period of ap

available. in the useful direction without reflec- proximately thirteen weeks between

The original plans of procedure in tion the loss will be the total loss in cleaning.

the commercial tests included an the process of reflection . The results of tests (Table III ) on

elaborate investigation of arc systems, An indication of the performance installations of Nernst lamps indicate

but later, the tests — in so far as arcs of the commercial enclosed arc when the loss due to accumulations of dirt

are concerned — were abandoned be- operated in the clean and dirty condi- on the standard glassware used on

cause of the great difficulty encoun- tion is given in Test 2. By reason of that type of lamp. Owing to the

tered in the unsteady illumination pro- the fact that it was impossible to re- nature of the surface of thisalabaster

duced by the arc system and the un- move all of the stains on the inner glassware, it is obvious that but little

certainty as to the cause of the dif- globe with the cleaning facilities availglobe with the cleaning facilities avail- dirt will settle on the lower half of
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TABLE IV

COST OF CURRENT LOSS BY REASON OF LOSSES IN ILLUMINATION OF 10, 15, 20 AND 25 PER CENT . BASIS
150 Lamps CLEANED ONCE PER MONTH, LABOR AT $ 2.00 PER DAY

Hours Service per Day 40 - Watt Lamps 60 -Watt Lamps 100 -Watt Lamps

4 3 2 1

Cost of Current per Kw. 10% 15% 20% 25% 10% 15% 20% 25% 10% 15% 20% 25%

$0.01

$0.01

$0.01 0.02

0.02 0.03

$ 0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.09

0.10

0.11

0.12

0.13

0.14

$ 0.156

0.312

0.468

0.624

0.780

0.936

1.092

1.248

1.404

1.56

1.716

1.872

2.028

2.184

$0.234

0.468

0.702

0.936

1.170

1.404

1.638

1.872

2. 106

2.34

2.574

2.808

3.042

3.276

$ 0.312

0.624

0.936

1.248

1.560

1.872

2.184

2.496

2.808

3.12

3.432

3.744

4.056

4.368

0.02

$0.39

0.78

1.17

1.56

1.95

2.34

2.73

3.12

3.51

3.90

4.29

4.68

5.07

5.46

$0.234

0.468

0.702

0.936

1.17

1.404

1.638

1.872

2.106

2.34

2.574

2.808

3.042

3.276

$0.351 $ 0.468

0.702 0.936

1.053 1.404

1.404 1.872

1.755 2.34

2.106 2.808

2.457 3.276

2.808 3.744

3.159 4.212

3.51 4.68

3.861 5.148

4.212 5.616

4.563 6.084

4.914 6.552

$0.585

1.17

1.755

2.34

2.925

3.51

4.095

4.68

5.265

5.85

6.435

7.02

7.605

8.19

$0.39

0.78

1.17

1.56

1.95

2.34

2.73

3.12

3.51

3.90

4.29

4.68

5.07

5.46

0.04

$0.585

1.17

1.755

2.34

2.925

3.51

4.095

4.68

5.265

5.85

6.435

7.02

7.605

8.19

$0.78

1.56

2.34

3.12

3.90

4.68

5.46

6.24

7.02

7.80

8.58

9.36

10.14

10.92

$0.975

1.95

2.925

3.90

4.875

5.85

6.825

7.80

8.775

9.75

110.725

11.70

12.675

13.65

0.03 1

0.05

0.03 0.04 0.06

0.07

9

the ball — the part that the greater of the floor space is such that only lamps, 3.25 cents per kw-hr . When

portion of the effective flux of light moderate care must be exercised in the additional renewals are consid

penetrates; and, further, that the very moving the ladder or means of reach- ered , in case the fixed mean illumina

smooth surface of the ball permits of ing the various lamps; and with this tion is maintained by increasing the

rapid cleaning. Experience has dem- as a basis the figures in Table IV are initial current consumption, the above

onstrated that a damp cloth will ef- derived .
figures would point even more to the

fectively clean this smooth type of The question of the amount of jus- economy by cleaning.

glassware . Under normal conditions tifiable labor to maintain a minimum The relation of the deterioration of

of maintenance the charge for labor loss under normal operating condi- a system of illumination due to the

in both repairing and cleaning such tions is one open to considerable dis- dirty condition of the glass ware, the

a system has , for a period of several cussion and can be determined only working efficiency , or average illumi

years , been estimated at two mills per after taking into consideration the de- nating results, to the cost of mainte

kilowatt-hour for the average instal- tails of each individual installation, nance is surely a question of great im

lation when provided with a periodic such as cost of current, efficiency of portance ; and when the time is ripe

and systematic maintenance. The labor, and the like . One method of to buy illumination on the basis of

amount of this cost charged to labor determining the justifiable cost of la- illumination actually produced ( as

for cleaning is very reasonable, as bor is given in Table IV , in which has already been done in a few im

indicated by the summary of the sev- will be seen the costs of current for portant cases the problem of a fair
eral tests

on existing installations given losses beyond which it would and reasonable maintenance deprecia

which show a mean , in all tests , of certainly be cheaper to clean the lamps tion value will be as important as the

4.68 per cent. loss in illumination for in order to maintain the mean illumi- depreciation in actual candle -power of

an average period of seven weeks' nation up to a certain standard . the lamp itself .

service . The cause for the difference in In the opinion of the author, the The author regrets inability to in

the amount of light lost between the figures indicate that in the case of clude information on this subject se

type of unit that employs a reflector systems employing prismatic glass- cured on various forms of commer

and the unit that employs no reflector ware a gain of 10 per cent. in mean cial reflecting devices, such as opal,

is obvious when it is borne in mind illumination can be obtained if such opalux, satin finish , et cetera , recently

that the reflector becomes a part of systems are inspected and cleaned placed on the market, due to the in

the source. once per month . accessibility of installation of the same

The maintenance problem of any Such a gain is equivalent to an in for test purposes.

lighting system , so far as labor for creased consumption of 10 per cent. While the above figures were based

cleaning glassware is concerned , re- in current to obtain equal illumina- on cleaning every month , it will be

solves itself into a comparison be
tion where such systems are not noted that all tests were made in

tween the relative cost per kilowatt- cleaned once per month , so that in building's of a generally clean charac

hour for the cleaning of any individ- the case of installations that are oper- ter (merchandizing and office ) and

ual installation and the cost of cur- ated one hundred hours per month the in many classes of work, it would ,

rent lost by reason of the decreased cost of current per kilowatt -hour doubtless, be advisable to provide a

efficiency due to dirty and unclean would have to be lower than the fig- thorough cleaning once in two weeks,

glassware . ures herewith given , not to justify in such places as our great industrial

Experience and investigation indi- cleaning once per month as recom- establishments, foundries, machine

cate that the average trimmer can re- mended : In the case of 100-watt shops, planing mills, textile mills, and

move and thoroughly clean , by scrub- lamps, 1.33 cents per kw -hr. ; in the the like , where the efficiency of pro

bing, 150 units ( lamp and prismatic case of 60 -watt lamps, 2.25 cents per duction depends directly upon the effi

retlectors ) per day, where the nature kw -hr., and in the case of 40 -watt ciency of the lighting system .



Meters

Induction Type Wattmeters

BURLEIGH CURRIER

as

15

a

9

or 2 rev

Electrolytic meters are designed for It is desirable to have the dials in- speed of a train of gears having any

use on direct-current circuits only. dicate in commercial units, and number of gear wheels. The arrange

A representative type of the mod- each revolution generally represents ment of gears shown represents the
ern electrolytic meter is the Bastian but a very small fraction of a unit it general method employed in meters

meter, shown in Fig. 35. This is an is necessary to employ a train of gears to reduce the speed of the dial regis

ampere -hour meter, but the manufac- to obtain the proper speed at the reg- ter .

turer calibrates the scale directly in ister . A worm and worm wheel are fre

watt or kilowatt-hours by assuming a The relative speed of a driven to a quently used in connection with gears

standard voltage. driving gear depends upon the ratio for speed reduction .

The tube contains water , to which of the number of teeth . A single worm is simply a screw

caustic soda is added in order to lower In Fig . 36 is shown the gear A with thread on a shaft and in a train of

the resistance of the solution and pre- 30 teeth driving the gear B having 15 gears acts similarly to a gear having

vent freezing, and a thin layer of teeth , and the gear C with 30 teeth but one tooth . Usually the worm is

highly -colored oil is floated on top of driving the gear D having 10 teeth , arranged so as to engage a worm

the solution to prevent evaporation therefore
wheel or gear having a correspond

and to facilitate reading.
30 30 ingly large number of teeth . A dou

The following abbreviations refer to ble worm is sometimes employed, con

Fig . 35 , which shows the essential
10

sisting of two screw threads on

parts of the Bastian meter : shaft , which acts as a gear with two

C and C current cables teeth .

CT and CTi = current terminals In calculations a single worm

E and E1 = iron electrodes should be considered as a gear having

GT = glass tube A B C D one tooth and a double worm as a

LC lead cap, to prevent moisture gear having two teeth .

from escaping with gas
Fig . 36 — SIMPLE GEARING

A worm or gear mounted on the

LS = lead plug, to permit filling shaft of the moving element is gener

R and R ' = current leading -in con 30 ally used to drive the gear train which

ductors I revolution of A actuates the dial hands.

S and $i = graduated scale 15 Various arrangements of gears

olutions of B , and and worms are employed to produce

30 practically the same results , several

I revolution of C = — or 3 rev- of which are shown in Figs . 37 , 38 , 39

ΙΟ

olutions of D In Fig. 37 K represents an idler

As B and C are mounted on the same wheel, which is two gears on a com

shaft, they will necessarily have the mon shaft, each having the same num

same speed, and one revolution of A ber of teeth . The idler does not

will produce 6 revolutions of D. change the speed , but is used to re

This relation may be expressed verse the direction of the dial hand.

thus :

АХС Single 100

Revs. of D to one of A
Worm

B XD
50

30X 30
10

80K
K

= 6 Revs . of D to one of

15 X 10 10

80
d , resulting in an increase in speed.

When the gear D drives C, and B 80
I

drives A , the relation may be
Disc

Hand

pressed as follows:

D XB Fig. 37 — DIAL GEARING WITH WORM ON ARMA

Revs . of A to one of D

Fig. 35—HELIOS, BASTIAN ELECTROLYTIC СХА

MEIER

In Fig . 38 a gear on the shaft

GENERAL INFORMATION 10X15 connects the moving element to the

Dial Gearing - As previously sta = One-sixth revolutions train , and a double worm is used, as

ted , to register properly the current 30X 30 indicated by L.

or energy consumed it is necessary to of A to one of D , resulting in a re- In Fig. 39 two single worms are

register the number of revolutions of duction of speed. used , to reduce the number of gears

the moving element. To accomplish In the dial gearing of meter regis- necessary to obtain the desired speed .

this the moving element is arranged to ters, a reduction of speed is desirable Calculation of Dial Gearing and

drive a registering mechanism or dial so that the method of calculation given Test Constant. It is sometimes de

register . may be employed to determine the sirable to ascertain the number of rev

NOTE-Continue 1 from Auzust issue and concluding article hezun in July . 235

and 40 .

catСТ,

go

or

T

GT

ex

TU'RE SHAFT

or

.
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A C M

Lood .

Woltmeter

Dorice

Sy wheel
Noeclanca

Coil
ARMATURE SHAFT

Counter

Lorem

Cor

VM

= 40,000

POWER FACTOR

olutions of the moving element re- watts . By dividing the watt-seconds This will give data for a general ac
quired to make a complete revolution per revolution of the moving element curacy curve, which should be plotted
of the first dial hand. When the num- by 3600, the value of one revolution with true watts on the horizontal and

ber of teeth in each gear wheel has in watt-hours may be obtained, which percent accuracy vertically .
been determined , a convenient method is the constant used in the formula Test 4. - Make a series of accuracy

of arranging the gears to facilitate 3600Xrevolutions Xconstant
tests on 2 , 5 and 10-per cent. loads in

calculation is shown in Fig . 40 , and =meter order to determine the stability of the

the example shows the calculation nec Seconds light-load accuracy and to ascertain

essary . watts. if the friction is constant or variable.

LABORATORY TESTS Test 5. — Determine the smallest
75

-

Gear
The following tests are generally load which will produce a complete

12 considered necessary in order to de- revolution of the moving element, and
96

termine the characteristics of any par- ascertain the percentage accuracy on

12 ticular make or type of meter. this load .
120

The instruments used should be

24
120

thoroughly reliable and in perfect cal
ibration.

Lo
Circuit

,L All tests should be made at the nor Integrating
Translating

Disc 2 Hand mal rated voltage of the meter unless
otherwise specified .

Fig. 38 — DIAL GEARING WITH PINION ON

Curves should be plotted of each

test, and these , together with all in

Example :
formation , should be carefully filed

100X48X36X 40 X 120
for reference .

While the tests as herein outlined Fig. 41 — IMPEDANCE - COIL METHOD OF VARYING

IX12X12X12X 12
usually cover only single conditions ,

revolutions of the moving element yet in service meters are subjected to Test 6.-Determine the overload ca

necessary to produce one complete conditions thatwill require a combina- pacity by gradually increasing the
revolution of the first dial hand. tion of some of these tests ; as for in

overload until the meter is liable to

Arrange the figures representing stance , when the meter is subjected to damage, or until its error reaches the

the number of teeth in the gear
both excessive voltage and low power limit of commercial accuracy. In

wheels according to their relative po
factor .

either case the limit of the overload

sition in the gear train , as shown in
A

capacity of the meter will have been

the diagram , and draw the diagonal Single 100
reached, and these results should be

line AA . It will be noted that the
Worm ! determined separately. Subsequent

number of teeth in the driven gears friction or deterioration of the parts
48

are above the diagonal line and the due to high speed on overloads should
number of teeth in the driving gears 12 also be considered .

36
are all below the line . When the Test 7.-Test the meter on 5 -per

product of the numbers above the line 12
40

cent. and 100 -per cent . loads with the

is divided by the product of the num cover on , and then with the cover off.

bers below the line, the result will be 12
120 If there is an appreciable difference in

the results, readings should be taken

Single [ 30 12 Hand on other loads .

worm Disc
A

When the accuracy of the meter dif

50 fers greatly with the cover on and off,
Fig. 40 - METHOD OF OBTAINING GEAR RATIO

an error will result when the meter is

calibrated in service with the cover off,

Test 1. - Determine the accuracy of and to test such a meter properly

the meter as received , on loads of 5 would be cumbersome .

per cent . and 100 per cent . of the nor- Test 8.-If the meter under test is

Disc mal rated capacity in amperes. This designed for alternating current, con

Fig. 39 — DIAL GEARING WITH TWO WORMS will indicate if the accuracy of the duct tests on inductive and non - in

meter has been affected by transporta ductive loads of the same true watt

the gear ratio or the number of revo- tion . A thorough examination of the age . The power factor should be

lutions of the moving element re- parts should also be made. If the from 50 to 70 per cent .; a 50 -per cent .

quired to make a complete revolution meter is designed for alternating -cur- power factor is preferable, as errors
of the first dial hand. rent circuits, determine the accuracy are more easily detected . This test

When the total number of watt- on a 50-per cent . non-inductive load will indicate the accuracy of the me

seconds registered by one revolution and on a 50 -per cent . inductive load ter when registering on inductive

of the first dial hand is divided by the having a 50-per cent. power factor. loads of varying power factor , which

number of revolutions of the moving Test 2.-Calibrate the meter on is a condition of motor circuits.

element necessary to produce one 5 -per cent. and 100 -per cent . loads , Test 9. - Determine the accuracy of

complete revolution of the first hand , and if of an inductiontype on a 50 - per the meter on a 25-per cent . increase

the result will represent the value on cent. inductive load having a 50 -per and a 25-per cent. decrease in voltage.

the dial of one revolution of the mov- cent. power factor, a balance should First, increase the voltage 25 per

ing element in watt-seconds , which is be obtained on loads of the same true cent . above the normal rated voltage

the test constant used in the universal wattage . The meter will then be in and ascertain the accuracy on 5, 10,

formula proper calibration for further tests . 25 , 50, 75 and 100 -per cent . loads.

Watt -secondsX revolutions Test 3.-Determine the accuracy on Second, decrease the voltage 25 per

= meter 2 , 5 , 10, 25 , 50, 75 , 100 , 125 , 150 and cent. below normal and ascertain the

Seconds 200-per cent . loads . accuracy on the same loads.

25 T30

I Hand
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MCurrent

circuit

CT
Kood or

Wattmeter

w
w
w
w

Potential

Circuit

Device

VIov

The voltage of the circuit on which similar device in circuit . When the Test 15.-Determine the range of

a meter is installed may not be the load is known and constant , the ap full-load adjustment .

same as its voltage rating, and the paratus may be timed , and interesting The meter should first be in accu

circuit voltage may not always be the information and data may thus be ob- rate calibration, then move the ad

same at all times, hence these tests are tained . justment to its maximum and then to
desirable . Test 12.-Determine the accuracy its minimum position and take accu

Test 10.–Ascertain if the meter of the meter when operating on alter- racy readings under each condition on

will creep.
nating currents having different wave 5 -per cent. and 100 - per cent. loads.

This should be determined under forms . Test 10.- Determine the effect of

conditions of no vibration, and of vi- Special laboratory generators are the light-load adjustment on the meter

bration that may be artificially pro- designed which will produce currents accuracy.

duced. having also any desired wave form , The meter should first be in accu

The meter being in proper calibra- but , when such a generator is not rate calibration , then alter the light

tion , connect the potential circuit only available , a simple test may be con- load adjustment until the accuracy is

and make observations , as stated . ducted by supplying the meter with increased 10 per cent., if possible , on

First on normal voltage , second on current from circuits on different a 5-per cent . load .

125 per cent. of normal voltage and transformers or different alternators . Accuracy tests should be conducted

third on 75 per cent. of normal volt- Determine the accuracy under the under this condition on 2 , 5 , 10, 25,

age. The voltage should be gradually above conditions on 5 , 10 , 25 , 50 and 50, and 100 -per cent. loads. Similar
increased and decreased until the 25- 100 - per cent. loads and compare these tests should be conducted with the 5

per cent . limit is reached . tests with the accuracy tests under per cent. load accuracy decreased 10

The extent that the accuracy of the normal conditions . per cent. These tests will indicate the

meter can be increased at 5-per cent . Test 13.-Determine the effect on extent that the meter accuracy is af

capacity without producing creep on the meter accuracy of 2 to 5-per cent. fected by the light -load adjustment.

no load should also be determined . A variations in frequency.

meter is not considered as creeping Slight changes in frequency may be

unless the moving element makes com- produced by changing the speed of

plete revolutions, as a partial revolu- the alternator supplying current to the

tion may result from an electrical or meter under test. Circuits of differ

mechanical unbalanced condition . ent frequency may also be available

for these tests.

Conduct tests under the condition

stated at normal rated voltage on 5 ,

Integrating IO, 25 , 50 and 100 - per cent. loads.

Transiering Changes in frequency may occurcony

when circuits are changed from one

generator to another or where the

speed of the generator is affected by

changes of load , consequently a meter ດ ວ .
G.G '. AC

should maintain its accuracy under

Fransformer reasonable variations of this character.
Fig. 44 - VECTORS FOR TWO- TRANSFORMER

Fig. 42 — TWO -GENERATOR METHOD OF CHANG- Test 14. - Determine the effects of

full -load adjustment .

The meter should first be in accu

Test 17. - Ascertain the range of

Test 11.–Ascertain the accuracy of
rate calibration, then alter the full

load adjustment until the accuracy is
the light-load adjustment .

the meter on circuits where the cur The meter should first be in accu

rent or voltage is rapidly changing or rate calibration , then move the adjust

fluctuating. Also note the operation ing device to the maximum position

of the meter under these conditions . and then to the minimum position of
Integrating

The most practical method of de Fronsicruç adjustment.

termining this is to install the several
Conduct accuracy tests under each

types of meters under test on the same condition on 2, 5 , 10, 25 , 50 and 100
circuit.

per cent. loads.

The current coils of the meter Test 18. — Determine if an adjust

should be connected in series, and the ment of the light-load adjusting de

potential leads should be connected to vice alters the calibration of the meter

the circuit at the same point and on inductive loads .

ahead of all the current coils. If a po- Fig. 43 — TWO - TRANSFORMER METHOD OF OB- The meter should first be in accu

tential wire is connected to the cur rate calibration , then move the light

rent coil in the meter it must be dis load adjustment until the 5-per cent.
connected and an independent poten- 110 per cent . on 100 -per cent . load . load accuracy is increased 10 per cent.

tial wire connected to the circuit, as Conduct tests under these conditions Tests should be conducted on in

stated . By this arrangement none of on 2, 5 , 10, 25 , 50 and 100 -per cent . ductive loads having a 50 -per cent .
the meters will register the current loads . Similar tests should be con- power factor at the 2, 5 , 10, 25 , 50

consumed by the potential circuit of ducted after adjusting the meter at 90 and 100 - per cent. load points . Similar

any of the other meters . A compari- per cent. accuracy on 100 -per cent . tests should be conducted with the 5
son may then be made between the load. This will show the effect on the per cent. load accuracy decreased io

amount of the registration as indica- accuracy of the meter at each of the

ted by the dials of the different me- above percentage loads . If the meter is affected by this ad
ters. The full-load adjustment in most justment it is not suitable for alter

Conditions for the test may be pro- modern meters is effected by the drag nating -current power installations .

duced by connecting a sign Hasher or magnets. Test 19. - Determine the effect that

PT

IAM
.

VM WM
Generotor - sef

CT . Current Tran

PT . Potential

METHOD OF PRODUCING POWER FACTORS

ON A TWO-PHASE CIRCUIT

ING POWER FACTOR FOR TESTING

2 Phase

AC Service

M

Load

Womere

Device

AM

VM

TAINING DIFFERENT POWER FACTORS

per cent.
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2 Phase

AC Service
Line Load

Load or

Wattinete

Device

AM

WM
8ood

S

OO

VM

VARYING POWER FACTOR

the torque.

changing the inductive load adjust- stantly on a 100 - per cent. load, while applied to the circuit, the product be

ment has on the non-inductive load the accuracy of the other meter is de- ing the total wattage loss , which di

accuracy . termined with various distances be- vided by the number of meters gives

The meter should first be in accu- tween the centres of the two meters . the wattage loss per meter .

rate calibration , then change the in- When varying the distance between When the meters are for alter

ductive load calibration 3 per cent . on the two meters, the meter having the nating-current circuits , a low-range

a 50 -per cent . load having a 50 - per constant load should be moved and indicating wattmeter may be used,

cent . power factor . never the meter being tested . which will indicate the wattage direct .

Conduct tests on 2 , 5 , 10 , 25 , 50 and Test 22.—Determine the accuracy The potential circuits of a sufficient

100-per cent . loads . of the meter when operating under number of meters to give an adequate

These tests will show the effect on conditions of different temperatures. indication should be measured simul

the accuracy of the meter of chang- Some laboratories have rooms or taneously and an average taken as the

ing the inductive load adjustment . compartments that are equipped with loss per meter.

· When the non -inductive load is ap- the necessary apparatus and thermo- It is also advisable to place a suit

preciably affected the balancing of the stats to produce and maintain any de- able ammeter in circuit , in order to de

meter on inductive load is more diffi- sired temperature. Tests are made on

cult.
the meter at various temperatures and

the effect on its accuracy determined

on 5 , 10 , 25 , 50 and 100 - per cent .

loads .

Integrating Test 23. — Determine the torque or
Translating

turning effort.

The torque of the meter can be

measured with a suitable torque bal

ance . The meter should be accurately

calibrated, on 5 -per cent. and 100 -per

cent . loads, and to determine the

torque maintain full normal load on Fig. 48 – TESTING SMALL-CAPACITY , 2- WIRE,

DIRECT -CURRENT, 200 - VOLT METERSFig. 45-TWO-PHASE RESISTANCE METHOD OF the meter and measure the turning ef

fort with the balance. The torque

termine the current in the potential
should be expressed in millimeter

circuits of induction meters, since the
Test 20.—Determine the effect of grammes.

magnetic fields on the meter accuracy . Test 21. - Determine the weight of current is the determining factor of

Calibrate the meter in a position the rotating parts .
where there is no possibility of the ex Test 26.—Determine the loss due to

the current coils .
istence of an external magnetic field .

The loss in the series or current
Arrange a bus bar or conductor,

carrying a current equal to twice the coils may be more accurately calcu

lated than measured, on account of

ampere capacity of the meter in vari
the small drop in potential which oc

ous positions in proximity to the me
curs. The rated current capacity of

ter , and determine the acuracy under

the different conditions. the meter being known, the full-load

Conduct tests on 2, 5 , 10, 25 , 50 and
loss in the current coils may be calcu

lated by the simple formula C R =100 -per cent . loads.

This test will determine the distance watts loss . The resistance be

the meter should be installed from readily measured with an accurate

Fig. 47–TESTING LOW -CAPACITY , 100 - VOLT,

conductors carrying large currents .
bridge.

Tests 27.--Determine the loss of
Test 21. — Determine the minimum

distance which should be maintained auxiliary apparatus used in connection
In order to weigh the rotating ele- with the meters such as transformers,

between the centres of meters when
ment, use chemical or physical labora- shunts, and the like .

installed in service.
tory scales and accurately determine

Two meters should be accurately If auxiliary apparatus is used , such
the weight in grammes. It is prefer- as series and potention transformers ,

able to weigh several elements and ob- the wattage loss may be measured by

tain the average weight, as the weight a standard indicating wattmeter of

of the parts may vary slightly, due to suitable capacity and range.

00 Integrating the slight difference in construction shunt is employed , as is the case in

and to the balancing of the element some direct -current meters, the loss

when assembled by the manufacturer. may be best determined by the for
The determination of the weight of mula C XE = watts loss . E may be

the rotating element is important, as determined by taking the drop with a

the weight practically represents the multivoltmeter of suitable range.

bearing friction . The ratio between Test 28.-Method of determining

the torque and weight of the rotating the full -load speed.
element is important.

To determine the revolutions per
Fig. 46—THREE- PHASE METHOD FOR OBTAIN- Test 25. - Determine the losses in minute of a meter on full load, the

ING 50 PER CENT. POWER FACTOR

the potential circuit.
product of the rated voltage and am

Determine these losses, select peres capacity multiplied by 60 Sec
calibrated , in position , on 5 -per cent. number of meters having the same onds should be divided by the value of

and 100 -per cent. loads. Each meter rated voltage and connect the poten- one revolution in watt-seconds, that is ,

should be calibrated separately when tial circuits in parallel. If the meters
боХМИ?

there is no load on the other meter. are for direct- current circuits , meas- Rev. per min . =

One meter should be operating con- ure the total current and the voltage
с

Line Loaa

VM MVM
oooo

S

2009 OOO

L8

can

DIRECT -CURRENT METERS

A

M

6

3 Phase

AC

Service

If a

Wattmeter
с Load

AM

VM WM

a
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=60 Number of seconds in a

minute

UW = Full -load capacity of meter

(amperes X volts )

C = Watt-seconds registered for

one revolution of the disc

The full -load speed may also be de

termined by timing the moving ele

ment for a definite number of revolu

tions, when the normal rated voltage

and current is applied.

Test 29. — Conduct tests to deter

mine the effect of possible troubles

that might develop , and ascertain the

best methods of readily detecting

them . These troubles should be arti

ficially produced for experimental pur

ne Load

M

Line
Load

Hood

S

"Imamopoo

ܬ8

Fig. 49 – TESTING 200 - VOLT, 3 -WIRE , SMALL

CAPACITY , DIRECT - CURRENT METERS . FIELD

COILS CONNECTED STANDARD

MVM ooo

S

ܩ
ܩ
ܩ
ܩ
ܩ
ܢ

CR

Tests should also be conducted to be an absolutely straight line , it is im

determine the maximum effect of portant that a balance between the in

brush tension , and any other friction ductive and non-inductive load curves

tests should be conducted, as the re- should be made at approximately the

sults of such tests are of value when same true wattage.

considering the effects of possible sub- Power factors of 25 , 50 and 75

sequent friction . per cent . are usually sufficient to meet

Test 31. — Determine the accuracy all requirements, but in order to check

of 3 -wire meters when operating on the accuracy of the registration of me

an unbalanced circuit. ters that have been running under ab

Connect the current coils in series normal conditions it is sometimes de

and connect the potential wires to the sirable to obtain other values .

circuit in the standard manner . Cali- When a multiphase circuit is avail

brate the meter on 5-per cent . and 100- able a convenient and simple method

per cent. loads and then conduct ac- may be employed to obtain one or sev

curacy tests with o, 5 , 10, 25 , 50 and eral power factors , so that when the

100 - per cent. loads on coil No. 1 , load is changed the power factor of

with no current in coil No. 2 . The the circuit will remain constant .

tests should then be repeated with This is not true of all the methods

each of the following loads on coil that will be considered, and the meth

No. 2 : 5 , 10, 25 , 50 and 100 per cent. od selected should largely depend

of its capacity. upon local conditions.

This will show how the meter oper

ates under all conditions of unbalanced

load .

Test 32. — Determine the accuracy

of a multiphase meter when operating

on an unbalanced load . To calibrate

the meter accurately, connect the po

tential circuits to their respective

phases. Load each motor separately

and make the necessary adjustment on
lo !

100-per cent . load on one motor with

the magnets. A balance must then be

obtained between the accuracy of the
Fig . 51-TESTING LARGE -CAPACITY , 100 - VOLT,

two motors, calibrating each separate

ly to the proper accuracy . Conduct

accuracy tests on 2 , 5 , 10 , 25 , 50 and

100 -per cent. loads on each motor sep Reactance Coil Method.-In the

arately , with no load on the other mo
method commonly used to obtain the

tor. A series of loads of 5 , 10, 25 ,
desired power factor, a coil with vari

50 and 100 per cent of the meter ca
able reactance is connected in series

pacity should then be connected to one with the load or translating device , as
motor and tests made on each load shown in Fig . 41 .

The power factor of the circuit is

varied by adjusting the laminated -iron

core in the coil by means of the ad

justing wheel.

A serious objection to this method

is that the power factor changes when

the load is altered, making it neces

sary to readjust the core continually

in order to obtain the same power fac

tor for each of the loads desired.

The power factor of a circuit may

Fig . 50 - TESTING 200 - VOLT, 3 -WIRE, DIRECT- be calculated from the indications of

a reliable ammeter, a voltmeter and

an indicating wattmeter.

An ammeter and the current coils

with 5 , 10, 25 , 50 and 100-per cent. of an indicating wattmeter are con

loads on the other motor . nected in series with tlie load or trans

METHODS OF OBTAINING POWER FAC- lating device, and the potential coils

TORS FOR INDUCTIVE LOAD TESTS of the wattmeter and voltmeter are

When making adjustments on in- connected across the source of cur

ductive loads it is necessary to pro- rent.

vide apparatus by means of which The product of the values of cur

non - inductive loads and inductive rent and voltage in an inductive cir

loads with constant true wattage and cuit gives the apparent power in watts.

various power factors can be readily The indicating wattmeter shows the
obtained . true power in watts , and the ratio of

As the accuracy curve of a meter the true watts to the apparent watts

taken on non -inductive loads may not is the power factor of the circuit, i.e. ,

DIRECT -CURRENT METERS WITH STORAGE

BATTERY

Line

poses, and tests should be conducted

under the different conditions to de

termine the action of the meter and

the effect on its accuracy.

Some of the troubles are : Open

circuits in armature coils , armature

leads, phasing coils , resistance coils ,

eld coils and potential circuits ; short

circuits in the field coils , armature

coils, phasing coils, resistance coils,

friction compensating coils, impedance

coils , shunt field coils and other auxil

iary windings ; reversed connections

of various coils, as field coils, phasing

coils , compensating coils and arma

ture sections ; armatures shifted on

the shaft and short- circuits in the

commutator.

It is evident that other electrical and

mechanical troubles may be produced ,

and the action of the meter when

operating under these different condi

tions should be determined .

Test 30. - Determine the effect of

friction .

To determine the effects of friction ,

which may exist or which are apt to

develop, it is advisable to artificially

produce the conditions which might

occur and conduct tests to determine

the effects on the meter accuracy .

To determine the effect of rough or

damaged jewels, the meter should first

be calibrated on a perfect jewel and

then a damaged jewel substituted.

Conduct tests on 2 , 5 , 10 , 25 , 50 and

100 -per cent. loads, and a comparison

between the former and latter tests

will indicate the effect of the rough

jewel on the meter accuracy.

Loac

VM MVM booo

S 00

loo .

L8

CURRENT METERS . CURRENT COILS IN

SERIES
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True power A scale may be made and placed in ondary winding which is a resultant

Power factor = such a manner that the stator shifting voltage , having a phase displacement

Apparent power device will indicate the angle of phase with respect to the voltage of the cur

Two -Generator Method. Some relation between the currents of the rent circuit. Therefore the load cur

laboratories use a specially designed two alternators or the power factor rent will lag sufficiently behind the

generator set, which consists of two without either being measured. The voltage applied to the meter to pro

alternators coupled together and wattmeter only would then be neces- duce the same condition that exists on

driven by the same motor. sary , the voltmeter and ammeter be- a single-phase circuit with an induct

As shown in Fig. 42, one alternator, ing used only for initial calibration of ive load . With this method the load

G; is used for supplying the desired the power- factor scale . on the wattmeter can be varied , and

current at comparatively low voltage, the phase displacement between the

and the other alternator, Gʻ, is used current and voltage applied to the

for potential purposes, supplying only wattmeter will remain the same.

a limited amount of current at stand If it is desirable to obtain several

ard voltage . different power factors , using the
One of the alternators is so same potential transformers, it is evi

ranged that its stator, which may be

either the armature or field , can be

shifted around the shaft with respect

to the stator of the other alternator .

Line Load

ar

Line Lood

Poool

S

ooool

8

Fig. 54 - TESTING 500-VOLT, 2-WIRE, DIRECT

CURRENT METERS WITH STORAGE BATTERY

Line Load

LB

VM MUM
0

S

RE

Transformer Method.-For testing

single-phase integrating wattmeters

on inductive loads, power factors ade

quate to meet ordinary requirements

may be obtained from the circuits of

a two-phase system in the following

manner :

One phase is used for the current

circuit of the wattmeter under test

and should have a non-inductive load,

therefore the current and voltage are

in phase with each other.

Fig. 57—TESTING SMALL - CAPACITY, 200 - VOLT,
3-WIRE, ALTERNATING-CURRENT METERS .

FIELD COILS CONNECTED STANDARD

CR 8

Fig. 52 – TESTING LARGE-CAPACITY, 200 - VOLT,

2-WIRE, DIRECT -CURRENT METERS WITH

STORAGE BATTERY

Line Load

When both stators are in their nor

mal positions the currents of the two

alternators will be in phase with each

other.

The frequency of both alternators

will always be the same, as the two

rotors are rigidly coupled together.

The stator of one alternator being

so arranged that it may be shifted,

any desired phase relation can be ob

tained between the currents of the two

machines .

Rheostats in circuit with the fields

may be used to make the apparatus

more flexible .

dent that the transformers must have

suitable taps to their secondary wind

ings in order to give the required volt

ages , so that when the secondaries

are connected in series a resultant

voltage may be obtained that will

have a value equal to the rated volt

age of the meter under test with the

proper phase displacement .

The action of the transformers may

be shown very plainly by a graphical

construction based upon the parallel

ogram of forces.

Line
Load

LB

VM

Fig. 55 – TESTING SMALL-CAPACITY, 100 - VOLT,

ALTERNATING -CURRENT METERS

Line Load

Format

TH

The potential current applied to the

wattmeter is taken from the second

ary winding of two special potential

transformers, the primaries of which

are connected to different phases and

their secondaries connected in series .

When the transformers Ti and T2

( Fig. 43 ) are thus connected a volt

age may be obtained from their sec

Line

Lo

WM

VM MVM oooo

S

Lood

Fig. 58 – TESTING 200 - VOLT, 3-WIRE, ALTER

NATING -CURRENT METERS, WITH FIELD

COILS IN SERIES . TESTING LOAD ON

IOO VOLTS
20

CR 8

Fig. 53 – TESTING LARGE-CAPACITY, 200 - VOLT,

3 -WIRE , DIRECT -CURRENT METERS WITH

STORAGE BATTERY

It is evident that if the current or

load circuit of a wattmeter is con

nected to one alternator and its po

tential circuit connected to the other

alternator, any desired power factor

may be obtained by adjusting the

movable stator.

In Fig. 44 the horizontal line 0 A

represents the full voltage of trans

former T1. This voltage is in phase

with the load current. OB represents

the full voltage of transformer T?,

which is 90 degrees ahead of the volt

age of fi and equal in magnitude.

The resultant voltage obtained from

the two transformers connected in

series is represented by OC, which

Fig. 56 – TESTING SMALL-CAPACITY, 200 - VOLT,

2 -WIRE, ALTERNATING-CURRENT METERS
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ances

:

Line Load

Le

Line
Lood

W
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2 -WIRE , ALTERNATING - CURRENT METERS
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WITH WATER RHEOSTAT

has a lead of the angle o ahead of OA , with adjustable contacts are Three - Phase Method.- When test

and a greater length than desired . connected across two phases, as shown ing single -phase integrating wattme
Now if the values OA and OB' had in Fig. 45 .' ' ters where a three- phase circuit is

been selected ( by means of suitable The resistances R1 and R2 are suit- available, the effect of a load with a

taps to the secondary winding of the able to withstand line voltage and have 50 -percent. power factor is readily

transformers) , then the resultant of a current capacity of 1 or 2 amperes. obtained by the connections shown in

OA ' and OB ' would be OC', leading The adjustable contacts have termi- Fig. 46.

by the much greater angle and hav- nals to which are connected the po- First , a single phase is taken from

ing the proper length. If the values tential leads of the wattmeter under any two wires and a regular test on

0 A2 and OB2 had been selected in- test . non-inductive load is made. The cur

stead , the resultant of these would rent circuit passes through the meter ,

have been OC?, leading by a much wattmeter and load , in the order

'smaller angle than in either of the named. When the meter is adjusted

previous cases. By halving the val properly, the potential lead is removed

ues O A and OB the system would be from the regular point to which it is

adapted by a meter built for half the connected and, with the corresponding

voltages given above . The resultants wattmeter lead , is connected to the

are shown by OC3, and so on . Thus, third wire.

by selecting the proper values of volt On account of the 120 - degree rela

ages from each phase, a resultant volt tion between the phases this gives the

effect on the meter of a current with

a power factor of 50 per cent.
Fig. 61–TESTING LARGE - CAPACITY, 200 - VOLT,

To ascertain if the current is lead

ing or lagging, a small impedance coil

should be connected in series in the in

A non - inductive load is applied to strument potential circuit. If the in

the current circuit of the wattmeter strument indicator decreases the cur
in the same manner as in the trans

rent is lagging ; if it increases the cur

former method. rent is leading and the load should be

It is evident that with this arrange- connected across the A and C wires ,

ment a drop of potential, with any de and the potential leads connected to

sired phase relation with respect to the B wire.

Fig. 59 – TESTING LARGE-CAPACITY, 100 -VOLT, the load current , may be obtained by The voltmeter and ammeter are un

2 - WIRE, ALTERNATING-CURRENT METERS, changing the position of the adjustable necessary in the actual test .

contacts on the resistances . TESTING CONNECTIONS

When the proper contact points The Figs . 47 to 67, inclusive, show

age may be obtained which will have have been determined the position of diagrams of connections for testing

any desired magnitude and phase re- the adjustable slides may be so marked meters .

lation .
The fuses not shown in these fig

The transformer taps may be

brought to a circular switch , the po

ures must always be removed in con

ducting a test .
sition of which will indicate the volt

When it is necessary to supply serv
age and power factor under which

ice to the consumer during a test , suit
condition the voltmeter and ammeter able bridging cables , equipped with

will be unnecessary. fuses, should be connected ahead of

A double - throw switch to give non the service fuses and after the house

inductive load should be connected in
fuses, which are removed for test.

the potential circuit so that the poten For the purpose of uniformity, in

dicating instruments are used as stand

ards , but they may be replaced , if de

Fig. 62 - TESTING LARGE-CAPACITY, 200 - VOLT,

sired , by any suitable standard .

F
On all the tests, regular 110-volt

3 -WIRE, ALTERNATING-CURRENT METERS,

lamps are used in the lamp banks,

shown in the figures.

that approximately the same power
The secondaries of a series trans

factor can be reproduced without the
former should always be bridged be

voltmeter and ammeter. A double

throw potential switch should be pro

vided and connected to the current

circuit and to the resultant voltage cir

Fig. 60 - TESTING LARGE-CAPACITY, 100 -VOLT,
cuit so that the voltage supplied to

2 -WIRE , ALTERNATING -CURRENT METERS ,

the meter can be taken from either

circuit as desired . The voltage to

tial to the meter may be connected to produce the inductive load condition

the same phase as the current circuit. or the normal line voltage may then

The same principles may be applied be conveniently and readily obtained

to any multiphase system and will be as desired .

found very useful, especially for lab- The apparatus for this method can

oratory and shop testing. be built in small portable form, which

Resistance Method . This method is adapted for testing meters in serv Fig. 63–TESTING 100-VOLT,

is similar to the transformer method ice at any installation where a multi

except that two non - inductive resist- phase circuit is available .

ܬܘܘܘ
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CURRENT METERS INSTALLED WITH SERIES

TRANSFORMERS. TESTING CONNECTIONS

MADE DIRECTLY TO THE LINE
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fore being disconnected from the me

ter, as voltage across the secondary

terminals may rise dangerously high

when the secondary circuit is not

closed.

The secondaries of series and po

tential transformers should always be

disconnected from the meter when it

is tested as an independent meter,

even though the primary circuit is

dead. If this is not done before the

testing connections are placed , a dan

gerously high voltage may be supplied

by the potential transformer to feed

LoadLine

a load device in Fig. 66 is a regular a single-phase circuit of the rated volt

110-volt transformer connected across age and frequency of the meter. One

the high -tension circuit . method is to connect both potential

The potential circuits of standards circuits of the meter in parallel to the

should invariably be so connected as single-phase circuit. Each motor can

to receive the same voltage as the po- then be tested separately and the cali

tential circuit of the meter, and be con- bration made as previously stated .

nected to the line side of the current A multiphase meter may also be

coils of the meter under test . tested with the current coils of both

The indicating wattmeter WM motors in series and the potential cir

shown in the figures is equipped for cuits connected in parallel , as above .

two ranges of current in addition to An objection to this method is the in

two ranges of potential. The lower ability to determine any unbalancing

current range permits of more accu- of the motors, and when unbalanced

rate readings on the lighter loads. any adjustments made would give in

The shunt used in direct-current

testing should , where possible, be con

nected to the grounded neutral of a

3-wire Edison system , to protect the

instrument.

In all these diagrams, testing con

nections are madeto the proper side

of fuses, and this point must be care

fully observed .

In Figs. 50 , 53 and 58 the current

coils are connected in series by the

temporary bridging wire shown on

the load side at the meter.

The potential of the meter shown

in Fig. 58 is connected to 220 volts ,
Fig. 67 – TESTING CONNECTIONS FOR MULTI

Line Looc

оо

La

WM

La

WMFig. 64 – TESTING 500 -VOLT, 2 -WIRE , ALTER

NATING -CURRENT METERS , USING LAMP

BANKS FOR LOAD

Line Lood

PHASE METERS . EACH MOTOR IS LOADED

INDEPENDENTLY AND THE POTENTIAL CIR

( UITS ARE CONNECTED ON THEIR PROPER

PHASES

M

M

ers or circuits supposed to be dead

and upon which work may be in prog

ress. Any instruments or coils which

are frequently installed in the second

ary circuit of series transformers, in

series with the meter, should remain

connected in the circuit, during a test ,

in which the primary load is measured

by the testing standards, as in Fig. 63 .

When testing a meter installed with

a current transformer, as an inde

pendent meter, the meter should be

calibrated according to the accuracy

curve previously determined when the

meter and transformer were tested as

a unit. ( Fig . 65. )

w

T

LB

Fig. 60 – TESTING ALTERNATING -CURRENT ME

TERS INSTALLED WITH CURRENT AND PO

TENTIAL TRANSFORMERS. SEPARATE

TRANSFORMER SUPPLIES THE TESTING CUR

RENT

accurate results when the meter is

connected to a multiphase circuit .

When tested with both sets of cur

rent coils in series , one -half of the

regular test constant is used in the

calculations.

If either of the above methods are

employed in conducting a test , care

should be exercised not to reverse

either of the potential circuits when

connecting in parallel. When the cur

rent coils are connected in series the

connections of one set of current coils

should be reversed in order to secure

the proper direction of current in the

coils .

Owing to the possibility of inaccu

rate results and the inconvenience in

making the proper connections, it is

preferable to test each motor of a mul

tiphase meter separately without dis

connecting the potential circuits from

the respective phases, as shown in Fig.

67 .

Line Lood

5

M

Fig. 65 – TESTING A 100 OR 200 -VOLT, ALTER

XATIXG -CURRENT METER WITH CURRENT

TRANSFORMER AS AN INDEPENDENT METER .

THE TESTING ( URRENT IS SUPPLIED 10 THE

METER DIRECT WITHOUT LOADING THE CUR

RENT TRANSFORMER

and since one outside fuse is removed

it becomes necessary to disconnect the

potential circuit from the current coil

on this side of the line and supply it

with voltage by a temporary jumper

from the line side of the removed fuse.

Multiphase meters should be tested

with the connections shown in Fig. 67 .

In this diagram connections are shown

only for testing and calibrating one

motor. It must be noted that while

calibrating this motor the potential

leads from the other phase must be

connected to the meter, as otherwise

the results obtained are inaccurate. It

is necessary to duplicate the connec

tions on the other phase and make the

proper adjustments on that motor, so

that both elements will be in calibra

tion .

In addition to the method shown in

Fig . 67, it is also possible but not ad

visable to test a multiphase meter on

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS ( 'SED IN THE

DIAGRAMS SHOWN IN FIGS. 47

TO 67 , INCLUSIVE

B Battery

CR * Carbon rheostat

СТ Current Transformer

HWM High - capacity wattmeter

LWM Low

LB Lamp bank

M Integrating wattmeter

Mvm Millivoltmeter

PT Potential transformer

Adjustable resistance

= Shunt

SS - Series Switch

T Temporary transformer

Vm - Voltmeter

WM Indicating wattmeter

WR Water rheostat

a

Fig. 60 illustrates the use of a cur

rent transformer connected backward

across the line as a load device instead

of a water rheostat, as in Fig . 59.

Temporary transformer T used as
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Illuminating Engineers' Society We are inclined to believe the edi- The New Spring Holder

The third annual convention of the
tor has been a bit careless in his com- Another marked improvement in

Illuminating Engineers ' Society will pilation work , since we find a descrip- the Westinghouse Nernst system is the

be held at the United Engineering So
tion of the obsolete surface - contact new spring holder .

cieties ' Building, New York , Sept.
system abandoned by the Westing- This device makes the replacement

house and General Electric Com- of glowers so simple an operation that
27-29 .

The following list includes papers
panies years ago ; since it can be done by anyone, without hav

that are now being prepared for pre
again we find only seven pages ing had electrical experience . It

sentation . It is probable that others
devoted to steam turbines,

turbines , with
with greatly reduces the trimmers' time'

will be added to this list : absolutely no data on the Parsons tur- and makes it impossible for him to

" Ethics of Illuminating Engineer- bine and very little on the Curtis ma- replace the glowers in any but the

ing,” E. L. Elliott ; " Some Notes on
chine ; and, since again we find a nice , proper way.

Illuminating Engineering Practice in fine-spun theory of electrical reso- The new holder consists of a one

Europe," H. Thurston Owens ; " The nance sandwiched in between “Elec- piece porcelain base same as the old

Importance of Illuminometry in Prac- tricity in the U. S. Navy" and " The holder and receives the wafer heater“

tical Illuminating Engineering,” Nor Electric Automobile.” These little dis- in the same manner, but is provided”

man Macbeth ; " Efficiency of Lighting crepancies do not, however, mar the with an entirely new device for hold

Installations," A.L. Eustice; " Shades
excellence of the work . ing the glowers . On one side there

and Reflectors , ” Dr. Louis Bell ; “ The
Unlike a fresh handbook the Fos- is attached a metal stamping consist

Design of Reflectors," A. J. Sweet ; ter manual of engineering has lived ing of a series of springs ,one for each

“ Diffusing Mediums," A. J. Marshall ; down any errors which crept into the glower, covered by a metal guard. A

" Absorption and Diffusion of various early text and can be considered the corresponding number of rigid up

Forms of Glass Surfaces," Basset most reliable work of its kind on the right supports fit into the slots in the

Jones , Jr.; " Factory and Mill Light market . It ought to be the first pur- opposite side of the porcelain . Small

ing ," L. B. Marks : " The Photometric chase of any young engineer , for so platinum jaws to receive the glowers

Laboratory of the United Gas Im- much information can scarcely be cov- are welded to the tips of the springs

provement Co.," C. O. Bond ; " The ered in a dozen well-selected volumes. and to the tips of the upright sup

New Physical Laboratory of the Na
ports.

tional Electric Lamp Association," E.
P. Hyde ; " The Problem of Hetero- New 200-250-Volt Tungsten

chrome Photometry," P. S. Millar ;
Lamps

" Description of a Demonstration The advantages and economy of the

Lighting Installation ," W. C. Morris ; tungsten incandescent over the car

“ Discussion of the Efficiency of the bon - filament lamp have been practical

MooreLight,” Messrs . Hyde , Wood- ly denied to most circuits operating

well , Sharp and Millar. at 200-250 volts, because the regular

multiple tungsten lamps were de

signed for the standard voltage of

Book Review
100-125 On these larger voltage

circuits - for example, 220 volts — in
" Electrical Engineer's Pocket Book , "

order to use tungsten lamps at all it
by Horatio A. Foster, Consult

was necessary to operate two 110

ing Engineer, with the collabora
volt lamps in series . Most users of

tion of eminent specialists ; Fifth
the higher voltages preferred to wait

edition , completely revised ; p . for the advent of the tungsten adapted

1599; price $5.00 . D. Van Nos to their voltage.

trand Co., New York.
The glowers are provided with

In answer to this considerable de
fused beads at the ends of their plati

Greatly revised and enlarged until mand, the General Electric Company
num leads which prevent them from

no ordinary pocket could carry it , the has extended its production of tung- slipping through the jaws of the
new edition of Foster appears with sten lamps into voltages from 200 to

holder. Replacement consists of the
600 odd pages added to its already 250. This gives to the users of high- simple operation of inserting the bead

voluminous bulk — so fast the electrical er voltages the opportunity for the
of the glower in the jaw on the spring

art grows. adoption of the economical high -ef- side of theholder and then drawing

The book has been the standard ficiency lamps for multiple service .
the spring forward sufficiently to al

work since 1902, and probably will The regular 200-260 - volt carbon - fila
low the other bead to drop into the

continue to be, if the editing of the ment lamps ranged in nominal efficien
corresponding slot on the opposite

work remains in competent hands. cy from 3.8 watts per candle to 3. I
side of the holder.

The aim of its publishers has been watts per candle. The new tungsten The spring tension is sufficient to

to present the data essential to the en- has the usual tungsten efficiency of 14 draw the glower into place, which is

gineer in any branch of the art and watts per candle actual. The new

done automatically without further at
the editors have succeeded very well lamps are claimed to possess all the

tention on the part of the operator.
in this respect , although they have excellent qualities of the regular Gen Contact is made automatically. The

perhaps overreached themselves a bit eral Electric 100-125 -volt tungsten
pressure of the spring keeps the glow

in including telegraphy, the theory of lamps, including the same form of
ers in their correct position and does

wireless telegraphy, and X-rays , etc. specially anchored filaments which
not permit them to assume any other

The best executed chapters of the make the 100-125-volt lamps so suc
position due to expansion and con

book are those on electric railway cessful. Tests of the new 200-250- volt traction.

work , switchboard gear and illumina- tungsten show the average life and

tion . The chapter devoted to direct- performance of these lamps to be fully

current motors is academic, and the up to that of the standard multiple The efficiency of the reciprocation

testing of motors and generators is lamps. The lamps have ratings of engine increases i per cent for each

rather fragmentary in its presentation . 45 , 70, 110 and 180 watts. 15 degrees of superheat.
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cago, Ill .

2
4

JEFFREY

5772 - M

Jeffrey Storage Battery Machines in operation for about the Traction Co., Lancaster, Pa.; Ogden

The accompanying illustration same period of time, or longer, include Rapid Transit Co., Ogden, Utah ; At

shows a new yard truck just brought gas engines and generators of from lantic Shore Line Ry. Co., Kennebunk ,

out by the Jeffrey Mfg. Company of 300 to 5000 h.p. capacity, which, with Me. ;General Construction Co.,Omaha,

Columbus, Ohio.
others now going into commission, Neb.; Sandusky, Norwalk & Mansfield

The electrical equipment, including furnish power for iron works, steel Ry. Co. , Norwalk , O.; Shelbourne

storage batteries, motor, controller, mills , clay products plants, cement Falls & Colrain St. Ry. Co., Shel

with all necessary charging instru- mills, automobile shops, plate- glass bourne Falls , Mass.; Chester Traction

ments, are all located below the plat- works, tube mills , wire works, central Co., Chester, Pa.; Lebanon Valley St.

form so that the truck can be used for power, lighting and traction stations, Ry. Co., Lebanon , Pa.; Rochester Ry.

carrying material of any kind, or for phosphate plants, factories and other Co. , Rochester , N Y.; Eastern Wis

hauling
yard cars . Thedesign is such industrial establishments. In the consin Ry & Lt. Co., Fond du Lac,

that it can be used on any gauge from list are engines operating on pro
Wis.; Transit Supply Co. , Minneapo

18 in. up, and on the shortest curves ducer, natural and furnace gas and lis, Minn .; Chicago City Ry. Co. , Chi

encountered on industrial tracks . The their capacity for continuous service

electrical equipment is furnished in aggregates no less than 210,000 h.p.
The Crocker -Wheeler Company has

sizes to suitthe service. Among the larger users of gas power
recently booked several large orders

For loads up to 10 tons a six-h.p . in the industrial field is the Pittsburg
for direct- current apparatus. One of

motor with a 10 -kw . battery is pro- Plate Glass Co. , which was one of the
these from the Indiana Steel Co. calls

vided. For heavier service larger mo
earliest to install the improved type for 70 mill motors, totaling about

2400 h.p. This ordr is an addition

to the 11,000 -h.p . of Crocker -Wheeler

motors employed at the present time

by this company. Another order from

the Gould Paper Co. , of Lyons Falls ,

N. Y. , calls for electric drive for a

new paper-makingmachinewhich they

are about to install . A sale has been

made to J. M. Kohler Sons Co. , She

boygan , Wis. , of one 750 -kw ., 250

volt D. C. generator The King Bridge

Co, Cleveland, O. , recently placed an

order for one 150 -kw ., compound

wound, 250-volt generator to be used

for supplying light and power. An

other sale made to the American Lace

tors and batteries are supplied , de- of engine and electric generator built
Manufacturing Co., Elyria , O. , cov

pending on the maximum loads and by Allis -Chalmers Co., and has just ered one 100 -kw ., 250 rev. per min .

the frequency of the trips . The plat- placed an order for the eleventh of generator. The Bethlehem Steel Co.

form is made removable allowing easy these units. has recently added to their 8800 h.p.

access to the electrical equipment.
of Crocker-Wheeler motors, by an or

For the service usually encountered
der for a 225-h.p. , compound-wound

around the average manufacturing
Allis-Chalmers' Orders motor, to be installed attheir Saucon

plant, moving raw materials , castings,
Plant. An order received from Bea

The effort that has been made by

etc. , the 6 h.p. equipment will operate
dleston & Woerz, New York City, cov

electric traction companies, despite the

two or three days on a charge. recent business depression, to keep
ers 187 h.p. in compound-wound, 115

By estimating the average weight their systems in good operating condi
volt motors and one 150 -kw ., 125 -volt

and average length of trip the proper tion is not generally recognized ; but
compound -wound generator. Among

size of equipment can be determined.
one evidence recently brought to the

orders for induction motors recently

The use of these cars facilitates the
received by the Crocker -Wheeler

attention of this paper is the fact that

handling of material around a manu- since January ist of this year Allis
Company is one from Roessler &

facturing plant , and also effects a very Chalmers Company, one ofthe largest
Hasslacher Chemical Co., Perth Am

material saving in the cost of this builders of street and interurban rail
boy, N. J. , which totals 295 h.p. in

work. way apparatus, has received orders for
3-phase, 60 -cycle, 480 - volt motors of

the squirrel-cage type.

nearly 1000 air-brake equipments .
Gas Engine Installations Aggrega These include the company's latest

ting 210,000 H.P. type of straight air -brake equipments Sharp-Threaded Star Bushings

In the accompanying illustration is for single car operation , straight air- The difficulties met with on the job

shown an Allis -Chalmers horizontal , emergency equipments, combined when conduit bushings have flat

double-acting tandem gas engine, of straight and automatic air-brake threads , and the satisfactory results

500 h.p., driving a direct-current gen- equipments for two or three -car trains obtained with sharp -threaded bushings

eratorof the same company's build in and automatic air -brake equipments are graphically shown in a large and

the power house of the Illinois Steel for electric locomotives and heavy in- striking folder issued by the Steel

Company's Bay View mills at Mil- terurban trains . Among the compa- City Electric Co. , Pittsburg, Pa. ,

waukee, Wis. During the two years nies buying are the following : makers of the well-known “ Star"

this has been in operation, the unit has Tampa & Sulphur Springs Traction bushings . In a series of four large

not cost $ 50.00 for repairs, and its Co. , Tampa , Fla. ; Third Avenue Rail- diagrams , there are presented ex

record has been such as to demon- way Co. , New York ; Tarrytown & amples of the effects produced with

strate conclusively the reliability of White Plains Ry . Co. , White Plains , flat and sharp -threaded bushings and

gas engines, properly designed , for in- N. Y.; Yonkers Street Ry. Co. , Yon- with conduit threads acid -eaten and

dustrial service of the most severe kers , N. Y.; Omaha & Council Bluffs standard . The information is inter

character. St. Ry., Omaha, Neb .; Conestoga esting to the construction trade .
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The New 150-Watt Tungsten
News Notes Canada, is the chief engineer and

The General Electric Company has Recent sales of Allis -Chalmers elec
Ralph Mershon, of New York, is the

just listed a new 100 to 125 -volt tung- trical apparatus , exclusive of com
electrical engineer for this work. This

sten lamp. It is rated at 150 watts bined generating units , which consti
plant will generate 100,000 h.p. , cur

and supplied in 338 - in . pear-shaped
rent being furnished to the various

tute a large list in themselves, include

bulb . the following :
cities throughout New Brunswick and

The lamp is designed to supply an
Maine . The wori involves , among

Merchants' Heat & Light Co. , In

intermediate unit between the 100
dianapolis, Ind . , 2 1000-kw . Syn- other features , the construction ofa

watt and the 250 -watt types. Many chronous motor generator sets, 3
number of sliafts in rock excavation

central stations desire this lamp to
phase, 2300 volts , 60 cycle , A. C. , 130 ft . deep, a power chamber 30 by

replace gas arcs , for which the 100 250 volts shunt -wound D. C. , and i
260 ft. and 130 ft. deep, and a tail -race

watt lamp is too small and the 250- 200 -kw . shunt -wound balancing set ,
tunnel 28 ft. in diameter and 2400 ft.

watt too large .
consisting of two 125-volt machines long, a power-house 350 ft. long and

This new lamp has all the well on a common cast-iron base ; Dela
260 ft. wide. The intake shafts will be

known and superior characteristics of ware, Lackawanna & Western R. R. ,
9 in number and12 ft . in diameter ,

the G. E. tungsten lamp the same ex
130 ft. deep. The total head de

Hampton Power Plant, Scranton , Pa. ,

cellent method of mounting and the I 1500 -kw . O. F. W. C. , 3 phase , 60
veloped will be 135 ft . Numerous

special anchoring support for the fila
cycle transformers, 4150/2200 volts ;

auxiliary works, substations and long

ment which insures amaximum of me- San Francisco Gas & Electric Co. , San
distance transmission lines will be

chanical strength and ability to with
erected .

Francisco, Cal . , 2 1000 -kw . synchro

stand usage and permitting its satis
and may be used on circuits, the poten

nous motor generator sets , 3 phase,

factory operation in any position . The
tial of which does not exceed 2500

11,000 volts , 60 cycle , A. C. , 275 volts

lamp is listed at $2.50 plain , and $ 2.65 compound-wound D.C.;Great North,
volts . The transformers are portable ,

frosted ; 24 in a standard package. ern Railway Co. , St. Paul, Minn., 9 in
and are provided with carrying han

duction motors, aggregating 220 h.p.:: Tungsten lighting, read by Henry, ,
dles . A reprint of a paper on series

A number of interesting publica- 440 volts, 3 phase ,60cycles ; Joseph Schroeder at therecentconvention of

tions recently sent out by the Westing- Light &Power Co., Joseph, Ore., I

house Electric & Manufacturing Co., 225-kw. A. C. waterwheel type gener
.

,
the Northwestern Electrical Associa

of Pittsburg, Pa . , include the follow
tion , will also be found of value to

ator , 2300 volts , 3 phase , 60 cycles ,

ing : “ Fan Motors for Alternating
those interested in this subject .

with exciter and switchboard ; Port
Current and for Direct Current" ; " Lu

land Railway, Light & Power Co. ,
minous Radiators and Air Heaters” ;

Portland, Ore., I 500 -kw . vertical di

One way of determining the relative

“Battery Charging Methods," and”

“ Multiple Tungsten Lamps.'

rect-current generator, 600 volts, with burning, qualities of different ship

switchboard ;Wind River Lumber Co. ,
ments of coal is to weigh the coal fired

The General Electric Company has Cascade Locks, Ore . , I 100 -h.p. induc
during a definite period. This should

just issued a bulletin devoted to
tion motor, 3 phase, 60 cycle , 440

entail no extra expense , as the coal

searchlight projectors for commercial
volts ; Caldwell Milling & Elevator

passer, boiler washer, or ash wheeler,

use. This publication contains illus- Co., Caldwell , Idaho, I 100-h.p. , 220
present in nearly every plant of mod

trations and descriptions of projectors volt , 3 phase, 60 cycle induction mo erate size , could be used during the

of various types and sizes,and goes, tor: Pocahontas Consolidated Collier
few hours necessary for the test. The

more or less , into detail . The use of
ies Co., Switchback , W. Va . , I 175

plan has one disadvantage in that there

searchlight projectors in connection
is possibility of variations in the

h.p., 2080 volt , 3 phase, 60 cycle in
with advertising purposes is constantly amount of coal burned, due to the per

duction motor ; Toleda & Indiana Rail

increasing, and this bulletin will be
sonal element involved. With the test

way Co. , Toledo, Ohio, i 400 -kw . ro
found of special interest along this line .

by calorimeter , however, the measure

Another bulletin, recently issued by cycle, 3 phase, 600 voltsD. C. , with
tary converter, 500 rev . per min ., 25

of the calorific value of the coal is in

the company, describes a current trans disputable , while the expense involved
3 150-kv -a . O. F. S. C. transformers

former for use in connection with the should be more than covered by the
3200/375 volts, together with switch

measurement of large amounts of cur
board ; Victor Talking Machine Co.. saving obtained in rebates. A check

,
rent. These transformers are made in

on the first method would be to run
Camden , N. J. , 8 type " K ” motors,

two forms: one containing both pri- aggregating 530 h.p., 220 volts D. C. ;
the test two or three times under the

mary and secondary coils; the other
Goodyear Lumber Co., Tomah, Wis. , mind, this method repeatedly demon

same load conditions . In a case in

containing only the secondary coil , the 19 induction motors aggregating 925

primary being composed of one
strated the fact that ' of two shipments

h.p.; Crane Company, Chicago, Ill . , of coal, it was requlred to burn a ton
more turns of the cable carrying the

, ,

I 300-kw . synchronous motor genera
current to be measured. The former

more of one in 24 hours. As this coal
tor set , 440 volts , 60 cycle, A. C. 250

transformer is designed to give three contained more slate than the better
volts D. C. and 3 100 -h.p. induction

ratios of transformation ; the latter, burning coal , the results were in ac

one . Each has a capacity of 40 watts ,
motors, 440 volts , 60 cycles; Great

Western Power Co, San Francisco,
cordance with the observed facts .

From the cases cited it will be ap
Cal . , 15 0. F. S. C. transformers,

Among recent sales of heavy elec parent that attention to these matters
22,000 /2400 volts , aggregating 2100

trical machinery made by Allis -Chal will result in a reduction of the coal
kv-a.

mers Company is a contract covering
bill , and as the largest item of operat

two 3-phase , 25-cycle , 6600 - volt, alter
ing cost is found in the boiler -room , it

nating current generators , with a com- The contract for the construction seems only right that this end of the

binedcapacity of 8000 kw ., to be di- work involved in the hydro - electric plant should receive a larger share of

rect -coupled to gas engines in the development of the Grand Falls Pow- attention than is sometimes given it .

power plant of the Carnegie Steel er Company on the St. John River at

Company's Carrie Furnaces at Ran- Grand Falls, New Brunswick, has The New England section of the

kin , Pa. These are the largest ma- been placed in the hands of the Frank National Electric Light Association

chines ever built for service of this B. Gilbreth Organization of New met September 9 , 10 at Newcastle,

character . York . John B. McRae, of Ottawa , N. H., in annual convention.

or
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or

even

New Holophane Clusters The Compensarc ger to the operator. The terminals

The Holophane Company, New- The need of some kind of a device to the line and lamp are brought out

ark , Ohio, has introduced improve- for controlling arc lamps on movingfor controlling arc lamps on moving through porcelain insulators in the

ments in the glass equipment of the picture machines is obvious when it cover. The lamp terminals are

Holophane “ arcs” clusters is known that moving picture ma- plainly designated by the word

whereby a much better distribution chine arc lamps operate at approxi- " lamp" cast on the cover where the

of light is secured . The comparative mately 35 volts at the arc , while the
terminals come through . With a

curve here published indicates the voltage obtainable from practically little care the compensare can be in

improvement in this regard of the all commercial lighting circuits is stalled by any operator .

new units over the old . either 110 volts or 220 volts . Some The compensare is approved by

electrical device must of necessity ,
the National Board of Fire Under

therefore, be used between the line writers . There is positively no fire

and the lamp to take care of the dif- risk , as there is no noticeable rise

ference in voltage. in temperature
after sev

The compensare accomplishes eral pictures have been run through

this purpose on alternating circuits. the machine.

It is in reality a special type of ad
justable auto-transformer, and is Benjamin R. Western and W. Hull

manufactured by the Fort Wayne
Western, until August 1 , 1909, pro

Electric Works. prietor and manager of the Manu

This compensare is known facturer's Advertising Bureau , 237

Type A , Form 4 , and is rated at two
Broadway, and Walter Mueller and

kilowatts for 110 volts or 2.5 kw . for W. H. Denny, of the Banning Com

220 volts, and wound for either 60 pany, 225 Fifth Avenue, have organ

cycles or 133 cycles , as may be de ized the Manufacturer's Publicity

sired. Corporation, with offices at the Hud

son Terminal Building. 30 Church

Street , New York .

as

ar

A separable cluster body also is

now supplied so that the new

rangement can be taken apart and

the glassware cleaned without break

the glassware cleaned without

breaking the electrical connection .

The standard finish of the clusters

in future will be brush brass .

Square-linked chain is used for the

suspension, and a separable canopy

is supplied , which does away with

the necessity of a long nipple at the

ceiling

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC COMPENSARC

HOLOPHANE ARC NO 66

WITH 6-60WATT 8OWL -FROSTEO TUNGSTEN LAMPS

After a belt has been in use some

time, its surface takes on a glaze .

This results in losses due to slip

ping, always accompanied by heat

ing, and draws the natural oils to

the surface, causing them to evap

orate . This condition further leads

to the belt's getting stiff and hard

and lessens the angle of wrap ( the

angle between the extreme points

touched and covered by the belt on

the pulley ).

Without attention belts are al

most sure to deteriorate as above

described . Their efficiency is in

creased and their life lengthened ac

cording to the treatment they re

ceive. To prevent the formation of

surface glaze and the slipping ac

companying it , it is the best practice

to use a reliable belt dressing. This

dressing should be of a nature that

will not only offer temporary relief ,

but that will penetrate through the

surface of the belt and replenish the

natural oils . This will result in

keeping the belt pliable and preserv

ing the original efficiency .

Rosin is very frequently applied

to prevent slipping, and this it will

do, but at the same time it destroys

the life of the belt itself .

Dixon's traction belt dressing has

through long service proved its

value in preserving belts at high effi

ciency. It does not supply a sur

face stickiness but is absorbed by

the belt, thus keeping it in its nat

ural condition, preventing the for
mation of surface glaze with the at

tendant slipping, and maintaining

the angle of wrap at its widest

roints.

C
A
N
O
U

?

A horizontal, three -step, continu

ous circuit switch is mounted on the

slate top , providing three adjust

ments for intensity of light. Each

adjustment is so designed that it

maintains approximately the same

voltage at the arc while passing

from one step to the next without

at any time opening the circuit .
À oÉ STYLE HOLOPMANE ANG

which would consequently break the

are and produce flickering .

There is no waiting for the arc to

settle and become steady before the

intensity of the light can be deter

mined . The compensare increases

or decreases the intensity of light
Note . In the July issue the without a flicker .

above statement was printed with A cast -iron cover over the slate

the wrong curve. We have pleasure top completely encloses the switch

in showing herewith the proper blade and contacts, making it im

curve for the new Holophane clus- possible for accidental short circuits
ter.—ED. to occur, and also removes all dan

& NEWSTYLE MOLOPHANE ANC

ENGINEERING DEPT. MOLOPMANE CO .

NEWARK ONIO
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The Benjamin Tungsten Arc ward radiation of light . This and the P. G. Gossler has recently associated

The Benjamin Weather - Proof main reflector are low enough to se
himself with O. B. Leach & Co., 149

Tungsten Arc has 20-in . high - grade cure a good distribution of the hori- Broadway, N. Y.

porcelain enameled steel reflector and zontal rays in a downward direction .

12 - in . glass ball . Above the former.
The device can be furnished without

is body portion of copper, metal cross- the upper portion when attached to
Pittsburg transformers of the small

arm with porcelain knobs, weather- gooseneck or other form of suspension

where the wires are concealed . Four
high voltage type is the subject of

proof porcelain connecting block , and

suspension loop . Globe may be sus

Bulletin 1093 issued by the Pitts
light fixtures take 40-100 watt lamps ; burg Transformer Co.,Pittsburg, Pa.

pended and held in position for clean
5 - light 40-60 watt.

ing and removing lamps, or may be

entirely removed, if desired. This is Widely differing machines are

accomplished by means of a rod pass- driven by large direct -current Crock- The Hovt Electrical Instrument

ing through the hollow support. It er -Wheeler motors, as described in Works, of Penacook , N. H. , have

is ventilated at the top and the bot- Bulletin 113 just issued by the moved their New York branch to 136

tom . Holes are small enough to keep Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere,Ampere, Liberty Street , where with greatly in

out insects . An inside reflector of N. J. These motors are used on creased space and better facilities they

white enameled steel , with openings lathes , hoists, bloom shears , big rolls will be able to handle their growing

for the lamps, assists in the down- and ammonia compressers . business.

NICO IS A NEW FILLING COMPOUND

STANDING A TEST OF 86000 VOLTS TO 3/8" OF COMPOUND
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Superior Points of this Compound

A NICO stands highest known test E NICO does not allow air cavities to form

B NICO does notshrink F NICO does not disintegrate

CNICO always remains plastic and flexible G NICO is long lasting
D NICO will not crack H NICO is economical

NICO is free- flowing like water; in applying it fills the smallest crevices and cracks

Samples and full report of tests sent on request
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11 HAWKINS STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

INSULATOR COMPANY

IR

Over

50,000

miles

JL.

Rolled

from

Best Quality

Steel fin use

CONTINUOUS JOINT WEBER JOINT

The Rai! Joint Company

WOLHAUPTER JOINT

Catalogs at Agencies

Baltimore , Md . Pittsburg, Pa .

Boston , Mass. Portland, Oregon

Chicago , III . San Francisco, Cal.

Denver, Colo . St. Louis , Mo.

New York ,NY. Troy, N. Y.

London , E.C., Eng Montreal, Can .

HIGHEST AWARDS : Paris, 1900 ;

Buffalo, 1901 ; St Louis, 1904 .

握GENERAL OFFICES :

29 West 34th Street, New York City

Makers of Base Supported Rail Joints for Standard and Special Rail

Sections, also Girder, Step or Compromise, Frog andSwitch , and Insulat

ing Rail Joints, protected by Patents.

CONTINUOUS GIRDER

YOU CAN BE THE JUDGE

Since some of the importers are claiming that Americans don't know how to make flaming

arc carbons , we are willing to ship any owner of flaming lamps in the United States one

hundred pairs of our “ Silver Tip ” carbons for any type of flaming lamp, and if they cannot

conscientiously say they are equal or superior to the foreign made goods , after using the

whole lot , we'll cancel the bill and pay the freight .

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, O.
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CUTLER -HAMMER

OUR BUSINESS can be

described in five words :

“ MAKERS OF ELECTRIC

CONTROLLING DEVICES”

Dynamo Printing Press

Field Regulator Controller Elevator Controller

Buto

Did you ever stop to

consider what these

five words mean ? ? ?

Machine

mean

15

They
the manufacture of

switches for the control of a single lamp

circuit, and they mean the building of

dimmers that control the myriad lights

of an Opera House or a Hippodrome.

They mean the design of controllers

to govern the revolutions of a washing

machine, or of the ponderous turrets of

a battleship .

They mean the making of float

switches that start and stop the motor

pumping a few hundred gallons of

water to the top of a building, and they

mean the design and construction of

the controlling equipment for a pump

ing plant that supplies a hundred thou

sand homes.

They mean speed regulators for sew

ing machines and boring mills ; they

mean controllers for Jumb-waiters, pas

senger elevators and skip hoists ; they

mean a little five-button starting box for

the motor operating an organ blower in

the village church, and they mean sys

tems of remote control for steel mills ,

ore docks and mines.

They mean, in short, a business that

brings us in contact with every other

business in which electricity is used.

For sixteen years we have been

MAKERS OF ELECTRIC CON

TROLLING DEVICES. For sixteen

years we have been designing and

building every conceivable kind of de

Crane Controller vice for controlling every imaginable

sort of electrically operated apparatus.

Much that we did not know in the be

Self - Starter for
ginning we have learned by experience

D. O. Motor
— the best of teachers — and that ex

Controller perience is at YOUR service if you

have before you any problem involving

electric control.

This means that at the cost of a two

cent stamp you can command the ser

A. C. Motor Starter vices of a corps of experts who have

been solving electrical control problems

for years.

It means that by merely addressing

a letter to our nearest office you can se

cure, in a few days, information that

might otherwise cost weeks of work

to obtain.

Oftentimes we are able to save our

correspondents time and money by

indicating how slight changes in some

of our standard controllers will give

Port , after turret of U. 8. Battleship Indiana, exactly the result desired and so render

equipped with Cutler -Hammer turret-turniny

gear. The crew of this turret holds the corld's unnecessary the design and construc

record for marksmanship: 10 shots in 2 42 min .

utes — all hits ! tion of special apparatus.

If you already know exactly what you

want to do and how you wish to do it,

we shall be pleased to quote to your

specifications. If you merely know

the result you wish to accomplish with

out having any very definite idea of

the apparatus required, we shall be glad

to advise you as to the method of con

trol best suited to your particular case

and to submit estimate covering cost

of necessary equipment.

Cutler -Hummer " Simplicity” theatre dimmer

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO. MILWAUKEE

NEW YORK OFFICE : Hudson Terminal ( 50 Church St. ) BOSTON OFFICE : 176 Federal Street .

CHICAGO OFFICE : Monadnock Block . PITTSBURG OFFICE : Farmers ' Bank Building.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS : Otis & Squires, 111 New Montgomery Street , SAN FRANCISCO.
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ESTABLISHED 1883
because the compound must have cer- the essential quality of a permanent

tain electrical andmechanicalqualities ; rubber compound was high specific re
Published monthly by

chemistry, because of the compounding sistance . People who knew no better
The Electrical Age Co., 45 E. 42d Street, New York .

of substances ; and physiology, immediately ran up the megohms and
J. H. SMITH , Pres . C. A. HOPE, Sec . and Treas .

because rubber is an organic com
JOHN HAYS SMITH , Editor .

put many first- class firms out of com

Telephone No. 6498 38th . pound of cellular nature and a knowl- petition and forced them to make new

Private branch exchange connecting all departments . edge of its cellular properties is im- and untried compounds to meet the

Cable Address-Revolvable , New York .
portant . absurd conditions.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES At the present time the chemistry One manufacturer of note advo

United States and Mexico , $ 1.00. of rubber compound has scarcely cated testing the insulation before the
Canada. $1.50 . To Other Countries , $ 2.50

reached the dignity of a science, as it application of tape, because in his pro
NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS is not possible to predict with any de- cess taping was performed after vul

insertion of new advertisements or changes of crpu cannot gree of certainty what properties a canizing the compound with the tape
be guaranteed for the fo.lowing issue if rcceived later than the

15th of each month. compound of given composition will on . The salesman of the first com

have. This condition is due to the pany tried to exclude these other firms

inherent complexity of the subject by persuading the unwary to specify

CONTENTS rather than toany lack of scientific in- testing before taping.

vestigation by the manufacturers. A prominent firm advised an inelas

Certain manufacturers have conducted tic compound recommending that for
EDITORIAL .

very systematic experiments to discov- certain classes of work the elasticity

An Apology to the Rubber-Covered Wire Engi er any lau's which might exist con- be limited to a certain low maximum .
neers' Association .

necting the various chemical and Other firms insisted upon high elas

LEADING ARTICLES . physical qualities of compounds, and ticity . Consumers specified each way !

for this purpose have employed some These are a few of many simi

of the most competent experts on the lar instances. In some cases craftyThe Tungsten Lamp Situation in Various Cities . . 266

chemistry of rubber . consumers combined the requirements
The Advantages to Electric Companies of Central

Station Steam Heating .
A study of this kind is too compli- of all the salesmen who visited them

Prepayment Meters. cated to be under accurate scientific and produced artistic specifications

Hudson -Fulton Celebration control and the experiments of vari- which called for impossible combina

High Voltage Tungsten System in Resid n'ia
ous manufacturers , being free from tions of qualities .

Lighting such control, led to the evolution of Wonderful and fearful were the

Denver Electric Railway Convention . widely different results , a condition specifications which the manufac

which was fostered by attempts at turers received . There was telephon

secrecy . This condition led to the ing, telegraphing and rapid trips of

An Apology to the Rubber
issuance of various specifications by the salesmen to misled customers.

Covered Wire Engineers' the manufacturers, each of whom em- " No, sir ,” the consumer would say,

Association phasized the importance of certain " I will have a pea - green compound or

In the September number of The qualities which his compound pos- none. How do I know that pea green

ELECTRICAL AGE under the caption of sessed to an unusual degree, thereby is the only reliable color ? Well , Jones

an editorial appear some aspersions on attempting to create an impression of of the Hiberman Rubber Co. , says so ,

the Rubber -Covered Wire Engineers' having a monopoly of the only per- and he's been in the business for thirty

Association which we wish editorially fect compound. It is only fair to add years. Then Robinson of the Interurban

to disavow . The sentiments expressed that some manufacturers refrained Lighting Co. , who has just bought

therein were those of an individual from this kind of advertising and were fifty thousand dollars worth of rubber

engineer , and as such ought if pub- content to obtain sales on the basis of covered wires, says that a compound is

lished to have appeared as a communi- their good records . worthless unless it's green . That's

cated statement and not as a definite The practice of associating certain good enough for me. You had better

editorial expression. arbitrary qualities of compounds with go back to Schedunk, young man , and

the quality of excellence was probably tell your firm to learn something about

But since the publication of the originally no part of the program of rubber before they teach me!”

article referred to above , we have re- themanufacturers themselves. It was This sort of thing finally brought

ceived letters indicating an interest, the trick of the individual salesmen in the manufacturers together for mutual

at once real , querulous and desirous of many cases . One salesman who rep- assistance, and no wonder. They were

information . We, therefore, feel in- resented a firm making a black com- reaping the harvest of their salesmen's

clined—nay, urged—to say something pound tried to make people believe iniquities.

of the trade conditions which led to that blackness was an essential quality

the formation of the Rubber-Covered of good compound. Many good peo- When this interesting phase of the

Wire Engineers ' Association and its ple consequently specified “ Com- rubber business was finally unbearable,

specifications. pounds shall be black." Another the manufacturers formed an associa

The production of an insulating salesman who represented a firm mak- tion, to which they gave the name of

compound involves questions of phys- ing a compound of high specific re- “ The Rubber -CoveredRubber -Covered Wire En

ics, chemistry and physiology ; physics, sistance proclaimed to the world that gineers’ Association . ”

278
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were

This ap

The specifications, which percentage of extract without narrow- ineffective unless combined with other

drawn bythe association of manufac- ing down the range of compounds requirements which have the effect

turers, are in very general use , though which will be acceptable . One ex- of narrowing down the acceptable

soine of the telephone and railway cellent compound contains over 30 compounds to a single type .

companies who have much experience per cent. of extract, a quality which “ The sample shall then be stretched

in these matters and who have spe- would be absurd in compounds of an- until the marks are 9 in . apart before

cially severe conditions to meet, elect other type. Some manufacturers use breaking.”

to draw their own specifications. a very little extractive matter ; others This is a conservative requirement,

use a great deal. For the usual type but it is not often that the ordinary

Regarding the specifications them- of compound manufactured by the stuff on the market will stand this

selves, there have been minor objec- firms represented in the Rubber-Cov- test . This may be due in part to the

tions to them which seem well-founded ered Wire Engineers ' Association 6 difficulties of the test. The slightest

and we mention a few of them : per cent. of extract seems unneces- irregularity on the surface serving as

We shall quote a sentence or para- sarily high . a starting -point for premature tear

graph at a time and state the objection ing when the sample is stretched. It

to it voiced by many engineers, con- The clause about the Soxhlet ex- is due in a greater measure, however ,

fining ourselves to chemical and me- tractor is very practical . to the fact that the compounds are
chanical matters .

paratus is the most improved form generally
generally intrinsically defective in

“ The compound shall contain not of extractor for removing the resin tensile strength.

less than 30 per cent. by weight of ous matter from rubber. It is used The paragraphs on thick samples ,

fine dry Para rubber which has not by the majority of chemists who are defective samples and temperature re

previously been used in rubber com engaged in the analysis of rubber, and strictions are unobjectionable.

pounds . The composition of the re a complete extraction may be made
" For high -tension service it is

maining 70 per cent . shall be left to with it in about two days . The re
recommended that the above mechani

the discretion of the manufacturer.” duced time recommended by the Rub cal requirements of the rubber be

Suppose , as is the case with several
ber - Covered Wire Engineers ' Associ

eliminated ."

manufacturers, that shoddy ( i. e . , re- ation prevents the complete extraction For high -tension service , it is un

claimed rubber ) is used in the remain- of soluble matter, but sufficient ex- doubtedly a fact that an elastic com

ing 70 per cent. of compound. traction takes place for most practical pound is usually inferior, because high

No chemist in the world can ana purposes, while a complete rubber dielectric strength can be obtained

lyze the compound so as to tell the analysis is very difficult to make and only at the sacrifice of elasticity. Let

amount of dry Para rubber present. requires considerable technical knowl
us, however, consider the effect of

Fine dry Para rubber can be known edge. The test with the Soxhlet ex leaving out the mechanical require

only by the amount and nature of the tractor is simple and the apparatus ments . What is left ? A request for

extractive matter . If the compound can be made up without great diffi- 30 per cent. of Para rubber and a re

containsnew Para rubber and shoddy culty. For such an analysis, analytical quirement that the electrical proper
it gives the same analysis as a superior chemists usually ask from 10 to 20 ties shall come up to certain simple

shoddy. dollars, and there is no excuse for standards. An engineer wants to buy

Then the specifications later say that a consumer omitting this test . some rubber insulated cable for 20 ,

" The purchaser may send to the works 000 -volt service and wants to be sure

of the manufacturer a representative that he is getting the very best , what

who shall be afforded all necessary fa
" The rubber insulations shall be

does the Rubber-Covered Wire En

cilities to assure himself that the 30
homogeneous in character."

gineers' Association tell him to ask

per cent. of rubber above specified is
Exactly what that means we do not for ? It says , ask for 30 per cent. of

actually put into the compound." This
profess to know . Probably it means

Para rubber, see that your megohms

provision is not as effective as it ap
“ homogeneous in structure. ”

are moderately high and that your
If so , it is not true of thick insula

pears to be . The inspector does not dielectric strength is adequate, and

live on the job and it is as easy to ac
tion , which is more thoroughly vul

you will get what you want.

canized on the surface than inside.
cept the manufacturer's word that the The above remarks only lightly cov

compound is as specified as it is to er the ground and we wish we could

accept his statement that the com- The clause about tensile strength discuss the subject at greater length :

pound into which the rubber was put is excellent :
but if what we have said will set

is the same as that finally delivered . “ From any wire on which the wall some of us to thinking much good

We do not see the logic of accepting of insulation does not exceed 4/32 will have been done.

an implied good faith in preference in ., a sample of vulcanized rubber It is probable that nothing better

to a direct statement. It seems easier compound not less than 4 in . in length than the present comprehensive speci

to accept the statement of the manu- shall be cut with a sharp knife held fications could have been written to

facturer's engineer that 30 per cent . of tangent to the copper. Marks should cover all types of compounds.
We

Para rubber is used than to accept that be placed on the sample 2 in . apart. are , however, of the opinion that bet

of the shop foreman that his scales are The sample shall be stretched until ter results could be obtained by hav

correct , and that the compound that the marks are 6 in . apart and then ing separate specifications for differ

we see is that which is going to be immediately released ; one minute ent types of compounds; one for high

delivered . As a matter of fact , the after such release the marks shall not tension insulation, one for low -tension

word of a reputable house is sufficient be over 218 inches apart." Just what insulation with modifications accord

in a matter of this kind. the framers of the specifications in- ing to whether the compound is to be

Here is another clause : tended this test to require is diffi- used indoors or out of doors , and ac

" The vulcanized rubber compound cult to see . We have seen 30 per cent. cording to other important conditions.

shall contain not more than 6 per cent. Para compounds which could not meet We may have something to say

by weight of acetone extract.” this test and 15 per cent. Para com- about the electrical requirements in

Certain dry mineral compounds pounds which could. another issue, when we shall express

with 6 per cent . of extract would be We cannot too strongly emphasize opinion as to the best way to secure

worthless. It is useless to specify the the fact that a clause like this is quite standard rubber specifications.



A PlantSwiss Power

Engelberg, Lucerne

by STEPHEN Q. HAYES,

Electrical Engineer

The design of European high ten- for light and power located along the cient flow of water to develop from
sion transmission plants differs in so transmission line. 12,000-15,000 h.p. during the summer

many particulars from that to which Like most Swiss plants, the power months.

American engineers are accustomed is developed by water wheels operat- Fig. I shows the exterior of the

that a short description of the planting under a high head and the hy- generating station at Obermatt with

installedby the Oerlikon Company of draulic and electrical features are well the gate -house and the penstocks.

Zurich for transmitting power from worked out . This gate-house connects with the

Engelberg to Lucerne may be of in- The water reservoir is located in a reservoir by a canal about a mile and

terest. high valley fed by springs , and as it a half long, with a slope of 1.2 per

This installation, completed a few is situated in the region of the snows cent. Most of this canal is through a

years ago, comprises the generating there is no trouble from low water in tunnel with a section of about 45 sq.

station of Engelberg, the line, 27 km . summer. This reservoir has a capac- ft . From the gate -house to the gen

in length, from Obermatt to Lucerne , ity of about 2,500,000 cu . ft. , and erating station two penstocks have

transformer station at Steghoff near there is an effective head of nearlya been run with provision for two more .

Lucerne, as well as small substations thousand feet available with a suffi- These penstocks, about 2000 ft. long,

are anchored at five points in massive

concrete blocks with expansion joints

between each pair of anchorages. The

penstocks of steel plate are about 40

in . diameter at the top and 36 in . at

the bottom , where the regulating and

discharge gates are placed. A tail race

about 850 ft. long conducts the water
to the river.

Fig. 2 shows the interior of the

generating station at Obermatt, and

clearly indicates the relative location

of the exciters , generators, control

platform , switching- room , etc.

All of the turbines in this station

are of the Pelton type and are pro

vided with hand regulation as well as

automatic. There are two 150-h.p.

turbines driving the exciters, one 600

h.p. driving a generator for the Stans

stad Engelberg Electric Railway, and

four 2000 -h.p.wheels driving the main

generators.

This generating station is divided

into three long rooms, containing the

machines , the transformers and the

switching apparatus. The machine

room , 180 ft. long, 43 ft . wide and 40

ft . high , has been designed to accom

modate six 2000 -h.p. generators , of

which four are installed, and three

150 -h.p . exciter sets , of which two

are installed , and the building can be

extended to take eight generators.

The exciters have a normal output

of 100 kw . at 100 volts , with a maxi

mum voltage of 150 , and a speed of

700 rev. per min . These machines

are shunt wound and have an effi

ciency of 92 per cent . at full load , 90

per cent . at half load , and their arma

tures are drum wound with open slots .

As an additional source of excitation

in case of emergency a storage battery

of 56 cells with a capacity of 1000
ampere hours is installed . This is

Fig. 1. - OBERMATT GENERATING STATION, EXTERIOR .
charged from one of the exciters , and

249
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a motor -operated end-cell switch with

column type indicator is furnished .

The generator for railway service is

connected to the 600 h.p. turbine oper

ating at 490 rev . per min. and has an

output of 520 k.v.a at 780 volts 3272

cycles and has an efficiency of 94 per
cent. at full load, 100 per cent. power

shaft and are connected to the turbines

by rigid couplings. The frame is of

cast iron and the laminations are

placed in dovetailed keyways and are

held between steel end rings. The

armature coils are placed in open

slots , nine per pole, and are insulated

by means of seamless micanite tubes

& t

are core type transformers, oil-im

mersed, water-cooled, in riveted plate

tanks. The laminated cores are rect

angular in shape and the low tension

windings of bare copper ribbon wound

in spiral coils are placed next the core .

These coils are placed one over the
other and suitably insulated . Ver

tical wooden blocks regulate uniformly

the distance between the low-tension

windings and the core . The high -ten

sion coils are placed outside and in

sulating barriers of impregnated paper

and mica separate the windings. The

high -tension windings are subdivided

into a large number of coils and the

maximum potential difference between

adjacent coils cannot exceed 900 volts.

These transformers have a full-load

efficiency of 98 per cent., half load , 97

per cent. regulation at full load, 75

per cent . for 100 per cent . power

factor and 372 per cent . at 75 per cent.

power factor. Temperature rise 40 °

C. above the cooling water, of which

about 38 gal. per minute will be re

quired. These transformers will

carry 50 per cent. overload for half

an hour, and 25 per cent. for two

hours, and will stand an insulation

test of 54,000 volts for one minute .

The general scheme of connections

is such that any of the 50 -cycle gen

erators can feed through an overload

oil circuit breaker and suitable knife

type disconnecting switches, either

the single-phase or three-phase 6000

volt bus. These bus bars are arranged

to form two complete rings with knife

switches for sectionalizing the rings.

Fig. 2. — OBERMATT GENERATING STATION , INTERIOR.

factor, 91 per cent . at full load , 75

per cent. power factor.

The 50 -cycle main generators can

be used either as single-phase or three

phase machines andeach machine can

develop 1850 k.v.a. three -phase, or

1380 k.v.a. single-phase 6000 volts ,

300 rev . per min . with 100 volts field

excitation . These machines are of the

rotating field type with horizontal

late

and held tightly by fiber wedges.

The field ring is a star-shaped cast

ing, keyed to the shaft, and holding

four cast-steel rings to which the 20

laminated poles are attached . The

spaces between these rings form ven

tilating ducts that register with cor

responding ducts in the pole lamina

tions . The field coils are of copper

strap , and carbon brushes are used

for carrying the current to the col
lector rings .

The full - load efficiencies are 96 per

cent. for 100 per cent . power factor ,

95 per cent. for 75 per cent. power

factor, while at half load the effi

ciencies are 93 per cent. and 92 per

cent. Full load excitation amounts

to 9 k.w. at 100 per cent. power factor,

20 kw . at 75 per cent . regulation, 7

per cent. at 100 per cent . power factor ,

17 per cent. at 75 per cent. Tempera

ture rise at full load 40 ° C. , over

load 25 per cent. for two hours with

50 ° rise . Insulation test 12,000 volts

for armature, 500 for field . Machines

will stand a double speed test .

In order to step up the voltage

from 6000 to 27,000 there are two

banks each of three 700 k.v.a. single

phase transformers with one spare for

the three-phase service and three units

of the same size for single -phase.

These transformers, as shown in Fig. 3 ,

o

IN OPENINGFig. 4 .-- CONTROL PEDESTALS

GALLERY

The three-phase bus is also provided

with an oil breaker for sectionalizing

and the two banks of step-up trans

formers are connected on each side

of the section breaker. The three

phase groups are connected delta delta
Fig. 3. — 700 -KVA. SINGLE-PHASE TRANSFORMER.
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and knife switches are provided for scale indicating the generator voltage wheel and two levers to work the cir

cutting out any one transformer of and the other used as a phase volt- cuit breaker and switch . A suitable
either group and cutting in the spare meter for synchronizing. The col- interlock between the switch and cir

transformer. umn also contains the levers to oper- cuitbreaker is provided.

The high -tension side of the step- ate the oil -circuit breakers , switches The sectionalizing switches in the

up transformers connect to three- for light and power, rheostat hand- main bus bars are operated from this

phase or single -phase ring bus bars wheels and the carbon breakers of the control platform .

and the three 27,000 - volt outgoing field circuits . A panel switchboard, seen at the far

end of the gallery next the wall , con

trols the outgoing lines . The first

panel controlling the Engelberg cir

suit has two signal lamps and three

ammeters. The three high -tension

line panels each have three ammeters ,

the handle for the oil-circuit breaker ,

two signal lamps and the handwheel

for operating the double -throw knife

switch connecting to the light or

power bus . The last panels contain

Hartman & Braun static voltmeters

with condensers and carbon resist

ances connected between the 27,000

volt bus bars and the ground.

The lighting switchboard , seen on

the left towards the front , takes care

of the circuits to eight arc lamps and

a large number of incandescent lamps

S

*

Fig. 5. — FIELD CONTROL EQUIPMENT.

feeders can be connected to either the A very ingenious arrangement of

three -phase or single -phase bus . the levers makes it necessary for the

This series of ring bus bars is typ- attendant to perform his various oper

ical of European practice, and while ations in proper sequence . The oil

it permits a great deal of flexibility it circuit breaker cannot be closed if the

occupies a large amount of space , and field switch is open , and conversely,

in the opinion of most American en- unless the oil circuit breaker is open

gineers the same number of switches the field switch cannot be opened nor Fig. 6. - GENERATOR CONTROL APPARATUS .

and the same or smaller amount of the knife switches connecting to the

material can usually be utilized to bet- bus manipulated . The voltmeters and

ter advantage in a double-throw sys- wattmeter are automatically connected that are used . This switchboard , like

tem . The entire separation of the by the movement of the operating the one for the outgoing lines , is pro

single -phase lighting load from the lever in such a way as to give proper vided with white marble panels set in

three-phase power load involves more indication without any further trouble . the front of a metal cabinet , the ends

complication than would usually seem A white lamp shows when the breaker and lower part of which are covered

to be justified. is closed and a red one when open. An by perforated sheet iron .

As may be noted from Fig. 2 , the accoustic signal operates on the open- For paralleling the alternators , syn

control gallery overlooks the gener- ing of a breaker, but this can be cut chronizing, voltmeters are used and
ator room, and in this gallery , as out immediately by hand if desired . synchronizing lamps are placed at each

shown on Fig. 4, are placed the gener- The battery control pedestal carries machine . A Westinghouse synchro

ator control columns and the outgo- two ammeters, a voltmeter switch , scope is also installed and has been

ing line panels . The generator colThe generator col- handles for two breakers as well as found to be of great service . On the

umns on the right contain a single- for the end-cell switches and two con- main wall of the station , facing the

phase indicating wattmeter with Y trol indicators. operating gallery, have been placed

box, an alternating-current ammeter, The exciter columns contain a volt- two illuminated dial voltmeters with

a double - scale voltmeter with one meter, ammeter, field rheostat hand- a scale 40 in . radius to show the pres
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sure on the lighting and power cir- bus, depending on the position of the shelf to the three series transformers

cuits . three- pole double -throw switch in the in the central compartment and then

On the gallery, below the operating right-hand compartment. As may be through a bushing in the vertical back

gallery, are located the field rheostats, noted, the cellular construction is used wall to a compartment that contains

ħeld switches and as shown in Fig. with the horizontal and vertical bar- the connections to the oil circuit

5. The exciter and field bus bars of riers of concrete. The right-hand lead breaker. The central and left-hand

bare copper strap are mounted on from the cable bell passes through a lead from the cable bell pass through

porcelain insulators at the front of the porcelain bushing in the horizontal bushings in the back wall and then up

to the circuit breaker, one of the leads

passing back and forth through this

wall to the fourth series transformer.

The leads to and from the circuit

breaker also pass through the back

wall to the wiring compartment. The

secondary leads to the trip coil of the

breaker are run in a concrete- covered

conduit as shown.

Fig. 7 , the 6000 -volt oil circuit

breaker clearly indicates the general

design of this piece of apparatus. All

of the contacts are placed in a single

oil tank made of sheet metal with bar

riers between the poles, and while the

breaker is substantially built , it is con

siderably smaller than would be con

Fig. 7. — 6000 - VOLT OIL CIRCUIT BREAKER .

w
agallery and connect through the me.

chanically operated field switch to the

rheostat and the field of the gener.

ator. The field rheostat face plates

· are mounted horizontally above the

resistances and the contact arms are

turned by vertical shafts from the

operating gallery above . The bell

crank mechanism shown in the cut

works the generator circuit breaker on

the floor below , while the bevel gear

mechanism operates the knife switches

that connect the generator circuit

either to the lighting bus or the power

bus .

Fig. 6 shows the apparatus provided

for the control of one of the main

generators . The generator leads are

brought as a three -cored cable to the

bell shown in the bottom left -hand

compartment. A three-phase voltage

transformer with porcelain fuse hold

ers is placed at the left while four

current transformers are in the center

and are used, one for the ammeter ,

one for the wattmeter, and two for

the three-pole, automatic oil circuit
breaker that is located in the upper

left-hand cell. After passing through

the breaker the current goes either

to the lighting bus or to the power
Fig . 8—6000 - VOLT BUS BARS.
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1

5607

Fig. 9. — 27,000 -VOLT OIL CIRCUIT BREAKER. Fig. 10.—PANEL FOR TRANSFORMERS.

The rope

sidered safe in America for a plant of handle shown to the left of the trans- closed and two red lamps that light

the same capacity . The generator former panel in Fig. 10. when the breakers are open. A bell

breakers are provided with a time- running upward operates the high- is also supplied that rings when the

limit relay and are made automatic, tension breaker while the one running breakers come open automatically and
also a departure from American prac- downward actuates the low-tension the bell circuit can readily be discon

tice. breaker of a transformer bank so that nected if it is intended to leave the

Fig. 8 shows the 6000 -volt bus bars the high -tension and low-tension con- breakers open. Relays and ammeters

which are placed in the central por- nections are made at the same time. for the transformer circuits are also

tion of the ground floor. The gener- The panel contains two white lamps mounted on this panel .

ator breakers are located on the far that light up when the breakers are Fig . II shows the upper part of the

side of the right-hand wall while the

transformer breakers are placed on

the far side of the left-hand wall . The

busses of bare copper strap mounted

on porcelain insulators form a com

plete ring, with the generators feeding

in on one side and the Engelberg line

and the low-tension end of the trans

formers feeding out on the other side.

The mechanism for operating the bus

sectionalizing switches can be seen at

the right near the center.

Fig. 9 shows the type of oil circuit

breaker used on the high -tension side

of the step-up transformers and the

27,000 -volt outgoing feeder circuits .

This has two breaks per pole, each

break occurring in a separate pot, the

connections being made at the bottom

of these pots and all of the mechan

ical parts being mounted on an upper

framework. This breaker, like all

bottom-connected ones , has the disad

vantage that gravity tends to close it

instead of open it , and sediment is apt

to settle on the contacts at the bottom

of the oil pots . This breaker , as well

as that forthe 6000 - volt circuits, is ar

ranged for rope operation from the Fig 11-27,000 -VOLT BUS BARS.
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27,000 -volt bus bars with the connec

tions that run through the ceiling to

the line breakers and protective de

vices that are located on the floor

above . The corrugated pillar insu

lators for supporting this wiring are

typical of European practice for this

voltage. The concrete cell work is re

markably well done.

The circuits from the step -up trans

formers are brought in through the

series transformers to the breakers .

and the bus on the right-hand side

and the ring bus continued around the

left-hand side feeds up through the

floor to the line breakers which are of

the type shown in Fig. 9 and are con

trolled from the cabinet panels ap

pearing against the left-hand wall at

the far end of the operating gallery

shown in Fig . 4. The leads that pass

up through the floor are connected

through a double -throw knife switch

to series transformers, then through

the oil circuit breakers and choke coils

to the outgoing line circuits.

For taking care of lightning dis

charges, each line is provided with

horn lightning arresters having ad

justable gaps and liquid resistances as

shown in Fig. 12 and water jet dis

chargers. These arresters have oper

ated frequently since their installation

and have given good service Fig . 14. — HIGH - TENSION LINE AT LAKE

in many storms without

producing disturbances on

the system .

The three high - tension As may be noticed from the cut,

transmission lines from the these poles carry two channel iron

generating station at Ober- cross arms to which are fastened up

matt to the Steghof sub- rights of impregnated oak. The in

station near Lucerne sulators are attached to these uprights

carried on one set of by curved metal pins of such a shape

Fig . 12. - HORN ARRESTERS WITH WATER JET
DISCHARGERS.

LUCERNE.

are

Fig. 15. — TRANSFORMER SWITCH BOARD AT STEGHOF .

lattice -work posts, as shown that the point of the pin is on the same

in Fig . 13 . The wires are horizontal line as the wire . The

2 in . in diameter, spaced 40 standard pole carries 10 insulators ,

in . on centers and the poles the tenth supporting a copper wire

are normally 200 feet apart, .125 diameter that is connected to the

although in some places poles and grounded by means of a

the distance was increased plate 40 in . square. The posts also

to 400 feet . carry the telephone line.Fig. 13. - HIGH - TENSION LINE NEAR STEGHOF .
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ened to the columns and extending out

into the station in order to be more

readily seen .

There are at present installed two

motor-generator sets with provision

for a third. Each set comprises a 340

kw . , 2650 - volt, three-phase induction

motor and a 300 -kw ., 575 -volt, direct

current generator running at 490 rev .

per min . The induction motors are

provided with wound secondaries and

the starting resistance is mounted on

the shaft of the machines. The direct

current generators are shunt wound

and operate in multiple with a battery

on a tramway load .

The switchboard for the control of

the motor -generator sets and tramway

feeders is located along the left-hand

side of the room and is divided into

three parts . At the far end of the

room are the panels for the control of

the induction motors containing the

overload oil circuit breakers , ammeters

Fig. 16.—STEGHOF SUB -STATION , INTERIOR . and signal lamps. Adjacent panels are

separated on the back by concrete bar

Where the pole line passed along between the circuit-breaker compart

the Lake of Lucerne near the sides of ment.

Mount Lopper, a very interesting con- The low - tension alternating - current

struction shown in Fig. 14 wasmade feeders are controlled from a separate

necessary by the depth of the lake, the panel switchboard appearing on the

steepness of the mountain and the right-hand side of the machine room

presence of the public road with tele- shown in Fig. 16, the board extending

phone and telegraph lines that could on still further to the right. This

not be disturbed. As may be noted , switchboard comprises 29 panels of

brackets 18 to 20 ft . long anchored to white marble , forming practically a

massive blocks of concrete project out wall along one side of the room , be

over the lake and carry the poles tween the columns and the space be

which are spaced 40 ft. on centers . low the panels is filled with grill work .

The transmission lines pass through Beginning at the right-hand end, the

three switching stations between the first two panels contain a total of five

generating station at Obermatt and static voltmeters connected between

the receiving station at Steghof , and the low -tension three -phase power bus
in these switching stations are in- and ground, and the low - tension

stalled sectionalizing knife switches single-phase lighting bus and ground.

and horn lightning arresters with The next panels contain the ammeters

water resistances. The water in these and signal lamps for the 24,100-volt

resistances is mixed with glycerin to incoming lines and these are followed

prevent freezing in winter. by the panels that control the single

At the Steghof substation there are phase and three-phase 2650 -volt feed

installed seven 700 k.v.a. transformers ers for the lighting and power circuits

stepping down from 24,100 volts to of Lucerne. Each panel is provided

2650, these being practically dupli- with an ammeter operated by one

cates of the step -up transformers series transformer and an automatic

shown on Fig. 3. Three of these are oil circuit breaker operated by another

used in a delta -connected group for series transformer for the single -phase

power, three are connected on one circuits or two for the three -phase. On

phase for lighting and the seventh is the face of each feeder panel is a

a spare for the power circuit . diagram of the feeder circuits in Lu- Fig. 17. - DIRECT -CURRENT SWITCHING APPA

The high -tension connections and cerne with the particular feeder con

the ring bus bars are arranged similar trolled by that panel specially marked. riers and the cells contain the oil

to the generating station, but the low- Diagrams of connections are posted in breakers, series transformers and the

tension transformer equipment is conspicuous places , and on these are bell for the three conductor cable run

somewhat different. As shown on marked the location of the oil circuit ning to the motors.

Fig. 15 the low-tension transformer breakers, sectionalizing switches, oper- The next panels controlling the gen

breaker is located in a concrete com- ating levers, etc. erators each contain voltmeter, am

partment and the operating rod is pro- Back of each panel is a concrete cell meter, underload and overload circuit

vided with a handle and a pulley and containing the overload oil circuit breaker, field rheostat and signal

rope mechanism for the high -tension breaker , two or three series trans- lamps . The two next panels control
breaker .

formers and the bell for the outgoing the storage battery and contain am

The relays , ammeters and signal cables. As may be noted , the volt- meter, voltmeter, two circuit breakers ,

lamps are located on a marble panel meters are placed on brackets fast- signal lamps and the instruments for

RATUS AT STEGHOF.
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measuring the entire load, namely, holding in the interlock on the breaker , ratus . The direct-current switch -gear

three ammeters in the ground returns and this prevents the breaker from seems remarkably complicated and ap

and a recording wattmeter. being closed as long as the short cir- parently expensive when compared

The third part nearest the front con- cuit exists on the line. with an American panel switchboard

tains the out-going line panels. Each The direct- current apparatus is so such as would be supplied for two 300

feeder cable has an ammeter, an over- arranged as to separate thetwo polar- kw., 550 -volt generators . The alter

load circuit breaker and two signal ities completely, as shown in Fig . 17. nating-current equipment also takes up

lamps. A magnetic interlock is pro- The negative switch gear is located on far more space than would be nor

vided that prevents closing a circuit the main floor while the positive is in mally allotted to it in America, and

breaker in case the ground on the the basement. while the oil circuit breakers for a

tramway feeder continues. When the When comparing Swiss practice , generating station of this size in

breaker opens , an ohmmeter and a particularly in reference to the switch- American practice would be probably

little battery are automatically placed gear as illustrated by this plant , with provided with separate tanks in inde

in circuit between the corresponding standard American practice the most pendent compartments and be elec

line and the ground, and in case there striking features are the fine concrete trically operated and consequently

is a short circuit this ohmmeter and work envied by all American en- more expensive , it is doubtful whether

battery circuit is closed on itself. The gineers , and the elaborateness of detail the total cost , installed , would be as

normal current through the ohmmeter used in placing the apparatus in com- great as the Swiss switchgear and it

measures the insulation of the line and partments andin providing interlocks is certain that the space occupied

at the same time energizes a magnet to insure proper operation of appa- would be far less .

The Tungsten Lamp Situation in Various Cities

A Symposium , Prepared From Reports Received by the President

of the Association of Edison Illuminating Companies

by E. A. BAILY

Probably no one development of re- cities of Baltimore , Boston , Brooklyn , in full , in order that none of the im

cent years affecting the central station Buffalo, Chicago, Detroit, Kansas portant points may be overlooked.

industry has given rise to more gen- City , Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New Although the reports presented re

eral interest, or bids fair to produce Orleans , New York, Philadelphia, late different experiences and outline

more revolutionary results, than has Rochester, St. Louis, St. Paul , San various methods of handling the tung

the rapid advancement in incandes- Francisco, Spokane , and Washington, sten lamp situation , it is most interest

cent lamp manufacture, most notable D. C. ing to note that all seem favorably in

in the advent of the tungsten lamp . In the request for information above clined toward the tungsten lamp, while

Since the introduction of this new referred to, no set list of questions the majority endorse it heartily as a

lighting unit for general commercial was asked, although it was suggested great boon to both the central station

purposes some two years ago, its use, that the following points be covered and the consumer.

though limited at the start, has stead- in making out the reports : The 18 companies reporting repre

ily increased ; until at the present day 1. The approximate number of sent installations totaling considerably

there are but few towns of any conse- tungsten lamps now in service in the over 1,000,000 tungsten lamps. It is a

quence throughout this country in territory controlled .
coincidence that the two companies re

which the tungsten lamp is not known 2. The approximate percentage of porting the largest number of these

and is not being used to some extent . lamps in service that have been fur- lamps in use should be situated , one on

In the matter of presenting the nished by the company. the Pacific, and the other on the At

tungsten lamp situation before this as- 3. The size of lamp in most general lantic coast . These, the New York and

sociation, it was believed by the presi- usage, and the reason therefor. San Francisco companies, each claim

dent that the convention would be 4. The general effect on for their circuits 200,000 lamps or

more interested in a symposium show- resulting from the use of tungsten over. Both the Chicago and Boston

ing what use has been made of the lamps. companies fix their estimate at ex

tungsten lamps in various cities , and 5. The extent to which new busi- ceeding 150,000, while with the others

with what results , rather than in a ness, which was hitherto unobtainable, the number of these lamps in use

paper offered by any one company or has been secured by the use of the varies from 3 to 60 thousand .

individual . tungsten lamp. Of the lamps now in service , by far

Accordingly, with the view of pre- 6. Any special policy plans that the greater number have been put out

senting a report that would prove may have been pursued to encourage by the central stations, as againstthe

characteristic of the situation as it the use of tungsten lamps. jobbers and electrical contractors. The

now exists throughout the country , The reports received having fol- estimates furnished show that in three

the representative companies of this lowed no particular form , it is im- cities over 90 per cent. of the tung

association were requested to contrib- practicable to present any definite sten lamps in use have been furnished

ute brief articles covering their tung- tabulated data ; but inasmuch as they by the central station . In eight other

sten lamp experience. In response to apply to the outline as suggested, they reports the percentage of company

this request, reports were received have been briefly correlated . Follow- output is given as between 60 and go

from the companies operating in the ing the correlation the papers appear per cent.; while five have furnished but

revenue
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a

of gas .

40 per cent. or under, and with two and show percentages ranging from of the lamp , and in several cases the

the field has been left entirely to out- 20 per cent . increase to 40 per cent. regular force has been augmented by

side interests . decrease . Another handicap in ar- the employment of special tungsten

In the matter as to which style of riving at a conservative figure lies in lamp solicitors, who have devoted

lamp is most popular with the general the fact that in many instances where their entire time to the work.

public, there is quite a variety of opin- the lamp is used the installation is only - With the Brooklyn and Detroit

ion . Based on the reports in hand, the partial , and in others has been in use companies, the work of introducing
lamp most popular in the largest num- but for a short time. tungsten lamps was considered so im

ber of cities is the 40-watt size. The From the reports in hand the ma- portant that subsidiary companies

60 -watt size is a close second, followed jority sentiment seems to be that the were formed to deal exclusively with

in turn by the 100 -watt and 25-watt tungsten lamp will not permanently the situation . The Brooklyn organi

sizes. However, it must not be as- decrease revenue , even from existing zation , known as The Tungsten Lamp

sumed that the last two styles of lamp customers, for, although the primary Specialty Company, was launched in

mentioned above are not being used effect has been to cause a noticeable March , 1908, with a soliciting force

to good advantage. The Boston and decrease in both connected load and of its own , which is now paid on a

New York companies each report as in revenue, the continued usage has commission basis only . This company,. ,

having more 25 -watt lamps on their resulted in a gradual increasewhich up to Aug. 15 , 1909, had secured con

circuits than any other type , while the eventually exceeds in point ofrevenue tracts to the number of 1254 from

Brooklyn and Kansas City companies the figure formerly attained. Whether persons 95 per cent . of whom were

report in favor of the 100 -watt type. or not the new business will more formerly exclusive users

Some of the arguments advanced in than make up for any decrease among Practically all of the wiring is sub

favor of the different lamps are given existing customers depends upon the let to contractors , who do the work
below : energy of the sales department. at a fixed price per outlet , the com

The 40 -watt lamp is well liked, as If in no other way, the tungsten pany furnishing appropriate glass

it combines a saving in cost of cur- lamp has proved its merit in making ware , lamps and fixtures. In passing,

rent consumed and cost on lamp ; is it possible to secure business that was it may be stated that the details of this

nearest in size to the 16 c-p. carbon hitherto unobtainable. All but six of organization were clearly outlined in

filament lamp, doubling the candle- the companies reporting have found the paper entitled , “ A Self-Supporting

power, although using enough less the tungsten lamp to be of great as- Tungsten Lamp Campaign , pre

electricity to be appreciably noticed in sistance in this respect. Of these six sented at the Lenox Convention, 1908.
the monthly statement ; and can be companies, two, the San Francisco and The Detroit company, in order to

easily used in old -style fixtures. Rochester companies, control both the control the tungsten lamp situation ,

The popularity of the 60 -watt lamp gas and electric business in their re- organized a company for the purpose

is largely due to its adaptability to fix- spective territories. Another, the of selling tungsten lamps and fixtures.

ture work, most notable in the cluster Spokane company, presents a unique This company sold its merchandise at

type. situation. This company reports of a price sufficient to make it self-sus

The 100 -watt lamp is in turn fa- having absorbed practically all of the taining, and made a low price on re

vored by some on account of its being available business, such as the displac- newalsof lamps purchased from them,

the most economical to install : its sat- ing of gas , by the use of Gem and so that they secured practically all the

isfactory distribution of illumination meridian lamps before the tungsten central station tungsten business . Al

and long life. lamp became a commercial possibility. though organized in the middle of

The 25 -watt and 250 -watt lamps are Many straight gas installations have October, 1908, up to the first of this

used much less extensively than the been superseded by the tungsten lamp, year this company did no soliciting,

other types , but appear to be gaining most notably in the case of small owing to the volume of work that

in favor, the latter having been used stores, where electricity under old came to them voluntarily , which was

in several instances to take the place conditions was looked upon by the more than could be handled . Early

of gas arcs. proprietors as a luxury beyond their in January both the tungsten and il

In general , it appears that the lamp means. The Brooklyn company re- luminating companies put solicitors

which is most popular in any territory ports of having obtained over 1500 in the field, and up to the 15th of
is the one that is pushed by the cen- new customers, who were formerly June had replaced 650 gas arcs, in
tral station in that territory. This is exclusive users of gas , while the Bos- numerable single gas burners and had

evidenced by the fact that in Rochester ton company has placed 30,000 lamps secured other new business from gas

the company pushed the 100 -watt under similar conditions . The Minne- users from which it is estimated an

lamp in preference to the 60 -wattapolis company has been successful in annual income of $ 16,000 will be de

lamp , which was in popular demand, obtaining municipal street lighting, rived .
with the result that there are reported and in several cases the tungsten clus- The companies operating in Chi

to be about an equal number of both ter has proved successful, the Chicago cago, Kansas City and Philadelphia
60- and 100 -watt lamps in use in company having installed between six have instituted rental propositions
Rochester and seven thousand, which net an which are worthy of special note . The

The question as to what is the gen annual revenue of $ 250,000. Chicago company, for over a year , has

eral effect of the tungsten lamp on However, the success of the tung- offered a four -lamp cluster contain

revenue must, of course, for purposes sten lamp has not all come of itself, ing either 40- or 60-watt lamps, in

of comparison, apply to old customers but is due in a large measure to the stalled and wired free , requiring that

only and leave out of consideration energetic and continued pushing by the customer contract to use the fix

the great amount of new business now the central station companies . Ad- ture for a period of at least two years ,

available, which it was hitherto im- vertising, both of the “ direct to cus- either at a flat rate per week , covering

possible to obtain . tomer" and " educational” variety , in fixed hours' daily use, the electricity

There is such a variety of opinion the newspapers , cars , etc. , has been in- being turned on and off by the com

on this subject as to make a fair sum- dulged in liberally and with good suc- pany's representatives ; or , in consid
mary difficult. The reports where eration of the payment of a monthly

given are only for a certain number of The sales departments, too , have rental, covering the use of the cluster

cases taken at random and averaged , laid special stress on the introduction and the renewal of lamps, that the

a

cess .
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electricity be paid for in addition to the field to work in conjunction with 175,728 kw -lır., or 13 per cent.; and

this amount, at regular rates . The the local sales department. taking 15 cases of customers on stand

rental under this latter proposition, The general conclusion that may be ard rates, both last year and this year ,

formerly $1.50 per month, is now drawn from the reports presented is the decrease has been 1512 kw -hr. on

$ 1.00 per month, permitting three that the tungsten lamp, if correctly 10,179 kw-hr. , or about 15 per cent .

hours' daily use. These clusters are handled, is a benefit to both consumer We have been unable as yet to ob

placed on a separate meter and , if it and central station—to the former tain new busines to any considerable

is found that the lamps are used more on account of its great efficiency and degree with tungsten lamps which was

than three hours daily, a charge of consequent reduction in current hitherto unobtainable , though we be

20 cents per hour, per day average per charge, and to the latter from the lieve that the tungsten lamp will in

month, is exacted to cover the cost of field for new business which it has future be of assistance to us in secur

lamp renewals . opened up. ing new business.

The rental proposition of the Kan- With the foregoing brief remarks,
sas City company consists of a two- the reports that follow are commended REPORT OF THE EDISON ELECTRIC IL

year contract, whereby the consumer for your consideration : LUMINATING COMPANY OF BOS

agrees to use electricity exclusively TON, BOSTON , MASS .

for lighting, and the company in turn REPORT OF CONSOLIDATED GAS , ELEC- The Edison Electric Illuminating

furnishes either a one , two, three or TRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY Company of Boston has , from the

four light fixture as desired . These OF BALTIMORE, BALTIMORE, MD . earliest introduction of the tungsten

fixtures are equipped with 100-watt There are approximately 50,000 lamp on a commercial basis, consis
tungsten lamps, for which the con tungsten lamps in use on our lines, of tently and persistently pushed its in
sumer agrees to pay a monthly rental which number 80 per cent. have been troduction among the customers

charge at the following rates : First sold by this company. About 40 per served by its lines in the City of Bos

lamp to be 50 cents per month ; the cent . of our output has been the 40- ton and its suburbs . It has, however,

second , 40 cents per month ; the third , watt size . The reason for the popu- endeavored to avoid their too rapid

35 cents per month ; and all in excess larity of this size is no doubt in the introduction, such as would result in

of three, 25 cents per month. fact that it is the cheapest lamp and a serious reduction in its income .

The Philadelphia company supply gives increased lighting as compared The methods employed in calling

a two or three 100 -watt tungsten fix- with the usual carbon lamps without the public's attention has been through

ture on a monthly rental and cost basis changes in fixtures , customers gen- letters addressed to each customer,

at the rate of $ 1.25 per month for the erally wanting to use the same outlets through liberal newspaper advertising

two-lamp fixture, and $ 1.75 per month and reflectors for tungsten lamps as and through the efforts of the various

for the three-lamp fixture. The con- were used for carbon lamps, to avoid members of the sales department in

sumer agrees to pay rental and main- the
expense

of new or additional personal interviews.

tenance charges on the same day as equipment. The selling price of 25- The lamps are supplied by the com

bills for current are rendered under and 40-watt lamps has been the same. pany to its customers at special prices ,

the lighting contract . At the end of Prices of tungsten lamps , as of May which are less than the market prices ,

one year the consumer becomes the Ist , are given below : as follows :

owner of the fixture, which , if desired, Frosted Tip $ 0.6025 watt , plain or frosted ,
Lamps.the company maintains at a cost of

50 cents per month in the case of the

two-lamp fixture, and 75 cents per

month for the three-lamp fixture .
2.40

The lamps are delivered almost en

Somewhat in line with the three Tungsten lamps are replaced at the tirely by special delivery men , carrying

policies outlined above , the Rochester company's expense is accidentally them in fibre cases especially made for

company has introduced a mainte- broken and returned within 48 hr ., or the purpose. In some of the suburban

nance proposition , which is meeting if showing defects in manufacture and districts orders have been delivered

with much success . This consists of returned within 30 days . by our regular lamp delivery wagon .

making four inspections per month , When tungsten lamps were intro- The lamps are installed in the sock

and in addition to renewing blackened duced we made a special canvass of ets and found to be in operating con

and burned-out lamps, to keeping the our customers, our representatives of- dition before our men leave them.

glassware in good condition, washing fering suggestions freely as to proper If lamps are delivered at the lamp

and cleaning the same when neces- lamps and reflectors to be used . The room to a customer, upon his request ,

sary . The rates for this service , which company advertised extensively on they are first tested in his presence to

it is claimed is doing more to encour- bills, electric signs , in special pamph- establish with him that they are in

age the use of tungsten lamps than lets and newspapers. We have been operating condition, and all risk is

any one scheme yet adopted in Roches- able to light a great many places of then assumed by the customer.

ter, are as follows : business with tungsten lamps in a Our figures on breakage have not ,

On 40- , 60- and 100 -watt lamps, in- more satisfactory and economical man- on the whole, been very great . In

stallation of eight lamps or over, eight ner, due attention being given to use- transportation from the manufacturer

cents per lamp per month ; for instal- fulness and quality of light. it has amounted to one per cent.; from

lations of less than eight lamps, 10 The introduction of tungsten lamps our lamp department to the consumer,

cents per lamp per month ; for 250- has been parallel with the standard- placed in sockets , three per cent.; and

watt lamps, 10 cents per month . ization of rates after a rate war , and breakage that has been allowed to cus

In certain difficult cases a customer it is difficult to get a number of cases tomers, two and one -half per cent ;

has been secured by means of install- for comparison which are not compli- making a total of six and one -half per
ing a fixture or two temporarily, the cated with some change in price or cent.

effect of which has proved so attrac- rearrangement of lighting units. Tak- Our early burnouts have amounted

tive that an order for a complete king, however, 28 random cases of to three per cent. in the 100 -watt, one

equipment has been the result. Still customers still on war rates , the use and one-half per cent . in the 60 -watt,

again, the manufacturers have co- of tungsten lamps has reduced the two and one -half per cent. in the 40

operated by placing representatives in consumption by 23,314 kw -hr. from watt and three per cent in the 25 -watt

66 44

64 64

# 6

Candle

Power.

20

32

48

80

200

25 watts

40

60

100

250

Plain . or All Frosted .

$0.60 each . $0.65 each .

.60 65

1.00

1.15 1.20

2.30

40
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100
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.
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0.90

1.10

3.00

46 14
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customers

$ 1.75

.90

.75

.60

25 watts, 20 candle power.. .50

customers

$2.25

1.15

.90

.70

60

VAI GULA

100 W
40W

26 W.

Na No. $ Na % Na No. Na %.

LAMPS ORDERTO.

LAMPS RECEIVED.

n 11782 7613 1205 5678

S1844 106 20 621 16.0 25 20 290 S. /

sizes , making an average of 3 % . We have been able to secure con- entire tungsten equipment, giving him

We have experienced considerable siderable new business by the use of figures and comparison to his present

trouble from the early blackening of the tungsten lamp in premises that ap- consumption plus his gas bill , showing

the bulbs of the 100 -watt lamp, but peared heretofore unattainable, due to thereby that , with this type of equip

have had very little complaint from the economical operation of the lamp , ment, he can save money and secure

this cause with the other sizes . and also due to the fact that we have better illumination .

We have no means of knowing the made special efforts among gas con The following is price list of tung

amount of income directly due to tung- sumers in the past year. sten lamps , as sold to our customers :

sten installations , or the total number The present policy for handling To free renewal To other

of tungsten lamps on our system, as tungsten lamps is through a subsidiary
250 watts, 200 candle power..

a large number of lamps have been company known as the Tungsten 100 watts , '80 candle power ..

60 watts , 48 candle power..

sold by supply dealers. Lamp Specialty Company, which has 40 watts, 32 candle power..

We think, however, the immediate a soliciting force of its own, which

effect of their use has been to decrease are paid on a commission basis for all The above lamps are kept in stock

our income slightly , but that at the business secured . These solicitors and promptly delivered on written

end of one year of their use this con- work in co -operation with the solici- order. No additional charge is made

dition will be reversed and our income tors of the Edison Company, and for frosted tip lamps .

will then show a slight increase , and through their combined efforts we

the result of , say, five years ' use of have been able to secure over 1500
REPORT OF BUFFALO GENERAL ELECTRIC

tungsten lamps will show a very con- contracts for tungsten equipments in
COMPANY, BUFFALO , N. Y.

siderable increase in income . premises which were heretofore burn- The Buffalo General Electric Com

Of the total number of lamps in- ing gas exclusively . pany has conducted an aggressive

stalled by the company, approximately

30 per cent . have gone into places so

that the customer gets little more light
THE FOLLOWING TAOLES SHOW THE DETAILS FROM

INTRODUCTION TO JULY 1, 1909.

than before , but have reduced the sale
250 W 60W 40W .

TUNGSTEN TAMPS FOR
of electricity ; approximately 30 per

INSTALLATIONS. % Na %

cent . have gone into places so that

the customer keeps the income the

same as formerly, but receives con
LAMPS Usce

siderably more light; approximately

30 per cent . have replaced gas or other
DRONEN FILAMENTS

Due TO HANDLING.

open - flame illuminants, and approxi

mately 10 per cent . have gone into
DUE TO CARLY BURNOUTS.

new business .
PERCENTAGE BROKEN .

There are probably 150,000 tung TUNGSTEN CAMPS ROR RENEWALS

sten lamps in use by our customers ,
LAMPS ORDERED

and about 100,000 have been supplied
LAMPS RECEIVED

directly by the company. Of this 100,
LAMPS USED . 22

000 about 38,000 have been of the 25
DRONEN FILAMENTS.

watt size , and next in popularity is the DUE TO HANDLING.

100 -watt size . DUE TO EARLY BURNOUTS 635 5.8

PERCENTAGE DRONEN .
REPORT OF EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMI

TOTALS

NATING COMPANY OF BROOK

LYN , BROOKLYN , N. Y.
LAMPS RECEIVED.

We have approximately 57,000
LAMPS Usta 3620

tungsten lamps on our service lines
OROWENFILAMENTI

at the present time ; 75 per cent. of
Due to HANDLING 1

these have been furnished by the com
DUE TO EARLY BURNOUTS

20 0.5
pany, and the remaining 25 per cent .

PERCENTAGE BROKEN

by the electrical contractors and lamp

manufacturing companies. TUNGSTEN Lamp RECORD OF THE EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATION COMPANY OF Boston .

The lamp that is in general use is

the 100 -watt lamp. The reason for
In addition to the above, the Edison tungsten lamp campaign since June,

this is that we have pushed it , and also Company calls the attention of its cus- 1908 .

because it is the most economical to tomers to the tungsten lamp through It is estimated that there are 25,000

install and gives a more satisfactory
advertising and by special solicitors tungsten lamps connected to the com

distribution of illumination .
who concentrate on present customers, pany's system ; 40 per cent. of this

It is rather a difficult matter to give calling their attention to the advan- number have been sold to the consu

the general effect of our revenue cov- tages of a tungsten equipment, the ob- mer by this company. The lamp in

ering the number of lamps installed , ject being to secure the entire business most general use is the 40 -watt small

as several of our customers have made of the consumer with the tungsten bulb .

partial installations , but we have se- lamp, and our efforts in this direction We believe that in the smaller size

lected a list of 64 who have made en- have been very encouraging thus far , tungsten lamps the small bulb 40 -watt

tire change of equipment from carbon
as we have inquiries every day from unit is the one to be pushed, not only

to tungsten lamps, and herewith show
our present customers. from the standpoint of the central sta

the figures for six months, from May
A feature of this campaign which is tion , but of the consumer as well .

to October, 1907-1908, inclusive : well worth mentioning is that we pre- Contrasting the 40 -watt with the 25

Revenue , May to October, 1907 , inclus .
sent to the customer we have suc- watt unit, it appears that, due to the$ 14,064.42

Revenue , May to October, 1908 , inclus ceeded in interesting a blue print of greater mechanical strength and in
11,656.78

A decrease in revenue of 21 per cent . his store , showing the layout of an creased cross-section of the filament

10900 8660 11610 2313 31728

-

1 4.6 . 2211 2.0 243 20 724 62 79 415 19

2751 22 413 3.5 201 0.9 1164 3.6

/ 45 856 1.8 618 & o 1139 97 99 1569 49

LAMPS ORDERED . 28080 19612 no12 1450g 51100 130281

26377 18662 16864 11200 50800 123882

22682 16113 15613 31409 95343

20 7361 22 149 4.6 1353 8.7 104 30 105 1.9 S6AC 3.82

6.5 28 215 1.7 413 2.1 1154 8.1 2497) 2.62

1 20 1311 6.0 1024 ) 65 1166 11.4 124 25 1859 GO 6140 6.44

ive .

ive .
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370

8.986

$ 548

$512

5.28c .

5.7c .

$ 36Decrease in revenue .

or
.........

of the 40 -watt lamps, we obtain an extensively for illumination and is ing of customers among the smaller

average life which is from 30 to 50 sold at 30 cents per thousand cubic stores and shops where other than

per cent . greater than that of the 25- feet ; manufactured gas is sold at electrical illumination has previously

watt lamp. This fact, together with $ 1.00 per thousand cubic feet . We been used .

the superior candle - power, has are able to meet competition from For somewhat over a year we have

brought us to the conclusion that it manufactured gas without very much been offering a standard four-lamp

is better suited to the requirements trouble, but natural gas, of course, is cluster containing60 or 40 -watt lamps

of our consumers , and that it is far a great source of trouble . The 250- at the election of the customers , in

superior to the 25-watt lamp, both watt unit has replaced a large number stalled and wired free , making the

from their standpoint and our own . of gas arcs using natural gas . This customer contract to use the fixture

The majority of complaints of break- is especially so in small stores using for a period of at least two years ,

age from our consumers are from electricity for window lighting and either at a flat rate per week, covering

users of the 25-watt lamp . This is gas arcs in the interior. certain fixed hours of daily use, the

due to the fact that these lamps break As to the general effect on our rev- electricity being turned off and on by

more easily when dusted ; or when the enue resulting from the use of tung- the company's representatives , or in

snap -switch is turned off with a sharp sten lamps, we submit the following consideration of the payment of a

quick jar the lamp is broken, and the figures based upon 25 of our consum- monthly rental covering the use of the

next time the consumer turns it on , ers who formerly used carbon filament clusterand the renewal of lamps, the

it is what he terms “ burnt out, ” and lamps and are now using tungsten electricity being charged for in addi

if it has been in use but a short time lamps. These installations vary from tion to this amount in regular rates .

he calls on the company to give him 150 watts to 3000 watts in tungsten The rental under this latter proposi

a new lamp, which, of course, in the lamps : tion was originally $1.50 per month,

majority of cases is out of the ques- Entire connected load in 50 watt equivalent .. 3,320 permitting four hours' use of the
Totaltungsten installation , 50 watt equivalent

tion
Kw. H. consumption for May, 1908, when car

lamp, but this has been reduced to

It is the policy of the company in
bon filament lamps were used . 10,390 $ 1.00 per month , permitting three

Kw . H.consumption for May, 1909, when tung

selling tungsten lamps to have them sten lamps were used . hours' daily use . These clusters are
Total income for May, 1908.

delivered to the consumer's premises Total income for May, 1909
placed on a separate meter and if from

by a competent representative and
Rate per Kw. H. obtained in 1908 .. its indication it is found that the lamps
Rate per Kw . H. obtained in 1909..

tested, after which time the company are used longer than three hours daily.

6.6%

assumes no responsibility whatever for an additional charge of 20 cents per
We sell all tungsten lamps to our

breakages. The advisability of this hour, per day average per month , is

plan is shown by the fact that during
consumers at 20 per cent. off list , with charged to cover the extra cost of

the exception of the 40-watt lamp,
a period of six months the renewals lamp renewals . The meter proposi

which we sell at the same price as the

supplied by this company on account
tion seems to be much the more pop

of accident, imperfectlamps or other
25 - watt lamp. We have one man who ular of the two .

devotes all his time to the demonstra
wise , amounted to only two and one This company has installed between

tion of tungsten lamps.
half per cent . of the total number of 5000 and 6000 of these clusters and

lamps sold during that period . derives from them an income of apCOMMONWEALTH EDISON

To avoid the use of the 25-watt proximately $ 250,000 per annum .
COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILL .

lamp, we are selling both the 25 and
In renewing lamps to our central

40-watt lamps at the same price , 70
As near as we can estimate , there station customers who would be en

are approximately 150,000 tungsten
cents . titled to carbon lamp renewals free of

Of the total number of tungsten lamps now on our circuits in Chicago. cost the following special prices have

lamps sold by this company during
In addition to this there are possibly been used :

the past year, 40 per cent. were 40
10,000 to 20,000 in use by the isolated

watt lamps. We believe that during
plants , although this last is a very

loose estimate , as we have no way to

the coming year the percentage will

be even greater .
get very exact information . the idea being to compensate in the

In regard to the larger tungsten
Of the number of lamps on the cir- price for the carbon lamp which other

units, we give preference to the 250
cuits of the Commonwealth Edison wise would have been furnished free .

watt frosted bowl lamp.
Company, about 100,000 have been If, however, the customer prefers to

Our experience with this lamp
furnished by this company, as follows : purchase his own lamps the company

60 watt lamps .

shows that it has a remarkably long
offers generally to put him on a basis

life, somewhere between 1500 and where he can provide all lamps used

2,000 in his installation at a reduction of
2000 hours. We have replaced in- In

individual cases which
mumerable four and five light clusters

one-half cent per kilowatt -hour.

have come to our attention the result While the company does not urge
of 16 c -p . carbon lamps with this unit ,

of the use of these lamps has been a particularly the use of 25 -watt lamps
to the expressed satisfaction of the reduction in the bills , and in others the it does not make the slightest objec
consumer .

consumption has been as large or tion to furnishing them to the cus

In dealing with electric arc lamp larger because people seem to desire tomer if desired and is convinced that

installation we have often installed more light for the same money rather its policy in this respect will not gen

two 250 -watt lamps for each arc lamp than the same light for less money. erally affect the income.

replaced , giving the consumer much On the whole, we are satisfied that

better illumination. We have fewer
the use of tungstens has not decreased REPORT OF THE EDISON ILLUMINATING

complaints and more expressed satis- our income from existing customers . COMPANY OF DETROIT, DETROIT ,

faction from this unit than from any On the other hand, the new business
MICH .

other.
which it has been possible to obtain as In Detroit the central station com

The tungsten lamp, and particularly a result of the use of these lamps has pany does no construction or supply

the 250 -watt unit, has been very suc- afforded substantial increase to our business and it was not considered ad

cessfully used in meeting gas compe- revenue. The particular use of them visable to change this policy to meet

tition . Natural gas is used quite by this company has been the obtain the conditions arising from the tung

REPORT OF

25 watt .

40

60

100

550

60c

70c

850
64

40

50,000

30.000

18,00025

100
& C

some
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some

were

First

Second
& 4 66 66

66 46

40c .

35c .

sten lamp development; at the same tunity to buy his fixtures and lamps could not be induced to use it until we

time , we wished to control the situa- at a low price . This policy has reacted approached them on the subject of in
a

tion and in order to do so a company to our decided advantage and the ma- stalling tungsten lamps .

was organized to sell tungsten lamps jority of customers have gradually No.6. We have four solicitors who

and fixtures. This company sold their raised their standard of lighting ; have work tungsten business exclusively .

merchandise on a margin of profit suf- replaced gas in storerooms, work- These solicitors devote their time to

ficient to make the company self-sus- rooms, basements, etc. , with electricity , large business houses whose consump,

taining, and made a low price on re- and the bills of the customers who six tion of electricity is small and to the

newals of the lamps purchased from months ago were concerned chiefly in small consumer who is not using elec

them, which brought practically all the lighting their stores at the lowest pos- tricity.
tungsten business of centralstation sible cost have increased by degrees We have a rental proposition which

customers to this company . until most of them are now paying us we offer as follows:

The company was organized in the monthly bills equal, if not exceeding, The contract to be a two-year con

middle of October and up to the first their former bills for service , and in tract, and consumer agrees to use

of the year did no field work, as the retail establishments where formerly electricity exclusively for lighting ; the

volume of business coming unsolicited two- foot candles were considered goodtwo- foot candles were considered good light company furnishes the fixtures,

from the retail merchants in the down- lighting four-foot candles are now the the consumer having a choice of one ,

town district was more than the new standard of illumination . two, three or four light tungsten fix

organization could handle. During Early in January our soliciting force tures. These fixtures are equipped

November and December began in earnest to fight gas with the with 100 -wattt tungsten lamps. Con

twenty-five large installations tungsten lamp and our tungsten lamp sumer agrees to pay monthly rental

changed to tungsten lamps, replacing company put salesmen in the field at charge on the equipment at the fol

in most cases , electric arc lamps . the same time . Up to the fifteenth of lowing rates :

In analyzing the accounts of these June we had replaced 650 gas arcs lamp to be 50c. per month.

customers we find that on a compari- and innumerable single gas burners Third

son with six months of tungsten and had secured new business from All·lamps in excess of three , 25c . per month.

service against the corresponding six short-hour burners that had previously

months of the previous year the bills
been hard to write because of the dif- REPORT OF THE EDISON ELECTRIC COM

show a decrease in revenue of about ference in cost between electricity and PANY, LOS ANGELES, CAL .

$ 1,300 and we have saved in arc lamp gas . From this new business and that

maintenance and carbon lamp re secured from the gas users we esti The number of tungsten lamps in

newals about $650 on the same service .
mate an annual income of approx stalled in the city of Los Angeles is

These accounts run from $25 to $ 250 imately $ 16,000 . estimated at 40,000. Of these , less

per month and a number are listed According to our records we have than 500 have been furnished by The

herewith showing the difference in now in service the following tungsten Edison Electric Company, or about

income from the tungsten and the lamps, sold by our lamp company: one per cent . of the total . When the

former installations : 40 Watt tungsten lamp was first placed on the

market, we did not feel that it was in

There are possibly some thousand that finished state that justified us in

more lamps in use by our customers unequivocally recommending its pur

that have been bought elsewhere and
chase. It was very fragile, and some

Lamp Tungsten

Business, Installa
of which we have no record .

times became quite blackened upon

In introducing the lamp where gas slight use .
Jeweler. $ 58.00 It also materially de
Dry Goods.

170.00 has been used or in soliciting new creased the consumption , while largely
Clothing

Clothing business we usually recommend the increasing the lamp costs , and in addi
Cigar..

60-watt lamp for use in clusters andJeweler . tion necessitated an expense of from
Grocer.. the 100 -watt lamp where single drops $ 1.00 to $ 1.50 per lamp for special

$

are installed . In the down -town dis- shades and fixtures. All this inclined

trict many of the installations are now
us to the belief that it would be well

substituting 100 -watt lamps for the to let the dealer be the one to intro

Clothier.. 60 -watt lamp.
duce the lamp, and stand back of the

Dry Goods.

Saloon .. sales .

Jeweler .
CITY The new 40 -watt lamp, with its

Jeweler .
LIGHT COMPANY, KANSAS CITY , MO . tougher filament, that fits the old

In our early experience with the shades and burns in any position, has

tungsten lamp we found that every In reply to question No. I will say overcome to a considerable extent the

customer considering installations was that the approximate number of tung- above objections. The 40 -watt lamp

determined to reduce his cost of cur- sten lamps now in service in Kansas is the one usually sold , being the near

rent about 50 per cent. by changing City is about 21,000 . est in size to the popular 16 -c -p. car
to the new style of lamp . Although No. 2. About 60 per cent of this bon filament lamp, doubling the candle

wishing to avoid serious decrease in number was furnished by the Kansas power, although using enough less

our revenues we thought it best to let City Electric Light Company.
electricity to be appreciably noticed in

the customer work out his own salva- No. 3. About 70 per cent. of the the monthly statement.

tion in this matter and while strongly tungsten lamps in use in Kansas City In the majority of residence instal

recommending a higher standard of are 100 -watt lamps. lations, the tungstens are mixed with
lighting our salesmen were instructed No. 4. We have no data .

the carbon filament lamps, often as an
to give advice to customers as to the No. 5. We have found the tungsten experiment, but even this moderate

most economical installations possible . lamp to be of great assistanct in ob- use has the effect of reducing the rev

Guarantees on unexpired contracts taining new business. We recently enue. The average consumer has long

were readjusted to meet the changes obtained a contract from a business ago adjusted his illumination to ac

in installations and our tungsten lamp house that has been in business 18 cord with his purse, and while he

company gave the customer an oppor- years , who never used electricity and would like more light, he feels that

25 Watt

967 1,511

60 Watt

29,996

100 Watt

770

Av. Bill

on 6 Mos.

Service.

Arc and

Carbon

Av. Bill

on 6 Mos.

Service ,

tions .

Book .

Restaurant

5 and 10c. Store .

Clothier..

Clothier..

Women's Wear

Installa

tion.

$46.00

179.00

179.00

53.00

69.00

137.00

64.00

39.00

46.00

190.00

270.00

105.00

60.00

46.00

229.00

76.00

50.00

62.00

35.00

183.00

34.00

9.0

88.00

33.00

34.00

38.00

138.00

195.00

74.00

53.00

26.00

204.00

59.00

49.00

55.00

25.00

Drug Store .
REPORT OF KANSAS ELECTRIC
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Increase.Carbon

$211.85

Decrease .

ness .

769.25 675,95 93.30

1,523.95

Not all tungstens .

3. Glassware .

All tungstens.

4. Dry Goods.

All tungstens .

412.65 490.50 77.85

627.05 684.15 57.10

the present bills represent about the years ago. These lamps were of for- lamps in this city , other than a mo

amount he is willing to pay for light- eign make and were at that time in mentary decrease caused by the first

ing. He therefore compromises by the very early stages of experimenta- installation of these lamps, we feel con

using a tungsten installation sufficient tion . These lamps were tested for fident in saying that any central sta

to materially increase the illumination wattage and voltage tests and also for tion is justified in highly recommend

and at the same time decrease the light tests . They did not prove very ing any form of new high - efficiency

consumption . satisfactory, especially in view of lamp which would prove an econ
As the lamp costs are lowered , the their extremely high cost , which made omizer to the consuming public. Our

income will probably increase until , them utterly useless for commercial campaign of introducing these lamps

with the cost of a 40-watt lamp run- purposes. About six months later , was carried on almost entirely through

ning from 30 cents to 40 cents , it will when the American type of lamp was the medium of local daily papers . We

be larger per meter installed than with introduced by the General Electric used at times fullpages in all three of

the present carbon filament. We have company, we again made a series ofCompany , we again made a series of these papers, showing in graphic forms

several business houses where tung- tests to determine the efficiency and the comparative value per unit of cost

stens are used as window lights only , commercial value of this lamp. In this of carbon filament lamps and tung

and find that in nearly every one the test most encouraging results were ob- sten filament lamps.

wiring was rearranged to get more tained . It was , however, not until The tungsten lamp has made pos

light, leaving the consumption about three or four months later, that, sible in Minneapolis a very effective

the same. through the medium of the news- municipal street lighting system which

The following are not selected in- papers of this city , and through direct has been received with great enthusi

stances , but are given as fair illustra- advertising to our customers, did we asm . This lighting consists of highly

tions of how the tungsten lamp has advise theuse ofthis lamp on the basis ornamental posts, on the top of which

affected our income from business of economy to the consumer, sacrific- is placed one pilot light and four side

lighting : ing a temporary reduction in revenue lights , pilot light enclosed within

Carbon lamps, October, 1907, to to this company . 16 -in . light alabaster globe, side

March , 1908, inclusive . These lamps were received with lights enclosed within 12- in . alabaster

Tungsten lamps, October, 1908, to much appreciation by the customers, globes. Further details of this instal

March , 1909 , inclusive. but gave considerable trouble on ac- lation we will be pleased to furnish

Tungsten
upon request.

1. Pharmacy . $294.00 $82.15 For commercial store lighting the
Due to arrangement of lighting and increase in busi

best results have been given through

2. Racquet Store.
a medium of 100 -watt tungsten lamps

2,231.45 $707.50 enclosed within diffusers . With tung

sten lamps we use Holophane shades

almost entirely when the lamps are
5. Haberdasher..

used in unit form .

Another feature which is of consid

erable advantage to the central sta

tion, particularly in a city which by

nature of its development has its busi

ness interests throughout a large ter
Part tungstens; wiring rearranged .

ritory , is the voltage regulation which
Totals . $6,477.00 $ 260.80 $ 1,023.95

the tungsten lamp makes possible.
Loss ,. $ 763 . 15

In the life tests made on municipal

We have obtained very little new count of their weak mechanical con- street lighting we find the average life

business through the tungstens which struction at first. Time, however , has to be 730 hours. Some, however, still

would otherwise have been unobtain- remedied this defect, and the present burning, have been in use daily for

able , and most of the business of this great demand by users of electric over 6000 hours.

kind that we have secured has been light, and the amount of new business Each shipment of tungsten lamps

through the use of the four-light, 40- which it has brought to this company, received by this company is nearer

watt tungsten cluster on a flat rate . through the reduction in the cost of perfection as far as mechanical con

While the tungsten lamp will event- electric lighting is certainly most en struction is concerned, and we do not

ually be in universal use , and while couraging. After slightly over a year question the fact that tungsten lamps

the new 40 -watt lamp is a great im- of active campaigning we are pleased will before long be handled with as

provement ver the es originally to advise that we now have installed in small a filament breakage as the pres

turned out , it would seem to be for Minneapolis approximatelyapproximately 60,000 ent carbon filament lamp.

the best interests of both the central tungsten lamps. As to the approxi We have this spring received a new

station and the manufacturers that mate number furnished by this com- source of revenue from the installa

the change be extended over a reason- pany we are unable to advise, as there tion of urban district ornamental light

able period, instead of concentrated are in all some twenty - five or thirty ing with series tungstens used as il

into a few months. Possibly the reg- dealers in the city, together with many lumination . One hundred -watt units

ular dealers, with slight assistance outside parties, who are selling these used in an upright position are used

from the lighting companies, can put lamps. for this purpose.

out the tungstens as fast as the condi- The sizes which are most generally
tions warrant .

used in this city are 60- and 100-watt REPORT OF NEW ORLEANS RAILWAY AND

and mostly of the frosted type. We LIGHT COMPANY, NEW ORLEANS, L4 .

REPORT OF TIIE WNNEAPOLIS GENERAL have single installations amounting to

ELECTRIC COMPANY, MINNEAPOLIS , as many as 1000 lamps. These are It must be borne in mind that the

MINN . used in large wholesale stores, and at tungsten lamp in its first inception was

the city schools. not very successful in its introduction ,
Tungsten lamps were originally in- As to the effect to revenue, result- but it has gradually increased and been

troduced into Minneapolis nearly two ing in the introducing of tungsten more perfected. It is only within the

973.90 943.65 30.25

134.10 100.30

All tungstens .

6. Music House..

Part tungstens .

7. Haberdasher..

Part tungstens.

8. Saloon ..

All tungstens.

9. Drugs..

10. Hatter .

33.80

471.30 652.80 181.50

114.20

393.45

110.90

375.45

3.30

18.00

$ 5,713.85
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OF THE YORK EDISON

20

32 (Small bulb)

25

40

40

60

100

250

48

80

200

.65

.70

.80

1.00

2.00

last five or six months that they have 10 to 25 per cent. over the marked sten lamps the prices have been re

been introduced into this territory to wattage in our testing room . duced, to central station consumers ,

any extent and the manufacturer of as per the following schedule :

each kind has been pushing them , REPORT NEW Watts Candle Power Purchase and Renewal Price
$ 0.60

promising great reduction in con COMPANY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

sumption and greater brilliancy. In
32 (Large bulb)

many instances the consumers have The best we can do is to give ap

made their installations much greater proximate answers to your questions,

than they had under the old system
Note . This special price for re

which will be taken up seriatim :

of the carbon lamps, consequently estimate1. We that
newals is conditional upon the return

between

their bills are running higher than 200,000 and 300,000 tungsten lamps
to the company of the lamp replaced .

they otherwise would have been , had are now used within the territory of
Over 95 per cent . of the tungsten

they confined themselves to a small
lamps connected to its circuits have

this company - Manhattan Island , the
been furnished by the Philadelphia

average of wattage and size of lamps. Bronx and Yonkers .
Electric Comapny. The company has

Many who were in the habit of using 2. We have probably furnished 25
kept the situation well within its own

16s and 325 , placed 60 and 100 -watt per cent. of all the lamps in use.

lamps. Of course it made a greater 3. The sizes most generally used
control , due to the special prices for

brilliancy, but did not decrease their
are the 25- and 40 -watt lamps. Ap- tungsten lamps to central station con

sumers.

consumption .
parently a majority are of the Gen

Thrift plays a predominant part
We believe strongly that the tung- eral Electric type .

with the Philadelphia merchants,
4. It would be difficult to give the

,
sten lamp is the lamp of the future.

which has undoubtedly influenced the
We are encouraging the use of them . effect upon the company's revenue .

size of the tungsten lamp which is in
We are not as a small station , selling The general effect upon the revenue
them or exchanging them , because we can be only approximated at best .

most general use in Philadelphia. In

were exchanging the ordinary 16-c -p . Realizing that the substitution of
replacing 50 -watt Gem lamps we have

lamps, and had we sold them our con- tungsten for the former lamps has
found the most popular size to be the

sumers would have considered that we taken place very largely with thelong taking the benefit of more light for
40-watt tungsten lamp— the consumer

were tacitly bound to make the ex- burning lamp in show cases and in

change free of cost ; consequently ,

less money by this substitution.

teriors , we are of the opinion that the
With new installations , we find that

while encouraging their use , we have effect will lie somewhere between 5

allowed them to be pushed , but have
the 60 -watt tungsten lamp is proving

per cent. and 10 per cent .
always advised our consumers to con- 5. We doubt that we have secured quite a favorite and will, in thecourse

of time, become as popular as the 40sult with us before changing their in- any large amount of new business

stallation , so as to get proper advice through the advent of tungsten lamps.
watt tungsten lamp .

as to distribution of light and wattage Somehas been secured, but the aggre- rapidly becoming a favorite for points
The small 25-watt tungsten unit is

necessary so as to obtain good results. gate would represent but a small per
where good illumination is required

We have approximately in use in centage of our installations.
for intermittent and occasional use ,

this territory about 3000 lamps and 6. The policy pursued by the com

none have been furnished by our com
and where a number of lamps are de

pany has been to advise each of its

sirable for lighting effects along cer

pany. customers and the public in general
tain defined plans of distribution .

The size of lamps most used are of the existence of the lamp and of its

the 25 , 40 and 60 — except as stated
This is proven by the fact that the

economy in the consumption of cur

before, when consumers take upon

25-watt unit has increased from 12
rent.

themselves to put in larger lamps .
per cent . to 18 per cent . of the total

We have not been able to obtain
tungsten installations.

REPORT OF THE PHILADELPHIA ELEC

The following table gives the com

any new business to any considerable TRIC COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA , PA .

extent with tungsten lamps and we

parative percentages of the various

have adopted the policy as related
sizes of the tungsten lamps now con

The electric light consumer is quick nected to the circuits :
above in our handling the proposition. to see the merits of a lighting unit

We find in some instances, where that will give him twice the amount of

we have made careful examination , light for the same current consump

the following differences : tion , or the same amount of light for
1 %

In five cases we find that the de- one- half the amount of money ex 100 %

crease in consumption reached 40 to pended. The effect on central station in

20 per cent., and in eight other cases With these facts patent , we have come is as yet problematical . From a

the average increase was only about 10 been able to present the tungsten lamp study of a number of typical installa

to 20 , but in four specific cases where to consumers , backed with tions it was noted that a variety of

they have substituted for two 5 -ampere stronger features than those enjoyed conditions were liable to result. In

arcs, eight 60 and two 250 watts , the by any other new lighting unit, which some cases the consumer will pay the

consumption has increased very nearly has enabled us to install on our light- same with the tungsten installations

50 per cent. Another case , where they ing circuits approximately 17,000 as was the case with carbon lamps

have changed their installation from tungsten lamps, as of July 1 , 1909. the consumer taking advantage of the

eight 5 -ampere arcs and 35 16s to There are good prospects for a increased illumination . In other cases

100-watt tungsten and 16 250- much faster increase in the introduc- the consumer will be satisfied with the

watts , they have increased more than tion of tungsten lamps as compared same illumination as heretofore, there

40 per cent. This goes to prove that the past six months, during which by reducing the revenue to the central

if a consumer would apply to the period the increase in the tungsten station company as much as 50 per

central station for information, better lamps varied from 15 per cent. to 20 cent . The indications were that dur

results would be obtained than from per cent. per month over the previous ing the early stages of the introduc

buying those offered on the market . months' installations . tion of the tungsten lamp the revenue

We have known of some instances of Furthermore, as an added stimulus to the central station company would

the increase of the lamp renewals from for further introduction of the tung- be reduced about 12 per cent . where

189

38

25 watt .

40 watt .

60 watt .

100 watt .

250 watt

26

179

our

21
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209.09 167.98

328.03

361.44

361.37

372.17

365.98

373.10

309.60

309.72

281.66

349.34

Old Inst .

124.09

89.97

50.69

58.43

64.87

71.00

135.81

144.72

160.79

181.84

166.59

81.25

66.10

56.70

70.38

65.02

69.56

72.65

the tungsten lamp is substituted for tungsten in the consumer's installa INCOME FROM

Old Inst. New Inst.
the carbon lamp. tion .

July . $ 199.58 $ 159.41

August.
This method of introducing theIn a given number of cases where September. 253.08 197.42

tungsten lamps have been introduced , tungsten lamp is supplemental to gen- October.. 294.62

November... 417.38 342.29

60 per cent . have shown an increase eral advertising, which is steadily December 453.38

430.13in revenue while 40 per cent. have maintained, both through distribution January. 359.86

. February .

shown a decrease in revenue . Both of pamphlets and special articles in the March .

April.
bulletins issued by the company.

347.26

the increase and decrease were 17 per May.

To meet certain conditions, we
June ..

cent . more and less than the former
293.84

revenue ; whereas the total revenue of adopted the plan of making a special Totals . . $ 3,930.73 $3,607.00 = 8% Decrease

the combined cases showed a decrease tungsten fixture and lamp lease, sup- Consumer No. 3. Shoe Store .

of 5 per cent. , due to the fact that the plying a two or three 100-watt tung- Old installation : 19-8-c -p . carbon ,

greater number of increases occurred sten fixture on a monthly rental and 142-16-c-p. carbon, 40-50- watt Gems .

with smaller installations. This leads maintenance cost on the following Total watts , 9670.

to the conclusion that with the smaller basis : Date changed to tungsten, May 23 ,

installations we may look for in- $1.25 per month for 2 -lamp fixture, of 200 watts 1908.

1.75 per month for 3-lamp fixture, of 300 watts
creased revenue, which cuts down the New installation : 14-8 - c - p. carbon ,

decreases in the larger installations. The consumer agreeing to pay for 6-60- watt tungsten , 35-100-watt tung

This, furthermore , proves that the such rental and maintenance charges sten . Total watts , 4280 = 56% De

tungsten lamp will popularize the use
on the same dates as bills for current crease .

of electric light with the small con
to be rendered to the consumer under INCOME FROM I

New Inst .

sumers. the regular lighting contract . June... $ 129.06 $ 50.08

Wemade further proviso that at the July ..New business has been secured to a 51.44

August. 53.14

considerable degree , with tungsten end of one year the consumer owned September.. 104.08

the fixture and the lighting company October.

lamps, by the extension of electric November..

service with existing consumers and agreed to renew the lampsand main- December..

January . 84.49

the introduction of electric service tain the fixtures thereafter, at the fol- February .

March .

with new consumers, displacing gas lowing charges : April .

service.
50 cents per month for 2-lamp fixture, of 200 watts May..

75 cents per month for 3-lamp fixture, of 300 watts

The data recently compiled when
Totals . . $ 1,441.00 $761.75 = 47 % Decrea se

This method is meeting with a fair
compared with the earlier computa Consumer No. 4. Haberdasher.

tions shows that the decrease in the
measure of success , particularly in Old installation : 16-4 - c - p. carbon ,

displacing gas installations.
total revenue has dropped from 12 .

The following is a comparison of a
3-8 -c- p. carbon , 40-50 -watt Gems .

per cent . to 5 per cent . , further prov
Total watts, 2410.

ing the more liberal use of the tung
few tungsten lamp installations :

Date changed to tungsten , Decem

sten lamps since their adoption . Consumer No. 1 . Cloak and Suit ber 20, 1908.

Taking the total tungsten lamp in New installation : 1-50 -watt Gem ,
Store.

stallations , we find that 21 per cent. of 36-40 -watt tungsten , 15-100-watt

the tungsten installations replaced a Old installation : 808-8 -c - p. carbon ,
tungsten. Total watts , 3530 = 46 %

number of incandescent or arc lamps 52-16 - c - p. carbon , 97-50-watt Gems, Increase.

giving equal candle power , conse- 1-25 -watt Gem , 8-5-ampere INCOME FROM

quently reducing the income.
Total watts, 35,815.

December ...

Twenty -one per cent . ( 21 per cent . ) Date changed to tungsten, July 23 ,
January

February
1908.

of the tungsten lamp installations re
March .

April.New installation : 507-8-c - p . , 27-16
placed a number of incandescent or May

arc lamps using equal watts , hence C - p ., 54-50 -watt Gems, I arc , 5 am- June..
33.48

keeping the income the same—the con- peres, 36-25 -watt tungsten , 134-40 $281.28 $ 315.89 = 12 Increase

sumer obtaining more light for the watt tungsten , 1-100- watt tungsten. Consumer No. 5. Cigar Store.

same money. Total watts, 26,120 = 27% Decrease . Old installation : 6-8 -c- p. carbon ,

Thirty -three per cent . ( 33 per cent.) 35-16 - c -p . carbon . Total watts , 1930 .INCOME FROM

of the tungsten lamp installations re Date changed to tungsten , October
Old Inst. New Inst .

placed gas, giving the consumer as July ... $ 108.95 I , 1908.
August

much or more light than he had be New installation : 4-16 - c - p. carbon ,
September

fore and the electric company secur 20-60 -watt tungsten , 6-100 -watt tung

ing an increased revenue from the sale December. sten . Total watts, 2000 4% In

of electricity.
January

February. crease .

Twenty -five per cent. ( 25 per cent . ) INCOME FROM

April New Inst

of the tungsten lamp installations have May . October

June...

been introduced for absolutely new
November..

business. Totals . [ $ 2,248.29 $ 2,483.09 = 10 % Increase . January ..

February
We have found that one of the best March

methods of introducing tungsten
Consumer Wo. 2. Clothing Store. April ,

May

lamps is to make practical demonstra Old installation : 18-16-c -p. carbon , June ,

tions on a loan proposition for a lim- 151-8-6 - p. carbon , 32 arcs , 5 amperes, Totals .. $ 304.55 = 57. Increase

ited period, placing a lew lamps at de- 4h.p. Total watts, 24,414 . Consumer No. 6. Haberdasher,

sirable locations in the consumer's Date changed to tungsten , July 1 , Old installation : 62-50 -watt Gems,

premises. This brings the favorable 1908. 18-187 -watt Genis, 4 arcs , 41 , am

qualities of the lamps direct before New installation : 59-8 - c -p . carbon ,
peres. Total watts, 8466 .

the consumer and is productive of 1-32 -c.p. carbon, 130-50 -watt Gems, 4 Date changed to tungsten, August

good results, in most cases leading to h.p., +-40 -watt tungsten , 130-100 -watt 8th -- September 15th , 1908 .
an order for the lamps placed on tungsten . Total watts, 24,514 = .4 % New installation : 2-32-c -p . carbon ,

demonstration and an extension of the Increase.
18-50 -watt Gems, 1-40- watt tungsten ,

arcs .

Old Inst .

$ 58.07

46.12

40.79

35.43

33.48

33.91

New Inst .

$62.25

48.53

42.45

48.06

45.23

34.56

34.81

Totals ..

=

October..

November

64.04

136.86

182.33

208.46

190.26

293.28

217.68

199.22

308.88

256.86

181.47

$ 105.93

99.87

115.85

186.54

252.81

279.87

259.23

277.55

210.24

253.67

227.70

213.83

March .

December

Old Inst ,

$28.16

32.36

32.87

36.24

36.62

33.72

29.06

30.51

31.52

$ 32.92

42.97

39.71

43.31

39.78

33 21

28.64

24.45

19.53

$291.06
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INCOME FROM

Old Inst . New Inst .

$42.27 $ 56.50

46.35 62.50

45.77 62.31

52.55 61.72

47.36 56.11

46.41 53.13

40.32 51.73

37.69 49.87

50.68 48.47

Old Inst .

$ 25.25

31.89

34.56

40.20

34.56

34.56

34.58

45.14

50.24

New Inst .

$30.70

28.01

31.97

40.42

84.56

31.20

27.65

27.64

40.66

Old Inst .

$ 21.91

21.78

29.50

23.62

21.60

19.18

18.20

16.37

$ 32.67

45.96

46.71

38.40

33.12

29.26

30.38

25.16

13-60 -watt tungsten , 5-100 -watt tung have obtained considerable business

sten . Total watts, 2420 = 71 % De
October...

with the tungsten lamp that we would
November..

crease . December not have obtained otherwise.

INCOME FROM
January .

As this is a combined gas and elec
February

March tric company, we have made no camOctober..
April

November ..
May. paign to replace gas arcs . In fact, in

December . June..
very few cases is gas used for lighting

January ..

February.
Totals .. $ 409.40 $ 502.54 = 23 % Increase in the business section of the city.

March .

April New installation : 138-2-c -p . carbon , The business has been increased by

May..

June .. 17-8-c- p. carbon , 16-60 -watt tungsten , the larger volume of light used by in

6-100 -watt tungsten . Total watts , dividual consumers , due in a large de
Totals ... $ 330.98 $292.81 = 12 % Decrease.

3726 = 7% Increase . gree to rivalry as to the most artistic

Consumer No.7. Shoe Store. effects, in both window display and in

Old installation : 62-4 -c -p . carbon, REPORT OF ROCHESTER RAILWAY AND terior lighting, and this is where the

19-8-c -p . carbon , 17-50-watt Gems. LIGHT COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y. tungsten proposition is strong, and

Total watts , 2660. materially increasing the income of

Date changed to tungsten , October Since the tungsten lamp campaign the company. Although the percent

14 , 1908. was started by this company, some- age is small, with a satisfied consumer,

New installation : 60-4 - c -p . carbon, thing over a year ago , it has been our our chances are very good for an in

46-40-watt tungsten , 24-60 -watt tung- endeavor to push the larger units in creased income due entirely to the in

sten . Total watts , 4480 = 68 % In- the business section of the city with a troduction of the tungsten lamp.

crease . view to increasing the illumination We are using the most improved

INCOME FROM and not decreasing the wattage. I lolophane glassware , at the present
New Inst .

October.. time installing the satin finish shade ,At the present time we have ap

November proximately 22,000 lamps on our cir- which we find is a great improvement,
December ..

January. cuits, of which more than 75 per cent. and with a frosted bulb lamp makes a

February have been furnished by the company. very artistic equipment.March .

April . Inasmuch as the demand seems to One of the policies adopted by this
May...

have the preference in favor of the company to encourage the use of the
Totals.. $ 172.16 $ 281.06 = 63 % Increase .

60-watt units, we have put our best tungsten lamp, and at the same time

Consumer No. 8. Cigar Store. efforts toward pushing the 100 -watt being a strong inducement for the

Old installation : 8-8-c -p. carbon, lamp with the result that at the pres- consumer to deal direct with the com

Old installation : 62-4 - c- p. carbon , ent time we have about the same num- pany, is the maintenance proposition ,
Total watts, 1114. ber of each size on our lines . This is making four inspections per month, as

Date changed to tungsten , Novem- entirely due to instructions given our we are doing, and , in addition to the

ber 24, 1908 . solicitors at the beginning of the cam- renewals of blackened and burned-out

New installation : 8-8 -c -p. carbon, paign to push the large units, which lamps, keeping the glassware in good
27-3-C-p . carbon , 11-60-watt tungsten . has resulted also in the installation of condition, washing and cleaning the

Total watts , 1224 = 9% Increase. an exceptionally large percentage of same when necessary at the exceed

250 -watt lamps, which have been used ingly low price we think is doing more
INCOME FROM

New Inst . both on new business as well as in the to encourage the use of the tungsten
November... $ 15.79 $ 11.61

replacement of arcs and carbon lamps lamp than any one scheme yet adopted.
December .

January .. wherever practical , special care being The prices are as follows:
February

given by our illuminating engineers to On 40, 60 and 100 watt lamps , in

April make the distribution of light uni- stallation of 8 lamps or over, 8 cents
May .

June.. form , and in fact to make the 250- per month per lamp.

watt equipment an ideal lighting in- Less than 8 , 10 cents per month per
Totals ,. $ 101.56 $88.92 = 12 %. Decrease

stallation . lamp.
Consumer No. 9. Residence.

Would state in connection with the
Old installation : 4-8-c-p . carbon ,

250 -watt lamps, 10 cents per month

above that in very few cases has the per lamp.
73-16 -c -p. carbon , 12-32 - C - p . carbon .

Total watts, 7509.
consumer changed from this lamp to From the above prices you will see

the smaller units . we have another strong point in favor

Date changed to tungsten , Novem We have taken data of the con- of the 250 -watt lamp : Smaller cost
ber 7 , 1908.

of maintenance for the same volumeNew installation : 4-8-c-p. carbon , sumption on 15 consumers having a
complete installation of tungsten of light,

57-16 -c- p. carbon, 12-32 - c - p . carbon ,
lamps, this being taken for the past Summing up the whole tungsten

16-40-watt tungsten . Total watts ,

year and also for the corresponding lamp situation in Rochester, we find7349 = 2% Decrease.

months of the previous year covering it very satisfying from the company's

INCOME FROM their old installation . The result we standpoint, and from the consumers'
Old Inst .

find to be an increase of 8 per cent . on end also .
November...

the total year's business , the percent One of the first complete tungsten
January

February . age varying from 3 per cent. to 20 per installations was in a large clothing

March
cent. for different months. In sev- house, the same being installed on ap

April

May ..

eral cases extra lamps have been added proval. At the end of the period , the
June...

within the last two months. party claiming they were not satisfied ,
Totals .. † 157.28 $247.04 = 57% Increase .

In reference to many of the large we removed them , putting back their

Consumer No. 10 . Saloon and Hotel . consumers, it is impossible to make are installation . After using the arcs

Old installation : 138-2-c -p . carbon , an accurate comparison , for the reason for two months, they came to realize

59-4 - c - p . carbon , 20-8 -c- p. carbon ,
that all tungsten , arc and carbon lamp their mistake and reordered a com

1-16-c-p . carbon . Total watts , 3491. consumption is metered together, but plete tungsten equipment. Would

Date changed to tungsten , October the percentage of increase , it is safe state in this connection that this was

5 , 1908. to say, is more than the above . We done without any solicitation on our

Old Inst .

March .

18.98

14.81

14.71

12.87

9.77

9.15

5.48

15.91

12.90

11.91

11.61

9.96

7. 20

7.82

December

$21.42

21.97

22.58

25.32

5.81

23.09

20.39

16.70

New Inst .

$ 24.83

29.58

29.48

33.10

29.20

38. 11

35.51

27.23

a
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Clear.

$ .90

Watts.

25

40

1 60

100

250

1.00

1.40

1.75

3.50

sold by us to our customers.

Frosted .

$ .65 $ .70

.75 .80

1.00 1.10

1.30 1.40

2.50 2.60

Frosted .

$ .55

.65

.95

1.10

2.10

60

.85

1.00

2.00

1.50

1.85

3.65

part ; and since that time the company the case of dissatisfied customers water-power companies, so that the

has sold them two large electric signs ; whose bills appeared excessive. rates are very low . For some time

they have outlined their building, and Regarding policy, we might explain past , wherever possible, we have been

the income from this one consumer that we had practically agreed to re- endeavoring to get consumers to use

has increased over 25 per cent . Al- tail the tungsten lamps to consumers meters, and the tungsten lamp has

though the cost to the company has at the same prices at which the supply been one of the factors to aid us in

been considerable in this case , on ac- dealers were selling them . The sup- so doing : in other words, the original

count of the approval proposition , it ply dealers soon took advantage of flat rates were made upon the basis

is certainly an ideal example of in- this situation , informing our patrons of the carbon filament lamp, and some

creased revenue through the adoption that we were handling an inferior and time ago we made a rule that no more

of the tungsten lamp. insufficient lamp, and advancing the flat rates would be given where any

argument that the company was not device was used other than the stand

REPORT OF UNION ELECTRIC LIGHT AND
actively pushing the introduction , etc. , ard carbon filament lamp. That was

POWER COMPANY, ST. LOUIS , MO.
of tungsten lamps, on account of re- done, as it will readily be seen , that,

Since we have only handled the ducing the revenue to the company, with a reasonably low meter rate , it

tungsten lamp since Jan. 1 , 1909 , our and we are daily in receipt of letters would be cheaper for the consumer

experience in this connection has been from our consumers advising us to to place tungsten lamps on a meter

rather limited . call for our arc lamps, Nernst lamps, basis than to continue to use the car

The approximate number of tung- etc., which had been replaced, and the bon filament lamps on a flat -rate basis .

stens in service on our line is , as near displaced apparatus thrown to one For this reason we cannot aid in

as we can estimate , from 15,000 to side . We therefore reduced the price obtaining a general idea of the actual

18,000 . of tungsten lamps to a point at which savings in the use of tungsten lamps,

The approximate percentage of the supply dealers could not compete, for the reason that where tungsten

such lamps that our company has fur- the prices being as follows, with pro- lamps have been installed we have

nished is about 60 per cent . At the visions for allowance on renewal : changed from a flat rate to a meter.

The introduction of tungsten lamps
Prices at which burned -out

tungsten lamps, purchased from in Sacramento has just commenced,
us (when returned with

and we would estimate that we have
unbroken bulbs) may be ex

Prices at which tungsten Present reduced prices at changed for new lamps, by those I 200 installed, practically all of which

lamps were previ which tungsten lamps are now whose contracts entitle them

ously sold . to free lamp renewals. have been sold through the local deal
Frosted. Clear. Clear.

$ .85 $ .50 ers , as the Sacramento Company does

1.05

not in itself supply any lamps. The

bulk of the lamps that have been used

have been used in saloons, stores , etc. ,

and have been of the 100 -watt size .

present time we are supplying prac- We are also advertising the tung
The effect upon our revenue in Sac

tically all of the tungsten lamps in this sten lamp in four- light cluster rather
ramento, as stated above, we cannot

territory, and control the situation, extensively, permitting the consumer
of course give you , but we have a

while at the outset the local supply to pay for the fixtures by installments direct effect in that by replacing the

dealers had control. of small monthly payments with the carbon filament lamps with tungsten

The size of the lamp most common light bill .
lamps we have obtained consumers

in use is the 60-watt , for the reason who are much more satisfied than
that it is generally used in four-light REPORT OF PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC

heretofore. We have not set any par

clusters , replacing electric or gas arcs COMPANY, SAN FRANCISCO , CAL.
ticular policy in Sacramento as vet re

and Nernst lamps.
The following remarks will cover garding the tungsten lamps other than

From analysis of 30 odd locations,
our conditions in San Francisco for that of requiring the consumer to

which have modified their installa- the San Francisco Gas and Electric change to a meter basis . We of

tions , substituting tungsten lamps for Company, in Oakland for the Oakland course recommend their use , as

other and older forms of illuminants, Gas Light and Heat Company, and in feel that the light is certainly much

it would appear that there would be a Sacramento for the Sacramento Elec- more satisfactory than with the old

reduction in revenue to the company tric Gas and Railway Company. lights .

of about 20 per cent . We feel , how- Sacramento can be quickly disposed In San Francisco the conditions ex

ever, that the tendency is to use more of for the reason that this has always isting are extremely peculiar, and it

light,burn the lights for longer periods, been what might be termed a flat- rate is absolutely impossible to give any

and, in general, the additional light is town. In view of the Eastern prac- statement which would be of any

welcomed for approximately the same tice , this may be somewhat of a sur- value as a comparison . The fire of

qutlay of money. The change has prise to you, for Sacramento is one 1906 destroyed all of our large con

been so gradual as to be unnoticeable of the first cities to be supplied ex- sumers in the way of stores, etc. , etc. ,

upon the total receipts. The con- tensively by water power, and the and these consumers, immediately fol

nected load where tungstens have original promoters of hydro -electric lowing the fire , moved into temporary

been substituted having fallen off at supply at this point seemed imbued quarters outside of the business dis

a greater percentage than the con- with the idea that when once a plant trict , and in these temporary quarters

sumption , causes an increase in the was built that there were no expenses, installed carbon filament lamps, as

kilowatt-hours per kilowatt demand, and that it was better to have a flat this was the only means available at

which, of course, is desirable . rate and save the cost of meters. the time. Expecting to move again

The tungsten lamp has also enabled We have, of course , learned dif- into their permanent quarters, none of

us to secure certain classes of business , ferently in the meantime; but owing our customers felt like making any

which have been hitherto unobtain- to the extent of the flat - rate system , change from the carbon filament lamp

able , such as replacing gas , particu- we have not yet seen our way clear to to the tungsten lamp until the move

larly among the smaller merchants. do away with the flat rates entirely . was made. Practically all have now

We have found it very useful to There was also very keen competition moved into their down -town quarters ;

recommend tungsten installations in in Sacramento between the different but as the size of the store is different

We
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effect of tungsten lamps , we are en- of lamp better than any other size for

closing herewith a little table showing niost locations. The 60 -watt lamp

the watts and candle -power installa- means increased cost of current , while

tion this year and last year , and the the 25 -watt increases the cost of the

revenue received this year and last lamp in proportion to the resulting

year over the same period. We have lighting

no examples in which the tungsten Theresult of the use of tungsten

lamps have absolutely displaced the lamps on revenue appears to be gen
carbon filament lamps, the majority of erally : ( 1 ) A tendency to decrease1

the installations being more in the both the connected load and the rev

nature of additional installations. enue . ( 2 ) It gradually increases rev

Analyzing the table, it is interesting enue up to or exceeding the original

to note that averaging the whole in- amount with a decrease in the original

stallation , the watts per candle -power connected load.

installed last year were 3.4 , whereas We have used tungsten lamps in

this year the average has been reduced displacing gasoline lighting and in ob

to 2.73 ; the revenue last year per taining other business either difficult

candle-power per month was 1.8c . , or impossible to secure .

whereas this year the revenue per The responsible dealers here have

candle -power was 1.48c . pushed the use of tungsten lamps on

a permanent basis , using the argu
REPORT OF ST. PAUL GAS LIGHT COM

ment of more light for the same
PANY, ST. PAUL, MINN .

money, and this has almost invariably

The approximate number of tung- resulted in securing satisfied con

sten lamps now in service in St. Paul suiners and increased business .

is about 3000, all of which have been The sale of tungsten lamps in this

furnished through dealers in this city territory has been left entirely to the

or agents of the lamp companies, as dealers, and in such locations as we

this company has not kept stocks of would deem advisable the consumer

these lamps at any time. is advised to purchase lamps from the

The size of the lamp in most gen dealer. We are not, however , con

eral use is the lamp rated at 40 watts . ducting an active campaign for tung

The 40 - watt lamp seems to be the sten lamps, except as above stated, in

most popular size , since it combines competition with gasoline plants or

the saving in cost of current and cost for special situations .

and the number of lamps vastly dif

erent , there can be no comparison in

the matter as between the present bills

and any past bills which they have

made with the carbon filament lamps.

The situation is still further compli

cated by the advent of opposition com

panies, which has tended to lower the

rates and to still further change con

ditions. The tungsten lamp in San

Francisco is becoming very popular,

and we believe that we now have in

stalled upon our circuits about 200,000

of these lamps . Of these the com

pany has not sold over 5 per cent .

The lamp in most general use for

business purposes is the 40-watt lamp.

This seems to be the nearest to the old

16 c-p. standard , and we think this

was the principal reason why it was

adopted. We have , however, a num

ber of installations using the 250 -watt

tungsten lamp with the corresponding

Holophane reflector. These are used

largely in the place of arc lamps and

the Nernst lamps. There has been

also a very noticeable demand for the

25 -watt lamps, and at the present time

the low voltage, small candle -power

sign lamp is just coming into vogue.

As explained above, the effect upon

our revenue we cannot give.

In the matter of effect on obtaining

new business with the tungsten lamps,

which we did not get formerly , we

beg to state that this company also

controls the gas output, so that com

petition as between the two is not as

it would be were the companies in

dependent; but we feel sure that the

tungsten lamp will , in a short time, if

the price can be reduced, be the best

possible competitor in the electric light

companies' hands as against the Wels

bach burner. We have, as far as the

policy goes, been encouraging the use

of the tungsten lamp to the extent that

we are supplying our consumers with

tungsten lamps in unbroken packages

at practically cost, both because we

believe in the introduction of the lamp,

and because we are able to obtain a

lower price for the lamps that any of

our competing companies. We are

receiving a discount of 20 , 10 , 10 and
5. plus the freight, from the General

Electric Company, and are reselling

these lamps at a discount of 20 , 10 and

5 , the other lo per cent. just about

paying for the handling and deliver

ing :

In so far as the Oakland Gas Light

and Heat Company is concerned , we

would state that tungsten lamps are

only used in the business districts, for

the reason that all of the residence

lighting is at 200 volts , and we are

only just beginning to receive 200

volt tungsten lamps.

In the matter of policy this is the

same as in San Francisco, as is also
the type of lamp used . As to the

LORD OF COMPARISON OF REVENUE

NAME
1908 1909 1908ADDRESS 1909

IN

PAKZANO, CAL . WATTS POWER

FANALE WATTS POWER
HOURSCanada X. W

RETENDAMOUAS
herem

ed

LAVENSON

K9

RENWICK .

13+ St. 199894864 10000 | 4640 1152 | 65.51| 1234 70.12

SMITH BROS 462 3 *457 7385 3048 \3760 4000 509 81.95536 | 4142

MATT KERR 42 / 1457 3299 1231 |11000 3200 873 59.84 967 6147

BARKER & ca ko SAN PAOLO 1155 470 | 1540 450 120 1060 160 14.00

PIERCE HD'W . CO . 108 B'D'Wix 690 29/2 1/500 5200 123470.49 1796 8487

CALIF. OPTICAL CO . 1113 Bow'y. 6650 22405860 1120 279 18.091 367 26.61

FORUM CAFÉ 1156 B'o'ny 25492 881412160002801435o 159255oso 20120

E LENHARDT 1159 BD'n 7855 53166210 | 810 3384 35.16 2977 |100.97

SELBY BROS. pos7 WASH 5270 1985 | 4840 1410 955 40.601 809 58.18

BACON Bio's Who WASH. 71000 23420 74129 22100-360 174.404920180.80

MESMER SMITH 1126 WASH . 134004078 920 2600162081.00 1490 76.07

A. SCHLEUTER 156 WASH 2/30 1700 1360 33 70 641 50.58 /250 69.86

TO TALS 1645351943. 184,719 59260149617897.4312057048737

180

NATTSXACA WATTS PER C.P.

TOTAL MATTS TOTAL WATTS 1.80

TOTAL CA TOTAL CP

PER.COM MOWACPPU MA

2.73

(RATED CP ) (RATED CP )

COMPARISON OF LOAD AND REVENUE WHEN USING

CARBON FILAMENT AND TUNOSTIN LAMPS FOR

UNE 1908 AND JUNE 1909 RESPECTIVELY.

PACIFIC GAS ANDELECTRIC COMPANY, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL .
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a

690 9,780312

216

528 48 15,4698,191

66 6307

30% 34 %

37

63 37 %

REPORT OF THE WASHINGTON WATER commodation of his customer, and the six months ; we think that it is a rather

POWER COMPANY, SPOKANE , WASH . consumer is too apt to think the origi- favorable one. We believe it is due

Approximate number of tungsten nal installation of lamps is the best . to the policy of this company to advo

lamps now in service : We sell lamps in original packages cate more light and not smaller bills.

25 W. 40 W 60 W 100 W. 250 W Total The tungsten lamp has been of con
Sold on Company Account. 3,387 5,391

Electrical Contractors' Sales ..
siderable assistance to this company

1,425 2,800 1,200 48 5,689

in securing new business which was

Grand Total..... 4.812 1.890

Percentage of lamps sold by us. 70 % 60 % previously unobtainable. Quite a

Percentage of lamps sold by others .. 40 %

number of small stores, the pro

It will be noted that both the dealers at cost, tested lamps over the counter prietors of which in the past would

and ourselves have sold more 40 -watt at about 25 per cent. advance, and do not consider electric light, owing to

lamps than any other . We attribute not believe that we will be able to the increased cost over gas , are now

this to the made-up tungsten fixtures control the lamp situation as formerly
illuminated by tungsten lamps.

which call for from five to nine lamps until we sell the lamps at something The special policy and plans of this

and are usually 40 -watt lamps, taking below whatbelow what it is possible for the dealer company might be stated as follows:

the place of the direct-current arc. to provide them at . A representative of the General Elec

We also note that show -window light tric Company has, for several months,
REPORT OF POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER

ing can be secured with a 40- watt been working in this territory with

lamp as against former 50 -watt car
COMPANY OF WASHINGTON , D. C. ,

satisfactory results. In most cases the

bon filament lamps.
WASHINGTON , D. C.

representative in charge of the ter

You will observe , from the com- In compliance with your request for ritory , or one of his assistants, solicits

paratively small number of lamps we information regarding the tungsten the business, and the General Electric

have out, that it could not seriously lamp situation in Washington, we beg Company's representative assists as

affect our revenues. We submit, how- to submit for your consideration the much as possible . In many cases

ever, herewith , some comparisons following statement, which particu- where it seems impossible to convince

showing the increases and decreases larly covers the points mentioned in the prospect by ordinary argument,

as compared with incandescent and your communication : a fixture, or possibly several lamps,

arc lighting We now have approximately 18,000 with proper shades and holders, is

Concerning the obtaining of new tungsten lamps in service in this city, installed . We find that this demon

business with the tungsten lamp, will of which about 95 per cent. have been stration of the lamps is of consider

state that we probably had as many furnished by this company. able help in securing difficult pros

Gem and meridian lamps in use per The lamp in most general use is pects .

capita as any central station in the the 100 -watt size . This is due to the Altogether, our experience with the

country , which we renewed free of longer life, greater illuminating ca- tungsten lamp has been very satisfac

charge, and have absorbed about all pacity and the fact that less invest- tory . There have been some instances

of the business obtainable, such as the ment in wiring, fixtures and lamps is where the lamps have been found to

displacing of gas . In commercial required be defective , but we have always been

lighting we have no other competition , Out of a selected list of about 30 liberal in such cases, it being our ex

so thatwecannot say that we have not customers who have changed from perience that where the customer is

been able to reach all classes of trade other electric lamps to the tungsten , properly started he soon comes to

and really monopolized the same be- we find a slight increase in revenue of understand the nature of the lamp,

fore the tungsten lamp came in . a little more than I per cent. This and afterward needs no more atten

We have no special policy to en- comparison covers a period of about tion than other patrons.

courage the use of the tungsten lamp,

further than to advise with our con
COMPARATIVE BILLS, SHOWING CONSUMERS WHO HAD ARC AND INCANDESCENT INSTAL

LATIONS, JANUARY, 1908, AND CHANGED TO TUNGSTEN INSTALLATIONS IN

sumers in the displacing of carbon fila JANUARY, 1909.

ment or Gem and meridians in show
Arc and Incandescent , Tungsten ,

windows and the displacing of arc Murgittroyds, Drugs.. $ 85.50 $83.85

lights. For general lighting, we get
Cohn Brothers, Furniture.

Dreyfoos, Clothing .

about two -thirds in wattage in dis
Hurd Clothing Co., Clothing .

Groff, Tailor..

placing arc and incandescent lights Woodmansee, Cigars.

L. H. Bonsall , Clothing.

with tungsten, and for window light- German Bakery ..

ing we will average better than three- Ritter Drug Co .. 80.95

quarters in capacity on the original Berry's, Department.

installation .
Blakely Dry Goods Co., Department.
Hendershott & Baird , Saloon..

To size up the situation generally,
Swanson Brothers, Saloon... ,

with very few exceptions we have Percentage of loss ( $ 26.50 ) 2.4% ... $ 1,085.95 $ 1,059.45

found our bills have very nearly, if

not quite, maintained themselves, not
COMPARATIVE BILLS, SHOWING CONSUMERS WHO HAD ARC AND INCANDESCENT INSTAL

LATIONS IN JUNE , 1908 , AND CHANGED TO TUNGSTEN INSTALLATIONS IN JUNE , 1909.

withstanding the reduction in capacity
Arc and Incandescent . Tungsten ,

and that the superior quality of the
McLean & Fowler, Restaurant.. $34.05

light has led tungsten consumers at McLaughlin & Anderson, Restaurant .

once to light their stores longer hours
Gimble & Taylor, Saloon .

Le Claire Shoe Co. , Shoes .

than they otherwise would ; in fact, Jodoin & Davies , Dry Goods.

Bonsall Clothing Co., Gry Doods .

they are willing, in most cases , to pay A. W.Dahlstrom , Saloon .

as much for light, or even more, when

1908 1909

68.00

54.80

77.75

24. 20

33.00

27.20

72.75

79.85

59.60

349.95

99.70

9.50

44.15

58.00

75.50

77.05

33.50

24.60

29.50

50.00

Central Cafe.. 49.60

332.50

117.20

8.65

38.55

19091908

$ 31.35

9.25

20.00

3.35

55.00

15.75

22.00

20.00

27.50

25.00

19 45

94.00

113.50

32.00

17.30

20.00

15.50

13.30

10.30

1.05

40.00

13.50

18. ( 5

20.65

24 45

8.15

7.60

64.50

107.70

T. E. Westlake, Grocery .

A. E. Cowles , Saloon .

including the cost of renewals. Caputa & Lanza, Cigars ..

Max Erman, Clothing.

We find that the consumer is ready J. W. Oakes, Restaurant..

to take from the dealer his first in
M. J. Kalez, Restaurant.

A , M. Murray, Restaurant.

stallation, and that the dealer is will- Loomis -Waite Co. , Clothing.

M. & S. Schulein , Shoes..

ing he should do so, even though he J. E. Brady, Saloon .. ,

sells it slightly below cost, for the ac- Percentage of loss ($ 113.30) 21 % . $540.95 $427.63

8. SO

20.SO

20.00

14.75



The Advantages to Electric Companies of Central

Station Steam Heating

By CHARLES R. BISHOP

Member of the A, S. H. & V. E.-A. S. M. E.-A. I. E. E.

The subject of central station heat- well to touch a little upon the history with better management, succeeded in

ing is one, I presume, which has come of the enterprise. supplying service for over 20 years .
in some form or other to the attention At the time of its conception, in the Shortly afterward , a very extensive

of every manager of an electric plant year 1876, there was no practical system of hot water distribution was

in New England, yet possibly there knowledge of anything pertaining installed in Boston, but was doomed to

are but few members of this branch of either to construction or operation, failure in a short period oftime. As

the National Electric Light Associa- maintenance of underground lines , the there was but little detailed informa

tion who have any comprehensive idea quantity of heat required in various tion published regarding the hot-water

of the great advancement of the en- classes of building, cost of generat plant at Boston, the impression be

terprise during recent years , or know ing and delivering steam , or any data came quite general that the plant had

of the large number of companies that upon which to base the charges for been a steam -heating system , which

have undertaken the supply of steam services rendered . A number of years was incorrect.

for commercial heating purposes , and passed before sufficient data had been Other failures of steam -heating

still fewer who know from actual ex- collected to determine what had been plants occurred, however, in various

perience what can be accomplished in the causes of excessive transmission parts of the country, but totaled less

this field . That such a condition ex- losses, large repair bills , and generat- than a dozen , with causes of failure

ists in New England seems at first ing costs so high that profitable and due to the same sources in all in

thought strange, in view of the fact satisfactory operation was difficult. stances, namely : poor construction and

that other forms of public utility Notwithstanding the fact that the early insulation of the underground system,
service have been developed to the results had been unsatisfactory, it ap- management left to the inexperienced

highest degree in this section . It is peared to those most directly inter- men , a lack of proper means and

due, possibly, to the extensive develop- ested that there remained enough ofested that there remained enough of methods of charging for steam con
ment of gas , water, electric lighting encouraging nature to justify sumed , and a deficiency in data of all

and street railway enterprises which further effort. Experiments were con- kinds. Contrast the few failures with

have required such constant and un- tinued upon a much larger scale and the great number of successes which

remitting attention from the manage- many different kinds of insulating ma- totalmore than two hundred cities , a

ment that sufficient time could notbe terials were thoroughly tested, to- small proportion indeed , and a much

spared for a thoughtful consideration gether with several methods of pro- less percentage of failure than has oc

of central station heating. * viding for expansion and contraction curred in electric lighting or street

While New England has been justly each class of experiment requiring railway service, particularly the horse

recognized as standing foremost in the considerable periods of time to deter- and cable lines .

development of public utility enter- mine real value. In this way the en- In the New England States there

prises, it has also in a measure en- terprise progressed along lines of im- are 172 cities having a population of

joyed the distinction of being almost provement in construction and insula- over 5000, and still in but three of

ultra-conservative, and has no doubt tion, but with little attention being them is there a district-heating system

been waiting for the full development paid to economy in generating steam , of any magnitude, while Pennsylvania,

of district steam heating before seri- to methods of selling or to general having 82 cities of over 5000 inhab

ously taking up this field of service . management. itants , can claim central station heat

During the past 30 years the num- In 1880 , and during the eariy period ing plants in at least 69 cities . Illinois

ber of cities supplied with central sta- of development, a system of steam has 51 cities of 5000 population and

tion heating have increased rapidly mains was installed in Lynn, consist- over, out of which 30 have more or

year by year ; large quantities of data , ing of long lines of pipe of small less extensive systems of heat distri

both reliable and useful, have been diameter, designed to carry relatively bution, and in addition, there are heat

compiled ; methods of construction high pressures, very imperfectly in- ing plants in eight cities in Illinois of

have been standardized ; correct condi- sulated and with practically no pro less than five thousand population .

tions of operation fully ascertained ; tection against the effects of water The question that now suggests it

proper construction and insulating ma- which more or less surrounded the self is : Why are so few New England

terials necessary to secure low main- mains. The construction of the plant cities supplied with this service ? Is

tenance cost and small transmission was carried through without apprecia- it on account of climatic conditions ?

loss have been developed ; equitable tion of engineering requirements, no No ; because steam -heating is a suc

methods of charges for service rend provision made for relieving the mains cess as far south as Birmingham , Ala . ,

ered have been introduced through the of condensation except through en- where snow is almost unheard of and

development of accurate meters in trainment; boiler -house economies the mean winter temperature is higher

which the public place confidence- were not considered, and the manage- than the mean temperature of October

therefore, it would seem that the time ment was entrusted to men without alone in New England. Is it on ac

was at hand for the public service experience and wholly incapable. The count of the heating season not being

companies in New England to exploit result is obvious . of sufficient length ? Certainly not. Is

this field as thoroughly and as success- About the same time a plant was it on account of a lesser difference be

fully as they have the others . installed in Springfield, Mass., under tween the cost of fuel to the central

Before taking up the present state practically the same methods of con- station company and to the consumer ?

of district steam heating, it may be struction as were used at Lynn, but, No ; statistics are proof of that. Is it

* Paper read before the New England Branch of the

National Electric Light Association's Summer Meeting

Wentworth Hotel , Newcastle (Ports
269

mouth) , N. H. , September 9th- 10th , 1909 .
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on account of local conditions ? It can

not be said that that is the reason

in fact, there is not a reason , but on

the contrary every reason is decidedly

in favor of district steam heating in

New England as compared with any

other section of the country.

The heating season here is regarded

as of more than average length and

severity. The cities are more com

pactly built, particularly the residence

portions. The cost of fuel for central

station use as compared with that

purchased by the individual user is in

favor of district heating. The class of

business available is better, and the

prosperity of the community is ac

knowledged to be greater than in other

sections .

As the methods of construction of

steam distribution plants is one now

recognized to have become standard

ized ,and descriptions have been given

from time to time in the various pub

lications to which most of the member

ship of this Association are subscrib

ers , or for those who may not have

read such articles , information can be

procured from manufacturers and con

tractors , it would be of greater inter

est at this time to touch upon that

phase of the enterprise designated as

“Results of Operation ,” under which

there are two principal subdivisions,

namely , those comprising the opera

tion of plants which supply no public

utility service other than steam for

heating and known as “ live steam

plants ,” and those which supply steam

for heating, but utilizing the exhaust

steam resulting from the operation of

their electric plants and universally re

ferred to as “ exhaust steam plants.”

Since this Association is composed

of representatives of electric light and

power companies , let us devote our

selves to a consideration of the “ Com

mercial Possibilities of Operating an

Exhaust Steam Heating Plant in Con

nection with the Operation of Present

Stations," a topic suggested by amem

ber of your executive committee.

Is there a market and demand for a

central station supply of steam for

heating purposes ? I think you all will

agree that there is , and no doubt many

of you have been approached by own

ers of business blocks or residences to

furnish a supply of heat, and others

have been disappointed that their so

licitors of contracts for lighting and

power have not succeeded in procur

ing a considerable amount of addi
tional business which would readily

have been secured had you been able

to supply steam for heating as well as

electricity for light and power .

Is there as good a market for steam

heat as there is for electric light and

power ? I believe there is a better

market - in a sense electric light can

be regarded as a luxury , so also can a

PLANT No. 1 .

Water, all purposes,

K. W. H. Coal , Lbs . Lbs . Coal , Cost . Water, Cost.

1,902,970 16,383,649 145,302,510 $ 21,091.82 $692.77

Boiler Room Engine Room
Oil and Waste. Labor . Labor Total. Steam Receipts . Ave. Net Rate ,

$ 596.36 $2,473.37 $ 2,008.88 $ 26.863 . 20 $ 37.190.35 40c .

Steam investment outside of station , including street mains , services , trenching . repaving , street traps

and meters , $ 122,070.16 .

Space heated - approximately 10,000,000 cu . ft .

Oct. 1 , 1908 - May 25 , 1909 .

Combination plant-- operated three seasons --City of 17,500 population.

Water, Cost .

$ 463 . 20

PLANT No. 2 .

Water, all purposes,
K. W. H. Coal . Lbs. Lbs . Coal , Cost .

541,767 6,768,661 48,131,094 $7,974.55

Boiler Room Engine Room

Oil and Waste . Labor Labor Total. Steam Receipts .

$ 1,029.00 $ 9,466.75 $ 12,497.85

Steam Investment approximately $ 48,500.00.
Oct. 1 , 1907-May 1 , 1908 .

Combination plant operated five seasons . City of 10,000 population .

Ave. Net Rate .

40c .

Water, Cost .

PLANT No. 3 .

Water, all purposes,

K. W. H. Coal. Lbs . Lbs. Coal , Cost .

1,087,233 12,316,000 75,556,071 $22,333.55

Boiler Room Engine Room

Oil and Waste. Labor. Labor . Total . Steam Receipts .

$29,020.94

Electric receipts for same period $41,112.42

Steam investment approximately $ 45,000.00

Eight heating months of 1908 . Space heated approximately 7.900,000 cu . ft .

Combinationplant operated eight years . City of 10.000 population.

Ave. Net Rate .

50c .

Water , Cost .

$ 1,072.39

PLANT No. 4 .

Water , all purposes ,

K. W. H. Coal , Lbs . Lbs .

2,498,508 24,837,136 177,053,950

Boiler Room Engine Room

Oil and Waste . Labor. Labor . Total .

$ 370.48 $ 4,432.97 $2,378.86 $ 23,777.90

Steam investment -- approximately $ 103,000.00

Oct. 1 , 1908-- June 1 , 1909.

Note .-Steam rate should be at least 60 % higher ,

Space heated about 16,000,000 cu . ft . City of 43,000 population .

Coal , Cost .

$ 15,523.21

Steam Receipts .

$ 25,931.68

Ave. Net Rate .

27c .

PLANT No. 1 .

BOILER AND ENGINE ROOM COSTS.

8191 tons bituminous coal @ $2.57% per ton ..

Wages, firemen and helpers.

Wages, engineers..

Water .

Miscellaneous Supplies..

$ 21,091.82

2,473.37

2,008.88

692.77

596.36

Add to the above 10 % for interest , depreciation , etc. , on steam investment.

$ 26.863.20

12,207.01

Receipts from sale of steam .

$ 39.070.21

37.190.45

$ 1.879.76

Totalized switchboard cost per K. W. , including interest and depreciation on steam

investment , $ 1.879.76 divided by 1,902,970 = 000987c .

PLANT No. 2.

3334 tons 661 lbs . coal costing .. $7,974.55

Boiler room wages for 7 months . 1,029.00

Engine room wages ( not given) assumed for 7 months.. 980.00

Water .
463.20

Oil and waste .. 100.00

$ 10,546.75

Interest and depreciation at 10 % on steam investment, approximately $ 47,650.00 4.765.00

$ 15,311.75

Heating receipts.. 12,497.85

$ 2,813.90

Totalized switchboard cost per K. W. , $ 2.813.90 divided by 541.767 = 00519c.

Note .-As their heat customers are heating for only about two -thirds of the previous cost to them when

generating with their own apparatus, this company's rate should be 50 % higher with a corresponding increase
in revenue ,

PLANT No. 3 .

7,224 tons , 399 lbs . coal , including water , $ 22.904.05

Wages in boiler room 2,305.45

Wages in engine room . 1.271.65

Oil and waste ..... 508.01

$27,049.16

Add to the above 10 % for interest and depreciation on investment of approxi

mately $ 45,000 in steam mains... 4,500.00

$3,549.16

Heating receipts, ... 35,053.45

Surplus .. $ 3,504.29

Note that after paying all generating charges , also interest and depreciation

on investment in steam mains, there remained a totalized switchboard surplus per

kw . hr, of $ 3,504.29 divided by 1.081,150 0.324c .

PLANT No. 4 .

12,413 tons , 1136 lbs . coal, costing ... $ 15,523 21

Wages in boiler room and hauling coal and ashes . 4,432.97

Wages in engine room , including oilers 2,378.86

Water 1,072.39

Oil and waste .
370.48

$ 23,777.91

Add to the above 10% for interest and depreciation on investment of $ 103,000.CO

in steam mains , etc. 10.300.CO

$34,077.91

Heating receipts.. 25,931.68

$8.146.23

Totalized switchboard cost per K. W. , including interest and depreciation on steam

investment. $ 8,146.23 divided by 2,198,508 = .
.00326c.

Note. These results being obtained while selling steam for practically fifty per cent, of w hatshould be

charged and compete with cost of fuel to individual users in that city .

a
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un

a

public distribution of water, of gas , or Cubic feet of space heated, 22,811,- now profitably operating such plants

of street railway service . To no one 900 . as electric light, street railway, gas or

of us is a public service of any of the Net earnings for past season ap- electricity.

above -mentioned commodities neces- proximately 14 per cent., which is I have chosen the two plants re

sary . In this locality we can live with- about the average result of this plant. ferred to because they are operated in

out artificial light; if we arise with the Cubic feet of space heated, 15,939,- cities of approximately the same size ,

sun and work until it sets we would 907. in the same State , under the sanie

labor more hours than the average Plant investment, including real climatic conditions , and occupy the

man now works; we need not have our estate , $ 176,618.67 . same class of territory.

residences or places of business sup- Capital stock issued, $ 177,001 ( No I think you will all agree that the

plied by a water company, since we bonds. ) results given prove that exhaust steam

can live without such service , taking This company pays six per cent . heating can be profitable in any city ,

our supplies from waterways, wells or dividends annually and has an and that plants furnishing no service

cisterns ; in place of riding on street divided and uninvested surplus account other than steam heat are also profit

cars we could live down -town, walk , of $30,865.84, after having charged off able.

ride a bicycle or drive a horse. Heat three per cent. annually for deprecia- Influencing the degree of success of

is recognized as an absolute necessity tion . district steam- heating plants there are

for the maintenance of human life ; it All repairs and renewals are charged several conditions, viz.:

cannot be secured in this latitude from into operating account. First-The climatic conditions

nature's sources during winter ; it can- You will note by a comparison of should be such as to insure a good

not be successfully stored for long these two live steam plants that the market for the sale of steam .

periods of time; it must in some man- latter company manufactured over 57 Second - The generating station

ner be manufactured for immediate per cent . more steam per cubic foot of should be reasonably adjacent to the

consumption, and, therefore, to space heated than the first -named com- districts which it is proposed to serve ,

greater degree is demanded of public pany, and this difference is almost simply in orderto reduce the invest

service companies than are the other wholly accountable by the fact that ment necessary to reach the business .

named commodities. one company charges for steam fur Third - The local conditions under

Can your company supply heat at a nished upon the basis of consumption which steam is sold for heating should

cost comparable with that at which an as shown by meter records, while the be such as will permit fixing a rate

individual himself can produce it ? It other company operates entirely under which , while well within economic

is a fact that many of you are manu- the flat rate method. Applying the
limits from the standpoint of the con

facturing heat in the form of steam , revenue per 1000 cu . ft . of space of
sumer, can still be sufficiently high to

but what becomes of it ? Simply con- the latter company to the space heated
pay a satisfactory profit on the in

verting into mechanical energy in the by the former, the gross revenue of
vestment over and above the cost of

form of electricity from 8 to 14 per the first named would then be approx- inanufacturing steam , including de
,

cent, and throwing the balance away, imately $ 103 , 110.00, or nearly 81 per preciation and amortization .

either into the atmosphere or into con- cent. greater than the present income. Fourth - Efficient management.
densers ? The plant operating non- Recently, the president of that com

Fifth - The meter system of charg
condensing may have 8 per cent. heat pany was asked why they did not

ing. (Measured service .)

efficiency, and the condensing plant a charge at least a 60-cent rate, which Sixth - The total amount of busi
possible 14 per cent. conversion. Why would not increase the cost of heat

ness secured to the total amount pro

not sell this large amount of other. ing beyond a point where the consum curable .
wise lost energy for a price which will ers could save money by operating

Seventh , but by no means the least
SEASON 1908-09

—The installation of the plant under
Water Consumption Total Operating Income from

Cost Fuel, Water, standardized methods of construction

B. H. Labor, includ
which have proven efficient throughing Salaries, Taxes,

Repairs, etc. years of actual operating experience ,
32,644,166 261,216,438 $ 34,598.72 $ 57,004.68

and by reason of which the transmis
pay the original total fuel cost , in- their own plants, and his answer was:

sion losses are reduced to a minimum ,
cluding also such other expenses as “ Should we make such an increase in

and depreciation low .
water, oil , waste and labor in boiler rates, either a new heating company An eighth condition should be in

and engine room ? Can it be done ? would immediately be formed, and cluded for “ live steam plants” oper
Yes. Others are not only doing that with a more modern and efficient plantated purely as such, viz :

very thing, but are also earning inter- compel us to reconstruct under to
In any city where a central heating

est and depreciation on the cost of the day's standardized andand improved plant is constructed , a sufficient terri
steam distributing system . In this methods of construction and insula

tory must be reached by the under
Fuel Water Con . Cost Coal Cost Firing ,

ground system to insure a volume of
Sumption . Hauling , Water, Boiler

Removing House Labor, business in which the profit existing

Salaries , Taxes ,

between generating cost and selling
40,337,248 302,917,521 $27,529.51 $ 19,346.50 $72,071.10

price does not exceed fixed burden .

connection let me cite the results of a tion in order to compete with them , Where the heat is supplied by exhaust

few companies. or force us out of business. steam a sufficient volume of business

now consider the results second condition, consumers should be secured to at least utilize ,

secured by companies operating plants wouldwould probably appeal to StateState during minimum demand heating, the
which supply no public utility other authorities for an examination of our full amount of exhaust steam from

than steam heat. water.”
any single engine unit. Station pip

This company pays regularly a six To ascertain if such increase in ing should be so arranged that any

per cent. annual dividend, and has rates was due to a lack of sufficient engine can be operated, condensing,

created in addition a surplus of ap- profit under present rates, and such an non -condensing, or under back -pres

proximately $60,000.00, which surplus examination would show that in all sure while furnishing steam for heat

is equal to 50 per cent of capital stock probability we are earning a greater. probability we are earning a greater ing, without reference to the manner
( no bonds issued ).

profit than the companies in this city of operating any other engine in the

Fuel

Lbs . all purposes.

Lbs.

Sale of

Steam @ 40c .

Per M.

Lbs.

Income

from Sale

of Steam.Lbs.

Ashes , etc.

and Sundries.

As a

Let us
our
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station . This can be accomplished is deemed desirable for the first year's ditional amount of electrical business
without much additional cost construction, and these mains will be that can be secured through your abil

piping, but is very often neglected , re- of proper size to meet the inevitable ity to furnish , not only electric light

sulting in back -pressure being carried growth of the plant, without eventu- and power, but heat, with the addi

on a portion of the engine plant with- ally resulting in serious overloading tional profit resulting from such in
out compensating advantages. To with its attendant excessive back- creased electrical sales. A feature of

secure maximum results the demand pressure or impaired service. possible greater importance is the fact

for steam for heating should be When available , monthly station that with an extensive heating plant

slightly in excess of the maximum records of coal and water consumed operated in connection with electric

amount of exhaust steam available at in the manufacture of electricity are light and power, you are practically

all times . plotted graphically, the monthly de- insured against a competing plant be

Considerable care should be taken mand for steam is likewise plotted , ing installed even though the threat

in the design of a proposed under- hourly and monthly electrical output ened competition may be of hydro

ground system of steam mains, and in considered , and thus the extra amount electric nature. I make this state

order to properly determine its cost , of fuel and water required is found . ment understandingly . Illustrative of

gross and net earning power, the With the known cost of fuel , water, this feature, I will cite the following

average and peak demands, and the etc. , it becomes a simple matter to cal- instance :

probable effects upon present operat- culate what will be the increased oper- In a certain city there existed a

ing conditions , the method of pro- ating expense. The curve of steam company furnishing all the gas and

cedure is generally as follows: demand at the generating plant is electricity used with the exception of

A careful examination is made of made up of consumers demand, trans- the street railway load . It had a sta

all the territory, both business and 'mission losses and unaccounted for tion equipped with boilers , engines

residence , within a distance of from steam . and generators to be used in emerg

one to one and three -quarter miles The next step is to establish a rate ency times ; it had its own hydro

from the generating station , depend- at which the steam is to be sold , and electric plant but of somewhat limited

ing upon local conditions . Manifestly this depends strictly upon local con- capacity, and it also had a contract

unfavorable districts are then elim- ditions . As a general rule the aver- with a near-by hydro-electric com

inated ; a scaled map is made of the age rate per 1000 lb. steam sold is ap- pany covering a long term of years,

balance of the territory, upon which is proximately 10 per cent. of the cost which agreed to furnish any amount

shown the location and cubic feet of to an individual user of a ton of an- of current up to a maximum of 30,000

space of each of the buildings con- thracite coal , if that is the kind of h.p., at a price close to 14 cent per

tained therein . Upon this map there fuel generally used . As an example, kilowatt-hour, monthly bills being

should also be noted the type of build- where anthracite coal is sold to the based upon the average of the highest,

ing construction (wood, brick or consumer at $ 7.00 per ton, the central- daily, one-minute peaks occurring

stone ); classification indicated ( retail station company should receive an during the month , but with no " firm

or wholesale business , manufacturing, average of 70 cents per 1000 lb. of h.p.” restrictions. The company sold

public building, hotel , boarding house , steam , which rate would be slightly in current at rates which averaged less

apartment house , theater, residence, favor of the consumer on a basis of than a cent per kilowatt -hour.

etc. ) . Information is also secured actual British thermal unit efficiency. In the same city there was a com

from local records , or from the near- Cumulative sliding scale rates pany operating an extensive system of

est source, covering the maximum , usually adopted in order that auto- district steam heating, which com

minimum and mean monthly outdoor matically the larger consumer should pany installed a thoroughly modern

temperatures, average monthly wind pay a lower average price per 1000 lb. steam electric generating plant , con

velocity and average monthly relative of steam than the smaller consumer, sisting of well-designed single -cylinder

humidity. Then with this information the justness and reason of which is ap- four -valve engines, alternating cur

collected and using compiled data cov- parent. rent generators, etc.
Within six

ering average and peak monthly heat The investment is made up of cost months they secured a majority of the

demands in the various classes of of power plant connections, street dis- commercial lighting business, prac

buildings to which service has been tributing mains, service mains, trench- tically all of the residence electric

rendered in other cities having sim- ing and paving, consumers and street lighting load and a fair amount of the
ilar climatic conditions, the average, meters and street traps. With these smaller and higher-priced power busi

peak and total steam demands in eaclı costs known, together with the cost ness. This was accomplished without

block can be determined and noted on of generating and operating, amount any cutting of rates , but due in a

In this manner the steam of transmission loss ( which is a fixed large measure to better and niore uni

demand is calculated for each block quantity dependent upon the number form service , which is always true of

from the extreme point of delivery of square feet of surface of under- a steam -driven electric plant as com

back to the station , resulting in a ground mains ), and probable income pared with a hydro -electric plant with

fairly accurate estimate of quantity of from the different buildings, the profit its usual long and extensive high volt

steam that will be required for the which will accrue when serving 25% , age distribution lines. Details of sub

heating season , each month and at 40 % , 50% , 75 % or 90 % of total sequent events are extremely inter

peak demands. The size of mains available business in the whole terri- esting, but to mention would increase

from the station and in the various tory or any portion of it , may be esti- the length of this paper beyond the

blocks is determined by using tables mated within a reasonable degree of allotted time, so I will only give the

of carrying capacities of modernly accuracy. outcome.

constructed and properly insulated It is not necessary , nor would it The competing companies

underground steam mains, operated usually be advisable , to cover the full consolidated into a third company

under a maximum initial pressure of amount of territory in the first year's with the company first in the electrical

five pounds above atmosphere, and installation, but a sufficient amount field in control of the stock of the con
transmission drops of one-quarter should be covered to insure profit- solidated company . An interesting

pound per 1000 lin . ft . of main . As able operation . In view of the

much or as little of the ultimate com- Another very important factor must favorable contract held by the com

pleted system may then be installed as also be considered, namely, the ad- pany for the purchase of all the cur

fact now appears.

are

the map .

were
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were more

rent ever likely to be needed , and with mined. At low points in the system Upon this basis no company need

electric demand far in excess of the of underground steam mains, at in- have any fear of contracting for ad

ability of the steam -generating plant tervals of from 500 to 1000 ft . , de- ditional heating business, being lim

ever to serve and not exhaust to the pending upon local conditions, street ited only by the capacity of the gen

atmosphere, what method of opera- traps are placed in manholes and the erating plant.

tion would be adopted ? Would the condensation discharged through In conclusion, let me call special at

plant be kept for stand -by purposes, meters. Service connections are al- tention to a few important facts

shut down as an electric plant, or con- ways taken from the extreme top of brought out in the foregoing:

tinued in operation ? Without chang- the steam mains so that practically Experimental period has passed

ing any of the conditions the con- all of the condensation of steam oc- present development equal to that of

solidated company continued for six curring in the distributing systemcurring in the distributing system other public utilities.

months the operation of the steam reaches the traps and is measured by Underground construction stand

electric plant to determine, for them- the street meters . This loss in mod- ardized .

selves , the manufacturing costs under ern system does not exceed the trans- Meters developed to a high degree

the combination of generating cur- former core losses of most electric of accuracy.

rent and selling exhaust steam . The plants . It may be stated that the per- Live steam heating is profitable.
results such that they then centage of transmission losses and Exhaust steam heating is

bought and installed additional steam unaccounted -for steam is consider- profitable.

engines and generators which more ably less than the percentage of trans- Supplying heat from your present

than doubled the former capacity, and mission, transformer and unaccountedmission, transformer and unaccounted electric stations will

have since, during heating seasons, for losses of electrical distribution . Increase — value of present invest

operated the generators not only to While it must be recognized that ment.

their full capacity but with heavy the construction cost of a steam dis- Increase - number boiler horse

overloads during peak demand hours. tributing system greatly exceeds the power hours and its attendant in

Even throughout the night hours construction cost of an electrical dis- creased boiler efficiency.

electricity is manufactured , although tribution system , still it is a well- Increase - number engine and gen

current could be supplied from the known fact that the average consumer erator horse -power hours resulting in

outside hydro - electric company at no pays many times more for heat than increased electrical efficiency.

cost to the local or purchasing com- hedoes for light. The number of hours Increase — wonderfully the number

pany — due to the already -mentioned of steam service is fully 30 per cent. of heat units actually utilized of the

fact that the company purchases cur- greater than the total number of light total number manufactured.

rent on the one-minute peak basis , and ing hours of the year, and steam heat- Increase-load and power factors .

the peak had already occurred , therebying has the added advantage of being Increase - kilowatt output.

fixing the bill for the 24 hr . service , continuous during the 24 hr. of each Increase - income from electric

this condition existing on account of day throughout the heating season . sales .

the desire to increase the amount of The rates for steam service sup Increase-income from plant oper

exhaust steam . plied by an electric company should be
ation .

More complete details and addi- based on the assumption that all steam Improve - position of company to

tional records of results in other cities sold will be manufactured expressly keep out a competing company.

can be given to companies desiring for heating service , and then there Improve --position of company to

same. would be no question of there being a keep out isolated plants .

It may be of interest to learn how profit for all steam furnished in ex- Increase- net earnings.

transmission losses may be deter- cess of the exhaust steam utilized . Increase - dividends.

Prepayment Meters

By F. G. VAUGHEN

The prepayment device in various electricity as does the prepayment gas assistance in sale of electricity .

forms is commonly used in vending meter in the vending of gas. Now , let us consider where such a

wares of many kinds . It has been Nearly all manufacturers of electric device could be used , and where the

used with success in marketing small meters, both in this country and additional investment ( to cover the

wares , at a small expense, and a good abroad, have developed some form of prepayment device ) would be out
profit.* prepayment device , varying from a weighed by pay in advance, economy,

The electric prepayment device is , form where the dropping of the coin increased consumption, greater satis

therefore , not new in principle, but as does the work of operating the device, faction , etc. All companies selling

it has only been used occasionally, it to those having an extremely compli- electricity number among their cus

can not be discussed from the stand- cated mechanism . tomers some to whom :

point of general use . I have understood that the adop- Frequent visits of a collector is

The application of the prepay tion of the prepayment electric meter necessary ;

method to sale of electricity is more has been far more general in Europe Frequent sending of bills, labelled

recent and much more less general than in this country, and has met with " please remit ” ;

than with gas . The prepayment gas success - particularly with supply- Frequent explanations have to be

meter was developed abroad a quarter companies of municipal ownership. made as to the correctness of the bill;

of a century ago and has since become While our experience has been more Threats to cut off the supply unless

prominent in this country and abroad . or less limited, I feel that it has been bill is paid ;

There is no underlying reason why such that there is no diversity of Cut off of supply is necessary ;

the prepayment electric meter should opinion as to the numerous advan- After cut off of supply, bill is paid .

not become as popular, and play quite tages of a reliable prepayment electric and then necessary to reconnect the

as important a role in the vending of meter, and that it would be of material service ;

*Association of Edison Illuminating Company 1909 .
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The monthly bill is bothersome and rials , and with the best of workman- ited and the time of the opening of the

the payment at a specified time be- ship, having as few delicate parts as switch extended correspondingly. If

comes a hardship. possible. the coin is deposited simultaneously

Then there is the customer who is It is the tendency of the designer of with the operation of the tripping de

here to-day and gone to -morrow , with to - day to follow as near as possible, vice , the two must act independently

perhaps an unpaid bill. Such custom- mechanical principles, thereby aiming so that the net result is the same as if

ers are in all communities having a to avoid a complicated mechanism . the coin had been deposited either be

floating population , such as large The fact should not be lost sight of, fore or after the tripping device had

cities , summer resorts , manufacturing however, that no automatic device- operated. In other words, the device

towns , college towns, etc. The apart- no matter how simple - can be left to should be capable of crediting and

ment house furnishes what can be itself year in and year out with no at- debiting at the same time. Upon using

called the transient customer. tention whatsoever, and be expected lip the last coin's worth of energy, the

Again, there is the small consumer to do its work in an entirely satis- switch must not fail to open and break

where the monthly bill is so small that factory manner . Occasional and per- the circuit, nor fail to close imme

the work involved in reading the haps ultimate complete failure under diately upon the insertion of another
meter, keeping the account , sending such circumstances is inevitable . coin .

out bills , etc., all of which is usually Doubtless they should receive more “ For ways that are dark and tricks

done by different departments, greatly attention than the ordinary type of that are vain, the Heathen Chinee is

reduces the profit derived from such meter , for the mechanism of the · peculiar." This is as true of many

customers. simplest is more complicated than the consumers of electricity as of the

All customers which are mentioned, ordinary meter , and correspondingly, " Heathen Chinee ," and attempting to

and perhaps others familiar to the more likely to become deranged. beat the meter--particularly a prepay

supply companies, are revenue pro- The care and adjustment should not ment meter - is their especial delight.

ducers, but not in the average - prof- be delegated to an inexperienced per- It is doubtless impossible to design

itable , due to expense involved for son , who has no interest in the device an automatic device that at some tinie ,

reasons outlined above. Yet the sup- other than to see the " wheels go by some person , can not be tampered

ply companies can not afford to lose round." The responsibility for the with and beaten , but they can and

or refuse to do business with them . upkeep should rest upon some man , should be so made that evidence of

The deposit is a medium through or men, who are adepts in the fine such work remains and the culprit can

which the supply companies protect mechanical devices, and have prefer- be apprehended with quite as effective
themselves with many such consum- ably had some experience in actual results as if he is actually convicted of

ers , and it is justified in cases where manufacture or repair of clocks, or dishonesty.

the credit standing is uncertain , yet other automatic mechanisms. Such Every prepayment meter should be

the prospective customer objects to men are not hard to find and the re- so made that a coin of larger dimen

the demand for a deposit before the sults obtained will far more than com- sion than that for which it is designed

service is connected , and in many in- pensate for the increased expenditure. shall not enter the slot, and a smaller

stances will do without electric light The fundamental requirement of coin pass through the mechanism

rather than make the required deposit. any meter is accuracy, both initial and without operating it . If a coin or

This opens up the question --if there continued, and it applies with equal- " slug" is attached to a string, the

is not a large amount of business if not greater---force to the prepay- operation of the mechanism should

to be had, and which the supply com- ment meter as to the ordinary type. cut the string or render it impossible

panies are not enjoying, if it were not The prepayment meter must not only to pull back the coin . Any device

for the uncertainty of the money re- record accurately the energy con- which could be operated by a wire can

turns for electricity supplied. sumption, but the exact ratio between not be tolerated .

The prepayment electric meter pro- the coins deposited and the dial indi- There is no way to prevent the op

vides the simplest and most feasible cation must always be maintained . eration of a prepayment device by

solution of cases herein cited . How If the prepayment meter records too counterfeit coins or " slugs," but if

simple it would be for the commer- fast or too slow , it is less likely to be used , the supply company will have

cial department of the supply com- discovered as promptly as with the evidence against the consumer, and

pany, with the electric prepayment ordinary meter, where one month's claim full value of the legitimate coin .

meter at its disposal, to deal with consumption is compared to another. The coin box should be made as

prospective customers, either through The customer does not keep a record nearly theft-proof as possible . Onc

solicitation or application , that have of the frequency, nor the dates when good method of fastening the recep

no credit standing and whose business deposits are required , and unless the tacle is with a strong padlock of good

looks desirable, except for the one company reads the dial regularly and design, which can be purchased in

reason-poor or doubtful pay, to elim- compares with previous readings, quantities, at reasonable prices. An

inate the usual routine, and say , “ We there is strong possibility of error go- other is with a seal. Hence, the coin,

will put you on prepayment basis, " ing undetected . box should be adapted for both meth

and, therefore , close the business with- If the number of coins deposited is ods of fastening.

out delay and further expense to the less than should be according to dial Theft on the part of the employee

supply company. reading, rise is at once given to the of the company must also be guarded

The prepayment electric meter has suspicion that the customer is beating against, and the meter so made that

an extensive field , and that its adop- the meter ; or , conversely, if the dial access to the meter itself for purposes

tion has not been more general is reading is less than it should be for of testing can be had without opening

doubtless due to the fact that of all the money deposited, the company is and interfering with the coin recep

the many devices, invented and manu- suspected of actually charging tacle. Conversely, it should be pos

factured, comparatively few have higher rate than contracted for, and a sible to open the coin receptacle with

proven reliable for an indefinite period. disgruntled customer must be ap- out opening the meter casing, for the

To meet its field , it is evident that peased. collector is usually unfamiliar with

the successful prepayment electric The prepayment meter must be in- the setting and regulating of the

meter should be of simple and robust fallible. Each time a coin is deposited meter, and might inadvertently injure

construction , made from good mate- the customer must be properly cred- the adjustment.

a

a



Hudson - Fulton Celebration

The three-hundredth anniversary of

the discovery of the Hudson River

by Henry Hudson joined with the

centennial of Fulton's inauspicious be

furnished by the New York and

Brooklyn Edison Companies.

The various important public struc

tures in Greater New York were il

fice. These included Washington

Arch , the Viaduct Bridge on River

side Drive , Soldiers ' and Sailors '

Monument, Grant's Tomb and City

Hall , as well as the various borough

and town halls .

The line of the parade from rioth

Street and Eighth Avenue to 59th

Street across to Fifth Avenue and

down to Fourth Street was illumined

by a double string of incandescents ,

about six miles long. The lamps were

carried over either street curb on 25

ft . iron poles and hung about 2 ft .

apart. On Fifth Avenue, between

40th and 12th Streets , the Court of

Honor was formed by 36 massive

white Corinthian columns, each sur

mounted by a huge golden ball . From

their tops, at a height of about 60

ft . , there twined incandescents and

evergreen in large and beautiful

strings from pillar to pillar along

the avenue and then across the

street from pillar to pillar, and again

diagonally from each to the other,

making a grand electric canopy of

such surpassing beauty that words

may not describe it .

ILLUMINATION ON 125TH STREET .

ginning of steam navigation , furnished luminated by 8 - c- p. incandescents

the occasion for the most elaborate spaced in outline suited to the edi
electric illumination New York has

ever seen . The celebration began Sep

tember 25th with a great parade of

harbor craft and pleasure boats, led by

replicas of the Half Moon and Cler

mont, up and down the North River ;

about fifty -odd war vessels anchored

from 50th Street to Spuyten Duyvil.

Much of the Jersey side of the

river was outlined by incandescent

lamps, and the public structures along

the Manhattan side were illuminated

in honor of the men to whom New

York owes so much . All of the war

boats were outlined by incandescent

lights hanging from the hulls and

main rigging.

In the city proper very many of

the high bulidings were lighted up to

the topmost stories , and not a few

were ruggedly outlined in light. All

of the East River bridges were sil

houtted in incandescents and more

than 10,000 lamps were required for

each bridge, current being jointly
THE RYAN SCINTILLATOR IN ACTION .
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The Ryan scintillator that was

lately used at Niagara Falls was

placed at Riverside Drive and 155th

Street , a point where it was visible

from Jersey, the North River and

most of the west side of Manhattan .

Forty hugh searchlights of varying

color shot enormous beams high in

the air , now radiating in fan - like ef

fect and changing from intensest

white to the softer greens and yellows ;

now again shifting bodily from east

to west and back again with frightful

speed, only to disappear ; and then to

reappear in another quarter of the

heavens, all the time playing in fan

tastic and fairy fashion on high clouds

of steam rising from a 200 -h.p. boiler

situated some distance in front of the

scintillator .

During the entire celebration all of

the lighting effects were maintained

from dark until midnight.

THE COURT OF HONOR.

High Voltage Tungsten System in Residential

Lighting

FREDERICK WELLES PIERGE

Hartford Electric Light Co., Hartford, Conn .

On the introduction of the tungsten the meter ? The lamp was expensive to carbon lamp has these unavoidable

filament incandescent lamp, at first give away, and the ordinary handling faults : After the first 100 hr . rise it.

sight it seemed the goal of incandes- through central station supply depart- drops rapidly in candle power, and
cent electric illumination. It was an ments and the consumers' hands was after 400hr. it blackens so perceptibly

efficient lamp for the central station to difficult because it was so very fragile . as to greatly reduce its light, and no

operate and an economical one for the Breakage losses became very large, station has been able to remedy these

customer to burn . From the manu- and yet every central station manager difficulties. The average 16 - c -p. car

facturing engineer's and the custom- saw that here was a lamp that would bon lamp burning its natural life of

er's standpoint the lamp was perfectly enable him to compete with gas, if he 700 hr. is about II C - p ., so the con

satisfactory, giving roughly twice the could properly take advantage of its sumer gets only two - thirds of what he

candle-power for one- fifth less cur- high efficiency, and yet in some way is entitled to.

rent, and lasting 1300 hr . instead of compensate for its high cost and ex- The tungsten low-voltage lamp has

700 . Where the old 50-watt metal- treme fragility. a slow , gradual increase in candle

lized filament lamp gave 20 c-p. and With meters costing $ 4.50 per year power, does not blacken so perceptibly
burned 450 hr. to 80 per cent . of its to maintain , and as Mr. Insull in the and by a slight sacrifice in efficiency,

initial candle -power, the tungsten 40- national convention at Atlantic City can be made to have a life of almost

watt gave 35 c-p . and burned 1300 hr. said , now doing only 40 per cent. of 2000 hr . Thus the tungsten filament

to 90 per cent. of initial candle- the work formerly done with the car- lamp overcomes the principal faults

power . bon lamp, and thus the liability of of the carbon lamp, and in low volt

However, from the central station residential lighting bills being halved ages can be made in 10 and even

manager's standpoint of commercial by the introduction of the tungsten lower candle-powers . One of the

utility, the tungsten lamp was not so lamp, the central station manager was chief troubles with the metallized fila

pleasing. He had to re -adjust his forced to some solution of the resi- ment lamp was the inability of the

ideas from a 212 -watt per candle met- dential lighting problem , and the only manufacturing companies to make a

talized filament lamp to a 19/4 watt per satisfactory one seems to be the intro- satisfactory 10-c- p. lamp, which is

candle tungsten lamp. How was he duction of the low voltage tungsten principally in demand in residential

to handle the new lamp — on a meter lamp. lighting. Thus it can be fairly stated

or flat rate ? Would he give it away The imperfections inherent in the that the introduction of the low volt

or sell it ? And the high cost of the carbon lamp have made house lighting age tungsten makes residential house

lamp made renewals also a serious undesirable for electric -light stations lighting a practical and profitable

problem . Was he to allow the resi- which are able to secure any other proposition.

dential consumer with 300 c-p . in- business, and consequently in the The 30 - volt or 60 - volt tungsten al

stalled in his house to cut his meter larger cities very few houses are fur- lows of ordinary handling with almost

bills in half with no corresponding nished with electric light by any com- no breakage where there was 19 per

economy in the cost of maintaining panies that can escape doing so . The cent. loss due to breakage in the 120

*N . E. Section , N. E. L. A. , 1909 .
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volt 40 -watt tungsten. Also where no culty were partially solved by,adopt- strument flicker on an excess load of

satisfactory 10 -c -p. was manufactured ing a 60 - volt lamp instead of a 30- only 12 watts. With the installation

in the high voltage , an excellent 10 volt. This cut the drop to only one- of the low-voltage tungsten , the same

and even 4-c-p . is made in the low third more than what it used to be chance of fraud in exchanging 20 -c - p .

voltage. The price of the low-voltage instead of six times. Most of the for 10 - c - p . lamps existed, so a maxi

lamp is lower than the high-voltage, commercial cooking and heating ap- mum demand controller is installed

and it may be almost called a by -pro- paratus can be satisfactorily manu- ahead of the economy coil properly

duct, as its filament may be made from factured for 60 volts . The 60 -volt adjusted for the load contracted for.

the short cuttings of the high-voltage lamp seems no more fragile than the A very convenient and cheap combi

filaments. Where the 120-volt tung- 30 -volt was, so that breakage is negli- nation is used of a three -wire maxi

sten requires a special large bulb to gible. Its bulb is our standard 16 -c -p .. mum demand controller and the be

accommodate its four filament loops , bulb . These low - voltage lamps are fore -mentioned three -wire economy

the low -voltage filament is mounted in made in the same standard efficiency coil as shown in the accompanying
an ordinary 10 or 16-c-p . bulb . This as the high -voltage lamps, i.e. , II diagram .

makes it particularly convenient in w.p.c. , 1.25 w.p.c. and 1.33 w.p.c.
In connection with the introduction

displacing existing lamps in special In the installation of a large num of the low -voltage tungsten lamp for

residential fixtures, ornamental light- ber of economy coils of the original residential lighting, The Hartford

ing, etc. Also the short filament of pattern with only a two -wire 112 - volt

the low -voltage lamp makes it prac- primary, difficulty was experienced in

tical to burn it successfully at any maintaining a balance on transform

angle. ers and the three -wire serial street

The low - voltage system is adapted system .
However, there is

to present central station supply sys- manufactured an economy coil with a Fig. 2. - ECONOMY COIL IN THREE -WIRE

tems by the use of an economy or three-wire 120 / 240 -volt primary, and

balance coil with 112 -volt primaries a three-wire 60 / 120-volt secondary .

and four 28 -volt secondary circuits . This coil simply reduces the whole

Extra taps are brought out on the house voltage suitably for the 60 -volt Electric Light Company's commercial

primary side that admit of exact volt- lamp and retains the original balance department is carrying on an active

age adjustment on the secondary cir- on both the street wiring and interior campaign in the wiring of unwired

cuits. house wiring houses now using gas, etc. We have

Having solved the engineering dif- the following proposition which seems

ficulties in the way of the low-voltage to be extremely popular with the pub

tungsten lamp, the next step was its lic . A contract job price is made of

commercial introduction. An investi- $ 35.00, for which the prospective cus

gation of the records of The Hartford tomer's house is properly wired on

Electric Light Company with 120,000 the three -wire system and six outlets
Fig. 1. - WIRING DIAGRAM OF ECONOMY COIL

incandescent lamps on meters installed provided, and for these outlets are
WITH ADJUSTABLE PRIMARY TAPS .

on its line showed a net income of furnished one 3 - light fixtures, two 2

$ 1.10 per year per lamp installed . light fixtures, one single-light fixture ,

This gave a good basis for the hand- one bracket and one drop cord, or a

This type of coil can be used equally ling of the low -voltage tungsten on a total of 10 sockets or lights. Then

well with 30 - volt or 60-volt tungsten flat rate , and the following proposition the before-mentioned flat-rate prices

lamps. Referring to the diagram , is made to the public: on the 10, 20 and 30-c -p . low-voltage

secondary wires Nos. 2, 3 and 4 give a Current for 10 - c - p . low - voltage

standard three-wire system , and any lamp, .10 per month per lamp. Cur
IO - C - p . low -voltage lamps are quoted and the deal is

closed . Thus for $ 35.00 initial cost

two adjacent wires give a standard rent for 20-c -p . low -voltage lamp, .15 and $ 1.00 per month , a man may have
two -wire system . For 60 volts Nos . per month per lamp. Current for 30- his house wired and burn 10 10 - C - p .

I , 3 and 5 give the three -wire system , C - p . low -voltage lamp, .25 per month lamps, etc. If the prospective cus

and Nos. I and 3 or 3 and 5 give the
per lamp tomer demands a meter, his house is

two-wire system. The first installation of lamps to be wired for the same price and metal

The first difficulty was found in furnished the consumer at .20 each for lized filament lamps and a meter in

large houses owing to the drop in all sizes . Renewals, all sizes , at .10 stalled . In case 1o lights are not suf

long distribution circuits at 30 volts . each . The installation of the econ- ficient, extra outlets will be installed

Under the low-voltage system a lamp omy coil , etc. , is done free of charge. with the original contract at $3.50

of the same candle -power as the old Soon after the advent of the high- each , and extra fixtures at the actual

carbon took half again as much cur- voltage tungsten and its introduction selling price . Most of the contracts

rent at one - quarter the voltage so that in residences on a flat rate basis run in excess of the 10 -light proposi

the drop per candle-power installed trouble appeared from the customers tion , the average price paid us being

was about six times that formerly. purchasing 40-watt lamps and screw $51.00 for an average of 12 10-C -P .

This could be partially overcome bying them in in place of the 25-watt and 3 20-c -p . lights at an average in

using the proper primary taps before lamps without the knowledge of the come per house of $ 1.65 per month .

mentioned . But another difficulty was company, and this fact necessitated

encountered. When the coil was in the adoption and use of some sort of The General Electric Company re

stalled on a residence it rendered use- a maximum demand controller . Such ports very gratifying sales of tan

less all the common flat irons, curling a device is now manufactured that is talum lamps. The sales of this lamp

irons, fans , sewing -machine motors, practical and reliable for commercial are more than double what they were

etc. , and circuits controlling this ap- use . When a lamp in excess of the a year ago , and the lamp appears to

paratus had to be re -wired so as to number contracted for is turned on , be sharing with the demand for high

remain on 112 volts , which was ex- these controllers cause all the lamps efficiency lamps created by the intro

pensive, inconvenient and oftentimes to flicker until such excess load is duction of tungsten lamps . The tan

almost prohibitive. However, both turned off. Sensitive thumbscrew talum lamp, as at present supplied, is

the drop problem and this last diffi- and spring adjustments make the in- giving most excellent life service.
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Denver Electric Railway Convention
themselves that this new brush meets

with all the requirements of the en
At the Denver convention of the W. Arlin , A. V. Thompson,C. W. gineers ' association .

American Street & Interurban Asso- Blivin , H. G. Marsh ,W. J. Hanley, It is said that the general opinion of

ciation, Oct. 4th to Oct. 8th , electric Irving Hale, G. A. Woolley, H. C. engineers was that the better grade
railway appliances were exhibited by Glaze.

brush would be adopted by more than

the following firms:
Johns -Manville Co. , W. H. , New

75 per cent . of the electric railways
Allis-Chalmers Co .. Milwaukee, York.-Porcelain insulators ; transite

before the next convention , as they

Wis . - Air -brakes for electric cars, asbestos wood ; low-voltage overhead are now giving the matter of proper

railway motors and controllers. Rep line material; catenary line material; commutation considerable thought .
resented by Frank G. Bolles , J. H. molded insulations ; indurated fiber Standard Paint Co. , The, New

Waterman , J. R. Jeffrey, James Gard- forms for third-rail protection ; high- York . - Reception room for explain

ner, I. L. Dimm, R. B. McConney, E. voltage oil -switch tanks and fiber con- ing and recommending P. & B. and

W. Stull, F. W. Fanger, George Biaz. duit ; Noark enclosed fuse and service S. P. C. varnishes, compounds and

American Steel & Wire Co., Chi- boxes ; fuses and devices for high and insulating tape ; also Novac com
cago.— Wires and cables for electrical low voltage service ; J -M guy anchors pound for impregnating coils without

purposes; rail bonds and bonding and mine supplies ; friction tape and the aid of a vacuum . Represented by

tools ; railway fence. Represented by rubber compounds; asbestos and mag- C. E. Smith , B. C. Beckman , John H.

C. R. Sturdevant, B. H. Ryder, F. A. nesia pipe and boiler coverings; pack- Thomas, J. Í . Pfeiffer .

Keyes , J. M. Holloway, J. D. Suther- ings ; linolite; desk and table lamps. Standard Varnish Works, Chicago

land, E. R. Pool, W. H. Williams , W. Represented by J. W. Perry, G. A. and New York . - Insulating special

R. Abbott. E. E. Aldous . Saylor , A. H. Pierick .
ties. Represented by L. Robinson, H.

Babcock & Wilcox Co. , New York. Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Co., P. Salmon and Denver representa

--B . & W. model of horizontal boiler , New York.Insulated wireswires and tives .

and two types of boiler heads . Repre- cables for A.C. and D.C. feeders ; Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburgh ,

sented by Charles Onderdonk , Wil- transmission ; signals ;telephone, tele- Pa.-Insulating materials and metal

liam Turner, F. A. Einfeldt , Harry graph , car wiring and house wiring; protective paints. Represented by A.

Byer.
Represented byR. D. Brixey, Azel S. King , W. F. Hebard, W. V. Whit

Carnegie Steel Co. , Pittsburgh , Pa . Ames, P. W.Miller, J. A. Renton , J. field.
-One pair wheels mounted on axles V. Watson , R. E. Eutrick . Western Electric Co. , New York

showing 89,368 miles of service with- McConway & Torley Co. , Pitts- and Chicago.- Railway telephones ;

out turning ; piece of track with stand- burgh, Pa.-- Janney radial equipment portable telephone sets ; bells ; buz
ard 100 -lb . rail with steel crossties for interurban cars . Represented by

zers ; batteries ; Electrose insulation ;

showing type of concrete construc- Stephen C. Mason , E. M.Grove, I. H. strain insulators ; Ideal cap and cone
tion ; Duquesne rail joints ; steel sheet Milliken . hangers ; line and overhead construc

piling for coffer dams ; specimen of Rail Joint Co. , New York . - Con- tion material; armature and field

steel piling used for core walls for tinuous, Weber and Wolhaupter rail coils ; Kalamazoo trolley wheels , harps

dams ; skeleton mine, showing mine joints for T,high T and girder rails , and sand-boxes. Represented by F.

timber construction with steel shapes both standard and compromise. Rep D. Killion , R. H. Harper, W. E.

and portable steel tie track ; soft weld- resented by F. C. Webb, W. T. Mc- Harkness, M. H. Nichols , C. L.

ing and threading steels ; specimens Caskey, W. E. Clark, E. A. Condit , E. Howk, A. Brown , H. C. Biglin , H.
showing hot and cold bends; section L. Vandresar, P. D. Watson .

Olsen .

of interurban car truck made entirely Roebling's Sons Co. , John A. , Tren Westinghouse Companies, Pitts

with Carnegie welding and threading ton , N. J. - Reception room . Repre- burgh, Pa. – See item regarding this

steel ; slack barrel hoops for spike and sented by A. B. Conover , W. H. exhibit under Supply Trade News.

bolt kegs and miscellaneous pack- Slingluff, J. McG . King. The Westinghouse exhibit at the

ages ; steel wheels for street and in- Speer Carbon Company. - A new street railway convention occupied a

terurban service . Represented by K. line of street railway motor brushes space of approximately 2500 sq . ft .

E. Porter, C. B. Friday , N. D. Trist , made by a new process to conform The companies represented by their

W. E. Berry, J. C. Holding, L. P. Lin with the specifications of the engineer- displays were the Westinghouse Elec

coln , R. B. Carr, E. S. Mills , N. M. ing association of the American Street tric & Manufacturing Co., the West

Hench , E. M. Sparhawk, A. H. Haw- & Interurban Railway. This brush inghouse
inghouse Traction Brake Co. , the

kins , O. M. Ash. was shown for the first time at the Westinghouse Machine Co. , and the

General Electric Co., Schenectady, convention and was spoken of highly R. D. Nuttall Co. These companies
N. Y.-Type M control equipment; by the engineers . represent a capital of approximately

complete emergency straight -air brake This brush is made by a $ 100,000,000, employ about 30,000

equipment for motor car and trail car ; process which makes the brush per- operators and their annual output of

New York variable release motor car fectly homogeneous, uniform , without product amounts to about $ 70,000,000 .

air -brake equipment; railway motors ; any laminations and made in four de- The exhibit of the Electric company

aluminum cell lightning arresters ; grees of hardness; Grade H, Grade consisted of railway motors, a com

Magnetite arc headlights ; indicating H -1, Grade H -3 and Grade H -8 — for plete exhibit of material showing the

and recording steam meters ; air com- different conditions , and gives a much control of cars and trains by electrical

pressors ; A. C. railway signal sys- greater mileage and keeping the com- machinery and a line of motors for

tem ; complete line of rail bonds and mutator in good polish and a choco- machine tools. The Machine com

line material. Represented by F. H. late color with no perceptable wear to pany showed complete electric

Gale, J. G. Barry, H. N. Ransom , W. commutator. train - lighting plant , consisting of a

G. Carey , C. E. Barry , E. D. Priest , For the past year the company has 40-h.p . generator and a steam turbine ;a

F. E. Case. A. H. Armstrong, S. W. been running some very elaborate also two LeBlanc condensors_and

Trawick . W. J. Clark , C. B. Keyes , T. service tests on a number of the larg- other auxiliary apparatus. The Trac
Beran . H. G. Grier, R. E. Moore. H. est city and interurban railway sys- tion Brake company showed a com

L. Monroe. 1. W. Buell, G. D. Rosen- tems. The company has completed a plete set of machinery for stopping

thal, C. C. Pierce, H. M. Winter, A. sufficient number of tests to satisfy one car , two cars , three cars , or a

new

a
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train of electric cars , by the air -brake before the New York Board of Edu- other devices of a similar nature lies

system ; also auxiliary apparatus. The cation . Mr. Jones has continued his in the fact that no part of the sewing

Electric company also exhibited , out- lecture work up until the present time. machine is disturbed in order to equip

side of the auditorium , a single-phase In the early part of 1907 Mr. Jones it with the electric motor, not even the

car , which will later be in operation accepted a position as illuminating en- flywheel connecting rod . It is only
on the Denver & Interurban . Be- gineer with the Nernst Lamp Co., in necessary to remove the belt . The

sides the 25 members of the office New York , and while in this position motor is placed so that its shaft and
force of the Denver district of the was offered the managership of the the shaft of the hand -wheel are in the

Westinghouse companies, of which L. sales department of the United Elec- same straight line . Sewing is accom

M. Cargo is manager, the companies tric Light & Power Co. , New York . plished by turning the switch and de
were represented by men from Pitts- His work has been such a signal suc- pressing the pedal in the usual man

burgh , Boston, Baltimore, Philadel- cess that he was invited to take charge ner . This latter action removes the

phia , Cincinnati , Chicago, Kansas -after two years ' work with the friction brake and increases the ten
City, St. Louis, San Francisco , Los United Co. of the commercial end of

Angeles and Columbus, Ohio . the Brooklyn Edison Co.

Through the agency of Mr. Jones'

Theodore Inslee Jones force , the United Company, has in

Mr. Theodore Inslee Jones has re- the past two years written contracts

cently been appointed manager of the with over 11,316 new customers, in

sales department of the Edison Elec
volving an installation of over 500 ,

tric Illuminating Co., of Brooklyn. In 000 16 -c -p. equivalents. During this
time the United Company, throughthis position he has full charge of the

selling end of the company's business,
one of the larger construction com

including all contracts for electric panies of the city , has also introduced

light, heat and sign work, together alternating-current hoists throughout

with the supervision of the company's
Manhattan Island and a number of

advertising private plants have been shut down for

the installation of control station serv

ice .

PUREN

Fig . 1 .

Sewing-Machine Motors

A very interesting application of

the General Electric small motors is

to the driving of sewing machines.

Cuts 1 and 2 show a motor of this

type driving a sewing -machine by

means of the new General Electric

sewing -machine attachment. The de- sion of the driving belt , the whole at

sign of this device is extremely simple , tachment rocking about the pivot

and it can be attached to any machine which can be seen directly below the

of the usual construction in a few motor. When the pressure of the foot

minutes.
on the pedal is removed , a coiled

Either alternating or direct-current spring in the base of the attachment
motors can be furnished for the oper- causes the tension on the driving-belt

ation of sewing -machines. to be relieved and the brake to be ap

Mr. Jones is an electrical engineer,

graduated from the Massachusetts In

stitute of Technology in 1896 . In

this year he began work in the New

York office of the American Tele

phone and Telegraph Co., being identi
ISTINIGTER

fied with the inspection and traffic de

partments. Under Assistant General

Superintendent Brooks he originated

and equipped the first school of in

struction for telephone traffic. This

has since become an important ad

junct of all telephone companies'

work . After four years with the

American Telephone and Telegraph

Co., he took charge of the traffic de F. 2 .

partment of the N. Y. & N. J. Tel. The attachment comprises simply plied to the hand -wheel, causing the

Co. , in New Jersey. While this work the operating switch , cable and socket, machine to stop . This method of con

was arduous it did not prevent him so anyone without special mechanical trol is so positive and simple that it is

from delivering a course of lectures or electrical knowledge can install the not necessary for the operator to re

on telephone and electric light topics motor. An advantage not found in move her hands from her work. In
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case the sewing-machine is so con- taken up the carbon brush question come a vice- president and director

structed that the pulley is on the out- and expressed a desire for a higher of the White Investing Company,

side of the hand -wheel, provision has grade brush than they had been using, No. 43 Exchange Place, New York

been made for changing the location the Speer Carbon Company, of St. City, which will undertake the financ

of the small driving pulley of the ap- Marys, la., has brought out a brush ing, development and operation of en

paratus. to conform with their specifications. terprises based on natural resources,

When it is desired to lower the This brush is made by a new process and deal in bonds and securities .

head or to place the cover on a sta- --perfectly homogeneous, uniform , Among the interests of the com
tionary head machine, the driving ap- no laminations and made in 4 degress pany are the Aguacate Gold Mines

paratus can be turned to one side by of hardness ; Grade II , Grade H - 1, in Costa Rica , which are now being

withdrawing the indexing pin shown Grade 1-3 and Grade 11-8 . developed and will be in operation in

close to the table . If the machine is For the past year they have been the near future ; the development and

not to be used for a considerable running some very elaborate service operation of a slate mine for the pro

period of time the complete driving tests on some of the largest city rail- duction of slate for roofing, electrical

mechanism can be removed, leaving ways and also on the large interurban and industrial purposes will be under

only the small plate , which is not ob- railways, and they have more thn ex- taken at once , and a number of prop

jectionable in appearance . ceeded their expectations. These erties of other characters acquired.

No special house wiring is neces- tests were run on all classes of mo- Mr. W. F. White, President of the

sary for this motor, but connection is tors , regardless of the condition of Company, was formerly manager of

made from any lamp socket by means the commutator or brush -holder, and the Cincinnati Edison Electric Com

of a flexible cord and attaching plug. a great many of these motors had pany and later Vice -president of The

brush -holders that were badly worn , North American Company.

Business Note as they desired to give them the hard- For a number of years Mr. Hum

The Technical Indor, a comprehen- est test possible. All these tests phrey was district manager for the

sice record of current technical litera
showed a mileage of from 30,000 to Westinghouse Company, with head

ture published in Belgium , announces
50,000 miles. quarters at Cincinnati, and was called

that hereafter it will be represented in to the home office in 1904 to take

the United States by the Geo. H. Gib
charge of the detail and supply de

Trade Notes

son Co., Tribune Building, New York partment, which , in recent years, has

City. The Technical Inder appears
The contract for the construction grown to an important factor in the

of a

monthly and gives a systematic de
hydro -electric development total volume of Westinghouse busi

scriptive record of all original articles
across Paulin's Kill , Columbia , N , J. , ness. Mr. Humphrey assumed his

appearing in over 200 engineering and
for the Warren County Power Com- new duties October ist.

technical journals and reviews, also
pany , Meikleham & Dinsmore. En

indexing the proceedings of technical
gineers, has been awarded to Frank Mr. Joseph F. Becker has been ap

societies and technical books issued in
B. Gilbreth , No. 60 Broadway, New pointed sales manager in charge of the

all countries.
York City. sales department of the United Elec

tric Light & Power Co., New York .

Several large orders for direct-cur- Mr. Becker has had several years'
250-Volt Tungsten Lamps

rent apparatus have recently been re- experience in the central-station field ,

The Western Electric Company an
ceived by the Crocker -Wheeler Com- and comes from the Edison Electric

nounces that they are now in a po
pany, of Ampere, N. J. Among these Illuminating Company of Brooklyn,

sition to furnish Sunbeam tungsten
is one from the Southern Iron & resigning his position as general agent

lamps in voltages between 200 and
Steel Co., of Roger, Ga., calling for to take up his work in New York .

250. The lamps are made in four
200 250 -kw ., engine type, 550 - volt,

sizes at present; namely, 45 , 70, 112 direct -current generators and 275 -h.p .
News Notes

and 180 volts . They are of the well in 500 -volt direct- current motors. The Moore Electrical Company, of
known Sunbeam quality, and have This is in addition to a recent order

given up to date good sat- for 1450-kw . in engine-type genera Newark , N. J. , has closed a contract

isfaction as tungsten lamps of 110
for installing the Moore light in the

tors and 1200 -h.p. in slow - speed mo
Information and price new building of the Emigrant Indus

tors from the same concern . The Re
may be obtained at the Western Elec trial Savings Bank at 43-51 Cham

public Iron & Steel Co., Youngstown, bers Street, New York, to consist of
tric Company's nearest branch house.

Ohio, placed an order for a 600 -kw .,
42 tubes and approximately 4500 ft .

engine -type, 250 -volt, direct-current

Industrial Progrees for October,
of glass tubing.

generator, which will be added to a

published at Milwaukee, C. A. Tup
plant consisting of two 300- kw .

per Editor, contains : “ The New The Ridgway Dynamo & Engine

Crocker -Wheeler generators.

Steam Turbine Plant of the Vairn Co. has opened a district office at

Linoleum Company, V. J.," " An Ideal
Cleveland, in charge of H. C. Hale.

Steam Stamp for Prospectors," " Phos Personal

phate Vining - Distribution of De Mr. Ernest Gonzenbach has been

posits in the United States,” “ A Mod- elected president of the Sheboygan SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY

ern Saw Will and Its Equipment," Light, Power & Railway Company, For a first class competent man , with a

" Tests of Centrifugal and Screw Sheboygan, Dis . , to succeed the late few thousand dollars to invest in an

Pumps Installed in the 39th Street Dr. F. A. C : Perrine. established Electrical Supply business in

Sewage Pumping Station, Chicago," the best town in the Southwest.

" In Electrically -Driven Copper Mill.” Mr. C. B. Humphrey closes a valu- Must be an up - to -date Electrical man,

able service of fifteen years with the and capable of acting as General Manager .

A New Speer Brush Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Com- References Required .

Since the committee of the pany , during the last five years of Address :

gineering association of the American which he was manager of the detail General Manager, The Electrical Age Co.

Street & Interurban Railway have and supply sales department, to be- 45 East 42d St. , New York City

as

volt range .

en
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Hydro-Electric Power Plant of the Lombard Governor Co., of Ashland, Grenville , S. C. , built the superstruc

West Point Mfg . Co. ) Mass.
ture of the station , part of the dam

A most important water-power de Excitation is furnished by two 85- and the small parts of the miscellane

velopment and one which marks the kw. , 125 - volt exciter units driven by ous work incidental to the finishing of

steady progress of the South in the Morse silent chains from a jack shaft the job.

utilization of her large natural re- driven by two 39 -in. New American

sources is shown in that just com
turbines . Woodward governors are The General Electric Company

pleted by the West Point Mfg. Co. , here used , made by the Woodward Awards at Alaska - Yukonat Langdale, Ala. The magnitude of Governor Co., Rockport, Ill . The

Pacific Exposition
the work is significant in itself of the generators, including exciters and

The General Electric Company has
awakening of the Southern manufac- switchboard, were furnished by the

turer to the economic possibilities pre
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

received grand prizes (highest award)

sented by the abundant water -power These generators are designed to de
at the Alaska -Yukon -Pacific Exposi

liver three-phase, 60 -cycle current at
tion in each class of electrical appa

for the generation of electricity .

Chas. T. Main, mill engineer and

ratus in which an exhibit was made600 volts and have sufficient capacity

architect, of Boston , Mass., designed
to maintain full load conditions at 86 by the Company.by the Company. General Electric

the station and had in charge the in- per cent. power factor. Their speed apparatus was ranked first in the fol

stallation of all motors except those is 150 rev. per min . Of the total of lowing divisions:

in the Shawmut mill , also transform- 2400 kw . , 1400 kw . is to be available Apparatus for cooking by electric

ers and transmission lines of which for transmission to and use at the new ity . Apparatus for heating by elec

Shawmut mills situated two miles dis- tricity. Automatic motor starters.

the following is a description :
tant .

Langdale is situated about 35 miles
Arc lamps . Bonds. Cabinets. Cir

The switchboard upon which are allabove Columbus, Ga., on the Chatta

cuit breakers. Cutouts. Fans. Indi

hoochee River. At this point the the controlling switches for the cir- cating instruments. Integrating in
struments.

cuits to the Langdale and Shawmut
Insulated wires. Insu

river is nearly 1600 ft wide. From
lated

mills is located near the center of the
cables.

the reports of the United States Geo
Incandescent lamps.

Mine locomotives. Motor generators.

logical Survey the minimum flow re- power -house in the exciter bay. Cur

rent for the Shawmut mills leaves the
Motors for direct-current.

corded is about 800 cu . ft . per second.

Motors

Taking everything into consideration,
main switchboard at 600 volts and for alternating -current. Recording in

struments . Rectifiers ( mercury arc ).
it was decided to develop the privi- passes to the transformers in the

Sockets . Switches . Transformers.

tower at oneend of the building where
lege for a flow of 3000 cu. ft . per

Atsecond. The normal head is 13 ft . , it is stepped up to 11,000 volts.
Wiring devices .

which may be increased by the use of

General Electric turbines were also
the receiving end it is stepped down

flash boards to 16 ft.
again to 600 volts for use with the

entered in the Government exhibit in

motors.
The power-house is built directly on

which no awards were made.

a rock foundation, concrete being the There are four 500 -kw . transform

material used, up to the level of the
ers at each end of the transmission A New Gas-Engine Company

main floor. The superstructure is of line, three for regular use and one for The Sheffield Gas Power Company

brick surmounted with a cinder con a spare . These transformers are con has purchased the entire assets, fac

crete roof supported by steel trusses .
trolled from a selector panel on both tory and good will of the former

This house is 214 ft . long by 35 ft . high and low tension sides, so that in Weber Gas Engine Company at the

wide. case of accident the extra can be bankruptcy sale thereof.

Owing to the low head conditions quickly cut into the place of any one The factory has been in continuous

it was necessary to adopt the vertical of the others.
operation throughout the term of the

type of turbines and transmit power The transmission line is of No. 2
receivership, and has been continued

by means of bevel gears to the gener- B. & S. copper wire spaced 30 in . in operation by this company without

ators, which are direct-connected to on centers . At each end is installed a
interruption, with the result that we

horizontal jack shafts . high -tension oil switch, and in addi- are in position to furnish , without de
The total power is divided into four tion to a set of lightning arresters a lay to any customer, the entire line of

units, one of 750-kw. and three of grounded galvanized cable is carried Weber gas engines and gas produc

550 -kw . capacity each . An engine, along the conduit for its entire length ers.

previously installed , will drive a 400 a double protection. The trans- The management of the business , as
kw . belted generator to act as a relay. formers inside the power -house and well as the sales and factory depart

The 750 -kw . unit is driven by four 60- all points of high tension circuit un- ments , are in entirely new hands.

in . “ New American " turbines, built der cover are installed in separate fire- George M. Hawes, the president of

by the Dayton Globe Iron Works, proof rooms. the company, is a graduate of the

Dayton, Ohio. Two of the 550-kw. The lighting at Langdale is secured Massachusetts Institute of Technol

units are driven by turbines of the by transforming down from the gen- ogy and has been interested in ma

same make. The above turbines are erator current at 600 volts to the light- chinery and electrical work for a

of the cylinder gate type , so designed ing voltage in the yard . All high- number of years, giving particular at
as to have their racks and pinions out tension switches, lightning arresters, tention to central station power plants .

of water and accessible for lubrica- and all mill motors, together with He has also devoted much time to gas

tion . The remaining 550 -kw . unit is their switches , auto - starters, were fur- engine and producer design.

driven by two Samson turbines used nished by the General Electric Co. Freeman Field , vice-president and

in the old development. The total The transmission lines and all wiring treasurer of the company, has de

capacity of the water wheels at 13 ft. was furnished and erected by the Car- voted the past 12 years exclusively to

head ( without flash boards ) is about ter & Gillespie Electric Co., Atlanta , the gas-engine business, both in the

3250 h.p. , which will require a flow Ga. manufacturing and selling branches ,

of a little more than 300 cu . ft . per B. H. Hardaway, of Columbus, Ga . , and for the past seven years has been

second . Each unit of the new turbine was the contractor for the station connected with the Olds Gas Power

installation is controlled by a Lom- foundations _and dam construction Company as general sales manager

bard Type N governor, made by the and the J. F. Gallivan Building Co. , and western manager.

as
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Style " S "

" Opalux"

Shade

GET MORE and BETTER LIGHT from TUNGSTEN LAMPS

Tungsten Lamps are expensive . Choose, then, the reflector that preserves the

purity and clearness of Tungsten rays without loss of light — the ' OPALUX .”

“ OPALUX " REFLECTORS “ OPALUX " FIXTURES

are attractive in appearance , scientific in princi- to go with "OPALUX” reflectors are simple ,

ple, possess greatest reflecting power, and pro- durable and artistic , relatively inexpensive in

vide perfect diffusion . They can be cleaned by cost, and permit OPALUX reflectors to manifest

a feather duster without removal from holder, their supreme efficiency of illumination under

and dust does not diminish their efficiency. ideal conditions. Wehave just put out a line of

“ OPALUX ” reflectors are thus superior in low -priced Tungsten fixtures of particular inter
every way. est to contractors.

Write for bulletins D - 2 and D - 3 which illustrate and give prices and discounts on

the “ OPALUX” Reflector and “ OPALUX ” Tungsten fixture lines.

PETTINGELL - ANDREWS COMPANY, PEARLAST: ATLANTIC AVE.,
ST., BOSTON ,MASS.

NICO IS A NEW FILLING COMPOUND

STANDING A TEST OF 86000 VOLTS TO 3/8" OF COMPOUND
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NICO

Superior Points of this Compound

A NICO stands highest known test E NICO does not allow air cavities to form

B NICO does not shrink F NICO does not disintegrate

CNICO always remains plastic and flexible G NICO is long lasting

D NICO will not crack H NICO is economical

NICO is free -flowing like water; in applying it fills the smallest crevices and cracks

Samples and full report of tests sent on request

NATIONAL

11 HAWKINS STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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INSULATOR COMPANY

Over

50,000

miles

JCh

Rolled

from

Best Quality

Steel
《电

in use

CONTINUOUS JOINT WEBER JOINT

The Rail Joint Company

WOLHAUPTER JOINT

Catalogs at Agencies

Baltimore , Md. Pittsburg, Pa .

Boston , Mass . Portland, Oregon

Chicago, III . San Francisco, Cal.

Denver , Colo . St. Louis, Mo.

New York , NY. Troy, N. Y.

London, E.C., Eng Montreal, Can.

HIGHEST AWARDS : Paris , 1900 ;

Buffalo , 1901 ; St Louis, 1904 .

類GENERAL OFFICES :

29 West 34th Street, New York City

Makers of Base Supported Rail Joints for Standard and Special Rail

Sections, also Girder, Step or Compromise, Frog and Switch , and Insulat- .

ing Rail Joints, protected by Patents.

CONTINUOUS GIRDER

Every time a comparative test is made between COLUMBIA

“ SILVER TIP ” YELLOW FLAME CARBONS and others on the

market we add another customer to our list.

If you operate flaming lamps we would like to send you samples

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, O.
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ESTABLISHED 1883
maintained to reduce the windage loss , into a large room by the aroma of

with the governor of the turbine so coffee and cocoa, and enjoy a social
Published monthly by

The Electrical Age Co., 45 E. 42d Street, New York.
arranged that the slightest reduction half -hour. They are served with re

in speed would cause the steam valves freshments from a long counter cov

J. H. SMITH, Pres . C. A. HOPE, Sec . and Treas .

JOHN HAYS SMITH , Editor. to open and the turbine immediately
ered with coffee and cocoa steamers

Telephone No. 6498 38th . to pick up the load. and plates of biscuits. A number of

This idea opens up a new engineer- attendants are kept busy handing these

Cable Address-Revolvable , New York .
ing field, types of boilers, condensers,

condiments to members, who carry

SUBSCRIPTION RATES turbines, generators and regulators them to distant parts of the room ,

United States and Mexico , $ 1.00. being required which are especially where they can converse in comfort
Canada, $ 1.50. To Other Countries . $ 2.50

adapted to this service. Thus Mr. with their friends. The object of the

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS Doherty suggests the use of internally refreshments is simply to give an ex

Insertion of new advertisements or changes of copy cannot fired boilerson account of their small cuse for a social half-hour.
be guaranteed for the following issue if received later than the

radiation loss during the periods that
Why not use the handsome foyer

the entire load is carried by the hydro- on the ground floor of the Engineer

NOTE - For some time THE ELECTRICAL electric equipment, and also on ac- ing Building for social purposes ?

AGE has been appearing late in the month , it

being impossible to bring the publication date count of their ability to maintain
The second defect of the A. I. E. E.

Consequently this , which ordinarily tightness against unnecessary venti- meetings is the bad delivery of the
would be the November issue , appears as the
December issue . The January number will issue lation whenrun in bank. Again, the papers and discussions . In this re

on the 15th . Each subscriber will have his sub

scription advanced one month and therefore re- use of oil for fuel is a very promising spect the London Institution is again

ceive twelve issues. field , especially in those districts superior to ours . It is very unusual

where oil is more plentiful than coal.
to hear a member of the London In

CONTENTS
This subject is one which will re- stitution read his contribution, be it

EDITORIAL

Hydroelectric Plants .
pay study and development, and it is a paper or a discussion of a paper.

The Institute and its Meetings . to be hoped that Mr. Doherty's paper The writer has known of meetings in
Production of Copper in 1908 .

Electric Power Conductors . will stimulate the interest which the London where attempts to read notes

Steam Pipe Coloring ...
subject deserves. have been quickly stopped by the ob

LEADING ARTICLES vious inattention of the audience, the

The Principles of Shades and Reflectors...
student members tapping time in uni

Efficiency Syn
The Institute and its Meetings

son with their feet ! Very few people
Factors That Should be considered in Mak

ing Street-Lighting Contracts
Ambitious electrical engineers , both are able to read aloud and think what

Relation of Electric Vehicles to Central

budding and full-grown, are periodi- they are reading. They may start

Tests of Moore Tube Lighting Installation , cally impelled to attend the meetings well, but they usually forget the sense
New York Post Office .

Recent Developments in Secondary Distribu- of the Institute of Electrical Engi- of what they are reading in a short

neers. They adhere to these good in- time , after which the reading becomes

tentions for a short time, and then a mere mechanical process , meaning

Hydroelectric Plants backslide until a new impetus occurs. nothing to the reader and audience.

One of the best papers which has The fact is that the meetings usually The majority of the contributions to

been presented of late to the members are very dull and uninteresting. the A. I. E. E. discussions are read

of the Institute of Electrical Engi- The reasons for this condition are by men who have done their thinking

neers is that by H. L. Doherty, which not far to seek. The first trouble is at home and read their contributions

was read on December 16th . While the lack of sociability at the meetings. at the meetings regardless of puctua

full of good meat from beginning to The members are kept waiting in line , tion and the time required for their

end, special attention attaches to the like the gallery candidates at the door hearers to assimilate what is poured

proposal to use steam turbines in con- of the Hippodrome, simply for an op- into their ears. This is almost an act

nection with water-powers . portunity to sign their names and to of discourtesy , and members who

It is well known that many water
be given a proof of the paper. After make a habit of doing this deserve to

powers are undeveloped because they the meeting is over, the exhausted be notified by the suffering audience

are not sufficiently large to supply a survivors are only too glad to get that there is an end to the patience of
reasonable peak load , although ample away and reach the cheer of the home the most- easily imposed upon. During

to take care of the average load . In
hearth . the discussion of Dr. C. T. Hutchin

such cases Mr. Doherty proposes to If people had an opportunity to son's paper, the audience was thus dis

take care of the peak load by means
meet and chat with former associates tressed by nearly every speaker, and

of steam turbines kept running light and acquaintances, there would be some of the most prominent engineers

and automatically regulated to take a much more interest in the meetings. in the city left their seats quite early

load only when the demand exceeds The Institution of Electrical Engi- in the evening rather than be bored

the power of the hydroelectric equip- neers of London is considerably ahead for another hour or two— and this in

ment. Thus, in one case cited by the of ours in this respect . The proofs spite of the fact that the meeting was

author of the paper, arrangements of the paper are set on numerous one of the most important of the year.

were made to install a large steam stands put in convenient places , and The remedy for this is obvious. Let

turbine in connection with a relatively the only signatures required are those the would -be speaker think out , or

small water -power plant, the genera- of visitors brought by members. The even write out, his contributions, make

tor of the steam turbine being de- people thus have an opportunity to notes of it on a card and use the card

signed to run as a motor, while the converse before the meeting. After at the meeting to refresh his memory

vacuum on the turbine blades was the meeting, the members are allured while speaking

296

tion Work 297

281
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а

were

The members of the London Insti- to a definite color scheme, in which known work , but the resemblance is

tution get an excellent training in each color or combination of colorseach color or combination of colors superficial only , as there is little or

extempore speaking during their indicates the Auid conveyed by the nothing in common to the two works.

younger years. The student members pipe. In most stations , too, the func- There are a number of features in

have formal meeting, where papers tion of the pipe is plainly painted on it this book which , as far as we know ,

are read and discussed and training at intervals so that there may be no are not to be found in any other .

in public speaking is acquired at an mistake about it ; and usually the di- Among these are the following : The

early age. It is usual, at these meet- rection of flow is indicated by arrows . tensile strength and resistance of

ings, to have some distinguished mem- In any particular station the identi- cables as differing from those of

ber as chairman . fication scheme may be carried out single conductors ; a wire table based

Another source of dullness in our with great definiteness , but so numer- on the A. I. E. E. temperature co

discussions is the excessive caution ous are the classes of pipes and their efficient of 0.0042 instead of Mat

and fear of being wrong displayed by corresponding colors that it requires thiessen's variable co -efficient, which

nearly all members. Editorially, we some memory work on the part of a is condemned by the A. I. E. E.

are suspicious of any man who never new employee to master them. And Standardization Report, but used in

makes a mistake . when he comes to accept a position in their antiquated wire table ; a solu

a new station he must master a new tion of network problems by de

Production of Copper in 1908
color alphabet, and endeavor to dis- terminants ; a concise statement of the

card one which was perhaps rooted best data on carrying capacity, which
The mine production, smelter out- into his mind in its susceptible years.

put and refinery production in 1908 Just how much damage and errors
includes that for short period cur

exceeded those of 1907. The produc
rents ; an account of a short- circuit

tion in 1908 by smelters from copper
will have to be charged up to confu- indicator, originally described in the

bearing material mined in the United
sion of piping colors, nobody knows; pages of this journal; how to calcu

but that it is serious, and perhaps in- late the potential drop in railway

States was 942,570,721 pounds , the
creasing with the multiplication of circuits where the Keiley circuit break

largest in the history of the industry. large stations, there can be no doubt. er house system is used ; the calcula

The production in 1906 , the next
Nor can there be any sound reason tion of potential drop in single-phase

largest, was 917,805,682 pounds; that
why a definite , uniform coloring railway circuits ; an exact method of

for 1907 was 868,996,491 pounds.
scheme may not be agreed upon by calculating the potential drop in long

UNITED STATES LEADS THE WORLD
the interested bodies. For the Insti- transmission lines having capacity and

The world's production of copper in tute of Mechanical Engineers to take leakage ; blank specifications for aerial

1908 was 1,667,098,000 pounds, so it upon itself to settle this question and underground conductors, written

that the United States contributed a little presumptuous in our in such form that an engineer can dic

considerably more than half the total opinion. There are a few other or tate specifications by reading from the

product of the metal .
ganizations who ought to be consulted book and filling in the blanks, accord

The exports of refined copper were in the matter and ought to meet by ing to his requirements; and a method

618,613,842 pounds, the largest representation with the mechanical of calculating the most efficient thick

amount recorded ; the imports were engineers' committee and thus settle ness of insulation on rubber-covered

218,705,487 pounds, mostly from Mex- the matter finally. conductors, originally outlined in the

ico, Canada and Peru. ELECTRICAL Age of April , 1907 .

Electric Power Conductors On the first page, second line, there
CONDITIONS DURING THE YEAR

BY WM . A. DEL MAR appears a figure 0.995 for the relative

The domestic consumption of new A. C. G. I. , Assoc . Mem. A. I. E. E. , Assoc . specific gravity of copper and alumi

copper in 1908 480,000,000 I. E. E., Assistant Engineer of the num , which , from the figures for

pounds; of old copper , 23,000,000
Electrical Transmission Depart

ment , New York Central Rail specific gravity given in the preceding
pounds, making the total domestic

road , formerly with the line, should obviously be 3.31 . This

consumption 503,000,000 pounds , Interborough Rapid misprint at the beginning of the book

against 547,000,000 pounds in 1907 . Transit Co. , etc.
led the reviewer to search carefully

The stock on hand January 1 , 1908 , 345 Pages. 12mo, cloth .
for others of a similar nature , but it

was 125,745,796 pounds; on January 69 Illustrations.
is only fair to state that a critical

I , 1909, it was 121,876,759 pounds. search failed to reveal any other error
The average quoted price of electro

Price , $ 2.00 net.

of consequence, except on page 4 ,
lytic copper at New York in 1908 was

NEW YORK where 4 x 69 is written for 4 X 106 .

13.2 cents a pound. In 1907 the price D. VAN NOSTRAND COMPANY, Beyond a few letters upside down

was 20 cents a pound. The commer

cial conditions during the year were
23 MURRAY AND 27 WARREN STREETS. and such vagaries of the printer , the

work appears to have undergone very
very stable, the variations in monthly This is a reference book for en- careful editing, which makes it very

average price covering a range of gineers who are interested in the exceptional for a first edition of a

only 1.54 cents, as compared with
choice and use of electric power con- work of that nature .

11.90 cents in 1907. ductors. It treats of the properties The main text of the book is quite

A notable feature of the industry of conductors and insulators, the free from theory (although profuse

was a decrease in cost of production considerations determining the type in formule ), but the basis or theory
due to improvements in methods and

and size to be used and the in- of everything new or uncommon is

the increased efficiency of labor . stallation and maintenance of over- given briefly in a series of instructive

head and underground conductors. appendices, which lift the book from

Steam Pipe Coloring The style might be described as the ordinary handbook class and make

There has been much complication “ choppy,” were it not perceived that it appropriate for the use of advanced

of piping in modern power stations , every effort has been made to present students. We are , in fact , advised that

and much confusion has attended the a treatise brim full of concentrated it is now part of the regular equip

failure properly to designate or iden- data arranged for ready reference. At ment of the post-graduate class at the

tify the piping. In the larger stations first sight the book seems to invite Massachusetts Institute of Technol

the piping is usually painted according comparison with Dr. Perrine's well ogy.

was



The Principles of Shades and Reflectors

Dr. LOUIS BELL

*

are at

This paper is intended to be merely upwards by the glass of the bulb, or so of the total luminous flux , in

a discussion of some of the general which is of somewhat greater extent order to completely avoid the dazzling

principles on which the use ofshades than the socket. Now, imagine this effect of the source of the light itself.

and reflectors for artificial illuminants lamp enclosed in a clear glass sphere , On account of the tendency of the

depends, without mathematical analy- say 6 in . in diameter. The effect on iris to stop itself down automatically

sis and without any attempt to con- the distribution light about the lamp in the presence of a bright source of

sider the respective merits of the many is almost negligible, since the light light, the gain from such diffusion is

types of shades and reflectors now on proceeds in all directions with very often greater than the loss through

the market . I hope it will , however, little obstruction and with only such absorption. Other materials than

guide in the use of shades and reflec- slight diffusion as comes from dirt on glass or porcelain may be and often

tors, with a common sense and prac- the globe. The net effect of this is are utilized to this same end, especially

tical view of some of their properties merely a very slight rounding of the in ornamental screens which are made

which are at times misunderstood. By curves, hardly perceptible and entirely of textiles, translucent paper and the

a shade I mean here a structure which trivial from a practical standpoint . like. The losses in such shades are

is intended chiefly to keep the direct Now , suppose that we take this ball generally greater than those in glass

light of the illuminant out of one's and sand blast or etch it very lightly or porcelain owing to the presence of

eyes . By a reflector, I mean a struc- upon the outside ; then a ray of light greater real absorption in translucent

ture which is chiefly intended to re
which reaches this surface from any walls . A shade of tracing cloth, for

distribute the radiation into more use example, would certainly cut off from

ful directions than are available with 35 to 40 per cent. of the light, and a

the unmodified source. shade of ordinary tissue paper, or thin

Of course, it is now well understood silk, even more, while the loss of light
that the modern efficient light sources , with colored paper or textiles is likely
whatever their character, require to rise to 75 per cent. or more, owing

some screening on account of their to selective absorption. Such shades

very high intrinsic brilliancy which is therefore are chiefly of decorative

very liable to injure the eyes. Many value, although their use in cutting

screening structures once down intrinsic brilliancy may at times

shades , tending to modify this intrin be important.
Fig. 1

sic brilliancy, and also reflectors, tend It can be seen therefore that none

ing to re-distribute the light flux . point of the filament passes through of these pure shades are of much im

Such composite structures are easily with comparatively little obstruction, portance as mere distributors, but are

interpreted if one considers their two but is to a certain extent broken up used as the name implies, although if

functions separately. To begin with and scattered by the innumerable fine they intercept a considerable amount

the shade. The simplest embodiment irregularities that make up the rough- of light in such a way as to produce

of the pure shading function is a ened surface. Perhaps no more than strongly diffusing surfaces they tend

translucent screen ofsome convenient 10 per cent. of the light may be ac- somewhat toward a spherical distribu

material that entirely , or almost en- tually obstructed in passing through tion . The chief practical matter in

tirely, covers the source so that the the surface and turned back at it. A selecting them is to secure the proper

light, which is practically useful, pass similar amount may be scattered at the degree of density, just enough to cut

es through the screen . Perhaps the surface of emergence, which therefore down the intrinsic brilliancy of the

best typical form of such a shade is looks somewhatbright and becomes a source to a point where it will cease

an opal or ground glass ball surround secondary source ofillumination from to be annoying. Ground glass and

ing the light completely if it be an in- which light is scattered in all direc- opal globes dense enough to cut off,

candescent lamp, or with approximate
tions. The effect of this scattered say, 20 or 25 per cent. of the total flux

completeness if a mantle burner. I lightis slightly to round out the typi- generally fully meet this requirement.

shall here consider chiefly the incan- cal distribution curve of the bare lamp, The case of reflectors, that is, de

descent merely because it can be en- and the actual distribution thus pro- vices which are chiefly intended to re

tirely enclosed and is easily used in duced about a lightly sand-blasted ball distribute the light, is a much more in

reflectors of any shape. The normal is shown by the dotted curve of Fig. 1 . tricate one. The general purpose of

distribution of the light from an in- This curve lies inside the original one a reflector is to intercept some or all

candescent lamp may be compared to at all points except those very near the of the light flux which would naturally

a rather flattened apple , of which the socket and the tip, where the original pass off in a useless direction , and turn

socket is at the stem end and the tip of illumination is weakest. it into a useful direction . In the case

the lamp at the blossom end . A ver The actual loss of light flux in pass- of most reflectors used in practical il

tical section shows for a 16 c - p. carbon ing through diffusing balls may range lumination, the purpose is to intercept

lamp approximately the form dis- from hardly more than 10 per cent. , the light which would otherwise pass

played in Fig. 1. It will here be ob- where the surface roughening is very above a horizontal plane, or a surface

served that the rated candle -power is slight , up to 50 or 60 per cent in the depressed somewhat below the hori

in the horizontal plane , but the candle- case of very dense sand blasting or a zontal plane , and turn it into useful

power at the tip is commonly down globe of milky glass. The apparent downward angles. Primarily the sim

to between six and seven , and that at brightness of the surface due to dif- plest case is to arrange a reflector to

the socket almost negligible, being fusion is approximately proportional intercept the light above the horizon

only such light as is emitted from the to the light lost in passingthrough the tal axis of Fig . I and turn all or the

outer portions of the filament, or , like wall . In the case of such shades, then, major part of it into the downward

the filament, reflected and refracted one deliberately sacrifices 25 per cent . hemisphere .

*I . E. S. 1909 . 283
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Fig. 3

Ci .CZ

The simplest possible case of a oblate spheroid. The spreading out. face of the cone, while rays which are

downward reflector is that of a flat effect will also tend to reduce the twice reflected, as r3, and hence con

reflecting plate placed above the hump referred to and distribute the siderably weakened , pass out of the

source of light at some convenient dis- light more uniformly. Removing the cone at an angle between the limiting

tance . Fig. 2 shows a diagram of source of light further from the re- angle of r, and the limiting angle of

this arrangement in which the plate flector to a point cz produces the op- rg. The angle of distribution is ap

ab, or radius I, is placed at distance I, posite effect, picking up slightly less proximately that of the sides of the

horizontally abovethe source of light , light by reflection and throwing it cone , barring diffuse reflection , and

c, which is here temporarily supposed more downward. the device acts as a powerful concen

to be a point. So supposed ab inter- In the case of a practical reflector trator . The loss of light in reflection ,

cepts all rays passing upward within the long filament may be considered other things being equal , is slightly

a spherical angle of go degrees . A as composed of a line of radiant points greater than in the case of the flat

ray from c at r, just touches the along the axis of the reflector, each shade, because part of the rays are

periphery of the reflector and leaves adding its own component to the re- twice reflected . Moving c toward the

it at an angle of 90 degrees with its flected light on the principles just laid vertex of the cone evidently would

original direction and at an intensity down. The larger the reflecting plate , permit r , and r; to diverge a little ,

which is k times its incident intensity compared to the distance of the source while at the same time reflecting a

where k is the coefficient of reflection . from it, the more light will be turned larger proportion of the flux . Mov

Any ray just outside of the spherical down and the more widely it will be

angle of go degrees misses the edge of
distributed . If the plate is not quite

the reflector, and the distribution of flat, but forms a very shallow cone,

the source determines its intensity. the extreme rays will be cut off

slightly, but the general effect will be

about the same. Very many practical

reflectors are merely simple modifi

cations of this flat, or slightly coned,

reflecting plate, and they obviously

all belong to the general type of dis

tributingreflectors. In fact ,most dis

tributing reflectors have been made on

this principle. The chief part of the ing c in the opposite direction causes

light distributed is that due to the the brilliant rays of r, to converge a

lower hemispherical distribution of little , at the same time letting out

the lamp, the effect of the reflector, if some light above the horizontal.

fairly wide, being merely to turn down Inasmuch as rays of the general

rarely as much as half of the light in character of r, predominate in using

the upper hemisphere, and to scatter an ordinary lamp within the cone , the

Fig. 2 it over the lower hemisphere without result of the reflector is to produce a

great change in distribution. The strong downward increase of light , al

Any ray falling on the reflector nearer ordinary distributing reflector, there though the curve has shoulders pro

the center than rı , as r2 , has its direc- fore, does not distribute to any con- duced by rays corresponding more

tion changed by reflection less than 90 siderable extent in the sense of chan- nearly to r , and rg . As a spherical

degrees , and is subject to the same ging the distribution , but merely some- angle of the reflector, with respect to

change in intensity before mentioned , what increases the volume of light the mean position of the source of

k being generally slightly diminished . below the plane of the shade , and ob- light in the filament, exceeds 180 de

All the reflected rays , therefore, fall viously, unless the lamp itself has a grees, the redistribution of light is

within a spherical angle of 90 degrees ground glass bulb , the glare is in no very marked, and shades of this gen

below the horizontal , so that as the way reduced . Hence such a reflector eral type are well known and effective

ultimate distribution from the source is a good deal of a humbug from the concentrators, which , when placed

and its reflector, one would have in standpoint of proper illumination , al- fairly low , also screen the lamp from

the zone 45 degrees above and below though not without its uses . Surfaces direct vision . The ordinary green

the horizontal distribution of the lamp. are often corrugated or slightly matt flashed opal shade so largely used in

At angles below the horizontal greater to avoid streaky reflections of the fila- reading - rooms is an excellent and ex

than 45 degrees the original distribu- ment, but this does not help the ex- tremely useful example of this type.

tion wouldbe re-enforced by the re- treme intrinsic brilliancy of the fila- Distribution can obviously be some

The distribution more ment. If wide distribution is neces- what modified by the position of the

than 45 degrees below the horizontal sary, as sometimes it is , it is better lamp in the shade, and is on the whole

would therefore be strengthened and obtained by a combined shade and re- smoother and better when the lamp is

rendered more nearly a segment of a flector which will more effectively fairly well up in the shade.
spherical surface . There would be , screen the lamp. In either of the cases just referred

however, a zonal hump at 45 degrees Fig. 3 shows in diagram another to, one can obviously figure the ap

below the horizontal where the re- kind of reflector which is decidedly proximate distribution on paper easily ,

enforcement from reflection begins . more useful , the familiar reflecting but the computation is too intricate for

Suppose, now , the source c be moved cone . As shown in section , ab is a 90- ordinary use .

nearer to ab, to a position ( z . A larger degree cone with the radiant point c Fig. 4 is introduced merely as a

spherical angle of upward light will in the plane of its open end . In this special case in which the result is

now be reflected, and the extreme rays case a ray as rı , which just touches the easily computed. It is a section of a

reflected will take a path nearer to edge of the cone, is reflected at right hemispherical reflector with a central ,

the horizontal, spreading out there- angles from its original direction or nearly central, radiant point c.

fore the reflected component and pro- straight downward . A ray which falls Here each ray travels back on its own

ducing a widened lower distribution normal to the surface of the cone, as path from normal incidence, and the

approximating the lower half of an ra , is reflected parallel to the opposite total downward hemispherical result

flected rays .
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is the same as would be produced by board . There is then no loss in using sorption , if the glass is clean , is com

adding the upper hemispherical dis- a diffusing reflecting surface, pro- paratively small, probably between 10

tribution reduced by the coefficient of vided it is kept clean ; the whole diffi- and 15 per cent. only, so that the light ,

normal reflection k to the lower curve, culty is in keeping it clean . which is not reflected, gets through

as I have done in Fig. 5. It is chiefly A word now with respect to pris- with this comparatively small loss .

interesting merely as showing the su- matic glass as a reflector. As is well The rays of classes rą and rg are very

perior limit of added lower hemis- known, prismatic glass acts , so far as obvious when one puts a light inside

pherical candle-power that can be due it serves as a reflector, in virtue of a pagoda reflector. They pass out at

total reflection in the prisms into all sorts of angles and form a some

which the glass surface is subdivided. what irregular distribution , sugges

Fig. 6 shows a prismatic glass body, ting in a general way the ordinary

ab, upon which light from a source c distribution of the source through the

falls . The surface ab may be taken as same angle. These rays form the

a section from a pagoda shade . Wemay upper lobe in the familiar distribution

divide the rays proceeding from the

point c into three groups ; of which
r3

one enters the elementary prisms of

the reflector, is twice totally reflected

at the prismatic faces and emerges at

no more than a small angle with its

original course , to all intents and pur

poses just as if it had been reflected

Fig. 4 from a mirror surface. If the prism

surfaces were perfectly smooth, the

any reflector. For each reflected ray loss of light in such a ray would prac

undergoes minimum loss for a given ' tically be due almost entirely to the

assumed value of k, since no ray is loss by reflection at the glass surfaces

reflected twice. as it enters and emerges from the

Fig. 5 shows the ordinary distribu- glass carrying the prisms, a loss de

tion ofthe lamp in the solid curve. termined by the angle of incidence and
с

I have assumed a coefficient of reflec- the angle of refraction of the glass, Fig. 6

tion of 80 per cent . , and the candle- but with clean surfaces never exceed

power turned downward from this ing a few per cent. These rays , as rı , curves given by prismatic glass re

hemispherical reflector would then be
are in the great majority in a prop- flectors. The effect is much the same

represented by the fine dotted curve . erly designed prismatic reflector . as if the reflector were slightly trans
The coarse dotted curve is the polar A secondary group of rays, how- lucent, but possessed of a high surface

diagram resulting from the superpo- ever, from each radiant point will coefficient of reflection . In the Holo

sition of this added candle -power upon enter the body of the glass at an angle phane prismatic glass of the original
the original lower hemispherical dis- which will not permit of total reflec- form much of the distribution was

tribution . So far as increase in lower tion . Such rays, therefore, are re- effected by altering the direction of

hemispherical candle-power is con- fracted by the prismatic surface and the rays through pure refraction ,
cerned , no reflector having a coeffi pass out at an angle without reflection sometimes with an additional element
cient of reflection near 0.8 can do bet at least to any material degree . Such of total reflection as well .

ter than this for the reason just sta rays, as r2, lessen the completeness of Now , what happens when an ex

ted, however much of the light may the reflection as a whole, but serve a terior diffusing surface is given to

be concentrated in certain directions. prismatic glass? If one merely etched

For extreme concentration a parabolic the surface of the prisms very slightly

reflector with the source of light in so as slowly to roughen them , the

the focus is of course the theoretically effect on rays of class r, would be to

correct thing, and this is the device let through a certain proportion with

used in searchlight practice . out undergoing total reflection, which

As regards the actual coefficients of proportion would be scattered at the

reflection of surfaces used for shades diffusing surface, each element of

or reflectors, they are usually rather which would then become a secondary

low ; even a first -class mirror silvered source of very faint illumination . The

on the back and kept clean seldom rays the classes r, and rz would also

gives as high as 80 per cent . , except undergo slight diffusion , so that the

under laboratory conditions. Metals, useful purpose of their own in dis- net effect of a barely perceptible film

paints and enamels fall far below tributing the light . Finally some rays, would be to increase slightly the ap

this , some of them down to 50 per as rg , enter the glass at a proper angle, parent translucency of the shade and

cent. or less , as the subjoined table but strike in the corner of the prism , to decrease the directed portion of the

shows . Diffusing coatings which, where the angle is never absolutely light flux which is turned into definite

as previously stated, tend to scat- sharp, and pass through with more or directions according to the design of

ter the light over a wider surface less scattering from refraction. The the prisms. An increase in the den

than is given by the same shape of total effect ofsuch a plate of prismatictotal effect of such a plate of prismatic sity of the etching, making a rougher

non -diffusing reflector, may have glass is therefore to act as if it were diffusing surface, tends considerably

absolute coefficients of reflection quite slightly translucent, like a very thin again to cut down the rays which are
as large, as substances which re- silver film reflecting a large propor- directed by reflection or refraction,

Alect regularly. Few regular reflec- tion of the light and letting some and to add to the practically uniform

tors naturally turn back as much of through . As a reflector its virtual co- diffused component. The further the

the light as falls on them as dead efficient is not widely different from etching or sand-blasting or other

white blotting paper or white bristol that of other reflectors, but the ab- roughening is carried, the less light

♡

Fig. 5
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will be reflected , and the more scat- the distribution obtained will be prac- ried far enough to reduce the shade to

tered by rays not reflected and passing tically the same in all respects as if the a uniform diffusing surface . This

through the diffusing surface. shade were of opalescent glass with- compromise density is in fact quite

As the density of the etching in- out prisms. Similarly if the original easily obtained , the result being to

creases, therefore, the direct element shade was intended as a wide distribu- eliminate bright streaks and to con

of illumination is decreased, and the , tor, assuming this distribution to be, vert an otherwise strongly concentra

pure diffusion which always tends to obtained by the prisms and not by ting or strongly distributing shade

add a roughly spherical distribution merely exposing the bulb of the lamp, into one or more moderate angles as

is increased , so that the final result of the effect of the etching, or otherwise regards the main body of the light

the distribution in , let us say , a pris- provided diffusing surface, will be delivered by it. Any shade or reflec

matic ball, whether designed to con- again to weaken the directed element tor in which the liberal provision is

centrate the light or to spread it of the illumination and strengthen the made for scattering the light , whether

widely, will be substantially the same pure diffusion effect, which again by sand-blasting, a diffusing coating

as if the prisnis did not exist and the tends toward a roughly spheroidal dis- or minute corrugations, produces the

structure were merely a smooth sand- tribution ; and finally the distribution , same tendency to revert to a generally

blasted sphere . The effect of such a in so far as effected at all by the shade, spheroidal distribution . In the same

ball of densely etched prismatic glass will approximate that obtained by a way any shade of translucent material

would be practically the same as that simple translucent shade. As diffu. like porcelain , however the inner sur

of the etched ball without the prisms . sion increases , both the concentrator face may be designed to distribute the

Just the same reasoning holds for and the distributor would approximate light, lets through a nearly uniform

prismatic glass shades which are not to the same form of distribution . distributed component, stronger and

closed, but, as usual , open at the end . Hence , if the valuable properties of stronger as the translucency is more

If they start with a design that makes prismatic glass for distributing the marked. It must not be understood

them extremely effective concentra- luminous fux are to be as far as pos- that there is any particular objection

tors, then the addition of a diffusing sible retained, any diffusing surface to such a regularly transmitted com

surface either inside or outside will given the shade should be merely ponent, inasmuch as it tends to give

according to its density, render the dense enough to avoid the brilliant a certain amount of general illumi

shade somewhat less concentrating , streaks due to the proportion of rays nation in a room in addition to the

and if the etching or other provision that get through the shade without directed illumination which the shade

for diffusion be carried far enough, total reflection, and should not be car- is intended to produce.

Efficiency of Motor -Generators vs. Synchronous

Converters

F. M. FARMER

The principal part of the apparatus It is now generally conceded that this paper is to present the results of

in use in this country for converting 25-cycle converters are entirely satis- these tests , but as the subject is one of

alternating to direct current is in- factory, but the use of 60 -cycle con- considerable importance and of gen

cluded in two classes , namely, motor- verters is practically restricted to rail- eral interest, it has been thought de

generators without step-down trans- way loads , since , as a rule, it has not sirable to include a brief discussion of

formers and synchronous converters been found possible to obtain satis- the merits and demerits of the dif

with step-down transformers.* There factory operation on the lower voltage ferent types from standpoints other

are two standard types of motor-gen- required for lighting and power work. than that of efficiency. The latter part
erator equipments and three of syn- Motor-generator sets, on the other of the paper is devoted to such a dis

chronous-converter equipments, as hand, operate equally well on both 25 cussion.

follows : and 60 cycles , and with practically the Before taking up the tests, a brief

same efficiency. Synchronous con- outline of the principle of each of the

MOTOR-GENERATOR EQUIPMENTS verters operating on 25 cycles and five types of conversion apparatus in
1. Generator with induction motor motor -generators operating on 60 dicated will be given.

and without step -down transformers. cycles may very properly, therefore , be

2. Generator with synchronous mo- compared, since each would then be MOTOR-GENERATOR EQUIPMENTS

tor and without step -down transform- operating under normal and favorable
ers . conditions. As the name indicates , this appa

Through the courtesy of the Edison ratus is made up of two machines, an

SYNCHRONOUS-CONVERTER EQUIP- Electric Illuminating Company of alternating-current motor directly

Brooklyn , and the Edison Electric Il- connected to a direct-current gener

1. Synchronous converter with in- luminating Company of Boston , in ator . The motor may be either in

duction regulator and step-down furnishing the apparatus, assistance, duction or synchronous and is oper

transformers. special wiring, and the like , the Elec- ated directly from the high-tension

2. Synchronous converter with syn- trical Testing Laboratories has made supply system . The equipment oper

chronous booster and step -down a series of tests on 60 -cycle motor- ates practically as if driven from a

transformers . generators and 25-cycle synchronous prime mover, the direct -current volt

3. Split-pole synchronous converter converters under normal commercial age being entirely independent of the

with step -down transformers . conditions . The principal object of alternating-current supply.

MENTS

*N . E. L. A. , 1909 .
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SYNCHRONOUS-CONVERTER EQUIP- armature winding is uniform and the tromotive forces, including impressed

MENTS magnetic lines are horizontal and uni- and counter electromotive force in

Synchronous -converter equipments formly distributed from the top to the each of the three-phase circuits, equiv

include three essential elements - step bottom of the armature, the electro- alent impressed electromotive force

down transformers, synchronous con
motive force at any instant will be and a generated electromotive force

verter, and means for changing the proportional to the sine of the angle in the singel-phase circuit and the

ratio of alternating voltage to direct
and the resultant curve will be a sine direct electromotive force.

voltage.
wave. Now, if the brushes on the In all cases the counter or generated

The synchronous converter is prac
commutator end of the machine are electromotive force is constant because

tically a direct-current machine, the set on the vertical line , it is apparent the field strength and speed are con

armature of which is connected at
that the electromotive force will be stant . If the three-phase impressed

suitable points to the alternating-cur- equal to the maximum of the alter- electromotive force is increased, a lag

rent supply through step-down trans- nating electromotive force — that is, e ging wattless current will flow, and

formers. In the simple converter the in the curve - and any change in the the inductive drop which it causes will

direct voltage is dependent onlyon the amplitude of the wavé form or in the be 90 degrees behind this current and

alternating voltage, the ratio of the curvature at the maximum value will approximately in phase with the

Consetwo being practically fixed and not change the direct voltage. counter electromotive force.

materially affected by changes in the
Let Fig. 3 represent a machine sim- quently, an increase in the single-phase

field excitation or in the load . Since ,
ilar to that in Fig. 1 , except that two voltage and therefore in the direct

however, direct current must be sup additional rings have been addedbeen added voltage will follow. Conversely, a de

plied to the system at different volt- which connect to two points in the crease in the impressed electromotive

agesin order to take care of the vary- winding 120 degrees each wayfrom force will cause a leading wattless

ing drop on the feeders , and since the
one of the original taps . When driven current to flow , and the resulting in

voltage of the alternating system must
a double - current generator, a ductive drop will decrease the counter

remain constant, it is necessary to single-phase electromotive force will electromotive force , thus decreasing

provide some means of changing the
be generated as before, having the the direct voltage.

direct voltage . It is in the method of wave form m, n , ( Fig. 4 ) and in addi- The function of both the induction

obtaining this change in the ratio that
tion three other electromotive forces regulator and the synchronous booster

the essential differences in the three
between each of those rings that are is to increase or decrease the im

types of equipment are found . The

three methods of obtaining voltage

variation are :

( a) Use of induction regulator.

( 6 ) Use of synchronous booster .

( c ) Use of split poles.

The theory of each of these meth

ods will be simplified by a review of

the conditions existing in the arma

ture of a simple two-pole machine .

Let Fig. I represent the simple Figs. 3 and 4.—DIAGRAM AND WAVE FORM FOR TWO - POLE GENERATOR WITH

case of a two-pole double-current gen TWO ADDITIONAL RINGS

erator with a distributed winding on

its ring armature. It is evident that 120 degrees apart . These latter wave pressed voltage and thereby bring
the electromotive force at the rings at forms will of course be of smaller am- about the desired change in the direct

any instant is the sum of the electro- plitude and may be indicated by the voltage in the manner described.
motive force being generated in the curves o , p , o'p' and o" p ". The direct
several conductors between the taps . voltage will be asbefore, equal to eof Synchronous Converter with Induc

When these taps are in a vertical line ,
tion Regulator

the single-phase electromotive force

a, b, the electromotive force is a max wave form . The converter equipment using an

imum, and when in a horizontal line , Let the three rings that are 120 induction regulator to obtain varia

c , d, the electromotive force is a mini- degrees apart be connected to a three
tions in direct-current voltage is the

form in most general use at the pres

ent time . It is essentially an induc

tion motor with a distributed second

ary winding which can be locked in

any position and which is connected

in series between the low-tension side

of the step-down transformers and the

rings of the converters. With three

or six -phase converters, the second

ary windingof the regulator is divided

Figs . I and 2. - DIAGRAM AND WAVE FORM FOR TWO - POLE GENERATOR WITH into three or six separate and inde-.

pendent windings , each being con

nected in series in the proper line.

mum or zero . A curve plotted be- phase source having the same fre- When the movable member is in

tween volts as ordinates , and positions quency and voltage as the machine such a position that each phase of the

of the taps throughout the revolution would have when operating as a gen- secondary winding is directly opposite

as abscissæ , will be of the general form erator . The machine will then oper- the corresponding phase of the prim

indicated in Fig. 2. Its exact form ate as a synchronous motor without ary winding, the induced secondary

will depend on the distribution of the appreciable mechanical load, or syn- electromotive force being 180 degrees

winding and the distribution of the chronous converter. There will exist behind, will oppose the primary or line

flux throughout the air gap. If the in the armature winding various elec- electromotive force and minimum

A

D

&
E

o

u

DISTRIBUTED WINDING
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COILS NOT EXCITED

voltage at the converter rings will be smaller coils are also connected in responding field form and electro

obtained . As the rotor is moved, the series but in such a way that the two motive force wave forms are shown

phase angle between the primary and outer coils magnetize in one direction , in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.

secondary electromotive force will de- while the middle one magnetizes in The two-part poles consist of a main

crease from 180 degrees to zero de- the opposite direction . The effect of section of about 90 degrees arc and

grees where themaximum voltage will this arrangement of poles is as fol- an auxiliary section of about 30 de

be obtained . Thus the amplitude of lows : grees arc and about 30 degrees from

the line electromotive force wave is Fig. 5 represents the distribution of the main section . For normal direct

increased or decreased as desired . flux across the pole face when the voltage the auxiliary pole is unexcited ,

This apparatus is quite separate from auxiliary coils , as they are called ,are while for increased direct voltage the

the converter and, except for consid- not excited, and m , n, in Fig. 6, illus- auxiliary pole is magnetized in the

erations of convenience and economy
trates the corresponding single-phase same direction as the main pole. To

in wiring, may be placed anywhere in electromotive force curve with a max- decrease the direct voltage the auxil

the station . imum electromotive force , e , equal to iary pole is reversed. It will be noted

the direct voltage . When the two that in the three - section pole the ef

Synchronous Converter with Syn

chronous Booster.

In this type of equipment, which has

only recently come into commercial

use, the impressed alternating voltage

is increased by means of what is prac

tically an alternator in series with the

line and the converter. This alter

nator, or " booster," as it is called , has

the same number of poles as the con
Figs. 5 and 6. - FLUX DISTRIBUTION AND WAVE FORM WITH AUXILIARY

verter . The armature winding is con

nected in series with the converter ar

mature between its rings and winding,

each phase of the booster armature outer poles are excited in the same fective width of the field form remains

winding being separate and independ direction and the inner pole in op- practically constant , while in the two

ent of the other phases. The electro
posite direction to the main poles, the section pole the effective width is al

motive force generated in each phase
field form may be indicated by Fig. 7 . tered .

is simply added to or subtracted from In Fig. 8 the normal single -phase The theory of the two-section split

the line voltage of the phase to which wave form , m , 11, is shown changed to pole converter may be explained as

it is connected , as in the induction reg
m'n', and the original maximum follows :

ulator. As a rule, the booster arma electromotive force or direct voltage , In Fig. 11 leto m represent the

ture is mounted on the same shaft and e to e ' . That this change must occur maximum counter electromotive force

close to the converter armature, and will be seen when it is remembered generated in one of the three phases

the field frame is supported on the that at any instant the electromotive in the converter when only the main

main bed frame. It becomes, there force is equal to the sum of those in all pole is excited. The field form under

fore, practically a part of the con the conductors. Hence, at the position such conditions may be indicated by

verter, although it need not neces- of the armature where maximum ( a ) in Fig. 12 , where ordinates repre

sarily be so . single-phase potential is obtained , al- sent flux density and abscissæ repre

though the increase in flux indicated sent distances along periphery of ar

mature. Since this main pole is not
Synchronous Converter with Split by x is counteracted by that indicated

Poles
by y' , there is still a net increase due to over 90 degrees wide, the maximum

It has already been indicated that
s . On the other hand, the three -phase of the electromotive force wave be

the direct -current voltage of a syn voltages are not affected because be- tween 180 -degree taps on the arma

chronous converter can be increased
tween taps 120 degrees apart only two ture will be the same as that between

by increasing only the maximum or- of the three lobes of flux are included , the three -phase taps, and the direct

dinates of the single -phase electro and they, being equal and opposite, voltage will therefore also be equal to
,

motive force wave . This increase neutralize each other and produce no om . Similarly, if only the auxiliary

must be accomplished without mate
material effect on the three -phase pole is excited , an electromotive force

rially affecting the counter three-phase counter electromotive force . will be generated by the field form

electromotive force wave form . The
Decreased direct voltage is , of shown in ( b ) . This electromotive

split -pole converter is designed to ac
course, obtained by the opposite pro- force may be represented in both value

complish these results and is the most cedure, i . e . , magnetizing the outer and phase relation by o 1 ( Fig. II ) ,

recently developed of the three forms sections in opposition to the main field which forms an angle with o m equal

of converter equipment. As indicated
and the middle section in the same to that between the centre lines of the

by the name, a special form of field direction as the main field . The cor- main and auxiliary poles, respectively.

pole is used , hence in this equipment

there are only two pieces of apparatus ,

the bank of step -down transformers

and the converter .

There are two forms of the split

pole converter—the three -part and the

two-part. In the former each pole.

is divided into three equal parts , each

having two coils . The three larger

coils are connected in series—thus act

ing as one pole — and provide the
Figs. 7 and 8 .-- FIELD FORM AND WAVE FORM WITH OUTER POLES „EXCITED IN SAME AND INNER

principal part of the excitation . The

0 .

98
POLE IN OPPOSITE DIRECTION TO MAIN POLES
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The corresponding direct voltage will The alternating voltage impressed of each of the five types of conversion

also be o n. on converters is sometimes varied by apparatus described. The synchron
When both pole sections are mag- changing the ratio of the step -down ous converters were in regular com

netized, the field form indicated in (c ) transformers by cutting in or out mercial service on the system of the

( Fig. 12 ) will be the result, and the primary or secondary turns by some Edison Electric Illuminating Company

of Brooklyn, and the motor gener

ators were in regular service on the

system of the Edison Electric Illum

inating Company of Boston . The

tests were made to determine the effi

ciency at various loads of the com

plete equipment from the high-tension

supply to the direct-current 'buses .

All of the equipments operated under

the same nominal conditions, i. e . ,

three-phase , 6600 volts alternating

current to 250 to 275 volts, three -wire

Figs. 9 and 10.-FIELD FORM AND WAVE FORM WITH OUTER POLES EXCITED IN OPPOSITE AND direct current.
INNER POLE IN SAME DIRECTION AS MAIN POLES

Method

resultant alternating three-phase elec- switching device. This method is The tests were made by the input

tromotive force will be o r ( Fig. 11 ) , practically obsolete, as with trans- output method. Since all of these

while the resultant direct voltage will formers of any but small size switch- machines were in regular service this

be the algebraic sum of o m and on ing on the low -tension side is not was the only method available , for no

or o d . Since, however, the alternat- practicable on account of the large change in the wiring or connections

ing counter electromotive force must currents and on the high -tension side

remain practically equal to the im- on account of the highvoltage. Fur

thermore, in lighting work, the flick

ering due to shifting the switch would

not be tolerated.

In railway work, compounding is

sometimes effected by putting an in
Fig. 13. - THEORY OF THE SPLIT - POLE CON

Fig. 11.-THEORY
ductance coil in each phase between

the step-down transformers and the

pressed, theresultant o r must bede- rings . Increasing thefield strength being used on the station load was
that would prevent the machine from

creased . This is done by decreasing causes a leading current to flow , and

the excitation of the main pole an the inductive drop in the coils being made that such a method is a poor one.
The objection may bepermissible.

amount such that o p is reduced to 90 degrees behind the current com

o r', which is equal to o m . The direct bines , under such a condition , with the
since the accuracy of the results is

voltage is thereby reduced from od impressed electromotive force of the equal only to that obtainable in the

to o d', but it is still higher than nor- converter and produces the same effect
measurement of the differences be

mal by the amount represented by as an increase in the impressed volt tween two large quantities. For ex

age , i. e . , an increase in the direct ample , with instruments of an accu
racy of 0.5 per cent . the efficiency of

a generator receiving 100 kw . and de

livering 90 kw . might be assigned any

value from 89 to 91 per cent. If the

lost energy, i . e . , 10 kw. , were meas

ured directly, the efficiency would be

between 89.95 and 90.05 per cent. In

( a ) ( 6 ) FIELO FOAN - AUSILIAAY other words, an error in the latter

method of plus or minus 10 per cent.

is equivalent to an error in the former

method of plus or minus 0.5 per cent.

But any method depending on the

direct determination of the losses must

be used under laboratory conditions,

which are far from those existing in

regular commercial service. Further

more, by careful selection of instru

ments as to suitability , size, and the
( C) - FIELO FOAM - INCAGASEO VOLTAGS

like, andby paying special attention to
Fig . 12 - FIELD - FORM CURVES

their calibration , there is no doubt that

the method is capable of yielding re

Similarly, a decrease in direct volt- voltage. Generally this scheme is
sults quite as accurate and reliable as

age is obtained as a result of the field made automatic by putting a series
commercial conditions of variable

form ( d ) ( Fig. 12 ) , by the reason- winding on the converter. For light- load , frequency, voltage, ratio , tem

ing indicated in Fig. 13.* ingworkthis method is not desirable, perature,and the like, willwarrant.
because the range in direct voltage is

* For further discussion of split- pole synchronous

converters see J. L. Woodbridge,Proceedings Ameri limited and its variation is effected at Instruments
can Institute of Electrical Engineers, June, 1908;

P. D. Newbury, ElectricJournal, November, 1908,
the expense of power factor . Both indicating and integrating in

and general discussions in Proceedings American In EFFICIENCY TESTS struments were used in the tests. The
stitute of Electrical Engineers on Mr. Woodbridge's

Tests were made on a 1000 -kw unit integrating meters were used in the

m d'.

s T
FIELD FOAN - MAIN POLE ONLY POL & ome

NORMAL VOLTAGE

WW
ld ! FIGLO FORM - DECREASCO

vớiàu

paper.
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CURVES CONVERTER A

manner that rotating standards are The instrument transformers and for converter “ A ” are shorter than

used , i . e . , noting the revolutions of the direct-current wattmeters used in the others, because tests at the large

the discs in a given time. In order to the Boston tests were checked in posi- loads could not be made on account of
eliminate the error in the measure- tion, as it was not possible to send commutation troubles.

ment of the time so far as efficiency them to the Laboratories.
It will be noted that the two con

was concerned, the two integrating Tests verters with inductive regulators have

meters were placed sufficiently near slightly different efficiencies, especially

to each other to enable the observers Two, and in one case three , com

to note the revolutions of both meters
plete tests on as many different days

in the same period of time. That is ,
were made on each equipment. Each

test consisted in taking, in addition to
one observer held the watch and

no-load readings , five to six points on
counted a whole number of revolu

tions of the disc of one meter while
the efficiency curve, approximately as

follows : 25-per cent. , 50 -per cent. , 75
another observer counted revolutions

per cent., 100 -percent. and 125 -per
( and a fraction ) of the other disc in

the same time interval as indicated
cent. load. At each load, not less than

ten readings on the recording meters
by signal on the part of the first ob

བསྒོལ་ཀྱི་ལས་

server . On account of the Auctuations
were taken , and each reading extended

Fig . 14.-EFFICIENCY

of the load , the results given by the in
over a period of two minutes. The

tegrating meters were considered the
average indication of each of the in

at light loads. This may be accounted

more reliable and were used in most periods was also noted.
dicating meters during each of these

for by the fact that converter “ B ” was

cases in arriving at the final results ,
built over two years before converter

the indicating instruments being used
All of the synchronous- converter “ A.”

for check purposes except in two in
equipments were in one substation, An examination of Fig . 20 leads to

hence , the character of the load , and
stances. the following conclusions :

The alternating power was meas
the like , was the same for all ma 1. The prevailing opinion that syn
chines . This was also true of the

used by a polyphase integrating watt chronous converters with transform

meter and a polyphase indicating watt
motor- generators. ers are more efficient than motor-gen

meter connectedto specially provided
The high-tension alternating power erators is corroborated. The extreme

instrument transformers in the case
was measured near the point where differences shown are about 6 to 7 per

the lines entered the step -down trans
of the Brooklyn tests . In Boston the

cent, at full load and 15 to 16 per cent .

formers ( or motors , in the case of the
same instruments were used , but in

at 25 -per cent . load .

connection with the instrument trans
motor -generators ), and the direct -cur 2. The difference between the effi- .

formers already installed .
rent power was measured at the buses . ciencies of the various converter

The integrating meters on
The results therefore include all losses equipments is small, ranging from 3

the

between the high -tension alternating- to 4 per cent. at all loads.
direct- current side were of the astatic

type and free from stray field errors .
current buses and the direct-current 3. The induction motor -generator is

buses .

The indicating instruments were iron
markedly superior to the synchronous

clad , but the usual precautions were Data and Curves type.

also taken to avoid stray field errors. Descriptive details of the equip 4. The difference in the shape of

The capacity of each of the record
the various curves gives an opportun

ments tested are given in Table I. The

ing meters used was such that it was efficiencies are shown graphically in ity for comparisons on a basis other

overloaded when the machine under
than that of straight efficiency. It is

Figs. 14 to 19, inclusive. In Fig. 20

test was only normally loaded , thus are shown curves which are averages
evident that the shape of the efficiency

giving a higher degree of accuracy at of those obtained in the different tests
curve is important as well as its posi

the lower loads .
on each equipment.

tion , and that it is desirable to have

the maximum efficiency at a point

Results where the machine operates
Standardizing of Instruments

the

The instrument transformers and
On examining the results of these greater part of the time, which usu

the direct-current integrating watt tests it will be noted that the different ally means at some load less than full

meters used in the Brooklyn tests were
curves for each machine agree very load . The efficiencies at the lower

all carefully checked at the Electrical
well except those for converter “ A.” loads should also be as high as pos

sible .This may be accounted for by the fact
Testing Laboratories before the test .

Particular attention was paid to the
that the brushes were old and hard , so All-Day Efficiencies

wattmeters, the checking being done
that frequent sanding and oiling of That efficiency in which the man

with a potentiometer and standard re
the commutator were necessary. The ager of a lighting and power company

sistances up to 5000 amperes. The
effect of the latter operation was no- is most interested is the all-day effi

errors due to change in temperature
ticeable at once if readings were being ciency or ratio of the total kilowatt

and to change in voltage were also
taken at the time. Also , the curves hours output to the total kilowatt

determined. TABLE I

The alternating -current wattmeters ,
DESCRIPTIVE DATA

both integrating and indicating, were Step -Down Transformers

checked at the Laboratories before
Year

Type Capacity , D. C. No. Speed, Capacity. H , T. L. T.

and after the tests . The latter checks
RPM . Kw ( Each) Volts

Ind . reg . *

were made under the various condi
1904Ind . reg :

tions of voltage , frequency and power
1908 Split pole**

1907 Syn , boost.

factor found in the tests. The same All machines are six-phase. The transformers are cooled by air -blast and the secondary windings are

double -delta connected

was done in the case of the direct-cur MOTOR-GENERATORS , 60 CYCLES

rent millivoltmeter and shunt where Year

Capacity,
checks were made at the various tem

Speed , Capacity, No. Speed,

Kind H. P Volts R.P.M

peratures of shunt that had been noted 1400

Syn .

in the tests .

CONVERTERS , 25 CYCLES

D. C

Test of

Instal .

1906

C
O
A

Kw

1000

1000

1000

1000131
Volts

275

270

270

270

Poles

14

16

10

16

214

187.5

300

187.5

No.

3

3

3

3

400

400

400

400

6300

6450

6300

6450

Volts

170

170

186

170

Motor Generator

Test of

Letter Instal .

E 1905

F 1906

A. C.

Volts

6600

6600

No. No.

Phases Poles

3 WET. I 24 1

3DN 24

Ind .

R.P.M.

300

300

Kw

1000

1000

250

250

Poles

14

14

300

300

*Made by different manufacturers . _ **Two-part pole type with compensating winding on main poles.

1400
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hours input for a period of 24 hours. The figures in this table show at

As has already been pointed out , this once the effect of the shape of the effi

depends on the shapeof the efficiency ciency curve. For instance, on the

curve as well as its position , and a most favorable load curve, A , the

machine may give a much higher all- equipment having the highest all-day

day efficiency on one load curve than efficiency is about 7 per cent . higher

on another. than the one having the lowest , while

Fig . 21 shows three daily load on curve B the corresponding differ

curves. One is an actual curve, C, ence is nearly 15 per cent. Further

more, the equipments showing the
ULATOR

least effect of changes in load curve

are those having efficiency curves most

e Tous

GANXEAFCA , A

wire Acou .

Fig. 19.—EFFICIENCY CURVES MOTOR -GENERA
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In motor-generators the losses are

probably about equally divided be

tween motor and generator.
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NOTES ON OPERATION

It was not possible to make an ex

tended investigation into the operat
Fig. 15.--EFFICIENCY CURVES

ing features of these various conver

sion equipments. The following notes
taken on a 1000 -kw . machine operat

were obtained from the engineers in

ing in a substation of the Edison Fig. 17.-EFFICIENCY CURVES CONVERTER D charge of the particular machines on

Electric Illuminating Company of which the tests were made, and from

Brooklyn. Two are plotted from as- nearly horizontal . The all-day effi- the operators. They are therefore

sumed data , A being intended to apply ciency of the induction regulator conciency of the induction regulator con- opinions based on experience :

to the exceptional case where the daily verter ( A ) and the synchronous
machine load factor is about 90 per booster converter ( D ) changes 4 to 5 Starting Methods and Time Required

cent . and B to the other extreme con- per cent. from the best to the worst The synchronous converters on the

dition where the load is low most of
Edison system are allload curve, while the all -day efficiency Brooklyn Edison

the day but with a large lighting peak . of the synchronous motor -generator
started from the direct-current side ,

Curve C may be considered an aver- changes about 13 per cent. under the and since storage battery current is

age case. same conditions . always available in the substation , no

The curves show that from this other starting provision is made.

standpoint the converters are as a class Five-step iron -grid starting rheo

superior, since the curves reach a
stats are used, and provision is made

maximum more quickly. Of all of for replacing a defective grid instantly

the curves , that for the synchronous with a duplicate by means of a throw

booster type of converter equipment is
over switch . It might be noted that

the best , while the shape of those for
great care is taken to get the machine

on the line without disturbance, and

it is synchronized for zero volts by a

low -reading voltmeter across the line

switch , instead of a voltmeter on the

Fig. 18 .-- EFFICIENCY CURVES MOTOR -GENERA- line and incoming machine.

The Boston Edison Company has a

standard practice of starting the mo

Distribution of the Losses tor-generators from the direct -current

It would have been very interesting side, although provision is made for

in connection with the efficiency tests

to determine the distribution of the

Fig. 16. — EFFICIENCY CURVES CONVERTER C losses among the various parts of each

equipment. The available time was. EF

the split -pole converter and the induc- entirely too short to admit of this be

tion motor-generator are the least de- ing done, but estimates from manu

sirable , because the low-load efficiency facturers' specifications may be of in

is low and maximum efficiency is at a terest.

considerable overload where the ma- In converter equipments the losses

chines are rarely used. may be divided as follows : Step-down

All -day efficiencies have been cal- transformers , about 15 per cent ; in

culated for each of the five types of duction regulator or synchronous
Fig. 20. — EFFICIENCY CURVES - SUMMARIES

conversion equipment on each of these booster , about 40 to 50 per cent . ; con

three load curves . The figures are verter, about 3 to 40 per cent.; low starting both the induction and syn

given in the following table : tension cable losses , about 5 per cent . chronous machines from the alter

nating -current side.

The time required to start and getALL-DAY EFFICIENCIES

All -Day Efficiency
into service was reported the same for

Equipment

Curve Ai all equipments, except one , at three to
Factor 120.6

Synchronous converter , induction regulator (A ) ..
five minutes. The exception is the

Synchronous converter , induction regulator ( B ).
split- pole converter, which requiresSynchronous converter, split -pole ( C ) .....

Synchronous converter, synchronous booster ( D ) . one to two minutes more because
Induction motor-generator ' ( E ).

Synchronous motor-generator (F ) . every change made in the field to ad
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Factor 31.2
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Curve C ,

Factor 44.9
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just the alternating , electromotive pensated for, since in the Boston sta- under more severe conditions than any

force while synchronizing, affects the tions the other equipments are syn- of the other equipments , but experi

speed also . In case of emergency, chronous motor-generators. ence has shown that modern synchron

other things being equal , preference Converters with induction regulat- ous motors and synchronous convert

would be given to the induction ors and synchronous boosters have a ers do not fall out of step readily un

motor-generator over the synchronous practically constant power factor at der sudden overloads or short-circuits.

motor-generator and the synchronous all loadswith constant direct voltage. None of the machines on which the

booster converter over the other two The split-pole converter shows a tests were made have ever dropped

types of converters . It will be seen slight falling off in power factor with out of step due to such conditions.

that, of the various starting synchron- increase in load.

ous apparatus, the direct-current Range of Direct Voltage

method is used by both of these com- Operation Inverted The range of direct voltage in the

panies, as it means the least disturb- The motor- generators will operate inotor- gnerator is of course a maxi

ance to line. Where direct current is equally well from either the direct or mum. The range in the converter

not available, an alternating -current the alternating-current supply. In equipments is largely a question of

starting motor on the shaft (ex- case of a short- circuit on the alternat- design, and in the machines tested the

tended ) would probably give the best ing -current end or sudden opening of range is about the same, viz ., 100 to

results. the oil switches under load, the ma- 125 volts . Inherently , the range is

chines invert instantly without any probably more limited in the split-pole

trouble whatever. The same is true of type than in the booster or regulator

the induction regulator and synchron- types. The range of direct voltage is

ous booster types of converter equip- not of importance as far as normal

ments ; but with the split-pole con- operation is concerned , for the desired
verter, an inversion , in account of the range under usual conditions is small

sudden reversal in the field distortion, -15 to 25 or 30 volts . But in the

would be a very serious matter. The case of a complete shutdown and with

Brooklyn Edison Company is install- the storage batteries low and falling

ing reverse current circuit-breakers on rapidly, it is very important to have a

Fig . 21. — LOAD CURVES
these machines, and their engineers wide range in the direct voltage in

consider that such a device should be order to get the converters started

considered a necessary part of a split- and on the line.

Variation of Power Factor with Volt- pole converter equipment.

age and Load Overload Capacity

In motor-generators the voltage and Synchronizing and Hunting The overload capacity of these vari

power factor are quite independent, All equipments synchronize about ous equipments is largely a question

but in synchronous converters equally well, except the split-pole ma- of design and rating. Inherently , it

change in voltage at a given load pro- chine, which requires a little more
duces more or less change in the care , as already stated .

power factor, hence more or less
No trouble from hunting has been

manipulation is required every time experienced with any of the equip

the voltage is changed. The curves ments. It should be considered , how

in Fig. 22 show the extent of this ever, that the conditions are probably

change in power factor with change very favorable, i. e . , a large supply

in voltage, load and main field current system at constant frequency and volt

remaining constant . The regulator age.

converter and the synchronous booster Accessibility for Cleaning, Repairing,

converter lower the power factor Etc.
Fig. 22. - CURVES

markedly at light loads with increase The split-pole converter tested is

in voltage , but at 75 per cent. load and the easiest machine to clean , because

over the change is not appreciable. of the fewer poles and consequently is probable that the induction motor

Of the three types of converters the more accessible armature . The induc generator will carry a much larger

power factor of the split-pole is least tion regulator equipment means two load than the synchronous motor-gen

affected at any load. This is probably pieces of apparatus, but one of them, erator, on account of the greater ten

due to the fact that in this particular requires no more attention than the dency of the latter to fall out of step.
machine there are compensating wind- step -down transformers. Each mo

The induction regulator and synchron

ings on the main poles in series with tor-generator means , of course, two ous booster types of converters will

the auxiliary pole so connected that machines, each of which requires carry more load than the split -pole

the main pole flux is decreased or in- nearly as much attention as a con- type ( two-part ) on account of the

creased when the auxiliary pole is re- verter. The synchronous booster con- sensitive commutation in the latter.

spectively increased decreased. verter, in the form where the booster

Thus the total flux is automatically is on the bed frame of the machine, Cost

kept practically constant. has a serious defect in that the arma- It was found that the cost of each

Fig. 23 gives curves taken to show ture winding and leads are not acces- of the particular equipments dealt

the variation of power factor with sible for cleaning except with com- with in this paper depended on and

variation of load and with constant pressed air. It is also more trouble- was influenced by so many other con

main field current . The power factor some in case of repairs , as it would re- siderations that no comparison of

of the synchronous motor -generator quire considerably more time to dis- value could be made. Comparative

is not appreciably affected at constant mantle. prices are in general of doubtful value ,

field current , therefore no curve is since they are not necessarily a true

given . The induction motor-gener- Ability to Remain in Synchronism measure of the cost. The purchasing

ator has of course a poor power-factor The induction motor -generator will price is usually largely influenced by

characteristic , but this can be com- undoubtedly remain in synchronism other factors, such as competition ,
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understood that the cost of the three its flexibility and the entire independ

converter equipments referred to ence of the direct-current system from

herein is practically the same. the alternating system . If the high

tension alternating -current supply is
Floor Space

reasonably free from fluctuations,

The floor space occupied by the
these advantages are of no value and

various equipments is indicated in the

following table :
more than counterbalanced by

lower efficiency and increased first

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS cost.

The answer to the problem "motor- Comparisons of the various types

Fig. 23. - CURVES
generators vs. synchronous convert- of synchronous converters are at the

SHOWING VARIATION

POWER FACTOR WITH LOAD ers" for lighting and power work de- present time in favor of the synchron

Total Space, Kilowatts per

size of the order, relations between Equipment Square Feet Square Foot

Converter induction , regulator type . 222 4.50

buyer and seller, and the like. Data Converter induction , regular type.. ( B) 244 4.10

Converter, split - pole type..
182 5.50

that have been published give varying Converter, synchronous booster type .
158 6.32

Induction motor-generator .. 192 5.22

costs per kilowatt for the same class Synchronous motor-generator..
( F ) 192 5.22

of apparatus, but the general indica- * Blowers and ducts so arranged that no additional space is required.

tion is that synchronous converters

with the step -down transformers and pends to a great extent on the circum- ous booster converter, but the split

regulating auxiliary cost very little stances in each individual case. In pole machine is so recent a develop

less than motor-generators, probably general , however, the data given in ment that improvements in design,

only 5 to 10 per cent. * As to the this paper do not justify the use of which will undoubtedly be made, may

relative cost of the converters, it is motor -converters except possibly on improve the efficiency curve and the

60 cycles or where the alternating operation of the machine to such an
* H . G. Stott , Proceedings Association of Edison

Illuminating Companies, 1900 ;W.C. L.Elgin, Transac- supply fluctuates badly. The principal extent that this conclusion may be re
tions International Electrical Congress , St. Louis,

1904.
advantage of the motor-generator is versed.

( D ) *

E

Factors that shouldshould be consideredbe considered in making street

lighting contracts

By SAMUEL RUST

Greenville Electric Light and Power Company, Greenville , Ohio

There are 143 private corporations It is not the intention of this paper assuredly not be less , as every such

in Ohio engaged in the business of to set out just what the prices for company can count upon completely

furnishing electricity to the public, street lighting should be , as prices changing its street lighting equipment

and of this number more than three- must vary with different localities and at least once in every ten years, and

fourths are dependent upon the street is dependent upon the amount of light- this calls for an outlay that shorter

lighting of their respective municipali- ing, cost of fuel, cost of equipment time contracts will not justify. Every

ties for their financial success. In al- and labor , kind of lights, lengths of street-lighting contract should provide

most every other line of business, contracts, etc. , but there are some fac- that the company furnishing the lights

when the success or failure of the en- tors which enter into this branch of should have the right to change their

tire concern depended upon the busi- the lighting business which each party system to a newer or better system of

ness of one customer, the factors to the contract should know of and for equal or better intensity during the

which enter into that business would which they should make due allowance life of the contract, subject to the ap

be well known to both parties and a in making such agreement. These proval of the Council or Board ma

basis arrived at which would be satis- factors I group into the following king the contract. Instead of this pro
factory to all concerned in the con- heads :

vision injuring the municipality, it

But in making street lighting Length of contract , kind and num- would benefit it by giving it the bene

contracts with municipalities , the game ber of lights , changes in position of fit of the improvements in electrical

so far has been a catch-as- you -can af- lamps, outages , schedule burned, time service which are appearing quite fre

fair with one side at least generally of payment , costs of service and man- quently, and it would be an incentive

ignorant of what they were doing and ner of contracting. to the company to furnish the city with

suspicious of the other because they The length of time that a street- the best and up-to-date service.

were ignorant and because they were lighting contract should run is a very The proper method of dealing with

of necessity compelled to deal with a essential factor to be considered by outages is probably yet to be found.

monopoly .*
both parties to the bargain . The To compel the company to stand the

I think it will be agreed by all statues of Ohio have fixed the maxi- exact price of the lamp when it is ex

present that if this part of the lighting mum at ten years . The question is , tinguished and should be burning is

business was understood by the mu- should contracts be for any less period . unfair to the company because ofthe

nicipalities as well as by the companies If the company is a progressive one equipment cost and fixed expenses

making the contracts , there would be and keeps abreast of the times in which always exist, while to excuse

better prices and more satisfactory adopting new improvements for their the company for continued outage
contracts made. street-lighting service , it should most would likewise be unfair to the muni

•O. E. L. A. , 1909 .
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cipality. A good plan is to agree in clined to think that it is a mistake to stalling about $ 120.00 per lamp, and

the contract just what the outage furnish all-night and every -night serv- figuring 10 per cent . depreciation,

should be per hour per lamp, and it ice in towns of less than 5000 inhabi- would amount to $ 12.00 per year.

is suggested that the amount be two- tants ; for such towns a moon -light Cost of labor and salaries would ag

thirds of the price received for the schedule is preferable ; but every con- gregate $ 12.00 additional, and the in

lighting of the lamp. tract should provide that in case the terest upon the investment $7.20, or a

Thekind of lamps to be used in nights are cloudy or stormy, that the total cost of $63.62 per year. That

lighting a town or city must depend lights should be burned during such these figures are certainly low, I

somewhat upon the size of the muni- conditions . Where the town is above would refer to the report of the com

cipality. Companies should be careful 5000 and under 10,000 inhabitants , it mission appointed for St. Louis to in

not to overlight a city in the begin- is a very good plan to have the con- vestigate the advisability of that city

ning ; as all municipalities grow rapid- tract provide for four nights off in providing its own street-lighting sys

ly, and there is a constant increase in each month, unless they are stormy or tem , in which they found that the cost

the number of lights wanted, the light- cloudy. By doing this the plant is of operating an arc lamp for a city

ing bill may become too great in com- enabled to make repairs to its arc- the size of St. Louis would be ap

parison to other city expenditures and lighting equipment without sustaining proximately near $ 70.00 per annum .
produce dissatisfaction . While most outages , and plants in cities of this The writer is inclined to think that

municipalities do not make any mis- size cannot afford to have so large an the time has arrived to educate the

take in this regard, and are generally equipment as will guarantee contin- people on the costs of producing elec
underlighted , there are some that have uous service . Cities that are above tricity, and instead of dealing with a

more lights than the city can well af- 10,000 will usually require all-night municipality as if you were handling

ford to pay for. This is like overselling and every -night service, and citiesof something that was mysterious , the,
a man in goods. He may pay for the this class will usually justify a suffi- factors which enter into such contract

goods, butalways results in a dissatis- ciently extensive electrical equipment should be known and understood by

fied customer. So far there has been that will enable the company to give all parties thereto. When it comes,

nothing invented for street lighting every -day service on its street-lighting the prices for street lighting will be

superior to the arc lamp. Its reliabil- service without inconvenience. more equitable and will not be lower

ity invention of its rays and ease of The time at which bills should be than they are now.

arranging its circuits had made it a paid should always be stated in the

favorite in any contract for street contract . It is preferable to make it

lights. In view of the recent inven- monthly. To allow bills to grow too

tions of the series tungstens, a price large causes the public to murmur at
Westinghouse Type C Three

should always be agreed to for the in- their size , and, in addition , it is just
Phase Transformers

stallation of smaller units in out-of- as easy for the city to appropriate in Recent marked improvements have

the-way places in order that the city its semi-annual appropriation as it is been made in Westinghouse type C

may light dark spots at a less cost to allow bills to run on and be paid three-phase transformers, resulting,

than the arc lamp, which is too large quarterly or semi-annually, besides it besides the advantages already enume

for the purpose. Series tungsten are is a great convenience to the company rated as inherent to this design, in de

now made to fit the amperage of al- to have the use of the money, as the cided advances in both construction

most every size arc lamp, and can be sum usually received for street-light- and performance. In these trans

installed on the same circuit and ing is sufficient to take care of the formers the losses are reduced below

operated simultaneously with the arc operating costs in considerable those of any ordinary equivalent com

lamps. Reeports from this class of measure . bination for transforming three-phase
lighting areall favorable as to its sat- The costs which enter into street power , while experience in design and

isfactory operation and length of life. lighting should receive very careful modern factory methods have pro

In the smaller municipalities it is a consideration from the company. The duced a highly serviceable apparatus

question whether the series tungsten writer is of the opinion that many that can be sold below the price of the

will not in time supplant arc lighting street-lighting contracts are made be- equivalent single-phase transformer

entirely. Its economy of consumption low actual cost . The following fig- group.

and consequently lower price will en- ures are based upon the average cost These type C three-phase trans

able the introduction ofa largely in- of a small plant of 100 arc light ca- formers are made in sizes ranging

creased number and avoid the shadows pacity, taking into consideration cost from 5 to 75 kw . capacity, and display

of foliage which is always dense in of construction , maintenance and op- very high efficiency at all loads , as

the smaller towns . eration and using the standard en- well as close regulation when opera

The number of lights that a muni- closed arc system : ting on currents having low power

cipality can use will determine in some I estimate that each lamp will con- factors.

measure the price that should be paid . sume 600 watts per hour , and the time The three high -tension leads enter

At the end of this paper will be found of burning 4000 hours per year ; this from the front side of the transformer ,

an estimate of the cost of operating a will make a total consumption of 2400 the low - tension secondaries issuing

100 -lamp street-lighting outfit, and it kw -hr., or 3.217 h.p.-hr. per lamp per from the pole side of the case. Pro

may be safely said that if the number year. Estimating that the average vision has also been made for bring

is decreased the cost is increased , and , small plant will require 6 lb. of coal ing out neutral leads, when desired .

further, that the price for a street lamp per horse-power ( the coal consump- from both the high and low -tension

should not be fixed without taking into tion for each lamp would be 9.65 tons , windings. Separate terminal blocks

consideration the fact that the fixed which , figured at $2.50 per ton in front are provided for both the high and

expenses of the plant , sometimes of the boilers, would be $24.12 . The low -tension leads of each of the three

called overhead expenses , will be the lamp will have to be trimmed about 50 phases.. Each low-tension winding

same whether 50 or 100 is contracted times, and I estimate the cost of trim- comprises two coils which can be con

for . ming at $ 1.00 . It will consume 50 pairs nected in parallel for 110 volts, or in

The schedule that lamps are to be of carbons, which I figure at $ 2.30. series for 220 volts , the standard de

burned must also depend upon the size The repairing time and material signs being for 2200 volts on the high

of the municipality . The writer is in- would amount to $ 5.00, cost of in- tension side.

a



Relation of Electric Vehicles to Central Station

Business

By JAMES T. HUTCHINGS

It has been generally conceded that per cent. in income for private sta- taining of batteries. Investigation by

the best-paying load for the central tions we furnished only 74 per cent. this department thus far has shown

station is that which gives the best additional current , on the other hand , conditions to be even worse than we

load factor, and that the best-paying for thepublic stations we were obliged had anticipated.

electric properties are those having to furnish 73 per cent. increase in cur- While our electric vehicle depart

the highest yearly load factor. A cen- rent for an increase of only 38 per ment has been in operation for only a

tral station manager, however, finds cent . in income . The motive in ma- very short time , I wish to state a few

it next to impossible to change the king the lower price per kilowatt-hour of the important things that have been

general habits of his community . Our for public charging stations was the accomplished.

load charts all show that there is very desire to eliminate competition from The department found that the

little demand for current from II isolated plants and to encourage the principal carting and trucking firm in

o'clock at night to 7 o'clock in the use of current between the hours of our city had two electric trucks, which

morning.* 9.30 A. M. and 6.30 P. M. had not been in operation for eight

The electrical vehicle will generally It being granted that at a fair rate months . These trucks, properly ope

be used only during the day and eve- the sale of current for the charging of rated, should give us an income of

ning, and can advantageously be batteries for vehicles is desirable and . from 50 to 60 dollars a month. The

charged in from six to eight hours . profitable business , the question arises owners stated that the only reason the

This introduces a class of business -what attitude should the central sta- trucks were not operated was the ex

which, by suitable preferential rates, tion take to encourage this business ? cessive cost of maintenance and their

will use electric current at just the time The first thing that comes to mind is unsatisfactory performance.

we are all anxious to sell it. This con- the granting of special low rates for In order to place these trucks again

dition permits of a great improvement the current used . This has undoubt- in commission the department made

in the daily load factor, and the rec- edly assisted many companies to cre- this proposition to the owners : That

ords from the ledger footing show ate a considerable business in this line . we would fit up the two trucks in

that it also increases the yearly load From our own experience, however, A- 1 condition, and that if , at the end

factor, due to the fact that vehicles we have found that a low rate is not of 60 days ' trial, the owners were not

are used for pleasure more in the sum- the greatest incentive to an increase satisfied with their operation , there

mer than in the winter. in business. would be no charge for the repairs .

Our sales of electric current for As the batteries have previously If, however , the trucks weremade sat

charging storage batteries for vehicles been handled by our consumers, the isfactory, we would charge the owners

have increasedfrom 285,470 kw-hr . in electric vehicle owner has been using for only the actual material used , ma

1906 to 495,490 kw -hr. in 1908, or by too much electricity and has paid the king them a present of the labor and
73 per cent. , and our income for the company too much money therefor, current used in putting the equipment

corresponding year from $12,458.91 the larger part of the current having in first-class condition .

to $ 19,796.56, or by 59 per cent. been used to the detriment of his stor- The two vehicles were put on the

Analyzing our ledger footings still age battery. A low rate for current street and have been in operation for

further, we find that in December, induces carelessness on the part of the two months, with the result that the

1906, we were supplying 98 private customer as to the manner of use . customer has paid us $ 1000 for the

charging stations, which consumed We find that what we most need is material used and is seriously con

during the year 111,557 kw -hr ., and a campaign of education , which shall sidering the purchasing of additional

gave us an income of $ 5,881.80, or increase the customer's knowledge of electric trucks . The superintendent

5.28 per cent. per kw-hr.; while in the proper methods to be pursued in of our electrical vehicle department

December, 1908, we were supplying charging his battery and handling his gave this installation his particular at

140 private stations, which used dur- vehicle , bringing home to the consu- tention , and after the vehicles were

ing the year 194,171 kw-hr. , giving us mer the fact that if the vehicle in placed in commission gave personal

an income of $10,730.63 , or 5.51 cents operation uses twice the amount of supervision to the charging of the bat

per kw-hr. current that it should to do a certain tery. On comparing notes he found

In December, 1906 , we were fur- amount of work, owing to friction , that whereas under his supervision it

nishing current to eight public char- bad alignment, and the like, the work was necessary to give the battery only

ging stations, which used during the actually done has decreased by more 40 ampere-hours charge on a particu

year 173,923 kw-hr. , giving us an in- than 50 per cent . , and the life of the lar day, under the former operation

come of $ 6,577.03, or 3.78 cents per battery by more than that amount. and for the same conditions of run

kw-hr.; while in December, 1908, we Our company has for some time ap- ning a charge of 180 ampere-hours

were supplying. 14 public stations, preciated the value of these features had been used, 140 of which had been

which used during the year 301,279 and some of the difficulties that the wasted and had served only to de

kw - hr., giving us an income of $9, vehicle owner labors under in gettingvehicle owner labors under in getting crease the life of the battery through

065.93 , or 3 cents per kw-hr. satisfactory service out of the electric the softening of the plates .

The above figures show that our in- vehicle . For this reason we organized To cite another instance: A woman

come from the private charging sta- on the first of March of this year a owning a runabout had taken this ma

tions has increased 82 per cent . in two department to give this matter special chine to a number of different garages

years, against an increase of 38 per attention, and have placed in charge for repairs , and in each case it had

cent. for public charging stations. thereof a competent engineer of wide been brought back in worse condition

While to produce this increase of 82 experience in the handling and main- than before. She was absolutely dis

*N. E. L. A. , 1909 . 295
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gusted with the entire proposition, and repaired, and the battery re-formed . the individual repairs and the profit of

we learned that she was negotiating Our superintendent then took the a single job .

for a gasolene runabout. Our super- owner for a drive of 25 miles , and she It is this careful attention to minute

intendent saw this woman personally, was so pleased with the operation of details that makes the success of the

and she stated that if the runabout the vehicle that she requested the electric vehicle possible, and if these

could be made to run 15 miles satis- privilege of sending all of her friends details are followed up there is no

factorily on one charge she would be who owned electrics to our repair competitor to the electric vehicle in

very glad to pay any reasonable shop. its own proper field .

amount for the repairs , but that if he The writer does not wish to give My advice to the central station

found that he could not do this , she the impression that it is the general manager would be that he take the

would be glad to make him a present practice of our garages and repair electric vehicle situation seriously and

of the vehicle to get it out of her sight. shops in Rochester to do poor work . give it the same attention he has given

A careful inspection of the outfit We have in our city , I believe , as good the sale of electric power , outline and

showed that the controller had shifted men doing this work as in any city of display lighting, and heating appli

in such a manner that whenever it was corresponding size , but the trouble is ances. If he does so he will find the

used the battery was practically short- that the repair shop is not sufficiently electric vehicle a better medium for

circuited , also the battery was found interested in the successful continuous the sale of his product than any that

to be badly sulphated . The vehicle operation of the electric vehicle , look- has previously been brought to his at

was brought to our shop, the controller ing only to the immediate returns for tention .

Tests of Moore. Tube Lighting Installation , New

York Post Office

By E. P. HYDE and J. E. WOODWELL

re

Stations

4

Series No. 2

with

reflectors

2.5

6.9

8.3

8.6

5.2

6

SCOPE OF TESTS . The illumination was determined on ( 3 ) FLUX.

The tests were divided into four a plane 36 in . from the floor. For the purpose of determining the

general heads, as follows : For the first series of readings the flux , a space was screened off enclos

1. Illumination measurements at reflectors over the tubes were ing about fifteen feet of tube B. This

various stations to determine quantity moved. For the second series they screening was accomplished by erect

and uniformity .
were in place. The reflectors used ing four uprights at the corner of a

2. Measurement of energy and were corrugated mirror reflectors. 15- ft. square and wrapping around

power factor. The results given in the following them heavy felt cloth , forming a room

3. Determination of Aux of light. table are expressed in terms of the from which practically all extraneous

4. Stroboscopic determination of unit of candle-power maintained at light was excluded . A brass piece

variation in illumination throughout a the Bureau of Standards prior to July with an opening exactly i ft . long was

cycle . ist of the present year. made to fit the tube , and when set in

( 1 ) ILLUMINATION

The illumination was measured by TABLE I - ILLUMINATION IN FOOT-CANDLES .
Series No. 1

means of a Sharp -Millar illumino No. 2 less No.

meter, made by Foote, Pierson & Co.. 1 in per cent .

and previously calibrated at the Bur
101

eau of Standards. This calibration 81

showed the scale of the instrument to

be in error over a range from 18 foot

candles to 1.5 foot-candles by ap

proximately 9.5 per cent. By a pre

liminary test the voltage of the small

comparison lamp, furnished with the
36 " Reference plane from floor

instrument, at which it matched the

Moore tubes in color, was determined.

The instrument was then calibrated

with the comparison lamp at this volt
( 2 ) ENERGY .

place, the remainder of the tube with

age, both as an illuminometer and as a in the enclosure was wrapped with

photometer. The milk glass screen During the illumination measure- felt , so that the only light within the

was tested when light was incident at ments energy readings were made on enclosure came from the 1 - ft . length

various angles, and found to vary tube B in series I, and tube A in of the tube. A semi- circular disc was

from the cosine law by as much as
series 2 .

made with a piece exactly fitting this

20 per cent. at 75 ° incidence. A plot The results are given in Table 2 . 1 - ft . opening. This disc was provided

was made showing this error for dif TABLE II - AVERAGE ENERGY CONSUMED DURING SERIES 1 AND SERIES 2 .

ferent angles of incidence. Plots were Power.

also made giving the actual foot
Apparent

Amperes

candles for any scale reading when

the instrument is used as an illumino

meter, and the actual candle -power The floor area illuminated by tubes with an adjustable rod swinging about

when the instrument is used as A and B approximates 1075 sq. ft . , so the centre of the edge of the disc

photometer . * that the watts per square foot are 2.85 . nearest the tube. The other end of

* I . E. S. , 1909
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Series 1- Tube B

Series 2- Tube A

Volts

210

213

kilowatts

3.95

3.28

18.8

15.4

Actual

kilowatts

2.50

2.27

factor

Per cent .

63

69

a
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the rod was provided with a small flat screen does not come from the cylin- necessary to turn the instrument

disc whose plane was perpendicular der i ft. in length, but from a cylin- through more than 180 ° in order to

to the axis of the rod . der of wedge shape whose front ele- pass from a maximum through a min

The illuminometer was changed ments are i ft . in length , but whose imum. This procedure was necessary

during the test so as to serve as a rear elements are considerably longer. because the tube of the illuminometer
photometer, by removing the milk It was found, therefore, that to a very prevented a complete rotation of the

glass screen and replacing the mirror good degree of approximation , prob- arm holding the motor.

at the elbow of the diffusing screen . ably well within the errors of reading, The stroboscope was first set up
The first measurement was made with the mean spherical candle -power could half way between the tubes A and B,

the photometer directly under the be computed from the results ob- and at a height approximately six feet

opening, so that the photometric axis tained , assuming the candle-power to from the floor. When both tubes were

made an angleof 90 ° with the axis be that of a point source located at running on the same single-phase cur
of the tube. This was called the . O the center of the tube . This mean rent, the range between the maximum

angle. The distance used was ap- spherical candle-power was found to and minimum was from 0.096 foot

proximately 4 feet. The photometer be 9.0. From this we get the total candle to less than 0.012 foot-candle,

was then moved, raised and adjusted flux from 1 - ft . length of the tube to or at a ratio of 8 to 1. Owing to the
by means of the rod and disc until its be 113.I lumens. Since the total finite size of the opening in the strobo

axis made an angle of 20° with that length of the tube B is 2 by 56 ft . zin . scope disc, and the finite size of the
of the tube. (see Fig. 1 ) , or 113.17 ft., wehave as screen of the illuminometer , it is im

Readings were taken at the angles the total flux from tube B, 113.17 by possible to get a zero illumination

0° , 20 ° , 40 ° , 60 °. At 60 ° the readings 113.1 = 13,000 lumens. Assuming the when the current is at the zero point

were repeated as a check, and at oº power to be 2500 watts ( see Table 2 ) , of the wave cycle .

an additional observation was made at we have as the efficiency 5.21 lumens The two tubes were then put on

a longer distance. The results are per watt. The mean spherical candle- separate phase , 90 ° apart. In this

expressed in apparent candle-power, power the tube as a whole may be case one of the circuits was a power

which in this case means the candle- taken as the lumens divided by 41 , circuit involving the possibility of Auc

power which a point source placed at or 1034.
tuations in the line voltage. The

the centre of the tube must have in The watts per mean spherical candle range was then from 0.16 to 0.08 foot

order to produce, at the given dis- for tube B will then be 2.42. Assum- . candle, or a ratio of 2 to 1 , as com

tance, the illumination measured . ing the same value for tube A , the pared with a ratio of 8 to i on single

TABLE III-- FLUX TEST . spherical candle-power per square phase .

Distance Apparent foot of the area illuminated by tubes It is evident from the results of this

A and B will be 1.18 . test that the objectionable ficker no

( 4 ) STROBOSCOPIC TEST. ticed in moving objects, when both are
Owing to the fact that when a tube on the same phase, can be largely cut

is running on single phase there is a down by running the tube on two

succession of images of any moving phases 90 ° apart.

object instead of a continuous image, Ives kindly consented to make a

It is evident that when the photo a stroboscopic test was made to de- new set of measurements on the tube

metric axis is normal to that of the termine the fluctuation in illumination in the New York Post Office and to

tube, light will fall on the photometer and to see if a remedy could be found present this data , together with that

screen at different angles of incidence, by using two phases, 90 ° apart . of other tests made by him on Moore

depending upon the distance of the The stroboscope used was made by tubes. Unfortunately , the original

screen from the tube and the distance attaching to a small induction motor tube on which the previous measure

of the different light-giving portions a disc having a small sector opening ments were made has since been ope

of the tube from the intersections of in it . The motor was mounted on an rated as a nitrogen tube rather than a

the photometric axis and the tube axis . arm which turned about a vertical carbon dioxide tube. It has been

It was found by analysis that the de- axis passing through the axle of the necessary, therefore, as will no doubt

creased illumination produced by these motor. The speed was adjusted so as be explained by Dr. Ives , to change

effects was compensated for by the to give four maxima and four minima over again the tubes from nitrogen to

fact that the light received on the per turn . In this way it was not carbon dioxide.

6

Angle

degrees

20

40

60

60

in feet

4.43

4.48

4.45

4.50

4.50

4.43

10.48

candle -power

9.4

9.4

9.1

8.3

8.3

9.4

9.20

Recent Developments in Secondary Distribution

Work

W. K. VANDERPOEL

It is intended in this paper to pre- to such innovations, mention is also of secondary construction that many

sent a few short descriptions of rela- made of the general trend toward im- small, though not unimportant, im

tively new practices which have more provements in outside plant details provements have not yet been gener

particularly affected the problems of and the adoption of certain equip- ally employed . *

secondary distribution. Quite often ment ; all of which bear pertinently on SECONDARY LINES .

these special installations are only secondary distribution . Many of the Many recommendations covering

suited to peculiar conditions, and remarks are not descriptive of new the construction and operation of lines

when attempted elsewhere, unforeseen work , but while the features referred in general are also applicable to sec

local obstacles arise which prohibit to may be well known, it is evident to ondary mains. The natural location

their application. Besides reference those who are watching the progress for secondary wires is on the lower

*N. E. L. A., 1909
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arms, preferably the lowest arm . so that the eye can easily trace the located in the cellar or basement of

Where most of the overhead services connections. Pole wiring deserves the building to be supplied.

are being taken off to one side of the close study . Wire bends should be A crude form of overhead service

street , it is well to have the wires on nicely angled , the wires straight and connection often seen is where the

the outer pins at that side ; but where never hung loosely, as a wild medley service wires, kinky and crooked , are

the mains quite equally supply both of lines and taps may cause trouble , tapped directly to the line wires , then

sides , they are better located toward and at least can only have a preju- dropping from these taps make a hap

the center of the arm . Long sections dicial effect on the public . Such pole hazard attachment to the intended

and staggering lines are always ob- fixtures as shown in Fig. I are doubt- building, running clumsily to the out

jectionable, but extremely so in towns less familiar to many. Their use lets on unsightly wooden brackets or

or cities . Even at additional cost in pins. A neat and secure method of

securing through right of way the effecting the same connection could be

poles should be made to run as con accomplished by using service cable

tinuously as possible on one side of fastened at the pole end to spreader

the street . As a rule , poles can not brackets , the taps to the mains being

be guyed in city streets,therefore the made back of the strain , and the cable

resulting side strains at the crossing then stretched to a suitable point of

points soon pull them out of line , and suspension on the building. The cable

also cause much pin breakage . The should take the most straightforward

poles will , in the course of time, press path to the outlets , being securely sup

out the curbing, which often leads to Fig. 1 ported at proper intervals by galvan

bitter complaints from property-own ized or painted brackets .

ers. If the service is extremely long, or

Where there are many trees, some the conductors extra heavy , it is neces

skill is required to lay out lines so sary to use single wires , owing to the

that a minimum interference is ob excessive weight which would be im

tained. If the trees have grown to a posed on the fixtures by the cable . In

good height it is often feasible to have this event only unkinked wire should

the construction low enough to go un be used and everything done to make

der the branches . If the trees are of the whole job as attractive and stable

the varieties that do not attain great as possible. Very often the use of

height it is in many cases practicable cable will overcome a prospective cus

to entirely clear them with higher tomer's objection to the unsightliness

construction. Where the primary or of many wires on his building. If the

series circuits are in the foliage it is wires drop nearly straight from the

customary to use both tree wire and lowest cross -arm , it might do no harm

molding ; the former to prevent de to dispense with the pole brackets,

structive effects to the tree , and the making the taps directly to the mains ;

latter to withstand the chafing action but the connection would not be as

caused by the swaying of the boughs. unquestionably reliable .

Thoughtful attention will often show Fig . 2 shows some types of the

the way to bring in the primaries to metal fixtures referred to . They come

transformers from intersecting streets in various shapes , so they may be

with comparatively little obstruction, easily adapted to different structural

and the worst spots can , with a little conditions. Galvanized or painted fix

ingenuity, be avoided by the higher tures are more durable , look better ,

potential wires . Many primary sec and do not stain the building sides

tions through these objectionable with rust as do the black iron fixtures.

places could be done away with by Figs . 2 and 3 show some flanged types

more careful selection of transformer made and used by one company. This

sites ; approaching the transformers company favors making them at home,

where there are clear runs, and then as they can be turned out in any de

banking them to a secondary 'bus sired design at moderate cost.

which could pass through the trees The conditions back of each case

without difficulty.

Fig. 2 - CORNER BRACKETS
govern the class of construction , and

A good cross-arm arrangement for
leads to considerable economy and ex

pecuniary reasons may particularly

secondary wires is to always place cellent results in pole wiring: Where affect the choice of material; but se

them on adjacent pins , with the branch lines carry but two wires, curity and continuity of service should

neutral in the center if there are three spreader brackets can be used to good rank before cheapness, evenin the
wires . Putting primary wires on the

advantage , thereby dispensing with
smallest of plants. It is not con

same arm as secondaries seems like an tended , for instance , that the use of

invitation to trouble . If so placed it

unnecessary “ buck ” or reverse arms .
rubber service cable , or galvanized

would appear that the only acceptable
CUSTOMERS' SERVICES fixtures , is imperative to safe con

positions would be where the two In the overhead system the entrance struction or certainty of operation,

voltages were separated by the pole ; wires , or service , will be considered though some managements appreciate
though even that might not always that portion which extends from the the advertising value of such niceties ,

prevent their swinging together on pole secondary mains to the outletpole secondary mains to the outlet and strain a point to make the invest

long spans. After locating the wires taps on the building to be supplied . ment.

properly the next thing is to have In the underground system it will be The trend in subway work is like

them run continuously in correspond- the extension from the secondary wise toward improvement in details ,

ing positions, and where taps are mains in the manhole to the custom- and in growing cities due foresight is

made they should be direct and clean er's service box , which is generally paid to the largeness of things ; more

1
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capacious manholes, to avoid an awk- ment to the service box. Some com economy. One territory having mixed

ward mess of cables, transformers, panies prefer asphaltum -treated ser- loads on three-wire mains , with the

boxes, and the like ; properly shaped vice pipe , others use galvanized, power load constituting about 30 per

and drained manholes ; ampleness in though opinions differ whether there cent. of the whole, averages a total in

are sufficient benefits to offset the ex- stalled transformer capacity of ap

tra cost . Where an underground ser- proximately 50 per cent of the total

vice is led down a pole, a neat pipe connected load . This subject , how

job can be made bycapping the pipe ever, is so broad that no more than a

with a weatherproof condulet. These general reference to it can be made in

condulets come in standard sizes , are this paper. Many different classes of

reasonable in price , are interchange- consumers will be found in one place ,

able , and certainly look better than the while another may have only two or

코 crude caps and puttied pipe tops so three distinct groups to provide for.

frequently seen . Policies differ in the matter of over

Although armored cable has been loading transformers, and where one

used for many years in connection locality averages, say, 40 per cent .
Chat with Edison tubé systems, other ap- capacity for residences, 85 per cent .

plications have recently been found. for business districts, and 95 per cent .

An outside wrapping of jute covers for power, another territory with

the steel-tape armor which is designed seemingly identical conditions will not
to protect the cable proper from me- show the same averages.

chanical injury. This cable has the With prevailing transformer

inherent disadvantages of any buried weights , it would seem that trans

Fig. 3 — BUILDING BRACKETS

duct capacity, with plenty of size to

duct and pipe ; abundant capacity in

service copper ; methodical separation

of primary and secondary cables, dis

criminate location and direction of

conduit pipes ; frequent inspection and

better care of manholes ; careful tag

ging of cables ; sufficient insulation

and protection of cables in manholes ,

and so on with an infinite number of

things that have only been worked

out after years of patient evolution.

Too much stress can not be laid on

de roo

SHA

ENO View
Sie WEW .

Fig. 5 -- DETAILS OF PLATFORM SUPPORT FOR TRANSFORMERS

Fig. 4 - PLATFORM TYPE OF TRANSFORMER

SUPPORT

the necessity of looking beyond the

moment, of installing equipment, par

ticularly copper , with enough mar

gin to anticipate imminent growth .

Wasteful investment is of course not

advocated, but it is well to take ad

vantage of the dire experience of in

stallations that were stinted in such

things.

A common method of cutting in

subway services is to tap the service

cable to the secondary mains in the

nearest distribution manhole, running

the cable through pipe into the base

conductor system , but it is found help- formers of over 30 -kw . capacity

ful in places where a more Alexible should not go on line poles unless the

connection than regular forms of con- poles are very strong and well an

duit is required ; for example , for chored. Fig. 4 shows some com

long and tortuous house services, for mendable construction for supporting

park or suburban street lamp laterals , a number of heavy transformers. Fig.

and similar fields. Its cost is mod- 5 gives the details of the platform

erate , it is durable , and , all in all , it structure shown in Fig. 8. This

seems a highly useful commodity method can be used where curb or

whose total merits may not be wholly yard space is available , eliminating
known. the need of a vault or the hazardous

TRANSFORMERS overloading of poles.

It would be most difficult to pre

scribe any general method for distrib PORCELAIN MATERIALS

uting transformer capacity to suit all Inasmuch as the selection of insul

conditions . The circumstances in each ators has some bearing on secondary

case will dictate the course , though it line construction , mention may be

is possible to distribute such capacity made of a few different practices . One

so that a material saving either in cop- large company has lately been using

per or transformers will be brought porcelain insulators almost exclus

about. It is now more generally real- ively for all voltages . The dirt film

ized that the grouping of customers which any insulator takes on after a

on a single transformer, or on second short period of service practically

ary systems supplied by a number of puts both glass and porcelain in the

large transformers banked together, same class electrically . The porcelain

will in the end net a considerable has greater mechanical strength, can
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abe procured in dark colors, which wire. The free end of a tinned-copper rants such a move. In the meantime,

make it less of a target , and, owing to strap passes around the pipe and the outlying places could be grounded

recent changes in prices, its cost is through the slots in the buckle . The in the manner best suited tothe local

about the same as for glass. Fig. 6 other end is secured by doubling conditions.

shows a porcelain insulator that has through the slots. Screwing down To illustrate a specific case : A plant

been designed to meet the require- the binding posts tightens the strap had 3000 customers when it first took

ments of the company referred to for about the pipe . A lock nut holds the up the matter of grounding. Assum

all voltages up to 6600. This partic- screw in permanent position. TheseThese ing an average cost of $6.00 per house

ular design has a capacious tie groove clamps are claimed to be equally use- ground, the total expenditure with

which will comfortably take the larger ful for cable connection ; also suitable that method would have been $ 18,000 ;

sizes of cable ; yet strength has not for buried grounds, provided the whereas the actual cost only amounted

been sacrificed to afford the large tie clamp be painted with asphalt paint .clamp be painted with asphalt paint. to $ 3,000. The conditions in this case

space. Another company uses large, Neutral Wires: Systems operating were the favorable ones already al

bright-colored porcelain insulators for in closely settled places and having luded to , the initial cost being cut

high - potential circuits that are alive a large and well- distributed number down by utilizing existing neutral

24 hr. of the day, but resort to glass of neutral wires on three-wire sec- wires , and any long extensions being

for the series and low -potential cir- ondary mains should have a splendid made discriminately.

cuits . Still another company has opportunity to economize in their Reliable grounds are insured by

single -petticoat glass insulators on its grounding work, by installing a con- this method.The neutral wire not only

low -tension lines, while on the 2300- tinuously grounded neutral through connects to the neutral of secondary

volt and higher multiple circuits out. In this scheme the neutral wire mains, but to all neutrals of independ
glazed porcelain is used . For the arc of each circuit is heavily grounded ent transformers, and also to those of

circuits triple-petticoat high-tension at the station to water mains, and ad- transformers located in vaults in build

glass insulators are employed. SuchSuch ditionally grounded to the same at ings. Another decidedly favorable

plans are adopted so that the circuits feature is that it keeps all the com

may be readily distinguished, to sim pany's property within its jurisdiction ,

plify the linemen's work, and further thereby saving much trespassing, and

to be a warning to foreign linemen possibly some accidents, on private

when they happen to be on the electric property, which might lead to legal

light poles . It is argued that these in complications.

dex systems are most advantageous,

especially in the event of strikes or at INTERIOR BLOCK DISTRIBUTION

other times when it is necessary to Interior block or back-yard distri

break in new men quickly . bution affords a means of obtaining

Although not a porcelain product,
business which otherwise could only

mention may be made here of an oil be taken in the face of serious opposi

fuse box developed by one company. tion or at the great cost of putting in

A copper fuse wire is placed on a street subway. Such installations are

slotted wooden block which is attached generally popular with the public , hav

to the hinged lid of the iron fuse box . ing in many places met with less an
When the lid is closed , suitable con tagonism than other forms of distri

tacts engage in jaws attached to the bution , even to the extent of being

line wire, the fuse being immersed in lauded by the press and strongly en

oil. An oil-sealed duct carries away
couraged by municipal governments .

the vapors generated when the fuse Fig. 6PORCELAIN INSULATOR Fromthe results achieved through its

blows. These boxes have been used introduction , there may be good reason

both overhead and underground at various outside points. The gaps be- for the enthusiastic way in which it

ordinary voltages . No data are in tween existing secondary neutrals and has been taken up by some companies.

hand regarding the cost of this de- back to the station could probably be However, this impulsive movement

vice ; but, as the construction is simple, filled in at comparatively small cost. should yield to a more conservative

it is undoubtedly moderate in price . With these favorable conditions the view of the matter, as such work has

installation of the third wire need distinct limitations, and certain dis

GROUNDING SECONDARIES not be as costly as it might appear at advantages may ensue from a too hasty

There has been a great diversity of first thought. In many places there acceptance. The physical results are

opinion as to the most suitable form should be a considerable saving over of course gratifying to the public and

of pipe ground clamp. Numerous de- the method of grounding each indi- local governments, as the enhanced

vices ofmore or less merit have been vidual customer ; or even in those appearance of the thoroughfares and

put forward , though it still remains plants where individual house connec- fronts of private properties is prac

for one to be introduced that will meet tions are not carried so far, a part of tically the same as afforded by sub

with general approbation , and a stand- the system being covered by a few way. The need of cheap street- clean

ard set for the whole country. grounds to the neutrals of secondary ing methods is peculiarly felt at this
A solderless clamp has recently mains. The saving of such a method time when there is so much agitation

been brought out which is unique in would of course be greatly, or even about the injurious effect of wires

that it may be adjusted to any size of wholly, reduced where only two wire in trees ; and the springing up of shade

pipe. A square - shaped brass binding mains existed and the territory to be tree commissions in the larger towns

post with two holes of different size covered was but sparsely settled . How- and cities has particularly aggravated

terminates in a screw that fits in a ever , if the conditions in the central the situation .

brass saddle- shaped buckle, the sides portion of the territory justify the Aerial lines running through blocks

of which bear on the pipe . The bind- third wire installation , then the extra fed by street overhead lines have prob

ing post is split from the top about leg need not be extended to the scat- . ably existed in one form or another

half-way down, with a tightening bolt tered zones until a sufficient amount almost since the beginning of electric

at right angles to the split to grip the of actual or prospective business war- lighting, but lately there have been
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Fig. 7 — BLOCK POLE CONSTRUCTION WITH SHORT CONCRETE POLES

special developments devised to meet always be secured for this class of so rare that description of them would

odern requirements. It should be work, as there will be constant need be of little or no value, because in

remembered, however, that there are of properly signed permits in order to most places there would be no reason

often disadvantages in connection with anticipate spite fights among the cus- for underground rear connections , as

uch installations . In the first place , tomers or, worse, their agreements to the buildings could be more readily

they do not entirely do away with disagree with the company. connected by front subway. An ex

poles upon all the streets, and the Where the block to be supplied is ception to the foregoing which might

pleasing effect obtained where they approached by overhead lines, an aerial be mentioned is where block distribu

have been installed may in turn create or subway connection is usually made tion is laid out in Edison tube lines in

so much objection to regular pole from a street pole to the nearest block alleys.

lines that a company may be contin- pole. The block may be divided by Telephone companies have been in

ually troubled with urgent demands an alley along which the poles may be clined toward short poles for this class

to put everything underground, or at set , or if there is no alley the poles of work, because they are cheaper and

least do away with side street over- are best located on the rear property less conspicuous than the taller ones

head approaches to the interior block lines , preferably at intersecting lots commonly used . There seems no rea

districts where they pass through the in order to give the poles neutral lo- son why the same idea should not be

better residential sections. Another cations . In cases where the loads are followed in running secondary lines ;

disadvantage occurs where the streets heavy, primary wires have been intro- and it is gratifying to learn that at

which surround block lines are later duced into blocks, the transformer least one company has demonstrated

lighted by electricity. In that case , being set on a selected pole. Three- the practicability of the scheme. A

if the street-lighting lines are to go wire secondary mains then run joint agreement sees the poles installed

overhead , a duplication of pole lines through the entire block , the cus- at small cost to each company, with all

will be necessary . Again, if the streets tomers' services connecting from the the succeeding individual benefits in

are to be thus lighted , the city au- nearest poles to the rear of the build- the way of decreased maintenance and

thorities and the public may by that ings . In some cities the meters are al- contingent expense.

time be so fond of clean streets that ways installed in the basement and the The poles are very short, being but

only a subway proposition will be con- wiring contractors bring the wires up 18 ft . out of ground. The electric

sidered. If the pole lines are dupli- through pipe outlets ready for service cable or wires takes the top position,

cated as before mentioned, the initial connection . and where single wires are used they

construction cost will not only be Where the approach to the block is are placed in vertical rows, which ar

doubled, but also the line maintenance by subway, primary lines can be run rangement makes them less of an ob

will be proportionately increased. underground to the transformer man- struction . The telephone cable is be

From another maintenance standpoint, hole situated nearest to the point ofhole situated nearest to the point of low, but still has ample clearance from

the inaccessibility of backyard lines is entrance to the block to be supplied , both the wires and the ground. If

a bad point because of the trespassing the secondary mains entering under- the poles are not stepped the height

upon private properties and the diffi- ground to the nearest block pole. The factor is satisfied . By placing the

culty of employees getting into a place mains then feed through the block of poles on alternate intersecting prop

after dark. Bad claim cases may arise services connected to the rear of the erty lines, an absolutely neutral lo

should an employees be bitten by a customers' houses as before described . cation is secured, as each service

dog , or any accident occur on private Cases where yard distribution is ef- passes only over the property which it

grounds. Absolute right of way should fected entirely by conduit systems are supplies ; and where all the houses
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are being served the cable loads on the BASEMENT & SIDEWALK DISTRIBUTION location being kept in the operating

poles are nicely balanced. Under certain city conditions regu- office so they may be quickly located

Fig. 7 illustrates the same scheme lar subway distribution is prohibitive , in case of trouble. In other cases the

of construction except that concrete either because of its cost or opposition boxes are supplied with acover which

poles are used . Where it is feasible to its installation ; or again, there are is set nearly flush with the sidewalk .

to employ this kind of pole, the prin- instances where street poles exist , butinstances where street poles exist , but Fig . 8 shows such an installation , the

cipal advantages would be : long life , the services can not be carried over- underground service being led from

stability, and the comparative economy head. Except as an expedient to cover the terminal pole situated in the centre

of construction in many localities such conditions, this class of distribu- of the block to a small manhole in

where the conditions are favorable to tion has few advantages . An inflex- the sidewalk. Lead -covered cable in

concrete work, and where such obtain , ible condition is apt to be created wooden or other conduit is laid under

the facility with which a new supply wherein any changes in the company's the pavement, with a junction box in

could be secured would be a favorable equipment, or building or sidewalk front of each place from which the

feature. The company now attempt alterations, will be made difficult. Per- service pipe leads to the service box

ing this work reports that the pole mits should be secured which will re- in the basement.

cost is approximately the same as for lieve the company from dependence A refinement of the foregoing is

DRIVEWAY

ப
ா

wa

* SCCL

MAMOLISMANOLIKO
UNDERGROUN

sa "locad

TeINALS

Fig. 8 -SIDEWALK DISTRIBUTION

chestnut; but a considerable reduction upon the whims of owners and tenants . the practice of one company in its

under the present cost is expected Complications may arise that will manner of handling sidewalk distri

when certain improvements are ef- necessitate discontinuing service at bution where real estate companiesare

fected in the details of manufacture. disputed points, thereby breaking the building whole blocks of houses . The

This departure should certainly ap- continuity of the circuit and cutting owner desires subway service, but the

peal to those who are apprehensive off disinterested parties. In some prospective revenue will often not

of a not far away shortage of chest- cities the local electrical bureau and justify such expenditure on the com

nut poles, as any development along Underwriters' requirements will not pany's part, so an agreement with the

these lines will help to remove the permit an underground service to sup- owner is made whereby the owner will

threatened stringency. Some of the ply more than one building . do the work inside the curb line in ac
disadvantages are: the increased cost One manner of running a subway cordance with the plans and specifi

and difficulty in erecting the concrete beneath sidewalks is effected by in- cations submitted by the company.

poles, due to their greater weight, and stalling a secondary cable in conduit The owner furnishes all labor and
the fact that ordinary raising methods under the walk , the connections to material in connection with the same,

cannot be employed ; and further that customers being made within small excepting the cast -iron frames and

the attachments are limited to the wooden or iron tap boxes. Sometimes cover , which are delivered by the com

number of bolt holes originally built the boxes are sunk below the side- pany. Either fibre or iron pipe may

in the pole. walk level , a record of their exact be used.



The Present Status of the Arc Lamp for Street

and Interior Illumination

N. R. BIRGE

STREET ILLUMINATION CURVES

SERIES ARC LIONTIN OSTEMS . MAGNETITE

A -SAMT oc genito MINOUSARSLAMP, CONCenter noenCTOR CENTOUTER BLODT lawn'so)

BUMPDC SERIES Luminous and como, concorrec merlocTom , au CNR OVER GLOOF (auw'so )

ILLUMINATION CU .

In order to meet the increasing de

mand of such cities as require a still

higher standard of illumination, at the

same time conforming to American

economic conditions and maintaining

a proportionately low operating ex

pense, a direct-current luminous arc

lamp operating at 6.6 amperes is being

adopted .*

With the exception of the windings ,

the lamp is identical with the 4 -ampere

luminous arc now in general use (Fig .

I ) . By an examination of Fig. 3 ,

which shows the light distribution

from both the 6.6-ampere and 4-am

pere direct-current luminous arc , the

relative values, as well as the similar

characteristics, are evident.

CALCULATED TO PNOYPRIC CURVES
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Fig . 3—ILLUMINATION CURVES FOR SERIES LUMINOUS ARC LAMPS

STREET
ILLUMINATION

SERIES ARC LAMPS

LUMINOMETER DISTANCES

lacionsAC.ENCLOSco- ZI AMPEROS
EQUIPMENT

INCLOSED ARCS.- STREET REFLECTOR

ORALCOCENT INNERAND CLEAR OUTER GOO .

LUMINOUS ARCS - INTERNAL CONCENTRIC

REFLECTOR , CLEAR OLODEFig . 1-SERIES LUMINOUS ARC LAMP
O.C.SMCLOSEO . 66 AMPERES,

OC LUMINOUS ARC

loc'LUMINOUS ARC .

510

LUMINOMOVER DISTANCE O MINOUS AM CA.CULATIO Pro PROTOMETRIC ' Curves

693

07

AVERAGE LIGHTING DISTANCE FEET

ILLUMINATINS ENGINEBR .

AND DIRECT -CURRENT ENCLOSED ARCS

Using lower or magnetite electrodes . CAMPEROS Counse )

of the same dimensions ( 5/8 in . by 8

ins .), the life in the first case is from
COAMPERKY ( nun sa)

75 to 100 hours and in the second from

175 to 200 hours. The upper or cop

per electrodes under the same condi

tions operate from 2000 to 4000 and

6000 to 8000 hours , respectively , be

fore a renewal is required.

Although the actual cost of operat APPROVEO..

ing a system of 6.6 -ampere direct-cur

rent luminous arc lamps must of ne
Fig. 4 - COMPARISON OF LUMINOMETER VALUES OF LUMINOUS ARCS AND ALTERNATING

cessity be high when compared with a

similar system consuming less energy, The operating costs given above the 4 -ampere unit ( exclusive of the

the cost per unit of effective illumina- show a total per lamp of $33-54 for items mentioned ).

tion is in favor of the larger units . the 6.6 -ampere unit, and $20.03 for When cost per unit of effective il

lumination is considered, the larger
Comparative operating cost per lamp per year of 4000 hours operated from rectifiers,exclusive of repairs

on overhead equipment, inspection costs, clerical and storeroom costs, and the like , as these costs would be units show an appreciable economy.
approximately the same for either system . Interest and depreciation are also excluded , although the first

cost of a 6.6 - ampere system is about $5.00 per light higher than that of the 4 -ampere system .
Fig. 3 shows the effective illumina

6 6 - Ampere 4 -Ampere tion expressed in candle -foot values
510 Watts Terminal 310 Watts Terminal

Energy at switchboard , 1 cent per kilowatt -bour.. $23 . 24
at a distance of about 300 ft . from

Electrodes

Trimming . the illuminants.

Repairs.. A different method of comparison
Globes.

Rectifier tubes. is shown by Fig . 4. Luminometer

Total .. $ 33.54 $ 20.03 values or reading distances of the two

3.75

2.30

.75

.50

3.00

$ 14.08

1.70

1.00

.75

50

2.00
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STREET ILLUMINATION CURVES

chic 4 C L'ONTING SYSTEMS . CARSON AND MAGNETITE
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B - CAMPOC XES OPEN ARC RCLCAR BLOOL
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ing cost per lamp per year of a 6-6

ampere direct-current open -carbon arc ,

a 6.6 -ampere direct-current enclosed

carbon arc and a 6.6 -ampere direct

current luminous arc — all operated

from Brush arc generators direct con

nected to synchronous motors :

Fig. 5 represents the distribution

of illumination and candle-foot illum

inating values of the three types of

lamps mentioned above.

As the alternating -current luminous

are system, more generally spoken of

as the titanium carbide system , has

already received more or less publicity ,

a statement of the present status of

this important development should

prove interesting

Fig. 8 is a diagram of the connec
tions. Alternating -current luminous

arc lamp . The absence of a shunt

winding or other arc voltage-regulat

ing device is apparent . A pair of

series magnets, actuating a clutch , lifts

the upper ( carbide electrode to a

predetermined distance from its lower ,

and maintains it in such position until

the circuit is interrupted by a station

8

A

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY, NY

AOOOO

UIT. CR

100

MORIZONTAL DISTANCE room
250

LAMP - PCC

C.5613

Fig. 5—DISTRIBUTION OF ILLUMINATION FOR 6.6-AMPERE DIRECT- CURRENT, OPEN, CLOSED
AND LUMINOUS ARCS

Fig. 9 — ILLUMINATION CURVE FOR 3 -AMPERE

AND 4.5-AMPERE ALTERNATING-CURRENT

LUMINOUS ARCS

Comec

Contacts

luminous arc are given ; values of the are substituted . But for this small

alternating and direct -current enclosed increase a gain of over 100 per cent.

arcare also shown for comparison . in effective illumination is obtained .

Having the 4 and 6.6 -ampere lumin

ous arc with their admirable charac

teristics , and the possibility of a 6000

C-p . flame-carbon arc suitable for op

eration in series with the 6.6-ampere
Lelling Magineta

luminous lamps , the question of pro

portioning the illumination to sectional

requirements is greatly facilitated .

Detailed descriptions of the station fet :eut Magnet

apparatus required to operate 4 -am

pere direct-current luminous arc lamps

have been presented with such fre

quency since its introduction that a

repetition is not necessary. The 6.6

ampere direct-current luminous lamp

is operated from apparatus of the

same general design and character

istics , only slight detailed changes

being necessary to provide for the in

creased current.

Stations using 6.6-ampere Brush

are generators operating are of the

open-carbon type can ill afford to con

tinue such inefficient service . When Fig. 8—DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS OF ALTER

6.6 -ampere direct-current enclosed

carbon arc are being operated there

will be an increased operating cost of The following is a detailed tabula

about $3.28 per lamp if luminous arc tion showing the approximate operat

Resistance

switchboard device , which will be de

scribed later.

The arrangement of the lower elec

trodes is somewhat of a departure

from methods in general use . It con

sists of a suitable frame, in which are

held two half -round carbon electrodes

kept in abutment at the top by a metal

finger forced against their bases . This

arrangement maintains, in a simple

and effective manner, a focusing arc ,

with a normal round burning end,

without the introduction of a feeding

mechanism , which would otherwise be

required. As the arc is in the metallic

class, suitable drafts are provided

which carry the arc fumes into the

atmosphere.

The limited number of lamps now

in commercial operation and in pro

cess of manufacture are designed for

operation on 2.5-ampere circuits , but

in view of the growing demand for

larger illuminating units, lamps of

3 amperes 265 watts and 4.5 amperes

396 watts will be available , the lamp

voltage being 110 and power factor

80 per cent. for either lamp . When

operating under these conditions, the

life of both upper and lower electrodes

NATING -CURRENT SERIES LUMINOUS

ARC LAMP

Comparative operating costs per lamp per year of 4000 hours, exclusive of repairs on overhead equipment

inspection costs, clerical and storeroom expense, etc. , as these costs would be approximately the same for any

modern system . Interest and depreciation are also excluded .

( Cost based on 100 -light installation or over. )

6.6 -Amp. D. C. 6.6 -Amp. D. C. 6.6 -Amp . D. C.

Open Arc Enclosed Arc Luminous Arc

Energy at switchboard , 1 cent per kilowatt -hour. $ 19.68 $ 29.72 $ 29.60

Electrodes 5.50 1.20 3.75

Trimming. 6.00 2.00 2.30

Repairs.
2.00 .75 .75

Outer globes. .30 .30

Inner globes . 45

Repairs and renewals on station equipment 1.50 1.50 1.50

Total... $34.98 $35.92 $38.40

.50
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STREET ILLUMINATION

SERIES ARC LAMPS

LUMINOMETER DISTANCES

T. I. Jones

In a recent issue of The ELEC

TRICAL AGE we published a biographi

cal note of Mr. T. I. Jones and noted

that he was " sales manager” of the

Edison Electric Illuminating Co. of

Brooklyn . Mr. Jones' correct title is

general sales agent. — Ed.

bC.LUMINOUS CAMPERES Courtse). EQUIPMENT

LUMINOUS CLCAR GLO DE

INTERNAL CONCENTRIC CALECTOR

CAROVO - CLEAR OLOSE, FLAT

NICKEL LATED REAL ECTOR .
AC TITANIUM CARAOK 9AMPERES

AC TITANIUM CARBIDE 4.0 AMPERES

610

OVOMOTRIC CURVO

SD)

$ 7

1251)

AVERAGE LIGHTING ONSTANCE - FEET

HuumwENINGER

News Notes

The Cambria Steel Co. has placed

an order with Allis-Chalmers Com

OC.LUMINOUS 6 6AMPERES ( Unise )

pany for additional generating equip
Luminomen Disrawees en cuiaree PRO ment for the works here . It will in

stall a 3750-k.v.a ., 2300 - volt, 25 -cycle,

3 - phase turbo alternator. The tur

bine will operate under a steam pres

APPROVED meman sure of 125 lb. and with a 27 -in .

vacuum.

Fig. 10 — COMPARISON OF LUMINOMETER READINGS OF ALTERNATING -CURRENT AND DIRECT

CURRENT LUMINOUS ARCS The Great Falls Water Power &

Townsite Co. has bought six 200

is approximately 75 and 50 hours, compared with the direct-current lu- The Great Falls Water Power &

respectively . minous arc, are shown in the follow- Townsite Co. has bought six 200 k.v.a. ,

Fig. 9 represents the characteristicing tabulation : 6600/2200 volt and three 150 k.v.a.

distribution of illumination from a 3- It will be noted that the cost of the 6600/440 volt transformers from Al

ampere and 4.5-ampere alternating- alternating-current luminous elec- lis -Chalmers Company to install at

current luminous arc , and Fig. 10 trodes is an unfavorable item of ex- Black Eagle station , Montana.

Comparative operating costs per lamp per year of 4000 hours, exclusive of repairs on overhead equipment

inspection costs , clerical and storeroom expense, etc. , as these costs would be approximately the same for any The Southern California Edison Co.
modern system. Interest and depreciation are also excluded .

( Cost based on 100 -light installation or over. ) has ordered six 100 k.v.a. 50 cycle
4-Amp . 6.6 -Amp 10000/2200 volt transformers for its

3-Amp. D.-C. Lum . 4.5-Amp. D.-C. Lum .

A.-C. Lum . A.-C. Lum . Rectifier power transmission lines from Allis

Energy at switchboard , 1 cent per kilowatt . $ 14.08 $ 17.00 $23.24

Chalmers Company.
Electrodes .. 1.70

Trimming. 3.50

The American Engine Co. of BoundRepairs ..

Brook, N. J. , report orders for two
Rectifier tubes . 2.00

500 h.p. angle -compound engines to
Total .

$25.73 $20.03 $ 37.75
$ 33.54 be used for running centrifugal pumps

compares the luminometer or reading pense . Efforts are being made to se of the Interborough Rapid Transit
distances of the alternating and di- cure a material reduction in the cost Co. power plants . This order is the

rect -current luminous arcs . of these electrodes, with every promise result of the good performance of

Detailed costs of operating the al- of success when large quantities are similar engines installed earlier in the

ternating - current luminous arc, manufactured. season .

Rectifier

16.00

$11.28

10.80

2.40

.75

1.00

.75

.50

3.75

2.30

.75

.50

3.00

.75

.50Globes.., .50

as

The American Platinum Works ,

Chicago Electric Show Appleton Electric Co. , Vulcan Elec Newark, N. J. , have acquired by pur

There is every reason to believe that tric Heating Company, General Elec- chase the real estate and building

the 1910 Electrical Show, to be held tric Company , National Electric Lamp formerly owned and occupiedby the

in the Coliseum from January 15th Association, The Westinghouse Com- Caffrey Leather Company and J. Lieb

to 29th , will be the most successful and pany, North Shore Electric Company, stein & Sons , located at 225-227-229

interesting of the several shows the Commonwealth Edison Company, Chi- and 231 New Jersey Railroad Avenue

ElectricalTrades Exposition Company
cago Telephone Company, and The ( Newark ) , covering half a block on

has given in Chicago. The demand
Electric Shop. that Avenue - 110 ft . - and having a

for space is far ahead of any previous
frontage of 250 ft . on Oliver and 30

year at this time , and many leading
ft . on Chestnut Streets . The present

concerns have taken more space than
Personal buildings will be reconstructed and

heretofore, with the idea of making Mr. C. V. Lansingh , general man
modernized and additional structures

larger exhibits . Contracts have al- ager of the Holopane Co. , lectured will be erected , which , when finished

ready been signed with the following on November 15 before the employes will give this Company one of the

concerns : American Steel & Wire of the United Electric Light & Power
most complete plants in the world for

Company, Crane Company, Swedish- Co., New York, on “Electric Illumina
the refining of platinum , gold and

American Telephone Company, Dunt- tion .”
silver .

ley Mfg. Co., Pelouse Electric Heater The H. W. Johns -Manville Co.

Company, General Vehicle Company, has recently appointed Mr. H. H.
A Correction

Driver-Harris Wire Co. , Hurley Ma- Seaman assistant manager of its New-
Through the inadvertence of our

chine Co., Neville Illuminating Sign York electrical department. editorial department, the beautiful
Co. , Electric Cleaner Co. , National For seven years Mr. Seaman was views of the Hudson - Fulton celebra

Acme Mfg. Co., Kellor Mfg. Co. , associated with the Electric Storage tion shown in the October issue were
Hinde & Dauch Paper Co. , Simplex Battery Co. , at Philadelphia , Detroit not accredited to the New York Edi

Electric Heating Company, Grand and Cleveland, and for the past two son Co. by whom they had been copy

Ledge Clay Product Company, Hos- years has been manager of their At- righted and to whom we were indebted
kins Mfg. Co. , Mathias Klein & Sons , lanta office, for their use.-Ed.
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Style " S "

" Opalux "

Shade

GET MORE and BETTER LIGHT from TUNGSTEN LAMPS

Tungsten Lamps are expensive. Choose, then , the reflector that preserves the

purity and clearness of Tungsten rays without loss of light — the ''OPALUX .”

“ OPALUX " REFLECTORS “ OPALUX " FIXTURES

are attractive in appearance , scientific in princi- to go with " OPALUX ” reflectors are simple ,

ple, possess greatest reflecting power , and pro- durable and artistic , relatively inexpensive in

vide perfect diffusion. They can be cleaned by cost, and permit OPALUXreflectors to manifest

a feather duster without removal from holder. their supreme efficiency of illumination under

anddust does not diminish their efficiency. ideal conditions. We have just put out a line of
• OPALUX " reflectors are thus superior in low -priced Tungsten fixturesof particular inter

every way . est to contractors .

Write for bulletins D - 2 and D - 3 which illustrate and giveprices and discounts on

the " OPALUX ” Reflector and " OPALUX” Tungsten fixture lines.

PETTINGELL- ANDREWS COMPANY, PEARL ST.: ATLANTIC AVE:
, .,

NICO IS AA NEW FILLING COMPOUND

STANDING A TEST OF 86000 VOLTS TO 3/8 " OF COMPOUNDHIGHEST
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Superior Points of this Compound

A NICO stands highest known test E NICO does not allow air cavities to form

B NICO does notshrink F NICO does not disintegrate

CNICO always remains plastic and flexible G NICO is long lasting

D NICO will not crack H NICO is economical

NICO is free - flowing like water; in applying it fills the smallest crevices and cracks

Samples and full report of tests sent on requestTHE
NATIONAL B

O
S
T
O
N

INSULATOR CO . IlHawkins
N A TIO N A L INSUL A TO R COMPANY

11 HAWKINS STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Over

50,000

miles

$

Rolled

from

Best Quality

Steelin use

CONTINUOUS JOINT WEBER JOINT

The Rai! Joint Company

WOLHAUPTER JOINT

Catalogs at Agencies

Baltimore, Md . Pittsburg, Pa .

Boston, Mass. Portland Oregon

Chicago, III . San Francisco, Cal.

Denver, Colo . St. Louis, Mo.

New York, NY. Troy, N. Y.

London, E.C., Eng Montreal, Can.

HIGHEST AWARDS : Paris, 1900 ;

Buffalo , 1901 ; St Louis, 1904 .

霍GENERAL OFFICES :

29 West 34th Street, New York City

Makers of Base Supported Rail Joints for Standard and Special Rail

Sections, alsoGirder ,Stepor Compromise, Frog and Switch, andInsulat

ing Rail Joints, protected by Patents.

CONTINUOUS GIRDER

OPERATORS OF FLAMING ARC LAMPS

should not fail to send for samples of our “ SILVER TIP ” YELLOW FLAME

CARBONS, as they embody new ideas and improvements in manufacture

which are well worth the time and trouble of a test .

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, O.
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ESTABLISHED 1883
space the power- and sub - stations so was increased from 15.6 to 19.9

Published monthly by
far apart that copper is required to miles per hr., and the number of ton

The Electrical Age Co., 45 E. 42d Street, New York . keep up the voltage . We believe, miles per annum from 48,000,000 to

J. H. SMITH , Pres . C. A. HOPE, Sec . and Treas . however, that we are safe in predict- 75,000,000, while the total expenses per

JOHN HAYS SMITH , Editor.

ing that , thanks to Mr. J. D. Keiley's ton mile, after allowing interest on
Telephone No. 6498 38th .

ingenious circuit-breaker house sys- additional for electrification, were re
Private branch exchange connecting all departments .

tem , future trunk -line electrification duced from 0.615 c . to 0.525 C. In
Cable Address-Revolvable , New York .

will be accomplished without the use the half-year ended June 30, 1908, the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES

of auxiliary feeders . number of passengers carried was
United States and Mexico, $ 1.00.

Canada, $ 1.50 . To Other Countries , $ 2.50 The large steam -driven ventilation more than twice as many as in the

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS plant, which was a necessary adjunct last half -year of steam working. The

insertion of new advertisements or changes of copy cannot to the railway when operated by seat miles run per passenger showed a
be guaranteed for the following issue if received later than the steam , was superseded by three small decrease of 30 per cent., and the pas
15th of each month .

electrically -driven fans which cost very senger receipts per seat mile an i1l

little for maintenance. Inorder to make crease of 26.5 per cent., while the ratio

CONTENTS a comparison between the working re- of expenses to receipts decreased from

EDITORIALS sults of the railway when operated 95.3 per cent. to 69.8 per cent. This

by steam and electricity , three years'
Electrical Working of the Mersey Railway .. 305

was accomplished in spite of the fact

Electrical Operation and Permanent Way working results under both systems that just before electric working be
Maintenance

Western General Electric Agreement .
have been analyzed, and for each sys- gan the corporation of Birkenhead

tem an average year of steam and opened an extensive system of electric

LEADING ARTICLES
electricity has been taken . The de tramways, which had the effect of

Distant Control Switchgear ..
partments of the railway most directly considerably reducing the Company's

The Equipment and Working Results of the

Mersey Railway under Steam and under affected by the substitution of elec- receipts.
Electric Traction

Cooling Towers for Steam and Gas Power
tricity for steam were the locomotive The reader should note that the

Plants

The Effect of Electrical Operation .
and car departments, and the tabu- figures in this editorial are based on

New Design of Engine to Produce Uniform lated results show that under electric the American ton of 2000 lb., while

Torque

Western Electric - General Electric Agree
working these costs have been reduced those in the article itself are based on

Intensified Arc Lamp..
froin 0.209 c . to 0.159 c . per ton the long ton of 2240 lb.

Radical Improvement in Jet Condensers . mile . With electric traction I lb.

A New Printing -Press Motor Controller.
of fuel costing $ 1.87 per ton moved

I ton of load 2.04 miles at an average
Electrical Operation and Per

manent-Way Maintenance

Electrical Working of The Mersey
speed of 2214 miles per hr.; whereas

Railway
with steam the same weight of fuel In his admirable paper read before

costing $3.84 per ton moved the same the Institution of Civil Engineers and

In his paper on the equipment and load 1.98miles at an average speed of reproduced in this issue, Mr. C. A.

working results of the Mersey Rail 1734 miles per hr. The effect of elec- Harrison deals with the effect of elec

way, which is reproduced in this tric traction on the maintenance of the trical operation on permanent -way

issue from the Journal of the Insti maintenancepermanent way has been to reduce the illustrated on the

tute of Civil Engineers , Mr. Shaw cost of maintenance per ton mile from Tynemouth branch of the Northeast

points out that electric service was in 0.0372 c . to 0.0159 c . per ton mile. ern Railway of England. He show's

augurated in May, 1903 , because the As regards the life of the rails under that, while there was some increase in

revenue under steam traction was in
the two systems, the average rolling the cost of permanent-way mainte

sufficient to make a commercial suc- load over the track before the rails nance, following the introduction of

cess . The traffic conditions called for required renewal was increased from electrical working, the improved

a train service of 1972 hr. per day, 36,000,000 to 53,000,000 tons. The traffic facilities rendered possible sub

with morning and evening peak loads . substitution of electrically -driven stantial economies in trackwork in

In selecting a position for the power- pumps for the working of the hydrau- other directions.other directions. On the Tynemouth

house, the Company was fortunate in lic elevators decreased the cost per line the introduction of electrical

having a site practically at the elec

trical center of gravity of the sys

elevator mile from $ 1.70 to $ 0.63. working had caused a steady increase

The effect of electric operation on the of passenger load , and the present

tem , which permitted a distribution working results has been to decrease volume of traffic could not be dealt

system being adopted which depended the total cost of working and main- with by any other method without sub
entirely on the conductor rail , with taining the whole of the locomotive stantial increase of terminal accom
out the assistance of any copper feed- and engineering departments from modation . In any case , the additional

ers , except the short lengths connect 0.425 c . to 0.272 c . per ton mile. The cost of maintenance has not proved
ing the rails with the power -station. total costs of the railway, including to be a heavy one. Instances had oc

This condition was realized on the general charges, but exclusive of in- curred at crossings, which under

Second Avenue Line of the Manhat
terest on additional capital for elec- steam conditions had lasted nine years ,

tan Ry. , but is probably unique in the trification, were reduced from 0.615 c . requiring renewal at the end of five

annals of trunk - line electrification, it to 0.43 c . per ton mile . The average years. To meet the conditions of

being usually more economical to speed of the trains, including stops, wear, especially on curves and cross

as

305
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ings, Sandberg and manganese rails of machines and furnish repair parts wires of finite size is the flux due to

have been installed, but it remains to for them until such a time as the de- unit current . This is wrong, as it ap

be proved whether the additional cost mand for them shall have ceased , so plies only to wires of infinitesimal

involved would be justified by the in- that customers of the Western Elec- cross-section . All this is clearly

crease in life obtained. With regard tric Company will be amply taken stated on page 321 of Del Mar and it

to the maintenance of the electrical care of. is about time for authors to " get onto ”

equipment of the track, he is of the " Electric Traction on Railways ,' this fact , so strongly emphasized by

opinion that $ 250.00 per annum per by Philip Dawson, M. Inst . C. E. , J. J. Thomson . On page 27, velocity

mile of single track should cover all M. I. E. E. , M. I. Mech. E.; 855 is denoted by v on the second line,

likely contingencies . pages ; 60 illustrations: Price, $ 9.00 ; while the same letter is used on the

While Mr. Harrison's figures are D. Van Nostrand Co. , New York . eighth line to represent the change of

not entirely applicable to working The D. Van Nostrand Co. is to be velocity in time t . The first formula

conditions in America , they constitute congratulated on the class of books on page 75 contains the expression

the best exposition of the subject which they have recently been issuing. 12 m a’ p ’, where a = angular veloc

which has ever appeared, and we A series of books like Frank Koester's ity and p = radius of gyration. The

recommend a careful study of them " Steam Electric Power Plants,” W . A. following paragraph states that a’ pº

to all of our readers who are inter- Del Mar's " Electric Power Con- has the dimensions of a velocity, an

ested in electric traction . ductors , ” H. A. Foster's " Electrical obvious error, as aʼ pº has the dimen

Handbook ," M. Solomon's " Electric sions of the square of a velocity. On

Western Electric-Goneral Electric Lamps,” and the book which is the the same page the energy of transla

Agreement. subject of this review , is sufficient to tion is expressed both as Et, and E

Announcement at another page of raise the prestige of any publishing and the angular velocity, previously

an agreement between the Western house to the very front rank . expressed by a , is later on the page

Electric Company and General Elec- Mr. Dawson's book is already the expressed by A. This same page has

tric Company, whereby the Western standard work on the subject and, al- an error in its fourth equation , v, be

Electric Company sells its power ap- though written by an Englishman, the ing written instead of v “ . Such a se

paratus manufacturing business to the author's point of view is generally so ries of errors on one page is quite a

General Electric Company, is the broad that it is equally useful to an serious matter, especially when the

most important commercial transac- American. It must be remembered, book is put in the hands of a student

tion of the last decade , and is of however, that the author is, to use who is unable to detect them . While

distinct benefit to each Company. Mr. Murray's phrase, a " Single -phase this page is especially noteworthy for

With the rapid growth of the tele- Man . ” The battle of the phases is its errors , there are numerous slips of

phone business, the Western Electric fought and won, of course, in a very the same kind on other pages contain

Company found itself this year in one- sided way and there are other evi- ing mathematical matter. Mr. Daw

need of more shop facilities , which dences that his views, although broad, son also reduces the value of his re

could be met only by taking over the are not always impartial. When so markable work by errorsin quotation.

space heretofore used in the manu- noted an expert produces a preten- For example, Chapter XIII is largely

facture of power apparatus , or by the tious work of this kind, we should quoted from a paper by Mr. C. A.

building of additional shops . The ex- have expected a greater amount of Carus-Wilson , which may be found in

ceptional favor which the Company's original material and greater number Vol . CLXXI , 1908, of the Proceed

power apparatus has met with in the of original statements of opinion, and ings of the Institution of Civil En

hands of consumers put the Com- we must confess that the work is gineers ; comparison of the original

pany in such a position that it would greatly marred by the apparent willgreatly marred by the apparent will- and the quotations from it reveal the

have had almost to double its already ingness of the author to take for following discrepancies :

very large plant used in the manu- granted, without personal investiga
Page Line

facture of electrical machinery. And tion or expression of opinion, any re Quotation. Original.

both of these demands were urgent sults of others to which he could re

with the rapidly-rising sales of the fer .

Company. The easy solution of the The value of the work is greatly

difficulty was to usethe space hereto- reduced by the large number of errors

fore used in the manufacture of pow- which have crept into this edition ,

er apparatus in the expansion of the of which only a few examples are Enough with fault-finding or the

telephone plant, and to have their given below : reader will get an entirely wrong im
electrical machinery manufactured On pages 440-441 Mr. Dawson at pression of the book .

for them . tempts to prove the usual formula Considered in the broadest way ,

A subsidiary reason for the agree- for the self-induction of a pair of Mr. Dawson's book is a summary of

ment has also existed. The patent parallel wires . On page 439 he gives all that has appeared in the proceed

relations of the two companies have ( in Fig. 303 ) a correct representa- ings of the technical societies and in

been complicated and have led to tion of the magnetic fields around two the technical press on the subject of

much confusion . The whole situa- parallel wires and their resultant electric tractions during the last dec

tion is now happily cleared up. field, showing clearly that this ex- ade. In addition to this, it contains

The apparatus to be sold hereafter tends beyond the axes of the two some information about the London ,

by the Western Electric CompanyElectric Company wires , yet on page 441, in trying to Brighton and South Coast Railway

will be sold under the well-known prove the self- induction formula , he which has not previously appeared in
"Hawthorn " name-plate. It will be calculates the total flux by integrating print. This material is admirably ar

made under the general supervision the curve of resultant field between ranged in logical order and is clearly

and specifications of the Western the axes of the wires , neglecting the presented in an entertaining way ,
Electric Company. fact that the curve goes beyond. The making it of interest to the student

It is further understood that the final result is correct , but only be- and engineer. To who has

General Electric will continue to cause the above-named error is off- closely followed the literature of the
manufacture for the Western Electric set by another error . He assumes that day on electric traction , a perusal of

Company the Western Electric type the self-induction of a pair of parallel this book is like seeing an album of

of McDawson's

Book

2

18

420

420

420

421

240

0.0972 to 0.008

0.077

I in 250

24

19-20

2,240

0.00972 to 0.008*

0.00779

1 in 250 and 1 in

400

10 miles
421 30 I mile

one
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9.66

4.86

pictures of familiar faces, and one has This chapter ought to appeal to di

the despondent feeling that , after all , rectors and other railroad officials as

it is not worth while to carefully col- much as to the engineer. The table

lect all the current literature , if some opposite page 814 ( No. LXXIII ) is

one like Mr. Dawson is to come along particularly interesting, giving, as it

and present it all in convenient shape does , a very thorough itemized ac
in a single volume ! count of the costs of operating the

Chapter XXVII , on Financial Con- railways in and about London. This

siderations , is one of the best in the table shows the following total work

book, being possibly the aspect of the ing expenses per car mile from June ,

subject with which Mr. Dawson, as 1908, to June, 1909, for six London

a consulting engineer, is most familiar. railways to be as follows:

Pence. Cents .

Central London ... 5.10 10.20

City and South London . 2.85 5.70

Baker St, and Waterloo .. 5.59 II.18

Great Northern , Piccadilly and

Brompton ... 4.83

Charing Cross, Euston and Hamp
stead .. 9.72

Great Northern & City . 5.43 10.86

The reasons for these differences

are clearly shown in the table .

We have pleasure in recommending

the book to all interested in the broad

field of electric traction .

Distant Control Switchgear

STEPHEN Q. HAYES

PART I

@@

The steady increase of late years in the amount of power increases , the while in America some auxiliary

the capacity of power plants and the use of distant control equipment be- air or electrical operation , is employed

voltage of transmission systems has comes more nearly universal. In some source of power, such as compressed

been the cause of the great and ex- cases , even of smaller capacities or in practically all alternating -current

tended adoption of distant control lower voltage , distant control is ad- generating stations of a capacity of

switchgear for the handling of the visable and is occasionally used for 10,000 kw . or over , and in many

circuits of large capacities and high direct current plants. smaller ones . Such auxiliary control

voltages in such plants . In Europe hand -operated distant is usually found advisable , owing to

In earlier years where the amounts control apparatus is used even in the amount of power to be handled ;

of power were small and the voltages plants of comparatively large capacity , the physical exertion necessary to

comparatively low , the various gen
erator and feeder circuits were con

trolled by switches located on the sta

tion wall . The next step in advance

was the assembling of all of the

switches , instruments, etc. , on a frame

work of wood , which gave rise to the

term " switchboard."

Owing to the fire hazard of this

wooden construction , slate and marble

slabs on an iron framework soon re

placed the wood and in the gradual

evolution of design the panel switch

board came to be the American stand

ard for moderate - sized plants , while

in Europe the trend was more toward

cabinet construction for small equip

ments and pedestals and desks for

larger ones .

As the amounts of power to be

handled increased a point was ulti

mately reached when it becanie neces

sary to take greater space for the

switches, circuit -breakers and similar

appliances than could be found avail

able on the so-called panel switchboard

and distant control apparatus was the

natural solution of the problem .

While in America there is no hard

and fast rule as to just when and

where distant control switchgear

should be employed , it is becoming

general practice in alternating -current

installations of 2200 volts and above,

and of more than 2500 -kw . capacity ,

seriously to consider the use of distant

control for the oil circuit - breakers and

similar appliances . As the voltage or
Fig. 1. - AMERICAN (WESTINGHOUSE ) PANEL BOARD, HAND OPERATION ,

ATLANTA WATER POWER COMPANY

40479.09.20
-09.00
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es .

manipulate large apparatus ; the num- 1-Desk boards of American de- F - Pneumatically
operated oil

ber of circuits to be controlled ; the sign . break equipments.

high voltage used ; the advisibility of G-Electrically operated oil - break

concentrating the control of widely 2D - APPARATUS. equipments.

separated devices , or for other cogent A - General features of manual op- H - Details and auxiliaries .

reasons. eration .

The consideration of distant control B—General features of pneumatic
DIVISION I - SWITCH BOARDS .

switchgear naturally divides itself un- operation .
Section A — General features :

der the following heads : C—General features of electrical op In designing the switchboard equip

IST. — Switchboards comprising the peration. ment for any plant there are two main

panels, desks , pedestals , etc. , on which D — Manually operated air -break features to beconsidered — the general

the controlling devices, instruments, main switches and breakers . connections desired and the means

etc. , are mounted. E - Pneumatically operated air- necessary to obtain them .

2D . - Apparatus for distant control, break main switches and breakers. When considering the main con

such as switches, circuit - breakers, F - Electrically operated air -break nections desired in any plant it is

rheostats, etc. , with the controllers and main switches and breakers. necessary to weigh carefully the rela

similar devices used in connection with G - Manually operated oil- break tive values of flexibility and simplicity,

such an equipment. main switches and breakers . and to balance up the cost of appa

3D . — Layouts comprising the ar- H – Pneumatically operated oil ratus needed only in an emergency

rangement of the structures for the break main switches and breakers . against the loss that might occur if

breakers, bus bars , etc. , in the stations 1—Electrically operated oil -break provision were not made for such a

with the relative location of genera- main switches and breakers . contingency . The general problem re

tors ,transformers, feeders and lines . J - Manually operated air -break solves itself into obtaining the maxi

While considering these various sec- disconnecting switches. mum amount of flexibility and safety

tions, particular attention will be paid K - Pneumatically operated air- against shut-down with the minimum

to the following features : radical or break disconnecting switches, outlay for apparatus and building.

epochal improvements ; increase in re- L—Electrically operated air -break As the cost of the apparatus and space

liability ; economy in space ; safety in disconnecting switches. it occupies increases rapidly with in

operation ; saving in time . M — Manually operated field switch- crease in voltage many ingenious and

It is , of course , impossible to cover effective schemes have been adopted

all of the changes that have taken N - Electrically operated field for reducing to a minimum the num

place in the design of switching appli- switches. ber of high -tension breakers , switches,

ances and their accessories in the 0 — Manually operated field rheo- etc.

space of an article of reasonable length stats . The relative advantages of the sin
and it is equally impossible to describe P-Electrically operated field rheo- gle bus -bar system , double bus-bar sys

the present apparatus of all manufac stats . tem , group system , ring system and

turers. For this reason this article 0 — Control switches and indicators. their combinations and modifications

will confine itself to some of the more R-Auxiliary apparatus.
have to be carefully considered, and

recent examples of distant control

equipments in America and Europe

with a few examples of older equip

ments to show the evolution of design.

Owing to the close inter -relation be

tween switchboards and apparatus

where hand -control is used , and be

tween apparatus and layouts where

auxiliary control is used, the various

divisions will necessarily overlap more

or less and the descriptions and illus

trations will really apply in some cases

to two or more divisions, but as far

as possible the divisions will be kept

separate and the divisions will be still

further broken up into sections more

or less overlapping, but in general as

follows :

IST - SWITCH BOARDS .

A-General features .

B—Panel Boards of American de

sign. Fig. 2.- MERICAN (G. E. Co. ) PANEL BOARD , HAND OPERATION , GREENFIELD ELECTRIC

C - Panel boards of European de

sign.

D — Cabinet boards of European de
3D - LAYOUTS. the system finally decided on is

sign .
A — General features. usually a compromise between flexi

E - Cabinet boards of American de- B — Manually operated air-break bility and cost. European practice is

sign . equipments. almost invariably in favor of the ring
F - Pedestal boards of American C - Pneumatically operated air system of bus bars as allowing any

design. break equipments. section of bus to be cut out for in

G-Pedestal boards of European D — Electrically operated air-break spection and repair, while American

design. equipments. practice is almost as invariably op

H - Desk boards of European de- E - Manually operated oil -break posed to the ring on the idea that

sign . equipments. it is not necessary and that the same

LIGHT & POWER CO.
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Fig. 3. - AMERICAN ( WESTINGHOUSE ) PANEL BOARD , ELECTRICALLY OPERATED,

LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION
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or even greater amount of flexibility

can be obtained by other arrangements

of the same amount of apparatus.

In some very large plants in America

of recent design the ring system is

being considered with more favor and

in a new plant of 165,000-k.v.a . ca

pacity , at 11,000 volts, being supplied

to Rjukanfos in Norway, the ring sys

tem has been discarded for an arrange

ment of circuits that normally has

each 8250-k.v.a . generator supply

current to its own feeder with pro

vision for connecting to either or both

of two sectioned bus bars.

Where the power plant is provided

with step -up transformers for high

voltage transmission it is usually ad

visable to have the transformer banks

equal in capacity to one, two or three

generators , and to make the capacity

of the lines equal to one or two trans

former banks. This permits inde

pendent operation with the minimum

amount of apparatus and the maxi

mum amount of flexibility .

In practically all large plants in

America the high-tension circuits are

controlled by electrically operated oil

switches , or oil circuit -breakers, and

the electrical operation is often ex

tended to the field rheostats , field

switches , governor motors, etc. The

controllers or switches for operating

this apparatus, together with the

meters for indicating and recording

the current voltage , etc. , of the vari

ous circuits, are mounted on a switch

board of the panel type on pedestals or

control desks, depending on individual

tastes and local conditions.

In Europe individual control desks

or pedestals for the generators and

cabinets or similar devices for the

transformers and feeders are more

nearly standard, and the high -tension

oil switches are usually manually op

erated by a shaft or rope transmission.

In America for switchboard panels,

pedestals, desks, etc. , the material em

ployed is ordinarily blue Vermont

marble or slate , with either oil or ma

rine finish , aithough white Italian mar

ble, pink Tennessee marble or black

enamelled marble or slate is some

times employed.

In Europe white marble is used

principally , although where control

desks are employed the apron of the

desk is often made of cast iron with

the instruments set in it , where Ameri

can practise uses slate or marble.

Owing to the difficulty of matching

polished blue Vermont marble and re

moving oil stains , scratches, etc. , the

marine or oil-finished slate is rapidly

growing in popularity in America, as

the question of matching is then a

simple one and a little paint or vase

line will take care of any oil spots ,

scratches or other imperfections . This

dull -black finish has the further ad

1 1
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Fig. 4.-AMERICAN ( G. E. co. ) PANEL BOARD, ELECTRICAL OPERATION ,

CANADIAN NIAGARA POWER CO.
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vantage of not reflecting light in the 10,000 - volt circuits, two exciters , three Louis , and was used to control three

eyes of the attendant and the control- 2300 - volt generators , six 3 -phase and 125-volt exciters, four 2000 -kw ., 6600

ling devices , instruments, etc., stand single-phase 2300- volt power and volt , 3 -phase, 25 -cycle generators, two

out clearly against the dark back- lighting circuits and three mercury 4000 -kw . incoming feeders and seven

ground. rectifier circuits . The panels are teen outgoing feeders, These panels

Section B-Panel boards of American mounted on a pipe framework with the were provided with the usual equip

design. 2300 -volt oil switches directly back of ment of instruments and the breakers

were electrically operated .

Fig. 4 shows the panel board of oil

finished slate with horizontal edge

wise instruments supplied by the Gen

eral Electric Company to the Cana

dian Niagara Power Company at Ni
agara Falls, Ontario , and used for the

control of five 7500-kw ., 3 -phase, 25

cycle generators and twenty feeders.

This board comprises five generator

panels , twenty feeder panels, ten re

cording wattmeter panels and three

bus bar interconnecting panels. Each

panel is distinct and contains no in

struments or switches except those

belonging to the particular feeder or

generator in question. Each panel

contains all of the instruments and

switches involved in any operation

which the attendant has to make.

Section C–Panel boards of European

design.

Fig. 5 shows a panel switchboard

supplied in 1904 by the Societe Ano

Fig. 5.-EUROPEAN ( WESTINGHOUSE ) PANEL BOARD, HAND OPERATION , CLERMONT FERRAND nyme Westinghouse for the sub -station

at Clermont Ferrand in France for the

It is customary to mount the usual the panels and the 10,000 - volt switches control of two lighting circuits , one

equipment of instruments for the gen
in brickwork cells . The bus bars are generator circuit , three lighting trans

erators , transformers, feeders , etc. , on supported on pipe framework . former circuits , one bus junction

the same panel as the operating Panel switchboards for electrical op- circuit, three power transformer cir

handles of the oil switches or the con
eration are of very similar design in cuits and three power feeders . The

trolling devices for the electrically
most cases to the panel boards for switchboard is of white marble with

operated apparatus. This type of con
manual operation. the usual complement of instruments,

struction is employed where the num
Fig. 3 shows the large panel board while the 3000 -volt oil circuit breakers

ber of units is comparatively small or

where the space needed for instru

ments is so great that any attempt to

reduce the length of the operating

board will result in placing the instru

ments at such a distance from the op

erator that it will be difficult for him

to see the scales and pick out the

meters belonging to any one circuit.

Fig. I shows a panel type of switch

board with hand-operated oil switches

and circuit -breakers built by the West

inghouse E. & M. Company for the

Atlanta Water Power Company for

the control of two exciters , seven 1500

kw ., 2200 volt generators , two banks

each of three 1500 kw ., 2200/22,000

volt transformers and two transmis

sion lines. A double bus -bar system

was used and any generator or trans

former bank could be connected to

either or both sets of bus bars . Panels

are of marble mounted on angle iron

framework with the oil circuit -break

ers in a masonry structure.
Fig. 6.—EUROPEAN ( OERLIKON ) PANEL BOARD, HAND OPERATION, ENGELBERG LUCERNE

Fig . 2 shows a panel type of switch

board with hand -operated oil switches of blue Vermont marble with round are placed in a structure of re -enforced

built by the General Electric Co. for pattern instruments supplied in 1904 concrete located in the basement.

the Greenfield ( Mass. ) Electric Light by the Westinghouse Company to the Fig. 6 shows a panel switchboard

& Power Co. for the control of eight Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St. supplied by the Oerlikon Company for
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the Steghof Sub -station of the Engel- second panel controls three genera- meters, one for the machine, one for

berg Lucerne transmission in Switz- tors, the third two generators and each the bus and one for synchronizing.

erland. This switchboard forms prac- generator circuit is provided with the The remaining meter is a field am

tically a wall to the machine-room and usual meters, a push-button switch for meter. The operating handle on the

the 29 panels of white marble along circuit -breaker control, exciter rheo- left panel is used in connection with

the right-hand side of the room con- stat , generator rheostat, etc. The first the field discharge switch inside the

trol the 24,100 -volt incoming lines panel to the right of the door contains cabinet . The large hand -wheel on the

from the generating station , 2650 - volt the operating switches and signal central panel is used for the operation

single -phase and three-phase distribut- lamps for nine electrically controlled of the oil circuit -breaker, while the

smaller hand -wheel on the right-hand

panel is used for the field rheostat.

The field switch , as well as the oil

switch , is provided with a shunt trip

actuated by the overload relay in such

manner that the overload in any
a

( i0 0

Den

0

TAN55

Fig. 7. — EUROPEAN ( SIEMENS SCHUCKERT ) PANEL BOARD, ELECTRICAL OPERA

TION , SCHWELM CENTRAL STATION

ing circuits for light and power in feeder-breakers. The re

Lucerne. The corresponding panel maining panels control

boards on the left-hand side of the various circuits . The

room are for the control of 340 -kw ., rather elaborate iron

2650 -volt, three-phase motors and 300- framework is typical of
kw . , 575-volt, direct-current genera- German switchboard

tor and a number of tramway feeders . construction .

The oil circuit -breakers for the alter- Section D — Cabinets of Fig . 8. - EUROPEAN ( ALIOTH ) CABINET, HAND OPERA

nating -current circuit are located in European design . TIÊN , CAM POCOLOGN0 STATION

concrete cells back of the panels, while Fig. 8 shows one of the control cabi- one phase of the armature will open

the direct -current switchgear is ar- nets supplied by the Alioth Company up the field circuit as well as the arma

ranged with the negative polarity on for the Campo Cologno generating sta- ture circuit. This opening up of the

the main floor and the positive in the tion in Switzerland used for the field circuit , due to an overload in the

basement. Brusio transmission in Italy. These armature circuit , is a distinct de

Fig. 7 shows a panel switchboard cabinets , of which there are 12 , are parture from American practice,

supplied by the Siemens Schuckert each used for the control of a 3000- but is undoubtedly of value under

Works for the Schwelm central sta- k.v.a., 7000 - volt generator and are certain unusual conditions, such as
tion for use with electrically operated placed along the wall of the station a short-circuit, either in the generat

oil circuit -breakers. As may be noted , with their fronts in the generator- tor or in the leads between the gen

the marble panels are set in a rather room and their rears in the bus- room . erator and oil switch . Under such

elaborate iron frame and the switch- Each cabinet is provided with three conditions the current flowing from

board acts as a wall to the switch- ammeters, operated from series trans- the bus bars to the short- circuit will

room and is provided with a door in formers, which also supply current to actuate the overload relay and open the

the center . The projecting panel at the three single-phase overload relays oil circuit-breaker to disconnect the

the left-hand end contains the station mounted on the lower part of the cen- bus from the short and open up the
voltmeters and synchroscope. The tral panel. There are also three volt- field circuit of the generator prac
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PAYS D'ENHA
UT

6

tically cutting off the generator from switches that would have to be devel- are in use . The control stand, as may

the trouble. oped for this installation . Compressed be noted , contains four valve handles,

Fig. 9 shows one of the so - called air , which had been successfully used two for the compressed-air cylinders

wagon panels or cabinets installed by for many purposes , was finally settled that operate the two main switches

the Alioth Company in the feeder- on as being most suitable for the op- connecting the armature to either or

house of the Montbovon (Switzer- eration of the switchgear and its use both of two sets of bus bars , and two

land ) station of the Montreaux Ober- led to the employment of the pedestal for the cylinders of the field switches .

land Bernois R. R. The front of the and post scheme of control for this The hand -wheel is used for the rheo

cabinet contains the instruments, re- installation . stat control . On the instrument stand

lays , operating handle, etc. , while the Fig . II shows one of the control are placed two illuminating lamps, one

oil switch, series transformers and stands and instrument stands installed round pattern field ammeter, two hori

similar devices are closed in by a metal in 1895 and still in service in the No. I zontal edgewise single -phase watt
grillework and are only accessible powerhouse of the Niagara Falls meters, two ammeters and two volt

from behind when the cabinet has been Power Company, where 10 of them meters. Somewhat similar control

and instrument pedestals were pro

vided for the control of feeders, ex

citers , rotaries, etc. With the excep

tion of the marble slabs for the in

struments, the balance of the pedestals

were metal.

12.13
Fig. 12 shows one of the control

pedestals supplied in 1896 by the

Westinghouse E. & M. Co. to the Con

solidated Traction Company of Pitts

burg for the control of 800 -kw .,

direct-current railway generators .

The switches and circuit -breakers

were pneumatically operated , but ow

ing to trouble with the air piping,

this method of control has been

Fig. 9. - EUROPEAN (ALIOTH ) CABINET, HAND OPERATION, MONTBOVEN STATION
abandoned in this plant , but these

rolled out from the wall, automatically

disconnecting the circuits from the

bus bars .

Section E — Cabinets of American de

sign.

This type of construction is prac

tically unused in American power

plants, although occasionally a panel

switchboard is used to form one wall

of a room with its bus -bar switchgear,

etc. , in the second room . Sometimes

a switchboard is closed in by metal

grillework or two -panel switchboards

are placed back to back with a space

between to form a cubicle.

Fig. 10 shows such a cubicle fur

nished about 1898 by the Westing

house E. & M. Company to the Glas

gow Corporation Tramways for the

control of 6600 -volt feeder circuits.

Manually operated carbon-break cir

cuit -breakers were employed and were

operated by a comparatively simple

mechanism . These cubicles have

lately been replaced by more modern

appliances.

Section F - Pedestal Boards of Ameri

can design.

When the Westinghouse E. & M.

Company secured the contract for the

first three 5000- h.p . , 2200 - volt, two

phase generators for Niagara Falls in

1893 their size far exceeded anything

previously attempted, and the problem

of switchgear involved a great deal of

pioneer work. It was early realized

that no switches then in existence

could satisfactorily control these ma

chines, nor was it considered feasible

to attempt to operate by hand the Fig. 10. - AMERICAN ( WESTINGHOUSE ) CUBICLE, GLASGOW CORPORATION TRAMWAY

V
I
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switches for light and power , rheo

stat hand -wheels and the carbon

breakers in the field circuits .

A very ingenuous arrangement ofto

4.

Eli
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ܐܕܕ

AMMELER

WESTINGHOUSE
Eck&C

PA

pedestals are of interest from an his- generator-room when standing at the

torical point of view . control pedestals and watching the

As the pneumatically operated de- generator instruments. The feeders

vices were gradually superseded by are controlled from a panel board

electro-pneumatic control and these in back of the operator, while the ma

turn by the straight-electric control , sonry structure for the bus bars and

the pedestals and posts have been connections is back of the feeder

modified to correspond. board .

This pedestal type of control is Fig. 14 shows the control-room in

ordinarily used in plants that dis- the distributing station of the Ontario

tribute at the generator voltage and Power Company at Niagara Falls ,

where the number of generators is Ontario. Each of the four control

small in comparison with the number pedestals and posts is used for the

of feeders . control of one 7500 -kw. or 9000 -kw .,

Fig. 13 shows the arrangement of 12,000 - volt,, 25 -cycle, three -phase gen-

the switchboard gallery for the Union erator and one bank of three 3000 -kw .

transformers, stepping up to 60,000

volts. On these pedestals, in addition

to the controllers and indicating

lamps, a miniature bus -bar system has

been installed to show just what con

nections have been made by the vari

ous breakers . The instrument posts

contain the various meters for the

generator and transformer circuits

and are provided with testing jacks

that permit the calibration of the in

struments in position. The 60,000

volt feeder circuits running to Ro

chester , Syracuse and other points are

controlled from the feeder panels

shown on the right .

Fig. 15 shows the two galleries be

low the control-room illustrated in

Fig . 14. The panels on the upper gal

lery contain complete sets of graphic

recording instruments, integrating

wattmeters , etc. , while on the lower

floor the panels contain the relays , fuse

terminals, etc. , in the various control

and meter circuits .

It might be noticed that all of these

examples of American pedestal con

struction are taken from the designs

of one company — the Westinghouse

E. & M. Company—as other com

panies developed their equipments

more on the lines of control desks and

bench boards during this same period.

Section G - Pedestal boards of Euro

pean design .

In Europe the pedestal design has

been adopted by a large number of
Fig. II . - AMERICAN (WESTINGHOUSE ) CON

manufacturers for the control of gen
TROL PEDESTAL AND POST, NIAGARA FALLS

erators in plants of modei ate size and

these are ordinarily used with manu

Electric Light and Power Company of ally operated switching gear .

St. Louis for the control of eleven Fig. 16 shows the equipment in

6600 - volt, 25-cycle, three- phase gen- stalled by the Oerlikon Company in

erators of various capacities and a the generating station of the Engel

large number of feeders. The gen- berg Lucerne Power transmission for

erator controlling devices are located the control of 1850 -k.v.a, 6000 - volt,

on a pedestal, while the generator three-phase generators. The genera,

instruments are placed on posts that tor pedestals on the right of the cut

act as supports for the gallery railing. contain a single-phase wattmeter with

A pivoted station post containing volt- Y box , an alternating -current am

meters, synchroscope, etc. , is so lo- meter, a double scale voltmeter with

cated that the instruments can be ob- one scale indicating the generator

served from any portion of the gal- voltage and the other used as a

lery. With the arrangement shown, phase voltmeter for synchronizing.

theoperator on the switchboard gallery The pedestal is also provided with

at the end of the station faces the levers to operate oil circuit -breakers,

POWER COMPANY

Fig. 12.— .AMERICAN ( WESTINGHOUSE ) CON

TROL PEDESTAL AND POST, PITTSBURG

RAILWAY COMPANY
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the levers makes it necessary for the switches, hand - wheels for exciter and, in the tops and sheet metal sides, and

attendant to perform his various op- generator rheostats, receptacles, sig- are arranged for manual or electrical

erations in proper sequence. The oil- nals , push -button control switches, control of the oil circuit-breakers and

breakers cannot be closed if the field etc. Bus instruments are mounted on similar devices.

switch is opened, and conversely un- pivoted brackets attached to the col- Fig. 18 shows a control desk made

less the oil circuit-breaker is open the umns of the gallery and graphic re- by the Siemens & Halske Company

field switch cannot be opened northe cording instruments are placed on the with vertical edgewise and round pat

bus knife switches manipulated . The same columns . Electrically operated tern instruments set in the top of the

desk. The large hand-wheel on the

front of the desk is used for the manu

ally operated oil circuit-breaker, while

the overload time limit relay is set

in the front of the desk and is pro

vided with a glass cover. The two

large segmental devices in the top

panel at the right- and left-hand side

of each section are the field rheostat

devices for the generators and the di

rect -connected exciters. The six

smaller devices are signal switches.

The embossed sheet iron forming the

front and ends of the desk makes a

cheap and satisfactory arrangement.

Fig . 19 shows a control desk made

by the Brown Boveri Company and

installed in the Castellanza (Italy )

station for the control of a 7500 -h.p .,

11,000 -volt turbo -generator. This

pedestal is provided with a cast-iron

top, in the face of which are mounted

flush type round pattern instruments,

synchronizing lamps and similar de

vices. Back of the pedestal is placed

a combination instrument, comprising

a poly-phase indicating wattmeter

reading up to 8000 kw., a voltmeter

and an ammeter. The oil circuit

breaker for the generator is located

in the basement and is operated by
Fig. 13.-AMERICAN ( WESTINGHOUSE ) CONTROL PEDESTAL AND POSTS, UNION ELECTRIC

LIGHT & POWER COMPANY, ST. LOUIS
means of a hand-wheel and sprocket

voltmeter and wattmeter are auto

matically connected by the movement

of the operating lever in such a way

as to give proper indication without

any further trouble . A white lamp

lights up when the breaker is closed

and a red one when open . An acous

tic signal operates on the opening

of a breaker, but this can be cut out

immediately by hand if desired .

The battery control pedestal in this

plant carries two ammeters, a volt

meter switch , handles for two break

ers , as well as for the end cell switches

and two control indicators. The ex

citer pedestals each contain a volt

meter, ammeter, field rheostat, hand

wheel and two interlocked levers to

work the switch and circuit-breaker .

Sectionalizing switches in the main

bus bars are operated from this con

trol platform .
Fig. 14. - AMERICAN ( WESTINGHOUSE) CONTROL PEDESTALS AND POSTS , ONTARIO

Fig. 17 shows the combination ped POWER COMPANY, NIAGARA FALLS

estals and posts supplied by the Sie
mens Schuckert Works in the Altona oil switches are controlled from these mechanism , while the generator rheo

(Germany) plant for the control of pedestals. stat is controlled by a similar hand

steam turbo-generators . Each main
Section H - Desk switchboards of

- wheel and sprocketmechanism . The

post is provided with round pattern European design. front sides and back of this control

instruments, comprising a field am- Most of the control desk switch- pedestal are made of perforated sheet

meter, main ammeter, voltmeter and boards used in Europe are made with Section 1–Desk boards of American

wattmeter with the necessary control cast-iron tops with the instruments set design .
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wheel, the reverse current relay, knife
switches , etc.

The feeder panels are located on the

same gallery as the generator desks

and a short distance back of them

with an aisle between to allow space

for the operator. Each feeder panel

controls two feeders and is provided

with proper meters, relays, controllers,

indicators, etc.

The generator field rheostat is op

erated by means of a large hand-wheel

on the right-hand side of each desk ,

connected by bevel gear with a face

plate mounted underneath the re

sistance grids that are located on the

switchboard gallery back of the feeder

panels.

Each generator desk has a two-pole

hand -operated field switch with dis

chargeresistance on the vertical front

slab . The diagonal front slab is

provided with three circuit-breaker

controllers with electro-mechanical
tell-tale devices . The top slab is pro

vided with indicating and synchroniz

ing lamps of the bull's-eye pattern , a

synchronizing receptacle and a three

1
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Fig . 15. - AMERICAN (WESTINGHOUSE) PANELS USED WITH PEDESTALS, ONTARIO

POWER COMPANY , NIAGARA FALLS

Fig. 20 is a compromise between the

pedestal and control desk type of con

struction of comparatively early date .

This cut shows the gallery with gen

erator stands and instrument panels

installed in 1901 at the Third Ave

nue powerhouse of the Brooklyn

Heights Railway Company for the

control of six 2700-kw. , 6600 -volt,

Fig . 19. - EUROPEAN (BROWN BOVERI ) CONTROL DESK, CASTELLANZA PLANT

back and top, while circular slabs on

the sides act as supports for the hand

pole , double -throw switch for the

control of the speed governor motor.

Fig. 16.—EUROPEAN (OERLIKON ) CONTROL

PEDESTALS, ENGELBERG LUCERNE PLANT

three -phase generators . The general

arrangement is such that the station

attendant while standing at the gen

erator pedestal or desk can readily

look under the instrument panels and

watch the machines he is controlling.

Each desk consists essentially of a

cast-iron frame with rectangular mar

ble slabs arranged to form the front, Fig. 17. - EUROPEAN ( SIEMENS HALSKE) CONTROL PEDESTALS, ALTONA PLANT
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of the instruments is made as far as

possible to correspond with the group

ing of the controlling devices.

Where instrument panels form the

back of the control desk , the instru

ments are , as a rule, arranged to

correspond in location with the con

trolling devices for the same circuits.

A modification of this scheme is to

use an independent instrument frame

and to arrange this frame at such a

height that the station operator stand

ing at the control desk can look over

the top of the desk and under the

bottom of the instrument frame out

into the station and readily observe the

operation of the machine he expects

to control.

Fig . 21 shows a control desk of

the first type, namely, for use with

independent instrument panels that

was supplied by the Westinghouse E.

& M. Co. to the Provincial L. H. &

P. Co. , of Montreal, for the control

of five 3750 -k.v.a ., 4400 - volt, three

phase generators with provision for a

sixth generator , two banks each of

3-3750-k.v.a . , 4400 /44,000 -volt step -up

transformers, two 44,000 - volt feeder

Fig. 18. — EUROPEAN ( SIEMENS HALSKE) CONTROL DESK

The diagonal back slab is provided

with three small fused knife switches ,

while the vertical back slab is blank .

In front of and above each genera

tor desk is an instrument panel con

taining a field ammeter, three alternat

ing -current ammeters, aa generator

voltmeter , poly -phase indicating watt

meter, power-factor meter, poly-phase

integrating wattmeter, synchroscope,

synchronizing lamps and signal de
vice.

With later American control desks

where it is desired to reduce the length

of the operating board to a minimum

it is customary to install a continuous

control desk and to mount on it the

various controllers for the circuit

breakers, field switches, field rheostats ,

etc. It is customary to mount the in

struments for the various circuits in

such a position relative to the sections

of the desk as to indicate clearly to

the station operator the instruments

belonging to any particular circuit.

With the control desk the instru

ments can be mounted either on inde

pendent switchboard panels, or on

panels forming the back of the control

desk , or on an instrument frame back

of and usually higher than the top of

the control desk or on instrument

posts.

Where panels are used with a con

trol desk , ordinarily the panels occupy

a greater amount of space than the

desk and it is possible for the station

operator to become confused in de

termining the instruments belonging

with a certain generator or feeder

whose controlling devices are on the

desk . As a rule , card-holders or

name- plates are placed both on the

desk and the panels, and the grouping

a

Fig . 20. - AMERICAN (WESTINGHOUSE) CONTROL DESK, BROOKLYN HEIGHTS R. R.
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Fig. 23.-AMERICAN ( W. E. & M. Co. ) CONTROL DESK, CARNEGIE STEEL CO .

Fig. 21. - AMERICAN ( W. E. & M. Co. ) CONTROL DESK, PROVINCIAL

LIGHT, HEAT & POWER CO .

h
d

Fig. 24. - AMERICAN ( G. E. co. ) CONTROL DESK, SALT RIVER PLANT

tions made by the various breakers

controlled from the desk . The in

struments for the various circuits

were mounted on standard size panels

which were placed at a short distance

in front of the desk .

Fig. 22 shows a control desk of oil

finished slate with horizontal edgewise

instruments on panels forming the

back of the desk installed by the Gen

eral Electric Co. in the Port Morris

generating station of the New York

Central & H. R. R. for the control of

six 5000 -kw ., 11,000 - volt, three-phase

generators , with various feeders .

With this type of desk the station

operator has his back toward the gen

erator - room , which is usually an ob

jection to this arrangement.

FIG . 22. - AMERICAN (G. E. co .) CONTROL DESK , N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.-

circuits and one 4400 -volt feeder long and was provided with a minia

circuit with provision for a second ture bus-bar system , which , taken in

4400 - volt feeder . This control desk conjunction with the red indicating

had a top slab 32 in . wide, 65 in . lamps, shows at a glance the connec
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Slope in 4

ated . The total length of the board is

only 11 ft. and makes a very compact

arrangement. The leads to the instru

ments are run through the hollow

cast -iron columns that support the

frame.

Fig. 24 shows a control desk sup

plied by the General Electric Com

pany to the United States Reclama

tion Service , Salt River Project, for

the control of six 1000-k.v.a., 25

cycle, three-phase generators, 2300

volt ; six three-phase banks of trans

formers 2300 / 44,000 volts and two

6000 -kw ., 44,000 - volt, three -phase,

outgoing lines. There is a complete
Fig. 25. - AMERICAN (W. E. & M. co .) CONTROL DESK, UNITED RAILWAYS & ELECTRIC

COMPANY, BALTIMORE

OOOOO

Fig . 23 shows a control desk with

blue Vermont marble top and steel

plates for the front and sides supplied

by the Westinghouse E.& M. Co. to
the Carnegie Steel Company at

Youngstown. The round pattern

meters are mounted on separate panels

located back of and above the desk at

such a height that the operator can

look over the desk and under the

instrument frame to observe the op

eration of the generators . This desk

controls four 2000 -kw . and one 1000

kw. , 6600 -volt generators , two syn

chronous motors and four high-ten- . 2 20

sion feeders and is provided with a

miniature bus . Hand-operated field

switches are used for the generators,

while the field rheostats and oil

circuit-breakers are electrically oper

Fig. 26. — AMERICAN ( W. E. & M. co. ) CONTROL DESK, WINNIPEG EXCITERS
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double-throw equipment both for the

2300 -volt circuits and the 44,000

volt . A complete miniature bus sys

tem is located on the top of the desk

and is used with the signal lights and

operating switches to show the main
.connections of the plant.

This desk is made up of six sections

of oiled black slate with a total

height, includingincluding the instrument

frame, of 98 in . and a total length , ex

clusive of the swinging panel, of 151

in . The swinging panel at the right

hand end contains two voltmeters, a

synchroscope and two synchronizing

lamps. The three sections at the

right-hand end each control two gen

erators , the next two sections each

control three banks of transformers

and the section at the extreme left

controls the two transmission lines.

Fig. 25 shows a control desk with

vertical edgewise instruments supplied

by the Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

to the United Railways & Elec

tric Company, of Baltimore . This

desk was arranged to form an arc of

a circle and will ultimately be about

twice as large as the portion shown.

A complete miniature bus-bar system

is installed on the top of the desk to

g
a

Ozo
ORO

12

I- III

11

Fig. 27. - AMERICAN (WESTERN ELECTRIC ) CONTROL DESK, INDIANA STEEL COMPANY
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show the connections made by the This desk , proposed by the West- umns through which the leads pass to

various breakers that are arranged on inghouse E. & M. Co. for the City the meters. These examples of

the group and ring system . Calibrat- of Winnipeg, was intended for the switchboards, pedestals, desks, etc. ,

ing jacks are installed on the front control of three motor-driven exciters give a fairly comprehensive view of
panels of the desk to permit any of and one water-wheel- driven machine, the development and present tendency

the switchboard instruments to be and is provided with a miniature bus in their design. It has been, of

calibrated in position . The meters showing the connections made by the course , impossible to take up all of

are mounted on steel plate and the re- breakers in the different circuits. the intermediate steps in their gradual

lays are located on the rear of the The actual design of this desk will be evolution and equally impossible to
desk. somewhat modified from the arrange- describe and illustrate the latest de

Fig. 26 shows a control desk with ment shown. signs of all manufacturers .

vertical edgewise instruments ar- Fig. 27 shows a portion of the con- The distant control apparatus used

ranged in the face of the desk in trol desk supplied by the Western in connection with these switchboards,

such a manner that the operator can Electric Company to the Indiana Steel as well as the arrangement of typical

readily look over the top of the desk Co. for the control of some of the power plants containing these equip

to watch the generating station which direct-current circuits in that plant. ments, will form the subject of future

he will face when standing at the This desk is provided with an instru- articles .

desk .
ment frame mounted on hollow col [ To be continued .]

The Equipment and Working Results of the Mersey

Railway under Steam and under Electric Traction

By JOSHUA SHAW, M. Inst. , C.E.

30

89

20

During recent years one of the All the stations are below the street gers to leave the railway and use the

problems which has had to be consid- level at the depths given in Table I : ferry service, which is maintained by

ered by both railway and electrical TABLE I. the Birkenhead Corporation.
Feet

engineers, has been the substitution of
Central Station, Liverpool ..

The steadily decreasing traffic ( in

the electrical system of traction on James Street , dicated at the beginning of Fig. 3 )
100Hamilton Square Birkenhead

existing railways hitherto worked by Central Station , made it quite evident that some radi
steam . Up to the present the number Green Lane , 25

cal change would have to be carriedRock Ferry, 20

of railways in England in which this Park,
25 out in order to recover the traffic

substitution has been made is very The two deep-level stations , James which was being driven away. The

limited, and consequently little is gen- Street and Hamilton Square , are pro- question of adopting a different form

erally known as to what the actual vided with hydraulic passenger lifts , of traction was under consideration

effect of the change has been on the the remainder having stairways only. for many years , the only schemes

working results . In this paper the One large tunnel, 19 ft . high and26 which could be considered being the

author presents some comparisons of ft . wide, takes both lines of rails . The electric and cable systems; and finally

the equipment and working results of two deep-level stations are 30 ft . high in 1900 the Company obtained parlia

the Mersey Railway when operated and 50 ft . 6 in . wide . Under the main mentary powers to work the railway

first by steam and later by electricity.* tunnel in the river section is a heading by electricity. In the following year

ranging from 7 to 8 ft . in diameter, a contract was entered into for the

THE MERSEY RAILWAY for dealing with the drainage -water; conversion of the line, and the work
The railway, extending under the and at the side of the main tunnel an- was commenced in December, 1901,

River Mersey, connects Liverpool and other heading, 7 ft . in diameter, was electric working being inaugurated on

Birkenhead on opposite banks . A constructed for ventilation purposes. the 3d May, 1903.

map of the line and the district which Under the original conditions the When the electrical works were

it serves is given in Fig. 1 . railway had many features prejudicial available, the question as to the best

The original route extended from to the commercial success of the un- method of making the actual change

James Street station , Liverpool , to dertaking, some of which were : from steam to electric working was

Green Lane station , Birkenhead, a The steep gradients, necessitating carefully considered , and it

length of 2 miles II chains ; but ex- the use of exceptionally heavy loco- finally decided that it would be much

tensions have since been made, in- motives . A section of the gradients more satisfactory to have a complete

creasing the total length to 4 miles 62 is shown in Fig . 2 . and rapid change than to bring the

chains. The railway commences un- The difficulty and cost of efficient new service into operation gradually

der the terminal station of the ventilation . and run a mixed service of steam and

Cheshire Lines Committee in Liver- The necessity for continuous pump- electric trains during the transition

pool and runs under the River Mer- ing. stage . The last steam train left Liver

sey to Rock Ferry, where a junction The necessity for maintaining a lift pool at 12.15 A. M. ( at its ordinary

is made with the London and North service at two of the stations. time ) on the morning of Sunday the

Western and Great Western Joint These items caused the working 3d May, and at 6 A. M. the same morn

Railway. From Hamilton Square expenses to be extremely heavy, andexpenses to be extremely heavy, and ing the three-minutes' service of elec

station a branch line runs to Birken- the difficulty of maintaining efficient tric trains was inaugurated. It was

head Park station and connects there ventilation had a very serious effect run light until I P. M. , when the rail

with the Wirral Railway , which runs on the revenue of the Company, caus- way was opened to the public at the

to New Brighton and West Kirby. ing many of the cross- river passen- usual time.

• Inst. of Elec . Eng.
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Steam , Electric.

between

Stations.

44

94

42

35

60

per hour,

14.6

20.1

12.6

17.5

16.3

per hour

18.8

28.234

2

14

2)

14

1

18

Birkenhead Central and Green Lane ... 17.5

20

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND WORKING Not only has the frequency of the ment type of the steam stock , and the

Rolling Stock and Train Service.- service been greatly improved , but floor space provided per seat is shown

The traffic conditions of the railway the speed of the trains has been in- in Table VI .

call for a service from 4.45 A. M. to creased and the length of time taken The electric rolling stock is of the

12.15 A. M. , a total of 197/2 hr. per for the journey is reduced . This is corridor type . Each car is 60 ft . long

day . The peaks of the traffic occur shown in Table IV.
over buffers, the motor-cars having a

between 7.30 and 10.30 A. M. from During heavy traffic in steam work- motorman's compartment 4 ft . long at

Birkenhead to Liverpool, and between ing several trains were run to and one end and behind this a baggage

4.30 and 7.30 P. M. in the reverse di- from Rock Ferry as expresses , without compartment 10 ft. long, the re

rection . stopping at Hamilton Square and mainder of the car being divided into

During steam working the trains Green Lane, which enabled them to two compartments ( smoking and non

consisted normally of seven 4 -wheeled accomplish the journey in the same smoking ). The maximum width of

coaches hauled by a 66 - ton locomo-, time as is now taken by the electric any car is 8 ft . 81/2 in . , the length be

tive, the number of trains per hour trains when stopping at every sta- tween the centers 44 ft . , the wheel

being varied to meet the traffic re- tion . base of the motor 6 ft . and that of the

quirements.
TABLE IV.-RUNNING-TIMES AND AVERAGE SPEEDS WITH STEAM AND ELECTRIC TRACTION

During electric working the inter

val between trains remains constant
Distance

throughout the day, the peaks of the Stations. Running Running

Times. Times.

traffic being met by increasing the Speed. Speed .

number of coaches per train . The
Miles Miles

interval is 3 min . through the river Chains. Mins . Mins.

Liverpool Central and James Street 2

section with alternate trains running James Street and Hamilton Square

to Park and Rock Ferry , thus form
Hamilton Square and Birkenhead Central.

1

ing a 6-min . service on each of these Green Lane and Rock Ferry . 24 23

Total time and average speed for main line , excluding

routes . 275 16.5 21.1

The train service commences in Hamilton Square and Park (branch -line)
Average speed for whole railway , excluding stops ...

the morning with two-car trains and Average speed for whole railway , including stops ....

is increased to five - car trains about Increase in average speed , including stops, 4.3 miles per hour.

7:30 A. M. for the heavy traffic at morn Decrease in running- time required for single journey:

Central Station to Rock Ferry 27 minutes.

ing , after which it is reduced again Central Station to Park

to two cars until the evening heavy
Table V gives the comparative trailer 5 ft . 6 in .service . The time allowed at the

terminal stations is 3 min ., and the
seating capacity and weights for the The cars are provided with auto

total quantity of rolling stock re- matic
building up and reducing of the trains center-couplers and center

has to be carried out within this time.
quired in the working of the steam buffers , and the passenger platforms

and electric service respectively. are fitted with gates operated by the
The average time taken is about 2

minutes per train , which includes TABLE V.

shunting and the coupling up of brake
Electric

and electrical connections. There are
Stock

| Locomotives .... Motor-cars .

374 trains each way per day, a total Coaches

Total seats 3,156

of 748 , out of which 114 make con Total weight of stock Tons 2,172 1,534

nections with steam trains at Rock

Ferry, and 117 with steam trains at The greatly improved distribution Gould locking apparatus. Between

Park , the remaining 517 being purely of the weight in the electric trains is each pair of cars the following coup

local .
shown in Fig. 4, from which it will lings are provided : A seven -core

The electric rolling stock provided be seen that the maximum weight that cable for Westinghouse electro -pneu

for working the service consists of could be concentrated on any single matic control , the positive and nega

24 motor-cars and 33 trailer cars , as rail ( 30 ft . ) is only 15.89 tons ( in- tive lighting cables and the Westing

described in detail in Table II . cluding 1.77 tons for passengers) as house air-brake pipes.

stops ..

97 22.4

17.7

15.6

22.4

22.2

19.9

44

Steam.

.18 24

33.96 Trailers

4,280

TABLE II . TABLE VI. - FLOOR - SPACE ALLOWED PER
SEAT.

Number

of Class. Weight.
Number Weight

Seatsper

Seat ,
Cars.

Seats. per Ton.

Steam. Electric .

Square Feet . Square Feet .

First-class ...... 4.8 Motor . ... 6.3

Trailer . .6.28

Motor-cars ..

Trailer-cars.

Tons.

364

36+

194

12

12

11

17

5

Average

First

Third

First

Third

Compo .

.6.29

Cwt.

15.9

14.7

7.05

6.1

6.6

46

50

56

64

60

1.25

1.36

2.83

3.24

3.03

194
Third -class ..... 3.6

194

Motor

Trailer

5.8

.5.5

Average 5.65

The increase in space per seat is 1.49 square foot

in first - class and 2.05 square feet in third-class cars

In the following table the two-train against 33 tons with steam traction .

services are compared as regards the The longitudinal seats provided in

number of trains, mileage and seating the electric cars allow more floor

capacity : space per seat than in the compart

TABLE III.-- WEIGHTS OF TRAINS, MILEAGE AND SEATING CAPACITY.

Light Traffic . Heavy Traffic .

The trucks are of the Baldwin type ,

having wheels 33 in . in diameter on

the motor - cars and 30 in . in diameter

on the trailer cars .

Four motors of the Westinghouse

No. 83 type are fitted to each motor

car , one on each axle , to which they

are coupled by spur-gear with a ratio

of 56:20. The motors are rated at

100 h.p. and are of the enclosed four

Steam. Electric . Steam. Electric .

Tons

Cwt.

Weight of train ( unloaded ) ..

Number of seats per train .

Weight per seat .

Number of trains per hour ..

Train -miles

Ton-miles

Seat -miles

1377

310

8.9

8

50.7

6,984

15,717

561

110

10.25

20

127.2

7.186

13.992

1374

310

8.9

12

78.3

10,785

24,273

122)

250

9.8

20

127.2

15,582

31,800
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MAP OF THE MERSEY RAILWAY AND ITS CONNECTIONS .

pole type , with laminated pole-pieces The main engines are of the West- ( i ) Additional equipment for the

and slotted-core drum -armatures. inghouse vertical cross -compound supply of current to the trains;

The collector - shoes are carried on type, directly connected to the West and

wooden beams supported from an ex- inghouse double -current generators . ( ii ) Alterations to the track to

tension of the equalizer -bars; three They are low-speed sets running at meet the new conditions.

of these shoes are fitted at each end 94 rev. per min . with poppet valves Additional Equipment. The cen

of a motor-car , the two outside being the high -pressure and Corliss tral position of the power-station per

positive and the center one negative. valves on the low -pressure cylinders . mitted a distribution system to be em

There are no power cables running

through the train to connect the front

and rear motor-cars together, the

span of the collector - shoes being suf

ficient to enable all gaps in the con

ductor rails to be spanned by a single

motor-car.

A special feature of the rolling

stock is the Westinghouse system of

electro -pneumatic control.

Power-House Plant. — The power

house was arranged for dealing with

a train service of five- car trains ( two

motor-cars and three trailers ) every 3

min. through the river tunnel , with

alternate trains running to Rock

Ferry and Birkenhead Park during THUASTASTON

the period of heavy traffic. The serv

ice originally contemplated for the

period of light traffic was a 5-min .

service of three-car trains through the

river tunnel , but this was subsequently

amended to a 3-min. service of two

car trains (one motor and one

trailer ) . To provide for this service

the plant installed consists of three

units each of 1200 -kw . capacity and

capable of withstanding a 50 -per - cent.
Fig . 1 .

overload for short periods ; in addi

tion , there is a storage battery having

a capacity of 1000 amperes for 1 hr., The engines are run condensing , two ployed which depended entirely on the
and of 2000 amperes for momentary surface condensers being provided. conductor rails , without the use of in

peaks. Allowing for one unit being The generators are wound for 650 dependent copper cables as feeders ..

in reserve during heavy service, the volts direct current, and are over- The track is fitted throughout with

capacity of the power station is as compounded 10 per cent.; they can insulated positive and negative con

shown in Table VII : also supply three -phase current at 390 ductor rails. The rails are 60 ft . long

and are of the flat- bottomed type , the

TABLE VII .-CAPACITY OF THE ELECTRIC POWER STATION . majority weighing 100 lb. per yard,

Normal. Overload and the remainder 60 lb. per yard .

Capacity. Capacity.
In order to reduce the drop of volt

Kilowatts. age in the distribution system double
Heavy service .. Two generators . 3,600

Storage -battery
1,200 negative rails are laid from the feed

ing -point at Hamilton Square 103,000 4,800

James Street station on the Liverpool
Light service .... One generator ... 1,800

Storage-battery section and to Birkenhead Central on

the Rock Ferry section .
Total 1.800 3.000

The positive rail is provided with

The position of the generating volts and 25 cycles. Two 200 -kw . a guard -timber throughout its entire

station is indicated on the plan Fig . sets are used for lighting the stations length, and the negative bus bar of

1. It measures 135 ft. by 146 ft. and tunnel . the main switchboard is connected to

and is divided by a wall into en- The battery consists of 320 cells of earth through an ammeter, so that the

gine- and boiler -rooms. The boiler- the Chloride Company's make, and is negative rail is practically at earth

room contains nine Stirling boilers controlled by an automatic reversible potential, rendering it quite safe for

working at 160 -lb . pressure per booster. any of the staff who may come in
square inch , and provided with su- The switchboard is of the usual di- contact with it.

perheaters ; mechanical stokers are rect-current traction type and con- The conductor rails are supported

used and alsoeconomizers of the Clay tains 19 panels . on insulators fixed on every third

Cross type. The fuel is delivered by A 30 -ton travelling crane spans the sleeper ( i. e. , about 7 ft. apart ), the

rail over a siding from the Dock engine-room. positive insulators being 6 - in . blocks

Railway, and is taken to the overhead Permanent Way.—The work of of vitrified clay or reconstructed

storage bins by a bucket-conveyer and electrification which had to be carried granite, and the negative insulators

elevator. The fuel is fed by gravity out in connection with the permanentout in connection with the permanent being 3-in. blocks of the same mate

from the bins through automaticautomatic way may be dealt with under two rial . The sleepers supporting the
weighers into the boilers. headings: positive conductor-rail insulators have

.

Plant.

Kilowatts.

2,400

600

Total .

1,200

600 1,200
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Positive Rail.

3

22

16

16

16

16

North Eastern .

3

Level.

30

22

O
o
o

27

61

a

to be 3 in . longer than the standard , permit of the collector-shoes of a pumps employed were duplex steam

and were renewed when the line was single motor-car spanning the con- pumps, but for these electrically

electrified. The positive rail is fixed ductor rails at the crossovers, the driven three-throw pumps have now

principally in the 6 -ft . way, except at latter had to be shortened ; at termi-
been substituted.

crossovers , where it had to be moved nal stations , however, a special ar- The speed of the lifts at both sta

to the outside of the track . The nega- rangement of conductor rails was tions has also been increased to en

tive rail is fixed centrally between the adopted , rendering it necessary for the able the round trip to be performed in

track rails, with its top surface 112 old crossovers to be lengthened. In 3 min. with allowance for loading and

in . above them. order to fix the longer sleepers, the unloading. It is therefore feasible to

There is a very wide divergence of whole of the rails on the line had to run a 1 -min . lift service at each of

opinion as to the most suitable posi- be lifted and replaced , and every these stations .

tion for the positive conductor rail. crossover was either moved to a new The pump motors at both stations

Table VIII shows the position of position , shortened , lengthened or re- are supplied with current through a

the positive conduction rails on the moved altogether. The alterations to special feeder direct from the power
electric railways in England and also the crossovers necessitated altera- station , and a change-over switch is

on some of the railways in America tions to the signals and to the locking- arranged so that current can be taken

and on the Continent. frames in the signal-cabins . There from the conductor rails in the event

TABLE VIII.-POSITION OF POSITIVE CONDUCTOR RAILS.
of failure of the feeder.

The methods adopted for the ac
Difference

in Level From Track celeration of these lifts may be of
between Top Gauge- line

of Positive to Centre of interest. At James Street station it
Rail and Top

was decided to use pressure tanks on
of Track Rail .

top of the tower instead of the gravity
British Railways Inches. Inches .

tanks . Accordingly, three cylindricalMersey .

Metropolitan tanks were placed here in a triangular
Metropolitan -District

Great Western . position ( in elevation ), the top tank
London Underground ..

191
being about half filled with air at a

Lancashire and Yorkshire . 197 pressure of 25 lb. per sq . in . , which
Liverpool Overhead .. 19

Central London . Centre. pressure was maintained by a small
City and South London

City and Waterloo .. Centre.
air pump working off the connecting

rod of the main pump. The old type
American Railways

Baltimore and Ohio (old location ). 24 of side- valve for controlling the ad
(new location ) .

Brooklyn Elevated mission and discharge of water to the
South Side Elevated , Chicago .

203 lift cylinders was replaced by a new
Manhattan, New York .. 204

Albany and Hudson , New York type of piston -valve.
Metropolitan West Side , Chicago .. 203

At a later date the railway companyNew York, New Haven and Hartford . is Centre .

accelerated the lifts at Hamilton
Continental Railways

Paris- Orleans, France . Square, the method adopted by the
Callaratae , Italy .... 7) 261

author being to connect the three

Under steam working it was pos were also many obstructions , such as separate supply pipes (which supplied

sible, in case of emergency, to work point-locks, stretcher bars , etc. , which the three lifts ) into a common header

single -line between any two stations,
had to be cleared to make room for at the bottom of the lift shafts, and to

and this facility was provided in the
the conductor rails . replace the old controlling slide-valves

electric system , the arrangements
Hydraulic Lifts. - James Street and with piston -valves having a much

made also permitting of either track
Hamilton Square stations are each larger area .

having the current switched off be- provided with three direct-acting hy- Ventilation . During steam work

tween any two stations. draulic lifts. These lifts are 20 ft. by ing one of the most difficult matters

At Hamilton Square station the 17 ft . in size and have a travel of to deal with was the efficient ventila

conductor rails of each of the three 76.6 ft . at James Street and 87.7 ft. tion of the tunnel . The ventilating

sections of track are kept separate and
at Hamilton Square; they are de- plant consisted of :

are connected to feeders coming from

the power -station . The bonding of One high -speed fan (12 feet by 5 feet wide ). At Liverpool Central.

direct-driven fan ( 40 feet by 15 feet wide). Near James Street.

the conductor rails is by means of

flexible bonds of the protected type.
Hamilton Square.

(30 Between Hamilton Square

Two web -bonds underneath the fish and Birkenhead Central

plates and a pair of foot-bonds are
fixed to each joint. Expansion signed to accommodate 100 passen- The combined exhausting capacity of

joints with special bonds are arranged gers per lift . The low-pressure sys- this plant was 700,000 cu . ft. of air
at every joint in the tunnel and every tem ofof working is adopted , the per min . The whole of this plant has

fourth joint in the open.
pressure being obtained from tanks now been discarded and small elec

Several alterations have been made fixed at the top of a tower 119 ft. trically-driven fans have been substi

to the track for electrical working. high, which forms part of the station tuted , as follows :

Under steam conditions two cross

overs were provided at each station One fan ( 5 feet in diameter . At Liverpool Central.

James Street.

to permit of a locomotive changing ( 12 " At the power station, near

ends on a train in case of emergency.
Hamilton Square .

There being no necessity for this with

electric trains , one crossover buildings. The discharged water The 12- ft . fans exhaust 50,000 to 60,

abolished and the other was moved from the lifts runs into an under- 000 cu . ft . of air per min ., and the

to a new position to suit the con- ground tank fixed at a convenient 5- ft . fan about 20,000 cu . ft . The two

ductor - rail arrangements for single- level, whence it is pumped to the 12- ft . fans are driven by 30-h.p. mo

line working. Further, in order to tower . During steam working the tors, the small fan by a 5-h.p. motor.

77 25

-

66 46

64

( 30

( 40
16 40

10

15

10

6 4

( 12
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Pumping Plant, Lighting, Work- be used for the purpose of compari- which prevail on this railway at pres

shops andRepair- Sheds.-- No altera- son ; and in the following Tables the ent and those which prevailed under

tion has been made to the pumping expression , “ total cost per annum " steam working, as a reduction hasa

plant in connection with the con- refers to this average year. been made in the weight of the trains .

version of the railway, except that the The working-expenses of a railway ( 3 ) Cost per Ton-mile.-From an

old Lancashire boilers on the Birken- are classified under the following engineering point of view, the ton

head side have been done away with ; headings: mile basis is probably the most ap

O
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n
e
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r
e

S
h
r

ਵਿਚਰਾਜ Ú
Y
v
e
r

1. OO
tova

I. 110

TEET

10

IRANCN .

DIAGRAMS SNOWING GRADIENTS .

Fig . 2 .

Total Cost Cost per Cost per Cost per

Steam . Elect. Steam. Elect . Steam. Elect .

d. d.

90 764 0.07 0.22

Coal

Water

Oil and other stores .

7,129

833

522

3.62

5.52

0.64

0.40

234

1.77

1.65

0.06

0.30

the plant is supplied with steam from Maintenance of Way and Works. plicable to enable a proper comparison

the Stirling boilers at the power- sta- Locomotive -Power. to be made of the effect of the elec

tion . Repairs of Carriages . trification on the working-results of

The whole of the stations and tun- Traffic -Expenses. the railway.

nel are now lighted by electricity . General Charges . ( 4 ) Cost per Seat-mile. - The seat
Arc lamps are used in the booking- Rates and Taxes. mile basis is one which can be used

halls and on the station platforms, And, in the case of the Mersey with advantage, as the carrying capac

while in the tunnels 16-c-p. lamps are Railway, ity of the railway, and therefore its
placed every 100 ft . on either side.

Pumping capacity for earning revenue, is de

The tunnel lights are controlled by Ventilation. pendent on the seat-miles run .

switches, which are placed in the sig- All these items have been affected . The train-, ton-, and seat-mileage

nal -cabins and so arranged that the to some extent by the substitution of run during the average years under

lamps between any two stations may electricity for steam . review is given in Table IX.

be switched on by the signalman at The proper method of making a Cost of Locomotive-Power. For-

either end of the section . comparison of the cost of working the purpose of comparing the cost of

Three special lighting- feeders are two dissimilar services of this descrip- locomotive -power of the two systems,

run from the power-station to each of

the three sections of the railway . The
TABLE X. - COSTS OF LOCOMOTIVE POWERS.

lighting-switchboards in the station

are provided with change -over per Annum . Train -mile. Ton -mile . Seat-mile .

switches , so that current may be taken Steam . Elect.

from the conductor- rails should it be
€ £ d. d. d. d .

come necessary .
Salaries and office -expenses....... 0.0005 0.0027 0.0002 0.0014

Gas has been retained for all signal

lighting
Wages connected with the working

of locomotive and generating en

The workshops and car- sheds are gines. 4,695 6,116 0.0257 0.0218 0.0117 0.0115

5,718 0.0391 0.0204 0.0178 0.0107

situated at Birkenhead Central Sta 0.0045 0.0008 0.0020 0.0004

tion . In these a semi-portable boiler
1,027 0.0028 0.0036 0.0013 0.0019

and engine used for driving the shop- Total running expenses .. 13,179 13,095 3.78 ' 0.0721 0.0466 0.0328 0.0245

tools was replaced by a 30-h.p . mo- Repairs and Renewals :

Wages . 2,458

tor ; and the 30-ton sheer-legs used
2,013 0.0134 0.0072 0.0061 0.0038

Materials . 1,279 0.0085 0.0032 0.0044 |

for lifting the locomotives was
Storage battery . 0.0013 0.0007

Feeder and conductor -rails ..

placed by a 10 -ton electric travelling Total cost of repairs and renewals.. 3,737 5,386 0.0093 0.0101 ]

crane .
Total cost of salaries, running and

repairs . 17.006 19,245 0.0930 0.0685 0.0423 [0.0360

Increase or decrease as compared

COMPARISON OF THE WORKING -RE Increase Decrease Decrease Decrease

SULTS.

In order to compare the working- tion is open to argument. There are it will be assumed that the equivalent

results of the two systems of trac- four methods and in order to obtain of the steam -locomotives is :

tion , the author has analysed in detail the fullest information the results are Electrical equipment of the trains.

the last three years of steam working tabulated under each . Compressor-plant.

which were not affected by the works These methods are : Power - station plant.

being carried out in connection with ( 1 ) Total Cost per Annum .---This Feeder and conductor - rail equip

the conversion of the railway ( i.e. the comparison is frequently made, but it ment of the permanent way.

years 1899, 1900, and 1901) and three is misleading unless consideration is The trucks and bodies of the mo

years of electrical working ( i.e. from given to the differences in the train- tor-cars and trailers are taken as be

the ist July, 1904, to the 30th June, service and the conditions. ing equivalent to the steam -coaches

1907 ) . From this information an ( 2 ) Cost per Train -mile . --The displaced.

average year of steam and electrical train -mile basis of comparison is not Under electric working the power

working has been prepared which will strictly applicable to the conditions station supplies steam to the pumping

plant and the electrical plant, and the
TABLE IX .-- MILEAGE. expenses of the boiler-room are di

Electric

Train -miles per year . 828,674 vided pro rata on the coal consumed

Ton -miles per year .. 43.843.000 67.330,000

Seat-miles per year .
by the respective boilers . Also the

127,518,000
Average weight of train (loaded ) .

power -station supplies current for sta
Average number of seats per train .

Average weight per seat .. tion -lighting and for the operation of

10.18

1.90

0.99 0.0070

re

2,356

379

638

0.59

0.68

0.11

0.18

1.56

0.00120.0022

0.01922.89 0.0204

13.14 5.56

with steam ... Per cent.

13 58 26 15

Steam

310,944

Tons

96.392,000

141

310

9.1

81,4

154

10.5.Cwt.
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Cost per ton .... 16s.

13.114

8s . 9d .

35.5

0.436

0.230

ton -mile

seat -mile .

0.453

0.206

the cost of material is increased , and

Steam. Electric .

there are also the two items of ( a)
Total coal per annum .. Tons 8,874

storage-battery and ( b ) feeders and

Consumption per train -mile .Lbs. 64.0 conductor-rail equipment of the per

manent way, which had no equivalent

during steam working. The total of

Put in another form, the compari- repairs and renewals gives an increase

son indicates that with electric trac- in total cost of £ 1,649, a decrease in

tion i lb. of coal costing 8s. 9d . per costs per train -mile of 1.33d . , a de

ton , will move ton of load 2.29 miles crease in costs per ton -mile of 0.0oid .

at an average speed of 2274 miles per and an increase in costs per seat-mile

hour; whereas with steam traction , of 0.008d.

the same weight of coal costing 16s. During steam working, the average

per ton would move the same load cost of repairs of each locomotive

lifts and fans . For the purpose of this

comparison the power-station costs

have been reduced to represent the

cost of supplying current for driving

the trains, and of working the com

pressors supplying air for the brakes .

On this basis Table X represents

the cost under the two systems for the

average year under consideration.

For convenience, the items have

been taken in the same order as given

in the published half-yearly accounts,

and the following notes explain them

further :

Salaries and office- expenses show a

large increase , which is partly due to

a different method of apportionment

being adopted for dividing the total

salaries and office - expenses among the

different departments, and also to the

fact that certain items charged under

wages during steam working have

been charged under salaries during

electrical working.

The wages connected with the

working of locomotive and generating

engines, respectively, are drawn by

the following staffs:
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WEIGHT-DISTRIBUTION OF TRAINS,

Fig. 4.

South Wales Coal .

1899

1900

1901

5,068

4.893

8,728

2.962

4,281

7,013

3,985

3,876

76

3,454

96

Locomotive Drivers. Motor -men (one per train ).
Firemen . Cleaners .

Cleaners . Staff engaged on the ex

amination of electrical

equipment of the trains .

The running -staff of the 2.21 miles at an average speed of 1734 amounted to £207 per annum , com
power -station .

miles per hour. pared with £224 the average cost of

The total coal-bill shows a decrease The consumption of water under repairs to each motor -car with its pro

of £ 1,411 per annum , even with the steam working was exceptionally portion of the power-station repairs
considerably increased train -service high, owing to the locomotives hav- and maintenance of the storage-bat

under electric traction . With steam ing apparatus to condense the exhaust- tery and conductor -rail equipment. In

working the fuel used during the pe- steam , to prevent it from being the working of the line, the average

riod under review was as given in Ta- ejected in the tunnel . In order to keep number of motor - cars per train is

ble XI , the total being 8,874 tons, the condensing water from reaching - 1.38 , and an allowance must be made

costing £ 7,129, or an average price of too high a temperature it was neces- for this, which brings the correspond

16s . per ton . sary to discharge the tanks and to re- ing figure for electric motor-cars to

£ 309. The electric motor -car, how

TABLE XI. - COAL UNDER STEAM WORKING . ever, as shown later , has a life of 48,

064 miles, as against 17,274 for aStaffordshire Coal.

steam locomotive.

Tons. £ Tons. £

Cost of Carriages : Repairs and In
3,580

spection , including Lighting and

Cleaning.– Repairs and inspection

Total ...... 18,689 14,256 7,937 7,130 comprise the repair and painting of

the car -bodies, repair and inspection

Average per year . 6,229
2,645 2,377

Staffordshire coal , 6,229 tons at £4,752 155. 3d. per ton . of the trucks, brake-equipment, car
2,645 £ 2,377

platform gates , couplings and re-tiring
Total per year 8,874 £7.129 16s. Od.

wheels. The cost of lighting and

cleaning is included under traffic -ex

With electrical working the total fill with cold water after every round penses, but for the purpose of this

quantity of fuel used at the power- trip. The air -compressors which sup- comparison the whole of the carriage

station during the three years under ply air for the Westinghouse brakes expenses will be taken together, as

review has been 47,400 tons of washed and controllers are situated at the ter- shown in Table XII on page 325 .

Lancashire slack , costing £20,652 , or minal stations, and the water under The total rolling - stock costs , includ

an average per annum of 15,802 tons , electrical working includes the water ing lighting and cleaning, show a de

costing £6,884 . Of this quantity used for cooling these in addition to crease per train- , ton-, and seat -mile ,

2,688 tons has been used for generat- that used at thepower-station . but the cost of repairs and inspection

ing current for lighting, lifts, fans, The total running-expenses show a alone shows an increase per ton- and

etc. , leaving a net amount used for decrease of £84 in total costs, of 6.4d . seat-mile.

train-working, to be compared with in costs per train -mile, of 0.025d . in The reasons for this increase are :

the steam working, of 13,114 tons at costs per ton -mile, and of 0.008d. in Increased acceleration and retarda

£ 5,718, equal to 8s. 9d . per ton . From costs per seat-mile. tion .

these figures the following comparison The wages for repairs and renewals Higher maximum and average

is obtained : show a decrease in the total cost, but speed.

4,752

60

South Wales 17s. 11d.

66 4
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TABLE XII. - COST OF CARRIAGE -MAINTENANCE .

Cost per Cost per Cost perTotal Cost

per Annum Train-mile . Ton-mile . Seat -mile .

Steam. Elect . Steam. Elect . Steam. Elect . Steam. Elect .

£ £ d. d. d. d. d. d.

of track which had previously been

maintained by the London and North

Western and Great Western Joint

Railways, so that in the comparison

there are not only the extra trains to

be considered but also the extra length

of track. If the comparison is made

per mile of track the following is the

result :

86

1,124

1,087

141

2,084

1,513

0.06

0.86

0.85

0.04 0.0004 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002

0.60 0.0061 0.0074 0.0028 0.0039

0.44 0.0060 0.0054 0.0027 0.0029

Salaries and office expenses

Wages

Materials .

Total cost of repairs and inspection .

Car-lighting

Car-cleaning

Total cost .

Increase or Decrease .

Per cent .

2.297

1,331

873

3,738

778

1,278

1.77

1.03

0.67

1.08

0.22

0.37

0.0125 0.0133 0.0057 0.0070

0.0073 0.0027 0.0033 0.0014

0.0047 0.0045 0.0021 0.0024

4,501 5,794 3.47 1.67 0.0245 0.0205 0.0111 0.0108 Steam. Electric .

Increase

28.5

Decrease

52

Decrease

16

Decrease

2.7 Wages .

Materials

£

455

420

£

328

198

Increase or decrease on cost of repairs

and inspection only ... .Per cent

Increase

63

Decrease

39

Increase

6.4

Increase

23
Total ... 875 526

TABLE

Total costs per annum .

With regard to the wear of the rails ,

clude the charges coming under the
the experience on this railway shows

heading of locomotive -power and
that if a proper comparison is made,

those under the heading of car- repairs.
the rails are more durable under elec

etc.
tric traction than with steam . The

XIII . - COMBINED LOCOMOTIVE actual life in years and the actual work

the rail will stand are both greater.AND ROLLING-STOCK COSTS.

During five years of steam working
Steam . Electric .

the average weight of new rails used

£21,507 £25,039
per annum was 175 tons, and during

Cost per train -mile

the five years of electric working the
0.0535d. 0.0470d

average weight per annum was 192

Maintenance of Way and Works. tons .

-The comparison of the cost and Table XV shows the comparative

maintenance of way and works on the life of rails under the two systems.

same basis as the locomotive and roll- This comparison in Table XV is

ing- stock costs is shown in Table XIV. with rails of the same quality in both

TABLE XIV . - COST OF MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND WORKS.

.16.6d . 7.25d.

0.1177d. 0.0892d .
66

Greater number of stops per mile

( no expresses ).

Smaller wheels ( 30 and 33 inches in

diameter against 43 inches ) en

tailing,

( a ) More wear on the bear

ings and more oil.

( b ) More frequent re -turning

of tires and renewals.

Automatic couplers are more expen

sive to maintain than ordinary

couplings.

Westinghouse brake-equipment is

more expensive to maintain than

vacuum brakes.

All doors and gates are opened and

closed at each station .

Bogie-trucks have more moving

parts and therefore require more

renewals than fixed wheel-bases.

Cars are painted more frequently.

Short time available for examina

tion .

Small amount of spare stock .

Under electric traction the cost of

re -tiring motor -car wheels is charged

to car -repairs. Under steam traction ,

the driving-wheels being on the loco

motives, the tire -renewals

charged to locomotive power.

The average mileage obtained from

each coach per annum has an appre

ciable effect on the cost of main

tenance and also on its life . The

actual figures are :

ton -mile

seat -mile .

Cost per Cost per Cost perTotal cost

per Annum . Train -mile . Ton -mile . Seat-mile .

Steam . Elect. Steam. Elect . Steam . Elect . Steam . Elect .

Salaries and office expenses .

£

158

.

241

d .

0.12

d.

0.07

d.

0.0008

d.

0.0008

d.

0.0004

d.

00.004

2,076

1,736

1,525

994

1.60

1.34

0.44

0.29

0.0113

0.0095

0.0054

0.0035

0.0051

0.0043

0.0028

0.0019

Permanent-way wages:

Permanent-way materials .

Total for permanent way .

Repairs to

Signals ..

Stations and buildings .

3,812 2,519 2.94 0.73 0.0208 0.0089 0.0094 0.0047

469

1,151

833

2,240

0.36

0.89

0.24 0.0025

0.64 0.0063

0.0029

0.0081

0.0012 0.0015

0.0028 0.0042

Total for way and works .. 5,590 5,833 4.31 1.68 0.0304 0.0207 0.0138 0.0108

were

Increase

4.35

Decrease

61

Decrease

32

Decrease

22Increase or decrease Per cent .

Decrease

34

Decrease

75

Decrease

57

Decrease

50

66

Steam locomotive .

coaches .

Electric motor -car.
trailer- car

17,274 miles per annum .

22,672

48.064

.36,453

44 46

66 .6

Increase or decrease on permanent

way only ... .. Per cent.

The average of three years'working instances, but recently rails of a
with steam and with electricity thus tougher quality have been introduced ,

shows a substantial reduction in the and a much longer life is anticipated

cost of maintenance of the permanent from these .

way. As it may be said that this pe- The repairs to signals show an in

riod is not long enough to permit of a crease in total cost, which is due to

reliable comparison being made, the the largely increased train - service and

cost five years' working under steam to the necessity for having a larger

and five years' under electricity ( the staff to attend to the inspection and re

longest period obtainable ) have been pairs.

analyzed. The average per year for The increase in cost of the repairs

the permanent way only for this to stations and buildings is £ 1,091 , due

longer period gives the following re- partly to the much larger number of

sults : people who use the stations , steps, etc.,

and partly to the large amount of im
Electric .

1897 to 1901.July, 1903, to provement work which has been car

June, 1908. ried out to render the stations more

attractive.

Hydraulic Lifts. — The large in

crease in the number of trains has
2,469

called for a considerable increase in

When electric working was intro- the number of lift -trips. In making

duced, the Mersey Company had to a comparison of the lift- service, the
take over the maintenance of 1/2 mile best unit to use is the lift-mile unit,

mbined Locomotive and Rolling

Stock Costs . - A factor which must be

taken into account in making the com

parison of the locomotive and rolling

stock costs is that it is not feasible to

compare the exact equivalent of the

two systems, as under electric work

ing the “ locomotive” is also a passen

ger -carriage, and certain portions,

such as wheels , axles , brakes, etc. ,

which for convenience are classified

under car-repairs could be classified

under locomotive power.

In order to eliminate such points as

these, a comparison is made in Table

XIII of the total cost of running and

maintaining the trains, which will in

Steam .

Wages .

Materials .

£

1,900

1.756

£

1.537

932

Total . 3,656
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Tons

Per cent .

Years

Tons

.33.55d .

ton -mile

seat-mile

Steam.

41

599 672

489

14

-2 MILLIONS

TABLE XV . - WEAR OF RAILS . TABLE XVIII. - TOTAL EXPENSES OF THE

Steam . Electric . RAILWAY.

Length of double track maintained ..
Chains 334 375

Weight of new rails used per annum .
Tons 175 192 Steam. Electric .

Ton -miles run by trains per ton of rails used . 236,000 350.000

1,130
Total weight of rail in track .

1.270
Total expenses per annum £62.897 £67,442

151 15.1
Cost per train -mile .. .48.5d.

Annual consumption as a percentage of total rails in track .
19.50 .

6.45
Therefore average life is .

6.6
ton -mile 0.344d. 0.240d.

32,000,000Average rolling load over each track before it is renewed 47,500,000 seat-mile 0.156d. 0.127d.

into account the interest on the addi

and Table XVI shows the total cost the engineering and locomotive depart- tional capital required for the conver

and also the cost per lift-mile.
ments and are summarized in the fol- sion of the system of traction. This

No actual record is kept of the num- lowing Table : interest is equal to £ 14,800 per annum

ber of trips made by the lifts , but the or 4.3d. per train -mile and 0.0528d .

TABLE XVII .

number of trips and mileage shown per ton-mile ; and the following Table
Steam. Electric .

may be regarded as approximately
XIX gives total expenses , including

correct.
Total cost per annum £43,353 42.679 the interest .
Cost per train -mile 12.30d.

Pumping. - Under steam working
0.238d. 0.152d. TABLE XIX .-- TOTAL EXPENSES OF THE

0.108d. 0.081d.

this work was divided evenly between RAILWAY AFTER ADDING INTEREST

TABLE XVI.

ON ADDITIONAL CAPITAL TO THE EX

PENSES OF THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM.

Total Costs per Annum Cost per Lift -mile .

Electric . Steam . Electric . Steam . Electric .

£ £ d. d. Total cost per annum . £ 62,897 £ 82.242

Wages, including running and repairs, but exclusive of cage Cost per train -mile ..48.5d. 23.80.

attendants .. 33.5 11.6 ton-mile . 0.344d. 0.2928d .

Oil , waste , and all other stores ,
363 20.3 8.5 seat -mile 0.156d. 0.1548d .

Power-costs ....
562 575 31.4 10.0

Total .......
1,524 1,736 85.2 30.1 SUMMARY OF THE EFFECT OF ELEC

TRIFICATION OF THE MERSEY RAIL
Steam. Electric .

WAY.

Approximate lift -trips per annum .
276,276 888,164

Approximate lift-miles per annum .
4,293 13,832 Briefly summarized, the result of

electrification of the railway has been

the two sides of the river. Under In dealing with the effect of the to give the results shown in Table XX .

electric working about 75 per cent. is electrification on the working- results, When considering the effect of the

done at Birkenhead and 25 per cent. the foregoing figures show the effect
new service as regards the earning

at Liverpool , the steam at the former from an engineering point of view ; capacity of the railway, it would not

place being supplied from the power- but in order to obtain a proper com- be fair comparison to take the

station boilers. The effect of this has

been to reduce the cost of pumping

from £6,739 per annum under steam

working to £ 5,780 per annum under

electric working, showing a decrease

of £959 per annum .

Ventilation. A considerable econ

omy has been effected in the cost of

ventilation , the cost having been re

duced from £5,430 per annum under

steam working to £332 per annum un

der electric working, a decrease of

£ 5,098 per annum .

Electric Lighting, Gas, Water, and

General Stores . — The cost of the light

ing to the stations and tunnels, of the

supply of water, and of general stores

was £2,314 per annum under steam

working and is now £ 3,596 per annum

under electric working, showing an in
crease of £ 1,282 per annum . This is

accounted for by the lighting of the
Cominerad May31900

tunnel, and the considerably increased

lighting of the stations , workshops,

etc.

Telegraph- and Telephone - Ex

penses.—These under steam working
FIG . 3 .

were £249 per annum and are now un- parison it is necessary to go further revenue during the period reviewed

der electric working £363 per annum , and deal with the total expenses of for the working expenses, because

showing an increase of £ 114 per an- the railway . during the steam working the receipts

num . In addition to the engineering ex- were falling and during the electrical

Total Cost of Operating and Main- penses shown in Table XVII , there working they have shown a steady in

taining the whole of the Works, Plant, are the traffic -expenses and general crease each half-year, corresponding

etc. , comprised in the Engineering and charges, etc. , and the total expenses with the increase in the number of

Locomotive Departments. - The fore- including these items are as given in passengers . The variation in the num
going items represent the total cost of Table XVIII . ber of passengers carried per half -year

operating and maintaining the whole In making a comparison of the to- from July, 1897, to June, 1909, is

of the works, plant , etc. , comprised in tal expenses it is necessary to take shown in Fig. 3 .
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CURVE SHOWING . NUMIER OF PASSENGERS CARRIED PER MALF - YEAR .
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8

12

20

20

19.9

11

8

Main line Mins.

Branch line "

15

10

Tons 141 81.4

for electric works ..

0.156d.

TABLE XX . days or after running about300 to 400

Steam. Electricity. miles. The general practice is for

Number of trains per hour, light traffic.

controllers, lights, car-doors, bells ,

heavy traffic .
motors, brake-blocks, brake levers,

Average speed , including stops ..... Miles per hour 15.6

Time required for journey including stops .

niotor - suspenders, springs, wheels and

Train -miles per annum ... 310.944 828,674
lubrication of bearings to be examined

Ton-miles per annum 43,843,000 67,330,000

Seat -miles per annum

every alternate day. The controller

96,392,000 127,548.000

Average weight of train (loaded ) magnets are examined weekly ; the

Total expenses per train -mile, after allowing interest on additional capital

48.5d.
23.8d. multiple - control wiring and connec

Total expenses per ton -mile, etc.
0.344d. 0.2928d. tions are examined and tested monthly ;

seat -mile , etc.
0.1548d

the triple valves are seen to every 3

Towards the end of steam working grade where it has to be brought up

months, and the brake cylinders every

the Corporation of Birkenhead opened to full speed . ( b ) At Hamilton Square
6 to 9 months.

a system of electric tramways which on the down side , the same condition
After running about 38,000 miles

had the effect of bringing down the applies .
the motor-cars into the

applies . ( c ) At Green Lane on the
are taken

railway's receipts considerably ; the down side the 1 in 35 grade com
shops for a thorough overhaul, which

tramways, being owned by the same

consists of completely dismantling the
mences at the end of the platform ,

Corporation who worked the ferry- though the station itself is on the level .
trucks, annealing the equalizer bars ,

service , they were specially laid out to These heavy gradients do not cause
relining the axle-bearings , and turn

feed that service , and the extra facili

The motoring-up wheel-tires , etc.

any difficulties in operation, but they bearingsarerelined and the commuta
ties thereby given to passengers to have a marked effect on the energy re

reach the ferries caused a large num- quired for operating the trains. Ta
tors are skimmed up every alternate

ber to leave the railway. ble XXII shows the current consump
overhaul . The trailer-cars run from

The decreasing traffic under steam tion , volts , and speed of a five-car
50,000 to 60,000 miles, after which

and the increasing traffic under the train on a return journey on the main
they are brought in for complete over

electric working did not materially af- line during heavy traffic . The current
haul.

The tires of both motor-cars and

TABLE XXI. - PASSENGERS CARRIED AND REVENUE EARNED . trailer-cars have to be turned up more

(a ) Steam
(6) Steam ( c ) Electric frequently than would otherwise be
Half-Year Half- Year

ending ending
ending the case, owing to the curves on the

June , 1901 . December, 1902 June , 1908. line being practically all in the same

Train -miles . 154,272 155,039 408,134 direction . The average life of motor
Ton -miles ..

Seat-miles.
car tires is about 180,000 miles . As

Passengers . 3,728,292 2,844,708 5,719,572

regards trailer tires , sufficient time has

Season -tickets . 2,028 1,595 5,882

Total passengers, including allowance for season - tickets

not elapsed to make a definite state

4,181,192 3,357,688 6.867.834

Train -miles run per passenger .
ment as to the average life, but it will

Ton-miles run per passenger .

Seat -miles run per passenger .
be over 250,000 miles .

Passenger receipts ...

The brake-blocks used are chilled
£35,682 £26,489 £ 47,868

Total receipts . £29,470 £ 51.784 on the face to a depth of 58 inch and

Passenger receipts per train -mile 55.5d.

0.292d. 0.341d.
have an aggregate life of 10,000 miles

0.168d. 0.167d.

Receipts per passenger .

for motor -cars, and of 13.500 miles for
2.06d. 1.89d. 1.67d.

trailers . When electrical working

fect the cost of working, and a com- consumption shown does not include was first commenced, ordinary cast

parison is therefore made in Table the operation of the motor compress- iron brake-blocks were tried and gave

XXI of the revenue during ( a) the ors for the Westinghouse brakes.

half - year before the tramways began

an average life of 2,200 to 2,500 miles .

Owing to the limited time available The life of the motor-pinions aver
to affect the receipts ; ( b ) the last for inspection a large staff has to be ages about 4 years, representing 200,

complete half-year of steam working ; available for dealing with the trains 000 miles. None of the gear -wheels

and ( c ) the half-year of electrical as they are brought out of service for on the axles have yet worn out , al

working ending June, 1908. inspection purposes. The trains are though some of these have done 350 ,

In the electrical working the total examined by the inspection staff, who

seat-miles for the foregoing half -year

000 miles, and it is anticipated that a

also attend to minor repairs every 2 further life of 2 years will be obtained .

equaled 68.80 millions and the total

passenger -miles 13.7 millions. This

represents an average loading of 19.96
TABLE XXII .-DETAILS OF UP AND DOWN TRIPS ON THE MAIN LINE .

per cent of the total seating -capacity
Energy Consumed .

Time Time Average

provided.

Average Average

Current] Current. Pressure. Speed. Total

Half - Year

Millions 22.6

50.9

21.8

48.1

33.727

68.8

0.037

5.41

12.17

0.046

6.49

14.33

0.059

4.91

10

£38,327

41d . 28d.

0.31 d.ton-mile

seat -mile 0.132d.

of

Run .

Per Ton

Mile
is on .

M. S. M. S. Amperes. Volts . Miles Kilowatt

hours.

Watt

hoursper hour.

0.814

8.067

10.784

3.907

9.735

10.9

50.48

151.03

65.66

95.44

33.307 71.24

WORKING RESULTS OF THE ELECTRICAL

SERVICE .

A few general notes on the working

of the electrical service may be of in

terest. The railway, as will be seen

from Fig. 2 , has exceptionally hcavy

gradients, the three worst places on

the line being : ( a ) At James Street

Station on the up journey, where the

trains are standing on a 1 in 100 up

grade in the station , with a 1 in 31 up

grade commencing near the end of the

platform , so that before the train can

be fully accelerated it is on the heavy

Down Trip - Liverpool Central (Low Level) to Rock Ferry.
Liverpool Central to James Street .. 1 40 0 10 586 500 19.8

James Street to Hamilton Square . 2 40 1 5 SOS 553 26.44

Hamilton Square to Birkenhead Central. 1 45 1 5 1,081 551 18.0

Birkenhead Central to Green Lane . 1 30 0 30
830 565 17.5

Green Lane to Rock Ferry ... 2 20 1 5 1,006 536 19.28

Summary : 9 55 3 55 943 541 20.8

Up Trip - Rock Ferry to Liverpool Central (Low Level).

Rock Ferry to Green Lane . 2 5 0 50 610 544 21.6

Green Lane to Birkenhead Central . 1 20 0 40 810 528 19.68

Birkenhead Central to Hamilton Square . 1 30 0 30
820 594 21.00

Hamilton Square to James Street
2 20 1 0 644 580 30.21

James Street to Liverpool Central. 2 0 1 35
940 537 16.5

Summary .. 9 15 4 35 780 561 22.3

4.609

4.752

4.059

6.225

13.816

45.18

79.86

56.84

38.95

184.7

33.461 71.57

Average of up and down trips ...... 9 35 4 15 855 551 21.5 33.384 71.41



Cooling Towers For Steam and Gas Power Plants

Natural Draft and Auxiliary Draft Types

By J. R. BIBBINS
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Two important factors contribute possible for this type to operate on under the following heads, having

to the effective operation of a cooling less , perhaps 5 degrees to 10 degrees , special reference to the enclosed type

tower : ( a ) One factor is the well- commercial practice rarely concedes of cooling tower , which for a given

known characteristic of a natural draft such results. floor space has by far the greatest

tower considered as a " chimney A very recent development in air cooling capacity : (a ) Type of cool

an increase in capacity with an in- pumps has made it possible to op- ing surface ; ( b ) Water distribution

crease in temperature head ( see Fig. erate on a still smaller difference, from system ; ( c ) Draft and air distribu

9) . In steamwork, especially with two to five degrees with a reasonable tion .

high vacuum , the general range of water ratio, and even to approximate Following are a number of essential

condenser discharge temperature is theoretical conditions. All this is in points that seem to the writer to have

relatively low ; in gaswork , on the the right direction. The smaller this a most important bearing upon any

other hand, it is high . Pistons are to- temperature differential, the higher type of tower designed for maximum

day operated at temperatures of 140 the maximum inlet temperatures per- duty and efficiency : ( a ) All tortuous

degrees to 160 degrees , cylinders from missible for a given set of conditions or unduly obstructed passages should

120 degrees to 150 degrees , occa- -both water to condenser and air to be avoided . It is of no advantage to

sionally higher. Owing to the small tower . The curves in Fig. I show give ample spacing in one part of the

volume of water in the minor circuits , this relation in approximate form- tower and contract it in another, un

such as valves , packings , etc. , these vacuum possible with varying con- less sufficient stack height is provided

temperatures have little effect upon

the average outlet temperature of the SHOWING APPROXIMATE MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES OF COOLING

engine, which ranges from 115 de
AIR PERMISJACLE FOR VARIOUS VACUUA

130

Temp.Difference
grees to 130 degrees Fahr, in the large

200
in Condenser

engines, and 140 degrees in the

smaller sizes and verticals. This

would correspond to a very poor SampleSetting

vacuum in a steam plant, not more

than 24 in . to 26 in .; practically out

of the question in turbine -work .

However, this high temperature re

sults in a high rate of heat dissipa Assumptions

tion in the tower per unit of cooling

surface, with a corresponding reduc

tion in the bulk of the tower.

( b ) The second factor relates to

developments in the efficiency of the 80 % 29 "

steam condensing plant. The func

tion of a condenser is , primarily, that

701
of a water heater and the measure of

Temperature Entrant Air Fahr.

70° 90 ° 100 °

its efficiency as a condensing vessel
Fig . 1- MAXIMUM AIR INLET TEMPERATURES FOR VARIOUS VACUUMS

is the difference between the tem

perature of the exhaust steam and

that of the discharge water . A theo denser and fixed cooling tower per- to overcome the additional resistance .

retically perfect condenser would heat formance For example, with 28 ( b ) Avoid free falling water. It

the outgoing cooling water exactly to
in . vacuum , 20 degrees differential should be distributed so as to descend

the temperature of the incoming in the condenser, water ratio 60 , clinging to some form of wetted sur
steam . But in practice from 1o de and 15 degrees cooling in the tower , face . ( c ) Avoid open spaces in the

grees to 50 degrees difference exists , the highest possible temperature of mat work, usually occurring at points

depending upon the type of condenser outside air would be 65 degrees Fahr. where it is difficult to fill in between
and the volumetric ratio of water to With warmer air , the vacuum would the frame of the tower. This will

steam . A good surface condensing necessarily fall. Under the same con- " short-circuit” and invariably dimin

plant with a dry -air pump should op ditions, with 10 degrees differential , a ish the effectiveness of the working

erate at 28 in . vacuum with a tem
maximum air temperature of 76 de- sections. ( d ) Reduce the working sec

perature difference of 15 degrees ; grees would be permissible ; and with tions to the minimum possible height,

often it is more, and the author has five degrees, 81 degrees inlet air . It adding extra stack if necessary. The

seen 25 degrees to 40 degrees dif- is therefore apparent that the tend- power required to elevate the water

ference in some of the largest sta ency of modern condenser develop- is important, and the working height

tions in the country. A good baro
ment toward higher efficiencies will of the tower is lost , even in a closed

metric or centrifugal jet condenser, materially assist in the successful op- condenser circulating system . ( e )

with a dry - air pump, should operate eration of cooling towers under ex- Baffles or variable spacing are often
with a temperature -difference of 10 tremely adverse conditions. necessary to obtain uniform air dis

degrees to 15 degrees. Although it is tribution. ( f) A settling basin of

ELEMENTS OF DESIGN liberal depth is always advisable in

* Abstract of a paper presented at the New York The most important elements enter- order that entrained air may separate.
( Dec. , 1909 ) meeting of the Amercian Society of

Mechanical Engineers. ing into the design may be considered in all jet-condenser installations, this
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is extremely important, owing to the ( e ) Several American towers are ze , which has been introduced into

amount of air returned to the con- constructed simply of horizontal lat- this country , advances one step in in

dlenser ; and even in surface installa- tice-work , usually of cypress, thetice -work, usually of cypress, the troducing vertical cooling surfaces in

tions, this air will find its way back to numerous tiers being staggered in or- transverse tiers. But most important

the condenser via the feed water with der to break more effectively the fall is the attempt to guide the water

the result of impaired vacuum . ( g ) of water ( see Fig . 2c ) . In some, the downward in the form of a film , by

All wooden mat surface is subject to upper and lower faces of the lattice- forming each slat with a sawtooth

swelling. Means should be taken to work are believed to lessen the resist- edge, meeting the lower transverse

insure permanent alignment; other- ance of descending water and as- slats and guiding the water streams

wise serious reduction in draft area cending air . Cooling water is dis- thereon . The designer has evi lently

and capacity may be encountered . ( h ) tributed by atomizing nozzles , by appreciated the necessity of av biling

For maximum effectiveness , a cooling numerous spray pipes, or by Barker's a free fall of water and has deliber

surface is required which provides an

uninterrupted descent of water, in a

thin film at all times in intimate con
Trough

tact with ascending air . If any in

terruption is necessary, the descending

1
sheet should be guided into place to

avoid free fall.

a
Rot Vell

b

ELEVATION

1

Stron . Lincs

ZADZIA

PLAN Distributing

Orifices

Tiougui

( I lur )
O <
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Steam Lines
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с
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I'RESENT TYPES

The various types of cooling sys

tems now in use naturally group them

selves into a few general classes :

( a ) The simple spiral-spray nozzle

discharging into an open pond.

( b ) The simple tray type, with

water dripping through perforations,

and cooling entirely by means of

transverse air currents from the side.

Here no direct draft is possible, and

the tower has no direct cooling sur

face . The trays operate simply to ar

rest the fall of the water . In this re

spect, the type is a simple mechanical

refinement of a rough frame tower

filled with brush , such as has often

been employed in temporary power

work . It is , however, comparatively

inexpensive, and under some condi

tions, may be utilized to advantage.

( c ) The simple cascade type, con

structed either of wood or of cor

rugated sheets, in which a consider

able part of the cooling is by actual

conduction . This cascade system

seems to have been overrated . In one

prominent plant, the author under

stands it to have been a decided fail

ure : in any form it is extremely prim

itive and not in accordance with ef

fective design .

( d ) Another representation of the

simple types of construction is the

multiple cascade ( See Fig. 2 ) . Here

the water is simply interrupted at

short intervals and no cooling surface

is installed . It is evident that suc

cessful operation is dependent en

tirely upon the accuracy with which

the trajectory of the falling particles

can be predetermined in the spacing

of the trays and maintained in the

subsequent operation of the tower.

This would require an absolutely con

stant head. A tower at Colorado

Springs utilizes the construction as in

Fig. 2b, a horizontal slotted surface

with wind shield to prevent spray loss.

This tower gives 40 degrees cooling

in fair weather. The humidity, how

ever , is around 50 per cent . ( relative ) .

th

Fig. 2 - TYPES OF COOLING SURFACES EMPLOYED IN VARIOUS TOWERS

ex

Vill. This type evidently does not ately piped the water from the flume

lend itself readily to natural draft- to small troughs serving the upper

work , owing to the serious resistance row of slats . An American builder

offered to the draft by the lattice- has modified this system ( Fig : 3f ) by

work . practically discarding the numerous

( f ) A modification of the multiple tiers of slats for vertical ones

cascade system , used in the German tending halfway down the tower ,

tower, Fig. 2d, endeavors to utilize turning them 90 degrees at the middle

partly the inclined deflecting surface of the tower, ostensibly for the pur

as a cooling medium , although it is pose of equalizing air distribution .

a question whether this is of much ef- However effective this may be , we

fect owing to the fact that the ascend- have here the desirable elements of

ing air in all cases impinges on the continuously wetted surface and no
lower surface of the deflectors, and free fall of water .

not on the upper wetted surface. ( h ) A well-known American type,

( g ) Another German design , Fig. resembling the multiple surface Ger
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man tower ( Fig. 3e ) , employs nu- without retarding the ascending cur- designed self-supporting with an inde

merous tiers of galvanized iron or the rent of air . These distributing pendent internal framework for sup

cylinders , with a distributor at the troughs reduce the effective draft area porting the weight of the mass.

top, of the Barker's Mill type, pro- of the tower by about 40 per cent. ; Wooden sheathing could have been

pelled simply by the reaction of the but, on the other hand, the reduction ised to good advantage, however, and

issuing jets . in area is fairly uniform throughout the entire tower constructed by un

( i ) Several builders employ con- the tower, and the area correspond- skilled labor.

The mat surface was constructed

of common wood lath , assembled on

a form , with iron nails protected from

corrosion by being embedded in the
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TOWER AT DETROITan ex

tinuous galvanized iron surfaces from ingly diminished. This type is ex

the top to the bottom of the tower , tremely effective.

either in the form of corrugated

sheathing or of wire mesh, the water LATH MAT CONSTRUCTION

being carefully guided to the sheets In a design originated in Detroit,

so as to avoid free fall . The prin- Mich ., shown in detail in Fig. 4 , an

ciple is right . With the close spac- attempt was made to subdivide the

ing permissible, a most intimate con- cooling surface into sections or tiers ,

tact of the air and descending film while maintaining the advantages of

may be maintained . continuous vertical surface. This it

( j ) Coming now to exclusively was thought would facilitate the con- Fig. 4 -- EXPERIMENTAL

wooden mat construction, struction and repair of the tower; it

ample of the attempt to combine in a was also hoped to avoid the distor- wood . Mat details are shown in Fig.

single slat construction all the above- tion of the mat surface occasioned 5. These lath mats produced a very

mentioned desirable features is that by the swelling of the timber, which desirable form of cooling surface.

shown in Fig. 3g. This tower is of it is hard to avoid when long slats are The rough surface kept the descending

the natural-draft type with a side employed . The important point in stream in constant agitation, and there

flume communicating with numerous the design was the reduced cost of was a sufficient slope to prevent free
transverse ducts which discharge upon construction . With the exception of falling water for any great distance ,

continuous vertical slats , the sawtooth the sheet metal shell furnished by a and also to constrain the ascending air

construction being employed to guide local boiler maker, the tower was built to slice upward through the inter

the water on the wetted surface. At by unskilled labor employed about the stices , thereby bringing into use both

the bottom , instead of allowing the station, and its total cost , including sides as well as both edges of the lath .

water to fall freely into the receiving shell, concrete and brickwork, ma- Thus a cooling surface of approxi

basin , each descending sheet is caught terial and labor, was in the neighbor- mately 20 sq . ft. per running foot
in a small trough and conveyed to the hood of $1,350, serving a 1000 -h.p. of lath mat was obtained . The vari

center of the tower, where it descends engine-driven plant. The shell was ous tiers were readily assembled in
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succession, working from the shell in

ward until full . Uniform water dis

tribution was effected by means of

the pipe-spray system , with laterals

spaced like the mats below . Two

series of tests* were made at Detroit

mats in operation . However, by the

addition of the remaining mat sur

faces the tower was enabled to work

on lower water temperatures , and we

should therefore expect a lower rate

of heat dissipation . This would in

venting the fall of water. At the

bottom , the obstruction to draft may

be prevented by employing deflecting

troughs under each mat to convey the

water to the center of the tower , as

in the Moser tower , Fig. 3g. A better

SKETCH OF LATH MAT-ASSEMBLY
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distribution system in the form of horizontal slotted laterals

discharged upward and overflowing directly on the respective
mat sections is shown in Fig . 7.

In any system of stationary jets it is extremely difficult to

obtain uniform distribution of water over the entire tower

at different rates of flow . With the slotted pipes, it is an easy

matter to open or close the slots so as to distribute uniformly,

and as they are laid horizontally this adjustment is permanent.

It is also easy to free the laterals from foreign matter , as is not

the case with jets .

THE EVAPORATED COOLER

In gas engine-work it is often necessary to economize water

to the greatest possible extent. In an Arizona mining plant

Fig. 6 — DETAILS OF SECTIONAL MAT SURFACE employing gas engines, where the mine water was so foul and

acid as to prohibit entirely its use

for cooling jackets an evaporative
at different times , first, with only the dicate that the upper tiers of towers cooler was recently constructed of

two upper tiers , and finally with all are more effective than the lower. ordinary hot water radiators arranged

the mats in position. Tables II and The heat dissipation during the tests in series-parallel, with air forced over

III and Figs. 8 to 1o show the relation on the complete tower ranged from the surface by a motor-driven fan .

between the various quantities ob- 200 B. T. U. to 300 B. T. U. per The well-known counter-current sys

served . It was very noticeable that square foot of surface per hour under tem was employed, and the outfit was

the rate of heat dissipation in B. T. U. normal conditions, and this could un- fairly efficient, the jacket water being

per square foot per hour was consider- doubtedly have been increased in a cooled 15 degrees with a power con

ably higher for the uncompleted tower carefully constructed tower with suit- sumption of 5 per cent. of the output

with only about three- fifths of the able condenser apparatus. of the engine.

Although fairly successful , this ex- It occurs to the author that by
* In this plant the condensing system was not we 11

adapted to economic working. Air and circulating perimental design might have been keeping the radiating surface continu

pumps were direct -coupled , making it impossible to

control the tower water separately from the con considerably improved . By straddling ally wet the effect of evaporation ,
densation . There was considerableair in the system the supporting joists in the manner as well as the convection, might be
from a long run of exhaust piping; and with no dry

air pumps,a vacuum of 24 inches wasnormal practice. shown in detail in Fig. 6 the various utilized in cooling. The foul mine
But the condenser was operated with a temperature

differential of 47 degrees, so that with an efficient tiers of mats may be brought together water may sometimes be used for this

condenser, a vacuum of 28 inches might have been into a practically continuous surface purpose without contaminating the
obtained with the same tower performance, 16 de

grees cooling, 71 degrees cold well . from top to bottom , thus entirely pre- jacket circulation . With an expendi
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ture of 234 per cent. in evaporation in cooling towers involves a erated than the increased expense of

an increase of24 per cent. in cooling dition of peak -load existing only 5 equipment suited to maximum de
would be obtained, assuming the air per cent . of the time, and high tem- mand ?

entering and leaving to be fully satu- perature only 8 per cent. of the This , of course, applies particularly

rated . This system has been at- time . Moreover, these maximum de- to natural-draft towers. Flexibility

tempted in connection with steam mands will not generally occur at the already exists in the forced - draft

condensers , but apparently without same hours of the day. In the ex- tower through the speeding of the

much success . The principle seems ample cited in the early part of this fans ; but even here there are some

entirely logical, but the difficulty of paper and illustrated by Fig. 1 , 5 drawbacks, owing to the high veloci

maintaining tight joints with thin- degrees difference in the condenser, ties already employed for normal

walled tubes of sufficient diameter to the maximum permissible air tem- working. Any large increase in the

permit of the passage of the proper perature would be 81 degrees ; the velocity of the fan may seriously dis

amount of air, would seriously de efficient the condenser, the turb the uniformity of air distribu

tion over the tower surface and give

rise to eddies . destructive to efficiency.

That this condition exists is very

plainly shown by a survey of the dis

charge velocity by means of an

anemometer. Examination of one de

fective installation by this method re

vealed the fact that fully one -third

of the area was practically ineffective

and that the reverse currents actually

TABLE I COMPARATIVE DATA , DETROIT

EDISON TOWERS.

Forced Natural

Draft, Draft ,

Type. Station A. Station C.

Rated engine , i.h.p .. 1,500 900

Cooling surface, sq . ft . 34,780 24,500

Surface per h.p .. 23.2 27.2

Space occupied , cu . ft .
7.064 10.850

o Space occupied, sq . ft . • 175 200

Cost complete .. $ 3,900 $1.350

Cost per h.p. $ 2.60 $1.5

Auxiliaries , e.h.p.. 13

Dimensions.

ft. in it . in .

Delivery pipe above ground . 29
35 8

Height over all 40 6 83

Height mat section
17 25

Height stack ..
12 18

Height outlet 10 9

B.t.u. Dissipated per Sq.Ft.per Hour
Diameter tower . 14 16

300 400 500 600 700 Diameter fan .
9 3

Fig. 8 - RATE OF HEAT DISSIPATION OF THE DETROIT TOWER took place in some parts . The air

distribution problem is exceedingly

tract from the effectiveness of this ap- higher the allowable air temperature. important, and more so in the forced

paratus by reason of air leakage . The Is it , therefore , good engineering to draft than in the natural-draft tower,

low vacuum shown during tests of design a cooling tower installation where low velocities favor uniformity.

such apparatus largely confirmsthis with a vacuum -producing capacity

supposition. For gas power plants, large enough for any and all emer

however, the type seems admirably gencies; or, on the other hand , to pro

suited.
vide auxiliary means for assisting
during these brief periods of maxi

mum demand , while keeping the pro

portions of the tower within reason

able limits for normal operation ?

Might not even a considerable im

pairment of vacuum under the most

unfavorable operation be better tol
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STANDARDS OF DESIGN

The cooling tower should be de

signed with the same flexibility as

other good power plant apparatus, as

regards capacity under various condi

tions of operation ; it is subject to

the same peak -loads as the prime

mover. As a matter of fact, rela

tively more heat must be abstracted

by the tower during peaks , owing to

the higher steam consumption of a

steam engine per horsepower-hour on

overloads.

The problem of maximum capacity

" BOOSTER” TYPE OF TOWER

The natural - draft tower is of it

self ill adapted for operating with a

fixed temperature head. It thrives on

the weakness of the condensing sys

tem . The lower the vacuum , the bet

ter the tower works, because of the

increase in temperature head. And

as this is clearly a problem of chim

ney design, the only way out of the

difficulty is apparently by some

method of auxiliary draft . As the

specific heat of air is about 0.23 , it is

1

30

Cooling Deg - F .

Fig. 9 - LOST HEAD OF NATURAL AND FORCED

DRAFT TOWERS
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TABLE II . TEST OF NATURAL -DRAFT COOLING TOWER, DETROIT.
tower might tend to be reversed , ow

Complete, Three - fifths Surface Installed.

ing to the back pressure resulting

Tower Heat Circulating
Total water, dissipated cooling water per from the blast . It is believed , how

Hot Cold Water heat lbs. B.T.U. Ibs. surface sq . ft. , lb. Load .

ever , that with a fairly open matTime. Air. well . * well. cooling. head . kw.

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 structure, such as has been described
12 noon 34 102 89

13 68 375,000 4 880,000 332 25 270

1:30 35 106.5 90 16.5 71.5 S 375,000 6,108,000 415
24.8 315 above, the introduction of four auxil

370,200 290

iary blast ducts would serve only to
2:30 35 106.5 87.5 19 71.5 375.000 7,120,000 484 25 315

3:30 35 113 88.5 24.5 78 375,000 9,000,000 613 25 350 entrain more air and further assist
4:30 32.5 100 84 16 67.5 399,000 6,384,000 434 26.6 365

5:00 28.5 103.5 88 15.5 75 445,500 6,900,000 470 29.7 485

4:00 26 125 94 31 99 417,000 12,930,000 880 27.8 655

7:00 24 121 94 27 97 427,000 11,532,000 785 27.4 570

8.00 24 123 94.5 28.5 99 427,000 12,174,000 827 27.4 600

* Assuminga more efficient condenser,say 10deg. difference, the probable vacuum would be 24'deg . to
27.5 deg. This condenser actually operated at40 deg. to 50 deg. difference.

Total heat head - air heating + lost head.

Difference due to rapid change in load .

TABLE III . RESULTS OF TEST OF NATURAL -DRAFT TOWER, DETROIT.

Complete , Five-fifths Surface Installed .

Engines: Twl 400 I. H. P. 300 kilowatt MacIntosh & Seymour tandem compound engines, overhung
generators.

Condensers: Worthington surface ( admiralty type ), 1,600 square feet reciprocating wet-air pump and
circulating pump.

Tower : Wood mat construction, 24,500 square feet evaporating surface, exclusive of shell .
Test : March 15 to 14 , 1901, 4 p . m . to 4 p . m. , 24 hours.

A. M. P. M. Average.

Weather: Barometer (abs . ) min .. 30.22 30.77 30.14 30.27

Temperature air, deg. Fahr..
18.5 25 30 25

Relative humidity, per cent . 76 82 58 72

Load : 600 kilowatt max. to 50 kilowatt min . - Average 244.9 kilowatt

Engine efficiency = 92.5 = 875 I. H. P. max . Average . 354.8 I. H. P. Fig. 12 — VAPOR CONTENT OF AIR AT VARIOUS

Steam :
Weight of condensed steam per hour, pounds .

5,910.6
TEMPERATURES

Temperature exhaust steam , deg. Fahr . 134.38

Temperature clndensed steam , deg. Fahr.
108.78

Weight of steam per hour, max . load pounds.
13,500 the tower in the absorption of heat .Vacuum (abs. ) 25 to 19, average about ..

22

Vacuum corresponding to temperature exhaust steam , ins..
25

Of the two systems, the former has
Vacuum possible with good condenser (10deg. difference )

28

Water: Circulated per hour pounds . 293,536 the advantage of being already put in
Temperature hot well, average deg. Pahr. 87 50

Temperature cold well, average deg . Fahr. 71.27 practice. However, there is to be said

Vaporization loss per hour pounds... 5,970 in favor of the latter that no working

Results: Condenser surface per kilowatt, square feet . 2.66

Steam per kilowatt hour pounds ... 24.3 parts , such as fan bearings , belt trans

Steam per I. H. P. hour, pounds ..
16.63

Circulating water per pound of steam , pounds
49.6 mission , etc. , are in the current of

Steam per square foot condenser surface per hour, pounds .
3.7

vapor ; and with a tower operated in
Circulating water per square foot tower surface, pounds.

12.0

Difference in temperature between exhaust steam and discharge deg. Fahr 47 termittently, corrosion is an important
Cooling : Max. 20 deg., min. 3 deg . - 5 deg: Average ..

16.23

Furthermore, this system
Heat dissipated per hour, B. T. U ..

matter .
.4,769,000

Heat per square foot tower surface, B. T. U. 195 lends itself more readily to a square

Heat per square foot per 100 pounds water, B. T. U.
0.665

Evaporation : Circulating water, per cent.... 2.03 or rectangular shaped tower, which

Engine steam , per cent .
101

Tower : Surface per kilowatt ( average load 245 kilowatts ), square feet .
may be desirable in large sizes.

Surface per kilowatt (max. load 600 kilowatts ), square foot.
408

Surface per 1.000 pounds steam max. load , square foot....
1.82

Surface per 1,000 pounds steam average load , square foot..
4.14

The Western Electrical and Gas

Surface per 1,000 pounds circulating water per deg. max . cooling, square foot 5.22
Directory

evident that an increase of 25 per installing at the base of the tower a The 1910 edition of " Blanchfield's
cent. in heat dissipation would require forced -draft system so designed as Western Electrical and Gas Directory "

roughly double this increase in quan- to supplement the natural draft with- contains the names of 1345 companies

tity of air , in order to maintain the out causing a back flow . The second and individuals in Arizona, California,

same temperature conditions. This, suggested arrangement is crudelycrudely Idaho, Nevada, Oregon , Washington,
however, is well within the capacity shown in Fig . 11. The auxiliary air British Columbia and the Hawaiian

of a comparatively small fan auxiliary. is delivered to the tower through four Islands.

There are two methods of accom- " L " -nozzles supplied from a concrete Electrical installations foot up a

plishing this result : ( a ) By locating duct surrounding the base of the total of 920,939 kw. , normal rating,

in the stack an induced -draft fan tower . With this arrangement, the providing a value of 1,151,174 elec

which normally remains idle. ( b) By natural draft under the base of the trical horsepower . In addition to

which there is projected 383,600 h.p.,TABLE IV. OPERATING DATA , OPEN

SCREEN TOWERS. from water and steam .

Mt. Whitney Power Co. , Visalia, Cal. The relative quantities of Water- ,
Tower designed for 1,500-2,000 kilowatt at 27 inches

Gas- ( or distillate ) and Steam - gener

Horizontal screen surface, square feet ... 9,550

Circulating water handled, gallons per
ated electric power are given below .

hour . 1,720,000 Included under the head of " Steam "
Rate of circulation , pounds per square foot

per hour... 1,500 is 106,530 kw. , normal rating, pro

Dimensions, feet 30 by 47 by 15 high

10 tiers galvanized iron screen .... 5 mesh per inch . duced by steam turbines ; of which

Cost of tower, including concrete form . $ 2,000 amount 6650 kw. is in Arizona , 57,
Observations, October 23, 1906 .

Maximum load carried , 5:20 p. m ., kilowatt 1,130 160 in California, 1295 in Idaho, 1150
Temperature atmosphere, deg. Fahr... 55 .

in Nevada, 7000 in Oregon, 24,775 in
Depression , wet bulb thermometer,degrees 8.5

Relative humidity, 50 per cent, absolute, Washington, 2250 kw . in the Hawai
grains per cubic foot .. 2.35

Temperature incoming hot water, deg . ian Islands.

Fahr .. 110

Temperature outgoing cold water, deg. Electric Power

Fahr.. 100 Generation , Kws.

Cooling, deg. Fahr, (minimum for day ).. 10
Water Steam Gas

Vacuum carried ( ref . 30 -in . barometer ). Arizona . 9.025 16,056 1,290

inches mercury . 26.6 California .. 254,254 287,622 13,301

Differencebetween temperature steam and Nevada .
14,250 3,957 105

condenser discharge. 47 170 29,745

Possiblevacuum (10 deg .difference in con

100

vacuum .

Blact

.

Lana Kar

Obastruction

BlastTuyer

Auntary To

Louvied

Detecton

PLAN

50
Oregon .

Washington . 106,070 57,714 120

denser) . Idaho ... 13,284 5,545

Maximum cooling for day ( 730 kilowatts) , British Columbia . 48.255 3,492

Fig. 11 - PROPOSED COMBINATION deg . Fahr ..
TOWER

16 Hawaiian Islands. 4,700 4.934

Data from Hunt, Mirk & Co., Engineers, San
WITH NATURAL AND FORCED DRAFT Francisco, Cal. Totals ..... 497,008 409,067 14,866

Rast Dact



The Effect of Electrical Operation on the Per

manent-Way Maintenance of Railways-

By CHARLES AUGUSTUS HARRISON, D. Sc . , M. Inst. C.E.
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When it was decided in 1903 to 600 volts is supplied to a steel rail operating staff to cross the tracks , ac

equip the Tynemouth branchesof the laid along the track and is thence con- cidental contact with the conductor

North Eastern Railway for electrical veyed to the trains by contact-shoes rail is provided against by protection

operation , no information was avail- mounted on the trucks and making boards erected vertically on either side

able as to the increased work and cost sliding contact with the conductor of the live rail , from which they are

involved by the electrical equipment rail . The design of shoe in use is suspended by iron brackets . The fix

of the permanent way, the experience shown in Fig. 2 , which also illustrates ing of these boards is so arranged

obtained on American railways not the arrangements provided for fixing that they can be easily lifted from the

being directly comparable with the the shoe clear of the conductor rail brackets for cleaning insulators , etc.

conditions existing on English sys- when this is desired . In order to prevent “ creeping" of

tems. There was consequently some the longer lengths of the conductor

doubt as to the magnitude of the ad rail on the insulators, and the conse

ditional work which would be thrown quent straining of the electrical con

on to the maintenance staff, first, by nections at cable terminals, anchorages

the upkeep of the electrical equipment
are provided as shown in Fig. 4.

itself, and, secondly, by the increased The conductor rail is sectioned for

difficulty of maintaining the permanent
convenience at feeding and intermedi

way due to the presence of the “ live” ate points , and also at all junctions.

rails and the larger number of trains . Thesectioning switch -gear is erected

But after five years' experience, it is in the signal- cabins and is directly

possible to speak with some degree of under the charge of the signalmen ,

assurance as to both the difficulties and who are in telephonic communication

the cost. The conditions of the elec with the sub - stations and power-sta

trical train service now running and tion . Sidings which are not continu

the steam service it displaced are,
Fig. 2. – CONTACT -SHOE

ously in use are provided with sec

however, so different that some de tioning switches , erected in cast-iron

tailed description of them becomes The return path for the current pillars mounted alongside the track

after passing through the train-motors and under the care of the signalman

is through the wheels to the running- or shunter, as may be most convenient .

track rails, which , as in the case of In addition , provision was made, by a

the conductor rails , have been bonded specially designed cable terminal, to

at each joint to render them elec- afford ready andconvenient means for

trically continuous. The type of bond more local sectioning wherever the

and the method of fixing it are shown continuity of the conductor rail was

in Fig . 3 interrupted, i . e . , at level crossings,

Where level crossings or special junctions, etc. The design of this ter

track work render it necessary to minal , which has been found very use

break the continuity of the conductor ful in practice, is shown in Figs . 5 ; the

rail , the gaps thus formed are bridged live terminals being protected against

by insulated copper cable , laid under- accidental contact by an enclosing pot

ground . ware cap.

The normal position of the conduc- The sub - stations are five in number
Fig.

tor rail is in the 6 - ft. way at hori- and are situated as shown on the planBRANCHES , NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY

zontal distance of 1 ft . 714 in . from ( Fig . 1 ), which also shows the posi

necessary before dealing with the main the gauge line of the nearest track tion of the Carville generating station

point .* rail . This is the standard gauge of the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Electric

adopted in 1903 by the English rail- Supply Company. From here power
THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

The equipment, with the exception tunnel systems, where a smaller di
way companies, except on tube and is supplied in bulk to the railway com

of the coach -bodies, which were built 'mension isworked to on account of
pany at the sub-stations as three-phase

at the Company'sYork works, was car
current at 5,750 volts. The sub -sta

structural considerations . The rail is
ried out tothespecifications and under

tions are equipped with static trans

mounted on insulators and raised so

the supervision of the Company's that the table of the conductor railis transforming the bulk supply to the
formers and rotary converters for

consulting electrical engineer, Mr.
314 in . above that of the track rail . 600 volts continuous-current supply to

Charles H. Merz, M. Inst. C. E. , and Between station platforms and at the conductor rail .

the following particulars indicate the
points where there is necessity for the The rolling stock consists of 106

general scheme of conversion :

The branches electrified are shown
Outhine ofFish Plata

in the plan , Fig. 1 , and comprise a

route 29.5 miles long, the equivalent engehim Bond stretchend straight
single-track mileage, including sid

ings , being 75 miles; the average dis

tance between station stops is 114

mile. The equipment of the track is
For terminal of Bond or opposite side

on the now familiar conductor-rail
SECTION AA

INCHES 12

system , in which electrical energy at

* Institution of Elect. Eng. Fig. 3. - BONDED JOINT ON TRACK -RAIL
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1

passenger coaches of the open-corridor hands being taken on, namely, cable- cerned, no definite opinion can be

type, each with a seating capacity of jointers. All repair and renewal con- formed at this date as to the increase

sixty. Of these coaches 62 are motor nected with the electrical equipment of wear, if any, under the new con

coaches and 44 are trailer coaches, all is carried out under the permanent- ditions; it is certain , however, that the

the motor coaches being provided with way inspectors by the ordinary track effect is not very marked.

driving ends and collector gear, while gangs, special provision being made, Ballasting. – With a regular service

some only of the trailer coaches are by the use of insulated tools and work- of trains every 15 minutes in each

equipped for driving from . Each mo- ing regulations, to avoid danger to direction, the difficulties of mainte

tor coach is capable of performing the the men by shock. Very little trouble nance were naturally increased, and it

schedule speed when handling one has resulted from working on the live became desirable to adopt a type of

trailer coach, and the trains may be rail , and in all cases it has been caused ballast requiring less attention than

made up of any number of coaches by a departure from the regulations. the ash ballast with which the branches

driven from any driving end on the The comparative accelerations of a were laid down. After experimental

train so long as this proportion is not steam and an electric train , each con- lengths had been ballasted with various

exceeded . În practice the trains vary sisting of five coaches, is shown by the classes of stone, it was eventually de

cided to adopt a hard limestone with

Steam . Electric an outside limit in size of 2 in . , and

Average schedule-speed (miles per hour ) ..
10.7

this is now laid on the greater portion
Increased speed of electric trains ( per cent . ).

Acceleration (miles per hour per second ).
0.5 0.75 of the branches. The fact that the

Maximum train -service per hour.

Normal
stone has a high insulation resistance

Train -miles per annum . 600,000 1,199,729,
as compared with the ash ballast was

Car 3,900,000 3,772,601

Ton 115,200.000 104,600,000 also a factor in coming to this decision .
Average number of cars per train . 3.14

Maximum number of cars per train
m

Average weight oftrain ..

Passenger -coaches in use (normal service )

Locomotives in use ( normal service ( .

20

19

10

1

15

4
64

а

HOLDER

6.5

7

192 tons

84

14

9

87.2 tons

85

FOTW NO

COM OURO ATE

CULO

OUDEN

TOTAM

GROUNO

ITUNG

INCH
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from one to nine coaches, the latter curves in Fig. 6 , which represents the

being the limit of the station plat results of some tests recently made.

forms. The figure attained by the electric

For goods, parcels and fish traffic shock under normal working condi

three motor parcels vans and two 50- tions is 0.75 mile per hr. per sec. as

ton locomotives are employed ; the compared with 0.50 mile per hr. per

parcels vans are specially designed for sec . for the steam trains ; the figure

running the fish and parcels traffic for the electric stock is constant for

between the passenger trains without any size of trains , but would be de

holding them up, and the locomotives creased with an additional number of

for dealing with the heavy goods coaches in the case of the steam train .

traffic ( 300 -ton trains ) between the Driving-Wheels.—The effect of the

quayside and the Manors Station up a smaller driving-wheel ( 3 ft. as com

pared with 5 ft. 6 in . in diameter ) is

shown by a diagram ( Figs. 7 ) , in

which the two wheels and the posi
Fig. 5.-TRACK-CABLE TERMINAL

tions with regard to intersectionsof a

crossing are indicated. The additional MAINTENANCE OF ELECTRICAL EQUIP

hammer of the smaller wheel when MENT

crossing the intersecting gap, added Inspection . — No special provision is

Fig. 4.-ANCHORAGE FOR CONDUCTING - RAIL to the non-spring-borne weight of the madefor general inspection, this being

motors, has a marked influence on the attended to by the lengthsmen as part

tunnel grade of 1 in 27. In addition life of a crossing. Instances have oc- of their duty . In the event of a dam

to the parcels traffic, the motor vans curred of crossings, which under aged insulator being detected, it is re

are used to haul heavy workmen's steam conditions would have lasted ported for renewal; if damaged so

trains, which are made up of ordinary nine years, requiring renewal at the badly as to be likely to cause trouble,

steam carriage stock retained for the end of five years . The actual effect it is removed clear of the conductor

purpose. on points and crossings is shown on rail as a temporary measure, the spac

COMPARISON OF WORKING RESULTS the sketches of work taken out after ing of the insulators being such that

UNDER STEAM AND ELECTRICITY five years under conditions of electri- the intermediate ones can be tempo

The above table compares the cal working ( Figs . 8 and 9 ) . rarily removed without undue sagging

train service under steam and electri- To meetthe new conditions of wear, of the rail or stress on the remaining

cal working, and it will be noticed especially on curves and at crossings , insulators.

that, although the train-mileage has Sandberg , and manganese -steel rails At definite intervals special inspec

been nearly doubled , both the car- have been installed , and it remains to tions are made of insulators, bonds and

mileage and the ton-mileage are slight- be proved whether the additional cost all electrical connections, including the

ly less under the new conditions . involved by these arrangements will switchgear. The intervals between in

It was not to be expected that the be justified by the increase in life ob- spections vary—those for the switch

upkeep of the electrical equipment tained . gear and connections being made

could be dealt with without some in- So far as the straight track is con- monthly, while inspections of the

crease in the maintenance costs , but
Item

the additional cost has not proved to
Loss in per cent. per annum .

Insulators ., 2.0

be a heavy one ; and that the increasea Third rail. 1.75 to 2.0*

Track -bonds. 0.5

is not larger is due to the ease with Third -rail bonds 0.5

which theworking staff undertook the
Low -tension cable Three lengths renewed in 5 years.
Switch-gear... switches

electrical equipment, only two special * Before painting was commenced .
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track bonds and third-rail bonds are trespass by unauthorized persons, Conductor Rail . - The loss by corro

made every two years.
which on any railway with a frequent sion of the conductor rail has been be

Snow and Ice.-One of the antici- service of fast trains involves serious tween 134 and 2 per cent . per annum ,

pated difficulties in connection with the danger. Every possible precaution is and measures to prevent or , at any

maintenance was the possible accumu- taken, by the free distribution of in- rate , to retard this action were neces

lation of snow and ice on the contact sulated tools, rubber gloves and mats, sary . Accordingly the rail throughout

surface of the conductor rail, and the and by protective regulations, to avoid has now been scraped and painted with

formation of a film of insulating ma- shocks, and the comparative immunity a heavy oxide paint .

terial between the rail and the contact from trouble has no doubt been largely Renewals. - The system of inspec

shoes on the coaches. It is a condi- due to those precautions.
tion adopted enables a close estimate

tion of working which has been found Insulators.- The original equip- to be made of the annual renewals, a—
ment of the line included conductor- summary of which is given in the fol

rail insulators of reconstructed gran lowing table . It is anticipated that the

ite , which at that time was the loss in insulators and rail will decrease ,

standard practice in the United States . while the bond failures will probably

The total number installed was ap
increase.

proximately 40,000, and it was not The return for switchgear and

surprising that among this quantity cables , and also to a considerable ex

tent for insulators, is not renewal in

Fig. 6. — ACCELERATION OF TRAINS the sense of depreciation, but is occa

sioned by exterior causes ; as , for

very severe on American systems , and instance, a train derailment, which in

is doubtless largely responsible for the
one case destroyed insulators and

adoption there of various forms of cable terminals over a distance of 14

over-rail protection , which is expen
mile .

sive both to install and to maintain . Annual Costs . - With regard to the

In Newcastle , however, the difficulty cost of maintaining the electrical

has been successfully met by the use
equipment of the track, while it is not

of a special ice- scraper, mounted on
possible to give a figure that will be

the truck beam carrying the contact
applicable to all lines and conditions

shoes . The scraper, which is shown Fig. 8.-DIAGRAM of working, a general figure, the re

in Figs . 10, consists of a number of
sult of experience, may be interesting.

steel plates arranged vertically with Assuming, as in the North Eastern

their edges in contact with the rail and during the early days of working Railway case , that no special staff is

table. These plates , which are ar- a number of faulty insulators had to organized to deal with the work that

ranged diagonally across the longi- be weeded out. Since that time, how- is , it is dealt with by the permanent

tudinal centre-line of the rail , are cast ever , numerous experiments have been way inspectors — and that the equip

solid in a block of cast iron, and the made with various designs and mate- ment is laid down with proper regard

edges are pressed against the contact rials , with the result that a porcelain for the service to be met, £50 per

surface of the rail by a spring pres- petticoated type has now been stand- annum per mile of single track should

sure of about 50 lb. Normally the ardized which will , by its longer life cover all likely contingencies.

weather conditions do not require the and efficiency, amply compensate for It is more difficult to ascertain the

use of the scrapers , and they are raised its higher first cost as compared with cost of the increased wear on cross

by hand clear of the rail. During bad reconstructed granite and pot-ware. ings, curves , etc., nor until experience

weather, however, the coaches are sent A sketch of one form of this pattern has been considerably extended could

out of the sheds with the scrapers
as modified by the makers for con- any assumption be justified. In any

structional purposes is shown at D in case it would not be fair to debit elec

Fig. 11 , together with other forms of trical working with the wear due to

insulator in use . the rapid acceleration obtained, as
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Fig.7 . - COMPARATIVE CURVATURE OF WHEELS

screwed down , and when necessary at

other times the motormen on the trains

put them to work. If between the

hours of 1. A. M. and 5 A. M. a fall of

snow takes place or falling rain is

likely to freeze on the rail surface, a

special coach fitted with scrapers is

continuously run in order to keep the

ܝ

line open .

813
SECTION THROUGH B B

Danger from Shock .-In five years '

working there has been no case of

fatal shock to employees, while even

cases of bad shock are exceedingly

rare . Without exception the regret

table fatalities that have occurred on

the system have been the result of

SECTION A A

WEAR ON CROSSINO END.

Scale of Detalls: 192 Inch - 1 Foot
INCREIO FOOT

Fig. 9.--DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE EXCESSIVE WEAR AT A CROSSOVER ROAD
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without this acceleration the increased working being only limited in prac- was run up to the night of June 30,

schedule speed would not be possible, tice by the lengths of the platforms . 1904, and the complete electrical serv
and steam locomotives for this ac- During the summer the holiday traffic ice was put into use the following

celeration would, owing to the in- between Newcastle and the coast is morning; it has been maintained with

creased weights, be equally, if not very heavy, upward of 100,000 pas- out intermission from that date.
more, severe on the track.

sengers being dealt with during the Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the fact that the

day. The city -ward traffic in the eve- number of local trains in and out of

CONCLUSION ning at these times is largely concen- the Central has been practically

Although the foregoing remarks trated into less than three hours, and doubled, the train- and signal-move
would indicate some increase in the whereas the present train service deals ments there have been reduced, and

with such loads with ease, the super- the same platform accommodation ,

seded steam trains were frequently which before had been cramped and

working until 2 A. M. after a bank required extension is now ample for

holiday . all purposes. Further , the punctuality

The electrical equipment was car- of the service has been greatly im

ried out without at all affecting the proved, and it is no exaggeration to
running of the steam trains , and the say that the system is extremely popu

change -over was made during one lar , both with the travelling public and

night. The complete steam service with the operating staff.

N
I
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POSATION OF BLADES ' SCRAPER

Scale : i loch | Foot
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New Design of Engine to Produce Uniform

Torque

Fig. 10.-ICE-SCRAPER To everyone familiar with the shape to foresee what the resultant tangen

and meaning of a steam engine indi- tial effort will be for any particular

cost of permanent-way maintenance cator card , it is evident that the thrust engine without careful computations.

by the introduction of electrical work- given to the piston by the steam varies One way to produce a more even

ing , with its consequent improved considerably throughout the stroke.considerably throughout the stroke. turning moment is to connect several

traffic facilities beyond what was prac Thus, during admission , the pressure cylinders to a single crankshaft.a

tically possible with steam trains , it is maximum; after cut -off the pres- This gives numerous impulses per
must be borne in mind that substantial sure gradually falls and finally be- revolution , and each being of the same

economies in trackwork have been comes negative at the end of the intensity and occurring at equal in

rendered possible in other directions. stroke , because the steam at the other tervals of time, produces a practically

Since the inauguration of electrical side of the piston is being compressed . uniform turning effort, and also has

working the passenger load has This means that instead of tending to the further advantage that for a given

steadily increased , and the present push the crank pin forward the pis- amount of work the thrusts given by

volume could not be dealt with by any ton really pulls it back . the separate cylinders can be smaller

other method without substantial in- If the engine is a “ simple " one- than if all were delivered by one.

crease of terminal accommodation . that is , has only one cylinder , it is The following discussion relates

During the busy hour in the eve- evident that this varying force on the more specifically to high -speed en

ning 15 trains are dispatched from piston produces a fluctuating turning- gines of medium size, such as are

two terminal platforms at the central force at the crank pin and, further- commonly used for driving lighting

station , while during the " rush " more, on account of angularity of the units in office buildings, apartment

traffic five trains are dispatched at i connecting rod the force on the crank houses, hotels, etc. In isolated plants

pin is by no means equal to the thrust such as these one of the important

on the piston. At the beginning of requirements is to get as much power

the stroke the force urging the piston as possible on a square foot of floor

forward is high, as pointed out above, space , and at the same time to have

but the force tending to turn the as low steam consumption as possible,

crank, or the tangential force , is ex- for even where exhaust steam is used

tremely low, as the crank is only for heating purposes no one wants

slightly off “ dead center," and most to throw away more steam than is

of the thrust given by the piston is necessary during the summer months

expended in pushing directly against when the engines exhaust to the at

the shaft bearing. These changes in mosphere . The cross compound en

tangential effort cause the speed of gine, while giving as good steam

rotation to vary for different posi- economy as any other type, occupies

tions of the crank pin . In one -cylinder entirely too much floor space and is

engines the only way to prevent these seldom used. The two types of en

variations in speed from becoming ex- gines which meet these conditions

cessive is to use a very heavy fly- most satisfactorily are the angle and

Fig. 11.-PRINCIPAL TYPES wheel , which will store up energy the tandem compound, but, as shown

when the thrust is high and give it on page 339, the relative positions of

up again when the thrust is low . The the cylinders has a marked bearing on

minute intervals , each carrying up- fact that the turning moment varies the performance of the engine.

ward of 500 passengers . In the morn- with the change of steam pressure in In the tandem compound both pis

ings, when traffic is even more con- the cylinder , and at the same time tons are on the same piston rod , one

centrated, trains up to 550 feet long with the angle that the connecting rod behind the other , and always move

are employed the lengthof the train makes with the line of centers , ren- together. A little thought will show

on the multiple-unit system of train ders it rather a complicated problem that as both pistons are always mov

D

D

OF INSULATOR

IN USE
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ing in the same direction , there will This was then corrected for angularity are separated 90 degrees allows of

be an enormous thrust delivered at of piston rod, so that of the total perfect balancing, which is impossible

the beginning of the stroke when both thrust, only that portion was plotted with either the tandem or cross-com

are receiving maximum steam pres- which tends to push the pin in a cir- pound construction .

sure. After the point of cut -off the cular path. The line of average tangential effort

steam expands in both cylinders , the It is seen that, with the tandem en- was located in the force diagram by

thrust gradually falls off until it gine, the tangential force delivered to means of a planimeter and was found

reaches zero and then becomes nega- the crank -pin at first rises very rapidly , to be the same for both engines, show

tive , due to high compression neces- then quickly falls to zero , and when ing that the total amount of energy

sary with the high speed commonly the crank has turned through an angle delivered by both is the same. This

line is at the top of the shaded area

and represents the continuous pres

TRANKEND
sure necessary to carry a given load ;

MEAD END now, when this necessary crank-pin

pressure is exceeded in one part of a

revolution, there must be a

sponding deficiency in another part.
ig : 30 45 60 ° 15° 90° 105 120 ° 135 130* 165 180° 195* 200 * 225 240 ° 255 270 ° 235 300 325 330* 345° 360 From Curve A it is seen that the turn

Fig. 1—INDICATOR CARDS FROM WHICH BOTH CRANK EFFORT CURVES SHOWN BELOW ing pressure on the crank - pin of a

tandem engine rises very greatly above

the average amount twice in every

used in connection with small - sized of approximately 150 degrees , or is revolution , and falls not only to zero ,

units.
very nearly at the end of one stroke, but becomes negative, due to the com

Thus it is seen with this construc- the force becomes negative . This is pression at the end of the stroke. The

tion the pressures on both pistons, due to the fact that the steam pressure only practical way to try and smooth

whether positive or negative, are al- resulting from expansion is rapidly out the turning moment delivered by

ways added together , the pistons given becoming lower, while the steam on one of these engines is to use a heavy

a violent kick at the beginning of each the other side of both pistons is being fly -wheel, which takes the excess

stroke, and are , in fact, thrown back compressed at the same time; hence, energy represented by the area of one

and forth more like a shuttle ; there- at this point, instead of the pistons peak of the curve above the line of

fore, unless an immense flv-wheel is tending to drive the pin forward, they average pressure and caries it over to

used, anything likea uniform turning become a drag and have to be carried fill in the deficiency represented by the

moment is impossible.

In the angle-type engine, illustrated

herewith , the low -pressure cylinder is

placed vertically on the samebed-plate

with the high pressure and exactly at
EFFORTA

90 degrees to it. In this case it will be

seen that the maximum thrust, due to

the admission of steam to the low

pressure cylinder, does not occur until

after the high-pressure cylinder has

finished half its stroke , and the pres
Fig. 2-CRANK EFFORT DIAGRAMS : A-FOR TANDEM COMPOUND ENGINES ; B - FOR ANGLE COM

BOTH ENGINES DELIVERING THE SAME AMOUNT OF ENERGY ,

sure in it is rapidly falling off. Then

maximum pressure occurs in the low

pressure cylinder, and after it has fin to the end of the stroke by the inertia “ valley” in the next portion of the

ished half of the stroke, steam is again stored up in the fly-wheel . curve. Of course, the larger the vari

admitted to the other side of the high- Curve B shows the crank effortation, the larger the fly -wheel will have

pressure piston , and so on . It will from an American Ball angle -com- to be, and where heavy fly -wheels are

thus be seen that instead of the two pound engine. Here the low-pressure used , the wear on bearings is faster

maximum thrusts occurring at the cards are moved forward 90 degrees, and more oil for lubrication necessary .

same time, there are four which follow and the tangential efforts were figured Another important point to be taken

one another with uniform regularity. out separately for each cylinder for into consideration is the heavy reversal

This arrangement tends to produce a every 15 degrees, and then added to- of stress which occurs near the end of

more uniform turning force , and the gether. The remarkable thing about the stroke in the tandem type when

following diagrams have been worked this curve is its extreme " flatness," both pistons yank back at once. This

out accurately to show how the force which shows how small the variation tends to loosen bearings, both on the

actually varies in the two cases. in turning moment is in this engine. crank-pin and on the shaft, and in

The four indicator cards in Fig . I The piston areas , points of cut-off time developes " knocking.” The much

are from a compound engine, and the and division of the load have been higher values of maximum pressure

same cards were used in figuring out carefully worked out with a view of also necessitates heavier crank -pin and

both curves in Fig . 2 . producing this uniform torque. engine frames, as the parts of an en

The positions of the cards, as shown In these curves the modifying ef- gine always have to be designed for

in Fig . 1 , represent the events as they fects of friction and inertia of recipro- the greatest forces that they will have

occur in a tandem engine. Curve A cating parts have been neglected in to withstand. Then again , when there

was plotted from the cards in this po- order not to complicate the problem ; are only two impulses per revolution

sition . The ordinates for each card but had the effects of inertia been they must necessarily be at least twice

were taken for every 15 degrees taken into consideration , the results as strong as when there are four.

turned through by the crank and mul- would have shown up still more favor- Uniform turning moment is very

tiplied by the corresponding piston ably to the angle -compound engine, as important where alternators are to be

areas. The sum of these two gives the masses moving in the same direc- run in parallel, as the variation in

actual pounds thrust on the piston. tion are smaller, and the fact that they angular velocity, such as occurs in
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either simple or tandem - cornpound en- engines when it is running at 325 " Hawthorn " name-plate . They will

gines, sets up cross-currents which r.p.m. be made under the general supervision

cause heatingof the generator arma- It has been suggested that small tur- and specification of the Western Elec

tures and interfere with the regula- bines might be used for isolated plant tric Company.

tion. work, but as has recently been pointed The agreement provides also for

The American Engine Company has out, small turbines are not economical, the transfer to the General Electric

realized the special adaptability of this especially when running non-conden- Company of patents , drawings, pat

type of engine for small high-speed sing. In fact, small turbines consume terns, jigs and dies ; and the shifting

units, and have perfected designs and 50 and 75 lb. of steam per h.p. hour of this enormous business has been

are now building units of from 100 when exhausting to the atmosphere ; carried out with great smoothness and

to 500 h.p. to run at speeds of 250 to whereas one of the angle-compound without inconvenience to the patrons

325 r.p.m., and for condensing or non- engines , if supplied withsteam at the of the Western Electric Company. It

is a distinct triumph for their en

gineering and shop organization .

It is understood that the General

Electric Company will continue to

manufacture the Western Electric

types of machines, and furnish repair

parts for them until such time as a

demand for them shall have ceased ,

and that as rapidly as possible the

" Hawthorn " machines will be dupli

cates in design and characteristics of

standard General Electric lines .

Intensified Arc Lamp

The intensified enclosed arc lamp

marks a distinct advance in the field

of interior illumination , incorporating

as it does all the advantages of the

enclosed arc lamp , together with nu

merous improvements. For years the

enclosed arc lamp has been greatly

CROSS - SECTION OF AMERICAN 'BALL ANGLE COMPOUND ENGINE SHOWING RELATIVE POSITIONS

OF CYLINDERS AND OF COUNTERBALANCE WEIGHT

condensing service. These engines

are suitable for any class of service,

but are especially adapted for isolated

plant work, such as carrying hotel,

apartment-house and office lighting

loads. For this purpose their freedom

from vibration especially recommends

them . An ordinary lead pencil will

stand balanced upright on one of these

same pressure, will furnish an h.p.

hour on 25 lb. A small-sized turbine

to be run as economically as this would

have to exhaust to a high vacuum .

This introduces the extra complica

tion and expense of condensers and

air -pumps, and leaves no exhaust

steam available for heating, which is

generally desirable in isolated plants .

Western Electric-General Electric Agreement

The Western Electric Company has The Western Electric Company has

transferred its business of manu- reserved the right to manufacture

facturing electrical apparatus to the such power apparatus as may be

General Electric Company, and the necessary for the complete equipment

manufacture of dynamos and motors of telephone plants. This does not

for power-work has ceased at Haw- mean that the Western Electric Com

thorn . The shops heretofore given pany has ceased to sell power ap
FIG. 1

over to this work are being dismantled paratus ; on the contrary, it will make
and the machine tools formerly used redoubled efforts in this field. The in favor for general mercantile light
in this work are being sold . The ex- apparatus to be sold hereafter by the ing in virtueof the whiteness of its

tensive space heretofore employed for Western Electric Company will be light , low maintenance cost and high

this purpose is needed for the grow- manufactured at the various works efficiency. By a radical change of de
ing manufacture of telephone ap- of the General Electric Company. All sign, the intensified arc lamp maintains

paratus . machines will carry the well-known these special points of superiority,
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even over the other improved artificial therefore, is equal to about 174 watts —that is, of bringing each particle

illuminants .
per mean hemispherical candle-power of water so intimatelyin contact with

Two upper or positive carbons, 6 at 5 amperes and 110 volts direct cur- the steam that it will be heated to the

mm . in diameter and 305 mm. in rent. steam temperature and its full capacity

length, are placed in converging tubes, The distribution of light is ideal for for absorbing heat realized . This is

so that the ends of the carbons are in interior illumination , since maximum desirable in order that the amount of

contact. A self -acting weight bear- intensity is obtained in the working circulating water to be pumped and

ing down on the top prevents one plane where most needed . Perhaps the power consumed in pumping it

carbon from being consumed faster one of the most noticeable features of may be minimized , and in order that

than the other. the lamp is the daylight effect created the water from the hot well may be

One lower or negative carbon is when in use. The light is of a soft, more suitable for boiler feeding, since

used, 972 mm. in diameter and 100 almost perfect white tone, and is any loss of temperature therein in
mm. in length. The lower carbon steadily and evenly distributed . So creases the coal consumption at the

holder is movable in a vertical direc- pleasant and restful is the lighting rate of i per cent. of coal for each

tion , being attached to a counter- produced, one is hardly conscious of 10 degrees fahr. that the final tempera

weight mechanism through which the the illuminaton . ture of the circulating water falls be

action of gravity tends to hold it in At 5 ampers and 110 volts a carbon low the temperature corresponding to

life of 75 to 100 hr. is obtained . This the vacuum . In other words, the hot

long life, together with the high ef- ter the water from the hot well , the

ficiency, reduces the maintenance cost less will be the steam required in the

to a minimum, so that with the in- feed water heater, or the less the coal

tensified arc lamp it is now possible required under the boiler if no

to obtain the very best grade of heater be used .

illumination in large interiors at a We illustrate herewith a new form

minimum cost. The lamp, as manu- of jet condenser recently installed in

factured by the General Electric Com- the powerhouse of an electric railway

pany, can be furnished for either di- company by the Wheeler Condenser &

rect or alternating current or multiple Engineering Co. , of Carteret, N. J.

circuits. This outfit is installed in the base

Fig. I represents the intensified arc ment beneath a Westinghouse-Par

lamp equipped with ornamental cas- sons 1,000 -kw . steam turbine. The

ing. It will be noticed that this lamp injection water is taken from a creek
differs materially from conventional nearby, and the warm water is

designs and has very pleasing lines. The pumped from the condener head by a
outer globe is made of leaded glass to centrifugal pump driven by a vertical

correspond in effect with the casing. engine. Air is withdrawn by a rota

The lamp will therefore appeal par- tive dry vacuum pump, while a hori

ticularly to dry-goods , clothing and zontal relief valve provides outlet to

department stores, as it fills a long- atmosphere in case of stoppage of
felt want for an illuminant which is circulating water.

attractive by day as well as by night, The salient features of this con

and at the same time which meetsthe denser may be observed in the ac

requirements of high-grade illumina- companying cross-sectional drawing

tion and minimum cost . which , however, does not show the ex

act type of hot well installed in the

above plant . The condenser head ,
A Radical Improvement in Jet however, is identical. Referring to

Fig . 2
Condenser

the drawing, the water is introduced

The great impetus which the study at the upper right-hand corner into

contact with the upper carbons. The of condenser problems has received an extended trough or pan , from

magnets, acting through a clutch on during the past few years has resulted which it overflows through numerous

a rod of the counterweight mechan- in the improvement of the surface con- short tubes, also at the edge on the

ism , draw the lower carbon down- denser so that, whereas a heat trans- extreme left, falling into a second and

ward, away from the upper ones . In mission of 200 or 300 British thermal similar pan provided with similar

this way the magnets cause the car- units per square foot of surface per overflow pipes and weir, and finally

bons to strike and maintain the arc , hour per degree average difference of falling into the lower part of the

keeping the lower carbon floating at temperature was formerly considered shell, and overflowing thence to the

the point of electrical equilibrium . acceptable, condensers are now built barometric column or to the centri

When an arc is formed , the current in which the rate of transmission has fugal or other type of pump serving

density is much greater at the carbon been raised to 900 British thermal to overcome the atmospheric pres

tips than in the case of the standard units, and even more. The practical

enclosed lamp; and as the resultant results of this are that with the same The steam enters through the open

heat cannot be readily dissipated, the amount and temperature of circulat- ing at the left , passes horizontally

carbon tips pass beyond the usual red- ing water correspondingly less con- across through the shower of water ,

hot poker stage to the incandescent or denser tube surface will be required , ascends to the second level , passes to

white -hot stage. or with the same surface , less , or not the left through the upper shower ,

In order to obtain the highest ef- so cold circulating water, to main- and finally all that is left of the steam

ficiency possible, a small diffuser is tain the same vacuum . vapor, together with the air and other

used , located directly above the arc . With the jet condenser it is not gases , passes horizontally to the right

In this way a greater percentage of so much a question of improving the and over the entering and coldest

the light is distributed in the lower rate of heat transmission as of in- water at the top to the dry vacuum

hemisphere. The resultant efficiency, suring thoroughness of intermixture pump suction opening in the upper

sure.
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most part of the shell . It will be shell, due possibly to stoppage of the mercury steam pressure . According

noted that the cross-section of the circulating pump, this will break the to Peabody's tables , this corresponds

passage traversed by the steam con- vacuum upon which the inflow of to a temperature of 88.5 degrees

tinuously diminishes as the volume of water will cease, since the circulating fahr. , although the reading of the

steam is reduced by condensation and water is syphoned up to the condenser thermometer in the steam space at the

that, therefore, a uniform , steady ve- head from a lower level . The steam same instant was 90 degrees fahr.

locity is maintained throughout, leav- would thereupon escape through the The latent heat of steam at 88.5 is

ing no dead pockets in which air might relief valve . 1042 British thermal units. To cool

accumulate. Air is nearly twice as Tests made on this condenser in the condensate from 66.5 degrees

heavy as the same volume of steam actual service show that the innova- fahr. to 87 degrees fahr. the tempera

at the same temperature, and unless tions introduced by the designers have ture of the outgoing condensate will

swept forward positively will collect worked to good advantage. On the give 1.5 heat units, or 1043-5 in all .

in the lowest part of the condenser day of the test the barometer stood The entering temperature of the circu

shell. In surface condensers it is at 29.9 in ., while the street railway lating water is given as 44 degrees

allowable to place the air pump suc load on the turbine varied from fu fahr. and the final temperature is 87

tion at a low point , but not in jet load to 10 per cent. overload . Tem- degrees fahr., between which limits

condensers because of the possibility perature readings were taken by each pound of water will absorb 43

of water being carried over. In order thermometers placed in the exhaust heat units. Dividing 1043-5 by 43 we

to lessen the size and work of the pipe and in the hot well , while the have 24.3 as the number of pounds of

air pump it is also important that the vacuum readings were taken from a circulating water required to con

air may , at the last moment, be in con- mercury column connected to the dense i lb. of steam .

tact with the coldest water. condenser. As a matter of fact, the amount

would be less than this, since not all

of the exhaust is steam when it ar

rives at the condenser, some of it hav

ing already condensed in the turbine

and in the exhaust pipe, due to work

performed and to radiation . Suppose

that 10 per cent. of the steam is

water — that is , that the quality of the

exhaust is 0.90 . Taking 90 per cent.

of 1042 we have 940, adding 1.5 ,

makes 941.5 , and dividing by 43 gives

21.9 , as the ratio of the circulating

water to steam .

LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF WHEELER COUNTERFLOW OR RAIN TYPE JET CONDENSER ; STEAM

ENTERS LOWER COMPARTMENT AT LEFT, WATER UPPER COMPARTMENT AT RIGHT

From the drawing it will be seen Although due to the widely varying

that it is impossible for any of the load on the turbine , it was necessary

steam to pass to the air pump suction to set the injection valve to care for

without having traversed all of the the maximum load likely to be car

sprays. The water is finely divided ried, it will be noticed that the tem

by the small baffles hung below the perature of the tail water was kept

tubes . In some of the older types of very close to the temperature of the

direct- contact condensers the “ con- exhaust steam , although due to the

denser cone" was substantially an open coldness of the condensing water

chamber in which the hot steam would available , the rise in temperature of

naturally rise to the top, while the the injection water was quite large ,

air would fall to the bottom , the very and only a comparatively small

opposite of the condition sought, for amount of water was required , a con

if the air pump receives steam rather dition unfavorable to close adjust

than air all its work is for nothing, ment.

while the air keeps on accumulating It may be of interest to calculate

until the vacuum is seriously im- approximately, the ratio of steam con

paired . densed to circulating water used .

At the right of the drawing will Taking the first set of readings, we

be seen a float controlling a vacuum- find a vacuum of 28.55 in . of mercury.

breaking valve. In case the water Subtracting this from 29.9 , the baro

level should rise abnormally in the metric reading, leaves 1.35 in . of

A Now Printing-Press Motor

Controller

In no application of individual elec

tric drive to industrial purposes is the

desirability of a properly designed

controller better exemplified than in

printing. The requisites of a wide

speed variation and an ability to bring

the driving motor to a quick stop have

necessitated a special design of con

troller for this industry. The General

Electric Company has perfected a

printing-press motor controller, known

as CR-171 , which should meet the de

mands of the most exacting service.

As will be observed, the control is

obtained by means of a single handle

which projects through a slot in the

front of the case. All external wiring

passes through slot at the

bottom ,

A range in motor speed of three to

one is obtained by armature and field

resistance . The operating handle will

remain on any resistance point for for

ward running, but will automatically

spring back to the “ off ” position from

the reverse point.

A valuable feature of this controller

is the use of a contactor for making

and breaking all main circuits. The

movement of the handle energizes the

contactor and closes the motor

circuit.

a

44 °

44

Vacuum

28.75 "

28.75

28.65
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28.75 "
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Pressure

Ins . Mer .

1.15"

1.15

1.25

1.35

1.15"

1.15

1.3
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RESULT OF TESTS.

Corres. Injection

Temp. of In Out

Exh . Steam

83.5° 80 °

83.5 81

85.5 44 80

88.5 44 87

83.5° 43° 79°

83.5 43 76

87 . 43 82

87 . 43 82

86 . 43 88

Difference in

Temp. between

Steam and Cir. Water

3.5

2.5

5.5

1.5

4.5

7.5

5.0

5.0

3.01.2
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An overload device protects the motor

from too rapid acceleration or an over

load at any time. Should the contac

tor drop out, either by reason of an

overload or failure of voltage, the

operating lever must be returned to

the “ off” position before the contactor

can again be energized .

A reliable and quick - acting braking

effect is provided by means of a dyn

amic brake resistance , acting auto

matically when the motor circuit is

broken.

A feature of especial value to the

printing trade is the remote push-but

ton control. A single push -button

may be used to either start the motor

or bring it to a quick stop from any

10 HA ASHER

NEW CUTLER -HAMMER FACTORY

New Cutler-Hammer Factory factory buildings in New York City.

The importance attained by the Thebuilding in design and construc

Middle West as a manufacturing cen- tion is the work of the Worden-Allen

ter is indicated by the increasing num- Co. , of Milwaukee, whose success in

ber of western concerns that have construction work of this nature has

found it necessary to establish eastern led them to extend their operations to

factories . The latest of the more im- New York and Chicago, in both of

portant concerns to do this is The which cities they have recently opened

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., of Mil- offices for the convenience of their

waukee, whose plant is the largest in clients.

the world devoted exclusively to the We cheerfully publish the contribu

manufacture of electric controlling de- tion on “ Motor Drive," as it bare

vices . facedly violates almost every canon

This company has just completed of trade- puffery and smacks strongly

the erection of a new factory in New of midnight oil and ill- succeeding

York City , the building being located effort with the dictionary . It is the

AM in the Borough of Bronx, facing on handiwork of a high -grade publicity

Southern Boulevard, 144th Street and
bureau :

Timpson Place . It is five stories in

height , contains about 100,000 sq . ft . Motor Drive

NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC PRINTING PRESS of floor space and is of steel and "The development of a means for

CONTROLLER brick construction throughout . further increasing the usefulness of

Electric current for light and power wall-paper trimmers has recently been

is furnished by the New York Edison
running position. This gives the

successfully completed by the addition

operator perfect control when " setting for an isolated ,steam -driven electric modified form of the hand wall-paper
Company, but provision is also made of a small electric motor to drive a

Push -buttons may be installed

at any number of convenient points.
plant in the basement of the building. trimmer manufactured by A. Allen &

The new factory also possesses a
The armature and brake resistances

Company.

complete equipment for transforming " This will be heralded with joy

are contained in separate boxes , and
the alternating -current furnished by among the wall-paper trade, who haveare arranged for mounting on the wall

or any other convenient place. The
the electric company into direct cur- long felt this want. The construction

resistance is made up of single units
rent, the latter being preferable for is such that the operator has full con

the operation of machine tools. trol of the machine, being able to
which may be easily replaced .

The building is equipped with a start and stop instantly, go slow or

thoroughly modern sprinkler system , fast , the only effort required is a presa

A New Gas Pipe Ground Clamp including roof storage tanks of 50,- sure of the foot .

Among the recently approved de- 000-gallons capacity, and a 100 -h.p. " It will be readily seen that this is

vices announced by the Chicago Un- electrically operated centrifugal fire- a great advantage over the old way of

derwriters'Laboratories is the stamped pump with its 50,000 -gallon cistern turning the crank , as it gives the op

steel ground clamp from the Sprague in addition . This , together with the erator free use of both hands. While

Electric Company, 527 West 34th substantial construction of the building the user can turn out double the work

Street , New York . itself , the excellent light afforded by in the same time with the greatest

The clamp is made with two exten
reason of its location on three streets ease , the cost for power is very small,

sion legs having screw centers 1/2 in . and the complete electrical equipment as the Westinghouse motor used is but

apart, for attaching to an outlet box , for light and power make the eastern of 1 h.p.

and has a bolt and wing nut to secure plant of The Cutler -Hammer Mfg. " It is but an exemplification of the

the device to a gas pipe . Co. unquestionably one of the finest fact that small motors are being util
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ized to drive all manner of machines stud ( or screw ) from bending every Tiger Bay, Fla . , has recently put in

formerly driven by hand or foot pow
time the handle is used .

operation its new producer gas elec

er, and in many instances are responsi The shoulder of the stud also acts trical generating plant. The first of

ble for the developments of entirely as a stop and assures a uniformity the three units was started November

new machines not possible without the in length of stud , also acts as a lock- 23d , the second November 26th and

motor. washer, preventing screw from back- the third December 2d . Briefly , the

" The outfit complete is sold by ing out of handle. equipment consists of one 1100 h.p.

Messrs. A. Allen & Co., 2001-5 Car gas-producer plant in three units , three

penter Street , Philadelphia, Pa . News Notes 18 by 24 in . single tandem gas en

Northern Engineering Works, gines direct connected to 200 kw.

Trumbull Switches builders of Northern Cranes , Detroit , 2300 volt generators, together with

As illustrating the rapid develop- Mich . , have purchased additional land the necessary exciters , transformers,

ment of switches, the line of manu- adjoining their plant, on which they switchboards, etc. A large number of

facture by the Trumbull Electric Mfg. are preparing to make extensions of motor have also been installed, so that

Co. , Plainville, Conn ., has been im- their crane plant. the entire plant is now electrically op

proved in 18 different details . Of The receivership of Milliken Bros.,
erated . Allis-Chalmers Company are

the prominent changes we note the Milliken , New York, has been termi
the builders of the apparatus.

new foot piece on 15.50 -ampere nated . Structural steel and galvan

switches. ized steel towers for transmission- The Crocker-Wheeler Co. has re

work comprise the chief line of manu- cently sold to the Bethlehem Steel

facture of the Company, which is Co. 4800 h.p. of direct - current mo
now under the management of Mr. tors .

Francis Oykes. Wm . Barclay Parsons Personal

is on the new directorate . T. J. Mulvey, representative of the

Bryan -Marsh Co. in New York State

In a very attractive pamphlet en
for the last eight years , has joined the

titled “ The Dawn of a New Era "
active and hustling organization of the

in Lighting, the General Electrical
American Electric Lamp Co. as special

Foot PIECE

Company takes up the history of representative. He carries with him
the best wishes of his numerous

The copper surrounding the holes
light from the tallow dip to the

friends.

is drawn down and acts as a dowel ,
latest development in artificial light

Catalogue Notes

fits firmly in the base and keeps the
ing— namely, the tungsten lamp.

A little folder , No. 3884, recently
Following the historical facts, the

posts in alignment with the blades .
pamphlet is given up to the de

issued by the General Electric Com
By thus drawing down the copper 55

per cent. additional thread is given in
scription of the tungsten lamp, its

pany, is interesting, in as much as it

the metal .
efficiency, cost of operation and vari

compares the tungsten and carbon sign

The new handles cannot work loose.
ous applications of the lamp in in

lamps, and shows plainly the advan

By having the ferrule of heavy steel

terior lighting. The comparison of tages to be derived by the use of the
former.

cost of this with other illuminants is
which extends over the tenon of the

taken up in considerable detail . The Type IL in sizes from 1/6 to 20 h.p.

pamphlet, which is numbered 3885, and type ELC from 20 to 250 h.p. ,
should be of interest to both the pro- and known now as Hawthorn mo

ducer and consumer of current. tors, are described in Bulletins ·5131

and 5132 , respectively , issued by the

The Palmetto Phosphate Company, Western Electric Company.

NEW HANDLE

handle, the strain comes on the fer

rule which will not crush and bears

at every point , preventing the handle

Hammer Falls, in Bohemia Mining District, Oregon , For Sale

Over 350 mining claims and several quartz mills in operation , all wanting

electric energy. Falls 28 feet at lowest stage. Natural dam site makes

possible fall of 600 feet . Write for photo and information .

E. MONTAGUE, 270 1/2 Washington Street, PORTLAND, OREGON

JUST PERFECTEDDEANE OF HOLYOKE

Electrically Operated Pumps for

Every Service

Variable Speed Alternating

and Direct Current Motors

AUTOMATIC SWITCHES AUTOMATIC STARTERS

PRESSURE REGULATORS

Send for Booklet “ C ” covering Printing Press Equipments,

Forge Blowers, Dental Engines , Jewelers ' Power and

Buffing Machines. We have goo Second -hand Dynamos

and Motors in stock and would like to quote you.
THE

DEANE STEAM PUMP CO.

115 Broadway, New York

Works : Holyoke, Mass.

GUARANTEE ELECTRIC CO.

Clinton and Adams Streets, Chicago
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You Should Investigate

THE FAMOUS

Hawthorn A.c. and D. C.C.

Fan Motors

before making your plans for the coming fan

motor season .

Every fan is covered by our guarantee as to me

chanical and electrical construction, efficiency and
durability .

This guarantee carries with it the
broadest interpretation of our responsibilities.

Elt

It Protects Both You and

Your Customer !
"Hawthorn" 8 -inch Desk

and Bracket Fan
" Hawthorn ” Direct Cuirent

Oscillating Fan

" Hawthorn " Alternating Current

Ceiling Fan
" Hawthorn" 16 -inch D.C. Desk and

Bracket Fan

" Hawthorn ” Direct Current

Ceiling Fan

-MOTORS

Place Your Order For Stocks of Hawthorn Fans EARLY

" Hawthorn ” Fan Motors are furnished in the following types and sizes :
" SAVE TIME AND FREIGHT

“ Hawthorn " 8-inch“A . C. & D. C. Desk and Bracket Fans

“ Hawthorn " 12 - inch A.'C . & D. C. Desk and Bracket Fans

“ Hawthorn " 16 - inch A. C. & D, C, Desk and Bracket Fans

“ Hawthorn " 12 - inch A.'C . & D. C. Oscillating Fans

“ Hawthorn " 16 - inch A.'C . & D. C. Oscillating Fans

“ Hawthorn " 8 - inch A.'C. & D. C. Telephone Booth Fans

“ Hawthorn " A. C. & D. c . Ceiling Fans COMPANY

“ Hawthorn ” A. C. & D.'C. Counter and Floor Column Fans

Hawthorn A. C. & D.'C . Ventilating Outfits

DEWESTERN

ELECTRIC

OYN
AM

9 TELE
DICE

S.SU
PPL

SEND TODAY FOR OUR BULLETIN No. 5419 " TELEPHONE OUR NEAREST HOUSE "

The WESTERN Electric COMPANY FURNISHES EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL NEED

Western -Electric
New York

Philadelphia

Boston

Pittsburg

Atlanta

Chicago

Indianapolis

Cincinnati

Minneapolis

COMPANY

Write our Nearest House Denver

St. Louis

Kansas City

Dallas

Omaha

San Francisco

Los Angeles

Seattle

Salt Lake City

MONTRBAL, WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER

Northern Electric and

Manufacturing Co. , Ltd.

ANTWERP,

Bell Telephone

Manutacturing Co.

LONDON

Western Electric

Company

Berlin

Telephone Apparat Fabrik

E, Zweitusch & Co.

Paris

Sociétie de Matériel

Telephonique
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